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It's a melody of figures this cover copy is

playing these weeks.

{J
This week the words say: " Four hundred

and forty-six and a quarter more pages of

advertising than its nearest competitor since

January 1st."

And the chorus

—

4
" Paid subscriptions

—

from those actively in the field—and the

confidence of the industry's advertisers are

the acid test of a trade publication."

The News Alone Covers the Field

No. 20 Entered as

Los Angeles —

Ovtubcr 1J, lOl.t. at the Post Office at A'etc York,
under the Act o) March S, 1819

Published Weekly—%2.oo a year

J2Q Seventh Avenue, New York —

PRICE 20 CENT?

Chicago
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Jesse L. Las ky
presents

Qhomas
MEIGHAN

in

William
DEMILLE S

PR.O D UC TI O N

"Conmd in Quest

ofJiis youth"
<^ Hased on Tht novtl by

LEONARD MERRJCK
Scenario by

OLGA PRINTZLAU

"Journeys End in Lovers' Meeting"

SO ended Conrad's quest foryouth
—for he found that the secret of

eternal youth was in love.

The Good Luck Star in his most
delightful role, in the most talked

about story of the year.

CC (paramountQicture r



JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS

ROSCOE (FATTY)

AfcBUeiCLE
(BY ARRANGEMENT WITH JOSEPH M. SCHENCK)

C7hc Life oP
The Party

"

Qrom the story by IRVIN S.COBB

Directed by JOSEPH HENABERY
Scenario Uj WALTER. WOODS

<X (paramount ^picture

Said Fatty A. to Fatty Cobb

:

"This story's sure a classy job I"

Said Fatty Cobb to Fatty A.

:

"The picture beats them all, I'll say .'"

WHEN the two funniest men in

the world get together and make

up their minds to beat anything they

have ever done you can be sure of

the result.

That's what happened in "The Life of

the Party." Irvin S. Cobb wrote the

story—put into it enough laughs for a

good half dozen comedies.

And Arbuckle made the picture and

put in more laughs.

So the result is to date the funniest

five-reel comedy ever made. No matter

how big you play it up, your patrons

won't be disappointed.



From Richard Washburn Child's story-

Directed by George D, Balcer .

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

''I swear I won't touch her," he promised the

warden. So they let him go—a lifer—to save

his daughter from the clutches of a black-

mailing woman.
How did he do it—save his child and drive

the woman to suicide 1

By a whiff of heliotrope I

A heart picture with positively

the most unusual plot ever

conceived

!

V FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION
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To Please
OneWoman
yl Cparamount Cpicture

A LL the catastrophes of history were
* brought about because a man tried

to please one woman. Adam ate the apple,

the Trojan war was fought, and Antony
lost an empire—for a woman.

And so in a tremendous modern story

Lois Weber has crystallized the destruc-

tive force of the ages—has presented with

mighty dramatic intensity the havoc

wrought by a selfish woman.

A story of real life in a real town—of real

people who love and suffer and at last find

happiness. A story that reflects every as-

pect of American life.

A sure-fire money getter if there ever was

one:

J
PRODUCTION'
Distributed by

FAMOUS PLAYERS -IASKY CORPORATION



HERE'S a Hart picture that has

something more than the best

of them.

It goes straight to the heart, with an

appeal to the deepest and tenderest

emotions.

This irresistible emotional appeal, to-

gether with the biggest story and the

strongest situation ever, is what makes

The Testing Block the big star's biggest

picture.

By William S. Hart

Adapted and Directed by

Lambert Hillyer

Vhotographed by

Joe August, A. S. C.

A William S. Hart Production

n o n

G&K&IL

• .sin?'' • fl ft, v

s.

HART
7/76 fesf//# #/o<?A

(paramount(picture



ADOLPH ZUKOR presents A

Georde FitzmauriceO PRODUCTION

"Idols of Clay
WITH lS

TAAE MURRAYar0 DAVID POWELL

THEIR idols fallen, their hopes destroyed, what

was left to them ? Only youth—that triumphs

even over despair—and love ! And through love

they worked out their souls' regeneration.

c^A colorful drama of a great city's lights and

shadows, and of the languor of the South Seas.

By Ouida Bergere

(2 (paramountQicture
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THE GREAT APPLAUSE PICTURE

OF THE NEW SEASON!



HERE is a "progress-picture" of the left side of the Plaza at

Monte Carlo, reproduced in every minutest detail by Von
Stroheim for "FOOLISH WIVES," the other two sides being

formed by the Hotel de Paris and the Cafe de Paris. This
building—the world-famous Casino—is 174 feet long, its

towers rising 74 feet above the little park with its specially

grown lawn. At Point Lobus, near Monterey, the back of

this same building has been erected in a setting which is a

city block-and-a-half long, rising magnificently from a 100-

foot cliff on the sea and having in front a promenade 305

feet long and 60 feet wide.

Of such marvelous settings—of such amazing fidelity in de-

tail, is this newest Universal-Jewel Master-play constructed.

Dramatically,"FOOLISH WIVES" will be found just as fas-

cinating in revelations of certain phases of European social

life which none but Von Stroheim might ever dare to screen.

FOOLISH WIVES*
Universal -Jewel

TOT STROHEIM AGAIN

!

Two emd one-lvalfp times -as much
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Margaret"

Mann
suppoiiing

,,-the MoVhev Mine of
The HearV of Humanity

Americas foremost
emoh'ongl actress

YOU know it—the whole trade knows it—it was
^Mother Love that made " The Heart of Human-

ity "—the love of a mother—the love for a mother.
And here is that same Mother— Margaret Mann—
sacrificing all, yet winning all through her unend-
ing love, in a picture of modern life that you'll

never forget.

"p*ROM small town to big city and back again
goes the action of " Once to Every Woman,"

and thru it all, from humble poverty to selfish power
and back to her mother's arms, Dorothy Phillips
holds you fascinated, as can no other actress of our
generation Book this picture tor i.20's surest

attraction.
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Bi$gfar on ike Seventh, i/ay

ikdn on tke First !

run

HE only mistake you can make in booking

this picture is to book it for too short a

" The Devil's Passkev " is a double-

runner if there ever was one. Says the Allen

Theatre of Akron, Ohio:

" Our seventh day run was bigger than

our first. I made a mistake by not book-

ing it for two weeks. Would hold it

over if I had not advertised next week's

bill. It is the production of the year."

Don't make this man's mistake on your own
run. Double up noiv and get all that's coming

to vou.

pnn§&r

i
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The editor of your foremost
newspaper and you are in ex-

actly the sameboat so far as news
is concerned. He prides himself on
the amount of exclusive news he can

print and you pride yourself on the

exclusive news you show. You read

his paper (because you can't afford

to be behind the times) and he comes
to see your news reel. That is—he
comes to see it if it's International—
because, as a good newspaper man,
he can't spend time on anything but

a Service of Scoops. If you'll look

'round you'll find that most of the

people in your town feel about the

same way as to your News Reel.

International News Service

Released thru Universal
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&SOLD
RDDUCTIDN

HHOUTICCS that Territorial Franchises covering

Sixty fyrCent of the United States and
Canada have to date been allotted*?

Qihe Sherman ?/<erman nan offering, as it does, a definite number
of high class atiractions on a strictly

cost basis,NO ADVANCES , with
a Positive Guarantee of

satisfaction or "your money back "is

unquestionably, the best and fair-

est proposition ever presented to

the Independent Exchanges of
America *

Shermanrranch ise means money for YOU, if your terri-

tory is still open o Don't let your
opposition beat you to it *

Wire tod d^y- tomorrow may be too Late - to

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON

LONGACRE BUILDING - 1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK *

Get busy-
Dorit let the other

fellow say - "Sherman
is right

1 '

TWE LV E
ATT RA C Tl O N S

A YEAR



jf Theatre wought:

Cf(w public m beginning

to understand something

oftk differences iitrental

pricesfor various grades

of pictures) the day k
at hand, therefore, when
audiences will reject

what they know is chap.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

"His Majesty The American
99

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
"Broken Blossoms"

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

When The Clouds Roll By

MARY PICKFORD
in

"Pollyanna"

MACK SENNETT'S
Five Reel Special Comedy Sensation

"Down On The Farm"

99

DORIS KEANE
in

"Romance"

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

"The Mollycoddle"

MARY PICKFORD
in

"Suds
93

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
New Picture

"The Love Flower'
9



Prints in the best of condition, intelligent, thoughtful

service, and efficient exploitation help are offered on these

releases at all of United Artists Corporation's

BRANCH OFFICES

Atlanta, Georgia 106-108 Walton Street

M. C. Coyne, Sales Manager.

Boston, Mass, 43 Winchester Street

Harry M. White, Sales Manager.

Chicago, 111. 17 North Wabash Avenue
Cresson E. Smith, Sales Manager.

Cleveland, Ohio 2143 Prospect Avenue
R. K. Evans, Sales Manager.

Dallas, Texas 1900 Commerce Street

J. E. Luckett, Sales Manager.

Denver, Colo. 617 Ninteenth Street

T. Y. Henry, Sales Manager.

Detroit, Michigan 605 Joseph Mack Building
Herbert W. Traver, Sales Manager.

Kansas City, Mo. Film Exchange Building
17th & Main Streets

H. D. Buckley, Sales Manager.

Los Angeles, Calif. 643 So. Olive Street
Walter S. Rand, Sales Manager.

Minneapolis, Minn. 402 Film Exchange Building
Thos. J. MacEvoy, Sales Manager.

New York City 729 Sevehth Avenue
Jack Von Tilzer, Sales Manager.

Philadelphia, Pa. 1319 Vine Street
C. U. Martin, Sales Manager.

Pittsburgh, Pa. 119 Ninth Street
Carlos E. Moore, Sales Manager.

San Francisco, Calif. 229-231 Golden Gate Avenue
Edw. B. Baron, Sales Manager.

Seattle, Wash. 1913 Third Avenue
Charles W. Harden, Sales Manager.

Washington, D. C. 801 Mather Building
George F. Lenehan, Sales Manager.

Toronto, Canada 13-15 Adelaide Street.W.
William Cranston, Sales Manager.

Winnipeg, Canada Room 219 Phoenix Building
H. M. Master, Sales Manager.
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Did You Ever Notice?
How certain big film exchanges will howl their heads off, in press mat-

ters, on special publicity, on folders, etc. , when they have an exception-

ally good picture.

While their ordinary program pictures, just sneak upon you in modest
quietness.

Did You Ever Put hundreds
of Dollars Behind a Picture?

On an extra added advertising campaign to get a crowd for your show,

when you only head a punk, third rate production? Of course you

didn't! Nobody will!

It takes money to advertise, and people don't throw away money. That

is why

You Can Always Judge the Merit of a Picture by the

Exploitation Campaign Put Behind the Production

Did You Hear or Know?
That HUNDREDS OF SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS AND
DOZENS OF FICTION MAGAZINES ARE now advertising the

first great TITLE CONTEST in the history of motion pictures, con-

ducted on the new series of 26

TWO-REEL "TOP NOTCH" COMEDIES

One every second week

$7800.00 given away in cash prizes. Three on each picture. $100.00 a piece.

20,000 Three Colored, Attractive Posters are also Distributed Free of Charge to Ex-

hibitors and Exchanges by the

PLYMOUTH SSESJSwS SYNDICATE
of CLEVELAND, OHIO

To Make Their Title-Contest a Popular Success and to Make the Exploitation

Campaign—WORTHY OF THE BRAND.



ALLAN DWAN
presents

$v.;-yJftSS*i
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This powerful story when

published last spring in

the Metropolitan magazine

was one of the short story

sensations of the season.

It is a story of a quick-

flaming passion, of a strong

but simple man swept off

his feet, torn from the girl

he loves, by a dance-hall

beauty, a swarthy half breed

siren who lived and died

in sin.

Thou shalt not"—what?

4*

Hi

1

S}fl»X*>a6»tKit»:--:oCu<*-&xrs.



Forbidden Thing ?
In any large city where news-

papers contain a women's

page or daily magazine page

your press representative or

advertising agent can focus

tremendous interest upon

this picture in your theatre

by contests or discussions

of "What is the Forbid-

den Thing" in this town?

Award pairs of free tickets

for the best or cleverest

answers.

L " 1

Who forbids the Forbidden Thing

mmmma



Allan Dwan's first Associated Producers Special

Production is as it should be—a strong native

American drama. A drama of scenes and people

familiar to you. A story superior in power, in

humanness, in sex interest and love, to such prev-

ious Allan Dwan successes as "Soldiers of Fortune,"

"In the Heart of a Fool," "The Sin of Martha
Queed," "Fifty-Fifty" and "The Social Secretary."

Nationally released Nov. 7th, with an all-star cast.

WAN

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT ~ MARSHALL NEILAN -ALLAN DWAN

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

AKOO J'DKSS, NEW YOB K





^as this silk-stocking heiress the

simple servant girl Yal had

lovedbackm Helsingfors ?

Oh woman.woman

!

cWill Rog ers, as the

big-hearted Swede

sailor, registers

another of his re-

markable character-

izations m a picture

that has wit,pathos

action and the sort

of comedy that will

keep your audien-

ces in an ecstasy.

"Ayban surprised !

Can this be

my

GOLDWYN fl fsfnIS

WILLROGERS
GUILE OpWOMEN

By PETER CLARK MACFARLANE
Directed by

CLARENCE BADGER
PROPUCED BY GOLDWYN STUDIOS

'Ay come back toyou soon Linked at last ! Hulda explains everything
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WILLIAM A. BRADY
Announces the completion

of Lis new production

Life
Written by THOMPSON BUCHANAN and

WILLIAM A. BRADY

Directed by TRAVERS VALE

Adapted from the celebrated stage success of tbat name,

which ran a year at the Manhattan Opera House.

It s about New York.

A stirring story of Love, Romance, Crime

ana enture

and

Not founded on the

infernal, eternal triangle.
For particulars

apply

WILLIAM A. BRADY
The Playhouse

New York City



JANE/ OLIVER CURWOOD/ TRIUMPH -AN ALLURING



9

0UVH2
CURWOOD^
ITOBEL"
ADAPTED FROM HI/ GREAT-
EST NOVELL FEATURING

UOU5E PETER/
AND A NOTABLE C^T INCLUDING

JANE NOVAK
DIRECTED BY EDWIN CAREVVE-.
THE GREATEST PICTURE EVEROFFEI^-
ED IN THE INDEPENDENT FIELD. $lATE

FRANCHISE," NOW READY CHOICE
TERRITORY OPEN * RESERVATION/

MADE IN ORDER RECEIVED -
GEORGE H . DAVl/
^GDM 2GD.I60DBWAY
NEW YORK CITY

J--''-
: 0

Love xtory of the great North -wex



HARRyRaver offey >

THEVIRGIN
5TPARIS

From the famous Novel SOPHIA

ANTHONTY hope
Author of
RISONER
o/ZENDA

D/re6ted by ^
GERARD FONTAINE

'

frank expose of/tie inner c

'(/rets of a Poual Court\
herein the

v
intr,

jmplots and tr&acheru)\ J

fa Kingdom are t^ujj^ajj^
"

SIGNALIZING
THE AMERICAN APPEARANCE

DIANA KAPENI
FAMOUS POLISH STAR
DIPECT FROM

THE IMPERIAL TH
WARSAW

SUPPORTED BY A

CAST of5000
INCLUDING

Walter Gordon.
Philip Ashley
Marjorie Strickland
Marie Paton
Clara Den vi

I

Lewis J. Mortimer
J. P. Phelps
Florence Temple
William Cres wick.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS
Inc.

1400Broadway rf.Y.C.



CRESCENT FILM CO. KANSAS CITY-MO.

SPECIALTY FILM CO. DALLAS -TEX.
SPECIAL FEATURES CO. KNOXVILLE-TENN.

SEABOARD FILM CORP. WASUII16TON-D.C.

UNITY PHOTOPLAYS CO. CHICAGO - ILL.

HYGRADE PICTURES CORP. CHARLOTTE- N.C.

STANDARD FILM EXCHAN6E PITTSBURGH-PA.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO. CLEVE.CIMN.0-DCT,MICH.

U6HTMII16 PHOTOPLAYS SERVICE ofME. BOSTON-MASS.

PRODUCED 9Y~ QEftVILLA FILM CORP
SUPERVISION— 9EN WILSON &-JOE BRANDT



EXHIBITORS
YOU CAN GET

FRITZI RIDGEWAY
"The Girl with a Thousand Personalities"

In the first of her Twenty-four Two-Reel

WESTERN RELEASES
At the

Following Exchanges- NOW
SAM GRAND

Federated Film Exchange.
Boston. .Mass.

FRANK ZAMBRENO
Unity Photoplay Co.,

Chicago. III.

Unity Photoplay Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

BEN AMSTERDAM
Masterpiece Film Attractions,

Philadelphia, Pa.

LOUIS PELLERIM
R. D. Lewis Film Co.,

Dallas, Texas
R. D. Lewis Film Co.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.
R. D. Lewis Film Co..

Little Rock. Ark.

FRED B. WARREN
Standard Film Corp.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Standard Film Corp..

Kansas City, Mo.

W. S. BOWEN
Seattle Film Exchange.

Seattle. Wash

F. S. NIGGEL
Apex Pictures Corp.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.

I. F. SEIFERT
Independent Master Films.

Detroit. .Mich.

EUGENE PEARCE E. H. EMMICK

Pearce Films, Inc.,

New Orleans, La.
Pearce Films, Inc.,

Atlanta, Ga.

Peerless Film Service.
San Francisco, Calif

Peerless Film Service.
Los Angeles. Calif.

JACK ELLIOT
Elliot Film Corp.

RALPH WETTSTEIN
Midwest Distributing Co..

Milwaukee. WfaMinneapolis. Minn.

// your exchange is not listed here, write us direct

CAPITAL FILM CO. *
220 South State St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



URBAN
>OPULAR
:lassics

CLASSICS IN SHORT FEATURES

CHARLES URBAN'S
MOVIE CHATS

Only one reel. But their value

is in quality, not length.

Of limitless appeal. Because they
reach into all of nature's pictorial

storehouse.

Science, art, travel— the humor
and the serious—everything from
every nation.

Really everything!

They top a program—they make
a program in themselves.

Exhibitors who are building now
for the future are booking

Charles Urban's
Movie Chats

Released through States Rights Exchanges

Some Territory Still Available

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

M 117 T_ /If
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Better Presentation Better Business

Booking
Motion Picture Theatres

Exclusively
Singers

Vaudeville Acts
Head-Line Features

Direct from the Largest Circuits in the World
We Furnish Jazz Bands and Orchestras

Remember Mr. Exhibitor, that

We Can Change Your Acts Weekly

No Theatre Too Small

No Theatre Too Large

Write, Wire or Phone and One of Our Road Men Will

Call and Explain Our Proposition Thoroughly

62f

Phone State 5893

Suite A, 13th Floor, Masonic Temple

CHICAGO, ILL.



MOVING PICTURE

1^ HE Anniversary of the Hodkinson Corporation, in the
form of a Hodkinson Month, calls attention to an or-
ganization that has added a solid plank to this industry.

W. W. Hodkinson founded his present business three years
ago upon an economic principle. It is a principle that underlies
other industries. It had been the basis of Mr. Hodkinson's
previous operations in this field. It is the principle of the com-
plete independence of the distributor.

Briefly, Mr. Hodkinson believes that the distributor must
operate independently of the producer and exhibitor. He must
be utterly free to pick from one for the other. Only in this

way can there exist that freely selective force which at one end
of the line encourages better production and, at the other end,
assures a marketable product.
None of us will argue against the sound economy of this

principle. Its application to so peculiar a business as this might
be questioned if it were an untried theory. But Mr. Hodkinson
has made it a fact. He started with a theory and today, after
three years of application, he has a successful and expanding
business.

We have a firm belief in the economics of this art-industry.
We believe that its development will be gradually moulded by-

economics, and we furthermore believe that not only will its

industrial structure be shaped by established business laws, but
also that its art will be fostered by these same sturdy influences.
And for that reason it is a pleasure to recognise a success like

Mr. Hodkinson's because it is a constructive effort in the best,
ultimate interests of the entire industry."

«/ \ RAIL blazers, peacemakers and pioneers usually fail of

recognition until after the floral tributes have been deliv-

ered a!hd the echoes of solemn music have died away. In

moving picture's which move with seven league strides fame
overtakes a leader before too many years have fled. There-
fore today W. W. Hodkinson, the most conspicuously modest
man in our industry, is receiving the recognition that is his due.

and these words are recording that fact. A man of ideas, of

vision and constructive ability, much that has marked the prog-

ress of moving pictures first crystallized in his fine brain.

Recently Mr. Hodkinson's organization decided to set apart

the month of November to a celebration to be known as "Hod-
kinson Month." This fitting and practical thing will be observed
throughout the land to the advantage of the celebrants and to

the further prestige of Hodkinson and all that he represents.

When all the history of vioving pictures is written, the name
of IV. W. Hodkinson will be carved high in the list of those

who have served, of those who have builded, of those who have
set up standards which have been followed to the vast better-

ment and uplift of the great business which is close to all of
our hearts.

A real pilgrim in the early days, he adventured into leadership,

and today the things he forecast are accomplished facts.

It is well for the industry to pay him a practical tribute by

observing Hodkinson Month, and though it be good business, it

is by good business that we all survive."

7<



Hodkinson Anniversary Month Release

The Exotic Allure of Tina

Modotti,—The Beauty of

Myrtle Stedman, — The
Rare Artistry of Lawson
Butt,— lifts this picture far

above the average run.

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Giy

Distributing through PATH£ Exchange, Inco furated



Hodkinson Anniversary Month Release

ABenj B.Hampton Production

ZANE GREYS -BMW v

the u. p. trail:
AMassive Rctui-e of the Great West,with a Rwerful Cast Including

STEWART, JOSEPH J.DOMING', KATHLYN WILLIAMS
ROBERT MSKIJM AND MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
DIRECTED BY JACK CONWAY- ZANX GREY PICTURES INC
TWO HONGS ALONE ASSUDE THE BOX-QFFICE ."PULL" OF THE
PICTUDE. ZANE GEEYWDOTE THE STOGYAND BENJ.BJIAMPION

IS THE PRODUCER. AN ALL-STAR CAST ENACTS IT.





ROBERTSON-COL

,„ Mae MARyH* LilHeTraid Lady



ROBERT/ON COLE
ft*

%4

IIN

^ARSH
Directed ^JOHN <]. AOOLFI

Never has there been a more

incessant demand, by public and

exhibitor alike, for a star's return,

than that which has greeted

Mae Marsh during her absence

from the screen.

She comes back now in "The

Little 'Fraid Lady," with her

quaint, adorable way, to hold

the hearts she has won by the

charm of her ever human work.

And—to the host of her admirers,

she will add untold numbers,

captivating by the wistful smile

that shines through a tear-

dimmed eye, like a ray of sun-

shine in a clouded summer sky.

THE LITT1
FRAID LADY
from the novel
The GirlVho Lived InThe Woods"
by MARJORIE BENTON COOKE RG
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ITS "ERYTHING A PICTURE SHOULD BE

SNOOKY THE
HUMANZEE

w

PIGS. CANT ALWAYS" BE PIGS'. SOMETIMES
THEY MUST BE CLE.AM

IDA MAY M'KENZIE AND A
WONDERFUL CAST OF KIDDIES,
ANIMALS AND ADULTS IN

THE ONE
BEST PET

ONE A MONTH IN TWO REELS
C.L.CHESTER. PRODUCTIONS, INC.

""TENSENESS, heart appeal, thrills that bring you to the edge of your

seat, laughs that come quick and clear as a thunderbolt from a blue

sky are yours in "The One Best Pet."

It embraces more novelties than any two reel picture you have ever shown:

it is different from every Chester Comedy that has gone before, yet it

embraces all the strong points that have amazed exhibitors everywhere
with the audience-pulling power of these pictures.

It is more than a worthy successor to "Four Times Foiled," "An Overall

Hero," "The Big Show" and "A Tray Full of Trouble."

(And by-the-way, have you shown ALL of these?)

Chester Comedies are pictures without an apology—the^ are necessities

for every^theatre that claims to offer the best.

DIRECTED BY WM. S. CAMPBELL

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, INC. % -

799 Seventh ~4vq stew 76rit Sc^

PALS'- THEIR ADVENTURES
GET A NEW GRIP ON YOUR
HEART



A CROWNING ACHIEVMENT1M .P NEWS
EVERY CRITIC HAILS THE MOTION PICTURE RECORD OF

HAN dWAR S
VICTORY

AS THE WORLDS 2 REEL FILM TRIUMPH

THIS week our advertisement of the picture that we promised you
as the one exclusive motion picture record of Man o' War's victory

over Sir Barton at Windsor, Ont., and promised you that would be

the greatest offering of its kind in the history of films is written for us by
others.

Every word of the criticism of the Motion Picture News is well worth

reading by the man who closely watches his box office.

ONE OF THE GREATEST FEATURES EVER
SCREENED -WONDERFULLV PRODUCED.

IT MAS MORE TENSE MOMENTS THAN ANY
THRILLER GREATEST RACE SCENE EVER/'

/^N the opposite page you will find the opinion of two of the leading

sporting writers of New York City. They saw the picture at a

private showing given in honor of Louis Feustel, trainer of the super

horse. It is voluntary testimony to the worth of the picture.

It is publicity in addition to the thousands of columns of news that has
been printed about Man o' War—that makes this the most eagerly

sought for film in history.

30.000 SAW THE SUPER. HORSE COME HOME AVICTOR.

" The Race of the Age"
(Featuring Man 0' War—Educational

—

Two Reels)

THE most wonderful racing horse in the

world " Man O'War,'
1 who lias received more

publicity within the last year than any animal

or human living and whose intense popularity

has made every man, woman and child with the

least bit of sporting blood in their veins .tingle

with excitement, is shown in this picture

Any way you want to take it this two-reelcr

is one of the greatest features ever screened I

is wonderfully produced, has more tense

moments than any thriller, has the most popular

horse in the world and has the greatest racing

scenes ever witnessed, barring none.

The latter scenes show the horses from the

time they leave the post until the finish of the

race. Most of them are side views and follow

the horses along the course as they struggle for

supremacy.
The picture? are clear and lifelike and one

can easily imagine the intense excitement ot an

audience as they see these two thoroughbreds

stretch cut t-.pc:: the track with Sir Barton at

the rail.

Then little by little, " Man O' War" is shown

creeping up 'on- his rival until he gains a full

length which he holds for a quarter. The

plucky Sir Barton with bull dog courage,

sticks to the bigger horse and recovers some of

the lost ground.

It is a hopeless task, however, for when

Clarence Kummer. the jockey, loosens up on

"Man O' War," we see this super-horse with

his wonderful stride, pull away from his rival

and finish eight lengths ahead.

These latter scenes arc full of intense excite-

ment and are a crow rung achievement in camera

work. How ihev ever did it is a tr.vstcn
.

The reels also show " Man O' War
'
entering

his private car with his pal '"The Major," an-

other horse for his trip to Canada ; the entrance

to the race track and the thousands of spectators

who gathered for the big event; scenes about

the paddock, the owners, trainers, jockeys and

attendants of the two horses, etc., etc.

This picture has wonderful exploitation possi-

bilities. Run as many stories as you can about

this super-horse. Tell your patrons that he is

guarded like a crown jewel, pampered as a prima

donna, has cooked food and pure water as a

diet, that the doctor and dentist are among

his regular attendants—and that he shakes a

wicked hoof.—FRANK LEOS'ARD.
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PECPECTION OF PICTURES- N Y. MAI
E.W.HAMMONS ANNOUNCES PREMIER SHOWING OF

THE RACE OF
THE AGE

FOR, THE WEEK OF OCT 31 AT BOTH.
STRAND,NEW YOBK,and STRAND.BROOKLYN

MORE MONEY THAN FOR A MARY PICKFOPD

FILM, SAYS N.Y. EVENING WORLD.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY 14 CAMERAS INCLUDING

SLOW MOTION

In. connection with the dinner, the
first view of the moving pictures
of Man O' War's match with Bli
Barton were thrown on the screen
at the Police Club. They are the
moat remarkable, perhaps, ever taKenT
showing every step of the thrilling
contest, and win be shown publicly
at me strand Theatre next week. Jt
18 Bald that more money was paid
for the film by the Strand producers
than they expended for a Mary
yickford picture.

\TEVER in the history of the camera has there been a race pictured with the dramatic power of "The Race of the Age." Every
* critic, every sportsman, every man, woman and child with blue blood in their veins have used adjectives that'we dared not

employ in attempting to describe it.

At the Strand, New York, and the Strand, Brooklyn, it is being given an exploitation that few feature pictures have ever won.

A full week before the showing a greater portion of the lobby has been devoted to it. Advance inquiries indicate that it will

break all attendance records.—THE REASON IS THAT IT IS THE WONDER PICTURE OF THE YEAR

Foreign Rights Controlled by GUY CROSWELL SMITH, Ltd., 1476 Broadway, New York City.

"NEVER WA5 A PACE PICTUPED WITH SUCH

ACCUPACy AND COMPLETENESS"-THE N.Y.MAIL
•..-.-.••-/•.•-••'-,..

30,000,000 WANT TO SEE THIS^ PICTURE

By way of a surprise the first ex-

hibition, of the Historic Man o' War-
Sir Barton race was flashed npon him
in lifelike exposure in the big dining
room of the Police Club, the scroll being
loaned by the Educational Film Company
to Marshall McCarthy for the occasion.
There have been many pictures of horse
races, but never was there one which
depicted with such accuracy and com-
pleteness the memorable event which
took place at Kenilworth Park on Oc-
tober 12.

Spectators are practically within a
few feet of the contest from the moment
Starter Harry Morrissey gave them the
signal untfl the finish. It is the first,

photographic example taken by a pano-
ramic machine and depicts every move
made by horse and rider during the en-
tire trip Of a mile and a quarter race.

So realistic Is the photography that
spectators will be brought to the pitch

of enthusiasm and root with as much
energy as the 30,000 witnesses rooted
on the day of the race. Moving pic-
ture experts declare it the perfection of
production in that line.



SantaFe

OHMIN!
IS JUST AS WELL KNOWN
TO THE MILLIONS OF—
PICTURE FANS AS

u Uneeda Biscuit

"

44
His Master s Voice

"

" Keen Kutter
"

" Dutch Kleanser
"

" Gold Dust Twins
"

" Heinz s 57 Varieties
"

" Quaker Oats
"

" Ford Cars
"

" Kodak "

" It Floats," etc.

JUST AS PEOPLE BUY THESE
ADVERTISED PRODUCTS SO
WILL THEY BUY TICKETS
TO SEE

new england;states
1

First Nat.'Exhibitors' Circuit,

k Boston,}Mass. jg

NEW YORK'STATE & NORTH-
ERN NEW JERSEY

Merit Film Corporation,

^New^York City.g^

COLORADO", NEW MEXICO,
UTAH, WYOMING, IDAHO,
MONTANA, WASHINGTON,
and OREGON <m

Supreme Photoplays Corp.,
Denver, Colorado.

CALIFORNIA, NEVADA and
MARIZONA
Consolidated Film_Corp.,

Los Angeles.
Consolidated Film Corp.,

San Francisco.

NORTH and SOUTH CARO-
LINA, GEORGIA, ALABAMA,
TENNESSEE and FLORIDA

Savini Films, Inc.

Atlanta, Ga.

EASTERN MISSOURI and
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

United Films Service,

St. Louis, Mo.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA &
WEST VIRGINIA

Apex Pictures, Inc.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ILLINOIS and INDIANA
Celebrated Players Film Corp.

Chicago, 111.

LOUISIANA and MISSIS-
SIPPI

Pearce Films,

New Orleans, l,a.

OHIO and KENTUCKY
Warner Film Attractions,

Cleveland, Ohio.

EASTERN PENN. and SOUTH-
ERN NEW JERSEY

Royal Pictures, Inc., A
Philadelphia, Pa.]

NORTHERN WISCONSIN, NO.
and SO. DAKOTA

Merit Film Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

For Foreign Rights Apply Celebrated Planers Film

Corporation, Vhieago

TEXAS, ARKANSAS and OK-
LAHOMA

R. D. Lewis Film Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN
Ludwig Film Exchange,
Milwaukee, Wis.

STATE OF MICHIGAN
Strand Features, Inc.,

Detroit, Mich.
IOWA and NEBRASKA
Greater Productions Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa.

WESTERN MISSOURI and
KANSAS

Crescent Film Corp.,

Kansas City.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
MARYLAND, DELAWARE
and VIRGINIA

Federal Film Service,

Washington, D. C.



To DIRECTORS and PRODUCERS
Those NEW COLOR EFFECTS in ART TITLES, CLOSE-UPS and

other atmosphere shots in recent productions which are creating so much
comment are made by the

NEW PRIZMA PROCESS

Our Commercial Department is now open to YOU

YOU can now add the " beauty touches " you have

always longed for.

Other " big boys " are grasping this opportunity.

Let's get together.

Note: On Broadway this week at the

Capitol—Main title of " Madam Peacock,"

Capitol Dome trade mark. The Flower
Ballet and "The Forest Fire" is Prizma
color.

Rialto

—

"The Melody of Flowers" is

Prizma color.

Hotel Astor—The main title of "Kismet"

is Prizma color.

Broadway—The art titles all through " The

Stealers " are Prizma color.

MASTEK P1CTUKES IN COLOK
New York Office - - 71 W. 23rd Street, N. Y

Laboratories, 3193 Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J.
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HUM

DIRECTED BY

CHARLES J. BRABIN

RECORDS CREATED BY
THIS SCREEN SENSATION

Two monfli; in New" York on Broad-

way at regular theatrical prices.

Simultaneous runs at LyVic and Astor

Theatres necessary to accommodate

crowds.

One month to capacity audiences at

Boston Opera House.

Three record-smashing weeks in Los

Angeles.

One week at Providence Opera
House—crowds turned away at ever?

performance.

WHAT SET ALL

NEW YORK TALKING

The fact that to accommodate

4ie vast throngs unable to gain ad-

mission to the LyVic Theatre, another

the Astor—had to be secured.

^Tingling with thrills, surprise and sensation,

taken from the dailp drama of the world's

metropolis and shown as the;p hav'e

never before been seen.

V

A PULSING PANORAMIC
PORTRAYAL

Of night life in the world's great-

est city

—

A lining page from life.

In all the annals of the spoken

Jrama or silent screen — the

greatest pictorial production $et

made.

UU



.William Fox

THE NIGHT HAS A
THOUSAND EYES

Vnd the Day* but one.

!
ehind the scenes of a great city,

•rawn curtains on night life,

l here globes glow and shadows

I
de those who lurk, while New
prk sleeps.

ie those who are awake.

CONTAINS MORE
NOVELTIES AND CLIMAX]

Than ev*er before contemplated.

Would you like to see an entire scene

of the most widely advertised and most

^ravishingly beautiful stage spectacle known

—THE ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT
FROLIC ? Well, that is embodied

^among many other features in the^

production.

RECORDS CREATED BY
THIS SCREEN SENSATION

Two weeks in Detroit with not

enough seats to go round.

Twc weeks in Seattle—same result.

Contracts entered into for fifteen

simultaneous weeks in fifteen big

city theatres at record-breaking figures.

Now playing to capacity audiences

at Shubert HTieatre, Kansas City\ Mo.

Opens for run at Murat ^Theatre,

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 31st.
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Offon our second annual lap!
FULL SPEED AHEAD

!

I

f
¥ V

theyoungster among nevOs reels

has outstripped its grejfhear^j
competitors in its firstJear of
life. It is headed for the future

vVith the stage all set bo better if

possible, its oUfn remarl(able record.

Constructive plans for the
comingyear idill maintain this

JL
V% II
JL JL <JIljfL JL -M?/* "Mm/A

I I H /-i i .
1

news service in the premier
position during

( I I
I

GET ABOARD AND SPEED TO VICTORY
^Jraiited cameramen Prints ofthe highestquality

in ei)ery p&rt of the from the Worldsgreatest

glohe . laboratorj.
' Otfice a tfeel^





Texas Guinan
Texas Guinan, queen of the Vild

West Stars Her acting all through is

of the right caliber to lovers of West-

ern stories.

Edward Weitzel, Motion Picture World

Miss Guinan IS Bill Hart disguises
in feminine clothes. She creates a
character that is truly unique. Texas
Guinan has sufficient courage to ex-

ploit new fields. Play her up big, you
can't go too far on this Star.

Lawrence Reid, Motion Picture News-

Texas Guinan: A REAL SHE WO-
MIAN OF THE WEST—A Regular

Annie Oakley.

John Morrell, New York Review.

Texas Guinan is w»ell known to

theatre goers, both from appearance

on the speaking stage and in films.

It will pay any exhibitor to feature

her name heavily.

H. Rockwell, Exhibitor's Trades
Review.

Texas Guinan in pictures has a

I'eal opportunity to make good. She

puts a wallop over -"vhenever neces-

sary. Texas Guinan plays her part to

perfection and you can boost her to

the limit. —Wid's.

There has yet to appear a more for-

midable gun-women than is Texas

Guinan.
j |!§g

Leon J. Bourstein, Exhibitor's Herald.

To State Right Buyers and Exhibitors

Everywhere:

The great reception given to the excellency of the work

of Texas Guinan in the past; the experience you had

with her as a Box Office Attraction will be greatly sur-

passed by the Top-Notch presentations of TEXAS

GUINAN in the Product of the Company bearing my

name.

Eight 5 reel features One ever}) sixth week

EXCELLENCY OF PRODUCT EQUITY IN DEALING

Shall at all times be Identified with

VICTOR KREMER FILM FEATURES, Inc.

130 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc. 1



{Productions. 7ncr
PRESENTS

FEATURING

NEAL
MART

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
ABE DRESNER, Mgr.

Mathers Bldg. Washington, D. C.

ILLINOIS & INDIANA FILM EXCHANGE
ARTHUR LOWY, Mgr.

63 East Adams St. Chicago, 111.



At TKoEnd

HAPPINESS!
Happiness for the Thousands
Who Crave Laughter and
Entertainment in the As-

tounding Mixups of

THE DAMFOOL TWINS
— in —

PINNACLE COMEDIES
featuring

LEO WHITE
The Perfect Fool

and the wondrous beauty bevy
of angel girls—chic, daring, de-
lightfully dam-foolish.

HAPPINESS for the theatre
man who finds 'em coming
again and again when the
LEO WHITE sign is displayed.

HAPPINESS for the exchange
man who has to use four prints
where one comedy print used
to do.

Two Reels Every Two Weeks
— Beginning December 1 —

\
i

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
ABE DRESNER, Mgr.

ILLINOIS & INDIANA FILM EXCHANGE
ARTHUR LOWY, Mgr.

Mathers Bldg. Washington, D. C. 63 East Adams St. Chicago, 111.
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RECORD CROWD AT
NEAL HART FIRST

RUN KANSAS CITY

Gayoso Stands 'Em Out On
"Hell's Oasis" Against

Big Competition

Kansas City, Mo. (Special to

The News) — "Hell's Oasis"
opened at the Gayoso Theatre,
first run in Kansas City. Sat-

urday, to one of the biggest
crowds that ever attended that

theatre on the opening day of

any picture.

They stood them out all day
Saturday and duplicated the

same thing on Sunday.
For competition the Gayoso

had a group of big special pro-
ductions opening at the Twelfth
street theatre, the Regent, the
Victory and the Idle Hour, all

within a block's distance.

SLOCUM OF LITTLE

ROCK SIGNS 21 BIG

HOUSES ON HART
E. R. Slocum, manager of the Little

Reck, Ark., branch of the R. D. Lewis
Film Company, reports a list of twen-
ty-one first run theatres in his ter-

ritory which have closed contracts for

the entire series of eight Neal Hart
productions.
"The pictures are going over big

in this territory," writes Mr. Slocum.
"and exhibitors are very anxious to

contract for them."

"DAMF00L TWINS"

ARE SELLING FAST
Among the additional territories

closed for franchise rights on the Pin-
nacle "Damfool Twin" Comedies last

week were Saniel and Steinberg of the
S. & S. Film and Supply Co., Pitts-

burgh. Pa.. Dresner of the Exhib-
itors Film Exchange. Washington. D.
CM and Dave Warner of Warner Film
Attractions, Cleveland, O.
At this time practically all sections

of the country are covered by contract
or option on these comedies. Releas-
ing will begin November 15.

PRINTS OF "SKYFIRE"
READY FOR SHIPMENT

Prints of "Skyfire," the second Neal
Hart release, are now being made at

the laboratories in Chjcago. and ship-
ments will be ready to go forward to

the exchanges by the time this issue

of The News is published.
The principal players included in the

"Skyfire" cast are as follows

:

Barr Conroy NEAL HART
Joe Beaupre William Quinn
Marette Rita Pickering
Father Malloy Hugh Saxon
Pierre Piquet Al Garcia
Little Wolf Artie Ortego
Pete Lamoose Les Bates

Published in the interest of
INDEPENDENCE

By The INDEPENDENT
FILMS ASSOCIATION
Eddy Eckels, Gen. Mgr.

Consumers Bldg. Chicago
Richard Robertson. Editor

"HERE'S YOUR MAN!"

A bit of tense action from "Skyfire," the second Neal Hart
release in the series of eight Pinnacle Productions. "Skyfire" is

brim ful of action—a big spectacular drama of the Canadian
Northwest. It will be released November 15.

PeeringAhead

This colyum is compiled with
the aid of our best wee-ja board,
by which we are able to forecast
the events of .the future.

Marcus Loew, eastern distribution

manager for the Independent Films
Association, telegraphed the Chicago
office this week that he closed for

the New York Hippodrome for In-

dependent's colossal all-star show,
which will be made up of one former
star from each of the disorganized

program organizations. Addie Zukor,
Bill Fox, Samuel Goldwyn and other

ex-film magnates will quit Wall street

to sit in a box at the unprecedented
performance and all New York is on
its toes for the date announcement.

Neal Hart was a Chicago caller two
weeks and was given a rousing recep-

tion by the genial Independent gang.

Neal had to make a speech, in which
he recalled Independent's first pic-

ture, "Hell's Oasis," in which he
6tarred and which, incidentally, was
the beginning of real film independ-

ence.

STUDIO EDITION OF
NEWS NEXT WEEK

Beginning with the next issue, The
News will have a studio edition each

week, packed to the margins with pro-

duction news on the Neal Hart fea-

tures and the Pinnacle Comedies star-

ring Leo White.

Big stories of interest to exchanges
and exhibitors handling the Harts and
the comedies are developing every

week at the West Coast studios. These
will be fully covered.

quidgelums;

One of our foremost exchange men—talking to us over the long distance
telephone a few days ago about some
extra prints—got balled up for a mo-
ment and wanted to know "where's
them 'Hell's Fire' prints I ordered?"
We thought he was cussin' us out, but
he explained that ht was thinking of
two pictures at once. "Hell's Oasis''
and "Skyfire." He got the prints and
we got his apology.

NEALrPBASESFTTLI,

AN INDEPENDENDENT

YEAR—WITH I. F. A.

BLAZING THE WAY

"This is surely the year of the

independent's big chance; as it is also

the opportunity for the exhibitor to

put the independent to the test."

The above was part of an editorial

published last summer in the Motion
Picture News.
And it proved prophetic—for the ex-

hibitor has put the independent to the
test and it is now an admitted fact

in the industry that THIS IN AN
INDEPENDENT YEAR.

It is an independent year because
the independent exchanges have placed
themselves in a position to supply what
exhibitors want, namely series pro-

ductions, built around the personality
of an established star—such as the

Neal Hart series of eight Pinnacle
Productions and the series of twelve
two-reel Pinnacle Comedies starring
Leo White, and exploitation and ad-

vertising of the sort that the Indepen-
dent Films Association has become
famous for in the independent field.

Advertised pictures of high merit

—

that is what the theatres have de-

manded of the independent exchanges.

The Independent Films Association,
through its member exchanges, has
not only led the way from the stand-
point of being first in the field with
advertised series pictures of high mer-
it, but will continue to blaze the trail

from the standpoint of increased num-
ber of releasing units and increased
volume and variety of advertising.

Roy Springer, magNUT a la movie,
of Forth Worth, Texas, who, inci-

dentally, operates the Orpheum Thea-
ter in that southwestern metropolis,
piped this : "Oh you Southern Champ-
ionship baseball games—but please let

me see Hell's Oasis FIRST."
DAMGOODSERVICETOO

They are telling a rich little yarn
about L. J. Selznick around the tall

buildings in New Yawk. It seems
that L. J. got Pinnacle Productions
mixed up with the national pastime
along Broadway. He is quoted as
having remarked: "Say. how they get

that Pinochle stuff? I saw 'Hell's

Oasis' three times, and I'm dimmed if

I saw a single deck of cards."

WE'LLTAKEACHANCE

MEMBERS OF INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N
KEY CITY EXCHANGE ADDRESS EXECUTIVE

*Atlanta
tBirmingham
Boston
Buffalo
fBuffalo
*tChicago
Cincinnati
*tCleveland
tDallas
fDavenport
Denver
fDetroit
Kansas City
Little Rock
fLos Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City
tOmaha
tPhiladelphia
fPittsurgh
San Francisco
tSan Francisco
tSt. Louis
fSyracuse
(•Washington

Pearce Films
Queen Feature Service
Major Film Corp.
Dooley Exchange
Gardiner Pictures Co.
111. & Ind. Film Ex.
Fine Arts Film Ex.
Warner Attractions
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
Arrow Photoplay*
Ind. Master Films
Federated Film Ex.
Lewis Film Co.
Consolidated Film Corp.
First Nat'i. Ex. Ct.

First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
Pearce Films
Commonwealth Film Co.
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
20th Century Film Co.
S. & S. Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
Consolidated Film Corp.
St. Louis Film Ex.
Dooley Exchange
Exhibitors' Film Ex.

146 Marietta
Potter Bldg.
54 Broadway
338 Pearl St.
257 Franklin St.

63 E. Adams
310 Film Bldg.
Erie Annex
1913 Commerce
418 Harrison
1735 Welton,
105 John R.
Film Bldg.
1114 Markham
718 S. Olive
Nat. Theatre Bdg.
Toy Bldg.
Loeb Arcade
608 Canal
1600 Broadway
114 Hudson
1312 Farnum
256 No. 13th
414 Penn Ave.
90 Gold. Gt. Av.
107 Gold. Gt. Av.
3628 Olive St.

445 S. Warren
Mathers Bldg.

Gene Pearce
W. S. Bell
E. J. Farrell
Thos. Dooley
T. R. Gardiner
A. Lowy
L. W. Foster
Dave Warner
L. T. Pellerin
C. C. Bridwell
E. J. Drucker
W. B. Seifert
AI. Kahn
L. T. Pellerin
M. H. Kohn
Fred Levy
H. J. Fitzgerald
J. F. Cubberly
Gene Pearce
Sam Zierler
L. T. Pellerin
C. C. Bridwell
Gene Marcus
Abe Steinberg
Floyd St. John
M. H. Kohn
Roy Dickson
Thos. Dooley
Abe Dresner

NEAL HART SERIES +PINNACLE COMEDIES *fHARTS & COMEDIES



An Entirely New Service—
No more trouble cueing pictures according to the various conflicting
" cue sheets." No more sheet music to purchase—but a

Complete Music Scenario

To Be Delivered to You With Every Feature
especially arranged by filmdom's foremost musical directors in book form

—

ready to play—especially adapted to each and every scene—for all instruments

—

whether it be a piano or organ only—or a ten piece orchestra—perfectly

synchronized to all speeds of projection.

Complete Musical Scores
For All Features

furnished to you for a trifling rental fee. Seen

arios delivered the same day you get your film.

It makes no difference how many changes you
make a week—whether it be one or fourteen.

We supply them all.

Fill out the attached coupon and mail it to

us for full particulars of this new service.

SYNCHRONIZED SCENARIO MUSIC CO.

LYON & HEALY BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL.

SYNCHRONIZED SCENARIO MUSIC CO.,

64 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago^ Illinois.

Please ssnd full particulars about your new service to

Theatre Street City State

Now Using Piano, Organ, Piece Orchestra consisting

of

Booking changes per week. Seating capacity

Musical Director

Manager

1



T^usicfir (jveryJeatore

3UR synchronized scores insure the exhibitor against

such blunders as the playing of march music for a love

ene or jazz as an accompaniment to footage registering

ief or sorrow.

No more waste or needless overhead expense for perish-

>le sheet music which in many cases can be used only once.

No more worry over the problem of selecting the right

usic for any certain feature film.

BUT —
The best music possible to choose for every foot of any
ature film. Remember, the best picture cannot succeed

d give the fullest measure of entertainment to your patrons

ithout a properly synchronized musical accompaniment.

Better music insures larger audiences and brings the same
ople back to see the same picture and hear the same music
ain.

SYNCHRONIZED SCENARIO xMUSIC SERVICE
rings right into your theatre and places at your personal

rvice the talents and genius of such nationally known
usical celebrities and scenario score writers as

CARL EDOUARDE
Nine vears famous band and orchestra leader, director of

msic, STRAND THEATRE, New York City, and still

lere.

JAMES C. BRADFORD
For seven years director of Music, BROADWAY
rIEATRE, New York City. Formerly writer of musical
nopses for FAMOUS PLAYERS and now doing similar
ork for the FIRST NATIONAL Exhibitors Circuit.

C. J. BREIL
Composer of the music score of

"THE BIRTH OF A NATION"

hese men are Directors on our Professional Staff and will

ersonally supervise all music issued by SYNCHRON-
ZED SCENARIO MUSIC SERVICE.

\et the details. Use the Coupon on the Opposite Page

STATE RIGHTS
To those interested in State Rights, we
are prepared to offer a very attractive

proposition. Write for complete details.



Why Realart

can depend on

Sam Wood
to produce

Pictures that Entertain.

FIRST :

His almost uncanny instinct in picking real stars led him to select the one whose
pictures he is now directing—WANDA HAWLEY.

SECOND :

The years of training under Cecil B. de Mille and then his own successful direction of

"Excuse My Dust," "What's Your Hurry?" and "Sick Abed" for Wallace Reid, and

"The City Sparrow" for Ethel Clayton, have given him the training and equipment

which the production of Realart Pictures demands.

THIRD :

In "HER BELOVED VILLAIN" which he adapted for WANDA HAWLEY
from the famous French farce "La Veglione," he did not lose one iota of the irrepres^

sible entertainment of the play.

FOURTH:

He has followed "HER BELOVED VILLAIN" with a breezy, summery yachting

comedy, "HER FIRST ELOPEMENT," another WANDA HAWLEY picture,

quite as entertaining as it is artistic and clever.

FIFTH:

SAM WOOD rose through his understudy period alongside his star, and is therefore

peculiarly well fitted to produce her pictures.

BRILLIANT DIRECTION IS ONLY ONE OF THE QUALITIES WHICH
DISTINGUISH REALART STAR FRANCHISE PRODUCTIONS

Realart Pictures Corporation
469 Fifth Avenue New York City

BECAUSE—



E^en A BreacK-of-Promise Marriage May Have

A Happy Ending!

Anthony

Keene :

Anthony
Keene :

So you are here, both of you ! M>) wife and my best friend ! And I

have caught y\)u, haven't I?"

You are suggesting that you have caught me robbing you of $out wife ?
"

Then why are you here together in this house?"

The storm. The car broke dovCn near here. My dear fellow, be reasonable
!

"

ANTHONY: "Is it reasonable to ask what is y^our excuse for driving about the country) at

this time of night with rrry) w>ife ? I also know of Folly's visit to your rooms

and the check you gave her— and you have not explained about tonight."

KEENE : "I am damned if I will explain ! You can believe entirely w'hat you like!"

William D. Taylor's production of "THE FURNACE" is a picture

which every man and vPoman, married or unmarried, will go miles to see.

(Adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers from the Novel by "Pan")

I

v.- m.

v-
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MR. STATE RIGHTS' BUYER.—I have repeatedly stated you should /

be more particular in the selection of pictures, in the entire range from! I

Features to Short Stuff, for your present profit and future growth I

and success.

I [don't claim to have the only good pictures that are available for Stateti

Rights' Buyers, but I do claim that I know what a good picture is]]

because I have marketed a great many money-makers, and I am nowli

offering Two Big Features that are 100% Box Office attractions.

"THE VICTIM" is a six-reel super-feature in which Robert T. Hainesl
is featured, with a wonderful cast, including Joyce Fair and Harryl
Benham—when you see this picture you will agree with me that it im
replete with suspense, excitement, soul-stirring action and, in addition,

the settings and photography are beautiful. Its story presents a maze
of baffling situations that nearly send an innocent man to his death. /

I have just learned Robert T. Haines plays an important part in "The
Foreigner," a forthcoming First National release.

"The Victim" also has a special exploitation tie-up that is unusually

valuable for the Box Office.

"A GOOD BAD MAN" is a six-reel Super-Western Production. If
is a stirring Drama of the Great West, and the romance of it unfolds

an interesting tale of what the love of a woman can accomplish. The
story, the production, the action is of the highest standard and there*!

can't be any doubt about the Cast having bigger money pulling powers

than any recent production offered to you.

Just think of it—in the cast are

—

Pete Morrison, a very popular Universal Western Star. Carol Holloway,

a popular Vitagraph Serial Star.

Jack Richardson with the Pathe Serial following. Ruth King, featured

in the "Devil's Passkey."

Harry Von Meter, one of the best known Heavies of the Screen; Spottis-*

wood e Aitken, one of our cleverest character actors with a reputation

dating back to "The Birth of a Nation." William Lyons West and

others are included.

If you want these Two Big Features, and some excellent Short Stuff, par-

ticularly two-reel Western Thrillers, wire or write to me.

Joe Brandt
President

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York
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FUNNIER AND FASTER THAN EVER

THE NEW SERIES
OF

PERCY-FERDIE LAUGH GETTERS

NOW READY
WITH GREAT ADDITIONS TO THE CAST

Including POLLY MORAN, MAX ASHER & LILLIAN HACKETT

We Have Spent More Money Than Ever Before

For Cast, Stories, Direction and Production

THIS MEANS MORE MONEY AT THE BOX OFFICE

GET SET FOR THIS 1921 SERIES OF HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES
AT ONCE IF YOU HAVEN'T DONE SO ALREADY

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP., 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Thomas Berta, Oracle Theatre, Rock Springs, Wyo.
" Your pictures all go big with us and we are really

surprised at the'drawing power of all the First National
Franchise pictures." THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Ihere'IJ bo a Franchise

Motion Picture News

Now Thrilling Broadway Throngs
Thousands at the New York Strand are peering fascinated into the Devil's

Garden—into its pool reflecting life's images—Beautiful women singing

the soulless Siren song that lures men to destruction—Dissolute men reach-

ing out with glittering enticements to drag down beauty and innocence into

its mire—A kaleidoscopic view, vivid, lurid, of life in the raw—portrayed

with the consummate artistry of the master of emotional acting—Gripping,

intense, human.

Whitman Bennett presents
His personally supervised production

I o N

BARRYMORE
in

The Devil's Garden
An adaptation of W. B. Maxwell's novel

Directed by Kenneth Webb

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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John T. Gelgar, Gaiety Theatre Co., Bluffton, Ind.

" We are highly pleased with our local franchise. The

standard and quality of productions has been high, and

'test of all pleasing to our patronage." THATS THE
REASON U HY

Hherell bo a Franchise eyerywherg
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W. G. Shaefer, Vaudette Theatre, West Point, Ga.

" I wish to express my enthusiasm over my franchise.

Every picture delivers the goods, and I am anxious to

get in as many as possible. I am certainly proud of my
franchise and I AM SURE "

Hherell boa Franchise eveniwhere

Jams Theatres from
New York

St. Louis

Des Moines

Brooklyn

Detroit

Denver

Chicago

Seattle

Newark

And first run houses in scores of other big and smaller cities crowded

to the doors and breaking Box Office Records with James Oliver

Curwood's presentation of

Nomads of The North
From the novel by

James Oliver Curwood
Author of " Back to God's Country "

His Own Story—His Own Continuity—His Own Production

Directed by David JYL Hartford

Ernest Shipman, Sales and Exploitation Manager

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

tit 3®
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O. J. Sybert, C. & M. Amusement Co., Marietta, O.

" This is the one proposition that i.s in accordance with
the wishes of the exhibitors. It has altvays been my
chief ambition to be a Straight-out 100% First National
Exhibitor and 'my recent visit to your office made me
more so, and I booked for both Cambridge and Marietta,

irwluding up-to-date some 36 features." THAT'S THE
REASON WHY

HhmV bp a franchise flfiBEM

New York to Seattle
Here's Why It Packs Them In!

It's distinctly different

It's a breath of the Great North Woods

Cutest bear cub and puppy on record

Scores of savage beasts, with unique parts

A terrific forest fire

Man and beast fleeing before its awful

flames

Burning of a desperado, trapped in a

cabin

Lake swarming with men and animals

seeking to escape fire

Bear's savage battle with man to save its

mistress

Plunge over falls in a canoe

Swim down raging mountain stream

Lover's battle with rival

Slaying of a whiskey runner

Man hunt by Northwest Mounted Police

Imprisonment in a dungeon

Girl holds up officers with gun

Shooting of an officer

Girl's rescue of lover chained in cellar

Chase for a murderer

Prisoner's rescue of captor

Man lost in forest for years

His return to find sweetheart at altar

Kidnapping of a bride

Flight in terrific storm

Romance of a Royal Mounted Officer

Scores of other thrills and plenty of

comedy touches

Look Over the Splendid Cast

Betty Blythe Lon Chaney Louis S. Stone

Francis McDonald Melbourne MacDowell Spottiswoode Aitken

And an unexcelled cast of wild animals.

Us* %
*2>

m
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Motion Picture News

Showmen and Salesmen
To sell a person something without first showing
it to him requires mighty excellent salesmanship.

Practically every article of trade is seen before

the sale is made. The business of the motion

picture exhibitor furnishes almost the one ex-

ception, for the only thing he sells is the privilege

of seeing his wares. The exhibitor isn't a seller

of merchandise, he's a showman thereof!

The number of people, therefore, who will wish

to see a show will depend upon the quality of the

posters. Because of the difficulty of selling any-

thing without showing it the task of the poster

becomes manifestly difficult. The fact that the

best is none too good is beyond all question, but

equally beyond all question the RITCHEY poster

is the best!

We do not claim that the RITCHEY poster

adds one jot to the artistic value of a photo-play.

What it does do is to give to the photo-play it

accompanies a tremendously increased box-office

value. An unusually artistic film will of course

please the exhibitor's patrons, but the point not to

be overlooked is this:

It is through RITCHEY posters that the maxi-

\ mum number of them will be provided!

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406-426 West 31st St., N. Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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The Sales Manager's Opportunity
THE Theatre tax returns, recently made

public by the Revenue Department, together

with the amount collected from distributors

on the five per cent film tax basis, brings up
again the highly important subject of film rentals.

$780,000,000 is, approximately, the gross box-office

receipts for the year ending June 30, 1920; and the

distributors, if we can judge by the film tax, took in

about $86,000,000.

Film rentals, then, amount to a little over 11% of

the Exhibitors' receipts.

This agrees very nicely with the estimates we made
some time ago, when we figured that the distributor

was getting, in film rentals, only between 10% and
15% of the theatres gross receipts.

The figures received a storm of protest at the time.

A number of small houses wrote in that they paid out
for film rentals upwards of 35% of their box-office

intake. Some sales managers—who evidently run
their offices without any figures or without any respect

for figures—wrote in ridiculing our estimates.

But there the figures stand—cold figures. They
say that the average theatre spends only 1 1 % of its

receipts for its pictures.

And yet we know that the great majority of theatres
—comprising the small houses—spend around 35%.
What's wrong?
Here's a splendid opportunity for any sales manager

to explain just why this remarkable discrepancv exists.

Perhaps it should exist. Perhaps the little house
should pay four or five times what the big theatre ex-
pends for pictures.

But if so, why? Why the burden—and we know it

is a very heavy burden—on the small theatre?
Or is it that the present system of rentals is basicallv

wrong and unfair; and being unfair, that it is un-
economic; and being uneconomic that it is designed
to be dangerous and maybe disastrous to the industry-

Certainly it will prove disastrous if its scheme tends
to crowd the small house to the wall or out of business
entirely.

Perhaps the big theatre will explain why its rental
should be only one quarter of the small theatres.

But the main issue, we should say, is up to the sales
manager.
We will cheerfully give all the space anyone wants

for his explanation. The matter is of supreme im-
portance.

Then there's the subject of " specials " and the small
theatre.

The small theatre can't afford "specials" under
present rental prices. One exhibitor puts the whole
thing in a nutshell when he says, in a letter; " I lose

on them, no matter which way I jump."
He's dead right. And every other small house in

the country is in exactly the same boat.

So what is the situation here?
Hadn't we best stop beating around the bush and

come straight out into the open?
Is the "special" picture excluded from the small

house? Is the distributor's plan on " specials " geared
up only to the big theatre? Is this simply or largely
a " first run" business?

A " special," remember, is simply a better picture

—

better than the kind that have been made and like the
kind that are being made in larger numbers, the new
kind, which soon will be an average or simply good
picture.

Are we to exclude good pictures from the small
houses? Is it necessary? If so, it would seem to be
good business to say so, to admit it, and to go about
making cheap pictures only for the little house. This
considerably disturbs our idea of the motion picture
—that it is a community entertainment business; and
we know perfectly well that most every small house
and its patrons want good pictures just as much as

anv big theatre.

We were informed the other day that a certain in-

expensively made brand of comedies had a distribu-
tion of nine thousand theatres, whereas average
feature distribution is less than thirty-four hundred
theatres.

But the point is: if the small house can't play the
high rental good picture why force them? Why drive
them into bankruptcy? Why break what we call the
backbone of the business—the eighty per center?
Of course, we know that distribution is wrong.

Rentals are wrongly graded. We know that.

But the matter is so very important that certainlv
its solution can't be very long delayed.

Its a big subject and a tough one. And it will re-

quire big men to tackle it. If any sales manager does
reorder rentals successfully we have an idea he can
invite the President of his concern out of his chair.

Distribution is the biggest problem facing the busi-
ness today.

WM. A. JOHNSTON
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Snapshots
Around the. Clock w i t h JV . A . Johnston

Ever sec an editorial note-book f Page after

page of random jottings of names. Each name
a reminder. Well—here are the names and the

thoughts they bring to mind, just as the pages

of this week's note-book are turned:

Charles Chaplin. J. D. Williams and

writer walking up Fifth avenue. Meet

Charles Spencer Chaplin and Edward
Knoblock—both playwrights. Mr. Knob-

lock an Anglicized American (in speech).

Mr. Chaplin, an Americanized English-

man (in appearance). Both in film busi-

ness? Yes, at least Mr. Knoblock now is.

Handshaking all around. Mr. Knob-

lock introduced subject of weather.
" Frightfully warm day," etc. Messrs.

Williams and Chaplin concentrated on

subject. All four finally and solemnly

agreed it was a " frightfully warm day,"

etc. " So, Long! " etc., etc.

Cited as only instance of film men meet-

ing and not talking film.

Query : Does First National get " The

Kid"? Weather signs would indicate it.

Allan Dwan. One of the few in-

stances of a director who is also business

man. One of still fewer instances of a

director who has a sincere respect for the

selling end of pictures. Says he regrets

that the director must work 3,000 miles

away from sales headquarters—and also

from the public pulse. " Lonesomeness
"

of director, he calls it. Wants coopera-

tion in the making of pictures and seems

to mean it ; and means to get it. Likeable

fellow : keen, hardheaded, progressive, on

the job. Saving grace: An Irishman's

sense of humor.

Jesse D. Hampton. In town. Only
fair to Mr. Hampton to state that, on a re-

cent visit, he inspired our editorials on

"Bunk." Will be in New York a month.

Important plans brewing. By the way,

watch for his Pathe Special, " Half a

Chance." It is a Special. Mighty fine

picture.

Kismet. First showing Monday eve-

ning, at Astor. Otis Skinner to be present.

Fine reports about Kismet. Hope to see

them realized.

Gudger of Goldwyn. F. A. are his

initials and V. P. his title—Vice-President

of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Law-
yer and North Carolinian. One of the

new type of business executives, in the

field. And H. W. Alexander, assistant to

Messmore Kendall, President of Goldwyn.

Met them both at luncheon—and glad of

it. At the Republican Club where George

Kleine, Wm. N. Selig and George K.

Spoor used to week end from Chicago.

Fine types—these newcomers. Clean-

cut and alert. Work from charts which

show a picture's progress—at a glance

—

from ks cost right through to its distribu-

tion. Wonderfully interesting work from
figures, too. Lots of tables. Trying to

take the word " gamble " out of the busi-

ness. They'll do it, too. Open-minded,

liberal too,—and keen. Liked their grim

spirit of fair plav. If these men typify

their business principles among Goldwyn
salesmen the exhibitors will get a new and

hopeful idea of film salesmen. More
power to them

!

Samuel Goldwyn.
Didn't expect to

use the name right

here, nor this week
either. But here he

is—and the odds at

this writing are

that he's coming
back—to Goldwyn.
Hardest man in the

business to get

along with but we
need his force.

Tries to open a

door without turn-

ing the knob
;

bumps his head into

window panes when
you tell him to look

out the window.
Threatens often to

take a rest but never
does. Recently
tried to get in-

to Muldoon's but

neither one would
tolerate the other.

Fierce energy. Inexhaustible vitality.

Indomitable. And nervy ! Tackles any-

thing. Never quiet. Shoots wildly but

—or so—he often rings a big bell. Say
what you will we need such men on the

production end. He's done a lot—and
will do more—for motion pictures. Later:

He's back.

Sam Katz. In town. Exhibitor ex-

traordinary. Putting five millions into

new theatres. Making Chicago the pic-

ture theatre de luxe city. Balaban and
Katz were unheard of a few years ago

:

now when we speak of big exhibitors their

name comes nearly first. Fine type.

Young, sleek, well dressed. Radiates suc-

cess. Quiet, serious, observant, works all

the time. Watches every theatre worth
watching. Keeps ahead of the times.

Motley H. Flint. Vice President, Los
Angeles Trust and Savings Bank—and
prominent in other Los Angeles banks.

Young man past fifty. Shrewd, concise,

vigorous. Eyes that are used to saying
" no " to borrowers before his lips do.

Knows the film business—the one banker
we know of who does—and keeps on
knowing it. Asks lots of questions—pat

ones too. Then puts them all in one pot

and boils them down—way down. Knows
studio operations—theatres too. Reads
Motion Picture News .every week.
Missed a copy while in Washington at the

bankers' conference, so had one sent to

his New York hotel. Asked me if the

industry appreciated Motion Picture
iNews. Says it ought to.

Adolph Zukor. Saw him at lunch.

Just mentioned his name because he rarely

is mentioned. One of the many things we
respect about him, is that he doesn't care

whether he gets into the trade papers or

not. He prefers not to. In the same
restaurant—but not all at the same table

—

saw Samuel Goldwyn, J. D. Williams,

Paul Brunet, E. R. Pearson, E. J. Lud-
vigh. J. S. Hampton, Morris Kohn. J. S.

WT

oody. Guess. What restaurant?

Charley Whittaker. Of London, Los
Angeles and New York. Writer—and a

good one. Scripts for Tourneur. Rex
Beach and other good judges. Oxford
man. Genial Cosmopolite. Everlasting

proof of the libel that Englishmen have no
sense of humor.

Kismet. (later) A success! Otis

Skinner. ' One of the finest pieces of ac-

ing the screen has ever seen. Subtle,

highly expressive, delightfully interesting.

Director has skillfully and wisely kept

dramatic interest above spectacular

—

though sets are massive, colorful and ar-

tistic. Might be cut more; but a splen-

didly done picture. Highly gratifying.
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Personalities

O ff - H a n d Introductions by Robert E . We I s h

This week we allow Mr. Happy Golucky, a
press agent, to fill this page. As he writes at

greater length than zee ean ever hope to—and he
needs ci'cry inch of space he can get if the boss
is to be kept happy—we wiH let htm go on with
his own sad story:

1AM the greatest press agent in the

world. I admit it. That makes it prac-

tically unanimous. The case is clinched

by the fact that 1 have been asked to write

this page for one week. That's a recogni-

tion of superlative and scintillating genius.

It's just like when the boss says: " You
big bum ! You got nine special interviews

with me and forty-four columns of space

last week, and this weekyou only got halt

as much. What's the matter with you?
Laying down on the job?

"

That's recognizing ability, too. It's the

best a boss can do.

If the word " Can't " isn't in the lexicon

of Youth, then I'm here to say that the

Funk & Wagnalls of a press agent's boss

never heard about " Good stuff !

"

* * *

BUT I'd better lay off that one sheet

copy about my own axes and get to the

twenty-four. You know I had to promise
not to mention myself or my own picture

in order to get this page. Any time you
see anything about " Why Change Your
Nightie?" it's just a slip. I intend to be

good. Besides, a super-special marvellous
production with a DeMille title don't need
no insinuating advertising in the state

rights field these days. It could gross

I three hundred thousand through the acces-

sory jobbers.

Why I sold Florida to a man living in
' Seattle even before the picture had been
re-cut the sixth time. I sold him with a

1
new line about advertising the picture in

the trade papers after the territory was
closed. " That's when it will do some
good with the exhibitor." Nobody ever

pulled that -line before. Nobody. No-
body ever went through with it, either, but

;

that's something else again.

As I said before, I'm not going to say a
word about myself or my picture on this

page. The managing editor has given me
his notebook and I'm to write a lot of
" Personality " jazz concerning folks in

the business. I can say anything I want
about them so long as I don't tell the truth.

It's a cinch. I'm a press agent.
* * *

THE first note he hands me is a letter

from Watterson R. Rothacker for-

warding a clipping from the Chicago Trib-
une. Herewith, to wit and as follows, is

said same quotation :

" Both the dead man and his wife were closely
questioned by the attorney, and each told the same
«ory."—Casper, Wyo., Herald.
What d'ye mean " tell no tales."

Rothacker says this story might interest

the Vitagraph Company. I should say so.

It's always " interesting " when you get

publicity you didn't expect. And " The
Trib!"'
Which reminds me about an editorial

William A. Johnston ran on one of my
boss's pictures some few months ago. Do
you know I had the hardest time convinc
ing the boss that I wrote that editorial and
slipped it over on Johnston? I had to tell

iim every argument I used on W. A, J.
and how many lunches I bought, 'n every-
thing. But I finally proved it to him. And
got my raise.

Now I'm sorry I did. The boss wants
me to get a Johnston editorial on every
two reeler he releases. It's a tough assign-

ment. 'Cause I can't get anybody to intro-

duce me to Mr. Johnston.
*.' * $

1HATE to bring myself into this con-
versation again, but I must say I'd like

to work for that guy Rothacker. The ed-

itor tells me he's one of the few advertiser-

ers who says, '*
I only want my publicity

department to send out news about my
company; if it isn't news don't run it,"

and really means it.

That line is going to be engraved on the

tombstone of a lot of guys in this game
I'm going to get. Some day.

But the editor says Rothacker lives up
to it. Since I don't never suspect no
editor of having press agent traits, I'll

have to believe him.

THE next line in the notebook says,
" 'Doc' Shallenberger." And it don't

say nothing else. What I'm supposed to

write about " Doc " I don't know. What
I could write would be a bookfull. But it

might make the competition too strong for

my own mastodonic masterpiece, " Why
Change Your Nightie?

"

I can't afford to tout that guy too strong.

People will begin to think there's nothing

else in the state rights field.

I guess I knowr why " Doc's " name was
on the editor's book, though. It seems to

be an unwritten law now that every trade

paper must say something unusual about
the independent game each week. Isn't it

funny how some trade paper discovers the

state rights field about every six months?
All the old tricks are pulled out of the

bag and paraded. Then the other trade

papers have to scurry around and turn the

old handsprings in new clothes for fear

they will be called imitators.
" For the last shall be first in the pub-

lishing game." If you get what I mean.

HERE'S a note in the book says, " El-

tinge Warner." Warner is one of

the big guys in the Zane Grey pictures and
also publishes " Smart Set," " The Black

Mask," " Field and Stream," etc.

Don't know why I have to mention
Warner on this page. I didn't never get

nothing over in " Smart Set " except when

George Jean Nathan panned me and Jesse
Lasky and some smaller guys for corrupt-
ing the stage. And 1 never did play those
chorus broads much.

But the managing editor says I got to

mention him, 'cause Warner is a regular,

all-wool, honest-to-glory, clear-white, hun-
dred-proof good fellow.

Guess that's reason enough. There's
only a few of us left.

Yes, I'm a press agent.
* * *

ANOTHER note says, "Jerry Beatty
and Jack Meador ate in the Claridge

Wednesday." Shucks ! Must I mention
other press agents ? That's unfair!

Besides, those boys ain't ki my class.

Not if they eat in the Claridge.

The blue-pencil guy says I have to men-
tion this, because the News hasn't yet told

that Jerry Beatty is back from his cross-

country trip. Played the one-night stand
route and looks huskier than ever.

A lot of us guys would improve in ap-
pearance if they'd let us get away from
the home office.

ONE half hour at this desk has con-
vinced me that a managing editor

needs a sponge for a backbone. All day
long he has to listen to all the old lines

and shoot his face and voice full of eager
surprise hop each time.

A state rights fellow just blew in with
this :

" I started sumthin' new. Set the
price on my picture for each territory and
stuck to it. No gyping, no jockeying.
Buyers so surprised they all embrace me.
Square, above-board deal I'm givin', and
they never heard of it before."

That's a new line. Ask Joe Lee.
A magnate just phoned! "We plan to

start our big advertising campaign in three
or four weeks. Meanwhile we need a few
little advance announcements. Little ones,

just two or three column heads."
The editor says he's not supposed to

know that the magnate needs the publicity

to get the money with which to advertise
if he really intends to advertise.

Or, as Oscar Price might say, " This
will be a great business when it is, won't
it ?

"

Another press agent came in to growl
because the editor used four pages of his

company's publicity, but every line of it

happened to have been written by othci

members of the publicity staff. That's

team work. Eddie MacManus would call

it " Coagulation of the circulation depart-

ment."
Somehow or other, I don't think I'd like

this job. There's something about the

rewards of wielding a blue pencil which
remind me of the continuity of " Why
Change Your Nightie?

"

It ain't.
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$2,000,000 Incorporation
in New York State

Including one concern with a two mill-

ion dollar capitalization and another of

one million dollars, thirteen companies
have incorporated in New York State dur-

ing the last few days for the purpose of

entering or continuing the motion picture

business on more expensive lines.

These concerns include, together with

the amount of capitalization and the di-

rectors, the following : Gladiator Photo-

dramas, New York, $1,000,000; F. W.
Packer, New York; H. E. Mills and B. J.

Lynam, Long Island City. Ascher Feat-

ures, New York; $1,000; J. A. Jacobs, S.

Ascher, George A. Enright, New York..

Willonia Amusement Co., New York,

$100,000; L. Frisch, R. Schodsky, I. Le-

vine, New York. Cinema Program Com-
pany, New York, $5,000. J. Rothstein,

D. J. and S. J. Flamm, Brooklyn. Pros-

fective Engagement Co., New York, $10,-

000; P. and N. Greenblatt, I. Brafman,
New York. B and B Photoplay Corpora-

tion, New York, $15,000; M. and L. I.

Grossfield, S. W. Kroll, New York. R
and L Film Corporation, New York, $30,-

000; A. Stern 'and B. Abraham, New
York ; M. J. Lydon, Dorchester, Mass.
Kayborn Film Corporation, New York,

$10,000; Edward A. Hahn, Thomas Born-

stein, Philip Kaplan, New York. Inter-

state Theatrical Interests, New York

;

$100,000; Benjamin Wisselman, Henry

J. Friedman, Samuel M. Hirsch, New
York. Monument Theatre Corporation,

Buffalo, $,000,000. Emil and Ethel

Rubenstein, S. J. Hollender, Buf-

falo. Nickum's Gem theatre, Olean,

$40,000; Donald M. Dusenbery, Charles

and C. Kenneth Nickum, Olean. Ar-
gonaut Distributing Corporation, New
York, $100,000; Berton L. Maxfield,

Grace A. Barron, Brooklyn; Mary Sap-

per, Jersey City, N. J. Nice People Cor-

poration, New York, $15,000; James H.
Kirkpatrick, Blevins C. Dunkin, New
York ; Parke L. Woodward, Great
Kills, S. I.

E. E. Shauer Will Return
from Europe Nov. 1

E. E. Shauer, in charge of the foreign

department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, is expected to return about
November i on the Aquitania, after a

two-months visit to Europe. He is ac-

companied by Mrs. Shauer. During his

trip abroad Mr. Shauer spent considerable

time in London, France and Copenhagen,
investigating distributing arrangements
for Paramount Pictures in various Euro-
pean countries.

Bayard Veiller to Remain
with Metro, Says Loew
Before taking his departure from Los

Angeles, this week, Marcus Loew issued
a statement in which he declared that

Bayard Veiller had signed a new contract
which insures Mr. Veiller's continuance
with Metro for another year.
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Omaha Musicians Return
to Theatres

Omaha musicians resumed playing in

motion-picture theatres on October 23,
following a lock-out of union musicians
since September I.

Omaha musicians were locked out of
downtown theatres when their demands
for a flat increase of 60 per cent over the

former wage scale was refused them.
They also refused an offer of a compro-
mise for a 43 per cent increase.

Through the efforts of Harry Watts,
manager of the Strand, John Loveridge,
and August Herman, manager and assist-

ant manager, respectively, of the Rialto,

the Central Labor Union took a hand in

the contention between the Omaha musi-
cians and the theatre managers.
The arbitration agreement signed bv

representatives of both sides in the con-
troversy, cites a salary of $50 a week for
orchestra men, $55 for first organist and
$45 for second organist pending a settle-

ment of the strike.

The agreement states that an arbitra-

tion board consisting of seven persons,
three chosen by each side in the contro-
versy and the seventh member to be
chosen from among newspaper men of
Omaha.

_
Hearing of the dispute will be held the

first week in November.

Stoll Film Manager Will
Tour Pa the Exchanges

^ Ralph Proctor, general manager of the
Stoll Film Corporation of America, left

New York October 25, for a tour of Pathe
exchanges throughout the countrv. Mr.
Proctor plans to get in touch with the
company's sales force, a unit of which will

be represented in every Pathe exchange.
He will be accompanied as far as Chicago
by George King, president of Stoll. Mr.
Proctor expects to be away from New
York a month.

No Closed Shop in Choosing
Extras, States Lasky

Denial was made yesterday by Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, that the

choice of extras in the new Famous Play-
ers studio in Long Island City would be
closed hereafter to all actors except mem-
bers of the Actors Equitv Association.

" While I sympathize with all players

who by the slump in theatrical business
have been forced out of work," said Mr.
Lasky, " the assertion that we maintain a

closed shop in our studios is erroneous.

We are not affiliated in any way with any
actors' organization, and insofar as the

choice of people for ' extras ' goes it

would be impossible for us to make such
an alliance. ' Extras ' in the motion pic-

ture profession means more than ' su-

pers '
; the term means that persons chosen

as extras must be types.
" Thus if we have a scene in one of our

pictures calling for a group of Chinese,

the 'casting director goes to Chinatown
and gets real Chinese. Should we wish
to show a group of Italian laborers, we
should engage real Italian laborers."

Robinson Opens 2,000Seat
House in Peoria, III,

Another theatre has been added to those

served by the Chicago film exchanges—
the new Madison theatre at Peoria, Illi-

nois, Dee Robinson's latest achievement.

At the opening last Saturday, a number
of Chicago film men were present.

The Madison has 2,000 seats and is

what Dee Robinson calls a " happy thea-

tre "—being all in cheerful colorings, with

many mirrors and a wonderful lighting

system. A twenty-piece orchestra, special

scenic effects, etc., make the Madison a

theatre any city could be proud of.

Peoria turned out 10,000 strong for the

opening. " Humoresque " was the first

picture.

Universal Treasurer and
L-Ko Head Return

Abe Stern, treasurer of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, and Mrs.
Stern, his brother, Julius Stern, of the

L-Ko Company, and others of their fam-
ily, returned to this country from Europe
last Saturday aboard the liner Mau Teta-

nia. The Stern brothers went abroad with

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,

four months ago. Mr. Laemmle is still in

Europe.

Stars to Attend Southern
Movie Exposition

At the Southeastern Motion Picture Ex-
position, which will be held at Atlanta,

Ga., beginning December 6, Muriel Os-
triche, two Select stars, Helen Gardner,

and possibly Lillian Gish, will attend, ac-'

cording to an announcement issued by
the chairman of the exposition. Elaborate

spectacles are planned by the committee.
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Activities of Organized Exhibitors

Here they are, the Kansas exhibitors who attended the recent convention held at Kansas City

Missouri Executive Board
Holds Important Meeting
A meeting of the executive board of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Mis-

souri was held at the Central Hotel, Jef-

ferson City, Mo., recently, and among
other things, the board selected St. Louis

as the next meeting place for the semi-

annual convention of the State of Mis-

souri to be held in January.
It was definitely decided to contract

with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Film, Inc., for their industrial-educational

films as the means of financing the organ-

ization for the coming year. The discus-

sion of censorship was one of the most

important features of the meetings. It

was left in the hands of the legislative

committee to counteract any action that

might be taken detrimental to the interests

of all.

A resolution endorsing the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America was
unanimously adopted.

Illinois Exhibitors Will
Have 1 One Day Session
President Joseph Hopp has sent out the

formal call for the one-day convention or

the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance, which is

to be held at the Hotel Jefferson, Peoria,

on November 18. Mr. Hopp states that

the first session will start promptly at 10

a. m. on that day and that the large

amount of business to come before the

meeting will be rushed through so that

adjournment positively will be made after

the evening gathering.

Prospects for a large attendance are

excellent, as the alliance is growing rap-

idly in enthusiasm and membership, and'

already has passed the three hundred
mark and many of the exhibitors who
were unable to be present at the recent

successful Springfield meeting, have sig-

nified their intention of being at Peoria.

Among the most important matters to

be discussed are the proposed censorship

and Sunday closing bills which may be

introduced in the next Illinois legislature.

The legislative committee of the alliance

already is making plans to combat these

measures which would strike a serious

blow at the industry and exhibitors who
attend the coming convention will be asked

to cooperate in carrying out a campaign

to uphold the rights of the picture house

owners.

M. P.T.O. Urges Exh ib itors

to Forward Claims
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America urgently request all persons hav-

ing claims against the United Picture

Theatres Corporation or Hallmark Pic-

tures' Corporation, to communicate at

once with the National Headquarters of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, 1842 Broadway, New York-

City.

Exhibitors whose claims arise either

through deposits or advance payments or

purchase of stock in the United Pictures

Theatres Corporation, or who have any

claims against the Hallmark Pictures Cor-

poration, will find it to their advantage

to forward their claims to the abo've ad-

dress with detailed substantiation of same.

The organization announces it is mak-

ing a thorough investigation of the busi-

ness affairs of these companies.

Pageant and Ball Delayed
Until Mid- December

The National Motion Picture Pageant

and Ball, under the auspices of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America,

which was to have been held the first

week of November, has been postponed

until the middle of December.

The officers of the organization, owing

to the presidential election, deemed it

wise to change the date so as to afford an

opportunity to the exhibitors of the coun-

try to cast their vote on Election Day.

Manv friends of the industry, as well as

exhibitors, are candidates for office at

the coming elections. Many state organi-

zations are also supporting various candi-

dates who have been friendly to the in-

dustry. It was with this in mind and be-

cause of the numerous letters and tele-

graphic communications from all parts of

the United States requesting the postpone-
ment, that the officers decided to hold the

ball at a later date.

It is the intention of the president of
the organization to summon all of the of-

ficers and the executive committee for an
executive session in New York several

days prior to the pageant and ball. At
this conference, it is the purpose of the

executive committee and the officers to

meet with the members of the National

Association of the Motion Picture Indus-

try for the purpose of working out a

constructive solution of the many prob-

lems which the industry will have to face

in the very near future. It is also hoped
at this executive session to have a more
perfect understanding between the manu-
facturer, distributor and exhibitor as to

the business policies which will prevail

in the future.

Sunday Question Settled
After Close Fight

In one of the hottest elections ever held

in Herkimer, N. Y., the voters in that vil-

lage have decided to allow Sunday even-

ing motion pictures after 8 P. M. The
question has been one that has aroused the

greatest interest in the village. A total of

2,617 votes were cast, of which 1,143 were
favorable to Sunday shows and 1,057 °P~
posed, there being 417 blanks. The total

vote exceeds even that of the last village

election, giving some idea of the amount
of interest that was shown.

Automobiles placarded with a " Vote
Yes " or a " Vote No," according to the

sentiment of the owners, flitted about dur-

ing the election, carrying voters to the

polls. Both sides were represented by

workers on the streets.
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Receivership Asked for
Big Butte Theatre

Appointment of a receiver for the Rialto

theatre of Butte, Montana, the largest

moving picture house in the state, and a

court order for the disposal of the prop-
erty at public auction are asked in a com-
plaint filed by James H. Rowe and Louis
Dreibelbis against the Silver Bow Amuse-
ment Company. C. S. Jensen and J. G.
Yon Herberg, moving picture magnates,
who own a string of theatres on the Coast,

together with Rowe and Dreibelbis, com-
pose the company.
The suit is a result of labor troubles in

which the Jensen and Von Herberg the-

atres in Seattle and Tacoma were involved

and which reached Butte. It is alleged

that Jensen is the manager of the Rialto

and has absolute control in running the

business. It is stated that on June 20 last

the musicians' union and the moving pic-

ture operators instituted a boycott against

the theatre and that the boycott is still on.

The house, it is said, has been running at

a heavy loss.

Rowe and Dreibelbis are Butte business

men. They state that Jensen and Von
Herberg have refused to either buy the

interest of the Butte men or sell their own.

Dwan Speaks to Trade at
New York Luncheon

Allan Dwan, who has been visiting in

New York, was the featured speaker at

the last weekly luncheon of the Associ-

ated Motion Picture Advertisers. Mr.
Dwan made a special appeal for closer co-

operation between publicity men and pro-

ducer.

At a second luncheon, given by Bert Ad-
ler, general representative for Mr. Dwan,
which was held at Delmonico's, many
prominent men in the industry were in at-

tendance. Among the speakers were J. D.
Williams, William A. Johnston, Arthur
James, J. W. Dannenberg, and Lesley

Mason. Arthur Butler Graham intro-

duced Mr. Dwan with a humorous speech
on the trials and tribulations of a motion
picture director.

Mr. Dwan in his speech pleaded for a

system of advance criticism of movie plots

that would keep the producer from the
stories that the public did not want. The
producer may not know the unpopular
themes because he is too busy with the

details of production, stated Mr. Dwan.

Lloyd Ingraham to Direct
"Girl in the Taxi 1 '

A wire from the Coast announces that

Lloyd Ingraham will direct the Carter de
Havens in their new picture version of
" The Girl in the Taxi." The cast is re-

ported to include King Baggott, Grace
Cunard, Leo White, Tom McGuire, Lin-
coln Plummer, Otis Harlan, John Gough,
Zella Ingraham, Margaret Campbell and
Freya Sterling. Ross Fisher is the cam-
eraman and Bob McGowan the scenarist.

Off for the Coast

Arthur S. Kane

A CCOMPANIED by Mrs. Kane, Ar-
thur S. Kane, president of the pic-

ture corporation that bears his name,
left New York last Wednesday on
an important business trip that will take
him to the Pacific Coast and back. He ex-
pects to arrive in New York again De-
cember 4th.

This is Mr. Kane's first journey to the
Far West in nearly eleven months. Ac-
cording to Mr. Kane's own statement his

primary mission is to confer with Charles
Ray with respect to winter and spring
productions. Conferences at least twice
yearly are now contemplated, in the belief

that these will give rise to results yet
more satisfactory, alike to the picture-
loving public and the exhibitors of the
country.

Besides his meetings with Mr. Ray, who
is now producing independently for First

National release, Mr. Kane will confer
with his business associates on the Coast,
notably Richard Willis and Albert A. Kid-
der, Jr., respectively general manager and
assistant general manager of Charles Rav
Productions, Inc., and Gus Inglis, of the
firm of W'illis & Inglis.

In behalf of the Arthur S. Kane Pic-
tures Corporation, Mr. Kane will take ad-
vantage of the opportunity to talk also
with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, Bes-
sie Love, Tom Santschi, the officials of
Andrew J. Callaghan Productions, Inc.,

Cyrus J. Williams and yet other stars, pro-
ducers and directors.

Mr. and Mrs. Kane will make frequent
stops both en route to the Coast and on
the homeward journey, to meet prominent
exhibitors.

One of the most enlightening discus-
sions of the Prologue, what it is, what
it can do, what it intends to do—and how
to do it is told in the current issue of
Motion Picture News by Charles D.
Isaacson.
See page 3543

Chicago Theatre to Run
Election Returns

An exploitation stunt of wide scope and
one which it is believed will have direct

box office results for Chicago moving pic-

ture theatres, especially the neighborhood
houses, has just been arranged by Oscar
A. Doob, exploitation man of Paramount's
Chicago office.

The stunt will bring to every moving
picture house in Chicago which has a]

phone, fifteen-minute bulletins on the pres-

idential and state election on the night of
Tuesday, November 2nd. The returns

will be telephoned directly from the edito-

rial department of the Chicago Evening]
. lmerican.

To make this feature a money-getter
for the theatres the Chicago Evening
American, through Frederick McQuigg,
motion picture editor, is going to give it'

tremendous publicity. First the theatres

are supplied free with one-sheets to place

in front of their houses announcing that

the returns will be shown. Two thousand
of these one-sheets, in two colors, are now
ready. Another one-sheet will be used as

a bulletin sheet, upon which can be writ-

ten the returns and set on the stage under
a spot light. This will not interfere with

the picture on the screen. In addition,

free slides are being given out.

The American will announce the stunt

from fifty twenty- four-sheet billboards,

from one hundred and forty- four two-
sheet boards on their seventy-two wagons
and trucks. Big newspaper space is to be

used giving direct and free publicity to the

theatres co-operating.

Paramount is offering all the free mate-
rial and the bulletin service to all theatres,

including the legitimate houses, regardless

of whether Paramount Pictures are used.

M.P. Theatrical Ass'n to
Meet Next Monday

J. A. Quinn, president of the Motion
Picture Theatrical Association of the

World, has just returned from a four-

months' tour of the country, including the

Pacific Coast, in the interests of the M.
P. T. Organization Work.
A special meeting of the Motion Picture

Theatrical Association of the World will

be at the M. P. T. Headquarters, 32 West
47th Street, next Monday afternoon at 4]
P. M. to discuss a definite program for the

stabilization of general conditions in the

motion picture industry and to receive the

report of J. A. Quinn, president of the

organization, covering his recent four

months' tour.

"Peck's Bad Boy" Series
Started in West

The Irvin Lesser Productions is en-

gaged in the filming of the " Peck's Bad
Boy " series of features. Space has been

leased at the Selig studio for the purpose

of making these productions. The first

of the series is being directed by Nate
Watt. Bernard McConville is writing the

continuity.
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Hart to Fight Re -Issues Under New Titles
Western Star Starts One Suit and Threatens

Others Unless Practise is Stopped

f> TARTING a campaign to put a stop

to the exhibition of his old films dis-

guised under new and false titles,

William S. Hart has riled suit in the Su-

perior Court of Los Angeles County
against a distributing corporation, asking

for an injunction, an accounting and dam-
ages in the amount of $250,000. A sec-

ond action has been brought against a the-

atre proprietor, to restrain him from
showing old pictures under false titles, an
accounting and $25,000 damages. These
suits are but the forerunners of others.

The star's attorneys, Wetherhorn, Hoyt
& Jones, are said to have in preparation

five more suits which will be filed in the

next few days against other offenders.

William S. Hart has been among the

first in efforts to put an end to this prac-

tice. Fpr the protection of the motion
picture theatregoing public, he instituted a

proceeding before the Federal Trade Com-
mission. The Commission held that the

practice of putting old pictures on under
new titles is illegal and has a tendency to

mislead and defraud the public, and issued

a restraining injunction.

This decision seemed to have a salu-

tary effect for a time, but it was only tem-
porary. Recently other distributors and
exhibitors have resorted to the same prac-

tice and Mr. Hart has again found it nec-

essary to institute suits to protect the mo-
tion picture theatregoing public and honest
exhibitors.

The star has also addressed an open
letter to the motion picture public in which
he urges co-operation in his efforts to

stamp out the deception

:

" Since 1914," writes Mr. Hart, "
I

have been starring in motion pictures. In

those early days two-reel pictures were
most popular, the five-reel production be-

ing somewhat of a gamble. In the ensu-

ing years, as the motion picture industry

naturally progressed amazingly in all

lines, the big five-reel production became
the standard. Now, my old two-reel pic-

tures having changed ownership a few
times, they were naturally re-issued as

my popularity with the American public

increased. To re-issue these old films un-

der their original titles is of course abso-

lutely legitimate,—fair and square. Any
theatregoer who wants to pay to see Wil-
liam S. Hart in a picture made years ago,

—that is your own business. But—when
you are lured into a theatre to see me star-

ring in a picture under a ' new ' title and
find out that you have been stung, then

both you and I have been done a gross

wrong. '*

" Alone and unaided, at great expense
to myself, I started a legal fight in 1918
to put a stop to this practice of deceit. I

made this effort to protect the theatrego-

ing public and the honest exhibitor, as

well as myself.
" The first picture I ever made was

' The Bargain,' produced six years ago.

It is in five reels and today it is being
billed as ' The Two-Gun Man in the Bar-
gain.' Another, ' On the Night Stage,'

has, been re-titled 'The Bandit and the

Preacher,' while the other offending five-

reeler, ' The Darkening Trail,' is now
called ' The Hell Hound of Alaska;'

" Now comes the worst deception of
all. There is a five-reel picture being cir-

culated about the country today which is

billed ' William S. Hart in " Staking His
Life.'"

" Mr. and Mrs. Public, I never made
such a picture.

" I did make a two-reel picture nearly
six years ago called ' The Conversion of
Frosty Blake.' With the addition of three
reels of discarded film called ' cuttings,'

which even in those days I did not con-
sider good enough to use in a two-reel
production, there has been evolved this

five-reel deception.

" I have just brought action through my
attorneys, Wetherhorn, Hoyt and Jones,
to prevent one company from distribut-

ing my old pictures under false titles.

And I am starting six more suits within a
few days against other distributing com-
panies and exhibitors for the same of-
fence.

" I am giving exhibitors fair warning,
for if they persist in showing my old pic-

tures under false titles, suit will be
brought against each and every one."

Censorship Activities Again Claim Interest
WHILE proponents of state censor-

ship are reported to be busy in

Colorado preparing a bill for sub-

mission to the state legislature early in Jan-
uary, municipal officials of various cities

throughout New England have convened
in New York City and adopted formal

resolutions against governmental official

censorship of motion pictures.

Several persons prominently identified

with social welfare work in Denver have,

it is authoritatively stated, called upon At-
torney General Keyes for advice in pre-

paring a bill providing for censorship of
all motion picture films before they may
be shown in the state of Colorado, which
measure they propose to have introduced
at the next general assembly, scheduled to

meet early in January.
According to one of the proponents of

the measure, the bill will provide for the

creation of a state commission modeled
along the lines of the state industrial and
the public utilities commissions. The
right to censor all film showed in the state

will be given to the board so created.

Revenue to defray the expenses of the

commission is to be provided through a

tax levied on everv foot of film to be

shown.
One section of the proposed bill pro-

vides for the regulation of all motion pic-

ture theatres as to fire escapes, sanitary

conditions and ventilation.

Violation of any of the rulings of the

commission carries the penalty of a fine

or closing the offending theatre until such

orders are complied with. Authority

would also be given the commission to

also exercise a certain supervision of all

film exchanges within the state.

The proposed law, as it is now drawn,

is declared to be the most drastic censor-

ship measure ever advocated. Contain-

ing all the " teeth " of censorship laws in

other states, several other features have

been added, it is stated, that are alike

harmful to the interests of producers and

exhibitors. Under the proposed law the

commission created by its passage would

be given practically the same powers as are

those vested in the state public utilities

corporation.

Every effort will be made by the organ-

ized bodies of the picture industry in the

state to defeat the measure if introduced.

The Rocky Mountain Screen Club is al-

ready on record in its opposition to cen-

sorship and for the repeal of an existing
blue law providing for Sunday closing.

Several public officials are likewise on
record as promising hearty co-operation
with the Screen Club in its stand against
censorship. Judge Ben B. Lindsey recent-
ly appeared before the Screen Club and
pledged himself to go into every pulpit he
is allowed to enter, if necessary, to fight

the evil. Paraphrasing a familiar and oft-

repeated declaration during the Allies'

struggle against Germany, the watchword
of the industrv in Denver is, " It shall not
pass!

"

In the East, mayors and other municipal
officials of New England states, respond-
ing to a call from Mayor Andrew J. Peters
of Boston, convened in New York City on
October 21 and 22. The meeting of the
officials was called for the purpose of con-
ferring with representatives of the Na-
tional Board of Review on the question of
motion-picture censorship and the regu-
lation of picture advertising.

The conference went on record as op-
posed to censorship by state officials and
as in favor of a method of supervision
similar to that now exercised by the Na-
tional Board of Review
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Famous Players-Lasky sales school in session. In the centre is Fred C. Creswell, field sales supervisor and
instructor of the school

St. Louis Film Board of
Trade Is Active

The first of a series of weekly dinners

given under the auspices of the St. Louis
Film Board of Trade was held at the Elks'

Club recently in honor of C. P. Seip, of

the Consolidated Film Co., Memphis,
Tenn., who is also a member of the St.

Louis Board, and to Joe Fox, the newly
appointed manager of the Select in this

territory. Among those present were
Messrs. Lewis, Gantz, Fox, McKeen, Hill,

Hanken, Fagin, Borsky, Weil, Baker, Des
Berger, Seip, Strickland, Stinson, Henley,

Leff, Leonard and Collins.

The St. Louis Film Board of Trade is

now ioo per cent, in membership and
every distributing organization and ex-

change in the territory is represented. The
president of the St. Louis Film Board of

Trade is Sidney Baker, of the First Na-
tional

;
Barney Fagin of the Standard Film

Corporation is vice-president, and Tom
Leonard of the Pioneer is secretary-treas-

urer.

Messmore Kendall, one of the directors
of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, who
has been in charge for the purpose of
reorganizing its affairs, announces that
financial plans have been completed and
under the new plan of operation, Frank
J. Godsol will be chairman of the Board
of Directors and the Executive head of
the Corporation.
Samuel Goldwyn will be President.

British Trade Publisher
Coming to New York

Ernest W. Fredman, director of Pic-

tures and Pleasures, Ltd., a London con-

cern publishing The Film Renter and
Moving Picture News, will arrive in New
York from England on or about Novem-
ber ist.

He is visiting this country on an im-
portant mission and expects to meet the

leading men of the industry in New York.
He will make his headquarters at the Ho-
tel Astor, New York.

Exhibitor Closes on Sunday
Voluntarily

In Watertown, N. Y., a city of 30,000
inhabitants, where Sunday shows are per-

mitted by the authorities, the management
of the Avon theatre, the newest and larg-

est house in the city, has just announced
that Sunday shows will be discontinued.

The management has decided that Sunday
shows are undesirable, and furthermore
that the thirty or more employees of the

house are entitled to a day of rest. The
house has been drawing exceptionally

good crowds and has been featuring some
splendid pictures. There are four or five

other motion picture theatres in the city,

and they will continue to show pictures on
Sundays.

Scottish Film Man
Ends Visit

P. Winacour of Glasgow, Scotland, who
has been in New York since September
6th, will return on the Aquitania, Novem-
ber 2nd. Mr. Winacour, while here,

looked at one hundred and twenty pic-

tures. He has purchased ten features and
a number of comedies for his territory in

Scotland.

Nazimova Plans a Picture
Version of "Aphrodite"
A wire from the West Coast informs of

plans now under way to star Nazimova in

a film version of " Aphrodite," for release
by Metro Pictures. The continuity for
the picture is now being written. Rav
Smallwood will direct.

New York F.LL.M. Club
Reports Activities

The fifth annual contract with the
Hoy Reporting Service was signed by
all the members of the New York F. L
L. M. at a recent meeting. The club
also announces that the initiation fee for

new members has been raised from $100
to $200.

Mr. Eckman, chairman of the enter-

tainment committee, announced that the
dinner and dance scheduled for election

night at the Claridge Hotel, has been
postponed until November 20.

Jacksonville Looms Forth
as Production Center

Through the motion picture committee
of the Jacksonville Chamber of Com-
merce preparations are being made to of-

fer motion picture producers 100 per
cent, cooperation when they send com-
panies there this winter for work on loca-

tion. Plans are being made by the com-
mittee for cooperating with producers in

even' way and companies coming to

Jacksonville and Florida to work on
location during the winter months will

receive a welcome designed to impress
upon them the fact that their presence is

much desired here.

This committee is preparing a plan for

meeting producers more than half-way
and an effort is being made to induce
several of the largest film concerns to

locate permanently. The object of the

committee is to make Jacksonville the
third great producing center for pictures.

The fact that this city and its surround-
ing territory offers practically every
range of scenery needed for pictures of
every character is to be capitalized on,

according to W. R. Carter, chairman of
the committee. The further fact that

Jacksonville is only 30 hours distant

from New York is another fact the com-
mittee hopes to impress upon producers,
since it holds untold advantages for bring-
ing Broadway players to the Southland's
sunshine at moderate expense and with
little lost time.

Columbus, Ga.y Will Have
Two New Theatres

R. E. Martin of Columbus, Ga., who
already owns and operates two movie
houses in Columbus, announces that two
more will be ready for opening about
Christmas. One of these houses will be the
Bijou, North Highlands, Columbus, while
the other will be the Phoenix Opera
House, at Phoenix, Ala., across the river

from Columbus.
Both houses will seat 1,170. They will

be two stories, having a balcony, and
orchestra, and will have ample facilities to

house road-shows, or even a stock com-
pany, should Mr. Martin decide that Co-
lumbus would welcome a stock company.
The theatres are the stucco bungalow
type, being constructed chiefly of concrete
and stucco.
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Keystone—Popular Prices
Writing under the date of October 2nd,

VV. H. Brenner, manager of the Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind., addresses the News as

follows

:

'• Your open letter to exhibitors was received

today, and will say it pleases me to note the

optimistic view you have on picture productions

for the year. The part that pleases me most

is the statement of better pictures, for we cer-

tainly have been fed up on the wild sayings

of producers of bigger and better pictures, but

as a matter of fact most all of last year's pro-

ductions would come under the just average

class.
"

I have done some experimenting this sum-

mer, having shown some very big pictures,

paying big prices to the distributor, and in turn

passing the 'buck' to the patrons who hand

their money through the ticket window. I must

confess that the advance prices charged have

been a failure, my gross not coming up to the

gross of the old days of straight ten and twenty

cents. Therefore, I have decided to maintain

a price of ten cents for children and twenty

cents for adults.
" Our greatest trouble in this business is that

the men who are promoting production and

distributing are not looking to the future, but

are going on the old theory of ' get the money

today and make the get-a-way,' and business

founded on such principles cannot withstand a

crisis. Therefore, if we do not get on some-

thing more firm than present methods what else

may we expect but to suffer sooner or later.

" Generally speaking, it is my opinion that

motion pictures are a popular-priced amuse-

ment, and when we try to get the thing along

further than that we are treading on dangerous

grounds. Therefore, pictures must be made

and sold to the exhibitor at a price consistent

with this idea. Pictures are being marketed

today at 100 per cent more in a great many

cases than they are worth."

Cheaper Pictures {Needed
H. A. Dannenbrink, Jr., manager of the Mt.

Shasta theatre, Etna Mills, Cal., also asserts

that great pictures cannot pay the small coun-

try exhibitor." He writes the News as follows

:

" Your letter of the twenty-ninth of last

month received, and am taking my typewriter

in hand to answer a few of the questions and

subjects discussed by you.

"In the first place you state that next year

will witness a greater number of great features,

super-specials, and assure me of an open mar-

ket with a number of good pictures. In my
opinion, what the theatres need—that is the

small ones—is cheaper pictures as well as better

ones. A great picture as ' The Miracle Man,'

and others of like rank, while no doubt great

pictures, cannot pay the small country exhibi-

tor. No doubt these pictures draw a great

attendance in the cities, but cannot pay in the

country.

"Take my case, for example—I exhibit in a

small farming community and necessarily have

a limited attendance. My audiences comprise

the same people practically every week—people

who will not spend more than a limited amount

each month for amusements. There is no float-

ing attendance. Now if I show a big picture

I cannot hope to draw a bigger house—the

people aren't here to draw from, and if I boost

the prices my attendance drops. Whichever

way I jump I lose. I rind in my experiences

that if I put on an average picture with a small

admission price I make more in the long run

than if I show a ' Miracle Man ' type of picture.

" However, while writing, I wish to command
you on your stand for the exhibitor, for your

honest, square reviews and your support of the

exhibitor in all ways. Keep up your work, you

are the squarest paper I know of and that is

the reason I take the Motion Picture News
exclusively."

Names News, "Our Bible"
The following letter has been received from

Robert L. Wilson of the Ark theatre, Orlando,

Fla.:
" Received yours of September 29th. Just say

in reply that we are only a small, one-horse,

colored affair. But, The Motion Picture

News is our Bible. And that if this theatre is

large enough to use the word ' efficiency ' in

connection with it, we have increased our effi-

ciency just 100 per cent through digging into

the columns of the Motion Picture News, and

would not be without it. If it came to the

question of a new pair of pants or the News,

I am very much afraid that our nether ex-

tremities would suffer."

Rentals Bar Big Films
A Louisiana exhibitor, who asks that his

name and the location of his theatre be with-

held for obvious reasons, adds his quota of

personal experiences to the problem of the

small-town exhibitor. He writes:
" With reference to ' The Future of the

Small Town Exhibitor '—I have been operating

a show in a town with a population between

900 and 1,000, for the past six years. The orig-

inal cost of the show was $1,500, and the build-

ing which we occupy was rented at a very

low figure, however, a nice building built for

the purpose. An electric piano was purchased,

to be paid for at $15 per month.
" After struggling with the show for six

years, the last payment on the piano has just

this month been paid. Nothing has been paid

on the original investment; nor have we re-

ceived anything for our time , and trouble in

running the show.

"I do the operating and my wife sells tickets.

We run the show three nights per week. Of
course, I make my living by holding down an-

other job.

"The majority of the people in a small town

are working and making just enough for a

living and do not have the money to spend for

pleasure, and it is a problem to get them in

at the high admission prices which we are

forced to charge.
" On account of the high rental we cannot

play Mary' Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
William S. Hart. Three years ago we could

get them at $5. The price now is $20 and $25.

We have already raised the admission as much
as the public will stand, and any further ad-

vance would decrease the attendance.
" The show in the next town near us has

closed up and quit, and unless there is some
change soon we will doubtless be compelled to

give it up."

"At Sea" Without News
The following expression of appreciation has

been received from W. H. Durham, proprietor

of the Grand theatre, Camas, Wash.:
" I would be all at sea and without a com-

pass if I did not get the Motion Picture News
regularly every week.

" I was pleased to note the stand you took in

the matter of reviews and think had you done

otherwise your News would have lost the most

valuable asset for us exhibitors.
" Keep up the good work and please notify

me when my subscription is about to expire so

I will be able to renew and not miss a number."

Christie Film Celebrates
Ninth Anniversary

On Wednesday of this week, October

27, the Christie Film Company celebrated

the ninth anniversary of the first arrival

of a film company in Hollywood.
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NEWSY BRIEFS FROM CENTRAL FILM BELT

Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H. MASON, REP RESENT AT I V E, 220 SO. STATE ST.

Ralph Thomas Kettering, general

publicity representative for the

Jones, Linick & Schaefer interest

and well known playwright has ful-

ly recovered from a major opera-
tion at the American Hospital and
will resume his theatrical activities

in a few weeks. Matt E. Nieson,
assistant to Mr. Kettering, is hand-
ling all advertising during Mr.
Kettering's absence.

M. Rubens of Joliet, Illinois, was
in Chicago this week arranging for

his campaign to put over " The
Restless Sex." He reports a big

engagement of " Humoresque "—in

spite of the fact that his town, he
says is an Irish town.

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Linick have
left for New York to be gone for

about two weeks and will be joined
there by Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Jones
and Mr. and Mrs. Schaefer. Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Jones will sail

from New York on the Aquitania
for a six weeks' trip to England
and France.

W. D. Burford, of Aurora, was
in Chicago this week attending a

meeting of the executives of the
Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance at

which plans were completed for the

convention to be held at Peoria on
November 18.

Manager Lucas of Robertson-
Cole's Chicago exchange, centuried

to New York this week to attend
the pre-view of " Kismet " at the

Hotel Astor. Mr. Lucas on his re-

turn will arrange for a Chicago ex-
hibitors' showing of this feature,

which is claimed, by the Robertson-
Cole officials, to be a masterpiece
and one of the greatest productions
ever filmed.

This is Cecilia Jacques playing the
lead in "The Little Home Nurse," a
forthcoming feature being produced by

Frederick J. Ireland

" Deliverance," George Kleine's
remarkable production starring
Helen Keller, telling the story of
the life of this blind and deaf girl

who is famous the world over for
her achievements, had its first

Chicago showing at Orchestra Hall,
Monday evening, where, through
the courtesy of Mr. Kleine, it was
screened as a benefit entertainment
for the Vocational Society for
Shut-ins. It was regarded as a
particularly appropriate choice of
subject for the purpose of the so-
ciety as it shows what can be
accomplished in the face of ap-
parently insurmountable difficulties

and the big Auditorium was well
filled with spectators who gladly
paid $2.50 admission fee to see the
wonderful picture and at the same
time aid the Shut-ins.

" Trumpet Island," the spectacu-
lar Vitagraph feature, is having a

most successful run at the Ziegfelci

theatre, according to Manager
McKenzie, who states it did more
business in the first five days of its

engagement at the Ziegfeld than
any other picture booked at that

house did in seven days.

Robert E. Boland has joined the
sales staff of Robertson-Cole and
will cover Illinois territory. Mr.
Roland formerly was connected
with Realart's Chicago exchange
and has a very wide acquaintance
among exhibitors of the state.

Lynn S. Card, general manager
of Frank Gersten, Inc., was in Chi-
cago this week in the interest of
" The Unfortunate Sex."

O. F. Spahr, manager of the

Enterprise Optical Manufacturing
Company, has just returned from a
trip through the northwest and
spent several days with the north-
west distributor of Motiographs,
Sidney Alexander Lewis. He re-

ports that Mr. Louis is selling a

large number of Motiographs and
that business prospects for the

balance of this year are fine. Ira

Jackson, Motiograph traveler, is

back at the factory after an exten-
sive trip through Texas, Oklahoma
and other southern states and is

shortly to start on a trip east.

Allan Dwan, of Associated Pro-
ducers, spent a day in Chicago last

week en route from Los Angeles
to New York and was given a

warm welcome by his many friends

in the Windy City, where, by the

way, he began his successful screen
career at the Essanay studios in the

pioneer days of picture-making.
Among the pleasant features of his

brief sojourn was a dinner at the

Rlackstone in his honor, at which
were present representatives of the

dailv and trade press. He expects,

while in the east, to complete a story

for his next production and will

return to California before the end
of November.

Richard. Robertson, advertising
manager for Independent Films
Association, is back at his desk
after being confined to his home for
several days with an acute attack
of tonsilitis.

Among the Chicago exhibitors
who are under the weather are

:

C. H. Fricke, New Home Theatre,
Armitage and Cicero Avenues, who
is about to undergo an operation
for dislocation of his shoulder
blade; Basil Chanikus, owner of
the Southern and Oak Theatres,
Oak Park, Illinois, is in the hos-
pital with blood-poisoning infection
of his right hand caused by a bruise
sustained in cranking up his auto

;

and Eli Schwartz of the E. S. Film
Company is very sick and confined
to his home.

Chicago was the mecca for many
out-of-town exhibitors this week
and among those seen around the
exchanges were : H. A. Arnold, Co-
lonial Theatre, Colfax, Illinois;

Francis Peart, owner of the Star
and Lyric Theatre, Lincoln, Illi-

nois; Hoover Opperman, owner of
the Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, Illi-

nois, and D. S. Smith, Opera House,
Hoopeston, and Princess Theatre,
Watseka, Illinois.

The Opera House at Gillispie,

Illinois, has been taken over by
Noah Bloomer, who now has a
theatre in Feeburg, Illinois. Mr.
Bloomer plans to remodel the Gil-
lispie house into a first-class movie
theatre and is going to book his

service in conjunction with his

Benld theatre.

John Frundt, owner of the Clare-
mont Theatre. Clark and Belmont,
Chicago, has sold his theatre to

Jack Freeman, who also owns the
California.

C. L. McDermott, Arc Theatre,
Logansport, Indiana, is remodeling
his theatre at a Cost of $10,000 and
the improvements will make it one
of the finest houses in that section.

The strike on the building that

Superior Screen Service is to oc-

cupy has been settled. They ex-
pect to be in new quarters the first

week of November.

George Isaacs has resigned his

position as west side salesman of

the Greater Starts Production Com-
pany.

The Apollo theatre at Forty-
seventh and Forrestville has
changed hands and will be known
as the H. & R. Theatre.

Wm. S. Hart in " Staking His
Life " has been purchased by Su-
perior Screen Service. It was
immediately booked into the Castle
for the week of October 24th,
Band Box for week of October
31st and Star Theatre for week of
November 7th. Superior Screen
Service has also purchased Charles
Ray in " The Straight Road," the
release date of which will be an-
nounced later.

Lewis Daniels and Titus Iocca,
exhibitors of Benld, Illinois, were
Chicago visitors last week and
brought the good news that in six
weeks their new theatre will be
opened. It will replace the house
destroyed by a fire caused by a bolt
of lightning last May, and they
state that it will cost $45,000 when
completed, and will seat 828

Continuity for Fanark
Picture Is Prepared
Director George Everett and N.

Brewster Alorse, the able young
writer, respectively, the producei
and author of "The Crimson
Cross," the first feature offering of
the Fanark Corporation, are now
hard at work on the continuity
script of a second picture to be pro-
duced by Fanark.

This story, which has been titled
" The Strength of the Weak," will,

it is said, present a novel theme in

an unusual way and will be, like

its predecessor from the pen of
Mr. Morse, " The Crimson Cross,"
something of an innovation in the
way of picture production.

Fritzi Ridgeway, who is starring in

two-reel Westerns for the Capital Film
Company
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EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IV RELEASES— p •

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS Vr 0 M WEEK RUN THEATERS

FIRST NATIONAL
Curtain—
Kathcrinc MacDonald gave entire

satisfaction. Picture well produced.

Splendid supporting cast. Business

very good. (East.)

It's by far the best acting

Catherine MacDonald has ever

done. People liked it well enough
to fill two houses for a week simul-

taneously. Good entertainment.

(Middle West.)

Harriet and the Piper—
Regarded this as just a fair pic-

ture and it drew average houses.

(Mid. West.)

The entertaining value of this pic-

ure is good, and drew more than

Hal business. (West.)

The Master Mind—
Powerful and very' high grade

picture which did better than aver-

age business. (Middle West.)

Fro jForty-five M i n u t e s

Broadway—
Charles Ray always entertaining

and patrons welcomed him in a

role far removed from his usual
characterizations. Held up well for

a seven-day run. Picture excel-

lently produced. (East.)

Peaceful Valley—
Very good week. Ray always

sure of big business. This con-
sidered much better than " 45 Min-
utes from Broadwav." (Middle
West.)

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Jailbird—
They all came—but they were dis-

appointed. In point of business, it

did very well. But I don't like to

disappoint my people. They ex-
pected something as fine and peppy
as "What's Your Husband Do-
ing?" and "Mary's Ankle." Mac-
I.can does good work in a typical

Charles Ray part—but it was not
his sort of role, at all. May very
good, also. (East.)

Civilian Clothes—
This is a good production as far

as entertainment goes but it brought
only average business. (West.)

Something to Think About—
Didn't do quite so well here the

second week as it did the first. It

started off big on Monday, but dur-
ing the remainder of the week drew
about average audiences. (East.)

Did not do as well opening week
as other Paramount specials. Title

keens oublic awav, savs box office.

(Middle West.)

Th- Round-Un—
Stereotyped Western play well

produced. Did fair business.
(East.)

E
XHIBITORS' reports on the feature pictures playing
leading theatres of the country are shown on this page.
Only such houses as play a picture a full week are
represented. An entirely new list of comments appears

each week, same being for the bills played the previous
week. After publication once on this page the reports are
transferred to the " Exhibitors' Box Office Reports depart-
ment appearing on the pages backing the " Plan Book

"

reviews.
The theatres reporting or the cities from which the re-

ports have been secured are not given, since few managers
of leading theatres will permit their opinions to be quoted.

Managers who are willing to assist in compiling this

most valuable exhibitor service will be furnished blanks for
returns and assurance is given that their reports will be
considered strictly confidential.

The World and His Wife-
Poor picture, but the box office

returns were about as usual.

(West.)

The Restless Sex—
Good picture. Favorable com-

ments on all sides. Average busi-

ness, consistent all week. (Middle
West.)

Started well but fell down last

days of run. (West.)

The Village Sleuth—
One of Ray's best productions,

and its box-office value was quite

up to the usual Ray standards,
which is saving a good deal. (Mid-
dle West.)"

A City Sparrow—
Program picture. Did fair busi-

ness. (East.)

GOLDWYN
Madame X—
Opened to very poor business,

competition to circus and Fair as
well. But has built steadily up
every since. Business, total, very
good. A fine picture—a classic.

(East).

Stop Thief—
My house plays particularly to

the young people, and they all like

Tom Moore. So business was
good, and thev liked the picture.

(East.)

Honest Hutch—
Great as an entertaining feature,

and brought a well filled house at

each performance. (West.)

It's a Great Life—
Only liked by those who enjoy

Mary Roberts Rinehart's humor.
Business far below normal. (Middle
Wr

est.)

Thp North Wind's Malice—
Not much. Did fair business

(East.)

Out of the Storm—
An average picture which brought

the usual audiences. (West.)

Jes' (all Mr Jim—
A picture which appealed to my

audiences. The box office result >

were larger than usual. (West.,)

The Branding Iron—
An entertaining production. Busi-

ness good during run. (West.)

Officer 666—
Not up to Tom Moore's standard

although it did fair business for a
week. (M. W.)

FOX
The Honor System—
Did only fair business, though

an entertaining picture. (East.)

Les Miserables—
Pretty good houses, audiences

pleased. Old pictures. (East.)

While New York Sleeps-
Broke all the house records at

advanced prices— 30, 50, 75c. (Mid-
dle West.)

SELZNICK
The Wonderful Chance—
Drew well at both matinee and

night performances. Regular
O'Brien following of women of city

saw to that. Picture is about the
most entertaining O'Brien has ever
made.

Everybody's Sweetheart—
Despite the fact that this is Olive

Thomas' last picture it broke no
records here. Audiences were
about average. Drew well at

matinees. (East.)

METRO
Madame Peacock—
The crowds came to see this pic-

ture because they are enthusiastic

about the star, Nazimova. Drew
well for entire week. (East.)

Worst Nazimova picture ever

produced and shows clearly lack of

direction and lack of judgment in

picking story. Another picture like

this and Nazimova is finished.

(East.)

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath—
A big risque, very speedy, but un-

deniably funny, and it went over
very well. Even the broadest bits

of horse-play did not offend, but
on the other hand, was accepted
by my audiences in good part. A
good box-office attraction for me.
(East.)

The Chorus Girts Romance.—
This picture certainly went over

big. A pleasing story, well liked

by my audiences. (West.)

The Price of Redemption—
Good both as to entertaining

value and box office results.

(West.)

REALART
You Never Can Tell—
A very pleasing little picture

—

star has made a place for herself,

and this picture suits her to a " T."
(Middle West.)

Bcbe Daniels shows that she is

a real actress. She had a good pro-
duction, and drew well. (Middle
West.)

39 East-
Fine ! Acting splendid. Sub-

titles are a scream. People who had
seen the play said the picture was
better. Picture brings out the

comedy to better advantage. Good
cast all the way through. (Middle
West.)

A Cumberland Romance—
Did well with this, thought Man-

Miles Minter's popularity has
dropped a bit because of her per-

sistently saccharine roles. This is

as good as her best and pleased.

( Fast.)

VITAGRAPH
Trumpet Island—
Very fine picture. Spectacular

and exciting. Did exceptional busi-

ness first week of showing with in-

dications for a big second week.
Broke house records second Sun-
day. (Middle West.)

HODKINSON
Love Madness—
Louise Glaum well liked here and

picture presented her in ideal role.

Did very good business with it

throughout week. (East.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
Big Happiness—

This oicture contains a good story
with nlenty of pep. The audience
was pleased and receipts were grati-

fying. (East.)

Love's Twist—
Another quite as hopeless as

" The Woman Who Understood."
Women are supposed to demand
these impossibly good heroines, but
this was almost too much.
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF OCT. 3 0 R D

With First Run Theatres
WIRE REPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS
NEW YORK CITY

Rivoli Theatre^

—

Overture—" Les Preludes."
Scenic—As Fancy Paints.

Musical— A'n'danVfe from " Sym-
phonic Espagnol " by Willy
Stahl, Violinist.

Current Events— Rivoli Pictorial.

Vocal—" The Little Grey Home in

the West," sung by Mary Fab-
ian, soprano and Georges du
Franne, tenor, and quartette.

Feature—The Great Redeemer.
Special—Air de Ballet.

Comedy—One Week—Buster Kea-
ton, i,

'

Organ Solo—Allegro in A.
Next Week—An Old Fashioned

Boy—Charles Ray.

Rialto Theatre

—

Sr.me as last week at Rivoli.

Strand Theatre

—

Overture—" Dance of the House,"
by Strand Symphony Or-
chestra.

Current Events—Strand Topical
Review.

Musical—Violin Solo: (a) Span-
ish Serenade; (b) Viennese
Popular song; Catherine Stang,

Violinist.

Feature—The Devil's Garden

—

Lionel Barrymore.
Proeram-

Miod So Trcmeodom

So C*loul«i»f-
A» to. Read Tour *

IflntrmoM TbouibU
~Domio«tlBj All Wh»
Come io Cooitti

Wilt lit

Coo Such Mind

Control IneyiubW
Deitioy?

LIONEL BARRYMORE

THE MASTER MIND'

One of the Screen's

Most Powerful Dramas

•Why Ami Bting

FOR THE GIRL WAS
AN ODD MAN'S BRIDE!

!

She tried to hide' behind the rock of con-
vention, then the storm 'broke aobV—bat

see this mighty Paramount picture
sordine through spectacular

under-ocean scenes and
seething with emotion

MAVR1CT.
TOCRJTEtTR'S marter

prodnrtioa* adapted from the
novel, "Caleb West. Master Diver."

Orean scenes that are startling to behold. 11
other features. including Sid (iraoman's atmospberic

(

prologue with two Quartettes, Robert Davis and other artist*../
"~

; . BVBrfTNG EXPRESS BABY FILMS
rerformajices 11:16 a, m. a , to 11:3© p. m.

Sid Grauman's display for "Deep Waters" playinfj a premiere at Grauman's
theatre Los Angeles last week

(.June's Broadway Theatre

—

Current Events—From Gaumont,

Vocal—" By Your Side," sung by
Redferne Hollinshead, tenor.

Comedy—One Week—Buster Kea-
ton.

Organ Solo
—

" Pomp and Circum-
stance."

Next Week—Twin Beds—Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven.

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture — " 1812 " by Capitol
Grand Orchestra.

Special—Russian Cathedral Choir,
21 voices: (a) The Lord's
Prayer; (b) Song of the

Volga; (c) Song of the Volga
Boatmen.

Current Events—Capital News.
Vocal—" Israel," sung by Miss El-

sie Lyon, the composer.
Novelty—Annette Kellerman in

The Art of Diving.
Specipl—Ballet of Flowers —

" W hispering Flowers," por-
trayed by Mile. Gambarelli. As-
sisted by the Capitol baUet
corps.

Prologue—Madame Peacock by
Countess Floria de Martim-
prey.

Feature—Madame Peacock—Nazi-
mova.

Comedy—Such is Life Behind the

Scenes . of a Circus—Trave-
laugh.

Organ Solo— Prelude C Sharp
Minor.

Next Week—Officer 666.

Here is one of Stanley Chamber's ads.
jor • I Ufa**** I'" " • i"C-

ture played the Palace of Wichita

LOS ANGELES
Kinema Theatre

—

Overture—If I Were King.
Current Events—From Internation-

al, Pathe.
Educational—Timberlust—Ford.
Vocal—All the Quakers are Shoul-

der Shakers,
Solo by Marie Wcidman, aged

four years.

Scenic—Tropical Nights — Bruce
Educational

Ballot—Modern dance number by
Newton Sisters.

Feature—The Branded Woman

—

Norma Talmadge.
Next Week—Nomads of the North.

Pathe and Selznick and Bray
Pictograph added.

Vocal—Just Like a Gypsy.
Solo by Al Denderthi.

Feature—You Never Can Tell

—

Bebe Daniels.

Next Week—Food for Scandal.

Superba Theatre

—

Second week of " Once to Every
Woman."

Miller's Theatre

—

Fifth week of " Earthbound."

Auditorium

—

Second .week of " Way Down East
"

with prices reduced to 25 cents

and $1.00 for matinees and $.50

to $2.00 evenings.

Grauman's Rialto Theatre

—

Third week of " The Restless Sex."

Tally's Broadway Theatre

—

Overture—La Boheme.
Vocal—The Last Rose of Summer.

Solo by Clementine Palmese.
Current Events — International

Weekly.
Novelty—Screen Snap Shots.

Feature—Black Mail—Viola Dana.

Symphony Theatre

—

Overture—Orpheus.
Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—Chase Me—Fox Sunshine.
Cartoon—High Cost of Loving

—

Mutt and Jeff.

Feature—A Dark Lantern—Alice

Brady.
Next Week—Drag Harlan.

California Theatre

—

Overture—Novelty number in which
scenic pictures are interpreted.

Vocal—Marjorie Burnham sings
" Macushla " in soprano and
" The Game of Love " in basso
with scenic and light effects.

Comedy—Edgar Camps Out—
Goldwyn.

Feature—Officer 566—Tom Moore.
Next week—His Own Law.

Grauman's Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " Car-
men."

Current Events — International
News.

Organ—All You Have to Do Is

Smile.
Solo by Henry Murtaugh.

Novelty — Dancers, singers and
musicians are introduced in sil-

houette.

Piano—Second Hungarian Rhap-
sody.

Solo by Hans Hanke.
Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-

lace Reid.

SAN FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre

—

Current Events—Gaumont News.
Comedy—Shuffle the Queens—

Christie.

Prologue—Elaborate Oriental danc-
ers staged by Ellis G. Berg,
Manager.

Feature—Leopard Woman.
Next Week—While New York

Sleeps.

California Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Mammy's Goodnight
Lullaby," by Von Tilzer.

Current Events—Pathe Weekly,
Literary Digest Topics—Pathe
Review, Bray Scenics.

Musical—Orchestra ^elections from
"Irene" and "Springtime,"
Organ-Bells, also " So Long,
Oolong." «

Novelty—Griffin Twins in Scenic
Dance.

Feature—Madame Peacock.
Next Week—The Roundup.

Imperial Theatre

—

Overture—" The Gingham Gown
Girlie."

Music by the Sun Symphony Orchestra

and "Silver-Toned" Pipe Organ

'Stop Thief" display, twelve inche*
by three columns, the tcork of the Stin

theatre, Omaha
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M
•3USTER KBA TON in "O.VE WBBK"

'this display, three columns by six

inches, (or "The hope" icae used in

Sunday's Baltimore paper* by the Gar-
den theatre

Current Events— Imperial Screen
News.

Musical "Ball Room Echoes*' and
"That Old Irish Mother of

Mine," by Imperial Orchestra.

Scenic
—

" Solitude."

Prologue—Atmospheric tableau.

Feature—Earthbound.
Next Week—The Same.

Tivoli Theatre

—

Comedy—Torchy, the Simp.-

Current Events — International

News.
Musical

—"Poet and Peasant" and
" Babv's Parade," played by the

Tivoli Orchestra.

Prolougue
—

" Prince Lei Lani," the

Legend of Aloha Dance and
song by seven persons, under
supervision of Frank Costello.

Noveltv— Instrumental quartette

and Hula Dancer.
Feature—What Women Love.

Next Week—Good References.

Rialto Theatre-
Current Events—Rialto Review.

Cartoon—The Sponge Man.
Musical—Selections from " The

Madcap Duchess," by the Rial-

to Orchestra.

Novelty—Bits of harmony that is

different staged bv Manager
Ed. A. Smith.

Feature—Honest Hutch.
Next Week—Officer 666.

CLEVELAND

Stillman

—

Overture — "Caval'.eria Rustxana."
Theme — " Humming."
Current Even'.s — Pathe News

—

Will Rogers' Illiterate Digest.

Cartoon — Mutt & Jeff in The
League 01 Nations.

Comedy — An Old Time Movie

—

showing a 1909 moving picture

with Mary Pickford and Owen
Moore. Also a one-reel im-
ported comedy called The Run-
away Leopards.

Feature — You Never Can Tell,

with Bcbe Daniels.

Next Week — Nazimova in Mme.
Peacock.

Euclid

—

Overture — " Hejre' Kapi " theme
from " Czarda " by Jeno Hubay.

Theme — " My Sweet Dream and
You " by Byron Gay, and " To
Have and to Hold " from "Take
It From Me."

Current Events — Kinograms.
Comedy—Buster Keaton in Convict

13.

Feature — The Restless Sex.

Next Week — Restless Sex con-

tinued,

ftrand—
Overture — " Her Soldier Boy.

"

1 heme — Love song from The
Merry Widow.

Current Events — Literary Digest.

Educational — What the Deep Sea
Hides—Goldwyn.

Comedy—Meeting All Trains—the

first of '* The Toonerville Trol-

AschersAuditorium— —
STARTING TODAY

A Drama of Revenge
That Blazes Like Molten Steel

Bkzzud. nana a Stn Fruciico'i

underwotld. leflaa. AetormeA-the

wradrtt cKmclei evei presented
]

II una foget
'

Lon Chaney

PENALTY
GoDVCtMur Mortu' Great Cosmopolitan Magazine Story

NEWS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA TOPICS OF
PATHE HEWITT H THOMAS, Direaoc THE DAY

Current News—Pathe News—Top-
ics of the Day.

Comedy—Mamma's Boy.
Scenic—None.
Feature — The Riddle: Woman

( Farrar)

.

Next Week— Blackmail CViola
Dana).

Loew's Columbia

—

Overture (Brusilof conducting),
" II Trovatore."

Current News—Selznick News.
Feature — Something to Think

About.
Next Week—Something to Think

About, continued.

Loew's Palace

—

Overture (Gannon conducting),
" Melodies of Scotland."

Current News—Pathe News—Top-
ics of the Day.

Comedy—The Big Show (Chester).

Scenic—The Clouds. Post nature.

Feature—The Jailbird (Maclean).

Next Week—Are All Men Alike?

Moore's Garden

—

Feature—Civilian Clothes, contin-

ued.

Moore's Rialto

—

Overture (Breeskin conducting),

Evolution of Broadway.
Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—The Simp (Mermaid).

This uas a half page used by the three Saxe theatres in ililir a nice in this

tccek's Sunday papers

Feature—Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway (Charles Ray).

Next W eek—The Heart of a Fool.

ley " comedies, released thro'

First National.

Feature — Curtain, starring Kath-
erine MacDonald.

Next Week — Nomads of the

North—First National.

Alhambra

—

Overture—Selections from "Mary".
Theme—"Love Me."
Current Events — Pathe News No.

85—Pathe Review — Illiterate

Digest.

Comedy — Torchy's Millions —
Torchy comedy.

Feature — 39 East, with Constance
Binney.

Next Week—Viola Dana in Black-

mail.

Metropolitan

—

Overture — Aida.

Theme — Original section by Mu-
sical Director Phil Soit"»inyi

Current Evpnts — Selznick News.
Comedy—Meeting All Trains — A

" Toonerv :

llc Tro'lcy " comedv.
Feature — Curtain — Featuring

K-t'ier-ne MncDorK-ld.

Next Week—Nomads of the North
—First National.

BALTIMORE

DETROIT

Quarter page for " The Penalty," by
Ascher's Auditorium, Dayton, Ohio

WASHINGTON

Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture (Vioni, conducting).

Sbvische Rhapsodic

The allot was
fired in New York
- but U W4I

hoard by one who
wa» far awaj. . . .

Before the papers
printed it she knew a

dreadful thing had
happened.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN"
PROGRAMME

t. Ovartar* b, Onhaitra and O.gan.

A Canlury C,m^>, ' L<

a. AUnaaphar.c Prolog!.,

f. £dna M»a Exit, S«|
Chair •< HtM4 6~.

' Sanf- O'l,, r,

tint, T s . . . ,1

" Once to Erery Woman " display used
by liik aupcroa tflea.tre of l,os Angeles

Vocal-—Emmons and Colvin.
Comedy—Larry Semon in " The

Suitor."

Feature—The Great Redeemer,
House Peters and Marjorie
Daw.

Next Week—Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven in " Twin Beds.'

'

Broadway Strand

—

Overture—Selections from " Mile.
Modiste."

Special—Slow moving pictures of
Annettee Kellcrman diving.

Vocal and Dance—Hope Vernon in
" Old Fashioned Melodies " and
Dorothy Smith.

Comedy—Nonsense, Mermaid com-
edy.

Feature—Something to Think
About, Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction.

Next Week—Same.

New Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe, Weekly and
Review.

Vocal—Miss Mary Patter in Oper-
atic Selections.

Feature—Blackmail (Viola Dana).

Wizard Theatre

—

Overture—Special Medley arranged
for Jazz Orchestra.

Current Events—Topics of the Day.
Feature—The Round-Up (Roscoe

Arbuckle).

Parkway Theatre

—

Overture—Special and appropriate
numbers.

Current Events—Topics of the Day,
Pathe Weekly.

Comedy — One Week (Buster
Keaton ).

Feature—The Round-Up (Roscoe
Arbuckle)

.

Adams

—

Overture—" Carmen."
Current Events—Adams Topical

Review.
F.ducational—Selected Scenic.

TUDOR
THIS

WEEK

GIRLS DON'T

GAMBLE"
FROM THE FAMOUS "SATURDAY

EVENING POST" STORY BY
GEORGE WESTON

PRESENTING

DAVID BUTLER
AS JIMMIE FISHER, THE
HERO TRUCK DRIVER

Gambling is the kindergarten to Bell. Madge
Rathbone knew it but played her game in

• GIRLS DON'T GAMBLE." See how SHE
cashed in.

ABSORBING
TENSE

HUMAN
HUMOROUS

Double column six inch ad. for " Qlrit
Don't Gamble," by the Tudor theatie

of Atlanta
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ANsTA STEWABIT
piper:

; i«t PLOM Mf-wut T*K *»,
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EXTRAORDINARY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA MUSIC
OAH MAtON IN TMC TOewtRVILLE TaOULEV"

CI«ND NCWS WC»KLV --'TOPICS OF THE D*V"

Three inch strip across four columns for "Harriet and the Piper" by the
Grand theatre, Pittsburgh

Madison—
Overture—" Hail America."
Current Events—Madison Topical

Review.
Educational—The Forest Fire, Spe-

cial Scenic.

Vocal—Walter Pontius.

Comedy—Out for the Night.

Feature—Nomads of the North, by

James Oliver Curwood.
Next Week—Madonnas and Men.

Majestic

—

Overture—Selections from "Babes
in Toyland."

Current Events—Majesticettes.

Educational—Knights of Columbus
Pilgrimage in France and Italy.

Violin—"The Rosary," played by

Erik Myhr.
Dance—" March of the Toys."

Comedy—Buster Keaton in " One
Week."

Feature—The Restless Sex, from
Robert W. Chambers' story.

Next Week—Wallace Reid in "Al-
ways Audacious."

Washington

—

Overture—Selections from " Mary."

Current Events—Washington Ani-
' mated Review.

Educational—Washington Travel-

ogue " Solitude."

Musical—Marguerite Volavy on the

Knabe Ampico, playing the

Grieg Concerto.

Vocal—Eva Tremayne, in costume,

singing " Japanese Sand Man."
Comedies—Clyde Cook in " Kiss

Me Quick." Mutt and Jeff in
" The League of Nations."

Feature—"The Texan," Tom Mix.

Next Week — Pearl White in

"Tiger's Cub."

CHICAGO

Randolph Theatres

—

Organ Selections—Comedy—Non-
sense.

Feature—Behold My Wife !

Coming Feature—Wallace Reid in
" Always Audacious."

Barbee's Theatre;

—

Universal Weekly.
Comedy—Should Tailors Trifle.

Feature—The Girl with a Jazz
Heart.

Coming Feature—His Own Law.

Woodlawn Theatre

—

Organ Offertory—•" The Bridal

Rose.
Woodlawn News and Views.
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.

Comedy—Snub-Pollard.
Prologue—Gypsy Airs by David

Copper.
Cello solo accompanied by orches-

tra
—

" Humoresque."
Feature—Humoresque.
Intermission—Orchestra — " Happv

Days."
Coming Feature—The Restless Sex.

Central Park Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " Ka-
tinka."

Gump Comedy

—

Scenic—Jerusalem.
Prolocue—" A Mother's Dream."

and " Eli. Eli," by Central Park
Orchestra.

Feature—Humoresque.
Coming Feature—The Restless Sex.

Ziegfeld Theatre

—

Screen Witicisms.
Comedy—His Jonah Day.
Feature—Trumpet Island.

Coming Feature—The Inner Voice.

CINCINNATI

Strand

—

Current Events—Pathe 84.

Comedy—Don't Blame the Stork

—

Christie.

Feature—Civilian Clothes.

Next Week—Madame X.

Walnut-
Overture—"Mme. Modiste."
Current Events— Pathe 85.

Literary Digest 77.

Feature—The Right To Love.
Next week—Something to Think

About.

Gifts-
Current Events—Fox 68.

Universal Comedy.
Feature—Stop Thief.

Next week—Blackbirds.

Palace

—

Current Events—Kinograms.
Literary Digest 77.

Feature—Milestones.
Next—Deep Waters.

PHILADELPHIA »

Stanley Theatre

—

Overture—Excerpts from "Pagli-

acci"—Stanley Symphony Or-
chestra.

Feature—Midchannel—Equity.
Comedy—Striking Models—Chris-

tie comedy with Fay Tincher.
Scenic—Burton Holmes.
Stanley Topical Review—First Pre-

sentation of unusual and ex-
traordinary happenings se-

lected from all the weeklies of

the world, together with local

events compiled by the Stanley
Camera Man.

Topics of the Day—Literary Di-
gest.

Next week—The Notorious Miss
Lisle—Katherine MacDonald.

Arcadia Theatre

—

Feature — Something to Think
About— (fourth week.)

Comedy—One week—Buster Kea-
ton.

Topical—Pathe News.
Next week—The Right to Love

—

Indefinite run.

Palace Theatre

—

Feature — Deep Waters — Maurice
Tourneur.

Comedy—The Suitor—Larry Se-
raon.

Topical—Pathe News.
Topics of the Day—Literary Di-

gest.

Scenic—By Boat to Tahary.
Next week—A Mormon Maid—

Mae Murray.
Victoria Theatre

—

Overture — Hungarian Rhapsody
No. 2—Liszt.

Feature—The Round-Up.
Comedy—My Goodness.
Topical — Illiterate Digest— Will

Rogers.
Current Events—Pathe News.
Next Week—A Chorus Girl's Ro-

mance.

Recent Theatre

—

Feature—Salome—Fox
Educational— Ford Weekly.'

Humorous—Illiterate Digest

Next Week—A Full House.

"The Girl

With the

Jazz Heart"
Featuring

Madge Kennedy
Also

HAROLD
LLOYD

"High
and
Dizzy"

Dick Long's
Orchestra

COMING—
"Up in Mary's Attic"

Single column four inch display for
" The Girl With the Jazz Heart," by

the Strand theatre, Minneapolis

Capitol

—

Feature—Parlor. Bedroom and
Bath.

Comedy—Edgar Camps Out.
Current Eevents— Select News.
Next Week — Cupid the Cow-
-puncher.

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture— The Pink Ladv "

—

Caryll.

Stage Setting—A musical comedy
background for soloist.

Vocal—"Beautiful Lady " from
' The Pink Lady "—Sung by
Margaret Owen, concert solo-

ist.

Feature—The Branded Woman

—

Norma Talmadge.
Comedy—Hold Me Tight—Sun-

shine Comedy.
Current Events—Hippodrome Re-

view, consisting of excerpts
from the leading news week-
lies, Topics of the Day and a

Pathe hand colored subject.

Next Week—Pauline Frederick in

Madame X.

Shea's Criterion

—

Overture—-"Pique Dame "—Suppe.

Stage Setting—The Grand Canyon.
Vocal—" In the Land of the Sky

Blue Water," sung by Tom
Burke, baritone.

Feature—Behold My Wife—George
Melford production.

Comedy—Fickle Fancy—Mack Sen-
nett.

Current Events—Criterion Pic-

torial.

Next Week—Held by the Enemy.

Mark-Strand

—

Overture—" Monsieur Beaucairc."

Current Events — Latest Pathe
News.

Feature—The Fighting Shepherd-
ess—Anita Stewart.

Comedy—A Seaside Siren—Fay
Tincher.

Next Week—The Jack Knife Man.
Palace—La La, Lucille—Lyons and

Moran.
Lyric—The Girl in the Rain.

BROOKLYN

Strand Theatre

—

1. Overture—A light fast and
smartly mounted and costumed
condensed version of " Rigo-
letto '' offered by Strand Sym-
phony Orchestra, Alois Reiser,

conductor, aided by the Strand
operatic ensemble,

(a) "Curse of Monterone,''
Fernando Guarneri, baritone

;

(b) "Minuet," Strand Ballet

Dancers
;

(c) "Caro Nome,"
Anna Zdenck, soprano; (d)
Quartette.

2. Strand Topical Review.
News event presentation with

subjects selected by Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman
from Pathe News, Fox News.

3. "Bacchanal," (Glazounow).
A dance pantomime bv Mile. Syl-

via and George Kiddon, ar-

TUREE LEADING PHOTOPLAY THEATRES 1

Above is shoicn a new departure in advertising by the Roth and Partington
houses of San Francisco. This is a half page
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A decidedly "different'' display for
Good Keferences " by the Orpheum

theatre of Fort Wayne, hid.

ranged by Paul Oscard. Gre-
cian costumes and outdoor pas-

toral setting.

4. Farce Film—Jane and Katherine
Lee in The Circus Imps.

5. Quartette
—

" The Rose of Pic-

ardy," (Weatherly-Wood).
Sung by operatic ensemble in

French peasant costume with

electrical effects showing mov-
ing billows of rose blooms.

Sung by Erne Pilke, contralto

;

Anna Zdenck, soprano; Fer-

nando Guarneri, baritone

;

Henry Amitra, tenor.

6. Feature Film—Katherine Mac-
Donald in Curtain—First Na-
tional.

7. Vocal
—

" At Dawning " (Cad-
man) by Erne Pilke, Contralto.

Presented with scenic effects

showing the coming of morn-
ing.

8. Instrumental — '* Andante Can-
tabile" (Tchaikowsky) — by
Venetian String Quartette.

9. Comedy—My Goodness—Mack
Sennett.

20. Organ Solo — "Concertante
"'

(Handel)—Edward Napier and
John Hammond, organists.

Next Week—Anita Stewart in

Harriet and the Piper.

BOSTON

Park Theatre

—

Overture—Park Symphony Orches-
tra.

Screen Smiles.

Universal Weekly—Two issues.

Two-reel Thriller.

Comedy.
Special stage setting with orchestra

concealed by palms.
Features—The Riddle : W oman

(Geralding Farrar) ; Pink
Tights (Gladys Walton).

Next Week—The Slave of Vanity
(Pauline Frederick)

;
Folly's

Trail (Carmel Meyers).

Beacon Theatre

—

Overture—Piano and organ.
Topics of the Day.
Pathe News—Two issues.

Comedy.
Special stage setting with gold fibre

screen.

Features—The Saphead (all star) :

Mid-Channels (Clara Kimball
Young).

Next Week—Blackbirds (Justin

Johnstone) ; Body and Soul

(Alice Lake); The Suitor

(Larry Semon ).

Tremonl Temple
Organ Overture.
Humorcsque (Alma Rubens).
Next Week—Way Down. East

—

D. \\. Griffith picture.

Majestic Theatre

—

Way Down East—D. W. Griffith

picture with special thirty-piece

orchestra.

Fenway Theatre

—

Overture—Fenway orchestra.

Weekly News—Two issues.

Comedy.
Features — The City Sparrow

(Ethel Clayton); Cupid, the

Cow Puncher (Will Rogers)
;

The Cradle of Courage (Wil-
liam S. Hart) ; Merely Mary
Ann (Shirley Mason).

Boston Theatre

—

( herture.
Vaudeville—Six acts.

Feature—The Vice of Fools (Alice

Joyce).

MINNEAPOLIS

New Garrick Theatre

—

Current Events—Cinema Periodical
— (a) Pipe the Penguin—Edu-
cational; (b) How and Where
Postage Stamps are Made

—

Universal; (c) Current Events
—Pathe; (d) With the Wise
Birds—Universal.

Scenic—Falling Waters—Bruce.
Comedv—Torchv's Millions.

ST. PAUL SEATTLE

( .ipiiol 1 heatre

A—Peer Gynl Suite (Morning
Voices)—Grieg.

The Capitol Symphony Orches-

tra — Oscar F. Baum, conduct-
ing.

B—The Capitol Digest.

Current Events — Pathe and In-

ternational News.
C—The Roosevelt Dam — Prizma.
D—Ruth Chase— Soprano—" When

You're Away." (The Only Girl)

Victor Herbert.
E—High and Dizzy — Harold

Lloyd's latest comedy.
F—Helen Scholder — Concert Cel-

loist. — "Rhapsodic" — Liszt-

Copper.
G—Charles Ray in " Peaceful Val-

ley."

H—Organ Solo — Arthur Depew

—

" Serenato Napolitana " — Sec-
boeck.

I—Organ Recital — E. J. Dumsted-
ter.

1. March from " Tannhauser "

—Wagner.
2. Selections from " Chu Chin

Chow.''
3. Popular Selections.

DENVER
America Theatre

—

Current Events .

Musical — Violin Solo, " The Gyp-

OF FVRSUIHC A UYEUHOOD-TH6 ISAHE THREAD-BARE ~MOVIES-l

Ooldwyng^ptcture*

URTHBOUND-

REX BEACH'S
MIGHTY DRAMA OF THE ROMANTIC NO«T>

h NORTH WIND'S MALICE
IT PICTURES GRAPHICALLY IN ITS TALE OF ROMANCE THE MAD-
DENING INFLUENCE OF MONOTONY Oft THE TAUT NERVES OF THE
MEM AMD WOMEN WHO UVE THEIR SIMPLE BUT RUGGED UVES IN
THE AMID WASTES OF ALASKA.

VERA GORDON
*X05f WORK
HEJ) FAMOUS. <
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TO THE CORE
THE TAMOL'S HEX REACH "PuHCH- IS EVIDENT IN EVERY FOOT
OF THIS WONDERFUL STORY OF THE COLD FIELDS OF ALASKA

SPECIAL A0OED FEATURE

MARCEL PLANCON
BASSO CANTANTE

WILL SINC AT 2 40. 4:20. "SO AND » 40

SCHEDULE FOR TODAY
11-12-1 OS J 10 4.4S-4 20-7 SS-4 SO

Half paye bit the Merrill theatre of Detroit for " The North Wind's Malice

Overture—" Southern Rhapsody,"
played by New Garrick Sym-
phony Orchestra.

Feature—The Jailbird (Douglas
MacLean).

Organ Solo
—

" Japanese Sandman,"
played by Frederic Egener.

Next Week— Curtain — Katherine
MacDonald.

New Lyric Theatre

—

Scenic—New Lyric Pictorial Re-
view.

Comedy—The Gumps—Andy at

Shady Rest.

Current Events—New Lyric Screen
Journal.

Prologue
—

" Eli, Eli," sung by Cos-
ter and Clements, supported by-

double quartette of mixed
voices, and presented with an
atmospheric setting depicting

the days, customs and ways of

the Jew in the olden days in

Palestine.

Feature—Humoresque—Paramount.

Next Wreek—Something to Think
About—Paramount.

Strand Tb<ati
Overture—Theme " Because."

Current Events— Select News,
Pathe Review.

Comedy

—

Feature—Something to Think About.

Next Week— Karthbound.

Lilemmer Theatre

—

Overture—"II Trovatorc" and "The
Glowworm."

Current Events—Fox News. Rogcr>
Illiterate Digest.

Special—Race of the Age. " Man
O' War " prize horse.

Comedy—Fly in the Ointment.

Feature—The Truth.
Next Week—The Riddle.

Liberty Theatre

—

Overture—Popular pieces.

Current Events—Pathe News.
Comedy—Mary's Little Lobster.

Feature—It's a Great Life.

Next Week—The Prey.

sy Dance"—Played by Miss
Isoline Harvey.

Feature—The Penalty.

Next AVeek — The North Wind's
Malice.

Tabor Theatre

—

Educational — Screen Magazine.
Feature—Her Beloved Villain.

Current Events — Kinograms.
Next Week — Blackbirds.

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.

Feature — Behold My W ife.

Next Week — Behold My W ife.

Kivoli Theatre

—

Special Music Week Concert —
" Dance of the Hours."

Current Events — Rivoli Review.
Musical — Cello Solo " Le Cygne,

and Tarentella."

Comedy — League of Nations —
Mutt and Jeff.

Vocal — " Sweetheart Days " —
By Harry Harper, Tenor.

Feature — Suds.
Next Week — The Love Flower.

ATLANTA
Criterion

—

Overture—Dave Love's orchestra.

Pathe Magazine.
Timely Topics.
Harp solo

—
" Senorita Carmen

Mendez."
Feature—Constance Talmadge in

The Perfect Woman.
Screen Snapshots.

Tudor

—

Organ solo .

News W eekly.

Feature—Norma Talmadge in Pan-
thea.

Universal Star Comedy.
Forsyth

—

Overture—Orchestra led by H. E.
Bodiford.

Forsyth Magazine—News Events.
Feature— (Mon., Tues., Wed.)

—

Bryant Washburn in A Full

House.
Feature— (Thurs., Fri., Sat.)

—

Pauline Frederick in The Pal-

liser Case.

Comedy—Kiss Me, Caroline—Ches-
ter.

Rialto

—

Overture.
Paramount Magazine.
Feature—Marion Davies in The

Restless Sex.

Comedy—Jiggs in Society.

Strand

—

No Overture.
Fox News.
Feature—Duslin Farnum in Big

Happiness.
Comedy—Hank Mann in Hot Dogs.

First display to be obtained on " Drap
Harlan," the work of the Terminal
theatre, Ketoark. In size five columns

by thirteen inches
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Window display for "The Right to Love," which attracted great attention for the showing of the picture at Grauman's Rialto theatre, Los Angeles

Ralph Rnffner, Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. II. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, R. I.

Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. O. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, New Gar-rick theatre, St. Paul.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minne-

apolis
Paul friixdanovic. Strand. Cleveland. O.
C. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
Chnrle* C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
S. Banet McCormick, Gen. Mgr. Rivoll theatre,

Toledo, O.

Advisory Board
Exhibitors' Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.

R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery . Ala.

E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amuse-
ment Co., New Orleans.

F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.

C. A. Lick, New theatre. Fort Smith, Ark.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur G. Stoite, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Iowa.

Chas. Branham, Liberty theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Liwell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol

Theatre. St. Paul, Minn.

W. C. Qnimby. Managing Director, Strand and
Jefferson theatres. Fort Wayne, Did.

H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre,

Salt Lake.

E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Bntte.

Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Fran-
cisco.

J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.

Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.

Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.

Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Showing how the orchestra at the Criterion theatre is silhouetted to the audience for the overture number as described in last we
placed behind a semi-transparent screen and lighted from the rear

ek's issu?. The musicians are

Recent New York Bonus
Parade Gives Exhib-

itor Real Idea
Edward Costigan, enterprising manager

lof the Acme theatre of South River, N. J.,

land one of the most successful exhibitors

[in the state, got his idea from the big bo-

Inus idea parade which was held in New
IYork City recently. If the question is of

I sufficient importance, he argued, to draw

75,000 men into line for a narade of that

sort, it ought to be capable of arousing in-

terest in any community that boasts of a

goodly number of former doughboys and

gobs among its population, as does South

River. And inasmuch as he had booked

The River's End," he decided that this

would be an excellent opportunity to tie up
a first class exploitation idea with an

event of such importance to the commu-
nity. His plan was nothing more nor less

than the staging of a local bonus parade in

South River on the opening night of " The
River's End," and in addition, he decided

to hold an open forum on the bonus ques-

tion in his theatre before the opening of

the regular motion picture program. The
expense of the plan was practically noth-

ing. The manager offered to provide

funds for a band for the parade, but the

service men took hold of the idea with

such eagerness that they secured all the

music they needed for themselves and
made his offer unnecessary. At first it had
been planned to make it only a South
River affair, but Manager Costigan has a
" nose for publicity," and he has a way
of getting it into the city desks of the pa-

pers in his territory in such a way as to

insure its appearance in the daily new*
columns, so that the idea quickly caught
the popular fancy and became a county-

wide affair, drawing in about twenty mu-
nicipalities. Manager Costigan had playe<'

the affair up in his advertising, but its

novel features had attracted so much free

publicity in the news columns that he

found it was needless to go to any extra

expense for advertising. The parade was
a great success, and when it ended at the

Acme the place was jammed to the limit.

The rally before the show did not last

long, and when it was over there was still

such a crowd outside that it was decided

Rothafel Has New Pres-
entation Idea

FOR the ballet offering on the Capitol
program this week under the title of
" Ballet of the Flowers " an addi-
tion has been made to the usual

dancing number which possesses real

audience appeal.
From library strips of film taken of

various flowers, most of them colored,

a reel of sufficient length to run during
the period required for the ballet which
Mile. Gambarelli, and six girls present
to the strains of " Whispering Flowers,"
has been compiled.
A net is hung even with the tormen-

tors on which the image of the various
flowerj is projected t\ speci 1 \>v i^i

tion lens which enlarges the picture to a

sufficient size to completely cover the
proscenium opening is used. A black
drop back of the net kills that portion
of the picture which strikes through the
open spaces in the net.

The effect obtained in this combina-
tion of dancing and a film show is that
the artists are dancing in and about huge
flowers of various colors. Selections of
film which show butterflys and small
birds resting on the blossoms add to the
novelty of the combination. The picture
image is of course not clearly defined on
the net Lut enough of tne flowers s

sho vn to carry out the effect describe'l.

The ballet number is the usual esthetic
style with the dancers in the usual cos-
tumes.

to have an overflow meeting, and this con-

tinued until the first crowd filed out and
the house was again filled with the over-

flow.

Mrs. Rood's Knock Boost
for Horater

The Cleveland Press, under date of Oc-
tober 22, is responsible for the story that

Mrs. P. E. Rood, president of the board

of welfare directors over in Toledo, ob-

jected to seeing Viola Dana, the movie
star, do the " shimmy " in front of the

Alhambra theatre, where the popular act-

ress is appearing in " The Chorus Girl's

Romance."
Of course, it wasn't Miss Dana in per-

son who was doing the " shimmy." It

was only her pasteboard facsimile. And
she wasn't really shimmying at all. It was
only a fan placed at the proper angle back

of the cut-out that made her shoulders

move. But even so, Mrs. Root objected.

Not only did she object, but she aired her

objections in the papers. Result : Man-
ager H. C. Iioiater, of the Alhambra, did

a whale of a business on " The Chorus
Girl's Romance," much of which was at-

tracted by the free publicity with which

Mrs. Rood furnished him and the amount
of attention that the "shimmying" cut-

cut drew.

Hugo Reisenfeld's musical and ballet specialty being presented at the Criterion theatre as a supporting num-
ber to "Something to Think About" as described in last week's issue. The title of the number is

"Moment Musical au Trianon"
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Cuts from two photographs illustrating some of the "Pirate Gold" stunts put over in San Francisco as
described in the story following

Big League Treasure Hunt
" Pirate Gold " Exploitation in 'Frisco Gets

Attention of Everybody, Including Newspapers

IN last week's issue was printed a

somewhat abbreviated account of how
" Pirate Gold " was put over at San

Francisco. Possession of all the facts con-

cerning the complete campaign warrants

a more detailed account of what was
done, how it was done, and who did it.

Publicity following day after day, most of

it free and on the pages of all the news-

papers, is not an every day occurrence,

even if searches for " buried treasures
"

are not so new as exploitation.

However, as all newspaper editors and

reporters are aware, " buried treasure " is

a subject most ideally rich in the element

of " human interest," and being humanly
interesting is the most certain of all known
means of swelling a newspaper's circula-

tion. California is a golden land of treas-

ure hunting—as nobody knows better

than do the editors of San Francisco

newspapers. As they were perfectly

honest—though completely fooled up to

the moment when the last drop of juice

had been squeezed out of the " stunt "

—

they were entitled to accept their increased

circulations without any qualms of con-

science. That they did so was evidenced

by their cheerful and generous treatment

of the " Pirate Gold " revelation in the

climax.

The Edgar Allan Poe of the great San

Francisco " Search for Buried Treasure
"

hoax is W. W. Kofeldt, manager of the

San Francisco branch of the Pathe Ex-
change, Inc. From 'first to last he was
aided and abetted by Al Lundborg, hotel

manager; by Miss Miriam Shelby, who
had justifiable ambitions to become a

movie actress, as the sequel proved; by

Newman's College theatre, and by the San

Francisco Police Department—the latter

falling in line for a highly ingenious
" epilogue."

These preliminaries arranged, the cam-

paign was started with the following:

newspaper " teaser " advertisement in all

the local papers

:

"Wanted: Husky laborers equipped

with picks and shovels for excavation

work near the city. Call at receiving

room entrance, rear of Bellevue Hotel.

Ask for Mercedes de Cortez, between

10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. to-day."
" Mercedes de Cortez " was the happy

treasure-hunting " pieces of eight " nom
de hoax of Miss Shelby, whose picture

promptly got printed with such captions

as: "Spanish Senorita Seeks Aztec

Treasure. Senorita Mercedes Cortez,

who explains her presence here from
Spain by saying that she is to search

Land's End for a fortune buried by her

ancestor, Don Hernando Cortez, early

day explorer."

Wouldn't any newspaper fall for that?

The desired " husky laborers " with picks

and shovels proved numerous and eager.

Reporters assigned by all the papers to
" cover the story day by day." News-
paper readers thanking their lucky stars

for relief from an indigestion of political

speeches. In the meantime Mr. Hutt,

Pathe cameraman, inquired solicitously

of the city editors whether they had heard

anything about the Spanish treasure-hunt-

ing lady at the Bellevue, because if it was
an honest-to-goodness tip with a news
story in it. he felt it would be his duty

to cover it for Pathe News. Mr. Hutt

obtained all the encouragement he needed.

By this time, of course, Mr. Kofeldt

had properly planted the " treasure." He
had discovered in a curiosity shop a

weather-beaten, iron-bound chest which

had been salvaged from a forgotten

wreck. The chest was appropriately

filled, taken out to a point just opposite

the entrance to the Golden Gate on a dark-

night, and there buried deep in the sand.

It was an admirable spot for the purpose,

redolent with traditions of treasure ships

that had foundered there in times long

past.

The newspapers were much edified to

learn that " Mercedes de Cortez " had ii

her possession a tattered old chart market
to show the spot where her ancestor ha(

lmried his gold. That this spot was a
" Land's End," any San Franciscan, espe

cially city editors, could readily see. Ac
cordingly, when Senorita Cortez gathera
her husky laborers and started for tin

scene of her quest, she was accompaniet

by a distinguished retinue of reporter:

and photographers.

With her own fair hands " Mercede
de Cortez " started the digging, at sorm

little distance from Mr. Kofeldt's '* plant,'

at Land's End, San Francisco. The mei

with shovels and pick-axes set to indus

triously. The labors of October 1 wen

{Continued on page 3537)

Marian Shelby and her "treasure hunters" after th«

discovery of the "pirate gold" as told in the accom
panying exploitation story
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Big League Treasure Hunt
(Continued from page 353O)

without result. The Senorita remained
calm and confident, especially in the hos-

pitable newspaper columns. ( ktober 2

the same. October 3, ditto. October 4
also likewise, but growing warmer.

October 5—Eureka !

As was meet and fitting, a spade in the

Senorita's taper fingers was first to touch

"bands of iron. The reporters immediately

touched wood. So did half a dozen will-

ing spades. And presently, with numer-
ous cameras focussed on the excavation,

including that of the industriously " grind-

ing " Mr. Hutt of Pathe News, the de-

cayed old treasure chest was hoisted into

view.

And, as stated in the next morning's

papers, " the Senorita collapsed." Reviv-
ing, she was so thankful that she would
not think of opening the chest until she

had " consulted her priest." Unopened,
much to the present disappointment of

the " gentlemen of the press," the chest

was conveyed to the Senorita's hotel

apartment. She was certain that four

more of the treasure chests were waiting

to be dug up—for the present she would
be alone with her precious chest of
" Pirate Gold."

It was natural that those pregnant
words, " Pirate Gold," should have been

printed innumerable times during the

quest. Newspapers in neighboring cities

followed the lead of those of San Fran-
cisco. At least one big newspaper syndi-

cate rushed a Sunday feature into prep-

aration. " Pirate Gold " was on all lips

;

also well displayed at Newman's College

theatre, which had naturally taken advan-

tage of the sensation to show the Pathe
Serial and pack the house. The manage-
ment improved on this tie-up by printing

coupons in the Daily News admitting boys
in a party to see " Pirate Gold "—" A<

Story of Captain Kidd." And in its ad-

vertising displayed the following note :

" The treasure chest found at Land's

End will be opened at 12 o'clock Satur-

day-, just after the Daily News' Theatre
Party."

But Mr. Kofeldt had found means for

another " tie-up " which added more free

newspaper notice. At the beginning of

the treasure quest the police had inter-

fered on the ground that the Senorita and
her laborers were digging on city property

—which necessitated obtaining a permit

—all of which helped out the main idea.

At the coming election the people were
to vote on an amendment for increasing

the pay of the police. Mr. Kofeldt called

on Chief White and arranged for a patrol

of three policemen accompanying himself

and Miss Shelby, stopping at all the prin-

cipal street corners and displaying ban-
ners hitching up " Pirate Gold " with de-

mands for increased pay for policemen.

This feat followed the opening of the

treasure chest by a Captain and two Lieu-
tenants of Police in front of the theatre

before an immense crowd, which wildly

anplauded the result—a large " Pirate

Gold " banner

!

Not even now were the possibilities of

Famous Choir Singing
at the Capitol

THE Russian Cathedral Choir fa-
mous with all music lovers presents
three selections as unit 2 of the
Capitol's program for the current

week The first is " The Lord's Prayer
followed by " Song of the Volga " and
" Song of the Volga Boatman." The
selections are taken from traditional
Russian melodies and are presented in

the beauty of their native and original
harmonies with the picturesque Russian
costumes of the singers augmented by a
stage setting by artist John Wenger,
himself a Russian by birth.

Mr. Wenger's set is not describable in

view of the fact that it is the color har-
mony that makes it attractive with no at-
tempt to represent either an exterior or
interior. The highlights of what he has
staged are to be found in a back drop
on which colored lights blend in artistic

beauty while on both sides of the singers
who are placed in two rows running dia-

gonally across the stage, one row sitting

and the other standing, are yellow strips
reaching from tne floor to the flies on
which are Russian emblems.
The singing organization is of 21

voices under the direction of Rev. Con-
stantin Bukatoff. The plaintive melody
of their blended voices makes music that
is rarely excelled.

the " stunt " wholly exhausted. Most of

the papers printed accounts of the identi-

fication of " Senorita Mercedes Cortez
"

as Miss Miriam Shelby, of Los Angeles,

who had accepted this means of winning
an engagement as a movie acrtess—which
it was admitted she well deserved. As
was to be expected, Miss Shelby was im-

mediately besieged with letters from her

future " fan " admirers, some of which
contained poems and offers of marriage.

Mr. Kofeldt's clever management in

delaying the opening of the " treasure

chest " enabled the papers to " save their

faces " by anticipating the denouement in

the usual good-natured satirical vein. But
this did not interfere at all with the en-

thusiastic demonstration of the crowd in

the street when the " Pirate Gold " ban-

ner was solemnly taken from the chest and
flung to the breeze.

Window Displays for
"Restless Sex" at

Chicago
Chicago exhibitors are going to have

the benefit of another ready-made window
display tie-up like they are using on " Hu-
ll loresque." The Columbia Graphophone
Company found the " Humoresque "

tie-up so successful that they have ar-

ranged with Oscar A. Doob, of the Para-
mount Chicago exploitation department,

to make window displays in all dealers'

stores on "The Restless Sex." In one
scene a Grafonola is used with a Colum-
bia record. This scene has been made into

an enlargement and cuts printed on 22x2$
cards appropriately worded. Window
cards s*o arranged to hold a phonograph
record also are prepared, with which regu-

lar accessory material will make up at-

tractive window displays. "Fair One,"

the latest Columbia record hit, is being

tied up with " The Restless Sex." Ex-
hibitors playing this picture should get

into touch with their nearest Columbia

dealer and arrange a window. The Colum-

bia people and the Famous Players-Lasky

exploitation department are also com-

municating with all Columbia stores

throughout the Chicago territory, more

than two hundred in all.

Here is the way the Sunset theatre of Baltimore decorated for the showing of "Down on the Farm.
Even "His Master's Voice" found a pleace in the display
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The Empress theatre, Central City,
Nebraska, of which E. C. Preston is

manager , used a very large banner and
a huge cut-out based on a twenty-four
sheet to advertise " The Fortune Teller/'

as is shown in the cut above.
The huge cut-out was so large that

it nearly filled the entrance to the lobby.
Above on the banner were shown char-
acteristic scenes from the picture.
Manager Preston is another small

town showman who believes in exploita-
tion and this is only one of the many
stunts he has conceived and executed
to attract more business to the Empress.

How the Rialto, El Paso,
Puts 'Em Over

The Rialto theatre of El Paso, Texas,

recently gathered in a lot of word of

mouth advertising with a little stunt put

. over in connection with a local Chamber
of Commerce celebration called "Mystery
Night."

O. Wescott Young, publicity director

for the Rialto, distributed small envelopes

of the " prescription " variety in which
was a single frame of positive film on
which was the wording " Park Your
Car. You Know Where," and a picture

of the Rialto.

On this page is a cut from the Rialto's

prologue for " Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde."
The photographer has used double ex-

posure to illustrate how L. F. Klein,

technical director of the Rialto, played

the Barrymore role in the prologue, mak-
ing a change froni Jekyl to Hyde.

Short Subject Revivals Win
Broadway Managers Bring Back Six

Pictures from One to Six Years Old

Showing a view of a prologue number staged for
"Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" during the run of this

picture at the Rialto theatre. El Paso

DURING the past six weeks four of

the leading New York theatres have
paid an unusual and, perhaps, un-

conscious tribute to the value of the single

reel to the program and its audience pull-

ing power, even if the subject is one that

has been exhibited before. Revival of a

.
feature picture from one to six years old

on Broadway would be considered a nota-

ble event, yet this very thing has occurred
in the case of at least six different single

reels within as many weeks, and all of

them releases from one company.
In each case these pictures have been

selected with full knowledge that they had
been exhibited before (often they had
been played by the same exhibitor), but

they were picked either because they lent

themselves to special settings and specific

pictures, or because their worth was such

that they should be repeated.

One of the most attractive portions of

the bill at the Criterion theatre during the

run of " Something to Think About ' is

" Versailles," a picture that fits in so well

with the remainder of the program and
the musical setting that motion picture

goers will agree that it has created a most
delightful atmosphere. Yet "Versailles"

was made at the time of the peace confer-

ence and has been shown before at either

the Rialto or Rivoli. It made such an
impression on Dr. Riesenfeld that he re-

called it when making up his current pro-

gram.
Last week at the Capitol one of the

most attractive bits on the bill was
" Alaskan Wonders." It won round after

round of applause and formed a perfect

setting for the feature, " The North
Wind's Malice." Yet " Alaskan Won-
ders " had been played by S. L. Rothapfel
when he was in charge of the Rialto and
Rivoli theatres.

During this same week " Automatic
Moving " was used as one of entress on
the bill at the Brooklyn Strand, and Man-
aging Director Edward L. Hyman gave it

a musical setting that pleased his audi-

ences greatly. This same picture was used
at the Capitol about three weeks before,

yet Educational is responsible for the

statement that the picture is six years old

and has been exhibited once or more by
practically every theatre in New York.
Another picture to which Mr. Rothap-

fel gave a special musical setting recently

at the Capitol was " Sundown," one of

the earlier Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beau-
tiful, and, though many in the audience

had doubtless seen it before, its presenta-

tion on that particular bill was so thor-

oughly proper that it got more evidence

of appreciation than most new subjects.
" The Storm." a hand-colored picture

which Educational has been releasing for

several years, was another single reel fea-

tured at the Capitol.

Only about a month ago Dr. Riesenfeld

used " Holland's Rustic Life and Water-
ways " as a setting for a special Dutch
dance at the Rivoli, and the picture was
given a similar showing a couple of weeks
later at the Brooklyn Strand, with specia

song and dance numbers and an artistic

special stage setting.
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"The Great Redeemer
Tops Rivoli Bill

I L£T^HE Great Redeemer " a Mau-
1 * nee Tourneur-Metro production

X written by H. H. Van Loan be-

ing presented in the Rivoli Thea-
tre this week, a house which seldom
sees a picture bearing anything but a

Paramount or Realart trademark might
mean many things of real importance
to the trade but probably is to be con-
sidered significant only to the point of

further establishing the fact that the fea-

ture is about the best " western " if it

is to be classed as such, to come through
in many a day.
" The Great Redeemer " is apparently

a paradox, a western with a theme based
on religion. It is also about as good an
example of what can be done to improve
on the traditional western plot as we
have ever seen.
Another thing that " The Great Re-

deemer " makes self evident is that House
Peters is an actor.

Small Town Manager
Does Things for
"Sick Abed"

Very often it takes the small town man-
ager to hit the real spark of genius in

exploiting a picture. Manager A. E.

Weld, of the Strand theatre, Cedar
Rapids, la., demonstrated this theory

when he put on a brand new idea for the

exploitation of " Sick Abed."
In the lobby of his theatre Weld rigged

up a dummy hospital room, with the sup-

posedly ailing star in bed and an attrac-

tive girl in nurse's costume watching over
the patient. The saxaphone, Wally's

proverbial companion in his hours of

recreation, was on the table at one side.

The sick room was decorated with flowers

frbm hypothetical admirers. The insti-

tution was christened the " Paramount
Artcraft Hospital " and the sign on the

I

entrance read " Please Be Quiet—Wal-
lace Reid in ' Sick Abed.'

"

The invalid Wallace had good company
during his bedridden spell because the

room was decorated with pictures of

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, Billie Burke
and other Paramount stars.

This picture of "Omaha's Finest" was
taken during the exploitation campaign
for "The Cradle of Courage" recently
put over by the Rialto theatre, Omaha.

Omaha Coppers Boost
Hart Picture

Omaha coppers, in their new natty

blues, were brought into play on an ex-

ploitation stunt for " The Cradle of Cour-
age," at the Rialto theatre, Omaha.
The plan was fertilized and made suc-

cessful through the efforts of John Lover-
idge, manager of the Rialto, and Fred
Hunt, sales manager at Famous Players'

office in Omaha.
" The Cradle of Courage " is a story of

a policeman. Hence an appropriate

chance for tie-up with a detail of local

police, Mr. Loveridge thought.

An invitation to Inspector of Police

Andrew Pattullo and a detail of his un-
derstudies was extended by Mr. Love-
ridge. Newspapers printed front-page

stories about the police inspector " trick-

ing " his ' men in leading them to the

Rialto theatre instead of drilling them.
The following day the newspapers

printed comments on the picture as made
by Inspector Pattullo and the various po-

ice sergeants.

Big business was done on the picture.

Applying Liberty Bond
Ideas to the Picture

Business
Liberty Bonds and motion picture ex-

hibiting. Three or four years ago a con-
nection between such might have seemed
logical, but to most people the Liberty
Bond is a dead issue as far as being a
vital factor in the exhibiting game. Yet
C. W. Eckhardt, of the Marlow theatre,

Helena, Montana, declared that the ex-
hibitor who will analyze the result of the
Liberty Bond drives and act accordingly
will reach splendid box office results.

Americans plan their entertainments. Lib-
erty bonds caused a budget in the family
to be a universal American trait. The
weekly payments on the bonds started this

vogue, and it has just naturally stuck.

Now the American family plans on Sun-
day what shows they will see during the
week, and therefore, it is up to the ex-
hibitor to inform the public at the be-
ginning of the week of the attraction or
attractions at his house during the coming
seven days. That is where newspaper dis-

play space hits its top notch of worth to

the exhibitor. Use the newspapers that are

read on Sundays. The working family
uses that day for the family conferences.

Sunday night is the universal calling

evening for the young folks and they make
their dates for the ensuing week at that

time. Therefore, give them something
so that they will put down your house as a
place they can't afford to miss visiting

during the coming week. Daily announce-
ments are effective as far as transients go,

but Helena has few of that class except
at special times, such as the state fairs.

" People now buy their amusements on
the same basis as they do merchandise.
The theatre offering the best value for the

admission prices is the theatre that gets

the patronage."

"Sick Abed" bedroom used as a lobby display by the Strand theatre. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as told in an
accompanying story
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Best "What's Your Hurry?" Stunt
Pulled to Date

Minneapolis' Fire Department Assists in Putting- Over Wallace Reid Picture

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., was
the last of the large cities to

get on the band wagon and
join the " What's Your

Hurry ?
" crew. The statement is not a

reflection upon the Minnesota metropolis,

for in every city where an anti-speeding

campaign has been prosecuted under this

slogan it was initiated by a clever exploita-

tion man anxious to boost Wallace Reid's

latest picture
—"What's Your Hurry?"

and the picture only had its first run there

recently. The fact remains, however, that

when Minneapolis did come in she moved
by direct action and established the

potentiality of the " What's Your Hurry "

slogan , by a monster parade that topped

in size, splendor and demonstrativeness

anything previously shown by the other

cities. Not only was the parade immense
;

but for two weeks previous, the Min-
neapolis Tribune (morning and evening),

which sponsored the campaign maintained

a steady barrage of front page stories on

automobile accidents and the means of

Cuts, cartoons, line runners,

of accidents figured in the

' What's Your Hurry

prevention,

and scenes

journalistic move-

"181 2" as Overture Given
Novel Rendition

TCHAIKOVSKY'S "1812" is the
overture selected this week at the
Capitol Theatre with the Russian
Cathedral Choir singing the Rus-

sian hymn with which the selection
opens off stage in place of playing the
bars as is usual. This composition in
commemoration of Napoleon's with-
drawal from Moscow has strains illus-

trating the pealing of the cathedral bells
when victory came to the Russian arms.
For this part of the composition addi-
tions to the orchestra ensemble have
been made to produce the effects at
which the composition aimed and also
to give the number the volume it re-
quires to fully bring out its greatest mu-
sical beauty. The number closes with
the Russian national anthem to be imme-
diately followed by the selections ren-
dered by the Cathedral Choir.

merit. Hal Olver, exploitation representa-

tive of Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion at the Minneapolis Exchange, who
planned the continued demonstration
found the city roused up to the anti-speed-

ing idea more than he had ever expected

so that when the Paramount picture played
at the Strand theatre it drew packed
audiences who wanted to know what it

was all about.

The first act was staged October 9, as

the result of Olver's diplomacy and the

powerful backing of the Tribune when
Fire Chief Ringer rang in an alarm him-
self which was answered by ten pieces of
apparatus all of which participated in a

demonstration at the intersection of 6th

Street and Nicollett Avenue. The ladder

went roof high in a series of stunts, the

final one of which consisted in stringing

a huge banner across the street :
" When

you hear the fire gongs ring and the ap-

paratus coining drive to the nearest curb
and stay there, or if walking stay on the

sidewalk until you are sure all danger
is past. What's Your Hurry. National

Safety Council."

Enormous crowds gathered to see the

firemen at drill and the final act brought

down the house. They cheered vociferous-

ly and could not help noticing the huge
slogan above which the warning sign had
been displayed.

The following Saturday, October 16, a
huge motor truck parade was staged under
the auspices of the National Safety Coun-
cil in its anti-accident drive. There were

85 trucks in the parade, headed by the

Firemen's Band and the Police band in

two sections. The main body of the

parade was made up of Mack Trucks
which under a stage name, feature in the

Wallace Reid picture. Every vehicle in

the parade carried the huge signs of the

National Safety Council for every precau-

tion against traffic accidents and individua'

advertisements for " What's Your Hur-
ry?" and the Strand theatre.

It was a " Hippoppotamus Parade

"

(Continued on page 5541)

Above is shown some of .the "What's Your Hurry! " exploitation put over at MinMinneapolis during the run of the picture at the Strand theatre as told im the

sto.y appea.ing above. The insert shows the fire department in action
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Jest "What's Your Hurry"
Stunt to Date

(Continued from page 5540)

l|it required 20 minutes to pass any point.

I travelled up Nicollet A\enue, the first

;asion in three years that a truck had
.mi permitted on the avenue. Due to the

ti endid advance publicity the crowds
J:re lined upon both sides of the thor-

jujhfare. In every respect it was the big-

|>t demonstration ever gjven tor a mo-
ton picture tie-up in any city of the coun-

K
The Minneapolis Tribune, having taken

the cudgel, went the full length. It

Educed pictures of accidents, near ac-

nts and means of prevention. It had

[
stories on the anti-speeding cam-

n. It sent its cartoonist, Frank Wing,
le traffic court, to depict, in his inimita-

Iraw ings, the incidents of a day at the

ding tribunal. It distributed " W hat's

r Hurry?'' posters to motorists as

Ishield signs. It carried a full front

: with one line teasers " What's Your
ry ?

" between each story. It published

)rials on speeding under that caption,

lie police signs at the traffic intersec-

; to guide vehicles bore the slogan

hat's Your Hurry?" above the

Dp " and " Go " signs.
The Starland theatre of Anderson, Ind.,

)nes Gets Good Results
l om Post Card Campaign

l sing a postcard as a means of exploit-

jg a picture is nothing new, but to con-

Jie one's exploitation to a postcard and
ill do a business almost capacity for all

lowings, is a novel stunt. It proved most
„<|icacious for " The North Wind's Mal-
k," at the Jones theatre, Canon City,

Jplo., October 14-15. It is an inexpen-

's.e way to exploit a picture.

originates its own one-sheets,
recent creations used

Above is shown some of the

Capitol Celebrates First

Birthday This Week

T HIS is Anniversary Week at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, and
for the event a novelty special film
opens the Capitol News number.

The strip is largely a trick film made by
the Lyman H. Howe studios of the sort
that made the Howe shows famous and
did much to hold business for the Howe
companies in spite of the inroads made
by the regular picture program.
The usual birthday cake with the single

candle is shown in novelty form, the
Capitol employees have been " shot " on
the theatre roof and a strip under the
title of " Capitol Topics " is presented.

In celebration of the Capitol's first

birthday the Russian Cathedral Choir is

added to the list of specialty presenta-
tions. Their number is described in an-
other column.

This lobby display for "The Idol Dancer" was originated by O. F. Wells,
Cnantan, Iowa

manager of the Lincoln theatre.

Proves Lobby Displays
Practical for Small

Town House
The cut on this page illustrating this

story concerning the lobby display which
O. F. Wells, manager of the Lincoln the-

atre, Chariton, Iowa, constructed for his

engagement of " The Idol Dancer " is an-
other proof that the small town showman
can get good results from the kind of ex-

ploitation that too many believe is practical

only for the big town huse.

This is Mr. Wells' own story of " The
Idol Dancer " display. That it was inex-

pensive will be apparent from the recital

of how it was constructed.

Mr. Wells constructed a small grass

house and placed it in* one corner of his

lobby. In the doorway of the house was
placed a one-sheet board. On the out-

side four large cut-outs, one made from a
24-sheet and others from smaller paper,

were located. Around the cut-outs and
house and leading into it, grass was laid

on the lobby floor and about the cut-out

figure of the dancer constructed from the

24-sheet a bright red sash was tied, on
which had been written some Hawaiian
words. A small talking machine was con-

cealed inside the hut with Hawaiian rec-

ords being played during performances.
The result of Mr. Wells' ingenious but

inexpensive lobby decorations was big

business for the picture, much of which is

assumed came from the use of unusual ex-

ploitation methods. Anyway, that is the

way Mr. Wells figures, and he ought to be

n a position to judge.
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Above is a view of the lobby of the
Superba theatre showing the decorations
which Manager Jones used to explo t

" Pink Tights " during its run at this

t^eif-e

Parade for "Pink Tights"

Jones did not stop there. Inside

theatre, the walls were covered with c
vas to represent the walls of a tent-

pink color scheme was used thro

including pink lights. The usher
dressed as clowns, with peaked caps a

big ruffles.

The circus atmosphere was carried «

also in the presentation.

A drop was painted to represent a
plete circus lot, with the big tent in

background and the side-show tents

banners in the foreground. Even
sandwich stands were prominently
view. The rising curtain disclo*

clown standing behind a iarge paper
ered hoop.

Manager Jones of the

Setting Fast Pace in

WE. JONES, manager of the Su-

perba theatre, Los Angeles, is

* right out in front when it comes

to unusual exploitation.

A good example of his exploitation

methods occurred recently when he

booked " Pink Tights." As the picture is

a " circus " picture, he determined to

circus it.

His main stunt was a grand *' pee-rade
"

right up and down the busy streets of Los

Angeles. It was a regular parade, too.

To say that the parade was a success

would be putting it mildly. The crowd
that followed it to the Superba was as big

and as enthusiastic as that which follows

a real circus parade to tbe circus lot.

In this case, it seemed as if the parade

Superba, Los Angeles,
Novelty Exploitation

ended right at a real circus lot, for Jones
had fixed up his lobby to resemble the

entrance to a big tent show. A marquise
effect was used over the entrance bearing
the words, " MAIN ENTRANCE—BIG
SHOW." Inside the foyer, and visible

from the street, was a flat, painted to re-

semble the long rows of animal cages un-
der the " animal top " of a big show.
From the marquise to the edge of the

sidewalk was strung red, white and blue

pennants. Over the sidewalk was a large

cut-out of Gladys Walton, in pink tights.

3 fully equipped
projection studios
at yonr service.

Simplex SMach ines

SMmasa Gold Ihbre Screens

{length of throw 15 £eet
Svertjthing £or your conveavence

Simplex Studios
ift FLOOR, * 220 VEST±2"-JSI

Jfohit FLyons, -Jtattager:
^Phone Bryant 364
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Music and The 'Picture

The Prologue-
some Suggestions and Variations of the Idea

By Charles D. Isaacson

THY the Prologue? The story is

\J told concerning the famous opera
" Pagliacci " that the composer,

ing for a performance upon the good
es of a noted baritone, was told :

But my dear maestro, there is not

jgh for me to sing. Can't you give me
ething else to do ?

"

nd then came the famous, if not the

. music of Leoncavallo—the noted

logue to " Pagliacci," known among
icians as the Prologue. In it, the

n, in the old-fashioned style of play-

*hts (who always used prologues as

cessityj, explains to the audience what
oming in the opera, and establishes

e clearly the atmosphere of the compo-
n. He says :

" This is about stage peo-

and stage people are human, despite

r comedies and their seeming frivoli-

—back stage they suffer and mourn
same as you." Then the audience

ms what is going on betzceen the lines

he speeches.

he Prologue is the most classical of

inventions and the oldest device of

wrights — it comes from ancient

ace and Rome and Judea.
et it is the newest invention of the en-

Irising motion picture impressario.

'e hear a good deal about the Prologue
. Even a great many of those who are

g some phase of it, are not fully ac-

nted with its fullest possibilities.

Kay I be therefore permitted this op-

unity of analyzing the Prologue, its

I

ibilities. its intentions, at the same time

"esting some likelv variation of its

|:e?

|erhaps the best way of describing the

ogue is to say that its intention is to

hlish forcibly before the rise of the

ain the most vital and throbbing part

I

he motive of the play. To take the

I ence fresh from their supper, their

problems, their own every-day atmo-
re of city or farm, flathouse or raan-

, lodging room or castle, and trans-

them to a state of understanding with
Dlay-world. To overcome that inertia

:h is generally apparent at the begin-

of a play or a story : The listener has
been thinking of those things which
• been living in" the playwrights mind,
director^ heart, the players' exist-

is; hence, for a little while, until the
of the story or play or picture takes

Get Your Name on the
News Music List

We axe assembling the names of all

musicians, composers, conductors and
others interested in any phase of the new
art of Picture Music. Send your name
and paragraph description of yourself.

Be listed among the leading members
of the new art No charge for listing.

But you don't want to be out of it.

Send name and details to Music Editor,
Motion Picture News.

hold of the listener's attention, 'he run-

ning start has been a limping one—the

Prologue supplants this condition with a

concentrated essence of the best bit of

the play or its atmosphere beforehand.

The Prologue is equivalent to the

Chairman of the meeting who introduces

the Speaker with eloquence and generous
compliments. The Speaker is just a

Speaker, but the Chairman classifies him
into a Governor of a Great State, who did

this and that and the other thing for the

good of humanity, the One Person in the

Universe who is equipped to discuss this

Most Throbbing Subject of So and So
which has been chosen for this Evening's

meeting. So with the halo upon his head,

and his atmosphere enveloping him, the

Speaker advances amidst great applause,

already Fairly Well Established in the At-
tention of his listeners—with a running

start sufficient to enable him to Jump Off

at Once

!

If you were sitting in your office in the

midst of all your multitudinous duties. Mr.
Exhibitor or Mr. Director, and a gentle-

man walked in with a Brilliant Idea, you
might listen and you might not. But if a

few moments before his arrival, your best

friend and trusted adviser had telephoned

you in great secrecy :
" There's a famous

gentleman coming to see you : he's done
more for the big Blankey-Blank folks in

Such and Such a City than anybody else.

In fact, he's the one that made them. He
sprouts ideas like a field does wheat. And
every idea is a jewel and every- word a

pearl
"—would you be looking for that

man ? Would you let him get away ?

It the traffic policemen of your amiable

citv saw a red touring car go bv. it would

mean nothing out of the ordinary to them,
but if word had been sent ahead:

" W atch for the Sing Sing convicts just

escaped
; they are in a red touring car "

—

every automobile which faintly resembled
the passionate color would get the watcher
on his most admirable behavior and set

his blood boiling.

In other words, a Prologue can estab-

lish the atmosphere of the picture. It can
take the best moment 01 the play and put

it first i without giving the secret away>.
It can offer the Great Opportunity- first in

a glimpse so the less important bits will

be passed over graciously. It ca'n pique

the curiosity and whet the desire. It can
establish the state of mind and the mood
of the action. It can tell the audience
how wonderful the author, actor, director

is—how he went through hell's fire and
the North Pole's ice to bring what is be-

ing presented tonight ; it can show all the

past impossibilities of getting what has
been filmed. It can simply arouse the im-

agination and the curiosity by suggesting

that there is something hidden apparently
which only the more alert clever ones in

the audience will fully comprehend.

If the Picture is of the Far North, the

Prologue might be an icy scene, with
freezing music, whistling winds, shivering

Eskimos—possibly an actual blast of
frozen wind shot across the hall added for

realism—close-ups of icicles, snow-drifts,

seals, ice-bound ships, etc., etc. Possibly
the introduction of a living singer in furs

with a dog-sleigh, possibly something from
the music of Peer Gynt or Olaf Trygva-
son. That's one way. But that same pic-

ture might contain some moment of tragic

or melodramatic suspense which would
cause the showman to forget the locale of
the action and concentrate on the action

itself. Thus, the climax of the play might
be a terrible mountain-slide. Then the
Prologue could be a scenic which would
represent that moment—with music that

built up the horror of it. Even some of
the actual film itself mi?ht be used in the
Prologue—the best bit from it-1—the mem-
ory of the Prologue would make the ac-
tual showing of the scene of a stronger
value later. Just as when a magazine ed-
itor lifts out the climax from his story and
illustrates it with a picture and a title un-

(Continued an page 3612)
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND PURCHASE l

In the Independent Field
*

STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT NEWS AND V I E IF l

Arrow reports the follow-
ing foreign sales during the
past week:

" Woman's Man," " No-
body's Girl," " Love's Pro-
tege," and " The Golden
Trail " to J. Vacek for Czecho
Slovakia and Jugo Slavia;

"Thunderbolt Jack," "Bache-
lor Apartments," "Nobody's
Girl," "Penny Philanthropist,"
" Scarlet Tide," " The Mid-
landers," "Bonnie May" and
two unnamed Bessie Love
features to Campania Cinema-
tografia Sud Americana for
Argentina, Uruguay, Para-
guay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia
and Ecuador; "Thunderbolt
Jack " to David P. Howells,
Inc., for Mexico; Hank Mann
Comedies to E. Labansat for

China; "Bonnie May," "The
Midlanders " and two other
Bessie Love pictures, to Lu-
porini Brothers, for Italy;
"Exploits of Raider Moewe"
and Muriel Ostriche Come-
dies to John Olsen and Co.,
for Scandinavia.

Press Sees "Mad Love"
A special trade press showing of

"Mad Love" was given last week
at the Kremer offices in New York.
" Mad Love " stars Lina Caval-
ieri and was written by Jean
Rameau, a French playwright.

The star is supported by Lucien
Muratore, her husband.

Gaumont Has Series of

Comedies Ready
Gaumont announces that it will

have ready for the State Right
Market in the near future a new
series of comedies. These pictures

will be screened within 10 days

Otis Harlan, star of Reelcraft Royal comedies in "Welcome Home"

AscherAnnounces Big Deal
Many Important Re-Issues Are
Acquired for New York District

Road Show Planned fo

"The Devil's Angel"
" The Devil's Angel," whidH

being distributed through -tat<

right exchanges by the Clark Co
nelius Corporation, will be plajt

as a road show in a numberJ
territories, according to repcj
from territorial buyers in sevi

states.

Some of the state-right men
planning to use a Harem scene

Oriental dancing girls as an
acte, others are arranging for

staging of a studio scene with
tist models in popular poses,

in one state it is planned to

Peggy O'Neill, who appears in

picture, to stage a prologue in

son, depicting a number of fa

works of art.

Helen Gardner, who plays

feature role in the production,

appear in person in a numbe
first run theatres in various

of the country. The unique the

of " The Devil's Angel," is sai<

offer unlimited exploitation pi

bilities for the progressive exl

tor. The title, the many unu
settings, and the Oriental ai

phere should also prove an
to exhibitors, is the claim.

Doris Dare, who appears in a promi-
nent role of "The Unfair Sex," a Weiss

production

C\ NE of the most important
deals announced this week in

film circles was the acquisition by
Ascher Features, Inc., of specials

and re-issues starring Douglas Fair-
banks, Norma Talmadge, Olive
Thomas, Charles Ray, Frank Keen-
an, Gloria Swanson, Louise Glaum,
William S. Hart, etc., for distribu-

tion in New York City and State
and Northern New Jersey includ-

ing Trenton, with offices at New
York and Buffalo.

In addition to the above, which
number several hundred, Ascher
Features, Inc., also took over the

franchise for the same territory to

distribute the entire output of the

Hamilton Film Corporation in

which are included the Famous Di-
rectors' Series and twelve new
Ascher productions now under way,
all of which will be what are right-

fully termed big specials. There
will be a complete line of new pos-
ters and accessories.

In connection with the Triangle
Features, the Mack Sennett Key-
stone Comedies will also be handled
exclusively by the Ascher Company
in the territory above named.
Ascher Features, Inc., of which

Sidney Ascher is president and
Joseph A. Jacobs is treasurer is a

new company formed especially to

take over the valuable franchises of

both the Triangle and Hamilton
Corporations and to acquire such
other pictures that have unusual
box office values will be in the in-

dependent market from time to

time.

Although Sidney Ascher is pres-

ident of both Ascher Productions,

Inc., and Ascher Features, Inc., he
wishes it announced that the two
concerns are separate and distinct

corporations and in no way con-
nected one with the other. One is

strictly a producing company that

will make a series of big specials

throughout the year to be offered
the state rights buyers and the oth-

er company will confine its activi-

ties to the distribution of several
large producing companies and nu-
merous independent producers.

The physical distribution of all

Ascher Features, Inc., pictures will

be made through the Alexander
Film Co., with offices at 130 W.
46th St.

Big Advertising Drive

for Guinan Series

Victor Kremer announces that

has planned an extensive advert

irig campaign on the series of ei|

five reel features starring Tex
Guinan, which are now being ma
The campaign, it is said, will i

tend from Coast to Coast, and

soon as the first production is c«

pleted, will be extended to fore

countries. Newspapers and mai

zines of national circulation w
be utilized, the Kremer offices a

nounce. The trade campaign h

alreadv started.

Two Exchanges Buy All

of Joan's Output
The combined exchanges of Com-

monwealth Film Corp. and Nu-Art
Pictures, the former of New York
City and the latter with headquar-
ters in Buffalo, have this week be-

come 100% Joan buyers. As a re-

sult of a deal closed this week, Sam
Zierler and Fred H. Zimmerman,
the heads of both exchanges respec-

tively, purchased the rights of dis-

tribution of " The Invisible Ray."
a 15-episode serial starring Jack
Sherrill and Ruth Clifford and the

series of twelve two-reel Billy West
comedies for New York State and
Upper New Jersey.

This completes the roster of Joan
pictures handled by them, as the

other Joan feature " She Played and
Paid," starring Fanny Ward, was
purchased about two months ago.

A

>
Betty Francisco, a former "Follie

girl who is playing a lead in "PartJH

of the Tide," a forthcoming Irfftl

Willat production
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New Reelcraft Exchange Opens

Polly Moran plays the landlady in one
of the new series of Hallroom come-
dies, released through independent

exchanges

Arrow Will Not Supply
Shipman Theatres

W. E. Shallenberger, president

of the Arrow Film Corporation,

has issued the following statement:
" My attention has been called to

an item appearing in some of the

trade papers relative to one, Fred-

erick Shipman, in which it is stated

that the Arrow Film Corporation

will supply Mr. Shipman with films

for a chain of theatres which he

represents.
"

I desire to state that this is not

correct, Mr. Shipman in no way
represents the Arrow Film Cor-
poration and furthermore the Ar-
row Film Corporation is not sup-

plying and does not intend to sup-

ply Mr. Shipman with any of its

products.
" We maintain offices in London

and Paris to look after the inter-

ests of our foreign customers and
we have only recently sent Mr.
Chester Beecroft abroad as a
special representative of our for-

eign department.
" I will greatly appreciate your

publishing correct facts regarding
this matter. (Signed) W. E. Shal-
lenberger."

In commenting further on this

article Mr. Shallenberger stated

that Mr. Shipman had interviewed
him relative to the Arrow supply-
ing him with some of their pro-
ducts but that he, Mr. Shallen-
berger, had at that time explained
to Mr. Shipman the fact it would
be impossible for him to do so.

"A Good Bad Man "New
C. B. C. Western

" A Good Bad Man " has been
selected as the title of the six-

reel Super-Western of Yellow-
stone Productions, Inc., now being
handled for the Independent Mar-
ket by C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration.

Pete Morrison, who was a Tri-
angle co-star and also appeared in

57 Universal Westerns, is featured
with Carol Holloway who has won
a following as a Vitagraph serial

star. The cast also includes Spot-
tiswood Aitken, Harry Van Meter,
Ruth King, William Lyon West,
Verne Layton, Claire Hatton, Zel-
ma Edwards and others.

" A Good Bad Man " is from the
povel of the West, " Ben Warman,"
by Charles E. Winter, also author
of " Grandon of Sierra." It was
directed by Charles E. Bartlett
from a screen version by Hal
Hoadley.

THE REELCRAFT PIC-
TURES CORPORATION
announces the establishment

and opening of an exclusive Reel-
craft Exchange branch in Cleve-
land, Ohio. The formal opening
will take place on November 1st in

the new quarters at 2169 East 9ih

Street, with Mr. George W. Wilson
in charge as manager. The addi-

tion of the Cleveland office gives

Reelcraft six exclusive Short Sub-
ject exchanges in its distributing

organization, other cities where
Reelcraft Exchanges are already
established include New York, Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, and
Minneapolis. These offices togeth-

er with Independent State rights

exchanges in every other import-

ant distributing center complete
the Reelcraft distributing organ-
ization.

George W. Wilson, manager of

the new Exchange, was transfer-

red from the Indianapolis branch
of Reelcraft, where he has been

branch manager for some time. In

the Cleveland territory he is al-

ready well known among exhibit-

ors having covered the section for

two years in behalf of another film

company.
G. L. Parrish, has been promoted

to the position of manager at the

Indianapolis Exchange, assuming

Cleveland Branch to

Handle Reelcraft

Pictures Only

the vacancy caused by the transfer
of George Wilson. Parrish has
covered the Indianapolis territory
for the past year and served as
Assistant Manager at that exchange
during the past six months.
The first releases to be distributed

at the Cleveland office include the
" Bud (Duncan) and His Bud-
dies ", single reel comedies, the
"Royal Comedy" scries of two
reel comedies, the " Romance of
Youth " series and the Milburn
Moranti comedies.

" This new branch is only a part
of our general plan of expansion,"
states R. C. Cropper, President of
the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
" We are opening this Cleveland
branch because we believe it the
only possible means of presenting
out; many series of Short Subject
releases where there is such a
density of population and exhibit-

ors who serve them. By owning
our Exchanges we are able to give
a personal co-operation that is not
otherwise possible.

" Many other important expan-

sions arc also under way relative

to Reelcraft distribution and re-

leases. For our Short Subject
program we have already arranged
for a series of Reelcraft Scenics
to follow our " Bud and His Bud-
dies " single reel comedies on the

market. This Scenic series has
been planned for a long time and
releases have been coming in for
the past three months, being re-cut

and edited at our general office.

They will be released weekly, and
known as " Reelcraft Scenics".

" Another important addition to
our releases will be a series of re-

leases, planned to be just a bit dif-

ferent from any other series now
offered to exhibitors. The pictures

will be two reels in length, com-
bining all the action and thrills of
the serial with the mystery and
suspense of a mystery drama, yet

complete in each release a story of
intense dramatic situations that

will keep the audience guessing
right up to the very finish of the

picture. Work on the series has
already been started, the stories are
now being written, and every detail

will have been completed before
the actual shooting is commenced,
to insure an entire series of re-

leases that will measure up to a
new high standard of quality set

by Reelcraft.

New AssociationTStates Plans
ALL past experiences in the

making and exploiting of

Motion Pictures have con-

sistently taught that neither pro-

ducer, distributor, franchise holder

or exhibitor can successfully com-
bine any two or more branches,

without drifting into factory pro-

duction.
" Every analysis has shown that

any effort to combine these

branches results in the assembly
and coordination of the various

branches, upon a plan and with a

range so big as to preclude the

possibility of their successful oper-

ation.
" The outstanding lesson of all

such attempts, including those that

enjoy unlimited capital, with few
exceptions, is that motion pictures

J. E. Kelley, head of the Artographic
Film, Inc., which has just entered the

short reel production field

Policies of Associated

Photo-Plays Given in

Official Statement

cannot be produced in factories,

but must be produced in studios.
" Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.,

through a careful study of present-
day problems of all branches of
the industry, in the production and
distribution of motion pictures, has
been able to devise a plan that
meets the problems that seem to be
the principle cause of complaint
from Producer to Exhibitor.

" Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.,

carefully selected, among the most
fitted and available producers, six

producing units, alloting each but
five pictures for the year, to be dis-

tributed through twenty-two fran-

chise holders, insuring franchise
holder and exhibitor, in each terri-

tory, thirty studio-made pictures

for the year, under Associated
Photo-Plays' plan, at actual pro-
duction cost, plus twenty-five per
cent as a fixed producer's profit,

with an added fifteen per cent

thereof for Associated Photo-Plays'
distribution.
" The responsible and dependable

franchise holder is thereby offered

its franchise, without one cent of

advance, and by it insured the

prompt delivery of thirty pictures

for the year, at a cost so much less

than he is able to obtain from any
other source, and of a quality the

equal of anv, that in itself will

bring the Exhibitor to the holder of

its franchise.
" Under this plan, the producer

must prepare an itemized, sworn
account of the actual production
cost of each picture, an exact copv
of which is forwarded to each

franchise holder when delivery is

made, bearing a certificate of con-
firmation as to cost, and certifying

to t^ie entertaining qualities of each
production, under its novel accept-

ance plan.
" There are now in the course of

construction six five-reel produc-
tions, with stars and all star casts,

for the first deliveries under this

plan, which has been announced for
January 1, 1921.

" The keynote to the Associated
Photo-Plays' plan is found in the
policy of " A square deal from
producer to exhibitor—a plan con-
verting a game into a business."

" Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.,.

will, in the very near future and in

the following issues of this publica-

tion, make an announcement of spe-

cial interest to the franchise holder
and exhibitor, and all inquiry in

its regard may be had' in advance,
by communicating with the produc-
ing office, which is located in the
Baker-Detwiler Building, 412 West
Sixth Street, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia. The location of its executive
office, in New York City, will be
later announced.

Kremer is Considering
Stories for Star

Victor Kremer, president of the

Victor Kremer Features, Inc., an-
nounces that he now has under
consideration several popular West-
ern stories written by well known-
authors, to be used to star Texas-
Guinan, the signing of whom by
Mr. Kremer was made known last

week.
Miss Guinan will make a series,

of eight Westerns. Mr. Kremer
invites all unknown authors to sub-
mit their manuscripts to him per-
sonally for consideration.
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A. L. Selig, district sales supervisor
of the Far West territory for World

Motion Picture Corp.

"Midchannel" Is Popu-
lar with Californians
Opening at the California thea-

tre in San Francisco " Midchannel "

set a record for box-office reports
on all Young productions to date,

according to reports received by
Equity. . The popularity and
strength of Young in the West was
borne out by similar successes, it

is said, at the Kinema in Los An-
geles, the Florence in Pasadena,
Loew's State in Oakland, the Plaza
in San Diego and the American in

Ventura, Cal. The picture played
a week at each of the houses
named.

Otis Harlan Stars in
Reelcraft Comedies
Otis Harlan, of musical comedy

fame, is announced as the star in

two coming releases of the Royal
Comedy series now being distrib-

uted on the State rights market by
the Reelcraft Pictures Corpora-
tion.

Harlan makes his picture debut
in a two-reel farce comedy titled
" I'll Say He Forgot ", portraying
a part written to his special order.
This Harlan release will be the
ninth release of the Royal Comedy
series, and follows releases featur-

ing Billy B. Van, Leon Errol. Rose-
mary Theby and Sammy Burns.
These pictures are distributed
through the Reelcraft and allied

independent exchanges throughout
the United States.

Coast Exchange Reports
Heavy Business

Louis Hyman, manager of the

All Star Features Distributors, Inc.,

of San Francisco, of which Sol
Lesser is president, announces that

never in the history of the company
have they had an output as great as

they have now. All Star Features
handles pictures for California,

Arizona, Nevada, and the Hawaiian
Islands, and on its lists at present
are two series of Clara Kimball
Young pictures, " The County
Fair" and "The Confession,", as.

well as many other features.

The Following Sales Are Reported
in the Independent Market

" The County Fair " (Guy Croswell Smith) to First National
Exchange of Michigan; Harry F. Nolan of Detroit, for

Michigan.
" The County Fair," to First National Exchange of Denver,

for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and
Southern Idaho.

" The County Fair " to L. C. McHenry, of Nashville, Tenn.,
for Tennessee and Kentucky.

" In the Clutches of the Hindu " (Gaumont) to Peerless Pic-
tures, of Boston, for New England States.

" In the Clutches of the Hindu " to Wasserman and
Stephens, of Atlanta, Ga., for No. and So. Carolina,
Alabama, Florida, and Georgia.

" In the Clutches of the Hindu " to Canadian Exhibitors
Exchange, for the Dominion of Canada.

" In the Clutches of the Hindu " to the Simlec Film Co.,
of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania, and West
Virginia.

Hallroom Comedies (new series—Hallroom Boys Photo-
plays, Inc.) to Merit Film Corporation, for New York
State and Northern New Jersey.

" The Golden Train (Arrow) to Sol Lesser of All Star Fea-
ture Distribution Co., for California, Arizona, Nevada,
and Hawaiian Islands.

Mack Sennett Keystone Comedies to Ascher Productions,
Inc., for New York City and State and Northern New
Jersey.

Six Franklyn Farnum five-reel Westerns (Canyon Pictures
Corp.) to the Enterprise Distributing Corporation, for
Georgia, Tennessee, North and South Carolina, Ala-
bama, and Florida.

Four Jack Hoxie Westerns (Arrow) to Walter Baier Film
Co., of Milwaukee for Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Wisconsin.

" Bachelor Apartment " (Arrow) to Special Features Co.,
of Knoxville, Tenn., for six southeastern states.

Spotlight Comedies (Arrow) to Horsfall Productions, of
Montreal, Canada, for Eastern Canada.

XLNT—Ardath Comedies (Arrow) to Horsfall Productions,
of Montreal, for Eastern Canada.

Muriel Ostriche Comedies (Arrow) to Horsfall Produc-
tions, of Montreal, for Eastern Canada.

" Fickle Women " (D. N. Schwab) to Detroit Film Com-
pany, of Detroit, Mich., for Michigan.

"Smiling All the Way" (D. N. Schwab) to Detroit Film
Co., for Michigan.

" Girls Don't Gamble " (D. N. Schwab) to Detroit Film Co.,
for Michigan.

S-E Name Initial Release
New Organization Offers 5-Reel

Comedy, " It Might Happen to You "

marks the first of a series of novelty
feature productions which S-E En-
terprises will release during the
coming year for the benefit of the
territorial buyer.

STj> ENTERPRISES, the newly

formed organization, headed
by J. Shenfield and Bert Ennis, an-

nounced their first release for the

independent market " It Might Hap-
pen to You." This picture, a five

part feature comedy, is said to be

one of the most unique attractions

offered to the state-right buyer

within the past .sometime.
" It Might Happen to You," an-

nounces S-E, offers the independent

buyer the following four outstand-

ing novelties : a bevy of bathing

beauties ;
Jimmie the famous Tar-

zan Lion, together with nineteen

other lions ; a troupe of remarkable

dog actors, and five of the cleverest

monkey performers yet seen on the

screen. " It Might Happen to

You " stars Smiling Billy Mason,
the well known screen comedian, to-

gether with a cast of popular film

players.

The picture was acquired by S-E
Enterprises from the Artclass Pic-

tures Corp, producers of the latest

Tarzan subject, "The Revenge of.

Tarzan," now being released

through Goldwyn, " The Unfair

Sex " and many other notable feat-

ure films.
" It Might Happen to i ou

New Arrow Feature in
Process of Production
Arrow Film Corporation an-

nounce that the American Lifeo-
graph Company of Portland, Ore-
gon, now has in process of produc-
tion a five reel feature for distribu-
tion by the Arrow Film Corpora-
tion. This picture is being pro-
duced under the direction of Jean
Hersholt and Louis H. Moomaw
and is being photographed by Clyde
Cook. Cast of characters com-
prises Broderick O'Farrell, Man-
Edget Baker, Lee Hill, Albert Gar-
chia, William Dills, Georgia North-
rope, Bert Sprotte, Miss Carol
Holloway and Jean Hersholt.

This picture, name of which has
not yet been announced, deals with
the life in a great lumber camp.
It is being taken in the actual

locality called for by the scenerio,

which is the work of Miss Elizabeth
Mahonev.

George Irving, who is directing Mollie I

King in the American Cinema Cor- ]
poration's production, "Her Majesty" I

Gardiner Pictures, of

Buffalo, Enlarges
Gardiner Pictures, Inc., withl

headquarters in the new Warner]
building, 257 Franklin street, Buf-J
falo, has acquired all interests on
the Gardiner Syndicate, says a]
statement issued by C. A. Taylor,!
general manager of the new com-J
pany this week. The new concern]
has been capitalized under the laws!
of Delaware at $500,000. While ill

is the intention of the, company to!

buy and lease state-right pictures in]

New York State, the Gardiner cor-l

poration plans to also open offices!

in Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia
and other large cities of the

,

country.

Recent purchases for the State of
jNew York include " Before the

White Man Came." 15 recreated

Harry Carey westerns, the Pin-!

nacle comedies, Catherine Calvert's
" The Up Hill Path," and others.

The officers of the new company]
are : T. R. Gardiner, president;!

Lee Langdon, vice-president ; David!
Levy, treasurer and C. A. TaylorJ
general manager. Kent, Cummings]
and Means, *of Buffalo, represent]

the company in a legal capacity.!

James L. Barr and company, of]

New York City, has found the con-

cern to be on a sound working;
basis. Mr. Taylor is now in New]
York looking over a number of]

new releases.

8"Copperhead "Dramas
Ready for Shipment
Eight of the series of two-reel

j

" Copperhead " dramas, released by
Photo Products Export Company
on the state rights' market, are

announced by the producers as]

ready for shipment to the buyers

in. the various territories. The re-j

maining two of the series of ten

are now in the process of editing

and titling and will be ready this

week. The eight already com-
pleted are :

" Feudal Blood," "Win-
ning Hand," " Call of the Blood,"
" Law of the Mountain." " Blue
Ridge Justice," " Law of Might,"
" The Under Dog " and " The Lone
Game." The stories are based on
the historic feud fights in the

South. The pictures were produced
in the mountainous country' of the

Carolinas.

I
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Charles F. Schwerin, one
of the best known of the

State Rights men and a for-

mer executive of Fine Arts
Pictures Corporation, has

joined Ascher Productions,
Inc., forces in the capacity of

special representative giving

especial attention to the sale

of their new production, "Be-
low the Deadl ne," according
to a statement issued by Sid-

ney Ascher, president of As-
cher Productions, Inc.

Mr. Schwerin jumped im-
mediately into the harness
upon accepting his position

with Ascher Productions and
left New York this week for

an extended trip through the

middle west. He will visit

Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
probably St. Louis and Kan-
sas City.

hree Aywon Pictures

Find Ready Buyers
A number of contracts were

lrawn up this week by Nathan
irsh, president of The Aywon
Urn Corporation, covering state

ghts territory on " The Woman
\.bove Reproach," " The Evolution

f Man," "The Woman of Mys-
ery," and " When Dr. Quackel Did
lide." These are now in the mails

nd when signed by those taking

ver the rights announcements will

ie made.

Practically every one of the buy-

;rs who have seen these pictures

screened agree with Mr. Hirsh that

hey are the finest line of box office

ttractions he has ever handled and
.rhen one considers the long list of

lits he has put out it would seem
hat the four pictures mentioned
ihoiild prove of unusual value to

he exhibitors of the country.

The list of current attractions

aeing state righted by Aywon cover
practically ;ill of the most wanted
varieties of motion picture enter-

ainment. " The Woman Above
Reproach" is a well acted and pro-

luced society melodrama; "The
Evolution of Man is a distinct

novelty with a marvelous Man-Ape
n the leading role ;

" The Woman
of Mystery " is a most thrilling

adventure story starring Frances
Ford and Grace Cunard, while
' Wbcn Dr. Quackel Did Hide " is

\ highly amusing travesty on the
well-known drama in which Charlie

Joy and his Miami Beauties appear
n a five reel laugh provoker. It is

a line up of motion pictures that

should be the means of making up
very attractive and business getting

programs for the best of houses.

For every picture Mr. Hirsh has
had prepared a fine line of pub-
THty and advertising material as
well as posters, in fact everything
that is necessary to put these fea-
tures over rn the way they deserve.

if/'
*

'

Scenes from "Isobel, or The Trail's End," James Oliver Curwood's latest drama, presented to the independent field
by George H. Davis. House Peters has the leading role

Sherman Allots Many Franchises

*' Freedom of Ireland"
The Creation Films, Inc. have just

issued a sixteen pnge pross book on
"For the Freedom rf T -Hand," the
feature which the a-c now offering
on the State Rig' 1 ' ma-ket.

Creation now owns th» old Kalem
Studios in Cliffsidc. N. J. and an-
nounce that thev • ;

-| to finish

the next release in ^'member.

ANNOUNCING that franchises
in Sherman Productions Cor-

poration had been allotted totalling

sixty per cent of the entire territory

in the United States and Canada,
Harry A. Sherman, president of
that company, returned to New
York early this week after a ten day
swing around the country visiting

exchange centers.

Mr. Sherman's whirlwind tour
was made thru the middle west and
south in response to the numerous
inquiries which followed the an-
nouncement of the formation of
Sherman Productions Corporation
and its unique plan of operation
with its distributing units. Under
this plan each franchise holder is

assured a minimum of twelve at-

tractions annually, on a strictly cost
basis without advances of any kind,

under a guarantee which practically

secures the exchange against loss.

Mr. Sherman was very enthusias-

tic over the reception he received in

all the cities visited and the im-
pression which the Sherman plan

had made on exchange men every-
where.
While so novel in its advantages

to the distributor as to be almost
revolutionary in character, he said,

every exchangeman with whom he

spoke was tremendously impressed

by the fairness of the proposition

and the possibilities which Sher-

man Productions contained for

Sixty Per Cent of
Country Now

Disposed Of

them for profitable handling.
As an opportunity to obtain at-

tractions of big entertainment value
at a definite minimum expense and
without initial outlay, the Sherman
plan had never been equalled many
declared.

" If I could have remained away
from New York another ten days,
said Mr. Sherman, "

I would have
returned, with Sherman Produc-
tions Corporation sold one hundred
per cent.

Every independent exchange man
who examines the proposition
doesn't want to delay a minute in

getting a franchise and it has now
become merely a matter of select-

ing the ' livest ' and most respon-
sible exchanges in each territory to

handle our output.
" I don't hesitate to say that a

fairer or better proposition than the
Sherman plan was never made to

the independent exchange men of
America. And what is more every
man of them recognizes it, when it

is presented to him.
My problem now, is not one of

obtaining distributing units to han-
dle the product of Sherman Produc-

tions Corporation, but of produc-
tion entirely.

" That is why I am back here in

New York on a flying visit, for 1

must first complete my local organi-
zation and arrange for adequate of-
fice accommodations and then take
another trip to perfect plans and ac-
quire facilities, which will make the
name of Sherman Productions a
trade mark, which will mean enter-
tainment quality and box office

value, wherever it appears.
" Frankly, while it is still too

early to say very much and I do
not believe in dealing in futures in

this business, I don't think its an
overstatement to say that when I

am ready to announce the plans I

now have in mind for Sherman
Productions Corporation, that I

believe they will be something of a
sensation.

" I am going to give the ex-
changes who handle Sherman pro-
ductions, the best obtainable in the
way of story, direction and artistic

talent and it is for this purpose
that I have cut short the highly
gratifying trip just ended.

" When I have concluded ar-

rangements looking to this end,
which will be within the next ten

days or fortnight on my return to

New . York I will then be ready to

place the balance of the territory

which Sherman Productions Cor-
poration still has available."

Serial Is Given A Trial by Jury
THE campaign launched by Bob

Lynch, manager of the Metro
Film Exchange of Philadel-

phia, on the new Joan serial " The
Invisible Ray," starring Jack Sherill

and Ruth Clifford, is said to be as-

suming such proportions as to cre-

ate a sensation in that territory.

,Three weeks ago, Bob Lynch pur-

chased the rights of distribution of

this 15-episode picture for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey. To-day the great subject of

interest among exhibitors in that

district is " The Invisible Ray " and
its unique "trial by jury."

This trial screening began Oc-
tober 1st, before any advertising in

any trade paper or by circular was
begun. The exhibitors who passed

upon "The Invisible Ray" were

total strangers to the serial, and
came absolutely uncommitted. The
stipulation was that they do not
communicate their sentiments to one
another, and that they affix their

approval or disapproval entirely on
their own deliberation. The ballots

given them contained eight items
to be passed upon—cast, direction,

thrills, continuity, etc. Each item
was rated in proportion to the ex-
hibitor's own estimate. He was
asked to fill in the percentage each
item bore to the entire worth of the
serial, in his own opinion. Some
exhibitors rated thrills 75%, others
rated them lower. He was then to

decide whether the episode seen
contained full measure of each item.
The results of this count, taken

on the first three and the last three

episodes, show that the verdict of
the jury was unanimously in favor
of " The Invisible Ray " as possess-
ing every element of drawing power
to the required degree. Naturally,
it did not receive the same rating
from each of the jurymen, but de-
spite the variation, every count gave
the serial a high passing mark. The
full figures will be announced next
week.

It could have been easier to have
a blanket judgment passed upon
it, and to simply ask the jurymen
whether they approve or disapprove

of the strength of " The Invisible

Ray," the answer would have been
unanimous, as the vote shows, but
it was the desire of Bob Lynch to

make the trial minute and precise.
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Neely Edwards and Reggie Morris, beauties in "Watch Your Husband." a
Comiclassic release of Special Pictures Corp.

Great Praise for "Isobel"
Curwood Picture, on Independent
Market, Gets Recommendations

FEW pictures, it is claimed, have
been offered the state rights

buver, backed with the praise

which have been given James Oliv-

er Curwood's latest film drama,
" Isobel, or The Trail's End ", from

his novel of that name. This pro-

duction, presented the independent

field by George H. Davis, in points

of photography, direction, cast,

dramatic value, story and heart in-

terest, is said to be one of the big-

gest pictures of the year. Of its

author, no further comment need

be made—Curwood's stories have

proved to be popular and good

box office attractions. " Isobel
"

has been called his finest and big-

gest story, and the film production

has brought out everything which

made it so.

The cast is headed by House
Peters, whom the role of Billy Mc-
Veigh in the picture fits like a new
glove. In his support is Jane No-
vak, in a role in which her sym-

pathetic nature and personality

was never portrayed to better ad-

vantage.

"'Isobel' is a love story," an-

nounced Mr. Davis, "a deep, vital

chronicle of a strong man's love

and a pure woman's faith in an err-

ing husband. This theme, follow-

ed in the typical Curwood style has

been completely absorbed in the

film version, Director Edwin Ca-

rewe having seemingly joined

forces with the author to present

an adequate picture of the emo-
tions and dominant characteristics

of the strong men and women who
walk through the scenes.

" We call it the one hundred per

cent picture, because it crystalizes

in one film production all of the

things which have been said to be

necessary in a successful portrait

of life as it is. No one knows the

Great Northland better than Cur-
wood ; no director has ever given

Curwood to the photoplay loving

public in a more satisfactory man-
ner than has Carewe in ' Isobel

'

;

no better photography has been
seen in any other production in

years ; and last of all but not

least, House Peters and Miss No-
vak head a cast which was care-

fully selected according to type

—

a cast that I never saw, in all my
experience in the industry, bettered

or even equalled."

Paglin-Davidson
Agency Formed in

New York
A new organization with offices

at 1393 Broadway for handling art

and publicity for the motion picture
trade has been opened under ' the

name of the Paglin-Davidson
Agency. This agency has entered

the field with a combined art, pub-
licity, and advertising service to

supply the industry with press

books, inserts, art covers, adver-
tising, and general copy work.

" Fighting Kentucki-
ans" World's Rights

Sold
Corles Film Corp. has secured the

world rights of " The Fighting
Kentuckians," a feature production
edited and arranged by Charles T.
Dazey, author of " Old Kentucky."
This production will be distributed

through the Fidelity Pictures Com-
pany, 117 West 46th street, New
York, on the State Right basis.

Change of Managers in

'Frisco Exchange
Morgan Walsh assumed man-

agership of the Consolidated Film
Exchange branch, of San Fran-
cisco, recently. He was formerly
with the Fox Co., in Omaha and
Los Angeles for five years. Lately

he has been in the states-right game
in Los Angeles.

Larger Studio for Capital
Doubleday Studios Are Improved
to Meet Demands of Producers

tpXPANSIOX is the order of the
*-J day at the Doubleday Studios,

according to B. Daniel Russell, who
will journey back to Los Angeles
from Chicago next week to perma-
nently make his headquarters at the
studios, acting as production man-
ager for Russell, Greiver & Russell
and the Capital Film Company.
Mr. Russell states that the studio,

after present plans are completely
carried out, will be the most com-
plete in the independent field. Six
acres of ground adjoining the pres-
ent studio at Edendale has been
purchased. On this piece of prop-
erty a complete Western street will

be built.

A huge concrete swimming tank
is already under construction for
use in filming of comedies which
are soon to lie started. Five stages
are being added to the present
equipment with twenty dressing
rooms for the better comfort of the
actors.

The comedies that will be made
for Capital are to be one-reel situa-
tion comedies of the better class.

The scenarios to be written byJ
Charles Sumner, a well-known play-

wright.

In order to facilitate the handling,
of film, a well equipped laboratory!
is being installed to take care of
the developing of the negatives and
the cutting and assembling of the

finished product. Twenty thousand
dollars has been put into scenery
and up-to-date studio lighting

equipment.

Russell, Greiver & Russell have
about closed a contract for a very
prominent star for society dramas.
As soon as this contract is con-
summated, Mr. Russell will organ-
ize the company and begin produc-
tion of the five-reel society dramas.

The Capital Film Company in-

tends to make the product they re-*'

lease, the strongest and best that is

tc be had in the independent field.

All productions will have to be up]
to a certain standard of excellence,

determined by the Capital manage-
ment, before it will be accepted for
release.

Hart on Third Production
Independent Film Star Continues
Work at Ford Hollywood Studios

NEAL HART, who is making his

third picture for Pinnacle Pro-
ductions at the Francis Ford studios

in Hollywood, will continue his pro-
duction activities at that place, ac-

cording to information obtained
from the Chicago offices of the In-

dependent Films Association this

week. Leo White, star in the two-
reel Pinnacle Comedies, is also at

work at the Ford studios.

Both of these producing units,

together with the company officers

and members of the production
staff, have been provided for by im-
provements and enlargements at the

Ford studios, and it is announced
that this centrally located spot will

be headquarters of Pinnacle activi-

ties indefinitely.

The Pinnacle studios in Glendale,
where Neal Hart's first two picture
were made, are being retained b
the company and will be used con
stantly. The W estern street at th

Glendale studio and several of the

big permanent outdoor sets are be-

ing " shot " in the current Hart pic-

ture. The administration offices,

however, have been completely re-

moved to Hollywood.
This change was made necessary,

according to General Manager
Eckels, of Independent Films, by
the rapidly expanding production
requirements of the two units now
at work.
The picture Neal Hart is now

making will be released under th

title " Danger Valley."

Announcing Service Grows
National Screen Service Reports
Appreciation of Announcements

NATIONAL SCREEN SER-
VICE, INC., eight months

ago, conceived the idea of furnish-

ing an announcement service in

artistic, entertaining motion pic-

ture form, instead of through the

inadequate representation which
the older form of announcing
possessed.

The officials of this company
have labored diligently to introduce

to the industry, something in keep-

ing with the artistic development
that has been noted in every branch

and during the last few months,

this concern has devoted its ener-

gy almost exclusixely to perfecting

the service to a point where it

would meet with the general ap-

proval of exhibitors and their au-

diences.
" It can now be safely stated,"

announces the company, " that our
object has been accomplished, and
the presentation of coming attrac-

tions in motion picture form has
passed from its initial stage

that of proven performance.
" During the past week at a leai

ing New York theatre, one of th

large producers was pleasantly sur-

prised to see a production in which
he had invested $400,000. announced
with a beautiful close-up, followed

by the most dramatic scene of the

production. He stated that tor the

first time in his experience as a

producer, he had the satisfaction of

seeing his efforts properly repre-

sented. All of the leading pro-

ducers have the same attitude of

mind toward the activities of the

National Screen Service, Inc.

te-

as

to

£
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4 D V A N C E V I EPF S OF COMING ATTRACTIONS
l| *m

Live News From Producers
V H A T THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

Three scenes from Robertson-Cole's super-special, "813," an Arsene Lupin story, with Kathryn Adams and Wedgwood Nowell in principal roles

Allan Dwan Booked for

Two Big Conferences
The arrival of Allan Dwan in

New York from Los Angeles,
where he recently completed " The
Forbidden Thing,"' his first Asso-
ciated Producers' offering, was the

signal for putting into effect an ar-

rangement whereby the producer
will hold two important conferences
to outline definite exploitation plans

for productions he has already

made, some of which are yet to be
released.

One of these conferences will be

with officials of Associated First

National, and the other with the

publicity and exploitation depart-

ment of Mayflower which is pre-

senting the last six productions
Dwan made. These include " Sol-

diers of Fortune " and " The Luck
of the Irish" distributed through
Realart and " A Splendid Hazard ",

" In the Heart of a Fool ", " The
Scoffer" and "The Sin of Martha
Queed " being issued as First Na-
tional Attractions.

Detective Series Is Ready
Robertson-Cole to Issue First of

Arsene Lupin Tales Late in Fall

ROBERTSON-COLE announces
for release in the late fall,

' 813," the screen version of the

Arsene Lupin story of the same
name. Previews of "813" have as-

sured Robertson-Cole officials that

they have the best detective and
mystery production of the year, ac-

cording to word from this distrib-

uting firm. Robertson-Cole is

counting on the wide fame of the

Arsene Lupin stories, which were
written by the French author,

Maurice Leblanc, to recommend
" 813 " to exhibitors and picture

patrons.

But "813" by no means will rely

on the fame of its central character

and writer for its appeal, it is

stated. Everv care was taken to

make the picture one of power and
entertainment, able to stand with the
better attractions being released by
all companies, entirely apart from
the publicity attached to its origin,

says Robertson-Cole.
The Arsene Lupin story "813"

was chosen by Robertson-Cole for

the first picture on account of its

striking originality, its great sus-

pense and its deep human theme.
Wedgwood Xowell who is known

as " the best Latin type on the

American screen," is featured in

"813," taking the part of the cele-

brated detective. Mr. Nowell in

"813" is supported by a cast which
includes Ralph Lewis, Wallace
Beery, \\ illinm V. Mong, J. P.

Lockney and Kathryn Adams.

Guy Navarre Appointed
to Seattle Office

Educational Filnt Exchanges,
Inc., announces that Guy Navarre
has been appointed manager of its

Seattle office. Mr. Navarre has
been assistant and sales-manager
of the Paramount Seattle office

where he has given a great deal

of attention to the sale of short

subjects and is regarded as a man
especially competent to handle Ed-
ucational product.

Bookings of Educational's com-
edies, scenics, special and other
short subjects are reported already
heavy through the Northwest
though the Seattle exchange has
been in operation but a short time.

The pictures are being featured

at all the Jesen and von Herberg
houses.

Crisp at Work in London
Paramount Director Well Started

on New Production, " Appearances
"

LETTERS received at the Fam-
ous Players-Lasky offices state

that Donald Crisp is well started

on his production of " Appear-
ances," Edward Knoblock's first

screen story, which he is filming

at the London studios of Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers,

Ltd. The picture is the first of the

series of Donald Crisp All-British

Productions. The story which was
scenarized by Margaret Turnbull is

said to be one of universal appeal

and represents the struggle of the

professional classes to " keep up
appearances " under the pressure of

present-day economic conditions.

In selecting his cast, Mr. Crisp

has drawn artists from the ranks
of the most eminent of English
stage players. The leading woman
is Mary Glynne, who was the hero-
ine of Hugh Ford's recently com-
pleted production of Henry Arthur
Jones's " The Call of Youth," and
who recently signed a long-term con-

tract with the British company. In

the leading male role is Langhornc
Burton, one of the best' known
British actors of both stage and
screen, while other notable mem-
bers of the cast are Percy Standing
?nd Marjorie Hume, both of whom
had prominent roles in Hugh Ford's
first English production, " The
Great Day."

Strong Cast Is Chosen
for George Arliss

Harry Leonhardt and Andrew J.

Callaghan, who are producing " The
Devil " with George Arliss in the
stellar role for Associated Exhib-
itors, Inc., have engaged a strong
supporting cast for the star. The
picture is scheduled for release by
I'athe Exchange, Inc. The cast in-

cludes artists with established rep-

utation on both stage and the

screen, says Pathe, in announcing
the list of players for this produc-
tion.

Sylvia Breamcr has been engaged
for the part of Mimi, the naughty,
bewitching little grisette. Lucy
Cotton has been chosen for the role
of Mary' Martin, the emotional
young wife, who is torn between
the suggestions of the devil and the
promptings of her own better na-
ture. Edmond Lowe portrays the
artist, the beloved of both Mimi
and Mary. Roland Bottomley plays
the pari of Mary's unsuspecting
husband. Mrs. Arliss is also cast

i,.'* in her husband's stellar

vehicle. James Young will direct.

"So Long Letty" Hailed
by Trade Reviewers
If the warmth with which " So

Long Letty," the Robertson-Cole
Miper-spccial, produced by Al
Christie, has been received by the
trade paper reviewers can be taken
as a prophecv of its future, this six
reel comedy-drama, first of a series

of greater pictures to be made by
Christie, will be one of the most
profitable productions of the year
to American exhibitors, declares
Robertson-Cole. Previews of the
attraction have drawn forth con-
siderable praise for the picture as
an attraction full of bright, clever
situations, wholesome humor and
not without the vital elements of
surprise and suspense.
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Types from the William Desmond Taylor production released by Realart,
" The Furnace "

Food for Set Goes to Poor
Eatables Assembled for Scene in

" The Furnace " Given to Charity

THE donation to a Los Angeles
charity organization of all the

food bought for the filming of the

wedding scene in William Desmond
Taylor's new production, " The
Furnace," is upheld by Realart

Pictures Corporation, which is re-

leasing this picture, as an instance

of conservation and avoidance of

waste in the production of an elab-

orate motion-picture special. Al-

though the picture is described as

a lavish production, which entailed

the expenditure of large sums of

money to assemble its fine settings,

yet very little material was wasted,

declares Realart.

In the wedding-breakfast scene,

for instance, says Realart, it was
necessary to arrange the dining

table according to the best customs

of the hospitable English home.

A Los Angeles restaurant was
therefore called upon to furnish a

wide variety of eatables and delica-

cies—more than enough to supply

breakfast for the wedding party

and the many extras who were em-
ployed in the taking of the scene.

After the action in this scene had
been filmed, the food was handed
over to a local charity organiza-

tion, says Realart, for distribution

among the poor of the city.

Agnes Ayres plays the leading

role in this production. She is

supported by Jerome Patrick in the

opposite role. Theodore Roberts
and Milton Sills are also cast in

important parts. Lucien Little-

field, Mayme Kelso, Betty Francis-

co, Helen Dunbar, Robert Bolder,

Edward Martindel and Fred
Turner.

Walsh May Go to Coast
Producer-Director May Go West

Do Next Picture Is Reportto

THAT R. A. Walsh may go to

the Coast to do his next fea-

ture looms as a possibility, accord-

ing to an announcement from the

Biograph Studio where Walsh is

now busy cutting his second inde-

pendent production which May-
flower will present as a First Na-
tional Attraction.

If the plan now under considera-

tion is put into effect the Walsh unit

will be transferred West and

linked up with the Los Angeles
branch of the Mayflower producing
organization. Although no official

announcement has been made in

connection with this contemplated

move, it has been rumored in the

trade for some time that such a

project was under consideration.

The reason set forth for the

change is that suitable locations for

the next Walsh story can best be
obtained in Southern California;

also the fact that more stage room

will be required for the gigantic

sets which the producer proposes to

build for interiors in his production.

Considerable inconvenience and
difficulty was experienced because
of cramped stage space during the

filming of the feature Walsh is now
cutting. On account of the limited

capacity of Eastern stages it was
necessary for the producer to use
three studios while " shooting " the
attraction he is now completing.
This resulted in delays that slowed
up materially the making of the

picture, and it is to avoid a similar

contingency in connection with the
next release that the move West-
ward is being considered.
Walsh is now devoting the utmost

attention to cutting his current fea-
ture, the_ title of which has not yet
been announced.. The all-star cast

will feature Miriam Cooper, Con-
way Tearlc. Anna Q. Nilsson, Henry
Give and Neil Moran.

Rare Shots in Pathe Review
New Wireless Invention of Great
Service in War in Review No. 80

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC., an-
nounces that its Pathe Review

No. 80 contains extraordinary
views of Dr. James Harris Rogers'
underground and sub-sea wireless
system. This system, says Pathe,
was put to an extensive and prac-
tical test by the Navy Department
after it was discovered that the
Germans, following our entry into

the European struggle, had succeed-
ed in "jamming the air" to an ex-
tent that at times practically de-
stroyed our wireless communica-
tions with Europe. The Pathe
statement besides emphasizing the

important part played by this sys-

tem during our conflict with Ger-
many also describes the invention
as one which has " revolutionized
both the theory and practice of
wireless telegraphy all over the
world."

In Pathe Review No. 80, de-
clares the distributing organization,
there are fully pictured and dia-

grammed the actual workings of

this wonderful invention. The tak-

ing of the views, according to the

Pathe account, was supervised by
Dr. Rogers himself, and the pic-

tures are presented in such a way
that no audience can fail to grasp
the tremendous importance of this

American scientist's discovery.
Moreover, according to Pathe, this

is the first time that a complete ac-

count with official details has been
given to the public, concerning this

invention.

The invention first came to the

attention of the Army and Navy
Departments officially when the

military authorities were searching
for a way to offset the Germans'
encroachments upon our wireless
messages, says Pathe. Mr. Rogers'
invention was found registered in

the Patent Office. Through the co-

operation of officials high in the
Navy Department, the invention
was subject to tests within a
short time. Upon being proved
practical, the system was installed

first at New Orleans, then at Bel-

mar, N. J., and later at various
places on the other side of the At-
lantic. Its installation resulted in

the resumption of wireless com-
munication with Europe without

• further interference from Ger-
many's agents, declares Pathe.

Fox Studio to Be Enlarged
Addition to New York Studio to

House Several Executive Offices

DEMOLITION of the building

on the southwest corner of

Fifty-sixth Street and Tenth Ave-
nue, to make way for a new addi-

tion to the big studio and adminis-
tration building of Fox Film Cor-
poration, has been completed. This
space, which adjoins the present
building— formally opened last

May—was included in the original

plans, but could not be had at the

time, owing to leases which could
not be broken. The new addition

will be used mainly for expansion
of the executive offices.

While additional space has been

needed for offices, this has not
hampered at all the work in the

studio proper, which is said to be
the largest under a single roof in

the world. Among the notable pic-

tures turned out here since the

studio was opened are "Bride 13,"

the first serial produced by Fox;
" The White Moll,*' the first special

feature made by Pearl White and
the first of her series for Fox;
" While New York Sleeps " the
1920 sinemelodrama of life in tfie

metropolis, which had such a sen-

sational run as a special production
at the Lyric and Astor theatres in

New York ; the special " Over the

Hill," which ran four weeks at the

Astor theatre, New York, and now
has been transferred to the Nora
Bayes theatre; and "The Face at

Your Window," a great produc-
tion written by Max Mercin.

Bessie Barriscale in her latest produc-
tion, " The Broken Gate," to be dis-

tributed by Hodkinson.

Two Stories Bought by
Metro for Filming
Metro Pictures Corporation has

just purchased for production on
the screen the motion picture

rights to " The Unchartered Sea ",

a novel by John Fleming Wilson,
and " Sorrentino ", an original story

by Donn Byrne. The former of
the two stories which Metro will

produce in the fairly near future,

appeared serially in Slunsey's Mag-
azine, while the latter is a story

written to order for Metro by Mr.
Byrne under his general contract

with the company.
" The Unchartered Sea " and

Sorrentino " will be placed in pro-
duction before long, although the

exact dates have not as yet been
announced.
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Brunet Says Outlook Is Good

Betty Francisco and Milton Sills, who
play leading parts in Realart's "The

Furnace"

Carmel Myers Finishes
"The Orchid"

Universal announces the com-
pletion of Carmel Myers' third pro-
duction since her return from New
York. It is called "The Orchid,"
based on. a magazine Story by
Marguerite Storrs. The production
will introduce the work of Ure-

versal's newest director, Marcel de
Sano, who brings a new and subtle

touch to the creation of photoplays.
Miss Myers is supported in this

feature by a strong cast, including
Irving Cummings, Pell Trenton.
George B. Williams, Lee Kohlmar.

Official Reception for

R. A. Walsh Player
Plans are being made by the May-

Rawer Photoplay Corporation for
an official reception by the city of
New York to Edith May. winner of
the Mayflower Salesgirl Beauty
Contest, who is now appearing in

the Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic on the

New Amsterdam Roof. After Miss
May completes her six weeks' en-
gagement with the Ziegfeld show
she will appear in R. A. Walsh's
next production.

PAUL BRUNET, president of
Pathc Exchange, Inc., expresses
himself at variance with those

who have been drawing a pessi-

mistic outlook for the amusement
title! during the coming year. Mr.
A. L. Erlangcr in the legitimate

field has taken issue with these
calamity criers, maintaining that

this would be " a poor year for bad
shows but a wonderful season for
good plays." In the picture field,

Mr. Brunet sees the same promis-
ing outlook for worthy contribu-
tions to the screen that Mr. Er-
langcr holds for the worthwhile
stage productions.

" People throughout the entire

United States are as eager as ever
for entertainment, in fact more so,"

said Mr. Brunet in discussing con-
ditions. " In some sections of the

South, theatres have been more or
less hard hit by local conditions,
but they are not significant of con-
ditions even in that locality. The
tremendous drop taken in the prices
of cotton and sugar has resulted

in hardships for growers in Georgia
and Louisiana principally, but the
percentage of the population af-

fected is not very great.

" Cotton is now returning to a

higher level, which should alleviate

conditions somewhat in Georgia and
the cotton raising country, hut we
can expect below normal condi-

tions in Louisiana for a time.

" In some sections farmers have
been hard pressed for money, but

conferences now being held in

Washington will find means for
relieving this situation. Manufac-
turing communities which felt the

pinch of after-war conditions, in

the closing down of factories owing
to lack of orders, arc once more
returning to normal. The public

which has kept out of the buying
market for many months, has again
unleashed the pocketbook strings,

and lured by lower prices, is buy-
ing considerably now.

"The lowering of prices on many
automobiles has been an incentive

lor increasing product in auto
manufacturing centers, so that

prosperity continues to reign there

for the workmen, upon whom the

motion picture industry is greatly

dependent for support.

" There is no cause for alarm
whatever so far as the motion pic-

ture is concerned. The public,
however, as in all its other buying,
is purchasing entertainment with
discrimination. \o longer can any
picture draw a crowded house. It

IS the exhibitor who gives the best
for the money, who is getting the

patronage in return.

" Pathe's reply to the ' Hard
time' bogie, is that during October,
its feature business should show
nearly a thirty-three and a third
per cent increase over September,
and last month was a banner one
in our organization.

"Serial business will show a pro-
portionate increase, while all our
short subjects will enjoy a similar

period of prosperity."

Human limitations made it ap-
pear impossible for the Pathc sales

force to greatly increase its busi-

ness over September, but high class

product and intensive application

have been responsible for the great

increase October will indicate over
the previous month.

Hugh Ford Is Back in America
H UGH FORD has returned to

New York from England,
after inaugurating the pro-

duction at the Famous Players-
Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,

studio in London. During his six

months' stay he directed two spe-

cial productions, the Drury Lane
melodrama, " The Great Day," by
George Simms and Louis N. Parker
and the " Call of Youth," by Henry
Arthur Jones. The cast in each pic-

ture was entirely British.

Mr. Ford had many interesting

things to say about his work in the

London studio. " The weather was
rather uncertain," he said. " Pho-
tographic days, as we know them
in this country, are scarce. This
makes it ncccssarv for a director

This is a scene from Viola Dana's latest starring vehicle on Metro's program,
"Blackmail"

to add another week to the time it

would normally take him to make
a picture and he has to gauge his

work in such a manner that each
day he is in a position to take ei-

ther exteriors or interiors, switch-

ing from one to the other accord-
ing to the weather.

" It will be necessary to develop
British talent. Heretofore the cin-

ema has been looked upon as a side

line, something that may be done
during spare time, by the leading
actors of the day. Possibly this is

because of the slow development
of the British producing companies
on account of the war and they
have not as yet begun to give it

serious consideration. This will

have to be remedied and can be if

they develop their own producing
units. At the same time, new tal-

ent can be developed.
" The locations available are ide-

al. It is possible for a company to

go on location to the South of
France or to the Alps, as we did

to get some exteriors for " Thv
Great Day," with no more trouble
than to go from Xew York to Flor-
ida. The natural beauty of Britain

cannot be overlooked. Some of the

most beautiful exteriors that one
can imagine are there waiting to

be photographed.
" Getting started was good, hard

work. It was particularly difficult

to get the talent for the extra work,
which was only accomplished after

making- a tour of the plays the night
before and engaging them for the
next day. We received great co-
operation from the labor employed
to assist us in designing, decorat-
ing, building and lighting our sets.

Altogether I am particularly pleas-

ed with the producing possibilities

over there and I believe that with
a combination of British thorough-
ness and American ingenuity the
pictures will exceed our expecta-
tions."

As an example of the smooth-
ness with which the London studio

is working, the length of time to

make Mr. Ford's pictures might be
cited. " The Great Day," the first

production, took nine weeks to

make while the second production
took only four weeks. . Mr. Ford
took with him a complete equip-
ment of lights because lighting ha I

not been developed to any great ex-
tent. Cooper-Hewitts had never
been used, nor the sunlight arc,
which is a comparatively recent in-

vention.

Donald Crisp passed Hugh Ford
at sea on his way over to take up
the producing where Mr. Ford left

off. Major Bell will take over the
work of Milton Hoffman who will

return to the States in a short
time. Joseph Boyle, who has been
assisting Mr. Ford for over two
years, accompanied him on his trip

home but it was necessary, because
of the scarcity of cameramen, to
leave Hal Young on the other side
for a few months to develop new
cameramen.

This is not the first time Hugh
Ford has produced in Britain. H •

has produced many stage successes
in both London" and Paris. His
first picture was " The Eternal
City' with Pauline Frederick,
which was taken in England and
Rome for the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation and caused
sensation when shown five
ago.

a

vcars

Ben Morgenroth Joins
Masterpiece Film

Ben .Morgenroth, formerly with
the World Film Corporation, has
been appointed manager of the New
York Exchange of the Masterpiece
Film Distributing Corporation and
assumed his position on October
18th. Mr. Morgenroth resigned
from the Metro Sales staff of the
New Jersely Division to assume
his duties with the Masterpiece.
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Smith Buys Race Feature
Foreign Rights of Educational's
" Man o'War " Sold for $100,000

Dancing girls are to play a prominent part in the next Chester comedy, "The
One Best Bet," released by Educational Exchanges

Pioneer Installs New Dept
A Special Department Is Started

for Serials and Short-Subjects
THE creation of a special depart-

ment, devoted to serials and
short subjects, marks another step

in the expansion of the Pioneer

Film Corporation. This new de-

partment, says, Pioneer, is being

developed under unusual auspices,

made possible through the acquisi-

tion of three of the biggest serials

of the year, as also a number of

short subjects, which promise to

establish a new record in this par-

ticular field.

The three serials are: (1) "The
Son of Tarzan "

; (2) " The Tiger

Band," and (3) " The Mystery
Mind."

So far as " The Son of Tarzan "

is concerned,* it ranks with the best

serials that have ever been pro-

duced. Written by Edgar Rice Bur-
roughs, who wrote all the Tarzan
stories, and produced by David P

Howells, it has created a stir in ex-
hibitors' circles, and houses that

have never played serials in the

past have booked " The Son of
Tarzan " for a run of 15 weeks.

" The Tiger Band " was made
by Warner Brothers, the producers
of "The Lost City," and for thrills

and a remarkable story of a most
appealing character, it has no peer.

" The Mystery Mind," the third

serial to be distributed under the

Pioneer banner, was produced by
the Supreme Pictures, Inc., and has
as its star, J. Robert Pauline, the

famous hypnotist, who has enter-

tained threatre-goers in all parts of

the world. Supporting Mr. Pauline-

are Peggy Shanor, Paul Panzer and
Violet MacMillan, film stars who
are known wherever the cinema is

known. "The Mystery Mind'' was
written by Arthur R. Reeve- and
John W. Grey.

(~1UY CROSVVELL SMITH,
LTD., yesterday closed a deal

with the Educational Film Corp. of
America, for all foreign rights to

their two reel feature " The Race
of the Age" which shows in full

detail the recent match race be-

tween Man O' War and Sir Barton
at Kenilworth Race Track, Wind-
sor, Canada.
The price for all territory in the

world outside of the United States

and Canada was reported as $100,-

000. This is said to be the highest
price ever paid for a two-reel of-

fering in the foreign field.

This is the exclusive picture of
the match race which Educational
secured through special arrange-
ment with the Kenilworth Jockey
Club and which had its American
premier at the Strand theatre.

The arrangements between Presi-

dent E. W. Hammons of Educa-
tional and Guy C. Smith call for

elaborate presentations of the great

racing picture in London and Paris
i he latter part of November. George
Howies the European representa-

tive of Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd.,

will have personal charge of the

foreign exploitation. He has been
instructed to book immediately
special showings at the Carlton
Hotel Ballroom in London and the

Trocadero in Paris. The London
showing will include as guests

noted horse owners of England,

such as tving George and the Dukes,
Earls and Lords whose colors are
familiar upon the British turf to-

gether with social lovers of the
United Kingdom.
Prominent officials and citizens

of the French Republic interested in

lurf and society in France will be
the invited guests at the special

showing in Paris. Mr. A. K. Ma-
comber the American turf devotee
who has recently taken over the
late W. K. Vanderbilt's racing es-

tablishments in France will be the
host.

As Man O' War, recognized as
ihe greatest race horse in the world,
has been permanently retired it was
fortunate for lovers of the thor-

oughbred all over the world that

Educational secured this remark-
able reproduction of the last and
most brilliant race of his career and
it is sure to be a revelation in

foreign countries where racing is a

much more prominent feature of
social life than it is even in America
and where they have all heard so

much of the prowess of this super
animal. It is said to be the only
complete motion picture ever taken
of an actual race and to turfites it

will be an ever fresh study to keep
alive the deeds of the finest race

horse that ever looked through a

bridle and the only opportunity left

to see this remarkable animal in

action.

Spectacular Feature Ready
Fox Announces " The Face at Your
Window " to Be Ready for Releaseto

FOX FILM CORPORATION is

about to release "The Face At

Your Window," a dramatic spec-

tacle of modern American life from

the pen of Max Marcin, the author

of "Cheating Cheaters," "Eyes of

Youth" and other stage plays.

The director of "The Face At

Your Window " is Richard Stanton,

who made " Checkers," " The

Spy" and other Fox productions.

Upon the structure of Max Mar-

cin's plot he has built a great pic-

ture, states Fox, powerful not only

in its dramatic intensity, but also

in its spectacular quality.

• The theme of " The Face At Your

Window " is timely. All the scenes

are laid on the soil of America, in

a tvpical factory town with a large

alien population. The characters

are the men, women and children

who make their living in this com-

HodkinsonMonth DriveOn
Managers Display Ingenuity in

Effort to Attain Record Sales
offer you of the late releases are:
" Love Madness," the Louise Glaum
big special ;

" The U. P. Trail,"

Zane Grey's latest release ;
" The

Brute Master," with Hobart Bos-
worth ;

'* The Tiger's Coat," with an
all-star cast ;

" The Kentucky
Colonel," with Joe Dowling, Fred
Yroom and an all-star cast ;

" The
Dwelling Place of Light," the

Winston Churchill story with Rob-
ert McKim, King Baggot and
Claire Adams, and the big special

J. Warren Kerrigan picture, " The
House of Whispers." Mr. Cant-

well will explain fully to you the

merits of these pictures as he is in

thorough touch with them."

munity. The dramatic interest in

the picture is in a series of glimpses
into the lives of some of these

people.

A girl factory worker learns of

a gigantic plot that threatens the

existence of American homes,
American women, American insti-

tutions. To save the land of her
adoption she risks even the loss of
her sweetheart's love. Her sweet-
heart is a returned soldier. In the

nick of time he sees the way events

are moving, and the American
Legion comes to the rescue. . .

The part of the factory .girl is

played by Gina Relly, a well-known
French actress. The part of the

returned soldier is in the hands of

Earl Metcalfe. Others in the cast

are Robert Cummings, Edward
Roscman, Frank Farrington, .Alice

Reeves and Viola Allen.

EVERY member of the Hodkin-
son organization is thoroughly

imbued with the proper spirit which
is required to make Hodkinson
Month " a big, outstanding, long-

to-be-remembercd event. Each and
every one of them has started a

separate little campaign on their

own book, says a statement from
the Hodkinson headquarters, and a

great deal of ingenuity and origin-

ality is being displayed. For in-

stance, Mr. Edmund, the Hodkinson
representative in San Francisco,

started a mail campaign which is

bound to produce results. The
letter which appears below was sent

by him to every theatre in his ter-

ritory :

" Our young travelling represen-

tative, Julius Cantwell, is headed
your way with the Hodkinson Serv-

ice tucked under his arm in picture

form and full data on each and
every quality picture under the

Hodkinson Banner.
" Beginning November 1st W. W.

Hodkinson celebrates his third an-

niversary as an independent dis-

tributor under his own name, and
his branch managers throughout the

United States have united in malt-

ing this month a testimonial to Mr.
Hodkinson.

" Will you not assist us in mak-
ing this a great big banner Hodk-n-
son month by arranging with Mr.
Cantwell for a number of the really

good pictures he will have to offer

vou, giving dates during November
if possible.

" The pictures Mr. Cantwell will

Robert Edeson at Work
at Metro Studios

Robert Edeson has taken up his

permanent headquarters at Metro's

west coast studios in Hollywood.
Calif., and is preparing to start

work before the camera in " Are
Wives to Blame ?" May Allison's

new starring picture, in which he

will enact an important role. After

appearing in this production Mr.
Edeson will join the Metro direct-

orial forces, accordine to the plans

of Bayard Yeiller. chief of produc-
tion for Metro in the West.
For a number of years, Mr. Ede-

son has been one of the foremost
American stage stars. He has al-

ready appeared in a number of mo-
tion pictures.
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Metro has announced two
j

important directorial assign-
ments this week. Philip E
Rosen has been selected to

direct the Metro special pro-
duction of " Are Wives to

Blame?" in which May Alli-

son will be starred. Filming
of the picture, as announced
by Bayard Veiller, chief of
production at the company's
West Coast studios in Holly-
wood, Calif, will begin at

once.
Wesley Ruggles has been

selected by Bayard Veiller.

chief of production at Metro's
West Coast studios in Holly-
wood, Calif., to direct Alice
Lake in her first starring ve-
hicle, the working title of
which is Mother Love.''
Actual filming of the produc-
tion is scheduled to start in

ten days.

Antonio Moreno Back
>ain in Features

" Three Sevens,
-

' by Perley
Poore Sheehan, a story which ap-

>earcd in both magazine and novel
orm and which is considered ideal

is a transition from serials to fea-

ure drama, will be the title of
Antonio Moreno's first feature pro-

bation for Yitagraph, according to

in announcement of Albert E.

mith, president of that company.
Mr. Smith announced his inten-

tion of starring; Moreno a number
:>f weeks ago. " Three Sevens

"

was selected by Mr. Smith from
seven strong possibilities.

Man o' War Close-Ups
in Fox News Reel

An unexampled opportunity to

study the "points" of Man o' War,
the phenomenal race-horse which
from time to time has crowded tin-

Russian war off the front pages, is

offered in the current issue of Fox
News, Vol. 2, No. 6, says William
Fox. Man o' War is shown in

close-up in many poses, and one
really sensational shot shows how
nearly he escaped a disastrous acci-

dent. The pictures were made at

Media, Pa., during the Rose Tree
Hunt Club Meet.

Three new poses of Metro's talented star, Alice Lake

Alice Lake Full-Fledged Star
ACCORDING to an announce-

ment issued this week by

Richard A. Rowling, presi-

dent of Metro Pictures Corporation,
Alice Lake has now been made a
" full-fledged Metro star." Her fine

work in the special production,
" Body and Soul," is explained to

be responsible for her elevation to

stardom. A statement from the
Metro headquarters issued in con-
nection with Mr. Rowland's an-
nouncement follows

:

" Since signing the long-term con-
tract with Metro several months
ago Miss Lake has been designated
as a featured player. Officials of
the big producing company desired
her to establish beyond any doubt
her claim to recognition as a star in

fact with the public and exhibitors
alike before billing her under that
title. This, according to Mr. Row-
land's statement announcing her
elevation to stardom, Miss Lake has
done to the complete satisfaction
of all.

" Miss Lake was featured in

' Should a Woman Tell? ' the pow-
erful sex melodrama by Finis Fox.
She was featured in ' Shore Acres,'

by the late James A. Heme ; in

' The Misfit Wile,' by Julie Heme
and most recently in '. Body and

Soul,' from the stage play by W'il-

Her Fine Performance
in " Body and Soul

"

Wins Honor
liam Hurlbut. The last named is

scheduled for release by Metro on
the 25th of this month. She will

be starred in her next special pro-
duction, " .Mother Love," picturized

from the original story by Izola

Forrester and Mann Page.
" Her rise from featured player

to star has been accomplished by
Miss Lake with the same meteoric
speed that has characterized her en-

tire motion picture career, which
runs back but a few short years,

but has been marked by one pro-
nounced success after another. Her
advent in motion pictures with
Vitagraph followed a brief experi-

ence as a ball room dancer in those
hotel entertainments which were so
much the vogue in the days directly

preceding the war.
" Bert Lytell, the young Metro

star, was primarily Miss Lake's
discoverer. He saw her in a slap-

stick comedy that was a burlesque
on heavy melodrama. Although her
work was pitched in a key of satire,

ii occurred to the theatre-wise mind
of Mr. Lytell that a girl who could
burlesque drama so adroitly could

play it straight with skill and con-

viction, so he prevailed upon Max-
well Kargcr, Metro's director gen-
eral then in charge of the com-
pany's west coast studios in Holly-

wood, to engage Miss Lake as his

leading woman in ' Boston Blackie's

Redemption.'
" From that time on Alice Lake

may be said to have been made. She
appeared in another picture with

Mr. Lytell, "The Lion's Den" and
ir, one with Hale Hamilton, " Full

o' Pep."
" Miss Lake next dipped back into

comedy for a little time, appearing
in short subjects for Christie. When
Metro began work on " Lombardi.
Ltd.", a Screen Classics, Inc., pic-

turization of the Morosco stage suc-

cess by the Hatton's, Alice Lake
was given the part of Norah, oppo-
site Bert Lytell, who was starred
in the role of Tito Lombardi. In

this part, which called for self-

effacement and womanliness rather
than strong emotional acting, Miss
Lake made such a profound impres-
sion upon motion picture exhibitors,
notoriously hard-boiled in their ap-
praisal of screen talent that they
urged Metro to sign her. This was
done, Miss Lake affixing her sig-

nature to a contract giving Metro
her exclusive services for five

vears."

Mid-West HailsWm.Fox Special
tt TT 7 1HLE NEW YORK week engagements in St. Louis and previous, according to the Fox

Marie Provost who has a prominent
role in Sennett's "Love. Honor and
.Behave," to be released by First

National

SLEEPS," one of the

big William Fox special

productions for the season of 1920-

21, is reported by Fox Film to be
reaping a box-office harvest in its

travels from Coast to Coast. Di-

rected by Chas. J: Brabin, who has
done other notable things for Fox
Film Corporation, this picture is

creating a sensation wherever it is

played.

On its way westward from New
York—where, after playing ten

consecutive weeks on Broadway at

the Lyric and the Astor Theatres,

it also drew record-breaking houses
at the Fox' Academy of Music, one
of the largest theatres of its kind
in the city and the Audubon Thea-
tre up-town—" While New York
Sleeps'* has just completed full-

week engagements in St. Louis and
Kansas City.

At the Liberty Theatre in St.

Louis the film drew a business big-

ger than anything the houses ever
had shown including the greatest

features of the past few seasons,

it is stated. The newspapers of
the city exceeded the New York
press in their unqualified praise,

state William Fox. "While New
York Sleeps" look with it from
that house a record which will

probably require some time to

eclipse.

In Kansas City, where, by special

arrangement with the Messrs. J. J.

and Lee Shubert. Fox Film Cor-
poration played the Shubert Thea-
tre, the picture did a far bigger
business than did the spoken drama
which occupied its stage the week

previous, according to the Fox
statement.
With the keenest sort of com-

petition, the Fox special opened on
Sunday to turnaway business. Chief
of Police Scott Godley of Kansas
City sat in judgment on the crim-
inal clement of the play's thrcf:

stories. Accompanied by Chief of
Police Sullivan of Omaha, Chief
Godley was one of the most en-
thusiastic spectators throughout,
and upon leaving the theatre de-
clared to the management that it

was a great production.
" You won't have much trouble

filling the house this week," he said

to Joseph M. Glicki Shubert's man-
ager. " It's a great picture, and
with conditions as they are to-day

is a timelv one.
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George D. Baker, who has signed a

contract to produce a special produc-
tion for Sawyer and Lubin, same to

be released by Metro

Report Big Demand for

Kerrigan Vehicle
The success of " The House of

Whispers," the newest J. Warren
Kerrigan picture to be released on
the Hodkinson program, continues

with unabated strength, declares

W. W. Hodkinson. All over the

United States this picture is being

booked, and everyhere it is shown
it is meeting with the same enthus-

iastic reception, it is stated.

The most recent bookings re-

ported from the Home Offices of

the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

on this picture is that of Pantages

Louisiana theatre, New Orleans,

which has put in " The House of

Whispers" for seven days.
" The House of Whispers " has

also been booked for a three days

engagement at Phillips Egypt thea-

tre, the famous matinee house of

the Southwest.
The Crandall circuit, which em-

braces five theatres in and about

Washington, D. C, have booked

from the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-

poration the newest J. Warren
Kerrigan feature " The House of

Whispers."

"A Beggar in Purple"
Due November 7th

Pathe announces that the new

Edgar Lewis production, " A Beg 1

gar in Purple", will be released

November 7th. Pathe believes thai

in this picture it has " an outstand-

ing feature production." It is the

picturization of a novel of the same

title by Andrew Soutar.

Mr. Soutar endeavors to point

out Solomon's words of wisdom,

that " Even a king without love is

cnlv a beggar in purple." The hero

of "his story is a self-made man,

v ho raised himself from poverty

to a position of power and wealth,

but the revenge that for eighteen

years has steeled his will to success

had cheated him of love.

The cast is headed by Leonard

O. Shumwav and Ruth Kine. Bet -

ty Brice, Charles Arling, Stanhone

Wheatcroft, Stanton Heck, Doro-

thea Wolbert, Ernest Butterworth,

Louis Fitzroy, William F. Moran,

Fred C. Jones and A. B. Millttt

also appear in the cast.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

As the outcome of negotiations just concluded on the
part of Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro Pictures
Corporation, Arthur Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, of S-L
Pictures and George D. Baker, the announcement is made
that the second S-L Picture to be released through Metro
will be known as a George D. Baker Production, with Mr.
Baker as the director.

This forthcoming Special production will be made at

Metro's New York studios in West Sixty-first street. The
story selected is " Temple Dusk," by Calvin Johnston, which
appeared in The Saturday Evening Post of the issue of

October 16. This will be the working title of the picture,
which is to be enacted by an all-star cast headed by the
Anna Q. Nilsson. Mr. Baker will not only direct the picture,

but will scenarioize the Calvin Johnston narrative.
Mr. Baker for long has looked forward to the day when

he could offer to the public a George D. Baker Production,
says Metro, and his present affiliation with S-L Pictures as
the producing organization and Metro as distributors, is

expected to result in a work for the screen that will enhance
the already enviable reputation that Mr. Baker enjoys in

the world of the cinema.
In the professional department of this issue of the

News, there will be found an account of a recent interview
with Mr. Baker.

Goldwyn Re-Signs J. Hawks
Veteran Signs Contract to Remain
at Head of the Editorial Forces

JG. HAWKS, pioneer in the

• development of film technique

and managing editor of the Gold-

wyn Studios, has signed a long term

contract to continue as head of its

editorial forces, it is announced
by Goldwyn. Mr. Hawks is known
in the motion picture industry as

one of the ablest studio editors in

the country as well as an expert

writer of continuity and of origin-

al scenarios. His experience has

extended over many years and has

made him an authority in the prep-

aration of stories and the editing

of the film.

Mr. Hawks personally edited

Goldwyn's production of Basil

King's " Earthbound ", Gouverneur
Morris' story, " The Penalty " and
"The Branding Iron", from Kath-
erinc Newlin Burt's famous story,

all of which have found great pop-

ular favor. He has just completed
the editing of two of Goldwyn's
newest feature productions, " Bun-
ty Pulls the Strings", from Gra-
ham Moffatt's Scotch comedy of

the same title, and "Godless Men",
the screen version of Ben Ames
Williams' sea story directed by

Reginald Barker.
In the time that Mr. Hawks has

been head of the Goldwyn editori-

al department, he has helped Abra-
ham Lehr, vice president in charge

of production at the company's Cul-

ver City studios, in building up one

of the strongest staffs of editors

and continuity writers in the coun-

try. On its roster are the names
of many distinguished authors,

such as Thompson Buchanan,
Cleves Kinkaid, Louis Sherwin, El-

mer Rice, Charles Kenyon, Arthur
Statter and others.

This is a scene from "The Restless Sex," the Cosmopolitan production starring
3jn}3I<J JJBJDlJV-JunOUIEJBjJ b pue ssiaeq uoubk
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A quartette of views of "The Forbidden Thing," an Allan Dwan picture to be released by Associated Producers

Pathe's December List
Led by H. B. Warner
H. B. Warner in " Dice of Des-

tiny " will be the first feature re-

lease on Pathe's program for De-
cember. The Warner starring ve-

hicle was produced by Jesse D.
Hampton from a popular novel by
John Moroso, published under the
title " The People Against Nancy
Preston."
The Moroso story, adapted by

Fred Myton, is a crook melodrama
with a strong love interest and gives
Mr. Warner a role and vehicle sim-
ilar to the one in which he achieved
his greatest stage success, Jimmy
Valentine. Lillian Rich plays op-
posite Mr. Warner. Henry King
directed the picture.

Two Sunshine Come-
dies Released in

October
William Fox has released dur-

ing October what is described to be
two of the snappiest Sunshine

Comedies ever produced. They arc
"An Elephant's Nightmare" and
" Hold Me Tight."

" An Elephant's Nightmare

"

and " Hold Me Tight " have both
been staged in a most sumptuous
manner, says William Fox. The
casts of comedians who supply the
funmaking in these two comedies
arc declared by Fox to be the pick
of comedy circles, each well-
known and with a big personal
following.

Campaign Book for
"The Stealers" Is

Ready
With its* cover a striking pose of

William H. Tooker and Myrtle
Morse, two of the all-star cast of
" The Stealers," the Robertson-
Cole super-special, which was di-

rected by William Christy Cabanne,
and which is now released to the
trade, the press and exploitation
book on this picture is one of the
most artistic and useful which this

distributing corporation has so far
published.

In orange, black and purple, just
inside the front cover (which may
be .used by the exhibitor as a defin-

ite part of his lobby display) is a
page devoted to the cast which in-

cludes besides the players on the

cover, Walter Miller, Ruth Dwyer,
Norma Shearer, Jack Crosby, Rob-
ert Keynon, Matthew L. Betz, Jack
O'Brien and Eugene Borden.

"Kismet" Presented at Astor
T/^ ISMET " was given i:s

IC trade premier in the grand
ball-room of the Astor on

Monday evening, October 25th.

This starring vehicle of Otis Skin-
ner's made under the auspices of

the Robertson-Cole organization
was presented to an enthusiastic

audience amid the most impressive
circumstances.

Mr. Skinner was present, and
just before the picture spoke to the
great audience with the rays of a

spotlight upon him. Edward Knob-
lock, author of " Kismet," also was
present to watch the play which
made him famous, given for the

first time in its filmed form to the

public Close to three thousand
persons of the dramatic, motion
picture, newspaper, magazine and
trade and fan-paper worlds sat in

wrapt interest while " Kismet " un-

folded.

The keynote of the showing was
the great interest and enthusiasm
displayed by the enormous crowds
which flocked to the Hotel Astor.
Viewing the assemblage, both that

part of it which got in, and the

hundreds who arrived late and
could not be admitted, it seems
probable that everybody who re-

ceived an invitation used it.

The grand ball-room was com-
pletely filled on the first floor, the

room being packed with extra
scats. The grand tier of boxes
was taxed to its capacity, and the

upper balcony was completely filled.

Hundreds stood near the entrance
unable to find seats.

The first event of the showing
was a dinner which was given by
Robertson-Cole for representatives

of the newspapers, trade papers and
fan magazines in the Rose Room.
Music ushered in the event. Close

to half a hundred of representa-

tives of a diversified press were
seated at a long table with Otis

Skinner, Star of " Kismet " as

honor guest. This dinner lasted

until the hour of the showing, when
the diners were ushered to a special

press section at the center of the

hall.

Meanwhile the vanguard of the

great crowd had begun to arrive.

By the hundreds people were en-

tering the outer door to the corri-

dor leading to the grand ball-room.

Inside this corridor, which was
shielded from all eyes by Oriental

rugs hung upon the glass doors,

those arriving passed through a

veritable Bagdad. On either side

were hung thousands of dollars

worth of beautiful Persian and
Turkish rugs. The floors were
softly carpeted and to the left and
right sat beautiful girls garbed in

Oriental costumes, kneeling after

the fashion of the harem, upon pil-

lows. Beside them were pearl-top
tabaretes holding incense, from
which poured forth clouds of per-
fume-laden smoke. A hidden or-

chestra played Arabian strains.

Following on to the ball-room,
the crowd passed beneath an Orien-
tal canopy, richly hung with fabrics

of Arabian design and soft texture.

Just inside this were other young
ladies in Oriental costume, who
passed out beautiful pictorial sou-
venir booklets to all comers. On
the thousands of chairs were placed

a novel program consisting of a

reproduction of a Robertson-Cole
twenty-four sheet on " Kismet " on
one' side, and a program of the pre-

sentation on the other.

At 8.30 sharp, James C. Brad-
ford, head of the Robertson-Cole
musical service, who was leading a

large orchestra hidden behind a
large hedge of palms, began the

overture. Then there was flashed

upon the screen a title which in-

troduced Otis Skinner. In a very
delightful speech, this foremost of
American romantic actors told of
his experiences in making this, his

first motion picture. He made the
audience laugh with him, impressed
it by his splendid eloquence, and
gave in his talk a promise of the
picture- which was to come. •

As the lights flashed off, the or-

chestra began to play the musical
setting which Robertson-Cole has
had written by Mr. Bradford for
" Kismet." Then the picture un-
folded reel upon reel, telling the

delightfully dramatic and quaint
story of Hajj, the beggar of Bag-
dad, who in a single day was raised

from his post where he asked alms
before the Mosque of the Carpen-
ters, to be revenged against his an-
cient enemy, to be dressed in silks,

to see his daughter married to the

Caliph, and then at sunset to go
back to his wonted station.

Goldwyn Studio Activities
New Productions Are Reported to

Be Under Way on the West Coast

THE Goldwyn company which is

to produce Rupert Hughes'
first original screen story, which
bears the working title of " Mr. and
Miserable Jones," left last Saturday
for Catalina Island on location.

Helene Chadwick is to act the

principal role in the picture as a

reward for her excellent work in

two previous Goldwyn productions

of stories by the same author

—

•' Scratch My' Back " and " The Cup
of Fury." E. Mason Hopper, who
is to direct the production, took

alonrr with the company to Catalina

Island, fifty bathing girls who ap-

pear in the story.

An entire Chinese street is being

built on the studio lot for " The
Water Lily," Gouverneur Morris'

first original screen story, which
has just gone into production under

the direction of Frank Lloyd. The
Boxer massacre of foreigners in

China will be an episode in the pic-

ture and Mr. Lehr and Mr. Lloyd

have been very particular to have

the Chinese architecture, costumes,

furniture, etc., absolutely correct.

Active work on Gertrude Athcr-
ton's first story written directly for

the screen is only awaiting the com-
pletion of a replica of the famous
" Five Points " dive of New York
City. Wallace Worsley, who is to

direct the picture, and Vice Presi-
dent Lehr telegraphed to the New
York offces of Goldwyn to obtain

photographs of the "Five Points"
section in 1870 a locality and a
period which are touched upon in

the Atherton scenario which bears
the working title of " Noblesse
Oblige"—so that every feature of

the famous dive could be duplicated.

Reginald Barker last week began
work on Goldwyn's next Reginald

Barker Production, " The Bridal

Path," from the play of the same
name by Thompson Buchanan.

Mason N. Litson is directing the

tenth of the Booth Tarkington two-

reel comedy series, "The Adven-
tures and Emotions of Edgar
Pomeroy."
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Fox News Enlarges Forces
Starts Second Year With Increase

of Facilities for Bigger Service

FOX NEWS, just one year old,

and already in the front rank
among news reels, begins its second
year by announcing enlarged fa-

cilities lor news gathering, editing,

laboratory work and distribution,

of which the aim is to guarantee to

the exhibitor perfect service in

ever>' direction.

The Program's most striking in-

novation, perhaps is the doubling of
the camera staff—which it is hoped
to accomplish by January.
These men are scattered all over

the world, and are directed from
the New York headquarters and
recently established depots at Lon-
don, Paris, Rome and Berlin.

Thanks to a process of selection

and recruiting conducted during
the last year by the editors, each
man behind a Fox News Camera,
in Hungary or in Texas, in Seattle
or in Calcutta, is an expert photog-
rapher with a nose for news and an
eye for pictorial effect.

Another great advantage that Fox
News has lies in the fact that it oc-

cupies part of the greatest film lab-

oratory in the world. This labora-
tory, equipped with apparatus that
is the last word in efficiency — ca-
pable* not only of utilizing every
photographic process known to

science, but also of adaptation to
new processes that may be devised
from time to time by the research
^taff—can turn out more completed
film in a given time than any other
photographic laboratory in exist-

ence.

Another important development
in the direction of perfect service
is a large increase in the editorial

staff of Fox News. This is in the
interest not only of better titling

and make-up of the reel, but also of
news gathering. Two men of wide
experience in national journalism
have been added to the staff for the
specific purpose of visiting all coun-
tries of the world and explaining
to cameramen just what Fox News
wants — just what real, live news
pictures should be, and obtaining
exclusive subjects.

A special service to exhibitors by
wire has recently been inaugurated.
By means of this the exhibitor will

be notified whenever he may expect
to receive subjects in the News
concerning his locality. He will

receive this information in time
for him to advertise the showing
of the local event, and thus he will
have abundant scope for enterpris-
ing showmanship.

New Series Bring Inquiry
Educational's Announcement of

New Two-Reelers Rouses Interest

EDUCATIONAL FILM EX-
CHANGES, INC., reports that

the brief announcement that it

would release a series of two reel

pictures with the country's indus-
trial life as their background and
pure entertainment, coupled with
better Americanism as their pur-
pose, has brought an unusual num-
ber of inquiries.

These pictures are produced by
the Plymouth Pictures' Corpora-
tion, which has been organized by
Rufus Steele, Saturday Evening
Post writer on industrial subjects.

Mr. Steele is himself writing the

stories and they are being produced
under his personal supervision with
Carlyle Ellis as director in charge
of the studio work.

An unusual feature of the pic-

tures is the complete absence of

any " sets." Each production is to

have some big industrial plant as

their background, though extreme
care is being taken that nothing of

the commercial or advertising ele-

ment shall enter into the produc-

tions. For instance, " The Kick
Back," first of the series, was pro-

duced in one of the country's larg-

est shipyards and the second,~"The
Big Idea." at one of the largest

New England shoe plants.

The pictures have already re-

ceived the heartiest endorsement of

the Americanization Committe of.

the Motion Picture Industry and

of many prominent men in the com-
mercial' life of the country. While
they arc offered stricdy on their

entertainment value, one of the

purposes behind them is the making
of better Americans and the allevia-

tion of industrial unrest. Unionism

and similar subjects are carefully
barred, but incidents that may come
into the life of any worker are
used.

Heads of many large industrial

enterprises are displaying their in-

terest in these pictures and have
made attractive offers for the film

so that they may be shown to their

workers, but these have been de-
clined, says Educational Films, be-
cause Educational wants the ex-
hibitors of the country to take ad-
vantage of these great ready-made
audiences. Announcement of the

release date of the first two pictures

will be made in the next schedule
issued by Educational.

Lytell Brings Back
Good Reports of Metro

Bert Lytell just returned to New
York from a two-weeks' iaunt
through the South in the course of

which he attended the gala opening
of The State theatre, Marcus
L.oew!s new picture and vaudeville

house in Memphis, Tenn., brings
back glowing reports of the en-
thusiasm displayed by Southern ex-
hibitors towards the new Metro
special, productions.

Mentioning specific instances,

Mr. Lytell said that Viola Dana's
most recent production, " The
Chorus"Girl's Romance" is going
great guns everywhere through the

South. Alice Lake in "The. Misfit

Wife", by Julie Heme, and May
Allison in Held .in Trust" : by
George Kibbe Turner, are also

quoted by Mr. Lytell as plea'sing

southern exhibitors and public

alike.

Scene from "The Scoffer," a Mayflower-Allan Dwan production, to be
distributed by Associated First National

Universal Declares a Bonus
" Ash Can Dividends " Distributed

Under Industrial Democracv Plan
THE first melon to be cut by

Universal at its Fort Lee fac-

tory under the new Industrial De-
mocracy plan, by which the workers
share in the savings during their

efficiency and economy, was distrib-

uted last week. It totalled to $962,

and represented a bonus of 5 per
cent of each worker's salary.

The Fort Lee employes call their

bonuses under the Industrial De-
mocracy plan " Ash Can Divi-
dends," because they represent sav-
ings which previously have gone
into discard. Announcement of the
first " ash can 'dividend " was made
amid great applause at last

Wednesday's regular cooperative
meeting of the factory employes
and executives. The employes ad-
mitted they hardly realized they
were making such striking economy
cuts. They promised ever greater

ones when they get the efficiency

system working smoothly.
The third weekly meeting under

Industrial Democracy was marked
by an impressive ceremony in which
John Leitch, father of the savings

plan, .officiated in "laying" the

third cornerstone of the system. He
actually placed a large wooden
block in a conspicuous place in the

factory. It is labelled " Economy."
The first two cornerstones similarly

placed were called " Justice " and
" Co-operation." The fourth, to be
placed soon, will be known as " En-
ergy." and the last, representing

the cap-stone, will be known as
" Service."
The factory employes are rapidly

nearing the completion of organiza-
tion of a senate and a house of
representatives to take official hand
in the management of the Univer-
sal plant.

Big Technical Staff Busy
Vitagraph Exercising Great Care

Production of " Black Beauty
"

in
< < LACK BEAUTY," Vita-

jraph's special production of

Anna Sewell's classic now being
filmed at the W estern studios of

that company, introduces the un-
usual circumstance of actually hav-

ing more persons back of the

camera than in front of it, accord-

ing to a statement from the Vita-

graph home office. And this, also,

despite the fact that "Black Beauty"
boasts one of the largest casts ever

assembled for a Vitagraph produc-

tion, declares the Vitagraph state-

ment. _ ^
•

David Smith is -directing " Black

Bcautv " and the. technical staff sur-

rounding him is said to' • be the

largest ever organized by Vitagraph.
" Black Beauty " was planned for

many weeks after the continuity

was completed bv Lillian and

George Randolph Chester, There

was wide investigation as. to the

dress, mannerisms and architecture

of the period and the locality of

" Black Beauty," it is stated. Since
he has completed the animal con-
tinuity on this special, Director
David Smith is said to have kept
a group of continuity clerks busy
keeping careful books on the scenes
as taken, to match footage and pro-
duction.

Jean Paige, who plays the leading
role, and all other principal actres-

ses have individual hairdressers on
the set. to see that the different

styles of headdress are prepared as

the scenes require.

School teachers have been as-

signed by the Los Angeles Board oi
Education to be present during the
filming of . the. picture, declares

Vitagraph, as the youngsters in the

play must have their studies da* 1 '*

at the studio. Between scenes the

teachers take the youngsters to their

improvised school room, it is stated,

and reading, writing and arithmetic,

spelling-, drawing and other studies

are pursued.
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W. C. Herrmann, the exe-
cutive manager of the Big
" U " Exchange, Universal's
New York branch, has left

New York on a three months'
tour of inspection, during
which he will visit every Uni-
versal branch exchange in the
United States and Canada.
He is accompanied by his
wife.

Herrmann has before him
the job of introducing into

the management of all Uni-
versal exchanges, the busi-
ness system he has built up
in the Big " U " Exchange,
and which is considered by
film men and exhibitors to
be one of the best in the
country.
The system is based strict-

ly upon business principles,
and contemplates the handl-
ing of the affairs of a film ex-
change just as the affairs of
a bank or a department store
or any commercial enter-
prise are handled. He is con-
sidered one of the best effi-

ciency experts in the film
business.

James B. Kelly Appoints
Sales Supervisor

The World Motion Picture Cor-
poration announces through Gen-
eral Manager James B. Kelly the
appointment of A. L. Selig as West-
ern sales supervisor with head-
quarters in Los Angeles, handling
their World's News Pictures as
well as their features and short
subjects in the far West territory.

In addition to establishing branch
offices for the World Motion Pic
ture Corporation in the Western
territory, Mr. Selig will visit the
editors of all the largest newspap-
ers in the West to interest them in

the news service that will be an ad-
junct to the news reel department,
which is under the managership of
David Murphy.

Next Glaum Picture Is "Love"

David Butler Starred in
Catherine Curtis Film
David Butler, the well-known

star, has been selected by Catherine
Curtis for the part of " Bill Hen-
dricks," the leading role in " The
Sky Pilot," the feature picture
based on Ralph Connor's novel of
the same name. The picture is now
nearing completion under the direc-

tion of King Vidor in the foothills

of the Canadian Rockies, and is the
first big picture to be made by the
Catherine Curtis Corporation for
which a First National release has
been secured. David Butler was
loaned to Miss Curtis for this pro-
duction by D. N. Schwab produc-
tions, it is stated, in spite of the
fact that he was under a starring
contract.

jBetty Compson Pleased
at Johnson's Work
The excellence of Emory John-

Ison's work in Betty Compson's
Ifirst starring picture, " Prisoners of
I Love," which is being distributed
I by Goldwyn, resulted' in Miss
I Compson giving him an important
Irole in her second production, as
lyet unnamed.

Fred Warren An-
nounces Release
Date as Dec. 5

F. B. WARREN, general man-
ager of distribution for Asso-

ciated Producers, Inc., announces
from Los Angeles, where he is per-

sonally observing the progress of

production of the units of the

organization now working, that the

title of the next J. Parker Read,

Jr. production starring Louise

glaum is " Love."
" Love" will be released through-

out the United States and Canada
December 5. It is said to be a

story exceeding in dramatic
strength any vehicle recently al-

lotted to Miss Glaum. The scen-

ario is by Louis Joseph Vance, au-

thor of more than a dozen stirring

dramatic novels and screen plays.

In "Love" Miss Glaum has a

chance, better than any other hith-

erto afforded her, to display the

wondrous gowns for which she has
become famous.

J. Parker Read's reputation for

sumptuous mountings is maintained
in this production, which is now
being cut and titled at the Read

studios in Culver City, Calif. Prints

of the production will be in all As-
sociated Producers' branch offices

early next month, affording exhib-
itors a chance to see in advance
what Mr. Read has done with this

unusual story.

Mr. Read's publicity representa-
tives on the coast, in co-operation
with the home office of Associated
Productions, are working on an un-
usual exploitation and publicity

campaign in which the best use will

be made of the striking title of the
picture.

Mr. Warren, in a wire to Oscar
A. Price, president of Associated
Producers' says he finds produc-
tion in a commendable state of
progress in the studios of J. Park-
er Read, Thos. H. Ince and Mack
Sennett. Allan Dwan, whose first

Associated Producers' production,
"The Forbidden Thing", is now
being shipped to all branch offices,

is in New York on a vacation.
" The Last of the Mohicans ",

Maurice Tourneur's first A. P. pic-
ture, is being given the finishing
touches at his studio.

Letters and telegrams commend-
ing the first two releases of Asso-
ciated Producers'—Thos. H. Ince's

"Homespun Folks" and J. Parker
Read's " Leopard W oman " star-
ring Louise Glaum—continue in

come to the home office.

Amoni' the most enthusiastic ap-
preciation of " Homespun Folks "

is that from Benjamin Apple, see

relary and manager of the [Ilium
Amusement Co., Inc., operating the
American and King theatres >n

Troy, New York. Says Mr.
Apple

:

" We opened ' Homespun Folks
'

at our American theatre, Sutlda)
October 17th, to the largest Sutidaj
attendance since we opened the
American. After doing a big busi-

ness all week we closed with a
record-breaking attendance Satur-
day. Of all the productions run at

the American we have never re-

ceived so much praise from our
patrons as we did on ' Homespun
Folks.' Any exhibitor who wishes a

picture that will please all classes
will make no mistake if he runs
' Homespun Folks '."

Marx S. Nathan, manager of the
New York exchange of Associ-
ated Producers', and his salesmen
have booked thirteen prints of
" Homespun Folks " for showing
during election week in the New
York territory.

Star Begins Second of Series
Pauline Frederick on
New Special

;
Ready

Early in 192

1

NOW that her first Robertson-
Cole production has been
finished, and is almost ready

for distribution, Pauline Frederick
has started work in California on
the second of her new series of

Robertson-Cole super-specials, not
more than four of which she is

making in the coming year. " A
Slave of Vanity," the first picture,

is based upon " Iris," one of the

powerful dramas by Sir Arthur
Wing Pinero.
After a survey of more than

200 plays and novels, selected from
the international field, Miss Freder-
ick has chosen one wrhich contains
one of the best parts in her career,

and which she and her director,

Henry King, are sure will make the

basis of a production of very broad
appeal. Work on this picture al-

ready had started, and delivery may
be made early in the new year.

The difficulty in selecting a story

for Miss Frederick lies in the fact

that most of the plays, novels and
original scenarios considered do not

measure up to the proper emotional
heights. Her new contract with
Robertson-Cole calls for Miss
Frederick's appearance in produc-
tions which reach fully the super-
special grade, and stories of the

proper dramatic and emotional
quality are few and far between.

In "A Slave of Vanity." which is

soon to be placed upon the market,
Robertson-Cole believes exhibitors
will find an unusual attraction, from
the standpoint of artistic and com-
mercial values. It is laid in Eng-
land and on the Continent, its char-
acters being drawn from one of
the most exclusive circles of British

Betty Compson and Emory Johnson
as they appear in Miss Compson's first

starring vehicle. "Prisoners of Love,"
to be distributed by Goldwyn

life, and its questions arc such as

may arise among the most cultured

people of the more leisurely class.

In " A Slave of Vanity," the liner

instincts and qualities of woman-
hood serve as the dominant theme
for the development of the story,

declares Robertson-Cole.
Although Iris Bellamy, played by

Miss Frederick, is introduced as a
luxurious pleasure-loving woman,
it soon becomes apparent that she

is really the victim of circumstance,

and when she does err it is through
an earnest desire, to do that which
she believes the finest and best

thing to do. The mental struggle

which she undergoes, will not fail

to elicit the sympathy of any audi-

ence, particularly the women, for
few, if any women, have gone
through life without at some time
encountering problems such as con-
front Iris in this play.

The petted, pampered wife of an
English clubman, showered with
every luxury, she finds herself,

after the death of her husband, th,-

victim of his capricious will, which
forbids her to re-marry, unless she
sacrifice every penny of her fortune
and her social prestige.

When she meets and falls in love
with Laurence Trenwith, an upright
young chap, who has nothing of the
world's good to offer, she hesitates

to marry him, not so much because
she knows that it will mean giving

up the luxuries to which she has
been accustomed, but because she
feels that she is not fit to be the
helpmate of a poor man. And when
later she loses her own fortune and
is reduced to poverty, her pride re-

strains "her from making herself a
burden upon .the man whom she
would not marry when she had her
wealth.

Her struggle Js a keen one, the
more so because of the temptation
to accept the offer of Maldenado,
wealthy merchant, who is madly in

love with her. At the moment when
it seems as though she is about to
sacrifice herself for a life of luxury
and ease, there is vouchsafed her
the opportunity to visualize for her-
self the consequences of her rela-

tionship with a man like Malda-
nado. Though she lives through
the most harrowing experiences,
her finer character asserts itself,

and she makes the supreme sacri-

fice for the man she loves.

At the end, Iris Bellamy proved
to herself that all her palaces, silks

and satins, have not brought her the
happiness she finds with Trenwith.
amid the pots and pans of her own
tiny kitchen.
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Finish Universal Production
Last Scenes Taken on " Outside
the Law"; Priscilla Dean Stars

Priscilla Dean, the Universal star, does
traffic duty in Frisco during the traffic

officers' convention

Juanita Hansen Greeted
as Pathe Serial Star
Pathe reports that Juanita Han-

sen has been " greeted with ac-

claim " by capacity audiences in

those theatres where the first epi-

sode of " Phantom Foe " has been
shown. This marks Miss Hansen's
debut as a Pathe serial star.

Houses that have never before
played serials have been won over
by the Pathe serial, judging by this

wire from the Pathe manager in

St. Louis

:

"Just closed two Orpheum cir-

cuit bouses on Pathc's great serial,
' The Phantom Foe '. This will be
the first serial ever run in any first

class vaudeville house in this terri-

tory. ' Phantom Foe ' will run first

at the Rialto and then go into the

Grand Opera House on a seven
day basis. These contracts will be
iollowed by more runs and larger
rentals than any former serial re-

lease."

New Stanley House for
North Philadelphia
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of

the Stanley Company of America,
on his return to Philadelphia from
the West announced that the Stan-
ley Company had secured from
Jacob Hess the property at the

northwest corner of Germantown
and Lehigh Avenues, where a large

photoplay theatre will be erected

with a seating capacity of 2,500.

The new motion picture palace will

be equipped with all modern im-
provements, including a magnificent

organ, large stage and numerous
other devices.

Carl Morgan Signs Up
with Boston Concern
Metropolitan Pictures Corpora-

tion, Boston's own producing com-
pany, has signed a- contract with

Carl Morgan, to supervise all forth-

coming productions under that

name made in this city. Stanley J-

Worris, of Cambridge, Mass.,

author and scenario writer, who
wrote the continuity of this con-

cern's initial production, "A Thous-
and Faces," will act as assistant di-

rector. The production will run ten

reels.

TTOI) BROWNING has "shot"
* the last scene of the new Pris-

cilla Dean photoplay, " Outside the

Law," at Universal City. The pro-
duction has been under way for
many months, and is the first screen
work Miss Dean has done since her
spectacular Universal-Jewel pro-
duction, " The Virgin of Stam-
boul."

One of her principal support in
" Outside the Law " was Lon Cha-
ncy, recognized as one of the fore-

most character actors on the

screen. Chaney says his role as
Black Mike in the Browning pro-
duction is by far the best part he
ever played. The story was written
by Browning himself for Miss
Dean, and he made the role of
Black Mike especially for Chaney.

It is in the role of a Chinaman
however, that Chaney reached his

FANCIFUL scenes representing

life as some scientists declare it

exists on the planet Mars will com-

prise one of the novel features ol

Bert Lvtell's next Metro picture,

"A Message from Mars." This

will be a Maxwell Kargcr produc-

tion. Work on the new production

is scheduled to commence the latter

part of this week at Metro's New
York '

studios in West Sixty-tirst

street.
" A Message from Mars" will be

Bert Lytell's first Metro vehicle un-

der Mr. Karger's personal direc-

tion. It is the screen version of

Richard Ganthoney's stage play of

the same name in which Sir Charles

Hawtrcy starred some years ago.

The story of the play revolves

about a young bachelor named

Horace Parker, who is visited in a

high-water mark of impersonation.
He made himself up as a Chinaman
so well that many persons around
Universal City were fooled into

thinking he was a real Chinaman,
imported from San Francisco's
Chinatown to play an " extra " part

in the Priscilla Dean picture, says

Universal.
Among the other players who

rendered good account of them-
selves are E. A. Warren, as a Chi-

nese philosopher; Ralph Lewis, and
little Stanley Goethals. The picture

also contains a series of settings

of unusual splendor, including in-

teriors of a millionaire's mansion
done in medieval Italian art, de-

signed by E. E. Sheeley.
" Outside the Law " will be Uni-

versale most important late fall re-

lease. It probably will be ready for

exhibitors early in December.

dream by a strange emissary from
Mars. The messenger has been
banished from the other planet, and
his sole means of return lies in his

reforming the most selfish man he
can find on this earth .

The initial scenes of the produc-
tion are laid, therefore, on the

planet Mars, and show the inhabi-

tants—the Martians—in their native
clement. In this way unusual op-
portunity for novelty in scenic ef-

fects is offered the Eastern studios
of Metro. Houses of fantastic

structure will be shown, with their

inhabitants moving about in the
most outlandish of costumes, as
well as some striking night scenes
of the planet Mars depicting a state

of civilization immeasurably supe-
rior to our own. The screen adap-
tation has been written by Arthur
Zellner and Arthur Maude.

Director Maurice Campbell shows Bebe
Daniels and Walter Hiers how to be
awkward lovers in "Oh, Lady, Lady!"

a new Realart production

William Fox Releases
"Drag Harlan"

" Drag Harlan," the latest Wil-
liam Fox production starring Wil-
liam Farnum and directed by jl
Gordon Edwards, has just been re-

leased. This tale of the great west
comes from the pen of Charles
Alden Seltzer, and is a story full

of the clean wholesome excitemenl
for which Farnum's western pro-
ductions have become noted, de-
clares William Fox. Opposite Far!
num, in the role of the ranger'^
daughter, is Jackie Saunders. Gl
Raymond Nye enacts the role ol
the heavy.

David Gale Is Making
a New Comedy Series
A series of comedies, described as

" most ingenious " are now being!

produced in Philadelphia under the
direction of David Gale, who is'

making his headquarters at the Are
Film Company, 923 Walnut StreeJ
Philadelphia. Each picture is said
to be a humorous treatment of pre-j

valent "human failings" and ends]

with some practical everyday adj
vice, which is so cleverly introduccn
as absolutely to eliminate any sugl
gestion of preachiness. The title ol
the series is " Little Movies WittJ
Little Morals."

Prominent English
at F. P.-Lasky

Studio
Robert Loraine, the celebrated

English actor, who has just arrived
in this country after an absence ol
s vcral years, visited the new Farrn
ous Players Lasky studio on Long
Island with Jesse L. Lasky this

week. Mr. Loraine remarked par-*

Ocularly on the fact that organiza-J

tion was running so smoothly sd
soon after the opening of iha
studio.

Fox to Release Another
Frank Packard Story
William Fox is soon to releasd

another story by Frank L. Packard,
who was responsible for " The Mir-
acle Man," " From Now On " and'

"The White Moll "—the las; ;wo
being Fox productions. It is en-1
titled " The Iron Rider," and stars!

William Russell.

Ship Dynamited for Scene
Three-Masted Sailing Vessel Is

Blown Up for Realistic Effects

AFTER several weeks of careful

preparation, during which

every precaution was taken to guard

against possible accident, The Lady
Jermyn, a three-masted sailing

vessel, last week was destroyed by

fire and dynamite to provide some
of the thrills in " Dead Men Tell

No Tales," a new Vitagraph special

production based on the novel by

E. W. Honiung, author of "Raffles"

and other stories. It was a costly

undertaking and a somewhat dan-

gerous one, declares Universal, but

the entire program went through

without a mishap and the results

were eminently satisfactory, it is

stated.

The Lady Jermyn, originally the

tlazzard, was purchased by Vita-

graph especially for use in " Dead

Men Tell No" Tales." She was

nearly two hundred feet in length,

and while built in 1872, was still

staunch. She was a little old-

fashioned for present trade, but just

the type of sailing vessel described
in the story. When set afire she
burned for hours, and while the

heavy charge of dynamite caused
the collapse of her masts and broke
her in two, the hulk floated for

some time.

The destruction of The Lady
Jermyn quite naturally was the

final scene taken for " Dead Men
Tell No Tales," although the big

scene occurs early in the picture.

All the previous ship action was
taken on her decks and in her
cabins while the ship was anchored
up the Hudson River, opposite

Riverdale, N. Y. The scenes were
taken at night, Director Tom Ter-
riss desiring to get them just as de-

scribed in the book. The ship was
taken to a point off the Long
Island shore, ten miles from North-
port, for the final big scene.

Lytell in Novel Settings
Life in Mars as Taught by Science

to Be Shown in Metro Production
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"Race of the Age" on BVay

I Bessie De Litch, a former Christie
comedy girl, who has been advanced
Mo more important roles in "Mr. Fa-
ktima." a two-reeler soon to be re-
' leased by Educational Exchanges

ilistory of Industry Is

;

to Be Published Soon
l A book of historical interest on
lie motion picture art and industry,

Ind one that is likely to attract wide
Ittention among people interested in

Bie film, is soon to be published.

I The Pioneer of the Photoplay
"

e the title, and while reviewing the

,istor>' of the motion picture and
lie development of the film art and
ppeal, it tells of the career of J.

ituart Blackton, author and pro-

ucer of "The Battle Cry of

'eace " and many other internation-

lly known screen plays, to whom
le title refers.

This book deals entertainingly

/ith such reminiscent material of

lie early screen days, and brings

le record up to the present. The
uthor of the volume is Felix Or-
nan. formerly one of the editors of

he Outlook, and at other times

terary director of the Periodical
Jublishers' Association and staff

riter for Leslie's Weekly.

tt^pHK RACE l IF THE
I Age," the official two-reel

picture of the race at

W indsor, Out., between Sir Barton
and Man ()' War made by Educa-
tional Films Corporation, is to have
its premier showing simultaneously
at the Strand theatre, New York,
and the Brooklyn Strand, during
the week of October 31st, according
to announcement of E. W. Ham-
nions, president of the Educational.
The contract, which is said to

represent the largest amount ever
involved in the booking of a two
reel picture for a chain of theatres,

also calls for the immediate show-
ing of the picture at the Newark
and Rialto in Newark ; the Strand
in Buffalo; Strand in Albany;
Strand in Schenectady; Strand in

Lynn, Mass., and Strand in Wor-
cester, Mass.

It is expected that the picture
will have simultaneous showings at

leading theatres in principal cities

through the country on that date,

since Educational reports that

there have been more inquiries for
this picture than any it has ever
released. All exchanges in the
L'nited States and Canada have
been supplied with prints and acces-

sories so that they can care for im-
mediate bookings.
Managing Director Joseph Plun-

kett, of the New York Strand, is

responsible for the statement that
" The Race of the Age " is so far

the greatest picture of the kind ever
made, that it stands in a class

alone, and he promises to give it a

Ihirley Mason Star of

"Girl of My Heart"
The latest William Fox produc-
on starring Shirley Mason, en-

itled " Girl of My Heart," is a

creen adaptation of the novel

Joan of Rainbow Springs," by
ranees Marion Mitchell.

"Girl of My Heart" has for its

lemc the philosophy that Divine
Dve will meet every human need,
nd director Edward J. Le Saint

said by Fox to have succeeded in

roducing a story intensely human
nd absorbingly interesting.

special presentation and unusual ad-
vertising. At the Brooklyn Strand,
Managing Director Edward L. Hy-
man is preparing to make it the
most talked of picture that has ever
been offered to an audience in that

borough.
If "The Race of the Age"

needed any commendation or guar-
antee in addition to the certificate

of exclusive permission to take the

picture from the Kenilworth
Jockey Club, which offered the $75,-

000 prize for the contest, this is

supplied by newspaper accounts of
the private showing of the picture

on Saturday evening at Glen Rid-
dle Farm, the home of Samuel Rid-
dle, owner of Man O' War, at Glen
Riddle, Pa. At this dinner a promi-
nent group of millionaire horse-
men saw the picture as a special

compliment from President E. W.
Hammons. It is said that the
owner himself declared that he had
learned new things about his won-
der horse after viewing this picture,

especially the remarkable slow mo-
tion shots.

One of the most remarkable por-

tions of the picture is a panoramic
shot of the entire race from start

to finish that many expert camera
men have hailed as one of the most
remarkable pieces of photography
that the screen has seen. At every
point in the race the horses arc di-

rectly in front of the camera, so

that the audience has the illusion of

the horses running immediately be-

fore their eyes. The picture itself

supplies an incomparably better

view of the race itself than any per-
son actually on the track could
have gained.

" I feel sure," said Mr. Ham-
mons, " after hearing the comment
of those who have seen the picture
privately, that we have the most
remarkable piece of film ever made
It is not merely the record of a
horse race, but it is a stirring,

dramatic work that I believe will

live for many years. It will have
an appeal even in communities
where there is a feeling against rac-
ing, not only on account of its

worth as a picture, but because of
its moral value. And there is a
striking lesson in it for every man,
woman and child—that clean living,

honesty, always trying and a stout
heart will always send one home a
victor.

" No exhibitor need fear competi-
tion from any other picture or from
new reels which claim to have re-

corded this contest. There was
not another camera of any kind in

the grounds except the fourteen
that were engaged in making ' The
Race of the Age,' and exhibitors
will do well to note that even those
who- are announcing that they have
bits of the race do not claim that
they have anything more than long
distance shots taken with cameras
outside the park—and including
views that actually show the Educa-
tional cameramen close up to the
track and in carefully prepared
positions wlrere they could get every
moment of the contest from every
angle."

Teaser Ads. Puts Over Picture
ONE of the most unusual ex-

amples of clever " teaser " ad-
vertising recorded in many a

day, conceived by " Bill " Rudolph
for Louis B. Major's picture " The
Woman in His House," brought
out the Washington, D. C. police

to handle the crowds who stormed
to see the picture when it ran for
a week at Crandall's Metropolitan
theatre in that city this month.

It was Mr. Mayer's intention to

put across the feature without re-

sorting to the commonplace sensa-

tional advertising which would em-
phasize the eternal triangle element
in the picture. Mr. Rudolph was
instructed to forget that the pic-

ture had a star, a director, or that

he had a theatre in which to show
it. In other words, the producer
desired to prove to his own and the

trade's satisfaction that " The
Woman in His House," although it

has Mildred Harris Chaplin for a

star, and John M. Stahl for its

Bill Rudolph Breaks
Records of Wash-

ington House
director, could stand up entirely on
its own merits. So Mr. Rudolph
invaded Washington a week before
the opening date, and without men-
tioning a single name—not even the
name of the Metropolitan theatre

—

managed to break all records at the
Metropolitan, as a letter from H.
M. Crandall to Mr. Mayer testifies.

Mr. Rudolph started his cam-
paign in the dailies on Monday.
The space was about three inches
in length and two columns in width.
On the left was a simple picture of
a house. On the left, the copy was
written in verse in prose form, in

the manner of the writings of Walt
Mason appearing in a New York
paper. It reads as follows :

" This
is the House, built by the Man, who
had in his Mind, a beautiful plan,

to make a fine Nest for a beautiful

wife, to live happy therein for the

rest of his life. The Woman he
choose to live in his House was a

sweet, loving creature, a demure
little mouse, and both were as

happy as happy could be. But Life
is a strange thing as we shall soon
see."

On Tuesday a second ad, ap-

peared below the first. On the left

was a picture of Ramsey Wallace,

—

"the man," but no name was men-
tioned. On the right ran another
simply-written rhyme, starting off
" This is the Man " etc. On Wed-

nesday there was a cut of the star,

still nameless, and another verse.
The same was done on Thursday,
with a picture of the baby; and on
Friday with a picture of George
Fisher

—
" the villain." On Satur-

day the name of the picture, theatre
and opening date was added and the
advertisement ran an entire two
columns. The name of the star was
not mentioned.

Harry Crandall tells the result

very simply in a letter to Mr. Mayer.
" Everybody proclaimed it the best

they had ever seen—and thus in

addition to breaking records finan-

cially, we broke all records for sat-

isfying patrons." It is estimated
that 50,000 people saw the produc-
tion during the week's run.

Bill Rudolph's work did not end
there, however. He started off at

once to obtain endorsements of the

picture from the elect of Washing-
ton. He obtained written endorse-
ments from Mabel F. Boardman,
one of the commissioners of the

District of Columbia, and head of
the Red Cross; Mrs. Annette Abbott
Adams, the assistant U. S. attorney
general ; Mrs. Mary O'Toole, presi-

dent of the Woman's City Club;
Mr. Admiral Robt. C. Koontz, Rev.
Charles S. Cole, Rev. Dr. Luscius
C. Clark, executive secretary of the

Washington Federation of Churches
and Rev. Dr. C. C. McLean, who
advised from his pulpit that his con-
gregation see the picture.

A number of film executives and
other notables attended the final

showing of the picture.
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Read Opens Story Contest
Five Thousand Dollars in Prizes
for Stories Chosen for His Star

A scene from "The U. P. Trail," a Benjamin Hampton production distributed
by Hodkinson

Neilan Ties Up On "Dinty'
Ross Publishing Co. and Woolworth
Chain of Stores in National Drive

THE publicity forces of the

Marshall Neilan productions

have effected a tie-up with the Ross
Publishing Company, the Wool-
worth and other chain-store organ-
izations, it is announced from the

Neilan Productions headquarters.
The tie-up is said to be national

in scope and is intended to exploit

the new Neilan-First National re-

lease, " Dinty," in which Wesley
Barry, the juvenile star, is cast as

the principal player. Following is

the statement issued in connection
with the announcement of the na-
tional tie-up :

" Simultaneously with the re-

lease of ' Dinty,' Woolworth and
other stores all over the country
will place on sale a little book on
the life of Wesley Barry. Ex-
h'bitors playing this production are
requested to consult with managers
of local stores and arrange for win-
dow displays on this booklet using
stills and lithographs as part of the
display.

Published by the Ross Publish-
ing Company of New York, the
Wesley Barry booklet sold at ten
cents is expected to meet with
great demand among the motion
picture public. The novelty of the
product will further insure a large
sale which will be a dircet adver-
tisement for the forthcoming Neilan
attraction.

"In addition to the sale of these
booklets to the public via stores,

the publishers are prepared to sup-
ply exhibitors direct with quantity
lots at a nominal cost. As a souve-
nir the appearance of young Barry
as a star in ' Dinty,' this article of-
fers the exhibitor a particularly
fitting advertisement for his theatre
as well as the attraction for the
booklet is something that will be
passed around among the family.

" Arrangements for the publica-
tion of simlar booklets on Marjorie
Daw, Colleen Moore and other
Marshall Xeilan stars have now
been completed."

WHAT promises to prove one
of the biggest exploitation

campaigns in the' history of motion
picture promotion has blossomed
into reality. J. Parker Read, Jr.,

the producer
;

newspapers and
magazines throughout the world

;

and W. W. Hodkinson's distribu-

tion of three Read productions,

starring Louise Glaum, will be

benefitted through the plan which
already is in operation, announces
a -statement from the J. Parker
Read offices on the Coast.

Five thousand dollars has been
offered by J. Parker Read, Jr., in

co-operation with these publicity

media as prizes for original stories,

suitable for production by him with
Louise Glaum in the stellar roles.

In addition to the $5,000 prizes,

Read announces his willingness to

pay $1,000 each for further ideas

available for production in screen
form. Here is the plan, as ex-

plained in the statement from the

J. Parker Read headquarters:
" Each newspaper publishes the

rules of the contest, appoints a

member of its staff contest editor

and organizes a local board of

judges, usually consisting of ihe
mayor, the superintendent of
schools, a prominent legal light and
a local literary authority. A regu-
lar course of instruction, prepared
by J. Parker Read, Jr.'s staff is

given and sixteen "lectures" wrii-
ten by foremost motion picture
authorities are supplied, along with
a service of photographs, cuts,
mats, etc.

" At the conclusion of the con-
test, which has about eight weeks
to run, the local judges segregate
the scenario submissions and send
on to the central committee at- W
Parker Read, Jr.'s headquarters
the five most suitable -lories or
ideas.

" Thus each newspaper interested
will submit to the producer n>3
stories. From these the prize scen-
arios will be chosen and with $2,500
as the first prize.

"Fifteen hundred dollars will

paid for the second award sto

-.iutable for use by Read and $1,"

for the third story, subject to th
same condition.

" A number of thousand doll
prizes. as aforementioned, a
available."

44 Not for Child Primarily'
" The Soul of Youth " Has Powerful

*

Appeal for Adults, Savs Mr. Wood\

Good Cast for Barriscale
Strong Support for Star in New
Production, " The Living Child

"

"COME exhibitors, who have not
*^ viewed the William Desmond

Taylor special, ' The Soul of Youth,'

apparently have a notion that the

picture is primarily for the en-

tertainment of children," says Gen-
eral Manager John S. Woody, of

Realart. " This is not a true con-
ception of the production," pursued
Mr. Woody, ' as those who have
observed an audience of adults at

a showing of ' The Soul of Youth
'

will affirm. While the picture is

wholesome and delightful entertain-

ment for children, it does not con-
fine its appeal to them. The grown-
ups laugh and chuckle with the

youngsters, but the adult also ap-
preciates the deeper human interest

phases of the picture.
" The storv of ' The Soul of

Youth' is founded on a modern s£
ciological theory and goes into thr

causes of juvenile delinquency and
the most modern way of treating
the youthful offenses. It takes us
to the world-known Juvenile Court
of Denver, where its founder, the
beloved Judge Ben Lindsey, pre-
sides over a most delightful and
thought-inspiring session. The
problem is presented in such an ap
pealingly entertaining story that
even the most hard-hearted and.

cynical critic has not failed to feelf
its pull on his heartstrings.

" But reinforcing the story of the
boy, and forming an admirable
background, is a story of the love
of a maid for a man and his drama-
tic and successful effort to make
good."

THE next J. L. Frothinghani
production in which Bessie

Barriscale will be starred has been

made under the working title of
" The Living Child." This was
made from the story of that name
by Marv Lerner and adapted to the

screen by H. H. Van Loan. The
direction is by Paul Scardon, who
has been responsible for many great

screen successes.

A strong cast has been selected

by Mr. Frothinghani for " The
Living Child." Included in it one

finds such players as Walter Mc-
Grail, who has appeared in a num-
ber of Selznick and National pro-

ductions; Ethel Grey Terry, fam-

ous beauty of the screen
;
Eugenia

Besserer. one of screendom's fav-

orite delineators of aristocratic
types ; Pat O'Malley, who was seen
as the energetic young reporter in

Marshall Neiland's " Go and Get
It"; Winter Hall, a player of dis-

tinction who appeared in " The
Forbidden Woman," as well as in

many Paramount productions
; Jos-

eph J. Dowling, featured in many
Benjamin B. Hampton productions
and to whom was entrusted the

central role of " The Kentucky Col-
onel," a recent Hodkinson release

;

Lydia Knott, one of the ablest char-
acter women on the screen and
Irene Yeager, a child actress of ex-
traordinary charm and appeal.

In every way has Mr. Frothing-
ham given Miss Barriscale a back-
ground worthy of her own art and
ability, declares W. W. Hpdkinson.

Writer Lauds Charles Ray
Visualization of Story Pleases

the Author of " Peaceful Vallev
"

EDWARD E. KIDDER, author
of the story, " Peaceful Val-

ley," which has been used as a

starring vehicle for Charles Ray,

witnessed the film presentation of

his story at the Strand theatre. New
York, as the g'uest of the managing
director, Joseph L. Plunkitt. Fol-

lowing is Mr. Kidder's appreciation

of the screen version of his story

and the work of Mr. Ray in the

leading role. Speaking of the star's

interpretation of the principal char-

acter, Mr. Kidder says

:

" He is more than a ' ray:' he is

a dramatic X-ray, for he illuminates

all he touches. The ' movies ' are

certainly wonderful. To obtain the

effects they do without language is

little short of a miracle, especially
with a play like ' Peaceful Valley,
in which the dialogue has been
prime factor in its thirty years' su
cess upon the legitimate" stage.

" Ray is so earnest in whatever
he does that one misses the spoken
word very little. Of course, there
are episodes in the play that I re-

gret not to find in the picture; but
to offset this, there are scenes in the

film version that are much stronger

vizualized than described.
" What wonder that the speech-

less drama has dealt such a terrific

blow to the regular stage? But let

us get back to Ray.
" Here is a natural-born actor."
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UniversaPs Premier at Astor

Mae Brusch, who will appear in a
prominent role of "Foolish Wives,"
Von Stroheim's new production for

Universal

New Vehicle Selected
for Earle Williams
Blending comedy and melo-

drama, Earle Williams' next Vita-
graph feature will have amusing
situations as well as thrilling action,

declares Vitagraph. The picture is

entitled " Diamonds Adrift," and is

an adaptation from a story in a

popular magazine by Frederick J.

Jackson. Albert E. Smith, presi-

dent of Vitagraph, purchased the

story for Mr. Williams while he
was on the West Coast a few
months ago and had looked over
the true locals of the plot with Mr.
Williams. The scenes are laid along
the Pacific Coast from Los Angeles
harbor to Mazatlan, Mexico.

Chester Bennett, who has directed

Mr. Williams in his last several

pictures, has just signed a new con-
tract to continue in this capacity,

and will start the next picture im-
mediately.

Betty Francisco Irvin
Willat's New "Find"
Betty Francisco, Director Irvin

V. Willat's newest " find," is a

young lady of more than ordinary
beauty as well as one who is pos-
sessed of histrionic power of the

very highest order, declares W. W.
Hodkinson. Miss Francisco has
appeared in the Ziegfeld Follies,

where her beauty and personal
charm won her a foremost place.

Pioneer Secures "The
Eternal Mother"

The much talked-of feature,

starring Florence Reed and carry-
ing the appealing title of " The
Eternal Mother ", has been ac-

quired by the Pioneer Film Cor-
poration, according to an announce-
ment made yesterday by President
A E. Lefcourt at the Pioneer head-
juarters, 130 West 46th Street,

New York.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TA

AN elaborate presentation was
•staged by Universal in New-
York City the past week for

" Once to Every Woman," the new
Universal-Jewel production, star-

ring Dorothy Phillips and directed

by her husband, Allen J. Holubar.
The showing was held in the
Grand Ball Room of the Hotel As-
tor. Prominent exhibitors from
the New York territory, leading
men and women of the moving pic-

ture worldj and hundreds of news-
paper, magazine and theatrical peo-
ple filled the hall.

The large crowd greeted the new
picture favorably and acclaimed it

the greatest piece of work ever
done by Miss Phillips and her hus-
band-director. Especial praise was
meted out to the star for her abil-

ity in handling the series of vary-
ing characterizations made neces-
sary by the story. She at first act-

ed the role of a high school girl,

then that of a young music stu-

dent, later a successful prima don-
na, and finally a matured woman
chastened by sacrifice. Her artis-

try in handling these widely sep-

arated phases of feminine charact-
er stamps her as one of the great-
est screen actresses, it was the con-
sensus of opinion.

Much credit was also given to

Holubar for his direction of the
picture. In the staging of an en-
tire grand opera—singers, orches-

Grand Presentation Is

Staged for " Once to

Every Woman
"

tra and audience, for a single se-

quence of scenes in "Once to Ev-
ery Woman," Holubar won com-
mendation as a doer of big things
for the screen, declares Universal.
The Hotel Astor presentation

was especially notable because of
the musical accompaniment. The
story of " Once \p Every Woman "

written by Holubar himself, recites

the aspirations and romance of the
music world, and of the progress
of a rising young opera singer. An
orchestral accompaniment compiled
and directed by James V. Bradford,
added much to the general effect

of the picture. This accompani-
ment was especially effective dur-
ing the scenes depicting the action
of a grand opera first night.

A prologue song was sung by
Miss Mabelle Nash, a lyric soprano.
It was "Ben Bolt," the old fav-
orite. This song is an intimate part
of the heart appeal in " Once to

Every Woman," and although sim-
ple and unostentatious, it made an
ideal prologue for the photoplay.
Miss Nash, a protege of William
Thornton, noted impressario, and
who at one time was the most pop-
ular prologue songster on the First

National Exhibitors' Circuits in the

Middle West, sang several verses
of Ben Bolt " before the pre-
sentation.

" Once to Every Woman," brings
a new "mother" to screen promi-
nence. She is Mrs. Margaret
Mann. Many of those who saw
her last Thursday united in saying
she is one of the most sympathetic
and lovable " mothers " yet seen '

in photodrama. It is her mother-
love which binds the varying action

of the picture into a dramatic and
forceful whole.
Other high-lights in the Dorothj

Phillips film were the realistic the-

atre panic scenes, staged by Hol-
ubar, and the unusually picturesque
subtitles.

Universal was highly pleased
with its first invitation showing.
Paul Gulick, Director of Publicity,

and Charles Rosenweig, general
sales-manager of the New York-
Exchange, who arranged the show-
ing, united in saying that the suc-
cess of the presentation has con-
vinced Universal that " Once to

Every Woman " will eclipse by far

the success of Miss Phillips' previ-
ous screen hits, among them " The
Heart of Humanity," and " The
Right to Happiness." The film com-
pany is driving in every part of the
country in a campaign to popularize
*' Once to Every Woman " among
itha patrons of every Universal
exhibitor.

Wm. Fox Film Activities in Brief
WILLIAM FOX announces

that " Partners of Fate,"
a tale of society and the

seas by Stephen Chalmers, has
been purchased as the second ve-
hicle for his new star, Louise
Lovely. This will follow " The
Little Grey Mouse," Miss Lovely's
recently completed film. The sup-
porting cast engaged includes Rose-
man- Theby, William Scott, Philo
McCullough, George Stigmann,
Richard Cummings and Eileen
O'Malley.
As soon as Tom Mix finishes

supervising the cutting and editing

of his latest special Western,
Prairie Trails," he will begin pro-

duction work under Lynn F. Rey-
nolds on " Happy-Go-Lucky," in

the William Fox West Coast studio.

Carol Holloway, the magazine
cover beauty, and long identified

with Vitagraph special produc-
tions, has been engaged by Wil-
liam Fox for an important role in

the new Buck Jones production to

follow " Just Pals,!' now in the
making.

J. Searle Dawley has been as-

signed to Pearl White as the first

star to have his direction under the

William Fox banner.
Clyde Cook, whose initial Fox

special comedy, " Kiss Me Quick,"
received such wonderful reception

by New York audiences when first

shown at the Strand and Rialto

theatres, is now making his third

production—bearing the title, " All

Wrong."
" Over the Hill," the great Wil-

liam Fox success, is entering the

third month of its run on Broad-
way, where it is playing to capacity

houses at every performance.

New Productions and
Engagements Are

Announced
Robert Elliott, well-known stage

and screen artist, after a very brief
absence from the screen, will again
make his appearance in the silent

drama in support of Pearl White in

a special William Fox production
now in the making.

George Fisher and Ruth Stone-
house will divide supporting honors
in the newest Eileen Percy starring
vehicle for Fox, " The Land of
Jazz." This photoplay promises
something unique.
William Farnum will shortly re-

turn to the West Coast studios of
Fox to start work on the filming of
a famous stage success.

Mark Twain's classic, " A Con-
necticut Yankee At King Arthur's
Court," is approaching completion
under the direction of Emmett J.

Flynn. This picture will probably
have its initial showing on Broad-
way within three months. The all-

star cast includes Harry C. Myers
n the role of the Yankee

;
Rosemary

Theby in the role of the wicked
princess ; Pauline Stark as Sandy,
the favored one; Charles Clary as

King Arthur; and William Y.
Mong as the Court Magician. The
entire production is being staged at

the William Fox West Coast
studios.

" Her Dog Gone Wedding " and
" Pals and Petticoats " are the
names of two new Fox Sunshine
Comedies which will be issued in

the near future. The famous Sun-
shine widows have the support of

long-established comedians of the
screen in both these productions.
Edward Sedgwick is making •

rapid progress on the first few epi-

sodes of the second William Fox
serial, " Fantomas." One thrill fol-

lows another in this famous mystery
story, says William Fox, and the

players include Edward Rosemon as

Fantomas, Johnnie Walker as the

protecting lover of Edna Murphy,
the girl; Eva Balfour and John
Willard.

Following completion of the fam-
ous Frank L. Packard story, " The
Iron Rider," William Russell will

start work on an original story en-

titled " The Cloth of Gold."

Virginia Lee, who has just finished
playing the leading role in the initial

Cayuga production
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Completing Metro Specials
Four Productions Nearly Finished
at Company's West Coast Studios

T^OL'R special Metro productions
* of the most widely varied char-
acter are nearing completion at the
company's West Coast studios in

Hollywood, California.

Most spectacular of the group is

" The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," a colossal picturized
version of the famous novel by
Vicente Blasco Ibanez. A corps
of experts that includes military

men, artists, costumers and histor-

ians are working with Rex Ingram,
director, and Miss June Mathis, who
prepared the script for this special.

Nearly 12,000 men and women will

participate in the production, either

as performers before the camera,
or in some of the many phases of
preparatory work that has been
carried on ever since Metro pur-
chased the picture rights to the
world-famous novel.

" The Offshore Pirate," the second
story by F. Scott Fitzgerald to be
filmed by Metro, is a sea story with
plenty of salt but none of the
' sailorisms ' that usually are sup-
posed to be essential for such a tale.

As the audacious ward of a mis-

guided millionaire, Viola Dana has
proved a capable ally of the two
Fiizgeralds—F. Scott, the author,
and Dalllas M., the director—in

putting the tale across, says Metro.
Native Hawaiians in a real

Hawaiian setting furnish the pro-
per atmosphere for Doraldina, the
famous dancer, in her first Metro
starring picture, " Passion Fruit,*'

by Carey Wilson. Edward Earle,
" the O. Henry Man*" is playing the

leading male role in this production.
Other players having important
parts are Stuart Holmes Sidney
Bracey, William Bainbridge and
Florence Turner.
May Allison's latest starring ve-

hicle, " The Marriage of William
Ashe," dealing with the political and
social life of the inner circles of

London, is a screen adaptation of

Margaret Mayo's stage version of
the widely known novel by Mrs.
Humphry Ward. Edward Sloman
is directing the picture. The all-star

cast which is supporting Miss Alli-

son includes Wyndham Standing,
Frank Elliott, Lydia Yeamons Titus
and Clarissa Selwvnne.

Sentiment in Sennett Film
Serious Touches Are Mingled With
Fun in " Love, Honor and Behave

"

MACK SENNETT'S latest big

picture, " Love, Honor and
Behave," is said to have qualities

that will appeal to every type of

i

picture patron. A quality not usu-
ally associated with Sennett come-
dies is that of sentiment which
abounds in this new plot. It is not
held up for smiles or hearty laughs,

but is injected with sincerity and
emotional effectiveness, says First

National.
Marie Prevost appears as a young

bride. The bridegroom is George
O'Hara, and the tangle that is

woven in their domestic affairs pro-

vides this picture with its plot. The
bridegroom is held in the mesh of

circumstantial evidence, and the

bride is too willing to believe the

worst. They take their case to the

Judge, whose nature partakes of the

wisdom of Solomon and the wit of
Portia. He settles their differences.

Ir. order to do this, "Judge" Mur-
ray tells the pair a story purporting

to be the narrative of his own Ex-
periences when he, too, was a bride-

groom and his bride was likewise
over-jealous.

The value of circumstantial evi-

dence is given a resounding wallop
in the plot; the credibility of unsup-
ported testimony and the veracity
of coincidents are challenged by
the jurist until Marie is persuaded
that, like the Judge, her husband
has been the victim of cruel circum-
stances.

" Judge " Murray's story provides
the episodes of the picture. Beau-
tiful Phyllis Haver, as leading
woman in the Judge's story, is re-

vealed as a bride whose experiences
parallel those of the piquant Marie.

It is said by those that have seen
this picture that the injection of a
real purpose, the development of an
authentic plot and the projection of
a sound moral do not interfere at

all with the hilarious movement of
a typically Sennett story.

A scene from the Realart picture, "The Soul of Youth," in which Louis D.
Sargent has the principal juvenile role

Foreign Sales Reported
by Inter-Ocean

Many sales are reported this

week by the Inter-Ocean Film Cor-
poration in a statement issued by
Gus Slesinger, Manager of the De-
partment of Foreign Film Sales.
" The Silent Barrier," first of the
Louis Tracy Productions ; "Whis-
pering Devils." an Equity Pictures
special, and " Bearcat," an adapta-
tion of Charles Neville Buck's
novel, " When Bearcat Went Dry,"
are reported as having sold for phy-
sical distribution throughout Argen-
tine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador. "Whis-
pering Devils " has also been dis-

posed of fpr territorial distribution
throughout France, Switzerland,
Belgium and Holland.

" The Transgressor," produced by
the Catholic Art Association, and
controlled for foreign distribution

by the Inter-Ocean Film Corpora-
tion, together with the rights to
" The Long Arm of Mannister " are
reported as having been sold for
distribution throughout Australia.
The rights to " The Silent Barrier "

are also reported sold for that

territorv.

Garson Has Novel Ad
on Young Picture
An attractive brochure has been

issued and will be given to all ex-
hibitors who book Hush," the first

of the Clara Kimball Young pic-

tures which will be released through
Garson Productions. The adver-
tisement is made up of clever pen
and ink drawings and well written
catch lines and teasers on the theme
of the picture. J. H. Mayer, of the

Garson Productions, announces that

a campaign book will soon be ready.

Baseball Picture Wins
First Run Bookings
" The Great Baseball Scandal,"

the slow motion photography ex-
posure of how baseball games "arc
" thrown," recently released for the

State Rights market by C. B. C.

Film Sales Corporation is reported

by Joseph Friedman of Celebrated
Players Film Exchange, Chicago, to

have bookings in a number of the

leading first run houses in his ter-

ritorv.

An important production,
entitled " Tiger," will be
started at Universal City
within a few days, Universal
announces. The story is by
Max Brand, and it will serve
Frank Mayo as a starring
vehicle. Jacques Jaccard,
who has just finished direct-
ing Mayo in " Honor Bound "

will supervise the production
of " Tiger."
Jacques Jaccard has se-

lected a strong cast to sup-
port the Universal star
Fritzi Brunette will play the
feminine lead; Walter Long
has the heavy role; Al Kauf-
man, star of the squared cir-

cle, has the part of a " boun-
cer " in an underworld resort;
Herbert Bethew appears in a
colorful character role, and
others in the cast will be
Eleanor Hancock, Charles
Brinley and Willis Robards.

Joseph D.Ward Engaged
as Pioneer Manager
Joseph D. Ward has been ap-

pointed manager of the shipping
and supply departments of the
Pioneer Film Corporation. He
comes to Pioneer after seven years
of service with the Universal,
where he held important positions
and received a thorough training in

studio, laboratory and home office

work.

Fox Opens Exchange at
Albany, New York

William Fox has added another
link to his great chain of ex-
changes. The new exchange is a
Nos. 46-48 Orange Street. Alban
New York.
The opening of the Albany branch

office marks the twenty-fifth ex-
change of Fox Film Corporation in

the United States. The office at the
State capital wiH meet the require-
ments of a large field of upstate
exhibitors, who heretofore have
been handicapped in facilities for
handling Fox Entertainments. Jere

J. Spandau has been appointed
manager.

O
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scintillating sparHina sensational.

GEORGE B.SEITZ

WITH

ARGUERITE COURTOT
Revealing in fifteen

exciting episodes the

adventurous careers

of a bad man who be-

comes good and a good

man who becomes

bad. And there's love

interest, also,—lots of

it!

c/7 PathQ' Serial
Produced and Directed by George B. Seitz

Stery by Bertram Millhauser



A BEGGARjnIWLE
Based on the novel by Andrew/ Soutar

Personally directed by EDGAR LEVIS
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-
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Why did the woman he despised as faithless, the woman he accused

of spying upon him, the woman he drove from him, prove to be the



JESSE D. HAMPTON
PRESENTS

HALFACHANCE
with

MAHLON HAMILTON
snd LILLIAN RICH

From the novel by Frederic S. lsham
DiYected by Robert Thofnby

i



Do women like a man because he dresses well, speaks well and has a high social position, or

because he is big, strong, ambitious and clever ? Do they like one that can fight like a wildcat

and love like fury, even though he is, or was once, a " roughneck ?
"

Here's one of the strongest stories ever filmed, telling of a man's man who found himself by
shipwreck, who buried his name and his old personality on a desert isle, and, starting anew,

rose to the very top.

Beautifully produced, splendidly acted and intensely interesting.



ROBERT
BRUNTON
'Production

DEVIL
TO PAY

Jrom the novel hy
FrancesNimmo i

Greene
J

Erected bu A
EmestX. ^

He thought to put his guilt upon another,

—and there was the devil to pay

He thought that as president of the power-
ful bank he could fool all the people all the
time,—and there was the devil to pay.

He thought he could marry the girl and get

from her the money that would save him, but
there was the devil to pay.

<f)Pafhe'(*
Distributors VTi
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"The Great Redeemer,"
Metro's super-special release,

Maurice Tourneur's produc-
tion of H. H. Van Loan's
greatest story, was pre-

sented at the Rivoli theatre,

Broadway and Fiftieth street.

New York, on Sunday,
October 24, for a week's
showing.
The world premiere of the

picture took place not long
ago in the New California

theatre, Los Angeles. The
success it achieved there is

now so much film history.

The New York presentation,

Metro officials believe, will

confirm, by a showing in the
East, the fact that this strik-

ing drama of regeneration is

undeniably "one of the mas-
ter-pictures of the decade."

Kellerman Film at the
Capitol This Week

" The Art of Diving," the An-
nette Kellerman slow motion picture

and the third of the single reel

specials released through Educa-
tional Exchanges, is being featured

on the anniversary program of the

Capitol theatre, New York, this

week. After seeing this picture,

which is made by the Cinal pro-

cess, S. L. Rothapfel asked that

the New York release be held back

so that he could include it in his

celebration of the end of the Cap-
itol's first year.

In this picture the " modern Ve-
nus " is said to reveal the secrets

of her diving that has made her

one of the greatest drawing cards

in all vaudeville. First her feats

are shown with the standard mo-
tion camera and then the move-
ments are analyzed by slow motion.

Goldwyn Secures Story
by Charles Kenyon
Goldwyn has added another story

by a famous American author writ-

ten directly for the screen to the

three previously announced as

ready to go into production at its

West Coast studios, and two
others for later picturization. It

was written by Charles Kenyon, the

well known dramatist whose great-

est play, " Kindling," won popular-

ity on the speaking stage.

His first story written directly

for the screen is entitled " The
Alibi," and Goldwyn is planning to

give it an elaborate production.

Westminster Abbey Is

Produced in Film
Four of the most pretentious re-

productions of historic places

which have ever been made in a

motion picture studio will furnish

settings for some of the scenes in
" The Great Adventure," the third

Whitman Bennett production star-

ring Lionel Barrymore for distribu-

tion by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., declares this distri-

buting organization. These four set-

tings are faithful reproductions of

portions of Westminster Abbey,
one being the east end of the South
Ambulatory; the second the chancel
looking toward the High Altar

;

the third the gallery looking down
on the chancel and the fourth the

organ loft.

Two scenes from "Held by the Enemy," a Paramount picture featuring Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Wanda Hawley and Lewis Stone

Busy Days for Lasky Forces
THE work done on two big

scenes in the productions now
being filmed by Cecil DeMille

and George Melford is described
in a statement emanating from the

Xew York headquarters of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. The
big scenes were " shot " at the Las-
ky studio on Friday, October 1st.

" Mr. DeMille, working on ' Forbid-
den Fruit ',

" reads the Paramount
statement, "has a setting that oc-

cupies one entire stage, the largest

in the studio, known as the ' open
stage ' or 'stage four-open ', in the

sense that it has no roof, but is

covered with canvas diffusers. The
great tank, the scene of so many
already historic dramas of the

screen, was covered by the setting,

while every available foot had
something on it in connection with
the scene.

" Hundreds of extras were em-
ployed, in striking costumes, for

this scene which will be one of the

big features of the picture. A
small army of carpenters, ' prop

'

men, light-men, stage-hands, grips,

assistants, etc., were on the job,

while a battery of cameramen shot

the scenes. The first day was given
over to rehearsal, and the actual

taking was done the next. Among
the noted players appearing are
Forrest Stanley, Agnes Ayres,
Theodore Roberts, Kathlyn Wil-

liams, Theodore Kosloff, Clarence
Burton, Shannon Day and many
others.

" Mr. Melford's job was on loca-

tion, and the street in front of the
studio was literally packed with
motor cars, extra people, camera-
men, stage-crew and others. Many
big vans carried the extra people to

location, while dozens of private

autos conveyed the principals and
the staff. These scenes will show
the big feature of the William
Vaughn Moody play, ' The Faith
Healer.' The leading man in this

production, Milton Sills, also wrote
the continuity in collaboration with
Mrs. Moody, widow of the late

dramatist. Ann Forrest is lead-

woman and there is a strong cast in

addition. The picture is shaping up
well, according to report, with com-
pelling situations and dramatic mo-
ments piling up on one another.

" In addition to the above produc-
tion," continues the statement from
Paramount, " several others are in

process of production, including
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in

'Brewster's Millions', directed by
Joseph Henabery and adapted by
Walter Woods; and Mary Miles
Minter, who has space at the Lasky
studio for her Realart picture, " All
Soul's Eve,' directed by Chester
M. Franklin.

" Shortly several other important

pictures will be under way, such as
William DeMille's production,
' What Every Woman Knows ',

which Olga Printzlau is adapting
from Barrie's play and in which
Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel will
have the leads.

' Wallace Reid will soon begin on
a new film for Paramount as yet
untitled and to be directed by Frank
Urson, until recently assistant to
Cecil B. DeMille and now a director
in his own right.

" Much interest is manifested at
the studio in the announcement that
Sir Gilbert Parker will shortly ar-
rive at Hollywood to arrange for
the production of one of his origi-
nal stones for Paramount. Another
famous figure to arrive shortly at
the Lasky studio will be Penrhyn
Stanlaws, the noted illustrator and
artist, who has been studying the
technique of pictures at the New
York studios of the company. The
exact details of his work on the
Coast have not yet been made pub-
lic.

" In every respect it looks like a

busy fall and winter season at the
Lasky studio, and preparations are
under way to accommodate the

many sets and provide facilities for

the great number of scenes that are

to be made in the near future."

Release "Earthbound" at Once
ALTHOUGH the Goldwyn

Distributing Corporation be-

lieves that Basil King's pic-

ture, " Earthbound," would un-
questionably bring tremendous re-

turns as a road show, or from runs
in legitimate theatres, it is officially

announced that this production
will be released immediately to ex-
hibitors.

This means that exhibitors of the

country are to reap the full im-
mediate benefit of the prestige

achieved by the production through
extended runs at theatres in key
cities, says Goldwyn. The nation-

wide publicity that " Earthbound "

has received is in the opinion of

Goldwyn officials worth hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Rumors
that, because of the magnitude of

the picture, Goldwyn would reserve
it for road show or legitimate

presentation, are set at rest by the

statement that it is released to pic-

ture theatres with a value to ex-
hibitors of 100 per cent.

This announcement comes as the

culmination of a great advertising
campaign launched by Goldwyn in

August when the picture was pre-

sented simultaneously at the Astor
theatre, New York, and the Play-
house, Chicago, at $2.00 top fol-

lowed by a run at Miller's theatre,

Los Angeles.
The benefit to be derived from

the publicity that " Earthbound

"

has received during the past three

months is very great, says Gold-
wyn, not only in the territories im-
mediately effected, but in the coun-

try at large. Important newspapers
in all large cities have given space
to the new photoplay art revealed
in this production, and there is

scarcely a national magazine of

note that has not brought it to the

attention of its readers. Besides

many papers have run accounts of

the big crowds it has attracted.

Furthering the advertising gained

by special engagement additional in-

definite runs are scheduled for the

Imperial, San Francisco, Oct. 24;

the Strand, Seattle, Nov. 6; As-
cher's Auditorium, Dayton, O,
Nov. 7; Massey Hall, Toronto, Can-
ada, Nov. 5; the Columbia, Port-

land, Ore., and the Victory, Tampa.
Fla.
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William Brady Finishes
Filming " Life "

William A. Brady announces the
completion of his latest motion pic-
ture production " Life." " Life is a
picturization of the melodrama of
that title written by Thompson
Buchanan and Mr. Brady. It
scored a great success when it was
produced by the latter on the stage
of the Manhattan Opera House
some seasons back. " Life " was di-
rected by Travers Vale and photo-
graphed by Frank Kirby.

Here are two scenes from the forthcoming feature "Life," with which William A. Brady returns to the producing field after
several months' absence

Showings will soon be
given of Bettv Compson's
first personally - produced
starring picture, "Prisoners
of Love," according to an an-
nouncement emanating from
the Goldwyn offices. This
production will have its ini-

tial showing at the Capitol
theatre, New York City,

during the week of Novem-
ber 21, and prints are now on
the way to the various Gold-
wyn exchanges throughout
the country.

" Prisoners of Love," which
introduces Miss Compson as
a screen star, will mark her
first appearance since George
Loane Tucker's " Miracle
Man " elevated her from the
realm of comedies to straight

Paramount Camera-
man Honored for Work
Arthur Miller, cameraman for the

George Fitzmaurice productions for
Paramount, has received word from
officials of the Roual Photographic
Salon in London that his photo-
graphic study of Mae Murray, en-

titled " The Dancer," was judged
one of the best twelve studies hung
recently. The picture was made
during the filming of the Fitzmau-
rice production, " Idols of Clay."

Mr. Miller also had five other pic-

tures hung in the salon, all of them
exterior views.

Engagement Pleases Kipling
Randolph Lewis in London Cables
That Author Likes His Commission

RANDOLPH LEWIS, who has

been sent by Pathe to advise

Rudyard Kipling on screen tech-

nique and the details of motion-pic-

ture production, has addressed a

cablegram to Paul Brunet, presi-

dent of the Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

in which the statement is made that

Mr. Kipling is enthusiastic over
his commission to write a series

of stories direct for the screen un-

der contract with Pathe. Mr. Lew-
is' cablegram also conveys, accord-
ing to Pathe, the thanks of the fa-

mous British author to Mr. Brunet
for the latter's personal attention

and interest in the engagement.

Immediately upon his arrival in

London, Lewis went to the Kipling
home, and the following day work
was begun on the first draft of the

initial story to be produced by
Pathe. These stories will be re-

born on the screen under the di-

rection of Robert Brunton.
Mr. Brunton has already made

a number of notable successes for
Pathe. The more recent of these
is " The Devil to Pay ", a big fea-

ture production. He also made
" Daredevil Jack," the serial star-

ring Jack Dempsey, heavyweight
champion of the world ; Double
Adventure", another serial not yet
released by Pathe, starring Charles
Hutchison ; and is now produc-
ing " The Avenging Arrow ", a
chapter play with Ruth Roland
starring.

Soon after the script of the first

Kipling story is received in the
United States, work upon produc-
tion will be inaugurated in the
Brunton studio. Plans have been
laid for the issuing of the initial

Kipling special early in the coming
year.

Japanese Commend Vidor
High Standards in " The Jack Knife

Man " Win Favor of Japanese Censor
IT is rathher unusual for an Amer-

ican producer of motion pictures

to be singled out and held up for

admiration by any particular na-

tionality residing thousands of miles

away from Hollywood, but that is

exactly what has happened in the

case of King W. Vidor who is pro-

ducing special feature attractions to

be distributed by Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., says First

National.
Prior to the showing of " The

Jack Knife Man," Vidor's latest re-

lease through Associated First Na-
tional, the "creed" of the young
director was published broadcast in

Tapan. It evoked considerable com-
Consequently, King Vidor was

not as surprised as he might have

been when, shortly after " The
Tack Knife Man " had been shown
in Tapan, he received a letter from

G. Tachibana, Chief Inspector of

Films, Metropolitan Police Board,

Tokyo, Japan. This letter again

took occasion to praise Mr. Vidor's

high standards and at the same time

enclosed a memorandum showing

(•just what the Japanese will not

I tolerate on the screens of their

country.

It appears that there are sixteen

angles in films which will not pass
muster at the Nipponese metropolis.

According to First National the

tabooed pictures include those

that:

Concern the Imperial Family or
ancestors; endanger the prestige of

the nation ; incite radical changes
of government, or principles, or
social disorder

;
endanger the "repu-

tation and honor enjoyed by great

men and sages, dead or alive ;
" sug-

gest methods of crimes or means of

escape; injure international rela-

tionship; represent " too cruel or

atrocious acts or ignominious or

obscene conduct, adultery or vulgar

love affairs; criticise current events,

or suggest or discourage any per-

sonal affairs of individuals ; tend to

discourage learning and lawful

business, or to " make people rough-

hearted and frivolous ;
" lead child-

ren to " play mischievous sport ;

"

tend to injure the dignity of school

masters ;
" broken or defaced films,

or films that shake, too much be-

cause of harm to eyes ;

" '* contra-

dict morality and consequently the

principle." Good brings its own re-

ward and the devil its punishment.

H. Thompson Rich
Heads Hodkinson

Staff
One of the most recent additions

to the W. W. Hodkinson organiza-
tion is H. Thompson Rich, a writer
of unusual ability. Mr. Rich has
been associated in the past with
Vitagraph, Metro and Goldwyn and
has been intensively trained in
every branch of the business.
While he is perhaps best known as
a continuity writer, he is also an
author of no little repute. Mr.
Rich will head the Literary' De-
partment of the W. \V. Hodkin-
son corporation.

"Twin Beds" at Strand
Week of October 31
Sunday, October 31, has been

definitely set for the presentation of
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven in

the film adaptation of " Twin
Beds " at the Strand theatre, Man-
hattan. The picture will continue
there during the entire week. The
very near future will witness also
the first showings of this picture
in many other parts of the country.

New Twist Is Given to
a Regulation Plot

Stuart Paton is giving an entirely

new twist to the familiar " girl-on-

an-island " plot in " Out of the
Sunset," a new picture starring
Eva Novak, it has been announced
by Universal. " Out of the Sunset

"

is from the story by George Rix.
It was scenarioized by Philip Hurn.
Supporting Miss Novak will be

Jack Perrin, Oleta Otis, Lawrence
Shumway, Jack Curtis, Harry Car-
ter, and Bert Apling.

Loew Pays Tribute to

"Madame X" Film
Goldwym submits a copy of an

advertisement used by Marcus Loew
in the New York newspapers of

October 19 to announce Pauline
Frederick in " Madame N." Here
is the tribute paid by the prominent
theatre-owner to the Goldwyn re-

lease :

" Marcus Loew personally calls

to your attention one of the great-

est pictures of all times, " Madame
X," a drama which will live in

your memory forever, featuring

Pauline Frederick, will be shown in

all the Loew theatres in Greater
New York this week and next
week. Watch for dates."

Dead Men Tell No Tales
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F OR NEfFS PAPER USE — FOR THEATER PROGRAMS

Live Notes from the Studios
CONDUCTED BY LILLIAN R. GALE

Mary Miles Minter as the wife-model in " All Souls' Eve," a Realart production

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

IT has been generally considered
that fan mail is of no value other

than to take the place of applause
heard by actors on the speaking
stage but it remains for William
Duncan, the director star of Vita-
graph serials, to find an important
use for the thousands of letters he
receives. By securing admission
figures from a given locality Dun-
can has been able to arrive at al-

most definite figures of the number
of fans who write letters in com-
parison with the number who wit-

ness the showing of the given pic-

ture. By securing such averages
from several different localities he
can gauge the general attendance
of a given subject which makes his

views on the popularity of a pic-

ture almost as accurate as a tabula-

tion of admissions from the theatres

of the world.
" The American serial," says Mr.

Duncan, " has taken the whole civ-

ilized world by storm. Even the

semi-civilized nations are daily pay-

ing huge sums into foreign box of-

fices to see American serials. Let-

ters from Siberia, the Caucasus,
Turkestan and the Tartar regions

of Russia show that the semi-civ-

ilized nationalities are serial mad.
An abnormal demand has been
created for the chapter plays in

Europe, South America and the

Orient and many movie houses of

these countries are holding their

screen patronage with serials much
the same as many magazines pile

up enormous circulations by means
of contiinued stories.

" The American feature picture

may meet with all kinds of Italian,

French, German and English com-
petition in Europe but the Ameri-
can serial is supreme and meets
with little domestic opposition.

Many American producers, study-
ing the shadow fields of Europe
and South America have found,

greatly to their surprise, that the

serial actors and actresses are bet-

ter known than some of the most
exploited feature players."

Because of the popularity of Am-
erican serials Duncan has decided
to remain in serial productions in-

definitely. He is now working on
his seventh episode play, as yet un-
named, which is the first production
under his new contract which has
a long time to run.

That the timing of action in mo-
tion pictures is a vital factor often

overlooked, is a firm conviction of

Dallas M. Fitzgerald, of the Metro
staff, who is directing Viola Dana
in her new starring picture, " The
Off- Shore Pirate." Mr. Fitzgerald
also directed Miss Dana in "Black-

mail " and " Cinderella's Twin,"
her two most recent stellar produc-
tions. Previous to these produc-
tions, he directed Bert Lytell in
" The Price of Redemption."
Mr. Fitzgerald is a close student

of the many little details frequently
neglected that go to make up a suc-

cessful production and in his opin-
ion the timing of action is one of
the most important.

" Such a detail as establishing

the tempo of a picture is often over-
looked," said Mr. Fitzgerald. " Yet
the motion picture audience is

much more critical than those in

the industry realize and generally

can notice whether the rhythm of

the action corresponds with the

story, because there is a sudden
jump when the picture does not run
smoothly."
Mr. Fitzgerald never plans his

action without allowing time for

each member of his company to do

his part, leaving no time to produce
a lull or a rush.

" Many pictures are spoiled," he
added, simply because the action

is worked up smoothly to the cli-

max and then, in order to impress
the big point, action is allowed to

drag and thus throw it out of

meter. It often happens that in a

long scene where several persons
are moving about, one will have to

stop for a moment in order to al-

low the other to catch up. These
little details may seem trifling, but

they all contribute to the success or
failure of a picture."

"The Off-Shore Pirate," from
the short story by F. Scott Fitz-

gerald, was adapted to the screen

by Waldemar Young.

Lucius Henderson, supervising

director of American Cinema Cor-
poration, has a word or ten to say

regarding the prevalent high cost

of living, since the price of pastry
seems to be eliminating the here-
tofore common " fat boy type."

"Her Majesty," now in the course
of production, in which Mollie
King will appear in the title role,

calls for a fat boy, early in the
course of action. For more than a
week Mr. Henderson had been
looking over and around plump ap-
plicants without finding one rotund
enough to even excite a corpora-
tion smile. About to change the

character to a " skinny," Miss
King's sister, Nellie King, found
the solution of Mr. Henderson's
problem. In a pastry shop, she
happened upon a sweet tooth
" hound," a boy not more than four
feet in height, who was found to

tip the scale at 180. And with be-
coming a moving picture actor, and
being assured the best pastry would
be used for his scenes, the fat boy
followed the " bait," and while his

share of the script's action is said

to be brief, it is also predicted as

one of the best comedy reliefs in

the picture.

ABOUT PLAYERS
The feminine lead in " Cameron

of the Royal Mounted," featuring
Gaston Glass, will be played by
Vivienne Osborne, who has joined
the company on location in Cal-
gary, where exteriors will be made,
under the direction of Henry Mac-
Rae. Both Mr. Glass and Miss Os-
borne are to be congratulated upon
tbeir appointments, negotiated by
their manager, Arthur H. Jacobs.

Virginia Valli, the demure little

leading lady, who is winning con-
siderable popularity, will be seen in
" The Plunger " and in " The
Spendthrift," forthcoming Fox pro-
ductions. Both of these pictures

are in a comedy vein of the George
Walsh type and a direct contrast to

the highly emotional role portrayed
by Miss Valli in " The Better
Way," starring Hope Hampton, in

which Miss Valli is said to give an
unusually good performance.

Olive Tell has been specially en-

gaged for the forthcoming Eugene
O'Brien picture, opposite the popu-
lar leading man. Miss Tell recently

completed her work in " Clothes,"
Metro, and needs no introduction
to film enthusiasts.

Rose Tapley, for several years
one of Vitagraph's most popular
players and associated with Fam-
ous Players-Lasky, in exhibitors'

cooperative work for three years,

is shortly to return to the screen.

Miss Tapley has a wide acquaint-
ance among theatre managers, her
activity for Paramount forces
bringing her in direct contact with
many exhibitors of prominence dur-

(Contimied on page 3578)
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ing the past three years. And as

an actress she is well remembered.

A picture with all Canadian cast,

which will depict the life and de-

velopment of the great northwest, is

said to be in formation, the mascu-
line element already decided upon,
including Gordon H. Standing,

Rockliffe Fellowes and Frank C.

Badgley. Mr. Standing should be

well acclimated for the part, since

he has recently finished work in

another Canadian story, " The
Foreigner," for First National re-

lease. Mr. Fellowes may truthfully

boast of never having played other

than a leading role and Mr. Badg-
ley, who made his debut in motion
pictures under D. W. Griffith's ban-

ner, plays the "heavy" in Dorothy
Gish's newest picture, temporarily

titled " The Ghost in the Garret."

Mr. Edward Earle, who played

opposite Doraldina in her first

Metro starring vehicle, has ventured

to return to the uncertain climate

of New York, where he will again

be seen upon the legitimate stage

in a new play written by Earl Car-

roll. Mr. Earle left for the coast

especially for the Doraldina picture

in which he will be seen in the lead.

William N. Bailey, completing his

work as leading man opposite Juan-
ita Hansen, in Pathe serials, shortly

is to make a tour of personal ap-

pearances in theatres showing the

episodes. Prior to joining the Es-
sanay company a few years ago,

Mr. Bailey was well known upon
the legitimate stage.

Martha Mansfield has been se-

lected for the envied role opposite

Conway Tearle in the next super-

special in which the star will ap-

pear, a most flattering assignment,

even for the beauteous Martha.

Mollie King plays a dual role in

the new American Cinema Corpora-
tion's production of "Her Majesty."

As twin sisters, the star has an op-

portunity for portraying diversified

characterization. One girl is coun-
try bred, the other a society butter-

fly with the attendant variety in

background manners and costum-
ing. Elizabeth Ethel Donoher wrote
the story. The supporting cast is

yet to be announced.

Mine. Olga Petrova, who is

known in every end of the amuse-
ment world, is now making a twelve

weeks tour in vaudeville. And be-

sides being in a class by herself,

as an actress of the screen, she is

also a composer. She is at present

using "The Road to Romany" as

a part of her forty-five minutes
entertainment, one of her own com-
positions, published by M. Witmark
& Sons. Her' success in her own
song has been so pronounced that

Witmarks are now bringing, out her

latest effort, " A Golden Day in

June."
A terrific battle took place early

this week at the Long Island studio

where " The Voice of the Blood

"

is being filmed. The participants

were Alice Brady, star of the pro-
duction, and Edith Stockton, prin-

cipal female support—but the "bat-

tle" was just a scene in the story.

It was a real hair-pulling match,
however, and stirred even the hard-
ened studio hands by its intensity,

for the actresses gave their all to

the scene.

The reality of this individual in-

cident gives great promise for the

picture since this is the critical sit-

uation in the story, showing the

actual physical battle between the

two chorus girls—depicted by Miss
Brady and Miss Stockton—over
the man whom they both want. The
scene takes place in a remarkable
replica of the most popular jazz

restaurant that flourished on Broad-
way in the year 1 P. V. (Pre Vol-
stead).

Incidentally, the engagement of
Edith Stockton for Miss Brady's
support is a concrete indication of

Realart's lavish production, since

Miss Stockton is a star in her own
right, having recently completed
her third Plympton Epic Produc-
tion entitled "Through the Storm."

About three years ago Percy
Marmont made his screen debut in

Elsie Ferguson's first picture for

Famous Players, and since that
time Marmont has appeared oppo-
site a varied array of feminine lum-
inaries. Now it comes out that he
has signed with Famous to create
the leading masculine role in a spec-
ial production. Within the last few
months Mr. Marmont has played
with Marguerite Clarke, Billie

Burke, and in Vitagraph produc-
tions, opposite Alice Joyce and Cor-
inne Griffith ; with Norma Tal-
madge in " The Branded Woman"
and recently with Hope Hampton
in " The Better Way." His work
at Famous will follow a vacation
at Paul Smith's camp in the Ad-
irondacks.

Creighton Hale, one of the best

known juvenile leading men of the
screen, has been engaged by Am-
erican Cinema Corporation to play
opposite Mollie King in " Her Ma-
jesty," already in the course of
making. Mr. Hale won his first

renown for his share of the several
Pearl White serials for Pathe a few
years since, which have been shown
in every country boasting of a pic-

ture house. Recently, he was seen
in D. W. Griffith's "Way Down
East," to great advantage. In "Her
Majesty," Mr. Hale has the role of
Ted Harper, a part presenting a
wide scope, traveling from early

episodes of boydom on a farm to

a wealthy society man, in the later

reels. The picture is under the di-

rection of George Irving.

Film Activities in France Take Big Spurt
THE French government, which

is at present battling with all its

might to restore its financial posi-

tion, must be credited with a verit-

able inspiration for the Scheme
which it has adopted to popularize

the new State Loan that is being

launched at present. In conjunc-

tion with the powerful newspaper,
the Matin, and following the ex-

ample already set in the United
States, the government has open-

ed up an original and highly inter-

esting cinema competition to which
are attached prizes amounting to

one hundred and fifty thousand
francs offered by the Matin. The
scheme is simple but eminently-

practical. The idea is to obtain by
popular vote the best reason with
which a French citizen should be

inspired to subscribe to the new
Loan. For this purpose a special

film is being prepared composed of

seven scenes or subjects. These
subjects include: 1. The Desire
for a Good Investment; 2. Desire
for a Sure Investment ; 3. Desire
to subscribe through Prudence ; 4.

Through Duty to one's Country;
5. Because one must sow in order
to reap; 6. So that France may
gather in the Fruits of Victory;
7. Through Motives of Sentiment.
The public, by an arrangement

with the directors of all cinema
theatres throughout France and
the colonies, will be provided with
voting cards, and the prizes will

be awarded to those who approach
the nearest in their forecast of

the number of voters of the win-
ning subject.

The film itself has been entrust-

ed to one of the most eminent di-

rectors in the French cinema world,
while the artists include a powerful

phalanx of the country's cinema
actors, among whom mav be noted
Signoret, Andre Brabant, Mar-
guerite Deval, etc. An important
role will also be confided to the

French aviation ace, Captain
Fonck.
While the Government antici-

pates valuable economic results

from this original scheme, the
French cinema world, including

both directors and artists, are ap-
plauding the idea as destined to ad-
vance the cause of the cinema in

France not only artistically but
practically.

One of the most remarkable and
original films ever produced has
just been shown in Paris. It is en-
titled " The Mysteries of the Heav-
ens " and is the work of the dis-

tinguished journalist and writer,

Louis Forest. Taking as his text

the question, " Will our earth ever
be extinguished like some of the

stars in the night skies ?" the au-
thor has revealed on a series of as-

tonishingly well reproduced plates

of remarkable beauty the successive
discoveries of astronomers through-
out the centuries.

The public was enabled to wan-
der through the lovely landscapes
of the moon, to gaze on Mars
and its strange canals, to watch
the movements of the planets and
comets and to study the sun's spots

and atmosphere.
At times, descending from the

ethereal to the terrestrial, the series

of views revealed the human side

of the history. One saw the first

astronomers at work—the Chaldean
Shepherds of the Bible watching the

movements of the planets in search
of the Star which was a sign of

the coming of Christ. Then suc-

ceeded the mediaeval astronomers
and their ancient lore, including
such names as Copernicus, Kepler,
Laplace, whose patient and labori-

ous studies resulted in such valu-

able and far-reaching deductions in

astronomical science.

The whole was a remarkable ex-
hibition of science and art and
technique — the technique of the
film. Many ingenious devices have
been adopted for showing compar-
ative movements of size and force
and the result is a valuable educa-
tional film which does honor to the
great inventive and artistic French
mind.

The latest and not the least sig-

nificant innovation in the French
film world is the founding at Nice,

which glories in the title of the
" Los Angeles " of France, of a so-

ciety known as the " Inter-Cine
"

for the purpose of supplying a
long felt want. Previous to this,

Nice was conceded to be splendid-
ly equipped climactically, geograph-
ically and atmospherically for the

production of films, while to these

natural advantages was. added a

number of splendid studios to

which the most skillful producers
and the finest artists flocked. The
practical end, however, was in-

complete for there frequently lack-

ed many of the accessories essential

to film production, such as furni-

ture or costumes of a particular

style or period or the latest devices
in photography or lighting systems.

The " Inter-Cine," composed of
a group of eminent cinema person-
alities, undertakes to supply the

trade, both producers and artists,

with all and everything in the

way of material for film produc-
tion.. This society is the first of
its kind in France and is welcomed
by everyone concerned.

It has just been announced that
the capital of the Gaumont Com-
pany has been increased from five

to ten million francs by the issue
of fifty thousand new shares of a
hundred francs offered to the share-
holders at a hundred and fifteen
francs per share.

In connection with the recent
transformation of the Pathe Co
pany, it is learnt that the com-
pany's film rights department has
been sold to a newly established
society with a capital of twenty mil-
lion francs. Pathe however is to
receive a part of the profits or a
minimum of two million francs.
The same arrangement is being
carried out with both the British
and American branches of Pathe.

France is the country par excel-
lence of museums and historical

collections. The last word in this

species of artistic achievement is

the establishment of a Cinema Mu-
seum, which already contains many
miles of films, principally educa-
tional, dealing with the social and
economic life of the country. The
museum, which owes its founda-
tion to the generosity and original-

ity of a wealthy Frenchman, is sit-

uated in a magnificent park at

Boulogne on the Seine, near Paris.

It is destined eventually to be hand-
ed over to the State and preserved
and increased as a national insti-

tution.

—

F. J. TUCKFIELD.
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Topics of Moment to Leading Directors

Robert G. Vignola
THE practice of some exhibitors

to cut feature pictures to tit

their programs regardless of the

picture itself is again in the lime-

light. Robert G. Vignola, one of

the screen's foremost directors, and

producer of special Vignola Pro-

ductions for Cosmopolitan-Para-

mount, protests against the practice

and declares that it is working to

the ultimate disadvantage of the

exhibitor himself.
" It is a pernicious habit," said

Director Vignola, "and it is injuri-

ous to the whole industry. It does

more to alienate the public from
the motion picture than any other

factor. Recently I had occasion to

visit several neighborhood theatres

in New York to see productions

that I had seen in the Broadway
theatres. I am interested in the

exhibitors' problems and I wanted

to see the difference in presenta-

tion, projection, etc. I received the

surprise of my life. I found in

every case that the exhibitor, evi-

dently desiring to get in as many
sh< ws as possible, had slashed the

pit tire to fit his program and had

do. c the job so poorly that much
01 he value of the picture was de-

stroyed. In other words, the pic-

tures that I saw at these half dozen

theatres were not the same pictures

I had seen previously at the big

downtown houses, regardless of the

fact that they bore the same brand

name, the same title, and resembled

the other. While I have always

been aware of the fact that some
exhibitors took liberties with pro-

ductions they showed. I was not

aware that the practice was so

widespread. It revealed to me an
evil that should be eradicated as

soon as possible for the good of

the screen.
" I have a great deal of admira-

tion for the exhibitor as a show-
man. But I also believe that every

man ought to stick to his trade. I

do not recognize the average ex-

hibitor's qualifications to improve
upon a director's work. I believe

that when a producer releases a
picture it is complete in every de-

tail. It is unfortunate that a man
who knows little or nothing about
the picture itself should come along
and be permitted to slash it right

and left, cut out its fine points, etc.,

for the purpose of squeezing it into

a short program. Might as well cut

a book to make it fit into the book-
case, or slice a toe to make it fit

into a shoe.

"What is the result? The public

finding out that its particular neigh-

borhood theatre is in the habit of

"editing" pictures it shows, finally

refuses to patronize that theatre

and transfers its allegiance to the

exhibitor who shows a picture as it

has been turned over to him, re-

gardless of its length. It's the

old story of the traveling theatrical

company. When the public discov-

ered that the traveling show wasn't
the same as the big town show, it

refused to patronize it until the
evil was remedied. The same con-
dition confronts the exhibitor.

" As a director I suggest to the

exhibitor that he plav only pictures

of suitable length. If a picture is

too long for him let him leave it

alone. It is unfair to the public, to

the producers, and to the exhibitor

himself in the long run, to play

a big picture and cut it 10 lit in a

small program.
" Quite recently I went to see a

neighborhood theatre's presentation

of my first Vignola Special

for Cosmopolitan-Paramount, 'The
World and His Wife,'" said Di-

rector Vignola. ' I found that the

exhibitor had taken several unusual
liberties with the production, and
one of them was the eliminating of

the footage giving screen credit to

my assistant director, Phil Carle,

for his work; my cameraman, Al
Liguori, for his, and so on.

"It is unfair. A director's staff

is very important. A poor staff is

a hindrance. A good staff is ex-

tremely valuable. I am fortunate in

having a very good staff and I want
to show my appreciation for their

assistance by giving them due public

credit. Every director feels as I do
about it. That's why screen credit

is given. But when an exhibitor
for some reason or other cuts out
this credit we have no means of
telling the general public how much
others besides us deserve acknowl-
edgement for the production.

The footage taken up by screen
credits is so small that no exhibitor
can claim its elimination is an ad-
vantage to him in any way. I know
that the exhibitors aren't doing this

for any other reason than that they
think it speeds up their shows, and
I am taking this opportunity of
answering them and trying to show
them that screen credits are very
important and that as a matter of
fair play they should not eliminate
them."

George D. Baker
**T*0 my mind the short story is

* the best foundation for suc-

cessful pictures."

This is the opinion of George D.

Baker, director, who has just been
signed by Metro, and who, among
other decidedly creditable produc-
tions, will soon add '"Heliotrope"
and "Proxies' to his long list of
releases.

" If the short story in point has
run in one of the popular magazines
— so much the better," states Mr.
Baker, " for in this way it has al-

ready acquired publicity values that

are worth money to the producers.
This story should have one big cen-
tral idea, not too many characters
and not too many complications.
The director can elaborate and
round out, instead of losing sleej)

over the problem where he can
safely cut and still not maim."

"
' Heliotrope,' taken from the

short story ' Heliotrope Harry,' by
Richard Washburn Child, will bear
me out. There is an intensity in the

action of this well knit short story

that is not found any too often in

the discursive action of a book.
Of course, sometimes it is met with,

there. I will say, too, that in my
opinion the late scramble after cele-

brated books and plays is rather on
the wane and in many instances has

brought about disastrous results.

The mere fact .that a story is well

known does not always mean that

it will make a good picture.
" In the adaptation of the novel

and the stage play, authors are not

always treated fairly. Not often, I

should say. If a story needs to be
re-written and reconstructed, the

place lor it is in the fire. Per-
sonally, I like to give an author a

sympathetic rendering of his story.

My personal preference for a story-

is one with something of an uplift."

Mr. Baker, who directed the long
remembered " Revelation," starring

Alia Nazimova, and numerous suc-

cesses recently had indulged himself
in a vacation. Instead, however, of
spending his time between pictures

in recreation, Mr. Baker started on
a tour of the principal cities of the
country in order to study the likes

and dislikes of theatre patrons in

each locality in order that the

George D. Baker productions shall

appeal to the, majority of motion
picture audiences. Speaking of this

Mr. Baker said

:

" I find it a decided advantage in

my endeavor to produce better

features to analyze the preferences
of the exhibitors throughout the
country. Therefore, while not oc-
cupied in the actual direction of my
productions, I make a point of
studying the picture market as re-

flected in the opinions of the
audiences. The time and money I

have spent in thus getting closer to

the people who are the final judges
of the worth of my features has
been more than repaid in the vast
fund of valuable audience knowl-
edge that I have acquired. And it

has given me an opportunity to

know, personally, the exhibitor.
Mutual cooperation between the
exhibitor and the individual direc-

tor is, in my estimation, one of the
most beneficial assets that a director
can have in his work of producing
box office successes.

Jerome Storm
''TpHE type is the thing" says

» * Jerome Storm, now casting

his first production starring Lillian

Gish for the Frohman Amusement
Company, and " acting experience

is only secondary consideration,"

when the former director of Ray
pictures is looking for people to

characterize different roles, revers-

ing the traditional rule that a player

to win success on the screen must
first of all be a good actor.

In the fourteen Charles Ray pro-

ductions which Mr. Storm directed

he formulated the rule " the type's

the thing," and proved it to general

satisfaction. He has spent three

weeks scouring New York for the

right types of character for the

Lillian Gish picture and to date has

determined only on the leading man.
During this time he has interviewed

virtually every player, not working,

in New York City, and the number
is said to be five thousand.

" Directors have been criticized

for insisting upon ' types ' rather

than actors," says Mr. Storm.' "It

is claimed that a good actor is not

limited to type. Granted that a few
players have the virtuosity for as-

suming various characters, I still

contend that the type is the thing

—

principally.
" There lies the difference between

the stage and screen. On the stage

an actor does not depend so largely

upon his own personality. He mav
have heavy lines of dissipation and

vet plav a young Sir Galahad, be-

cause there are no close-ups. Dis-

tance, lights and make-up give il-

lusion. And he can give an in-
spirational quality to his voice. On
the screen this same man would
never get by as an idealist. No
matter how well he acted, we
wouldn't believe him. We under-
stand too well that a man's deeds
and thoughts are the sculptors of
his face. Inversely, we know that
a man with the imprint of the
materialist is not an idealist. There
is no way to put over the illusion.

" The camera reveals character
more accurately than the eye. No
amount of make-up can fool it. I

believe that the real character of a
man can be determined much bet-
ter by seeing that man on the screen
than by meeting him in real life.

In life we constantly are on guard.
We surround ourselves with a cer-
tain reserve. Before the camera,
however, we must be absolutely real
or we fail to convince.

" Another point in favor of the
argument for type is the screen's
demand for extreme youth. We
expect it of our heroes and hero-
ines. I believe that soon there will
be more plays built about people of
middle age. But youth always will
predominate because we all like to
see it.

" Here aeain is a problem peculiar
to the screen. A woman of thirty-
five or forty may appear very youth-
ful on the stage, but on the screen
she would not be accepted as a girl
of eighteen. There may be excep-
tions. I can think of only one.
To expect great acting ability of a
girl eighteen or twenty is unreason-
able, therefore I believe in picking
a girl who is, or at least looks, the
character rather than one whom I

think might be able to act it.

" In the picture which I now am
casting, I need a number of distinct
types. Most of them are young
people. I have interviewed at least
two thousand players here in New
York and to date have accepted
but one. The fault I found with
most of the players I interviewed
was artificiality. I know of young
girls who have come from the coun-
try and made an instant hit in New
York. Directors picked them out
and gave them a chance because
they looked ' real.' They were in-

dividual. A few months later and
the same girls were not considered.
Why? Because they had put on
paint, peroxide and other Broadway
counterfeits.

" In searching New York for
types, I have not troubled about
acting ability. I do not think a
great deal is required for the
ordinary part in a picture. Natural-
ness is the prime requisite. And a
girl of ordinary intelligence can
soon learn the rule of technique if

a director is willing to instruct. I

happened to notice a stenographer
in an agent's office in New York.
She was just the type I wanted. I

asked her if she would consider it.

She seemed surprised, because she
had no experience. I tried her out
with a score of girls who had expe-
rience, and she proved by far the

best in the role. That answers the

question. I'm also giving an oppor-
tunity to a girl whom I saw in a

dramatic school. I preferred her to

all the pretty pupils. If she nroves
pliant under direction, she will have
commenced her career."
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Jessen's Studio News by Wire

UNIVERSAL
Lyons and Moran have made a

departure for thtir next feature
comedy " One Awful Night " by
selecting blonds to play opposite
them. Lillian Hall will be opposite
Moran and Alta Allen will be
Eddie's wife in the picture.

With " White Youth " completed
the Universal company has selected
" Hidden Fires " a romance of the

tropics by Norman Dawn as the
next vehicle for Edith Roberts.
Dawn is to direct this story, the

selection of director being based on
his past successful work with this

star.

Two Universal subjects are in the

finishing stages. One is " The
Orchid " starring Carmcl Myers
under the direction of Marcelle de
Sano. The title of this will prob-
ably be changed to " Money Mad."
The other is the Gladys Walton pic-

ture titled "The Flip Flapper" di-

rected by Harry Harris.

The Reeves Eason company is

back from three weeks in San
Gabriel Canyon where exterior

shots were taken of " Gold and the

Woman." One feature of this story

is that four members of the Eason
family will be seen on the screen.

Eason is directing and playing an
important part, the little four year

old son plays another, Mrs. Eason
will be seen in one role and the

Eason dog " Mickey " is in several

scenes in the picture.

A production entitled " Tiger
"

was started this week at Uni-
versal City. The story is by

Max Brand, and Frank Mayo will

be the featured player. Jacques

Jaccard, who has just finished di-

recting Mayo in " Honor Bound,"
will supervise the production of
" Tiger." Among those selected to

appear in the supporting cast are

Fritzi Brunette, Walter Long, Al
Kaufman, Herbert Bethew, Elinor

Hancock, Charles Brinley, and
others. The scenes of the story

shift from Fifth Avenue, New
York, to the vice haunts of the

lower East Side.

Harry Carey has begun work on
his newest Universal feature,
" Burnin" Embers," under the di-

rection of Val Paul. It is an orig-

inal story from Carev's own pen.

In his company "will be Frank
Braidwood. Mienonne. Charles Le
Movne and Arthur Millett.

Studio For Rent
in Florida

Can be rented whole or in

part. Out-door stage with a
space of 50 by 142 feet floor

area and an Indoor-stage space
of 50 by 00 feet under Cooper-
Hewitt Lights. Large enough
for three companies to operate
at one time.

KLUTHO STUDIO
22 W. 9th St.

Jacksonville, Florida

Lon Chaney as he appears in his impersonation of a Chinaman in the
forthcoming Universal picture, "Outside the Law"

Stuart Paton is now nearing the

end of Eva Novak's second Uni-
versal starring feature, " Out of the
Sunset." The company has been at

Laguna Beach for the past three
weeks. Jack Perrin is playing the
male lead.

Dorothea W'olbert, who is being
featured in a series of short reel

comedies under the direction of
Vin Moore, has finished a burlesque
on " Romeo and Tuliette."

FOX
WORK on the " Connecticut

Yankee " has been complet-

ed by Emmet Flynn who has been

directing this production. Harry
Myers, who plays the titular role

in this picture has been re-engaged

by William Fox Film Company to

play in future picture productions

under the William Fox banner.

The last scenes for " The Land of

Jazz " have been taken by Director

Jules Furthman. Eileen Percy, who
is the star of this production, is

supported by an unusually large

cast. The members of the support-

ing cast includes Herbert Hayes.
Ruth Stonehouse, Dick Lareno and
Havward Mack.

METRO
After a week with Joseph Engle,

general manager of the Metro stu-

dios, Marcus Loew has departed
for the east, going bv the way of
San Francisco, Salt Lake, Denver
and Chicago. While at the west

coast studios he viewed a number
of pictures in the final editing stages
and witnessed the making of a
number of scenes for the big Metro
special, " The Four Horsemen." He
spent practically all of the time in

Los Angeles at the producing plant

and witnessed the making of scenes
•by all companies there.

A canyon in the San Bernadino
mountains is to serve for many of
the scenes for the Alice Lake pic-

ture, " Mother Love," being filmed

under the direction of Wesley Rug-
gles. This spot is to serve as the

honeymoon retreat of the star in

this story adapted from " What
About the Child ? " story by Isola

Forrester and Mann Paige. De
Witt C. Jennings and Florence Gil-

bert have important roles in this

play. Jack Dougherty has been en-

gaged to play opposite Miss Lake,

who has been secured from Oliver

Morosco's theatre stock in Los
Angeles. Doughertv appeared in

" The Devil to Pay " and " In

the Shadow of the Hills" on the

screen and previously had experi-

ence on Broadway and in stock.

Production work on " The Four
Horsemen " continues under the di-

rection of Rex Ingram, who for

the past two weeks has been en-

gaged in the making of big battle

scenes representing the coming of

the Huns in the battle of the

Marne. To facilitate in the making

of this nart of the film which re-

quired thousands of extras, fifteen

experienced directors were engaged

to direct under the supervision of

Ingram. The directors were cos-

tumed so that they could appear in

the picture and continue direction
while the camera was in operation.
An entire French village was de-
stroyed in a portion of these scenes
and this included a most magnifi-
cent French castle in which had
been built a complete pipe organ of
unusually large proportions.
The absence of Bayard Veillers

from the Metro studio will not in-

terrupt production activities in the
least for all companies have been
assigned to future productions.
Veillers is spending several weeks
in New York searching for new
stories suitable for the screen.

REALART
William Desmond Taylor will

begin the direction of his next
production for Realart on Novem-
ber 15th. The title of his new pic-

ture will be " The Almighty Dol-
lar," which will be based on the

storv by Cosmo Hamilton.
Sam Woods has completed pro-

duction work on " The Snob," This
picture serves as the new starring

vehicle for Wanda Hawley. With
her work on " The Snob " entirely

finished, it is the plan of the Real-
art star to indulge in a period of
vacation until November 8th.

The Mary Miles Minter filming

company has completed the pic-

turization of " All Souls' Eve,"
which is a screen adaptation of the

stage production of the same title.

The play enjoyed a successful run
on Broadway. The picture was
made under the direction of Ches-
ter Franklyn. A feature of the

new- Minter production for Realart
is the many double exposures which
are contained in the picture. Jack
Holt plays the leading male role.

Miss Minter started work on her
new picture on Monday, October
25th. The production is an adapta-
tion of Avery' Hopwood's circus

play. No title has been as yet se-

lected for the picture. Jack Mul-
hall plays the leading maie role.

Final scenes have been taken on
Bebe Daniels's new starring vehi-

cle, " She Couldn't Help It," which
is a screen adaptation of the story,
" In the Bishop's Carriage." Miss
Daniels has started work promptly
on her next picture under the Real-
art auspices, entitled " Ducks and
Drakes," an Elmer Harris play.

The continuity for the screen ver-

sion was written bv the author of
the stage production. Maurice
Campbell has been, directing both
of the Bebe Daniels pictures.

The Realart studios have been
expanded by the purchase of eight

additional lots adjoining the orig-

inal studio property. Stages and
storage buildings are being erect-

ed which will result in the doubling
of the production space.

F. P. LASKY
Announcement was made this

week that Jesse L. Lasky. who
has been in New York for the

past month, would arrive on the

west coast about November 7th. It
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is rumored that Adolph Zukor, pres-

ident of Famous Players-Lasky
Company, may accompany Mr.
Lasky to Los Angeles.
Information was also given out

here this week that Thomas Meig-
han, who is playing the star role

in " The Quarry," now being pro-
duced in the east, will make his

steenth transcontinental journey to

Los Angeles. Mr. Meighan has
made the trip between New York
and Los Angeles and return six

times this year.

On October 18th two important
productions were begun at the

Lasky studios, one featuring Roscoe
Arbuckle and directed by James
Cruze and the other starring Wal-
lace Reid under the direction of

Frank Urson. Mr. Arbuckle is just

completing "Brewster's Millions"
under the direction of Joe Hena-
berry. W allace Reid has been rest-

ing for the past two weeks. His
next starring vehicle will be the
first picture to be directed by Mr.
Urson since his promotion to the
Lasky directorial rank?. The title

of the story is " The Daughter of

a Magnate," by Frank Sparrows.
Cecil B. de Mille will spend the

next two months cutting and titling
" The Forbidden Fruit," his newest
special production, and on Decem-
ber 10th will start filming a new
picture, according to announcement
here this week.
Penrhvn Stanlaws, the famous

artist who arrived at Lasky's west
coast studios this week, is now en-
gaged in familiarizing himself with
the technical side of motion picture

production inasmuch as he plans
soon to become a director.

When William D. Taylor returns
from a vacation now being spent
in the Rockies hunting grizzly bears
he will take up the making of a
Cosmo Hamilton story at present
titled " The Almighty Dollar." This
story' w_as begun by Hamilton about
six months ago when he and Taylor
spent considerable time together in

Hollywood. The continuity is be-
ing written by Julia Crawford
Ivers. Cast will probably not be
selected for several weeks.

VITAGRAPH
Director David Smith has just

finished filming a series of scenes
showing the spectacular fox hunt
for the Vitagraph special production
of " Black Beauty " which has Jean
Paige and James Morrison in the

leading roles.

The Earle W illiams company is

at work making the final interior

scenes on a number of big sets at

the studio for " Diamonds Adrift
"

and are to leave shortly for an ex-

tended cruise on a lumber schooner.
Chester Bennett is directing this

feature and Beatrice Burnham is

playing the leading feminine role.

Title has been selected for the

coming William Duncan serial

which will be known as " Fighting

Fate." Director star Duncan and

his leading woman Edith Johnson
and company are now at work on
the sixth episode making exterior

scenes in Los Angeles harDor.

Preparatory work is now being

done for the filming of the first

Antonio Moreno feature and actual

filming will be started within the

next two weeks. Director William
Bertram with the Joe Ryan com-
pany filming "The Purpule Riders"

are spending two weeks in the Im-
perial Valley. Director Jesse Rob-
bins is making a Mexican comedy
with Jimmy Aubrey, and " The
Hunter " the next Larry Semon
comedy will be finished within an-

other week.
Larry Semon this week finished

interiors and is now filming some
big chase scenes for " The Hun-
ter," his next Vitagraph special

comedy.
Earle Williams will in another

week finish his current feature tem-
porarily called " Diamonds Adrift."

It is from the story by Frederick J.

Jackson. Beatrice Burnham ap-
pears opposite the star and Chester
Bennett is directing.

Antonio Moreno is finishing his

serial, " The Veiled Mystery," and
has gone to Catalina Island for a
brief rest before starting his next
picture, which will be a special pro-
duction.
The Joe Ryan unit filming " The

Purple Riders," a western serial,

left the city this week for location

on the Mexican border. William
Bertram is directing.

CHRISTIE

Director General Al Christie

is giving all of his attention

to the making of two-reel Christie
comedies now that he has all

studio work on " See My
Lawyer " the Max Marcin Broad-
way play completed. At the pres-

ent time Christie has a cast com-
posed of Eddie Barry, Earl Rod-
ney, Helen Darling and Ray Gal-
lagher and is working on a farce

written by Robert Graham.
" Dining Room, Kitchen and

Sink " is the title of the two-reel

subject Scott Sidney has just fin-

ished with Faye Tincher and Eddie
Barry. The plot centers about a

theatrical troupe stranded in a sum-
mer resort town. He has now
taken up the filming of a subject

featuring Xeal Burns and Vera
Stedman.
William Meaudine is making

" Movie Mad " an aeroplane comedy
and the company has been riding

over Hollywood daily for the past

week.

BRUNTON
A fire broke out on Friday

night. October 22nd. which re-

sulted in the destruction of a big

scene dock containing sets being

used in Robert Brunton's produc-

tion, "The Devil to Pay." A
mammoth stage, one-hundred twen-
ty-rive by three-hundred feet was
separated from the burned build-

ings by only a distance of thirty

yards. The loss has been estimated

at $20,000. The cause has not been
ascertained.

Charles Hutchinson, the Pathe
serial star, who was injured recent-

ly in a twenty-five foot dive dur-
ing the filming of the new Robert
Brunton chapter picture for release

by Pathe, " The Fortieth Door,"
will be unable to return to work
for two months, the attending phys-
ician advised this week.
Roy Stewart, the Robert Brunton

star, has been loaned to Pauline
irederick for a part in her cur-
rent production.

Claire Adams, Carl Gordon and
Robert McKim have been selected

as principals for Benjamin Hamp-
ton s forthcoming production, titled
" There Was a King in Egypt."
Howard Hickman has been as-
signed to direct this picture.

INGE
Hobart Bosworth is to ap-

pear in Thomas H. ince's As-
sociated Producers productions ac-
cording to announcement made this

week, this producer having selected

the original Carey Wilson story
" Pearls and Pain " as ideal for Bos-
worth in as much as it gives him
the role of a rough seaman which
is so ably characterized in '* The
Sea Wolt " and " Behind the Door."
Joseph Franklyn Poland has writ-

ten the continuity, Roland Lee will

direct and J. O. Taylor will be in •

charge of photography. The story

deals with pearl smuggling and has
an atmosphere of Singapore, Cairo
and the South Sea Islands. For the

past several months Bosworth has
been working in J. Parker Reid
productions.
The Governor, one of the largest

passenger ships plying between
Pacific coast ports was used for a

two day cruise by the Ince company
filming " The Magic Life " which
co-stars House Peters and Florence
Vidor. Reports of some very sen-

sational shipwreck scenes made at

night come from the studio. Real
terror was injected into the scenes

by the inexperienced men operating
the ropes that lowered the life

'boats, the boats being tilted until

the occupants thought they would
be dumped into the ocean. John
Griffith Ray is directing this picture

and other principals are Joseph
Gilgore and Margaret Livingston.

Miss Bradley King is responsible

for the screen adaptation.

A Charles Belmont Davis story

has been purchased by Thomas H.
Ince and is to serve as a vehicle for

Lloyd Hughes and Miss King and
Del Andrews are now preparing the

continuity. No release title has been
selected.

Action of the "One a Minute"
c r-'pany is now centered about a

drug store where Douglas MacLean
dispenses everything from soda fizz

to rodent poisoning. This play is

from the stage farce by Fred
Jackson and the supporting cast for

Douglas MacLean includes Marion
Debeck, a new comer to films from
Broadway, Victor Potel, Andrew
Robson, Francis Raymond and
others, and the direction is by Jack
Nelson.

1st NATIONAL
Allan Ilolubar is engaged in the

eliminating process, otherwise
known as editing and titling " Man,
Woman, Marriage." His task con-
sists of reducing film to a seven-reel

length from the takes which are
said to consist of almost 400,000

feet.

ROBERTSON
COLE

A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of

the division of films of the

Robertson-Cole organization, left

Los Angeles enroute for the East
on Tuesday of this week. His de-
parture followed a number of im-
portant decisions made in connec-
tion with the construction of the

new mammoth studio which is be-
ing built on Melrose Avenue, Hol-
lywood, and which, it is estimated,

will cost a half million dollar*

Louis J. Gasnier will be the first

Robertson-Cole director to work at

the new plant. He has been as-

signed to the task of directing the

picturization of a French story

which is now being adapted for
screen production by McUrew
Willis,

Pauline Frederick is now rJm-

gaged in the filming, under Robert-
son-Cole auspices, of " The Mis-
tress of Shenstone." This picture

is based on the novel of the same
title written by Florence L. Bar-
clay. Henry King is directing Miss
Frederick in her new starring ve-
hicle. The cast includes Roy Stew-
art, Emmett King, Helen Wright,
Ben Wilson and Arthur Clayton.

Miss Barclay enjoys the distinc-

tion of being the author of " The
Rosary."

Christie Cabanne is engaged in

the filming of an original melo-
drama written by himself. He is

producing at the Hollywood studio.

The cast for the new Christie Ca-
banne production includes Casson
Ferguson, Alex Francis, Ruth Ren-
ick, Virginia A. Caldwell, Cora
Drew, Maxfield Stanley, Lillian

Langdon and Helen Lynch.
Production work has just been

completed on Sessue Hayakawa's
starring vehicle, " East is East."

The story was written by Lloyd
Osborne. Gloria Peyton appears

as the leading woman in this pro-

duction.

HERE AND
THERE

"Luck" is the name given the

mermaid comedy now being made
for Educational by Jack While and
featuring Lloyd Hamilton. The
subject just completed has been

WILLIAM F. L1BMAN
LOBBY DISPLAYS, FRAMES

AND DECORATIONS
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

f SKETCHES >
PLANS
AND

CONSULTATIONS

without
< charge J
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So. California Thearet
Changes

Los Angeles, Cal.—Walker
Theatre Co., 730 S. Grand-
Style filed by S. A. Thomp-
son & Robert A. Brackett.

Sawtelle, Cal.—William M.
Hill— Theatre— Chat. Mtg.
Fixts. to M. G. Barker to se-

cure lease.

Fresno, Cal.—Crescent The-
atres Corp.—Incorporated by
E. Y. Foley, Peter Droge,

Milo Rowell. Will erect the-

atre costing $250,000.

Los Angeles—Classic Film
Actors Agency, 310 Brosse

Bldg.—Style filed by Harry
Spingler & Artie Glass.

Los Angeles — Doubleday
Production Co.— Cap. $100,-

000; Ovid M. Doubleday, L.

C. McKee & Charles Mack.
E. E. Kelley, Atty.

Los Angeles—I mpenal
Photoplays, Inc.—Cap. $500,-

000; E. R. Brackett, C. C.

Priest & A. E. Place. Flor-

ence Sheafor, Atty.

Los Angeles—Lone Star

Film Production Co.—Cap.
$100,000; Walter J. Forrester,

W. J. Miller & J. F. Walker.

Los Angeles—Kleen Kom-
edy Kompany—Cap. $40,000;

Joseph Wienblatt, Lew Ise-

man, Thomas Barrabee and
Harry Mann. L. M. Conieys,
Notary.

titled " April Fool " and has Bee
Monson opposite Hamilton.

Oliver Morosco now in Los An-
geles announces that he will per-

sonally direct the first production
of the newly organized company
bearing his name. This is to be
a screen adaptation of " The Half
Breed" from the story play. Wil-
liam Desmond is to appear in the

name part and actual production
will be started by November first.

Edgar Lewis is making the final

scenes for " The Sage Hen," a

mother love story with a western
mine atmosphere which was adapted

from a story written by the late

Harry Sober. Gladys Brockwell
heads the cast and is supported by
James Mason, Arthur Morrison,
Wallace McDonald, Lillian Rich,
Alfred Allen, Helen Case, Magda
Lane and little Richard Hedrick.
The story will be released by Pathe.

Irvin V. Willat and company
have begun the filming of " Pard-
ners of the Tide" for W. W. Hod-
kin son release and have gone to

San Francisco for dock scenes and
will also secure shots of an ocean
freighter being burned at sea. Betty
Francisco, late of Ziegfeld's Follies,

is to be the leading woman in this

production. Others accompanying
Willat to Frisco are Harry Oliver,

Paul Eagler, John Waters, Frank
Blount, " Bud " Erickson, Jack
Donovan, J. P. Lockney, Fred
Kohler, W. C. Norton, Joe Miller

and Bert Hadley.

Bessie Barriscale has completed
the final scenes for " The Living
Child", and will leave for New
York this week.

Harry Cohn has announced the

engagement of Gilbert Pratt, Her-
man Raymaker and Sid Smith to

direct future Hallroom Boy com-
edies. These directors will serve
alternately in the production of the
Hallroom Boy comedy pictures.

Mr. Cohn has leased space at the

Jesse D. Hampton studio, and he
will produce there in the future.

Craig Hutchinson, the director,

and Roscoe E. Cams, who are un-
der contract to King Vidor, have
been loaned to C. L. Chester for
the filming of two comedies. These
comedy productions will be made at

the Francis Ford studio.

ASSO.
PRODUCERS

F. B. Warren, general man-
ager of Associated Producers, ar-

rived in Los Angeles this week
for a series of conferences with
Mack Sennett, J. Parker Read, Jr.,

Allan Dwan, Maurice Tourneur,
Marshall Neilan, George Loan

WANTED
Party desires to purchase MOTION PIC-

TURE THEATRE equipped for or with-

out vaudeville, situated in or around
New York or Brooklyn. Would entertain

investment. All propositions must stand
close investigation. Address Box 755,

Motion Picture News, New York City.

Tucker and Thomas H. Ince, the
seven members of the organization.
The general meeting was held last

Monday night at the Mack Sennett
studios, when production plans of
all seven producers were discussed.
Mr. Warren assured everybody
present that all Associated produc-
tions are being received with en-
thusiasm by exhibitors throughout
the United States.

It is rumored that Mr. Warren
may establish permanent head-
quarters in Los Angeles, but this

could not be verified.

GOLDWYN
Abraham Lehr, general of pro-

duction at the Goldwyn Coast
studios, left for New York on last

Sunday. Mr. Lehrman plans to

remain in the East for three weeks.

Leroy Scott, a member of Gold-
wyn's Eminent Authors' Staff, ar-

rived in Los Angeles on Monday
of this week. He has come West
for the purpose of advising and as-

sisting Gerald Duffey in writing the

screen version of his story, " No.
13, Washington Square."

Helene Chadwick and Richard
Dix have been selected to head the

cast that will appear in the pictur-

ization of Rupert Hughes's origin-

al screen play, " Mister and Miser-
able Jones." The direction of this

picture will be in the care of E.

Mason Hopper.

The cast selected for the produc-
tion of Roger Cobb's play, " Boys
Will Be Boys," is announced to in-

clude Irene Rich, Sydney Ains-
worth, Edward Kimball, Milton
Ross, C. E. Mason and others.

The company which has been

filming under the direction of Clar-

ence Badger has just arrived from
" location " work at Jackson, Cal.

Mason Litson has begun the di-

rection of the tenth " Edgar Pom-
eroy " picture based on Booth Tark-
ington's stories. The title of the

new picture is " The Country
Cousin."

New West Coast Film
Firms

Los Angeles, Cal.—Pacific
Overseas Film Co., 238 H.
W. Hellman Bldg., Pub. No-
tice of Dissolution.
Los Angeles, Cal.— The

Tubyaiat Press & Photo
Play Corporation — Cap.
$500,000; Harold A. Miller,
William B. Ward, William C.
Wilson, Frank L. Miller,
Bingham T. Wilson, Joseph
J. Stedman, Dave F. Smith.

Glendale, Cal.—Helen Gib-
son Productions — Moving

Picture Producer Style filed

by Helen Gibson.

The continuities for three big
productions to be started soon un-
der the Goldwyn banner are now
under preparation. Reginald Bar-
ker will direct " The Bridal Path,"
the play by Thompson Buchanan;
Frank Lloyd will direct the pic-

turization of the original story for
the screen written by Gouverneur
Morris, the title of which is " The
Water Lily"; and Wallace Wors-
ley will wield the magaphone for

the original play written by Ger-

trude Atherton, entitled "Noblesse

Oblige."

Victor Schirtzinger is writing the

musical score for the picturization

of the Detrichstein play, " The
Great Lover."

Southern California
Theatre Changes

Reedley, Cal.—J. A. Law-
and & Samuel Maaser—Will
erect Moving Picture theatre.

Huntington Park, Cal.—C.
C. & F. B. Lewis—Will erect
theatre to cost $40,000.

Salesmen Wanted
Competent film salesmen to call upon
exhibitors. Good opportunity; steady

position. Only successful film men
need apply. Write, stating experience

and references in detail, to

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

126 West 46th St. New York

Quality and Service

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.
Opposite West 129th Street Ferry Morsemere 621

F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
(THE PIONEER OF MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY)
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CENTRES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND THEATRES

INDIANAPOLIS
Gustav G. Schmidt, president of the

newly organized Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Indiana and also head of the
city council in Indianapolis, is being
talked of for the Republican nomination
for mayor in the spring municipal pri-
maries. Mr. Schmidt has gained wide
prominence in the city through a num-
ber of investigations of conduct of cer-
tain officials of the present administra-
tion and of the affairs of public utilities.

This has taken so much time away
from his own business of operating the
Crystal and several neighborhood houses
that he has not had all the time he de-
sires to devote to the affairs of the thea
tre owners' organization, he states, but
hopes to be able to see a complete gath-
ering of photoplay forces of the state
before January when the fight for favor-
able legislation from the Indiana state
legislature begins.

The string of Famous Players produc-
tions which the Ohio has been running
exclusively for several weeks was broken
the week of Oct. 25 with Numa's " The
Revenge of Tarzan."

Movies are to break into the winter
season at the Murat, the Indianapolis
Schubert house, for the first time in the
theatre's history the week of Oct. 31,
when Fox's " While New York Sleeps "

will be shown. Manager Nelson G.
Trowbridge turned to the films when he
found it impossible to book a suitable
legitimate attraction.

T. W. Barhydte, capitalist and former
owner of vaudeville houses and lessee of
the Grand Opera House in Terre Haute,
announces that he has sold his holdings
in the Hippodrome of that city and will
construct the largest photoplay theatre
in Indiana outside Indianapolis in the
heart of the business district soon.

Managers and owners of photoplay
houses in Vincennes, Ind., are running
their own machines as a result of a strike
of union operators for a wage scale based
on an hourly rather than a weekly scale.
The theatres are running as usual.

A number of important deals affecting
the ownership of Indiana picture theatres
have been consummated recently or are
under contemplation. It is announced
that J. D. Adams has completed and is

now operating the new " Columbia " at
Columbia City. The Hornbeck Amuse-
ment Co., of Lafayette has purchased the
Alhambra and Strand at Knightstown.
It is also reported that Clarence Bran-
nigan and Billy Connor, owner and man-
age, respectively of the Luna-Lite and
Marion at Marion, Ind., are about to
swing a deal by which they will add the
Royal at Newcastle to their- string.

H. P. Wolfberg, district manager for
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was
in Indianapolis last week attending the
organization meeting of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Indiana and in-
specting the facilities at the new Famous
Players Indiana exchange.

J. Russell Powell, son of a former chief
of police of Indianapolis, is a member of
the supporting cast in " The Soul of
Youth " shown at the Alhambra the first
half of this week.

Mme. Olga Petrova, who recently left
the " movies " to return to the legitimate
stage, was headlined at Keith's this week.
Petrova is the wife of Dr. John D. Stew-
art, formerly of Indianapolis, and was
the center of several important receptions
given by the socially prominent during
the week.

The new Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Indiana organization, perfected last
week, is alive and growing fast. Presi-
dent Gustav G. Schmidt, of the Crystal,
Indianapolis, reports that the members

are having substantial success in the
campaign to raise the $3,000 financial
quota and to line up the exhibitors of
the state 100 per cent solid in order to
carry on not only the national movement
but also to go into a strenuous battle
before the next session of the state legis-

lature to obtain laws favoring the indus
try.

MILWAULKEE
According to rumors current in Mil-

waukee that city is to have two new mo-
tion picture theatres as a direct result
of prohibition. The world famous Schlitz
Palm Garden which is an immense hip-
podrome filled with hundreds of tables
and chairs and where the stuff that made
M ilwaukee famous used to flow into im-
mense steins is to be turned into a photo-
play palace in the near future. The Palm
Garden is well adapted for a motion pic-

ture theatre and could be turned into one
with very little expense.

Another Milwaukee institution which
thrived in the " good old days " is the
Gargoyle restaurant, one of the pet pro-
jects of the Pabst Brewing Company.
This restaurant is at present dark and it

is stated upon good authority that Saxe
Brothers, Milwaukee, have taken a short
option on the site with a view to secur-
ing it and neighboring store buildings
for another theatre in the heart of Mil-
waukee's down town district. The Gar-
goyle restaurant site is adjacent to the
Saxe's Miller theatre.

Attendance records in Milwaukee were
completely shattered during the showing
of Humoresque " at the Butterfly thea-
tre in that city. Heretofore Milwaukee
theatres felt they were doing a banner
business when a production lasted for

two weeks, but " Humoresque " fooled
them all and played to capacity houses
for three weeks. At no time during the
twenty-one days was there a let-up of
business.

OMAHA

C. O. Kingsley, manager of Realart
at Omaha, has been instrumental in
placing Realart productions in down-
town houses in long succession. " Food
for Scandal," starring Wanda Hawley;
" The Soul of Youth," featuring Louis
Sargent ; Constance Binney in " 39
East," and " In the Heart of a Fool,"
have been run in the past four weeks
at either the Rialto or the Sun the-
atres.

Edward Holland, exploitation repre-
sentative for Mayflower, leaves Omaha
this week for New York City for or-
ders on special exploitation work in
another territory. Mr. Holland's stay
in the West has been replete with timely
publicity work originated by him.

E. J. Maclvor, manager of Goldwyn
at Omaha; E. C. Jensen, mid-West dis-
trict supervisor for Goldwyn and Harry
Lorch, publicity director for Goldwyn
in the middle West, made up a trio of
popular film nr*n in Omaha last week.
Mr. Jensen and Mr. Lorch stopped in
Omaha on a tour of inspection of
Goldwyn's branch offices.

H. L. Lefholtz,' manager of Universal
in Omaha, is on a tour of popular movie
towns in his district. Last week he
visited Lincoln, Grand Island, North
Platte and Kearney, Neb., whence he
extended his trip into South Dakota
territory.

PORTLAND,ORE
W. E. Keefe, manager of production

for the American Lifeograph company
of Portland is in California, signing up
members of the cast for new pictures
to be made during the coming year by
this company. Mr. Keefe has just re-
turned from New York where he sold
the Lifeograph pictures made last year
which include " The Scarlet Tide " and
" The Golden Trail," purchased by the
Arrow Film Corporation and the
" Paul " series of comedies bought by
the Pioneer Film Corporation. Jane
Novak was star of " The Golden
Trail." and the Lifeograph company
holds a contract with her for services
in four more productions.

for their venture. With Borsage was
Jane Novak who was in Portland just a
year before making " The Golden
Trail " for the American Lifeograph
company. While in the city she called
at the Universal exchange where she
asked C. W. Koerner, branch manager,
to screen for her " Wanted at Headquar-
ters," the first starring vehicle of her
young sister Eve.

Associated First National pictures has
announced that November 1 a branch
exchange will be opened in Portland.
It will operate under the Seattle Ex-
change, but will have separate copies of
all films.

To show Portland what a great op-
portunely it is making in r oi kcep^ c at
home the vessels built in the city, the
Grant Smith & Co. had a motion pic-
ture taken of the crack six-masted
schooners, Oregon Pine and Oregon Fir.
These two schooners have already com-
pleted their first voyage and the film
sfory if their history dates from the
first work on their hulls to their launch-
ing first trip and first return to the
home port. The film was shown at the
Liberty theatre in connection with Dor-
othy Dalton's " Half an Hour."

O. M. Whittington, owner of the
Grand and Liberty theatres at Bend
Ore. visited Portland exchanges re-
cently and contracted for many of the
larger films. Among his contracts was
one for the serial, " The Phantom Foe."

Dr. Howard S. Clemmer of the Clem-
mer theatre, Spokane, was another Port-
land visitor. He represented the firm of
Clemmer and Lamback, which has the
Associated Producers' franchise for the
Oregon territory. While here Dr. Clem-
mer initiated several into his famous
" Redhead " club.

A. H. MacDonald of Eugene, Ore.,
reports work on the Oregon theatre,
which during recent months has been
under reconstruction, almost completed.
Eugene is the seat of the state univer-
sity and no efforts have been spared to
make the Oregon theatre as attractive
as possible to the student life. Mr.
MacDonald is also the owner of the
Rex theatre and has a controlling in-
terest in the Eugene theatre, in which
show both stage and screen productions.

William Ely, manager of the Hippo-
drome, one of Marcus Loew's chain of
combination theatres, has announced
that all Metro attractions will show at
his theatre for their Portland first run.
In proof of this Manager Ely is this
week featuring " The Mutiny of the
Elisnore." The Hippodrome policy of
using serials the latter part of the week
will still be adhered to, according to
Ely.

NORTHERN
NEW YORK

Bill Allen, manager at the Vitagraph
office in Buffalo for over six years, has
been appointed manager of the Toronto
exchange of the same company. He will
assume his new duties November 1. Mr.
Allen will be succeeded at the local of-
fice by J. E. Kimberly, now manager of
the Pathe exchange. Mr. Kimberly's
successor has not as yet been named.

The Shattuck theatre in Hornell, N. Y.
was entered by burglars early on the
morning of October 18 and the safe in
the box office cleaned of about $1,500.
One man was arrested a few hours after
the job. He gave his name as Edward
Demke, Kingston, N. Y. It is alleged
several hundred dollars of the theatre
loot was found in his pockets. The Re-
gent theatre, Buffalo, had its safe rob-
bed of $1,000 only a few days ago. It
looks like a drive is on.

According to a recent article appear-
ing in the Omaha Bee, the Hostettler
Amusement Company has filed with the
state bureau of securities an application
for permit to issue and sell $250,000 in
common stock, some of which will be
sold in Iowa. The application states
that the company has purchased and ex-
pects to purchase a line of motion-pic-
ture theatres. The main theatre, it is
said, will be erected in Omaha at the
corner of Fifteenth and Douglas streets.
The Rialto, Sun and Liberty theatres of
the Princess Amusement Company of
Lincoln are mentioned as being among
those houses already purchased.
Well informed film men in Omaha

say that the Hostettler Amusement
Company expects to erect a theatre
either on the southeast corner of Fif-
teenth and Douglas streets or in the
middle of the block, east.
A recent announcement of the Over-

land Amusement Company of Kansas
City, Mo., states that it will extend its

circuit of theatres to Omaha soon.
Erection of an Overland Amusement
house will be at Fifteenth and Farnam
streets, according to Morris Milder,
vice president of the company.

Headquarters of the Hostettler Amuse-
ment Company will be in Omaha, well
informed film men say.

E. C. Rhodin, manager of First Na-
tional Circuit office in Kansas City, Mo.,
spent a week in Omaha en route to a
hunting camp along the Platte river.
He was a guest of C. E. Holah, the
" human dynamo " while in Omaha.

A. R. Pierson has accepted a position
as assistant manager of the Strand the-
atre,

i

" One Thousand Pounds of Harmony "

is the manner in which the. Liberty the-
atre, Portland, bills a male

-
trio now

making a return engagement The trio
has been over the Jensen and Von
Herberg circuit of 27 houses in Oregon
Washington, Idaho and Montana and
has proven one of the greatest cards
ever booked by these theatres.

A. C. Raleigh, manager of the Colum-
bia theatre, is back at his post of duty
following a two weeks' vacation. The
Columbia theatre is now in its second
week showing Cecil De Mille's " Some-
thing to Think About." Another Port-
land picture also in its second week
first run is the Gouvemeur Morris-Rex
Beach production, " The Penalty,"
starring Lon Chaney. Two weeks is
considered in Portland an extremely
long period for a first run picture.
" Humoresque," which showed this sum-
mer at the Columbia, is the only picture
in Portland which has consistantly held
up for a longer period. It ran 17 days.

J. J. Parker, half owner with Jensen
and Von Herberg, of the Majestic, Peo-
ple's and Star theatres and also of the
Equity exchange of this city and Seattle,
is in California renewing contracts for
his cinemas and distribution center. He
is expected back before November 2 as
he has announced nothing will keep him
from casting his ballot on that day.

Frank Borsage, with a good sized
company of players, cameramen, archi-
tects and others, having spent a month
in eastern Oregon waiting for the winter
rains to cease, came through Portland
last week on their way back to Cali-
rnia, with nary a foot of film to show
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George W. Erdman, former manager
of the Paramount exchange in Cleveland
and now district manager for Select, with
supervision over the Buffalo, Pittsburg,
Cleveland and Detroit offices, was in

Buffalo last week getting acquainted with
local exchange officials. Mr. Erdman is

a former manager of the Elmwood,
Buffalo.

D. Stoll has purchased the Abbott
theatre in South Buffalo from J. H.
Smith.

The new Savoy theatre has reopened
in Syracuse after "being closed for several

months for alterations. A $10,000 organ,

new lobby decorations, stage setting and
many interior improvements are features

of the new house. " Madame X " was
the opening attraction.

The Motion Picture Operators' Union
of Buffalo held their annual ball in

Eagles' hall, Thursday evening, October
28. It was attended by exhibitors, op-

erators and exchange employes and was
a big success.

Fred M. Zimmerman, president of Nu-
Art has purchased a boat load of films

in New York, among which are Babe
Ruth in " Headin' Home," "Keep^to
the Right," Equity special; "Voices,' a

Victor Kremer subject; Edith Taliferro

in " The Rich Slave," Jack Sherill and
Ruth Clifford in " The Invisible Ray,"
" The Blazed Trail," two-reel stories and
the new Billy West and Frazee comedies.

Nu-Art has the state rights on these pic-

tures outside north of Westchester
county.

A meeting of the Buffalo Exchange
Managers' association was held in the

Hotel Iriquois on Monday, October 25

to discuss the poor transportation condi-

tions in this part of the state. Fred M.
Zimmerman, president, presided.

Fred Gillen not being thoroughly con-

vinced that the public is tired of war
pictures presented the U. S. Official War
Films at the Armory theatre in Bingham-
ton, N. Y., recently for a two-day run

and did such a large business that he
promised to rebook the pictures for an

early showing.

Allan S. Moritz, of the Famous Play-

ers Lasky Exchange, reports that his

office was tied for third place in the re-

cent nation-wide sales drive. J. Walter
Bengough, formerly with Dooley, has
been engaged by Mr. Moritz as a sales-

man.

Ollie Stacey, manager of the Majestic,
Albany, has p"rchased the Emoire.
Glens Falls, N. Y., from Lew Buettner.
Pictures and vaudeville will be the policy.

T. J. McCarthy has bought the Em-
pire theatre in Port Henry, N. Y. Mr.
McCarthy owns the Liberty theatre in

the same city.

Harry E. Lotz, Realart manager has
signed up the Oakdale, Buffalo, and the

Majestic, Hornell, for the Realart fran-

chise.

John Walker will open a new theatre

in Schenectady, N. Y., on Thanksgiving
Day. The house will seat 1800. Mr.
Wa'ker also operates the Lincoln in the

same city.

N. I. Filkins has engaged Ben
Abrams, formerly with Goldwyn, as a

member of the Merit Film Company
sales staff. W. C. Fickeisen on his tour

of the state last week, booked eleven
houses north of Watertown, N. Y., with
Merit subjects.

Sol Katzick has bought the Seymour
theatre, a neighborhood house in Syra-
cuse.

Charlie Smith of Hornell is spending
$20,000 on remodeling the Shattuck the-
atre.

Charles Nickum's new Gem theatre in
O'.ean, N. Y., at First and State streets,
will be open for business within the
next month.

An agreement has been reached be-
tween the Mark-Strand and Shea
Amusement Company officials whereby
there will be a division of the First Na-
tional output in Buffalo. Under the
agreement Shea's Hippodrome gets Nor-
ma Talmadge and the Strand Charles
Ray and Norma Talmadge for the time
being.

Eddie Hayes, city sales manager for

First National, has closed contracts
with Harry Marsey, president of Gen-
eral Theatres Corporation for the com-
pany's product up to the franchise.
These productions will be shown in the
Circ'e, Allendale, Marlowe, Ellen Terry,
Circle and Star. Mr. .Hayes also reports
that Shea's North Park theatre has
signed a franchise and that the Feiber
& Shea Company in Jamestown has
booked a large number of F. N. sub-
jects.

Walter Hayes, one of the officials of

the Mark-Strand Company, announces
that the new Strand in Albany will

open Monday evening, November 8.

The manager will be William F. Brook-
er, formerly with the Fox publicity
forces, and Walter Roberts, formerly
assistant manager at the local Strand,
will occupy a similar position in the
Capital City house.

C. A. Taylor, general manager of

Gardiner Pictures, Inc., announces that
the company has acquired the state

rights on the Vod-a-Vil Movies. H. S.

Gans is now in charge of the Special
Pictures Company department. Mr.
Taylor will soon leave on an extended
tour of the territory. He also expects
to add three new members to his sales

staff soon, because of the rush of busi-

ness.

General Manager C. A. Taylor, of

Gardiner Pictures, Inc., announces that

commencing Monday, October 25, his

company will inaugurate a No-Deposit
system. "Buck" says the system is the

coming thing. The Gardiner company
has purchased 15 "re-created" Harry
Carey subjects. "Buck" left for New
York Sunday, October 24, to look over
some new subjects.

Lou Barter, manager of the Oliver in

North Tonawanda, had almost every
kiddie in town in his theatre on the
morning of Columbus Day, when he put
on a special show for the little folks

and gave each one a bag of popcorn to

enjoy during the performance.

Local exhibitors gave their aid to the
University of Buffalo campaign for

$5,000,000 last week. On the theatre

committee were I. M. Mosher, John R.
Oishei, Dr. Peter C. Cornell, Harold B.

Franklin, E. O. Weinberg, Bruce
Fowler, Elmer C. Winegar, Henry Carr,

A. L. Skinner and Harry Marsey.

The Regent theatre, Main and Utica,

was robbed of $1,000 in cash on Sun-
day evening, October 10, when burglars
getting in through a rear door broke
into the office, jimmied open a safe and
made off with the long green. J. H.
Michael, manager of the Regent, reports

the loss covered by insurance. The
burglars carried the safe from the office

upstairs to the ground floor. It was a

clean getaway.

Cass Staley has purchased the Lincoln
theatre, Ro'chester, from Hugh Davis.

Mr. Staley owns the Rose Garden thea-

tre in the same city.

Dan Savage, manager of the Empire
State Sales Company and the Education-
al Exchanges in the Palace Theatre
Building, reports that he has placed the
entire Educational output with Bill Cal-
lahan of the Regorson Corporation,
Rochester, controlling the Regent, Pic-
cadilly, and Loew's Star. He has also
signed up the Universal, Auburn; Avon,
Utica; Strand, Victoria, Central Park,
Star and Rivoli, Buffalo. Mr. Savage
has also booked the Annette Kellerman
slow motion pictures for a run at the
Palace.

CLEVELAND
Of interest to all schools, churches,

public halls, private residents and others
who want to give private exhibitions of

motion pictures is the announcement
that the Zenith Portable Motion Pic-
ture Projector, manufactured by the
Safety Projector and Film Company,
Duluth, Minn., will be distributed
throughout Ohio, Michigan and Ken-
tucky by the Standard Film Service
Company, Sloan Building, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Papers have been filed in the county
clerk's office by the Olympic Amuse-
ment Company, operating the Olympic,
Lyric and other houses in town, increas-

ing the capital from $75,000 to $675,000.

The Cleveland Normal School has led
the way, and has already installed a
Zenith machine in its auditorium, to be
used for educational purposes. Other
schools and welfare institutions have ex-
pressed favorable criticisms of the
Zenith, commenting especially upon its

simple mechanism, and the safety de-
vices employed, which make it practi-
cable for general use.

Billy Exton of the Supreme Feature
Film Company of Pittsburgh is playing a
return engagement in Ohio wtih
" Mickey " and " The Spoilers." He
arrived in Cleveland this week with a

lot of new prints of these pictures, and
is planning to repeat the success he
made with them on his initial appear-
ance. Exton is making his headquar-
ters at 305 Sloan Building. Physical
distribution of the features will be
handled by the Sterling Film Service
Company, 305 Sloan Building.

" The County Fair " was sold this

week to Phil Selznick, for distribution
in the state of Ohio. The sum paid for
the state rights to this Tourneur pic-

ture is said to be $15,000, which, if

true, is more than Ohio generally pays
for its independent pictures.

Phil Selznick, who used to be con-
nected with the local Select office, is

going it alone these days, under the
title of Phil Selznick Productions. He
is located at 318 Erie Building. Selz-
nick expects to play " The County
Fair " big throughout the state, giving
it a regular circus setting wherever pos-
sible. Exhibitors hereabouts were all

interested in the announcement of Selz-
nick's purchase, for only good reports
have been heard of the value of The
County Fair " as a box office attraction.

Comic Classics, released by Special
Pictures Corporation, are coming along
strong out here. They are now showing
regularly at the Strand, Metropolitan,
Orpheum and Knickerbocker, all first-

run houses, due to the tireless energy
of Frank Marshall, manager for Special
Picture Corporation in these parts.

Hoffman-Palace theatre, the new mil-

lion dollar theatre which has been in

the course of erection on Euclid avenue
and East 101st street for the past year,
will open October 31 under a straight
motion picture policv. Will Marshall,
manager of the Hoffman-Palace, made
this announcement the other day, put-
ting an end to the uncertainty that has
heretofore obtained in regard to the
established policy of the house. There
will be a news reel, a comedy, a spe-

cialty number, and a feature on each
and every program. " The Devil's Pass-
kev " has been se'ected for the openintr
feature. The Hoffman-Palace has 1400
seats, and when completed will be one
of the finest houses in the country.

" Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," re-

leased through Metro, has been passed
by the Ohio Board of Censors, after

long deliberation on the part of the
C»n=or Board. There were quite a few
eliminations ordered. Also, a foreword
w?s added, which reads;

" In presenting ' Parlor. Bedroom and
Bath,' the author expressly desires to
eliminate all possibilities of its being
taken seriously by his audiences.
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" The bow-knots of matrimony oft-

times loosen and come untied, and twen-
tieth century married life becomes a

rollicking, merry-go-round of dizzy vari-

colored mistakes.
" The pen of the author, dipped in

imagination's ink, has written ' Parlor,

Bedroom and Bath ' to entertain you.
The situations are what .might be attend-
ant upon your own case should you feel

the traces of double harness loosening.
•' But, after all, you will find this

little burlesque on married life a pa a-

table antidote for the blues, and a

humorous swan song in which Cupid
plays in discords oi snarps and flats anil

tears, finally merging into a crescendo
of harmony and laughs."

Palmer Slocum wrote it.

Bert Stern, Metro salesman, has been
transferred from the Cleveland office to

Detroit.

Fred G. Sliter. division manager for

Robertson-Cole Company, who has been
recuperating at Mt. Ciemens, Michigan,
for the past two weeks, stopped off in

Cleveland for a few days this week on
his way to New York, where he has
gone to attend the initial screening of
Robertson-Cole's big picture, " Kismet,"
featuring Otis Skinner.

Al Lebensberger, local Robertson-
Cole manager, went to New York to

attend the screening oi " Kismet."

William Shapiro, erstwhile manager
of the Fox Exchange in Cleveland, and
now connected with the company's New
York office, was in town the latter part
of the week, looking over the local film

situation.

CANADA
The special feature, " Open Your

Eyes," dealing with the so-called " so-

cial evil," has had an interesting time
of it during its comparatively brief

career in the Province of Ontario. The
picture was formally approved by the
Ontario Board of Moving Picture Cen-
sors and was publicly screened in Wind-
sor, Ontario, last summer. The picture
was taken to Toronto, where it was
scheduled for showing in the Massey
Ha'l, Toronto, the large concert audi-
torium of the Ontario Capitol. The run
was being extensively advertised when
announcement was made that the Provin-
cial authorities had recalled the feature.

It was intimated that the approval of

the censors had been rescinded by Hon.
Mr. Drury, Premier of the Province.
On October 22, announcement was

made that the picture had once more
been approved for public presentation
in Ontario, but this time by Hon. Peter
Smith, the Provincial Treasurer, under
whose jurisdiction the censor board is

conducted. The feature was booked for

presentation during the week of Octo-
ber 25 at the Strand theatre, Toronto,
this being one of the large downtown
houses in Toronto owned by the Famous
Players Canadian Corporation. The
feature was produced by the United
States Public Health Service, it has
been announced. Prior to its presenta-
tion at the Strand. Toronto, the picture
had received the endorsement of a num-
ber of prominent Canadian medical au-
thorities and social workers.

The application of the Canadian Edu-<
cational Fi'ms, Limited, of Toronto, for
an injunction to restrain the Specialty
Film Import, Limited, Toronto, pro-
ducers of the British-Canadian Pathe
Weekly, and the Strand and Regent the-
atres, Toronto, from distributing or pre-
senting the moving pictures of the big
horse race between Man o' War and
Sir Barton for the $"5,000 purse and the
S5.000 gold cup at Kenilworth track,
Windsor, on October 12. was refused by
Mr. Justice Middleton at Osgoode Hali.
Toronto. The Educational Films Cor-
poration had secured the exclusive mov-
ing picture rights for the big event and
had prevented all camera representatives
of other companies from entering the
Kenilworth Tockev Club on the day of
the race. In spite of precautions pic-
tures of the race were presented at the
two Toronto theatres on the day fol-
lowing the event.

Counsel for the defendants, Mr. A. C.
McMaster. informed the court that the
pictures involved in the case had been
taken from lorries on the outside of the
jockev club park and he claimed that no
trespass had been committed in the tak-
ing of the picture? in this manner. He
was upheld in this contention, it is said,
by the judge, who refused to grant the
restraining cder. The views consist o'
pictures of the two horses in training
for the race, detectives guarding the

horses and several flashes of the race it-

self, which, apparently, had been taken
with the telescopic lens. There were
also pictures of the big crowd entering
the grounds and of the officials in

charge of the race.

Loew's seventh theatre in Canada will

open at Ottawa, the Canadian Capital,
on Monday, November 8, according to
an official announcement. The opening
attraction will be D. W. Griffith's " The
Love Flower," and it is the intention
to have a number of prominent moving
picture stars present for the opening
ceremonies. The Loew chain now com-
prises theatres in Toronto, Hamilton,
London and Montreal, as well as Ot-
tawa. The Ottawa house has been
under construction for the past sixteen
months, progress having been very slow
on account of scarcity in materials and
labor.

The magnificent new Pantages' thea-
tre in Toronto, which is credited with
being the largest theatre in Canada,
with its 3,700 seats, is to have an organ.
A Hope-Jones instrument is being in-

stalled.

A new departure in moving picture
trade circles of Canada is the establish-
ment of a " Photoplay News Service,"
with headquarters in the Hermant
Building, Toronto. This service syndi-
cates a column of moving picture news
to Canadian newspapers each week and
an attempt is made to give real news of
the trade in addition to announcements
regarding pictures and stars. News was
released recently regarding the estab-
lishment of the Canadian Educational
Films. Limited, the extension of the Al-
len Circuit of theatres, the taking of pic-

tures of the big horse race at Windsor
and other items.

Mr. P. G. Demetri has opened a brand
new moving picture theatre in Mon-
treal, Quebec, which is known as the
Belmont theatre. It is located in the
north end of the city.

James Travis, formerlv manager of

the Mutual and Pathe offices in Toron-
to, and more recently' manager of the
Se'ect office in St. John, N. B., has re-

turned to the Pathe organization and is

serving as special sales representative
at Toronto.

A. M. Wilbur has resigned as Toronto
manager of the Vitagraph Corporation,
to become manager of the Winnipeg
office of the Select Pictures Corporation
of Canada. Mr. Wilbur is well known
in the Canadian West, having been the
Winnipeg manager of the Vitagraph
Company for a number of years before
going to Toronto a few weeks ago.

Martin Barnett has been appointed
Ontario sales manager for the Canadian
Educational Films, Ltd., with offices at
Toronto.

Quite a shake-up has occurred among
the managers for various theatres in

Eastern Canada controlled by the Fa-
mous Plavers Canadian Corporation,
Ltd. The theatres affected include those
at Toronto, Ottawa, Kingston and one
or two other centers.
Harry Pomeroy has returned to the

management of the Strand theatre. Ot-
tawa, after having had charge of the
Strand theatre, Toronto, for several
weeks. Mr. Pomeroy replaces Mr.
Harry Vance, who has been transferred
to another city. Mr. Harold Hitchison.
assistant manager of the Regent and
Strand theatres, Toronto, for several
years, has been appointed manager of
'he Strand theatre in Kingston. Ontario.
Mr. J. Eaton has been placed in charge
of the Alhambra theatre, one of the new
and large suburban theatres of Toronto.
Mr. Clarence Robson, a veteran show-
man and one of the most prominent ex-
hibitors in Canada, will manage both
the Regent and Strand theatres of To-
ronto, these being two large downtown
houses. Mr. Robson has directed the
operation of the Reeent theatre for a
vear or more, and will now conduct the
two houses.

Th- Famous Plavers Canadian Cor-
poration recently opened a brand new
»Vi»atre at Oshawa. Ontario, an automo-
bile manufacturing center of 12.000 peo-
ple. According to General Manager
Thomas of the F -P. Canadian company,
the new theatre there is one of the most
heau'iful and comn'ete houses to be
found in a city of this size in the whole
"f Canada. A veteran exhibitor has
been placed in charge of the new Re-
fep> theatre in Oshawa in the person
of Mr. T. S. Smart of Port Hone. Mr.
Smart has been a prominent fioire in

mov'ng picture business of Canada
for manv years. He has been actively
identified with the Moving Pictures Ex-

hibitors' Protective Association of On-
tario in the past. Mr. Smart formerly
conducted his own theatre in Port Hope.

Basil Horsfall, proprietor of the Tiv-
oli theatre, Bleury and St. Catherine
streets, Montreal, Quebec, has taken
over the- Sun theatre on Notre Dame
street, and will conduct both houses in

the future. Not long ago the Tivoli the-

atre, Montreal, c'osed a contract for the
first run of English features released by
the Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Ltd.,
of Montreal and London, England,
through the Specialty Film Import,
Ltd., of Montreal.

Herb Jennings, formerly manager of

the Allen's Danforth theatre, Toronto,
has returned to Toronto from Quebec
City and has been placed in charge of

Allen's St. Clair theatre, one of Toron-
to's new large theatres. Mr. Jennings
spent a number of weeks in the capital
of Quebec to reorganize the Allen the-
atre there. Mr. Jennings is one of Can-
ada's veteran exhibitors. His father is

manager of the Imperial theatre. Kitch-
ener, Ontario.

BOSTON
The Commonwealth Photoplay Cor-

poration has taken over the Hatch Pho-
toplay Service and is distributing Ben
Turpin and other popular comedies
from their office at 12 Piedmont street.

John H. Foy, formerly connected with
the Hatch company, is the New Eng-
land manager for the Commonwealth.

Joseph Raymond, who opened the
Powers Broadway theatre last month,
has been succeeded by Julius Smith.
Besides managing the Broadway Mr.
Smith also has charge of the Orient
Garden in East Boston and Congress
Hall, South Boston.

Members of the Boston film co'ony
came to the fore in a worthy movement
when they furnished pictures used at
the benefit performance for the family
of the late James W. Mullaly of Cam-
bridge. Mr. Mullaly, a gate-tender at
the North Cambridge railroad crossing,
lost his life in an attempt to save that
of Mrs. Emma Osgood, an aged woman
who had wandered in the path of a
speeding express train. The benefit was
staged Sunday, October 31, at Gordon's
Central Square theatre, Cambridge.
James Sayre, the manager of the house,
supplied vaudeville.

Manager Scheffitz of the Garden the-
atre, Springfield, Mass., has bought the
property of the Allah theatre and is hav-
ing it remodeled.

At a meeting of the Allied Theatri-
cal Managers' Association of Massachu-
setts, Robert G. Larsen was elected
president. George A. Giles vice-president
and Richard Drown treasurer. The or-
ganization will take an active interest
in affairs this season.

At the Majestic theatre, D. W. Grif-
fith's " Way Down East " is closing a
successful run of over a month. The
picture was shown to filled houses for

this entire period with prices ranging
from fifty cents to $1.50. A selected
orchestra of thirty pieces furnished ex-
cellent interpretation of the picture and
the management introduced a quartet,
which rendered ' In the Gloaming ' and
' Just a Song at Twilight ' when the
farm yard scenes were shown.

William H. Jenner, who opened the
New England agency of the Associated
Producers, Inc., at 28 Pedimont street
recently, reports that the new films are
being well received in the biggest houses
in New England. Mr. Jenner was for-

merly connected with the United Artist
Company.
"The results of the pictures received at

the Boston office are very encouraging,
and managers are loud in their praises,"
says Mr. Jenner.

The Boston operators are granted an
increase of $12 a week, which brings their
salaries up to $57.50 a week. The new»
increase which the union demanded was
met by the exhibitors with very little

dickering.

Believing that the public are anxious
to know what goes on behind the scenes,
the Park Square theatre has completed
bookings with the Associated Producers,
Inc., for " How Thomas Ince Makes
Pictures." The date when the enlighten-
ing film will be shown has not yet been
set.

ATLANTA
Wassman & Stephens, Atlanta, state

that they have purchased the rights in
this territory to the Gaumont serial,
" In the Clutches of the Hindoo," and
the feature, " The Devil's Angel," star-
ring Helen Gardner.

Miss Susie Baxley, the only woman
traveling representative in this territory,
and who does her traveling in the in-
terests of Wassman & Stephens, has
started a new and thriving little concern
of her own, known as the Emergency
Film Service, which is designed to pro-
tect exhibitors from the much dreaded
mis-outs.

Mr. Albert Sottille, of the Pastime
Amusement Company, Charleston, S. C,
is building a new theatre in Charleston.
It is now well on the way to comple-
tion, though it has not as yet been
named. It will seat twenty-three hun-
dred people, and will have several fea-
tures that are quite new to southern
theatre patrons. One will be a nursery

—

one of the largest and most complete in
the South. Three expert trained nurses
will be on duty in this nursery to care
for the kiddies and amuse them, while
their tired mothers see the pictures.

S. A. Lynch, by his purchase of the
Palace, Princess and the old Macon the-
atres, completed his conquest of Macon,
Ga. It is reported, unofficially, that the
purchase price in this deal, for the three
theatres, was $150,000.

It is estimated, conservatively, that
171,666 people attended the reopening
of the Lyric theatre, Richmond, Va., as
a picture house, when Thomas Meighan
made a personal appearance. Mr.
Meighan had a busy day of it—he ap-
peared at three shows, spoke to the Boy
Scouts at the Hotel -Jefferson, addressed
the Kiwanis luncheon and shook hands
so much that he finally had to use his
left hand to finish up. Although the
State Fair was in active competition,
there were, by actual count, 2.500 more
paid admissions to the Lyric than there
was to the fair.

Doris Kenyon and her company of
thirteen, with Director Johnson, are at
work in Knoxville, Tenn., filming scenes
for " Footsteps," which will be Miss
Kenyon's next picture.

The first organization of Kentucky
exhibitors has been completed, with L.
J. Dittmar, manager of the Rialto and
Majestic theatres. Lexington, as presi-
dent and C. W. Krebe of the Cherokee,
Louisville, as secretary and treasurer.
They adopted resolutions much after the
line of other state organizations affili-

ated with the national body of the M.
P. T. O. A.

Durham, N. C, is quite incensed over
the action of the City Council in adding
an extra license fee of $50 to every ma-
chine displaying advertising slides on
the screen. All theatres have ceased
the advertising slides, but there is con-
siderable indignation over what all feel

to be a keen injustice.

CINCINNATI
A. E. Mittendorf and associates are

negotiating for the lease of Robinson's
Opera House, Ninth and Plum streets,
with a view to converting it into a mo-
tion picture theatre.

The local Robertson-Cole office and
the Pioneer Film Corporation, which
have leased space in the Film Exchange
Building. Pioneer and Broadwav, have
commissioned the Leibold-Farrell Build-
ing Company to make alterations and
changes according to the Eastman speci-
fications for the storage of films. The
changes will cost approximately $4,500.

The International Film Company will
open an office on the ground floor of the
property at 138-140 West Seventh street.
The lease is for three years at $185 a
month.

Miss Billie Biddle and Miss Elizabeth
Smith, former employees of the Colonial
theatre, who were indicted with Joseph
Noterman on a charge of embezzlement,
were given suspended sentences to the
Marysville Prison for Women when ar-
raigned in Common Pleas Court this
week. Their former employers asked for
leniency in their sentence.
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The Rialto theatre, of which William

J. Mahoney is the manager, celebrates
its first birthday during the week of

October 11. For the occasion Norma
Talmadge in " Yes and No," and Bert
Lytell's "The Price of Redemption"
have been booked. During the year
just ended some excellent photoplays
have been presented at this theatre, and
it may truly be said that the year has
been a profitable one.

Samuel Bomes, an architect in this

city, is building a new theatre on Broad
street, in the residential section. It will

be called the Liberty theatre and will

be completed about the first of the year.

The Rialto theatre in Providence
" blossomed " out on Columbus Day
with a new sign, much larger and with
a greater decorative scheme than the
old one. The former one was removed
to the new Rialto Hotel, which will

cater to theatrical folk.

John H. Kunsky has purchased the
Michigan rights on " Madonnas and
Men." It will be shown at the Madi-
son the week of October 31 and will be
preceded by an advertising campaign.

Will M. Elliott, managing director of
the Majestic, who has been seriously ill

ever since the house opened, is on the
road to recovery.

The Victory theatre played " Youth-
ful Folly," starring Olive Thomas, dur-

ing the week of October 11, playing to

capacity houses. The press agent made
considerable out of the recent unfortu-

nate death of the young woman, and
possibly this had something to do with
the attendance.

LANSING
Michigan picture fans are watching

with considerable interest for the forth-

coming release, " Over the Hill," a
screen dramatization of Will Carleton's

poem of the same name. It is a William
Fox Corporation, production.

Coincident with the production of the

film is the meeting the last of this month
at Hillsdale, Michigan, of the Will Carle-

ton Memorial Association. This associa-

tion plans to place bronze markers at the

old home of Will Carleton, near Hud-
son, Michigan, and at other points made
famous by his poems.
A sizable amount has already been

secured for a Will Carleton Memorial
fund, to assist needy students at Hills-

dale College, at Hillsdale, Michigan.
Carleton is one of the few Michigan

poets. His " Over the Hills to the Poor
House " was his best known—so well

known in fact, through two or three gen-

erations that the expression " over the

hills to the poor house "—is a household
vernacular.

Carleton is the first Michigan poet to

have one of his compositions taken for

adaptation to the screen. He was born
at Hudson, Michigan, Oct. 21, 1845.

" Stage and Screen," a new publica-

tion for the local theatregoer, had its

first appearance during the past week
here. It is distributed to patrons of

the Gladmer and Colonial theatres here
and a mailing list in Lansing and the

surrounding territory is filled weekly with
it. The publication contains the pro-

grams, news and general information
about both the Gladmer and Colonial
theatres. Harry Guest is editor of
" Stage and Screen."

DETROIT
A -state convention of sub-franchise

First National holders in Michigan has
been called for November 4 in De-
troit.

Two new residential theatres have
just opened, the Holbrook and the

Grand Victory. Both are small but well
built and prettily decorated houses and
each opened to capacity, one with " 45
Minutes from Broadway " and the other
with " Help Wanted, Male."

The Michigan Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors' Association has filed a com-
plaint with the Detroit News over th«
publication of a story which ascribed
an attempted hold-up of an oil station

by a small boy to moving pictures. The
boy said he was just playing a game,
and pictures had nothing to do with it.

The News is understood to have so
slurred the picture industry in its news
and editorial columns that the theatres
have retaliated. No theatre gives the
News more than a two-inch display ad-
vertisement on Sunday and a one-inch
daily card. Some of the theatres do
not use the News at all.

The Riveria theatre at Niles, seating
1,000, is scheduled to open on Thanks-
giving Day.

Fitzpatrick and McElroy have leased
the Iris theatre, St. Johns, and added
it to their big circuit in the state.

Detroit now has a new first-class mo-
tion picture theatre in the Majestic,
which re-opened its doors recently, the
principal film attraction being Thomas
Meighan in " Civilian Clothes." The
house was taken over by Phil Gleichman
and was re-decorated and refurnished
with new scenery, carpets, electrical fix-

tures, organ, projection machines and
everything else essential to a modern
photoplay house.

Mr. Gleichman was in receipt iof several
score telegrams from motion picture
stars and producers, including Adolph
Zukor, Thomas Meighan, Roscoe Ar-
buckle, Alice Brady, Gloria Swanson,
Cecil B. De Mille, and others. Will M.
Elliott is house manager and Francis
A. Mangan, production manager. A
$5,000 advertising campaign preceded the
opening, every medium available being
employed with the result that the first

week saw capacity audiences at every
performance.

The Majestic will change its programs
every Saturday, which is an innovation
so far as Detroit is concerned, the bill

running for a week.

Kimmell Brothers have purchased the
Royal theatre, at Royal Oak, a suburb
of Detroit, from Edward Beardslee. The
house seats 600.

W. T. Snowden, formerly publicity
man for Robertson Cole in Detroit, has
joined the Standard Film exchange
forces.

Independent Master Films, Inc., have
purchased the state rights exchange, op-
erated by Joe Horwitz.

OKLAHOMA
CITY

Okmulgee, Okla., may boast of having
the finest amusement palace in the entire
southwest, none of the larger cities ex-
cepted. Oil was primarily the cause of
its erection as the owners, F. A. Young
and John A. Feeney, have been so fortu-

nate in their drilling operations in the
Okmulgee neighborhood that they felt

indebted to build some sort of a monu-
ment to the future success of that city.

They have spared no expense in build-
ing the monument, as it was constructed
at a cost of $525,000.
The building, which is called the

" Hippodrome Amusement Palace," was
formally opened September 30, at which
time dancing, high-class vaudeville, and
other amusements were enjoyed. The
structure has a seating capacity of 2,000
and is provided with a natatorium, size
50x100 feet; a dancing pavilion, lOOx
100, and with a roof garden around the
entire dome of the dance pavilion. It

has also a large cafe and soft drink par-
lor, and is equipped with the largest
stage in the southwest.

The Palace theatre at Terrell,
Texas, is being remodelled throughout
and a number of new seats installed.

The Dreamland theatre at Canton,
Texas, has been sold by C. L. Beard to
C. G. Bailey.

Hot Springs, Ark., is soon to have a
theatre for the exclusive use of negroes,
and the building when completed will
probably be the finest institution of its
kind owned and operated by negroes in
the country.

tional Film Corporation, was a recent
visitor to San Francisco. He stopped
at the St. Francis hotel. Mr. Ginsberg
has left for Seattle, on a tour of the
United States installing branches and
inspecting exchanges.

The Vapor City Amusement Company
has been incorporated with a capital of
$100,000 stock to build the theatre. The
company is headed by some of the lead-
ing negro citizens of the community.
B. C. Truman is president

; Josephine
Claridy, vice president ; L. R. Wilson,
secretary ; Clara Truman Clerk and .H.
L. King, stock salesman. The location
of the proposed theatre is just south of
the Pythian bathhouse on Malvern ave-
nue and will cost about $75,000.

NEW ORLEANS
The Harcol Film Company observed

New Orleans' annual moving day, Octo-
ber 1, and now has its laboratories and
salesrooms occupying the whole of a
four-tory building, 330 Camp street.
The concern formerly was above the
Tudor theatre. It formerly had its labor-
atories on Broad street, considerable dis-
tance from the office and salesrooms. It
is distributor in all Southern States for
the DeVry projector and has branches
in Atlanta and Louisville. A. Harrison,
Jr., former newspaper man, is president.

A moving picture show exclusively for
negroes, was recentlv opened up by C.
E. Bailey, at Hugo, Okla. The theatre
will seat 1,400.

McGinney and Weaver are erecting a
theatre at Wilburton, Okla,, with 600
seating capacity. The theatre cost about
$10,000, and is modern and up to date.

Ed. Turner has sold his interest in the
Mutual theatre at Meeker, Okla., to
Messrs. Elmer Walker, J. G. Walker and
T. L. Oehmke. At the same time he
and his brother bought a picture at
Cashion, which will be run by Leonard.

The Queen theatre at Ranger Texas,
owned by R. J. Stinnett, was destroyed
by fire recently.

A new $5,500 Wurlitzer orchestra
piano has been installed at Rogers, Ark.,
by C. E. Robertson in his Victory thea-
tre. The machine is a duplex U style
and is operated by a two horsepower
motor which supplies a good vo'ume to
the live sets of pipes.

Ed Evans, former star roadman for
Consolidated, is .the new exchange man-
ager for the new New Orleans exchange
of Educational and will handle Louisiana
and Mississippi.

E. V. Richards, general manager of
the Saenger Amusement Company, spent
most of the summer touring Europe with
President Julian Saenger, has returned to
New Orleans. Mr. Richards and Secre-
tary L. M. Ash came to New Orleans
from New York by boat.

Loot of the old Essanay studio at
Niles was reported by Charles H. Boy-
sen, Los Angeles promoter, who claims
that the film, " Dust of Dawn," yith
plates, negatives and three sets of scen-
ery were carried off. The lost material
is valued at $15,000.

SPOKANE
Contracts have been closed here for a

100 percent Fox program this winter by
the Stilwell Theatre company at the
Casino and Class A theatres in Spokane.
The stars include W'il.iam Farnum, Tom
Mix, George Walsh, Louise Lovely,
Shirley Mason, Buck Jones and William
Russell. The bookings include super-
specials, 26 Sunshine comedies, 104 edi-
tions of Fox News and 52 Mutt and Jeff
animated cartoons.

Col. T. C. Campbell, manager of the
Tulane (Klaw & Erlanger) and Walter
Kattman, Loew's Crescent, attended the
opening of Loew's new theatre in Mem-
phis, Tenn.

L. Sturm, personal representative of
the Fox Entertainments, was here this
week and closed the year's contracts
with C. E. Stilwell, manager, and Wal-
ter Fenney, assistant manager. The
super-special " When New York
Sleeps," said to be one of the most pre-
tentious pictures ever produced by the
company, will appear at an early date.
It is an all-star production depicting
in three episodes the night life in New
York, giving glimpses of suburb life, the
gay white way and the tragedy of the
East Side.

Wylie Pope, former Goldwyn Ex-
change manager, will leave New Orleans
about the middle of this month to take
charge of his new theatre in Americus,
Ga., in partnership with Arthur Lucas,
of Atlanta, a former district manager for
Goldwyn. Mr. Lucas heads a string of
about fifteen theatres.

New Orleans theatres are in another
charity campaign, but this one they are
more willing to assist than some others
because it is for the local society. Four
minute speakers and special songs are
being provided.

SAN FRANCISCO
Leon Levy, former assistant manager

of the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco,
has been promoted to the managership
due to the vacancy caused by the ac-
ceptance by Harry David, former man-
ager, of the managership of the " State

"

Theatre in Oakland. Mr. David was
with the California and Portola theatres
for nine years. Sol Pincus, formerly
publicity director at the Imperial is now
house manager and treasurer in Mr.
Levy's former position.

Harry Ginsberg, assistant to General
Manager Earl Hammond of the Educa

The Marshall-Neillan Film company of
Los Angeles, Cal., was through. Spokane
"recently enroute home from Glacier Na-
tional park, Montana, where the com-
pany has been making pictures. There
were nearly 60 in the party, which was
in charge of Thomas Held. The com-
pany has been making pictures in the
park, employing 300 of the Blackfeet In-
dians there in scenes for " Custer's Last
Stand."

SPRINGFIELD,
Mass.

Walter M. Merkle, formerly manager of
Poli's theatre at Hartford. Ct., for a time
with the Selznick Motion Picture Studios,
recently assumed the management of the
new Capitol theatre in this city, suc-
ceeding George H. Dumont. Prior to
entering the theatrical field, he was a
newspaperman, having served as dramatic
critic of the Worcester (Mass.) Telegram
and later he was connected with the
Boston Traveler. He also has had thea-
tre supervision in Worcester.

It is planned to restore the singing
and other musical acts on the Capitol
program as an important accompaniment
to the high-grade motion pictures shown.

ALBANY
D. H. Finke of New York has as-

sumed the management of the Palace
motion picture theatre in Schenectady,
succeeding his brother-in-law, William
M. Shirley, who has become director
general of the Max Spiegel enterprises,
and which include houses in Newark,
Hartford, Far Rockaway. Allentown,
Reading, Toledo and elsewhere, besides
the Max Spiegel road shows. Before
leaving Schenectady, Mr. Shirley was
tendered a reception and " good by "

-gathering by his employees.
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as

well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom

AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6

A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary)..

6

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) S

The Week End (Margarita Fisher) 6
A Lire Wire Hick (William Russell) 5

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak) 5

Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) S

Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) 5

"TEX" SERIES '

Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) S

The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) 5

The Unseen Witness (Glen White) 5

The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White) 5

Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hovie) 15

The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS

Episodes.

WESTERN DRAMAS

Flat Hunting 1

Andy Visits His Mamain-Law 1

Andy Plays Golf 1

A Quiet 1 lay at Home 1

Andy on a Diet 1

Andy's Wash Day 1

Andy's Night Out 1

Andy and Min at the Theatre 1

Andy Visits the Osteopath 1

Andy on Skates 1

Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit 1

Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest 1

Andy Redecorates His Flat 1

Andy the Model 1

Accidents Will Happen 1

Howdy Pardner , 1

There's A Raisen 1

Ship Ahoy 1

The Toreador 1

The Broilers 1

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) 6

Biased Trail Prods, (one every other week) . . . 2 COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
Lone StarWesterns (one every other week) 2

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDDZS
Muriel Ostriche (one a month) 2

XLNT (Ardath) 2

Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera) 1

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
The Magic Life ( Peters-Vidor) 6
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

IJ. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6

The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6

IMAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6

I

MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin) S

SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVEES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy) 2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers) 1

The Dying Swan (Skating)... 1

Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics) 1

The Flying De Armands 1

Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1

Hundeller (Balancing) 1

Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
{Released Through Educational film Exchange*)

CHESTER COMEDIES
The Big Show 2
An Overall Hero 2
Four Times Foiled 2

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

Oct. 3—The Jail Bird (Ince. Prod.-Douglas Mac-
Lean) 4961

Oct. 3—Something to Think About (C. B. De-
Mille Prod.) 7000

Sept.—Little Miss Rebellion (.Dorothy GishJ 4835
Sept.—Civilian Cloth (Thomas Meighan-Hugh) . .5267
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton) 4667
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton ) 4667
Sept.—Humoresque (Cosmopolitan Production) .. 5987
Sept.—What's Your Hurry (Wallace Reid) 5040
Sept.—Lady Rose's Daughter (Elsie Ferguson) . .4585
Sept.—The Village Sleuth (Charles Ray-lnce
Prod.) 4082

Sept.—The Right to Love (George Fitzmaurice
Prod.) 6661

Aug.—Hairpins (Enid Bennett) 4796

AKTCKAKT
June—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue) 2

FaRaMOUNT-SENNETT comedies
Oct. 31—Movie Fans 2
Oct. 17—My Goodness 2
Oct. 3—His Youthful Fancy 2

Aug. —Forty-five Minutes From Broadway (Chas.
Ray)

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28—Housecleaning 1

Dec. 21—Those Distant Cousins 1

Dec. 7—After the Circus 1

PARAMOUNT.DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Spirits 2

Sept. 12—Kids Is Kids 2
Aug. 29—Never Again 2

PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Oct. 17—Nature's Contrasts 1

Oct. 24—Rubbering in Selangor 1

Oct 17—The Land of pardons 1«
Oct. 10—With the Sultan of Perak 1

Oct. 3—Mosell Memories 1

PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Oct 17—Winter Sports at St. Moritz
Sept. 19—Down the Strand in London 1

Se°ven ^&Jw§*vZS^?. \ \ \ \ \ .2 PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach ( Florence Chase) 6 Torch^ ^ Through (Johnnie Hines)

(Cunard Ford)

5

Woman of Mystery .

When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) 5

(Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) 5

!BARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 2
sheriff's Dilemma 2
Brothers 2
His Desperate Deed 2

Beyond All Law 2

Tenderfoot's Money 2

IOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2

|Three of a Kind 2

Stone Quarry Romance 2

Too Much Garlic 2

d B. C. FILM SALES
State Rights

rhe Victim 6

TALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
5ept 2—All Balled Up 2

Vug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
tug. S—Some Champs 2
uly 22—Wild, Wild Women 2

tuy 8—Stung Again 2
;une 24—Back on the Farm 2

CREEN SNAPSHOTS
3I-MONTHLY NEWS REEL

I TAR RANCH WESTERNS
)ne two-reeler every two weeks.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
RITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS

1

audit of Hell's Gap 2
Traitor's Vengeance 2

he Girl of the West 2
almost an Outlaw 2

k he Avenging Trail 2

Out For the Night (Eddie Barry) 2
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon) 2
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher) 2

TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy In High 2
Torchy QoLnny Hines) ._. . . .... 2

MERMAID COMEDIES
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) 2
Dynamite (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rae) 2
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
SPECIALS
Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Runs 1

Valley of 10,000 Smokes 1

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
By Schooner to Skagway 1

The Castaway 1

Solitude X
Wanderlust 1
The Song of the Paddle 1
The Log of Laviajera 1
The Great Mirror 1

Hope of Adventure 1

CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Seven League Booters 1

Too Much Overhead 1
The Trail of Wedontcarewhere 1
The Tamer the Wilder 1

Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits 1

SCREENICS
They All Turned Turtle—Familv Trees 1

Chosen Waters—South Sea Naiads 1

Great American Yawn—Getting His Angora 1

Foam Fantasies 1
Horseshoe—Bridal Veil 1

Forbidden Fanes 1

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) 6
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) «
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Yoong) 6
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Feters)...6
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young) 7

EsttrTiSyf . : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :l famous players-lasky exch.

Oct. 10—The Cloud 1

Sept. 5—From a Piscatorial Angle 1

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon.... 1

Oct. 24—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan 1

Oct. 17—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon 1

Oct. 10—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1

Oct. 3—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon.... 1

TRUEX AND OTHER COMEDIES
Apr. 11—Ship Ahoy 1
Mar. 28—Cleaning Up (Al. St. John) 2

Dec. 28—To Good to be True (Ernest Truex) 2
Dec. 14—Speed (Al. St. John) 3

federated film exchanges
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5
Bonnie May (Bessie Love) 5

MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird 2
His Naughty Night 2
Nearly Married 2
A Bedroom Scandal 2

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights 1

Winning a Widow 1

Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog • 1

School for Skirts i

The Painter 1

Bone Dry Blues i

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Dec. —Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-

madge)
Dec. —The Woman in the House (Mildred Har-

ris Chaplin)
Nov. —Curiosity (Norma Talmadge)
Nov. —The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore)

.

Nov. —The Scoffer (Dwan Prod.)
Nov. —Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart)
Nov. —Dinty (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Oct. —Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin)
Oct. —Twin Beds (De Havens)
Oct. —Nomads of the North (James Oliver Cur-

hadows of the Past • 2

I

Fight to a Finish 2

ESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
lone Hand Wilson ..5

:elebrated players corp.
(At State Right Exchanges)

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Oct. 31—An Old-Fashioned Boy (Ince Prod.-

Chas. Ray) 4617
Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Oct 24—A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 4200
Oct 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 5526
Oct 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.). 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

HE GUMPS
ndy Takes a Dancing Lesson 1

Release Information Continued on Page 3588

Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Aug.

wood)—Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray)
—Passion (Special Cast)
—Good References (Constance Talmadge).
—Athalie (Sydney Franklin Prod.)
—The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore) .

.

—The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge)
—The Kick in High Life (H. Lehrman) . . .

—Harriet the Piper (Anita Stewart)
—Curtain (Katherine MacDonald)
—The Heart of a Fool (Dwan)
—What Women Love (Annette Kellermann)
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
(Continued from page 3587)

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast) 8
Skirts (Special Cast) 6
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Over the Hill (Special Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) 7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast) 7

While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)... 7 Au«- 2?—In. and Out (Flanagan and Edwards). ....2

The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear) 7 Aug. la—His Wife's Husband (Flanagan and Ed-

It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) S6S9
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725
Going Some (.Rex Beach)
BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar Camps Out 2
Edgar's Sunday Courtship 2

Edgar Takes the Cake 2

Edgar's Jona Day 2

CAPITOL COMEDIES

Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
If I Were King (William Farnum) 7
The White Moll (Pearl White) 7

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers 6
Drag Harlan 6
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Mountain Woman 6

wards) 2

Aug. 1—The Road to Ruin (Flanagan and Edwards). 2

July 18—A Counter Plot (Buddy Post) 2
July 4—Mum's the Word (Buddy Post) 2
June 20—A Money Mixup (Buddy Post) 2

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Oct. 10—For the Future ' 1

Oct. 3—Between Friends 1

The Tiger's Cub 6 Sept- 26—In the Glory of the Past 1

Ihe Iniet 6 iq "Ai'r" Tetncrarv CRirH T.ifp^ 1

TOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails 6
The Texan 6
The Untamed 6
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider 5
The Challenge of the Law 5
The Man Who Dared 5

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Flame of the Yukon 6
Chin Toy 6
Girl of My Heart 6
Merely Mary Ann 6

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen S
The Plunger 5
Number 17 5 J
From New On 5 GREIVERS
20TH CENTURY BRAND

Sept. 19—"Air" Istocracy (Bird Life) 1

Sept. 12—Having a Circus (Chicago Zoo) 1

Sept. S—In for a Raise (Baking Powder) 1

GOLDWYN-BRA* PICTOGRAPHs
Aug. 29—This Wonderful World 1

Aug. 22—World's First Scientific Harness 1

Aug. 15—If You Could Shrink 1

Aug. 8—Eternal Nature 1

July 18—The Life History of the Pearl 1

July 11—Our Wonderful World (Tripoli) 1

July 4—Beating a Man at His Own Game 1

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Aug. 22—Shedding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) 1

Aug. 15—A Fly Guy (Happy Hooligan) 1

Aug. 8—The Rotisserie Bros. (Judge Rummy)..... 1

Aug. 1—The Last Rose of Summer (Happy Hooli

The Transgressor g
The Burning Question 8
Luring Shadows 7
Below the Deadline 5
HALL ttOUM BOYS COMhDlthi
Cads and Caddies 2
Stung Again.'. 2
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm 2
Mis Fortune Hunters 2
MAJOR DAW LEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1
Along the Moonbeam Trail 2
BLKLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps 1
Vacation Days in Switzerland 1
From Montreux to Berness Alps 1
Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes I

JANS PICTURES CORP.
A Woman's Business.
Love Without Question (Olive Tell) J

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA

"

Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats
Kineto Reviews

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)

Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 5
Voices (Special Cast) 6
Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .5

«nT °uuml" v"ajJl"
, The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) »ga ;

•_• Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes) S

Just Pals (Buck Jones) 5
Ththe Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) 5
The Rangers (Buck Jones) 5

Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy) 5
Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones) 5
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely) 5

SERIALS
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) 2

?2.?e
N
a

EwL i HODKLNSON CORP., W. W.

The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) S
Open Places (Jack Gardner) 5
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)..

5

The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) 9
The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn) t

Speeding Through Dixie 1 The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) »

Royal Ease 1 ™.en
.
°'_."le desert (Jack Gardner) I

Colossus of

EDUCATIONALS
(CHICAGO)
Serpent's Tooth *

_ Roads 1

The Spirit of the Birch 1

Suds 1

Precisely as Polly 1

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
An Elephant's Nightmare :...2
Hold Me Tight 2
His Noisy Still 2
Pretty Lady 2
Chase Me 2

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong 2
Kiss Me Quick 2
The Huntsman 2

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Hypnotist */2
The Papoose Vi
On the Hip
Northwoods Vi
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co Vi
All Stuck Up 54
A Hard Luck Santa Claus lA
Gum Shoe Work Vt
Home Brew
The Medicine Man Vi
Farm Efficiency Vi

(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIG

TURES, INC.
The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston Churchill) ... 7

The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's) /

The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's) .1

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Warner)
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's) i

Desert Gold (Zane Grey's) '

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Love Madness (Louise Glaum) 7

Sex (Louise Glaum) i

The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum) )

Sahara (Louise Glaum) 7

DEITRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon) t

The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon) *

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird) *

wfYRF.RT BRTTNTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunitv (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5

The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5

No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan) 3

The Dream Cheater (}. Warren Kerrigan) I

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) 6

The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes).

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast) •

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis) '

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis) *

Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall) S
Broncho Billy Dramas I

Snakeville Comedies t

Fables in Slang (George Ade) 1
Stripped for a Million (Crane WHDurJ 9
Strife (George Le Guere) •

CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen •
The Champion 2
Jitney Elopement 2
Work 2
By the Sea

LUBIN (BERT)
STATE RIGHTS

Honeymoon Ranch 5

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)

Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin) 6
Tuesdays—Gaumont News 1

Fridays—Gaumont Graphic 1

The Real Roosevelt 2

Satan on Earth 2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial, ten two-reel epi-

sodes)

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 6475
The Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy). .4600
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) . . 5198
Officer 666 (Tom Moore) 5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349

His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) 5947

The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569
Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogers) 5

The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand) 5

p^u^^^t^::::::::::::::! inter-ocean film corp.
The Silent Barrier i
Bearcat -
Seeds of Vengeance 2
The Gift Supreme ?
Whispering Devils «

The Vict :~ v

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1—The Lumber Jack 5

Nov. 15—Skyfire =

Oct. '.—Hell's Oasis 5

DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Dec. 1—Don't Never Marry 2

jsjnv IS—OHarhrnok Farm «

The Great Accident (Tom Moore) 6
Dollars and Sense (Madge Kennedy)
The Woman and the Puppet (Geraldine Farrar) 7

Trimmed With Red (Madge Kennodv) 7

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730

Release Information Continued on Page doo9

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Jan. 24—Big Game (Special Cast) 6
Jan. 17—The House in the Wall (Special Cast) 6
Jan. 10—Fine Feathers (Special Cast) 6
Jan. 3—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast) 6

Dec. 27—The Marriage of William Ashe (May Alli-

son) 6
Dec. 20—The Misleading Ladv (Bert Lytell) 6
Dec. 13—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana) 6
Nov. 29—The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse

(Special Cast) 6

Nov. 22—Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6

Nov. 15—Polly With a Past (Ina Claire) 6
Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6
Nov. 1—The Marriage of Mayfair (Special Cast)..

6

Oct. 25—Bodv and Soul (Alice Lake) 6
Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6
Oct. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana) 6
Sept. 27—Clothes (Special Cast) ."..6

Sept. 13—The Prince of Redemption (Bert Lytell)...

6

Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) 6

C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 10—The God of His Fathers (Special Cast) . .

.

Dec. 6—The Star Rover (Special Cast)

Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast)

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph It. Schenck)

Dec. 22—The Scarecrow
Oct. 27—Convict 13

Sept. 1—One Week
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) 6

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 11—Billions (Nazimova) •

Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7

Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7

The Brat (Nazimova) '

The Red Lantern (Nazimova) '

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) •

Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) •

Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) •

ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) •
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S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6—Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cut)....

6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

MISCELLANEOUS
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Corp.

The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Clark Cornelius Corp

Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions
The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) Favark Corp
Inc r/ighung Kentucitimns Special Cast; Sterling
Features

Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) The Franck Corp.
Why Leave Your Husband ( Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
Levey Prods

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileea Sedgwick)
Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-
wealth Film Corp

r»»MFDIF.S
Alter Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2
Billy Kuge Comedies (.Funlul Films) 1

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price) 2

Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.

When Quackel Did Hide (Charlie Joy) Aywon Film
Corp *

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) S

Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) 5

Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re-
issue 5

PATHE EXCHANGES
Nov. 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6

Oct. 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray
Stewart) 6

Oct. 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7

Oct. 10—Fc -bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6

Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 6
Sept. 26 — Help Wanted— Male (Blanche Sweet-
Henry King) 5

Sept. 12—Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner) 5

Sept. S—The House of the Tolling Bell (Bruce
Gordon-May McAvoy) 6

Aug. 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) 7

Aug. IS—The Girl in the Web (Blanche Sweet) 6

THE PHANTOM FOE
\(Fi]teen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen nntl TXnrn»r Orland)
Nov. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room 2

Nov. 7—Fourth, The Open Window 2

|Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf 2

[Oct. 24—Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale..

2

Pet. 17—First. Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
\(F\fteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth

Roland)
Nov. 14—Twelfth, The Secret Order 2
Nov. 7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond 2
Dct. 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2
Oct. 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path 2
Oct 17—Eighth, Danger Trails 2

pet. 10—Seventh, Troubled Waters 2
Dct. 3—Sixth, The Eagle's Nest 2
sept. 26—Fifth, Double Grossed 2
jsept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires 2
i;ept. 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2
Isept. 5—Second, The Inner Circle 2

PIRATE GOLD
[Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot)
l!)ct. 17—Tenth, Defeat—And Victory 2
Oct. 10—Ninth, The Double Cross v 2
Jept. 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion 2
|5ept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped 2
Sept. 12—Fifth, Drugged 2
Jept. 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last 2
Kng. 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story 2

[HE THIRD EYE
.'Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Warner

Oland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29—Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay 2
lug. 15—Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 2
Aug. 8—Twelfth, Man Against Man 2
Aug. 1—Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vengeance 2

I
uly 25—Tenth, The House of Terrors 2
uly 18—Ninth, The Race for Life 2
uly 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2
uly 4—Seventh. The Double Trap 2

i one 27—Sixth. The Death Spark 2

I'OUNG BUFFALO SERIES
:
iUg. 8—The Hold-up Man 2

Aug. 1—The Hobo of PUen City 2
July 25—The Law of the Border 2
July 18—His Pal s Gal 2
July 11—Tex of the Timberlands 2

TRAILED BY THREE
July 11—Fifteenth, The Reckoning ...2
July 4— Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime 2
June 27—Thirteenth, The Door of Death 2
June 20—Twelfth, The Burning Fuae 2
June 13—Eleventh, The Torture Trap 2
June 6—Tenth, The Slave Market 2
May 30—Ninth, The Pasha's Revenge 2

VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Nov. 14—The Sandman 1

Oct. 31—Mamma's Boy 1

Oct. 3—June Madness ....1

BRINGING UP FATHER
June 27—Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2
May 16—Second, Father's Close Shave '...2

Apr. 4—First, Jiggs in Society 2

AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and John Cumberland)
July 15—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16—Second, The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 2

ROLIN COMEDIES
Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard)...
Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 5—A Regular Pal
Aug. 29—Money to Burn (Snub Pollard)
Aug. 22—A London Bobby (Snub Pollard)

ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept. 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 2

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) 6

July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6
June 20—Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) 6

NEWS REELS
Sundays—Topics of the Day
Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

Saturdays—Pathe News 1

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman 5

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5
Law of the North 5

Cy Whittaker's Ward 5
The Awakening of Ruth 5
Light in Darkness 5
The Tell Tale Step 5
Lady of the Photograph 5

FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride 1

The Screen Fan 1

The Matinee Girl 1

.The Man Eater *. 1

The Superstitious Girl 1

The Artist's Model 1

The Art Bug 1

The Starter 1

The Spoiled Girl 1

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 6
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love) 6

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6
What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins) 6
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) 5
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb)..

5

His Brother's Keeper (Mansfield,-Lytton-James) ... .6
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) 6
Bubbles (Mary Anderson) 5
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

Luke McLuke's Film-osophy Yi
Sonny Series 2

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin
Two's Company
Call Me Daddy.
Knockout Maggie.
Down Beside the Seaside
Professor Was Right

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-

feather.
His Paiama Girl (Billie Rhodes) S
Power (Holbrook Blinn) 5
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast) 5

RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 5

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The Soul of Youth (Taylor) 6
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's) 6
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 6
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's) a
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) )

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) 5
39 East (Constance Binney) 5
A Dark Lantern (Alice Brady) 5
A Cumberland Romance (Mary Miles Minter) 5
Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley) '. 6
Jenny Be Good (Mary Miles Minter) 3
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter) 5

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Oct. 15—When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 2
Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 2
Sept. 1—The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van) 2
Aug. 15—Buggins (Leon Errol) 2

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
She's a Vamp 2
Circus Days 2

BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer 2
Hands Up 2

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture 2
Girl of the Rancho 2

ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics 2
Good Night Nurse 2

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Professor
Getting His Goat
Fixing Lizzie
Dry Cleaned
Kidnapper

BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God 1

Wind Goddess 1

MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble 2
Lazy Lem 2
Bungalow Bungle 2

NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter I

Dreamy Chinatown I

GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms 2
Help 3
The Movies 2

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
July 18—Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6
July 4—Li Ting Lang (Sessue Havakawa) 5
June 20—Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts) 5
Bright Skies (Brentwood) 5
The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) .... 5

SPECIALS
Oct. 3—The Stealers (Special Cast) 8
Sept. 19—Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody) 6
Sept. 5—Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7
Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) '

Aug. 1—Life's Twists (Bessie Barriscale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
Tune 6—Becky Strikes Out 1

May 30—Letty's Lost Legacy 1

Wixe'l Husbands ]

The Taylor Made Wife l

Downstairs and Up I

Why Be Jealous? I
Her Beloved Burglar l

MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas 1

The City of Broken Old Men i

Recruiting in the Solomons 1

Release Information Continued on Page 3590
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Lonely South Pacific Missions 1

Domesticating Wild Men i

Cruising in the Solomons 1

Saying Savages in the South Seas 1

ADVENTURE SCENICS
May 16—The Lone Trapper 1

May 2—Outlaw of the Wilderness 1

The Tempest 1

Waters of Destiny 1

Tree Magic 1

Ghosts ot Romance 1

Sons of Salooskin J

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't Gamble 5

Fickle Women 5

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
Open the Bars 1

Hay Fever ' 1

Sweet Dynamite 1

COMICLASSIC
Nov. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .2

Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam) . . .2

Oct. 17—A' Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2

SUNSET BURRUD SCENICS
Nov. 7—Totem Land 1

Oct. 31—Dawnland 1

Oct. 24—Going North 1

Oct. 17—The Highway of Wonderland 1

CLA\PLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Bubbles 1

Oct. 3—Dreams 1

Sept. 26—Up on the Farm 1

MORANT1 COMEDIES
Oct. 31—Kids 1

Oct. 17—Guilty 1

CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 14—Who Am 1 2

Oct. 7—Home Rule 2

TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..5
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska) 5

Human Passions (Lottie TiHord) 5

Man and Woman (Betty Mason) 5

The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes) f
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) 5

And the Children Pay (Gareth Hughes) ....7

Dr. Blind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley—one every

month) 2

RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley) 5
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo) 5

Weekly Indigestion (one every week) 1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. S—The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith's) 7

June 27—Suds (Mary Pickford) 5

June 13—The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) 6
May 30—Romance (Doris Keane) 8

Apr. 5—Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett's) S

Jan. 18—Pollyanna (Mary Pickford) 6

Dec. 29—When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair-

banks) »

Oct. 20—Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith's) 6

Sept. 1—His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-

banks) 8

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
West is West (Harry Carey) S
Fixed by George (Lyons-Moran) 5
The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers) 5
Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak) S

The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo) 5

Sundown Slim (Harry Carey) 5

Pink Tights (Gladys Walton) 5

Once a Plumber (Lyons-Moran) 5

The Secret Gift (Special Cast) 5
Hitchin' Posts (Frank Mayo) 5

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast) 7
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals 6
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln) 6

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Toe Martin) 2
A Prohibition Monkey 2

RED RIDER SERIES
(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)

Sixth, The Timber Wolf 2
Fifth, The Forest Runners 2
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed 2
Third, Big Stakes 2
Second, The Girl and the Law 2
First, A Son of the North % 2

THE FLAMING DISK
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)

Seventh, The Circle of Fire 2
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery 2
Fifth, On the Great Wall of China 2
Fourth, The Flaming Disk 2

Third, The Perilous Leap 2
Second, The Span of Life 2
First, The Rails of Dearth 2

1'HL DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring
Marie IValcamp)

Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril 2
Ninth, The Train of Death 2
Eighth, Trailed to Peking 2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2
Sixth, Captured in China 2
Fifth,. A Jump for Life 2
Fourth, Into the Chasm 2
Third, A Watery Grave 2

THE VANISHING DAGGER
(Featuring Eddie Polo)

Eighteenth, Silver Linings 2
Seventeenth, Beasts of the Jungle 2
Sixteenth, Beneath the Sea 2
Fifteenth, the Great Pendulum 2
Fourteenth, Walls of Doom 2
Thirteenth, Spears of Death 2
Twelfth. An Evil Plot 2
Eleventh, A Race to Scotland 2

CENTURY COMEDIES
Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety) 2
A Lyin' Tamer (Bowes-Lamont) 2
A Blue Ribbon Mutt (Byron-Dorety) 2
Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorety-Prevost) 2
Should Tailors Trifle 2
Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont) 2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2
His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2
Love and Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2
You Tell 'Em, Lions, I Roar (Century Lions) 2
A Movie Hero (Adams-Fortune) 2

STAR COMEDIES
Hearts and Clubs 1

My Lady's Ankle 1

A Scream in Society 1

Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) 1

Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann) 1

Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill-Burns) 1

Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette) 1

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard) 1

Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1

The Nuisance (Burkette-Howard) 1

RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2
Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey) 2
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2
Cenders (Hoot Gibson) 2
In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2
Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2
One Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Grinning Granger. . .*. 2
A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Big Catch (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Honor of the Range (Maloney-Neilson) 2

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays—International News 1
Fridays —International News 1
Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Universal) .... 1

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
The Voice of Fools 5
The Prey 6
Dollars and the Woman 6
The Sporting Duchess 7

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Romance Promoters 5
The Purple Cipher 5
A Master Stroke 5
Captain Swift 5
The Fortune Hunter 7

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble 5
The Whisper Market 5
Bab's Candidate 5
The Garter Girl 5
Deadline at Eleven 5
Human Collateral 5

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Back Yard 2

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet 5
The Sea Rider S
The Flaming Clue 5
The Birth of a Soul S

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special

Cast 7

Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast 7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cur-,

wood's) Special Cast 7

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Suitor 2
The Stage Hand 2
Solid Concrete 2
School Days 2
The Fly Cop 2
The Grocery Clerk I

0. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast) 2
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) I
Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) 1
The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) .1
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan) t

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) 2
The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman)....!

THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Morino.)

Fifteenth, The Accounting 2
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret 2
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke 2
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate 2
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom 2
Tenth, A Demon's Device 2
Ninth, The Slide for Life 2
Eighth, The Span of Death 2
Seventh, Human Targets 2
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace 2
Fifth, The Well of Despair 2
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air 2
Third, The Sea Demon 2
Second, The Quicksand 2
First, The Menace 2

THE SILENT AVENGER
Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Wm. Duncam
Fifteenth, The Final Trump I
Fourteenth, The Lake of Fire I

HIDDEN DANGERS

(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan ami
Jean Paige)

Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog 2
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape 3
Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit 1
Twelfth, Human Bait 3
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret 2

Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge 2

Ninth, An Inch from Doom 2
Eighth, Hemmed In 2
Seventh, Hindoo Hate 2
Sixth, Springing the Trap 2
Fifth, Hands of Horror 2
Fourth, The Fatal Choice 2
Third, Plucked from Peril 2
Second, The Murder Mood 2
First, The Evil Spell 2

WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Sessue Hayakaws) •

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap I
A Woman Alone I
Darkest Russia ...I
The Dancer's Peril •
A Gilded Cage •
La Boheme I
The Rack I
The Divorce Game I
Spurs of Sybil I
Miss Petticoats
Self-Made Widow I
The Hungry Heart I

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of die Hour I
Stolen Voice .' I

Friday the 13th I
Human Driftwood I

The Man Who Forgot •
Family Honor
Face In the Moonlight I

All Man
A Girl's Folly •
Sudden Riches |
False Friends « »



Projection — Camera — Music Hints and Ideas About

"New Theatres"
Pages 3591-3617

Detail of balcony staircase, Allen theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
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MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE
It has well been said—THE MOST IM-
PORTANT UNIT that goes into your thea-

tre is the PROJECTING MACHINE. As

the buyer, you have the right to insist that

the projector be of uniform high quality.

For years, the "MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE"
has set the standard of quality.

THE MOTIOGRAPH is the only project-

ing machine on the

market that does

not use a single die

casting.

THE MOTIOGRAPH was the first pro-

j e c t o r to be

equipped with mo-

tor.

THE MOTIOGRAPH ball bearing perfect

take-up has made
it possible for the

Motiogra ph to

handle three to four

thousand feet of

film perfectly in

one continuous run.

THEi-MOTIOGRAPH framing device can

be removed and re-

placed in a very

few seconds.

THE MOTIOGRAPH has many other

pronounced feat-

ures, and it has well

been named.

The Projector Predominant
Write for Literature

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. COMPANY
564 W. RANDOLPH STREET CHICAGO, ILL.
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Theatre Lighting and Projection
Featured at Hamilton Palace

IN designing the projection room of

the Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio,

both Managing Director Meyer ami
architect Frederick G. Mueller have
taken into consideration size, comfort
and handiness which all make for the

best efficiency of the man behind the shut-

ter. All persons connected with theatri-

cal circles and interested in projection

have acclaimed it to be as good, if not

better, designed and equipped as any pro-

jection room in this vast United States.

That may be putting it a little strong

;

nevertheless, it is a fact. The following

will serve as a description of the most
important features of both the theatre

and projection room.
The size of the projection room itself

is most surprising, the length being 24
feet, the depth 13 feet, with a 9-foof ceil-

ing, and is built of hollow tile and con-

crete with sand finished walls. The pro-

jection room equipment consists of two
latest model, type S, Simplex Projectors,

a Martin rotary converter with a capacity

of k.w., or in other words, giving an
amperage range of from 60 to 100 am-
peres per arc. The converter is also

equipped with an emergency A. C. Serv-
ice that can be brought into use merely
by throwing double-throw switches,

which have effect on one arc independ-
ently of the entire number of lamps. A
crescent spot lamp, equipped with six

space color wheel, is also part of the

equipment.

Films which go to make up the per-

formance of any particular program are
kept in an air-tight, fireproof Gilmore
safety film cabinet. This film cabinet has
been improved in a novel way. The orig-

inal film cabinet was one of the hanging
wall type, but believing that this would be
slightly unhandy, the following feature

was added : A special stand was secured
and the film can fastened to the top of
'this stand, thereby allowing the projec-
tionist to roll this cabinet to any part of
'he projection room where it is to his

best convenience. It usually stands di-

rectly behind and between the two pro-
jectors. A work cabinet seven feet long
has been especially designed with a set of
six drawers large enough to take care of
tools, slides, and smaller supplies which
might be lost or misplaced in the regular
upply room. An automatic motor re-

wind of a modified design is mounted
thereon. The supply room, 6x6, has been
built in addition to the projection room
proper, for storing oils, additional inter-

mittent movements, large tools, carbons,
amp leads, and all additional films

vvhich are not part of the particular pro-
gram of the present showing; also the
Projectionists' library, which consists of
he latest works of authorities on electri

:al and projectional knowledge.

Fred S. Meyer, Man. Director Palace Theatre,

Hamilton, 0.

Above the projection room there has
been installed an exhaust fan similar to

the larger type manufactured by the
American Blower Company for audito-
rium ventilation. To this fan is con-
nected a I2x24-inch metal pipe, which, in

turn, connects with the projection room

and also the lamps on the projectors,

thereby delivering all the heat from the

projection arcs and the room itself to the
roof of the building. As a result of this

feature it is no uncommon thing for the

projectionists to be on duty in white shirt,

collar and tie. On the front wall of the

projection room are a series of switches
and dimmers which control diffused

lights, footlights and curtain, all of which
is used during the showing of the pro-
gram. Every precaution has been taken
to eliminate noise from the auditorium
by the use of plate glass in observation
and machine port-holes so constructed
that they may be opened or closed at the

will of the projectionist.

The lighting system of the Palace is

unique to the full meaning of the word,
in that all lights used during the perform-
ance are controlled from projecting po-
sition and the remainder from a panel
board conveniently close to the machines.
In the ceiling of the auditorium is a
polyhedral trough, 24 inches wide, faced
with diffused glass. Behind the glass of
this trough there are three independent
circuits of various colored lights, which
tint the auditorium with a color har-
monizing with that of the film produc-
tion.

In addition to these, there are three in-

dependently controlled footlight circuits,

all of which are used during the over-

Projection room, Palace theatre. Hamilton. Ohio
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tures, and special musical settings. Old
Man Palace believes that the screen

should not be seen by the public while not

in actual use. Therefore, a large plush

curtain—the type that opens from the

center—covers the screen during over-

tures and special offerings. As previ-

ously mentioned, this curtain is automat-
ically controlled by the projectionist. By
a combination of a spot flood lamp with

various colors, diffused lighting system
and footlights, a most wonderful light-

ing effect can be produced in conjunction

with overtures and special musical set-

tings. During the presentation of several

extraordinary productions, a beautiful

THE difference between ordinary
management and theatre direction

of the highest type is shown by the

accompanying photographs of the Mer-
rill theatre, Milwaukee, before and after

it was purchased by Ascher Brothers, Chi-

cago. When the Ascher interests ac-

quired the Merrill theatre it was fairly

popular, had a certain clientele, but in the

words of a prominent Milwaukee show-
man, was doing " a nice, quiet business."

When the theatre was taken over by the

Aschers, S. L. Rothapfel made a survey

of the house and instituted certain

changes. As a result of his directions the

Merrill theatre stepped into the leading

rank of Milwaukee theatres. Starting

with the canopied entrance to the theatre,

Mr. Rothapfel, with the help of Manager
Rouda, effected changes which marked
the difference between good and indiffer-

ent management. An electric sign direct-

ly over the box office was removed and the

one sheet card announcements consider-

ably toned down. Hanging baskets of

growing flowers and boxes filled with

plants added considerably to the entrance

of the theatre.

The color scheme of the long lobby was
completely changed.

Two of the accompanying photographs

show the decided improvement which was
made in the women's rest room of the

theatre. Ordinary wicker furniture was

replaced by a sumptuous black walnut set,

even the mirror on the wall being im-

proved upon. Reading lamps, a small

fernery and bound magazines added to the

charm of the rest room. Another pair of

photographs show how the back of the

theatre, just inside of the entrance, was
handled.

Glaring posters announcing coming pro-

ductions were removed together with

more of the wicker furniture. In their

place Director Rothapfel substituted

artistic furniture and pleasing tapestries.

The bare bowls used for indirect lighting

lighting effect was originated by flood-

ing the different scenes with a tinge in

contrast to that of the film. Neither time

nor money has been spared by Managing
Director Meyer in laying at the finger tips

of the men responsible for the screen re-

sults of the Palace, any equipment, spe-

cial or otherwise, that would go to make
for the convenience and greater efficiency

of delivering superb projection. The
men responsible for the unusual presen-

tation of de luxe features are G. W. Betz,

Chief Productionist, and W. G. Bisdorf,

Assistant Projectionist, both members of

Hamilton Local I. A. T. S. E. and M. P.

M. O. No. 136.

were considerably beautified by the use of

artificial vines.

Even in the auditorium of the theatre

considerable changes were made. About
ten feet in front of the stage grand
draperies of painted canvas were sus-

pended across the entire theatre, hiding

colored border lighting used in producing
various lighting effects. The side panels

on the walls were covered with tapestries,

while short distances above the heads of

the audience boxes of imitation nastur-

tiums were arranged on either side.

Needless to say, the Merrill theatre as

it now stands is one of the most attractive

photoplay houses in the middle west, and
is a decided credit to the string of Ascher
houses. It stands as but one more exam-
ple of the splendid results which may be

attained in the modern motion picture

theatre through the expenditure of a little

money and thought.

Libman Establishes Frame
Company

WILLIAM F. LIBMAN, one of the

best known lobby display experts in

the country, has just opened his own of-

fice in the Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh

avenue, New York city, for the purpose

of serving theatres throughout the coun-

try with a line of lobby display frames

and decorations.

Mr. Libman was formerly associated

with the old company of Menger and
Ring. Several years ago he was instru-

mental in establishing the Stanley Frame
Company and he has through service ren-

dered to the foremost theatre men in the

country, established a numerous follow-

ing.

Practically every big city in the coun-

try and innumerable of the smaller cities

have theatres that bear the imprint of

Mr. Libman's splendid ability in design-

ing lobby frames. He has designed and
supervised the execution of frames for

W. F. Libman, who has organized his own firm

for the manufacture of lobby frames

the Marcus Loew theatres, William Fox
|

theatres, Stanley houses in Pennsylvania,

Crandall houses in Washington, F. & D.

houses in California, the Ruben & Finkle-

stein houses in St. Paul and Minneapolis

and the Tony Sudekum Signal Amuse-
ment Company houses in the South, and

many others in a list far too long for this

listing.

Because all of this work has had Mr.

Libman's personal supervision he feels

that by establishing his own office he will

be able to render even better service than

he has been able to up to this time. Not
only is the evidence of his ability seen in]

the new theatres, but he has also done a

great deal of work in the renovation and
improvement of older houses. Mr. Lib-

man feels that his new arrangement, giv-

ing him absolute independence to work
out his own ideas, will enable him to get

closer to the needs of many more housesi

than has been possible heretofore. He
has already opened his new headquarters,

in the Godfrey Building.

Progress on Victory
Theatre

FOUNDATIONS are being poured foi

the new Victory theatre at Evans-
ville, Ind. The project calls for an out-

lay of $1,000,000 and a stock company,
headed by Marcus Sonntag, president of

the American Trust and Savings bank
here, is behind the building. All stock

has been sold and construction work will

go forward actively with a day and night

shift of men at work.
The new structure is located at Sixth

and Main streets, in the heart of the city's

business section, and will replace two and

three-story buildings which have been

razed.

The theatre will extend along the Sixth

street side of the building, with the en-

trance at the corner of Sixth and Main
streets. A fancy lobby will be arranged.

"Before" and "After" Photos Show Changes
Made in Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee
Color Scheme Changed Completely, Rest Rooms
and Lobbies Altered to Make Them Attractive
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75 yours d

FEATURE
THEATRE?

DORIC THEATRE
Kansas City, Mo.

GREENBAUM & HARDY.
Architects.

Cream Matt Enamel

Terra Cotta.

Is your theatre the most attractive building in

its neighborhood? You exhibitors know how

important the Motion Picture is to the life of the

Community—and you know how quick the lead-

ing exhibitors have been to utilize Architecture as

a means of "featuring" your theatres. And many

of you know that of all materials, Terra Cotta has

been the one which has most effectively aided

architectural success in theatre design.

A Terra Cotta front makes any theatre known

to every possible patron, and creates a popularity

that means "success" in terms of dollars and cents.

Look at this popular Kansas City motion picture

theatre. Terra Cotta gave it its columns, its

arched doorways, its modelled details— they're all

Terra Cotta, richly colored and permanently

beautiful.

The Terra Cotta lettering imparts a note of

refinement; the festive ornaments, the symbolic

figures, the variety and repetition of ornament

—

all are made possible by the moderate cost of

Terra Cotta.

If you're thinking of building, write for "The

Theatre," a brochure of 36 large pages illustrating

typical motion-picture theatres in all parts of the

country. Write today. Address National Terra

Cotta Society, 1 Madison Avenue, NewYork, N.Y.

TERRA COTTA
Permanent ^Beautiful Vrofitablc
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Many Changes made in the Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee
Before remodelling After remodelling
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If You Made
Your Own Floor- Covering

You would build sturdy durability all the

way through—you would make it easy to

clean in order to lessen your upkeep bills

—

you would have it soundproof, soft underfoot.

In other words, you would make a floor-

covering identical with Gold Seal Battleship

Linoleum.

Gold Seal Battleship Linoleum measures up to

and overtops every one of these requirements
—it even exceeds the specifications of the
U. S. Navy. More than that, it bears a posi-

tive guarantee of "Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back," no other floor-covering

sold bears such a liberal pledge of satisfaction

and safety for the purchaser.

Springy, easy to clean, attractive, remark-
ably durable, Gold Seal Battleship Linoleum
is both built and guaranteed for satisfaction.

Above: A typical motion picture theatre lobby with floor covered with

Gold Seal Battleship Linoleum.

At left: Photograph of Exeter Street Theatre, Boston, Mass., in which
Gold Seal Battleship Linoleum was laid by C. C. Bailey Sf

Co. of Boston.

Gold Seal Cork Carpet
If you want absolutely silent floors in your

theatre—lay Gold Seal Cork Carpet. Velvety
soft and springy, this wonderful floor-covering

deadens all sound of footsteps and is as yield-

ingly cushion-like underfoot as the heaviest

woven rug or carpet.

Made in soft shades of green, brown and
terra cotta—with polished or dull surface—10

pleasing shades in all. Remarkably durable

—

satisfactory service and wear guaranteed by
the Gold Seal Guarantee.

If you have a floor-covering problem, put it up to our

Service Department—they will be glad to help you.

Write our nearest office for samples of these quality

floor-coverings.

Courtoleum CompanyC INCORPORATED £ 67

Battleship Linoleum
(THE FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRAND)

ide According to U S Navy Standard

Be sure to

look for this

Gold Seal on

the goods you

buy. It is our

positive pledge

of guaranteea

floor service.

SEAL
TlNOLEUMX
3Sj guarantee I

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
ORYOUR MONEY BACK

REMOVE SEAL WITH
DAMP CLOTH

r
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and the theatre lobby also will be con-

nected with the hotel lobby. The Main
street side of the building will be used as

storerooms.

The theatre, when completed, will have

a seating capacity of 2,500.

The stage of the new theatre will be

large enough to accommodate the largest

road attractiions, but motion pictures will

be specialized upon. It is probable that

concert numbers will be arranged for in

addition to the regular picture programs.

The indirect lighting system will be used

in the theater, but the globes will be ar-

ranged in such a manner that the hanging

shades can be dropped down so that the

THE present day demands of the pub-

lic for high-class places of amuse-

ment, particularly in line of the mo-

tion picture industry, have placed a de-

mand upon the architect for edifices that

are highly monumental. The many con-

veniences that are now provided and the

architectural beauty that must be embod-

ied within the interior has made the de-

signing of structures for theatrical pur-

poses a special art, and the architect, to

fulfill all requirements, must have had a

wide experience in the designing of

buildings for that purpose. The archi-

tect must design the structural details and

artistic embellishments most pleasing to

the eye and must at all times bear in mind
that the display of the interior embellish-

ments should be of such design and char-

acter that they appear to the public pleas-

antly in a dim as well as a brilliant light.

The interior decorative scheme must
meet these conditions, and it requires

much study to evolve satisfactory results.

The problem would be insignificant with

only one condition imposed, but the fact

that the auditorium must be dimmed dur-

ing the operation of the picture and again

brilliantly lighted at the termination of

the pictures makes this problem solvable

only by an expert.

The exterior of the theatre must at-

tract attention and individualize the loca-

tion of the theatre. The results that must

be obtained in this respect are equally as

important during the day as at night. The
details of the exterior ornamentation

must harmonize with the height and

width of the building and must be equally

as attractive directly in front of the

building as from a distance.

The seating arrangement of the bal-

cony and auditorium in relation to the

structural details that must be provided

for the carrying of the loads, is an item

of vital importance to the success of the

theatre. Columns that interfere with the

vision of the patrons must be avoided.

The angle of vision of the seats' close to

the proscenium arch must be so arranged

house can be brilliantly lighted for legiti-

mate attractions.

The hotel will have its own heating

plant and light plant, and will supply both
heat and current to the theatre.

The interior of the theatre will be fin-

ished in marble and mahogany. There
will be rest rooms for the women and a
large lounging room. Works of art will

decorate the walls, and the stage span will

be decorated with fresco work.
Boxes will be arranged along the front

of the balcony instead of at the sides of
the theatre, due to the fact that motion
pictures appear distorted if seen from the

side thus detracting from the popularity

of the ordinary boxes.

that the view of the stage or picture is not

cut off from these seats. The comfort of

the patrons in relation to the space al-

lowed between the seats when properly

placed will prevent many aggravating

scenes in so far as the passing of the pat-

rons in front of one another. The rest-

fulness of the chairs and foot space al-

lowed will create a feeling of satisfaction

to the patrons. The elevation of the seats

and the pitch of the auditorium and ban-

cony floors must be properly arranged to

allow the patrons to see the stage with-

out interference from the patrons seated

in front of them.

The details of ornamentation of the

proscenium arch and the relative ar-

rangement of the curtain and screen

thereto, if not designed by an architect

particularly adapted to the designing of

theatre buildings, may result in a serious

disappointment upon completion of this

portion of the interior. The patrons of

the theatre during the period of attend-

ance will at all times look at the prosce-

nium arch. Any harsh designs or clash-

ing decorative scheme that exists will de-

tract from the performance on the stage

or on the screen and result in dissatisfied

patrons no matter how well the actors

may perform or how high the character

of the picture may be.

The arrangement of the musicians' pit

in relation to the level of the auditorium

floor and the stage is becoming a point of

vital importance, particularly as the de-

mands made upon motion picture houses

for orchestral numbers is increasing.

The architectural details surrounding the

pit must harmonize with the general

scheme of the proscenium arch and make
a pleasing appearance to the eye of the

patron.

Considerable discussion has taken place

in regard to the arrangement of the en-

trance and entrance lobby leading to the

auditorium proper. The consensus of

opinion where conditions will permit has

been to provide an outer and an inner

Motion Picture News

lobby as long as the size of the property

will allow. The arguments advanced in

favor of the long lobby, and which have
been borne out by actual structures have
proven that the long lobby is an advan-
tage in many ways. This arrangement is

particularly of value to a theatre dis-

playing motion pictures as the patrons on
entering the outer lobby meet an illu-

minated area of the same intensity as the

exterior light, and upon entering the in-

ner lobby meet a graduated illumination

that is equal to the auditorium lighting

upon entering the auditorium. It can be

readily seen that the eye strain of a pat-

ron caused by immediately entering the

auditorium f-om the brilliantly lighted

street or daylight is avoided by the long

lobby. The reverse of the above holds

true when the patron leaves the theatre,

and the eye strain caused by the leaving

of the dim auditorium and entering the

brilliant street light is avoided by the

graduated illumination of the lobbies pro-

vided.

These requirements cannot always be

met as the structural conditions prevail-

ing will not provide for a long lobby.

Aside from the advantage to the patron
in the case of the long lobby, provision is]

made therein to take care of the waiting ;

patrons and avoid the congregation of
the patrons at the entrance door.

The arrangements of the rest rooms oiv
the mezzanine floors are designed to cre-

ate a homelike surrounding, and in many
of the theatres the interior hangings and
furniture of this portion of the theatre^

are exceedingly elaborate.

.(The Second Article will appear m an
early issue.)

Waupaca, Wise, Sees
Opening of Palace

The Palace theatre at Waupaca, Wise.J
was opened Monday, October 4th, under
the direction of Ed H. Ryan. The town
has a population of 3,000. The Palace

was built and equipped by the A. M.
Penny Opera House Co. at a total cost!

of $150,000.
The equipment consists of the follow-

iog—800 full leather opera chairs sup-

plied by the Andrews Co., Chicago, 111.
J

Stucco work ornaments the house, both

interior and entrance, and is one of the

most beautiful designs supplied by the
'

Decorating Supply Co., Chicago, 111.

The color scheme is old ivory for stucco

work, panels are salmon pink, very light

green, walls are Venetian marble.

Five complete sets of scenery, i. e.,

wings, drops, borders, ground cloths, ceil-

ings, etc., were supplied by Twin City

Scenic Co., Minneapolis, Minn. A $10,000

Barton Grand organ has been installed,

and will be operated by Mr. Ethwell Han-
son, formerly organist at Ascher Bros.'

I

Crown theatre, Chicago.

The projection room is equipped withl
two projectors, two spot lamps, motor*
generator, etc., supplied by the Wisconsin!
Theatre Supply Co. of Milwaukee, WiscB
A very elaborate and highly efficient sys-1

tern of ventilation has been installed.

A Description of the Modern Theatre
Equipments in Pacific Coast Houses
The First of a Series of Articles by Charles
Butte of the Butte Elec. Equipment Company
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DURAT
HIGHEST QUALITY - COATED FABRICS

More Beautiful—Wears Twice as Long
THE superiority of Duratex Better Upholstery is

apparent to the most casual observer.

Duratex has a smoothness, a softness and a richness of beauty
found in no other upholstery. It always looks fresh. It stays new.

And Duratex is vastly more durable.

The scuffing of children's feet, moisture and stain of sticky
hands and continual day after day service are hardships which
Duratex withstands without harm.

Tougher fabrics protected by the patented Duratex coating
make Duratex wear-resisting and water-proof.

Duratex is washable, therefore sanitary. It cleans as easily as

a piece of china.

Let us send you samples of this more beautiful and more
durable upholstery. And let us estimate cost of equipping your
theatre.

Duratex costs no more than other upholsteries. It wears twice
as long.

BRANCH OFFICES
DETROIT- MICH.
CHICAGO -ILL.
SAN rRANCISCO-CAL

&ao&/><f President
MAIN OFFICE BRANCH OFFICES
*NDWORKS r5\JRAT^Xl detroit-mich.
...„.„„ .. .

' -~-^S^33^- CHICAGO - ILL..
NEWARK. N- J-

^5225=*-
SAN FRANCISCO-CAL

CThe Tletterllpkolsteru Jhaterial
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How Shea Brought his Buffalo Criterion Up-to-Date

Upper View. Shows details of side walls and new proscenium arch. Lower View: Shows new stage and side wall decorations. The arches take

the place of a triple row of boxes
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DO YOU WANT
TO SAVE MONEY?
Of course you do. YOU ARE WASTING
ELECTRICITY IN YOUR THEATRE
through that old canvas painted screen that

doesn't hold the light, but lets all the light

through the back. WE CAN SAVE YOU
MONEY BY SELLING YOU ONE OF THE
PERFECT METALIZED MIRROROID
SCREENS. THE ONLY SCREEN WITH
PERFECT PROJECTION AT ALL ANGLES.
A Mirroroid will decrease your electric bills Yi,

saving you the cost of the screen in one year.

Endorsed and used by the leading theatres all

over the world. WE WILL SEND YOU
SAMPLES FREE which you can test against

any other screen made AND THE PRICE IS

ONLY 75c per sq. ft. for the light-weight and
95c per sq. ft. for our heavy-weight, which is

the heaviest on the market. DON'T YOU
WASTE MORE THAN THIS EVERY
YEAR? WELL MIRROROID WILL PROVE
TO BE THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU
EVER MADE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF SCREEN, CAR-
BONS AND CEMENT AND OUR LITERA-
TURE ON MIRROROID LAMPS.

MIRROROID CORPORATION
725 7th Ave., New York City

Phone: Bryant 9184

No. 75767-10 Palm Plant, natural prepared,
everlasting.

Inches
High

767/4
767/5
767/7
767 /10

24
30
42
48

Palm
Leaves

4
5
7
10

With
Pot

Si. 10
1.25
2.50
3.00

Without
Pot

$.60
.75

2.00
2.50

No. 75861 Holly WT
reath, natural prepared,

everlasting, 16 inches diameter with red bow-
each $1.50, per doz. $12.00.
If this Wreath lasts only twenty years,
cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
year for Inferior goods.

Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants.

Our illustrated catalogue in colors No. 75 will assist you in selecting, same is free for
the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

'/WN5PPN
Lit" AT IK.ll—heating

v/eNtilatinvs

Let the theatre

ventilation

specialists

tell you how —
Send today for

Booklet 7

WPUNS 5y5TEM,irK. NEW yC7RK
BRANCH -1525 VINE ST. PHILA- PA- JOW. AiZSST.

Built for Permanence '

THE NEWMAN STEEL-CLAD

TICKET
CHOPPER
Has successfully replaced the

less substantial wooden chop-

per of yesterday.

Has a solid metal body,
heavily braced and reinforced

throughout.

Finished in mahogany enamel
with nickeled trimmings.

IT WILL STAND
MORE PUNISHMENT
THAN ANY OTHER CHOPPER

REGARDLESS OF COST

OUR PATENTED MECHANISM PREVENTS
CLOGGING AND GUARANTEES THE EFFEC-
TIVE MUTILATION OF EACH AND EVERY
TICKET.

Write for Our Complete Fixture Catalog

(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
—38 Years Young

—

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch—68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Pacific Coast Agent—G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
In Canada—Perkins Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the

house and then on the other, wouldn't make any

great hit with your audience. You've got to focus

it in one spot, and keep it there.

Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying?
Doesn't it stand to reason that you will get better action
if you focus on one spot?

Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Co. assures you
prompt, intelligent service, every time. And the oftener
you go to that one source to supply your needs, the better
will be your service, for in that way we get to know you,
your house, what you want, and why.

Our slock is complete. We make It
a point to keep abreast of tbe times and
liave every worth-while new thing that
comes out.

Manufacturers know us—know thev
can promptly reach the whole Motion
Picture field through us. So they bring
us every new thing as soon as they
get it out.

The ESCO Cataloy Is a revelation of
what there i3 in the field, and what it
means to you to have such a supply
house to draw on, without having to
hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other
unknown sources.

So we say—FOCUS !

Exhibitors Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies

Produce Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis*
845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
157 X. Illinois St., Indianapolis.
133 Second St., Milwaukee.
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis.
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Novel Display in Plais-
ance Theatre

THROUGH the combined efforts of

Jack Miller, a well known Chicago
exhibitor, and the designing department of

the Consolidated Portrait and Frame
Company, manufacturers of " Bilt-Rite

"

display cases, the Plaisance theatre now
boasts one of the most artistic and prac-

tical lobby equipments in the city.

Jack is a firm believer in letting his

patrons know what is coming, not only for

tomorrow, but for five or six days in ad-
vance. To do this in a practical, yet

artistic way, was the problem.
The accompanying photos show just

what was accomplished. Four pieces

Street case

compose the whole outfit, which is quite

complete in all respects.

On the north wall of the lobby a mas-
sive case is used which is divided into five

panels, each panel displaying one day's

show. The show for tomorrow always
appears in the panel farthest to the left

and the following day's shows follow con-

secutively in the case. Each panel has a

removable back board so that as the days

go on the whole display is moved from one
compartment to the other, which does

away with the dressing of the frame every

evening. The only paper that has to be

fit is the one compartment which has been

emptied by stepping each compartment up
to the next day.

On the south wall a case similar to this

one is used except that instead of dis-

playing photos and announcement bul-

Display case in north wall

letins it displays one-sheets. Here too the

progressive display system is used, that is

the one-sheets are stepped up from one
opening to another from day to day.

On the street a corner case is used
which displays one-sheets and nxi4's.
The street side of this case always con-

tains today's show while the lobby side

contains tomorrow's show. As the one-

sheets pass through the various days in

the week in the lobby case inside of the

house they eventually end up in this street

case on the day that the production is be-

ing featured at the theatre. In this man-
ner every picture of merit is advertised

for a week straight in the lobby before it

finally reaches the theatre, so that by the

time the production is featured the desire

to see it has been created.

The whole lobby set is finished in hand-
rebber mahogany with ornaments laid in

dull Roman gold,

Argus Continues to
Expand

The Argus Enterprises of Cleveland, Ohio,

have sent out another batch of cards announc-
ing the opening of their new home in Des
Moines. President Cudmore is kept busy
travelling from one opening to another. The
Des Moines branch will continue the policy of

the Company in having the latest conveniences

for the' demonstration of their products.

Duplex Establishes West-
ern Agency

Mr. Gideon Carleton of the Duplex Machine
Co., Inc., of Brooklyn, N. Y., has recently ar-

rived in California where a Sales Agency with

complete service has been established to handle

the various Duplex motion picture devices. It

is reported that the two new Duplex models

of Perforator and Splicer are making as big a

hit as the well known Printer.

w 1

Season of New Equip-
ment Catalogs

ITHIN the last few weeks two ex-

cellently prepared equipment house
catalogs have been received. They were
issued by the Lucas Theatre Supply Com-
pany of Atlanta, Ga., and by the Exhib-
itors Supply Company of Chicago.

The Lucas catalog consists of 176
pages of well arranged and printed matter
describing the complete line of Hakilu
products. It is copiously illustrated and
boasts of a beautiful cover embossed in

three colors. The commendable feature

in connection with this catalog is the

fact that it was printed, bound and mailed 1

within the walls of the Lucas establish-

ment.

The Esco catalog consists of 213 pages
j

covering much the same ground as the

Lucas publication, since many of the

products handled are similar. This book 3

also has had considerable careful atten-

tion, as evidenced in each of the printed
j

pages.

Both catalogs have a complete index
]

for ready reference.

Highest Quality Lowest Price*

Sixth Floor, Telephone Bryant 1136-1137

INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO.

729 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK

To Release Slow Motion
Film Soon

William Eckhart, president of the Blanchard
Filmo., of Los Angeles, has been in New York
for a few days making arrangements for the sale

of the product his newly developed slow mo-
tion camera. Mr. Eckhart stated that his de-

vice has proved itself able to take 192 exposures

a second which is 16 times normal.

Lucas Comes to N. Y
Mr. Harry Lucas, owner of the Lucas The-

atre Supply Co., of Atlanta, has been spending . I
a week in New York.

WILLIAM F. L1BMAN
LOBBY DISPLAYS, FRAMES

AND DECORATIONS
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

SKETCHES
PLANS
AND

CONSULTATIONS

without

chargeA
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The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen

"YOU'LL wonder why!" After

you've installed a Velvet
Gold-Fibre Screen and watched

the happy faces of your patrons, wit-

nessing pictures so clear, so sooth-

ing and delightful to their eyes

—

you'll wonder why you didn't get a

wiggle on you and install a Gardiner

Screen long ago. Exhibitors say:

"The Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen

i; the greatest and quickest little box office

receipt-builder ever offered the theatre man."

After you've read our booklet

on screens you'll wonder why you

didn't send for it long ago.

Send for it to-day.

For Sale by Leading Dealers

P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West.Goodale Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

"Westinghouse
"

The Motor Generator DeLuxe
RECENT INSTALLATIONS

The Merrick, B'klyn, N. Y. The Flushing, Flushing, L. I.

The Paradise, B'klyn, N. Y. New Apollo, Jersey City

New York, New Jersey and Conn. Distributors

HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT CO.

729 7th Ave. New York

Automatic Arc Controls
are feeding the carbons on the projector arc lamps of over 500 of

the nation's leading theatres.

No hand feed arc CAN produce the clear, even and constant
volume of light on the screen that the PEERLESS maintains ALL
the time.

An indispensable article of booth equipment in the theatres that
values and demands perfect projection.

Write for literature

Manufactured by

THE J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
30 N. Jefferson Street Chicago, 111.

SPECIAL SALE OF GUARANTEED REBUILT
MACHINES

We fully guarantee the machines to be as represented and to be in A-l condition.

6 POWERS 6-A MACHINES, complete with Lenses Hand drive $175.00
110 volts 60 cycles, Motor drive 200.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order
28 SIMPLEX MACHINES, complete with Lenses Hand drive $275.00
110 volt, 60 cycle, Motor drive 300.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order
1 MOTIOGKAPH MACHINE, 1915 Model, complete with Lenses,
Hand drive $125.00
Motor drive 150.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order
5 MOTIOGKAPH MACHINES. 1918 Model, complete with Lenses
Hand drive $175.00
Motor drive 200.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order
All orders subject to prior sale

All machines furnished with lenses, reels, and rewinds. Machines can also be
purchased on our installment plan.

Write today for particulars

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest supply house in the Motion Picture Trade

2d Floor Consumers Bldg., 220 So. State St., Chicago, Illinois

Everything for the Theatre

LUCAS KNOW
HOW TO ADVISE YOU HONESTLY AND INTELLI-
GENTLY ON ANYTHING PERTAINING TO HIGH-
CLASS THEATRE EQUIPMENT OR ACCESSORIES.
OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE COVERING
A PERIOD OF MANY YEARS IS AT THE DISPOSAL
OF THOSE EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTIES IN THE
SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF THEATRES.

A GIGANTIC STOCK AND QUICK SERVICE.
WE MAKE SHIPMENTS TO ALL PARTS OF THE

COUNTRY.

LUCAS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
HARRY K. LUCAS, Gen. Mgr.

ATLANTA GEORGIA
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Practical Electricity—XXIX
Study Lessons for the Projectionist

Armature Construction

The motor armature consists of a series of

~jils of wire wound on an iron core such that

a constant torque is maintained between the

field poles and the poles set up by the flow of

current in the armature windings.

In the discussion of the dynamo or generator

it was shown how a single coil of wire set up

an unsteady current, so that in order to obtain

a steady flow of current it is necessary to

have an armature made up of a number of

coils which continually cut the magnetic field.

This same fact is true in the case of a motor.

The armature of a direct current machine is

made up of the following parts

:

The core,

The winding, and
The commutator.
The core of the armature is a support for

the windings and also forms a path for the

magnetic flux from the pole faces.

The core is made up of stampings of wrought

iron in the form of discs. The discs are then

rigidly fastened to the shaft by means of a

key, since it is through these disc stampings

that the torque produced by the windings is

transmitted to the armature shaft and thus

connected to the desired work to be per-

formed.

In order to cut down the eddy current losses

in the armature it is necessary that the discs

be insulated from one another, and this is ac-

complished by means of a coat of insulation

varnish, which altho forming a very small space

between the discs is sufficient to obstruct the

path of the eddy currents.

Armatures are made up in two different

types, namely : smooth core and slotted core.

In the smooth type of core the armature wind-

ings are placed on the surface of the core,

while in the slotted type they are placed in slots

in the outer surface of the core, and thus re-

duce the length of air gap in the magnetic cir-

cuit and the windings are also protected from
injury.

For small types of motors the stampings

are made from a solid piece of metal, but for

large machines the stampings are made up in

parts and held in place by means of a spider.

In order to obtain the best design the tooth

width is practically equal to the width of slot,

several shapes of tooth are used depending on

the design of the machine.

The Armature Winding

There are two general types of windings used

on armatures, which are the ring and drum
types.

In the ring windings the wires are wound
on a ring-shaped core which necessitates that

the conductor pass through the interior of the

core, and since this position of the conductor

is not effective in performing work there

is a large amount of wire which is not

in actual use. Also due to the difficulty

in the winding for such types of armatures

this winding has been replaced by the drum
winding.

The drum winding in the case of smooth
cores is placed entirely on the surface of the

armature, and for slotted armatures is placed

in slots so spaced that the current flowing in

both branches of the loop will be effective.

The proper spacing of the loop is dependent

upon the design of the machine and the numbr
of field poles, one end of the loop is connected

to a commutator bar the conductor then pass-

ing through the proper slots and the other end is

connected to the adjacent segment.

When the armature has been wound the

Armature Stamping

v5PiOCR roR HOLDING
STAMPIN6S //V PLACC

Straight
slot-

Slot With projcction
FOR HOLDIH6WINDIti<5

windings are held firmly in place by means
of binding wires in order that ihey may not

become loosened from the slot.

The Commutator

As was explained in the case of the dynamo,
the object of the commutator is to produce a
steady flow of current. In the case of the motor
the commutator so directs the current that the

proper polarity will be produced in order that

a torque may be set up between the armature
windings and he field coils.

The commutator is made up of a series of

hard copper segments placed around an iron

hub. These segments are L shaped in order
that connection may be made between the wind-
ing and the extending lug. The segments are

insulated from one another by strips of mica
which are cut slightly below the surface so

that they will not interfere with the brush con-

tact and cause sparking.

The number of commutator segments de-

pends on the type of winding and the number
of slots in the armature core. In the construc-

tion of a commutator the segments are placed

in position and firmly clamped. The inside is

then bored for the hub and the notches cut for

the locking nuts. The hub and locking nuts

must be carefully insulated by means of mica

tube and washers.

The bars are then held by the locking nuts

and the outer surface turned true and the mica
insulation between the segments cut below the

surface. The commutator is then mounted and
rigidly' fastened to the shaft and core.

In order to prevent over-heating of the arm-
ature it is necesary to provide for ventilating

ducts which will allow a current of air to cir-

culate due to the rotation of the armature.

This is provided for by means of spacers placed

at intervals and in large machines by a passage

thru the center of the armature.

(To be continued.)

Newman Reports on
Business

The Lyric theatre of Lima, Ohio, is using

velour-covered ropes, brass frames and railings

made by the Newman Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati.

Kick plates, also guards and pulls for doors

have been contracted for.

To-day, Sept. 9th, Messrs. Midelburg and

Hyman of Logan, W. Va., visited us, and found

it advisable to order artistic metal poster

frames instead of the less durable wooden
frames they had in mind. They also contracted

for a brass ticket-rail.

The Wilson theatre, Tyrone, Pa., figures that

their lobby will be improved 100 per cent after

the Brass Unit-Frames ordered have been

installed.

Brass railings made by the Newman Mfg.

Co. will be installed very shordy by the

Windsor theatre, Canton, Ohio, and by Mr.

Harvey N. Johnson of the Twin City Amuse-
ment Co., Norfolk, Va.

These items are to be used for the improve-

ment of M. & H. theatres at Beckley, W. Va.,

and Hazard, Ky
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CRAHDALLS METROPOLITAN
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AFTER CAREFUL , COMPARATIVE TESTS.
«§/NICHOLAS POWERCOMPANY

EDWARD CARL, Pbesiocnt
Ninety Gold St SewYork. N Y
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Projection Room of Toledo Pantheon
Contains Only High Grade Equipment

Projectionists in Charge of Simplexes
Keep Machines in First Class Order

AMONG Toledo's well-known theatres, is the

Pantheon, located at 372 St. Clair street,

in this well-known city of the " Buckeye " State.

The Pantheon, of which Mr. J. Kumler is man-
ager, is but 6 months old and has already been
placed in the category of really successful

houses. The Pantheon is one of five well-known
theatres operated by the one theatrical enter-

prise, and besides its beauty of construction

and luxurious appointments, it is noted for its

perfect projection and high class features.

This is, no doubt, due to the fact that the

projection room which is under the supervision

oi two unusually high-class projectionists, is

at all times kept up to its highest efficiency as

regards equipment and maintenance.

This room which is approximately 30 feet

long and 12 feet deep, is well ventilated and
extremely roomy, one of the unusual features

about it being the large, full-sized windows that

are cut into the back wall and that face directly

onto the street, providing not only a constant

supply of fresh air, but sufficient day light as

well, thus doing away entirely with the cus-

tomary and obnoxious system of compelling the

projectionist to work either in the semi-gloom
or dimly lighted booth interior which so many
otherwise up-to-date projection rooms call for.

A fully equipped panel board controlling all

electrical circuits in the theatre is another fea-

ture, conspicuous because of its perfect con-

struction and comprehensive design. Included

in the panel board equipment is an unusually

large system of " dinner controls," these being

operated by the house electrician, who, for five

minutes preceding each performance, creates

most unusual lighting effects upon the stage

setting surrounding the picture screen.

Two type " S " Motor driven Simplexes take

care of the projection at the Pantheon and
their glistening appearance together with the

manner of their wiring and installation, speak

volumes for the type of men who have charge

of the projection here. A spot light, likewise

well-kept, as well as an electrically controlled

rewindcr, completes ihe projection room equip-
ment.

Outside of the projection room proper, is the

rheostat room in which are located the rheostats

controlling the projection equipment, these being
installed upon specially designed fasteners

located high up on the walls of the room. At
the other end of the projection room is located

the work room, which is also lighted by day
light made possible through the use of full-

sized w'indows leading directly to the open air.

In this room is contained a work bench with
all necessary tools and appliances for effecting

any mechanical or electrical repairs to any of

the projection room equipment.

Most of the credit for the spick-and-span ap-

pearance of this remarkable projection room is

due to the projectionists, P. W. Woodrow and
L. A. Moorehead, respectively. Mr. Woodrow,
who has long been active in Union affairs is the

present Secretary of the Local Motion Picture

Machine Operators' Union of Toledo, while

Mr. Moorehead is likewise an active member of

the Union in question. Both of these men rep-

resent the highest type of progressive Union
projectionists, who feel the responsibility at-

tending the up-keep of the important projec-

tion room equipment under their charge, and
arc indeed a credit to the craft of which they

are members.

Novel Cement Holder
Invented

Novel film cement holder and spreader has

been invented by Harry Couillard, operator at

the College theatre, Los Angeles. The inven-

tion consists of an ordinary small oil can with

a spreading attachment or device which permits

the cement to flow from the spout in a ribbon

about a quarter of an inch in width. It is

necessary to press the sides of the can and rub

the end of the spreader across the portion of

film which is to be cemented.

Motion Picture News

Gets Good Projection at
235 Feet

The Kansas City Times, Saturday, October 2,

1920, carries the following news item :
" More

than four thousand shriners and members of
shriners' families saw last night in the Conven-
tion Hall motion picture reproductions of scenes
taken when the . Kansas City Delegation of 265
were en route to and from Portland where the
Mystic Shrine Imperial session was held last

June; 6,000 feet of film were shown. The pic-

lures which showed the delegation marching in

Kansas City, then entraining here and at var-
ious other points along the road, were pro-
jected 235 ft. upon a screen 35 x 40 ft." The
notice then goes on to give details of a general
nature, but we are ablt to furnish a few facts

concerning this installation which was supplied
by T. F. Cole, Manager of the Kansas City
Machine & Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo., dis-

tributors of Power's Projectors in that section.
" The distance and the size of the picture

are approximately correct. For this exhibit we
used one regular Power Rheostat for each ma-
chine, using two 6B machines. It was neces-

sary to procure switches that would carry ap-

proximately 200 amperes of current. We used
9 l/2 condensers. Some of the photography was
very dark but we managed to secure excellent

projection under the circumstances. It was
necessary to trim the arc after every reel, as

we used 1" carbons and 9/16 holdark below.

Nine reels were run without a break or a stop.

This projection which was viewed by a number
of exhibitors secured considerable favorable

comment for Power's and was handled by J. L.

Herring who has been on our staff for a long

time."'

Film Waxer MakingMany
Friends

According to reports from R. J. Lacey, presi-

dent of the Magic Film Waxer Company, the

film cleaning machine of that name is finding

many new customers amongst theatre owners
and projectionists.

The Magic Cleaner, as shown in the illustra-

tion, consists of a plate on which are uprights

supporting two sticks of wax and an idler. To
use the device the plate is clamped on the re-

wind table between and in line with the rewind

reels. The film is passed from the full reel down
under the idler up over one set of waxers and
down under the next and then to the empty reel

The feed of the wax is adjusted so that only

the perforations are touched.

It is a simple device and should give satis

faction.

New Equipment for Coli-
seum Theatre

Installation of the two new Powers 6B ma-
chines with Peerless Arc Controls and Weaver
Automatic Dousers has been completed at the

new Coliseum theatre, ninth and Clemen:

Streets,. San Francisco, by the Theatre Equip-

ment Supply Co. This company has also re-

ceived contract for reequipment of the entire

T & D circuit, according to reports, with the

new roller pin bearing Powers Cameragraphs.

for which it is the western distributor. The
equipment in each case includes Peerless arc

controls.

In addition to the above, the same supply

house will furnish a Westinghouse generator

set for the new Kinema theatre at Fresno.
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Columbia Projector Carbons

Columbia White A. C. Special

Carbons, for Silence, Steadi-

ness, and Brilliance on Alter-

nating Current

Columbia Silvertip Combina-

tion Carbons for Long Arc

and Rich Color Values on

Direct Current

Write for folder

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Incorporated

Cleveland, Ohio
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Stereoscopic Motion
Pictures*

By C. Francis Jenkins

{Continued from a preceding issue)

A somewhat newer method consists in

projecting the stereoscopically made pic-

tures through a vertical grating hanging a

few inches in front of the screen. This
grating was made of threads having, as

near as could be obtained, a uniform
diameter, from top to bottom, and so

spaced that the distance between adjacent

threads was the same as the diameter of

the thread. The right eye picture frames
are all on one film and the left eye frames
all on another film, the right eye film pro-

jected from a machine placed some dis-

tance to the right of an imaginary line

drawn from the center of and perpendicu-
lar to* the surface of the screen, and the

left eye film from a machine located on
the left side of this line. The two ma-
chines superimpose their pictures and run
synchronously. The grating has the effect

of splitting up the projected picture from,
say, the right machine into thin vertical

slices or segments with a shadow (of the
thread) lying between each adjacent pic-

ture segment. The left eye picture pro-
jected by the other machine is also cut up
into vertical slices, each of which falls on
the screen in the shadow of the string in

the light of the right projector. The re-

sult is a composite picture consisting of
alternate right eye and left eye vertical

picture-segments, the segments entirely

imperceptible to the observer. One may,
therefore, view this screen picture from
such an angular location that the right eye
sees only the right eye vertical segment
and the left eye only the left eye vertical

segments, the picture as a whole in stereo-
scopic relief, and without any artificial

aid, i. e., any device over the eyes. It is

obvious that one may view the picture
stereoscopically only from certain zones,
the angle of the eyes from these zones be-
ing approximately the angle of projection
of the two machines. So, again, we fall

short of practical attainment.

But certain kinds of pictures can be ob-
tained which appear stereoscopic to the
unaided eyes, in fact appear so viewed
with but a single eye. These are obtained
by carrying the camera on a train, boat,
automobile, or hand truck, the lens point-
ing at more or less of an angle to the line
of travel of the camera-supporting vehi-
cle. There is no doubt but that where ap-
propriate this method puts interest in a
picture which might otherwise be dull. In
spite of the fact that pictures of this kind
base lines of 25, 50 and 100 feet when

viewed in a stereoscope, and what practi-

cal application can possibly be made of it.

have been made for many years past, pat-

issued thereon recently, which would seem
to indicate that patent examiners don't go
to the " movies."

A method devised some five years ago
consisted in moving the background, and
depth is fairly simulated, but roundness of

nearby objects is purely mental delusion.

We are prone to imagine solidity, shape,

and other characteristics because, when
we recognize the object, we recollect its

form and unconsciously clothe it with its

true mass contour. This is not true stere-

oscopy, and is valueless when applied to

strange objects or scenes.

In the last two schemes mentioned just

a plain ordinary motion-picture camera is

sufficient, though it may be useful to some
of you when you take up the problem to

learn how the camera was constructed to

secure right and left pictures of the same
object in single line sequence on a single

standard negative film. The most satis-

factory form employed consisted of a
standard type camera having two right-

angle prisms, one mounted (on the front

of the box) on each side of the lens and
so placed as to reflect across the camera
front any view of object in front of the

camera. Just in front of the lens and in

axial line therewith, two smaller prisms
were mounted, to reciprocate vertically,

the travel being the thickness of one of
the prisms. The prisms were crossed, and
the reciprocating crank (run at half shut-

ter speed) so timed that the prisms were
alternately brought into position before
the lens in time with the opening and clos-

ing of the shutter. Obviously such an ar-

rangement reflects into the lens a view
from first the right prism and then the

left prism, so that the negative, when de-

veloped, carries alternately right and left

eye frames.

The exact distance of the centres of

the outside (stationary) prisms is a mat-
ter of no particular moment, though 3
inches is convenient and perhaps the best

distance. To place them close together

exaggerates the size of objects; placing

them farther apart makes objects appear

smaller, for the base line of the angle

photographed is, in the mind when we
look at the resultant picture, assumed to

be the base line of the angle of vision, that

is, the width between the pupils of the

eyes.

Doubtless from this thought your mind
has run ahead of me questioning, in antici-

pation, the effect of pictures made from

This question I will answer for you if

I find sufficiently valuable pictures I am
making for cameras located at the wing
tips of a flying machine, and simultane-

ously exposed. It seems probable that

these will be useful in conjunction with
map-making cameras because it will give

a relative idea of the heights, of known
and unknown objects, and if further work
proves the scheme has merit I shall be
glad to lay the matter before you in de-

tail, perhaps at our next meeting.

The End

Harmer Leaves Soon for
Europe

J. Justice Harmer, president of the Sun-Light
Arc Corporation, is leaving for England and
the continent October 23. It is Mr. Harmer's
intention to visit every producing center of im-

portance in western and central Europe, study-

ing lighting methods and problems. Inci-

dentally, he hopes to be of assistance to any pro-

ducer abroad who may be struggling with knotty

questions of light.

Until Mr. Harmer discovered the possibilities

of the Sun-Light Arc and adapted it to studio

use, he was engaged in color printing. In that

field he made himself one of the most success-

ful and best known masters of color press-work

and his achievements became known in Europe.

Since identifying himself with the motion pic-

ture field, Mr. Harmer has become recognized

as an authority on the matter of lighting. He
has personally installed many of his lights in

American studios and has given demonstrations

of his theories of lighting which have not only

surprised but satisfied directors and camera-

men alike as to their soundness.

Further Develop-
ment of Dye Process

By F. E. Ives

In my original communication of this pro-

cess, I recommended a bleach made with equal

parts of potassium ferricyanide and chromic

acid, and stated that if made of sufficient

strength a transparent image was produced.

When a merely " dye-tone " image was wanted,

a more dilute bleaching solution was indicated,

or clearing and reducing in extremely dilute

soda bicarbonate solution. In a second com-

munication, I stated that a much more dilute

bleaching solution would yield transparent im-

ages if made with two parts of chromic acid

to one part of potassium ferricyajiide.

The use of weaker solutions has three obvi-

ous advantages: (1) lower cost, (2) shorter

washing to clear, (3) elimination of the soda

bicarbonate clearing bath.

A further improvement consists in still fur-

ther reducing the strength of the Bleaching

solution, so that even with the larger proportion

of chromic acid the image is translucent instead

of transparent, dyeing to any desired color

with mixed dve baths for dve-tone effects and

(Trans. S. M. P. E.)
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New UNIVERSAL New

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
(FAMOUS LIBERTY WAR MODEL)

CAN BE PURCHASED NOW
AT PRICES FAR BELOW REGULAR PRICES

SPECIAL
PRICE

$465.00
DELIVERED

One Universal

400-Foot Model
Motion Picture Camera

INCLUDING
1 Carrying Case

6 Magazines

1 50 Mm. Lens, B. & L.—1 C. Tessar F:3.5

1 Trunk for complete outfit

1 Repair Kit—1 Finder—2 Sunshades

IT O f\ HAVE A FEW DE BRIE, AKELEY AND PROVEX
ALiOVy OUTFITS AT LESS THAN HALF LIST PRICE

CUSICK & SMITH 253 WEST 42ND ST., NEW YORK CITY

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"GEVAERT"
FILM

Positive Negative

Colored Positive

(U. S. Pat.)

Make Pictures Perfect

Manufactured by

L. GEVAERT & CO.
ANTWERP BELGIUM

U. S.
Distributor L. DESTENAY

PHONE : BRYANT 1642

Hooven Bldg.
117-119 W.46lh St.

NEW YORK
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drying without fixing, but fixing out in a spe-

cial bath when perfect transparency is wanted,

as in the application of the process to the pro-

duction of trichromatic transparencies or prints

of the Hicrome variety.

The special fixing bath consists o;

Water 30 ounces
Copper Sulphate 1 ounce
Hypo, 2y2 ounces
30% Acetic Acid 1 ounce
It is necessary to adhere to substantially this

formula. It will insure perfect fixing and
transparency if the original silver image was
not too dense. The bleaching solution which I

am now using consists of

Water, 30 ounces
Potassium Ferricyanide 11 grains

Chromic Acid ("commercial"), 22 grains

For particulars of dye baths, I refer to my
previous communications.

Micro -Vernier Focusing
Lens Plans
By J. H. McNabe.

CONSIDERABLE interest is being centered

by motion picture cameramen and photog-
raphers in a recent invention of Mr. A. S.

Ho>vell of the Bell & Howell Company, who
has applied for a patent covering an improved
focusing device for camera lenses.

This new focusing mount is a combination of

New Micro-Vernier Focussing Lens

the micrometer and vernier type, and is in-

tended, primarily, for use with lenses of motion
picture cameras—although not limited to this

alone, as the principle is readily applicable to

lenses used in " still " photography.

It is a well-known fact that the adjustment

of the iris diaphragm has an effect upon the

focus of the lens; that is, the focal adjustment

of the lens along its axis, which is correct when
the iris diaphragm is wide open, is not correct

when the iris diaphragyi is partially closed for

the focusing of the lens upon an object at a

given distance from the camera ; and that, as

the iris diaphragm is closed the distance be-

tween the lens and the ground glass, or film,

should be increased to effect an accurate or

critical focus in the several diaphragm stops.

The main feature of the new invention re-

sides in the provisions of means whereby the

adjustment of the focus of the lens—both with

relation to the distance between objects to be

focused and the camera, and with relation to

the adjustment of the iris diaphragm—may be

predetermined to permit such focal adjustment

of the lens accurately and quickly.

It will be observed from the accompanying
photograph that the diaphragm stops are en-

graved upon the outer lens holder carrier in

fixed relation to the diaphragm stops engraved

upon the lens holder, from which the readings

are obtained when manipulating the diaphragm
operating sleeve.

tion or a critical focus. By merely setting a

resilient expansion ring with indexed stops

corresponding to the diaphragm stops on the

lens holder there ensues an automatic correction

of the focusing to a point of exactness which
has previously been unattainable due to the

fact that lenses have always been scaled on a

common diaphragm stop.

An added feature of the lens mount which is

proving highly satisfactory is the markings or

graduations of the diaphragm stops and foot-

age scale which are now so engraved as to be

observable from the rear of the camera, thus

greatly facilitating adjustment when it becomes
necessary during the course of operation.

—TO THE CINEMA ART
AS STERLING IS TO SILVER

A GUARANTY OF PERFORMANCE
AND WORKMANSHIP

Reg U.S. Pat. Off.

THE CRITERION OF PERFECT PICTURES

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new york BELL & HOWELL C0.
LOS ANGELES

1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

Phone Bryant 6801

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
220 West 42nd Street New York Cfcy

A. G. STEEN, Special Representativ

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST

[ '*ed Successfully by the Foremost Producers and

Laboratories
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EAGLE ROCK
FILM

The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

s
p

SPEER
E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

A L TE R N O
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and

learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

THE MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

AT PRESENT AT 110 W. 32nd ST.

WILL OCCUPY NEW AND MUCH LARGER
QUARTERS ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 1st

AT

118 WEST 44th STREET NEW YORK

GOERZ
Why do some cameramen fail and
others succeed? Often, it is the equip-
ment that makes the difference. The
cameraman with the up-to-the-minutr
outfit wins. GOERZ VIGNETTING
DEVICES and the well-known GOERZ
KINO HYPAR F/3.5 lens enable th<
cameraman to meet the most exacting
requirements. Spare the time to call
or write us for detailed descriptive
matter about our up-to-the-minutr
motion-picture equipments. It may
mean the difference between failure
and success to you.

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

VIGNETTING

DEVICES

317J East 34th St. New York City

WANTED
Manager to take full charge of Motion Picture

Film Laboratory. State experience

and qualifications.

Box 760, MOTION PICTURE NEWS
NEW YORK CITY
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Music
and the

Picture

(Continued from page 3543)

derneath (which of course is looked at

first by the reader) ; when that moment
arrives in the regular action, the reader

unconsciously says, " There's the part

—

the exciting moment has arrived." Then
that would be another way of making a

Prologue. But on the other hand, the

whole story might be one of some distinct

mood. Say dire tragedy, utter forlorn-

ness, bitter disappointment. Then the Pro-

logue might establish that Mood—with a

scenic drop that concentrated the effect of

despair, with music that accentuated it, in

the orchestra, or the organ, or the singing

or dancing novelty. In the colors—gray

and black—with a living figure lying prone

upon the stage, in a fit of weeping and
sobbing, or in utter melancholy—or just a

close-up of a sorrowing distraught face,

moving about, always in that attitude.

There is another way of introducing the

picture with a Prologue. Or, in the same
picture, the showman might feel that the

Influence of some Character stands out

predominant. Thus the heroine might be

under the care of a person who appears

but a moment, or under the seeming pro-

tection of God or Fate. Then the show-
man, being of a picturesque turn of mind,

might create a Prologue which attempted

to bring that Great Influence to the atten-

tion of the audience.

So I might go on without end, over a

single feature picture. The way we might
summarize the Prologue opportunities is

as follows

:

The Prologue can be used to create the

feeling of the locale—the climate, the

place, the time, the historical epoch, the

geographical distance ; for instance, north-

ern lands, tropical lands, the nationalistic

feeling—French, Italian, Swiss, African
;

aboriginal or ancient moods, a diagramatic

effect showing how far the place is from
the scene of the theatre ; the costume ef-

fect of the period ; the historical charac-

ters of the decade, etc.

It can be used to bring forward the dra-

matic climax of the play—either in the

freak of nature or man or fate—thus,

earthquakes, floods, etc. ; the change 0/
sentiment, the birth of a mob spirit, etc.

It can be used to establish the dominant
mood of the picture—tragic, comic, farci-

cal anger, hatred, revenge, forgiveness,

misunderstanding, quaintness. You can
make the audience laugh at once and ex-

pect to laugh ; or you can put long faces

on them at once and keep them so even
during the beginning of the play where
the story is getting under way. It can be

used to lift out some character if the hero-
ine is of a particular mould, personality,

direction of mind or action, or is under
some particular ban or hardship.

Next week the Music Editor will outline
some of the big things which are hap-
pening in Music, which are worthy of the
exhibitor's attention. The article is

called "Musical Movements at Work."

The Coming "Movie**
Music Conference
By C. M. Tremaine

Director of National Musical Advance Bureau

(Editor's Note-—Mr. Tremaine is one of
the most useful men in America—being

the driving force of musical interest in

hundreds of communities.)

THE Motion Picture News is to be

congratulated upon two things—in-

augurating a special section in its magazine
devoted to music and placing it under the

direction of Charles D. Isaacson.

The importance of music to the
" movies " has been recognized by the pro-

gressive manager for a number of years.

Now, however, it is being forced on the

attention of those whose custom it is to

wait for the other fellows to do the ex-

perimenting. There are naturally some in

every industry who trail all along the line.

These people have been slow in introduc-

ing music, slow in improving it, slow in

extending it. The demonstrated facts are

now proving even to the skeptical the

value of music as a money-making asset.

I would like to pay tribute to Charles
D. Isaacson for his success in spreading
music among the general public. That,
however, can come at another time. The
subject of this article is the " Motion Pic-

ture Conference." The time is ripe for

such a gathering for many reasons, one
very adequate reason being the phenom-
enal increase in the music loving audi-

ence.

It is obvious that the manager who can
attract those who come for the music as

well as those who come for the picture will

have a larger clientele than if he caters to

but one of these groups. Then there is

a large public which as yet is unconscious
of the music appeal. Although these peo-

ple would not voluntarily go to hear music
their enjoyment is increased by good mu-
sic and they gravitate toward those houses
which provide it in combination with the

picture. Evidence abounds everywhere
that we are coming into a music era and
that the association of music with motion
picture performances is inevitable.

Shakespeare divided the life of the in-

dividual into what he called the " seven

ages of man," giving in a few sentences a

clearly defined picture commencing with
his entrance into the world and extending

to his final exit. No one has attempted an
equally graphic and condensed portrayal

of the story of the human race as a whole.

We can piece together but part of the pic

ture—that which has already transpired.

History, which haltingly tells us of many
ages of man, takes us from the stone age
through the age of Greek philosophy, cul-

ture and art, Roman militarism, feudal-

ism and medieval decadence, the age of
chivalry and religious fanaticism down to

the ages of more material progress known,
as the mechanical age, electrical age, etc.

We are on the threshold of- another dis-

tinctive age—which will witness the mar-
velous development and utilization of
aeronautics.

There are still other forces which are

certain to serve us. In passing from the

despotism of autocracy to the full en-

thronement of democracy, mankind as a

whole has developed latent powers which
heretofore have not been attributed to the

masses. In educating each individual unit,

civilization as a whole has moved forwan
and the new forces have been uncovered

one by one.

Life has become more complex as the

power, the desires and the efficiency of the

individual have grown. A harmonizin
influence is needed both to relieve the ten

sion and to so act on the physical and nerv
ous organism as to satisfy the natura
craving for a counter influence, created by
the conditions, and to provide a pleasur-.i

able relaxation. It has been abundantly.-

proved that music has supplied and is still

f

supplying this need. It therefore would*
be no stretch of imagination to prophesy'
that we now may be entering upon a music I

age and that music will be universally rec-.

ognized as a necessity in our daily lives as

never before.

It behooves the motion picture man-fl
ager to take cognizance of the evidence be-

fore him and adjust his plans so as to

profit thereby. How he can profit most
J

and what his plans will be are questions to f
,

be considered, and it is for this reason
that the coming music conference is being

called. Someone had to take the initiative

and as it is the province of a trade journal

to lead the way in its particular field, soj
it was to be expected that a motion picture

magazine should issue the call.

Both the industry and the public are top
be felicitated upon Mr. Isaacson's con-I
structive aggressiveness. The leading!

spirits in the screen world will undoubt-
edly put their full influence back of* the

movement and make it the success the

conditions unquestionably warrant.

CORRESPONDENCE I
NEWS
My Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

The success at the Brooklyn Strand of the expert
ment in interpretative music as translated with the aii

of the screen, has impressed upon me that there i

much yet to be accomplished before music in the
motion picture field reaches the top peak of perfection.

It falls upon such men as yourself to point the
way for such triumphs as "Music in Motion" and for

that reason I am writing you to encourage you not to

falter in pushing to a consummation the contemplated
conference relative to improved music for motion
pictures.

The lasting success of the motion picture defends
upon the utmost development of it, and the upbuilding
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of the music by-product is one o{ the promising factors

of potent importance in that development.
You realize that I stand firm for anything that will

make the art of motion picture as lasting as the hills.

There is no doubt that music—brought home to the

maximum in the most telling Way—will serve as the

agency to that end.
EDWARD L. HYMAN,

Managing Director,
iStrand Theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

From a Leading Artist
Agency

It is not often that one reads such a concise, intelli-

gent, interesting article on any subject as Mr. John-
ston has written in your issue of October 9. As far

as I can see, there is not a wasted word in it.

Of course, it goes without saying, that I agree with
everything he has written. As a matter of fact, it

might interest you to know that more tharl a year or
a year and a half ago, the scheme that you are working
on now, I tried to start with Mr. Riesenfeld at that
time. He told us then he did not think the time was.
ripe, and I know you will not take it amiss when I

say I think we were better equipped to have a bureau
to supply this demand under our control than any-
body else in the business, and that was my original
idea with Mr. Riesenfeld. I have also written him
lately on the subject, but I rather imagine from his
answer that he is apparently awaiting development
from your work.

If there is anything in the world that we can do
to help the scheme along, let us know.

WOLFSOHN MUSICAL BUREAU,
A. F. Adams, Prop.

From 2,000,000 Club
Women

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

Your idea for a music conference of Motion Picture
people is a very good one and I am more than casually
interested. One of my plans is to have a standardized
list of selections similar to that adopted by the clubs
for Music Memory Contests, and ask the clubs to en-
dorse that and encourage the use of these selections in

their movie houses.
Massachusetts has already experimented with such a

list and I expect to have a report of their work soon.
With best wishes for the success of your plans,

Sincerely,
ANNE F. OBERNDORFER,

Chairman Music Committee,
Federated Women's Clubs.

HAVE YOU
PLANNED

TO
BE

PRESENT
at the

FIRST NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF
MOTION PICTURE AND
MUSICAL MEN?
Every live exhibitor, musician, producer
and accessory man interested in the fu-

ture of musical achievements in the mo-
tion picture theatre will wish to be
present.

Every exhibitor and producer seeking to
use music for greater profits will wish to
be present.

Every maker of music and instruments
and manager of artists will desire to be
present.

Send Your Name
to
Charles D. Isaacson
Motion Picture News, Inc.

Note the data:
January 9-10
New York City
Hotel to be announced
First session new association
Discussion of Music Tax, prologue,
musical circuit, artist distribution,
music cues, synchronized music,
standardization of instruments, mu-
sic, advertising, etc.

Most prominent men in the field will be
present. Special performances.

Biggest Event of the
Musical Picture Year

From a Broad-Minded
Producer

I have read the many endorsements by noted music
authorities of the proposed conference, and it surely
makes one feel that he is not fighting alone. As for
the one dissenter, John H. Kinsky, I might mention
what you already know, viz : that the Kinsky houses
are using more music and concert numbers now than
they ever did. Some weeks ago, while I was out in
Detroit, they had a New York tenor who came from
the Capitol and was making as much of a sensation
as the picture. Whatever they may think about music
personally, the fact is they realize that a few musica'
numbers will increase their box office receipts.

I repeat that your proposed conference comes in the
nick of time. This country was never as music-mad
in its entire history as it is now. Witness the appear-
ance of so many opera companies and community chor-
uses in every town and hamlet. If exhibitors will in-

sist on being blind to the demands of the public, so
much the worse for them. When the use of organs and
orchestras was first thought of, the majority of exhib-
itors threw up their hands in holy terror at the
expense involved. Now you will scarcely find a fair

sized theatre without its organ or orchestra. The
investment in music has paid the exhibitor in the past
and it will pay more so in the future. We all know
of several first run houses whose reputation has been
earned and maintained on the strength of the music
they offer, and not particularly on any other feature.

The need of more music is inevitable. A theatre
cannot supply its patrons with a full two or three
hours of pictures. For one thing, there are not enough
pictures on hand, and for another, there must be va-
riety. The picture-music combination is the natural
transition from the vaudeville period. The past few
years has seen the building of a phenomenal number
of new first run houses for the presentation of motion
pictures, and not for vaudeville. This fact is a symbol
of the times, and should convince the most obstinate
exhibitor that this is an age of music.

Finally, the development of public taste makes the
necessity for better music all the more pressing.
There has been a great boom in the music field. The
popularity of concerts is universal. If the exhibitor
will not satisfy the public appetite, another agency
will. That is why I am with you in this musical con-
ference and venture the prophecy that it will be the
germ of many others in the future.
With heartiest wishes for your continued service,

am,

J. I. SCHNITZER,

Equality Pictures Corporation,

Aeolian Hall, N. Y. City.)

DO NOT FORGET THE
DATES OF THE

Motion Picture

INews

Music Conference

NEW YORK CITY

JAN. 9-10

" THE NEW YORK IDEA "

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

mime: " Love s H,ncha..anent " (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
1—Theme (2 minutes), until—S: At Screening.
2—" Lohengrin Wedding March," by Wagner (1 minute and 5 seconds),

until—S : Bride coming down stairs.
3—"Voice of Chimes," by Luigini (45 seconds), until—T: "Cynthia's

mother had."
4—" Babillage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (1 minute and 35 seconds),

until—T : " The PhilUmore home on."
5—" Twilight Fancies " (Moderato), by Fromel (3 minutes and 25 sec-

onds), until—T: "I have been buried long."
6—Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until—T: "The newlyweds forego."
7—Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—T: "After a

separation of."
8—"May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (50 seconds), until—T:

" Supreme Court, New York." (on papers)
9—Continue to action (1 minute and 25 seconds), until—T: "In due

time the newlyweds."
10—Continue ff (30 seconds), until—S: Close up of newlyweds on horse-

back.
11—"Kiss A Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (5 minutes and 30 sec-

onds), until—T: "The morning after a late."
12—"Aces High" (lively march), by Roberts (55 seconds), until—T:

" Society gathers to witness."
13—"Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—S:

Race starts.

14—Continue to action (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until—T: "Home
Sweet Home."

15—Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T: "Thanks to Judge
Phillimore."

16—Continue to action (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: "A little

surprise luncheon."
17—"Spring Blossoms" (light novelette), by Castillo (2 minutes and 40

seconds), until—T: "The week end at Terrace."
18—"Sleeping Rose" (Moderato), by Borch (6 minutes and 25 seconds),

until—T : " Until this moment I didn't."
19—"Sparklets" (Moderato), by Miles (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until

—T: "Wilfrid Cates Darby, whose."
10—" Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by De Leath (4 minutes and 15

seconds), until—T: " He's promised to be a."
21—"Flirty Flirts" (Melodious rubato), by Levy (3 minutes and 25

seconds), until—T: " I'll be frank, Cynthia."
22—Theme (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: "This was more than

even."*
23—"Serenade Romantique " (and. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and

30 seconds), until—T: "You're marrying the wrong."
24—" Capricious Annette," by Borch (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until

—T: " It's a long story but."
25—"Musical Thought" (Andante Moderato), by Titlebaum (5 minutes

and 35 seconds), until—T: " Half an hour later."
26—" Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until

—

T: " For the last time, will."
27—Theme (6 minutes), until—T: "Second choice not half bad."

THE END
" ONLY TAX FREE MUSIC IN ALL REALART CUES "



Compare the Satisfaction
Satisfaction—That's a big word to an exhibitor
—it's what makes you glad to meet your
patrons—it means you are sleeping well nights
and your banker smiles when he meets you.
Satisfaction is the biggest word in the dic-

tionary with us—your satisfaction we mean

—

for our future depends on it.

United State* Patent Pending

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
313-316 Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois

We have been years building a reputation for

superior tonal production—skilled workman-
ship, mechanical stability and SATISFACTION.
We want you to compare the satisfaction of
the Barton Organ. Take the word of exhibitors
who have used our instruments for years.

Their satisfaction means something to you.

You Owe Yourself An Investigation

Write Today

Use the Coupon; it's for your convenience.

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
313-316 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Please send catalog explaining the many advan-
tages of the Barton Organ.

Name

Street

City

State

N.
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" OFFICER 666 "

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: " Frivolette " (Enlr Arte), Baron
1—"Heavy Mysterioso " (for general use), by Levy (3 minutes and 5

seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2—Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until—T: " Travers Gladwin has

circled."
3—"Adolescence," by Collinge (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T:

" Two ladies, sair."
4—" Sparklets " (Moderato), by Miles (1 minute and SO seconds), until

—T: "You aren't thinking of."
5—"Perpetual Motion," by Borch (2' minutes and 40 seconds), until—T:

" We can't call the police."
6—" May Dreams " (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and 5 sec-

onds), until—T: " How would you like to make."
7—" Scherzetto " (from Boutonniere Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 50

seconds), until—T: " 10 o'clock Officer Travers."
8—" Laughing Beauties " (light moderato), by Berge (3 minutes), until

—T: " Officer, I want you to arrest."
9—" Misterioso " (for general use), by Andino (4 minutes and 20 sec-

onds), until—T: " Alf Wilson, the international."
10—Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: "Don't be alarmed,

sorr."
11—" Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until

—T: " I can't have him arrested."
12—" Vive Finale " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and

25 seconds), until—T: "So you resigned from the."
13—"Comedy Allegro," by Berge (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T:

" You'll explain everything."
14—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "No, I'm not going

with you."
15—"Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T:

" Because I painted it."

16—"Hurry" (for pursuit or races), by Minot (3 minutes), until—T:
" It isn't the gun that.'"

17—" Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo), by Vely (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until—T: "Ryan locked this on you."

18—" Gavotte & Musette " (allegro), by Raff (4 minutes and 5 seconds),
until—T: "Get your men together and."

19—Theme (4 minutes), until—T: " It means that we're engaged."

UNTIL THE END

" THE U. P. TRAIL "

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Twilight Reverie" (Expressivo Andante), Berge
1—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2—"Indian Intermezzo," by Herbert (55 seconds), until—T: "Relent-

lessly pushing its."

NOTE: "WATCH SHOT."
3—"Perpetual Motion," by Borch (1 minute), until—T: "Amid the

confusion impromptu."
4—" Adagietto " (From Symponette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 30

seconds), until—T: "And on man sat like."
5—"Moorish Rose" (fox trot), by Baron (3 minutes and 20 seconds),

until—T: " Fight is Larry's middle."
6—" Dramatic Conflict " (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (1 minute and 10

seconds), until—T: "Place Hough, a professional."
7—Theme (55 seconds), until—T: "It was fine of you to tackle."
8—" Coronado Land" (Valse Lente), by De Leath (3 minutes and 40

seconds), until—T: "In California a party of."
9—"Tragic Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T:

" We're going east soon."
10—Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T: " Neal passes an idle

afternoon."
11—" Hunkatin " (Half tone Jazz), by Levy (2 minutes and 5 seconds),

until—T: "On the night before Neal's."
12—" Dramatic Agitato " (for general use), by Hough (2 minutes), until

—T: " As .the moment draws close."

" Beauty, you don't

until

—

NOTE: "WATCH SHOT."
13—Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until—T:

belong."
14—" Indian Misterioso," by Levy (3 minutes and 50 seconds),

T: " On its journey from."
15—Continue to action pp or ff (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T:

" When night fell."

16—"Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes), until—T: "Morn-
ing, Neal continues."

17—Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T: "The place is yours."
18—Continue ff (20 seconds), until—T: "Hey, stop that fish, he's."
19—"Chant Erotique," by Berge (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until—T:

" Back to Benton for supplies."
20—"Twilight Fancies" (Moderato), by Frommel (4 minutes), until—T:

" Toiling East Durade and."
21—" Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds),

until—S: Durade enters cabin.
22—Continue to action (1 minute and 35 seconds), until—T:. " Durade's

party slowly."
23—"A Musical Thought," by Titlebaum (1 minute and 45 seconds),

until—T: "Durade's agents had preceded."
24—" Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until

—

T: "Business thrives at."
25—Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until—T: "You don't know how

happy."
26—" Dramatic Tension," by Andino (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until—T: " An evening later."

27—" Slimy Viper," by Borch (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: " Get
out and don't ever."

28—"Dramatic Tension" (for general use), by Levy (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until—T: "When Beauty had arranged."

29—" Hurry," by Levy (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—T: " I heard
you blowin' you're."

30—Theme ff (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until—S: Allie enters Neal's
room."

31—"Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T:
" Durade's gang is filing in."

32—"Roses that Die Bloom Again" (sentimental ballad), by Levy (2
minutes and 45 seconds), until—S: Good to be handy sometimes.

33—Theme ff (45 seconds), until—T: "Where the rainbow never."

UNTIL THE END

"HER BELOVED VILLAIN
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) ,

Theme: "Flirty Flirts" ( Melodious Rubato), Levy
1
1

« Budding Spring" (Moderato), by Platzman (4 minutes and 30 sec-onds), until—S: At Screening.

2—Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: "At dinner that night."
3—"Caprice Jbyeux " (Allegretto), by Seeligson (1 minute and 30 sec-

onds), until—T: "Passing weeks prove that."

t>
"
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(Fntr ' Acte >. fey Baron (1 minute and 30 seconds), until—
1 : All of which proves that."

s—:" Chicken Reel," by Daly (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—S: Close
up of chickens. *

6—" Comedy Allegro," by Berge (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T: " Doyou really love only."

7—Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until—T: "Don't worry vourmother and."

8—" May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 50 sec-
onds), until—T: "How did you win Suzanne?"
9—" Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and

45 seconds), until T: "Joseph, I am going shopping."
10—Theme (2 minutes), until—T: "Who was that?"
11—" Conspirators," by Santos (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until T-
I have a plan, you take my."
12—" Madriola " (one-step), by Samuels & Levy (2 minutes and 5 sec-

onds), until—T: " Now we will go to my club."
13—" Humorous Drinking Song," by Roberts (1 minute and 5 seconds)

until—T: "In another hour Poulard."
14—Continue pp (10 seconds), until—T: "Come, Doctor Poulard."
!S
—"Moorish Rose" (fox trot), by Baron (2 minutes and 20 seconds)

until—T: "The annual masked ball."

16—" Concert Waltz," by Durand (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until

—

T: "Perhaps you would like."

}J
—Repeat: "Humorous Drinking Song," by Roberts (45 seconds), until—T: " 6 A. M. and all's not well."

18—"Storm Furioso," by Levy (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—T:" 8 A. M. and the worst."

1?
—"I Won't Come Home Until Morning," (1 minute and 50 seconds),

until—T : " Well, I am going to send."
20—"Hurry," by Minot (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: "Leave

us at once."

21—"Vivo Finale" (Allegro), by Berge (3 minutes and 50 seconds),
until—T: "You see what a considerate."

22—" Babillage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (3 minutes and 50 seconds),
until—T: "You'd better ask your wife."

23—"Impish Elves," by Borch (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T:
I am leaving my husband."
24—Theme ff (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T-

this? " Who told you all

UNTIL THE END
ONLY TAX FREE MUSIC IN ALL REALART CUES

" THE JAILBIRD "

Arranged by Rheul E. Moulton, American theatre, Butte, Montana.

Theme: "Love Nsst From Mary"—Chorus Only
This picture is played to action of 14 minutes to the reel.

W is intended as a warning cue for Seque.
Screening.
" Remembrance," by Thelma.
D—Second convict goes out door. Seque.
" In the Bungalow," by Languey.
D—MacLean comes to desk and sees shirt. Seque.
" Dramatic Finale No. 63," by Smith. Continue until title.

" Mrs. Perry." " Bon Vivant," by Zamecnik. Continue until

D—Fade out. Seque. " Hey, Rube," Alford, until

W—Shakes hands with sheriff. Seque. " Cuddles " (start at fifth bar
with hold.)

Continue until close up of Lead. Seque, last 16 bars of " Anvil Chorus
II Trovatore.

D—Start to walk away. Seque. "Hawaiian Moonlight" (Valse), by
Klickman.

W—Lawyer leaves. Theme (Start at Chorus.)
T—" That evening." " Love's Enchantment," by Varley.

T—" With the Old." Theme (Chorus only, repeat last 16 bars as Lead
talks to grocer.)

D—Lead walks out. " Under the Leaves." Theme. To action.

T—" Convinced at Honesty." " The Busy Bee," by Bendix.
T—" The arrival of the Eminent." " Ken-Tuc-Kee," by Weidt. Until
T—" Now we'll put on." " The Conspirators," by Santos.
T—" With the twilight." Theme (Last 16 bars of Chorus.)
T—" Possessing every." " Flickering Firelight," by Penn, until

D—MacLean and Skeeter walk away. Seque. " Pekoe Dance," by
Tschakoff, continue until

T—" I'll meet you." 1 " Lost Happiness," Eilenberg Op. No. 33. Play
up to fade out last 16 bars of theme.

D—Doug leaves. Seque " Hurry No. 26," by Lake. Play to action
T—" Reception in honor." " Turkey in the Straw." Play first strain

twice. Break to action.

D—When old man starts speech. " Whispering Flowers," by F. v. Blon.
D—Doug leaves platform. Seque. " I'll Always Be Waiting for You,"

(waltz), start at second strain.

D—When banker waltzes away with aunt. Segue Theme last 16 bars slow.
D—After Title. " You don't need to explain, just come back." Seque

Chorus. " Till We Meet Again," pp increased to action. Continue until
Warden says. " I always knew you were an honest crook." Repeat last 4
bars of chorus until finish.

Arranged by Rhuel E. Moulton, American Theatre. Butte, Montana
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usiness
fcferings

NEGATIVE expert and timer wishes to change
position: In business 14 years. Address: Laboratory,
care Motion Picture News, New York.

WANTED—PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with pic-

tore experience; rood salary, sternly position*
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. 314

Mailers Building, Chicago.

FICTION WRITER, now employed as associate
editor of leading magazine, seeks position with mo-
tion picture company. Can write original stories,
continuity or sub-titles; or act as assistant director.
Box "65, Motion Picture News, New York City.

WANTED MALE HELP—House Manager, ex-
perienced, recommended (no booking): call evenings
only. Oxford Theatre, Flatbush Ave. & State St.,

Brooklyn.

WANTED TO BUY—225 second hand Upholstered
Opera Chairs. H. E. Swan. Kearney. Neb.

WANTED TO BUY—Motion Picture Theatre': pre-
fer one with stage equipped for vaudeville In live
town of not less than Ave thousand population in
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Alabama and Florida.
State best cash price and list of equipment and full

particulars In first letter. Wm. H. Moyle, 241 So.
Holyoke Ave., Wichita, Kansas.

FOR s.\ I.K—Universal motion picture camera,
latest type, perfect condition. Wilbur School, 384-A
Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

WANTED to lease theatre in Ohio, Indiana or
Illinois. Address John Siefert, Rialto Theatre Bldg.,
Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED TO LEASE OR RENT Moving Picture
Theatre or Combination House by Theatre Owner ot
several years' experience, who desires change of loca-
tion. Have two expert theatre musicians in immedi-
ate family, who are also familiar with the business.
Will consider theatre In any location seating not less

than 500 In town of 5.000 to 25,000 population. THE-
ATRE OWNERS: IF YOU ARE HAVING TROUBLE
KEEPING A COMPETENT LESSEE IN YOUR THE-
ATRE. WRITE US. WE LL PUT YOUR HOUSE ON
THE MAP. Address, American Theatre, Rowlesburg,
W. Va.

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash saving
prices. Special professional discounts on
UNIVERSALS.
Immediate delivery on all models. DeBrie,
DeFranue, Pathe and many others demon-
strated in our showroom. Send for our
complete catalog at once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street

New Orleans
,
La. Atlanta, Ga.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lsti of or address contemplated or exult-

ing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners, pub-
licity mediums and producers, selected as to terri-

tory, class, etc Twenty thousand changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a
saving of from 20 to 60% In postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant 813S New York
Adiruging MnltigrapMng
Typewriting Printing

Dead Men
Tell No Tales

DEAD
MEN
TELL
NO

TALES
Printing, Developing

and Art Titles

BRLNNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager

1737 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Illinois

SUPER CARBON ADAPTER
for "Sllvertip" and "Holdarc" Carbons. De-
signed for use where heavy amperage is re-
quired. Made of a heavy machiued copper cast-
ing. Greater mass of metal where it will absorb
the heat without burning out or offering resist-
ance to the electric current. Will hold all sizes
up to and including V4 in.

MORE ECONOMICAL
GIVE BETTER SERVICE

PRICE $1.25 EACH
p|9^ Regular Cailjon Adapter for use
J»Js^ where lighter amperage la required,
of machined cast iron (Copper Plated).

PRICE, 50 CENTS EACH
Order from your dealer. Insist on ihe^|
Brand. If lie does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO. 3204 Carrol! Avenue Chicago
Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories

Mailt

PHONE BRYANT 360S

t"S UNIQUE SLIDE CO
llo^l H 'ghest Quality Lantern Slides

717 SEVENTH AVE , NEW YORK.

Automatically supplies only such voltage as are
requires. No waste of current in ballast.

HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, V. 8. A.

RadiO W Slide
MTCNTCtt
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• For Sale by all Leading Dealers
I

The coming

Music Conference

will take place in

New York City

Jan. 9-10

Stop Leaks
LOSSES

The v4 utomaticket System Stops
Box OmcE Leaks & Losses

'Ask Us 'About It

TO

•Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
IT02 BROADWAY NEW VORK

For 1-10 W. and

25-40 W. Lamps

USE ffi&Z COLOR HOODS
Instead of Dipped Lamps

Infinitely Better, More Lasting and Cheaper in the Long Run

Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass

DO NOT FADE OR WEAR OUT

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Hoods slip over

the bulb

Have you ever stopped to consider the many advantages to be found in EVANS' SERVICE,
Mr. Producer ?

We are convinced no one turns out a better quality of DEVELOPING and PRINTING than EVANS
turns out and a trial will convince you if you have any doubt.

We are also convinced we can meet all reasonable demands when it comes to delivery.

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 W. 216th St., New York City w™.
Telephone:
sworth 3443-44
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Frederick J. Ireland, who
has been vice-president, pro-
duction manager and a mem-
ber of the board of directors

of Reelcraft Pictures Corpo-
ration since its organization,
has resigned all of these
offices and has entirely
severed his connection with
the corporation, according to

a statement made by him just

previous to his departure
from Chicago for the West
Coast on October 16th.

Mr. Ireland, it is under-
stood, has received several
flattering offers to direct pic-

tures for some of the largest
producing companies, but will

go into production for him-
self after his arrival at Los
Angeles. He has been an
active factor in the industry
as a producer for several
years and was widely known
as the head of the Emerald
Film Company of Chicago,
which made Billy West,
Alice Howell and other pic-
tures previous to the merger
of that company with Reel-
craft.

Mr. Ireland also is widely
known to showmen through-
out the country as before be-
coming interested in motion
pictures, he was a prominent
actor and had been featured
in plays presented through-
out the United States, Aus-
tralia and the British Isles.

Six Productions Com-
pleted for Reelcraft

Six more productions have been

completed for the exclusive short

subject program of the Reelcraft

Pictures Corporation and delivered

to the general office in New York.

For the single reel comedy series

in which Billy Franey is featured

Director Thomas LaRose has com-

pleted three more pictures, titled

" The Referee," " In and Out " and

"The Dummy." William L. Rou-

bert and Al Young, who are produc-

ing the " Romances of Youth,"

featuring Matty Roubert, have

completed their schedules of re-

leases up to and including January

1 with the following three pictures,

"A Bold Bad Pirate," "Summer
Davs " and " Sunshine."

A tense moment in " The Woman Untamed," starring Doraldina, and released
by Elmer J. McGovern,

Canyon Reports A Big Sale
Enterprise Distributing Corp.
Buys Series for Southern States

ONE of the most outstanding
transactions of the past week

was the sale of the entire series

of six western five-reel productions

to the Enterprise Distributing Cor-
poration by the Canyon Pictures

Corporation for the territory em-
bracing Georgia, Tennessee, North
and South Carolina, Alabama, and
Florida.

The pictures included in this

transaction include " The Gallop-

ing Devil ", and five other produc-
tions which are to follow.

There has been much lively bid-

ding in this important Southern
territory for the rights of the se-

ries, states Canvon, and the Enter-
prise Distributing Corporation sent

E. A. Fair as their personal repre-

sentative to New York to see the
initial releases. So impressed was
Mr. Fair, after viewing the pic-

tures, that contracts were signed

the same day that he arrived, and
within a few hours he was on his
way home again.

Arrangements are being made in
the Enterprise Distributing Corpor-
ation offices in Atlanta for the im-
mediate exploitation of " The Gal-
loping Devil." Franklyn Farnum
has a large following throughout
the country and the advent of the
series in the Southern territory is

looked upon a^s an event of great in-

terest.

Both Jack YVeinber and Joseph
Goldstein of the Canyon Pictures
Corp., expressed themselves as de-
lighted with the great success which
the Franklyn Farnum series is en-
joying as a state rights ottering.

With the southeastern section of

the country gone, there remains but

a few important territories vcf un-

sold.

Argus Enterprises Have
New Des Moines Home
The Argus Enterprises opened a

new home for their Des Moines

branch on October 25th. The trade

was invited to inspect the new of-

fices, together with the Argus

Model Projection Booth and the

Argus Public Projection Room, on

the opening day. The new office is

located at 415 Eighth street.

DEAD MEN
TELL NO
TALES

Inter-Ocean Film Corpo-
ration reports the closing of
a large contract with a
Japanese film renter, for
seventy-five American pro-
ductions for physical distri-
bution throughout Japan.
This is said to be one of the
largest sales ever made for
that country.
Under the terms of the

agreement, the buyer takes
over the territorial distribut-
ing rights to a series of forty
World Pictures, twenty
Black Diamond comedies,
nine special productions, six
Paralta Pictures and five
World Comedies.

Louisville Exchange Has
Varied Program

The Big Feature Rights Corpora-
tion, Inc., of Louisville, Ky., one
of the largest independent ex-
changes in that district, now has
an attractive list of State Right pic-
tures to offer the Kentuckv and
Tennessee exhibitor. Col. Levy is
president of the company and Lee
Goldberg, secretary and treasurer.
Among their pictures are " Hush " and

the four following Clara Kimball Young
,
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World, Neptune's Bride," " That
Something." "The Sport of Kings,"
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" The Golden
rail. The Window Opposite," "Con-

quered Hearts," "Human Clay," "Daugh-
t/ r

.

of.? ate'" "Who's to Blame?". "Wan-das Affair," "Sins of Ambition." " Bab-
n f

8 " T.°£
gu « s'" "Married in Name
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',

. E? 01 s Gold
- A Desert Scor-

pion, Wolves of the Street," " TheChamber Mystery," " Husbands andWives. "Silk Husbands and CalicoWives" "The Still Alarm," three RexRay Westerns, and "The Son of Tar-
zan serial.

m
F
?
r„ Kentu<:ky only they offer eightNeal Hart Westerns, four Shorty Hamil-

ton pictures, and " Frivolous Wives "

i

Tennessee only they have " The Jun-
g

. nPr
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ncess

A " The Tiger Band." andThe Lost City.

Staff of Next Hemmer
Production Chosen
Edward Hemmer has engaged

Charles Osborn Seessel, who has
gained distinction in the picture
world as art director, to design the
scenic and art effects for the next
Hemmer production. Others, whom
Mr. Hemmer has signed to assist
him. are William F. Haddock, who
has been prominent in the making
of productions in many parts of the
country. William T. Tuers will
have charge of the photography.
John Ward and Charles Druiett al-
so are members of the staff.

_
A scene from "The Invisible Ray," the Jan's Pictures Corp., 15 episode serial

"Honeymoon Ranch"
Is Selling Rapidly

Bert Lubin announces that terri-
tory on his five reel western feature,
" Honeymoon Ranch," is selling
very fast. To date he claims to
have practically closed on fifty per
cent of the territory and to have re-
ceived offers for the foreign rights
and the remainder of unsold
territory.

" My campaign on ' Honevmoon
Ranch,'" states Mr. Lubin, "is just
four weeks old today. In that time I

have sold a good block of territory,
have offers for the remainder and
already have made shipments of
'prints, press-books, posters, etc., to
buyers. W hat I claimed in my first

announcement is true—there is a
ready market for good independent
pictures."
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" A Dangerous Paradise
'

i Selznick- Five Reels)

THERE is not much substance to this story,

which treats in a satirical way the idea

that woman is the aggressor in matters of love.

In fact, it is exceedingly light and vapid, and

its lack of incident or moving moments causes

us to wonder how it ever appealed to its

sponsors as five-reel material. It is a SUgar-

coated recipe, the flavoring of which has been

sprinkled with a little spice. The risque note,

however, is apt to be a trifle dangerous to im-

pressionable girls, if they adopt the plan of the

protagonist.

The heroine, piqued over the fact that the

man in the case fails to respond to any woman's

advances unless she is married, is determined

to capture him by establishing herself as a

bride. An effort has been made to give it color

and vitality through the subtitles. But noth-

ing is gained. In fact, the title editor kids the

life out of the story and really takes the sting

from it. He is clever in poking fun at stereo-

typed captions such as " the next evening," or
" at dawn.'' He left out that ancient wheeze, " a

few days later."

The picture is really spineless, but since it is

not meant to be taken seriously any criticism

of its merits and demerits seems like a waste

of words. The offering would look better com-

pressed into two or three reels. It failed to

hold the crowd at the Broadway because of its

length. The players have nothing to do except

be caught in groupings—either against pretty

backgrounds or making their entrances and

exits. Any exhibitor who books it should find

some "hefty" short subjects to give strength

to his program. It is a picture which will not

get over by itself.—LAURENCE REID.

" Hold Me Tight "

(Sunshine Comedy—Fox—Two Reels)

THE first reel of this comedy is ordinary. It

jogs alone with some new gags which are

original without being spontaneously funny.

The second part is much better, and a great

deal is made of a windstorm sequence, when

houses, trees and automobiles are blown away.

By means of trick photography, an entire set

appears to be lifted into the air, and flies along

with the landscape moving underneath. A roof

of a house is lifted by the cyclone, not by one

sudden wrench, but first gradually loosened and

then jerked skyward. It is very skillful work

and shows infinite care. Moreover, while not

funny in the strict sense of the word, it will

be appreciated by an audience as a distinct

novelty.

The story, such as it is, concerns a wealthy

hired girl on a farm whose hand and fortune

are sought by the hired man and also by a

hamfat actor. A masquerade party is introduced

with some good " hick " types, a robbery follows,

and finally comes the chase and cyclone. Slim

Sommerville is the hired man, and does especi-

ally good work when a spider is dropped down
the neck of his coat as he is proposing to the

girl. Ethel Tearle plavs the girl and looks very

attractive.—MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

" The Friendly Breast of Earth "

I
Artcolor—Special Pictures—One Reel)

HERE is an attractive nature study which
appeals through its excellent composi-

tion of scenes and the poem used for the titles.

The idea is expressed that Nature is ever gen-

erous and kind. The friendly rays of the sun,

the friendly call of mountain, stream, forest and

open spaces suffice to bring warmth into anyone's

soul no matter if he may feel an outcast or

possesses a troubled conscience. The camera-

man has shot the picture from many angles

and he has caught vistas which are as enchant-

ing as they are majestic. The backgrounds in-

vite you. The spectator may wonder at the

grandeur of the scenes and still feel that the

whole wide world belongs to him. Max Hand-
shiegl attended to the color process and his

work stamps him as an artist. The offering is

ideal in lending dignity to your program. It

would make an excellent prologue for any pho-

toplav of the big outdoors.

—

LAURENCE
REID.

44 Twin Crooks "

I Two-Reel Century Comedy—Released
Through Universal)

CHARLES DORETY, assisted by a good

cast of funmakers, inject enough action and

comedy into this two-reeler to make it a wel-

come addition to any program.

The opening scenes show Dorety and his

" animals " being thrown out the stage door of

a theatre because of a bad act.

These scenes arc amusing because of the be-

wildered expression on the face of the come-

dian and the indignation of the " animals,"

which include a donkey, dog, horse and trained

geese.

In trying to round up his " cast," Dorety does

some very amusing stunts with a trained goose

on one of the principal thoroughfares.

From this on action abounds, caused by the

comedian's desire to make love to a married

woman, whose jealous husband throws him out

of windows and doors.

But he always returns and is found by the

husband at the side of his wife talking in a

confidential manner.

To add a little flavor, chorus girls are also

introduced in a rehearsal number.

—

FRANK
LEONARD.

" Flap Jacks
"

i Mutt and JolT Cartoon—Fox—One Reel)

A HUMDINGER— funny from beginning to

end, clever and original in its idea.
" Flap Jacks " is the best Mutt and Jeff Cartoon
in many a day. It is a burlesque of the indus-
trial or educational subject. Mutt and Jeff

give, an illustrated lecture on the method of
making flapjacks used in their factory. A title

reads, " Mixing the Batter." Jeff pours the

flour into a gigantic frying pan, turns on the
hose, and stirs it up from the back seat of a
bicycle as Mutt drives around the rim of the

pan. " Shaping the Cakes " is illustrated.

This is done by a steam roller, which, inci-

dentally, rolls Jeff as well as the flapjacks. An
intricate machine is shown after the title, " The
Finished Product."—MA 7 I HEW A. TAYLOR.

44 Her Secret Still
"

I One Reel Universal Comedy Featuring
Dorothea Wolbert)

DOROTHY WALBERT will certainly

amuse an audience when they see her in

this one-reeler.

Her droll ways and her ability to put over a

comedy situation are a novelty to witness, es-

pecially in these days when " slapstick " and
bathing girl comedies hold the screen.

As the designing maid who tries to inviegle

the butler into a marriage, only to be rebuffed
in her efforts, she gives a pleasing performance.
The opening scenes, depicting an employment

bureau with its various characters, are funny
indeed.—FRANK LEONARD.

44
Beggars and Fakirs of India-"

and 44 A Chinese Orphanage "

I Educational)

THESE two short features contain plenty of
interest and are strong in educational value.

The first, brings the beggars and fakirs of

India close to our observation and although
some of the scenes arc rather revolting, they

are instructing and for this reason are well

worth seeing.

The camerawork is exceptionally well done,

and the cameraman has not spared himself in

selecting and drilling the natives in many of

the scenes,

One particular amusing scene shows a beg-

gar rolling himself along the main thorough-

fare, his body lying flat upon the ground. He
is said to have rolled half across the country.

The latter shows many interesting views of

a Chinese orphanage run by the French. Little

Chinese girls are instructed here in the making
of lace and many other important essentials.

—

FRANK LEONARD.
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FeatureSubjects ofShortLength
" Mountain Madness "

(Republic)

U
lVf

OUNTAIN MADNESS " is an iHustra-

tion of what may happen to good work-
men when the tools they handle are deficient.

This production has a splendid cast and is

well directed but is sadly lacking in story ma-
terial.

The author starts off with a rather original

idea but in the process of development appears
to have abandoned his characters with the result

that the scenes are never completed.
For instance, two pairs of lovers are intro-

duced in the opening scenes. To give contrast,

one is of the elite and the other of the ordinary
or " mountain " variety.

The heroine of the first pair becomes dis-

satisfied with her sweetheart because he
possesses none of the "cave man" instincts and
refuses to be rough with her.

When a big mountaineer appears she falls in

love with him. The feeling is mutual and when
opportunity presents itself they do not hesitate to

embrace. The mountaineer's sweetheart appears

to have a liking for the " gentleman," although
she does not take so kindly to his love making.
Nothing develops out of these scenes, how-

ever, for the author switches to a train robbery

and the excitement that attends the usual hcldup
is predominant.

When the mountaineer is accused of being the

leader of "the gang" and goes into hiding, his

new found sweetheart risks danger in an effort

to locate him.

Her former lover finds her in the woods and
gives her a shaking. This brings the exclama-
tion, " why didn't you do that before?"

In the meantime the " outdoor " man proves

his innocence and is seen happily in the em-
brace of the mountain girl.

The story ends abruptly without any attempt

at explanation.

In the cast are Mignon Anderson, Harry Mil-

ler, Ora Carew, Edward Coxen, Grace Pike,

Stuart Morris and Edna Pennington.

—

FRANK
LEONARD.

Willing Captives
(Urban)

AKINETO REVIEW, showing the opposite

side of " the bird in a gilded cage " ques-

tion. Seldom does it occur to the visitors at

the zoo, or sympathizers with the birds and
animals in forced captivity, that these objects

of pity might have fared worse. Nevertheless,

when it is considered, as the subject brings out,

that these captives are often more fortunate

than their furred and feathered relatives, it

puts a different angle on the matter. These
animals, birds and objects of sympathy are fed

and watered regularly. They have no fear of

Dead Men
Tell N o
T a 1i e s

the hunter. They need not search for winter
quarters. All these things are provided for
them. After all, they are only deprived of their

freedom to roam the hills and fly the air. They
soon become accustomed to the confinement
and, judging from the scenes showing their

playful moments, make the best of a bargain
and become willing captives.

Preceding the specimens of live birds and
animals in captivity are some views of " make
believe " ones. Some are statuary of great re-

nown in famous parks. Some of them are

mounted specimens. And, through all, there

is the same respect for sequence which identifies

Mr. Urban's short subjects from others of less

merit.—LILLIAN GALE.

"The Spirit of Service"
(American Red Cross)

THE title of " The Spirit of Service " tells

the tale. It is a motion picture produced
by the American Red Cross, for the purpose of

furthering interest in the coming Roll Call for

the renewal of membership.

The scenario was written by Hamish Mc-
Laurin, author of the well known Red Cross
Roll Call picture of two years ago, " The
Greatest Gift."

This is a single reel subject which will fit into

a program almost anywhere, since it is an appeal
for humanity and the work of the Red Cross
has earned the right to command a place. The
settings are of particular merit, while exteriors

were taken on one of New York's most palatial

estates.

The picture was produced under the direction

of Tefft Johnson, with Arline Frederic as
" Service " and Logan Paul as " Wisdom." The
artists generously contributed their services, and
because of this the Red Cross was able to pro-

duce the picture at a nominal expense.

Introducing the symbolical figures of War,
Pestilence and Famine, which have been born
as the result of wars, the story carries con-

vincing reason for the need of enrolling in the

Red Cross, year after year. The patriotic ex-

hibitor will take pleasure in running the subject,

with the hope of inspiring his patrons to re-

spond.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

" The Little Outcast"
(Industrsal Film Co.—State Rights)

THIS picture will probably hit the mark at

which it is aiming. It has no well known
star, author, director, or producer in back of it,

and there is no pretense of elaborate produc-

tion, but presenting as it does, a simple, rural

story in a sincere way it should keep the in-

terest of the patrons of the smaller houses.

It is announced as " a modern story sug-

gested by ' Silas Marner.' " Instead of making
the lonely old man a weaver, Paul Price, who
wrote and directed the picture, has made him a

blacksmith, living only for gold. When his

money is stolen, he adopts the little waif, whom
Fate has thrown across his path, and raises her

to girlhood. Em Gorman, who was a well

known child actress, not so long ago, plays the

title role—the most attractive part in the story.

The picture gives her many opportunities to

display a natural and attractive screen person-
ality.

The story opens when an adventuress makes
a conquest of a rich college lad. In order to
make her hold upon him secure, she adopts a
dying mother's babe, claiming the child for her
own. For ten years she blackmails the man,
raising the child in a loveless, indifferent way.
Then she dies and the embittered blacksmith
brings up the lonely little waif. After a few
years the girl is about to be taken from him by
the man who believes himself to be her fatheT,
when the truth is made known.

Alex Shannon is effective as the blacksmith,

but the remainder of the cast with the excep-
tion of Em Gorman, do not impress as favor-
ably. With the exception of the forge scene,

there are chiefly country exterior scenes. The
titles are written in a dignified style, some of
them making very good reading.

There seems to be a renaissance of the rural
drama to-day, and this fact will aid " The Little

Outcast." There are errors in detail, and pad-
ding to allow Em Gorman her " cute " scenes,

and some crude acting in places by the minor
characters, but none of these flaws destroy the
interest. Length, 5 reels.—MATTHEW A
TAYLOR.

"Mamma's Boy"
(Hal Roach—Vanity Fair Comedy

—

Pathe)

T F one could meet a flock of wild women
dressed au naturel or clothed in bear skins

(not intended as a pun) and tiger rugs during
vacation time, one would feel like " blowing the

whole works " and staying in the wilds for life.

Here is " Mamma's Boy " for example. Eddie
Boland, the comedian, is seen summering in the

woods. His valet and chef attend to his every

want. He is mamma's boy with a moustache.

Girls do not interest him—not even when they

tease him attired in their bathing suits. Pro-

voked at his indifference and lack of manliness

they put on the wild animal skins and resort to

cave-woman tactics. Eddie is kidnapped, but

when a real bear walks on the scene, the girls

revert to type and run for their lives, while the
" daffodil " stays his ground and feeds the beast

thinking it a bird dog. That's about all there is

to " Mamma's Boy." However, the girls are

pretty and more than jaded bald-head and

youngster will rise to remark—" They're there
!"

Even-one is pleasingly plump. And as for Bo-

land he offers a good contrast. His comedy

style is . effective.—One Reel.—LAURENCE
REID.

DEADMEN
TELL NO
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"THE DEVIL'S GARDEN
( Bennett-First National)

Rather Greivsome Story, Well Produced and Acted

CLrryHE DEVIL'S GARDEN," Whitman Bennett's newest offering

I starring Lionel Barrymore, is going to .strike some people as a

very daring departure from accepted screen ethics. In all prob-

ability many pi< turegoers will revolt over its harrowing realism—pro-

vided they have corns to expect that the screen must be ever sugar-coated

in its semblance to life. But if the photoplay is to advance one must be

ready to accept a departure now and then. "The Devil's Garden" may not

read like good screen material if one takes into consideration that its

theme and characterization is apt to be grewsome.

The verj fart that Mr. Bennett has been faithful with the book by con-

centrating upon its realism is proof that the screen hasn't necessarily got

to be a medium of saccharine sentiment. If he had made one radical

departure from the narrative he would have spoUed the entire psychology

of the theme and ruined the characterization. Maxwell's story is an ex-

ceedingly vivid document—one that may appear unnecessarily brutal to a

sensitive reader. But perhaps this same reader may realize that the author

baa something to > i>. What is said in the book is well emphasized in the

picture. And the result is a gripping offering. It brings into play the

idea that man cannot sit in judgment upon the wrong of a fellow-being

unless he is above earthly desires.

The protagonist is a figure who condemns his fellow creature without

Liking into consideration that he may be guided by the same uncontroll-

able impulses. Dale, the character enacted by Barrymore, is a plodding

working-man. It falls to him to punish a trespasser against his home, even

though the guilty man is responsible for helping him to success. After

the murder is committed, Dale hears the voice of conscience. He is

guided by fear for his rash act—fear of the future for his soul and fear

for his own freedom in life. A day comes when he is placed in the

identical situation as his victim and realizes his own shortcomings. Tor-

tured with conscience he finds solace by self-sacrifice. The character of

the passionate girl who is ignorant of the meaning of sex hasn't been de-

veloped in keeping with the book, but is planted well enough to carry out

the idea. The action is told in terms of graphic scenes and builds a deal

of cumulative suspense because of its correct tempo and the ability of the

players to play in characier. Mr. Barrymore makes the role of Dale a

vivid study. Take the punch out of this picture and one would see a

rather stupid affair. Bennett has substituted startling action for words.

—

Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
William Dale Lionel Barrymore
Mavis Dale Doris Rankin
Lord Barradine H. Cooper Chffe
Norah May McAvoy

By W. B. Maxwell.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
W. B. Maxwell's gripping story of human desires, of man's inhumanity to man,

" The Devil's Garden," will be the feature attraction at the next
with Lionel Barrymore as the star. This is a powerful subject which

created wide discussion as a novel and adapted to the screen it brings into play
with vital and vivid strokes the idea that man cannot sit in judgment upon the
wrong of a fellow being unless he is above earthly desires. William Dale, the
part enacted by Mr. Barrymore, is a rugged, hard-working man. It falls to him
to punish the trespasser, Barradine, even though the latter is responsible for help-

ing him to better himself. Then the voice of conscience is heard.
Dale is guided by fear for his rash act—fear of the future for his soul and fear

for his own freedom in life. A day comes when he is placed in the identical

situation as Barradine. He is unable to control his passion. So he finds solace in

self-sacrifice. Thus his desire to die that others might live brings compensation
to his conscience. The picture is told in terms of graphic sequences and moves
with a power which builds the utmost in action and suspense. The star is

thoroughly in character and his talent enables him to catch the psychology of the

plot and characterization. Assisting him are Doris Rankin, H. Cooper Cliffe, and
May McAvoy, players who also render perfect studies. The picture is directed
by Kenneth Webb.

PROGRAM READER
Lionel Barrymore, the eminent star of stage and screen, is coming to the

theatre next in " The Devil's Garden," an adaptation of

W. B. Maxwell's powerfully gripping story of the same name. This tale presents
man's inhumanity to man, and is told in terms of tense and often exciting drama.
The role interpreted by the star is that of a man who condemns his fellow creature
without taking into consideration that he is guided by the same uncontrollable
impulses. A fascinating story, it makes an equally fascinating picture—a picture
charged with breath-taking moments, pathos, humor and passionate romance. The
supporting cast is an adequate one.

SUGGESTIONS
Here you have the combination of author and star to exploit in getting this

picture patronized. Perhaps many of your patrons have read the story. If so
they haven't forgotten it, since it is thoroughly gripping. You might use the
soft pedal in detailing the plot for the benefit of the uninitiated. Some of the
tender picturegoers might be offended over the realistic sequences—the vivid
scenes which are flashed. But bring out that it offers a fine study in the weakness
of human nature—of man's inhumanity to man—of his willingness to condemn
others for the very impulses which guide and control his character. The big angle,
however, is the star's name. Concentrate upon that angle and the fact that the
picture is a tense and gripping drama. Feature the other players.

CATCH LINES
He condemned the man who ruined his life; he condemned his wife for her faith-

lessness, disregarding the fact that her motive was guided by her interest for their
welfare. What happened? See Lionel Barrymore in "The Devil's Garden."

"KISMET"
( Robertson-Cole)

Otis Skinner Gives Superb Performance in Lavish

Production

THE long heralded production of " Ki*met," with Otis Skinner mak-

ing his screen debut in what is considered his greatest role, cer-

tainly lives up to one's expectations. This play by Edward Knob-

lock which visualizes Bagdad of a thousand and one years ago offered pic-

ture possibilities through its rich backgrounds, its array of colorful char-

acters, its genuinely dramatic conflict and its compelling action which

rises with a crescendo through bizarre and intimate scenes, and these pos-

sibilities have been fully realized through a perfect adaptation and direc-

tion marked for its atmosphere and detail—values which truly transport

the spectator and make him feel an actual participant.

The play depicts a single day's adventure in the hectic life of Hajj, the

beggar, one of the most vivid and interesting characters ever presented

on screen and stage. Certainly Skinner gives it life through a perfect

adaptability which combined with his superb skill at pantomime makes
the part stand out like a cameo—one of the richest portrayals that ever

graced the silver sheet. He should continue to lend his personality to a

screen which is in need of an artist of his capabilities. And his assistants

have caught some of his magnetism, so enthusiastically do they play their

parts.

"Kismet" offers a complicated story of Oriental cunning and intrigue,

but one which is easily followed because of the clearly defined character-

ization. Hajj rises to high estate and sinks to his level between dawn and
sunset. Though he struts and poses and steals and uses his wit to serve

his whims, he never forgets that he is a beggar. He is used as an instru-

ment of intrigue by connivers for the throne, but the wit born from
begging stands him in good stead. And when the day has vanished, there

sits Hajj, contented as he was in the beginning—to beg alms " for the love

of Allah." A picturesque philosopher, a fatalist, a humorist and play-boy.

Counterplots furnish contrast to the main narrative. Space forbids detail-

ing the individual scenes, but suffice to say that the majority of them are

rich in dramatic values. The prayers to Allah by the multitude, the

harem scenes, the street episodes—these are all faithfully caught.

The director has not departed from his narrative for the sake of supply-
ing irrelevant touches. And the opportunity was offered to make it a

spectacle. A tale of a beggar, he keeps it a tale throughout. The exteriors

have an air of solidarity about them. Some of the walls and steps are
creviced and marked as if time itself had carved its impressions. The in-

teriors are thoroughly in harmony, bizarre, lavish and Oriental. But for

a back-drop showing a panoramic shot of Bagdad, there isn't a flaw in the

production. The picture moves a trifle slowly at the start because of the
introduction of a long list of characters, but it hits its stride soon after

and maintains its interest to the conclusion. " Kismet " is Robertson-Cole's
biggest achievement—a truly artistic production and one which is a credit

to motion pictures.— Length, 9 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Hajj, the Beggar Otis Skinner
Kut-Ul-Kulub Rosemary Theby
Marsinah Elinor Fair
Nargis Mme. Content
Nasir

, Nicholas Dunaew
Jawan Herchel Mayall
Zayd Fred Lancaster
Caliph Abdullah Leon Bary
Jester Sidney Smith
Mansur Hamilton Revelle
Gaoler Thomas Kennedy
Amru Sam Kaufman
Abu Bakr Emmett C. King
Gulnar Fanny Ferrari
Maid to Gulnar Emily Seville
Muezzin ." Harry Lorraine
Afife Paul Weigel
Kasim Robert Evans
Miskah.... Cornelia Skinner
Chamberlain James Adams

By Edward Knoblock.
Directed by Gasnier.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
An occasion of great interest to patrons of the theatre is the an-

nouncement that Robertson-Cole's production of " Kismet " will be shown next
. Otis Skinner, who starred in the original stage production which

met with great popular approval, makes his screen debut in his celebrated role,
that of Hajj, the Beggar, and gives one of the finest performances ever offered
on the screen.
The picture details the adventure of this character during a single day in Bagdad

a thousand and one years ago, and the various scenes present a wealth of dramatic
incidents—incidents which are developed from such ingredients as intrigue^ adven-
ture, romance and humor. The production is marked for its rich atmosphere and
its truly lavish backgrounds. Mr. Skinner is supported by a large cast and a
vast assembly of supernumeraries. The play is written by Edward Knoblock and
directed with infinite taste by Gasnier.

Manager
Kismet " at the

PROGRAM READER
takes great pleasure in announcing the presentation of

This production.theatre next
adapted from Edward Knoblock's celebrated play which oaptivated New York and

(Continued on page 3623)
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Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last twenty weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who, have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all

opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-
age of Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.

All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to June 26, 1920.

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

ADORABLE SAVAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS AUG. 14
'.'.Colorful picture on a time-worn formula."—if. P News.
ExibiUitor Comment—" Several parts of this picture are unusual but the

public
1

(roes not seem to get enthusiastic about the local color and scenery
o*t" rhis'tViiture. Fair receipts."

ARABIAN KNIGHT, AN (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SES-
SUE HAYAKAWA AUG. 28

" Japanese star versatile in good production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture interested them and it did big business

for three days."

AWAY GOES PRUDENCE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BILLIE
BURKE JULY 17

" Good idea isn't made the most of here."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which pleased. Two days to big
and average business." " A pleasing picture to fair business for one
week." "A rather poor picture which did not appear to have much to it.

The interest and entertaining qualities appear to be lacking." " Played it

one week to average and big business." " Only moderately entertaining.
Billie Burke, who starred in it, was good. Returns fair."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

BAB'S CANDIDATE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH JULY 17
" Fairly interesting story which drags considerably at times."—M. P. News.

BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST. .OCT. 23
"Novel story giren rich production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Very entertaining picture. Crowded my house every

showing. Box-office results very good."

BEST OF LUCK, THE (METRO-SCREEN CLASSICS) SPECIAL
CAST JULY 17

" Impressive production, hut wild melodrama in plot."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Strongly melodramatic, well produced and it pleased.
Two days to average business."

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. 30
" This would look better as a tiro-reel slapstick.''— .1/. P. News.

BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11
•' Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnum's latest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— 1 Only average picture but drew fairly well."

BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA OCT. 16
"Viola Dana gives color to Jamiliar story."—M. P. News.

BLUE STREAK McCOY (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY AUG. 7
" Enjoyable western melodrama with star in likable role,"—M. P. News.

BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE OCT. 23
" Story of dual personality fairly interesting."—M. P. News.

BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) SEPT. 18
" Plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture not up to the previous high standard of

the star, Norma Talmadge."
BRANDING IRON, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23

" Story of primitive passions is rather overdone."-—M. P. News.
BREATH OF THE GODS, THE (UNIVERSAL-JEWEL) AUG. 7

" Artistic production, and star's ability raise Japanese story."—M. P. News.
BROADWAY COWBOY, A (HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DES-

MOND JULY 17
" William Desmond has an entertainment comedy here."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Fine picture, playing to big audiences." "They

didn't quite ' get ' this one. My audience like Westerns, but they were
not quite sure that they were not being 'kidded' in this. The comedy
went over, however, and was well received. Think Desmond very in-
teresting and promising star if he sticks with one company long enough
to become well known."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BUBBLES (PIONEER) MARY ANDERSON .JUNE 26
" As light and transparent as a bubble itself."—M. P. News.

CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL OCT. 23
''Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama."—M. P. News.

CHEATER, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON AUG. 7
" Fair entertainment on a " Miracle Man " sort of theme."—M. P. Newt.

CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, THE (METRO-SPECIAL) VIOLA
DANA AUG. 28

" The best light comedy of the year."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well all week. Excellent picture. Viola Dana

is an especial favorite." " Fair picture. Drew average audience." " Fair
picture to average business." " Picture fair ; business no better." " Good
picture. Lots of interesting situations well done by star and capable
company. Opened to nice business and held public interest all week."
" Big box-office attraction, a good title, pleasing picture and a well liked
star who shakes a good 'shimmy.' "

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

CITY OF MASKS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERTWARWICK
. JULY 14

"Warwick's latest is well fj lifted to please the most exacting patron."—
M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—"A good picture which pleased. Two days to aver-
age and poor business." "Average picture to average business three
days."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT 18
" Entertaining picture with Meighan as a star."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Has met with much favor. Good money maker."

" Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining
qualities." " Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box
office returns were very good." " A bully fine picture, with popular plot.
Going like wild fire here and getting the best press notices." " Seven
days to capacity. Picture well liked but those who saw the stage play
not satisfied."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL OCT. 2
" Talky picture made from stage satire."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— A fair picture. Picture drew well for first two

days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts."

CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-
LIAM S. HART . OCT. 3

" Has plenty of action and should please."—M P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture but we had about average busi-
ness."

CROOKED STREETS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
TON AUG. 1

" Melodrama is long on atmosphere, short on plot and suspense."—M. P.
Netcs.

Exhibitor Comment—" Good for a return date." " Played this picture one
week to average business six days and big business one day." " Rather
good melodrama ; pretty good business." " A great picture. Exciting
from start to finish. Had the house spellbound on opening night and
did tremendous business all the following performances. Seldom is a
picture so universally liked." " Packed 'em on this. Ethel Clayton
most popular woman star on Paramount program in this territory. The
picture was great, and they liked it from the very start. Fine business
.throughout."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CUMBERLAND ROMANCE, A (REALART PICTURES) MARY
MILES MINTER AUG. 11

" M. M. Minter's belt—a real picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture which pleased and did good

business for one week." " Played it two days to average business."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CUPID—THE COWPUNCHER (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS AUG. 7
" Great entertainment with star in ideal role."—M. P. News.
Exnibitor Comment—" A good Will Rogers picture which drew more than

average audiences for seven days with exceptionally good Saturday and
Sunday business."

CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. 16
" Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business. Katherine Mc-
Donald appears to be growing more popular."

CYNTHIA-OF-THE-MINUTE (GIBRALTA-HODKINSON) LEAH
BAIRD JULY 24

" Novel crook story suffers from development."—if. P. News.

DARK LANTERN (REALART) ALICE BRADY AUG. 14
" Draggy picture develops to an evident conclusion."—M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Just an average production. Played it four days
to average business." " A good picture to big business for one week."
" Patrons did not like this one. Just an average feature to average busi-

ness for three davs." " Very poor production but brought fair business."
" Fair picture. The star i*s the drawing card." " Very poor picture,

box-office receipts are terrible." " Alice Brady's performance semed
rather disappointing. Picture ordinary. Poor business one day."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

"Cost a lot of money but is doubtful as entertainment."—M. P. yews.

DISCARDED WOMAN. THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10

"Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations."—M. P. 2>ews.

Box Office Reports continued on page 3624
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"DOWN HOME
i Willat-Hodkinson)

THE BRUTE-MASTER
. ( Hodkinson)

Some Interesting Moments in This Rustic Story

T pnr.BE appear* to be a regular epidemic of the "farm anil fireside"

type of drama for the screen these days. " Down Home," Irvin

Willat's contribution, is the latest to be offered and aside from some

individual scenes of moving incident it fails to be conspicuous as a note-

worthy, achievement. The director will he remembered as the man who
sponsored those graphic pictures, '* Behind the Door," and " Below the

Surface." and it looks as if he is out of his element in tackling the rural

drama. A stickler for reali>lic detail, the story does not offer him many

moments to appear at his best.

In fact the Bobject matter is rather moss-covered, since it has to do with

the condemnation of the countrj girl who is scorned by everyone but her

faithful lover. The papers figure in the plot too. and there are flashes of

a homespun father and mother, a few quaint characters, and the inevitable

scalawag. \ rural stors should be marked 1>> simplicity, but this feature

is genuinely complicated and travels over considerable ground in detail-

ing it> action. In fact (he continuity is quite jumpy and presents a rather

episodic arrangement of scanes. But the main fact? are clearly established

ami show the country girl, determined to hold her head up in the com-

munity, cure her father of his insatiable thirst, and find happiness with

her blacksmith lover after certain villains have attempted to fleece her out

of her property.

Mr. Willat is splendid with his atmospheric touches, the backgrounds

being thoroughly rustic and realistic. Not one detail is missing to keep it
•

in harmony. But if the plot itself is weak, certain individual scenes are

excellent enough to hide some of its shortcomings. For example, the re-

vival meeting, in which the drunkard goes forward, to be followed by the

less courageous. Then there is a smashing fist fight developed with true

\\ ill.it punch. Thi~ scene is mostly told by conversation in the earlier

reel only to be " flashbacked " at the psychological moment when its vis-

ualization brings an effective climax. Again a snow storm scene is well

done, although it is marred somewhat by a "backdrop." However, the

picture w ill get over thrr ugh its title, its fine atmosphere and the capable
interpretation of the pla\ers amor g whom are the personable Leatrice Joy,
James O. Barrows. Sydne) Franklin and William Kober: Daly. Length,
i reeis. Laurence Rrid.
Dabney Todd James O. Barrows
Chet Todd Edward Hearn
Mrs. Todd Aggie Herring
Nance Pelot Leatrice Joy
Martin Doover Edward Nolan
Joe Pelot William Robert Daly
Cash Bailey Sidney Franklin
Rev. Mr. Blake Bert Hadley
Larry Shayne Frank Braidwood
Deacon Howe Robert Chandler
Lige Conklin Nelson McDowell

By F. N. Westcott.
Scenario by Irvin V. Willat.
Directed by Irvin V. Willat.

PBESS NOTICE—STOBY
'• Down Home, ' the first independent production made by Irvin ^Villat, the

director responsible for " Below the Surface," and " Behind the Door," will be the
feature attraction at the beginning . This is an adapta-
tion of the popular book, " Dabney Todd." by Frank N. Westcott. and the home-
spun characters, the rural atmosphere, the homely qualities of country life are
revitalized upon the screen. It is a story of New England with the figures as
simple as their surroundings.

It is a story of youth struggling bravely for high ideals against the enemies of
poverty and disappointment, of the pitiful striving of an old man to free himself
from the curse of drink for the sake of his daughter, of the unwavering love of
a clean-minded youth for the girl whom he has known since childhood. The pic-
ture is well balanced with elements of humor and pathos and reveals intimate
touches of a " homey " character which are entirely appealing. Particularly effec-
tive is the strong flavor of atmosphere which is most refreshing in its complete
naturalness. The feature is enacted by a cast of competent players among whom
are Leatrice Joy, Edward Hearn and Robert William Daly.

PROGRAM READER
A story of New England, of an old-fashioned village which harbors a human set

of characters who live their lives in sweet tranquility is " Down Home," the Irvin
Willat production which comes to the next .

. The
director will be remembered for his splendid pictures, " Below the Surface," and
" Behind the Door." This offering shows Mr. Willat's versatility. He takes a
simple tale of country people and gives it vitality on the screen. The refreshing
atmosphere, the " homey " quality of the story, the manner in which he has
blended the elements of humor and pathos—these are what make " Down Home "

thoroughly appealing. The picture is enacted by an excellently balanced cast.

SUGGESTIONS
It would be best to concentrate upon the realistic atmosphere which is expressed

in this picture. No picture based upon country life has equalled in point of its
backgrounds. Tell also that it is an adaptation of the story " Dabney Todd." by
Frank N. Westcott. Bring out the value of the director's name. He will be
remembered as the man responsible for " Below the Surface." and " Behind the
Door." Tell that the story establishes again the fact that Willat can create sus-
taining moments in any plot no matter how simple. Play up the excellently bal-
anced cast. With such a picture you have ample opportunity to go in for lobby
display and prologues. Atmosphere can be achieved in several ways, by dressing
up your lobby and staging a prologue in character with the play.

CATCH LINES
A story of New England life, of " homey " characters who are the backbone

of America. See " Down Home."

Hobart Bosworth Scores in I i^orons Story of the Sen

READERS who admired Jack London between the covers of a book,

and "fans" who liked his stories adapted to the screen, are certain

to he interested in this first production from the pen of his widow,

Charmain K. London. It has all the fore and vigor of her husband's

work, though it lacks a little of the repuLive brutality that used in full

force, rather inclines to repel the more sensitive of picturegoers. The

theme and characterization of "The Brute-Master" are similar to those

found in London's "The Sea Wolf." and like this vital and vivid story

offer a picturesque study in brutality. Indeed it seems a^ if Bucko

McAllister and Wolf Larsen might be brothers, so thoroughly identical

are their temperaments.

"The Brute Master" is a tale of the sea of a relentless rover who rules

by right of might in a little floating world, of his own. His sole motive is

to command and dominate his fellow-men b> inspiring terror in them for

his super-human strength and domineering will. Chance brings a society

girl and a wealth) young idler under his charge, they being compelled to

ship on the first available ship, and the former's delicate beauty awakens

the animal passion of the man. A brutally maltreated sailor, out for

revenge, sets fire to the schooner, and locks the skipper in his cabin. The
rest of the crew get away in boats and find refuge on an island, while

Bucko escapes and reaches an adjoining island.

Through a perfectly logical and consistently developed series of in-

cidents and events, McAllister conies in contact with the others and as-

sumes command. Here the thin veneer of the idler's civilization is re-

vealed with the result that he is punished by the skipper, who, influenced

by the girl's nobility of character, undergoes a transformation. This re-

generation has been merely suggested, adroitly, rather than blatantly com-
pleted and made ridiculous. The story throughout is sincere, convincing,

and logical. The scenes have been handled splendidly and they compose
a production which should interest every type of patron. Bosworth does

fine work, while his supporting company which includes Anna Q. Nilsson,

William Conklin and Margaret Livingstone is thoroughly adequate.

Length. 5 reels. Henri Gaddis. (Reviewed at Atlanta. Ga.)

THE CAST
Bucko McAllister Hobart Bosworth
Madeline Gray Anna Q. Nilsson
Walter Maxwell William Conklin
The Native " Taupou " Margaret Livingstone

By Charmain K. London (Mrs. Jack London)
Produced by J. Parker Read, Jr.

PRESS NOTICE-STORY
Hobart Bosworth is the star at the theatre, beginning

in " The Brute Master," with Anna Q. Nilsson, who has often been called tha
screen's most beautiful blonde, playing opposite him. The story is by Mrs. Jack
London, and seldom has Bosworth had a story that fitted him so ideally. He
plays the role of a hard-fighting, brutal, domineering sea-captain who ruled his
little world by right of might—and then a beautiful girl came along. She hated
and feared him, and showed it. They are cast ashore, by the burning of the ship,
on an island inhabited by friendly South Sea Islanders, and here the story reaches
a fine dramatic climax. There's plenty of action, some fine sea-views, and the fire-

scenes on the ship have seldom been equalled. J. Parker Read, Jr.. produced the
story, and it's great.

PROGRUI READER
He was a burly sea-captain, and he ruled by the strength of his good right arm.

And then he met a slim, lovely young blonde girl who showed him just how little

his brute strength counted in the gentle art of wooing and winning a bride. They
have to be shipwrecked on an island in the South Seas before she can begin to
see the real worth beneath the domineering outer shell of him. And it takes the
life on the island to show just how little real manhood there is hidden beneath the
cultivated exterior of the Other Man. It's a great picture—don't miss It.

SUGGESTIONS
Let your people know that this story is by the widow oT Jack London. It is

also as well to give some publicity to the fact that she always—or nearly always
—traveled with him, that there are many weird parts of the globe where no other
white woman has ever penetrated, and that she lived for years on one of the
islands in the South Seas. The story is quite reminiscent of London, and is a

corking production. It offers some good angles of exploitation in that the scenes
are taken, almost entirely, on shipboard and on an island in the Pacific.

CATCH LINES
Does might make right? How long does it take a pretty girl to reduce a brutal,

domineering man to fawning servility? Does love really reform?

KISMET
(Continued from page 3621)

London for many seasons, marks the debut of America's greatest roman'ic actor,

Otis Skinner, upon the screen. " Kismet " is considered his greatest play. The
picture is lavish in appointment, superbly acted by the star and his clever assist-
ants, and tells a story of Bagdad of a thousand years ago which is fascinating in
theme and characterization. Don't miss the treat of the season.

SUGGESTIONS
There seems to be several angles in which to exploit this feature. You have the

name of the author who is one of the leading playwrights of the day—you have
the name of the star, who is considered America's greatest romantic actor and
who makes his debut on the screen in this offering—you have the fact that the
play scored an immense hit in New Yo rk and London—you have the fine story
interest, the vivid character of Hajj, the Beggar, to exploit. Then you can
arrange perfect atmosphere by dressing your lobby in harmony. Your ushers can
be garbed in Oriental costumes—even to the veils. You have your musical set-
ting all arranged for you which is complete in its Oriental coloring.
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PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

DOLLARS AND SENSE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY JULY 3
" Has rather lukewarm story but should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played this feature three days to average business.
An average feature." " A rather poor picture because plot, direction
»nd acting was not up to standard. One week to average business."
" A poor picture but for some unaccountable reason pulled big. Big
business one day." " Picture pleasing. Star charming. Business good."
" Although this is only an average picture, it went over big."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25

"Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted."—if. P. Neivs.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER SEPT. 18
" A good production from all angles."—if. P. News.

FIGHTING CHANCE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST JULY 31

"Robert W. Chambers' best-seller provides fair entertainment."—if. p. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture which pleased my patrons.

Played it two days to big and average business." " Played this picture
one week to big business ; a good production." " Opened strong. Good
picture of popular brand." " Very good film. The public agrees, for
business has been very good." " This picture was very well liked and had
a succssful run."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

FICKLE WOMEN (DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTION-STATE
RIGHTS) DAVID BUTLER AUG. 21

"David Butler has real state rights attraction."—if. P. News.

FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31
" Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture."—M. P. News.

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

* Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Corking picture. Title a good one, even without

association of Cohan's name. A change for Charles Ray and a good one."
'• Just fair picture. Good box office returns." " A very entertaining
picture. Increased greatly box office receipts." " Entertaining feature.

Drew well because it was a stage success." " Charles Ray well liked by
.

our audiences and feature played to better than average business."
" Very fine picture. Played to capacity for four days and was close to
breaking house records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture
make it well worth seeing and my house was well filled at each per-
formance. Pact that it played on the stage drew many people."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-
BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16

" An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—if. P. News.

FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK SEPT. 11

" Some entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-

rected, well produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him in advertising and it helped
some. Personally think Warwick is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Consensus—Oood picture, good puller."

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook story, with George Walsh, well directed."—if. P.
News.

FULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Stage farce loses its punch on the screen."—if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."
" Below average business, as all Washburns are In these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-
ner's Dress Spit " is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
business with."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

GAUNTLET, THE (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY AUG. 21
" Poor treatment puts this one in thr mediocre class."—-^f . P. News.

GILDED DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS OCT. 23
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."—if. P. News.

GIRL IN THE RAIN, THE (UNIVERSAL) ANNE CORNWALL. .. .JULY 3
" Picture has many traits of the old time melo."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average feature to three days of average

business." '.' They liked this one and it went well. One day to big
business."

Consensus—" Average picture, avrage puller."
GIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE

SWEET JULY 31
" A splendid produetion from all angles."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—"A good story. It drew well. Two days to average

business."
GO AND GET IT (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST. .JULY 31

" Fast-moving melodrama furnishes thrills and excitement."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture because audience picture not too much

love or too much display of villain." " Good picture, played to big busi-

ness." " Extra business all week. Unusually fine picture." " Splendid,
snappy picture and a first-class box office attraction. Packed house
and lobby every night it was shown." " Strong melodrama. Its sen-
sationalism draws big crowds." " A real thriller which was boosted by
all the critics and which drew the crowds." " Splendid picture full of
action. Played to big audiences." " A picture with life and interest.

It is a true representation of real life and takes well with the audiences.
A feature that will be an asset to any theatre."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
GOING SOME (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JULY 31
" Very good entertaniment but not much like the original."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it five days to big business." " Just an aver-

age feature to average business three days." " Played it one week to

good business." " Picture fairly good : business so-so."
Consensus—" A veraae picture, arernae miller"

GOOD-BAD WIFE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

" Good prod tut ion given rather illogical story."—It. P. Neva.

GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGE OCT. 1(

" Stars popularity may get it by."—if. P. News.
GREAT ACCIDENT (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE .....JULY 3

" This would have hit the bull's eye had comedy been developed."—M. P.
News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A good all round picture with good plot and good
acting. Something new in pictures."

GREAT REDEEMER, THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Van Loan contributes another winner."—if. p. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not the kind the public will pay
money to see. It's too religious. Screen is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to justify longer than one
week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. The
patrons say there is ' just enough ' religion in the picture."

GREEN FLAME, THE (BRUNTON-HODKlNSON) J. WARREN
KERRIGAN JULY 34

"Kerrigan hat interetting detective ttory here."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" J. Warren Kerrigan well liked here, and the picture

plaved to good business."
GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-

TON OCT. 9
" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."
HAIRPINS (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT. . .AUG. 14

" Sullivan hat taken a familiar idea and made it throb with lifelike
touches."—if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A pleasing production to average business for one
day." " Seemed to please. Week's audiences were about the average.
Picture was fair." " Fine picture that is being thoroughly appreciated.
It opened to nice business which grew daily, indicating that the public
likes this type of entertainment." " Good picture. Business about
usual." " Good picture but business about as usual."

Consensus—u Onod picture, gnntl puller "

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. 30
•• Wli ncr a ai ,-e-'. bu tiP rnt< • t" • <u .i '— t"

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. 30

" Favorite formula given rich production."—if. P. Sews.
HEADIN' HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)

BABE RUTH OCT. 2
" Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—if. P. News.

HEART OF A FOOL, THE (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

'' Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—if. P. Neirs.
HEART OF TWENTY, THE (BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON-COLE)

ZASU PITTS AUG. 19
" Zatu Pittt givet good performance."—if. P. Newt.

HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Civil war romance looks good as a picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " An average picture. Fair business."

HELD IN TRUST (LOEW-METRO SPECIAL) MAY ALLISON AUG. 21
"Incongruity and sadness mars entertainment value.—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The best picture May Allison has ever appeared in. is

the opinion of a manager and of his patrons." " Action well sustained
throughout. Fine picture. Doing well." " May Allison getting more
popular here. Picture pleased all classes."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE

SWEET , OCT. 2
" Too light and vapid for a five-reeler."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture to average business for one

week." " This is an average production which brought usual business."
Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4
" Impossible story overacted and hardly entertaining."—if. P. Neirs.

HERITAGE (W. L. ROUBERT PRODUCTION-STATE RIGHTS)
MATTY ROUBERT AUG. 23

" Worth a trial on ttrength of title."—if. P. Newt.
HIDDEN CODE, THE (SULMAC-PIONEER) GRACE DAVISON .. .JULY 31

" Frankly a thriller and nothing more."—if. P. Neics.
HITCHIN* POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4
" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praiseworthy pieture."—if.

P. News.
HOMER COMES HOME (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

CHARLES RAY JULY 10
" Charles Ray scores again in another home-spun story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture to three days of big business."

" A good picture although plot is not very strong." " They liked this
one and it went over big." " Good—real fun from start to finish."
" Business fairly good for one week." " This picture did not go very
well 'in my house. Just an average production."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL

CAST SEPT. 11
"Rural drama is interesting despite a theatrical touch."—if. P. Netct.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture
patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A very good picture. Filled house entire week." " An average picture
in all ways. Pleased, but had no box-office draft."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

HONEST HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. 25
"Rogers scores again in human, likeable role."—if. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience

seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual."

HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Old time western full of real cowboys and has action galore."—if. P.
News.

HOPE. THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
"Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—if. P. Netct.
Exhibitor Comment—The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

Box Office Reports continued on page 3626
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"THE MONEY-CHANGERS" "THE UNFORTUNATE SEX 91

(Benj. B. Hampton—Pathe)

Hectic Melodrama May Draw in the Neighborhood House

THIS is a regular. old-fashioned underworld melodrama which is

founded upon a deal of villainous conniving and which depends

for its climax upon one of thoss " knock-em-down-and-drag-'em-

out" fights. All the old-time ingredients and characters are incorporated.

For instance, there is the romance between the good parties, with the dis-

ciple of evil displaying his lustful tendencies; there is the charity worker,

the heroine by the way, who drops her social activities to clean up the

underworld; there is the powerful villain who traffics in weak men and

women's souls and gains his power through marketing drugs; there is

j
Chinatown which presents a rich sample of Oriental cunning; there is the

I young, aggresive newspaper reporter who is determined to make a scoop

for his sheet as well as a reputation for himself.

And mixed in this strange company is a galaxy of wayward women, one

of whom proves to be " little sister " who is wanted by mother. And lest

it be forgotten, the reformed crook is introduced and he has his conflict

because the evil ones and the meddling detectives will not permit him to

keep to the straight and narrow path. It is hectic melodrama with a cap-

ital H. Coincidence and convenience make the action and incident some-

what far-fetched, but there is no denying that as an old-fashioned reproduc-

tion of the ten, twent' and thirt' days the picture is consistent.

After the planting of the society scene which starts the action, the scene

' shifts to Chinatown where it stays to the finish. The drug king appears to

run his business from some Chinese den, which is strange considering his

influence in the towTi. And a so-called big politician is putty in his hands.

Finally the sequences develop into the big fight Chinamen dart here and

there, guns flash, blows are landed, and when the lights come on, the

villain is taking the count, the good people are safe and sound, and the

cops are keeping order. Up to this point not a policeman makes his ap-

pearance. The picture builds a goodly share of suspense. Why not with

Buch adventurous incident? And the players, selected for their adaptabili-

* ties, give fitting performances. The settings are first rate and the atmos-

phere is good. "The Money-Changers" is not the type of picture which

will appeal to high-class audiences. But the down-town and factory houses

will doubtless "eat it up."—Length. 6 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST

, Hugh Gordon Robert McKim
' Lucy Hegan Claire Adams
Allan Martin Roy Stewart
Mary Holmes Audrey Chapman

1 Monk Mullen George Webb
Maggie O'Brien Betty Bnce
Ling Choo Fang Edward Piel

' Chow Chin Harvey Clark

IChink Murphy Harry Tennebrook
{George Conley Stanton Heck
Wesley Shiloh Mainwaring Zack Williams
flames Hegan George Hernandez
Mrs. Mullen Gertrude Claire

Jimmy Mullen Laddie Earle
By Upton Sinclair.

Scenario by Wm. H. Clifford.

Directed by Jack Conway.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Romance, adventure and intrigue are a few of the ingredients which compose

' The Money-Changers, " a story of New York's underworld. In this environment
he worship of money changes men into brutes and women into their playthings.

I Hie picture is an adaptation of Upton Sinclair's novel of the same name and
arries a full quota of melodramatic moments. Most of the action transpires in

'hinatown. The upper and lower social strata furnish the background of this

olorful drama of those who market the soul of weak men and women for gold.

One sees the rich man who is the king of the underworld; a fighting newspaper
eporter, who is determined to break up the drug traffic and expose the crooks; a

veak and wayward girl : another girl who offsets the evils of ill-gotten money by
leeds of charity: a reformed crook and good and bad Chinamen. The elements
>f romance, intrigue and adventure are blended together, the whole furnishing a
ense hour for those who crave excitement. The picture is well saturated with
itmosphere and is capably acted by players who have a strong sense of characteriza-
ion. Jack Conway directed.

PROGRAM READER
Do you crave a tense hour of adventurous action?

noments? Then come to the next
Do you thrill at exciting

and witness " The
rfoney-Changers," a feature adapted from Upton Sinclair's gripping tale of New
fork's underworld. We guarantee sixty minutes of solid excitement. The back-
rround of the photoplay is based upon those who market the souls of weak men
ind women for gold. Ward politicians, men high in finance, underworld crooks,
harity workers, wayward girls, a fighting reporter and the inscrutable, cunning
Chinamen—these are the figures which move in this colorful melodrama. A cast
f very competent players includes such names as Robert McKim, Roy Stewart,
Uaire Adams and Edward Piel.

r.

SUGGESTIONS
This picture in all likelihood will not appeal to high class audiences but those

xhibitors who cater to patrons who crave excitement and who do not care about
le subject matter of their entertainment so long as it furnishes adventure are
ertain to like " The Money-Changers. " The exhibitor should make emphatic that
le picture is crammed full of exciting moments—that it tells a tale of New York's
•riental underworld in which are blended the elements of intrigue, Chinese cunning,
jmance and adventure. The title might come in handy for some special exploita-
on. And the author is quite well known in the fiction field. Place special stress
1 the fine cast. All the principal players are well known and should be well ex-
oited. Bill it as an exciting melodrama.

(Frank Gersttn, Inc.—State Rights)

Theme Has Pulling Power, lint It Drags Towards the End

TAKE a sociological problem such as is contained in this production

and you have an audience appeal. "The Unfortunate Sex" shows

what a terrible time women have in the world. It has a number of

lengthy subtitles for a foreword, all tending to prove that she is '" the un-

fortunate sex." Working on the very true assumption that people usually

like to feel sorry for themselves, this picture will be attractive, dispite the

fact that it has been developed along some very improbable lines, starting

off with the father striving to do away with his nswly born babe because

it happened to be a girl instead of a boy, and ending with a dragging

series of episodes after the climax is long over and done with.

Frances Edmonde and George Larkin are the featured players. Miss

Edmonde plays the female " newsy " who looks cute but unnatural in

ragged trousers and long curly locks. Larkin is the young lawyer who be-

friends her, and, when, she changes her vocation and manner of dress,

falls in love with her. The theme of the " unfortunate sex " is neglected

for a time, and the picture becomes straight crook melodrama. Peggy,

the " newsy," is forced to rob the house of her long lost father. She is

captured, reveals everything, and wins the reward for bringing about the

capture of the real crooks. She is sent to school and the young lawyer

discovers her real identity.

After this the story wanders on to show the reconciliation of the sepa-

rated husband and wife and it slows up considerably in so doing. All the

leading players are satisfactory, and the underworld scenes become excit-

ing. A good fight scene is saved for the end, however. Peggy is explain-

ing how she was rescued from the villain by the heroism of the lawyer.

There is a fade-out of the struggle which, it seems, would have been a

whole lot more interesting if it had been inserted in chronological order.

The picture's familiar melodrama and artificial attempts after " sweet

"

stuff for Miss Edmonde do not enhance it.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
" Peggy " Frances Edmonde
George Bentley George Larkin
James Harrington Harry Van Meter
Mrs. Harrington Catherine Lewis
"Spike" Kelly Earl Schaefer
"Plug Ugly's " wife.. Jeanne Poe

From the novel by Elsier La Maie.
Photography by Reggie Lyons.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" The Unfortunate Sex," the feature production which will head the bill at the

for , is a photoplay adapted from the popular novel by
the same name by Elsier La Maie. The starring players are Frances Edmonde and
George Larkin, two well known players who have gained many followers by their
excellent work in the past.

It is an absorbing theme upon which " The Unfortunate Sex " is built. Why is it
that women must bear the brunt of responsibility for the world's troubles? Why is
it that the anxious husband, waiting for his first born to come into the world, prays
so earnestly that it be not a girl? "The Unfortunate Sex" is going to interest
the patrons of the and especially is it going to appeal to the women
lovers of pictures.

Besides offering an intensely dramatic story, this picture is especially well pro-
duced and acted. The cast includes, besides Miss Edmonde and Mr. Larkin such
players as Harry Van Meter, Catherine Lewis, Jeanne Poe and Earl Schaefer. It
will run at the for days, and is expected to create just
as much comment in the community as it did when it was first shown to a Broad-
way audience. It faithfully depicts the two extremes of New York life, the
wealthy West Side, and the criminal underworld.

PROGRAM READER
They have been called the weaker, the fairer, the gentler sex. but why is itwoman has never been termed "The Unfortunate Sex?" Man has been made the

stronger, the more powerful, the more domineering. He has been given more
freedom. His is the path to conquest in the fields of wealth and power. Surelym

jL"
1S

,
t
T
he

,
more fortunate sex

!
It is upon this interesting theme that the story ofThe Unfortunate Sex," the feature picture which will head the bill of the— theatre on ., is built. Seldom have more gripping and

entertaining pictures reached the screen. It is adapted from the novel by ElsierLa Maie, which had thousands of readers when it was first published Starring
in the production- are Frances Edmonde and George Larkin, two experienced screen
players who already have a host of followers. "The Unfortunate Sex" will beshown for days. It is expected to fill the house and the lobby, too.
So come early. No one likes a lobbyist.

SUGGESTIONS
Use the theme of this picture as much as possible. Make an especial appeal toyour women patrons Make them feel sorry for themselves, and they will come

to see the picture. Neither of the stars will mean a great deal, and the author
likewise. So be satisfied with pounding away at the idea of poor, downtroddenabused women, and you can probably fill up quite creditably. Emphasize also that
it is a story of New York s underworld, contrasted with New York's societyTeaser campaigns are possible from the title.

Duw.«jr.

CATCH LINES
The Unfortunate Sex." Which is it—male or female? Which is the mnre
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LIGHTHOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

•• A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—if. P. News.
HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-

REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2
"Kerrigan has another interesting mastery story."—if. P. News.

HUMAN STUFF (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY JUNE 26
Exhibitor Commem—"A good Harry Carey picture. One day to big

business."

HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25
" Farcial development of Fitzyerald's comedy drama."—if. P. News.

IF I WERE KING (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM JULY 10
" Costume play with Farnum as a romantic actor."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big attraction for us—20,500 admissions in first

three days." " Six days at a downtown house for its second run in the
city. Fair business. Picture, itself, pleases but costume plays are not
popular." " Elaborate costume production, butstory drags. Action so
slow one loses interest. William Farnum's acting good. Fair box office

feature."

IN FOLLY'S TRAIL (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MEYERS AUG. 28
" Carmel Meyers attractive in mild, interesting story."—if. P. News.

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

•• Vera (/ood entertainment in this complicated story."—if. P. Aews.
Exhibitor Comment— " A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." '" Good pro-

ductions, which brought the crowds."
IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL

CAST '• • - SEPT. 11

•• Best ever if you went to boarding school."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

'• Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business tor the entire week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

JACK-KNIFE MAN, THE (VIDOR-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST AUG. 14

" Human interest story rich in characterization, humor and atmosphere."—
M. P. News.

, .

Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture. Exhibitors say so. Critics say so.

but the public is slow to appreciate it. So unusual, so different from

what is generally seen on the screen. A picture that is ahead of the

times. Did only fair both downtown and in neighborhood section."

JAILBIRD THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

" Rather obvious, but fairly direrting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— "Played last week and drew about average crowds.

Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair." " Not so good as the

McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story, but acting of this

popular pair keeps the interest going until the finish. Did fair business."

JOYOUS TROUBLE MAKER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM ... .JULY 3

" William Farnum scores in light role, though entertaining value is rather

weak."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture with Farnum in a misplaced role.

Fair box-office attraction." " Hot weather accounted for the poor busi-

ness which accompanied this picture as feature was good." " An average

picture which brought fair business." " A poor picture which singu-

larly brought good business."
Consensus—'' Average picture, average puller."

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture."—if. P. News.
LADDER OF LIES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL

CLAYTON JULY 17

" Story of woman's self-sacrifice is interestingly told."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture. Played it two days to average

and poor business." " Did very fair business for one week considering

the very hot weather." " Fair—nothing to create a sensation." " A
competent star with a small cast in a well handled and interesting story.

Pleasing to women. Average business one day." " Although this feature

seemed to be average in production it played three days to big business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

" Mediocre picture made from best seller."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Storv criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like it. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,

but class is limited. Each of her pictures does just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-

tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
of her best. Fair amount of business." " A good picture to extra big

and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A good production from all angles."—if. P. Neics.

LA LA LUCILLE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS AND MORAN • JULY 24
" Lyons and Moran produce a good comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best comedies we have ever had."

Exhibitor Comment— " This is excellent in spots—but there were only a

few spots. Played it on the same program with the Pathe release
' Sherrv ' to big business for two days."

LAW OF THE YUKON. THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2

" This picture proves a disappointment."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. 16

"Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum is one of the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus— •' Average picture, average puller."

LIFE'S TWIST (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE JULY 31
" Has entertaining values which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good. Played it three days to big business."

Box Office Reports continued on page 3628

WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. 9

"Not above the average."— Jf. P. News.
LI TING LANG (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE HAYA-

KAWA JULY 24
" Hayakawa at his best as Americanized Chinaman "—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— *' A fair picture to extra big business for one dav " 1

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. 2

" Dorothy Cfish scores in story filled with hokum.' —Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Just a nice little picture. Splendid for those who I

are tired of the big thrills. It's pleasing, but not particularly startling
either in theme or production." •' Dorothy Gish's personality and pep
put this over. She's very wen liked, especially popular with the I
•flapper ' set and they turned out in full force for it." " Light picture I
which brought fair business." "This picture affords real entertainment 1

for most any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody. even
from those who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography I
and cast are very good, direction acceptable. Average busings." • Star 1

at her best. Picture only fair. Business no better."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LITTLE WANDERER, THE (FOX; SHIRLEY MASON AUG. 28
" Heavier-than-usual story does not suit Shirley Mason."—if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which played my bouse three days

to big business."
LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL

CAST SEPT. 4
" Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard I

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks to 1
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A I
pleasing picture which brought more than normal business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture. Better houses last two days than
when picture opened."

LOVE MADNESS (J. PARKER READ-HODKINSON) LOUISE
GLAUM AUG. 21

"Excellent crook story; finely acted and produced."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew good-sized audiences for seven day run. More

sex stuff which appeals to some, but is ' passed by ' by most patrons."
" A pretty good picture but a poor box-office attraction." '

LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-
VIVIENNE OSBORNE OCT. 16

"Story has distinctive appeal.''—if. P. News.
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA OCT. 16

"Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew big houses each day. This city has large
number of Xazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women j
were exceptionally pleased with it."

MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. •
" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced."—if. P. m

Neus.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a fair picture, its only value being the fact

that it was made before." " Medium business." " Pauline Frederick's
greatest picture and one of the best productions ever offered by Goldwin.
Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business
during entire week. Held over for second week's run.'' • Wonderful
production. Pauline Frederick is at her best. This picture went over
extra big, making the biggest week in months." " Great picture.
Audiences seemed to like this one very much. Big business during run." S

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
MAN AND HIS WOMAN (BLACKTON-PATHE) HERBERT RAW-

LINSON • JULY 84
" Resembles an old-time melodrama with all the favorite hokum intaot."—

if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" While this seems to be a big picture, its drawing

power was verv poor."
MAN WHO DARED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL AUG. 14

" Probably Russell's best work to date."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The picture is fair and brought the usual audiences."

MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. II

"Interesting story of big business and feminine pride."—if. P ..Yeics.

MASTER MIND, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. !

"Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average

houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite. The picture pleased."
" Large audiences. Very good attraction."

MASTER STROKE, A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS JULY 11
J

" Average program offering with bad plot angle."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" They didn't seem to like this one. Ran it thre«

J

days to average business one day and poor two."
MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.. SEPT 2.

"Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending.''—if. P
Neics.

Exhibitor Comment—" Big picture which drew more than usual business
"

" A good picture which drew well." " Filled two houses during a simul-
taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is t). K. but we had poor
business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 1

"Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."—if. P. Neir*.

Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness."
MISFIT WIFE, THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE JULY 3

" Often told story is fairly well done."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair picture which played my house one we«k to

average business."

Dead Men
Tell No Tales
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"ARE ALL MEN ALIKE?"
(Metro)

Rather Inconsequential for Feature Length

IF
one is looking for a substantial story interest in May Allison's late?t

feature,
" Are All Men Mike?" ore will discover that it is devoid of

neb a vital element. If one is looking for a character >tud\ of a

Mdern sub-deb one i- apt to be satisfied with the star's buoyant portrayal.

In- picture i- rather brittle and tame to extend through six reels becau-e

relies -„1 -l\ upon a -erie- of naive episodes for its strength. The

er.iine i- determined to have what she want.- when she wants it. So she

ecides to have her own way. The action pilots her to Greenwich village

here she is to test her theory whether all men are alike.

She flit:- about in a Bohemian environment, runs away from her mother,

rovokes her other relatives and her fiancee into leaving her to shift for

erself. indulge- in flirtation- with a lounge lizard ami a prize fighter and

uts up several capers before she discovers that her lover is somewhat (lif-

erent. The story, of course is obvious, and depends for its speed of ae-

on to hide its shortcomings. However, there is a fairly clever twist

hich shows her ready to cry "help*" and willing to permit -omeone else

> control her whims. Thi- twist presents some of her so-called friends

nxious to capitalize her fortune by filing suits against her. Her relatives

Urn her over to the young man in the case and by using his wits he not

|nl\ dismisses the complaints but wins her by being forceful. In other

ords he compels her to sign on the dotted line and become his better

all

The picture is Miss Allison's throughout. She carrie- most of the scenes

n her -houlders. but as it isn't a heavy load the effort does not over-

urden her. One scene looks out of place. It shows two of her admirers

dulging in a hatlle roval right in her studio. At least they couhl have

ne outside. A good deal of the story is told through the titles. The pic-

re is nothing but a study of an irrepressible, irresponsible girl who

-n't enough variety in her make-up to compel much admiration. The

rector ha- appreciated its weakness by quickening the action. Miss

Dison pla>- the part capably enough and her support is praiseworthy,

hat - about all that can be said of it.—Length, 6 reels.—Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
eodora Hayden, known as "Teddy" May Allison

erry Rhine'ander West Wallace MacDonald
nele Chandler John Elliot

rs. Hayden Winifred Greenwood
Gunboat" Dorgan Emanuel Turner
uby Joyce Ruth Stonehouse
aoul Uhlan Lester Cuneo

By Arthur Stringer.
Scenario by A. P. Younger.
Directed by Philip E. Rosen.

Photographed by Ben Vail.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The charming May Allison, who has b«en lending her vital personality to comedy-
mas of late, will be seen at the theatre next and

in *' Are All Men Alike? " a picture which permits her to display
r capabilities in a humorous direction, ft is an adaptation of Arthur Stringer's
agazine story and te.ls the tale of an irrepressible society girl, who, tired of

e monotony of living up to the social scale, is determined to have her own way.
Her philosophy is based upon the idea that she will have what she wants when
e wants it. And she wants her freedom, without any restrictions. She even
dares herself upon the question of matrimony and one reason she is going to

addle her own canoe is to find out if men are really alike. The story pilots her
rough several adventurous incidents, but she discovers after all that it is better
place her faith in a man and permit him to control her impulses. The picture

irries a good element of humor—a note which is caught by Miss Allison and her
ayers. The scenes are well arranged and charged with good atmosphere.

PROGRAM RFADER
A leading question with marriageable girls is that which causes them to wonder
hether all men are alike. One often hears a girl express the fact that men are
1 alike—that they make love, ask questions, and cut up capers the same way.
ow May Allison wasn't fully decided upon the point—so she started to hunt for
eedom and test men. What adventure came to her—how she found out that some
en are different in their style of love-making though quite alike in certain char-
teristics is told in a story which is rich with clever incident. Miss Allison is

mght in several charming episodes. The picture is " Are All Men Alike? " and
comes to the next .

" MAD LOVE"
(^Victor Kreiner Production )

SUGGESTIONS
If you have been running the Mav Allison features, you probably know by this
tie whether she draws or not. She has charm and personality and there is no
ason why she shouldn't have quite a following. But in exploiting this picture
>n't give away the plot. Simply arouse curiosity by pointing outwhether men
e all alike or not. Put it right up to the girls in teaser ads. and posters. This
ill stimulate interest. And you can follow up by stating that the star finds out
r her own satisfaction whether men are all alike. Play up her name. Bill the
cture as a breezy comedy-drama by a leading author. Go after the flapper set.
you have such a galaxy in your town, get them in for the matinees. The title
n be worked up into a lot of good exploitation.

CATCH LINES
Do you think men are all alike? Don't they differ in their way of making love?
-en't some cavemen and others mild as lambs led to slaughter? See May Allison
" Are All Men Alike? "

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

LOOKING for h • good thing- to remark regarding a photoplay, the

fir-t. in thi- instance is lh.it the title reallv implies what the -ubjeel

treats upon. h ,neai - -omething. the (heme of the photoplay.

"Mad Love" i- reallv ;i oi . about unrequited affection of a beautiful

woman for a man who loves, a less beautiful one. Strange as thi- may
seem, it is explained in seeinj. the picture, since the ingenue lead i- almost

as dominant a- the -tar herseP. And hough not in accordance with the

most modern tales of life and love, i, man remains faithful to hi- first

and onls sweetheart, which make- the -mrv at least different and goes to

reestablish the belief in faithful men. Thi- a in - every thing thrown in

hi? path of peace, too, that would offer as an excu-i
i forget the girl he

" left behind." Instead, he remains steadfast, and after live reel- finds a

happj reward.

Another of the good points is the beauty and logic qf the interiors.

Thev are what would be logically expected and are beautifully appointed.

In fact, all the sets are above the average. The exterior-, m addition, are

well chosen locations..

The acting is not what would call forth a bur-t of praise, though it is as

good as is ordinarily included in this class of picture. The appeal would
be mostly to people who have never had the pleasure of hearing Lina

Cavalieri sing. Her operatic attainments surpass her ability as a motion
picture actress, though it is well to remember she is cast for a most diffi-

cult role. She wears beautiful clothes to perfection, however, and the

fact that there is no one of prominence in support, her difficulty in giving

a convincing performance was, of course, a greater task. Nevertheless
people who want to see Cavalieri. rather than bear her, may find satisfac-

tion in her starring vehicle, "' Mad Love." The sequence is a bit lacking,

the photography noticeably so. Yet it is not a picture that will necessarily

disappoint an audience assembled to be entertained rather than to look
for flaws.—Length, 5 reels.— Lillian Gale.

THE CAST
Rose.. Lina Cavalieri
Benedict Lucien Muratore

By Jean Rameau.

. PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Lina Cavalieri, the celebrated diva and screen actress, returns to the silent

drama after a long absence, in "Mad Love," a story of love and passion and tense
heart appeal. Those who remember Mme. Lina Cavalieri in pictures a few short
seasons ago will delight in seeing her lending her presence again to the silver-
sheet. That she has lost none of her beauty and charm is testified to in " Mad
Love." The star is seen in a characterization which is peculiarly adaptable to
her distinctive personality. And prominent in her support is her husband, Muratore,
an equally famous opera singer.
Mme. Cavalieri is the wife of a wealthy Frenchman in this picture, and she

becomes violently enamoured of her husband's private secretary, who formerly
was a novice in a Trappist monastery and who loves her niece, Genevieve. This
unrequited love on her part precipitates a tragedy, but the sweethearts finally
reach the goal of happiness. It is not a misstatement in declaring " Mad Love "
as the star's greatest screen drama. She acts without effort or exaggeration and
lives her character to the life. Muratore, who has long been considered one of
the leading actors of the day, plays his part with consummate skill. Mme. Cava-
lieri has often been called the most beautiful woman in the world. And her
beauty is given due prominence in " Mad Love."

PROGRAM READER
" The most beautiful woman in the world " is what they call Mme. Lina Cava-

lieri, the famous diva and actress, who comes to the theatre next
in " Mad Love." This picture marks her return to the screen after

a long absence and after witnessing her remarkable performance those who remem-
ber her (and how could anyone forget such a beautiful woman?) will declare that
she has lost none of her physical charms or talent. The picture is ideal for the
expression of that talent. It is a story of love and passion. Prominent in the
cast is another opera singer, Lucien Muratore, who in real life is Cavalieri's hus-
band. Come and see " Mad Love," a picture charged with dramatic action and
heart appeal.

SUGGESTIONS
Of course any mention of this picture should be exploited with the star's name.

Play up that the offering marks the return of Cavalieri after a long absence.
Don't neglect to take into account that she is recognized as the most beautiful
woman in the world. Bill her as such and then watch your crowd flock to see
her. You can certainly play on this angle and secure patronage. The title of
the picture is attractive and should come in for some special exploitation. If

you have any Cavalieri records for talking machine, have her sing as the orchestra
accompanies. Or have her sing off stage through the machine. Play up her hus-
band. Muratore, who is also in the cast. Bill the picture as a tense drama of
love and passion. Get stills of the star and use them liberally throughout your
lobby.

C \TCH LINES
You'll have a chance to see the most beautiful woman in the world when " Mad

Love " comes next . Don't miss seeing Lina Cavalieri.

She was a ravishing dark-eyed daughter of Spain. Married to a man twice her
years. And with a dangerously attractive ex-monk for his secretary! Did love
conaue -

? See " Mad Love " with Lina Cavalieri, the beautiful.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-
TON (FEB. 1) JAN. I)

" Satisfied from all angles."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"An average picture v ' Lcfi did big business for three

days." " My patrons did not like this ojie at all." " This is a very
poor offering, and we had dull business luring run."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

MOLLYCODDLE, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR-
BANKS JUNE St

"Action, adventure and thrills r.re packed in Fairbanks' latest."—if. P.
News. *

Exhibitor Comment-- ureat—best picture Fairbanks ever made. A
wonderful entert .nment from start to finish." " Douglas Fairbanks
has come back v. itn a vengeance in this one. It is one of his most
pleasing productions. It has a good story, good photography, good direc-
tion and was uuiversally well received. Played it one week to extra big
business every day." " A splendid production with good acting. Some-
thing new ii'film line." "Did good business on second week's run."

Consensus—" Excellent picture, big puller."

MOON MADf ESS (HAWORTH - ROBERTSON - COLE) EDITH
STORY i JULY 31

" Commonplace story has artistic settings."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" They liked this one and it played to big business

for one day."

MUTINY OF THE ELSINORE, THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
MITCHELL LEWIS JULY SI

" Rich entertainment in this realistic Jack London story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Opened big and gave entire satisfaction. An agree-

able change for our patrons."

NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture."—if. P. News.

NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-
IAL CAST OCT. 30

"Probably the best Beach picture yet produced."—11. P. News.

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATH-
ERINE MACDONALD AUG. 28

" Eatherine MacDonald in drama of divorce scandal."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Average picture with well liked star. Played to
average business three days." " Good picture bringing more than usual
business." " Only fair picture, but is drawing good on account of title

and star's reputation for wearing clothes." " This picture was not up
to the usual standard of the Katherine MacDonald pictures, although
it appeared to draw well." " Very entertaining picture. Went big here,
drawing large audiences." " An average picture, which brought usual
business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

" Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—if. P. Neivs.

ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18
"Average comedy which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences."
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY

PHILLIPS OCT. 16
"Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.

ONE HOUR BEFORE DAWN (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WAR-
NER JULY 24

" Excellent mystery story very well produced."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played this feature for one week to large audiences
and good box-office returns." " Good picture with fair patronage."
" Fine mystery story. Well acted. Business good." " Excellent mys-
tery story. Drew good houses. H. B. Warner puts picture over and is

given admirable support by Anna Q. Nilsson."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Old-time western, well produced and acted."—if. P. Neivs.

OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
'• A real Masterpiece of direction, acting and casting."—if. P. News.

PARLOR, BEDROOM AND BATH (SCREEN CLASSICS-METRO)
SPECIAL CAST JULY 17

" Stage success is rather weak in its screen version."—if. P. News.
PASSERS-BY (BLACKTON-PATHE) HERBERT RAWLINSON JULY 3

" Exceptional characterizations lift ordinary story."—if. p. News.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
"daman picture is spectacular; tranderfullti acted."— .1/. P. Xrirs.

PASSION'S PLAYGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE
MACDONALD : OCT. 16

"An art ifie al storu holds it bark."—M. P. News.
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23

•• Humorous incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray—enough."—if. P.
News.

PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
iMAR. 1) JAN. 31

' Mnntl vrn/liirtinn of —trchnnionl and unreal nlot "—M P Nev>*
PERFECT WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-

MADGE AUG. 7
" Constance Talmadge has had better ones than this naive and single-track

story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Average picture. Played to average business for two

days. Pleased the admirers of Constance Talmadge." " Fine picture.
Drew average crowds." " This is a good picture and well liked. Drew
more than average crowds." " Good business. Usual Talmadge type.
Rather clever." " Picture went very big. Drew well every day and
was well done in the opinion of many patrons of the theatre." Held
up good for week run. Audiences liked it. Constance always a surefire
attraction at this house."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
PREY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. 9

"Alice Joyce has highly involved story here."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two days to
average and poor business."

PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. 25
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."—if. P. News.

PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. 2
" Lytell has lieetic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."

'• Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." " A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." (East.)

BED LANE, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO JULY 17
" A pleasing picture which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture to big business for one day."

RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT. 4

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—if. P. News
"Played it two days to big and average business." " Very fine pic-
ture. Did big business. Playing second week." " Did not do as well
in its first week as ' On With the Dance.' Will probably only run two
weeks." " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions failed to
please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture well produced."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ROSE OF NOME (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL AUG. 7
" Alaskan picture holds the interest, but is not big."—if. P. itews.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture. Box office returns fair."

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Colorful western with Fatty Arbuckle as feature star."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fatty Arbuckle does good work in ' The Round Up '

and the reputation of the stage play helped advertise this picture and
brought in more than average crowds at every matinee and evening."
" Very entertaining picture. Broke records." " Splendid picture featur-

ing Fatty Arbuckle, who is poppular with our patrons. Proved more than
average business getter." " Very disappointing and tame. Just like

hundreds of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns didn't mind it

very much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good,

because they wanted to see Fatty in a five-reeler." " Fairly good pic-

ture, but business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that

th star has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature
picture. His fame rests only upon his work in comedy." " This is an
average picture, but seemed to please the audience."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

AND (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S. HART JULY 3
" William S. Hart and his pinto score in characteristic picture."—if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very entertaining. Has a good cast and Is well
produced. Railroad-holdup stories seem to always fascinate my audiences.
Hart does good work and more acting than heretofore. One week to big
business every day." " This is a very good production. My patrons
liked it very much and were pleased with Hart. Played it two days to
big and average business." '* Drew good audiences for three days' run.

Box-office receipts good." " Just a fair picture. Not much to plot, al-

though the acting was good." " Played this feature one week to better

than summer business usually Is."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS . . . . SEPT. 18
" A pretty story with appealing value."—if. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment—" Unusual picture, which brought more than usual

business."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE, THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE, INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

"Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—if. P. hews.

SHIPWRECKED AMONG CANNIBALS (UNIVERSAL) SOUTH
SEA ISLANDERS JULY 1*

"A good production which should interest."—if. P. hews.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture was a riot and a fine box-offlce at-

traction." " Only average business. Cannibals do not appeal to women."
" Monotonous stuff. Plainly evident most of it staged. Ran week to

fair business." " The best box office attraction yet, but it seemed to be

a rather poor audience picture."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SILENT BARRIER, THE (TRACY-GIBRALTAR-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7

" Obvious story has a good climax and scenic backgrounds."—if. P. News.

SICK ABED (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE REID JULY 8
" This lively comedy is a sure laugh-provoker."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good : went over with a bang, to big business

for three davs." "This feature pleased my patrons and it furnished
splendid enjoyment for all. Two days to extra big and average business."
" Played to good business despite extreme heat. Reid regaining populari-

ty and Miss Daniels almost as big a favorite as Reid." " An excellent

picture which pleased my patrons and gave splendid satisfaction. Played
it one week to extra big business every day." " Feature offers Reid one
of his best roles this season, and he takes advantage of the many oppor-
tunities for funmaking. Bebe Daniels shows real star qualities in the

principal supporting role. The picture is well staged and acted and the

patrons liked it." " Good—crowded houses all opening day with hot

weather." "A regular standard feature. Three days to good business.
" This picture pleased in an average way. It did big business for three

days, however."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
TON OCT. 23

" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story."—Jf. P. Acirs.

SISTER TO SALOME, A (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL JULY 11
" Dream ending does not save it from being hopelessly tragic."—if. P. hews.

SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. 11

"Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts. —if. P. Aetrs.

Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too early to

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and on
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturday Tom Mix in " The Untamed " replaced it Killinc: of nvntor at

SLAVE OF" VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT

-
30

"Hm from a production and acting standpoint.' — if. P. VMM.
SLIM PRINCESS. THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND. ....... .JULY 18

" Normand in kind of role which made her famous."—if. P. yews.

Exhibitor Comment—"Just a fair picture to average business for three

Box Office Reports continued on page 3630
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"DRAG HARLAN"
(Fox)

// They Like Farnum, Its a Good Bet

YOU can measure the crowds by the number of Farnwn admirers and

Western lovers. For " Drag Harlan " has all that a picture needs

to make up a good Western, and it gives Farnum a role of a two-

gun " killer." with plenty of chance to draw a gun, protect the distressed

idamsel, scowl ferociously and laugh with childish gladness in many
close-ups.

1 The story is stereotyped, but it makes no difference. It tells the old

|tale of this supposed " bad-man," charged with a dying rancher to protect

liis orphan daughter and save the newly discovered gold from the hands

lof the villainous " gang." The " gang," of course, doesn't approve of the

Farnum prolectorate and try for several reels to "get" him. There is an

exciting climax with the girl captured by the villain; Farnum in the

(power of thj assistant villain; and the cattle about to be stolen by many
supernumerary villains. It ends with a final clean up. and proves Farnum" s

ability to recover from bullet wounds with little or no hesitation.

I The picture is enhanced greatly by emphasizing the rapid gun play of

the star. Possibly this is done by slowing down the camera, but at any

irate, his guns shoot out of his belt at lightning speed and spit for their

ire almost instantaneously. It is very" effective from an audience stand-

point. Another asset is the droll titles, written a la bad man of the West.

Cowboy* never say "Get out quick!" They say, " Fm thinkin' you'd

>etter hit the breeze pronto."

I The atmosphere of the Western plains is well brought out, with some

Long shots of the ranch houses and the hundreds of cattle being especially

noticeable. Jackie Saunders is not very impressive as a leading lady. The
•owboys are all good types. Some half a dozen of them suffer death from

he lightning-like guns of the star in the course of. the picture. J. Gordon
lidwards directed, and the story is from the prolific pen of Charles Alden
seltzer. If Farnum is a favorite with your patrons you will have no dif-

ficulty with this picture.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
[Drag Harlan William Farnum
[Barbara Morgan Jackie Saunders
Mohn Haydon Arthur Millett
Luke Deveny G. Raymond Nye
Lane Morgan Hertschel Mayall
[Meeker Lawson Frank Thurwalk
(' Red " Linton " Kewpie " Morgan
[Laskar Al Fremont
Storm Rogers Erie Crane

Story by Charles Alden Seltzer.
Scenario by H. P. Keeler.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Photography by John Boyle.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
|l William Farnum, whose picture, " If I Were King," has been one of the biggest
Ijcreen hits of the year, will play the stellar role in " Drag Harlan," his latest
production which will be the attraction at the theatre on .

jj

" Drag Harlan " is a story of the West—one of the virile, swift moving type that
s always a favorite among the American screen public. It is filled with action
irom beginning to end, and to admirers of Farnum who wish to see him in a role
m the " rough and ready " variety in which he first gained fame,
'vill be a red letter day.
)' The star has made many thrilling Western pictures, but none more exciting
tian this coming attraction. He plays the title role—a two gun man of the West,
ikrho is known and feared for his ability to draw a gun quicker than any man in
he neighborhood. In this picture Farnum illustrates some of the quickest action

|h pulling a gun that has ever been seen on the screen. Almost quicker than the
j'ye can see. his gun is raised from his belt, lifted with a snappy turn of the wrist,
I nd is sending forth its bullet almost instantaneously.
I " Drag Harlan " will be shown for days. It is a worthy successor
lb " Les Miserables," " The Tale of Two Cities," and " If I Were King."

PROGRAM READER
William Farnum in another Western! "Drag Harlan," his latest production,

fj'ill be the attraction at this theatre on . It is a typical Farnum
reduction—filled with action, crammed with thrills and giving at the same time

limple opportunity for this great lover of the screen to impress the romantic ones.
H'arnum's leading lady is Jackie Saunders, one of the most attractive actresses on
lie screen today. He is supported by a splendid cast of cowboy-actors. The
rory is land in the open cow country and has many attractive views of the beautiful
!/est.

( J

In this picture Farnum exhibits some of the fastest gun play ever filmed. He
lays the title role—a two-gun son of the West, who is feared throughout the
buntry side for his ability to " draw " quicker than any other man. With lightning
iheed, his hand moves to the cartridge belt, raises the gun and fires almost simul-
•|ineously. You will never regret seeing " Drag Harlan."

SUGGESTIONS
As a successor to the special " If I Were King," this picture will bring a little

i sappointment to those who expect to see another elaborate spectacle. But it is

!
fast Western and you cannot go wrong by telling them so. Insist that it is

:
typical Farnum role, that it has all the ingredients that go to make up a good

i/estem picture, and that they will have action aplenty. Feature the star's
Miotographs in the lobby. They are the two things you have to exploit—the star
he has a big following) and the type of picture, which still is very popular.

catcfTlines
One of the best Westerns ever filmed, giving William Farnum a chance to

» lpress with his virile personality.

He could draw a gun quicker than any man for miles around—but he never
lied anyone who did not deserve killing.

I DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

"FIXED BY GEORGE"
(Universal)

Lyons and Moran Produce Successful Farce

LYONS AND MORAN have produced another successful farce-comedy

in "Fixed By George," which, while po ing nothing unusual in

humorous situations, does boast of a good plot with a reason for

every bit of action and a well constructed continuity.

When the comedy moments arrive they are spontaneous because they are

well planted and in between times the story runs along smoothly, carr>-

ing interest in each successive sequence.

Undoubtedly much of credit for the success of this offering should go

to the author, Edgar Franklin, who lias written a number of Lyons and

Moran starring vehicles and seems to understand the particular talents of

these players.

The prodcution builds well to its farcical climax in the last reel.

In these latter scenes four or five couples are used to straighten out the

tangle and credit must be given to the stars for the splendid way they have

handled the situations.

Lyons and Moran give a good up-to-date performance of the roles they

characterize, injecting action where it is needed and adding many comedy
touches which are never overdone, to improve the situations.

The story concerns the trials and tribulations of a meddler who tries to

"fix it" for his friend's wife who has become jealous of her husband's

affairs with a wealthy young woman. In trying to accomplish his object,

he " fixes " himself and all concerned.

In the cast are four pretty ingenues, Hazel Howell, Beatrice La Plante,

Daisy Robinson and Maude Wayne.— Length, 5 reels.

—

Frank Leonard.

THE CAST
George Lee Moran
Geraldine (his wife) Hazel Howell
Dr. Poole Eddie Lyons
Margery (his wife) Beatrice La Plante
Father Starr Fred Gamble
Angelica Starr Da.sy Robinson
Sam Sorely Earl Martin
Harry Starr Jack Byron
Helen Maude Wayne

Story by Edgar Franklin.
Scenario by C. B. Headley.
Directed by Lyons and Moran.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" Fixed By George," the sprightly comedy being presented at the

theatre with Lyons and Moran as the star players, should afford the spectator a
hearty laugh and prove a warning against the all too prevalent habit some people
have of meddling in affairs that do not concern them.

George attempts to be a fixer in this comedy but the way he " fixes it," gets a
score of people in trouble causing many laughable and embarrassing situations.
The stars are said never to have had more congenial roles in their career as

Dr. Poole and his meddlesome friend George, and they are supported by four,
just think of it, leading ladies, Hazel Howell, Beatrice La Plante, Daisy Robinson
and Maude Wayne.

This frolicsome farce was written by Edgar Franklin, who has written other
successful farces for Lyons and Moran, among which are " Everything But the
Truth," and " Once A Plumber."
The picture has been given an excellent production by the stars and has a

splendid cast of farceurs.

PROGRAM READER
Have you ever met the fellow who is always willing to " fix it " for you? That's

the sort of a character portrayed by Lee Moran in the latest Lyons and Moran
Universal feature which is announced at the theatre.
Edgar Franklin, who is also the author of other Lyons and Moran comedies,

among which are " Everything But the Truth " and " Once a Plumber," has written
this frolicsome farce in such a way that the principal characters are concerned in
many farce comedy situations.

It is ludicrous indeed when George, played by Lee Moran, one of those well
meaning meddlers who is always interesting himself in the affairs of other people
and who is always volunteering to " fix it," gets a score of people in trouble,
causing many laughable and embarrassing situations.
The picture has been given an excellent production by Lyons and Moran and

has a splendid supporting cast among whom are Hazel Howell, Beatrice La Plante,
Fred Gamble, Daisy Robinson, Earle Martin, Jack Byron and Maude Wayne.

SUGGESTIONS
If your patrons are partial to farce comedies, here's one that will surely interest

them.
Now this production won't send them into ecstasies, but it will give them good

entertainment and enough amusement to send them home in good humor.
Play Lyons and Moran up strongly and run as many stories of the play as you

can, in your newspapers.
The plot of the story is rather original and should attract attention, as most

humans have come in contact with the meddler and know the destruction he has
caused.

CATCH LINES
He said he could fix it. And he did but not in the way they wanted him to.

See Lyons and Moran in their latest Universal comedy, " Fixed by George."

See Lyons and Moran in their latest Universal comedy, " Fixed By George."
It will certainly amuse you.

He was just one of those well meaning meddlers who is always interested in
,

other people's affairs. See the havoc he created among a score of people causing
many laughable and embarrassing situations. It will be shown at the

!
theatre. The title is " Fixed By George " and the stars are Lyons and Moran.

Dead Men Tell No Tales
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days." " A good picture to excellent business for one week." " This
one wasonly a fair picture and a fair box-office attraction." •• Great pic-
ture. Went big." " Good picture. The crowds apparently agree, for
they certainly made the box office thermometer mount."

Consensus—''* On'"! \nrtuvn n't'trt jtufler M

SO LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 30

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARA MOUNT-ART-
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 23

" Pine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—if. P. News.
SOUL OF YOUTH, THE (REALART) LEWIS SARGENT AUG. 28

"Lewis Sargent duplicates success of 'Huckleberry Finn'''— it. p. hews.
Exhibitor Comment—" A flne production. Business better than usual

during run." " Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week." " Given
a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave special free showing
for school children and "mopped up' on regular showing. Broke all
house attendance records for Saturday show."

Consensus—" (Jood picture, good puller."

SPIRIT OF GOOD, THE (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE JULY 24
" Wishy-washy, trite story, with star miscast."—M. P. News.

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

'• Good prod action and acting save tJtis one.''—if. P. News.
SQUARE SHOOTER, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES AUG 14

'• A familiar story in average western."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair Western picture; not much shoot-em-'up-up

stuff. Average business one day."

STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional and technical angles."—if. P. Neu s.

STOP THIEF (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE AUG. 28
" Faithful and intelligent adaptation of famous stage success."—if. P. Ntws.
Exhibitor Comment— " Nothing extra either in business or quality of

picture." " This is an entertaining feature and seemed to please the
audiences. Business was good during run."

Consensu*—"Average picture, average puller."

SWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
•' Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—if. P. News.

SUDS (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JULY 10
Unique ehuraelerization and artistic liglitings lift slender and common-
place story."— if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Piekford's latest appears to be a rather poor
production. Played it one week to poor business." " Pretty gooa but
not a knockout by any means." " Did not go well at all. Tbey did not
like it." " Played it one week." " Poor picture. Played to average
ences." " Excellent picture. Holding it for second week."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
•' Carey in unattractive role in complex story."—if. P. News.

SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
" Having enougli thrills, it makes a good western."—if. P. News.

39 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Entertaining picture made from stage success."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-
office results." " Not very well liked. No box-office value." " By far
the best thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
never so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."
" Great stuff." " An average picture which did fair business."

Consensus—" flood picture, good puller."
TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. 16

•' Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture.''—if. P. News.
THREE GOLD COINS (FOX) TOM MIX JULY 17

" Tom Mix srores again in another characteristic role."— if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not so much action. Comedy put this one over.
Average business for three days."

TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

"Simple and humun is this contribution."—if. P. News.
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16

" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " A fine picture, pleasing and entertaining. Drew

more than usual business
"

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11
" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—if. P. Neus.

TWINS OF SUFFERING CREEK (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. JULY 3
" Russell in Western trill entertain but not thrill."—If P. News,

UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9

"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment."—if. p. News.
UNDER NORTHERN LIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST JULY 31

" Interest and incident strong in this one."—if. P. News.
UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4

" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—if. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment—"Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-

day by Pearl White in 'The White Moll.' " " Best Mix picture to date.
Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot in making it entertaining. Good
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the Theatre. It is regarded by many as too' commonplace." " This
is a good feature and we had fine business while it was showing."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

CHARLES RAY SEPT. 25
" Ray scores again as country yokel."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—v One of the best pictures Ray has played in. This is a

regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one day and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for this ' Rube's ' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures."

Consensus—" Good picture, oood puller."
VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16

" Crude production of familiar story."—if. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 16

" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—if. P. News.

WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. 11
I ypical Hamilton story well produced."—il. P. Sews.

Exlm.iiur comment— " An average picture with week much below the
average in receipts."

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)BRYANT WASHBURN .AUG. 21
" Good llookum and farce comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A splendid picture. Played it two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-
ness one day." " Rather good comedy. Can't kick about the business "

" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. Played it one week to average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT WOMEN LOVE (SOL LESSER-FIRST NATIONAL)ANNETTE KELLERMAN AUG. 21
"Kellerman in thrilling water feats—good comedy—unusual under-sea

stuff."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Annette Kellerman great favorite here. Picture
drew well." "A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought
more than usual business."' " Interesting picture which brought good
business." " From a box-office angle this is a very poor picture. Did
not draw at all. Just barely enough to keep on through the week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT'S YOUR HURRY (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID AUG 28
\\ ally Ueid and motor truck shine in this one."—31. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Extra big in every way. Everybodv liked the picture
and it held up for the entire week. Reid a great favorite." " Wallace
Reid held and still holds the Sunday record for the greatest amount of
business in one day. Receipts were $3,590 Sundav." " Picture fair with
box office receipts ranking the same. The star constituted the highest
drawing card." " Held feature over for second week to big business. We
regard it as Wallace Reid's best picture." " One of the best Reid pic-
tures and a better puller than ' Sick Abed.' Fans remarked on better ap-
pearance of star without feminine make-up and mannerisms revealed in
' Sick Abed. A very good production to extra big and big business
for two days." " The best picture Reid has turned out this year. Just
packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped over in
this one for a certain brand of truck. Local dealers capitalized on it
by putting one of the trucks on the street with mammoth signs on it
informing the public that we would show them what the brutes could
do." " Up to the usual Wallace Reid standard and drew big crowds."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS (FOX) SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7
" New York's night life graphically depicted in three separate stories "—
M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Better than average business."

WHITE CIRCLE, THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Tourneur."—if. p. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it three days to average house. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
for costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-
taining picture which was only average for the first few days but
brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but well told.
Nothing to pull with except producers' name. * Business just missed
being poor."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH. .SEPT. 4
" Despite bad cutting, this picture is thoroughly interesting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

production."

WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-
ROSEMARY THEBY SEPT. 4

" A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—if. P. News.
WHITE LIES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL JUNE 19

" Story of France in wartimes is strong in plot."—if. P. News.
WHITE MOLL, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE JULY 24

" Pearl White makes debut in her first Fox feature."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Pearl White makes hit on her entry into feature

field and picture did excellent business." " Not as good business as
usual. Many people appeared to think it a serial."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE RIDER, THE (FOUNDATION FILM CORP.) JOE MOORE-
EILEEN SEDGWICK AUG. 28

" A good western with many thrills and exciting moments."—If. P. News.
WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) MIL-

DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN AUG. 28
" Good audience picture with great child role."—if. P. News.

WOMAN'S BUSINESS, A (B. A. ROLFE-JANS) OLIVE TELL AUG. T
" Only average interest here, despite attractive theme."—if. P. News.

WOMAN'S MAN (ARROW FILM CORP.) ROMAINE FIELDING. .JULY SI
" An exciting story full of incident."—if. P. Netcs.

WORLD AND HIS WIFE, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-
ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST JULY tl

" Rich production and good acting save this one."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good production to big and average business for

one week." " They liked this one and it went over big." " Played this
feature two days to big and average business. It went well and is a
good feature." " One of the most beautiful productions I have played
in a long time. Did fair business and all seemed delighted with the
picture."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

YES OR NO (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TALMADGE JULY IT
" Two ordinary stories in one with star playing dual role,"—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew fair patronage. On the whole, was not given

favorable press criticism." .

" Good business ; star the drawing card. _

.

A fairly good picture." " Stood them up for greater part of seven days' .

run. Norma Talmadge real box office magnet for this house. Audience
. enjoyed picture." " Very good ; two days to big and average business."
r'nnsensvs—"Good nieture. nnnd fuller"

YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. 16
" A real success from every 'angle."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts
about average."
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Allan Dwan's " The Scoffer

Is an unusual photoplay

Of extraordinary merit

A picture that will please.

Don 't fail to book it

!

A Val Cleveland story.

Adapted by Lilian Ducey.

Photographed by Lyman Broening

And Glen MacWilliams

Rothacker Prints.

Allan Dwan
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Reg. U. S. Patent Office

Four hundred and seventy five and a quarter

more pages of advertising since January 1st.

Those are the figures by which Motion Picture

News stands ahead of any other trade paper in

this field.

Much of this excess advertising is from com-

panies which have made their own definite and

searching tests of circulation value —and acted

accordingly.

Your advertising deserves concentration in

Motion Picture News—and Motion Picture News

deserves your concentrated advertising.

The News Alone Covers the Field

OL. XXII No 21

Los Angeles

Entered an Second Clan* Matter, October IS, tuts, at the Pont Office at New York, N. Y.
under the Act of Hare It S, 1S1H

Published Weekly—$2.00 a year

— J2Q Seventh Avenue, New York —

PRICE 20 CENT£

Chicago



ATLANTA
Wassman & Stephens

BOSTON
Peerless Pictures, Inc., of N. E.

CHICAGO
Celebrated Players Corporation

DALLAS
R. D. Lewis Film Co.

KANSAS CITY
Independent Producers Film Co.

LITTLE ROCK
R. D. Lewis Film Co.

MILWAUKEE
Mid-West Distributing Corp.

NEW YORK
Elk Photoplay Co.

OKLAHOMA
R. D. Lewis Film Co.

OMAHA
Fontenelle Feature Film Co.

PITTSBURGH
Simlec Film Co.

ST. LOUIS
Independent Producers Film Co.

WASHINGTON
Federal Features

CANADA
Canadian Exhibitors Film, Ltd.

(jveaiev Vcvon
Fcmkoma*/7

Gaumont
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My

dols of
with.

Mae Murray
and David Powell

By Ouida Bergere.

j^/ Cparamount Cpicture

Awoman who Had seen
her idols turn to clay,

and in bitterness
had allowed herself,

too, to Tall from her
soul's pedestal

And a man who hacL
come to hate all he
once prized

These two met, struggled,

sank., and rose again —
to find that when the
clay idols have fallen

the real gods arrive

Them stoiy makes a pro-

found and passionate

drama , staged upon
colorful backgrounds,
with that magnificence
that George fitzmaurice

alwavs puts into his

productions

.



JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS

THOMAS
MEIGHAN

in

WILLIAM
DeMILLE'S

PRODUCTION

Conrad in Quest of HisYouth
\ *,j Based on the novel by Leonard Merrick

Scenario by . Olga Printzlau.

C£ Cparamount

Q>icture

wISH you were seventeen

again? Conrad did—and
tried to get back.

But the woman who had broken
his heart—long ago—told him:

"There is no road back to seven-

teen."

And the wisp of a girl he used to

love now weighed two hundred
pounds!

Conrad's Quest is funny and
pathetic and vastly human.

The novel was the most talked-

about book of the year. And with

Tom Meighan, the Good Luck
Star, in his most delightful role,

it will be one of the season's big

money makers.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION ir— — - - to
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THE successful exhibitor knows that the name Paramount is a symbol of

supremacy.

He knows that millions of dollars have been spent in national advertising,

educating the public to look for the name Paramount, and to attend the theatre

that shows Paramount Pictures.

And he knows he is throwing away this -million dollar advertising value if

he fails to include, in his newspaper advertising, in his lobby, and in his

programs the fact that his theatre shows the best pictures the market affords

—

(paramount (pictures
{LJiJ FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION fM
^ CptClurCS

j^j
ADOLPM ZUKOR -<V*» JESSC L LASKY wi.fr,, CECIL B DC MILLE S-^^G*^^|pL^

CANADIAN D'STI

J
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FORBIDDEN THING
By Mary Mears

Personally directed by Mr. Dwan
This is the story of a man and three women : The mother who bore him,

the woman God made for him, and the creature who conquered his soul.

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR ~ J. PARKER READ JR.

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT r MARSHALL NEILAN -ALLAN DWAN

Associated Producers . Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY



iblic is beginning

iderstand something

of the differences inraitai

pricesfor various grades

of pictures) the day is

at hand, therefore, when

audiences will reject

what they know is eke

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

"His Majesty The American"

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
"Broken Blossoms"

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

"When The Clouds Roll By"

MARY PICKFORD
in

"Pollyanna"

MACK SENNETT'S
Five Reel Special Comedy Sensation

"Down On The Farm"

DORIS KEANE
in

"Romance"

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in

"The Mollycoddle"

MARY PICKFORD
in

"Suds"

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
New Picture

The Love Flower
99



Prints in the best of condition, intelligent, thoughtful

service, and efficient exploitation help are offered on these

releases at all of United Artists Corporation's

BRANCH OFFICES

Atlanta, Georgia 106-108 Walton Street

M. C. Coyne, Sales Manager.

Boston, Mass, 43 Winchester Street

Harry M. White, Sales Manager.

Chicago, 111. 17 North Wabash Avenue
Cresson E. Smith, Sales Manager.

Cleveland, Ohio 214.3 Prospect Avenue
R. K. Evans, Sales Manager.

Dallas, Texas 1900 Commerce Street

J. E. Luckett, Sales Manager.

Denver, Colo. 617 Ninteenth Street
T. Y. Henry, Sales Manager.

Detroit, Michigan 605 Joseph Mack Building
Herbert W. Traver, Sales Manager.

Kansas City, Mo. Film Exchange Building
17th & Main Streets

H. D. Buckley, Sales Manager.

Los Angeles, Calif. 643 So. Olive Street
Walter S. Rand, Sales Manager.

Minneapolis, Minn. 402 Film Exchange Building
Thos. J. MacEvoy, Sales Manager.

•New York City 729 Sevehth Avenue
Jack Von Tilzer, Sales Manager.

Philadelphia, Pa. 1319 Vine Street
C. U. Martin, Sales Manager.

Pittsburgh, Pa. 119 Ninth Street
Carlos E. Moore, Sales Manager.

San Francisco, Calif. 229-231 Golden Gate Avenue
Edw. B. Baron, Sales Manager.

Seattle, Wash. 1913 Third Avenue
Charles W. Harden, Sales Manager.

Washington, D. C. 801 Mather Building
George F. Lenehan, Sales Manager.

Toronto, Canada 13-15 Adelaide Street,W.
William Cranston, Sales Manager.

Winnipeg, Canada Room 219 Phoenix Building
H. M. Master, Sales Manager.

MARY PICKFORD
CHAGLIC CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

lllllIIWI
HlliAM ASRAMS

PRESIDENT

If
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We are not selling State-rights, but give them away Free of Charge, on our

twenty-six two-reel

"TOP NOTCH" Comedies
one every second week.

We give you a franchise without any deposit thereon, guaranteeing to

deliver these comedies on schedule,—giving you the right to cancel your book-

ing at any time for all further productions, if any of our

"TOP NOTCH" Comedies
do not come up to your expectations.

20,000 Stock posters are now distributed free of charge to theatres and ex-

changes advertising the great

"TOP NOTCH" Title Contest

Besides these posters we are advertising in dozens of fiction magazines and

hundreds of Sunday newspapers that

$7,800.00
will be given away by us to theatre patrons in cash prizes, on this series,

for the three best titles on each

"TOP NOTCH" Comedy
Don't waste time, but cut in on this great exploitation drive.

Write or wire for our proposition.

Plymouth Producing and Distributing Syndicate

CLEVELAND OHIO



HIS FIGURE WILL BE YOUR FORTUNE

EDDIE
BARRY
HELEN DARLING
EARL RODNEY
BESSIE DE LITCH

Directed By
SCOTT SIDNEY

FATIMA

COMEDY

IT'S a new reason

why every one of

the New Christie Com-
edies should be a fea-

ture on your bill every

two weeks.

Each Christie has a

specific reason for its

creation. Each one

has an individual au-

dience appeal.

As a whole they iden-

tify your theatre with

the best in pictures.

&

IN TWO REELS ^
-mm*. THESE are

best bookers"

the year in Comedi

"Kiss Me Carolin

"A Seaside Siren,"

"Out for the Night,

"Seven Bald Pates

"Don't Blame the

Stork,"

"Striking Models,"

"A Home Spun Her

"Shuffle the Queen

"Going Thro' the Ry

NINE "lives' ' for y

theatre.

Tteleased by

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, INC

SI 799 Seuenrh ~4ve Jtew Tork.
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BEST COMEDY I EVER SAW"
That's what Mr.White says

HUMAN,DIGS UP BURIED LAUGHS'
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HE WINS EM OLD AND YOUNG
He's Tickled 400,000,000 Ribs

SO AMERICAN ,HE NEEDS NO FLAG|
But he'll make you hang up the S.R.Q.

TORCHY
TURNS
CUPID"
from the Stories by

Starring
JOHNNY HINES

3©
MORE than ten million people have read the seven

"Torchy" books. Exhibitors everywhere have found

that these comedies pick up business with each showing, that

they have all of the pulling power of the serial, with the added

advantage of winning new friends with each picture—each a

separate story, a film worth while.

They are typically American, brimful of spontaneous humor
that gives your audiences NEW laughs, that makes them leave

the theatre feeling that they have had more than their share

of the fun.

Better start with the first ones: "Torchy," "Torchy Comes
Through," "Torchy In High" and "Torchy's Millions."

They're made
DOLLARS.

FOR FUN—AND FOR BOX OFFICE

HoleasQd by

EDUCATIONAL FILM
, .., EXCHANGES, INC. 'I J

799 Seventh ~4ve Jtew Torh. ^s^^
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KUNSKV KNEW!
AT HE WAS TALKING ABOUT WHEN HE SAID-

WOULD PACK THE
DETROIT MADISON

IT
JAMMED

THE HOUSE FROM THE MOMENT
IT OPENED AND EVEN"SUPPER

HOUR" WAS EXCEPTIONAL.
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B • A ROLF E PRODUCTION
HAS EVERYTHING A THEATRE NEEDS
GIANT SETS UNUSUAL ACTION
TREMENDOUS SITUATIONS ROMANTIC BACKGROUND
THEME OF LOVE POWERFUL CAST
SURPRISING CLIMAXES REMARKABLE APPEAL

lllllllllllllllllllilllll!

TERRITORIAL RIGHTS NOW
BEING ALLOTTED.

MADONNAS AND MEN
CAN TAKE ITS PLACE BESIDE THE
GREATEST FILMS AND NOT SUFFER^
FROM COMPARISON. ARISTOCRATICALLY
PRODUCED, FLAWLESS IN DIRECTION

,

DYNAMIC IN ITS APPEAL, IT IS A
SUPERB LEADER FOR ANY EXCHANGE
AND WILL ADD TO THE PRESTIGE-
OF ANY THEATRE IN AM ERICA

PRESENTATION IN VARIOUS CITIES NOW BEING
MADE UNDER AUSPICES OF HERMAN F. JAN
JANS PICTURES INC
T 2. 9 T lit AV E ., NEW YOR.K.

ABLIK STUDIOS





I

PRESENTSJANEf OLIVER

OR THE TRAIL'S EN
ADAPTED PROM HIS GREAT

AND A NOTABLE CAST, INCLUDING 0JANE MO~W~A 14^
DIRECTED By EDWIN CAREW&"
THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE ATTPACTION
EVEB OFFERED THE STATE RIGHTS BUYER-,

TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE

RESERVATION^' WINTERRITORV^

GEORGE DAVIS orJOE BRANDT
ROOM 200 I600 B'WAY

NEW yORK ciTy

OVE TTORY OF THE GREAT NORTH-WEXT
I
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AMERICAN MADE
BrandneiJ 19$<1 production norf
gearing completion at Chojr
Studios, Sfeu> Jork, City. Ohe
last Word in serial mdking
Contracts novi) -ready atoll
tyojC exchanges. >^ ^/
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NEAL HART—AMERICA'S "PAL"

F
ing.

upon

|EW men have had the experience with the West
that Neal Hart has.

It is this familiarity with the things of the outdoors and
the Great West that gives Neal Hart his present follow-

He portrays a type of American manhood that is looked
with respect and affection universally. He is natural—not

"stagey."

The people have taken Neal Hart into their hearts because
they recognize that he is the "real thing" he represents on the
screen—a man of kindly impulses, human tolerance and clean
habits, a despiser of cheats and shams and miraculously quick
with a six-shooter or a wallop of his brawny arm when "in action."

Neal Hart is something more than a motion picture star

—

he is America's Pal of the Screen.

Hart was born in New York State. He is a graduate of
Bucknell University, where he was a star halfback on his college
football team. After graduation, he went west and began the
career that eventually lured him before the motion picture camera.

Neal Hart's knowledge of horses and his skill in handling them
won him the responsible post of driver of the stage that ran from
Fort Pierre, South Dakota, to Rapid City. He punched cows two
years on the Sioux Reservation at the mouth of the Cheyenne
River.

Later he became foreman of the "77" ranch in Converse county, Wyoming, and his advance-
ment to the post of secretary and ranch manager of the biggest cattle ranch in the state, the "O.
R. C. Ranch," followed.

He was made a deputy sheriff of Converse County, and this began his experience as an official

of the law. He was city marshall of Manville, Wyo., for two years, following which he became
brand inspector for the state.

In 1911 Neal Hart became quite famous as the man who broke up a notorious band of cattle

rustlers in Wyoming who had been responsible for much havoc and terrorizing of the ranchers in

that country.
Hart's first connection with the show business was with the "101" Wild West Show, where he

was billed as a bucking horse rider. He was selected for his horsemanship to appear in a film pro-
duced for government purposes during the war, and was promptly "discovered" and engaged for

regular motion picture work.
Today, heading his own company, producing feature length pictures under the most perfect

conditions that can be provided, playing the parts that he has acted in grim earnest in real life,

Neal Hart is doing the most distinctive work of his career.

HOLLYWOOD IS NOW

SCENE OF HART AND

WHITE PRODUCTION

Both Units Housed Under
One Roof at Francis

Ford Studios

Production of the releasing
units handled by Independent
Films is progressing merrily in

Hollywood, where the Neal
Hart feature unit and the Leo
White comedy unit have been
comfortably housed under one
roof at the Francis Ford stu-

dios on Sunset Boulevard near
Gower.
This location is the center of a dis-

trict wherein are located some of the
biggest and most famous motion pic-
ture studios in the world. The Lasky
plant and the Christie studio are both
within a stone's throw of Francis
Ford's big plant, and within a radius
of a few blocks are to be found Fox,
Metro, Brunton. Robertson-Cole, the
Hollywood Studios and many smaller
plants.

While the Ford Studios will be used
as administration and production head-
quarters, Pinnacle has retained control
of its Glendale studio and will make
use of it from time to time as needed.
The outdoor sets and streets at Glen-
dale in particular will be used con-
stantly, as will the splendid "loca-
tions" which are so numerous in the
Verdugo Hills around Glendale.
With the outdoor sets which are

available at the Ford Studios also, to-

gether with the generous dark stage
space, the modern lighting equipment
and the efficient system in force for

the handling of labor, Pinnacle's pro-
duction activities have already ac-
quired a surprising degree of speed and
both Neal Hart and Leo White are
ahead on their respective schedules.

BOY! PLEASE PAGE

THE EXHIBITOR WHO

WANTS QUICK ACTION

Tip Him to Advertise the

Aurora Borealis When
He Runs "Skyfire"

What is the aurora borealis?

Quick! The answer. Make
it snappy!

What causes that glimmering,
shimmering, mysterious glow in

the northern skies? And when
did you happen to see it last?

If you thought you'd have a
chance to observe the Northern
Lights tonight, would you wait
up and keep your eyes open?
There you are, Mr. Exhibitor.
There's your little tip on the big-

gest bet you've ever had in the way
of exploitation. The Neal Hart pic-
ture "Skyfire" shows the aurora borea-
lis as it was never shown before. The
photos show it—the posters show it

—

the story is founded on it. It's the

Ivery
life of the production.

That is why "Skyfire" is going to
prove the biggest money-getter you've

i
had in recent times. That's why
"Skyfire" is going to be the easiest
picture to advertise you ever tackled.

Just talk about the aurora, the

Northern Lights. The press sheet
gives you a thousand angles on it

—

but you've already gotten the idea.

Tie-ups and teaser campaigns extra-
ordinary will be child's play on this.

You talk aurora borealis—and the
public will do the rest.

The beautiful part about it is that,

no kidding, the picture is a darb, a
knockout, a riot and a ketchum-big-
applause that you'll play back for re-

peat dates by request.

NAMER OF PULLMAN
CARS HAS NOTHING ON

TITLER OF COMEDIES
Pinnacle Comedies are going to be

rich in titles as well as rich in guffaws.
From the West Coast comes news

that the classic, symmetrical, euphon-
ious and otherwise excellent title chos-
en for the current jazzy two-reeler in

the Leo White series is nothing else
than-—
"RAZZIN' THE JAZZ."
Does that take you back to the

days of "Ballin' the Jack" or not?
Can you do business with that title?

We'll so asseverate

!

HART'S THIRD WILL
BE "DANGER VALLEY"

A few weeks ago "Land of Living
Death" was announced as the title of
the third Neal Hart release. This title

met with a poor reception among ex-
change men and exhibitors, who con-
sidered it altogether too gruesome and
suggestive of unpleasant things.

For this reason, the picture has been
renamed "Danger Valley."

This title possesses advertisability,
and also conveys a good idea of the
character of the production. A great
many of the exteriors for this picture
are being shot in the famous Death
Valley district of the Mojave desert.

Published in the interest of
INDEPENDENCE

By The IXDEPEXDEXT
FILMS ASSOCIATION
Eddy Eckels, Gen. Mgr.

Consumers Bldg. Chicago
Richard Robertson, Editor

MEMBERS OF INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N
KEY CITY EXCHANGE ADDRESS EXECLTIVE

* Atlanta
t Birmingham
* Boston
* Buffalo

t Buffalo

*t Chicago
* Cincinnati

*t Cleveland
*t Dallas

*t Davenport
* Denver

*t Detroit
* Kansas City

t Little Rock
* Los Angeles
t Los Angeles
* Louisville
* Milwaukee
* Minneapolis
* New Orleans
* New York
f Oklahoma City

*t Omaha
*t Philadelphia

*t Pittsburg
* San Francisco
t San Francisco

*t Seattle
* St. Louis
* Syracuse

*t Washington

Pearce Films
Queen Feature Service
Major Film Corp.
Dooley Exchange
Gardiner Pictures Co.
111. & Ind. Film Ex.
Fine Arts Film Ex.
Warner Attractions
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
Arrow Photoplays
Ind. Master Films
Federated Film Ex.
Lewis Film Co.
Consolidated Film Corp.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
First Nat'l. Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
Pearce Films
Commonwealth Film Co.
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
20th Century Film Co.
S. & S. Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
Consolidated Film Corp.
Greater Features Inc.

St. Louis Film Ex.
Dooley Exchange
Exhibitors' Film Ex.

146 Marietta
Potter Bldg.
54 Broadway
338 Pearl St.

257 Franklin St.

63 E. Adams
310 Film Bldg.
Erie Annex
1913 Commerce
418 Harrison
1735 Welton
105 John R.
Film Bldg.
1114 Markham
718 S. Olive
730 S. Olive St.

Nat. Theatre Bdg.
Toy Bldg.
Loeb Arcade
608 Canal
1600 Broadway
114 Hudson
1312 Farnum
256 No. 13th
414 Penn Ave.
90 Gold. Gt. Av.
107 Gold. Gt. Av.
2020 3rd Ave.
3628 Olive St.

445 S. Warren
Mathers Bldg.

Gene Pearce
W. S. Bell
E. J. Farrell
Thos. Dooley
T. R. Gardiner
A. Lowy
L. W. Foster
Dave Warner
L. T. Pellerin
C. C. BridweU
B. M. Shooker
W. B. Seifert
Al. Kahn
L. T. Pellerin
M. H. Kohn
Floyd St. John
Fred Levy
H. J. Fitzgerald

J. F. Cubberly
Gene Pearce
Sam Zierler
L. T. Pellerin
C. C. Bridwell
Gene Marcus
Abe Steinberg
Floyd St. John
M. H. Kohn
J. T. Sheffield

Roy Dickson
Thos. Dooley
Abe Dresner

NEAL HART SERIES tPINNACLE COMEDIES *tHARTS & COMEDIES



CafedePdris^
Monie Carlo

Now Building

times as much

Every American visitor to Monte Carlo—and there have
been millions—knows his Cafe de Paris—its thousand
flashing reflections of life a la mode, its little tables with
their gay parties, its shining dome 36 feet in diameter,

its long line of plate glass windows—48 in all—each 12

feet high and 4 feet wide. Well, gentlemen

—

it's all here
—reproduced by Von Stroheim in exact replica down to

the last button on the portier's waistcoat. And in this

same Cafe, which every good American hopes to revisit

some day, takes place a sequence of dramatic action

which our good American's wife will not soon forget.

Universal-Jewel

f



Carl Ldenimie .
ores-en

TOD bi;0\\XTNC-'b
Credtegt Umverlm-Jevel ,

%aturinj

espera te is the word for her blazing eyes. Trapped—
you read it in her racing thoughts. But Never give up
is in every cat-like move as she leaps from her bed at the

ominous rap on the door. Some thriller? You said it!

"OUTSIDE THE LAW" is "The Wildcat of Paris"—
"Pretty Smooth"—and "The Virgin of Stamboul" all

rolled into one—a whirling, rushing drama of desperate

work after dark, with a crook's fortune for the prize

—

exactly the kind of amazing picture that electrifying

PRISCILLA DEAN can play better than any other

actress in the whole wide world. Supported by Wheeler

Oakman, Lon Chaney, the best "bad man" ever seen on

the screen, E. A. Warren, Ralph Lewis, and a great

company of talented players.

WATCH AND WAIT FOR THIS SURGING DRAMA, SOON
TO BE RELEASED. IT WILL BE WORTH YOUR WHILE.
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Quarter-page ad "Devil's Passkey"—No. 5—Mats Only 40c

NOTE for Exhibitors
The above, with appropriate copy where the testimonial

now is, is a sample of the twenty-three newspaper ads

available jor this huge success. See them all at your

Universal Exchange when you book.
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TieBisect Ileart-picture of tie Gcieidlioi
limiJiiimiiiiiiHiiii

IT
is a wonderful thing— a

Mother ! Other folks can love

you but only your Mother un^

derstands. She works for you, looks

after you, loves you, forgives you
anything you may do, understands

you. And then the only bad thing

she ever does to you is to die and
leave you."

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN," says

Exhibitors Herald,

Doroilij PilUips
supposed "by

luQllen Holuba.-rs' Cireai
Huiveis'al— vJe^rel

n PToducitioiL de I^uxe
II k T*rh«ri rm.

suc cess.

'ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN
human through and through .

1 ONCE
TO EVERY WOMAN ' is a better pic-

ture than either ' The Heart of Humani-
ty ' or ' The Right to Happiness,' because

it is so true to life."

BOOK IT TODAY FOR THE GREATEST
MOTHER-PICTURE EVER PRODUCED
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EDDIE POLO
Now Booking

IN THE GORGEOUS 18-R1NG SERIAL SENSATION

KING%circus
^ptVegted bq J.PM^OWAN

Ml- 'ill V *F
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Yoiire

always

first if

you show

WE'VE talked a lot about International News Service Speed and International Enterprise

in the past two years—but never has there been a clearer case of International superiority

in these two things than was shown on the screen on Tuesday night last in many cities and,

at the latest, on Wednesday and Thursday in cities and towns further from the distributing point.

If you were the holder of a contract with International you were able to show the winners in a

SPECIAL REEL that put it all over anything of its kind. And you showed your audiences

your Speed and your Enterprise at not one cent's extra cost for this record-smashing news feature.

That's real service—from us to you and from you to them—and—we say it again—at not one

cent's extra cost. If you haven't an International contract, it's up to you to protect your own

interests by signing on the dotted line

—

today.

NEWS-RELEASED THRU

L UN 1VCRSAL
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YOUR TERRITORY
IS STILL OPEN

PI li PRODUCTIONS
® si

Dor^tdelay -

Inve

Wire

offers the 'live wire"
Independent Exchange
unprecedented possibilities

for profitable affiliation *s

GUARANTEE

D

ATTRAC TIONS ,

delivered at net cost

to its franchise holders
,

NO ADVANCE S *

More than 60 per cent of

available territory already

under contract «

ifyou geta Sherman^ranchise
' know,youlL

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATI ON

LONGACRE BUILDING - 1476 BROADWAY
NEW YORK *

TWELVE
_ ATTRACTIONS

• : :
'

: •'.
' : .

:'
'.

. "...1.^—^ . .. . '.- -

^Sherman
right

A YEAR
x :i . n . o , n * a . n ..

ij :

,v mi,:.!
1

'

.,
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What

R. William Neill

Brings to

Realart Productions

ABILITY
He brings to his productions one Hundred per

cent, story-power, for in addition to being a

director, He is playwright and actor as w*ell.

EXPERIENCE

ENTERTAINMENT

ARTISTRY

He brings a record of achievement ^hich is surpassed bj)

few living directors. Among fhe distinguished screen
artists v?hom he has directed are: Constance Talmadge,

No rma Talmadge, Lila Lee, Catherine Calvert and

Dorothy Dalton.

Hebrings to his pictures me maximum of entertainment,

for \tfith him "the story is me thing." He is exactly me
man to reveal me irrepressible spirits of CONSTANCE
BINNEY, in her latest picture "SOMETHING
DIFFERENT"

He brings a rare technique and imaginative power to me
pictures he directs. Out of me romantic settings of

"SOMETHING DIFFERENT" he has made a

masterpiece.

BRILLIANT DIRECTION IS ONLY ONE OF THE QUALITIES WHICH
DISTINGUISH REALART STAR FRANCHISE PRODUCTIONS.

469 FIFTH AVENUE

REALART PICTURES
CORPORATION
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T/ie Greatest Scene Ever Filmed!

JUST two men facing each other across a narrow table

!

And yet, here is without doubt the most dramatic and

powerful scene ever reproduced upon a strip of gelatine.

For one man, almost mad, after cankerous months of

suspicion and distrust, was accusing his dearest friend of

life's basest treachery—of robbing him of his wife.

Power? Drama? Spectacle? Irresistible appeal?
ftTHE

FURNACE" has all of these, because it is real life ! It

grips the heart of an audience. It meets every test which
a picture must pass. It means crowds for every box-

office where it is booked.

The William D. Taylor Production of

"THE FURNACE"
Adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers from the novel by "Pan.



Box Office Succes;
AskYour Neaie^-

capitai Fil

LESTE
OAe SMILING
DARE DEVIL

APowi
Intense

Stoi
Gres
IN PI\

RUSSELL-GREIVER-MSSELI



luaranteed-
Ixchange WHY

3mpanij Inc., offers

CUNEO
UDoubfedau Production

WLSON

ill and
iluman
i)f the
'Vest
REELS

^PITAL FILM CO.
20 S. STATE ST.

CHICAGO

Sole afis. for Ihe manu&cltireis



REELtRMT

KEEL^RAlFT
PICTURES CORPORATION
7Z9 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY«
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Ntvember is, 19 20

Book this great picture NOW through

your nearest PIONEER EXCHANGE

1 O^eleased by

PMNEER Film Corporatio
" A* E »LEFCOURT, Tresident

116West 46 th Street , NewYttk

(Sidy a great story

pjwtoplay*wm amessage-

Story and scenario by
N*BREWSTER MORSE

Directed byGEORGEEVERETT

tWithanMStarCast

Every man,woman and child
J

inAmerica willwant to see it

ton.
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The Best Series of One
Reelers EVER MADE

\j

52

Sold on a

States Right Basis

A YEAR

UOWErLL

If You Want This for Your Territory

Wire Immediately

Federated Film Exchanges of Illinois, Inc.

J. L. FRIEDMAN, Pres.

207 South Wabash Avenue CHIGAGO
[7II?£CT£[7 BV

_ - —

-



DIAL FILM
COMPANY

PRESENTS

"The ,

TIGERS
COAT"

Bi< ELIZABETH BEJEANS
Directed ROY CLEMENTS

FEATURING

MYRTLE STEDMAN
LAWSON BUTT and
1 TINA MODOTTI I

With a cast of

super - excellence and a

colorful, gripping story, this picture

simply must please your audiences. It

will charm the women and delight the men

—for there's something in it for everyone.

Tina Modotti's sensuous charm was never dis-

played to greater advantage; Myrtle Stedman's

blonde beauty was never more vividly shown;

Lawson Butt's artistry is another outstand-

ing feature.

The Tiger's Coat" is a production of

rare excellence

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York. Gty

Distributingthrough PATH I; Exchange, Incorporated



\Q

A
Benj. B.Hampton

Production

ZANE GREYS
GREATEST NOVEL

4

A Massive Picture of the Great West,

with, a Rwerful Cast Including
RDY STEWART

KATHLYN WILLIAM? , JOSEPH J.DOWLING

ROBERT M^KIM AND MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE

DIRECTED BY JACK CONWAY ZANE GREY PICTURES INC.

C'

Si

i
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S
BARRETT McCORMICK BOOKS
ZANE QREY'S "U. P. TRAIL".

As a showman and as a judge of good
pictures S. Barrett McCormick, Man-
aging Director of the Rivoli Theatre,
Toledo, Ohio, has built up for himself
a nation-wide reputation.

Before a picture comes to the screen of
the Rivoli Theatre it is very carefully

weighed in the balance. If the Rivoli

plays it, it means something!

S. Barrett McCormick knows the great
value of Zane Grey's name; a name un-
equalled in box-office value and "pulling
power". He knows the unfailing quality
of a Benj. B. Hampton production.

"THE U. P. TRAIL" HAS BEEN BOOKED
BY MR. McCORMICK FOR A WEEK'S
ENGAGEMENT AT THE RIVOLI.

I H0DKINS0N
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gry

Distributing through PATHI* Exchange, Incorporated
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As Strong a First-Run Attraction

as Has Ever Been Produced

All the "Big Fellows" Have Rushed to Book It— They Know
a Money-Maker When They See One!

One of the peculiarities of the

Motion Picture Industry is

this: Long before a really "big"

picture is completed,— even

before the last scenes have

been "shot", — exhibitors in

every corner of the United

States know all about it. It's

a sort of "Underground Wire-

less."

"Down Home" was "sold"

long before it was released.

Showmen everywhere know
that it is almost impossible for

Irvin V. Willat — he made

"Behind the Door" and "Below

the Surface," as well as dozens

of others — to turn out any-

thing but a worth - while

picture.

"Down Home" is a distinct

advance over anything Mr.

Willat has done before.

IRVIN V.

WILLAT
PGOOU0TION

DOWN
wome
hp €N.W€ST<20TT
WILLAT PRpOU<?TPN§ i*-

G.-A.WILLAT, Pfc£§.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City

Distributingthrough PATHE hxhangejncorporated
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF
SPECIAL IMPORTANCE TO

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGEMEN

PICTURES

WHICH

SPELL

SUCCESS

FRANKLYN
FARNUM

in

"THE
GALLOPING
DEVIL"

FRANKLYN
FARNUM

in

"THE
STRUGGLE"

FRANKLYN
FARNUM

in

"THE
FIGHTING

STRANGER"

FRANKLYN
FARNUM

in

"THE HUNGER
OF THE
BLOOD"

You need pictures that have power, punch and
selling appeal—pictures that are full hundred
per cent box office attractions—pictures that will

bring you money and build up a following of

satisfied and prosperous exhibitors.

You need pictures that will compare with the

very best that are being offered to the exhibitors

by the big organizations. You can get this kind

of picture, and at a price which will assure you a

substantial profit.

The Canyon Pictures Corporation is offering to

the Independent Exchangemen a series of

SIX POWERFUL FIVE REEL WESTERN PRODUCTIONS
with Franklyn Farnum as the star. Each and every

one is a new production and can be bought at

prices which will astonish you. Four of them
are ready, the others are now being produced in

Los Angeles by Colonel William N. Selig.

Several of the very best exchanges in the Coun-
try have closed for the entire series. Investigate

this proposition and you will buy for your terri-

tory.

This week Mr. Jules Burnstein will start on a

trip which will take him to every unsold exchange

center. He will arrange to see you when he

arrives in your territory. He will bring to you
the best and most profitable proposition that

has ever been made to you. Get in touch with

our New York office and we will arrange a confer-

ence in advance for you with Mr. Burnstein.

The Franklyn Farnum Series is selling rapidly

—

get in touch with us before your territory is sold

to your competitor.

CANYON PICTURES CORP.

130 WEST 46th STREET

NEW YORK

Leading
Exchanges
Holding

Franchises
For the

FRANKLYN
FARNUM
FEATURES

Eastern Pennsyl-
vania and South-
ern New Jersey
De Luxe Film Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Iowa and
Nebraska

Greater Productions Co.,

Des Moines, Iowa

Minnesota, North
and South Dakota,

Wisconsin
Walter A. Baier Film Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Maryland, Dela-

ware, Virginia,

and District of

Columbia
Exhibitors Film Exch.,

Washington, D. C.

Texas and
Arkansas

Specialty Film Co.,

Dallas, Texas

Oklahoma
Tucker Bros. Amuse-

ment Co.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Georgia, Florida,

Alabama, North
and South Caro-
lina and Tennessee
Enterprise Distribut-

ing Corporation,

Atlanta, Ga.

Western Pennsyl-
vania and West

Virginia
Columbia Film Service,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Northern Illinois

D. M. Vandawalker, Jr.

(Doll-Van Film Corp.)

Chicago, 111.
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475%

Four hundred and seventy -five

and a quarter pages — that's the

1 920 lead of Motion Picture News

over its nearest competitor.

•jf Twenty-nine and a quarter more

pages of advertising last week alone.

^ Figures that tell the whole story.

Ll
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FOR SALE OR LEASE
132-136 WEST 43d STREET

Near Broadway
62' 6" x 100' 5"

Eight story and basement, absolutely fireproof,

beautifully daylighted structure now available, and

approved by Municipal authorities.

FOR USE AS FILM EXCHANGE
Floor area 56,000 square feet.

Building has complete mechanical installation.

Very attractive proposition for

FILM EXCHANGE, EXECUTIVE OFFICES

This is an opportunity to house your entire

organization under one roof.

Possession December 1 , 1 920.

Apply your own broker,
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YOU PRODUCERS OF FILMS
STUDY the map on the opposite page carefully and you will find

that no other city, outside Los Angeles and New York, is better
situated and offers more locations, or is within easier reach of more
locations than the city of Jacksonville, Florida. If so let us reason
together and make deductions

:

Is it not the truth that
More or less all producers must go west
or south for winter and spring work.

that
Los Angeles now has more producing companies than is good for the industry and also

good for the city: Practically speaking you have overrun and overshot the town. Too
much of even a good thing is too much and you know it.

that
The industry is growing and you must branch out to another center
and that center is bound to be the south.

that
A producing center 30 hours from New York is more convenient and
far less expensive than one a 100 hours away.

that
As long as New York will be the film market of the country and all

the producing cannot be done there owing to climatic conditions and scenery the
closer you establish such an additional center of production the better for the industry.

that

If you could step off the Florida and New York Special one day after

you boarded said train in the Pennsylvania Station, land your company in a
studio with the equipment of a Universal City or a Brunton Plant, hang around a few days to see

them started, then get back to Broadway, all within a week, would this be more convenient and
would it be a saving Li time and maney ?

that

If you could own a certain unit of such a plant, or own stock in it, or

owned a one-fourth or a one-third or a half interest, would it pay you to have
winter headquarters there and send your company down ?

IS NOT SUCH A PLANT BADLY NEEDED BY NORTHERN PRODUCERS AND THERE
BEING NO COMPETITION, AS IN THE WEST, WOULD NOT SUCH AN ESTAB-

LISHMENT BE A GOOD INVESTMENT ALL ROUND? ? ? ? ? ?

JACKSONVILLE stands ready to cooperate financially and otherwise with reputable producers to build

such a plant. A body of five men composed of Jacksonville's foremost citizens have taken their coats

off and are working like Trojans at this end of the line to put this thing over. These men have worked up

enthusiasm here, but they need the co-operation of the Producers to make such a cooperative plant a success.

Write Us What
Personnel oj Committee

MAYOR MARTIN. Mayor of Jacksonville

II. B. IIOYT, President, Jacksonville (las Co.

HDW. COHEN, V-I'rks. Cohen Bros. Department Store

H. J. KM'TIIO. Prominent Architect and Studio Owxkr
XV. R. CARTER, Newspaper Publisher, Ctto-rman

You Think About It

MOTION PICTURE COMMITTEE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
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JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

IS THE LOGICAL PLACE FOR

SOUTHERN HEADQUARTERS

FOR PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES

WHY
"Jacksonville, the Third Motion Picture Producing Center"

AROUND
JACKSONVILLE
WHITE SAND BEACHES FAR MORE
ATTRACTIVE THAN NORTHERN
BEACHES. SEASHORE BUNGALOWS,
HOTELS WITH AMUSEMENT FEA-
TURES.

LARGE OAKS, PINE FORESTS, PALM
HAMMOCKS, NILE RIVER SCENES
WITH AFRICAN DESERT, CAVES, JUN-
GLE, HILLY AND FLAT FARM LAND,
ORANGE GROVES, WATER MILLS,
FALLS, LIGHTHOUSE, NORTHERN
FARMS, SOUTHERN PLANTATIONS,
MOUNTAIN MOONSHINE AND NEW
ENGLAND FISHING VILLAGES.

NO MOUNTAINS—BUT HIGH
AND WOODED FOOT-HILLS.

JAPANESE, CHINESE. ITALIANS,
GREEKS, SPANIARDS, CUBANS, MOON-
SHINERS, LUMBER-JACKS, COWBOYS,
FISHERMEN, SOLDIERS, BIG LEAGUE
BASE-BALL TEAMS.

ONE NIGHT'S RIDE FROM JACKSON-
VILLE TO MIAMI, PALM-BEACH, OR
KEY WEST, OR TO MOUNTAINS IN
GEORGIA, OR MOUNTAINS NEAR
ASH V 1 LLE, in. C.

ONE NIGHT AND A DAY TO CUBA.
TWO NIGHTS AND A DAY TO JAMAICA.

JACKSONVILLE
OFFERS:

SHORTEST ROUTE FROM NEW YORK.
3U HOURS TO JACKSONVILLE;
108 HOURS TO LOS ANGELES.

CLEAR CUT LIGHT. 272 DAYS OF SUN-
LIGHT, AVERAGE DURING YEAR, TWO
INTERIOR STUDIOS FOR DARK DAYS.

NO SNOW NOR ICE.

HANDSOME HOMES OF EVERY ARCHI-
TECTURE WITH SPACIOUS GROUNDS,
GRASS AND TREES, GREEN IN WIN-
TER. BLOOMING FLOWERS.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS, SKY-
SCRAPERS, MODERN DEPOT, FACTO-
RIES CHJRCHES. CLUBS, TENE-
MENTS AND ALLEYS.

GOOD ROADS BORDERED BY FINE
SCENERY, GOLF LINKS, COUNTRY
AND YACHT CLUBS, ZOO. CITY PARKS,
WINTER QUARTERS FOR CARNIVALS,
ANIMAL SHOWS, AND CIRCUSES.

DOCKS, R. R. SHOPS, SHIP YARDS,
ARMY CAMP, PULLMAN & OBSERVA-
TION TRAINS.

NORTHERN SMALL TOWN
DENCES AND ATMOSPHERE.

RESI-

STEAMSHIPS, RIVER BOATS, SIDE-
WHEELERS, MILLIONAIRE YACHTS,MOTOR BOATS, SAILING BOATS,SCHOONERS, HOUSE BOATS,
LAUNCHES, DUGOUTS, CANOES.

FURNITURE "PROP
OND-HAND STORES.

HOUSES, SEC-

SOCIETY RIDING SCHOOL, THOR-
OUGH-BRED HORSES, AND FOX HUNT-
ERS, OCEAN, LAKES, RIVERS, PONDS,
CREEKS, SPRINGS.

FULL FORCE OF MINOR CHARACTERS.
COMEDIANS, CAMERAMEN, ASSISTANT
DIRECTORS. STAGE CARPENTERS, 2000
EXTRAS, HOTEL AND CABARET LIFE
SECOND TO NONE.

CO-OPERATION BY PRESS AND CHAM-
BER OF COMMERCE.

UP-TO-DATE STORES.
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A Plea for Economy

€[ This is addressed, principally, to the film advertising and executive

offices in New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago.

^ Will you kindly cooperate with us to see that no copies of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS received at your offices are wasted?

Cjf Publishing costs are such (and they are still mounting) that each copy

of the " NEWS " costs as much or more than the book you buy at retail

<a) $1.50 or $2.00. The copy should be regarded in the light of this

value. The publication is for business and office use only. Will you

kindly reduce your order to absolutely necessary copies?

€][ We ask this in your interest as well as our own.

€| In order to hold down advertising rates we are continuing to eliminate

every bit of waste from a circulation where normal growth is fast.

IJ Our run last week of 11,875 copies contained over 10,675 paid subscrip-

tions (by far the largest in the field) and only 195 copies on newsstand.

Subscriptions are mounting. We are down to the point of saving any

copies you do not need.

€J Will you kindly help us?

€J Thank you.
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THE EXHIBITOR NOT TO BE TRUSTED!!
The above assertion was made to me by one of the prominent Executives of one of

" The Leading Producers and Distributors " of the industry, he furthermore went on to state:

—

44
Kelly, you're crazy, your free Distribution Plan will cost you over a Million Dollars, and

even if you have the greatest Productions in the world, every exhibitor whom you serve on

Free Distribution will " Quit you Cold" when the FIVE WEEKS FREE SERVICE is

over. They are all crooked and simply desire to take advantage of you, and then laugh at you.

We have over a Million Dollars up on deposits, and if it were not for these deposits moneys,

nve would be broke, unless you DEMAND advance deposits, you'll never get over, as the

exhibitors won't pay their honest debts unless you MAKE THEM by demanding payments

in advance."

My Friends the Exhibitors of the United States—WE BELIEVE YOU ARE SQUARE!!!

You can imagine a statement of this kind coming from a man who has been depending upon
the exhibitor, for many years, for his livelihood, and why? You also can realize that you
have been paying your good money out for many years to men, who honestly believe that you are

NOT HONEST, do you realize that you have been financing and supporting these men with
Advance Deposits. It is a crime to think that our Great Industry, one of the largest in existence,

whose Government Report last year showed an income of nearly EIGHT HUNDRED
MILLION DOLLARS should be governed and presided over by men who refuse to have
faith in their customers.

HOWEVER—
BETTER TIMES ARE COMING, AND WE'LL HELP YOU STAMP OUT THESE " HARD SHELLS "

of the "Old School " who do not believe in your integrity. Providing you will support us. (Not Financially.

We have $6,000,000.00 to lose in order to prove you are honest men, and are willing to pay your debts for PIC-
TURES you use), but you must support us Morally. Write us to-day and we'll tell you how you can do this.

We are going to make REAL PICTURES with STARS that will appeal to your patrons, we invite

suggestions, we are human beings and believe in the old adage of " Live and Jet live," the working force of this

company have had years of experience in knowing what the public wants, not only the public of N. Y. City but

the folks who live in Winchester, Idaho, Abeline, Tex. and Monroe, La. We have lived many years in " The
Sticks," we have owned our own shows in towns from 5,000 to 75,000 people, therefore WE KNOW JUST
WHAT WE ARE DOING!!!!!!

AN APOLOGY TO THE EXHIBITORS BY "SMILING JIMMY" KELLY
A slight apology is due to each and every one of our FOUR THOUSAND EXHIBITOR SUBSCRIBERS,
who have applied for and accepted our " FIVE WEEKS FREE SERVICE DEMONSTRATION " regard-
ing the time for our initial release, and my only excuse, which is a good one, is that we DO NOT INTEND TO
RELEASE ANYTHING until we are dead sure that it is ONE HUNDRED PER CENT PERFECT, there-

fore when we do announce to you fourteen days in advance of our first release, you will know that you are going
to have something that will " Open your Eyes.

"

Also we have signed up four new stars and are

hard at work on our comedy releases. We
will do our best to start releasing by December

ist. However no promises until we are positive.

Last Day of Awarding Free Service

November 25th, 1920
There is still a chance for reputable ex-

hibitors to take the opportunity of securing
our FIVE WEEKS FREE SERVICE
DISTRIBUTION. Drop us a line at once
with name of your city and theatre, and we
will send you full details. No hitch. No
strings attached. Simply using genuine busi-
ness ethics upon a bona fide and legitimate
proposition. We have 4000 exhibitors, we
want 5000.

WORLD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
JAMES B. KELLY, MGR. DIRECTOR SALES DEPT. 500 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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W. R. Vincent, Grand Theatre, Oconto Falls, Wis.
" This franchise proposition is the beginning of the

emancipation of the exhibitors. I feel that in taking out

a franchise I am dealing with men that will go more
than half way to make things right all along the line."

THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Hhere'Il be a Franchise eveiywhere

Real Life Drama of

HhHnRbKBHmBHMnBB
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John Arnold, W ashington Theatre, Sherman. Tex.

" We have run every picture First National has ever

made and made good on them. That's the reason why I

nan ted the franchise." AND THAT'S A REASON WHY

There'// be a Franchise everywhere

Tremendous Power!
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation

presents

An Allan Dwan Production

THE SCOFFER
By Val Cleveland

A theme so profound it touches the vitals of life.—Scenes so

gripping and action so tense and dramatic, the spectator is

held enthralled.—Characters, strong, vivid, clashing with a

mighty force.—Portrayed by an exceptional cast of star

actors.

Look over this List of Players

Mary Thurman James Kirkwood Philo McCullough

Rhea Mitchell John Burton Noah Beery

Eugenie Besserer Georgie Stone Bernard Durning
Ward Crane

Directed by Allan Dwan

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, lne.

729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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T. C. Weber, C. & M. Amusement Co., Marietta, O.

" / am fully convinced that your franchise proposition is

on the right road to the exhibitor's welfare. I want to

further express my confidence in the First National, and

we are going into this to make it a big success." THAT'S
THE REASON WHY

Mack Sennett
It's a Mack Sennett production, a big special feature in 5

parts.

It's something more than a slapstick.

The action is fast and furious, with fun for everyone.

But in addition there is a subtle comedy vein that lifts it way
above the ordinary slapstick.

It features those inimitable fun makers, Charles Murray,

Phyllis Haver and Marie Provost.

You have shown " Married Life." You know the fun in

that ; you know how it broke records.

This is a worthy successor.

It's a sure fire money getter.

Big Special S Part^Feature
Cinematographers, J. R. Lockwood and Perry Evans

Special photography by Fred Jackson, A.S.C.

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave.. New York City
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\F. J. McWilliams, Grand Theatre. Madison. W is.

" Your productions hold the house records for gross re-

ceipts as well as for the greatest net profits. It is a
pleasure to endorse your service in ei cry department. I

[consider the franchise the greatest single asset I could
[possibly obtain to insure a profitable business for the

future." THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Ihere'IJ be a Franchise even/wherg

presents

LOVE

HONOR M
and

BEHAVE
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Banishing Empty Seats

!

HE doctor who has more patients than he
A can properly attend to would do well to

go into partnership with an undertaker,—but

the exhibitor whose auditorium has far more seats

in it than he can keep filled is predestined to

associate himself with a lawyer who specializes

in bankruptcy proceedings!

The sad part of the matter is that those empty
seats do not depend upon the program that the

exhibitor selects. They depend upon the posters

that some one else selects for him. If such

posters prove to be mediocre ones the empty
seats increase. If they are RITCHEY posters

the empty seats vanish. In other words his ticket

sales depend more upon his posters than they do

upon his program. But he is always charged

for the best posters attainable. He gets the

best only when he gets RITCHEY posters. .

The RITCHEY poster is as fine a poster as it

is humanly possible to make. It is the finished

product of the greatest poster advertising experts

in the world. The one thing striven for by these

men is the creation of a genuine ticket-selling

poster. That such an end is attained is testified

to by the degree of the box office receipts that

they attain.

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406 W. 31st Street, New York Telephone Chelsea 8388
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The Editor's Viewpoint
On the Wrong Trail

WE have all due respect for Lord North-
cliffe as a great newspaper publisher.

We would have added respect if he un-

derstood motion pictures.

It has always seemed to us that big newspapers,

these days, could well afford to watch the evolution

of the motion picture with a very keen and liberal

mind. Most of them are so engaged we believe. It

is somewhat astounding to see the Northcliffe press

of London indulging in what must be construed as

"stunt" tactics, determinedly attacking American
pictures and exploiting British productions with what
any picture man must candidly say is large and false

praise.

May we remind the Xorthcliff press that the mak-
ing and selling of pictures is strictly an economic
matter. Newspaper propaganda, over-advertising,

etc., have little and only temporary effect upon the

laws of supply and demand.
If American pictures now being shown in Great

Britain are largely wrong— if, for instance, thev are

too old—the fault lies with the British rental system.

It has nothing to do with present American produc-
tion.

As to British pictures in America may we say

again that there is not—so far as we know—one indi-

vidual in the ranks of the entire American industry
who cares or even thinks about a picture's source so

far as a country is concerned. This market is wide
open. But it's a market—like any other market.
There's one and only one way to enter it and that is

with a supply of something for which a demand may
be created. That means good pictures plus good ad-
vertising—both good for this particular market.

That's all!

And the very same and simple law applies equally
to American pictures in the British market.

V 9

Signs of Getting Together
•WE are deeply pleased to note that the Ex-

hibitors' League and the National Asso-
ciation propose to work together hereafter

upon those large matters that concern the

welfare of the entire industry.

Among the excellent ideas out of which grew the

National Association of the Industrv was the belief

that it could bring together exhibitors, distributors

and producers to the end of solving their serious com-
mercial problems. The writer was one of those who
held the belief.

We have long since concluded that it was a theory

only-

There is no reason whatsoever, however, why the

three branches cannot unite, through their respective

committees, upon those non-commercial situations

which seriously concern the industry at large. We
refer to adverse legislation Americanization, etc.

There is every reason, on the other hand, why the

three branches should unite, and solidlv so, on these

highly important matters.

We- can neither protect nor promote the picture

and its industry except through that unity that speaks

with the voice of undivided power and interest.

It can be done, it must be done, and it now looks
as though it will be done. And the hope of it is

about the best sign we know of, of the industry's pres-
ent health and progress.

# # - *

Worth a Trial ?ASPECIAL representative of MOTION PIC-
TURE NEWS, now making an investigation of
exhibiting conditions in New England offers

the following scheme to eliminate the deposit
evil

:

Let the exhibitor's own bank be made his agent

—

to hold out of his account (while still paying interest

to him) such money as the distributor may demand
as a deposit.

Let the bank pass upon evidence as to fulfillment
of both sides of the contract.

Respectfully submitted.
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Snapshots
Around the Clock with JVm . A . Johnston

Jesse Lasky. Makes momentous an-

nouncement and jumps commuters' ex-

press to Los Angeles for three months' so-

journ. Famous Players-Lasky proposes

to make all-star pictures, using any or all

of Famous stars and selecting stars to fit

roles—and because they fit roles. Au-
thors, directors, playwrights, too, will

combine efforts in one huge stock com-
pany. Daring idea. Regarded as body
blow to star system. Takes resources.

Matter of fact Famous has been tilling soil

for this move for some tfme—at least

eighteen months. Witness the De Mille

productions—and their success. Witness
" The Miracle Man " and " Humoresque,"
non-star pictures. Witness George Mel-

ford's " Behold My Wife " at the Rivoli

and Rialto. The next Fitzmaurice picture

will be non-star. Looks like revolutionary

move. Influence of it cannot help but be
felt generally.

George K. Spoor. Who put the S
into and eliminated the A in Essanay. So
wealthy he doesn't have to work : but can't

quit—the film business, anyway. Here in

New York installing his automatic print-

ing machines at Famous Players-Lasky
Long Island City studios. Can't talk of

anything, however, but his new Binocular
Natural Vision pictures. Been working
eight years—six too many, he says—to

catch that elusive bird called " stereo-

scopic." Has caught and caged it ; but
doesn't call them stereoscopic, just natural

vision pictures. Test pictures all ready.

Soon to be shown. Pictures are startling-

ly different, says G. K. Big thing. Mak-
ing few more lens adjustments and then

—

watch for future announcement.

Gerome Brush. Eminent young sculp-

tor and artist. Luncheon with him at

Country Club where dignified graybeards
slap him on the back. Coming into film

business. Says it's the new medium of art

expression. Has plans, wonderful, and, he
says, commercially practical. Most strik-

ing conviction ever had that the picture of
today is a baby (new way of avoiding " in-

fancy " bromide).

William Fox. Met on golf links

—

going over the hills to the Clubhouse.
Likes to talk about " Over the Hill." Says
picture has so great a mission and is ful-

filling it so splendidly that he has ceased

to think of its commercial side. Is des-

tined to remind all children, young, mid-
dle-aged, old, of their mothers. Agree
with him. Believe this picture has the

greatest heart of all pictures ever made.
It will do more for mothers than all the

preachments, all the talk and printed mat-
ter ever consecrated to this greatest cause.

It will reflect brilliant credit upon the mo-
tion picture. But, Mr. Fox, we hate to see

that line in your New York advertising

which says that " Over the Hill " won't be
shown at neighborhood theatres till 1922.

We hope that won't be necessary. If the

motion picture is the proper vehicle of so

great a message then the motion picture

theatre is the proper place for it. And the

millions of us who might do more for our
mothers need the picture—badly—now.

Wm. Hughes Clarke. Investment man
of the higher type. Wants to know if

there's a place in the business for hard-

boiled dollars. Gave him hour's talk on
economics of industry. No change. Our
pet subject. Good type of man, Mr.
Clarke. May hear from him in the busi-

ness.

Dee Robinson. Of Peoria, 111. Man-
aging Director of Peoria's new theatre

beautiful, the Madison. Cost $500,000.
Also runs half dozen other picture houses
in Peoria. One of the few men who
started in Nickelodeon days and still keeps
ahead of the procession. Man we're proud
to call an old friend. Quiet, modest,
straight-from-the-shoulder type; not only
a showman but a business man. Solid,

substantial, successful.

C. Francis Jenkins. Picture in last

Sunday's New York Tribune. Shows C.

Francis in his own hydroplane, of which
he is pilot, fishing for perch midstream of

Potomac. Even shows fish caught—we
assume caught. Doesn't surprise us.

Wouldn't be surprised to see Mr. Jenkins
flyimg to Mars. Never saw him before,

however, without a projection machine.

A deal has just been completed where-
by Mack Sennett and A. H. Woods have
entered into an arrangement for Woods
to produce five musical productions, one
each year, which will be written by Mr.
Sennett. This was announced yesterday
by E. M. Ascher, Mr. Sennett's repre-
sentative, who has been in New York
for the past three months carrying on
negotiations with Mr. Woods. After the
Broadway presentations, the plays will
be filmed at the Sennett Studios and re-

leased through the Associated Producers.
The staging of the shows will be on an

elaborate scale, it is stated, and there will
be a book and appropriate music. Head-
line acts will also be injected into the
productions, and in all probability, the
scenes will be of a Los Angeles locale.
While the famous Sennett Bathing

Girls will not be a feature, a bevy of Cali-
fornia beauties will be brought on from
the Coast as a background.
The first of the series will be pre-

sented in the very near future, and Mr.
Woods leaves for the Coast within two
weeks to confer with Mr. Sennett.

You know C. Francis Jenkins. If not, you
don't know motion picture history. Jen-

kins of Armat—Jenkins patent, basic pat-

ent of all projection apparatus. Red-
headed Hoosier. Restless inventor—and
surprising combination—a keen business

man.

R. H. Cochrane. Pretty well estab-

lished as the best advertising man in tht

field—in addition to being Vice-Presiden
of Universal. Now an economist. Founc
big leaks—unnecessary wastage—in Uni-

versal laboratories at Fort Lee, whicf
print and develop 2,000,000 feet per week
Told the force he would give them 50 pei

cent of all they saved. Organized regulai

Congress, making foremen comprise Sen-

ate and the other workers a House of Rep
resentatives. Plan in effect some tim<

now. It works. Universal is saving cou
pie of thousand a week and employee
highly enthusiastic over their share.

Why not extend plan to Universal City

Mr. Cochrane? Why not to all studios

Got to cut down waste

—

this year.

Mark Klaw. Has always disliket

pictures. Now he's an enthusiast. Ha:
just purchased the American rights tc

" J'Accuse," a picture of French mak«
which has had big runs and much com
ment in London and Continental capitals

So we'll see "J'Accuse" on Broadway thi

winter. Shuberts, too, are greatly inter

ested in pictures—more so now than eve
before. May swing a couple of their fiv<

new theatres into long run picture the

atres. Looks like the gap between th>

stage and pictures is being rapidly bridgec

over. New York will see a lot of lonj

run pictures this season and, maybe, som
theatres devoted permanently to long rui

features.

John C. Freund. Publisher and ed
itor of Musical America and Musi
Trade. One of most commanding and in

teresting figures in New York. Delight

ful personality. Receives great musics
lights, including even Caruso, and geniall

lectures them, like school children. Grab
them by shoulders and tells them they'r

rotten—when they are. They like it. Won
der how our noble directors would tak

Mr. Freund's cold water cure. Got t

wondering how, many director friend

we'd have, if we were as blunt and sincen
Put the question to Mr. Freund—and gc

the best insight on art and its publishin

field that ever had. " Make 'em like it,

concluded Mr. Freund.
He is enthusiastic over our campaign o

the new music and the picture. Says he'

known right along that the picture theatr

is destined to be the concert theatre of th

future.
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Personalities

O ff - H a n d Introductions by Robert E . We I s h

Happy Golucky has secured an encore. Xot that
he deserved it— but Happy is too old in the show
yame to neglect even the applause of the ushers. In
other words, if it were not for our asxistants and
the office boys, where would Happy—and a lot of
us—ever get our chance to develop a swell headf
And, fust as every dog has his day, so should every
cranium have its opportunity to blow up. After
whicti Happy will burst forth as follows:

BOYS, give me one more week at this

page and I'll have the editor search-

ing around for another alibi for his salary

check. If he loses this "Personality"

hokum he'll be up against it. But he can't

blame me. I can't help being good.

Sometimes I'm too good. That's why
I lost my job with " Why Change Your
Nightie?"—that piece of four-ply junk

and reinforced Roquefort I told you
about last week. After I'd sold all the

country on that picture with the excep-

tion of forty-four states and two terri-

tories production stopped for lack of

funds.

We didn't have the price of the

nightie. And the leading lady refused to

work in a garment made up of notes from
the state right buyers. Said there were
too many holes in I. O. U.
Some awful cynics in this picture game.

I'm getting that way myself. Give me
thirty seconds in a kettle and I'll come
out as hard-boiled as Joe Dannenberg.
That's concrete. No yoke.

* * *

BUT I'm not going to spend all this

page talking about myself. It takes

too much effort to make the subject inter-

esting. Let's turn to something else.

Right on top of the editor's desk is a

ticket to Paterson, New Jersey, and an
invitation to the wedding of Marie Jo-
sephine Magennis to Charles Edward
Mover. Don't know who that Edward
guy is but if he's any relation to Charlie
Mover I'll say he has his nerve with him.

Imagine it ! Lots of us press agent
ginks have installed sweet little time-
clocks in our homes, but we committed
the crime before we entered the film

fracas. Now we're serving sentence. At
any rate, we can't be accused of malice
aforethought.

But Charlie steps in with his eyes wide
open.

I may save him, though. Next time I

pay up my back dues in the A. M. P. A.
I'm going to make a motion that the mar-
riage ritual for members be changed to

read, " Love, honor, obey—and smile
sweetly when hubby phones, ' Sorry,
dearie, I'll have to stay down town tonight
to see a picture in the projection room

;

print just arrived from the Coast; boss
wants to see it right away; yes, I know
he's an old crab and my raise is long over-
due, but you know how it is; no, I won't
get dinner, better put something in the
oven; right in our own projection room,

dearie; I won't have to wander a block

among the bright lights of Broadway

;

about ten-thirty or eleven
;
yes, yes, yes,

I'll come straight home.'
"

Wouldn't it help, boys? Honest,
wouldn't it ?

But here's good luck to Charlie, any-
way. From the heart, old top !

* * 4

NEXT on the editor's desk is a Gold-
wyn folder that blew in under two

cent postage. Must be good if it escaped
this waste-basket that keeps snapping at

my elbow. Guess I'll look it over. Maybe
they copped some of my stuff.

Say, it is a beaut ! If Betty Compson
isn't decorating every lobby frame in

America on the strength of that poster it's

simply because the laboratory fell down
on the piintf. It unfolds and unfolds and
unfolds— with a sales message on each
fold—and then a litho that takes your
bieath away.

I ain't highbrow enough to know many
of the fellows over in that Goldwyn shop,
but I'll say they're turning out corking-
work.
Making it harder every day for us saw-

dust eaters. Wonder if Ringling would
remember my name?

* * *

HERE'S a note from the editor rays I

got to mention Milt Hoffman. Just
got back from London, where he's
started the Famous Players' British stu-
dios off.

Shucks, I remember that guy when he
was with World Film. I remember that
guy when

Oh, rats, the editor says I'm forgetting
my job and talking too much like a press
agent. My make-up is O. K., but I'm
out of focus.

Well, the editor says he and all the rest
of the regular guys are glad to see Milt
back with the same old smile and no ac-
cent. He says that Milt has put through
so many man-sized jobs that we ought to

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN, who
was foremost among picture men
working for the election of Sena-
tor Harding to the presidency, was

quick to wire happily-worded congratu-
lations on receipt of news of the Repub-
lican landslide. His telegram follows:
George Christian
Secretary to Senator Harding
Marion, Ohio
The Harding and Coolidge Motion Pic-
ture Colony is very happy today because
the greatest of all producers, Uncle
Sam, has shown such splendid judgment
and foresight in signing for Miss Liberty
a most popular leading man for the next
four years.

C. C. PETTIJOHN.

keep our eyes open for a big surprise one
of these days. You are tipped.

" He and all the rest of the regular

guys." I suppose a feller must get to like

himself on this blue-pencil job.

He don't never show no signs of liking,

anybody else.

* * *

*r HIS job of confining your brilliance
* to one page was never meant for a
press agent. Here my space is almost
used up and this editor guy's note-book
has a dozen names in it yet.

He wants me to say something about
Walter Greene, who has announced his

new distributing company. And about
Harry Crandall's production plans.

Shucks, if I only had space enough I

could sell myself a job with one of those
ginks. But what can I do in a few
inches ?

Maybe they'll read this page, though,
and remember what good work I did on
" Why Change Your Nightie ? " Espe-
cially that tie-up with the chemise manu-
facturer which would have been great
stuff only all the buyers started complain-
ing they didn't want no costume pictures.

Anyhow, I'll say both those two fel-

lows, Greene and Crandall, would be
worth working for. Both white men
clear through, and one hundred per cent
alive. That Greene guy has been silent

so long he must have some whaling big
propositions up his sleeve.

As for Crandall. Say, the first time I

saw that little dynamo in the dinky office

over Crandall's theatre, Washington, I

says, " There's a guy who's too fast to

be a comer, he's a ' go-getter on his

way.'
"

I was trying to sell him a picture that
night. And he must be good.

Because he didn't buy.

* * *

r\ON'T know whether I told you that

I got a temporary job this week
after "Why Change Your Nightie?"
went to bed. I'm promoting a guy who's
got a brand new idea for a big state right

special.

He's gonna make a feature with a race
track scene in the first reel, an ice jam at

Hot Springs in the second, a county fair

in the third, a corset-fitting shop in the
fourth, a faith healer in the fifth and a
grand ball room in the sixth.

It looks sure-fire. We got nearly all

the money, too. I ought to make a million
next year. I'm all set. I told you I'd

put over a big one some day.

But if you should hear of something
good and fairly permanent you might let

me know. Course I ain't exactly inter-
ested just now. But you know how it is.
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Anti-Sunday Movie Fight

Opens in Oklahoma
The Protestant clergy of Oklahoma

City, representing the Ministerial Alliance,

placed its official stamp of disapproval on

Sunday movies at its last meeting. The

first gun in what promises to be a long

fight for existence on the part of Sunday

amusements was fired when the ministers

passed a formal resolution to inaugurate

a state-wide campaign against Sunday

movies and vaudeville shows and agreed

to present the question to all state denom-

inational conferences held this fall for in-

dorsement.

The ultimate aim of the ministers is to

prevail upon the state legislature to pass

a blue law, it was pointed out at the meet-

ing. In the meantime an effort will be

made to swing public opinion and senti-

ment in favor of such legislation, by get-

ting all ministers in the state to preach

against Sunday amusements to their con-

gregations.

Of those present, including representa-

tives from practically all other Protestant

denominations in the city, with one or two

exceptions, none objected to the passage

of the resolution.

The Oklahoma City theatre-owners is-

sued an invitation to meet the ministers

in establishing a blue Sunday in Okla-

homa City, and they stated that they had

no objections to closing on Sundays, pro-

vided they were not discriminated against.

Louis B. Mayer Announces
Production Plans

In a statement issued before his depar-

ture for Los Angeles, Louis B. Mayer

spoke briefly of his production plans and

announced that Anita Stewart will shortly

start work on " The Tornado " under the

direction of Edwin Carewe. Mr. Mayer
said

:

" My plans and special productions

which I have in view will positively as-

sure exhibitors of the highest grade pro-

ductions that brains and capital combined

can produce; and regardless of the fact

that my productions in the past have, as

I have been told by numerous exhibitors,

been very consistent, I feel highly elated

over what I will place on the market in

the future, as I am figuring on a common-
sense basis that the exhibitor who pre-

sents a Louis B. Mayer production can be

assured beforehand of his complete satis-

faction. I shall spare no expense to make
my productions the peer of all."

New Canadian Ad Man-
ager for Famous Players
A wire from Seattle, Wash,, announces

that Charles G. Branham has resigned as

manager of the Liberty theatre. He goes

to Toronto as manager of advertising and
publicity for the Famous Players-Lasky's

Canadian branch. He will establish his

office at the Canadian headquarters of the

Paramount organization in Toronto.
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Cassard Moves Up
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S. S. Cassard

Edward Earl, President of the Nich-

olas Power Company, announces the elec-

tion of S. S. Cassard to the vice-presi-

dency of that company, and this will be

good news to friends of Cassard in all

parts of the country.

Although Mr. Cassard is still a young
man, he is one of the veterans of the film

industry and has been with the Nicholas

Power Company for many years. He has

gone from department to department of

the Nicholas Power Company, and in each

position has won the approval of Mr. Earl,

with whom he had been associated prior

to his connection with the company.
Vice-President Cassard, who has been

very successful as sales manager, is still

" Dick " to his friends and business asso-

ciates, and the entire trade will be glad to

learn that he has again won a well de-

served promotion.

Kenneth Eagon Connected
with Pinnacle Pictures
Kenneth L. Eagon, formerly of Famous

Players, recently field sales representative

for Eddy Eckels Independent Films Asso-
ciation of Chicago, now is western sales

and exploitation director, scenario writer

and co-director of Pinnacle Productions
on the Pacific Coast, with headquarters at

the Pinnacle Studios, 6040 Sunset Boule-
vard, Hollywood, Calif. Pinnacle Pro-
ductions, Inc., comprise the Leo White
(Damphool Twin Comedies) and the Neal
Hart series of eight five-reel super spe-

cials.
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Music and the
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Harry Rice Resigns from
Universal Film Co.

Harry Rice has resigned his position

with Universal Film Company, the resig-

nation to take effect November 6th, after

a two years' connection with Mr. Laemm-
le's organization. Mr. Rice states that

while his relations with Universal have
been pleasant, he, for some time, has de-

sired to go into business for himself or to

become more closely associated with pro-
duction, and has resigned with that end in

view. He has several openings under con-
sideration but will make no decision until

later on as he feels he has a vacation com-
ing to him after working without intermis-

sion since he was fifteen years old.

Although a young man, Rice may be
classed as a veteran moving picture man,
as before joining the army he operated
several theatres in Chicago and was one
of the first eighteen operators in that city.

He was also secretary and vice-president

of the Arizona Film Company, which pro-
duced " Should She Obey ? " one of the
most successful pictures of that period.

During his connection with Universal he
originated and put over Universal Holiday
Season, one of the biggest selling suc-
cesses Universal has achieved. Univer-
sal^ Anniversary Season also was his idea.

Among the big exploitation campaigns
which he carried through with great suc-

cess was the national exploitation of " The
Great Air Robbery," which he followed
up by a strong campaign in the Central
West on his return from New York.

Arthur Brisbane Speaks
at A.M.P.A. Luncheon
Arthur Brisbane, editor of the New

York Evening Journal and the New York
American, was the guest of honor at the
regular Thursday luncheon of the Associ-
ated Motion Picture Advertisers, held Oc-
tober 28th, in New York.
Mr. Brisbane was introduced to the

members assembled by Bert Adler, chair-

man of the Speakers Committee of the
A. M. P. A. Mr. Brisbane responded to

a call from the vice-chairman, and spoke
at length regarding the possibilities of the
motion picture as a force to generate good
will.

Albany Office Publishes
"Paramount Pep"

The Albany exchange of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has just been
opened as " a new link in the Para-
mount chain." The announcement is made
in an attractive two-page circular, entitled
" Paramount Pep," which is dedicated
" to the Service of the Exhibitors " and
conveys in brief language just what the

Albany branch office proposes to do for

the service of the exhibitors in its terri-

tory. The circular is receiving wide dis-

tribution in the Albany zone under the

supervision of J. H. Seidelman, manager
of the Albany branch office.
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Exhibitor Organization Notes

California Showmen Unite

to Fight Sunday Closing
Forming a strong organization to suc-

cessfully combat attempts of reformers to

have Sunday closing of theatres made the

law in California, the amusement inter-

ests of the northern part of that state

have banded together in the " Allied

Amusement Industries of California," and

opened a suite of offices at 100 Golden

Gate Avenue, San Francisco.

The association is composed of all the

legitimate theatres, all vaudeville houses,

film exchanges and a large majority of the

motion picture theatres. Recent munic-

ipal and state legislation as well as Fed-

eral movements having as their object the

curtailment of the amusement industry

have resulted in the formation of this as-

sociation.

Miss Frances E. Magill, secretary, is in

charge at the newly opened offices. Irv-

ing Ackerman, of the Loew-Ackerman
and Harris circuit, is chairman and the

following comprise the executive advisory

board : Eugene H. Roth, Col. C. E. Bray,

Ralph Pincus and Ben H. Simpson. In

addition to Mr. Roth of the California

and Imperial theatres, Louis R. Greenfield

of the Kahn and Greenfield circuit, M. L.

Markowitz of the Strand theatre, L. R.

Crook, head of the Turner and Dahnken
circuit, and N. Herzog, an exhibitor, rep-

resent the picture theatres on the board.
Film exchange representatives on the
board are : Ben F. Simpson of Realart, H.
G. Rosebaum of Famous Players, aind

Sam Y. Edwards of First National.
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Detroit Association Re-
Elects Old Officers

At a meeting held last week by the De-

troit Theatre Managers Association, an

organization embracing the major theatres

of Detroit and including all dramatic,

vaudeville, burlesque and 8o per cent of

the motion picture houses of the city, the

old officers of the association were re-

elected in entirety. George W. Trendle,

secretary of the Kunsky Theatrical En-

terprises, operating the Madison, the

Adams and nine other theatres, was re-

elected president; Richard Lawrence,

manager of the Garrick, a dramatic

house, vice president and secretary, and

Charles Williams, manager of the Temple,

a vaudeville house, treasurer. It is noted

that the officers represent three distinct

lines of theatrical amusement. The or-

ganization, one of the strongest of its kind

in the United States, has grown to its

present size from a nucleus of some four

or five theatres. Mr. Trendle, at the time

of his first election to the office he now
holds, succeeded the well known Detroit

and New York theatrical producer, B. C.

Whitney.
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Engelman in New York
W. H. Engelman, sales manager of the

Showmore Film Company, Chicago, is in

New York this week and visited Motion
Picture News office to tell of his organi-
zation's plans along educational and in-

dustrial lines.

No. Carolina Changes Date
of Mid- Winter Meeting
The date of the mid-winter meeting of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

North Carolina has been changed from
December 13-14-15 to December 5-6-7 at

the Selwyn Hotel, Charlotte, N. C. The
convention will meet informally at eight

o'clock on the night of December 5th, and
the first business meeting will be held on
Monday morning. It will remain in ses-

sion until Tuesday night, when the ex-

hibitors will leave on a special train for

Atlanta to attend the Southern Exposition

of the Motion Picture Industry.

The change is said to have been made
to accommodate the exhibitors of the state

as well as the actors and actresses who are

expected to stop over en route to Atlanta.

A wire from the Coast office of the
Dial Film Company announces that T.
Hayes Hunter has been engaged under
contract to direct future productions
made under the auspices of the Dial
Film Company. Mr. Hunter's signature
was obtained, it is stated, in the face of
keen competition for his services by
other producers. E. P. Hunziker, of
Dial Film, closed negotiations for Hun-
ter's services last month.
His initial production under the new

contract will be an adaptation of Irving
Bacheller's " Light in the Clearing."
Some of the past pictures which Mr.
Hunter directed are " Earthbound,"
"The Border Legion," "Desert Gold"
and "The Cup of Fury."

Here's what G. A. Cross, of the Legiti-

mate Theatre Corporation, Battle Creek,

Mich., has to say about the service that

the News renders:
" Gentlemen:

" There are two features in your pub-
lication which we want to compliment
you upon. They are—What the Big

Houses Say and Exhibitors' Own Box
Office Report These we find very bene-

ficial and we hope that you will realize

the benefit to the exhibitor and continue
them both indefinitely."

And, adds Mr. Cross in a postscript:
" I don't mean by any means that the

other features are not fine; they are,

indeed."

George W. Trendle, Secretary and General Manager of

J. H. Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises. Detroit, Mich.

Break in Michigan Organ'
ization Appears Likely
A break in the ranks of the Michigan

Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association

appears to be pending- with the formation

of the Independent Exhibitors' Associa-

tion. About twenty-five Detroit exhib-

itors, mostly owners of small theatres, are

in the new organization, with John Cut-
ler, of the Lakewood theatre, president

and Wally Baker, of the Jefferson theatre,

secretary. The cause of the formation of
the new association is their objection to

the larger state one which, they claim, is

dominated by larger exhibitors who are
financially interested in one of the dis-

tributing exchanges.
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Governor Sproul Denies Film "Slush Fund"
Rebukes Minister for Alleged Utterances About

Reason for Changes in Censor Board

A CLEAN bill of health was given to

the motion-picture interests of the

country by no less an authority

than Governor Sproul, of Pennsylvania,

who not only denied the charge of a Phil-

adelphia clergyman that they had contrib-

uted to the Republican campaign " slush
"

fund in consideration of the recent re-

moval of Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer as a

voting member of the Pennsylvania Board
of Motion Picture Censors, but also de-

clared that they had in no way whatsoever
influenced the change.

The Governor gave out a long and care-

fully prepared answer to a statement at-

tributed to the Rev. Dr. Carl E. Grammer,
rector of St. Stephens' Episcopal Church,
Philadelphia, and formerly president of

the Interchurch Federation, in which the

clergyman had been quoted as saying in

effect that motion-picture manufacturers

had made some large contributions to a

campaign fund in consideration of the
" shelving " of Dr. Oberholtzer.

The Governor made a sweeping denial

of the charge and sharply rebuked the

clergyman for his alleged utterance.

The clergyman, subsequent to the first

statement attributed to him and prior to

the statement issued by the governor, said

that he did not make the charge " that

money was paid into a slush fund to se-

cure this action of the Governor in remov-
ing Dr. Oberholtzer, but that what I did

-say was that the Governor must have
made this fatal change for some reason
moved by some weighty consideration, and
that they certainly were not moral con-
siderations. I will add that they must be

considerations of party welfare rather

than of common weal. A party worker is

being rewarded."
The facts of the situation are that .Dr.

Oberholtzer, who had generally been re-

garded as the one of the three members
of the Pennsylvania Censorship Board
whose rigid rulings have been responsible

for wholesale cut-outs from films exhibit-

ed in this state, to what the manufacturers
regard as the great detriment of many pic-

tures, was transferred from the position

of secretary of the board at a salary of

$2,400 to a newly created post of director

at $3,000, with no power to vote on the

rejection or retention of a film or part of a

film. His successor as the third member
of the board, with voting power, is Henry
Starr Richardson, who has been active in

Philadelphia Republican politics and was
formerly one of the Philadelphia county
commissioners.

The text of Governor Sprout's reply, in

which he rebuked the Rev. Dr. Grammer
for his utterance is as follows

:

" While it is not always wise nor in good
taste to encourage that peculiar form of

mental perversion which finds enjoyment
in sensat : onal publicity, the statements

published yesterday as having been made
by Carl E. Grammer, said to be a minister

of the gospel in Philadelphia, should re-

ceive attention because of the harm which
might otherwise be done to the important
activity of that branch of the state gov-
ernment which is attacked, the motion-
picture censorship.

" In challenging these statements, I say
positively that the changes made in the

Board of Motion-Picture Censors were
not suggested by any politicians or any
moving picture interest, and so far as

I know, no one connected with either pol-

itics or the film business even knew that I

was considering placing Henry Starr
Richardson upon the board.

" His appointment, I am sure, came as

a surprise to all of them. The organiza-
tion of the bureau was changed by me in

accordance with plans I have had in mind
for several months, looking toward devel-
oping its work and meeting the increased
demand for its service. In line with this

purpose, Dr. Oberholtzer was placed in an
executive position where his particular ex-
perience and capacity could be most use-
ful.

" Regarding the insinuations that any
contributions to the State Republican or-

ganization from film interests or others
had never heard of any such contributions
nor would I countenance any such influ-

ences. I am informed by officers of the
state executive committee that no contri-

but :ons have been received or offered from
such sources and none have been solicited.

No such factor has entered into the con-
sideration of any appointment which I

have ever made, nor will such be the case
during my administration."

Supplementary to Governor Sprout's
statement, another brief one was issued by
Charles Johnson, of Norristown, treasurer
of the Republican State Committee, in

which he said that, so far as he knew, the
motion-picture exhibitors and producers
have not contributed one cent to the Re-
publican State campaign fund.

J. A, Quinn Addresses M.P. T.Ass'n Meeting
Makes Plea for Plan of Reconstruction for

Industry; Asks Support of Press

WITH representatives of many
prominent organizations of the

country in attendance, a meeting
of the Motion Picture Theatrical Associ-

ation of the World was held recently, at

which President J. A. Quinn, just back
from a four months' tour of the country,

reported the results of his nation-wide in-

vestigation. A plan for the stabilization

of general conditions in the motion-picture

industry was also discussed. One of the

most striking features of Mr. Quinn's ad-

dress was his assertion that it is almost

.unanimously the opinion of the public and
the press throughout the nation that a

house-cleaning campaign is necessary in

the motion-picture business.

On every side, declared Mr. Quinn, the

same opinion prevails that the majority of

pictures are tiresome, meaningless, lack

sincerity, and that the only thing that is

worth while, as a general rule, is the mu-

sic and current events.

It is also the consensus of opinion, ac-

according to Mr. Quinn, that there was a

better and more pleasing program from a

motion picture standpoint, especially for

the family, in the days of the one and two
reel Biograph, Vitagraph, etc., with the

admission from five to twenty cents, than

is being served up today at twenty cents to

one dollar.

Mr. Quinn stated that after very careful

investigation of conditions in the studios,

particularly in Los Angeles, and after con-

ferences with leaders in all branches of the

industry, numerous large and smaller ex-

hibitors, directors and cameramen, he has

concluded that the chief trouble in the in-

dustry can be summed up in these words,
" complete lack of get together co-opera-

tive spirit."
" We visited Jesse L. Lasky, the first

man in the industry to pledge his support,

and he assured us that he would be glad

to see an organization developed that

would help remove some of the chaotic

conditions," said Mr. Quinn. " Mr. Lasky
stated that very little respect was paid to

contracts by performers in many cases,

and that when they took a notion to leave

they would just lay down on their work
or coolly walk out and other producers
were ready with open arms to receive

them at their own price.

" Hiram Abrams, president of the

United Artists, expressed himself as

strongly in favor of ' clean, wholesome en-

tertainment,' and declared that figuring it

out purely from the experience and view-

point of a film salesman he could make
more money with this class of material

than any other. He indorsed the M. P. T.

plan and gave his signed pledge of sup-

port."
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Universal May Produce in Germany,
States President Laemmle

Universal Chief, Returning from Europe, Tells Conditions Abroac

CARL LAEMMLE, president of Uni-

versal, who arrived in New York on

October 30th, after a four months'

tour of Europe, in a recent interview an-

nounced that Universal will extend its pro-

ducing activities to Germany rather than

abandon its business entirely in that coun-

try. This is made necessary by the laws

of Germany, which forbid the importation

of American product into that country.

Details of his plans were not revealed.

Mr. Laemmle sees the supremacy of the

American picture abroad for some time to

come. " We are ahead of them—and far

ahead of them at that," said the Universal

chief. In stories some of the British

producers seem to be falling down. Why
this is so is hard to state. They have ex-

cellent novelists, but it appears that in

adapting their stories to the screen the

English do not make a gripping, constantly

moving photoplay, such as our American
audiences demand.

" Another thing," continued Mr. Laem-
mle, " which I believe will keep the British

producer from making rapid gains on us

is the lack of stern competion in England.

Here in America it is a matter of fighting

to the utmost to produce the best pictures

or go out of business. Competition is so

keen that a producer must put every ounce
of energy and every bit of brain matter in

his organization into making good audi-

ence pictures if he is to survive in Amer-
ica. It is this that Universal is doing."

In England, Mr. Laemmle stated, it is

different. Competition is not kept up to a

high pitch. He found business in England
in fine condition and prophesied a splendid

future for the motion picture industry in

that country, despite the fact that the lack

of sufficient theatres is acute. Great Brit-

ain, Germany and France are all in need of

more theatres, said Mr. Laemmle. Hous-
ing conditions in Germany and England he
described as so severe that theatre build-

ing at present is impossible. As an exam-
ple of the oversupply of pictures in Eng-
land, Mr. Laemmle pointed out that Uni-
versal pictures now being shown in this

country would be obliged to wait at least a
full year before being screened for the
British public.

While abroad Mr. Laemmle signed a big
contract with the Film Booking Offices,

Ltd., of London, who will handle the en-
tire Universal output in Great Britain.

The president expressed himself as entire-

ly satisfactory with the results so far ob-
tained from this arrangement, and stated
that the Film Booking Office had done
even better than was anticipated.

The public of all the countries visited

were found by Mr. Laemmle to prefer
American pictures. " I am making a con-
servative estimate," he said, " when I

Complete figures from the Internal Rev-
enue Department for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1920, have just been obtained
by the Washington Bureau of the
National Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry.
Uncle Sam received $76,733,647.32 for

admission taxes, an increase of more than
50 per cent over 1919. While this amount
includes a revenue derived from admis-
sions to all forms of amusements, the
greater portion comes from the motion
picture theatres.
The Government received $4,381,276.31

from the 5 per cent rental tax on positive

motion picture films. For the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1919, the amount col-

lected was only $273,005.24. This amount,
however, does not include a full year, as
the tax did not become operative until
near the end of the fiscal year.

The Government also received $1,946,-

337.29 from special taxes from theatres,
museums, etc.

According to statements given out at

Washington during the past week the
matter of taxes will not be taken up at
the special session of Congress which
begins in December.

claim that five American pictures are

shown to every foreign made picture in

the countries I visited."

On his return from abroad Mr. Laem-
mle was royally welcomed home by a large

delegation of Universal employes, who had
assembled at the Cunard pier from the

Universal home office, the Fort Lee fac-

tory and from other nearby Universal
branches.

Armed with pennants, banners, confetti,

horns and other noise making devices, and
headed by a large band, the Universalites

stormed the Cunard Line pier and almost
raised the roof when the diminutive film

magnate walked down the gangway.
On the street the Universal head found

another surprise awaiting him. He saw a
long line of automobiles and sightseeing

buses drawn up bearing Universal banners
and placards reading " Welcome—Carl

Laemmle." Mr. Laemmle was escorted

to the leading automobile, his employes
dashed for the others, a cordon of mount-
ed policemen wheeled into place at the

head of the column and there began a
novel and noisy demonstration.

Few film officials ever have been the

recipient of such a spontaneous demon-
stration in New York City. It was ar-

ranged by the employes at the last minute.
Police permission to parade Mr. Laemmle
from the pier to his office was being ob-

tained even while the Aquitania was being
warped into her berth. Chief Inspector
Thore, of the New York Police Depart-
ment, assigned Sergeant Day and a detail

of mounted men from Traffic Squad "B "

to steer the parade through the crowdec

streets.

Across Fourteenth street to Unior

Square and up Broadway to the Meca
Building at Forty-eighth street the pro

cession speeded. The Seventy-First Reg
iment Band in the leading bus regalec

Broadway with "Hail! Hail! Th<

Gang's All Here !
" and other lively tunes

Broadway craned its neck.

The home-coming official received an

other ovation from his employes when h<

arrived at 1600 Broadway. They pile*

out of their buses and held him up at th

door of the Mecca Building until the

could give him a final round of cheers

Mr. Laemmle was accompanied fron

Europe by his children, Rosabelle an<

Julius ;
by his brother, Louis Laemmle, o

Chicago, and family
;
by a nephew, Juliu

Bernheim, of Kansas City, and by Mrs
Maurice Fleckles, wife of the well knowi
Chicago film man.

Mr. Laemmle was met at Quarantine b

Mr. R. H. Cochrane, vice-president

Universal, who made a special trip dow
New York Bay in the revenue cutter t<

meet his returning chief. Waiting at th

pier with the five hundred employees wer
other Universal officials and departme
heads, including Abe Stern, treasurer

;

M. Berman, general manager of ex
changes ; P. D. Cochrane, exploitatio

chief; George Kann, export manage
Paul Gulick, publicity chief; E. H. Gol
stem, assistant to the president ; E.

Smith, division sales manager; Charle
Rosenzweig, sales manager of the Big
Exchange, and George Uffner, of the Uni
versal Industrial Department. Mauri
Fleckles and James C. Bradford als

joined the group at the pier.

A few days after Mr. Laemmle arrive

in London in July, on his way to the C01

tinent, he was the guest of honor at

large dinner given by officials of the F. ]

O. and attended by leading British fil

and newspaper men. Just before sailin

for home he was the recipient of a simil

dinner, given in his honor by Sir Edwar
Hulton, a prominent British journali

and moving picture magnate. More tha

two hundred persons attended the affai

Despite his large party, at times foui

teen persons, Mr. Laemmle experience!

little difficulty in traveling over the CoijM
tinent, other than the usual passport delayH
and inconveniences. He visited seveH
countries. Although the United Statdfl
and -Germany still are at war, on papeB
the German Foreign Department placep
a sleeping car at his disposal during poi
tions of his trip through that country aft

he had been unable to obtain other acco
modations. This courtesy would ha
been exceptional even in peace times.
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Censorship Agitation Starting in Nebraska
Club Women Begin Cannonade Against "Movies":

Film Men Ready for Fight

WAR on undesirable motion pictures

in Nebraska is declared.

The cudgel against the " movie "

was taken up last week at the state con-

vention of the Nebraska Federation of

Women's Clubs in session at Fremont,
Neb., and also by the attending delegates

to the American Humane Association con-

vention at Omaha.

Mrs. Bertha Miller, speaking at a ses-

sion of the Women's Club delegates at

Fremont, popped the first gun. She had
a legislative bill already prepared which
she presented for the approval of the con-

vention.

The proposed bill is titled :
" A bill for

an act to provide for the inspection of

motion picture films, creating a board for

the purpose of making such inspection and
providing that no motion pictures shall be
shown until they have been endorsed by
said board, and to provide penalties for

the violation of this act."

This measure will probably be presented

at the next session of the state legislature,

the delegates announced.

But prominent film men have not been
idle in that regard, and action has al-

ready started among them to offset any
possible attempt at state censorship.

The . body of the proposed bill pro-

vides that the governor shall appoint an
endorsers' board of five, not less than two
of whom shall be men.

" The proposed bill will not provide

censorship," Mrs. Miller declared. " It

will be an endorsers' board. No films re-

jected by the board could be shown in the

state. There would be no publicity given

undesirable pictures."

Film men construe this to be " a blind,

in the form of a strict censorship bill,"

such as was badly defeated at the last ses-

sion of the Nebraska state legislature.

Even the American Humane Associa-

tion, in session at Omaha, switched clear

off the track of their alleged operations

for mankind and animals when R. C. Cra-

ven, manager of the Boston Rescue
League, read a pamphlet on " Movies,
Their Humane and Moral Influence."

" Movies of today handle too many
moral problems which should be called

immoral problems," he read. " The vam-
pire too often outshines the virgin, aided
by the modiste who should be called the
immodiste.

" We see fifty-nine minutes of immor-
ality in an eternal triangle and only one
minute is spent at the last when virtue and
the wronged wife win."

Mr. Craven also devoted some time to
discussing the " gun man " pictures on the
screen. According to his doctrine against
the movies, he would force producers to
dispense with scenes when horses jump
over precipices to death, where dogs are
starved for days to force them to show
fight before the camera man and other al-

leged acts of cruelty to animals used for
screen purposes."

Mr. Craven recommended government
censorship.

First NationalHolds (<Get Together

'

9Meeting
One Hundred Exhibitors and Editors Discuss

Co-Operation in New Haven

AN event that is expected to have
an important effect upon the ex-

hibiting of motion pictures in Con-
necticut was a " get-together " dinner and
entertainment held in New Haven and at-

tended by some one hundred exhibitors

and newspaper editors from every part of
Lhe state. The matter of publicity and the

closer co-operation between motion picture

theatres and newspapers was discussed at

length, and those attending were enabled
to get a better understanding of local state

conditions surrounding the advertising and
publicizing of motion picture productions.
The affair was arranged by Associated

First National Pictures of New England,
and Col. C. W. Pickett, managing editor of
the New Haven Times-Leader, co-oper-
ated in extending the invitations to the
newspaper men of the state to be present.

W. E. Spragg, general manager of Asso-
ciated First National Pictures of New
England, presided at the dinner, which
.vas held at the Hotel Taft, in New Haven,
Tuesday last.

Mr. Spragg, as toastmaster, devoted his

remarks to the explanation and reasons
Dack of the granting of franchises to ex-
libitors in Associated First National Pic-
:ures, Inc. He said that the plan was a
torm of insurance for the independent
exhibitor of perpetual protection from
monied interests seeking to control the ex-
hibiting of pictures throughout the coun-
try. He declared that a monopoly was

not only fraught with grave danger to the

exhibitor who owned his theatre but

would result in disappointment to the pub-
lic through the standardizing of motion
pictures, which must inevitably result in

the lowering of productive standards.

Col. Pickett in his remarks noted that

the motion picture industry assuredly did

fill a large place with the public and that

it deserved to, inasmuch as it made " two
laughs grow where only a grouch flour-

ished before." He said that success can
come only from an honest foundation and
felt sure that through mutual co-operation

the two lines of business represented at the

dinner could prosper and at the same time

perform a big public service.

The pledge that Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc., would always stand

for fair treatment and high standards of

production was given hy C. L. Yearsley,

director of adverti.-ir.g and publicity for

the distributing •-rncern.

V. P. Tnie, of the Standard theatre,

Hartford, discussed relations between the

press and exhibitors, in regard to Hart-
ford, he declared that the co-operation was
not all that it might be, and that he felt

sure that more interest in the one on the

part of the other would result in better

publicity for the exhibitor, and matter
which would prove of interest to news-
paper readers because of the wide interest

in motion pictures on the part of the pub-
lic. Horace Judge, of the publicity de-

partment of Associated First National

Pictures, also spoke.

Among those present were : C. Fred-
erick, house manager of the Olympic; W.
C. Sharp, Seymour

;
George C. Woodruff,

Litchfield ; Horace Judge and C. L. Years-
ley, of the New York offices of the Asso-
ciated First National Pictures ; Col. C. W.
Pickett; Col. N. G. Osborn ; W. A. True,
Hartford; George Goett, New York; Mr.
and Mrs. C. H. Scholey, Guilford; B. Si-

mon, Louis Cappolo, White City theatre

;

Harry F. Stafford, White Way theatre ; Is-

rael Gordon, Irwin Wheeler. Charles E.
Carey, Herbert N. French, Samuel Camp-
ner, M. H. Keleber, Miss Elizabeth S. Ste-

venson, Sidney R. Diamond. Anna M.
Burdick, George W. Hopkins, C. S. Eddy,
Dorothy Ashford, A. S. Shapiro, John J.

Gentile, Paul Barnett, W. W. Barry, Wil-
liam H. Avis, George W. Stehner, E. P.

Lyon, R. T. Bulkley, W. H. Hanscom,
Martin A. Hoanue ; Edward S. Hine, of
Bridgeport ; C. L. Martin, Gorton Carruth,
Mrs. E. Robert Stevenson, Herbert G.
Nichols, Mollie Cullen, E. Robert Steven-
son, of Waterbury ; Marie P. LaVoie,
Baltimore ; L. Seibert and Howard L. Sei-

bert, East Hampton ; S. Carl Fischer,

Litchfield ; M. J. Goode, Stratford Times

;

J. R. Bolton, Seymore Record ; Morris
Pouzznet, New London ; John G. Beckley,

J. F. Weyand, Harrison Haines, T. W.
Walsh. Hartford; S. Schlenger, H.
Browning, Fred N. Smith, Middletown.
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Greene Forms Distributing Organ-
ization for Producers

Walgreene Film Corp. to Distribute 12 Productions Yearly
WALTER E. GREENE, formerly

vice-president and managing di-

rector of distribution of the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Corporation, an-

nounced this week that he had completed
all the details for his own distributing or-

ganization for the sale and distribution of

special productions of individual produc-

ers. Mr. Greene's new organization will

be known as the Walgreene Film Corpora-
tion.

Mr. Greene staled that his organization

would handle for outright sale of nega-

tives or for distribution on percentage ar-

rangements the special productions of in-

dependent producers, and that his organ-
ization would operate in the American
market through the recognized distribut-

ing channels of present distributing organ-
izations, with all sales, however, under his

personal supervision, thereby offering to

the individual producer a sales organiza-

tion that will be eminently fitted to secure
for worthy productions the widest possible

distribution. In the foreign field he stated

he will be adequately represented through
his present affiliations with foreign dis-

tributors and that arrangements were be-
ing completed now for additional repre-
sentation in every country in the world.

" Every individual producer who is

seeking a market for his product," Mr.
Greene stated, " will find in our organiza-
tion precisely the distribution that he has
been looking for, consisting of intensive
sales campaigns, elaborate exploitation and
publicity on each and every production,
together with unapproachable methods for
the proper conduct of their business.

" Our organization has been founded on
such broad lines that it will be possible for
us to act at all times as the producer's rep-
resentative from everv angle of the indus-
try.

" Our first year's output will consist of a
minimum of twelve pictures, some of
which are already completed and others
in their initial stages of production. Even-
picture will be of the highest quality,
adapted for the screen from the works of
well-known authors and dramatists—both
native and foreign."

Announcement was also made from Mr.
Greene's office that he contemplates mak-
ing a series of special productions. For
this purpose he has secured the services
of Langdon McCormack, the author of
" The Storm," one of the hits of the recent
Broadway season, for a scenario person-
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Walter E. Greene

ally written by the author a:^.d based upon
one of his well-know n stage successes.
The productions have already been fin-

ished and will be released through the
Walgreene Film Corporation in the very
near future. The first of these will be the
H. O. Davis production of the stage suc-
cess, " The Servant in the House," by
Charles Rann Kennedy, with an all-star

cast, which as a stage production was one
of the successes of the American -theatre
during the last decade.
Another of the trio' of pictures ready for

immediate distribution is the Vera Mc-
Cord, Inc., production, "The Good-Bad
Wife," which has been adapted from the
Munsey Magazine story, " The Wild
Fawn," by Mary Imlay Taylor.
The third production, which will be re-

leased through Mr. Greene's organization,
will be that of " Hearts and Masks," pro-
duced by the National Film Corporation of
America. This picture was adapted from
the successful novel of the same name by
Harold McGrath, and is described as a
comedy-drama of decided timeliness.
Elinor and Wallace McDonald play the
leading roles.

All three of these productions will be
supplemented in the immediate future by
others of appeal and exhibition possibili-
ties, it is said, Mr. Greene is negotiating
for the distributing of these three produc-

tions at the present time for their immedi-
ate release.

Frederick Gage, formerly sales man-
ager of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, has been secured by Mr. Greene
as general manager of his new company,
and together they are rapidly welding into

shape the new organization.

Forty-Acre Site Offered by
Tampa Trade Board

The Tampa, Florida, Board of Trade
has offered to furnish a forty-acre tract,

free of charge- and to give $4,000 in cash
to H. A. Kelly for use in making " stills

"

of locations in this territory, provided he
furnishes the backing to erect a studio.

The proposition, as presented to the
Board of Trade by Mr. Kelly, was that hef

would make up an album of some thou-
sand " stills " of locations, scenery, etc.J

and with these pictures he would estab
lish a bureau for furnishing informatio
to visiting companies. The cost was t

be $4,000. The negatives were to be th
property of the Board of Trade, and the
were to be to no further expense on th
bureau proposition.

Mr. Kelly claimed that he had Ne~
York backing and was seeking a locatio
to erect a $200,000 studio. At a meetin
of the Board of Trade a few. days ago, h
was offered the backing for his bureau
provided he furnish a guarantee that th
studio would be built there. This Mr
Kelly did not seem inclined to do.
Now the Board of Trade have put th

proposition up to Mr. Kellv that if he ca
furnish the backing for his studio, the
will not only furnish the $4,000 he want
for making the stills, but they will pro
vide a forty acre tract free of charge.
The Board of Trade will invest'gat

further and declares that if Mr. Kellv ca
produce the goods, the board will do'wha
they agreed.

Leading Poster Artist Is
Signed by F.P.-Lasky
Evidence that the leading men in th

field of art are being attracted to motio
picture work as a medium of expressio
for their creative genius is embodied in a
announcement from Famous Players
Laskv Corporation that it has made
contract with Adolph Treidler, one of th
foremost poster artists and illustrators i

the country, to prepare a full set of pos
ters for the forthcoming William DeMill
production for Paramount, " Midsumme
Madness."
The contract with Mr. Treidler is th

direct result of the first projection roo
showing of the DeMille production befor
the Fan-"- Players-Lasky executives.
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"Return to Old Standards
1 '

IN a letter of recent date addressed to

William A. Johnston, M. E. Wool-

dridge, of the Wigwam theatre, Altus,

Okla., recommends an immediate return

to the old sane standards and a rejection

of the policy of inflation which he char-

acterizes as " the thing that is going to

cause trouble sooner or later." Mr.

Wooldridge writes as follows:

\
" I have been a regular subscriber to

the Motion Picture News for the past

six years, take a great delight in reading

it and especially your editorials. Some
times I disagree with you but most gen-

erally our ideas coincide.
" This is a most peculiar game, and the

nore you study it, the more you wonder
where it is all going to end. We don't

seem to look back at other institutions

and profit by their mistakes, but it seems

we are plunging right along in their foot-

Drints. Some say, for instance, that the

Dicture-show killed the legitimate house

n the smaller towns and cities ; I say not.

1 find that the independent house was
squeezed out by combination of interest.

Dnly a few years back you could see the

/ery best of the speaking stage in cities

)f 5.000, but one concern began buying

louses and hiring stars ; then another con-

;ern did likewise. Wall Street got back

)f them; saw there was money being

nade hand-over-fist in these houses

vhere they had personal interest in the

;ame ; saw to it that every attraction was
>roperly presented and at prices people

:ould afford to attend. These concerns

fot hold of the majority; incompetent

Managers, men who had only a pay en-

velope at stake, were put in charge ; stars

vere paid high salaries ; admissions ad-

vanced. It was a time of better stars,

fetter productions, higher admissions,

longer runs and the eventuality had to

come. Today you see very few of the

legitimate houses ; the stars had to go into

he screen for a livelihood. Who suf-

fered ? The* independent man who could
lot get talent for his house because there

ivas none reasonable. The big concern
dso suffered from the lack of business,

ind finally in these houses that once had
brought fancy prices today the bats roost

imong the seats and in the flys.

I

" There seems to me to be some sim-
larity between those days and the pres-

ent time. You hear it on every hand,
Vail Street has entered the industry and
6 framing big combinations, and by the

irst of the year you can expect to pay
nuch more for your pictures than you
.re now paying. Can it be done? Mr.
Producer and Mr. Distributor had bet-

ler look out or he will lose the little 80
»er cent man that heretofore has been the
Iream and gravy of the industry. He
kas now gone the limit; another straw

will break the camel's back, and the bats

will have some new roosting places.
" The above conditions will bring about

failure. We are all mortals, and it is said

that a drowning man will grab at a

straw, when the failures begin to come.
The failing man is going to sting every
exchange that it is possible for him to,

and in any manner that he can, for he
realizes that they are the ones that have
advanced the prices and created hard-
ships that sent them to the wall. The ex-

changes seem to foresee this condition

and are now hedging.
" Besides having paid deposits of 25

per cent on every production I have
bought, I am in receipt of a printed slip

from one concern that unless the bal-

ance of the money was in their office at

least seven days before shipping date,

they would be forced to not make ship-

ment of the film even on c. o. d. basis and
the 25 per cent would be forfeited to

them. This was by order of the home
office, and being such an order, it must
be in effect at all of their exchanges.

" On the other hand, let us see what
fewer and better pictures have done for

us. Where a concern made fifty-two

pictures, the overhead was figured

against the fifty-two. Now they have
cut that in half and figure the overhead
on twenty-six. Another point : This
overhead like everything else has gone up
four hundred per cent. This makes the

overhead eight times as much on each
production. A star once made twelve pic-

tures a year at the very least; now the

most is six, thus making the star's salary,

as well as that of all other employees,
twice as much on each production ; this

multiplied by four hundred per cent
makes the picture eight times as valuable.

The percentage of profit may remain the
same, but you must figure it on eight times
as much cost. Leaving off the advance
and taking only the reduction in product
into consideration, are the productions of
today twice as good as the ones of four
years ago? For argument's sake, let us
say they are. Then why is it these old-

time concerns are going back, taking these
old pictures, retitling them and putting
them out under new names and getting
the advanced prices for them ? I say,

after seeing many productions of the very
best standard, that the productions of to-

day do not equal the pictures of yester-
day in any respect. I could call names
but think it best not to. Just for instance,
has Mary Pickford ever made another
' Tess of the Storm Country '

?

" My idea of this situation is just this:

We are bound and compelled to get back
to the old standard. Quit making every
picture an extraordinary super-never-was-
equaled special. Personally I want to buy
some of the good old kind of pictures that
I can tell my people, ' Yes, I have a good

show; take your wife and children right

in, I don't want you to have to work all

day to get admissions for your family to

my theatre
!

' Get off this high horse ; the

thing is growing like Jack's bean stalk,

and some of these days it is going to get

so high we can't even fall off safely.
" We are all men, we don't expect to

get a corner on this thing ; it's too big and
might get us down as the legitimate stage

did some of those fellows. Let the studios

make a live-and-let-live policy; create new
stars, if the old ones don't want to meet
conditions; let the producer-distributor

meet on a common level with the exhib-

itor, live-and-let-live. I have met several

mighty fine men among our exchanges, but
I find that even in that state they are com-
pelled to spread the ' bull ' a little too

strong to get by. Cut out the inflation,

that's the thing that is going to cause the

trouble sooner or later; let us all get on a
level ; be men ; let your word be as good as

your bond, be you an exhibitor in a small

town or large one, salesman, exchange
manager, president, secretary of the big-

gest concern, star, director, or just a com-
mon stage-hand. The gulf that now
stands between the three branches of the

industry must be crossed or destruction is

inevitable."

More Figures Submitted
ANOTHER New York exhibitor who

asks that his name be withheld fol-

lows up Mr. Johnston's recent remarks
on the percentage of gross receipts paid
in rental by writing as follows:

*' Your recent editorial regarding the

percentage of gross receipts paid in rental

hits the nail on the head. I own and oper-

ate a theatre in a town of several thousand
inhabitants, and I find very often that our
rental approximates from 20 per cent to

30 per cent of our gross receipts.
" To illustrate better : a house in a city

of a couple hundred thousand inhabitants,

and doing a gross business of about six

thousand per week recently ran a picture

one day for $25. They played to nearly
three thousand 18 cent net paid admissions.

We rented the same picture and paid $15
and played to one hundred sixty-five 18
cent net paid admissions. The exchange
figured that the record made by this city

house would enable them to force the big
rentals from us small fellows.

" You are doing a good work in this di-

rection and I hope it will bear fruit."

Renovated Detroit Theatre
Re- Opened October 9

The Majestic theatre, Detroit, reopened
Saturday, October Qth, under the manage-
ment of Phil Gleichman, managing direc-

tor of the Broadway Strand theatre, that

city. The theatre was entirely renovated
and redecorated from cellar to roof.
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NEWSY BRIEFS FROM CENTRAL FILM BELT

Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H. MASON, REPRESENTATIVE, 220 SO. STATE ST.

Robertson-Cole will move their

offices from Consumers Building to

their new quarters at 906 S. W abash
avenue on Sunday November 7.

The building, which has been es-

pecially erected for Robertson-Cole,
occupies a space of 55 x 165 feet and
will give them one of the finest and
most commodious exchanges west
of New York. Manager Lucas
states that the offices, film handling
rooms, vaults, cutting rooms, and
projection room will be up to date

in every respect and afford every
facility for the prompt transaction

of business and the convenience of
exhibitors.

Mr. Lucas, who attended the

special showing of " Kismet," at the

Hotel Astor, New York, last week,
declares it is the greatest picture

ever made from a stage play and
says that the public will be as-

tounded at the lavishness of the pro-
duction and deeply impressed by the

wonderful acting of Otis Skinner
and the able supporting cast.

ment, preparing a tremendous cam-
paign to announce his acquisition of

the new Paramount pictures. He is

laying out full pages for his papers.

M. J. Mintz, general sales man-
ager of Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, has departed on a trip

to the West Coast which will con-
sume from six to eight weeks' time.

Mr. Mintz is on business for his

company and will visit all the large
exchange centres before his return
to Chicago. His itinerary includes
St. Louis, Dallas, Oklahoma City,

Denver and San Francisco.

Miss Bessie Mason, cutter, and
Daniel Gray, film editor, brought
the negative of Marshall Neilan's
" Dinty " to the Rothacker Chicago
laboratories last week. When H.
J. Aldous, Rothacker treasurer, re-

turned from fishing in Nebraska,
Douglas D. Rothacker vacationed
toward Excelsior Springs. J. W.
Carnrick, practical pictures sales-

man, scored a contract in Minnea-
polis and then went to Ohio for
more. W. H. Strafford has re-

turned from directing an industrial
film in Pittsburgh.

H. D. Koffman, managing director
of the Gayety, Calumet and other
Chicago theatres, is back home after
a ten day visit in New York City.
Koffman reports a much quieter re-

turn trip than his journey from
Springfield, Illinois, after the recent
convention there. He thereby re-

veals the " inside " of the " great
Pullman grape-nut mystery." It

seems that Al. StefFes, president of
the northwest exhibitors, made the
trip from Springfield to Chicago
with Koffman and generously
sprinkled a box of grape-nuts be-
tween the sheets of Koffman's berth.
Koffman said he knew that there
couldn't be so many cinders—but it

was a rough trip.

Mildred Harris Chaplin and her

mother stopped off in Chicago on
their way from New York to the

Coast. In the morning the First

National star visited the Rothacker
Laboratories to see how the positive

prints are made from her nega-
tives. " It's the finest film labora-

tory I ever visited/' said Mrs.
Chaplin after the tour through the

plant. " Now I have a better un-
derstanding why Rothacker prints

are what they are."

Paramount reports that 36 prints

of " Humoresque " were working
the week of October 24th—twenty-
two of them for solid weeks in Chi-

cago. Sunday, October 24th proved
a rainy, disagreeable day—but every
" Humoresque " theatre reported
capacity and twelve reported new
house records. The Central Park
played to twelve thousand people at

advanced prices ; the Woodlawn
stopped selling tickets three times
and still had a standout at 10 P. M.
The theatres seem to be vying with
each other in the matter of beauti-

ful presentations. The Riviera's
" Humoresque " program has never
been excelled even by that splendid
theatre.

B. Herbert Milligan, president of
the Creation Film Company, re-

cently returned from New York and
reports that on the trip he sold ter-

ritorial rights "For the Freedom of
Ireland" to Sam Zierler of the Com-
monwealth Film Corporation for
greater New York and northern
New Jersey; Sam Grand, Fed-
erated Film Exchange of New Eng-
land, Boston, for New England ; and
P. M. Zimmerman, NuArt Film
Corporation, Buffalo for New York
State. Harry Weiss of Superior
Screen Service is distributing the

picture in Illinois and Indiana, as
previously announced. Mr. Milli-

gan states that the death of Lord
Mayor MacSwiney and the prom-
inence given the Irish situation in

the press of the country, has re-

sulted in a flood of inquiries from
exhibitors as to where and when
they can book "For the Freedom of
Ireland," which has been widely ex-
ploited as a picture which shows
conditions as they exist in the
Emerald Isle.

William Cadoret of La Petite
theatre, Kankakee, is busy with the
Famous Players exploitation depart-

Nearly three hundred Chicago
theatres were given a free "added
attraction " on election night by
Paramount Pictures. Arrangements
wrere made by Oscar A. Dooh. Para-
mount exploitation man, with the
Chicago Evening American to show
fifteen-minute returns in the the-

atres. The American bncked up the

stunt with big publicity, free one-
sheets slides, etc. The stunt proved

a big success, helping the neighbor-
hood houses get crowds on a night

that is usually bad because every-
body usually had to go downtown
for the election returns.

Celebrated Players Film Corpora-
tion, Chicago, has purchased the

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation's
single reel special of Man of War,
" The Wonder Horse" for the cen-
tral west territory. This feature
while but one reel in length is said

to contain an hour of excitement
crowded into fifteen minutes. It is

a specially posed picture of the
daily life of the equine star, which
was bought for $5,000 and for which
his present owner recently refused
$400,000. The picture will be avail-

able through the Celebrated ex-
changes immediately.

District Manager Hansen of
Robertson-Cole has returned from
a trip to New York and Indiana-
polis where he installed W. G. Car-
ter, formerly manager of Select
offices in St. Louis, as manager. Be-
fore assuming his new duties, Mr.
Carter accompanied Mr. Hansen to

New York and was made acquainted
with the executive officers of the

company.

The week of November 1st was a

big event in the history of Ascher
Brothers' Adelphi theatre, as it was
the celebration of the Adelphi's
third anniversary. Manager J. P.
Koppel, who opened this beautiful
theatre in Rogers Park three years
ago, again met his friends, making
this a gala week, he having arranged
a special anniversary program.

Twenty thousand members of the
Chicago Evening American Peter
Rabbit Club were entertained at

a great Hallowe'en party Saturday
afternoon, October 30th, at Ascher
Brothers theatres.

Ascher Brothers by special ar-
rangement with the Chicago Even-
ing American opened the doors of
their twenty theatres to the children
who are " Peter Rabbit " club mem-
bers, and presented a special pro-
gram, including a complete program
of pictures and musical selections,

and each theatre showed for this

special occasion one of the Gold-
wyn Pictures Corporation's " Ed-
gar " featurettes, with Johnny Jones
and Lucile Rickson in the stellar

roles as usual.

Ralph Proctor, general manager
of the Stoll Film Corporation of
America, spent the week in Chi-
cago lining up the local sales staff

for the new organization. One of
the most popular exchange man-
agers in Chicago, whose name Mr.
Proctor is keeping under cover, has
been signed up as manager and
seven live wire salesmen will work
the territory under him. A Mil-
waukee branch also will be opened.
Manager and sales staff will start

on the job December 6th and the

first of the fifty-two releases prom-
ised by the Stoll Corporation is

scheduled for January 2nd. The
local headquarters of Stoll Film
Corporation will be in the Pathe
Exchange on South Wabash and
Pathe will handle the physical dis-

tribution of the film.

L. A. Schiff is back again with
Unity Film Exchange as salesman
and P. T. Phelps has also been
added to Manager Frank Flaherty's

staff and will cover Indiana.

B. Daniel Russell of Russell,

Griever and Russell, was to become
a benedick Thursday and later in

the day depart for Los Angeles with
his bride, Miss Loretto Dunn, a

charming Chicago girl. Mr. Rus-
sell goes to the coast to take entire

charge of production work for Rus-
sell, Griever & Russell and the

Capital Film Company, the greatly

increased output requiring the

presence on the coast of one of

the firm. Congratulations.

Manager Aschman of Pathe, re-

ports that " The Riddle Woman,"
the Associated Exhibitor's feature,

starring Geraldine Farrar, has
been booked in practically every

key city of the central west, al-

though the picture will not be re-

leased in Chicago for six weeks.

Two other Pathe features, "Half
A Chance " and " Money Chang-
ers" also are making unusual book-
ing records in the territory and are

declared by Mr. Aschman to be

wonderful box office pictures.

Vitagraph's big advertising and
exploitation campaign to put over
" Dead Men Tell No Tales," in the

Chicago territory has started with

teaser ads in all the Chicago and
Milwaukee daily papers, the post-

ing of one hundred and twenty-

five twenty-four sheets in Chicago,

a large number in Milwaukee and
many posted along the railways and
interurbans connecting the two
cities. Manager Aiken states that

the big advertising campaign which
was carried on in Motion Picture
News has interested the exhibitors

in this picture to an unprecedented
extent and more than one hundred
and fifty inquiries have been re-

ceived from country exhibitors in

reeard to this feature and many
Chicago exhibitors have called at

Vitagraph's exchange seeking early

bookings.

Elinor Glyn. the noted British

novelist, rested at the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, for a few hours en

route to the Famous Players-Laskv
studios in California, where she will

study the technique of motion pic-

ture production preparatory to

writing a screen drama for Par-
amount.
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF NOV. 6TH

With First Run Theatres
WIRE REPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS

NEW YORK

Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Orpheus " by Rivoli

Orchestra, Frederick Stahlberg

and Joseph Littau conducting.

Special
—

" At the Fountain," pre-

sented by Aleta, Grace and
Martha, dancers.

Current Events—Rivoli Pictorial.

Vocal
—

" The Magic of Your Eyes,"

sung by Marie Lind, soprano,

and Georges Tarbert, tenor.

Feature—An Old Fashioned Boy

—

Charles Ray.
Musical

—
" Back to the Rivoli," by

Rivoli Orchestra.

Comedy—Movie Fans—Paramount-
Mack Sennett.

Organ Solo
—

" Hymn of Nuns,'
1

played by Prof. Firmin Swin-
nen.

Rialto Theatre

—

Overture—" Lohengrin," Preludes

from Act I and III, Hugo
Ricsenfeld and Lion Vander-
heim conducting.

Current Events—Rialto Magazine.

Vocal
—

" Bedouin Love Song," sung

by Emanuel List, Basso Pro-

fundo.

Feature—Eyes of the Heart—Mary
Miles Minter.

Vocal—Duet from "II Trovatore,"

rendered by Alma Doria, so-

prano, and Edoardo Albano,

baritone.

Comedy—Farmyard Follies—Sun-

shine.

Organ Solo " Largo," by Handel,

played by John Priest.

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture — " Second Hungarian
Rhapsody," by the Capitol

Grand Orchestra, Erno Rapee,

conducting.
Scenic—The Emerald Isle—Kineto.

WILL D. HAR.R.I5* —- Lejsee
PC2ICES
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LARRY SEMON
n hit larear production—

THE SUITOR.'
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MAN 0W4R>7ill BARTON

LIBERTY
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is forced to tHe very bnnk
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Here is one by Samuel Sivitz advertising " The Branded Woman" at the Liberty
and " So Long Letty " at the Regent, both ifirst run Pittsburgh theatres

Miss Ruth Pearcy singing
" Come Back to Erin."

Vocal—" The Lost Chord," rendered

by Herbert Watrous.
Current Events—Capitol News.
Special—" Polka Pizzicato," pre-

sented by Mile. Gambarelli.

Pictorial—How'll You Have Your
Bath?

Prologue— "Recitative and Ser-

geants Song," from " Pirates of

Penzance," by Bertram Pea-

cock assisted by Capitol Male
Octette.

Feature—Officer 666—Tom Moore.
Novelty—" In a Clock Store," by

the Capitol Grand Orchestra.

Comedy—Such is Life in Province-

town—Capitol Travelaugh.

Organ Solo—Selections from " The
Yankee Consul," by Capitol

Grand Organ, Dr. Alfred

Robyn, Organist.

Strand Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Mignon," by Strand
Symphony Orchestra, Carl

Edouarde, conductor.

Current Events—Strand Topical

Review.
Vocal

—
" Moon, Lovely Moon,"

sung by Richard Bold, Tenor.
Scenic—Lovely Maoriland.
Vocal

—
" The Wind's in the South,"

sung by Kitty McLaughlin, so-

prano.
Special—Pictures of race between

" Man O' War and Sir Barton."

Prologue—" Twin Beds."
Feature—Twin Beds-s- Mr. and

Mrs. Carter De Haven.

Organ Solo
—

" The Lost Chord,"
Ralph H. Brigham and Her-
bert Sisson, organists.

Next Week—The Riddle : Woman
—Geraldina Farrar.

Bi'l ilisplay, Tl inches by five column*,
for " So Long Letty " the work of the

Grand theatre, Columbus, O.

LOS ANGELES

Kinema Theatre

—

Overture—" Finlandia."

Current -Events—Pathe and Inter-

national.

Organ—" Japanese Sandman."
Solo by Frank Leon.

Comedy — Dynamite— Mermaid —
Educational.

Feature—Nomads of the North

—

First National.

Given with a prologue under the

title of An Evening at Head-
quarters. The stage setting

shows the interior of a log

cabin with pine trees over the

roof and snow and storm ef-

fects. A quartette in the uni-

form of the Canadian Mounted
sings two numbers.

Next Week—Curtain.

Graum an's Theatre

—

Overture— "Woman's Life and
Love."

Current Events—From Pathe and
Fox.

Organ—" In Old Manila," solo by
Henry Murtaugh.

Scenic—Winding Through the Wa-
ter Falls—Chester Screenie

—

Educational.
Piano—Hans Hanke, soloist in two

numbers.
Special—The Race of the Ages

—

Educational.
Pre ented with special orchestral

effects, and followed by an ed-

ucated horse act with a pad-
dock stage setting provided^
The picture is receiving great

applause.
Feature—Her Husband's Friend

—

Thos. H. Ince Special.

California Theatre

—

Overture—" Faust."
Current Events—From Internation-

al, Pathe and Fox.
Organ—" Sunshine of Your Smile,"

solo by Milton Charles.
Educational — Collectors of Cran-

iums—Educational.

Vocal—George Walker, basio sings
" Falstaff's Drinking Song

"

and " In Cellar Cool," with a
stage setting from the " Merry
Wives of Windsor."

Feature — His Own Law — Hobart
Bosworth.

Cartoon — Jerry- on the Job —
Goldwyn.

Next Week— The North Wind's
Malice.

Superba Theatre

—

Novelty—One Law for All—Hoot
Gibson—Universal.

Comedy—Uncle Tom's Caboose

—

Century.
Current Events — International

News.
Vocal

—
" When the Harvest Moon

Is Shining"— Duet by local

singers.

Feature—Wanted at Headquarters
—Eva Novak.

Symphony Theatre

—

Current Events—Fox News.
Cartoon—The League of Nations

—

Mutt and Jeff.

Comedy—An Elephant's Nightmare
—Sunshine.

Feature— Drag Harlan — William
Farnum.

Given with a prologue in which two
local actors present the murder
scene of th; feature.

Next Week—The Challenge of the
Law.

Clune's Broadway Theatre

—

Current Events— From Selznick,

and Gaumont Graphic.
Comedy—A Scream in the Night

—

Universal.
Educational—People You'd Like to

Know—Brav Goldwyn.
Vocal—" In the Dusk."

Solo by Helen Beyers.
Feature—Food for Scandal—Wan-

da Hawley.

Next Week—Sweet Lavender.

New Pantages Theatre

—

Feature—Sitting on the World

—

David Butler.

Vaudeville—Six acts.

Rialto Theatre

—

Third week of The Restless Sex.

Miller's Theatre

—

Sixth week of Earthbound.

Tally's Theatre

—

Comedy—His Pajama Wedding

—

Neely Edwards.
Scenic—I'd Rather Waltz, Dear.

MH.W1V.EFS MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATER

Offers for Your Entertainment

ALICE LAKE

THE MISFIT WIFE

WHAT DID KATIE DO?
MIME ORIGINAL MIRTH PROVOKER—

LARRY SEMON

Quarter page by the Strand theatre,
Milwaukee, for " The Misfit Wife

"
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KNICKERBOCKER
ndORPHEUM

This one for "The Girl with the Jatea
Heart" advertised thin picture at the
Knickerbocker and Strand theatres,

Cleveland

Feature— Body and Soul — Alice
Like.

SAN FRANCiSCO

Strand Theatre

—

Feature—While New York Sleeps

—

Fox special.

Current Events—Selznick News.
Next Week—Three Gold Coins.

California Theatre

—

Overture—" My Budding Rose."
Current Events—Pathe News.
Orchestra — '"Jolly Robbers" an

" Coral Sea."
Educational— Topics of the Day —
Pathe Review—Bray Pictograph.
Organ—" Playing the Movies."
Solo by C. Sharpe Minor.
Feature— The Roundup — Roscoc

Arbuckle. Presented with an
atmospheric prologue staged by
Manager Partington.

Next Week—An Old Fashioned
Boy.

Imperial Theatre

—

Earthbound continues with com-
plete program as reported.

Next Week—Behold My Wife.
Tivoli Theatre

—

Comedy—Torchy On High—Educa-
tional.

Feature— Good References— Con-
stance Talmadge.

Current Events — International
News.

Vocal—"Le Cor."—Solo by Will-
iam F. Meyers.

Orchestra—" Reve Angelique " and
" La Veda."

Next Week—The Prey and 39 East.

Rialto Theatre

—

Special — The Race of the Age

—

Educational.
Current Events — Consolidated

News and Rialto Review.
Orchestra — Selections from "II

Trovatore."
Comedy—Edgar's Sunday Court-

ship—Goldwyn.
Vocal—A Song of India—Solo by

Stella Hymson with special
stage setting by Manager Smith.

Feature—Officer 666—Tom Moore.
Next Week—The Great Lover.

~SEATTLE~
Clemmer Theatre

—

Overture—"Merry Wives of Wind-
sor " and " Barcarole."

Novelty—Will Roger's Illiterate Di-
gest.

Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—Home Rule.
Feature—Riddle : Woman — Geral-

dine Farrar.
Next Week—Madame X.

Liberty Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe News 85.

Comedy—Kiss Me Quick—Fox.
Feature—Crooked Streets—Ethel

Clayton.
Next Week—Trumpet Island.

Strand Theatre

—

Current Events—Selznick News 58.

Educational— Pathe Review 76.

Comedy—A Tray Full of Trouble.
Feature—Something to Think

About—De Mille. (Second
week.

)

BROOKLYN

HIPPSiaOME

Strand Theatre

—

Interpretative overture of " Will-
iam Tell " utilizing Strand
Symphony Orchestra, Alois
Reiser conductor, and mechani-
cal and art scenic effects. Ser-

enity of fair valley revealed in

scenic effect, and as music shifts

to second movement there is

scenic transition to storm de-
velopment. Then the storm is

shown breaking in all its fury
with rain deluge. Fortissimo
passage prevails until storm is

spent. Then the calm again,

clearing of skies over peaceful
valley scene.

Strand Topical Review—Selected
from Pathe News, Fox News,
etc., by Managing Director Ed-
ward L. Hyman.

Vocal Duet—Henry Moeller, tenor
and Anny Zdenek, soprano,
singing " When You and I

Were Young, Maggie " (But-
terfield) in a scenic set showing
wooing couple seated on rose
trellised porch.

Election short subject prepared by
Mr. Hyman announcing election

return service with shots of
candidates.

Alutt & Jeff Cartoon—The League
of Nations.

Novelty Dance—" Pierrot's Dream "

featuring Mile Sylvia and
George Kiddon. Arrangement
by Paul Oscard, ballet master.
Pierrot in jester attire is shown
dancing in dream fantasy with
a beautiful woman who soars
down to him, perched on a half
moon. Mechanical contrivance
used.

Extraordinary Film Number—Man
O' War's Victory. This was
staged with all race track at-

mosphere, including bugle call

of " Boots and Saddles," clang-
ing of starter's gong, etc.

Prologue Introducing Feature Film
—An exact reproduction of ball

masque scene from the feature
and in which colorfully garbed

&eginrdng Sunday
Nov.71h. j/br46&ys

/ J

Geraldine
Farrar
'THE

RIDDLE.
WOMAN'

ADELLE BLOOD
FRANVC LOSEE
MONTAGUE LOVE
and otker Favorites

<yp«c;«l Enlra
Attraction^

"BUSTERI
kLEATON'S

Armistice Anniversary F&arures-.

Proyram cover used by Harold B.
I'ranklin for the showiny of " The
Riddle: Woman" at Shea's Hippo-

drome Buffalo

men and women are shown giv-

ing vent to festive spirit of
Bohemia. Festoons of colored
lights and twirling streamers
used to good advantage.

Feature Film—Anita Stewart in
" Harriet and the Piper."

Vocal — "Madame Butterfly
"

("Some Day He'll Come")
Puccini. Sung by Estelle
Carey, soprano, in oriental

costume and eastern setting.

Comedy—Johnny Hines in " Torchy
on High." Mr. Hines appeared
in person speaking to audience
in a scenic representation of last

shot from actual film.

Organ Finale
—

" Prelude in C Sharp
Minor "—Rachmaninoff.

DETROIT

Ma>_ In'bu
1

bnahsml

\MmjdLieMtd
Ten inch by four column ad for
"Always Audacious " hi/ the Majestic

theatre of Detroit

Adams

—

Overture — " Gypsy Airs," Violin
Solo, Raymond Epstein.

Current Events — Adams Topical
Review.

Vocal—Emmons and Colvin.
Comedy— The Toonerville Trolley.
Feature—Twin Beds—Mr. and Mrs.

Carter De Haven.
Next Week—Louise Glaum in The

Leopard Woman.
Broadway Strand

—

Same as last week.
Next Week—George Mel ford's Be-

hold My Wife.

Madison

—

Overture—" Merry Wives of Wind-
sor."

Current Events — Madison Topical
Review.

Comedy—Selected.

Prologue — Four -horse Chariot
Race.

Feature — Madonnas and Men—B.
A. Rolfe production.

Next Week—Same.
Majestic

—

Overture—" American Patrol."
Current Events—Majcsticettes.
Educational— Chumming with the

Chipmunks—Bray Studios.
Comedy — Lloyd (Ham) Hamilton

in The Simp.
Vocal—Bessie McCoy, soprano.
Dance—Harvest Festival with The

Witch Dance, from " The Mar-
ionettes."

Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-
lace Rcid.

Next Week—Dorothy Dalton in A
Romantic Adventuress.

Washington

—

Overture— Evolution of Dixie.
Current Events— Washington Ani-

mated Review.
Comedies — Hold Me Tight, Mutt

and Jeff in Flap Jacks.
Violin

—
" Meditation," from Thais,

Graham Harris.
Vocal—Eva Tremayne.
Feature—Tiger's Cub—Pearl White.
Next Week — William Farnum in

Drag Harlan.

CLEVELAND
Lti;Lr.an—

-

Overture—Violin, cello and piano
trio, offering " My Heart, at
thy Dear Voice " from " Sam-
son and Delilah" and "Hun-
garian Dance in ' D '."

Theme—" Love Song " by Lang-
dard.

Current Events—Pathe News— Il-

literate Digest.
Comedy—The Simp—Educational

Film.
Feature— Mme. Peacock — Mme.

Nazimova.
Next Week—Wallace Reid in

" What's Your Hurry.'-'

Euclid

—

Overture—Kej re' Kapi theme from
" Czarda " by Jeno Hubay.

Themes—" My Sweet Dream and
You " by Byron Gay and " To
Have and to Hold" from
" Take It from Me."

Current Events—Kinograms.
Comedy—Buster Keaton in " Con-

vict No. 13."

Feature—" The Restless Sex "—
second week.

Next Week—" Earthbound."
Metropolitan

—

Overture— Selections from " Glori-
anna."

Theme—Original composition ar-
ranged by Musical Director
Phil Spitalny.

Current Events—Selected News
Weekly.

Educational—Bray Pictograph.
Comedy—Mamma's Boy—Vanity

Fair comedy released by Pathe.
Feature—Nomads of the North.
Next Week—Married Life—Mack

Sennett.

Alhambra

—

Overture—" William Tell."
Theme—" The Girl of My Dreams "

by Irving Berlin.
Current Events—Pathe News— Il-

literate Digest.

SS£ CARTER DE HAVEN
. m THE AWT-A-BIT NAUGHTY FARCE

TWIN BEDS

" Twin Beds " display, cif/lit inches bu.
three columns by the Adams theatre,

Detroit
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THE CINEMA'S GREATEST SPECTACLE

4- LIVE BREATHING PLUNGING ARABIAN HORSES-4

IN AN ACTUALCHARIOT RACE RIGHT ON THE MADISON STAGE
,

Half page for "Madonnas and Men" the work of the Madison theatre, Detroit

Comedy—Shuffling the Queens

—

Christy Comedy.
Feature—Blackmail with Viola

Dana.
Next Week—Body and Soul with

Alice Lake. .

Strand

—

Overture—Selections from " Irene."

Theme—Love song from " Princess

Pat."
Current Events—Literary Digest.

Educational—Ford Weekly.
Comedy—Mamma's Boy — Vanity

Fair Comedy released through
Pathe.

Feature—Nomads of the North.

Next Week—Married Life—Mack
Sennett.

Hoffman Palace

—

Overture
—

" II Trovatore."

Current Events—Pathe Review.
Comedy—Morante Comedy Guilty.

Special—Bostonion Operatic Four.

Feature—The Devil's Passkey.

Next Week—Trumpet Island.

CINCINNATI

Walnut

—

Current Events—Pathe 86.

Comedy—Torchy Comes Through
—Educational.

Feature— Something to Think
About.

Next Week—The Master Mind.

Strand

—

Comedy—The Toonerville Trolley

—First National.

Feature—Madame X.

!
PICTURE GARDEN^

—

^^^^^

Gifts—
Current Events—Fox 69.

Universal Comedy.
Feature—Blackbirds.
Next Week—Her Beloved Villain.

Palace

—

Current Events—Kinograms.
Literary Digest 78.

Feature—Milestones.
Next Week—Honest Hutch.

CHICAGO
Randolph Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Comedy—Don't Blame The Stork.
Feature—Wallace Reid in Always

Audacious.

International News.
Comedy—Movie Fans.

Feature—Ethel Clayton in The Sins

of Rosanne.

Coming Feature—So Long Letty.

ATLANTA

Criterion

—

Overture — Arranged by Dave
Love, leader.

Fathe Review.

Topics of the Day.

Feature—Nazimova in Madam Pea-
cock.

The Emotions of Edgar Pomeroy—
Comedy.

Tudor

—

Organ solo.

News Weekly.
Feature— H. B

O'Day.
Comedy—Universal

Rialto

—

Musical Prologue—Musical Oddity.
Comedy—Jiggs in Society.

Feature—All-Star Cast in William
Desmond Taylor's The Fur-
nace.

Violin Solo— By D. H. Perrin,

leader of orchestra.

Paramount Magazine.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.

Loew's Grand

—

Overture.
Gaumont Pictorial Life.

Warner in Felix

Star.

Here is a half-page in Sunday's Cleveland papers for
and " Blackmail "

Madame Pea-cock

First display to tome in for " So Long
Letty," playing this week at the Pic-

ture Garden, Baltimore

Coming Feature—Thomas Meighan
in Conrad in Quest of His
Youth.

Barbee's Theatre

—

Overture—" The Awakening of the
Lyon."

Ford Weekly.
International News.
Comedy—The Big Show.
Feature—His Own Law.
Coming Feature—Will Rogers in

Honest Hutch.

Casino Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Comedy—Uncle Tom's Caboose.
International News.
Feature—Once to Every Woman,

second week.

Central Park Theatre

—

Pathe Weekly.
International News.
Comedy—Youthful Folly.
" Avalon Song"—Miss O'Hara.
Feature—Marion Davies in The

Restless Sex.
Coming Feature—Constance Tal-

madge in Good Reference.

Universal Star Comedy.
Feature— (First half of week)—

All - Star cast in The Hope
(Met.)

Feature— (Last half)—Sessue Ha-
yakawa in An Arabian Knight.

Hall-Room Boys Comedy.
Loew's LTniversal News

PHILADELPHIA

Stanley Theatre

—

Overture—Excerpts from "II Trov-
atore," Stanley—Symphony Or-
chestra.

Feature—The Notorious Miss Lisle

—First National.

Comedy—Convict 13—Metro.
Stanley News—First presentation

of unusual and extraordinary
happenings selected from all

the weeklies of the world, to-

gether with local events, and
compiled by the Stanley cam-
eraman.

Topics of the Day—Literary Di-

'HOOTHAHELL
I

LOVES A FAT MA!!'

•Md ft bj«M «jp It tfc*>
'

fIt *
(fair et

I rj»
it to ccBfatfnbL&et
iCjO^SUKV*

ROSCOE
I FATTY

I

ARBUCKLE

'the
roundup'

The Rialto's, Omaha, display, eleven
inehei by four columns for " The

Round Up "

Arcadia

—

Feature—The Right to Love—Par-
amount.

Comedy—Torchy picture— Johnny
Hines.

Current Events—Fathe News.
Travelogue—Burton Holmes.
Next Week—Same.
Victoria Theatre

—

Overture— "Morning, Noon and
Night "—Suppe.

Feature—Chorus Girl's Romance

—

Metro.
Comedy—The Big Show—Educa-

tional.

Current Events—Pathe News.
Topical — Illiterate Dibest — Will

.Rogers.

Next Week—What Women Love

—

Annette Kellermann.

Palace

—

Feature — A Mormon Maid—Mae
Murray.

Current Topics—Pathe News.
Comedy—Convict 13—Buster Kea-

ton.

Topics of the Day— Literary Di-

gest.

Next Week—Midchannel.

Regent

—

Feature— A Full House— Para-
mount.

Educational—Ford Weekly.
Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Next Week — Love's Romance —
Metro.

Capitol

—

Feature—Cupid the Cowpuncher

—

This one for " Curtain " is by the
Strand theatre, Omaha, Xeb. In size
it was seren inches by three columnt
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Str/in
Big Double Baw;ioo»^»«Qg Week

DmiE wui

STARTING

TODAY

The elusive, One Genuine Motion Picture

Story of

MAN 0' WAR'S
VICTORY"

Told in Every EMail in

THE RACE
OF THE AGE

Taken by Twelve Cameramen Under Exclusive

Permission. There Is Bui One Actus] Moving Pic-

lure of Ike World's Greatest Race.

YOU'LL SEE IT HERE.

roar Dsn Starting Bundiy. October Slit.

DOUGLAS MAO LEAN in "TBS JALIBIED
Tares Dsn Btartiaf Tbarsday, November 4th

OWEN MOORE ia THE POOE SIMP

This is the way the Strand of Dayton
is advertising " 45 Minutes From
Broadway" and "The Race of the Age"

Comedy—The Suitor—Vitagraph.
Current Events—Select News.
Topics of the Day—Literary Di-

gest.

Next Week—Trumpet Island.

BOSTON
Park Theatre

—

Overture—Park Symphony Orches-
tra.

Universal Weekly—Two issues.

Screen Smiles.
Comedy.
Features— A Slave of Vanity-

—

Pauline Frederick. In Folly's
Trail—Carmel Meyers.

Next Week—The Forbidden Thing
—Allan Drayan. The Secret
Gift—William Collier.

Beacon Theatre-

—

Overture—Piano and organ.
Weekly News—Two issues.

Comedy.
Features— Body and Soul— Alice

Lake. Blackbirds — Justine
Johnstone.

Next Week— Eyes of the Heart-
Mary Miles Minter' The Fatal
Hour—All-star cast. High and
Dizzy—Harold Lloyd.

WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture (Vioni, conducting) —
" Daughter of the Regiment."

Current Events—Pathe News.
Comedy — Get Out and Get Under

(Lloyd).
Scenic—None.
Feature — Blackmail — (Viola

Dana.)
Next Week— The Master Mind—

Lionel Barrymore.

Loew's Columbia

—

Something to Think About.
Feature—Continued.

Loew's Palace

—

Overture (Gannon, conducting)—
" Hits of the Day."

Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.

Comedy—When the Wind Blows.
Feature—Are All Men Alike—May

Allison.

Next Week—Always Audacious

—

Wallace Rcid.

Moore's Garden

—

Feature—Romantic Adventuress.

Moore's Rialto

—

Overture (BreeSkin, conducting) —
" American Fantasia."

Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy— Going Thru the Rye —

Christie.

Feature—Branded Woman—Norma
Talmadge.

Next Week—The Heart of a Fool.

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture
—

" Orpheus in the Under-
world "—Offenbach.

Stage Setting—Hallowe'en—a strik-

ing set typical of the Hallowe'en
season, painted by Horace N.
Smith and staged by Harold
B. Franklin.

Vocal—" Lolita."

Sung by Sarlos Ferritti, of the

Strand theatre, New York.
Feature — Madame X — Pauline

Frederick.
Comedjf—Movie Fans—Mack Sen-

nett.

Current Events—Hippodrome Re-
view, consisting of excerpts
from the leading news services,

Topics of the Day and a Pathe
hand-colored subject.

Next Week—The Price ' of Re-
demption—Bert Lytell.

Shea's Criterion

—

Behold My Wife—George Melford
production, held for second
week account big business.

Next Week—Held by the Enemy.
Strand

—

Overture—The Girl in the Spot-
light—Herbert.

Current Events — Latest Pathe
News.

Feature—The Jack Knife Man

—

King Vidor production.
Comedy — Kiss Me, Caroline —

Christie.

Next Week—Good References

—

Constance Talmadge and The
Race of the Ages.

Palace

—

The Leopard Woman — Louise
Glaum.

Lyric

—

The Little Wanderer— Shirley
Mason.

MINNEAPOLIS

New Garrick Theatre

—

Current Events—Cinema Periodical— (a) The Art of Diving—An-
nette Kellermann—Education-
al; (b) Current Events

—

Pathe; (c) Illiterate Digest
—Will Rogers—Educational.

THE HOUSE
OF THE
TOLLING

BELL

-
. SW U» NeveJ a?

It b Entertainment That Banishes

Superstition and "Blues"

" In an Old-fashioned Gar-
den," by Steele; "Girl of My
Heart" (Theme) by Baffunoj
" Dance of the Hindoo Maid-
ens," by Shelley ; "Valse Pathe-
tique," by Baron ;

" Berceuse,"
by Rebikoff ;

" After Sundown,"
by Friml ;

" Meditation," by
Glazounow.

Organ Solo — Popular Selection
played by Frederic Egcner.

Next Week—The Right to Love

—

Mae Murray & David Powell.

ST. PAUL

Above is shown a display used by the
Tudor theatre of Atlanta advertising

" The House of the Tolling Bell "

Scenic—The Heart of Sky Moun-
tain—Prizma.

Comedy—The Toonerville Trolley.

Musical — "A Mosaic of Favorite,

Present and Old Time Melo-
dies," played by Michael Var-
allo, Solo Harpist.

Feature—Curtain—

K

atner 'ne Mac-
Donald, accompanied by fol-

lowing musical numbers : Over-
ture
—

" Raymond," by Thomas

;

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—Finale, from the 4th
Symphony in F Minor

—

Tschaikowsky. The Capitol
Symphony Orchestra, Oscar
F. Baum, conducting.

Capitol Digest — Includes Current
Events—Pathe & International
News.

Capitol Scenic — Iguazu, the Ex
quisite—Chester. The Falls of
Iguazu, in the heart of Brazil

Chase and Taylor— 1. The Land of
My Own Romance (The En
chantress) — Herbert. Ruth
Chase, soprano. 2. The Road
to Paradise (Maytime)—Rom
berg. Ruth Chase, soprano
Henry Taylor, tenor.

Edgar's Sunday Courtship—Booth
Tarkington. The adventures
and emotions of Edgar Pom
eroy.

Helen Scholder—Concert Cellist

1. Andante, from the A Minor

STANDARD
c/ke Scre<m;mfPUnm'Be4fyxm%(K8

j
/Zeal, Surpri^o^^A. Comedy

m

Seven inch by two column ad for
" La-la Lucille " sponsored by the

Standard theatre, Cleveland.

A nine inch by three column display
used by the Royal theatre of Dei
Moines in billing " The Leoparo

Woman."

Concerto — Goldtermann. 2
" Mother . Machree — Olcott.
Assisted by Arthur Depew a
the organ.

Bebe Daniels in " You Never Car
Tell."

Organ Solo — Arthur Depew. In-

troduction to the third act
" Lohengrin "—Wagner.

Organ Recital—E. J. Dunstedter
1. Orpheus in the Underwork
Offenbach. 2. Valse Triste—
Sibelius. 3. Popular Selec
tions.

"SEVEN YEARS AND STILL GOING!!!"

"These SIMPLEX machines have been in use for
'

years and are still going."

BOHEMIA THEATRE, CLEVELAND, TENN
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EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IV RELEASES

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS FROM IV E E K RUN THEATERS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Something to Think About—
Now here is a picture. Typical

' De Mille cast, direction, and all.

, Not as enjoyable throughout of

,
course as " Why Change Your
Wife," but finely built for contrast

of action and suspense. Big busi-

ness carried over another week.

I (East.)

Drew very good houses to ex-

cellent business during fourth week
'of its run. Crowds continued,
i (East.)

Picture so good business grows.

Held for a third week. (Middle
'West.)

This picture is entertaining and

(

sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance. (East.)

Holding for second week in a

one-week house which tells the

|

story. (West.)

Always Audacious—
This is a sure-fire box office at-

'traction. Audiences seemed well

pleased. (West.)

The Restless Sex—
Stood up well during second

week. A play with a wide appeal
presented on a lavish scale. (Mid-
dle West.)

Good title but poorly screened
and business dropped toward end
of week. (Middle West.)

This picture began big but
dropped steadily each day. (West.)

Humoresque—
Breaking all records for atten-

dance for any picture ever shown
here. (Middle West.)

The Jailbird—
,

Disappointing after seeing " 2Z l/2
Hours Leave." Fair business.

(East.)

!

Very bad for the star and weak
story. Business was poor. (East.)

Picture started big, slumped, and
i:hen ended big. But on the whole
| t's a lemon. (West.)

Civilian Clothes—
Went over big. Meighan is well

iked in this city, and his vehicle
lost none of its effect in the trans-
: : tion to the screen. (Middle

>'°
The Right to Love—
,
Was only fair. Miss Murray is

m actress of ability, but the pro-
duction was not up to the standard
of some of her former successes.
[Middle West.)

Behold My Wife-
Good picture but nothing ex-

traordinary and did average busi-

ness for one week. (Middle West.)

• Very good picture. Business so

good held over for second week.

The Village Sleuth—
Not one of Ray's best—but it

was clever and a bit different, in

point of story, to his usual efforts,

while giving him essentially the
usual sort of role. Anyway, they
like it. (East.)

The Round-Up—
Fair business to fair houses.

(East.)

GOLDWYN
Girl with a Jazz Heart—
Only an average picture and

business was a little below our aver-
age owing to several rainy nights.

The two nights weather was good
we did fair business. (Middle
West.)

Stop Thief—
Only a fair production and box

office attraction. (Middle West.)

Officer 666—
Fine picture and the box office

returns while not especially great
were satisfying. (West.)

Earthbound—
This was a poor picture. While

the title is good the picture .did not
seem to interest the majority of the
people and we Tiad poor business
during run. (West.)

Honest Hutch—
An entertaining, pleasing feature.

People seemed to like it. (West.)

It's a Great Life—
This is a fair picture, both from

the entertaining point of view and
the box office receipts. (West.)

FIRST NATIONAL
Nomads of the North—
Very good, played to better than

average business. Lots of action.

The big scenes, especially those in

which the animals participated made
a big hit. (Middle West.)

Not up to some of the other Cur-
wood stories but was liked. Aver-
age business. (Middle West.)

The Branded Woman—
Splendid business attraction.

Norma Talmadge always stands
them up. Picture well produced
and acted. (East.)

Norma Talmadge pictures con-
tinue popular. We did little better

than average business. (Middle
West.)

As to entertaining values this is

a fine picture and brought more
than the usual business. (West.)

The Fighting Shepherdess—
Just an average attraction that

brought poor box office returns.

(East.)

45 Minutes From Broadway—
Ray overacts to unnecessary

footage and part he takes do s not

fit him. (East.)

Harriet and the Piper—
Good Stewart picture. (East.)

Go and Get It-—
A wonderful picture that pleases

everybody, bllt a poor title.

Pi aceful Valley—
Pleased greatly. An excellent

production in every sense. (Middle
West.)

What Women Love—
This is a fair production, and

people seemed quite indifferent

concerning it. Business was about
as usual. (West.)

UNIVERSAL
The DeviVs Pass Key—
Good picture for women, but men

didn't care for it. Box office re-

ceipts were large. (East.)

Great—had 'em standing up in

line for two blocks on opening days.

Splendid show for opening new
theatres.

Pink Tights—
The boiled down opinions on this

picture is " Old Stuff." (East.)

Once to Every Woman—
This picture had little comment

either favorable or otherwise. Box
office returns sav production is fair.

( West.)

METRO
Mme. Peacock—

Not up to the standard of Nazi-
mova pictures. There are moments
in the picture that do not ring
true. However, Nazimova follow-

ers seemed satisfied. (Middle
West.)

An average production. Box of-

fice returns fair. (West.)

Blackmail—
Interesting. Instructive as well.

Favorably commented upon. Aver-
age business. (Middle West.)

The Misfit Wife—
Not the best picture in the world,

nor the worst. Alice Lake clever,
and is becoming very popular. Not
much material in this, trite and
hackneyed, but has a faintly novel
twist at the end. Fair business.
( East.)

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath—
Business only fair. Audiences-

like it fairly well. Picture too long
for story. (East.)

The Truth—
As to entertaining qualities this-

feature is very poor. Average
business. (West.)

STATE RIGHTS
Girls Don't Gamble—
David Butler is a " comer,

-

' but
I don't think his second picture was
quite as good as the first. Played
to better business, because he is

getting better known. But heard
some disappointed remarks. Noth-
ing serious—nice little picture.

(East.)

Up in Mary's Attic—
Only a fair production but a good

box office attraction.

ROBERTSON-COLE
The Fortune-Teller—

Despite the fact that star is not
known here, we put this over in
great shape, by using a crystal-

gazer who told fortunes immediate-
ly after the picture. Usual policy
of this house is three-day runs

—

played this one to a week's fine

business. (East.)

FOX
The Texan—
Tom Mix still popular. Picture

pleases though not as good as other
recent ones. We boosted a Clyde
Cook comedy to help business.

(Middle West.)

PATHE
The Riddle: Woman—
Good. Any objections to this

picture may be the animosity of the

public toward Geraldine Farrar.
(East.)

This is a wonderful story, but
Farrar herself does not photograph
well, and the picture has other de-

fects. Picture did not draw well

at all. (East.)

Lahoma—
Much to my surprise, this one

went over well. A very weak pic-

ture, with action taking place too

far back to be of interest. Cos-
tumes hideous, though true to

period. They liked this fairly well,

but I'd hate to try to play another

one like it! (East.)



Prologue number staged by the Adams theatre, Detroit, for the showing of " Peaceful Valley

"

"Something to Think
About" at Detroit
Broadway Strand

To get his audience in a receptive mood
for " Something to Think About," at Phil

Gleichman's Broadway Strand theatre,

Detroit, Production Manager Mangan
staged an effective and novel number
called " Songs of Other Days," with Miss
Hope Vernon as soloist.

With the stage bathed in soft blue

lights, " The Last Rose of Summer " is

heard as if from a distance, after which
the curtains part, revealing a young miss
in the costume of Civil War days, with
purple silk draperies for a background, she
executes an old-fashioned waltz number,
the curtains close. Miss Vernon, makes
her appearance also in the costume of the
period of '65, and to all intents plays
" Love's Old Sweet Song " on the violin,

but on the last few measures, as she re-

moves the violin from her shoulder, it be-

comes apparent that she has ideally por-
trayed the sounds of a violin with her
voice, and finishes the number holding the

violin in her hand. This is followed by
" Silver Threads Among the Gold," during
which the curtains part to show a white-

haired old lady seated at a spinning wheel
in a very pretty interior set. The illus-

tration was complete as to detail and very

effective.

To open the picture an exact duplicate

of the original title was first seen on scrim

with flaming torches behind backed up
with a black velvet drop, and as the title

of the picture flashed into view the torches

that are in the title hit directly where the

real torches stood on the stage. The illu-

sion was so neatly done that it was hard to

detect the stage scene from the title on the

picture, and served the purpose which Mr.

Mangan intended.

Omaha to Have "Go to
Movies" Week

Omaha motion picture theatre mana-
gers have inaugurated an idea which is

expected to be adopted nationally by mo-
tion picture theatres in the future.

" Go to Movies " week is the idea.

Managers of all cinema theatres in

Omaha have concurred to make the affair

a gala event. The idea will be launched
the week of November 7-14.

Special photoplay attractions have been
booked at the Rialto, Strand, Sun and
Moon theatres for that week, and novel

stunts have been arranged by the commit-
tee of managers in charge for the success

of the idea.

Strong efforts will be made to make
hundreds of new movie patrons. Social

clubs and business organizations have
sanctioned the proposed affair. The
Chamber of Commerce and Omaha mer-
chants will co-operate to make the idea a

success.

A street parade on Saturday, Xovember
6, in which all of the motion picture in-

terests in Omaha will participate, will

launch the movement. Employes of local

film exchanges and of the theatres will

take part. Suitable floats have been com"
mandeered for the opening event. At the

end of the parade, 1,000 toy balloons will

be released, to many of which will be at-

tached $5 purchase orders for merchan-
dise at downtown stores and also free

tickets to the downtown theatres.

In view of the fact that the motion pic-

ture industry is one of financial import-

ance to the country, it is hoped " Go to

Movies " week will be a reguar annual

nation-wide fiesta in the future.

The idea was conceived by Harry
Watts, manager of the Strand theatre.

Omaha.

Bills Scenic Above the
Feature

When the Bruce scenic, " The Great
Mirror," was shown at the Liberty thea-

tre. Seattle, Manager Charles Branham
made it the feature of the show. As the

picture progressed all the lights in the

theatre were dimmed and a mysterious
voice from the organ sang " Somewhere
a Voice is Calling." Baskets of flowers

illumined by tiny spot lights appeared in

balcony boxes. The baskets stood out

against a black background, giving the

idea of beautiful paintings. As "the sing-

er's voice died down, the baskets were
dimmed out and the picture fades from the

dimmed out and the picture fades.

I AM NOT

Twilight Baby

'5

• t was born one hour

after midnight
Yon-Can See A;

TWILIGHT. BABY

STRAND

Inexpensive exploitation stunt used by Manager
Metsgar of Creston, Ioiva, to put over "A Twi-

light Baby"
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Paper Bag Stunt Works
Well for Nadler

Where the theatregoers are

!

That's where Louis J. Nadler, of the

Majestic theatre of Rochester, Pa., does

the bulk of his feature advertising. He
has figured it out that the women of Roch-
ester are the portion of the population that

decides what pictures are to get the pat-

ronage. From that point he decided that

it was the mothers he most wanted' to

reach, so he decided to virtually advertise

in the pantries of Rochester.

Not such a difficult matter as it may
seem. He priced paper bags and found
that they could be purchased for almost

the same price as could stock paper. He
interviewed the owners of the grocery

stores, and the proprietors of the tea and

j
coffee stores, asking them if they would
accept free pound bags of good quality

,

paper even if the bags carried advertising

on both sides. They would

!

Anything that aided in the profits in

< these days between high wholesale prices

:
and a suspicious public was welcome and
the price of paper bags was just clear gain.

i Accordingly the storekeepers assured him
that the bags couldn't come too many or

too frequent for them.

Rochester can't open her food cupboard
I door without seeing two interesting adver-

tisements for attractions that are yet to be

shown at the Majestic theatre. Recently
' one side of every pound-size bag that

leaves the majority of the food stores in

Rochester bore a cut of the newspaper
page which has proven so popular.

mrsmir

I I I t t • • I I I I

KATHEMIIE H2f

Lobby decorations designed by Man-
ager Edward J. Weisfeldt of the Alham-
bra theatre, Milwaukee, for the showing
of " Curtain."

Goes Up in the Air to
Bill "Earthbound"

Going up into • the sky to advertise
" Earthbound," which deals with the life

of the spirit after death, was an exploita-

tion stunt originated and put over by
Charles F. House, manager of Ascher's
Midway theatre, Rockford, 111., where the

picture had a four-day run to most grat-

ifying business.

Mr. House engaged an aviator to fly

ever Rockford and drop 10,000 tickets

ever the main business district. Among
the tickets were 200 that contained Mr.
House's signature on the back ; these 200
tickets were honored at the box office for

admission to the theatre. Much news-
paper publicity was obtained through this

stunt, and the people left their offices and
gathered in crowds on the street while the

airplane passed over the business district.

There was much good-natured rivalry

among the crowds to get the falling

tickets.

How Hyman Stages His
Shows

The Brooklyn Strand Symphony Or-
chestra, Alois Reiser, conductor, Alanag-

ing Director Edward L. Hyman and
scenic experts, collaborated this week to

contrive an arousing overture which
would open the show with sufficient com-
manding effect, utilizing Rossini's " Will-

iam Tell " as a foundation.

The theme of the musical number is

told by an ever-changing scenic set, that

of a pastoral valley, which was revealed

in various stages of nature's workings.

First there is a presentation of the sleep-

ing countryside with attendant meditative

music. The tranquil moon is then shaded

with the coming storm clouds, great bil-

lows overcasting the valley and auguring

the approaching deluge. Then follows the

breaking of the storm with the resounding

thunder booms, the flashing of lightning

and the rain avalanche. With the dying

of the storm and the softening of the ac-

companying orchestral music, the move-

ment swings back again to the calm and

the evergreens are shown glittering with

diamond studded rain drops.

That " William Tell " is ideal for such

development was strikingly illustrated.

Lobby display designed by the Standard theatre, Cleveland, for the showing of "Sundown Slim"
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u OldM,
Bill

M Ely Becomes
Clothes Man"

It isn't often that we express opinions

concerning exploitation stunts, but this re-

cital of the stunt which " Bill " Ely, man-

ager of the Hippodrome, Portland, O., put

over is so unusual, has so many selling an-

gles and worked so well that we are going

out of our way to express approbation and

recommend it to every exhibitor, large or

small.

One day recently Portland resident who
traveled by the Hippodrome saw four

thousand pounds of clothing—in almost as

many packages—piled in the deep theatre

lobby and spread out onto the sidewalk

beyond. The packages, round, long and

every other conceivable shape, constituted

admission tickets to the annual children's

matinee given each year by the Hippo-

drome as a benefit for the Armenian re-

lief. The clothing, and much of it was
very usable, as the point was stressed in

all advance stories that new clothing was
just as, if not more, acceptable, than used

contributions, will be sent by the Portland

committee for relief in the Near East to

help little Armenian youngsters ward off

the approaching winter weather.

C. W. Koerner, branch manager of the

Universal exchange, and Melvin G. Win-
stock, Pathe branch manager, helped Mr.
Ely and the Armenian kiddies by donating

the programme. It was a comedy show.

A one-reel Harold Lloyd comedy, two

Showing the lobby decorations for " The
Cruise of the Elsinore" at the Hippodrome

of Portland, Ore.

reels of " Joe Martin " animal pictures and
one reel of Lyons and Moran film kept

1,500 Portland children in uproarious fun
for an hour and a half. The Armenian
relief committee furnished a local singer

and a four minute man.
Two tons of clothing was collected by

the unique matinee. Five wagon loads of

the queer and bulging packages were taken
from the Hippodrome to the Armenian
relief packing headquarters.

Marvelous publicity was given the af-

fair by the daily newspapers. The press

not only volunteered advance stories, but
covered the show.

Reisenfeld Presenting
Combination Prologue
and Vocal Number

THE vocal number on the Rivoli
program this week serves a double
purpose in that it makes a very ap-
propriate prologue number for the

feature picture " The Great Redeemer."
Before a scenic canvas showing a

western landscape with mountains in the
distance, pines and hemlocks growing on
the slopes leading to them, huge rocks
in the foreground and a " dugout " home
on a hillside brought into prominence by
a thin flood light, Mary Fabian and
Georges DuFranne, soprano and tenor
respectively assisted by a quartette sing
" The Little Grey Home in the West

"

The song begins off stage by the male
members of the cast who appear after

a line or two of the song which gradually
is increased in volume as if the singers
were coming down a trail. After the first

verse is sung, Mr. Du Franne and his
companions sit while the feminine mem-
bers of the cast follow out the same pro-
cedure with the second verse of the
offering. Then the full company sings
exiting on the last lines.

Showing stage settings and characters used in a prologue number for " Twin Beds " at the Alhambra theatre. Milwaukee
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MuslinUsed toAdvantage
in Stage Setting

FOR the ballet number by Mile.

Gambarelli at the Cap.tol for this

week, the stage setting used is a

fine example of artistic effective-
! ness produced in a manner that is within
the reach of the smallest theatre.

The backing used is pleated muslin on
which amber foots cast a yellowish
tinge. The broad expanse of cloth is

broken at two points with fluted muslin
columns behind which white lights have
been placed.

Mile. Gambarelli dances in front of this

set attired in white costume. The selec-

tion rendered is titled " Polka Pizzicato."

Prologue number staged by the Alham-
bra for " Peaceful Valley " as

described below.

Hires Professional
"Healer" as Exploit-

ation Stunt
Mrs. Mary E. Cunningham, a self-pro-

fessed faith healer, was a medium of
much publicity for " The White Moll."
which played last week at the Moon thea-
tre, Omaha.

Lee \Y. YVooters, publicity director of
the Moon theatre, conceived the idea of
having Mrs. Cunningham appear in per-

son at the theatre and give lectures on her

Another view of the Alhambra lobby during the " Peaceful Valley " showing

"Peaceful Valley" Given
Great Exploitation

So replete with novel ideas and unusual
exploitation features was the presentation

at the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, of
" A Romance of Peaceful Valley " that a
whole booklet could be written about it, a

booklet worthy of being sent around the
country with the film as an exhibitor's

book of suggestions.

The accompanying photographs give

some idea of the extent to which Manager
Edward Weisfeldt went to awaken Mil-
waukee to the Alhambra's showing of the
Ray production.

The entire week before the showing of
the feature the Alhambra was decorated
for the event. The long lobby was turned
into a barnyard. On either side were
picket fences over which rows of corn-

stalks thrust their long leaves. Here and
there safe behind the fence a live chicken
strutted up and down, busy consuming
corn. Further down the lobby a scenery

barn was located with hay bulging out of

the loft door. Opposite was a corn crib

fairly bursting with golden ears, and next
to it an old well with a real moss covered
bucket secured from a Wisconsin farm.

Inside the door of the theatre the large

foyer was transformed into a farmhouse
kitchen. There was a stove, kitchen table,

pantry shelves, sink with a squeaky pump
and a farmer and his wife in attendance.

All the theatre attaches were attired in

overalls and straw hats or sunbonnets and
aprons.

During the presentation of "A Romance
of Peaceful Valley " the Alhambra was
decorated with pumpkins, goblins, cats

and witches for Hallowe'en and added to

the spirit of the photoplay. A Hallowe'en

prologue was given in which a group of

children in jack o' lanterns, sheaves of

wheat and as scarecrows provided enter-

tainment.

In addition to all of this a hayrack con-

taining a " rube " band and followed by

walking jack o' lanterns was used to ad-

vertise the attraction in the downtown
streets.

Needless to say the Alhambra did a

rushing business.
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Above—Farmhouse kitchen which occupied

part of the lobby for the " Peaceful Valley
"

showing at the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.

Belozv—Looking into the lobby of the Alhambra

from the street

Ballyhoo fleet which Manager Weisfeldt
used to advertise " Peaceful Valley " for

the Alhambra engagement

Showing the tzvo characters zvho worked in
" A Romance of Peaceful Valley " prologue
for "Peaceful Valley" at the Alhambra
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Ballantyne Hires Real
Lion As Exploitation

Stunt
Some idea of the magnitude of the ex-

ploitation campaign which Manager R. S.

Ballantyne and Publicity Director L. A.

Wooters of the Moon theatre, Omaha, put

over for " The Revenge of Tarzan " is il-

lustrated by the accompanying cut.

In addition to the lobby display another

bit of unusual exploitation was conceived

and executed in an eleventh hour telegram

from Manager Ballantyne to the head of

an animal " zoo " in Kansas City which

read as follows

:

" Ship wild lion immediately to Moon
theatre, Omaha. Don't forget a tamer.

Expenses and fee will follow."

Less than 48 hours later, Omaha was
ballyhooed by the roaring of a lion and an

attractive display of 6-sheets on a wagon.
Throughout the week of the showing of

" The Revenge of Tarzan " hundreds of

curious pedestrians were attracted to the

Moon theatre at noon hours when the lion

stalked back and forth in its cage before

the multitude.

Night after night during the showing,

crowds lined up for a block waiting to see

the picture. Manager Ballantyne declared

the expense of having the lion shipped to

Omaha was well worth it.

Metzger Pulls Good Stunt
for "Love Expert"

In putting over
'

" The Love Expert
"

Mr. Metzger, manager of the Strand the-

atre, Creston, Iowa, was fortunate enough
to secure the services of a lady visiting in

that city from a neighboring town who had
the nerve to try this stunt. He hired one
of the finest cars of the city and asked
the lady jjjto doll up in her Sunday best and
use plenty of powder and paint. He also

secured a large, beautiful fan for her and
rented one of the most beautiful creations

in the way of opera shawls for her to

wear. Upon the banners on the side of
the car were printed large letters exploit-

ing the " Love Expert."

Cuts in on Future for
Presentation Number
MANAGING Director Reisenfeld

cut in on the projection of
" The Great Redeemer " at the
Rivoli last week with a musical

number and in so doing has accentuated
the natural dramatic climax of the pic-
ture, incide tally proving that there are
occasions where stopping the picture for
presentation effects is desirable in spite

of the prepence a cy of opinion that thij

should never be done.
In the scene where the condemned

murderer begins his march to the gal-
lows, the picture is faded out, the drapes
drawn and the Rivoli singers presented
previously in the prologue number render
a selection suggestive of funeral services.
The house remains dark and the orches-
tra is stilled, the ensemble singing with-
out accompaniment. After the song the
picture is resumed with the title " Do
miracles happen, etc." The effect is

dramatic indeed since the picture really
logically is ended there anyway all the
subsequent scenes only establishing the
happy ending of the romance.

j. his is R. S. Ballantyne and Leland S.

Wooter's lobby display for " The Re-
venge of Tarzan " when this picture
played the Moon theatre, Omaha, as de-
scribed in the story appearing on this
page.

Store Tie-ups Help
'Right to Love" in

Los Angeles
Gorgeous settings in perfume, incense

and scented toilet waters for handsome oil

paintings in 16 of the most prominent
windows on Los Angeles business streets

were a feature that attended the showing
of " The Right to Love," at Sid Grau-
man's Rialto theatre, in Los Angeles.

Illuminated by artificial light time these

displays, consisting for the most part of

paintings of Mae Murray, one of the fea-

tured players in the picture, reproduced
from stills of the production, created an
immense sensation.

^REVENGE o/TARZAHIKon .

Float in which a live lion and his trainer were featured advertising "The Revenge of Tarzan" at th*
Moon theatre, Omaha
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Rialto, Detroit, Gives
"Lost City" Great

Send Off
The Rialto theatre, of Detroit, one of

six first-run neighborhood houses to

pen simultaneously with " The Lost
City " serial, gave the first episode of the

production such an exploitation campaign
is is seldom witnessed in any city, even
for a big special feature picture.

A special lobby display was constructed.

The lobby of the Rialto is long with a

narrow entrance. Both side walls of this

entrance were hung with elaborate hand-
painted animal pictures. At the end of

the entrance, and just before you enter

the auditorium, there's a sort of lounge,

in the space just between the big doors
leading into the auditorium.

For the opening of " The Lost City
"

this lounge was utilized for exploitation

purposes, at the suggestion of Manager
Tames Ritter. The wall space, 24 feet

in width, was covered with a hand-painted
background, showing a tropical scene.

Cut-outs were made from the twenty-four
! sheets, and placed against the background,
so as to make a regular jungle scene. This
was all done in colors, and made a won-
derful effect. The floor space of the

lounge was covered with a green sward.
Concealed lights radiated dimly from un-

derneath this grassy effect, and gave the

picture an honest-to-goodness tropical

look. Concealed lights hung from the top

of the scene, too, and added a soft glow-

to the whole.

This picture struck the eye of the patron

the moment he put his foot into the thea-

tre lobby. It attracted crowds as long as

it was left standing, for, placed as it was,

in a position of honor, like a fine painting,

and put into a setting such as given a work
of art, it was the talk of all Detroit.

This is but another instance of the at-

tention live exhibitors are giving to short

subjects with big box office results as a

reward for their efforts.

(
"The L.OSt"2ity

Transparency Used in
Rivoli Vocal Number
UNDER the title of " The Magic of

Your Eyes " the Rivoli theatre
this week stages a very pretty vo-

cal number.
The stage setting is constructed prin-

cipally of draped curtains of various hues
as if artistically covering an artist's stu-

dio window except for a space a half

dozen feet in irregular diameter where
the panes of glass and the frame are ex-

posed. The props used, all of which are
suitable for a studio, include an artistic

easel at which one of the singers appear-
ing in the number, Georges Trabert,
tenor soloist, stands painting on a picture
placed on the easel as he sings. After
the first verse of " The Magic of Your
Eyes " is rendered the window mentioned
above is proven to be a transparency
through which Marie Lind, as the other
singer in the duet, is disclosed, seated
some ten feet above the stage proper with
an indefinitely defined background back
of her. Miss Lind and Mr. Trabert fin-

ish the song as a duet when the trans-
parency is faded out and the drapes close

on the other singer.

Want Ad Stunt Works
Well for Rea

George A. Rea, manager of the Forum
theatre, Hillsboro, Ohio, recently put over

a publicity stunt in connection with his

showing of " Help Wanted—Male " that

brought a lot of attention to his engage-

ment.

Mr. Rea inserted the following ad. in

the want columns of the newspapers

:

" Wanted—Husband with money by at-

tractive young widow with a past." Fol-

lowing this were the directions for an-

swering. A number of bona fide replies

were received to the advertisement, among
which was one from a man who wrote as

follows

:

" Dear Friend : I tried to phone you to-

day, but for some reason failed to get con-

nections. I would like to hear from you
and see you and have a chat, that is, if I

am not too late. Please write me if you
wish. Tt would not hurt for at least one

chat. Do you think so ? Think we could

enjoy a talk and get acquainted."
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Tzi'O window displays secured for the " Madame X

Two Reeler Gets Attention
Metropolitan Theatres Give Man o' War
and Sir Barton Picture Big Exploitation

NEW YORK and Brooklyn this week
saw the culmination of the most
unusual campaign ever put over on

behalf of a two-reel picture, preceding
the showing of " The Race of the Age,"
Educational Film's exclusive picture of'

die race at Windsor, Ont, between Man
o' War and Sir Barton. The picture was
given its joint premiere at the Strand,

New York, and the Strand, Brooklyn,
this week.

Last week being the final period of rac-

ing in the metropolitan circuit, a campaign
was centered to attract the horse lovers.

Although the racing association declined

to accept advertising in its program it was
finally induced, after a private showing
of the picture to officials, to print the an-

nouncement of " The Race of the Age,"
and one of these appeared at the end of

the list of entries on each race.

Ten thousand tags bearing on the face
" Route Instructions," and on the reverse

side the announcement of the picture at

the two Strands was attached to every
automobile at the track Thursday, Friday
and Saturday preceeding the showing of

the picture. Forty thousand envelopes

bearing across their faces " A Tip on the

Big Race " and enclosing a herald giving

details of the picture were distributed on
the race trains, at the entrance to the park
and to the grand stand crowds during the

three days.

While it has been recorded on a few oc-

casions that New York theatres have
given a portion of their lobbies to ex-

ploitation of short subjects during the

run, this is said to be the first time that

two such theatres have given over the

greater portion of their display the week
previous to the showing of a picture. At
the Strand, New York, the left side of the

entrance was occupied by a huge an-

nouncement card, designed by the house

artists, carrying this statement from Man-
aging Director Joseph Plunkett over his

showings in San Antonio, Texas, by Jean Darnell, exploitation representative of the Goldwyn
Texas exchanges

Portland Theatre Builds
Fine Lobby Display

The Hippodrome, of Portland, 0-,

has recently adopted a new policy of bill-'

ing in that the feature picture is given ex-|

tra exploitation with preference over the]

vaudeville numbers.
For the showing of " The Mutiny of the

Elsinore," a lobby display was built that

old salts passing the corner of Broadway
where the Hippodrome is located declared

brought the sea breeze to them, although

the Pacific remained just as many miles

away from Portland as ever.

The transformation was made of what
had formerly been a rather longish, nar-

row lobby into the side of a ship's deck.

The wall in which the ticket window had
formerly been a prominent feature was
now the side of a cabin and a pretty sailor

in middy blouse took the place of the for-

mer uniformed Hippodrome cashier. At
the door stood one of the ship's officers

taking the tickets and allowing Portland-

ers to pass on into other quarters of the

schooner.

signature :
" It is a great privilege to

show to our patrons this historical race.

To see it is to never forget it."

On the right side of the entrance was a

huge reproduction of the letter from the

Kenilworth Jockey Club giving Educa-
tional the exclusive right to picture the

race. On either side of the lobby were
two other large announcements, including
striking scenes from the picture. The
colors of Man o' War, orange and black,

were suspended from the ceiling.

This lobby display was augmented
during the showing of the picture and the

electric light display divided with the fea-

ture.

For the first time the Strand changed
the style of its house plate in its advertis-

ing, using a line drawing of the two horses

superimposed over the name of the thea-

tre.

In Brooklyn, Managing Director Ed-
ward L. Hyman issued the most elaborate

four page herald that he has ever used,

giving a number of scenes from th'e race.

(Continued on page 3715)

Above is shown the "tickets" which admittc

special matinee as describ
d thousands of Portland, Ohio, kiddies to a
cd above
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On this page is shown photographs of four special posters used at the Strand theatre, Xezu York, during the week preceding the showing
of " The Race of the Age." The entire lobby of the Strand was given over to exploiting the two-reel picture instead of the usual procedure
of giving the feature the big end of the billing and just mentioning the smaller numbers. A story of the exploitation put over for this

picture is published on the opposite page
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MAN O'^A^
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Here is a cut showing an actual wedding which took place on the stage of the Rialto theatre, Omaha, Neb., during the run of " Dont Ever Marry

Shafer Holds Parade All
His Own

With several hundred thousand persons

available for an exploitation campaign
manager Walter D. Shafer, of the William

Fox Liberty theatre, in St. Louis, saw his

opportunity a week ago and succeeded in

putting over the greatest campaign he has

undertaken in his many years as a man-
ger. He had booked " While New York
Sleeps " for the week commencing Oct.

10. On the Tuesday preceding the open-

ing of the attraction the Veiled Prophet

parade, the annual spectacle given by the

society and business people in St. Louis,

was held. The Veiled Prophet is a spec-

tacle similar to the Mardi Gras in New
Orleans.

The newspapers estimated that more
than 250,000 persons saw the parade over

its entire route of about seven miles. The
hrst thing tbat Shafer did was to have a

KrtsJke parade of his own. An attractively

decorated wagon, bearing a distinctive

three-sheet cut out and appropriate ban-
ners traversed the entire route of the pa-

rade a short while in advance of the

Veiled Prophet. From the wagon 1 0,000
circus heralds telling of the nature of the

production were distributed to those who
were waiting patiently for the parade and
who were grateful for something to read

before the arrival of the Prophet.

For a whole week prior to the opening
performance Shafer saw that every patron
who attended the theatre was given one
of the circus heralds. Every person on
his mailing list of several thousand names
also received a herald along with a pro-

gram through the mails. The wagon which
constituted Shafer's individual parade
made its appearance among the luncheon
crowds on the downtown streets every day
during the run of the picture, and this had
much to do with drawing crowds to the

theatre.

Shafer did not overlook his advertising
ir. the daily newspapers because every day
i;e had a differently designed " ad " which
Served to whet the curiosity of those who
had not seen the feature production, but
had heard of it.

Avey Ties Up With Local
Event for a Winner

The many repeated admonitions of this

department to hook onto local color if

possible in advertising pictures is given

real import by the experience of J. Rich-

ard Avey, manager of the Strand theatre,

Mattoon, 111., in putting over " From Now
On."

The city fathers of Mattoon started a

campaign against careless automobile
driving and in so doing employed a local

motorcycle driver who had been one of

the worst ordinance offenders. The new
" fly cop " was so over-zealous that he ar-

rested a round two dozen of Mattoon's
fairly law-abiding citizens the first day
and in less than another 24 hours had
become the most unpopular person in

town. There was a lot of talk about the

arrests and the local automobile club pub-
lished a bulletin in the local papers against

him. This bulletin gave Mr; Avey an
idea. He got out a herald which started

with " Stop Speeding From Now On

"

and ended with publicity for the picture.
1lie result was that about everyone who
resides in Mattoon was talking about
" From Now On," and when the picture-

opened at the Strand everybody who eve-
went to a picture show was sold with the
idea that they wanted to see it.

McDonald Gets Results
with Extra Edition Stunt
For the premiere showing of " The Face

at Your Window," at the Springfield the-. 1

atre, Springfield, Mass., Manager Mc-j
Donald arranged with the Springfield

Union for several thousand copies or the
(

first issue of the day the picture opened.

These papers were rushed to a job printer:

who printed an announceemnt of the pic-
j

ture s engagement at the Springfield in'

bold red type across the face of the front

pages, after which the issue went to boys
who distributed the copies.

Also by arrangement with news stands
in the centre of the town he had these in-

dividually printed copies of the '* extra
"J

displayed so that they instantly attracted

attention. So great was the demand for'

these papers that they were distributed

twenty minutes after thev appeared on
the street.

The way Manager Erbcr of Ascher's Auditorium advertised "Get Out and Get Under
at this picture's first run showing at Dayton. Ohio
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" Yes or Not" lobby display vhich the Hamilton theatre of Lancaster, Pa., used during an
extra engagement showing

Something New in Street
Car Advertising

Billings, Montana, has no street cars.

The car tracks are along all the main
thoroughfares, but for various reasons

the running of eight storage-battery cars

over these lines was not a paying venture,

and for many years not a street car gong
has been heard on the streets. Motor
busses provide the transportation facili-

ties. Not many weeks ago the residents of

Billings were attracted to their front win-

dows by the clanging of a street car gong.

The older residents wondered if the old

service was to be started again, the

younger residents were amazed at the

idea that they might see cars running on
the old track. Everybody in town, it

seemed, turned out to see what was hap-

pening. They saw one of the eight cars

coming slowing and swaying down the de-

crepit tracks. They watched its progress,

and as it passed, big signs were disclosed

on the sides of the vehicle. " We may not

be able to finish the trip; but the Busses
will take you to see ' The Notorious Miss
Lisle.' A First National Attraction, star-

ring Katherine MacDonald. At the Bab-
cock Theatre, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday." The theatre preceded this

stunt by a well planned advertising cam-
paign in the newspapers, which had been
preceded by a teaser campaign.

Novelty Presentation of
Scenic Picture

SL. ROTHAPFEL is giving "The
Emerald Isle," a single reel scenic,

• novelty presentation at the Capitol
theatre this week by synchroniz-

ing the vocal rendition of " Come Back to
Erin " with the offering.

. The number opens with the projection

of strips of film showing scenes of the
Emerald Isle through a wide angle lens
on a screen that covers the entire pro-
scenium opening hung back of the tor-
mentors. Ruth Percy, a soprano, stands
in front of the improvised screen and is

invisible against the dark background of
the picture until silhouetted by a white
spot that had been fashioned to outline
her figure without striking on the pic-
ture screen.
While the film is being projected, Miss

Pearcy sings to changing scenes, the ef-

fect being somewhat on the order of the
old time illustrated song. At the close
of the song the vocalist is faded out, and
as the drapes are drawn, the titles of
" The Emerald Isle " reel are screened
through the regular projection lenses.

Two Reeler Gets Attention

{Continued from page 3712)
and adding his verdict :

" I consider this

to be the most compact, swiftly moving
thriller ever exhibited in this theatre."

Mr. Hyman used a musical program
with " The Race of the Age " that added
a great deal to the thrills of the picture,

with the result that during the panoramic
views of the whole race people were
actually standing and cheering.

" My Old Kentucky Home " was used
at the opening and this was followed by
" The Triumph of Liberty " march, then
" The Chase," and following through with
" Trotte de Cavalier," by Rubinstein.

Stage setting and characters which took part in a musical number staged by the Tivo'li theatre, San Francisco, during the run 'Married Life" at this theatre
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Simple Stage Setting for
Vocal Number

IN
using " The Lost Chord " as a vocal

number at the Capitol theatre for the

current week, a stage setting has been
provided by the artist, Herbert Wat-

rous, that enhances the value of the se-

lection greatly.

A back drop suggesting the wall of a

room with large French windows dimly
visible is seen through a black net. In
the center of the stage and close to the

drop mentioned is a high desk, similar

to those of an English Court. Mr. Wat-
rous, clothed in a white robe and wear-
ing a colonial wig, is seated behind the

desk with his figure brought into prom-
inence by a white spot.
The number is receiving rounds of ap-

plause from Capitol audiences.

Above is shown one of a number of

especially effective window display tie-

ups which the Frolic theatre of San
Francisco was able to obtain for the
showing of " The Folly's Trail." This
particular display was located in the best
window of the Star Drug Company's
store, located on one of 'Frisco's busiest
corners. Third and Market streets.

"Artist's Dream" Title of
Alhambra Specialty

One of the recent specialty numbers at

the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, staged

under the title of " The Artist's Dream,"
brought exceptional praise from both press

and public. A gigantic artist's palette with

huge illuminated brushes served as a

frame for a violinist and four singers. The
head of each girl singer appeared in the

center of a bunch of colored cloth repre-

senting a large daub of paint.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
Gets Clever Exploitation

It was just after the Wall Street bomb
explosion—a matter of two weeks after

it—when banking circles of Atlanta were
considerably wrought up over letters

which had been received by each banking
concern in town. The letter was written
in a feminine hand, on beautiful sta-

tionery very faintly scented, and read:
" Look out—he's coming October 20th.

Beware !

"

Enclosed with the letter was a snap-
shot—and it was the snapshot that re-

ceived most attention, for it depicted a
convict in the traditional stripes, kneel-
ing in front of a big, modern safe, work-
ing the combination. The picture had
been taken at such an angle that the
man's upturned coat-collar partly ob-
scured his face, and he wore a black
mask.
These letters and snapshots, turned

over to the police, were the objects of
much speculation—particularly when it

was discovered that each bank-official re-

ceived the same picture, and letters alike.

The police maintained an air of deep,
dark mystery, and the wildest rumors
imaginable crept out all over town—the
wildest of all being that the man in the
snapshot was a particularly bold crook
who took this means of showing his con-
tempt of the law, and that he was not
only going to rob a bank or two, but he
and his gang were going to blow up the
post-office at 7.30 on the evening of Octo-
ber 20th.

And on the morning of October 20th
each of the bank-officials who received
the first letter found another on the same
sort of heavy, creamy stationery with its

faint scent, reading,
" He's here—Jimmy Valentine, at the

Alamo No. 2, today and tomorrow."
It was Manager. George Schmidt's

little stunt for interesting the town in the
second-run of the picture, '* Alias Jimmy
Valentine," at his theatre. And the bank-
officials who had put on extra guards and
did not deny feeling a wee bit " skittish,"

looked considerably foolish when the
whole story was revealed.

Mr. Schmidt's lobby was the original

of the snap-shot—just the kneeling
"dummy" in convict garb, before a huge,
modern safe. And the appearance of the
startlingly life-like figure, absorbed in its

feminine hand.

Lobby decorations for the engagement of "The Silver Horde," at the Savoy the atre. Wilkesbarre, Pa., in which a specially drawn portrait of Rex Beach was featured
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Banner tiscd by the Olympia theatre, Boston,

to advertise "Half a Chance"

Mack Truck Parade Gets
Attention at Pittsburgh

The Mack truck parade, as a tie-up with
" What's Your Hurry," was given to de-

lighted Pittsburghers with a slightly new
angle when the picture started its run at

the Liberty and Blackstone theatres in

that city. Elmer E. Rutter, exploitation

representative at the local exchange of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, de-

cided that it was time to put something
more than a mere placard on the lumber-
ing trucks to arouse interest so he had two
cutouts of Wallace Reid designed as

shown below.

The sight of the young man rushing
along the side of the truck gave a sug-
gestion to prospective theatregoers that

they might be late for a seat unless they

adopted similar tactics.

" Performance Counts " was the ad-
vertising keynote to the joint exploitation

of Mack tracks in connection with the pic-

ture. The parade did the usual Barnum &
Bailey around the main street of Pitts-

burgh, but with such evident success in

attracting the attention of theatregoers
that both houses

Here Is a New Matinee
Idea

Does your theatre make money from 1 1

a. m. to 2 p. m,

I f not you might try the idea originated

by the Alhambra theatre, Utica, N. Y., a
*' Lunch Hour Club " with the slogan of
" Watch While You Eat."

Utica has any number of office workers
who cope with the high cost of living by

carrying their lunches. The fact that all

these office workers were available for

patronage purposes with no way of reach-

ing them appealed to the Lux Brothers.
" The Virtuous Vamp," in which Con-
stance Talmadge is starred as a stenog-

rapher, appealed to them as a feature

which offered a peculiar appeal to office

workers. They had a number of neat

cards printed declaring that the eating of

lunches would be permitted in the theatre

between the hours of eleven and two and
then went to the biggest firms in Utica.

They pointed out to the employers that

their clerks and stenographers were not

getting the relaxation they ought to have

during the noon hour, in order to get after

the afternoon's work with " pep " when
they stayed by their desks and ate their

lunch. They suggested that the novelty

of a motion picture lunch club should be

attractive enough to get the employes out

in the open air for a walk to the theatre

and their minds would get the rest so vital

to renewed vigor.

They had no trouble in getting the cards

well distributed through all the offices,

and the " Noon Hour Lunch Club " has

been a success from the start.

' i*** ill iL

4 i\

Lobby display for " The Courage of Marge 0'

Doonc,'' made from cotton tissue paper, ever-
green trees, etc., the work of the Majestic the-

atre of Findlay, Ohio

Rothapfel Staging Pro-
logue for "Officer 666"

AN effective and appropriate pro-
logue for " Officer 666 " is being
presented this week at the Cap-
itol theatre.

The drapes part on a reproduction of
the main title of the picture on a black
net. The blowing of a police whistle
and the clang of a patrol wagon bell is
heard while the stage is bare except for
the announcement title.

Then to the strains of the march song
from the Gilbert and Sullivan opera
" The Pirates of Penzance," Bertram
Peacock and the Capitol male octette
come on attired as policemen with or-
thodox badges and clubs, to sing the
" Recitative and Sergeants' Song " from
the above mentioned opera.

One of the "What's Your Hurry" Mack trucks which aided in the exploitation of this picture at the recent engagement at the Liberty and
Blackstone theatres, Pittsburgh
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Music for Your Theatre
No. 23

Countrywide Musical Movements at Work
BY CHARLES D. ISAACSON

FOR the exhibitor and his musical di-

rector who are alert to impulses and
influences which are convertible into

box office revenue, the present musical

season offers an unlimited number of fas-

cinating opportunities.

On the assumption that everything of

a musical character, which strikes your
city or town, is grist to your mill, this ar-

ticle has been written to indicate how,
what, when and where to move ! Yes,

everything of music which comes to your
community can be utilized to make pat-

rons for your theatre. How ? By link-

ing it in some way at the right time and in

the cleverest manner possible.

What are the movements of a musical

character which are moving around the

country ?

I will attempt to give you a slight un-

derstanding of the musical affairs on foot

—which can be " harnessed to do business

for you."

The big opera companies are to make
tours. The Metropolitan Opera Company
will follow its regular Southern tour. The
Chicago Opera Company will enter the

most extensive tour ever known in Amer-
ica—visiting the Far West, the Middle
West, the Northern cities. The San Carlo

Opera Company, under the leadership of

Mr. Gallo, will visit probably ninety cities.

There are innumerable other opera com-
panies, including four which are under the

direction of Ralph Dunbar of Chicago and
the Creatore Company. The Scotti Opera
Company is giving grand opera in about
fifty cities.

The leading orchestras of America—the

Boston, National, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis, etc., etc.,

will spread their concerts into the cities of
all the neighboring country.

The prominent artists are covering
towns and cities they never entered be-

fore. For instance, five hundred cities

have asked for John McCormack on his

return to America. It is utterly impos-
sible for the leading musicians to take all

the engagements which are being offered

them—it is practically a seller's market

!

The great ballets of the world are in

America. For instance, Pavlowa, called

the iincomparable, will be in over one hun-
dred cities; Fokine and Fokina (creators
of the ballet) will be the stars in half a

hundred festivals ; the great choirs of
Italy, Russia, America are on tour for
solid engagements everywhere. Oratorios
are announced in all big cities. The com-
munity chorus movement has grown
steadily—with announcements of several
hundred i.n steady formation. Then there
are those clusters of music clubs.

My great guns

!

HAVE YOU
PLANNED

TO
BE

Present
at the

FIRST NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF
MOTION PICTURE AND
MUSICAL MEN?

Every live exhibitor, musician, producer and accessory
man interested in the future of musical achievements in
the motion picture theatre will wish to be
Every exhibitor and producer seeking to
greater profits will wish to be present.
Every maker of music and instruments
of artists will desire to be present.

Send Your Name

present,

use music for

and manager

Charles D. Isaacson
Motion Picture News, Inc.

Note the data:
January 9-10
New York City
Hotel to be announced
First session new association
Discussion of Music Tax, prologue,
musical circuit, schools for picture
music training, artist distribution,
music cues, synchronized music, stand-
ardization of instruments, music, ad-
vertising, etc.
Most prominent men in the field will
be present. Special performances

—

Special material also for small theatres
Biggest Event of the

Musical Picture
Year

America, as I have remarked before, is

going veritably music mad.
The thing I would advise you to do

is this : Watch your town for all advance
announcements of coming musical events.

Get yourself on the mailing list of the lo-

cal concert managers, the local music
clubs—and even the resident managers of
great artists and musical organizations.

Knowing what is, coming, then it be-
hooves you to know what to do. Let us
look at a practical case.

The Great Orchestra of the Biggest City
near you is coming for a series of three
concerts. They are going to play the
Fifth Symphony of Beethoven, the Schu-
bert Unfinished Symphony on another
program, and on the third will include
Dvorak's " New World Symphony." Also
on the first program there will be a cele-

brated soprano, say Galli-Curci in an aria
from " Dinorah "

; in the second a violin-

ist, say Kubelik in a concerto by Wieniaw-
<ski ; and in the third a great pianist, say
Ornstein in one of his own mad composi-
tions.

During the weeks wherein these con-
certs are given, is there any reason why
you cannot play either the identical num-
bers of these programs? Or if you
haven't an orchestra is there any reason
why you cannot do an organ or piano
transcription ? Or even another composi-
tion of the same composer? Is there any
reason why you cannot announce that the
Particular Orchestra is coming and then

show their program and also say, "In our
theatre you can hear the same composition
cither before or after or in place of the

great orchestral concert—all thrown in

with your picture show "? " That you can
learn more of the beauties of the sym-
phony by hearing us do it again, or by get-

ting an idea of it here, when you go down
there, the performance by that orchestra

will mean more."

In connection with the soloist, when
Galli-Curci sings, why cam you not put on
a good coloratura soprano in the same
aria ? Why can you not put on Galli-

Curci's record possibly on a good phono-
graph in your theatre ? Why can you not

make a still picture of her on the screen

and play a bit from the operas she has ap-

peared in—letting your orchestra or pi-

anist do the music without any voice ?

When Kubelik plays, why not your star

local violinist in the same composition ?

When Ornstein plays, why can you not
even go so far as to engage an Ampico
Reproducing piano and do as some other

theatres have done—advertise the invis-

ible Ornstein.

When the Pavlowa ballet or any other

ballet comes to town, that's the time to

put on a high-class esthetic dancing num-
ber. When a grand opera is being played,

that's the time to put on a Rigoletto
" Medley " or an act from " Pagliacci."

When a man like John McCormack ar-

rives, that's the time to put on his favorite

songs—like " I hear you calling me " and

These things seem self-evident to the

writer of these words. When the interest

of the musical public of your community
is concentrated on any visiting or local

musical enterprise, then it is good publicity

and direct business building to divert part

of that attention to your house. For those

who would go to the concerts, the infor-

mation you give them ma}- bring them first

or afterwards to you—for those who are

infatuated with the artists and the orches-

tras and operatic scores will want another
taste—if it be only the substitute taste you
can give. But for those who do not go
to the regular concerts and who don't

want to go—the fact that the}- can get

some kind of an idea at your theatre will

appeal strongly.

I can see an enterprising motion picture

manager grabbing the visiting musical or-

ganization in some way. For instance,

when the Great Orchestra comes he will

pay whatever the price demanded to bring
over the orchestra for a single perform-
ance either before or after their regular
concert—or engage the conductor to come
over for a guest performance, or get the

(Continued on page 38O4)
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND P U R C H A S E S

In the Independent Field
STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT NEWS AND VIE WB

Joan Feature Goes Big
in New York State
The five-reel Fanny Ward state-

right release " She Played and
Paid," released by Joan, is winning
its way into the theatres of New
York State, thanks to the energetic
efforts of Sam Zierler and Fred
Zimmerman, of the Common-
wealth and the Nu-Art exchanges
respectively, and to the merits of
the picture itself, announces Joan
in a statement issued recently.

Some of the representative houses
that have booked " She Played and
Paid" are: The Empire in Buf-
falo, the Grand, Auburn, The Dit-

mus in Perth Amboy, the Sheffield,

Olympic, Avon, Fulton Auditorium
and Classique of Brooklyn ; the Co-
lonial of West Hoboken, the Strand
and Empire in New Brunswick, the

Brighton of Brighton Beach, the

Boston Hotel in Coney Island, the

U. S. Photoplay of Paterson, the

Putnam in Newark, the Lyric, Mt.
Vernon ; the Yorkville Casino, At-
lantic Gardens, Grand Opera
House, The 14th Street and the 34th

St. Superior, of New York City.

Joan states that a few territories

on " She Played and Paid " are still

open for states-right men.

Two "Scattergood" Pic-
tures Completed

Edna Schley Productions, Inc.,

have completed two of the famous
<l
Scattergood " stories by Clarence

Budington Kclland. The first

filmed, " Scattergood Makes a

Match," received flattering comment
at a preview at the Strand theatre,

Pasadena.
The second, " Soothing Syrup," is

ready for preview and " Down the

Line " is ready for production. It

is the nlin *o nrodu^e thirteen
" Scattergood " two reelers a year.

Pete Morrison, Carol Holloway and Spottiswoode Aiden in the C.

Western, " A Good Bad Man "
B. C. six-reel

Franchise Holders Choose

A scene from the fourth Comiclassic
comedy release, " Watch Your Hus-
band," starring Neeley Edwards and
produced by Special Pictures Corporation

Release Dates to

Them, Announces
FRANCHISE holders in Sher-

man Productions Corporation
will decide the date when the

first attraction is to be released and
v ill also determine the number of
pictures which will be made during
each year, over and above the regu-
lar number required by their con-
tract, according to a statement by
Harry A. Sherman, president of the
company.
They will also have an important

voice in all production matters,
their recommendations as to pro-
duction costs and the character of
the stories desired by the exhibitors
in their territory, being the deciding
factor in the production policy of
Sherman Productions Corporation.
Mr. Sherman, who is now busy

perfecting his production plans,

which call for a minimum of twelve
pictures annually, is enthusiastic
over his company's success.

With more than sixty per cent of
the entire territory in the United
States and Canada already satisfac-

torily allotted and with six produc-
tions completed or in work, all of
which wil be ready for release be-
tween now and January, 1921, he
feels that he has good reason to be
( ptimistic. This record of accom-
plishment has been effected without
requiring outside capital of any
kind or even securing the advances
which are customary between the

producer and his distributing units,

when production on a large scale is

undertaken.

Be Decided by
Harry A. Sherman

Under the terms of agreement
with each franchise-holder all costs

of Sherman production are to be
borne by the producing company
until the actual delivery of the com-
pleted positive prints. The ex-
change then pays its proportion of
the cost, as regards the territory.

Lithographs, lobby display and all

accessories are also to be prepared
and their cost, financed by the pro-
ducing company and delivered un-
der a similar arrangement. In addi-
tion Sherman Productions corpora-
tion will carry on an extensive ad-
vertising campaign in the trade

press on each release, without
charge or expense of any kind to

the distributing units.

A convention of the Fed-
erated Film Exchanges of

America, Inc., formed last

spring by a number of leading
Independent exchange men,
is scheduled for November
14th, 15th, 16th and 17th in

St. Louis. The St. Louis
member of Federated is Sam
Werner, of the United Film
Service. The members will

meet at the Hotel Statler,

and will consider several big
contracts that, it is said, have
been submitted to them to
handle the releases of popu-
lar stars. The representa-
tion will be from all over the
United States.

First Alice Howell's
Comedies Ready

George B. West, general manage
of the Sun-Kist Comedy Company,
is on his way East with the sample
prints of the first two Alice Howell
single reel comedies, and intends to

stop off at all the important ex-
change centers for trade showings.
Those who have had an opportunity
to see these comedies are said to

have been high in their praise of
Miss Howell's work and that of her
director, Dick Smith.
Two directors will alternate in

the handling of this series of 52
single reelers to be released through
states-right market in order to give
each director a week of spare time
to prepare the script for the next
picture while the first director is
'* shooting " his picture. Dick Smith
will supervise all the comedies of
both directors.

The first two Howell comedies
are finished and have been titled
" Boulevard Profiteers " and " Whc
Chose Your Wife"? and work i:

progressing on the third.

Prepare Southern Drive

on Joan Pictures
A report that has just arrivec

from Louis Baum, sales managei
of the Joan Film Sales Co. to the

home office, brings news of an ex
tensive plan drawn up by the Elta

bran Film Co. of Charlotte, N
C, the aim of which will be t<

popularize the two Joan releases

"The Invisible Ray," a 15-episod>

serial, and the twelve two-reel Bill'

West comedies in the South.

The plan was outlined as a re I

suit of the purchase last week b;|

the Eltabran of the two picture I

mentioned last week. Eltabran ha I

mapped out a course of actioil

that provides for concentrating oil

one state at a time.

A scene from " Lone Hand Wils
Lester Cuneo's first five-reel Wes

release through Capitol Film Co
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Three of the beauties of " It Might Happen to You," a five-part comedy, presented
by S-E Enterprises

Fanark Film for Pioneer
" The Crimson Cross " to Be Given
Special Exploitation Campaign

Reelcraft Adds Scenics
to Program

Another series of releases is to

be added to the exclusive Short
Subject program of the Reelcraft
Pictures Corporation, according to

the announcement of President R.

C. Cropper. This newest addition

will consist of a weekly single-reel

release in the form of a scenic and
will be known as the " Reelcraft

Scenic Series."

In distributing a scenic release,

Reelcraft is fulfilling a promise to

its distributing exchanges, who
have long demanded such a re-

lease for their programs. In some
territories, where no arrangements
have as yet been made, the series

will be offered to the Independent
State Right buyers.

In planning this new series,

Reelcraft announces that it will

break away from the old traditions

of the scenic picture usually of-

fered to exhibitors, and include in

each release some special interest

or action. Not until several re-

leases had been completed that

measured up to the standard of re-

quirement did Reelcraft announce
the series to the trade.

Ten pictures have already been
completed, selected from the best

views obtainable in the western
rockies.

Release on the new series will

be announced shortly.

Englishman Known as

Famous French Count
of the Screen

Leo White, " French Count of
the screen," the versatile fun star

of Pinnacle Comedies released

through the Independent Films As-
sociation of Chicago, was an actor

I

at the age of seven.

At that time he played small

parts and " bits " in many of the

principal plays showing in and
: about London.
1 Born in Manchester, England, on
November 10, 1887, Mr. White
comes of a long theatrical line.

Leo White came to America
fourteen years ago with the " Three

,
Little Maids " company. He has

played with Essanay, Universal

and other companies.

West Point Sports in

Arrow Single Reel
Arrow Film Corporation is in re-

ceipt of advice from Town and
Country' Films, producers of The
Sport Pictorial, that Jack Eaton,

president of the Town and Country

i'
Films, has gone to West Point for

a week to secure scenes for a forth-

coming issue of The Sport Pic-
1

torial. This is to include scenes
i' of the various sport activities of

the world's most famous military
I academy.

Movie Chats at Rialto
and Rivoli

Charles Urban's Movie Chats are

Jishown simultaneously in the Rivoli

•land Rialto Pictorials this week.

ljDr. Hugo Riesenfeld choose the

Series No. 5, illustrating a day of

Ijfine sport in England.

[!(
The picture is said to be delight-

Sully done and Dr. Riesenfeld

tnakes much of it by his musical

Illustration.

<<npHE CRIMSON CROSS,"
A \T

. Brewster Morse's story

dealing with hypnotism, which
George Everett picturized for the

Fanark Corporation as its initial

screen offering, will be distributed

by the Pioneer Film Corporation.
This announcement was made

early this week from the offices of
President A. E. Lefcourt, 126
West Forty-sixth street, New York,
by M. H. Hoffman, general man-
ager of the Pioneer Film Corpora-
tion, following completion of the
final details of the releasing ar-

rangements which have been
under discussion by Fanark and
Pioneer officials for a fortnight

past.

Under the terms of the deal,

Pioneer undertakes to give " The
Crimson Cross " a special exploita-

tion and advertising campaign,
with a full line of lithographs,
lobby displays, advertising accesso-

ries and helps for the exhibitor,

WITH the purchase of five sup-
er-productions, twelve two-

reel cemodies and a strong serial,

the Commonwealth Film Corpora-
tion, Sam Zierler, president, this

week signalized its removal from
the Mecca Building to 729 7th Ave-
nue. The purchase is regarded as

the largest buy made at one time

by any independent exchange in the

country.
The features include " Keep to

the Right," starring Edith Talia-

ferro, " The Rich Slave," starring

her sister, Mabel Taliaferco, "For
The Freedom of Ireland," a very
timely production, with excellent

box office angles, the Babe Ruth
picture. " Headin' Home," and
" Hell's Oasis," starring Neal Hart.

"Hell's Oasis" is the first of a

series of eight Westerns, starring

Hart, that will be handled by Com-
monwealth.

carrying out and maintaining the
high standard already established
by Fanark for this picture.

Pioneer officials, who also dis-

tributed Mr. Morse's previous
screen success, " His Brother's
Keeper," for the American Cinema,
are said to be enthusiastic over
the box office possibilities of " The
Crimson Cross."

Tentative arrangements are be-
ing made, it is said, to secure the

releasing rights to the second Fan-
ark picture, also by Mr. Morse,
titled "The Strength of the
Weak," which George Everett will

direct. Production on this pic-

ture will begin within the next
week.

While no definite date has yet

been set for the release of " The
Crimson Cross " by Pioneer, book-
ings for first runs are already
being made and applications be-
ing received for dates from ex-
hibitors everywhere.

The comedies bought by the
Zierler organization are the new
Billy West productions. The ser-

ial, the first to be released in this

territory by Commonwealth is

" The Invisible Ray," starring Jack
Sherrill and Ruth Clifford.

" The pictures I bought this week
are for Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey," said Presi-

dent Zierler, who also controls the

world rights to " The Hidden
Light," regarded as Dolores Cassi-

nelli's greatest picture. " It was
only after viewing scores of feat-

ures, serials and comedies, that I

made the above selections. I believe

they will meet with the high stand-

ard of Commonwealth releases.
" I have also bought two pro-

ductions, which I believe are the

best that have ever been offered

on the independent market. I will

announce them shortly."

Popularity Foreseen for

"Adam and Eve"
That pictures adapted from popu-

lar book and stage successes are
more in demand than those adapted
from original scenarios is said to
be evident from replies received to
a questionnaire sent out by the
Clark Cornelius Corp., in regard to
" Adam and Eve," and other pro-
ductions to be distributed this year
through state rights exchange.

" Adam and Eve," is a pictorial

version of the novel and stage pro-
duction, written by Louisa Parr
and C. E. Monro, English authors,
and was adapted for the screen by
George Edwards Hall.

The play first won fame on the
English speaking stage and later

won world renown following its

appearance in other parts of the
world. Godfrey Tearle, brother of
Conway Tearle. plays the leading
masculine role in the picture.

Unity Moore, who plays the part
of little Eve, opposite Mr. Tearle,
is an emotional actress of known
talent, endowed with superlative
physical charms as well as a com-
pelling personality and unusual
histrionic ability, born with a long
experience on the legitimate stage
and on the screen.

The book has had a wide circula-
tion in this country and has been
read by millions in all parts of the
world.

Arrow Film Contracts
for De Remer Series

Word is received from the Ar-
row Film Corporation that they
have contracted with the Lyric Pro-
ductions Company for a series of
special productions starring the
emotional actress, Rubye De Rem-
er, production of which was started
at the Erbograph studios on Mon-
day of last week.

Miss De Remer is well known
on both stage and screen and is

considered one of the most beauti-
ful blondes in motion pictures. She
has posed for many artists, having
been selected on account of her
striking beauty and has been pro-
nounced by artists to be the perfect
blonde type:

It is understood that work has
already been started on the first

Rubye De Remer production, which
is from a story by the well-known
author, Herman Landon, which ap-
peared in magazine form recently.

Title of this production, together
with other details, will be an-
nounced in the near future.

Fischer Company Busy
on Interiors

David G. Fischer's company,
making " In the Shadow of the
Dome," headed by Dixie Lee, is

working on the smaller interior

sets for the production at the
Blackton studios in Brooklyn this

week. On the conclusion of these

scenes, a Fort Lee studio will be
used for a reproduction of the

House of Representatives, which
will be the setting for one of the

smashing climaxes of the picture.

The photoplay which will run to

eight reels, will not complete pro-

duction until the end of November.

Zierler's Strong Program
Commonwealth Film Has Popular
Features, Comedies and Serial
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Special Picturesj Adds
to Selling {Force

In launching a sales drive for the

coming winter, H. J. Roberts, gen-

eral sales manager of the Special

Pictures Corporation, has aug-
mented his exchange forces and
made numerous changes in the per-

sonnel of the branch offices for

greater efficiency in getting the

Special Pictures productions in the

hands of the exhibitors.

The list of exchange managers
as announced this last week in-

cludes B. C. Gibson, Atlanta ; M.
Thomas, Boston

;
Harry S. Gans,

Buffalo; Pat Dillon, Chicago; W.
E. Condell, Cincinnati; W. A. Hoff-
man, Cleveland; Sol Davis, Dallas;
R. T. Ryan, Denver; Hal Smith,
Detroit; O. P. Fauchier, Indian-
apolis; Sam Goldflam, Kansas City;
E. K. Lamson, Los Angeles; Tom
Kress, Minneapolis ; Will T. Rich-
ards, New Orleans; Harold Rod-
ner. New York ; W. E. Smith,
Philadelphia ; H. C. Gauding, Pitts-
burg; H. L. Pitner, St. Louis;
W. E. Matthews. San Francisco;
A. H. Ruot, Seattle; Harry Cohen,
Washington, D. C.

Stoll Adds to English Studio

"Direct-to-Public" Ad-
vertising to Be Used
Again a new business idea is

employed in exploiting the new
two-reel " Top Notch " Comedies

;

instead of advertising the series
direct to the state rights buyers and
"pushing" the sale through trade
paper advertisements, the (Ply-
mouth Producing and Distributing
Syndicate of Cleveland, Ohio,
a'dapted the " pull " system. Over
$1,000 is spent weekly by this com-
pany for fiction magazines and
newspaper advertisements.

With their great all year around
Title Contest, advertising it in

newspapers and magazines all

through the country, giving away
$7,800 in cash prizes direct to the
theatre patrons, they arouse a pub-
lic interest.

•Cooperating with the post office

department, arrangements have
been made by which synopses of all

Top Notch releases will be avail-
able to all who request them, and
hy which, in the event of a tie,

prizes of equal value will be dis-
tributed to all tying for a particu-
lar place.

The film exchanges, however,
will find the weekly announcement
of the Plymouth Producing and
Distributing Syndicate regularly in
the Motion Picture News.

Jans Spectacle Opens in
Detroit

Herman F. Jans opened his spec-
tacle " Madonnas and Men "

1 at
Kunsky's Madison theatre in De-
troit on Sunday, October 31, to
record breaking business. Thou-
ands stood in line during the dav
clamoring for admittance, accord-
ing to reports and the theatre was
packed from morning till night.
The general opinion, it is said, was
that " Madonnas and Men " will be
one of the greatest successes and
will enjoy one of the longest runs
of recent years. The engagement
has been prolonged indefinitely.

THE Stdll Film Company, Ltd.,

of London, the productions
of which will be distributed

in the United States by the Stoll

Film Corporation of America, is

making extensive additions to its

manufacturing facilities in Eng-
land. The company has converted a

large aeroplane factory at Crickle-

wood into a studio, laboratory and
general offices which it is authori-

tatively stated is the largest plant

devoted to motion picture making
in the British Isles. The Crickle-

wood establishment will supplement
the large studio at Surbiton which
has served the company since it

began producing pictures and which
will be continued in active operation.

The outstanding feature of the

latest example of Stoll enterprise is

the extensive lighting equipment,
which is in charge of W. T. Skid-
more, an expert formerly connected
with the Famous Players-Lasky
forces in this country. The appa-
ratus was selected following an in-

spection of the best studios in the
United States, France and Italy by
George King, formerly general
manager of the Stoll Film Company

Aeroplane Factory is

Taken Over by

British Company

and now president of the Stoll Film
Corporation of America.
Consequently the technical equip-

ment of the Cricklewood plant

represents the last word in effi-

ciency. There are, for instance,

forty banks of Cooper-Hewitt mer-
cury vapor lamps, four Sunlight

arcs, twenty-four Wohl broadsides,

twenty Wohl duplex toplights and
twenty Wohl tilts. Also there are

ten Kliegl spotlights of 70 amperes
each and three of 100 amperes each,

as well as eight semi-indirect Wohl
toplights. All of the plugging and
wall boxes are Kliegl also.

One of the novelties of the

studio is a stage, parts of the floor

of which are of glass. Here un-

usual effects have been secured

by shooting streams of light through
from below-
Mr. King, in commenting on the

technical equipment of the Crickle-

wood studio, expressed the opinion

that in view of its elaborateness and
also up-to-dateness there should be
no doubt in the mind of the Ameri-
can exhibitor that Stoll interiors will

continue to be sufficiently and effi-

ciently illuminated.

"The Tiger's Coat" on
November Schedule

" The Tiger's Coat," one of the

three pictures to be released dur-
ing November, Hodkinson's anni-
versary month, is said by the Hod-
kinson organization to be that type
of picture in which the theatre-

going public delights. There is

maintained throughout a foreign
atmosphere which is most pleasing,

and the picture is in a large meas-
ure dominated by the exotic per-

sonality of Tina Modotti, the gifted

Italian artiste.

Lawson Butt gives a perform-
ance which is said to be fully on a
par with all of his great successes
in the past. A third player, who is

well known, is Myrtle Stedman.

Davis Feature for Independents
F\ITH in the independent field

and faith in its future were
the motives which prompted

George H. Davis, who is present-
ing " Isobel, or The Trail's End,"
by James Oliver Curwood, to offer

this big production to the state

rights buyer rather than dispose of
it to any one of a number of im-
portant producing corporations for
distribution. In an announcement
this week, Mr. Davis stated that he
had received offers from the
largest corporations in the country
for all rights to this rugged story
of the Northland, but had adhered
to his decision of state righting it

because of his desire to help the
independent buyer in his search for
the good things of the industry.

It is Mr. Davis' belief that the
independent field is developing in

scope and power to a level with
any other branch of the industry.

However, he has declared, this field

must be given the opportunity to
obtain the right kind of pictures,
and for this reason he has placed
" Isobel, or The Trail's End " at the
disposal of state rights buyers.

" Last week," said Mr. Davis, " I

said that this picture in my opinion
closely approximated the 100 per
cent box office attraction. Since
that announcement was made it has
been viewed by many local and out-
of-town buyers, as well as a num-
ber of trade reviewers. They have
to a man borne me out in every
statement."

Faith in Field Puts
" Isobel " on State

Right Market

" Isobel, or The Trail's End," if

cast and direction and photography
are criterions by which a produc-
tion may be judged, is one of the

most important offerings of the
year. It is significant of the
growth to power of the independent
market that this feature, directed by
Edwin Carewe and with a cast

which includes House Peters and
Jane Novak, should be offered that

field in preference to any other.

Along this line, the editor-in-chief

of a New York trade publication

had this to say in regard to
" Isobel "

:

" This is a picture which in

theme, in direction and in acting

would be acceptable as a release for
any of the great producing com-
panies as a special, and the fact

that it is being released indepen-
dently is significant of the future of
the independent field."

Mr. Davis has given a number of

showings of a studio print of the

story—there remains some editing

and titling before it is ready for

release—and has received the praise

of every audience, it is stated. The
general comment has been that

never was the independent buyer

offered, upon a reasonable basis,. so
important a production.

The result of the favorable com-
ment the picture has received, and
its preliminary exploitation, has
been that Mr. Davis has been de-

luged with wires and letters seeking
information. Indications are that
" Isobel, or The Trail's End," will

prove one of the most successful

independent ventures of the year,

if not of all time. Mr. Davis is

highly gratified at the general in-

terest it has created, which he holds

as evidence of cause for faith in the

independent field when it is given
the opportunity to obtain a picture

which requires the biggest kind of

exploitation and handling.
Announcements of franchise

holders will be made by Mr. Davis
in the near future.

"HEAD NEVER OFF STAND FOR TWO YEARS!!!"
"SIMPLEX installed August 24th, 1918 and has
run every show since then and the head has never
been off the stand As noted above, machine is

a wonder."

SNOW'S SHOWS, GARRETTSVILLE, O.

Critics Pleased with
"The Truant Husband"
As a vindication of his belief in

the box-office and entertainment
value of a thoroughly human and
wholesome domestic comedy of
feature length, Ray Rockett, presi-

dent of the Rockett Film Company
cites the verdict of the trade press

on " The Truant Husband," the

company's initial offering. The
critics of the various trade jour-
nals pronounced " The Truant Hus-
band " one of the most diverting
feature offerings of the current
season, several predicting an ex-
ceptional measure of box-office suc-
cess for the Rockett feature.

Epitomizing the critical enco-
miums applied to " The Tniant
Husband " are such expressions as
" Ray and Al Rockett have given
the motion picture public perhaps
the best feature comedy thrown' on
the screen "

;
" Thoroughly modern

entertainment": "A Delight . . . .

Grab it when you get the chance."
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Stories Sought by Kremer

Sidney Ascher

Ascher Features Have
Buffalo Office

Sidney Ascher, president of As-
cher Features, Inc., made a flying

trip to Buffalo this week in the in-

terest of his company and with the
view of reorganizing his newly ac-
quired Buffalo office, which he took
over from the Hamilton Pictures
Corp. at the time he secured the
franchise to distribute the Triangle,
Keystone and Hamilton Specials in

New York and northern New
Jersey.
Mr. Ascher states that additional

salesmen will be put on but does not
say at this time whether there will

be any changes made in the sales

force or management of the office.

In company with Mr. Ascher on
his trip to Buffalo was William
Alexander, head of Alexander
Film Corporation, which concern
will have the physical distribution

of all Ascher Features, Inc. produc-
tions for both the New York and
Buffalo offices.

Abramson Plans Drive
on "Wrong Woman"
Ivan Abramson has written, di-

rected and produced " The Wrong
Woman," a society drama recently

released, which features Olive Tell

and Montague Love. Announcing
his plan to exploit this picture, he
has prepared an advertising cam-
paign and already twenty-four
sheets have been posted about the

city.

One of the features of the ex-
ploitation campaign for "The Wrong
Woman," is an elaborate press book
just completed. It is a sixteen page
book with a two color front and
back cover scheme. Features of the

book include a story of the dramatic
achievement of the producer enum-
erating his twenty-five years of ex-

perience in the dramatic field. Pic-

tures of the stars and their achieve-

ment in the motion picture industry

form one of the pages.

One page has been devoted to

three teaser campaigns with a story

on the handling of teasers and ad-

vertising. Special attention has peen
paid to a postal card to mail, catch-

phrases, advertising ideas, contests

and newspaper stories. A complete
newspaper campaign has been pre-

pared on all angles of the stars and
the production.

Producer Wants
Series: Director

VTlCTOR KREMER, who will
* star Texas Guinan in a series

of Western features, announces
that as yet he has not chosen the

story for the star's initial picture.

The producer is also anxious to find

a capable director.
" But I will not put my O. K.

on anything until the consen-
sus of opinion gleaned from all au-
thoritative sources is satisfactory,"

said Mr. Kremer. .

"
I must be sure

the pictures are winners—prize win-
ners. The challenge is clear. Here
is the author's chance. No need of
whining—give my company the
' story exceptional ' and no fear
about ' getting together ' on the re-

muneration. Aid necessary to any
writer desiring to present his offer-

Plots for Guinan
is Also Needed

ing wiil be cheerfully extended.
Personal interviews, so as to study
the star, etc., will be gladly arranged
for and this applies to directors as
well.

" Of course this must not be un-
derstood to mean that money will

be squandered to suit the alas too
often ridiculous demands of authors
and directors. What I mean is

that there will be no stinting. Full

value will be paid for full value re-

ceived.
" There remains to be added, or

rather reiterated : Victor Kremer
Film Features, Inc., is about to

show a sample of the kind of own
made product the trade may expect
in future, be same western or other-

wise."

Celebrated Enlarges Scope
Chicago Concern
Features and 24

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
FILM CORPORATION of

Chicago, it is announced by Joseph

L. Friedman, president, will enter

the feature film distributing field

this month. The company proposed

to release twenty-six features, or

two a month, between November 1,

1920, and November 1, 1921, or at

the rate of one every other week,

and, in addition, .they will issue

twenty-four special features. These
productions will be the pick of the

market as offered from time to time

by the independent producers.

Heretofore, Celebrated has han-
dled mainly one and two-reel sub-

jects, with the exception of the

serials distributed by that organ-
ization, and has built up an immense
business with them.
The demand for longer features

to Release 26
Specials a Year
to go with the short subjects and
make up complete Celebrated pro-

grams has become more and more
insistent, it is said, and now Mr.
Friedman has arranged to meet this

demand by adding twenty-four
special features under the Federated
Brand, which will be available

through his exchange.
The new Bessie Love feature,

" Bonnie May," which was made by
Andrew J. Callaghan Productions,
Inc., and directed by Ida May Parks
and Joseph De Grasse, will be the

first of the Celebrated special

features.
" The Servant in the House " will

be the second feature. The story is

based on the stage play by Charles
Rann Kennedy, which created a

sensation ten years ago in New
York and on the road.

Kineto Review at Capital
Rothapfel Presents " Emerald Isle

"

in Artistic Fashion on Broadway

SL. ROTHAPFEL presents one
• of the Kineto Reviews at the

Capitol Theatre this week. He has

selected Number 37 from this series

of the Urban Popular Classics and

dramatized it in his original

fashion. .

" The Emerald Isle " is the title to

it by Charles Urban with the sub-

title
" A Restful Land of a Rest-

less People;" an apt summing up

of Ireland's present day unrest.

Mr. Rothapfel in his presentation

of it shows a single reel subject can

actually be made into a feature. He
presents it with a vocal interpola-

tion by Miss Ruth Pearc.v who
sings, " Come Back to Erin."

The huge audience reacted splen-

didly to Mr. Rothapfel's choice, as

well as the critics on the morning
papers. More than a few of them

actually used the same phraseology,

speaking of it as " charming."
" All exhibitors," states Kineto,

" can easily afford to take a tip from

the way Mr. Rothapfel presented

this picture. Ordinarily a one-reel
subject of this nature passes under
the broad description of a " scenic."

Under the direction of such a show-
man as the manager of the Capitol
it becomes a great deal more than
that ; it becomes what Mr. Urban
intends all the Urban Popular Clas-

sics to be ; a one-reel feature."

Many Acrobatic Feats in
"Honeymoon Ranch"
One of the outstanding features

of " Honeymoon Ranch," the five-

reel Western feature which Bert
Lubin is state righting, is the dar-
ing acrobatic work of Harry Mc-
Laughlin, who is co-starred with
Allene Ray in this Tex O'Reilly
screen adaptation.
McLaughlin makes a fast geta-

way by diving head foremost from
the top of a high fence to his

horse's back. At another time he
makes a spectacular drop from the

top of a house to the ground.

Arrow Plans Campaign
on "The Tame Cat"
Arrow Film Corporation states

that one of the most complete ad-
vertising campaigns ever inaugur-
ated will be used in exploiting " The
Tame Cat," and states that a com-
plete line of advertising accessories
of unusual attractiveness will be
supplied on this production. The
advertising and publicity depart-
ment is at present preparing a press
book which will be an exhaustive
analysis of the picture. A com-
plete line of paper, photographs,
slides and novelty advertisements is

also being prepared. A further
announcement concerning this pro-
duction, with all information as to
author, cast, etc., will be made in
the near future.

Little can be learned about this
picture save that it is considered bv
Arrow officials to be one of the big-
gest pictures of the year. They
state that it is an adaptation of a
novel by one of the greatest authors
of English literature, who has had
several of his works adapted to the
screen with marked success. They
claim further that this is by far his
greatest novel, and that for years
producers have been desirous of
producing it but have hesitated due
to the unusualness of the theme and
situations it was thought that it

would be impossible to adapt this
to the requirements of the motion
picture drama. Production was
made by Dramafilms, Inc., under
the direction of Will Bradley, the
man who picturized and directed
" Bitter Fruit," and the Arrow
states that in " The Tame Cat " he
has given to the screen one of the
most notable productions in motion
picture history.

Cartoonist M. T.{ Ross
to Draw for Screen
The latest cartoonist to heed the

call of the screen is M. T. Ross
creator of "Mamma's Angel Child"
and other drawings which, for the
past fifteen years, have appeared
in the Chicago Tribune and manv
of America's leading newspapers."
Mr. Ross, widelv known as

"Penny" Ross, and Will M.
Hight, veteran showman and pub-
licity expert, who has been con-
nected with a number of leading
production companies, plan to put
out a series of one reelers to be
entitled, " Esther Starring Series
of Animated Cartoons, bv the crea-
tor of "Mamma's Angel Child."
The first release has been fixed
for December 1st and one will be
release each week thereafter.

Merit Film Exchange of Chicago
will distribute the series through
the state right market and report
that already more than forty-three
percent of the United States ter-
ritory has been disposed of.

"Hired and Fired" to Be
New Hallroom Comedy

" Hired and Fired " the first re-
lease of the new series of the Hall-
room Boys comedies, which was
directed by Henry Kernan is now
ready, announces Jack Cohn of the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York, which is now offering
them to state rights buyers.
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"Wrong Woman" Pop-
ular in New York

"The Wrong Woman," Ivan
Abramson's latest release is being

rapidly booked throughout the

metropolitan territory, according to

reports. Already it is being played

at all the upper Broadway houses.

It has been booked on the M. and S.

Circuit with houses in New York
and Brooklyn and in various other

theatres in the district.

For the opening showing of the

production, Director Abramson se-

cured the personal appearance of

Olive Tell at the Regent theatre last

Friday evening. Miss Tell appeared

as the star of the production and
was warmly welcomed by the fans.

She told of her work on the screen

and of her pleasure in being able to

work with such a versatile director

as Mr. Abramson, " who wrote, di-

rected and produced his own pic-

tures."

Inter -Ocean Starts 6th Year

Hugo Ballin to Produce
Eight Films a Year
With his first independent pro-

duction, " The Honorable Gentle-

man," scheduled for release by
Hodkinson, Hugo Ballin's plans for

future activities are being carefully

formulated and shortly will be put

into effect. Increased capitaliza-

tion of Hugo Ballin Productions,

Inc., will bring about an expansion
of activities in keeping with his

aims.

This year, it is announced, there

will be eight productions, made pos-

sible by two units. One-half of

the output will be directed by Hugo
Ballin himself, and the remainder
will be personally supervised by

him, with another director in im-

mediate control.

He has acquired the rights to

four stories and is putting the fin-

ishing touches on tha scenario of

his forthcoming production.

First of C. B. C. Series

is Announced
" The Mormon Trail " is the title

of the first release of Star Ranch
Westerns, now being offered the

State Rights market by C. B. C.

Film Sales Corporation of New
York. Star Ranch Westerns are
offered in a series of twenty-six
two-reelers, one every two weeks.

ROUNDING out rive years of

activity as a motion picture

organization, during which
time it has grown from a small

idea to a gigantic enterprise, In-

ter-Ocean Film Corporation, with
its production and distribution

plans for the 1920-1921 season com-
pleted, embarks this month upon
its sixth year as an export institu-

tion.

On the occasion of its sixth an-

niversary, Paul H. Cromdin, pres-

ident of the company has prepared
a special statement, representing a

resume of Inter-Ocean's activities

during the past five years of its

history. The statement follows

:

" When the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation was organized five

years ago, it defined its policy as

a motion picture export organiza-
tion specializing in the distribution

of a high-grade American films and
motion picture accessory products
in foreign markets. In explaining
this policy, the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation realized that the

American producer who conducted
a business largely confined to

national boundaries, usually con-
centrated his sales efforts towards
domestic distribution, and gave lit-

tle or no attention to the foreign

film market. The organizers of

this project also knew that the

American producer would be quick

Export Company
Shows Enormous
Growth in Five

Years

to perceive the benefits of such a
company.

" That was five years ago. At
that time the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation occupied an insignifi-

cant suite of offices in the Candler
Building. This month, as it en-
ters upon its sixth year of ac-

tivity, the expansion of its business
has necessitated the exclusive use
of an entire five-story building.

" Five years ago, the foreign film

market, its scope and possibilities

were unknown to the American
producer. Today, it represents a
vital adjunct to his business. In-

ter-Ocean Film Corporation, act-

ing as the medium through which
foreign buyers were enabled to ob-
tain exclusive territorial rights to

American productions, with par-
donable pride, feels that it has
played no small part in the devel-
opment of foreign trade in behalf
of the American producer.

" In the execution of contracts
calling for the distribution of
American films in foreign markets,
the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
has always maintained that Amer-

ican producers need the co-opera-
tion of an established export or-
ganization equipped with the nec-
essary resources to render a genu-
ine foreign sales service— profit-

ably.
'* Besides its activities in the ex-

portation of American-made films
into foreign markets, the Inter-
Ocean Film Corporation was also
instrumental in bringing to Amer-
ica the best cinema offerings made
by our foreign confreres. The
company has encouraged the im-
portation of foreign-made produc-
tions, and feels that there is a
market in America for high-grade
pictures, irrespective of the source
of manufacture.

" The Inter-Ocean Film Corpora-
tion has also blazed the trail for
the distribution of American-made
motion picture accessory products
in foreign countries. With a
varied assortment of accessory
products including such articles as
motion picture machines, studio
equipment, carbons, motor genera-
tors, incandescent lamps, -carbon
adapters, rewinds, film cabinets,
stripping flanges, film reels, fire-

proof film boxes, copper terminals,
metal film carrying oases, con-
densers, lenses, spotlights, screens
and a score of additional products,
it has come to the fore as a potent
factor in internationalizing the mo-
tion picture industry."

Gallos Opens Big Campaign
NEXT week will see the City

of Chicago awhirl in one of

the most, if not the most ex-
tensive civic campaigns ever con-
ducted in its history, according to

Equity pictures.

The movement for the preven-
tion of accidents on city streets

—

always a popular cause—has been
begun by the Chicago exchangeman,
Aaron M. Gollos, who will be ably

assisted by his associate and
brother, Abraham Gollos, and will

be conducted in connection with
the Equity six-reel feature, " Keep
to the Right," starring Edith
Taliaferro.

Electric signs and banners on

elevated platforms ofj Chicago, auto-
mobile pennants and stickers, signs
on all prominent street corners,
slides in motion picture houses,
billboards, window cards, sign-

posts, pasters, tags, buttons—every
conceivable device of publicity and
advertising, will characterize this

sweeping campaign. From all in-

dications, the face of Chicago will

resemble one grand " Keep to the

Right " sign.

Naturally enough, the sanction

of the police authorities was first

secured. Then the co-operation of
the Board of Health, all the wel-
fare and civic organizations, the
business and fraternal associations,

'Baseball Scandal"
Popular in Chicago
" The Great Baseball Scandal,"

the single reel slow7 motion photo-
graphy exposure of all principal

plavs in baseball, offered the State
Rights field by C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, is said to have cre-

ated a sensation in Chicago where
it has been booked in the State
street and other first run houses
by Celebrated Film Corporation.

44 Below the Deadline"
Has Special Music
Max Winkler, one of the best

known musicians in New York, has
prepared a music cue sheet for As-
cher Productions, Inc., " Below the
Deadline."

Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy, who are being featured in the Spotlight Comedies
for release by Arrow

was enlisted, thus making the drive
something of a city affair, and by
no means a commercial scheme
to draw patrons to the picture.
For the first two days, the public
will know nothing of the connec-
tion between the safety-first drive
and the Taliaferro picture. This
will be revealed on the third day of
the campaign, when all signs will
bear a footnote to the effect that
Edith Taliaferro is the star in the
picture whose slogan they have
been following.

Permission of the police to display
the traffic signs on thoroughfares
was an easier matter than at first

supposed, as Chicago road signs
lead "Keep to the Right" anyway.
All that was necessary was to sup-
ply additional signs to the city au-
thorities gratis. As Chicago is a
strong safety-first center, and
drives of this kind a frequent cus-
tom. Gollos' suggestion was apro-
pos and welcomed with open arms.
The fact that the picture " Keep

to the Right " has nothing to do
with traffic, excepting one particu-
lar scene where one of the- hero-
ine's lovers plunges over an em-
bankment in his car, from which
predicament he afterwards escapes,
does not alter the effectiveness of
the tie-up. Once the public will
come to see the picture, Gollos
is convinced they will be glad that
they were led to do so by the cam-
paign.

Of no little importance is the
newspaper publicity that has been
promised to put the drive over. A
gala parade is being arranged in

behalf of the safety-first movement
and the banners and standards will

all read " Keep to the Right."
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Three scenes from William A. Brady's new melodrama Life" adapted from the stage I'll the same name, in ichich Arlene Pretty, J. II. Gilmore and other tcetl

ktlOWn picture players hare important role*

S-E Enterprises Have
" Cowboy Jazz "

S-E Enterprises announced this

week, that they will market a two-
reel special feature entitled " Cow-
boy Jazz." It was made under the

cl auspices of the Benevolent Protec-
ti tive Order of Elks. " Cowboy Jazz

"

t( presents the W orld's Championship
v Cowboy Sports, in which the most
Q expert ropers, riders and daredev-
o ils of the West perform a variety

Q of hair-raising stunts.

The picture was acquired from
K Fred Salinger, of Chicago. Mar-
I* keting on the subject will begin
J next week.

Reelcraft Will Handle
Health Series

" The Little Home Nurse " series

of two reel semi-comedy instruc-

tive dramas, based on the stories

and scenarios of Doctor Showaltet,
will be distributed through the
Reelcraft Exchanges in New York,
Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee
and Cleveland, according to an an-
nouncement of that company.

Reelcraft will not distribute the

series nationally, purchasing the
series only for its own exchanges
in their respective territories.

"Lone Hand Wilson" Is

Completed
" Lone Hand Wilson," a five-reel

western drama, starring Lester

Cuneo, was received at the home
office of the Capital Film Company,
Chicago, this week. The story is

by Wm. S. Piggott. It is said to

be an intense drama of- the great

outdoor west, full of action, heart

appeal, suspense and thrills with a

climax which is immensely spectacu-

lar.

Good Cast and Settings
in Hugo Ballin Film
In " The Honorable Gentleman,"

Hugo Ballin's first independent
production, a strong cast will be
seen, including such popular play-

ers as Mabel Ballin, Rockcliffe
Fellowes, Togo Yamamato and
little Charlie Fang. The settings, it

is said by all who have seen them,
are noteworthy for their technical

perfection as well as their artistic

beauty. ...

The Small Exhibitor's Problem
EDWARD KRAUPA, president

of the Monarch Film Corpora-
tion, of Philadelphia, in an in-

teresting letter to the Motion Pic-
ture News, gives as his belief that
high rentals are one of the serious
problems confronting the small ex-
hibitor to-day. But Mr. Kraupa
goes further than merely giving
the evil—he gives what he believes
is the cause of the evil. " There is

only one way to rid the small town
manager of exorbitant rentals,"

writes this wide-awake exchange
man, " and that is by lowering the
salaries of the stars. Bless their

million-dollar hearts, where is

there another business on the earth
that would think of such salaries!

And, to come down to earth,

wouldn't just about half of that

salary do these stars? Investigate
their previous earnings before they
entered the moving picture game.
Why I know of one comedian who
receives more than a million a year
that played in this here slow town
of mine for about thirty dollars per
not so long ago."

Mr. Kraupa starts off his letter

in a way that warms an editor's

usually-frozen heart. " Quite in-

teresting to me," is the cheering
introduction, " and it must be the

same to others, in reading the dif-

ferent trade journals, how they
all are going to aid the independent
exchanges. But I take off my hat
to the Motion Picture News as

the first in the field for the inde-

pendent exchange. It is really

amusing to see how the other trade
journals are trying to follow you,
but you surely do keep ahead, and
good luck to the original booster
of the independent exchange.

" The fact is, you must realize,

that the Motion Picture News be-
longs to me and other subscribers.

It does not belong to you. Keep
up the good work and keep the
others hustling trying to catch up
to you. They can't do it."

Mr. Kraupa has been in the show
business for twenty years. In that

time he has had the distinction of

being arrested many times for
blocking traffic in his advertising.
" I paid many fines of $50," he
states, " but it was worth all I paid.

"In regard to advertising, I be-
lieve that window cards, news-
papers, heralds and weekly pro-
grams are the best ads. possible.

I would advise manager to omit

such cheap ads. as lotteries, selling

books, giving presents and all the

other rot. It cheapens your theatre

as well as the shows."
Mr. Kraupa ends with a dire

protest against the complaints that

are ever lodged against the ex-

change manager. " He is always
wrong," he states, " the booker al-

ways makes mistakes; cashiers al-

ways forget that the exhibitor

paid him long ago; and repair girls

always give out the films in bad
condition. Of course the manager
of the theatre is always right, he
always returns films on time, never
ruins them, and never owes
money."

Mr. Kraupa's final word is al-

most as good as his first. " Here's
good luck," he writes in final bene-

diction, " to the best of all our
journals

—

Motion Picture News."

Arrow to Release First

Jack Hoxie Feature
Arrow Film Corporation an-

nounce an early release of " The
Man From Nowhere," the first of a

series of features to be made by Ben
Wilson starring the dare-devil of

the screen, Jack Hoxie, whose latest

serial " Thunderbolt Jack " is meet-
ing with success throughout the

country.
The Sales Department of the Ar-

row Film Corporation states that

there is a great demand for this

product and that a number of terri-

tories have already been closed.

U. S. Navy Will Screen
Kineto Subjects

Arrangements were completed
this week between the Kineto Com-
pany of America and the film di-

vision of the United States Navy
whereby the entire output of
Kineto will be shown to all the boys
in the Navy—both at sea and at

home.
All the Charles Urban's Movie

Chats, the Kinejto Reviews, the

Urban Science Series and the Ur-
ban Travel Series, will be made
part of the motion picture programs
of the U. S. battleships and the
home stations.

The officers in charge of the Navy
Division of Films expressed them-
selves as delighted at having pro-
cured such a great amount of

quality pictures.

Flannagan and Edwards
Comics Available

. Flannagan and Edwards, of
vaudeville fame, who have won a
new reputation for themselves in

films by means of the Capitol Com-
edies produced by the National
Film Corporation of America and
released through the Goldwyn Dis-
tributing Corporation, are starred
in the half dozen latest Capitol
Comedies released.

Nearby all of the recent Capitol
Comedies have been written by
Harry Wulze and directed by Mark
Goldaine.

Rose Tapley Returning
to Motion Pictures

Rose Tapley, one of the Vita-
graph Company's favorites of a few
years back, has been engaged by
American Cinema Corporation to

play a promiaent role in support of

Mollie King in " Her Majesty."
She is now at work under the di-

rection of George Irving, at the

Biograph Studio.

In "Her Majesty," Miss Tapley
plays the role of a society woman,
the foster-mother of the star.

Rosemary Theby. now working in " The
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's

Court."
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4 D V A N C E VIEWS OF COMING ATT RACTIONS

Live News From Producers
V H A T THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

The announcement of the

new production policy to be
enforced by Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation has called

forth enthusiastic endorse-
ments from prominent fig-

ures in the industry. Cecil

DeMille sees in the new pol-

icy .the " beginning of a new
and greater era of motion-
picture productions " " This
plan," continues Mr. DeMille,
"will inevitably result in pic-

tures incomparably superior

to past productions. The new
system assures directors of

the finest actors and actresses,

while similarly insuring stars

of the highest quality of di-

rectorial ability."

Sir Gilbert Parker, in ad-
dressing Jesse L. Lasky on
the new production policy,

says: " Permit me to say that

I think your new production
plans embody the quintes-

sence of modernism in mo-
tion-picture making and that

never in the history of the
screen has anything so revo-
lutionary or so calculated to

advance the art been under-
taken."
Following the announce-

ment of the new policy,

Dorothy Dalton expressed
the following note of ap-
proval for the new idea of
assembling stars in the one
production:

" I think all thoughtful
artists should be more con-
cerned with the parts they
play and the stories they help
to portray than with the fact
that others may share stel-

lar honors with them.
" You may count on my

staunchest co-operation, and
I am waiting eagerly for
news as to the part I am to
play first under the new
plan."

'Held' in Trust" Well
Received on Coast

Liberal praise for Metro's pre-
sentation of " Held in Trust," the
Story of high social life and finan-

cial intrigue, starring May Allison,

is given by newspaper critics of
Los Angeles, Cal., according to a
statement from the Metro head-
quarters. This picture, adapted
for the screen from the story by
George Kibbe Turner which ap-
peared in The Red Book Maga-
zine, was shown at Tally's theatre
for the week commencing October
9.

The reception given this produc-
tion at its showing on the West
Coast is taken by Metro officials

to indicate that it will prove one
of the successes of the year and
that the readers of the story in
magazine form are eager to see it

in picture form.

A big scene from "The Sins of Rozanne." adapted from the Cynthia Stockley
story. Ethel Clayton is starred. It is to be a Paramount nictur'

" Over the Hill," the Wil-
liam Fox special now play-
ing at the Central Theatre,
New York City, continues to
attract crowds in large num-
bers. The services of a spe-
cial policeman has been re-
quired to keep the long lines
outside the theatre from
blocking the traffic, says a
report from the William Fox
headquarters.

Despite the immense
crowds attending the picture
during the first week follow-
ing its premiere on Septem-
ber 19, the eighth week of its
Broadway run and the third
week of its run at the Central
theatre finds the line of tic-
ket-purchasers longer than
ever. The "S R. O." sign
is invariably displayed at
least thirty minutes before
each performance and the
choice seats are invariably
disposed of forty-eight hours
in advance, declares William
Fox

ii

Doug's" Latest is Ready
"Mark of Zorro" Set

for Release on December 5

C( HE MARK OF ZORRO"
I has been selected as the

title for. the fourth Fair-

banks' production, to be released by

the United Artists Corporation, the

release date having been set for

December 5th, according to the an-

nouncement made by Hiram
Abrams, president of United Art-
ists, this week.

The Fairbanks Studio is all en-

thusiasm over this production and
at a pre-review of the picture in

Los Angeles this week the critics

and newspaper men who viewed
the production are said to have de-

clared it to be without mental
reservation the best picture
" Doug " has ever made, excelling

every production he previously

presented. Much of this success is

due to some extent to the story by
Johnston McCulley, " The Curse of

Capistrano," which appeared in the
" All Story Weekly " Magazine,
from which the picture was
adapted, and beside it being con-
sistently dramatic, it is said to be
filled with swift, bristling action, a
wholesome, gingery mixture of
melodrama and vigorous comedy,
crammed full with whirlwind
thrills, suspense and irresistibly

funny angles, with never a let-up

in its headlong pace from the very
start to the rip-roaring punch that

packs the climax with a tremendous
wallop. " Doug " performs a mul-
titude of neck-breaking, agile

stunts, wears his infectious smile,

and throws such a tremendous
amount of devil-may-care "pep"
into the dual role he portrays that

everyone that has thus far seen the

production hails the performance as

his best screen offering.

The background of the story is

centered around early Southern
California of nearly a century ago,

when its destinies were zealously

guarded by the Spanish settlers.

History records the occasions when
the Spanish emigrated to the

southwest of North America in a

climate somewhat similar to that

of their native country. A replica

of the entire City of Los Angeles,
as it existed during those stirring

days, was constructed at a stupen-
dous outlay. Over one hundred gen-
uine types were secured for the pur-
pose of realism. They can be seen in

the picture attired in their native

costumes and pursuing their usual

vocations. In fact, every incident

to the most minute detail has been
given the most careful attention.

It is a dual role that Fairbanks
is called upon to essay. As Don
ergy. There is a girl in the story
that really furnishes the strong
love interest.

With Noah Beery, Robert Mc-
Kim, Charles Hill Mailes and Mar-
guerite DeLaMotte, his leading
lady, collected in his cast, Fairbanks
has left nothing undone to assure
the public the best obtainable in

motion pictures. Fred Niblo di-

rected the production.

Wanger Head of Para-
mount Production

In a reorganization of the pro-
duction forces of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation which
aims to bring the varied production
activities of the company under a
more centralized control, Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice president in charge
of production, has appointed Walter
F. Wanger general manager of pro-
duction, with control over all the
company's production units in the
East, Los Angeles, London and
India.

By Mr. Wanger's appointment the
producing centers of the company
will look to the New York office
more than ever before for general
guidance and supervision. From
the New York office will be handled
the general production policies of
the company, as they apply to Lon-
don, Hollywood and Bombay as
well as the Eastern studios.

Mr. Wanger will leave next
month for a brief trip to Hollywood
to inspect the Lasky studio. In the
spring he will go to London and
sometime next year will visit the
new Famous Players studio in

India.

Pathe Appoints Eastern
District Manager

Robert Smeltzer, for some
months manager of Pathe's Wash-
ington office, has just been appoint-
ed Eastern district manager of the
Pathe distributing concern. He
will oversee the work of Pathe
branches in Albany, Buffalo, Bos-
ton, New York, Philadelphia, Pitts
burg, Washington and Newark.
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Percy Marmont, who supports Norma Talmadge in "The Branded Woman,"
a First National attraction

Vitagraph Teaser Results
" Dead Men Tell No Tales " Brings
Queer Results in Press Make-Up

VITAGRAPH'S nation wide
teaser campaign for its forth-

coming Tom Terriss special pro-
duction, " Dead Men Tell No
Tales," which is now nearing re-

lease, has brought some surprising
results according to that company.
White on black slugs have been
used in the campaign, with the
straight announcement that " dead
men tell no tales," and without a
word to indicate what it meant.
Usually they have taken the run of
the paper, and not always has the
make-up man given any particular
attention as to just what matter they
followed. For instance

:

A physician's card appeared in

the Brooklyn Eagle, announcing his
removal to a new office. It was
followed immediately in the column
by the unexpected statement

:

" Dead Men Tell No Tales."
A table d'hote dining place in

New York advertised " all you can
eat for $1.25," followed by this grim
assertion :

" Dead Men Tell No
Tales."

Somewhat ominous seemed the
suggestion carried by the white let-

tering of the black slug when it

followed a patent medicine adver-
tisement in a Providence, R. L,
paper which promised " instant re-
lief."

" Learn to drive a car in three
lessons," was an advertisement
which would have looked better

without the following :
" Dead Men

Tell No Tales."

One of the most shocking juxta-

positions was that in which some
well meant but somewhat over-en-

thusiastic " Health Hints " ended
just above the slug: "Dead Men
Tell No Tales."

Marked copies of newspapers
containing just such "breaks" are

reaching Vitagraph's General Offi-

ces at 469 Fifth Avenue in large

numbers. The campaign was not

limited to one locality, but included

the important daily and trade papers

in all parts of the country.

Ray Borrows Christie Star
Laura LaPante to Be Leading
Lady in Charles Ray Picture

FOLLOWING the completion of

her work as leading woman
with Charles Ray in " Forty-Five
Minutes From Broadway," to

whom she was loaned by the Chris-
tie Film Company for that par-
ticular picture, Dorothy Devore is

again at work at the big two-reel
comedy plant and is to have promi-
nent roles in a number of pictures
which will be released through
Educational Exchanges.
However, barely has Miss De-

vore returned to her regular em-
ployers than Ray borrowed Laura
La Plante from Christie to be his

leading woman in another picture.

Miss La Plante scored a bier hit

with her appearance in the " Jiggs
"

comedies and she is to have feat-

ured roles in Christie pictures when
she completes the Ray film.

Mr. Christie is not adverse to

lending his players on occasion for
big features, since he believes that

this broadens their experience and
also affords them a considerable
amount of additional publicity.

Miss La Plante has already won
many favorites by her past work,
and it is expected that she will as

many more in her forthcoming Ray
picture. Her selection by Charles
Ray is taken as another proof that

when Mr. Christie picks beauties

for his companies, they are beau-
ties in every sense of the word, as

well as excellent actresses.

Strand Sees"Torchy" Hines
Youthful Star of Comedies Makes
Personal Appearance in Brooklyn

JOHNNY HINES, portrayer of
«J Sewel Ford's redheaded office

boy in the Torchy Comedies, is

s coring a success this week with his

personal appearance at the Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, in connection
with the showing of " Torchy In
High," his third two-reeler made
by Master Films, Inc., and released
ihrough Educational Exchanges.
While New York audiences are

fairly familiar with personal ap-
pearances and are not so easily im-
pressed as others, the manner in

which this one was staged is said

to have scored an unusual hit.

" Torchy In High " centers around
an automobile and Torchy's efforts

to see Vee, the heroine of the Ford
stories. Eventually Torchy recovers

the car which he is responsible for

disappearing and the final scene

shows Auntie telling Torchy that he
; s welcome any night at her home
lint that the lights go out at ten.

And Torchy stretches out his hands
and replies:

" I'll be there at ten."

Just at the conclusion of the pic-

lure, Edward L. Hyman, managing
director of the Brooklyn Strand
locussed the spotlight on Hines,
standing in the orchestra, costumed
as he was at the end of the picture,

and standing in the same position

with his hands outstretched. After
the applause that greeted him the
star told a number of stories, care-
fully avoiding the usual " star stuff

"

and confining his talk to topics of
the day. He was seen every evening
during the week.
According to Educational the re-

ports from exhibitors that these
comedies pick up business as each
one is shown, and that every release

shows a healthy gain in box office

returns over the one that has just

gone before.

According to Mr. Hyman, he has
never shown a series of comedies
that have made a success exceeding
that of the Torchys at the Brooklyn
Strand.

AnnouncesChanges In Field
Numerous Transfers and Additions

Effected Recently by Paramount

AS the result of readjustments

that have been in progress

during the last two months. Claude

Saunders, director of exploitation

of Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-

ration, has announced changes in

the personnel of the corporation's

field representatives that have been

effected.

John McConville, formerly at-

tached to the Boston Exchange, has

been transferred to Buffalo, where
he and Albert S. Nathan will work
together. Eli M. Orowitz, former-

ly of Detroit, takes over the dis-

trict included in the Philadelphia

Exchange, while Leslie F. Whelan,
formerly in southern territory, has

been shifted in the Detroit post.

Oscar A. Doob, until recently at

the Cincinnati Exchange, is now at

Chicago, co-operating with Dan
Roche as exploitation representa-

tive for that territory. Norman
Peel, formerly attached to the Al-

bany Exchange, has been promoted
to the Portland, Ore., territory.

S. G. Sladdin has been transferred

from Omaha to Boston and Charles

L. Winston, formerly at the latter

exchange, has gone to Salt Lake
City.

Several new exploitation repre-

sentatives have been added to the

staff : R. C. Gary, formerly Gold-
wyn representative at Kansas City,

is covering the Omaha district for

Paramount ; Fred V. Greene. Jr.,

has been appointed to the Denver
Exchange ; Abner Robinson is ex-

ploitation representative at the New
York City Exchange, and Harry E.

Swift has taken up the duties at

Albany.

The positions at the other ex-

changes are being retained by vet-

erans on the staff as follows

:

Frank A. Cassidy, Cincinnati ; Nor-
man H. Dixon, Des Moines

;

Charles E. Raymond, St. Louis;

John Goring, Kansas City; John
Howard, San Francisco ; Paul
Morgan, New Haven ; Albert
Xathan, Buffalo ; Herman Phillips,

Washington ; Daniel Roche, Chi-
cago ; Elmer Rutter. Pittsburgh

;

Monte Rice, Los Angeles
; Way-

land H. Taylor, Seattle, and Fred
Walters, Cleveland.

. W'alter Lindlar, formerly ex-
ploitation representative at Minne-
apolis, is at the home office of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
as assistant director of exploitation.

Dougherty Engaged for

Alice Lake Film
Jack Dougherty has been en-

gaged by Metro to inject his " red-
haired personality" into Alice
Lake's first special production as
a full-fledged Metro star. The
picture is entitled " Mother Love."

Wesley Ruggles was added to

the Metro directorial staff solely

to direct this picture.

Alice Lake, during one of her
customary hikes, located an ideal

spot in the San Bernardino Moun-
tains . for the honeymoon scenes
that open the picture. As a conse-
quence the cameras have gotten
into action far above the clouds on
the initial scenes, and Miss Lake
has added the title of " location
rcout " to that of star.

Dead Men
Tell No
Tales
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: S. Woody Anticipates Realart's

Plan Will Be Big Success
:es In It Solution of the Problem of Supply to Small Town Exhibitor

THE present indications arc

that Realart possibly has
found the solution to the

blem of supplying the needs of

small town exhibitor on a basis

ich is fair to him and satisfac-

f to the distributor."

'his statement, issued from the

dart Pictures Corporation hcad-
rters, is the response to inquiries

arding results of the demonstra-
l which that corporation now is

king with a new selling plan,

s plan, as previously explained

rHE Motion Picture News, in-

ves the distribution of certain

cial features without advance
ments, fixed rentals or percen-

e guarantees, solely upon the un-

standing that the exhibitor shall

for the productions what he

lestly finds them to be worth, af-

he has run them.

I do not wish at this time to

unit myself definitely regarding
results," said J. S. Woody, Real-

general manager, in an exclusive

irview this week with The Mo-
st Picture News, " but it eer-

ily looks to me as if most of the

dieted objections to our plan

e vanished into thin air.

Exhibitors will appreciate that

iy internal difficulties had to be

rcome as a preliminary to

ting into effect a scheme as radi-

and revolutionary as the one we
fathering. The objection which
leard most often at the outset

j

that the plan was wholly

:-sided, and that he would
only a fraction of what the pic-

es ought to bring.

This argument came from all

iters. Strangely enough, exhibi-

5 themselves were among those

o advanced it. But bluntly, the

position was that we would be

:ated—that the motion picture

ustry was not ready for a selling

n based on honor.
Some time before we decided to

lertake our demonstration, the

position was outlined to a num-
of leading men of the industry.
' You will get responses, prob-
y,' one of them told me, ' but not

m the reputable exhibitors. I do
think the present situation in the

ustry demands such methods,

ey invite dishonesty.'
I

I cannot tell you the name of

s man, because he exacted a

imise that he would not be quoted
iring, I presume, that we might
iertake to construe his criticism

0 an endorsement of the plan,

s argument, however, I am frank

say, was all pessimism, reflecting

inference both on the good faith

our proposal and the good faith

exhibitors generally.
1 Of course it is obvious that we
ve not been influenced by such

juments. Nor has the exhibitor,

ir supreme confidence in the good
th of the men on whom we are

pendent for existence has been
Ily justified from the outset of

r career. In fact, had our prev-

is business relations with our cus-

tomers not been entirely satisfac-

tory from our point of view, the

present plan never would have been
considered—it would at best have
been an experiment rather than a
demonstration.

"
1 believe, moreover, that the

average exhibitor to whom our
proposition has been made has ac-

cepted it at its face value. Of
course, there has been criticism.

We have been told that the pictures

selected for the test must be
' lemons,' otherwise we would not

be willing to ' give them away.' As
a matter of fact, we were told that

be persons to w:hom the plan was
outlined prior to its adoption.

" Of course argument of this sort

is advanced thoughtlessly. A man
who has poor fruit to sell doesn't let

you take it home, cut it open, and
then pay him what you think it's

worth. His policy, if he is in that

sort of business, it to get his money
before you discover that you have
purchased rot. It's obvious enough,
I think, even for a blind man, that

Realart is not going to collect much
for pictures after they have been
run unless those pictures have
proven real value at the box office

Our plan would not be worth two
rusty hoops on a bulging rain barrel

unless the pictures offered measured
up to requirements. And that state-

ment applies both to our expecta-
tions of revenue and to the value of
the plan as possibly affecting future

sales policies.

" As a matter of fact one of the

productions offered under the honor
plan—Allan Dwan's " Soldiers of

Fortune "—has been well up among
the five leading revenue producers
of the past season. The other two

—

Mr. Dwan's " Luck of the Irish

"

and Emil Chautard's " The Mystery
of the Yellow Room "—had been
far better than average special feat-

ure revenue producers at the time
our new: plan was put into effect.

We certainly never could have sold

the idea to Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation, the producers, if that

corporation had not been convinced
that past performances of the pro-

ductions as box office attractions

justified the belief they would make
more money on a value-testing basis

than through fixed-in-advance ren-

tals.

" Neither do the returns indicate

many exhibitors have taken the at-

titude that we have any thought of
' giving pictures away.' We never
have proposed anything of the sort,

although one of the trade journals

did so head its story of the plan. As a
matter of fact, all we have under-
taken is to eliminate the usual bar-

gaining over what the price should
be. There is a price, and it is very
emphatically stated to be the sum
which the picture honestly earns.

Instead of trying to forecast what
this will be, missing the mark in

some cases and hitting it in others,

we are leaving it to the exhibitor to

determine.

" But this sort of argument seems
funny now, in view of what has al-

ready been achieved. The evidence

at hand is a blow in the mid-riff to

anyone who was hanging around
seeking satisfaction of piping ' I

told you so!'

" I hope within a comparatively
short time to be able to furnish

The Motion Picture News with a

statistical record of results. Just

now, I'm principally interested,

however, only in one phase of the

demonstration—the attitude of ex-

hibitors in the smaller towns and
cities. It was on behalf of these

that the plan was put into effect and
I have been very carefully watching
results. Also, I have been noting

the response from the small subse-

quent run houses in the larger

cities, and I find, as was to have

been expected, that their interest is

no less encouraging than that of

exhibitors elsewhere.
" Here's a report, for instance,

from a town in Wisconsin :

' Pic-

ture was fine. If I could only keep

showing this class of films (' The
Luck of the Irish') I think the box
office receipts would double. They
had two dances and a wedding in

this burg Saturday night, still I

had a better house than I thought

I would. Everybody liked the

film.'
"

' I realize I am not paying you
what you ought to have for this

kind of picture,' says one small

town exhibitor. ' I took in $18.27

and sent you $10. My express, tax,

operator, piano player was $4.08,

and my rent, light and other ex-

penses come out of the balance,

$4.19, so believe I am treating you
fairly.'

" And yet there seemed to be peo-

ple who thought Realart would be

skinned, boned and stewed, if it

ever gave exhibitors a chance to fix

the rental price of its pictures.

Even now I can hear some of them
asking: 'But how do you know
they are telling the truth?' Well,

that needn't worry anyone except

Realart, but I'll assure you we have

a pretty fair idea of what returns

ought to be in a given town—any-

way, we think we have when we're

quoting prices. Moreover, there's

another point to be considered in

figuring the results of a campaign

like this: Realart never has taken

any other attitude than that it was
entitled only to its honest share of

a picture's profits.

"One exhibitor tells us: 'We
spent $4 for heralds and line cuts

and are deducting that from the

gross receipts and splitting fifty-

fifty with you, we standing the ex-

press charges both ways and house

expenses.'

"What is fair rental? Has this

exhibitor a selfish point of view?
Would he have booked any picture,

on a contract basis, under a pledge

to split fifty-fifty?

"Listen to this: 'The picture

was very good ('The Mystery of

the Yellow Room ') and I wish I

could send a check for double the
amount as I feel it wouldn't be any
too much. I am enclosing one-half
our receipts, also war tax.'

"A Virginia exhibitor says: 'I
think fifty-fifty is a fair basis.' An-
other one writes :

' Enclosed please
find a check for fifty per cent, of
the door receipts for October 9.'

"There are scores more just like

this; I am running through the re-
ports at random. In fact, fifty-fifty

returns are more nearly average
than exceptional. There have been
any number of instances in which
exhibitors of the smaller cities and
towns have paid us in excess of
seventy-five per cent, of gross re-
ceipts.

" Some of them request, as did
one in Minnesota who sent us half
his gross receipts : 'If this is not
enough kindly let me know.' You
can't beat that, can you, for evi-

dence of willingness to do the right
thing ?

"And while I'm on this phase of
the subject I want to make a con-
fession. The campaign is giving me
a better understanding than I ever
had before of the troubles which
beset the small town exhibitor. Not
even my years of work in the field,

as a motion picture salesman and
branch manager, taught me as much
along this particular line as I have
learned from reading exhibitors'

reports in the past ten days. In any
theatre where only one or two
shows are given daily and where
normal receipts are less than $75 a
day, apparently most insignificant

(local conditions may be factors

from the exhibitor's standpoint.

One exhibitor in a very small town
competed one night against the

wedding of the town's most popu-
lar young man—'More than fifty of

our best people were there '—and
he was so much disturbed by the re-

sult that he made an affidavit re-

garding his box office receipts. He
missed those fifty people—you bet

he did!—and he was afraid that we
might miss them too!

" There have been innumerable
long letters received expressing ap-

preciation of our honor plan, but

none more fully states the case than

an exhibitor of the Middle West.
' This,' he writes ' is the first op-
portunity we have ever had of se-

curing service on an absolute open
booking policy where the value of

the film at the box-office is to deter-

mine what the film rental shall be.

I sincerely hope that Realart has a

huge success with the new plan, as

it denotes interest in the welfare of

the exhibitors and I feel confident

that it will meet with the approval

of almost all exhibitors and that

the majority will give Realart all

they have coming as their share of

the box-office receipts."
'

DEAD MEN TELL NO TA
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ToMake Film Censor-Proof
Allan Dwan Recommends Plan That
Is Designed to Obviate Censorship

ALLAN DWAN has a plan to

settle the censorship prob-
lem. .Mayflower in a statement
just issued describes the mode of
procedure to be followed by Mr.
Dwan. The trouble in making pic-

tures armor-proof to censorial

shafts hitherto has been, according
to leading distributors and exhibit-

ors, lack of co-operation on the
pari of producers, says Mayflower.
" But it is now set forth that the

wicked ways of the censor are caus-

ing the scales to fall from the eyes
of the producer," continues May-
flower. Closer co-operation be-

tween producer and sales-factor is

the principle of Mr. Dwan's plan,

the details of which are briefly de-
scribed by Mayflower as follows

:

" Mr. Dwan's idea of making a

production censor-proof is first of
all to submit his scenario to offi-

cials of the organization which will

do his distributing. Because of
their intimate contact with ex-

hibitors and on account of censor-
ship experience in connection with

other productions, these officials

will be able to point out anything
that might prove to be objection-
able in the finished picture. Then
when the working print is com-
plete, Mr. Dwan plans to protect
himself by further anti-censorship
insurance through a series of elim-
ination previews. The first of these
will be to an audience of news-
papermen, whose criticisms will be
sought. The next presentation will

be to an audience of picture pat-

rons, probably in some neighbor-
hood house, who will be requested
to write their opinions on printed
slips distributed by ushers. The
third showing will be to officials of
the distributing organization, in-

cluding the advertising, exploita-
tion and publicity men. After each
showing the suggested changes will

be taken under consideration by
Mr. Dwan and by discreet and ju-

dicious editing it is believed that

the finished production will be as
adamant as armor-plate to cens-
ors."

Strong Cast in Fox Serial
Edward Roseman, Edna Murphy, John
Walker and Eva Balfour in Line-Up

WILLIAM FOX leports that

a high-class cast has been

selected for, his second serial,

" Fantomas,'' which is rapidly

nearing completion at his big stu-

dio in New York and which is to

be released to follow his first

serial, "Bride 13," now being

shown throughout the country.
" Fantomas " will be in twenty epi-

sodes ; "Bride 13" is in fifteen.

The story of "Fantomas" re-

volves around the activities of the

arch criminal, Fantomas. This
character is portrayed by Edward
Roseman, who appears as Ali-Ben
Saba, the Mahdi, in " Bride 13."

He has been in fourteen Fox fea-

tures. His work in " Bride 13

"

will ensure a big welcome for him
in the Fantomas serial, declares

William Fox.
Edna Murphy plays the little

A catchy scene from " The Huntsman,"
a Fox comedy starring Clyde Cook, the

inimitable.

girl with the pretty curls in " Fan-
tomas." She and her sweetheart,
Johnnie W alker, do some wonder-
fully stirring stunts in the serial.

Edna's last work for Fox before
this was with George Walsh in
" Dynamite Allen," a production
not yet released. • Johnnie Walker
is well known in both stock and
on Broadway. Johnnie began his
screen career with Edison and not
only acted but directed.

Eva Balfour plays the assistant
to the devilish Fantomas in the
serial. Eva is a well-known British
stage and screen star. She came
to this country to broaden her ex-
perience. The *' Fantomas " serial
in which she will be featured is her
first introduction to American
methods. Those who have seen
her work declare she will have a
big fan following here when the
serial is released.

Others prominent in the cast are
John Willard and Lionel Adams.
Adams has had a long career as
leading man on the stage and in

pictures.

Edward Dedgwick, who is direct-
ing " Fantomas," has had a long
experience in pictures, as a scena-
rio and continuity writer, assist-

ant-director and director. He is

putting his stunts in at every op-
portunity—saving a big one, of
course, for the end of the episode,
declares William Fox. He has a
wealth of water stunts and thrills

already completed, and is now
using lions, tigers and alligators.

He has some motorboat incidents
that are declared by Fox as hair-
laising. It is stated that in one
of these some of Fantomas' crew,
going sixty miles an hour in a mo-
torboat, pick Edna Murphy from
the water by merely catching hold

of her arms and jerking her into

the boat.

Bobby Vernon in a scene from "Going Through the Rye," a new Christie
comedy released by Educational Exchanges, Inc.

Edgar" Series in Demand
Exhibitors Are
Heavy Advertising

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S boy
character, Edgar Pomeroy, is

proving a very lively youngster as

translated to the silver sheet by
Goldwyn. Exhibitors are snapping
up these two-reel human and natu-

ral-to-boy-life comedies as fast as

they can be made and released.

They continue to treat them as fea-

tures, giving them nearly as much
advertising and exploitation as they

do to big specials.

Out in Chicago the manager of
Barbee's Loop theatre got a tie-up

with the Peter Rabbit Club of the

Chicago American for the fourth
picture of the series, " Edgar Takes
the Cake," which obtained for it

more publicity than was gained for
the featured attraction. At a spe-

cial afternoon performance of
" Edgar's Hamlet " for children,

given at the California theatre at

Venice, Calif., the theatre was

Giving Them
and Exploitation

swamped with children. And so it

goes wherever the " Edgars " are
shown.

The sixth picture in the series,
" Edgar Camps Out," is now in all

Goldwyn branch exchanges and is

being booked faster than any of the
previous releases. It tells in Mr.
Tarkington's best humorous vein of
the adventures that befall Edgar the
night he slept in a very much home-
made tent which he rigged up in

the back yard of his father's home.
Charming little Lucille Ricksen,
Buddy Messenger, John Cossar,
Virginia Madison, Nick Cogley and
Lucretia Harris appear in this

number.

In the meantime " Edgar, the

Explorer " is completed, ready for

the trade, and two later episodes

have been photographed out at the

Goldwvn Culver City studios.

Playwright with Paramount
Avery Hopwood, Author of Broadway
Successes, to Write for the Screen

AVERY HOPWOOD, one of
the most brilliant of American

playwrights, is the latest recruit to

the ranks of prominent dramatists
and authors who have decided to

turn their genius through the chan-
nel of Paramount Pictures accord-
ing to an announcement by Jesse
L. Lasky, first vice-president in

charge of production of the Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Mr. Hopwood's four successful

plays running simultaneously on
Broadway this season have elevated
him to the forefront of present-day
playwrights, and it was this note-

worthy achievement, or group of
achievements, backed by a long
record of theatrical hits, that led

Mr. Lasky several weeks ago to

open negotiations that have event-

uated as above noted. Mr. Hop
wood, it is stated, has just arrived

in Hollywood, Cal., and will start

at once at the Lasky studio on a
course of training in the technique
of motion picture production, after

which he will devote his attention

to the writing of screen plays.

His first play, " Clothes," was
produced at the Manhattan theatre,

New York, in September, 1906.

About five years ago he wrote
" Fair and Warmer," the record-
breaking farce-comedy which the

Selwyn's produced and which is

still being played to crowded houses
on the road. Last season he regis-

tered in collaboration with Wilson
Collison two more smashing com-
edy hits with " Up in Mabel's
Room " and " The Girl in the

Limousine," both produced by A.

H. Woods and followed then with
" The Gold Diggers " for David
Belasco.
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Victor in Pathe News
on Election Night

The enterprise of the Pathe News
in giving " The real news first," was
never more clearly indicated than
on Election Day, when virtually

ievery first-class theatre in the

United States was enabled to show-

pictures of President Elect Harding,
his family and scenes of his home
n Marion, almost simultaneously
with the announcement of the Re-
publican landslide, declares Pathe
Exchange, Inc.

Ten clays before election, there

was shipped from the Pathe News
laboratory in Jersey City, to each

af the thirty-four Pathe offices

throughout the country, enough
:opies of two " specials " to supply

.very high class theatre in the vari-

3us territories. One told of the

election of Senator Harding, and
about a hundred feet of intimate

scenes of himself, family, and home.
The other was based upon the con-

ingent election of Governor Cox.
Copies of each of these specials

were supplied to theatres requesting

hem. Consequently, when word
was received of Harding's land-

slide, the entire story in film form
was immediately flashed upon the

screens.

Press Reviews Hail "Kismet

Kellerman Film Gets
Vaudeville Booking
Educational Film Exchanges,

Inc., announced this week that its

single reel special, " The Art of

Diving," in which Annette Keller-

nan demonstrates the feats that

nade her one of the most famous
women in the world before the

standard motion picture camera and
he Cinal slow motion process had
)een booked through the entire

Jnited Booking Office theatres in

\*ew York City, the Keith houses
n New England and the entire Or-
)heum Circuit from Chicago
hrough to the Pacific Coast.

The New York bookings total 161

lays and include a showing of the

)icture for a full week at the Pal-
ice theatre. This is said to be the
irst time that the Falace has shown
1 picture after it had already been
•hown on Broadway. " The Art of
Diving " was featured by S. L.
Rothapfel as a part of his anniver-
ary program last week.

Thomas Meighan Leads
in "The Quarry"

With the arrival of a complete
;taff from the West Coast studio
)f the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration Thomas Meighan has
oined the Paramount stars who
ire working in the new Long
sland studio of this company. His
.-ehicle is "The Quarry" by John
Moroso, a story of unusual human
nterest and dramatic situations
which offers Mr. Meighan the role
A a convict. Paul Schofield did
he scenario.

The same staff surrounds Mr.
Meighan as in "The Easy Road,"
which he recently completed on
he West Coast. Tom Forman is

igain the director; Harry Perry
he cameraman and Harold
Schwartz the assistant director
The cast" has not been announced.

CRITICS of the New York
dailies who viewed the pres-

entation of " Kismet " at the
Hotel Astor on Monday evening,
October 25, received this special

release of the Robertson-Cole
Company with a liberal measure
of praise for its success as an
artistic and dramatic achievement.
Mr. Skinner in the starring role

was especially singled out for his

notable performance, and the mat-
ter of presentation also received
special comment in the reviews.
Burns Mantle of the Evening Mail
is quoted by Robertson-Cole as
follows

:

" One of the few remaining
Mohicans of the drama fell last

night, and Otis Skinner made his

debut as a motion picture actor. I

don't know that Mr. Skinner ever
swore by Allah, or by the saints

of Bryn Mawr, that he never, never
would appear in pictures, but there
were many years that he thought
he never would. And frequently
thought out loud.

" He was a wise actor, as it has
turned out, for he now makes his
initial appearance in the role God
wrote for him—that of Hajj the
Beggar in ' Kismet.' The picture
has not yet been publicly released,
and last night's showing was priv-
ately arranged by the producers.

" It is a gorgeous picture scen-
ically, and the Knoblock story is

•fortunately strong enough to carry
the load that is piled upon it. A
richly colorful, massive and impres-
sive background is provided by a
California Bagdad that has been so
carefully and so beautifully photo-
graphed that it exudes the very

Otis Skinner in " Kismet." a Robert-
son-Cole release.

odors of the orient. Even through
the black and white tones the
camera alone reproduces there are
vividly suggested flashes of gold
and silver and the tinted blues of
the night scenes are heavy and
languorous.

" But it is a pleasure to record
that the outstanding feature of the
production is really the perform-
ance of Mr. Skinner. Of all the
native actors who have embraced
the cinema he is the one best fitted

by temperament and training to

meet its demands. His sweeping
gestures, his fine command of fac-

ial expression, his broad romantic
style and his love of the impressive
actorial pose, so frequently cramped
upon the speaking stage, fit per-
fectly the pantomime of the pic-

tures, and he is as happy as a boy
out of school enjoying the freedom
given him. He screens wonder-
fully, even in the close-ups, many
of which are pictorial master-
pieces."

Another New York daily which
paid a high tribute to Mr. Skinner
was the Evening Telegram, a pa-
per which pays particular attention
to the best things of the stage and
screen. Under the caption, " Hajj
the Beggar Lives on Silver Screen,'

the Telegram said

:

" Otis Skinner, in his happiest
after dinner mood, appeared in per-
son in the grand ball room of the
Hotel Astor last night at the first

presentation of himself as a screen
actor in a film version of his fa-

mous stage success, * Kismet,' by
F.dward Knoblock.

" Nearly all of the audience al-

ready knew him as a brilliant and
virile actor. They were soon to see
him as a successful film player.

Robertson-Cole have made a superb
film of ' Kismet,' which proved to

be all that Mr. Skinner promised
in his speech. The story lends itself

admirably to the screen when it is

told with much more magnitude
than the regular stage of the theatre

affords.

" Here is revealed that Bagdad
of old, through which Caliphs wan-
dered in disguise, a city of dreams
and as populous as the Arabian
Nights would have us believe. It

is a noteworthy addition to the
super-films, which are so distinctly

American. Its success in the big

•film theatres, where it is to be
•hown later is already assured."

Releases by Fox for November
PROMINENT in the list of re-

leases scheduled by William
Fox for the month of No-

vember is the third of the Pearl
White series of feature produc-
tions. " The Thief " is its title,

and it is a screen version of Henri
Bernstein's great play. " The
Thief " was a notable stage success
in New York, London and Paris,
after which it gathered many hon-
ors on the road.
Under the direction of Charles

Giblyn, who also staged the Pearl
White vehicle, " Tiger's Cub," now
being shown, this story gives the
star her first opportunity in fea-
ture productions to wear the
fashionable gowns, etc., which
gained for her. in her serial career,
a reputation as one of the best-
dressed stars of the silent drama.
"The Thief" was adapted to

the screen by Max Marcin, Broad-
way playwright, and Paul H.
Sloane, one of the younger vet-
erans of the Fox scenario forces
who has contributed several suc-
cessful original plays. In the cast
supporting Miss White the name
of Charles Waldron as leading man
adds another to the steadily grow-
ing list of well-known stage fig-

ures who have answered the call

of the screen.

Another Fox November release
is a production starring William
Russell, the title of which is " The

Pearl White in " The
Thief " Heads List

of Attractions

Iron Rider." The story is by Frank
L. Packard. Scott Dunlap is re-

sponsible for the staging of " The
Iron Rider." Among those sup-
porting Russell are Vola Vale, Ar-
thur Morrison, Wadsworth Har-
ris and George Nicholas.
Another George Walsh picture is*

forthcoming in November. Writ-
ten by Thomas F. Fallon, " The
Plunger " offers the stalwart young
actor a sort of role rather differ-

ent from his usual athletic type,

says William Fox. A " mile-a-
minute " drama, it is called by the
producer, and with Dell Hender-
son as director it is said that Fox
has another good one for Walsh.
This is the third production Mr.
Henderson has made with Walsh,
the other two having been " The
Shark," also from the pen of Mr.
Fallon and " The Dead Line."
Virginia Valli, who played with

this star in " The Dead Line," rose
to the rank of leading woman in
" The Plunger." The cast includes
also Byron Douglas, Richard Neill,

W. S. Harkins, Inez Shannon, Ed-
ward Boulden, Irving Brooks and
Robert Vivian.

A comedy of the liveliest sort in

which Eileen Percy, one of the
newest Fox stars, will appear in

November, is " The Land of Jazz."
The story is an original by Bar-
bara LeMarr Deely, adapted and
directed by Jules G. Furthman, and
is reported to furnish Miss Percy
with the most sparkling role in

which she has appeared. A fine

cast surrounds the star, including
Herbert Hayes, George Fischer,

Ruth Stonehouse, Wilson Hum-
mel, Franklyn Farnum, Harry Dun-
kinson and Blanche Payson.
The second of the Clyde Cook

special comedies to come from the
West Coast studios of Fox will

enter the first-run theatres in No-
vember. It is called "The Hunts-
man," and follows " Kiss Me
Quick " in order of release. " The
Huntsman " was directed by Jack
Blystone who has been associated
with Fox for a long time making
comedies at the Hollywood studios.

Rockcliffe Fellowes in
Ethel Clayton Cast
Rockcliffe Fellowes has been en-

gaged to play opposite Ethel Clay-
ton in her new picture, " The Price
of Possession," by the English au-
thoress, Winifred Boggs, which is

being produced at Famous Play-
ers' Long Island studio, under
Hugh Ford's direction.
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ii The Stealers" on BVay

A scene from " The Unwilling Hus-
band," a Pathe release.

" Metro Week," which
opened on October 24th and
continued for the succeeding
seven days, was celebrated on
Broadway, New York City,

by the presentation at three
of the leading theatres of a
trio of productions released
by the Metro Pictures Cor-
poration. "The Great Re-
deemer," Metro's special re-

lease of Maurice Tourneur's
production of H. H. Van
Loan's story, was presented
at the Rivoli theatre.
"The Price of Redemp-

tion," played at Loew's New
York theatre and Roof. This
story of a strong man who
won his wav back to the es-

teem of his fellow men
headed the feature bill for the
week, playing Sunday and
Monday.
Metro's offering of Buster

Keaton's first comedy, " One
Week," furnished the laughs
to follow the thrills of "The
Great Redeemer " at the Ri-
voli while this inimitable
farce also kept up the humor
of the patrons at The Strand.

Gladys Hall WritesCon-
tinuity for Hemmer
Gladys Hall, who, if not known

generally among producers and ex-

hibitors, is widely known and ad-

mired by stars, players and other
writers for the screen and stage.

For a number of years Mis, Hall
has written interviews with and
articles about leading celebrities of

the amusement world, under many
non de plumes, in addition to a

number of stories and articles which
are from her gifted pen, and which,

have appeared in various periodi-

cals.

It is not surprising, therefore

to note that Edward Hemmer, in

having a continuity written for
" Sunshine Harbor," assigned the

work to Miss Hall, who, in col-

laboration with Russell E. Ball, has
completed the work and is about to

begin on another.

Among the many interesting

things which will eventually be
written regarding Miss Hall is that

she is a charter member of " The
Woman Fays " Club and has the

combined good wishes of her host
of frif '' in the industry.

Is Presented to

Broadway House;
"HP HE STEALERS." Robcrt-

A son-Cole's William Christy

Cabanne special, which had its

trade premier in the Hotel Asior
in September, made its Broadway
debut during the past week at B.

I'". Keith's Broadway theatre, New
York. This is the beginning of an

engagement of one hundred and
one days in the New York terri-

tory which has been arranged by
;he Robertson-Cole New York
c xchange.

This long engagement will be

played in the various New York
Keith-Moss-Proctor houses. The
length of this general booking is

one of the best proofs which Rob-
ertson-Cole has been given of the

merit of " The Stealers," especially

as an attraction of entertainment
value.

" Because it treats of a theme
which is as deep as life itself, and
discusses a subject which is ever

Public at Keith's

Has Striking Theme
new and fascinating, for the rea-
son that it can never be properly
answered, ' The Stealers ' is a pro-
duction which stands apart from
the average picture," declares Rob-
ertson-Cole. " It inspires in its

audiences a feeling of reverence
which is akin to awe, while enter-
taining through the means of its

swiftly-moving and distinctively

human story.
" It points a moral and teaches

a lesson that one cannot soon for-

get, so sharply limned are its

many forceful dramatic moments
and so delicately drawn its grip-

ping emotional situations. The
superb acting of the cast had a
great deal to do with the gaining
of these effects.

" The picture is spectacular.

There are a number of monster
scenes in which more than 5,000

persons appear," declares the Rob-
ertson-Cole statement.

Farrar's Special at Strand
"The Riddle: Woman" Is Billed for

Nov. 7th; Leading Houses Book Film

FOLLOWING accounts received

from many sections of the

country on the success of the As-
sociated Exhibitors' special, " The
Riddle: Woman," distributed by
Pathe, announcement is made that

(he Strand theatre, New York, has

booked it for the week of Novem-
ber 7.

That " The Riddle : Woman " is

an exceptionally strong " audience

picture " is borne out by the in-

formation coming from Hartford,

that the Strand theatre there did

the second biggest week's busi-

ness in its entire history with the

Associated Exhibitors' special, says

Pathe.
Following the success attending

the showing of "The Riddle:

Woman " in Ike Libson's Strand
theatre, in Cincinnati, many of the

biggest houses in that section im-

mediately booked the special.

Some of the foremost Ohio thea-
tres signing for " The Riddle

:

W oman " are the Strand and
Metropolitan, Cleveland

;
Temple,

Toledo
;
Orpheum, Akron ; Grand.

Columbus and the Columbia,
Dayton.
Other leading theatres that have

booked the picture during the last

week, are : Strand, Hartford

:

Strand, Lowell
;

Park, Boston

;

Savoy, Wilmington; State Street,

Trenton
;

Colonial, Reading
;

Palace, Philadelphia
;

Newark,
Newark, N. J. ;

Hippodrome, and
Shea's Court, Buffalo; Plaza,

Sioux City
;
Alhambra, Indianapo-

lis
;

Princess, Racine
;
Symphony,

Los Angeles
;

Wigwam, Reno

:

Clemmer's, Seattle and Clemmer's,

Spokane.

Bayard Veiller in the East
Makes Flying Trip to New York;

Has Renewed Contract with Metro

BAYARD VEILLER, noted

dramatist and director of pro-

ductions at Metro's West Coast

studios in Hollywood, Cal., is pay-

ing a flying visit to New York that

will keep him in the metropolis for

about a week. Mr. Veiller arrived

from Los Angeles Thursday morn-
ing and went at once to the home
offices of Metro Pictures Corpora-

tion in the Longacre Building for

a conference with Richard A. Row-
land, president of the producing

and distributing company.

I Conferences with Mr. Rowland,
o discuss matters pertaining to de-

:ails of production at the Holly-

vood studios, a shopping tour for
I resh literary material to be used

for pictures and visits to the thea-

tres to see some of the current
stage successes will take up all of
.Mr. Yeiller's brief stay in New
York, after which he will return

to California to whip into shape a

number of big new specials that

are planned for fall and winter
production there.

Recently Metro renewed its con-
tract with Mr. Veiller, under which
for a term of years he will serve

as director of productions at the

company's western studios. Metro
is highly pleased with the splendid

work done thus far by the author

of " Within the Law," " The Thir-

teenth Chair " and other tremen-
dous stage successes.

NO

TALE
Dead Men
Tell No Tales
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Strong Cast in Metro Special

Here are three scene stills from " The Saphead," a forthcoming Screen Classics-Met ro picture with an all-star cast among whom are Buster Keaton and William H. Crane

Katherine McDonald
Finishing Picture

Under the management of B. P.

Fineman, Katherine MacDonald
is nearing the completion of her
eighth First National production, a

screen adaptation of Harry S.

Sheldon's new legitimate play,

"Conscience." Because of the

changes in the screen script, it is

very probable that the titles of

the picture will be changed before
release.

Sheldon, author of " The
Havoc," etc., has penned a play,

the foundation of which is more in

keeping with the " American
Beauty's " humaneness than any
play in which she has heretofore
appeared, declares First National.
Among those who will support

Miss MacDonald are David Win-
ter as leading man, a new " find

"

of Mr. Fineman's ; Charles Rich-
man, Mary Alden and Miriam
MacDonald. Director Barry, who
was formerly associated with Grif-
fith productions, was selected to

direct " Conscience."

"A Beggar in Purple"
Set for Nov. 7th

Edgar Lewis' ' 'A Beggar in

Purple," a thrilling story of Wall
street and high finance, visualizing

the adventure and romance in the
life of a successful business man,
heads the Pathe releases for the
week of November 7. All the
force of the producer-director's
vivid personality has gone into the
direction of this feature, making
it another of his smashing photo-
plays of American life, says Pathe.
Mr. Lewis, not believing in the

star system, has carefully fitted

the right actor for the right role,

it is stated, instead of building the
photoplay around a personality.

Pennsylvania Owners
Well Established

Metro Film Exchange, of 1321
Vine street, Philadelphia, managed
by Robert Lynch, are planning an
extensive campaign on " The Son
of Tarzan," according to reports.
This exchange controls the rights

on this serial for Eastern Pennsyl-
vania and Southern New Jersey.
It is a well known exchange, hav-
ing been established in Philadelphia
since the very beginning of the pic-

ture business.

A STRONG cast will be seen

in Metro's special produc-
tion, " The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse," according to an

announcement from the New York
headquarters of the Metro Pictures

Corporation. It is stated that there

are twenty-five principal roles in

the picture and that the actor se-

lected for each one of these parts

was chosen because of his or her
special qualifications to fill the role.

Besides these principal players a

supernumerary cast, which is said

by Metro to run into the thousands,
will be seen in the various scenes
of the production, the most im-
pressive of which is a reproduction
of the Second Battle of the Marne.
The announcement from the Metro
home office follows

:

" Rudolph Valentino has the role

of Julio, the romantic South Amer-
ican hero of the story. Mr. Valen-
tino has been in pictures for sev-
eral years, having played in ' The
Big Little Princess ' and ' The De-
licious Little Devil,' with Mae
Murray :

' Eyes of Youth,' with
Clara Kimball Young, and 'Man,
Woman and Marriage,' with Doro-
thy Phillips.

" Alice Terry is enacting the

leading feminine role, that of Mar-
guerite, the little French girl. She
played in the Metro production of
' Shore Acres,' featuring Alice
Lake, and later had the leading role

in ' Hearts Are Trumps,' the spec-
tacular melodrama by Cecil Raleigh
and Henry Hamilton.

" Joseph Swickard, a veteran of
twenty-five years on the American
speaking stage and ten years in

motion pictures, will be seen in the
part of Marcelo Desnoyers.

" Edward Connelly, best known
of veteran Metro character actors,

has the difficult role of the old
lodgekeeper. After a successful
stage career of thirty years, he has
appeared in many character roles

in several Metro successes.
" Mabel Van Buren was selected

for the part of Elena, a German
character role in which she has
been doing praiseworthy work. She
is a veteran screen actress.

" Nigel de Bruiler will take the

role of Tchernoff, the old Russian
who relates the legend of ' The
Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse.' Virginia Warwick, a for-

mer Mack Sennett bathing beauty,

Twenty-five Principal
Parts Are Filled by
Well-Known Actors

has the role of Chichi, the sister

of Julio.
" Stuart Holmes and Wallace

Beery, known to all film fans as
the most convincing of screen vil-

lains, will continue their roles as
bad men in this production. Mr.
Holmes has the role of a German
infantry captain who does murder-
ous deeds, while Mr. Beery will be
seen as the German commander.

" Jean Hersholt also has an im-
portant character role as Professor
Von Hartrott. Brodwitch Turner,
better known as 'Smoke' has
signed to play the part of Argen-
sola, the companion of Julio, in this

picture. Mr. Turner has been in
pictures for many years, having

started with the Essanay company
in Chicago.

" Bridgetta Clark will be seen in

the role of Dona Luisa, the mother
role of Julio. Her part is one that
will make a most impressive show-
ing in the picture.

" Alan Hale is another promi-
nent actor who is appearing in this

production. Mr. Hale has the part
of Kirl von Hartrott, a very rad-
ical German characterization. Pom-
eroy Cannon, of Madriaga, ' The
Centaur,' the father of Julio and
the owner of the South American
plantations, plays an important role
in the early part of the story.

" John Sainpolis also has an im-
portant role in the production, as
have Harry Northrop, Derrick
Ghent, Henry Klas, Jacques
d'Auray, Curt Rehfeld, Madlle.
Dolorez, Isabel Keith, Jacques
Lanoe, Mark Fenton and Minne-
haha."

Bessie Love's Plans Told
Star Will Leave for England in

1921,, States Andrew J. Callaghan
ANDREW J. CALLAGHAX,

president of Andrew J. Cal-
laghan Productions, Inc., arrived in

New York from Hollywood a few
days ago and will remain two or
three weeks. While here he has
been in conference with John G.
Ragland, general manager of
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corpora-
tion, which handles Miss Love's
business affairs in the East, and
officials of Federated Film Ex-
changes of America, which is un-
der contract for the distribution of
pictures by the popular little star.

Mr. Callaghan announces that

Miss Love's trip to England for
the shooting of scenes for " The
Old Curiosity Shop" film will be
made early in the new year. This
was postponed from last summer
when it was decided to produce a

number of other subjects at once.

Miss Love, it is said, passed much
time during her New York visit a
few months ago in the Public Li-

brary, studying the character of
Little Nell, and she is enthusiastic
over the plan to picturize the great
Dickens story. The trip to Eng-
land will be partly in response to

the demand of English picture
fans, many of whom have written
to Miss Love telling of their eager-
ness to see her in real life.

In most of her future pictures
the little star will be very different

from the Bessie Love to whom the

public has been accustomed. Not
again, says Mr. Callaghan, is she
to appear in character ingenue
parts. Bessie is no longer a
school girl. She has " grown up,"
and, according to the producer, is

manifesting a lively interest in

feminine finery and the attendant
fads and fancies that normally at-

tract a woman who is all of nine-
teen, which is her present age.

Miss Love is busy now in the
production of " Penny of Tophill
Trail," the adaptation of Belle K.
Maniates' popular western novel.
This will be the third of the Love
pictures released under the con-
tract with Federated, following
" Bonnie May " and " The Midlan-
ders," and persons who have been
permitted glimpses during the
shooting of scenes in California
and Arizona predict a great artistic

and financial success for it
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A scene from " The Furnace," directed by William D. Taylor, for Realart release

Universal Electric Plant
Lighting Station Installed at

Universal City at Heavy Cost

AN electrical lighting station for
the generation of direct cur-

rent, now under installation at Uni-
versal City at a cost of a third of a

million dollars, will, it is said, be

the largest and most powerful
equipment in use at any studio ac-

cording to electrical engineers.

Four motor-generating sets are
the nucleus of the plant. Two of
these are the largest type now in use
in any studio—300-kilowatt units

consisting of a motor and two gen-
erators. The other two are 500-

kilowatt machines especially de-
signed for Universal and under
construction in the East by the

Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company.
The sub-station will carry a nor-

mal load of 16,000 amperes with a

possible overload of half that

amount additional. Ten miles of
underground cable will connect the

station with the various stages, the

theatre, and remote points on Uni-
versale 600 acre lot. A two-story
switchboard 45 feet long (three
times the size of the largest board
now in studio use in the West) will

control distribution of energy.
A system of remote control, with

automatic switches above and below
stages, will place light effects at the
finger tips of the director.

A concrete substation building 36
feet by 56 feet, and 20 feet high, is

nearing completion under the super-
vision of Harry Brown, electrical

chief. It will house the motor gen-
erators, the monster switchboard,
and the 10,050 K. V. A. transform-
ers that take the 15,000 volt current
from the high tension incoming
power line and reduce it to 2,200

volts. It is distributed at this

strength, individual transformers on
each stage and location further
" stopping it down'' for use in illu-

mination.

Pathe Serial Is Due Dec. 5
" Velvet Fingers " with Geo. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot Announced
ANEW Seitz production will be

the next serial release by
Pathe. On December 5, simul-

taneous with the issue of the final

chapter of Ruth Roland's vehicle,
" Ruth of the Rockies," the first

episode of " Velvet Fingers," a fif-

teen-chapter serial starring George
B. Seitz with Marguerite Courtot,
will be released.

The new picture will be Pathe's

seventh serial release during 1920.

The serial program for this year

is brought to its close with the

issue of "Velvet Fingers," and
Pathe is confident that the latest

Seitz offering in every way merits
the distinction accorded it by its

place on that schedule.
" Velvet Fingers," the first fif-

teen-episode picture in which Mr.
Seitz is starred, his two former
vehicles being in ten chapters, is

from the pen of Bertram Mill-

bnuscr and was adapted by James
Shelley Hamilton.* Its story is

concerned with the adventures of
a gentleman-crook, a part in which
Air. Seitz will appear.

Marguerite Courtot makes her
third appearance opposite Mr.
Seitz in " Velvet Fingers." " Bound
and Gagged " and " Pirate Gold "

have gone a long way toward es-

tablishing this starring team as
one of the most potent box office

attractions in the serial line. Miss
Courtot will be seen as the fiancee

of a celebrated criminologist, who
later realizes that there is one who
holds greater attractions for her,

the reformed crook, Velvet. Mr.
Seitz and Miss Courtot are assisted

by a cast of seasoned serial play-

ers. Frank Redman, Lucille Len-
nox, Tommy Carr, Joe Cuny and
Edward Elkus have prominent
parts.

Coast Dailies Praise Lytell
Laud His Acting Ability in "The
Price of Redemption " for Metro

A STRIKING tribute to the
acting ability of Bert Lytell in

bis most recent Metro release, "The
Price of Redemption," is contained
in critical comments on the produc-
tion during its showing at Tally's
Broadway theatre in Los Angeles,
Cal., by the Los Angeles Examiner
and the Los Angeles Times.
Examiner pronounces ''The

Price of Redemption'' to be "one
of the most absorbing pictures of
the week." Regarding Mr. Lytell's

portrayal of the leading role, the
Examiner said

:

" Bert Lytell possesses the
actor's crowning jewel—versatility
—and with his marvelously effec-
tive work in 'The Price of Re-
demption ' ... he again demon-
strates that he is a great character
actor. He plays with a dignity
and restraint suggestive of great
depths, giving a touch of such ab-

solute sincerity and conviction that
it becomes gripping in its appeal.''

The Los Angeles Times said

:

" Mr. Lytell is a capital actor, a
real actor, with an understanding
of the roles he portrays which
goes below the skin—an actor of
adroitness and resource." And
after saying that those who saw
Mr. Lytell in 'The Price of Re-
demption ' are not ' going soon to
forget his vivid and appealing
Leigh- Dering'," the Times jays
further

:

" His playing of the character
after he had became a dope fiend
is vividly real; his scenes with his
little boy gain fine sympathy, and
there is real drama in that part of
the story where, after the murder
of his father-in-law, of which he
knows he will be accused, he finds
his wife really does love him and
that she is to become a mother."

Feature Is Seen as Big Hit
" Down Home " to Make Unique Place
for Itself, Asserts W. Hodkinson

TN a statement just issued from
* the headquarters of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, the claim is

made that Irvin Willatt's produc-
tion, " Down Home," now being re-
leased by the Hodkinson organiza-
tion, " is going to make a unique
place for itself upon the silver-
sheet." The Hodkinson statement
continues as follows

:

" ' Down Home ' stands well in

the front rank of the so-called rural
drama. Truly may it be said that it

is a human document with charac-
ters so vividly and truly drawn that
they might well have been taken
from the people whom we see about
us each day. It must not be im-
agined, however, that it is merely a
calm, placid sort of picture, for it is

filled to the brim with action and

suspense. For those who love a
good two-fisted fight,—and who
among us does not,—it may be re-
marked that there is a fight in
' Down Home ' which has never be-
fore been equalled upon the screen.
And as for comedy, one of the trade
papers has said that " there is more
comedy in ' Down Home ' than
there is in a dozen so-called farces.
"'Down Home' offers to the

theatre-going public everything that
it demands and exhibitors have
been quick to realize that fact.

And the result, as has been said,
manifests itself in the very great
number of bookings already re-
ceived on this picture. It has been
booked by the Regent theatre, Mus-
kegon, at what is stated to be a
record price for that town; also at
the Mecca Palace, Saginaw."
Many interesting reports have

been received on " Partners of the
Tide." the Joseph C. Lincoln story,
which Irvin V. Willatt is now film-
ing for release by the W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation. Heading the
cast will be seen Betty Francisco,
a recent arrival upon the screen,
who has appeared previously in the
Ziegfeld Follies.

Marguerite Courtot in " Velvet Fing-
ers," a new Seitz serial for Pathe.

Tom Moore to Star in
Old -Stage Succes

Goldwyn announces that the next
stellar vehicle for Tom Moore will

be " Mr. Barnes of New York." the
famous old novel by Archibald
Clavering Gunter which was the
literary sensation of the 'eighties

and which was later dramatized
and scored a big hit on the stage.

Gerald C. Duffy is adapting the

story to the screen and Victor
Schertzinger. who has just com-
pleted the picturization of Hermann
Bahr's comedy, " The Concert," for
Goldwyn, will direct it.



GEORGE B. SEITZ

"VELVET
FINGERS

WITH

MARGUERITE COURTOT
Story by Bertram Millhduser

Produced and directed by
GEORGE B. SEITZ

We have spoken often during the past

twelve months of the young Mr. Seitz.

We have with pride directed attention to

his work as a star in his own serials.

Six years back we had occasion to com-
mend his work as the author of really

excellent serials.

Four years ago we pointed with enthu-
siasm to his work as a director of his

own serial stories.

And a few months ago we welcomed
him as a producer as well as a director.

Author, director, producer, star; master
of serials, unique in his field, now he ap-

pears in "Velvet Fingers," a supreme
serial attraction directed by Mr. Seitz

himself. Again we say it—keep your
eye on Mr. Seitz!



Anniversary of

PATHE
I am Achievement

I am Glory

I am Sacrifice

I am Success

I am the Spirit of the Pathe News
I fired the hearts and the minds of men when the industry

was 'aborning. I saw them nobly give their lives,

I saw seven of my Knights of The Camera fall under the

guns of Port Arthur. But their film belongs to History:

Just ten years ago I crossed the Atlantic and in the Cradle

of Liberty instituted the Freedom of Knowledge.

I saw a Pathe News man waiting with camera set on the

deck of the mighty Titanic as she plunged into the deep.

He died at his post.

I saw another hero leap from the window of a burning hotel

and turn his camera on the flames that destroyed St

Augustine.

I saw one carried down in the Dayton flood, clinging to

telegraph wires as he got his pictures.

Just ten years ago I gave to the United States these new

heroes of Peace and Progress. Well have they served

the Nation.

I was with one on the deck of the Russian flagship in the

mighty battle of the Black Sea.

I crossed the Panama Canal with the first man in an aero-

plane. I saw the Atlantic kiss the Pacific.

I saw Europe joined to the United States in flight through

the air. Twenty cameras recorded every step.

Just ten years ago I gave life to a toy. I made a dim flicker

of laughter into a flaming Torch of Knowledge and

Truth.



Celebrating the Camera Shot heard

'round the world

NEWS
I saw the wheat fields of a Continent erupt into volcanoes

of Hell and grow crimson with sacrifice. A man was mad

:

I saw my spirit in men of the Marne, of Flanders, of

Verdun. I saw them in Italy, Russia, Turkey and Austria

.

I saw the fury and the flame, I saw the desolation of the

aged and the women, I caught the silence of the dead.

Just ten years ago I began to prepare for the biggest task in

History. For the eyes of the ages I have preserved the

story.

I saw multitudes crowd into theatres to see my achieve-

ments. I saw a world awakened to the horror of war.

I saw men fight to see The News from week to week. Men
who had never been in a theatre.

I added the word Success to the Sacrifice, the Glory, the

Achievement of the men who breathe my spirit.

Just ten years have elapsed since I became the greatest

ally of the motion picture exhibitor of America.

I see my spirit today radiating from the United States to

every country in the world. I know my men.

I burn in the breasts of the men of the tripod and camera.

I warm them in the frozen North and cool them in the

tropics.

I am the Vital Spark of Enthusiasm working for the public

and the exhibitor. I am the reason why I am First .

Just Ten Years have I lived, Ten Years have I been First,

Ten Years Have I served.

I Am Old Reliable

First and Foremost

The Pathe News

Twice a Week Every Week



ABeg. B.Hamptonfioduction

Uhe Money-Ch
Adapted by Benj.B. Hampton

from, tke novel by

Upton
Sinclair
Directed iy Jack. Conway

"You play with us or we'll

get you!
"

That's what the reformed
crook was told by the man
who was big in finance and
also big in crookedness.

And while that man was
delving deep in the mire of

the underworld he was also

prominent in thehigh society

of the city; engaged to one
of the fairest and sweetest

daughters of the "400"; a

bright and shining light in

high finance.

Yet he would risk his en-

vied position for the sake of

money,—and the smiles of

the beauty who waited for

him in Chinatown!

A picture fairly saturated

with dramatic situations.

Pafhe'
Distributors





"fg" BLANCHE SWEETS
HER,UNWILLING HUSBAND

By KENNETH B.CLARKE
(^)Pafhe'(§
VAl^ Distributers

v Erected pAuL SCARD0N
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"We'll Go the Limit,"
Says Pioneer Film

" We're going the limit," states

the home office of Pioneer Film
Corporation of New York, who are

handling " The Son of Tarzan " in

that territory, " Because we honest-
ly believe that it is the best serial

ever produced. This is a broad
statement, but we mean it, and the

results are going to show that we
are right."

Pioneer announces that it is going
to give the exhibitor who books
" The Son of Tarzan " every aid

possible. Two men under the

supervision of Arthur Tarshius,

director of publicity of Pioneer,

will devote their entire time to

giving the exhibitor any help that

he may acquire. Those who feel

that they can be assisted by the

home office are expected to take

advantage of this offer. In the ex-

ploitation, publicizing, and adver-

tising of this serial they will find

ready assistance in the trained men
who will do their utmost to make
" The Son of Tarzan " a wonder
serial in every respect.

There has already been reported

a considerable number of 'bookings,

according to Pioneer. Special

trade showings will be held at Pio-

neer headquarters within a week or

ten days, to which all the exhibi-

tors in the territory will be in-

vited.

The district covered bv Pioneer

has already been flooded with an
advance campaign of teaser ads.

These were in the form of cards

sent to every exhibitor, containing

clever catch lines and mention the

doll " Geeka," which is carried by

one of the characters in the serial.

These have already attracted con-

siderable attention.

Pathe Opens $10,000 Contest

Sees Rothacker Forces
as "One Big Family"
Everybody at the Chicago Roth-

acker Laboratories knocked off

work for an hour to listen to a

talk by Clarence Howard, president

of the Commonwealth Steel Com-
pany of Granite City, 111.

" Fellowship in Business " was his

subject. Mr. Howard said: "Fel-

lowship is a comprehensive vital

force, always finding expression

in the Golden Rule. Its chief cor-

nerstone is cooperation. By its

very nature it is unselfish ; there-

fore it cannot exist alone, but re-

quires all mankind to share it."

The Rothacker industrial depart-

ment has just completed a multi-

ple-reel picture which shows not
only the spectacular Common-
wealth steel mills but also reflects

the Commonwealth Fellowship
Spirit.

Watterson R. Rothacker, sitting

in the audience that gathered in the

studio, learned why his company
was selected to film this picture.

" My representative came back
and reported," said Mr. How-ard,
" That Mr. Rothacker handles his

fellow workers the same as Com-
monwealth workers are handled.
He said that Mr. Rothacker and
his fellow workers seemed to be
just one big family. Down in

Granite City we're just one big
family. From the representative's

report I knew the Rothacker Com-
pany was the one to make our pic-

ture."

November Sales Drive
on Under Title of

Pearson Month

THE first of November marked
the inauguration of Pathe's
" fall sales and collections

"

competition. The month itself has
been designated as the " Pearson
Month " in honor of Elmer R.
Pearson, director of exchanges.
For the opening of this competi-
tion, the details of which are ex-
plained later in a statement from
the Pathe headquarters, a great
list of features, short-subjects and'
serial productions are available. As
a result of the variety and the
calibre of the productions which
the sales-force have at their dis-

posal for the competition it is ex-
pected that November's drive will

surpass, in results attained, the re-

turns registered during March of
the present year when a similar
contest marked the celebration of
" Brunet Month."

" Ten thousand dollars in cash
prizes will be awarded the win-
ners," says Pathe, " in the four
sections of the United States into
which the competition which will

open Nov 1 and close Nov 30, has
been divided—Eastern, Central,
Southern and Western. The branch
manager, assistant branch man-
ager, feature sales manager, booker,
cashier and all salesmen, will fig-

ure in the winning awards. The
branch which finishes second in its

territory, and records the highest
national average of all other non-
winning exchanges, will be award-
ed a prize equivalent to that ac-

corded to each of the winning
teams. In all instances where ties

may occur, the full award will be
made to each branch thus tying.

"The divisions have been deter-
mined as follows:

Elmer R. Pearson, Pathe's director of
exchanges.

" Eastern—New York, Newark,
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Albany, Washington and Buffalo.

" Central—Cleveland, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Omaha, Des Moines and Indian-
apolis.

" Southern—Charlotte, St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Dallas, New Orleans,
Kansas City, Atlanta, Oklahoma
City and Little Rock.

" Western—San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Denver, Seattle, Spokane,
Salt Lake City and Portland, Ore.

" The contest will be based upon
the greatest improvement in sales

and collections recorded in No-
vember above the average for the
three preceding months, August,
September and October. The en-
tire sales force will have to travel

at top speed throughout November
to show an increase over the aver-
age for these three months, for at

no time in Pathe's history have

the sales and collection figures
been as high as during this period.

" Among the current releases,

and those which will be issued be-
fore the conclusion of the drive,

are found such sterling box office

attractions as Geraldine Farrar in

the Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,

production, The Riddle : Woman ;

Forbidden Valley, a J. Stuart
Blackton attraction featuring
Bruce Gordon and May McAvoy

;

Jesse D. Hampton's great special.

Half a Chance, featuring Mahlon
Hamilton and Lillian Rich ; The
Money Changers, Benjamin B.

Hampton's remarkable screen ver-
sion of Upton Sinclair's novel of

New York life; The Beggar in

Purple, another big Edgar Lewis
production ; Her Unwilli-ng Hus-
band, a delightful Blanche Sweet
farce comedy from the Jesse D.
Hampton studios ; The Devil to

Pay, a Robert Brunton feature spe-

cial with Fritzi Brunette, Roy
Stewart and a cast of prominent
players ; Dice of Destiny, another
Jimmy Valentine play which
should be H. B. Warner's great-

est success; The Empire of Dia-
monds, produced by Leonce Per-
ret in many European cities and
in the United States; Rogues and
Romance, which introduces George
Seitz as a feature player, being co-
starred with June Caprice, with
Marguerite Courtot in the next
leading female role; That Girl

Montana, in which Blanche Sweet
scores another winning perform-
ance."

In the field of serials, Pathe has
for booking Ruth Roland in
" Ruth of the Rockies," Juanita
Hansen in " The Phantom Foe,"
a Seitz produced serial and George
Seitz and Marguerite Courtot in
" Velvet Fingers."
The Pathe short-subject depart-

ment is also represented to have
never been in a more advantageous
position to commandeer business.

Hollywood Colony Celebrates
THE Hollywood Film Colony

was nine years old October
27th and in commemoration

of the anniversary Al Christie, the
director of the original company
gave an anniversary celebration at

the 'studios of the Christie Film
Company on Sunset Blvd., at

Gower St., the site on which the
first permanent Hollywood Com-
pany made its first screens and es-

tablished a studio.

The celebration at which Christie

served as master of ceremonies,
consisted of musical numbers, short
comedy and dramatic sketches and
concluded with the giving of a
number of prizes, one went to the
couple married the longest, being
awarded to Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Pryne, who displayed a wedding
certificate showing they were bride
and groom 67 vears ago. Mr. and
Mrs. D. W. Wiley, of the Mack
Sennett Studios, received the Chris-
tie loving cup for being the couple
of the film colony who had been
married the longest, their record

being S3 years. Mr. and Mrs.
George French, of the Christie

Company, were given the prize by
the Hollywood National Bank, a
painting, they being the married

couple who have worked continu-
ously in films in Hollywood for the
longest period. T. Roy Barns gave
a prize to the couple having the
oldest pair of twins. The celebra-
tion ended with a luncheon served
by girls of the studio and following
this the visitors saw a number of
screens made by the several Chris-
tie companies at work at the studio.

The original organization came
to the Coast in 1912 and established

the first studio and was composed
of Eugenie Ford, Victoria Ford,
Gordon Sackville, Alice Davenport,
Mrs. Wallace Reid (then Dorothy
Davenport), Milton Farney as

western comedy director, Tom
Ricketts, dramatic director, Al
Christie, comedy director, Tom
Brierley, technical director, and
Wm. Piltz, cameraman.

The only persons present at the

celebration who had belonged to

the original organization were Al
Christie, Eugene Ford, and Tom
Brierley.

Following coming to the Coast,

Mr. Christie wrote and directed

some four hundred comedies which
were released under the Nestor
Brand on the Universal program.

About half of these were made on
the site where the present Christie
studio now stands. Later he went
to Universal City with the com-
pany and there produced for two
years. Four years ago this Fall,

Mr. Christie with his brother,
Charles, organized the Christie Film
Company and under their success-
ful guidance the small producing
organization has gradually grown
until at this time it consists of five

producing units, making one and
two reel comedies and five reel

comedy features. The plant now
covers a city block and is consid-

ered one of the best and most ef-

ficiently equipped medium sized

studios of the Coast.

During the celebration motion
pictures were made which will be

used as an advance feature for

showing at the Kinema theatre.

This will announce a contest for

the oldest married couple who at-

tend the showing of " So Long
Letty," the first Christie comedy
feature to be released by Robert-

son-Cole Company. The showing
at the Kinema theatre is scheduled

for showing early in November.
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Left—Edna Murphy. Center—Edward Roseman. Right—Eve Balfour. This trio have principal roles in the William Fox
detective serial, "Fantomas," soon to be released

"The|Barbarian" to Be
Pioneer Special

The genuine trend of modern
civilization is reflected in " The
Barbarian," a Pioneer Master Spe-
cial, starring Monroe Salisbury,

which will shortly be released by
the Pioneer Film Corporation ac-

cording to an announcement issued

yesterday by president A. E. Lcf-
court.

This story is from the pen of
Theodore Seixus Solomens; the

screen version arranged by E. P.

Heath.
The theme centers around Eric

Straive, played by Monroe Salis-

bury. Brought to the wilds of Can-
ada at the age of two years, to be

developed into manhood according

to the ideals of his father, who has
sickened at the false standards of

so-called civilization, Eric becomes
a true child of nature.

J. Natteford Speaks to

University Class
The class of cinema composers

at Columbia University was ad-

dressed recently by J. F. Natteford,

the subject being " Subtitles and
Scenarios."
The speaker drew upon his ex-

perience as an author of fiction,

which occupation he combines with

that of subtitle writer and film

expert. Comedy and feature titles

were analyzed and discussed, and
different methods of avoiding the

old-fashioned "time-lapse" title

were indicated. The stiff and
blunt captions of ten years ago
were contrasted amusingly with
present-day descriptive and emo-
tional titles.

Frank Lloyd Prints in

Goldwyn Exchanges
Goldwyn announces that prints

of the first featured Frank Lloyd
Production, " The Great Lover,"

adapted from Leo Ditrichstein's

great stage success written by him-
self and the Hattons, went forward
to all twenty-two Goldwyn ex-

changes last week and bv the time

this appears in print exhibitors will

find the film in all branch offices

awaiting inspection.
" The Great Lover ''

i« the finest

type of screen comedy and Goldwyn
believes that the same essential

comedy elements which made the

stage version such a great success

have been retained in the picturiza-

tion.

Object to Similiar Names
Associated First National Sees

Confusion Caused by Use of Title
**TN the interests of exhibitors and

all concerned too much stress

can not be laid on the confusion
that inevitably arises from such
practice," says an exhibitor official

of Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., in drawing the attention

of the industry to the not infrequent
of an essential part of an estab-

lished organization's name by an-

other firm having no connection
with the original, and usually a new-
comer into the business.

" So far as Associated First Na-
tional is concerned," states the rep-

resentative of that organization,
" we cannot lay to much emphasis
and exhibitors cannot note too care-

fully that any organization com.ng
into the industry and using the

words ' First National ' in connec-
tion with its main title, has no affili-

ation of any character whatsoever
with our company unless the an-

nouncement of its incorporation and
activities is made officially by As-
sociated First National."

This statement is said to have
been issued because of an announce-

ment which appeared recently in the
irade journals by an organization
under a firm name commencing
" First National " and it is the con-
tention of the organization of which
J. D. Williams is manager that
many exhibitors are thereby sub-
jected to the misapprehension that
the announcement is authorized by
Associated First National and that

that organization has entered a
branch of the amusement field with
which it has, in fact, nothing to do.

However free from ulterior motive
such employment of the words
' First National ' may be it is pointed
out that its use cannot but be a
source of confusion and miscon-
ception in the minds of the exhibi-
tors. " Misconception once enter-
tained is difficult to eradicate," th.e

statement adds, and for that reason
we desire to impress upon exhibi-
tors that only in the case where of-
ficial announcement is publicly made
by Associated First National is

there any connection whatever with
other firms using the words First

National as part of its main title.

To Build Big Set in Armory
Metro Negotiating for Armory Big
Enough to Contain Huge London Set

METRO PICTURES CORPO-
RATION announces that ne-

gotiations for the rental of an

armory sufficiently large to ac-

commodate a setting represent-

ing five London city blocks, are be-

ing made foT its screen presenta-

tion of " A Message from Mars,"
the first of the forthcoming series

of Maxwell Karger productions

starring Bert Lydell. Arrange-
ments have been practically con-

cluded in the selection of the arm-
ory, states Metro, and production

work upon the sets will be com-
menced at once by M. P. Staulcup,

art director of Metro's Eastern
studios.

The special street set for " A
Message from Mars," which, it is

planned, will occupy the armory for

three weeks, will constitute an en-

tire section of five city clocks in

the city of London, ranging from
a business and financial district to

the residential—both aristocratic

and tenement. In this manner

there will be reproduced within the

armory a whole section of London,
in which much of the action of " A
Message from Mars " takes place.

The story of the stage play by
Richard Ganthoney opens on the

planet Mars and has to do with
the journey to earth of a Martian
inhabitant and his undertaking to

redeem the most selfish man he can
find in London. The action, there-
fore, carries a prosperous but un-
charitable Englishman out into

London streets, where, accompan-
ied by the messenger from Mars,
he is shown the many phases of
metropolitan life, its poverty and
its misery, and is finally redeemed
from his egoism.
Another innovation will be a

scene in which London fire en-

gines are shown responding to an
alarm. In this regard it was found
necessary by Metro officials to se-

lect an armory with doors through
which horses and apparatus could
enter.

Pilgrim Pictures Make
Industrial Films

Through an error in the an-
nouncement of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., last week its new
series of two-reel pictures written
and produced by Rufus Steele, Sat-
urday Evening Post writer, were
given as the output of Plymouth
Pictures Corporation when it should
have been the Pilgrim Picture-.
Company.

" The Kick Back " and " The Big
Idea," the first two of the Pilgrim
Fictures have been completed and
are scheduled for release by Edu-
cational early in December. The
third has also been finished and is

now being cut and titled under the
supervision of Mr. Steele. While
these new two-reelers have as their
background the industrial life of
the country, they are in no sense
commercial pictures. Not even the
name of the big plants that form
the backgrounds for the stories ap-
pear in the films and they have been
produced with entertainment value
always in view and industrial con-
ditions secondary. The first two
pictures have already received the
hearty endorsement of the Ameri-
canization Committee of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry.

Goldwyn Broadsides in
Liberal Display

The Goldwyn offices have re-
ceived many letters of commenda-
tion from alert exhibitors who have
been quite appreciative of the very
original and artistic advertising
one-sheet broadsides which have
been sent to the trade as supple-
mental to Goldwyn's advertising in
the trade journals. The exhibitors
have found a striking use for these
broadsides as an exploitation acces-
sory, hanging them up in their lob-
bies several weeks in advance of
their showings, it is stated.

Goldwyn one-sheet broadsides
have been sent out with the follow-
ing pictures: " Earthbound," "Ma-
dame X," " Prisoners of Love,"
" The Penalty," " The Revenge of
Tarzan," " The North Winds Mal-
ice," "It's a Great Life," "The
Slim Princess," " Jes Call Me Jim

"

and " Scratch My Back."

Realart Announces Two
Recent Promotions
Two more promotions from the

ranks of Realart's sales forces
have been announced by General
Manager John S. Woody. Paul
R. Aust, formerly assistant branch
manager at Seattle now takes the
manager's desk at the same office.

James S. Hommel has been trans-
ferred from the Buffalo office,

where he had been assistant man-
ager to the Pittsburgh office. He
is now to take charge as branch
manager of the Pittsburgh office.

These promotions, according to
Mr. Woody, have been made on
the strength of the men's efficient

and loyal service. Their ability as
salesmen and executives and the
good will which they have always
maintained between themselves
and the exhibitors had long before
made a place for them on the com-
pany's promotion list.
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Abraham Lehr Arrives in Eas

Abraham Lehr in charyc of production
at Gold 11 tin x Culver City ntudios

Buffalo Exhibitors at
Special Showing

Mr. Murphy, manager of the

Buffalo branch of Pioneer Film
Corporation, has sent a highly en-
thusiastic telegram to Vice-Presi-
dent M H. Hoffman, of hie home
office of Pioneer in New \ ork, in

which he stated that he has screened
" The Son of Tarzan " to the ex-

hibitors of Buffalo recently.
" I screened ' The Son of Tarzan

'

at the Statler Hotel," wires the

wide-awake Buffalo manager. " This
was set with a luncheon for the

benefit of local exhibitors and any
such exhibitors as we could entice

to come in from out of town for

the showing. Out of sixty-nine

Buffalo exhibitors, forty-nine were
present at the showing, and in addi-

tion there were present quite a num-
ber of out-of-town. We had the

largest number of exhibitors who
ever attended a screening in

Buffalo."

The biggest and best thing in the

telegram, states Howells, is what
follows. " The exhibitors went
wild over ' The Son of Tarzan,'

"

reads the wire, and I heard nothing
but praise for it and for Pioneer.

There is no doubt but that other

exchanges will follow our plan in

giving a screening to this serial.

Everybody is talking about it, and
I have already obtained consider-

able business. Have our publicity-

department boost this strong."

RothackerConcernCom -

mended for Work
To Alfred Walker, director gen-

eral of W orld production, Watter-
son R. Rothacker replied :

" Thanks
twice—once for the letter and
again for the business."

Here's the letter: "Unsolicited
I desire to congratulate your con-
cern on the high class and excellent

work that you are doing in elevat-

ing the moving picture screen as
far as printing positives is con-
cerned. It proves to us and should
prove to all distributors and pro-
ducers that no one but experts
should handle every detail in all

departments.
" Although we have not closed

negotiations with you yet, we in-

tend to give you the majority of
our work over what we print in

our own laboratories."

ABRAHAM LEHR, vice pres-
ident of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, in charge of the

I ulver City Studios, arrived in New
\ ork last Thursday for conferences
with Samuel Goldwyn and other
xecutives of the company. This is

the first time Mr. Lehr has been
East since early last spring when
plans were made for the distribu-

tion of Goldwyn's fourth year prod-
uct.

" The tremendous success being
scored by ' Earthbound,' ' Madame
X,' ' The Penalty,' ' The Branding
Iron,' 'The North Wind's Malice,'

and other productions included in

the first group of new year releases,

is proof positive," said Mr. Lehr,
" that Goldyn is on the right track,

and that we are giving exhibitors
the kind of pictures they want,
which is the same as saying we are
giving the public what it wants.

" And what is more, we are pre-

pared to keep up the pace we have
set. In motion picture exploitation

extravagant language has been used
until words have lost their meaning,
sa I shall only say that we have just

completed six corking pictures.
" My unwillingness to indulge in

sensational phrases must not be
considered a lack of enthusiasm.
On the contrary, I believe these pro-

ductions will break box office rec-

ords, but I promised not to in-

dulge in extravagances."
The pictures on which Mr. Lehr

bases high hopes are " Guile of

Women," starring Will Rogers

;

" Bunty Pulls the Strings," a Regi-
nald Barker Production ; "The Con-
cert," with an all-star cast ;

" Hold

To Confer With Head
of the Goldwyn
Organization

Your Horses," starring Tom
Moore ;

" The Highest Bidder,"
starring Madge Kennedy ; and "Get
Rich Quick Edgar," the ninth of the
Booth Tarkington boyhood come-
dies.

" The pictures just completed arc-

so varied in theme and character
that while they were in production
the studio took on something of an
international aspect," said Mr. Lehr.

" We had a motley throng on the
lot, made up of Swedes from the
Rogers picture, Scotchmen from

' Bunty,' Irishmen from ' Hold Your
Horses,' French, German and Ital-

ian musicians from 'The Concert'
and an assortment of nomadic cir-

cus performers for the Tarkington
series.

" It goes without saying that such
a variegated ensemble of themes
and characterizations could hardly
fail to strike responsive chords in

the hearts of theatregoers.
" Takinor each of the six pictures

individually, ' Guile of Women ' is

the first foreign characterization
which has been given to Will Rog-
ers. He not only had to become a

Swede, as far as externals, but he
had to change his cowboy walk to a

sailor's roll. Director Clarence
Badger has made an excellent pic-

ture from Peter Clarke MacFax-
lane's story.

" Our big task in ' Bunty Pulls

the Strings ' was to retain coi

sistent Scotch atmosphere througl
out the entire picture. Our ca
was either directly Scotch, or <

Scotch descent. Reginald Barke
who directed it, besides being <

Scotch extraction, lived for near
ten years in Scotland, and knov
intimately the Scotch hamlets. 1
retain fidelity to Scotch atmosphe
we leased a ranch which abound(
in highlands and lowlands, with
stream so situated as to enable 01

workmen to build streets on eac

side of it. Near the ' brig o' ai;

(the Scotch name for a bridge) v

put in an old moss grown mill, ar

along the banks of this stream v

constructed the quaint thatch
roofed houses of the cottagers."

The Goldwyn policy of dove-tai

itig as far as possible all elemen
concerned in the production of pi

Hires was brought out again
Mr. Lehr in his reference to "T
Concert."

" Victor Schertzinger, who dire(

this picture, was at one time a met
ber of Damrosch's orchestra, h
directed his own orchestras, and
an all-around musician and coi

poser. To get in tune again wi
the world of music after his absen
in the picture profession, \
Schertzinger conducted his own a

erture to 'The Sympathizer,' 1

new opera, at the California Tl
atre in Los Angeles while workii

on ' The Concert.' He will al

write the music cues for the p
ture before it is released. Lev
S. Stone, who impersonated t

maestro, played the part ma
times on the speaking stage."

"Passion" Arousing Interes
UNHERALDED, with no

definite release date an-
nounced, and with no public

presentation as yet given to it with
the exception of a ' try out,' in a
comparatively small town, " Pas-
sion," the European super-drama
with the continental star, Pola
Negri, to be distributed by Asso-
ciated First National is conceded to

have already created a keen demand
from exhibitors and public alike,

and to stand out as perhaps the
most talked of picture in the United
States today.
Had the present standing of

" Passion " been the result of a

carefully planned publicity cam-
paign, from the viewpoint of re-

sults obtained that campaign would
have been considered remarkable
for its efficiency. On the contrary,
however. Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., has not thus far ad-
vertised the attraction and has ab-
stained from present publicity for

the feature. " Passion," it is true,

has been reviewed, by certain critics

in New York and the eulogy of the

feature has been notable.
" The scenes reach the ultimate

in realism. Their effect on the

emotions is little short of sweeping.
They are full of color, action, ex-

citement and thrill," is the com-
ment of one critic.

" Perhaps the most impressive

thing in ' Passion ' is the enthralling

work of Pola Negri, the Polish

star. It is doubtful if a perform-
ance so superbly shaded as Miss
Negri's has been seen on the Ameri-
can screen. From a spectacular
point of view ' Passion ' is nothing
short of remarkable," states an-
other, while yet another critic says,
" Pola Negri's performance has
never been excelled and very rarely
equalled by any of the eminent
American stars, and her support
throughout evidences a finish and
subtility new to our screen. ' Pas-
sion ' is an exceptional contribution
to the photoplay art."

Notable too, is the manner in

which the public learned of the at-

traction. It was recently shown in

Paterson, N. J., for seven days and
while it is credited with capacity-

business in that engagement the

number of people who crowded into

the theatre there could scarcely

have started the wave of interest

that is conceded to have spread
over the United States. Fan let-

ters arc the inevitable result of
popularity on the part of a star,

but even before she has made her
debut Pola Negri is said to be re-

ceiving more than her share of such
epistles. Telephone inquiries as to

where she can be reached in Amer-
ica are frequent in Associated First

National offices.

Exhibitors in various parts of the

country have come in contact with
this interest on the part of the pub-
lic. Much inquiry as to whether

they intended to show " Passio
and as to the dates of the showi
has been made of theatre own
and managers according to lett

from franchise holders and otl

exhibitors which have been
ceived at the home office of Fi

National.
The plans for the general

lease of " Passion " will, it is

pected, shortly be announced by
D. Williams on behalf of Associa
First National.

Mildred Harris Chaplin in the Louis
Mayer production. Old Dad," a Ff

National attraction.
Dead Men Tell No Tales
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Key to News-Reel Success
Truth and Impartiality Must Be
Observed, Says Pathe News Editor
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"TheU. P. Trail" Being
Booked Heavily

B. B. Hampton's production
made from the Zane Grey novel,

"The U. P. Trail," which the W.
VV. Hodkinson Corporation will re-

lease in November, is being eagerly
booked by exhibitors throughout
the United States. W. W. Hodkin-
son declares. The volumes of
bookings is so great that the Hod-
kinson officials confidently declare

that the gross of this picture will

be even larger than B. B. Hamp-
ton's other great successes.

"Desert Gold" and "Riders of the

Dawn " have been more than pop-
ular with exhibitors and theatre-

goers alike, for Zane Grey's name
is one which is possessed of " pull-

ing" power.
Among the advanced bookings

already reported on this produc-
tion is that of the Rivoli theatre,

Toledo, Ohio, where it will play a

;even-day engagement ; the Liberty
theatre, Fresno, Cal., and the Lib-
erty theatre, San Jose, Cal.

Praise Photography in
Fox's "Bride 13"

The serial, " Bride 13," is win-
ling applause from exhibitors for
more reasons than one, declares

iVilliam Fox. In the first place, the
itle has been a puller, and in the

second place, the fact that a fleet

)f U. S. warships have a vitally

ictive part of the picture has been
i big advertising factor, but the
:hief thing that appears to please
he exhibitors is the extraordinary
)hotography and the beautiful, and
it times startling, " shots " in this

>roduction, asserts Fox Film.

N. Y. Herald Lauds
Clyde Cook's Screen

Work
The Fox organization has is-

ued only one release thus far of
ts " Clyde Cook Special Come-
iies," and immediately upon wit-
lessing the first showing of this

it the Rialto in New York, the
""lew York Herald chronicled the
lappy affair with words to the ef-

ect that " he tied himself up like

. frog, wriggled like a snake, and
topped like a grasshopper.'' The
ierald opines that " Cook in his

irst motion picture here displayed
lot only Chaplin's wistful earnest-
less and expressiveness, but also

. gift of contortionism that made
lim several knots faster than
Chaplin."

"ilm Attorneys Open
Up-Town Office

Keppler and Hochman, well-

nown attorneys for motion-picture
iterests, are establishing a new
ffice in the Astor Theatre Building,
lew York City. The uptown office

1 the film district is being opened
ecause of the firm's wish to keep
l closer touch with their motion-
icture clientele. The law-office in

le Woolworth Building will be
laintained at the same time, and

' le members of the firm will divide

leir time equally between the two
3kes. The new office in the Astor
heatre Building will be in charge
f Fanny E. Holtzmann.

E.MANUEL COHEN, editor of
Pathe News, holds that the

most important factor in achieving
success for a motion-picture news-
reel is the strict adherence on the

part of the news-reel to the prin-

ciple of presenting the news story
in an absolutely truthful and im-
partial manner. He also declares

that the screen has accomplished
a marvelous feat in attaining with-
in a period of ten years a prestige,

as a news agency, as great as that

of any of the oldest and honored
publications.

" So far "as the Pathe News is

concerned," its editor stated, " I

can say that we have endeavored
to cover every big story of national
or international interest that could
possibly lend itself to photographic
reproduction, and a comparison of

Pathe News with the front page
newspaper stories, week after week,
I believe will show that we have
succeeded in the majority of cases.

In order to accomplish such an
aim a large force of trained

HOPE HAMPTON'S latest

starring vehicle, " The Bait,"

which was adapted from Sidney
Toler's stage play, " Tiger Lady,"
and was personally directed by
Maurice Tonrneur, has been pur-
chased by the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation and is slated for

early Paramount release.

In this production Miss Hamp-
ton's work as a screen artist of
promise and ability are said to stand
out more forcibly than in anything
that she has previously done, and
it is noted by the many who have
watched her work during the course
of production and who have viewed

cameramen must be maintained.
With the experience of ten years
behind it Pathe News has been able

to organize such a force, so that

at present it has experienced men
in all parts of the world and is

ready at all times to make pictures
of news items everywhere.

" These cameramen are charged
with the duty of getting pictures
of every event of real news in-

terest. This is an important duty
of the Pathe News cameraman.
But there is a duty imposed upon
him which is equally important
and that is that in photographing
an event he must take it from all

angles, showing it just as it ac-

tually appears and in such a way
that not any one phase of the event

in question is given an importance

greater than it really plays in the

thing as a whole. For throughout

its career Pathe News has main-

tained and will continue to prac-

tice absolute truthfulness in its pic-

torial reports of news events."

the finished product on the screen,

that Miss Hampton is living up to

everj' expectation and confidence
that the producers have in her
ability.

The story itself is a happy selec-

tion which permits of a wide dis-

play of dramatic emotion, balanced
by a proper amount of comedy re-

lief. Briefly, it is the story of a
young girl who becomes the victim
of a gang of blackmailers, but who
finally emerges triumphant through
the love of a man.
The adaptation of " The Bait

"

was made by John Gilbert, who also
assisted in the direction.

M olio n P ; c t u r c News
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Paramount Has "The Bait"

Hope Hampton Production is Pur-
chased for F. P.—Lasky Release
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Arbuckle Kept Busy on
Two Productions

Roscoe Arbuckle is leading a nice

quiet life these days, being so ab-

sorbed in his work that he doesn't

have anj- time for anything else.

For the last few days the rotund
comedian has been engaged on two
different pictures for Paramount.
The moment one director finishes

with him the other puts up a call

sheet summoning him to work in

the other production.
For scenes in " Brewster's Mil-

lions," which is almost completed,
a massive setting some sixty or
seventy feet high and of an equal
length, provided with a double sys-

tem of rockers and representing
the complete deck and cabin exter-
iors of a yacht, had to be con-
structed. As this occasioned a few
days' delay during which Mr. Ar-
buckle would be idle, Director
James Cruze, who was all set to

launch production work on " The
Dollar-A-Year Man,'' the next pic-

ture in which Mr. Arbuckle was to
star, decided to begin work right
away. The call went up and soon
the popular " Fatty " was portray-
ing his role of amateur detective in

the new picture.

New York Strand Books
"Kismet" Special

As a fitting tribute to Robertson-
Cole's " Kismet," starring Otis
Skinner, which was given its in-

troduction to the American public
at a trade premier last Monday
night in the grand ball room of
the Hotel Astor, Moe Mark, owner
of the Strand theatre, one of
Broadway's most popular picture
houses, has booked this attraction
for his theatre.

" Kismet " will play the week of
November 14 at the big New York
house. Robertson-Cole will sur-
round the Broadway premier at
the Strand with an elaborate cam-
paign of exploitation and adver-
tisement.

The publicity force of Robert-
son-Cole has been placed at the
disposal of the Strand, and both
the theatre and the distributing cor-
poration will exert every effort
from now until the opening day to
put the picture over big, says Rob-
ertson-Cole.

Jerome Storm Secures
Irving J. Martin

Jerome Storm this week added
to his production staff Irving J.
Martin as art director and title il-

lustrator for the first Lillian Gish
production bearing the Storm trade-
mark.

Mr. Martin is the artist who
originated the scheme of illustrated
sub-titles for Thomas H. Ince pic-
tures. He was associated with Ince
for six years, during which time
Mr. Storm was directing Enid Ben-
net and Charles Ray. It was
through this association that the di-
rector was able to secure the artist's
services.

According to the terms of Mr.
Storm's contract with the Frohman
Amusement Company, the Lillian
Gish picture which he now is di-
recting will bear the trade-mark of
Storm Pictures.

Louise Lovely, who is starred in " The Li ttle Grey Mouse," a William Fox picture

Tour Proves Concern's Success
PRESIDENT E. W. HAM-

MONS, of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., this week held

a conference of heads of important
departments to consider the report

made to him by Henry Ginsberg,
domestic sales manager, who has
just returned from a tour of all the

educational exchanges and the Los
Angeles producing plants. Mr.
Hammons told his staff that he was
more than pleased by the conditions

as they were found on this trip and
announced some secondary changes
designed to cure minor defects and
afford even greater service to the

exhibitor.

Mr. Hammons also stated that he
would shortly announce some im-
portant additions to the product re-

leased through Educational, and
that he expected that this would
enable his organization to fill every
need in the short subject field.

One of the most important things

reported by Mr. Ginsberg to his

superior was the enthusiasm that he
found in every exchange. From the

important exhibitor interests who
are concerned in the various indi-

vidual offices down to the shipping

clerks he declared that he found
that they were a " hundred per cent

sold on Educational " and that they

Hammons Reports En-
thusiasm in Educa-
tional Exchanges

were giving their very best efforts

with an enthusiasm that was bring-
ing results.

During this trip the three terri-

tories that had not been open, New
Orleans, Dallas and Denver, were
supplied with exchanges, and Edu-
cational is now functioning through
every section of the United States
and Canada. Even from the three
new offices the results already
achieved are said to be very flat-

tering.

Another important point empha-
sized was that exhibitors generally
have been so delighted with the

comedies, the specials and the single

reels that they are getting that they
are practically demanding that their

short subject be Educational pic-

tures. Several of the exchange
managers reported to Mr. Ginsberg
that they had never handled any
films in which they found the exhib-
itors imbued with such confidence
in advance.

" This portion of the report," said

Mr. Hammons, "is particularly1

pleasing to me and the one that I

want every member of the organ-
ization to bear in mind. Since the
beginning of Educational more than
five years ago we have always re-

sisted the temptation to adulterate
quality with quantity. We have preH
ferred to build slowly and now that

we have come into the commanding]
position in the short subject field

this policy is to be just as carefully]

guarded.
• " When we announced our policy

of expansion and the plan to estab-

lish our own exchanges we were
deluged with offers of product. We
picked only the very cream of it

Many of these pictures then selected

other releasing methods ; but we
have never been sorry. Since outl
success with comedies we have been
offered many other series. We are

always glad to look at new product
and offer an opening for all that

meets our standard, but you may be

sure that standard is going to be

maintained.
" We will shortly announce some

additions to our schedule and they

will be short subjects that are

worthy to be released under the

general name of ' Educational Pic

tures.'
"

Goldwyn Units Busy in West
AX all star cast has been se-

lected by Goldwyn for Ger-
trude Atherton's first original

.screen story now entering the pro-

duction stage under the working
title of Noblesse Oblige." Mabel
Julienne Scott, who has just fin-

ished acting in " The Concert " in

which she has one of the principal

roles, will head the cast in the

leading feminine part. Lewis S.

Stone, recently seen in Goldwyn's
production of "Milestones" and
creator of the leading role in the

screen version of " The Concert,"

will play opposite her. R. D. Mc-
Lean, famous on the American
stage for his acting in the classic

drama, Arthur Hoyt, Charles Clary,

Josephine Crowell and Kate Lester

are other members of the cast.

Jane Atherton, aged seventeen, a

niece of Gertrude Atherton. will

make her film debut in the picture

as an extra. Wallace Worsley, who

directed " The Penalty," will wield
the megaphone. Mrs. Atherton col-

laborated with Louis Shervvin on
the continuity.

Director Clarence Badger and the

Will Rogers company are back from
Jackson, Calif., where they have
been several weeks on location for

Rogers' new picture, " Bovs Will
Be Boys," from the stage adapta-

tion of Irving S. Cobb's popular
story. The townspeople of Jackson,
many of whom will be seen in the

picture as extras, gave the com-
pany a great send-off on its depar-
ture, presenting the members of it

with gold nuggets as souvenirs.

E. Mason Hopper and the com-
pany which he is directing in Rupert.
Hughes' first original screen story

bearing the working title of " Mr.
and Miserable Jones" are on Cata-
lina Island taking exteriors. Nearly
100 extras, mostly girls, will appear
in the production.

Frank Lloyd, who is to direct
" The Water Lily," Gouverneui
Morris' first story written directly

for the screen, is ready to starl

the photography on that production.

Wallace Beery has been engaged tc

play one of the important Chinese
roles in the picture. " The Water
Lily " will be released as an Emi-
nent Authors' Production.

Reginald Barker is hard at work
getting his next production read;

for photographing. It is " Th
Bridal Path " from the play b;

Thompson Buchanan, author o
" Civilian Clothes," etc. Mason Nj
Litson is in the midst of the tenth
Booth Tarkineton Edgar Corned
which bears the tentative title oi
" The Country Cousin." Johnny
Jones, the featured player in the!

cast, it is stated, will be seen to ex-i

cellent advantaee in this episode.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALE
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Pledges Hodkinson Support
Prominent Exhibitor Promises His
Help; Big Response to Celebration

MESSRS. BRANNIGAN and
Conners, who operate a num-

ber of theatres throughout the

Middle West, have long been en-

thusiastic supporters of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, according
to a statement from the Hodkinson
headquarters. There has been an
immediate and gratifying response
from exhibitors throughout the

United States to the proposed
" Hodkinson Month," during which
there will be celebrated the third

anniversary of that corporation.

A letter recently received from
Mr. Conners reads as follows

:

" Let me he among the first to

extend to you every assurance of

continued support in the noteworthy
fight that you are making on behalf
of the exhibitor. I, and my asso-
ciates, will do everything possible to

aid you, for it is perfectly obvious
to us that your success means our
success.

"As I said before to your repre-
sentatives, I believe that the Hod-
kinson release list comes nearer to

being 100 per cent successful than
the product of any other distribu-

tor or producer on the market, and
I say this after having tested out
your product in competition with
what are generally considered the
the best programs in the industry.

" I can say to you truthfully, that
on the average, we have grossed
more on Hodkinson pictures than
we have on an other product,—and
we use the best from all programs.
Incidentally, we have made more
profit from Hodkinson pictures

than from any other pictures that

we run.

"As I have said before, you may
be assured of our hearty support

in your successful efforts to select

from the whole industry profitable

pictures for exhibitors."

Give Midnight Performance
Midnight Showing of "Earthbound"

St. Louis on Election Nightat

George II. Hamilton

l^orchy Comedy Seen in

All New York Bill

I Alhambra theatre, Cleveland, O.,

rranged a program last week typi-

ying life in New York City with
39 East " as the feature picture
nd " Torchy's Millions," made
torn the stories of the red headed
ffice boy by Sewell Ford and re-

used through Educational Ex-
hanges.
^"Torchy" is a typical New York
haracter and as all of the scenes
or the comedies are made in that

Uy, it has been pointed out by
?veral critics that they are almost
s good as a trip to the big city

•self. Many exhibitors have
bupled these comedies with strictly

.merican spirit pictures and the
;ports to Educational have uni-

irmly been that such presentation
ave scored strongly with audi-
nces. " Torchy's Millions " will

e followed by " Torchy Turns
upid" and " Torchy's Double Tri-
mph."

iohnston McCulley Is

in New York
'Johnston McCulley, well-known
riter of many short stories and
ovels, and author of the present
*oug!as Fairbanks vehicle, " The
'urse of Capistrano," is stopping at

te Astor hotel in New York. Mr.
IcCulley is planning an extended
pay here and in addition to re-

•ewing his acquaintances among
lm men is making arrangements
br the publication of some of his

ecent scripts.

Uune of Coast to Have
Realart's First-Runs
Through a contract just closed

i Los Angeles, W. H. Clune,
rominent West Coast showman,
ecured for his Broadway theatre

^elusive first-run privileges on all

^ealart productions released dur-

iig the coming year. This includes

le offerings of Bebe Daniels,

jlary Miles Minter, Alice Brady,
/anda Hawley, Justine Johnstone,
onstance Binney and the Special

productions of William D. Tay-
or. Chine's Broadway theatre,

Los Angeles, is located in the

'ear! of the business district.

THE attendance at Goldwyn's
production of " Earthbound

"

at King's theatre, St. Louis, was so
great that a midnight performance
was given on election night. The
late election returns were read from
the stage.

" Earthbound " played to 26,200
persons the first week of its St.

Louis run at the Delmontc theatre.

It was then transferred to King's
theatre where it is now finishing the
third week of its run.

The popularity of " Earthbound
"

in St. t.ouis is rivaling its drawing
power in Los Angeles where it con-
tinues to pack Miller's theatre. Its

presentation and exploitation have
been consistently dignified in both
cities, its appeal to picture fans be-

ing in the powerful theme, the

great drama of the story and the

excellence of production, acting

and photography.

In Los Angeles the production
has aroused so much discussion that

it is being taken as a text for ser-

mons. Margaret C. LaGrange,
president of the National New:

Thought Association, Inc., and pas-
tor of the First Emerson Church
in Los Angeles, sent out a printed
card to the members of her church
and of the New^ Thought Associa-
tion, announcing that she would
speak on " Earthbound—Truth or
Fiction," based on '" the remark-
able production now appearing at

Miller's theatre," at her 11 a.m.,

lecture on Sunday, October 24.

The announcement served to

draw out the biggest crowd the

First Emerson Church ever held,

with possibly one or two excep-
tions, bearing witness to the great

popular in'crcst in the subject of
Basil King's picture—the continuity

of consciousness after death.

Christie Pokes Fun at

"Bedroom Farces"
Al Christie, directer general of

the Christie Film Company, has
gone the writers of " bed room
farces " one better in naming one
of the two-reel comedies which
will be released through Educa-
tional Exchanges early in Decem-
ber. There is a suspicion that Mr.
Christie intended to have a little

fun at the expense of " Parlor,
Bedroom and Bath " when he
named this latest creation of his
" Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink."
As a matter of fact it is not a

bedroom picture at all, but tells the
adventures of the leading lady of

a " road show," and the other
members of the company with a
pair of crooks at the home of her
rich uncle. Fay Tincher is the fea-

tured player, while Eddie Barry,
who is featured in many of the

two-reel Christies, has another im-
portant role.

"Madame X" Approved
by Exhibitors

Goldwyn's production of " Ma-
dame X," starring Pauline Fred-
crick and directed byT-Yank Lloyd,

has shown to such uniformly ex-
ceptional business and so pleased

patrons that exhibitors are writing

and wiring in to Goldwyn to ex-

press their appreciation of the pic-

ture, it is stated.

J. E. Tompkins, owner and man-
ager of the Liberty Theatre, Col-

orado Springs, Colo., wrote to the

manager of Goldwvn's Denver ex-

change as follows

:

" I want to say this for " Ma-
dame X," that in the nine years I

have been in the business I have
never heard so many favorable

criticisms on a picture. Men as well

as women claimed it the greatest

story of mother love they had ever

seen and critics, who had seen the

stage play, all claimed the screen

version to be much greater."

Capitol Bill Headed by .

"Madame Peacock"
As the outstanding feature of

the " Metro Week," on Broadway,
commencing October 24, when
Yciro pictures were the main at-

traction at five of the leading

Broadway cinema houses, Nazi-

mova in " Madame Peacock,"

scored heavily at the Capitol

theatre.

The talented Russian star in her
latest release headed the excep-
tional bill chosen for the first an-
niversary week at the world's

largest motion picture temple.

Dorothy Dalton at New
Paramount Studios
Dorothy Dalton, Paramount star,

has just returned from Chicago,
where she played her old role of
Chrysis during the run there of
the Morris Gest spectacle, " Aphro-
dite." Immediately upon her
arrival here Miss Dalton went out
to the new Long Island City studio

of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration which she inspected from
basement to roof and expressed
much admiration for the entire

plant.
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Louis B. Mayer announces
that he last week signed Tom
North to act in the capacity

of assistant general manager
and other dutes that will

make him benefkian to gen-

eral manager, Paul Mooney.
Mr. Mayer induced Mr.

North to resign his position

of managing directorship with
the Tom Moore Theatres
Corporation of Washington,
D. C., to accept the position

and Mr. North entered upon
his duties with the Louis B.

Mayer Productions, Inc

,

Monday, November 1st.

"The Sand Man," Rolin
Comic Due Nov. 14
"The Sandman " has been chosen

«is the title of the latest Rolin

Comedy featuring the Vanity Fair

Girls and Eddie Boland, which
Pathe will release November 14.

In this production the new policy

of Hal Roach, who also produces

the Harold Lloyd comedies, is seen,

inasmuch as the comedy, while pre-

senting uproarious situations and
showing the beautifully gowned
Vanity Fair Girls, is of a fantastic

variety containing surprises with-

out number and a prettily told

story, says Pathe.

B'dway Legit Actor to

Be Lead for Allison
Theodor von Eltz has been se-

lected by Bayard Veiller to play

opposite May Allison in her forth-

coming starring picture, "Are
Wives to Blame?" Mr. von Eltz

is a newcomer into the motion pic-

ture industry. Only recently he

arrived in Hollywood from New
York, where he has appeared in

numerous successful Broadway
productions in the past few years.

Edward T. Lowe, Jr., wrote the

scenario from the magazine story,
" More Stately Mansions," by Ben
Ames Williams. Philip E. Rosen
will direct " Are Wives to Blame?

"

Irene Dalton. now on the Coast playing
in Christie comedies. She was " dis-
covered " in a Rothacker industrial film.

Change
* SERIES of conferences

Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, presided over by Adolph
Zukor, president, have developed
new policies for the making of Par-
amount Pictures which are revolu-
tionary in character.

This plan has as its purpose the

elevation of all Paramount stars to

the position of " super-stars " in

productions of such quality that

they will be booked for months in

theatres where heretofore the best

pictures have been booked only for

weeks.
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in

charge of production, who already

has installed the plan in the Eastern
studios, will leave at once for Los
Angeles to put into effect the new
system, which calls for the coordina-

tion of the entire resources of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
—stars, directors, authors, play-

wrights, leading men and leading

women—into one huge all-star stock

company for the production of gen-
uinely big special pictures.

The working of the new idea is

best exemplified by the way in which
it first functioned. Immediately
after the executives had made their

decision, Mr. Laskv called Cecil B.

DeMille, director general, who is in

Los Angeles, upon the long dis-

tance telephone. Mr. DeMille al-

ready had in contemplation the pro-

duction of Arthur Schnitzler's
" Anatol." He was told that the

entire resources of the Famous
Players-Laskv Corporation were at

his command.
Within a few hours, Mr. DeMille

with great enthusiasm notified Mr.
Lasky that an ideal cast had been

selected for " Anatol," and that the

entire force at the Lasky studio in

Hollywood was eager to coonerate

and at once had appreciated the tre-

mendous advantages the idea would
bring to stars, to authors and most
of all to the public. The result is

that the cast for "Anatol" will in-

clude Wallace Reid as Anatol, Elliot

Dexter as Anatol's friend, Gloria

Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Wanda
Hawley, Agnes Ayres, Theodore
Roberts and Theodore Kosloff.

Amone the authors who will col-

laborate preparing " Anatol " for

the screen are Jeanie Macpherson,

Avery Hopwood, Beulah Marie Dix
....a ..iniu' Harris. Wallace Reid
^.adly accepted such an important
part. Gloria Swanson was delighted
to postpone temporarily her new-

starring venture. Such other stars

as Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels
and Agnes Ayres were highly en-
thusiastic, as were the others chosen
for the cast of the production.

" In the near future," said Mr.
Lasky, " it is probable that motion
picture fans will see three or more
Paramount stars such as Elsie Fer-
guson, Ethel Clayton, Wallace Reid,
Dorothy Dalton, Mae Murray,
Thomas Meighan and Billie Burke
playing together in big productions.

" The only plays that have been

srreat successes recently have been
those that have had a big, popular
theme and have been well cast and
directed. Our thought is- to make
productions that will be tremen-
dously popular with the public, and
therefore big successes for star,

author and director, pictures in

which every person concerned in

their making will appear to the very
best advantage.

WORK has begun on " White
Youth," which will serve to

bring back to the screen Edith
Roberts, who has been resting in

New York and on the Atlantic-

coast since she finished " The
Adorable Savage " four months
ago, so word comes from Universal
City.

"White Youth" is a story of

old and modern New Orleans and
of Creole life in Southern Louis-
iana. It is by Clara Beranger and
Forrest Halscy, well known as

scenarists and who wrote the

Broadway stage favorite, " His
Chinese Wife." Norman Dawn is

directing the feature.

In this story' Miss Roberts ap-

pears as the granddaughter of old

General Belame, a French Creole,

who has been raised in a convent
and knows little of the world iiti-

" The big play will come first.

The greatest stars we have will be
given the much-sought opportunity
to appear in the excellent roles that
always are a part of a fine drama.

" I feel that at last my dreams
have come true, that now the entire
Famous Players-Lasky producing
department is in a position to con-
centrate its efforts upon the making
of only the highest type of motion
pictures. The announcement to the

different departments has charged
them with enthusiasm. To authors
it means as much as it does to stars,

for it guarantees big productions
for big stories."

Mr. Lasky will be accompanied
on his trip West by Edward Knob-
lock, who will complete in the
Hollywood studio a special story
based on a theme originally dis-

cussed with Mr. Lasky in London
last spring. Both Mr. Lasky and
Mr. Knoblock are jubilant over the
fact that the story is one that will

demand unusual acting ability and
which contains three starring parts
which will be cast according to the
new plan.

til her grandsire writes that he will

send for her in a few days to meet
the man he has selected for her
husband.

The incidents and situations in

the story are altogether novel, for
the customs of the Louisiana
French differ in most ways from
the accepted conventions, and the
authors have contrived a delightful
mixture of the quaint and the up-
to-date.

Norman Dawn spent several
weeks with a camera man and a
technical director in New Orleans
and other points in Louisiana in

search of atmospsheric shots. Ac-
tual settings he found reproduced
at Universal City, such as the pub-
lic square of a Creole village, the
old market in New Orleans and
the French opera house in that city.

Edith Roberts in New Role
Comes Back to Screen in " White
Dove;" Norman Dawn Will Direct
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First National Engages Prominent
American Artist

Leone Bracker to Start Poster Subjects at Once for Holubar Feature

M. Leone Bracker. who is making pos-
ters for Associated First National

Pictures, Inc.

MR. LEONE BRACKER, in-

ternationally renowned
American artist and creator

of " Keep 'Em Smiling." " Help
Lest We Perish," " Hunger Knows
No Armistice," " Velvet Joe," and a

score of other far-famed money-
raising posters, is at work upon a

series of art posters for the motion
picture, a task for which he was
selected because of the unprece-

dented success of his posters in

raising funds for nation-wide patri-

otic and relief drives.

The announcement this week by

J. D. Williams, manager of Associ-
ated First National, that Mr.
Bracker's services have been se-

cured by that organization will

readily be conceded as marking at

once a notably progressive step in

the history of the industry and a

unique move towards the perfect-

< ing of motion picture poster adver-
tising. That First National's
enterprise in enlisting Mr. Bracker's
artistry is of first rate importance
to the industry, setting as it does a

precedent pregnant with possibil-

ities and marking a notable innova-
tion, will be readily seen, and the
forthcoming posters will undoubt-
edly be awaited with expectant
interest by exhibitors and producers
alike.

Mr. Bracker, who left last week
for Los Angeles, will have the com-
plete cooperation of Allan Holubar
in facilitating his work on the
poster subjects for the Dorothy
Phillips picture, " Man, Woman and
Marriage." This forthcoming Asso-
ciated First National feature was
selected as the object of the artist's

immediate work partly because the
course of its production fits oppor-
tunely with Mr. Bracker's under-
taking, but primarily because the
magnitude of that offering makes
it specially worthy of the distinc-

tion. For the Holubar feature Mr.
Bracker will make a set of seven

picture posters comprising a

twenty-four sheet, two six sheets,

two three sheets and two ones.

This artist's subjects are invariably

taken from life, and Miss Phillips

and the principals of her supporting
cast, individually as well as in

scenes in the play, will be studied

by Mr. Bracker and tentative

sketches composed, after which Mr.
Bracker will return to New York,
where, in consultation with C. L.

Yearsley, director of Associated
First National advertising, the final

compositions will be decided upon
and the work put into completion.
It is believed by those interested

that the collaboration of the di-

rector, stars, actors, artist and
advertising manager will result in

posters of maximum artistry and
sales values.

Reluctant to speak of himself and
expressing his belief that " rather

an artist's work should speak for
him," Mr. Bracker on leaving for

the Coast was, however, induced to

make in a letter to Mr. Williams
some expression of his views of
what the poster can accomplish in

the motion picture field.
"

I am entering upon this new
project," writes Mr. Bracker, " feel-

ing that a revolution can be accom-
plished in this field. I feel that we
can make posters so dramatic and
human and withal so illustrative of
the real pictures inside the motion
picture theatre that the layman will

be influenced and will go in.

" It is not my plan to do anything
highbrow, but to get right down to

earth, to create something that will

affect 'the man in the street;' but
withal that will have the dignity of
work well done, and done with
pride, and I feel that this will re-

dound with credit to First National
for the step they have taken.

" Perhaps I differ from most
artists in that I draw my pictures

entirely from real people. My first

picture was the story of an old sea
captain and I hunted the water-
front till I got one to pose. And
so, to this day, each picture is as
faithful and dramatic as I can make
it. I realize that it is the pictures

and not myself that counts, and if

my pictures serve I will succeed in

the measure that they do serve."

Illustrative of the powerfully
human interest for which Mr.
Bracker's art is famous is an au-
thentic incident which occurred
during the exhibition of the orig-

inal of his poster, " Help Lest We
Perish." The picture was placed
above an empty cradle. There was
nothing whatever suggesting an
appeal for money, except the pic-

ture itself. No soliciting was
allowed or suggested, nor was there
a sign asking for contributions in

the picture itself. At the end of
the showing the cradle was found
filled with bills and checks and
coins—actual and totallv unsolicited

proofs of the power of the poster.

Notable among Mr. Bracker's
poster work will be recalled " Keep

'Em Smiling," done for the Ar-
menian Relief Drive, and in one
form or other printed over thirty

million times; "Help Lest We
Ferish " ;

" Hunger Knows No
Armistice," and, as distinct from
these examples of work on behalf

of philanthropic objects, in the

commercial field. " Velvet Joe,"
who never existed yet is more
widely known than many real men,
and " Skookum Apples " posters.

Mr. Bracker drew the prize-win-

ning black and white poster for the

national competition of the War
Savings Stamps drive, and for

years he has drawn the pictures for

the Bruno Lessing stories of the

East Side. There are few maga-
zines of standing in the country
whose readers are unacquainted
with Mr. Bracker's illustrations.

Commenting on the consumma-
tion of the negotiations which have
resulted in Mr. Bracker's entering
the motion picture's art field in the

interests of Associated First Na-
tional franchise holders, J. D. Wil-
liams said in part

:

" We regard, and undoubtedly the

industry in general will regard, the
success of our negotiations with an
artist of Mr. Bracker's high stand-
ing and universally recognized tal-

ent and the acquisition of his dis-

tinctive art as one of the most
strikingly important forward steps

to that end so largely to be desired
and so vital to the interest of the
exhibitor and producer alike, name-
ly the greater effectiveness of the
poster advertising. It was not our
aim to secure something merely
artistic in the way of 'paper.' First
National—the industry at large

—

desires something beyond that,

something that possesses not only
the great appeal of artistry but, in

addition, that more important fac-
tor—the highest possible selling

power—posters that will be of
direct financial benefit to the ex-
hibitor by. compelling money into
the box office.

" To have to this end secured the
cooperation of a great artist of in-

ternational reputation, one whose
poster pictures have not only
arrested the attention of the world
but have coined that attention into

unprecedented millions of dollars

for philanthropic objects and again
for purely commercial organiza-
tions, is highly gratifying to our
organization, not merely because
First National thus sets a precedent
for the industry but because we be-
lieve that every cent invested in

sending Mr. Bracker to the Coast,
every penny laid out in securing the
services of one of the highest paid
poster artists in the world will bear
fruit a hundred-fold through in-

creased receipts at the exhibitor's
box office. Nor have we been
anxious merely to get the services

of an artist of Mr. Bracker's calibre

simply because he zvas of that cali-

bre. Not any merely great artist

would have satisfied us. We were

not seeking for mere passing pub-
licity. We required, more import-
ant than that, an artist who com-
bined art with practical ideas and
a zeal for the motion picture, and
Mr. Bracker does that. He is

zealous. He has undertaken his

mission for the motion picture in-

dustry with the enthusiasm of the
crusader. In him, I believe, is

found that rare combination of
draughtsmanship and appreciation
of the dramatic and of selling ap-
peal. And that is essential to and
must be present in the truly suc-
cessful picture poster.

" Most artists in their views of
pictorial advertising consider only
the purely artistic standard, and
that, to my mind, is the reason why
few artists may be given a free

hand in the designing of motion
picture posters. Combined with
the attention arresting artistry of
the poster there must be that spe-

cial quality which, in the case of
the motion picture, will sell tickets.

In the last analysis that is the first

and last reason for the advertising
poster."

Fox's Great Melodrama
Drawing Crowd

The success scored by the Will-
iam Fox special production " While
New York Sleeps " when it was pre-
sented in the metropolis where it

ran simultaneously at two leading
Broadway theatres within a quarter-
mile of each other, is being supple-
mented by record-breaking reports
from every part of the country
where this screen masterpiece is

shown, according to Fox.

In some of the smaller cities near

New York, photos have been taken

of long lines of motor cars parked
in every direction from the theatre

where the picture was being shown.

As one exhibitor wrote :
" ' While

New York Sleeps ' seems, by the

universality and force of its appeal,

to attract to the theatre not only the

theatre-going public, but a class of

new patrons hitherto unknown."

World Announces First

Eldridge Comedy
The World Motion Picture Cor-

poration, announces Managing Di-

rector James B. Kelley, is now
working on their first two-reel

comedy, " The Little Liar," which

will feature Frances Eldridge. The
comedy is from the pen of Walter

Irving, who has incorporated the

Superior Pictures. Contracts have

been closed with this company by

the World Motion Picture Corpo-

ration whereby a series of four

two-reelers will be released every

month.
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CENTRES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND THEATRES
NORTHERN
NEW YORK

E. C. Blakeman, formerly manager
of the Cleveland office for Pathe, has
succeeded J. E. Kimberly as head of

the local Pathe exchange, Mr. Blake-
man was manager of the Triangle office

in Omaha for a number of years and
started in the game with the S. A.
Lynch enterprises in Atlanta. He will

make a tour of the territory the week
of November 8 to get acquainted with
the Western New York exhibitors.

Art Ames, now manager of the Circle
theatre, has been appointed manager of
the new Shea North Park theatre, Har-
old B. Franklin, managing director of
the Shea Hippodrome, Criterion and
North Park announces. The North
Park will open November 21 with
Something to Think About." Vincent

McFaul is now manager at the Cri-
terion.

The Strand theatre will show Otis
Skinner in " Kismet," in Buffalo, ac-
cording to an announcement by Walter
Hayes, vice-president of the Mark inter-
ests. The local Victoria will also pre-
sent pictures. The Strand will offer the
subject during the Christmas holidays.
According to Mr. Hayes the Robertson-
Cole company will spend $15,000 on
publicity prior to the showing of the
production at the Broadway Strand and
the Brooklyn Strand.

The new Strand in Albany opens
Monday evening, November 8, with Bert
Lytell in the The Price of Redemp-
tion." The Albany Chamber of Com-
merce has requested 1,500 tickets for
the opening, which will be a purely in-
vitation affair. Governor Smith and his
s'aff has been invited, and it is expected
that Bert Lytell will personally ap-
pear Tuesday evening. E. O. Weinberg,
manager of the local Strand will attend
the opening, to greet his former assist-
ant, Walter Roberts, who is occupying
a similar position in the new house.

Fred M. Zimmerman, manager of the
Nu-Art Pictures Corporation, has ap-
pointed C. C. Charles, former manager
of the Universal office in Albany to rep-
resent Nu-Art in the Capital district.

Sol Manheimer, formerly with the
Shuberts in New York, and Arthur
Dana, formerly with Vitagraph in Buf-
falo, have been engaged by George A.
Hickey, as members of his Goldwyn
sales staff. Mr. Manheimer will cover
Central New York, and Mr. Dana has
been assigned to ihe Rochester district.

Harold B. Franklin, managing direc-
tor of Shea's Hippodrome, will put on
an Armistice Anniversary Week pro-
gram, commencing Sunday, November
/. On the program will be Geraldine
Farrar in "The Riddle: Woman."
Buster Keaton in " The Scarecrow "

and " Where Poppies Bloom," showing
Belleau Wood, made immortal by Uncle
Sam's Marines. Carlos Ferriti, of the
Strand, New York, will sing and the
Symphony Orchestra will play a special
program of patriotic numbers. There
will also be an elaborate stage setting,
commemorative of the event.

Yeggs entered the Queen theatre,
Niagara Falls, Ont., Sunday evening,
October 24, and, blowing open the safe,
got away with $430. This is the third
theatre robbed in as manv weeks. The
Regent, Buffalo, and the Shattuck Opera
House, Hornell. N. Y., were entered
and their safes looted during October.

Allan S. Moritz journeyed to Toronto
October 30-31 for a conference with
General Sales Manager S. R. Kent. Mr.
Montz has promoted E. A. Williams to
head the accessory department at Fa-
mous Players- Lasky.

Justice Sears, in special term of the
Supreme Court, has reserved decision on
the motion for a change in place of

trial from Buffalo to Binghamton in the
action of the Gardiner Syndicate
against P. F. Donovan, motion picture
theatre owner of Deposit, N. Y. The
Gardiner Syndicate wants damages for
its lost films, while Donovan has put >n

a counter claim for damages to his
theatre and loss of business.

Robert Kane, of the Hi-Art theatre,
Lockport, gave his patrons a week's
film feast, November 1 to 6, when the
celebrated his first anniversary. The
Boys' Choir of Lockport was an added
attraction Thursday evening.

Harry E. Lotz, manager of the Real-
art office has now signed up 84 fran-
chises in the Buffalo territory and
hopes to hit the 100 mark before the
holidays. Among recent additions to
the Realart army are the Liberty, Can-
audaigua; Regent, Geneva; Top, Syra-
curse, and Rialto, Amsterdam.

Harry Gans, formerly with First Na-
tional and Special Pictures, has joined
the Robertson-Cole sales staff and is

covering the Pennsylvania territory,
succeeding Mell R. Edwards, who has
been transferred to the Rochester dis-
trict. Fred Sliter, district manager, is
in charge of the local office, pending the
appointment of a successor to P. H.
Smith, who recently resigned as man-
ager of the exchange.

E. N. Arnold has opened the new
Regent theatre in Lyons, N. Y., and is
doing capacity business. The Regent is
one of the most attractive houses in the
state.

E. O. Hayes, First National city sales
manager, has closed contracts for every-
thing up to the franchise with the Cen-
tral Park, Premier, Fillmore, Palace
and Sylvia. Hugh Rennie has signed
the Olympic theatre, Watertown, for
the First National franchise.

Howard Brink, manager of the Doolev
office, has signed the Neal Hart sub-
jects at the Colonial theatre, Elmira,
N. Y„ as well as a large number of
productions at the leading theatres in
Ithaca, Corning and Binghamton. Mr.
Brink expects to add two new salesmen
to the local office next week.

c V ' X?yIor> general manager of
Gardiner Pictures, Inc.. has engaged
Hob Wallner, formerly with Famous
Players-Lasky and Fox to cover the
Rochester, Syracuse and Binghamton
districts. The Gardiner office has pur-
chased the state rights on " The County
<.'
a
,i
r

,
for

,
north °f Westchester county.

Before the White Man Came" has
also been purchased and Warren Ker-
rigan in "Love's Flame " was taken onwhen T, R. Gardiner and Mr. Taylorwere ,n New York last week. E. F.
Callahan has succeeded H. S. Gans ashead of the Special Pictures division of
Gardiner.

i £ MurPn -v . Pioneer Pilot, has
closed first run in Syracuse on " TheMM of Tarzaii " with Mitchel Fitzer, of

™ .
pp& *!our 'neatre. Second run

goes to Fred Fout and his chain ofhouses in the same city.

PORTLAND,
ORE.

Harry Thorne, pioneer cinema organ-
ist, who left the city last summer, isnow located in Sacramento, where he is
playing in one of the leading houses.
Portland organists know Thorne as the
daddy of the profession in this " neck
of the woods."

J. J. Parker of the Majestic Star and
People s theatres is back in Portland
after a short business trip in San Fran-
cisco. Mr. Parker is also part owner

of the Equity Exchange of Portland
and Seattle, in the interests of which
the recent California visit was made.

L. S. Clark and J. L. Pendleton, Uni-
versal salesman, arrived at the Port-
land Exchange last week after successful
tours of the state. Mr. Pendleton, who
handles features, left almost immedi-
ately after his return on another six
weeks' trip into eastern Oregon.

" Sundown Slim," the latest Harry
Carey feature has been purchased by
Jensen and Von Herberg for the Star
theatre. It will open Nov. 3. At pres-
ent " •Humoresque," which which Man-
ager Raleigh, of the Columbia, estab-
lished Portland's first three-week con-
secutive first run record, is making a
return engagement at the Star. Ralph
Winsor is manager of the Star.

H. Bradley Fish, division manager for
Vitagraph, was in Portland last week
arranging for the booking of " Trum-
pet Island " and " Dead Men Tell No
Tales." He came to Portland from
Seattle, where he booked " Trumpet
Island " at the Liberty theatre, the larg-
est cinema of that city.

John Rueger, formerly with the Los
Angeles offir- of Robertson & Cole, is
expected in Portland to take the position
of assistant manager of the local Vita-
graph Exchange under Manager Jackson.
The position was left open by N. F.
Dobbs, who is now with Associate First
National in this territory.

Offices of the Oregon branch of Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc., will
open in Portland November 1 under the
management of Charles H. Feldman
Assisting Mr. Feldman will be N. P.
Dobbs, formerly with the local Vita-
graph exchange, as vice-manager, and
L. L. Breede, as special salesman. The
exchange will be under the supervision
of L. O. Lukan, northwest and Seattle
manager for Associated First National.

Among exhibitors from out in the
state who have been buying in Port-
land's film row are Mrs. George Hunt,
°f Grant's Pass and Medford ; Mr. and
Mrs. Durham, of Camas, and George
Bligh, of Salem.

C. S. Jensen, senior member of thehrm of Jensen & Von Herberg, was inlacoma this week conferring with H.
1. Moore, of the Moore Amusement
Company. He also went over to Spo-
kane, where a conference was held con-
cerning the Rialto theatre of Butte

SEATTLE
The Clemmer made a big hit with the

colored pictures it showed recently.
Manager Clemmer has announced that
in a very short time motion pictures,
taken by the same process, will beshown on his screen. The pictures aremade under the chroma process of color
photography. Still pictures were thrown
on the Clemmer screen, which showed
every color in all naturalness just asseen by the eye and apparently in their
true perspective.

Mr. Clemmer said that these pictureswere taken by a new process which is a
departure in the photography andshown for the first time at the Clem-mer. the pictures shown and those

that will be shown are Seattle pictures.
They are being produced in Seattle by
the Natural Color Photographic Prod-
ucts Company.

Mr. Harry Sigmond, well known in
Northwest filmdom as counsel for and
secretary of the Northwest Exhibitors'
Circuit, has accepted the position as as-
sistant branch manager for Vitagraph.

ATLANTA
Plans at last arc formulated whereby

Atlanta, in the name of the entire
Southeast, is to have a motion picture
exposition that will be a real one. The
exposition is being planned, under the
auspices of the Film Exchange Man-
agers' Association, and Atlanta, natur-
ally enougli, has been chosen as the
locale.

The committee which has the plans in
hand is headed by Mr. John Ezell, of
the E. & H. Film Company, and Mr.
Wassman, of Wassman & Stephens Film
Service. Mr. Ezell and Mr. Wassman
have just returned from New York,
where they were in consultation for
some time with film executives, who
have pledged the presence of various
stars at the exposition, the dates of
which will be December 6th to 11th,
inclusive.
Among the film stars who have

agreed to come are Eugene O'Brien,
Zena Keefe, Rubye de Remer, Bert
Lytell, Lillian Walker, Muriel Ostriche,
Helen Gardner, Dorothy Gish and her
mother, and a number of others are
expected.

Mr. R. E. Martin, who owns and
operates the Bonita theatre, in Colum-
bus, Ga., will open two new houses the
first of December. They are the Bijou,
in Columbus, and the Phoenix City
Opera .House, in Phoenix City, Ala.,
which is just across the river from Co-
lumbus.
The theatres will be the same size

—

seating eleven hundred and seventy,
42x160 in size. They are stucco-and-
concrete bungalow type, and will be
modern in every respect, large enough,
with fly-loft, big stage, and so on, to
accommodate good road shows as well
as pictures.

The Howard theatre, owned by S. A.
Lynch and Troupe Howard, will open
in Atlanta December 13th. This is
doubtless the most pretentious house in
the South, and one whose opening has
been awaited with eager interest by film
patrons throughout the territory.
The house will seat twenty-seven hun-

dred, with twenty-seven exits. The
front is in the Greek style, with big
round columns, a generous lobby space,
and will have a stage large enough to
permit of prologues and specialty num-
bers. There will be beautifully fitted
writing, ladies' and lounging rooms
and, it is rumored, there will even be a
nursery attached.

The old Bijou theatre,, Anderson, S.C, has been remodelled and redeco-
£*«*•; I,s new name is the Imperial. A
$10,000 organ is an important item of
the equipment.

L P Davis, of Arcadia, Fla., has
purchased a Powers 6-B machine, and a
Minusa gold-fibre screen, for a new the-
atre in Arcadia to be called the Star.

V IN USE EIGHT YEARS!!!"

"We just have the one SIMPLEX
projector in use about 8 years."

LYRIC THEATRE, MT. VERNON, O.
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Ford Brothers, of Lincolnton, N. C,
are progressing rapidly with their new
theatre there.

Max Bryant, Rock Hill, S. C, re-

ports that the new Palmetto theatre

will have an elaborate opening about

November 15. It will be one of the

ambitious theatrical projects in boutn

Carolina.

The Tennessee Enterprises have be-

gun the erection of a new theatre in

Knoxville to be known as the Riviera

theatre.

Chattanooga,The Tivoli theatre,

Tenn., will open soon.

NEW ORLEANS
" Because of the high cost of vaude-

ville acts the increased railroad fares and

the increased salaries of stage hands and

other theatre employes," the Orpheum
here has been forced to raise its nightly

price of admission to the orchestra from

$1.00 to $1.25. There will be no change

in matinee prices and no special prices

for holidays, Sundays or Saturdays.

Moving pictures will be used to right

venereal diseases in New Orleans ac-

cording" to Dr. Charles Chassaignac,

chairman of the committee on education

of the New Orleans Social Hygiene

Society.

Merit and loyal service have found

their reward in the promotion of Louis

J. Boudreaux to chief projection engi-

neer of the Strand theatre, following

nearly a year's service as assistant in

the South's finest photoplay palace.

Mr. Boudreaux's assistant in the

Strand operating booth will be Charles

Watsky. Watsky jumped from Saen-

ger's 'midget,' the Plaza, to Saenger's

finest house.

OMAHA
Within calling distance of 1,800 per-

sons who were witnessing the finale of

the performance at the Empress theatre,

Omaha, last Sunday night two masked
bendits robbed W. Ledoux, manager of

the theatre, of $3,500 in cash the day's

receipts. The hold-up occurred at 10.30

P. M.
Ledoux told the police he took the

money from the box office to his own
office antl was alone when two men cov-
ered him with revolvers, led him into

an adjoining room, where they bound
him to a chair, and then returned to the
office, where they looted the safe. The
bandits were not captured.

OKLAHOMA
CITY

Announcement has been made by
Tucker Brothers, lessees and managers
of the Deamland theatre, 308 West
Main street, for the last seven years,
that they have disposed of their inter-

ests to the Texas-Oklahoma Enterprise
Company for a consideration of $40,000.
It is said that the new management,
which is understood to be controlled by

the S. A> Lynch interests, plans exten-
sive improvements to the amount of

S'00 000 and that the theatre will be
closed in a few weeks for remodelling.
The new company also has obtained
leases on the adjoining building sites on
which to erect a much larger theatre
than now occupied by the Dreamland.
It is understood that the new manage-
ment will rename the theatre the Cap-
ital and that only Paramount-Artcraft
pictures will be shown.

The Paramount Picture interests re-

cently bought the controlling interest
in the New Yale theatre at Muskogee,
and also in the Yale and Busby the-

atres at McAlester, Okla. They have
already planned to enlarge seating ca-
pacity, remodel and renovate all of
these theatres and to operate upon a
much larger scale. The approaching
session of the state legislature which will

be held in January is causing a great deal
of comment as to the action that will
be taken on questions of the Sunday
showing of pictures and state censor-
ship. It is expected that the motion
picture industry will derive a large
amount of front page publicity in view
of the widespread interest among the
people regarding these subjects.

BOSTON
After a successful run of over a month

al the Majestic theatre, drawing crowds
to last night, " 'Way Down East "

moved up to the Tremont Temple. The
crowd still follows the big attraction
and the old prices, 50 cents to $2 are
the same.

George Smiley, of the Pathe, has been
piomoted from the position of feature
manager of the Boston office to general
manager.

Some 200 members of the Boston Jes-
ters, an association comprised of man-
agers of theatres and exchanges, gathered
together last Friday evening at Healy's
on Washington street where a real get-
tcgether party was staged. Sam Moscow
of the Boston Photo Play was the lead-
ing spirit of the affair.

The office of the Vitagraph reports,
that they have received six prints of
" Dead Men Tell No Tales," which they
are placing in houses in Boston and New
England.

CINCINNATI
The Queen Anne theatre, 2915 Cole-

rain avenue, has been purchased by the
Shakespeare Amusement Company, the
price being $42,000. The new manage-
ment, also the owner of the theatre at
Eighth and Depot streets, took immed-
iate charge of the property.

The holding belonged to Lawrence
Bueche, and in the deal the Shake-
speare Amusement Company did not ac-
quire the flat building adjoining, but
obtained a perpetual easement on a ten-
foot strip separating the two in order
to gain entrance to an airdome, also the
property of Mr. Bueche. The theatre
proper, which contains 750 seats, is on
a lot 50 by 180 feet.

PROV., R. I.

" The Leopard Woman," shown at
the Rialto theatre the week of October
18, broke all records for attendance since
the theatre opened a year ago, save for
one week when " In Old Kentucky "

was shown. Anniversary week, last
week, was big, being the second biggest
week of the theatre's career, but Miss
Glaum's picture set the record aside.

The Liberty Theatre, Inc., of which
Samuel Bomes is the owner, has put
$400,000 worth of its stock on the mar-
ket in Providence to be sold at $100 per
share. Mr. Bomes announces that he
will install a $25,000 Moller organ in

the theatre, while he is installing a new
seating arrangement whereby spectators
may see from the sides as well as the
centre. The seating capacity will be
864 with standing room for 350. He
believes the stock will pay a dividend of
fiom 15 to 25 per cent.

The Emery, Fay's Rialto and Victory,
gave special performances starting at
10:30 o'clock election night. Special
wires were connected with the manager's
offices and detailed announcements were
made during the shows, which lasted
until after 1 a. m. Wednesday morning.

The Palace (Junior Orpheum vaude-
ville house) has boosted its Saturday and
Sunday prices to: Box seats, 75 cents;
orchestra, 55 cents; balcony, 40 cents,
and gallery, 15 cents. War tax is in-
cluded in these prices.

Southern Enterprises, Inc., owners of
the Paramount-Artcraft franchise, has
established itself in a new building at
944 Perdido street. The exchange is

under the management of Harold F.
Wilkes. The building also houses the
Realart exchange, now a part of the
Southern Enterprises, but still guided by
the genial and rotund Truly B. Williams.

Robertson-Cole Distributing Corpora-
tion exchange, managed by Jack Dumes-
try, also has moved into new quarters,
across the street from 944 Perdido.

Announcement is made of the organi-
zation of the Greensboro Enterprises,

. Inc., at Greensboro, N. C, to operate
moving picture theatres. The authorized
capital stock of the concern is $10,000.
The incorporators are M. C. Talley, At-
lanta, Ga. ; Jake Wells, Norfolk, Va.,
and Don P. Trent, Greensboro, N. C.

" Screencraft," heralded as " a motion
picture trade paper for exhibitors of
the South," is to make its appearance
this week. It is edited and managed by
A. Jules Benedic, former New Orleans
newspaper man.

SOUTH
CAROLINA

Papers of incorporation for the Ashe-
ville Enterprises have been filed at
Asheville, N. C by Y. F. Freeman, C.
E. Holcomb and D. R. Millard, all of
whom are connected with the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises at the headquarters in

Atlanta Ga. The corporation is autho-
rized to issue stock in the sum of $10.-
000, and the incorporation is presumed
to presage the construction of a new
motion picture theatre in Asheville. The
Lynch interests, it is understood, have
been endeavoring to obtain a theatre in
Asheville for several months.

F. L. Seely, motion picture theatre
owner of Raleigh, N. C, and Lynch En-
terprises, of Asheville, N. C, staged a
motion picture performance at the
Orange Street School in Asheville, Sat-
urday, October 30, and the performance
proved such an unqualified success that
it has been arrangeqd to have it held
each Saturday in future during the
school term.
The Norma Talmadge Company, of

New York, is contemplating coming to
South Carolina this winter to make mov-
ing pictures, a telegram having been re-

ceived by the Chamber of Commerce of
Columbia, S. C, from the company re-

questing information as to climatic con-
ditions, scenic advantages, etc. The
Columbia Chamber of Commerce officials

are enthusiastic over the company's pro-
posal to come to the -Palmetto State and
every encouragement will be offered, it

is understood, to induce the Norma Tal-
madge Company to carry out its plans.

CANADA
Mr. Charles Lalumiere, Montreal

sales manager of the Specialty Film Im-
ports, Limited, Montreal and other Can-
adian cities, has announced that his

company is no longer the distributor for

the British pictures, which are controlled
in Canaaa Dy the Anglo-Canadian Pic-

ture Plays, Ltd., of London, England,
and Montreal, Quebec. The English
releases were introduced on the Can-
adian market last February, and a num-
ber of the latest subjects have been
screened in Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa
and other Canadian centres. No definite
reason was given by Mr. Lalumiere for

the cancellation of the agreement be-
tween the Specialty Film Imports, Lim-
ited, and the Anglo-Canadian Corpora-
tion, whereby the former had arranged
to book the British features through
each of its six offices across the Domin-
ion, these being operated at Montreal,
St. John, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary
and Vancouver.
The Specialty Film Import, Ltd., is

the Canadian distributor for all Pathe
releases and independent subjects and
also produces the British-Canadian
Pathe Weekly and other pictures. The
Specialty company recently has been
making a special drive with the seven-
reel production. " Half-A-Chance," star-

ring Mahlon Hamilton. An important-
private screening of this feature was
he'd at the Electra theatre. St. Cath-
erine East, Montreal, on October 25,
and the picture was also privately pre-
sented at the Family theatre, Ottawa,
Ontario, on October 27, before a large
gathering.

The Provincial Government of British
Columbia has been enforcing a law
which was enacted at the session of the
Provincial Legis ature. It requires all

exhibitors in the Province to present at
least one 1,000-foot educational or
scenic reel in conjunction with every
programme. The plan has entailed the
use of many releases of this type and

(Continued on page 3780)
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THE SON OF TARZAN

MORE FIRST RUNS
FOR

THE SON OF TARZAN
Nathan Gordon has bought The Son of Tarzan
for New England— He's as wise as they make
them and knows a good thing when he sees it.

HERE ARE THE OTHER DISTRIBUTORS
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA AND WEST VIRGINIA

Standard Film Exchange,
119 Ninth St., Pittsburg.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA,
FLORIDA, ALABAMA

First National Exhibitors Circuit of Virginia,
904 East Broad St., Richmond.

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
Associated First National Pictures,
National Theatre Building, Louisville.

MISSOURI AND KANSAS
Richards and Flynn,
Film Exchange Building, Kansas City.

MARYLAND, DELAWARE, WASHINGTON AND
VIRGINIA

Sam Flax,
Liberty Film Exchange,
916 G St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA AND ARKANSAS
Specialty Film Company,
107 South St. Paul St., Dallas.

NEW YORK CITY, STATE AND NORTHERN NEW
JERSEY

Pioneer Film Corporation,
126 West Forty-Sixth St., New York.

ILLINOIS
Selected Films, Inc.,

220 S. State St., Chicago.

OHIO AND MICHIGAN
Standard Film Service,
Sloan Building, Cleveland.

INDIANA
The H. Lieber Co.,
24 West Washington St., Indianapolis.

MINNESOTA, WISCONSIN, NORTH AND SOUTH
DAKOTA

First National Exhibitors Circuit of the Northwest,
409 Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA AND SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY

Metro Film Exchange,
1321 Vine St., Philadelphia.

DIRECTOR

HARRY REVIER

ALL SALES MADE BY
GEO. H. HAMILTON

AUTHOR

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
SCENARIO

ROY SOMERVILLE
WORLD RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY

DAVID P. HOWELLS PUBLICITY AND EXPLOITATION

729 Seventh Ave. T. O. ELTONHEAD
New York City

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

HAS ACQUIRED

"THE SON OF TARZAN"
FOR GREATER NEW YORK
NEW YORK STATE
AND NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

Proving once more that exhibitors

can depend on Pioneer

to offer quality

BOOKING NOW!

PIONEER FILM CORP.
A. G. LEFCOURT. President

130 WEST 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE



THE SON OF TARZAN

Harry Revier has made a pic-

tare that is a masterpiece of

stupendous direction and has

made good his claim that a

serial picture could be made on

a par with successful feature

productions. We take this op-

portunity of publicly expressing

our thanks and appreciation.

DAVID P. HOWELLS

HP**"' f/



THE SON OF TARZAN
' i*^. L

HARRY REV1ER. Director of The Son of Tarzan

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

MARYLAND, DELAWARE, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, VIRGINIA

We do not need to tell exhibitors of the merits

of this production. They tell us.

READ THIS LETTER
'„.!'

: i mmmmmmiimimm^''' IF ^"^=^=" ~~ .
.

~ " "
~~

ACADEMY OF MUSIC OLYMPIC IMPERIAL RIALTO ONYX ORPHEUM
LEGITIMATE ATTRACTIONS KEITH VAUDEVILLE PHOTOPLAYS PHOTOPLAYS PHOTOPLAYS DURHAM, N. C.

ACADEMY AMUSEMENT CORP.
OLYMPIC THEATRE CORP.
RIALTO THEATRE COMPANY
ONYX THEATRE COMPANY, Inc.

Southern Motion Picture Corp.

GENERAL OFFICE, OLYMPIC THEATRE

NEWPORT NEWS VA. Oct. 28, 1S20.

Libert yFilm Exchange,

Washington, C. C,

Gentlemen,

-

I have just seen the first three episodes of the

serial "SHE SON OF TARZAN " which you kindly screened for rr.e

and I want to say that I am more than eethusiastic over the

possibilities I can see in this serial.

The story and interest seems well developed,

the action and photography is fine, and the various charac-

ters well portrayed. A feature I especially like is that

the synopsis of preceding episodes is enacted in a few

short scenes" so that the thread of the story is never lost.

I think so well of "THE SON OF TARZAN" that I

intend playing it in one of our first class theatres in

Newport News where we have not played a serial for years-

I wish you the success you deserve with this

serial.

LIBERTY FILM EXCHANGE, 916 G St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
SAM FLAX JOS. FLAX

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

INDIANA
We ta\e this opportunity of ad-

visingyou that TheSon of Tarzan

is the World's wonder jungle first

run serial. It is being shown in

New Yorl^ in the big time vaude-

ville houses as a special added

attraction of the big Sunday

Night Concerts—A Word to the

wise is sufficient—We Were wise

enough to buy it
— are you wise

enough to book it?—The answer

is—5ee the picture.

THE H. LIEBER CO.
24 WEST WASHINGTON STREET

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FLOYD BROWN, Mgr.

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, SOUTHERN

NEW JERSEY
V

Every Exhibitor who has seen the first

sample print of "The Son of Tarzan"

is wildly enthusiastic. He immediately

appreciates its great box-office value—
greater by far than all the Tarzan

Pictures. We are screening this picture

daily. The quicker you come in and

get your dates the quicker you will have

the big money coming through your box-

office window.

METRO FILM EXCHANGE
1321 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

ROBERT LYNCH, Mgr.

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN
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KANSAS AND MISSOURI

We believe "The Son of Tarzan" will

earn more money for the exhibitor than

any serial that has ever been released.

That is a big statement but the picture

backs it up. Come in and see for

yourself— and then go after the big

money in a big way.

RICHARDS & FLYNN
FILM EXCHANGE BUILDING

KANSAS CITY, MO.

MISSOURI

SKOURAS BROS.

617 NORTH GRAND AVE.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS

There is considerable satisfaction in

backing your judgment to the limit. We
did that very thing when we bought

"The Son of Tarzan" and the beauty

of it is we are stronger for the picture

today than we ever were. The more We

see of it the more we believe it is the

greatest box -office serial ever made.

Come in and let the picture convince you.

SPECIALTY FILM SERVICE
107 SOUTH ST. PAUL STREET

DALLAS, TEXAS

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST
VIRGINIA

We Were the first exchange to buy "The
Son of Tarzan"— and we bought it

because We kneu) that it woula bring a

golden stream through the box-office

windows of our exhibitors— and every

day we congratulate ourselves on our

foresight. You will thank u$ and con-

gratulate us too after you have attended

our big trade showing and have seen the

first episodes of this world's wonder

jungle serial—the greatest ever made.

STANDARD FILM EXCHANGE
119 NINTH ST.

PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

Mr. Publicity Man:

Do you realize that—mats differ } Also do you

realize that—good mats develop publicity while

poor ones kill it ?

If so, why take chances ? We guarantee print-

ing qualities of our mats and also guarantee

the fastest stereotype and mat service in New
York City.

That's why we are the recognized stereotypers

and mat makers of the Motion Picture trade,

and largest handlers of Motion Picture stereo-

typing in the United States.

Our arrangements for handling efficiently State

right business are unexcelled.

Call our representative—Spring 8303-8304—he

will show you how, by using our service, you

can save time and money.

I. RUBIN COMPANY
23 East 4th Street, New York City

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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THE SON OF TARZAN

We made the Banners on "The

Son of Tarzan" and we believe

they speal^ for themselves.

We also made the GEEKA
DOLLS and the more our presses

print ofthem the more enthusiastic

We become over their Value as

the greatest exploitation novelty

that has ever been gotten out

Read about GEEKA in the Cam-
paign Boof^ an& then go to it.

SWEENEY LITHOGRAPH CO., Inc.

BELLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY
TELEPHONE BELLEVILLE 5757

THERE'LL BE A FIRST RUN EVERYWHERE
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Story and Cast of the Serial
A SYNOPSIS of the opening

chapters of " The Son of
Tarzan " is reproduced in the

following for the information of

those who are interested in the

character of the story unfolded in

this serial production.

In the heart of the African
jungle a group of blacks were
gathered around a camp fire. One
of them was telling the Story of

Tarzan of the Apes, of how Lord
and Lady Greystoke were washed
ashore from a wreck, and after the

birth of a son were both killed by
an ape who desired the baby for

his mate Kala, a she ape.

He told how the boy grew up in

the jungle and because of his

strength and skill became ruler of

the tribe. Of how he was found
by his people and persuaded to as-

sume his rightful position in society

as Lord Greystoke, married Jane
Porter and settled down in Eng-
land.

" The Son of Tarzan " opens in

the selfsame African jungle. Ivan
Paulvitch, who had been an enemy
of Tarzan's, is rescued by the crew
of a sailing ship, and takes with him
Akut, the Ape, who had been Tar-
zan's constant companion while he

lived in the jungle. Paulvitch ar-

rives in London with Akut, the Ape,
who he trains for the vaudeville

stage. Tarzan now has a son Jack
about sixteen years old. The boy
has inherited his father's love for

the jungle and surreptitiously reads

and learns all he can of jungle life.

His mother fears this instinct and
endeavors to keep the knowledge
away from him.

Jack steals out at night to the

music hall to see Akut, the Ape.
The minute the Ape sees the boy a

strange attraction developes. The
trainer tries to separate them, a riot

ensues, which is only quelled by the

appearance of Lord Greystoke, who
recognizes Akut and calms him.

Jack visits the Ape at Paulvitch's

lodgings. Lord Greystoke, not

recognizing Paulvitch, arranges with

him to take the Ape back to the

jungle. Paulvitch desiring ven-

geance against Lord Greystoke, who
he believes has wronged him re-

solves to kill Jack and escape, let-

ting Lord Greystoke believe that

his son was killed by the Ape.

On his second visit Jack is sud-

denly seized and thrown violently to

the floor where after a strenuous

and long-drawn-out fight he is

finally choked into semi-insensibil-

ity by Paulvitch. The Ape, which
is chained to ihe wall, struggles

with might and main, until at last

just as Jack is about to succumb he
breaks his bonds and goes to the

rescue of the boy who had be-

friended him.

Vile hatred dulls Paulvitch's eyes

as he grasps Jack's throat. Akut
the Ape gives a mighty heave, and

by some miracle the strong ropes

part. Soon Paulvitch and the fero-

cious beast are locked together in

combat. Akut, however, is soon
the victor, and, raising a trap door
in the floor, drops Paulvitch into a

swiftly flowing sewer. As he
strikes the dirty water he regains

his senses, and is carried swiftly

away.

The following are the exchanges, all of which are en-

titled to high ratings in their respective communities, who
have purchased rights to the serial " The Son of Tarzan."

Pioneer Film Corporation, 126 West 46th Street, New
York City, who have purchased the rights for Greater New
York City, New York State and Northern New Jersey.

Liberty Film Exchange, of 916 G Street, N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C, who will release this serial in Maryland, Dela-
ware, District of Columbia and Virginia.

H. Lieber and Co., of 24 West Washington Street, In-
dianapolis, Ind., who control the Indiana rights.

First National Exhibitors Circuit, of the Northwest, of 409
Loeb Arcade Building, Minneapolis, who own Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North and South Dakota rights.

Educational Film Exchange, with offices at the National
Theatre Building, Louisville, Kentucky, will distribute in

Kentucky and Tennessee.
Metro Film Exchange, of 1321 Vine Street, Philadelphia,

who own the rights for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey.

Richards and Flynn, located at the Film Exchange Build-
ing, Kansas City, Mo., who will release in Missouri and
Kansas.
Standard Film Service, of the Sloan Building, Cleveland,

Ohio, who have bought Ohio and Michigan.
Specialty Film Service, of 107 South St. Paul Street, Dal-

las, Texas, controlling the Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
rights.

Standard Film Exchange, of 419 Ninth Street, Pitts-
burgh, Pa., who will distribute in Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia.

Selective Films, Inc., of 220 South State Street, Chicago,
controlling the Illinois rights.

When Jack regains consciousness

he realizes what the Ape has done.

Frightened at Paulvitch's supposed
death, Jack plans to escape. The
next day he boards a steamer with

his heavily veiled grandmother in

a wheel chair, who in reality is

Akut the Ape so disguised.

Paulvitch swims from his sewer
to a schooner anchored near by and
is shanghaied for a cruise to China.

Lord Greystoke calls in detect-

ives to search for his son, but after

several days they report that they

can find no trace of him.

Jack with a great deal of diffi-

culty keeps Akut concealed from
the passengers, but on a few occa-

sions he is accidently seen by them,
causing great disturbance.

A crook of international reputa-

tion named Condon sees Jack tak-

ing a roll of bills from his pocket
He enters the boy's cabin at night

and searches for the money. Akut
awakens ; a terrific fight follows, in

which Akut finally gets the death

hold of the bull ape on his adver-

sary, severing his jugular vein with
his protruding fangs. The whole
ship is aroused. Akut hides in the

upper berth while the Captain ques-

tions Jack. He is unable to learn

anything from Jack, so he confines

him in the ship's detention room.
Akut rescues Jack and they both
jump overboard. Someone throws
Jack a life preserver, which for-

tunately saves Akut, who is unable
to swim. Luckily the steamer was
sailing close to shore, and soon
after both had nearly drowned a

dozen times they landed on the edge
of the jungle.

Utterly exhausted, Jack falls

asleep at the foot of a tree. Akut
climbs the tree and remains on
guard. Suddenly a lion appears.

Just as the lion is about to spring
Akut grabs Jack and climbs with
him to safety. The swaying of the

branch of the tree causes him to

lose his hold, and he falls to the

ground, where the stalking lion is

waiting.

As Jack falls Akut reaches out

a hairy paw from a branch below
and draws the boy to safety. The
lion soon loses patience and de-

parts, leaving them to continue their

journey.
In their next adventure in the

jungle Jack and Akut rescue a little

girl named Meriem from the hands
of a cruel Arab who has kidnapped
her from her father, Captain Ar-
mand Jacot of the French Foreign
Legion, and is holding her for ran-

son. Meriem and Jack soon be-

come fast friends, and together

with Akut they face the jungle,

where adventures without number
await them. Human greed and
cunning stalk them at every turn,

and untamed beasts of the jungle
add to the insecurity of their posi-

tion. How they face this menace
from man and beast and together
win their way to safety and love
is realistically unfolded in the suc-
ceeding chapters of " The Son of
Tarzan."
The cast for this character of

production must necessarily be
large, but a list of the important
members of the cast and their roles

is given as follows:

Lord Greystoke, "Tarzan of the Apes"
P. Dempsey Tabler

Lady Greystoke, also known as Jane
Karla Schamm

Jack, "The Son of Tarzan," age 15
years ' Gordon Griffith

Meriem, The Sheik's Daughter
Mae Giraci

Korak, Jack five years later
Kamuela C. Searle

Ivan Paulvitch Eugene Burr
Meriem, five years later. .Manilla Martan
The Sheik Frank Morrell
Malbihn Ray Thompson

The picture was directed by
Harry Revier. Roy Somerville

adapted the serial production to the

screen from the jungle romance
written by Edgar Rice Burroughs.
A brief account of some of the

principal members of the cast is

given in the following.

Often described as "America's
greatest juvenile screen actor," Gor-
don Griffith at the age of four be-

gan his career -with Universal. It

was not long before he was dis-

covered by the larger producers,

appearing with Dustin Farnum in

"The Price of Silence" and "A
Son of Neptune." His portrayal of

Tom Sawyer in " Huckleberry
Finn," a Paramount release, was
probably the greatest of his screen

efforts. He played in juvenile
" Tarzan of the Apes " in that pic-

ture, and today he is one of the
" first string " boy stars on the

West Coast. When the National
Film Corporation was looking for

the " son " of Tarzan for the film

version of the Edgar Rice Bur-
rough's book, Gordon was selected

to play this role because of his dar-
ing and ability before the camera.
The "jungle-girl," as described in

the book, " The Son of Tarzan," is

a distinct perfect type, and the cos-

tume of animal skins make camou-
flage impossible. Director Revier
long sifted the field of the legiti-

mate and motion picture drama to

find the right sort of girl. And
then he remembered Manilla Mar-
tan, whose classic dances and ex-
quisite voice had secured for her
an enviable reputation as a society

entertainer in the fashionable cir-

cles of New York, Bar Harbor and
Newport. She had been induced to

appear in dramatic roles in some of
his former productions, notably
" The Sin Woman," " The Grain of
Dust" and "What Shall We Do
With Him?" Her portrayals were
so impressive that she received
many offers to continue in pictures,

but she declined. She finally

yielded to the persuasions of Di-
rector Revier, and the verdict was
unanimous that she was the jungle
girl of the authors conception.
Miss Martan enjoys the distinc-

tion of having been born on July
4, the very day on which Admiral
Dewey won his celebrated victory
at Manilla. She was christened
" Manilla " in honor of the memor-
able event. Much of her childhood
was spent abroad, and while travel-
ing in Italy with her parents she
attracted the interest of the famous
Ambrosia, who used her in several
pictures. He was so enthused with
her work that he named her " The
Soul-Child," and predicted a great
future for her on the screen. In
" The Son of Tarzan " Manilla
Martan as the wild, half-savage
girl of the jungle is incomparable."
Born in Leavenworth, Kansas,

April 14, 1882, Eugene Burr at an
early age displayed talent for the
stage. He achieved considerable
success and invaluable experience
in both musical comedy and dra-
matic work. He is one of the best
" heavies " of the screen, specializ-

ing in he-vamps, home-wreckers,
master crooks, lounge lizards and
Western badmen. Supported Mar-
garet Illington, Charlotte Walker,
Geraldine Farrar and Fanny Ward.
His last big part was heavy in the

Helen Holmes serial, " The Danger
Trail." As the villainous and vin-

dictive ape trainer in the jungle
serial, " The Son of Tarzan." Burr

(Continued on page 3770)
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Some Ready-Made Press Notices
THE circus has ever had an ap-

peal to young and old. Time
shatters our romances, as a

rule, but there is a spell about the

tan-bark circle and big " round-
top " that never fails to attract no
matter how time may have disposed
of the other dreams of our youth.
And in the chapters of " The Son
of Tarzan," which will come to the

theatre on of

week, there are found
the selfsame elements that make the
coming of the circus such a happy
event of anticipation for young and
old.

To begin with there arc wild ani-

mals galore, not pacing back and
forward, barred in by the steel bars
of the circus cage, but romping
about in their native jungle haunts
or engaged in combat with cunning
man or others of- their kind. What
a fascination there is to behold the

lion, king of the jungle, gazing
savagely out through the bars of his

cage or bellowing forth his defiance
to man and the other beasts around
him. Can you appreciate the sus-
pense the same king of the jungle
must create when you see him in all

the freedom of his natural state

pursuing the Son of Tarzan
through the fastnesses of the dense
forest?

And here again are the adven-
tures of the circus. How you de-
lighted to see the trapeze-artists
swing and turn somersaults at dizzy
heights or watch the daring animal
trainers put their charges through
their stunts. But in " The Son of
Tarzan " the flying trapeze becomes
the swinging limb of a jungle tree,

and the performers must carry on
their dangerous work at the risk of
falling victims to the wild animals
that spring and sport about them.

To this powerful appeal of the
circus, " The Son of Tarzan " adds
an element not associated with the
tan-bark circle—the attraction of a
well-knit story in which love, youth
and adventure hold your attention
from the opening episode to the
closing chapter. If you still feel the
call of the circus and in addition
love a story of romance and adven-
ture, told in a realistic fashion and
replete with suspense, then do not
fail to see the opening chapter of
this remarkable serial, " The Son
of Tarzan," when it opens at the

theatre on of
the week.

tinct departure in this type of pro-
duction.

The serial entitled "The Son of
Tarzan." which is due to appear at
the theatre on
• and -of the week
beginning

, is some-
thing decidedly different, in the
way of picture entertainment, from
any continuous production ever
screened before. Director Harry
J. Revier has broken all precedents
in the filming of this unique picture
and has laid aside all the customary
rules of thumb followed in the pro-
duction of a chapter picture. The
result is a picture which is bound
to hold you from the opening epi-

sode to the close. Romance, ad-
venture, strange jungle settings, life

in the fastnesses of the African
forests, wild animals and cunning
men are all presented in this re-

markable production with realistic

and novel effects that mark a dis-

Thc story unfolded in the epi-

sodes of " The Son of Tarzan," the

remarkable serial that opens at the

theatre on
and is one of the most
novel literary creations of the de-
cade. The author of this jungle ro-

mance, Edgar Rice Burroughs, has
won distinction for his Tarzan
stories, and " The Son of Tarzan "

is hailed as his most interesting

Tarzan work thus far.

The first installment of this serial

photoplay begins with a pictorial

prologue, depicting the life of
Tarzan of the Apes," how he was

rescued from the African jungle by
a band of explorers and how he
goes to England, where he marries
Jane Porter after assuming his

rightful rank and position as Lord
Greystoke. It is Tarzan's sou, Jack,
who is the hero of this serial. The
boy feels the call of the jungle in

his blood, inherited from his father
and, in company with Akut, an ape,

Jack goes to Africa where he lives

with the apes, fights wild beasts,

desperate savages and revengeful
Arabs. The love interest is natural

and logical, appearing after Jack
has rescued Meriem, a kidnapped
French girl, from the clutches of
the Arab shiek.

Tarzan " teaches. There are num-
erous animals appearing throughout
the length of this unusual serial

production, which is scheduled to

appear at the theatre,

on The Los Angeles
Chapter of the Society of Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals and the
Humane Society sent representa-
tives frequently to the studios

where this production was being
filmed. The purpose of these of-
ficials was to supervise the feeding
and the proper housing of the hun-
dreds of animals which appear in

this picture.

After the production of " The
Son of Tarzan" Director Harry J.

Revier was given a clean bill from
the humane societies, both for the

considerate treatment the wild ani-

mals received while in his charge
and for the cordiality shown the

representatives.

How public officials are co-oper-
ated with by motion-picture produc-
ers is one of the many lessons that

the actual filming of " The Son of

The lions, tigers, leopards and
other jungle denizens which appear
in the remarkable serial produc-
tion, " The Son of Tarzan," an at-

traction scheduled to open at the

theatre on
and of next week,
wrought a great deal of material

damage to studio equipment in ad-

dition to the excitement that they

more than once occasioned when
they ran amuck in the huge steel

arena in which the settings for this

picture were built. Photographic
equipment valued at $10,000 was
completely destroyed or rendered

useless during the filming of the

Musical Suggestions for "The Son
of Tarzan"

SM. BERG has written musical scores for each episode

of "The Son of Tarzan" and also makes an important

• announcement in connection with the musical numbers
suggested. Mr. Berg says:

" In order to meet the requirements of exhibitors through-
out the country who are declining to pay the tax demanded
by the American Society, the musical suggestions are con-
fined to such music as. can be publicly performed free of all

tax, as neither the publishers nor composers of the music
suggested are members of the American Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers.

" The timing of the picture is based on a speed of fourteen
minutes to a thousand feet.. End of reels is not given, be-
cause progressive operators either join reels together or dif-

fuse so quickly that an audience or musician is not aware
of the changes. The time indications will help the leader to
anticipate the various cues, which may consist of the printed
sub-title (marked T) or a described action (marked D). For
instance: 2834 T, 'Come to my home,' is a sub-title, and is

printed reading matter on the screen. But 26 D, ' When
ape seizes Tarzan,' is a description of action."
In order to musically interpret ' The Son of Tarzan,'

four contrasting themes will be found necessary.
TARZAN THEME is an original composition, entitled

" Tarzan, My Jungle King," by Stuckey and Tedman, and
will be found particularly adapted to associate with the
leading heroic characters of the story. The character of the
composition is an Allegretto 4/4.
JUNGLE THEME is 'A Cannibal Carnival,' by Sol P.

Levy, and is suggested to be played at scenes of the jungle
which is the lure to Tarzan's son, Jack. The tempo is a
Characteristic Moderato Barbarique. Judicious effects of
animal noises should be used in conjunction with this theme.
PAULVITCH THEME, selected for the villain, Paul-

vitch, is " Sinister Theme," by Vely, the tempo being a
Characteristic Ominous Dramatic.
SHEIK THEME is ' Heavy Mysterioso,' by Sol P. Levy,

the tempo being a Dramatic Characteristic. Although not
strictly an Oriental number, the Sheik is the second villain
in the serial, and requires a dramatic characteristic to inter-
pret his nefarious schemes.

jungle scenes. Four sets of almost
priceless lenses were smashed and
many tripods were broken by the
lions, tigers, leopards and other
jungle animals in their mad chases
about the huge steel arena.

The filming of " The Son of Tar-
zan," the chapter-picture which is

due to open at the thea-
tre on of next week,
was accomplished only after many
hazardous experiences in which the

principals did not always come
through unharmed. An angry
lioness scratched Gordon Griffith,

the young juvenile star, appearing
in this production, and he narrowly
escaped blood poisoning. Mae
Giraci received painful hurts when
she was attacked by a small ape
that appears in this picture.

P. Dempsey Tabler and Eugene
Burr, both actors, were the first to

suffer hurts. Both men sustained
broken ribs when a small rowboat
capsized. George Morrell, an as-

sistant director, came next with an
injured limb, torn during an auto-

mobile accident, when Roy Somer-
ville, the scenario writer whi
adapted " The Son of Tarzan," for

the screen, nearly lost his life.

"Do you realize what extreme care
and precautions must be taken in

the filming of a great animal serial

such as " The Son of Tarzan,"
which is scheduled to appear at the

theatre on
of next week And do you appre-
ciate the wealth of detail attendant
upon the production of so huge a

picture play A few excerpts from
the " history sheet " compiled dur-
ing the filming of this remarkable
chapter-picture will furnish some
idea of what it means to put
through successfully a gigantic pic-

ture enterprise of this character.

Over a hundred wild animals
were used throughout the entire

production, three of which were ac-

tually killed by the actors, follow-

ing the story by Edgar Rice : Bur-
roughs to the most minute detail.

At times five motion picture cam-
eras recorded the action, especially

during the swift-moving and fur-

ious jungle combats between men
and beasts.

Ten special animal trainers, one
for each group of beasts, were at

all times at the call of Director

Harry J. Revier.
Five actors were seriously in-

jured during the filming of marine
scenes on the Pacific ocean.
The entire cast of principles was

" hand-picked " with due regard to

their abilities to " take chances

"

with death.

The author, Edgar Rice Bur-
roughs, was present practically at

all times during the production of
" The Son of Tarzan."

Special steel screens, with loop
holes for the lens, were built to

protect cameras and operators from
the rushes of the jungle animals.

Elephants were goaded into fury
and allowed to uproot trees and al-

most permitted to escape in order
to secure desired effects.

" Mistress of three of the seven
arts "—that's the title which Karla
Schramm bears, and in addition she

appears in an important part in

(Continued on page 3770)
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Some Interesting Scene Stillsfrom "The Son of Tarzan"

On this page is shoum a number of scenes from the

serial production, " The Son of Tarzan," an adaptation

of Edgar Rice Burrough's famous novel of the same

title. The picture has been sold on the states rights

basis, another page in this section informing exhibitors

concerning the particular exchange where the produc-

tion may be obtained. The serial is in two acts and a

prologue. The illustrations shown herewith are from

the first six episodes which cover the story of the son

of " Tarzan" as a child complete and gets zvell into to

the part of the production having to do with the life of

the " Tarzan's" after he is grozvn to manhood
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Accessories for 'Son of Tarzan
The producers of "The Son of

Tarzan have prepared many ex-

hibitor accessories for the exploita-

tion of various episodes which will

be obtainable at the various ex-

changes which will handle the pro-

duction.

These accessories include besides

the regular array of standard arti-

cles a number of novelties that are

inexpensive and designed to be of

real exploitation service to ex-

hibitors.

Of the standard accessory arti-

cles the following are enumerated.
Three styles of one sheets, all de-

scriptive with vivid reproductions

from scene stills of the picture. A
six sheet that has the proper punch
and has as a basis one of the most
thrilling scenes appearing in the

production. An artistic three sheet

that features the title and the

author of the novel in large letters.

A highly colored twenty-four sheet

stand, also an actual reproduction
from a scene in which wild animais
and the son of " Tarzan " are pre-

sented. This stand also presents

the title and the name of the author
in big letters.

An extra accessory of the stock
style is available in a cloth banner,
ten by three feet. This is printed
in flashy colors and will be suitable

for tack work and for the lobby
display. Paper for every episode is

available with the exception of the
twenty- four sheet, which is for the
entire production. Ready to use
ads, in one, two and three-column
sizes, can be obtained at your ex-
change for the various episodes.
Larger cuts running up to a third
of a page and mortised for the
theatre announcement insertions
are also ready. These cuts are all

descriptive and contain opportunity
for the individual exhibitor to in-

sert such text matter as he desires.

Director Harry Revier introduces Karla Schramm to two new additions to the

cast of "The Son of Tarzan"

Announcement slides for every epi-

sode are prepared for each week's

release and a mailing card ready
for addressing, which tells about
the author, the thrills and action to

be found in the picture, and giving

a little idea of what the production
is all about can be secured. A
stock one sheet for the entire pro-
duction has also been prepared.
This paper" shows the son of "Tar-
zan " being carried about by an
elephant with other animals of the

jungle realistically portrayed. A
producer's press book in which
there is ready to cut press matter,
cuts of all the ads and paper, a
synopsis of each episode of the pic-

ture, advertising suggestions, pres-

entation advice, music cues for each

episode, stories about the author,

director and cast, all illustrated with

practical cuts, has been prepared.

Among the many specialty acces-

sories to be furnished the exhibitor

at a reasonable price are the fol-

lowing :

Thirty by forty inch and forty by
sixty inch lobby display hand
painted pictures, all framed and
ready to stand at the entra'nee of
the theatre. These pictures are ac-

tual scenes that appear in the serial

and have been selected with care
from scene stills. The work has
been done by well known artists

and every effort has been made to

make the displays artistic and at-

tractive. The frames used are in

keeping with the art work.
Designed for distribution among

the children are celluloid buttons
on which are reproductions in

miniature from the picture, a small

stamp made of wood with a rubber
foot that will print an etching pic-

ture of scenes from the picture and
which is designed for " Young
America " to use in " stamping

"

everything in sight, a variety of
small photographs showing various
members of the cast in character-
istic poses and which resemble the
pictures which were formerly dis-

tributed in the Sweet Caporal
cigarette packages. These photos
come in sets of fifteen, each one
showing a different scene and pre-
senting the principal characters as
they appear in the picture. A song
has been written that is described
fully on this page in the box above.
Copies of this song may be ob-
tained and an opportunity to tie up
with music stores is presented by
it.

The complete story of the Bur-
rough's novel has been syndicated
and will be furnished newspapers
in the cities where the production
is booked, in boiler plate, mat form
or in copy, for publication simul-
taneously with the running of each
episode. The exchange from which
you book the picture has made ar-
rangements to take care of the
stories' publication without cost to
either the paper or the theatre run-
ning the serial. Mats, scene stills,

illustrating the picture, will also be
available without charge to the
papers.

All these arrangements have al-
ready been completed and the ex-
hibitor is assured of unprecedented
co-operation in exploiting the whole
fifteen episodes of the production.

Howells Has Strong Organizaton
GREAT, greater, greatest—that's

the motto of the David P.
Howells organization, distributors
of world's rights productions, which
is advancing by strides and bounds
in its determined efforts to reach
the superlative.

On entering the Howell offices at
729-7th avenue the writer was
amazed at the flourishing condition
it presented in comparison to what
it was a year ago. Now we don't
mean that this organization was a
small one a year ago by any means.
But if we remember correctly the
mental picture retained, at the time,
its growth is astounding.

With typewriters clicking and
clerks, stenographers, office boys,
etc., rushing hither and thither, in

their anxiety to get the " day's
work done," we could not help re-

marking as we entered " there's
money in the world's rights market
if you want to dig for it but you
must know what you are digging
for—the right kind of films."

And in this respect the Howells
organization has followed the
" straight and narrow," never de-
viating an inch, for it is their em-
phatic rule to "stop, look and lis-

ten" when they are purchasing
films for the market. And the re-

sult—take one look at their offices

—

and their officers.

In one of the inner sanctorums,
sits George H. Hamilton, general
sales manager and T. O. Eltonhead
who handles the advertising, pub-
licity and exploitation.

" If there is a better combination
from a directorial standpoint,

we've never seen it. Quick, active,

alert, these two gentlemen are a

credit to any organization. But
like most of their species they won't
talk."

However, by pursuing our object

we heard a rather amazing story

and it concerned George Hamilton.

This young fellow is one of the

real pioneers in the film business

and one of its oldest showmen and
an organizer of note.

To show you that he is a pioneer,

he is said to be the first man to

carry a can of film under his arm
and this was back in 1904 for W.
H. Swanson.

After wading through the ups
and downs of this business, he or-

ganized the Buffalo Moving Picture

Corporation and produced, directed

and sold " The Price of Innocence,"
" Sport of Kings " and " The
Daughter of Devil Dan." The prin-

cipal feature of this incident in his

life being that he did the directing.

He was not satisfied with the way
things were progressing in this de-
partment and not wishing to waste
time, took the reins in his own
hands with the result—well, those
who have seen the pictures liked

them and they made money. •

Mr. Hamilton also is well known
for his connection with the World's
Fair in Chicago, the Buffalo Ex-
position, the St. Louis Exposition
and as the organizer and manager
of the Moisent International Avia-
tion Exposition.

But the big stunt of his life is the

superb way he handled " The Son
of Tarzan," and we need only men-
tion the fact that this feature was
sold and all contracts closed for
the world's rights in six week's
time. Is he a genius, well we'll say
so.

However, we must not forget to

mention Mr. Eltonhead in the lat-

ter connection for it was his ideas
in exploitation which headed the
film on the road to success.

—

The fact that thirty-five
houses in New York State
which never before in their
history showed a serial, have
signed contracts for fifteen
weeks to run an episode of
" The Son of Tarzan," each
week, is taken as proof of
the high quality of that se-
rial. We have broken in,"
states Pioneer Film Corpora-
tion, which reports the sales,
" where never before has a
serial ever been shown."
The names of the houses

will be announced shortly.
The signing of these con-
tracts by such a large num-
ber of theatres which for-
merly avoided all kinds of
serials, is regarded as the
highest tribute possible to
"The Son of Tarzan," and
one that proves to a cer-
tainty not only that the serial
is thoroughly entertaining,
but that it has been repro-
duced in such a high class
fashion that it will satisfy the
tastes of the most fastidious.
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evier, Director

Roy Sommerville, on the left, who wrote
the scenario for " The Son of Tarz-an,"
and Harry Revier on the right, who

directed it.

WHEN David P. Howells ob-

tained the film rights to

Edgar Rice Burroughs'
" The Son of Tarzan " and made
arrangements with the National
Film Corporation for production
facilities, he decided to have the

serial so unusual in character and
of such high quality that it would
play in the first run houses.

To reach this end he secured
Harry J. Revier as the director.

There were two prime reasons for

his choice. One was that Mr.
Revier had the reputation and rec-

ord of an excellent dramatic direc-

tor, and the other, that he had
never produced a serial.

This was a rather unusual move
in an industry where directors,

Story and Cast
(Continued from page 3766)

eclipses any of his other perform-
ances.

P. Dempsey Tabler is by birth

and family a Southerner, both his

father and grandfather were Con-
federate officers. Besides being a

champion of the track and ring, he

studied for the operatic stage in

Leipsig, Germany, and is the pro-

ducer of several motion pictures.

He has starred in quite a few of

Thomas H. Ince's Trinagle produc-

tions, and after a long absence from
the screen he returned to play the

role of " Tarzan of the Apes " in

the wonder jungle serial, " The Son
of Tarzan."

Karla Schramm was born in the

suburbs of Los Angeles. In early

girlhood she went to Chicago.

After graduating from university

she returned to her native State,

and one day, while being a spectator

of an explosion scene that D. W.
Griffith was putting on, the great

director, after an introduction, asked

her to play in a few scenes. That
night she was initiated into the

moving picture world. She played

with Henry Walthall, and later in

" Broken Blossoms," also parts with

Fairbanks, and many others, having

prominent roles in " The Winding
Trail," " His Majesty the Ameri-
can," "The Return of Tarzan," etc.

As Jane Porter in the " Tarzan

"

pictures she has had many thrilling

experiences.

writers and players are classified

according to the type of work they
have done, but it was only the first

of many departures from the beaten
path made during the filming of
this serial.

When Mr. Revier was first ap-
proached on the matter of making
" The Son of Tarzan," he rejected

Mr. Howells' offer, saying that he
knew nothing about serials. His
efforts had always been confined to

dramatic productions, and he had
no desire to enter the serial field,

which is a distinct line of endeavor
in itself.

It was only after considerable
persuasion that Mr. Howells in-

duced Mr. Revier to consider the

project. The latter had directed
" The Return of Tarzan," by the

same author, and was familiar with
the location and set needs and other
details of such a production. But
he hesitated about making a serial

until Mr. Howells outlined his

plans for " The Son of Tarzan."
Then the director realized that he
was not expected to turn out a

succession of meaningless thrills

tied together with a wisp of a

story, that instead, he would have
an opportunity to do something
new, to create a precedent.
Harry Revier is essentially a

pioneer. To experiment with an
effect or strive for a goal that

others have labelled as impossible

of achievement fascinates him.
He believed that a serial could

be successfully and profitably pro-

duced on a feature basis
;
that, with

the proper story, a picture could be

just as forceful and interesting in

the chaptered length of a serial as

in a six reel feature. Serials in the

past have not been aimed at this

goal. As a rule, they have been a
series of thrills for which the theme
is more an excuse than a reason.
Mr. Revier's theories regarding

the proper form of production for
" The Son of Tarzan " marked a
distinct departure in the business
of making serials and accorded per-
fectly with the plans of Mr. How-
ells. The very daring of the idea

gave the undertaking its first step

towards success.

In order that the adaptation of

the story be along the special lines

planned for the serial, Mr. Revier
got Roy Somerville, prominent
novelist and screen writer, to join

A scene from the juvenile portion of

"The Son of Tarzan"

him in a director-photodramatist
combination. They journeyed to

California together and there

worked in unison on the develop-
ment of the story, the filming of
the scenes and the cutting and titl-

ing of the finished product.

How well this theory of produc-
ing a serial has worked out is best

told in the praise of its critics and
the quick disposal of it in the open
market. Producers who viewed the

early episodes at the studio were
unanimous in the declaration that
" The Son of Tarzan " .represented

the opening of a new epoch in film

production. As a serial, they stated

that it blazed the trail for serials to

come, and as a release they frankly
admitted it a worthy competitor of

the feature for exhibition in the

first-run house.
In the making of the serial, both

Mr. Revier and Mr. Somerville ex-

ercised the same care and applied

the same sincere effort that they

would have given to a big dramatic
production.
Each episode of " The Son of

Tarzan " is a complete chapter in

itself. A pictorial foreword re-

lating the important developments
of the story to date precedes each
episode. In quick, interesting se-

quences the person who has missed
a release or two or who sees the

serial for the first time in its third

or eighth chapter becomes suf-

ficiently acquainted with the story

to enjoy the current release as an
individual picture.

The plot of each episode is

worked up to the climax as

smoothly and as logically as though
it embodied the entire story. In

each case the climax is a suspended
thrill that will bring the people

up in their seats with a jerk and
make them want to see the next re-

lease. The lions, apes, elephants,

panthers and other ferocious jun-

gle beasts utilized in the serial will

Press Notices
(Continued from page 3767)

" The Son of Tarzan," the great

serial production picture, which is

scheduled to appear at the

theatre on of this

coming week. Miss Schramm has

won distinction as a composer of

concert songs, and she also has

done some notable work as a mural
decorator. Now she appears as a

full-fledged photo-play artist, and
her dramatic ability is in no way
inferior to her other attainments.

" I have three dominant moods,"
stated Miss Schramm while discuss-

ing her various professions, " and
all of them are creative. When I

sing a song it must be my own

;

when I decorate the interior of a

house, not a detail must be changed,

and when I sign a contract for a

photoplay production I must play

it my own way and interpret the

character as I feel it or I leave the

studio."

Miss Schramm plays the part of

Jane Porter as she " feels " it, and
has done so well that she has been

allowed to practice her other
" trade " during the production of

this serial when she asked to be al-

lowed to design a magnificent draw-
ing-room " set " which forms the

background of some highly emo-
tional acting on her part.

help to make it magnetic to the

public.

Not once does the production
slump in its interest or slow down '

in its action. Each episode is char-
acteristic of the finesse and artis-

try which have marked Mr. Re-
vier's dramatic achievements in the

past. The superb handling of the

emotion and spectacular scenes of
" The Son of Tarzan " stamps the

director as a master. He has suc-

ceeded admirably in preserving the

serial the mystic, adventurous spirit

of the jungle that made the book
appeal so strongly.

Technically, the serial is fully up
to the standard set by the feature

picture. The jungle locations, rich

in Nature's wild beauty, are true to

the environment suggested by the.

story, and the London interior sets

are as luxurious as those of any
society drama. A splendid cast

and remarkable photography are

factors that contribute their share

to the general excellency of the

production.
" The Son of Tarzan " estab-

lishes a record for consistency and
quality that will be the criterion of

serials hereafter. In it the elements

which have made serials so popular

in the past are combined with the

production advantages and dramatic

strength of the feature picture.

"All State Right buyers
who follow the example of

the men in the same field

realize that quality counts.

High grade pictures in story

and direction, if not in fea-

tured star, are what count
and will alone retain the

bright future that the inde-

pendent market has ahead.
Pictures must not be judged
by the price asked for them,
but upon their production
merits and box office power.'

-

The above is the doctrine
of Joe Brandt, president of

the C. B. C. Film Sales Corp,
who sees in the action of

some buyers, who offer a
minimum price for a certain

territory without regard for

the picture's quality, or with-
out even viewing the produc-
tion, the reason why many
producers consider the inde-
pendent exchanges "merely
junk shops."

" If the independent will

determine upon a policy of

only good pictures being
brought and handled, it will

only be a short time until

the producers will offer their

best product to the indepen-
dent. If this is not done the
leading producers will not
want their pictures classed
with the cheap stuff that some
of these exchanges are hand-
ling."

DEADMEN
TELL NO
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"Tarzan at

I

Sam and Jake Flax, of

Washington, D. C.
The Liberty Film Exchange, of

916 G Street, N. W., Washington,
D. G, who will distribute " The Son
of Tarzan " in Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia, and the District of Col-
umbia, is headed by Sam and Jake
Flax, who opened their independent
exchange in March, 1919.

Both men have been in the film
business for a number of years.
Sam Flax was formerly a booker in
the Washington branch of the Gen-
eral Film Company, and Jake Flax
was also connected with -that or-
ganization, serving as Branch Man-
ager during the last two years of
its existence.

While no reports have been re-

ceived to date as to the reception
that exhibitors in that territory have
accorded " The Son of Tarzan,"
early news of enthusiasm is ex-
pected. The fact that Sam and
Jake Flax have chosen " The Son
of Tarzan " to add to their already
high class list pictures, is regarded
as a high endorsement for any pic-

ture.

Exchanges
|
Jacksonville New Producing Center

Pittsburgh Showing in

"Son of Tarzan"
N. J. Neiland, is president of the

Standard Film Exchange, of 119-

121 Ninth street, Pittsburgh, who
control the rights for West Vir-
ginia and Western Pennsylvania on
"The Son of Tarzan." Mr. Nei-
land is a well known state right

man in that territory ,and his ex-
change already has a number of
high class features.

A trade showing is planned by
the Standard Film Exchange, which
is expected to be one of the largest

ever held in that city. This ex-
change, it is said, will make special

efforts to break all records with
" The Son of Tarzan."

Specialty Film Co., of

Dallas, Tex.

W. G. Underwood is president of

the Specialty Film Company, of 107
South St. Paul street, Texas, who
have purchased the rights to Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas. L. G.

Bissinger is vice-president and E. T.
Peters secretary. The company ex-

pects a great future for " The Son
of Tarzan," and is said to be mak-
ing big plans for its exploitation

and advertising.

By a sub-lease arrangement,
Tucker Brothers will release the

serial in Oklahoma.

JACKSONVILLE, Florida, is

now making a tremendous bid

to secure the southern headquar-
ters for the motion picture industry,

and has ambitions to become the

third motion picture city of the

United States after New York and
Los Angeles.

Realizing its proximity to New
York City, the financial headquar-
ters of the industry, Jacksonville,

which is only thirty hours from
New York, makes its bid for the

establishment of a center there be-

cause of this important fact. In ad-

dition to this inducement, Florida

of course has all the scenic, climatic

and other requisite advantages re-

quired in the production of motion
pictures.

A committee of five of the fore-

most businessmen of Jacksonville

has been appointed an executive
committee to do business with the

reputable producers of the country.

This committee consists of the

mayor of Jacksonville, the Hon.
John W. Martin; E. E. Cohen, the

biggest dry goods merchant in Flor-

ida ; H. B. Hoyt, president of the

Jacksonville Gas Company and
other big corporations ; H. J. Klu-
tho, a talented architect who al-

ready has established a studio here
and is familiar with the technic of

the industry ; and W. R. Carter, a

retired newspaper owner.

These gentlemen have thrown all

their energy and influence into this

movement, and won over the enthu-
siastic support of the big bankers
in Jacksonville. A vigorous pub-
licity campaign has been launched
setting forth the advantages of

Jacksonville and giving other valu-

able information in such a way that

it is most impressive.

"Rubin Mats" Is.

"Nuf Sed"
" Publicity is only half publicity

without a good illustration—and no
illustration is good, no matter what
the quality of the photographic
original, unless the matrix retains

all its value."

That is the theory and axiom of

newspaper pulicity on which the

David Howells organization worked
in planning the complete line of

matrices available for exhibitors in

exploiting " The Son of Tarzan."
All this work for the serial was en-
trusted to the capable hands of I.

Rubin, who is gaining a unique
place in his field as a motion-picture
specialist.

More and more screen advertising

men are coming to realize that they
must carry their efficiency right

through to the newspaper stereotype

room where the final result is

weighed.

Richards-Flynn Co. to

Sell Kansas
Richards and Flynn Film Com-

pany, who are located in the Film
Exchange Building in Kansas City,

Mo., has sub-leased the rights to
" The Son of Tarzan " to Skaunas
Brothers, of St. Louis, who will

release the serial in Missouri.

Long Established Firm
Buys Indiana Rights
The H. Lieber Company, which

is offering " The Son of Tarzan

"

in Indiana, was established in 1854
and several years ago entered the
motion picture field. They operate
the Indiana exchange of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit.

Mr. Carter heads the motion pic-

ture committee of the Jacksonville
Chamber of Commerce and is one
of the strongest factors working to-

ward the end of making Jackson-
ville the third producing center of

this country. Mr. Carter has taken
the lead in this matter and with his

usual energy and enthusiasm he will

carry it over.

He is one of the best newspaper-
men in the South and only recently

sold out to S. A. Lynch of the

Lynch Enterprises his interests in

the Florida Metropolis the largest

evening paper in Florida. Being
rid of the responsibility of running
a great daily he is now applying this

energy to the work of arousing in-

terest in promoting financial fellow-

ship between Northern and South-
ern capital in order to build in

Jacksonville a Universal City for
the benefit of Northern producers
and Jacksonville citizens alike.

Mr. Klutho is one man who has
backed his faith in Jacksonville,
sooner or later, becoming a Pro-
ducing Center by investing thou-
sands of dollars in erecting the

largest studio for rent in the South.
Mr. Klutho is a member of the

special motion picture committee
of the Jacksonville Chamber of
Commerce and a co-worker of Mr.
Carter—all working towards the
end of making Jacksonville the
third largest producing . center in

the country.
He is an architect by profession

but has put in all his spare time and
money too to keep alive the spirit

and desire to make this city a cen-
ter. He very naively remarks that

it was often very discouraging dur-
ing the Dark Ages (War) but now
with Mr. W. R. Carter at the head
of a strong committee and Mr. E.

W. Lane one of the biggest bankers
in Florida becoming interested and
positively enthusiastic the future
of Jacksonville looks bright.

The members of the executive
board were chosen by Mr. Carter
for their expertness in various
phases of civic life and industry
which have a bearing on the motion
picture interests.

The mayor was selected because
he is not only a thorough enthusiast
upon this subject but because he can
speak authoritatively on behalf of
the city and the city government in

inviting these producers here. Mr.
Klutho, owner of the Klutho studio,

the only motion picture plant in

Jacksonville, is on the board be-
cause of his familiarity with the
production end. Mr. Klutho is rec-

ognized as the first local authority
on motion picture production and
requirements and his services are
expected to be invaluable to the
committee. Mr.~ Cohen represents
the largest retail establishment in

the State and will represent the re-

tail merchants. He, also, is thor-
oughly enthusiastic in the work of
the committee and has given much
time and thought to this work. Mr.
Hoyt, head of the Jacksonville Gas
Company and the Jacksonville Ferry
and Land Company, will represent
the public service industries on the
committee. Mr. Hoyt is noted for
his vision and his ability to organize
and he is expected to prove one of
the most active and one of the most
efficient members of the board.
Mr. Carter who will serve on the

executive board in addition to con-
tinuing his duties as chairman of
the motion picture committee, has
for years been one of the most con-
sistent and enthusiastic advocates
of the city cooperating with motion
picture producers. Mr. Carter has
made many trips to New York, at

one time and another, in the interest

of bringing such companies here
and has been unusually successful in

such efforts. Until recently editor

of the evening paper, Mr. Carter
worked for more than thirty years
for the upbuilding of the city and
now that he has retired from active

business he intends continuing cer-

tain of these efforts.
"

I believe the public is at last

awake to the opportunity that lies

ing the last few days I have received
the personal assurance of many bus-
iness men that they will stand be-
hind the motion picture committee
in this effort and that they will co-
operate in every possible way with
this body and with producers when
they come here.

" We have the making here of a
second Los Angeles. Jacksonville
aspires to become the third great
center for picture production. It

can be accomplished. We need
right now enthusiasm on the part
of local people. Open-mindedness,
vision and ability to see in Jackson-
ville what the people of Los An-
geles saw in their city a few years
ago will accomplish the realization

of our ambitions in this project.
" Jacksonville can bring these pro-

ducers here. That is certain. It

also is certain that their coming will

mean a new era of prosperity for
the city, new activity along building
and other lines, new pay rolls, thou-
sands of new residents and new in-

terest in Jacksonville by outside
capital. This opportunity ranks
with our water commerce and our
naval stores industry. We can ac-
complish the thing we are striving

to do and with the help and good
will of all Jacksonville we will.

" It does not require a vivid im-
agination to realize what extensive
motion picture production means to

Jacksonville," he continued. " The
business has developed to such an
extent during the last few years that
the main facts are well known. We
know that it is one of the largest

of our American industries, that its

pay-rolls amount to millions, that
millions are spent on productions
and that wherever the big producers
locate prosperity follows.

"Jacksonville is after new busi-
ness, greater pay-rolls, better adver-
tisement to the world as a play-
ground for tourists. No better or
more efficient medium could be im-
agined than motion picture studios,
with large companies working regu-
larly to accomplish these aims. Mo-
tion pictures bring not only pay-
rolls and advertising but provide an
attractive new angle for tourist in-

terest. The popularity of Los An-
geles as a tourist resort is largely
due to the presence in that city of
the largest studios.

" Jacksonville's opportunity is at

hand._ This committee has carefully
examined into many plans for
bringing producers here, and it now
believes it has struck the proper
note. We believe we have the way
provided and we believe Jackson-
ville will back us up."
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Jf-THE SON OF TARZAN" is

JL a serial picture presented

through • independent exchanges
which are announced on another
page. The story told in the various

episodes begins with a synopsis in

pictorial form of the novel and
picture " Tarzan of the Apes

"

showing the rescue of ' Tarzan

"

from the uninhabited island where
he has grown up as an ape-man,
his subsequent development in to

his natural sphere, through educa-
tion, as an English peer and pre-

sents him at the beginning of the

story proper as a man of middle
age with a son some fifteen years

of age. After the prologue the pic-

ture is again divided into two
parts, the first presenting the son
of " Tarzan " as the boy of the age
mentioned and ends when the se-

quence of the story have brought
the lad and the ape, " Akut " to an-
other uninhabited tropical island

under circumstances similar to

those which " Tarzan " lived up to

the time of his rescue as related in

the " Tarzan " stories by the

author of the novels, Edgar Rice

Burroughs.

The keynote of " The Son of

Tarzan " is action in which thrills

are presented with sufficient regular-

ity to please the most exacting and

hardened serial devotee.

This is more particularly true

after the prologue which does not

take up any great amount of foot-

age, being well out of the way be-

fore the end of the first episode.

Next in importance is the tropical

atmosphere with its jungle inhabi-

tants from elephants and lions to

the smaller denizens of the forest.

Other highlights of the picture as

screened to date are the work of a

capable cast or rather of three casts

since " Tarzan " is presented,

played by P. Dempsey Tabler, the

son of " Tarzan " as a boy in his

THESE Special Service Sections are written with the

purpose of suggesting to exhibitors how to get the

most out of pictures that they have booked. They
are prepared after studying the picture and the best

way of exploiting them. Won't you let us know any use

that you made of suggestions printed here and the original

ideas that you have used in putting over this picture?

teens, a role in which Gordon
Griffith is entirely adequate and the
son of " Tarzan " as a man in which
role, Kamuela C. Searle appears.

The author of the " Son of Tar-
zan " is Edgar Rice Burroughs who
wrote the other " Tarzan " stories,

all of which have been great suc-
cesses when adapted for the SGreen.

The continuity and scenario for the
picture was done by Roy Somer-
ville, one of the veterans of the
game and recognized as one of the
experts since the days of the old
Triangle program. The director is

Harry Revier, also of established
reputation and long experience in

making photoplays and acknowl-
edged to be especially fitted for the

production of melodrama, as many
of his pictures, among which are
" The Spell of the Yukon," " The
Revenge of Tarzan," " The Grain
of Dust " and " The Challenge

"

will testify.

In the leading roles the picture
boasts Manilla Martin a pretty

engenue who plays the jungle girl

of the last act. She has had a con-
siderable experience appearing in

such pictures as " The Sin Woman,"
" The Grain of Dust " and others.

In " The Son of Tarzan " she ap-
pears clad in the abbreviated cos-
tume consisting principally of a
leopard's robe, concealing her torso

but leaving bare limbs and shoul-
ders. There is audience appeal in

this fact. It is not to be inferred
however, that any portion of the
picture is suggestive. The role

does not call for emotional acting

but does make imperative an ability

to put over considerable in the way,
of stunts and requires that the
actress playing the part be willing
and capable in the matter of
handling herself in rough and
tumble scenes.

Kamuela Searles, who plays the
part of the son of " Tarzan " in

the last act is a fine looking actor,

of unusual physique and splendid
abilities. His role calls for much
agility and also for much man-
handling by the other members of
the cast. He puts over a number
of great fights and will be found
a likable figure by both men and
women.

In the first act of the picture, not
the prologue, two clever children
are featured, Gordon Griffith as the
son of " Tarzan " at the age of fif-

teen and Mae Giraci the sheik's

daughter, as a child. The role

which Master Gordon has requires
a varied acting ability. The part
which little Miss Giraci plays is not
so important but both roles are sure
fire audience stuff with both chil-

dren and grown-ups. Especially

will the scenes in which Gordon ap-
pears appeal to Young America.
These are melodramatic and have
required a considerable athletic

ability.

The heavy role that of a renegade
enemy of " Tarzan " is played by
Eugene Burr, an actor of long ex-
perience, who has appeared in sup-
port of such screen stars as Char-
lotte Walker, Geraldine Farrar and
Fanny Ward. He is also a well

known player to serial audiences,
having appeared in many of the epi-

sodes of Helen Holmes' serial.

The other members of the cast are

all thoroughly competent. Large
casts of extras are employed in

various sequences, especially those

which take place on the tropical

island.

The general exploitation angles for

the production are to be found as

follows and listed according to im-

portance, according to the writers

opinion in the sequence in which

they are given. (1) The fame of the

other " Tarzan " pictures, notably

"Tarzan of the Apes" and "The
Revenge of Tarzan," the current mul-

tiple reel feature. Both these pic-

tures have had unusual publicity

and while the first named is prob-

ably on the shelf with most ex-

changes except for the very' small

towns or return dates, the memory
of it is still fresh in the minds of

audiences. It was a big money
maker for both exhibitor and pro-

ducer, and through its success a big

audience has been built for other
" Tarzan " films. Concerning 14 The
Revenge of Tarzan " all that need be

said is that it is going big according

to all reports and is getting big ex-

ploitation. (2) The action and ex-

citing sequences of " The Son of

Tarzan " so far as it has been viewed

to date which was six episodes.

Once a person sees an episode or so

of this serial it would seem certain
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Some stills that give an idea of the action and scenic beauty in " The Son of Tarzan "
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do not approve. Give prizes, ar- Have two tree trunks set up, well The « Tarzan " stories, by the Tarzan vowing^weance" returnsrange a contest or do anything else braced with a strong cross bar. famous auth £d Ric/ B ur- S^<MTSiI^^%^S
that will get the children out for Get a big kettle drum that you h haye b

'

come
g
history to the £ his old J ungle lIte 1,1 search ot

the first episode but do not give a can get the tom-tom effect with,
]overs 0 f the motion picture art.

free show unless it be a special and conceal it in one corner. Have j n a snort while " The Son of Tar- Meriem, after a fierce struggle
showing to some particular class, a crew of men dressed in monkey zan>" tne greatest of these marvel- w**n tne Swede, escapes only to

like the newsboys or a club like the costume. Four of them should have 0 us* jung-le romances, will begin its '"to tne hands of the Arab
Boy Scouts. The reason we warn voices, the fifth should be a good n|n at tn j s theatre in serial form. Sheik. Korak, who had been track-
against public free shows is that gymnast. u n ing her with Tantor, his elephant
it is a well known fact that some- Pnwr tW ontsidp nf thr trunk ,

so" 0 '
Tarzan ?* tne Apes,

' companion, routs the Arabs and
thine: free to everybody is not ap- -,t!

,
v£ ^.'^SSl all Lhont the

tllrough inherited instinct and ar- blacks and disapnears into the heart
preciated. A special invitation is a J? 2J*? rf?z * » where it is to he

CUtnstances, is lured to the jungle of thc foresl with Meriem.
different matter

larzan, wnere it is to De Wlth h]S companloni Akut a bull _ ,
seen, etc. Send this truck about

apC) he conquers the wild beasts, Tarzan. alter days of weary
In the matter of interesting the the city. Have it stop on busy blacks and Arabs of the African search, find- the two. He recog-

children a contest in which the boy corners. Start the tom-tom going wjiderness and thereby gains the n ' zes his boy. Korak's reunion with
who can give the best imitation of in the rhythm of a fox trot. Start name Q f Korak the Killer his mother and marriage to Meriem
"Akut" is given a prize would be the quartet singing "Tarzan, My ' ' are the final scenes in this jungle
an interest builder. Use plenty of Jungle King. "Immediately the song The youth thrives on the life of romance.
paper especially the 24 sheets and is concluded have the gymnast do the outdoors ;. the companionship of , , , , „ m
also see what you can do with cut- all sorts of monkey shines on the the ever-faithful anthropoid and ?

outs 'of the ape placed in advan- horizontal bar. While he is per- child of the Wilds, Meriem, t« I

tageous positions. For those who forming have the other men in whom he is devoted, gives him four

aren't afraid of getting: in trouble monkey costume distributing throw- fold courage. With his giar

with the police the planting of an awavs. strength he keeps at bay the sav

ape man in your city to make mvs- .
aSes °f the forest. Alone he con

terious appearances likn showing up Newspaper Displays quers tribes of Arabs and black?

the tops of tall buildings and at Feature the title referring to the
Thcy are bcset by enemies wh<

at windows hieh above the ground J^&jfi wkh 5™* Meriem
'
b
£ ft?

** tan be depended uoo to get attention ise of more act
'

ion than these
trcasl' r

f
Korak superhuman

providing your ape is careful Melodramas contained. Use scene
strength to defend her.

that some excited citizen doesn t
stil]s especiany those showing The Killer is attacked by fero-

nll him full ot buck shot. < Meriem " as she appears on the cious baboons, and after a terrific

Here is a stunt that is original, island. Mention the author and the struggle he subjugates them, placing

will cause talk, and will bring players but do not put any great Akut as their leader. With his tribe

DEAD MEN
TELL NO
TALES
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Live Notes from the Studios
CONDUCTED B Y LILLIAN R . GALE

ABOUT
DIRECTORS^

ELECTION night, falling upon
the first Tuesday of Novem-

ber, necessitated the meeting of the

Motion Picture Directors' Associa-
tion being held upon the previous

Monday night. Director James
Vincent, in the chair, welcomed a

representative attendance. There
were a goodly number evidently

able to get to lodge and' to the

poles. Despite the furore of polit-

ical issues, there seemed to be con-
siderable " shop talk " before or-

der was called, which prevented the

otherwise inevitable argument as to

which of the national contestants

would make the better motion pic-

ture director.

James W. Home, who is direct-

ing the Thomas H. Irice adaptation

of Louis Joseph Vance's exciting

tale of India, " The Bronze Bell,"

announces that the production will

be complete within a week. Mr.
Home is said to have utilized more
than half a hundred double ex-

posure effects in his screen tran-

scription of the Vance novel. And
upon viewing the rushes to date,

Mr. Ince has expressed his great

satisfaction with results.

Herbert Brennon, who has just

returned to this country after pro-

ducing several pictures in Italy and
Sicily, has been engaged by Joseph

M. Schenck to direct Norma Tal-

madge in " The Passion Flower,"

the Spanish story by Jacinto Bena-

vente, in which Nance O'Neill is

making a great success on the

speaking stage.

Wesley Ruggles, director of

Louise Glaum's initial Associated

Producer's release, " The Leopard
Woman," is now on the Metro lot.

Bayard Veiller has signed this en-

terprising young director to a luc-

rative contract which provides that

Ruggles current feature with Alice

Lake in the stellar role be known
as "A Wesley Ruggles Produc-

tion." Ruggles is the first director

on the Metro lot to direct and Per-

sonally supervise his own produc-

tion.

There are but few stars in the

motion picture industry, whom J.

Searle Dawley has not directed,

either in the prime of their careers

or before they " arrived." There is

one, nevertheless, who has reached

fame and never been told in gentle

instructions just "how" he wishes

x scene done. Therefore, immedi-

ately upon hein£j signed to direct

pictures for William Fox, Mr. Daw-
ley was informed that the first star

he would direct would be no less

than Pearl White. So, another ce-

lebrity is added to the list of the

Betty Compson, who stars in " Prisoners of Love," a Goldwyn release

director who, for three years, di-

rected Marguerite Clarke in all of

her pictures with the exception of

two.

There must be something of grave
importance to have brought Direc-

tor John Adolfi back to New
York from Los Angeles, with the

north winds blowing a warning that

winter is soon at hand.

Chet Withey states that he pre-

fers pictures with a purpose, al-

though his interest ft not limited to

any particular type of photoplay.

Having decided upon " The Man
from Toronto," as a vehicle for

Constance Talmadge under his di-

rection, he is busy with preliminar-

ies. " Worth while stories that sug-

gest a moral with subtlety and
charm, in my opinion, are far more
entertaining than tales of impossible

adventure, and I believe, also, that

the public is beginning to tire of

sensational melodramas, uncon-
sciously demanding better and more
artistic photoplays." Evidently
" The Man from Toronto," fills the

bill, to Mr. Withey's satisfaction.

Director Emile Chautard will

direct "The Black Panther's Cub"
for the Ziegfeld Cinema Corpora-
tion, and is already provided with
some of the best material in the

market, including players such as

Norman Trevor, Virginia Ham-
mond, Earl Foxe, Mile. Dazie, and
other Broadway favorites.

" It is worthy of Griffith," says the

New York Tribune, commenting
upon " Peaceful Valley," another
hit scored and credited to the al-

ready enviable account of Director
Jerome Storm. It is his four-

teenth Charles Ray picture, the final

one, and seems to have elicited the

supreme efforts of moth star and
director according to press and pub-
lic. Everybody, therefore, is happy
that at last a fitting 'script for the

first Lillian Gish starring vehicle has
been found, and that within the

present year we may hope to see

Mr. Storm's initial efforts with the

Griffith protege, surpass even his

wonders with Charles Ray.

George Fitzmaurice enjoys de-

veloping new " touches " in his pic-

tures. " Scotti," his fine Airedaye,

was therefore given a role in the

Paramount-Artcraft release, " The

Right to Love," and earned an in-

crease in salary for the next picture
made by his master, not to the ex-
clusion of his other dogs, one a Ger-
man police dog, and one a grey-
hound, making their debuts before
the camera in the director's current
work. It is also of interest to note
that the private home of Mr. Fitz-
maurice is being used for a num-
ber of scenes in his picture. One
place where regard for the property
is " up to the director."

Charles Urban, " who has been
making and collecting motion pic-

tures in England and America for
the last twenty years and is now
issuing ' Movie Chats ' and ' Kineto
Reviews,' " according to the New
York Times, believes that " the suc-
cess he has had with exhibitors is

the small opening in the wall that
shall widen until there is room for
all good pictures to go through." A
fitting monument to the director of
one-reel subjects, which may be de-
scribed as " sugar-coated classics,"

or informative, entertaining short
subjects deserving the editorial

comment of the New York Daily
under the head of " Noticed and
Noted."

Edward Jose, who ranks among
leading directors of the present day,
has been engaged by Associated Ex-
hibitors to make a big, special fea-

ture. He is already at work upon
the subject at his New Rochelle
Studio. Mr. Jose has established
for himself a precedent by having
made some worthy photoplays and
having a great deal to live up to, has
engaged the following cast, through
his manager, Edward Small : Anna
Q. Nilsson, Allan Forrest, Jane
Jennings, George Majeronia and
Earl Metcalfe.

ABOUT
PLAYERS

ANNA Q. NILLSON, Matt
Moore, the veteran Frank

Currier in the role of the Minister,

and Charles Lane as the gambler,

have been selected for the principal

roles in "Temple Dusk." Director

George D. Baker has completed the

continuity of the 'story, which will

be published as the first George D.

Baker Production, and, working

hand in hand with the author, Cal-

vin Johnston, Mr. Baker is said to

have evolved a script which stands

as a masterpiece of screen technique.

Great care has been exercised by

Mr. Baker and Mr. Sawyer in

selecting a cast commensurate with

the importance of the production

and after interviewing scores of

applicants for the respective roles,

decided upon the aforesaid popular

players. Mr. Moore was also in

(Continued on next page)
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Stanton "Vacations" in America
THE summer of 1920, now fin-

ally disappeared in nature's
" fade out " was one which

marked the motion picture industry

with an unprecedented supply of

interesting items regarding cele-

brities connected with screen plays.

It would have kept one person busy

to have recorded the arrivals and
departure of native players and di-

rectors, who, " having seen America
first" joined the ranks of celeb-

rities vacationing abroad.

Among these was Richard. Not
Richard, the Third, but Richard
Stanton, ex-leading man and pres-

ent director of motion pictures.

For many months in the past, he

has been attached to the William
Fox organization. While identifi-

cation is more or less superfluous, it

might refresh the memory to men-
tion Mr. Stanton's successful

screen dramatization of " Check-
ers," the much talked of serial
" Bride 13 " and the promising cur-

rent release " The Face at Your
Window."
The majority of the American

visitors returned—trunks loaded
with wearing apparel and much fin-

ery, weighing into tons, but Mr.
Stanton was content to salute the

statue of Liberty bringing back
nothing more than lasting impres-
sions. Some of them are most
humorous.

" Contrary to the belief, in

America, that our ' sleeper ' is an
evil necessity, an uncomfortable
convenience, players and directors

commuting from Los Angeles to

New York, or vice versa, have
found it a boon to the persecuted,"
said Mr. Stanton.

We admit it is a bit hard on a

full sized, regular grown up man
like Mr. Stanton to look upon the

ordinary Pullman as other than
close quarters. Nevertheless " since

Richard came over the ocean " he
can sing praises which would de-

light Mr. Pullman himself. For,

according to his description of his

journey from " ' Somewhere in

France " to ' Somewhere else in

Italy,' the American mode of travel-

ing while one sleeps is likened to the

proverbial ' bed of roses,' compared
to accommodations on the Con-
tinent.

."The most exasperating part of

all," explained Mr. Stanton, in talk-

ing of a " sleeper jump," ''is that

one is subject to unwelcome intru-

sions." The custom, according to

Mr. Stanton, of the traveler re-

maining fully clothed throughout

the night, eliminates the possibility

of an embarrassing encounter.

Nevertheless, an intruder who un-

derstands no English, is apt to mis-

take a request to seek other roosting

quarters, for a " welcome to our
compartment." " So," continued
Mr. Stanton, " if a director of mo-
tion pictures has forgotten when
' one night stands ' were his order

of residence, all he needs do is to

travel from twelve to twenty-four
hours in man}- parts of Europe to

be convinced that ' even the honky-
tonks were never like this.'

"

And, as to finding fault with the

much abused taxi, blaming the

driver if he does not make the time

expected, and blaming him more-
over, if he smashes into an accident

and stops the parade, Mr. Stanton
dwells upon the respect developed
during his absence' for the Man-
hattan taxi-driver.

" In Venice, for instance," said

Mr. Stanton, " slowly, with other

water vehicles continually in the

way, bumping gently, but deliber-

ately, one's patience would be tor-

tured into shreds were he trying to

go, say a distance such as from Fox
studio to the Pennsylvania Station.

And if one decides, suddenly, that

he would speed to some destination

—his longing for the taxi in Amer-
ica will develop into almost an af-

fection.

"Despite that I fully enjoyed my
trip abroad, I am more than ever

convinced that America is the place

for the American—especially if he

happens to be a director of motion

pictures, for depending upon the

speed controlled by European cus-

toms, by the time a director could

finish a picture, it would be out of

style."

About his career as a director,

Mr. Stanton talks but little. He an-

swers the stereotyped inquiries often

put to the celebrated director who
forsook his make-up box for the

megaphone, but prefers to talk of

his future.

About to begin another picture,

he had been busily engaged perusing
stories, books and plays. Finally,

after finding nothing which suited

his exact purpose he made a speedy
decision. It might wear out a
Corona and put all of his last

Christmas fountain pens out of

business, but he would at least
" speed 'em up." He would write

his own story.

Thus, having interrupted his pur-

suit, we left him to his work, won-
dering if the story would center

upon " The Trials of the American
Traveler in Europe " or " My Trib-

ute to the Taxi Man "—by Richard
Stanton, director.

About Players

{Continued from preceding page)

Mr. Baker's last cast, under Cos-
mopolitan production.

In a coming Fox release, star-

ring George Walsh, Virginia Valli

will be seen, as well as in " The
Better Way " with Hope Hampton.

Miss Valli has now joined the cast,

supporting Mac Murray in Miss
Murray's forthcoming Famous
Players production under the direc-

tion of Robert Leonard.

O- ^

EXHIBITORS!
of the following theatres I

ATTENTION ! !

Atntricu Crr.sress Grind Majestic Princess Royal
3:ioi: Cmaire CiitTiy 0'oktj.m RiMo itrana
Cilor.M Sirte Cjaj.rn P&'.ice Rivali Star
Crescent C-err. Z^r-c . Pisiimi Regint and others

A B e a u t i :u Ily I o n e 4. -and. : t ecL

ANIMATED PRESENTATION
S jne as >»/ e make to the order oP~
Rialto .R.ivoli ,' Criterion,
S/civ 'jork :r.d Tktttrel tttrtuihgut thi US sni Canada.

For not less tnan One Dollar Per Foot
and up to Five Dollars Per Foot.

cr§o

Twenty Five
to Forty Feet of

Art Film for

Start or Finish

Q your show with

.0.0..one ofour Novelties

^411 our subjects are Hand Drstvn Jfttun straight through
tfo Duplicate P'tnting — ^ at the cosi of a plain title I!

Money Back. If we fail to Please.

Norma Talmadge and her com-
pany of seventeen, are now in

Kingston, Jamaica, where they are
taking exteriors for Norma's next
picture, " Satan's Paradise," an
adaptation by Albert Parker and
Paul Anthony Kelly, of Andrew
Soutar's novel " On Principle."

Harrison Ford and Montague Love
will have prominent roles. Many
hundreds or native Jamaicans will

be . employed as supcrnumaries,
and many of the scenes are laid in

the jungle and rubber forests.

David Winter, of Los Angeles,
and said to be latest " movie find

"

of B. P. Fineman of the Katherine
MacDonald Pictures Corporation, is

starting his histrionic career as
leading man to the beautiful Kath-
erine, with whom the "find" will

be seen in First National's release—
" Conscience." Following the

completion of his work in " Con-
science " Mr. Winter will play op-
posite Miss MacDonald in two ad-
ditional picture plays. Mr. Fineman
recently announced that he had
signed Mr. Winter to a long con-
tract, the third picture of which
probably star the newcomer. Mr.
Winter, a good looking stranger,
will find a hearty welcome from
the feminine fans.

Donald Cameron, who is Billie

Burke's leading man in her new-
est Paramount picture, " The Edu-
cation of Elizabeth," made his start
on the stage in Margaret Anglin's
Shakespearian repertoire in no im-
portant capacity. In a year and a
half, however, he had improved to
the point of being selected for lead-
ing man in "Lady Windemere's
Fan," when Miss Anglin went on
tour.

Now comes the news that Helen
Lee Worthing, who has won recog-
nition as one of the brightest spots
of the Greenwich Village Follies,
will make a screen debut.
Miss Worthington won the beauty
contest conducted early this year by
the Motion Picture Classic, in Bos-
ton, but when she arrived in New
York City, she happened to meet
John Murray Anderson, who was
then putting on "What's in a
Name?" So her professional debut
was made therein

KEPPLER & HOCHMAN
Lawyers

for the convenience of their clients in the Motion Picture Industry,

have opened branch offices in the

Astor Theatre Building, Broadway and 45th Street

Main Offices will remain at Suites 701 to 707 Woolworth Building
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BEAR THIS IN MIND:

••DIRECTED BY"

VIGNOLA
GUARANTEES TO THE EXHIBITOR

SCREEN ENTERTAINMENTS
THAT ARE CONSISTENTLY

GOOD-

MOTION PICTURES THAT
PLEASE THE PUBLIC

LOOK FOR IT WHEN YOU
BOOK YOUR SHOWS !

VIGNOLA
PRODUCTIONS

MADE FOR COSMOPOLITAN
RELEASED BY PARAMOUNT

MEMBER M. P. D. A.

Jessen's Snappy Player Notes
Sol Polito who has been at the

New York Metro studios photo-
graphing Bert Lytell and Company
has returned to the Metro West
Coast studios and has been assigned
to the Dallas Fitzgerald Company,
making " What is the Matter with
Marriage." Polito has photo-
graphed " The Price of Redemp-
tion," "Alias Jimmy Valentine

"

with Lytell and " Should a Woman
Tell," starring Alice Lake.

To be lost in the mountains for
24 hours while deer hunting and to

sleep in a mountain cave with
coyotes howling at the entrance and
then to be directed back to civiliza-

tion by a prospector, is the expe-
rience Cullen Landis had this last

week. He went to Little Lake
country in the California mountains
with a party of five friends on a

deer hunt. The hunters separated
in following a big buck and that

was the last the party saw of
Landis until late in the afternoon
of the second day following. The
first night he spent in a cave keep-
ing warm by a fire he built in the

doorway and which proved to be an
attraction for all the four-footed
animals for miles around. After
wandering about" all the following
day he came upon a prospector's

tent. He remained there all night
and the following morning started

on a 23 mile hike which took him
back to the hotel where the party
had been stopping. Landis is

quoted in saying he would not take
a million dollars for the experience,
but would refuse to give a dime for
another similar one.

Rosemary Theby this week re-

ceived the opinions of many. A
large number said " You are very
foolish, Thebe," and just as many,
if not more said, " I think you were
real smart." All the discussion
arose over an act of Miss Thebe's
in which a hair-dresser played a
most important part, in fact, the

h.d. was the executioner and Rose's
wealth of jet black hair disappeared
under the shears. It all came about
because she accepted an engagement
to play the role of a Greenwich
Village girl in a new Fox produc-
tion.

" System Sam," the efficiency ex-
pert of the business world has
stepped in and given a pair of con-
tinuity writers a new idea which
they are using to great advantage in

preparing scripts. The co-workers
in this instance are James Colwell
and Reed Heustis. The new sys-

tem they have consists of writing
continuities by card index. Each
scene is written on a separate card,

as is also each sub-title and each
sequence is on a different color of

card. After the scenes are all writ-

ten the hundreds of cards are as-

sembled in proper order after much
juggling about to secure the best

dramatic effects. The only work
that then remains is that performed
by the typists. The plan both men
agree is a great time and labor

saver and at the same time con-

ducive to a better script, all of

which leads to the remark that con-

tinuity writers always have been

over-burdened with work. This in-

novation should be gleefully wel-
comed by all continuity writers.
At the present time Heustis • and
Colwell are writing the continuity
for Monroe Salisbury's next Inde-
pendent production " Practice What
You Preach."

Vignola Completes Pre-
liminaries

With only a few minor roles re-
maining to be cast, and with every
other detail completed, the fourth
of the Vignola Special Produc-
tions for Cosmopolitan-Paramount
will likely be under way within a
week at the most, according to a
statement by Robert G. Vignola,
producer-director.
While production reasons pre-

vent the revelation of the title and
authorship of the story, Director
Vignola is authority for the state-

ment that his fourth special fol-

lows out his original plan an-
nounced a year ago to produce
famous stories by famous authors.
He points out in substantiation the

fact that his first three Cosmopoli-
tan-Paramount Specials were by
noted writers, viz., " The World
And His Wife," by Charles Fred-
eric Nirdlinger; "The Passionate
Pilgrim." by Samuel Merwin ; and
" The Manifestation of Henry Ort,"
by Ethel Watts Mumford.
The forthcoming production is

based on a powerful dramatic
theme which received widespread
attention and comment recently

when it was first revealed to the

public in fiction form. It is not a
problem nor a propaganda subject,

but a novel and surprising treat-

ment of a popular phase of every-

day lite. It will be produced with
the same careful attention to scenic

beauty that Mr. Vignola observes
in all of his productions, and with
that end in view, as well as to pre-

serve better the spirit of the story,

the exteriors will be taken in Ber-

muda. The interiors will represent

the last word in artistic charm com-
bined with visual appeal, and Mr.
Vignola is leaving nothing undone
to make this production the best of

his entire career.

An all-star cast is now being as-

sembled. The casting process is

slow because Mr. Vignola is find-

ing it necessary to interview hun-
dreds of applicants before he can

pick the types he needs.

7 Stars Own 23 Autos
Worth $140,000

Roscoe Arbuckle tops the

list of big investors in private

automobiles in California. He
owns four, the list price of

which totals $42,000. Douglas
Fairbanks has seven automo-
biles valued at $37,000; Mary
Pickford two, valued at $11.-

000; Tom Mix three, valued
at $12,000; Dustin Farnum
three, valued at $18,000; Paul-
ine Fredericks, touring car,

$8,000; Viola Dana, sedan and
touring car, $11,400; Charlie
Chaplin, one car, $2,500.
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Jessen's Studio News by Wire

SPECIAL
PICTURES

Special Pictures' first comedy

classic, featuring Ford Sterling, has

been put in production under the

direction of Reggie Morris. The

title of this comedy is " Sterling

Value." The cast includes Char-

lotte Merriam, Margaret Culling-

ton, Eddie Baker, William Sloan

and lav Belasco.

Western Pictures, Inc., has con-

tracted with Art Acord for a series

of two-reel Westerns, the first of

which was started on Monday of

this week under the title of " Bul-

lets of Justice." Walter Decourcey

has been assigned to direct this

series.

Chester Conklin will be featured

as a jockey in a race-track comedy.

The scenes for this picture are to

be made on Thanksgiving Day at

the opening of Tia Juana.

James Harrison, who has been

playing as a lead in comedy classics,

is now engaged to play opposite

Constance Talmadge. He left for

New York on last Sunday.

L. W. Thompson, president of

Special Pictures, left for New
York this week. He will stay in

the East for a short time conferring

with Max Roth, the Eastern rep-

resentative of Special Pictures.

ROBERTSON-
COLE

Pauline Frederick and her com-
pany have returned to Los Angeles

from Northern California after two
weeks' filming of exteriors for her

current production, entitled " The
Mistress of Shenstone."
Dustin Farnum won the Pacific

Coast motorboat classic last week.

This is the second successive year

that Mr. Farnum has won this

event.

R. J. Tobin, who has long been

associated with Robertson-Cole's

activities on the Coast, will handle
matters appertaining to the comple-
tion of the new studio.

Robertson-Cole is giving consid-

erable attention to original screen
plays. Christie Cabanne is now
producing the second story written
by himself, entitled " What's a
Wife Worth?" Two original

stories for the screen have been
purchased as picture material for

Fauline Frederick. Louis J. Gas-
nier has discarded the French
story, which was announced in this

column last week, and will use an

Some of the "Vanity Fair" girls who will appear in Hal Roach's productions
to be released by Pathe

original screen story written by
McGrew Willis. Sessue Hayakawa
has also purchased an original

screen story for his next produc-
tion, which will be directed by
Colin Campbell. Two other orig-

inal screen stories to be produced
with all-star casts have been pur-
chased by Robertson-Cole.

FOX
George Marshall will direct the

next vehicle selected for Eileen
Percy. The title of this new pic-

ture has been announced as " No-
body Home." This is a light com-
edy by George Marshall and Paul
Cazeneuve, and the cast includes
Harry Myers, Ray Ripley, Harry
Dunkinson, Milla Davenport, Jane
Miller, Hayward Mack and Bess
True.

Jewells Furthman has made the
final scenes for the Aileen Percy
story,' " The Land of Jazz," of
which Furthman is the author. This
photo-play will have a number of
ludicrous situations growing out of
a young lady accidently stopping at
a famous doctor's sanitarium, the
inmates of which are suffering with
mental disturbances. One is a
shimmy-hound, Hayward Mack ap-
pears as the income tax nut, Wil-
son Hummel is the man who be-
came a mechanical man. Dix La
Rino is the invisible bottle, and an-
other is suffering with Lacka-

ciothia. Herbert Heyes has the

leading man role and an important
part is taken by Ruth Stonehouse.
The Louise Lovely Company has

been working at La Guna Beach
filming desert island scenes for the
" Partners of Fate." This subject

is being directed by Bernard Durn-
ing.

Director Lynn Reynolds with the

Tom Mix company is home from
Victorville, Cal., where exteriors

for " Happy oG Lucky " were
filmed.

Two Sunshine Comedy compa-
nies began work this week on new
subjects. One is under the direc-

tion of Melville Brown and the cast

working on " Go West Young
Man " is composed of Harry Depp,
Glenn Cavender, Clara Miller, and
Larry Bowes. Harry Williams has

a cast including Tom Kenedy,
Ernie Adams, Ethel Teare, Gus
Pixley, Lou Salter, Olive Dale,

Alice Davenport, and others.

FIRST
NATIONAL

Sidney Franklin leaves this week
for New York City with a working
print and the negative of the first

Kaufman-Franklin subject, entitled
" Parrot and Company."
M. Leone Bracker, creator of

"Velvet Joe," "Keep Them Smil-

ing" war posters and other popular

Sol Lesser is now on his way
east. He is going via Seattle,

paintings, has arrived in Los Ange-
as a result of an engagement by

First National.

Arthur S. Kane, president of the

Arthur S. Kane Corporation, is en

route for the Coast. Richard Wil-
lis, general manager of the Charles

Ray Productions, will meet Mr.
Kane at San Francisco.

Charles Ray will serve as director

as well as star in his new release,

entitled " Scrap Iron." Albert Ray
will assist the star in the directo-

rial work. " Scrap Iron " is anad-
aptation of a fight story by Charles
Van Loan and centers around a

prize-fighting contest. A big arena
has been built at the Ray studio

for this production. The cast in-

cludes Vera Steadman, who has
been borrowed from the Christie

Films; Lydia Knott, Tom O'Brien,
Tom Wilson, Stanton Heck and
Lloyd Whitlock.

Katherine MacDonald and her
company have finished the filming

of " Conscience " under the direc-
tion of J. A. Barry. This picture
will introduce a new leading man
to the screen in the person of David
Winter.

King Vidor has made three addi-
tions to his organization. Arthur
Kay, formerly orchestra director
at Grauman's theatre has been en-
gaged to prepare incidental music
for "The Jackknife Man" and
forthcoming Vidor productions. S.

A. Baldridge for eight years art

director for the American Com-
pany at Santa Barbara becomes
technical director and Ted Le
Berthon, former publicity man for
Grauman's theatre, is placed in

charge of the publicity department.
Marshall Neilan company film-

ing " Not a Drum Was Heard

"

has been back from a trip to Glacier
Park, Montana, for the past week,
and are now working at the Holly-
wood studios. While in the north-
west Neilan made scenes of fron-
tiermen's warfare with Indians
from the basket of a baby blimp
dirigible. The cast for this is as

follows : James Kirkwood, Pat
O'Malley. Wesley Barry, Majorie
Daw.
Telegrams from Louis B. Mayer

to Sol Lesser, local representative

of First National, are to the effect

that Anita Stewart will reach Los
Angeles within the next ten days.

The Mayer staff is now preparing
working script and having sets

built for a production to be made
under the direction of Edwin
Carewe. The play will be " The
Tornado," from the novel by Jane
Marfin, author of " Lilac Time."

Quality and Service

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.
Opposite West 129th Street Ferry

F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
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Work is progressing at the

Charles Ray studio on the filming

of the James Whitcomb Ril«y

poem, " The 01' Swimmin' Hoic
A number of children have been
engaged for this production and a

school has been opened at the pro-

ducing plant. Joseph de Grasse is

the director of this.

Actual filming of " The Girl in

the Taxi " from the stage success

by Anthony Mars was begun at

the Chaplin studio by Mr. and Mrs.
Carter de Haven who are working
under the direction of Lloyd Ingra-

ham.
Allan Holubar continues editing

his first First National contribution,

starring Dorothy Phillips " Man,
Woman, Marriage." This play is

now reduced to eleven reels and
the final editing will be completed
within the next ten days or two
weeks.
The third of the MacDonald sis-

ters Merriam is to make her
screen debut in the next Katherine
MacDonald First National picture

now in the making, under the di-

rection of J. A. Barry. Mary
MacLaren, the first of the three
sisters to play for the screen, is

now with Cosmopolitan Produc-
tions working at an eastern studio.

During the absence of Henry
Lehrman, who is in the east, Roy
del Ruth is continuing with pro-
duction of the fifth Lehrman
comedy. This has Billie Richie
and Charlotte Dawn as principals.

Seven lions are used in this sub-
ject which promises to be a sensa-
tional thriller.

UNIVERSAL
The gigantic Monte Carlo set

erected by Erich Von Stroheim at

Monterey, Cal., for his production,
" Foolish Wives," has been com-
pleted. The set is estimated to have
cost one hundred thousand dollars.

Scenes involving four hundred
people will be taken at Monterey
next week when this set will be
used.

J. P. McGowan has been assigned
as the director of Frank Mayo in

his forthcoming picturization of
Max Brand's story, "Tiger." The
cast includes Walter Long, Henry
Barrows, Eleanor Hancock and
others.

Rolin Sturgeon will direct Carmel
Myers in " The White Peacock
Feather." The scenes for this pro-
duction are laid in New York and
Paris.

Tod Browning, who directed

Priscilla Dean in her latest pro-
duction for Universal, " Outside the

Law," is now engaged in the edit-

ing of this picture. He will later

dramatize the picture-play for pro-

duction on the stage.

Universal has purchased Helen
Christine's story. " It's Never Too
Late to Mend," as a starring vehicle

for Eva Novak. Leo McCarey, as-

sistant to Tod Browning, will direct

the picturization of this story.
" Under False Colors " has been

selected for Priscilla Dean's next
starring vehicle for Universal.

Stuart Paton will direct Miss Dean
in this picture. This will be re-

leased as a Universal-Jewel special.

The following picture productions
are now in the editing room

:

" White Youth," starring Edith
Roberts and directed by Norman
Dawn ;

" Out of the Sunset," star-

ring Eva Novak and directed by
Stuart Paton ;

" Money Mad," star-

ring Carmel Myers and directed by
Marcel de Sano, and " Risky Busi-

ness," starring Gladys Walton and
directed by Harris B. Harris.
The following productions are

now in the making :
" Gold and the

Woman," Reeves Eason directing;
" Lone Awful Night," a Lyons-
Moran comedy, and " Burnt Em-
bers," starring Harry Carey and
directed by Val Paul. In the short-

subject field, Hoot Gibson has filmed
" Dawg Gone," a two-reel Western.
Vin Moore has just finished a
screen satire on " Romeo and
Juliet " and is now engaged on a
similar version of " Way Down
East."

Companies are also busy at the

L-Ko studios on current comedy
productions. The subjects being
filmed at the present time together
with the directors in charge are

given as follows :
" The Hotel

Hermit," William Watson; "The
Fire-Bug," Jack Duffey ;

" The
Fearful Finish," Tom Buckingham

;

" Stuffed Lions," Chuck Reinsar,

and " Cow-Pasture Pool," James
Davis.

GOLDWYN
The cast for Goldwyn's picturiz-

ation of Gertrude Atherton's orig-

inal story for the screen, " Noblesse
Oblige," includes Mabel Julienne
Scott, Lewis Stone, Charles Clarry,

R. D. MacLean, Kate Lester, Ar-
thur Hoyt, Josephine Crowell, Dar-
rell Foss, Norman Gordon and

Richard Tucker. The continuity

writer is Lewis Sherwin, and Wal-
lace Worsley is the director. The
story is laid in San Francisco of the

days of eighteen sixty-eight.

The next production to be made
by Reginald Barker under the Gold-
wyn auspices is announced to be
" Snow Blindness." J. G. Hawks is

handling the continuity for this new
Reginald Barker picture.

The resumption of the presidency
of the organization by Samuel
Goldwyn has led to no changes at

the West Coast studios. It is ex-
pected that Mr. Goldwyn will ac-

company Abraham Lehr on the lat-

ter's return to the Coast from New
York City.

Preparatory work has been
started for several productions at

the Goldwyn plant and a Chinese
street set is being built for " The
Water Lily," which is to be made
by Frank Lloyd from the Gouver-
neur Morris original play, and a
" Boxer " massacre will take place

on this set.

Director E. Mason Hopper of the

Goldwyn Company, producing Mis-
ter and Miserable Jones, is at Cata-
lina Island for two weeks, where
fifty bathing girls will be used for
beach scenes.

An interesting set now in con-
struction at Goldwyn studio is an
exact reproduction of famous Five
Points in New York City. Around
this many scenes will be made for
" Noblesse Oblige," the Gertrude
Atherton original play being di-

rected by Wallace Worsley.

The Rex Beach story of the
" Mafia " laid in New Orleans and
Sicily, originally published under
the title of "The Vendetta," is now
being adapted for the screen and is

to be known as " The Net."

J. G. Hawks, who for the past
year has served as head of the
Goldwyn scenario department, has
signed a long-term contract to con-
tinue in this capacity, which is a
high tribute to the ability of Mr.
Hawks. During the past year he
has personally edited the scripts for
" Earthbound," " The Penalty,"
" The Branding Iron," " Godless
Men," and " Bunty Fulls the
Strings."

METRO
Jackie Saunders has been engaged

by Metro to play the leading mascu-
line role opposite Viola Dana i;*

her forthcoming vehicle, entitled
" Sorrentina."

Dallas Fitzgerald has been se-'

lected to direct the forthcoming p:o-
duction of " What's th>; Matter with
Marriage? " The picture will be pre-
sented with an all-star cast. Nigel
Barrie has been engaged for the
lead in this production. Other im-
portant players to appear in the

cast are Milton Sills and Ora
Carewe. The company left this

week for Bakersfield where two
weeks will be spent in " shooting

"

the initial scenes.

The final exteriors for the Metro
super-special, " The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse," have been
taken by Director Rex Ingraham.
Nine thousand people took part

in the great battle scenes repre-

senting the Second Battle of the

Marne. Two weeks will be re-

quired to complete the interiors

which are now being filmed at

Metro's studios.

Lenore Leonard has been engaged
to play the part of the wise chorus-
girl in the supporting cast of
"Mother Love." This picture serves

as the new starring vehicle of Alice
Lake and is being directed by Wes-
ley Ruggles.
Robert Edeson is now playing in

support of May Allison in the new
Metro production, " Are Wives to

Blame?" It is planned to attach

Mr. Edeson to Metro's directorial

staff upon the completion of this

picture.

In answer to an article appearing

in a local newspaper Marcus Loew
issued a statement denying there

would be a shake up in the person-
nel of the Metro west coast studios.

The story emphatically stated that

Bayard Veillers was to be " let out
"

and Mr. Loew answers this by say-

ing Veillers has placed his name to

a renewal contract which provides

he shall remain with Metro for a'

long time. At the present time

Veillers is in the east securing ad-

ditional stories for Metro. Mr.
Loew left the early part of this

week for San Francisco and after

spending several days with Acker-
man and Harris, his west coast rep-

resentatives will visit Sacramento
where he is building a new theatre.

" Aphrodite," the speaking stage

production which was shown in New
York last season is to serve as the

next vehicle for Mme. Nazimova
who has returned to Hollywood
after spending several weeks in the

east. The continuity is now being

written and Ray Smallwood who
has directed Nazimova in the past

two subjects has been selected as

director in this production.
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F. P. LASKY
Cecil DeMille's next production

for Paramount will have an all-star

cast, including Wallace Reid, Gloria
Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Theodore
Roberts, Wanda Hawley, Theodore
Kosloff and Julia Gay.
George Melford has completed

the filming of the last scenes for
" The Faith Healer."

Wallace Reid and his company
arc now at Yoscmite Park engaged
in the producing of Frank Spear-
man's story which was published
under the title of " The Daughter
of a Magnate." Mr. Reid is being
directed in this picture by Frank
Urson, who was formerly assistant-

director to Cecile DeMille.

BRUNTON
Ted Sloman has been engaged

by the J. L. Frothingham Produc-
tions to make a series of all-star

subjects. The continuity for the

first of this series is being written

at the present time.

When Margaret De La Mott com-
pletes her present contract for two
pictures with Fairbanks, she will be

starred by J. L. Frothingham.
Lon Chaney, Emery Johnston and

Harry Duffield have been added to

the cast supporting Betty Compson
in her third production. Arthur
Rosson is directing this picture.

The Betty Compson company is

now engaged in filming scenes at
Pleasanton.
The Eastern offices of the Federal

Photoplays, Inc., are to be moved
to the Robert Brunton studios.
President C. A. Weeks arrived in

Los Angeles this week.
T. Hayes Hunter has been en-

gaged by the Dial Film Company
to direct its forthcoming production,
titled " The Light in the Clearing,"
adapted from the popular novel by
Irving Bachcllor.

Work is progressing satisfactorily

on Benjamin Hampton's new pro-
duction, " There Was a King in

Egypt." under the direction of
Howard Hickman: The company is

now in the Mojave Desert where
two weeks will be spent in taking
exteriors for this production.

UNITED
ARTISTS

Frances Marion has written both
the original story and the continuity
for Mary Pickford's new stellar

vehicle, titled " Rags, Tags and
Bobtail." Miss Marion will also

direct the picturization of her story.

Members for the supporting cast

are now being selected.

The release title for Douglas
Fairbanks' new production will be
" The Mark of Zarro." This pic-

ture was originally named " The
Curse of Capistriano " and was
adapted from Johnston McCulley's
story-play of the same name. The

production will consist of eight
reels. It contains fewer titles than
any of Fairbanks' previous releases.
Fred Niblo is now editing the nega-
tive which runs to 100,000 feet. The
release of " The Mark of Zarro

"

is scheduled for December. Fair-
banks will make one more picture
before starting on his European
trip. It is expected that he will
leave for Europe about the first of
February.

INCE
William A. Sciter, who directed

" The Kentucky Colonel," has been
engaged to direct Douglas MacLean.

Jack Nelson, who formerly di-

rected Douglas MacLean, has been
assigned to the production of a
number of dramatic subjects..

The final scenes for " Lying
Lips," the new special which
Thomas Ince is making under the
auspices of the Associated Produc-
ers, are now being filmed at San
Pedro.

INDEPENDENT
FILM ASSO.

Independent Films Association
after disruption to organization as

the result of moving to new pro-

ducing quarters the several units

making films for the Independent
Films Association are at work on

space at the Francis Ford studios in
Hollywood.
The Neal Hart Company is be-

tween pictures as Hart and James
Dayton are at work on the contin-
uity for his next production which
will be " The Land of Living
Death." This subject is to follow
" Skyfire " w hich has been com-
pleted and is ready for distribution.
The Pinacle Comedy Company,

headed by Leo White as featured
comedian, are at work on " The
Jazz Cafe." Many of the scenes
for this are centered about a gor-
geous cabaret set and the comedy
will show a contrast between the
cafes of today and the cafes of pre-
prohibition days. Ollie Moore and
K. L. Eagon are to succeed John
West as director of Pinacle Come-
dies.

SELIG
Bertram Backen, director of

" Kazan," adapted from James
Oliver Curwood's novel of the
same name, is now doing the final
editing on this subject, which will
shortly be ready for the market.
Plans now being made by Colonel
W. N. Selig, provide that Backen
will shortly begin the making of
another special production.
The sixth of the Franklin Far-

ruirn five-reel features, titled, "Who
Wins," is now in the making, un-
der the direction of Webster Col-
lison. Wm. E. Wing, in charge of
the Selig scenario department, is

author of the story and continuity
for this subject.

Our Motto: All the News, g& If it's News, When it's News

Generally fair.

Charles Chaplin is coming
west.
Henry Lehrman is in New

York.
Norris Bumpers is back in

town.
Anita Stewart is coming to

town next week.
Mildred Harris Chaplin is

back home.
Fjorence Turner is vaca-

tioning in the mountains.
Bill D. Taylor is back from

hunting grizzly bears. We
said—back.

Virginia Fox, of the Keaton
comedies, makes her own
clothes.
Corney Vanderbilt is play-

ing around the studios this
week.
Seena Owen refuses to wear

a wig for a screen production.
Universal has a tiger that is

too mean to live, so they had
a story written, " The Tiger,"
and Frank Mayo is going to
kill the beast.
While at Glacier Park the

Indians ins'«*(*H Mrtnn Wont-
ing craps with Marshall Nei-
lan for the hand of Mariorie
Daw.

Neal Burns is captain of the
fire department for a Christie
comedy, and to think Neal
doesn't even smoke.

$40,000 worth of precious
contents from bottles and
kegs were poured into a Los
Angeles sewer.

Doraldina has been taking
up baseball and she thinks it

is good athletics for a dancer.
Vi and Shirley have pur-

chased riding horses so they
can go, even if the price of
gasoline does go up.
Ben Hampton has moved his

office from his residence to
his garage and harmony reigns
at his household.

Alice Lake picked out a
beaut of a honeymooning spot
in the San Bernardino moun-
tains, and the company was to
work there—but it snowed
that night.

-

Harry Cooper, mermaid
cameraman, has three sisters
and a mother who are act-
resses, but Harry insists upon
staying at the camera's crank.
Universal City has received

$12,000 worth of plate glass
for a Von Stroheim set for
" Foolish Wives," which might

mean rolling pins are going to

fly.

Sid Smith learned to talk

the sign language proficiently
when a boy and attributes
part of his screen ability to

this training.

For the first time in the his-

tory of our waste basket a
press agent has sent in a story
telling about an actress secur-
ing a divorce from her non-
supporting husband. We don't
deal in dirt, therefore, we
won't tell you her name.
One of Maurice Tourneur's

Indians had a talk with one of
his former tribesmen now in

the Happy Hunting Grounds
and was advised that Harding
would be elected.

May Allison takes up her
spare time in designing her
own clothes. The costumes
she has for "Are Wives to
Blame? " were made under her
personal direction.

Scott Fitzgerald needed a
scene of a number of freckled
marbles showing seven and the
stories come to this office that
it took the company all after-
noon to get the right spots up,
Charles Ray needed the

use of a swimmin' hole and
the profiteering landlord made
him pay a year's rental for

making a few scenes there.

The man lives near Beverly
Hills.
Albert Shelby Le Vino has

been congratulated time and
again this week because
Tally's Broadway ran two pic-

tures he wrote the continuity
for in succession. The titles

are " The Hope " and "Black-
mail."
Mickey Neilan learned that

Two Gun White Caps, an In-
dian, posed for the engraving
of the U. S. nickel and Mickey
engaged him right away,
knowing that it would not be
necessary for this man to send
out photographs. Economy is

the watchword in the produc-
ing field today.
Old Man Tough Luck visit-

ed the Ince studio this week,
burnt the whiskers off of L.
y. Frank, let a heavy spot
light fall on an extra woman,
and sprained the ankles of
three or four extras who were
working in shipwreck scenes,
to say nothing of stealing the
rabbit's foot from the colored
doorman.

HERE AND
THERE

The Capitol Double Day Pro-
ductions have doubled their studio
capacity and will begin work nevt
week filming a new series of fifteen
two-reel Westerns, in which Fritzie
Ridgeway will be featured. Robert
Burns has been engaged to play the
lead and T. C. Jack to play the
heavy role. L. S. McKee and
Harry Moody will co-direct.

Lester Cunio will resume produc-
tion work on the Coast December
1st. He is planning to turn out
five-reel features.

B. D. Russell of the Russell,
Grevier Russell organization with
headquarters in Chicago, is due to
arrive in Los Angeles this week He
is making this trip to the Coast for
the purpose of establishing an
office for the company in Los
Angeles.
Andrew Callaghan is now on his

way to the East. Beatrice Van has
been appointed as the head of the
scenario department for the Andrew
Callaghan-Bessy Love organization.
Production work on " Penny of
Top-Hill Trail " was completed in'

two weeks. Arthur Berthelet di-
rected this production.
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(Continued from page 3752)

On Tuesday evening, November 2,

Manager Clarence Robson arranged for

a special news bulletin service by direct
wire to the theatre for the announcing
of United States election results.

the British Columbia Government itself

has been producing a series of Pacific

Coast scenics. These releases have been

received with mingled feelings apparent-

ly however, because the Vancouver
World has declared :

" The B. C. Gov-

ernment continues to wish its educ-

ational films on the long suffering pub-

lic. The film is good in every detail

except photography, sub-titles and edit-

ing.'''

The extension of Allen theatre inter-

ests to various parts of the world, in

addition to Great Britain and the

United States, is apparently contem-
plated by the Aliens of Toronto, On-
tario, according to an announcement by

Mr. Ben Allen, father of Messrs. Jule

and J. J. Allen and head of the Allen

moving picture enterprises in the Do-
minion. Mr. Ben Allen recently re-

turned from a business tour through
Canada to the Pacific Coast and he an-

nounced that he would shortly under-

take a business trip around the world
for the purpose of studying the develop-

ment of the moving picture business in

all civilized countries. He declared

that he would be accompanied by his

nephew, Mr. I. H. Allen, on the long
journey.

The Aliens recently reorganized their

theatre and film distributing interests

by the establishment of the Allen The-
atres, Ltd., with headquarters in To-
ronto. Their, chain of more than fifty

theatres, film agencies and distributing

offices all come under the jurisdiction of

the new company, but their activities are

controlled by the same policies as be-

fore and the Aliens also retain charge
of operations.

Mr. Rex Beach, one of the " Eminent
Authors " associated with Mr. Samuel
Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pic-

tures Corporation, and his wife, Mrs.
Beach, were prominent visitors in Ot-
tawa, the Qanadian Capital, for several
days during the week of October 25.

During an interview Mr. Beach de-
clared that the Canadian backwoods
afforded endless opportunity for the sce-

nario writer and also many strong loca-
tions for the moving picture producer.
The party of which Mr. Beach was a
member left Ottawa for Kazabazua,
Quebec, in the heart of the French-
Canadian Hinterland, on October 30 in

order to be right on the scene for the
opening of the hunting season.

A new policy was adopted for the
new Loew Uptown theatre, Toronto,
Ontario, to start with the week of No-
vember 1. This house, which, with its

3,300 seats, is classed as the second
largest theatre in Canada, was opened
on September 27 with an all-picture
policy. Numerous screen stars and Mr.
Loew himself were present at the for-

mal opening. The theatre will continue
to offer moving pictures entirely, with
high-class orchestration, but the pro-
grammes under the new arrangement
will be changed twice weekly in place
of weekly, while the prices have been re-
duced. Night prices have dropped from
40c. to 30c, while matinee prices have
gone from 25c. to 20c. Practically all

other large moving picture theatres in
Toronto have raised admission prices
slightly since September 1.

An unusual film engagement in To-
ronto, Ontario, was the presentation of
the special production, " Earthbound,"
at Massey Hall for one week starting
Thursday, November 4, at prices rang-
ing from 25c. to $1.00. Announcement
was made that the feature was being
presented under the direct auspices of
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and
under the immediate direction of
Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen, who hold
the Goldwyn distribution rights for the
Dominion.

Charlie Rogers blew into town last

Wednesday and brought a lot of good
cheer with him. His stay was short,

however, and he left the next day for

the east.

Announcement has been made regard-
ing the re-organization of theatre, ex-
change and film contract holdings of
Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen in Canada,
the United Kingdom and the United
States. These interests have been placed
under the jurisdiction of " Allen Thea-
tres, Limited " but emphasis is placed on
the fact that the same management, pol-
icy and control as before will be main-
tained. The new company has been
formed to extend the present holdings
and to take advantage of the broader
fields which has been opened, it is de-
clared. No less than fifty-two theatres
in which the Aliens hold from 50 to 100
per cent of ownership are affected by the
change, and the seating accommodation
of these houses totals 51,862. In addi-
tion to these there are six theatres under
construction in Canada and the United
States which will seat 13,200, while sites
have been acquired in Detroit, Mich.,
Halifax, N. S., and Niagara Falls, On-
tario, for new houses which will accom-
modate 5,960 people. The total capacity
of all Allen theatres, present and pro-
jected, reaches 71,022.

The health feature, " Open Your
Eyes," was repeated at the Strand the-
atre, Toronto, during the week of No-
vember 1, this being the second week
of the engagement. Official announce-
ment was made that the actual attend-
ance during the first week of the run
at the Strand was 42,301, this being a
new record for the large downtown the-
atre.

The Canadian Department of Trade
and Commerce has received intimation
that a number of British films, dealing
with British industries and products, and
special releases containing messages of
good will. from prominent leaders and ex-
pressions of opinion from leading news-
papers of the United States and England,
will be distributed in Canada and else-
where for free exhibition under the au-
spices of the Anglo-American Unity
League.

A great galaxy of moving-picture cel-
ebrities attended the formal opening of
the new Loew Uptown theatre in To-
ronto, Ontario, on September 20. These
included Bert Lytell, Herbert Rawlinson,
Montagu Love, Dolores Cassinelli and
Carol Dempster. Mr. Marcus Loew,
himself, was also present and made a
brief speech.

CLEVELAND

One of the biggest deals in the local
movie world was consummated this week,
when M. B. Horwitz bought the Shaw-
Hayden theatre, and the three-story
building of which the theatre is a vital
feature. The deal means the transfer of
a quarter of a million dollars, and es-
tablishes Mr. Horwitz as a leading mo-
tion picture theatre owner and exhibitor
in Cleveland. The Shaw-Hayden is the
fifth large first-run picture house now
owned and operated by Horwitz. The
others are the Southern, Amphion, Foun-
tain, Globe and Haltnorth.
The Shaw-Hayden occupies a large

area on Hayden Ave. The first floor has
four stores in addition to the 800-seat
theatre. The second floor is being used
as a private dance hall. The third floor
has been leased for lodge purposes.
The Shaw-Hayden building has been

in a state of incompletion for the past
six months. Mr. Horwitz has put a
crew of men to work and expects to
have the whole structure completed be-
fore winter. The theatre was the only-
part of the building that was altogether
finished. J. J. Mellert, a large stock-
holder in the Shaw-Hayden building, and
former lesee of the house, has been re-
tained as manager.

Milton Crandall of- Pittsburgh, has pur-
chased " Mickey " and " The Spoilers "

for Ohio.

The law suit between the Stillman
Theatre interests of Cleveland and the

Associated First National Pictures Com-
pany was closed this week when Judge
David H. Thomas handed down a deci-

sion in favor of the Stillman theatre, de-

claring that the Loew-Stillman interests

are entitled to an injunction to prevent
the first exhibition in other theatres, of

films for which the Stillman company
had held a contract for first-run display.

The controversy arose when First Na~-

tional refilsed to abide by their original

contract with the Stillman theatre, where-
by first showings of the Norma Tal-
madge, Constance Talmadge, Charles
Chaplin and Charles Ray pictures take
place at the Stillman theatre. First Na-
tional contended that the increased sal-

aries paid these stars, subsequent to the
signing of the original contract with the

Stillman theatre, necessitated a new con-
tract for more money than the first con-
tract called for.

The Gordon Square, Detroit Ave. and
West 65th street, one of the largest
houses on the west side of Cleveland,
has just been purchased from Scovill and
Essick by William Shapiro. Shapiro has
been manager of the local Fox exchange
for the past two years. He resigned to
get into the exhibiting end of the in-
dustry.

Word was being spread all over town
last week that the Schumann-Fein-Kra-
mer motion picture theatre interests in

Cleveland have been extended to include
the new Five Points theatre, a new
house at St. Clair avenue and East 152d
street, which will soon be ready to open.
Messrs. Schumann-Fein and Kramer
have bought an interest in the new
house, erected by John Kalafat, who will

retain a big share of interest for him-
self. Kalafat will manage the theatre
personally. This makes the fifth big
first-run motion picture threatre in rtie

city to come under the Schuman-Fein-
Kramer policy,, the others being the
Dennison Square, Dennison avenue and
West 25th street; Vale, St. Clair Avenue
and East 81st Street; Savoy, St. Clair
and East 103d Street, and the Jewel, St.

Clair and East 123d Street.

R. E. Flagler, who several years ago,
was assistant manager at the local World'
Film exchange under C. A. Thompson,
has come back as special feature sales-
man for Pathe. Monday of last week he
took up his new duties.

E. C. Miller, who has gained a wide
experience as a member of the sales de-
partment of the Goodyear Rubber Com-
pany in Akron, has joined the local
Metro sales force, and is now covering
the eastern Ohio territory.

Harry, Jack and Ezra Skirboll, all of
the Ohio exchange for Educational
Films, has deserted Cleveland in favor
of Cincinnati.

Edmund Manley, of the Western Pic-
tures Exploitation Company of Los An-
geles, representing Sol Lesser, was
among Cleveland's prominent visitors
last week. Among other things, Mr.
Manley arranged with Federated Ex-
change for the distribution of five five-

reel features, names of which are to be
announced shortly. From Cleveland,
Mr. Manley went to Pittsburgh.

The Federated Film Exchange Com-
pany has become an active working en-
tity with the appointment of Joseph P.

Lefkowitz as manager of the Cleveland
exchange. Mr. Lefkowitz is known from
one end of Ohio to the other, as being
one of the conscientious film men who
also sees the exhibitor's side of a propo-
sition. For the past two years he has
associated with the local Fox Film Ex-
change in a sales capacity.

National Film Service is the newest in-

dependent exchange to join the Cleveland
him colony. L. Levenson is the man be-
hind the National Film Service. He has
offices in Cincinnati and Indianapolis in
addition to the newly created Cleveland
office. H. A. Wagner of Indianapolis
has been named manager of the local
office, which, at the present time is

located at 305 Sloan building. The Ohio
exchange will distribute in Ohio and
Kentucky a series of five two-reelers fea-
turing Helen Gibson ; a series of eight
two-reel westerners with Wallace Co-
burn; "Witch's Lure," a five reel fea-
ture with a big cast including Augustus
Phillips and Gene Gautier, beside a quan-
tity of re-issued westerns and single
reel comedies.

Victor and Fred Schram of Ohio Film
Classic, 512 Sloan building, Cleveland,
announce the purchase of Woman Un-
tamed." a six-reel drama featuring
Doraldina. for distribution in all of Ohio
and Kentucky, from Elmer McGovern.

E. C. Blakeman, erstwhile manager in
the Cleveland Pathe office, left town last
week to take up the managerial duties of
the Buffalo Pathe exchange.

Owen J. Bannon and Ralph Reisenger,
exhibitors from Elyria, Ohio, have sim-
plified the motion picture business by
doing away with all competition. Ban-
non and Reisenger own all of Lorain's
motion picture theatres, of which there
are four. These are the American, Co-
lonial, Strand and Dreamland. They're
all first run houses, located downtown
on the main street.
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as

well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.

AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. t>

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) 5

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak) 5

Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) 5

Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) 5

"TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) S

The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) 5

The Unseen Witness (Glen White) 5

The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White) 5

Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hovie) IS

The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS

Episodes.

WESTERN DRAMAS
Blued Trail Prods, (one every other week)... 2
Lone StarWeiterns (one every other week) 2

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one a month) 2
XLNT (Ardath) 2
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera) . 1

ASSOCLATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
The Magic Life ( Peters-Vidor) 6

Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6

MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin) S

4YWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase) 6

Evolution of Man (Special Cast) 6

Woman of Mystery (Cunard Ford) 5

When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) S

Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) 5

HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 2
Sheriff's Dilemma 2
Brothers 2

His Desperate Deed 2

JOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2

Three of a Kind 2
Stone Quarry Romance 2

Too Much Garlic ' 2

C. B. C. FILM SALES
State Rights

The Victim 6

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Sept. 2—All Balled Up 2

Aug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
Aug. 5—Some Champs 2
July 22—Wild, Wild Women 2
July 8—Stung Again 2
June 24—Back on the Farm 2

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler every two weeks.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap 2

A Traitor's Vengeance 2
The Girl of the West 2
Almost an Outlaw 2
The Avenging Trail 2

Western Rays 2
Shadows of the Past 2
A Fight to a Finish 2

LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson 5

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
( A t State Right Exchanges)

THE GUMPS
Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson 1

Flat Hunting 1

Andv Visits His Mama in-Law 1

Andy Plavs Golf 1

A Quiet Day at Home 1

Andy on a Diet 1

Andy's Wash Day 1

Andy's Night Out 1

Andy and Min at the Theatre 1

Andy Visits the Osteopath 1

Andy on Skates 1

Andy's Mother in-Law Pays Him a Visit 1

Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest 1

Andy Redecorates His Flat 1

Andy the Model 1

Accidents Will Happen 1

Howdy Pardner 1

There's A Raisen 1

Ship Ahoy 1

The Toreador 1

The Broilers 1

Andy Fights the High Cost of Living 1

Militant Min 1

Ice Box Episodes 1

Wim and Wigor 1

Equestrian 1

Andy the Hero 1

Andy's Picnic 1

Andy the Chicken Fancier I

Andy the Actor 1

Andy on the Beach 1

Andy on Pleasure Bent 1

At Shady Rest 1

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) 6

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy) 2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers) 1

The Dying Swan (Skating) 1

Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics) 1

The Flying De Armands 1

Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1

Hundeller (Balancing) 1

Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(Released Through Educational Film Bmchanget)

CHESTER COMEDIES
The Big Show 2
An Overall Hero 2
Four Times Foiled 2

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Don't Blame the Stork (Harry Gribbon) 2
Seven Bald Pates (Bobby Vernon) 2
Out For the Night (Eddie Barry) 2
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon) 2
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher) 2

TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy In High 2
Torchy (Johnny Hines) 2
Torchy Comes Through (Johnnie Hines) 2
MERMAID COMEDIES
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) 2
Dynamite (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rae) 2
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
SPECIALS
Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home Runs 1
Valley of 10,000 Smokes 1

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
By Schooner to Skagway 1
The Castaway 1
Solitude I

Wanderlust 1

The Song of the Paddle 1

The Log of Laviajera 1

The Great Mirror 1

Hope of Adventure 1

CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Seven League Booters 1

Too Much Overhead 1

The Trail of Wedontcarewhere 1

The Tamer the Wilder 1

Wooly Bits and Monkey Hit9 1

SCREENICS
They All Turned Turtle—Family Trees 1

Chosen Waters—South Sea Naiads 1

Great American Yawn—Getting His Angora 1

Foam Fantasies 1

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) 6
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) <
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) 6
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives fHouse Feters)...6
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Y^ung) T

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH
PARAMOTTNTARTCRAFT
Nov. 28—A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothv Dal-

ton) 4736
Nov. 78—Tdols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.).
Nov. 21—Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 4495

Nov. 21—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). 5586
Nov. 14—Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett-

Ince Prod.) 4539
Nov. 14—Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) 510-1

Nov. 7—Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4862
Nov. 7—Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.). 6556
Uct. 31—An Old-r-ashiuucU Hoy (luce froa.-

Chas. Ray) 4617
Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Uct. 24—A Full House (.Bryant Washburn) 42U0
Oct. 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 5526
Oct. 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.). 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

Oct. 3—The Jail Bird (Ince. Prod.-Douglas Mac-
Lean) 4961

Oct. 3—Something to Think About (C. B. De-
Mille Prod.) 7000

Sept.—Little Miss Rebellion (Dorothy Gish) 4835
Sept.—Civilian Cloth (Thomas Meighan-Hugh) . .5267
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton) 4667
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton) 4667
AKTCKAET
June—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382
PAKAMUUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 21—His Wedding Night 2
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue) t

PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Nov. 28—A Fireside Brewer 2
Nov. 14—Fickle Fancy 2
Oct. 31—Movie ians i

Oct 17—My Goodness 2

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec 28—Housecleaning i

Dec. 21—Those Distant Cousins
Dec. 7—After the Circus 1

PARAMOUNT DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Spirits 2
Sept. 12—Kids Is Kids 2
Aug. 29—Never Again 3

PARAMOUNTHOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 28—Land of the Tin Millionaires 1

Nov. 21—Around About Manila 1

Nov. 14—Pyrenean Perspectives 1

Nov. 7—The Port of Penang 1

Oct. 17—Nature's Contrasts i

P ARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Nov. 21—Kilawea Volcano Eruption 1

Oct. 17—Winter Sports at St. Moritz
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Nov. 7—A Setting of Ages 1

Oct. 10—The Cloud i

Sept. 5—From a Piscatorial Angle 1

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Nov. 28—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon.... 1

Nov. 21—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan Cartoon.... 1

Nov. 14—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon 1

Nov. 7—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon . 1

Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 3
Bonnie May (Bessie Love) 5

MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird 2
His Naughty Night 2
Nearly Married 2
A Bedroom Scandal 2

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights 1

Winning a Widow 1

Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog 1

School for Skirts 1

The Painter 1

Bone Dry Blues 1

FTRST NATTONAT EXCHANGES
'

Nov. 29—Dinty (Wesley Barn-)
Nov. 29—Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22—Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's)

.

Nov. 22—Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-
madge) 5118

v-iv. s_T'-» TV-r- Garden (Lionel Barrymore) . WOO
Nov. 1—Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin) 6
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven) 5
Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray) 6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason) 2
The Kirk in High Life (Lehrman) 2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore) 6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart) 6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald) 5
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan) 7
Good References (Constance Talmadge) 6

Release Information Continued on Page 3781
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Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray)....

6

Jack-Knife Man (King Vidor) 6
Notorious Airs. Leslie (Katherine MacDonald; 5

The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge) S

Go and Get It (Marshall Neilan) 7

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast) 8
Skirts (Special Cast) 6
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Over the Hill (Special Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) 7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast) 7
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast) 7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear) 7
If I Were King (William Farnum) 7
The White Moll (Pearl White) 7

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers 6
Drag Harlan 6
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Mountain Woman 6
The Tiger's Cub 6
The Thief 6

TOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails 6
The Texan 6
The Untamed 6
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider 5
The Challenge of the Law . 5
The Man Who Dared 5

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Flame of the Yukon 6
Chin Toy 6
Girl of My Heart 6
Merely Mary Ann 6
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen 5
The Plunger 5
Number 17 5
From New On 5

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Just Pals (Buck Jones) 5
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) S
The Rangers (Buck Jones) 5
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy) 5
Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones) 5
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely) 5
SERIALS
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) 2
FOX NEWS
Twice a Week 1

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
An Elephant's Nightmare 2
Hold Me Tight 2
His Noisy Still 2
Pretty Lady 2
Chase Me 2
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
AH Wrong 2
Kiss Me Quick 2
The Huntsman 2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Hypnotist J£
The Papoose 54
On the Hip y2
Northwoods y2
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up y2A Hard Luck Santa Claus yi
Gum Shoe Work y2
Home Brew y2
The Medicine Man yt
Farm Efficiency y2
»

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At Stntf Pinht Prrhnnaes)

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle) 6
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) 6
Branded (Josephine Earle) 6
The Sinker (Special Cast) 6
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle) 6
Husbandi and Wives (Vivian Martin) 0

SERIALS
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2
Tuesdays—Gaumont News 1

Fridays—Ganmotit Graphic 1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 6475
The Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .4600
The Man Who Had Evervthing (Jack Pickford) . . 5198
Officer 666 (Tom Moore) 5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349
His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) 5947
The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569

Re

Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogera) 5

The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand) 5

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick) 5

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725
Going borne (Rex Beatnj
BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar Camps Out 2
Edgar's Sunday Courtship 2
Edgar Takes the Cake 2
Edgar's Jona Day 2

CAPITOL COMEDIES
Aug. 29—In and Out (Flanagan -and Edwards) 2

Aug. 15—His Wife's Husband (Flanagan and Ed-
wards) 2

Aug. 1—The Road to Ruin (Flanagan and Edwards). 2

July 18—A Counter Plot (Buddy Post) 2
July 4—Mum's the Word (Buddy Post) 2
June 20—A Money Mixup (Buddy Post) 2

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Oct. 10—For the Future 1

Oct. 3—Between Friends 1

Sept. 26—In the Glory of the Past 1

Sept 19—"Air" Istocracy (Bird Life) 1

Sept. 12—Having a Circus (Chicago Zoo) 1

Sept. 5—In for a Raise (Baking Powder) 1

GOLDWYN-BRA* PICTOGRAPHS
Aug. 29—This Wonderful World 1

Aug. 22—World's First Scientific Harness 1

Aug. 15—If You Could Shrink 1

Aug. 8—Eternal Nature 1

July 18—The Life History of the Pearl 1

Seeds of Vengeance (1
The Gift Supreme 4 I

Whispering Devils 5
The Victim 9
The Transgressor g
The Burning Question 8
Luring Shadows 7
Below the Deadline 5

hALL KOUM bO*S COMtuitb
Cads and Caddies 2
Stung Again 2
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm 2
Mis Fortune Hunters 2

MAJOR DAULLl RELEA StS
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1

Along the Moonbeam TraU 2

B LKL1NGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps 1

Vacation Days in Switzerland 1

From Montreux to Berness Alps 1

Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes 1

JANS PICTURES CORP.
A Woman's Business •
Love Without Question (Olive TeU) 1

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics I
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats
Kineto Reviews I

£ ^tiSrsffaYsS S3rffi^":::::::I kremer film features, vict.
GOLDWYNBRAY COMICS
Aug. 22—Shedding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) 1

Aug. 15—A Fly Guy (Happy Hooligan) 1

Aug. 8—The Rotisserie Bros. (Judge Rummy) ..... 1

Aug. 1—The Last Rose of Summer (Happy Hooli-
gan) 1

GRE1VERS EDUCAT10NALS
(CHICAGO)
Serpent's Tooth 1

Speeding Through Dixie 1

Royal Ease 1

Colossus of Roads 1

The Spirit of the Birch 1

%uds 1

Precisely as Polly 1

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)

BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC-

TURES, INC.
The Dwelling-PIace of Light (Winston Churchill) .. .7

The Sagcbr usher (Emerson Hough's) 7

The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's) .1

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

(Ben). B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Warner)
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's) •
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's) 7

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Love Madness (Louise Glaum) 7

Sex (Louise Glaum) 7

The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum) 7

Sahara (Louise Glaum) 7

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon) I

The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon) I

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird) I

Cynthia nf thr Minute (Leah Baird) •

PORFRT RPI'NTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5

The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5

No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan) S

The Dream Cheater (J Warren Kerrigan) S

NATION A I PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) 6
The Blue Bonnet < Billie Rhodes) •

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Hi« Temporary Wife (Special Cast) •

DIAL FTT.M CO PRODUCTIONS
Kin? Spruce ( Mitchell Lewis) 7

LOUTS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier ( Sheldon T-ewia) t

INnFPFNnFNT~FILMS~ASS'N!
NEAT. TTART SFPTFS
Jan. 1—Danger Valley 5

Nov. IS—SVvhre 5

Oct '.— Hell's Oasis 5

D\MF<^T TWTN« COMEDTES
Dec 1—Razzin the Jazz 2

Nov. 15—Restless Rummies 2

TNt™ r»^F\N FILM CORP.

i!

(Released on States Rights Basis)
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 5

Voices (Special Cast) C]
Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .5

The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) S

Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes) i

The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) S

Open Places (Jack Gardner) .

.

: 3
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)..

5

The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) 1

The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn).
The Man Trail (Richard Traverse)
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner)
Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall)...- I -

Broncho Billy Dramas » i
Snakeville Comedies **£H
Fables in Slang (George Ade) 1

Stripped for a Million (Crane WilDurJ S

Strife (George Le Guere) I

CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen 4

The Champion 2
Jitney Elopement 2
Work 2
By the Sea

LUBLN (BERT)
STATE RIQBTB

Honeymoon Ranch ,

METRO EXCHANGES
«rRFFN CLASSICS. Vic «PFOaTS
Dec. 27—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana)
Dec. 20—Polly With a Past (Special Cast)
Dec. 13—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast)...
Nov. 29—The Misleading Lady (Bert Lytell) .

.

Nov. 15—Someone in the House (Special Cast).
Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison)
Nov. 1—The Fatal Hour (Special Cast)
Oct. 25—Body and Soul (Alice Lake)
Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) (
Dct. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana)
Sept. 30—Clothes (Special Cast) 6

Sept. 13—The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) *
Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) <
Aug. 16—The Chorus Girl's Romance (Viola Dana). .(

Aug. 2—Held in Trust (May Allison) 6

< £. SHI RTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 21—The Little Lady of the Big House (Special

Cast) 6

Jaf) in—The Gnd of His Fathers (Special Last)
Nov. 22—The Star Rover (Special Cast) 6

Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast).t

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph 51. Schenck)

Dec. 22—The Scarecrow 2

Oct. 27—Convict 13 2

Sept. 1—One Week 2

HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) •

WZTMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6—Billions (Nazimova) I

Oct. 11—Madam Peacock (Nazimova) 7

Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Nazimova)
J

Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova)
"

T\YLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) •

Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) •

Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Tavlor Holmes) . .

.

ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Bearcat"

1
*

aar"er
'.

".'.Y.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. V. '. -6 Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) •

lease Information Continued on Page 3810
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A Simple Brick Front with White Stone Ornaments is a feature of
the Lyceum Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
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Lyceum Has Entire 1750 Seats on
One Floor

Stadium Type of Construction Employed by Architects

SEVENTEEN hundred and fifty seats

all on one floor. Not a post to cut

off the view of a single patron. All

the difficulties of securing proper ventila-

tion under a balcony entirely eliminated.

And all accomplished within an area of a

little over thirteen thousand square feet.

This is what was accomplished with

the Lyceum theatre, Cleveland's newest

and largest west side motion picture thea-

tre which is situated right in the heart of

a high-class residence section on Fulton

Road.
The Lyceum theatre is a striking look-

ing building from the outside, but the out-

side hardly prepares one for the surprises

within. The exterior is striking princi-

pally because of its severity. Everything
has been done to make it conform with

the neighborhood, and not to make it a

glaring offense to the people who see it

daily. The marquee is well lighted and
the usual theatre lights are evident from
the distance. But the posters, and the

Theatre name—The Lyceum.
City—Cleveland, Oh o.

Theatre address—Fulton Road and West
41st St.

Dimensions of theatre—75 ft. wide by 175
ft. deep.

Controlled by—Lyceum Theatre Co.
Materials used in construction—Brick.
Ventilating system—Forced air.

Lighting—Indirect.
Seats—1,750.

Projection machine used—Powers.
Length of throw—168 ft.

Kind of Screen—Crystal Bead screen,
sold by The Argus Company.

Projectionist—Roy Spellman.
Organ—Hope-Jones.
Decorations inside—Gold, ivory and old

rose.

Decorations outside—Plain brick.

Outer lobby—30 ft. x 40 ft.

Inner lobby—75 ft. x 25 ft., with foun-
tain, rest room and drinking fountain.

Architect—Wm. Koehl, Park Bldr.,
Cleveland, O.

Cost of construction—$225,003.
Manager—A. E Ptak.

stills are reserved for the outer lobby.

The outer lobby measures approximately
30 ft. x 40 ft. Both walls have sets of
frames into which the stills of the pic-

tures booked at the house are artistically

displayed. The ticket booth occupies the
centre of this lobby.

Large French doors open from the
outer lobby to the inner lobby, where the
ticket man collects his tickets. This inner
lobby looks more like the lobby of a high-
class hotel than a theatre. In the centre
of it is a big stone basin where gold fish

keep in eternal motion while the small

fountain which springs from the middle,

shines through ever changing irridescent

lights. There are eight big palms sta-

tioned at regular intervals in the inner

lobby, as well as flower stands with ferns

and native greenery. One section of this

lobby is recessed. A step down into this

recess brings you into the waiting room,

elaborately furnished in wicker up-

An auditorium and three balconies are accommodated by making use
0 loli 4°, (4 t»an»w

>/ the stadium design at the Cleveland Lyceum. This theatre boasts of ample
.t'/ji Olid L l 1.1 .. L ' II J
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kHE Major Switchboard involves a principle never before used on

manual or remote control stage switchboards.

This principle allows the working out of any desired combination of

lighting effects with ease, and the setting up of lighting changes for the acts

ahead without interference with the effects in operation at the time.

No lighting change is so complicated that it cannot be made instantly

by the operation of a single lever.

The Major Switchboard allows the controlling of any individual switch

unit, or combination of units, or even the entire board from any part of the

theatre.

All modern architects familiar with Theatre Construction specify Major
Switchboards our Theatrical Electrical Engineer, R. E. Major will be glad

to assist your architect in his specifications covering the electrical specifica-

tions.

FINKELSTEIN & KU BEN'S
New Capitol Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Rapp & Rapp, Architects, Chicago

This "Perfect Play House" just completed
is equipped throughout with FA Major
Remote Control System of Switchboards.

This system has no equal for controlling
theatre lighting.

Insist on having same in your new theatre.

At the present time the following

Capitol Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Ft. Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island,

111.

Hull Theatre, Peoria, 111.

Majestic Theatre, Bloomington, 111.

Blackstone Theatre, S. Bend, Ind.

Gregory Theatre, Hammond, Ind.

Victory Theatre, Evansville, Ind.

Kahl Theatre, Davenport, Iowa
Rialto Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

theatres are being Major equipped.

Columbia Theatre, Baton Rouge, La.

Strand Theatre, Lansing, Mich.

Capitol Theatre, St. Paul Minn.

Walker Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Keith's Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio

Palace Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio

Colonial Theatre, Allentown, Pa.

Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Shrankddam Slectric Co.
SAINT LOUIS, U.S.A.
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holstered furniture, tables, desks with

writing accommodations, and telephones.

But the big surprise, and novelty of the

theatre construction comes when you pass

through one of the tunnels situated on

either side of this inner lobby. At the

end of the tunnel you see before you 1750
seats all on one floor. But they are not

on one level.

The auditorium of the Lyceum theatre

is a modern adaptation of an old Greek

amphitheatre. It begins on the ground

level, and gradually slopes upward until

the last rows are practically even with the

projection room, a distance of 168 feet

from the screen. This is said to be the

longest throw in Cleveland but the idea

of space is so well distributed that the

throw doesn't seem longer than usual.

All of the floors of the theatre are con-

crete. So are all steps that take you to

the various levels. But these steps have

only five inch risers with thirty-one inch

treads, which makes the ascent barely

noticeable.

The theatre is also exceptionally well

lighted. This is one of the things that

attracts attention immediately. Not onlv

are the wall lights kept going through the

performance, but every aisle seat is

equipped with an electric light, which is

also kept lighted.

The big open space without an interrup-

tion to the eye; the soft, even lights and
the delicate gold, ivory and rose wall

trimmings and decorations offer something

altogether new in theatre construction.

The auditorium measures seventy-five

feet in width, and one hundred and seven-

ty feet in depth.

All the new theatre appliances have

been incorporated in the building of the

Lyceum theatre, including Powers' pro-

jection machines, a Diamond Bead Screen,

and a Hope-Jones organ.

The Lyceum theatre maintains a stand-

ing orchestra of twelve pieces, under the

direction of S. E. Morris. The overture

precedes the opening of every one of the

two programs offered each night, just as

regularly as the news reel follows the

overture. And every feature picture that

is shown at the Lyceum theatre has its own
specially prepared musical accompani-

ment, just as it's done at the biggest down-
town houses.

A. E. Ptak, manager of the house, says

he gets the best results in his neighbor-

hood by changing his bills three times a

week. Located as he is, right in a resi-

dence district, with no business anywhere
around, his patrons come more than once

a week, and they want changes. But they

want only good pictures, so you'll find

all the best stars and the season's biggest

successes at the Lyceum theatre. But,

although the patrons come often, they

don't have to pay big entrance fees. The
admission prices remain fifteen and
twenty-five cents, no matter what the

show is.

Manager Ptak has built his program
with the idea that neighborhood houses

have to compete with the down-town thea-

tres. For that reason he maintains a stan-

dard quality of program, which includes

a news reel, a comedy and a feature. Even
if the feature is of exceptional value,

Ptak does not cut down on his program
because he says his patrons have learned
what to expect for their money, and if

he doesn't give it to them, they'll go where
they will get it.

The Lyceum theatre was designed by
William Koehl, architect, Park building,

Cleveland. Mr. Koehl says that when he
was commissioned to draw plans for the

theatre he spent weeks in the study of

theatre construction. He began way back
with the earliest Greek stadium idea and
followed the history of theatre building

right through the ages. He says he was
struck with the way the amphitheatre

plan could be adapted to modern needs,

where every inch of space must be utilH

ized in order to produce a paying invest-

ment. The main idea was to construct a

house where no seat would have the ad^
vantage over any other seat. The amphi-
theatre plan does just that. No posts a

no stairways, no balconys.

It took ten months to build the Lyceum
theatre, at a cost of $225,000.

COMING
A Complete Symposium of

Projection Rooms
Their Lay Out, Location and Equipment
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First class projection need not be confined to the large, expensively

equipped theatres—good pictures are within the reach of the smallest

exhibitor.

The G-E Compensarc Permits Arc Adjustment

Without Breaking the Circuit

THE G-E Alternating Current Compensarc is a simple, inexpensive
device with many of the advantages of more costly equipment.

It saves current.
Because of high power factor and high efficiency, the compensarc will

effect current savings that will pay for the outfit in a few months of ordi-

nary operation.

It eliminates nicker.
Variation in the arc current is secured by means of a switch handle on

top of the device. The current is adjusted without breaking the circuit,

thus eliminating all lamp flicker from this cause.
It will not burn out.
Because of its design, the compensarc cannot be damaged by overheat-

ing even if the lamp carbons be left in contact indefinitely.

It is easy to operate.
The compensarc can be installed next to the projection machine within

easy reach of the operator. Its design is compact, substantial and simple.

Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate,
efficient, economical and reliable.
G-E offices or distributors everywhere.

General Office
Schenectady;NY innparry Sales Offices in

all large cities
35C-57
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same

Report from Users IndicateThat"New Era"
Organ Is a Satisfactory Theatre Instrument

Flexibility in Installation Made Possible by Use of

Small Electric Cable Between Organ and Keyboard

THE Marr & Colton Company, War-
saw, N. Y., are building concert

organs which have proved satis-

factory in the many theatres where they

have been installed. Their beautiful

quality of tone, together with their depend-

ability, is reported to make them an ideal

theatre instrument.

This company also builds the famous
" New Era " organ which has solved the

music problem for the theatre owner who
wants the best quality of pipe organ

music but who does not want to go to the

expense of installing a large and costly

instrument.

In the " New Era " the organ is in one

case which contains all the pipes and can

be placed anywhere in the theatre. The
only connection between the key-board

and the organ is a small electric cable.

In most new theatres these organs are be-

ing placed in an organ chamber back of a

grill. They are played from an organ

manual fastened to any piano in such a

way that both the organ and the piano

are under easy control and can be played

individually, or if desired the organ can

be played with piano accompaniment.
These organs are artistic in every sense

of the word, refined in tone and of ample

volume. They are made with the

care as the most expensive pipe organ.

The voicing is done by especially trained

artists, which accounts for their beautiful

tone. These instruments give to an audi-

ence that restful, musical background- so

much desired and at the same time bring

out the emotions as they are developed in

the story on the screen. They sound like

and answer the purpose of a large and
expensive organ. On special occasions,

when desired, one can secure from these

instruments a majestic volume of orches-

tral tone that is unsurpassed—while under
normal conditions the instrument produces
unusually soft, sweet and delicate music.

The stops are carefully selected. The
Vox Humana stop is remarkable for its

human quality of tone. Violin, flutes,

bass and violin cello, clarinets, etc., are

faithfully reproduced. The expression

pedal secures all the various degrees of

expression at the will of the player.

There are no traps in these organs except

when especially ordered. The standard

instruments produce nothing but organ

music of the finest quality.

These organs are very simple mechani-
cally and are easily played. Any piano

player who is a musician can get beautiful

results in just a short time. The " New
Era " organ, as noted above, does not con-

tain any traps or jingle. It is all music
of a beautiful quality of which one never

tires.

The above drawing shows the flexibility

of installation. In view of the fact that

the only connection between the organ
and the key-board is a small cable, which
can be made any length, it will be seen

that the organ can be placed anywhere in

the theatre, near to or apart from the

piano and key-board.

The " New Era " has been found to be

an ideal instrument for use in theatres all

ready constructed where no provision had
been made for the installation of an organ.

This organ can be installed without mak-
ing any structural alteration in the theatre

and without interfering for a moment
with its regular program.

Every organ is guaranteed and they are

remarkable for their durability and the

small amount of care required to keep
them in playing order. There is nothing

complicated about their construction, and I
with ordinary care they will last as long as I

the theatre in which they stand.

These organs are built in several styles!

which range in size for from the larger to]

the smaller motion picture theatres. They!
are reasonable in price and quickly in-J

stalled in any theatre or auditorium. Theyj
are being used by many' well known ex-

hibitors who speak in the highest terms ofj

their tonal quality and durability.

Flan showing several locations for organ. In many theatres they art being placed in an organ chamber at one side
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Here is one of the many proofs we receive

daily showing the values of the Best Projec-

tion Screen.

Nov. 1, 1920.

Mirroroid Corp ,

New York City.

Gentlemen:
Kindly send me a sample of your screens,

have been using my Mirroroid for seven years,

is good yet, but am anxious to try the new.

Size of my screen is l5 l/2 x 13^.

Yours truly,

(Signed) John B. C. Gentner,

Retina Theatre,
Market St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

SEVEN YEARS! How many times would you

paint that canvas screen in that time? How
many of the aluminum screens, painted or put

on with an air brush, would you have to buy

in that time, mounted on window shade cloth?

Don't you think it pays to invest in a good

screen and save electricity and at the same time

get a real picture?

Our samples prove our claims as well as the

praise of our satisfied users.

ALSO CARBONS, LAMPS AND FILM
CEMENT

MIRROROID CORPORATION
725 7th Ave., New York City

Phone: Bryant 9184

J

No. 75767-10 Palm Plant, natural prepared,
everlasting.

Inches
High

Palm With
Leaves Pot

Without
Pot

767/4
767/5
767/7
767/10

24
30
42
48

4

5
7
10

SI. 10 $.60
1.25
2.50
3.00

75
2.00
2.50

Xo. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared,
everlasting, 16 inches diameter with red bow
each $1.50. per doz. S12.00.
It this Wreath lasts only twenty years,

cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
year for inferior goods.

Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants.

Our Illustrated catalogue in colors Xo. 75 will assist you in selecting, same is free for
the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE
We carry a complete line of accessories for the up-to-date

Moving Picture Theatre, and can fill all orders immediately.

Carbons
Condensors
Lugs

Tickets

Oil
Screens

Poster Frames
Keels

Perfume
Fire Extinguishers

Ventilating Fans
Motors, Etc.

We can save you money

Give us a trial.

Write today for our latest circular.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade

220 So. State St., 2d Floor Consumers Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

"BY YOUR LOBBY
YE SHALL BE JUDGED"
Ihe more effective the dis-

play of posters ;m<l photos in

your lobhy the larger your

patronage and the greater

your profits.

NEWMAN
METAL FRAMES
HAVE BEEN INSTALLED
IN OVER 10,000 THEATRES

They outlive all cither frames ffjffep^

in the ratio of 6 to I, and cost
^^^^

no more.

Send for your copy of our complete catalog. It illustrates our

justly famous unit frames, also other fixtures including easels,

booths, ticket choppers, railings, door hardware and signs.

(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BV MOST DEALERS)

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
—38 Years Young

—

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch—68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

In Canada—Perkins Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the

house and then on the other, wouldn't make any

great hit with your audience. You've got to focus

it in one spot, and keep it there.

Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying?
Doesn't it stand to reason that you will get better action
if you focus on one spot?

Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Co. assures you
prompt, intelligent service, every time. And the oftener
you go to that one source to supply your needs, the better
will be your service, for in that way we get to know you,
your house, what you want, and why.

Our stock is complete. We make it
a point to keep abreast of the times and
have every worth-while new thing that
conies out.

Manufacturers know us—know they
can promptly reach the whole Motion
Picture field through us. So they bring
us every new thing as soon as they
get it out.

The ESCO Catalog is a revelation of
what there is In the field, and what it
means to you to have such a supply
house to draw on, without having to
hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other
unknown sources.

So we say—FOCUS !

Exhibitors Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies

Produce Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis
845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
157 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis.
133 Second St., MUwaukee.
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis.
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The Coliseum at Ninth and Clement streets, San Francisco, has recently been enlarged
and remodelled

Theatre Projection—
Theory and Practice

LONG and vehement have been the

wails of projection experts on the

subject of " off-set projection." But in

spite of this the architects who plan the

theatres continue on their merry way, fin-

ishing the theatre first and then placing

the projection room where it would do

the least harm to the aesthetic properties

of the structure. Of course, this is not

the way to produce a motion picture the-

atre of the finest type. While off-set pro-

jection may be compensated for by sev-

eral artifices so that the final screen re-

sults are not glaringly offensive to the

patron, the picture cannot be made 100

per cent perfect.

But • the architect is not to blame in

every case. Sometimes—in fact, quite

frequently—it is the owner. It often hap-

pens that the adoption of " straight-

away " or horizontal projection means the

loss of 25 to 60 seats in the balcony. When
this potential loss is explained to the

owner, all too frequently the projection

room is relegated to the eaves. In the

game of Good Projection versus Poten-

tial Income, P. I. wins in the majority of

contests.

There is just as much need of " owner
education " as " architect education."

The machine manufacturers recognize

this need and are doing all in their power
to rectify the fault. They are succeeding

gradually as is evidenced by the increas-

ing number of theatre illustrations which
show horizontal—or nearly so—projec-

tion. The good work should continue.

Late Reports of New
Theatres

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester — Work will commence

soon on the new enterprise on Amherst
Street to be built for the Capital Theatre

Company. Contracts for the construction

work are being prepared.

NEW YORK
Freeport—Negotiations are under way

for a theatre building to seat 1,200 persons

and to cost approximately $150,000. C. E.

Kern is preparing plans for the building.

New York City—Plans and specifica-

tions have been prepared for the erection

of a motion picture theatre building and
roof garden at 178-180 East 116th Street.

The building will cost about $250,000 and
will seat about 1,500 people.

New York City—Plans have been filed

by Gronenberg & Laughtag, architects, for

the development of property under the

Manhattan Bridge structure. A section

of this plot is to be improved with a mod-
ern motion picture theatre to seat 1,100.

OHIO
Canton—A new theatre is to be erected

by Phil J. Bernower at a cost of approxi-
mately $500,000. The theatre will have a
seating capacity of 2,000 persons.

Toledo—Property on East Broadway
near Woodville Street has been purchased
by the East Side Amusement Company
for the erection of a motion picture thea-

tre. The house will seat about 800 people.

PENNSYLVANIA
Coatesville—R. A. Kerns, Philadelphia

architect, is preparing plans for altera-

tions and additions to the Palace theatre.

Easton—George Kirby, proprietor of

the Tuxedo theatre, is planning alterations

which will greatly enlarge the seating

capacity of the theatre.

East Pittsburg—The Sedler Amuse-
ment Corporation is erecting a motion pic-

ture theatre in Electric Avenue at a cost

of approximately $100,000. The building,

which is 60x120 feet, was designed by

Press C. Dowler, a local architect.

Greenville—A new theatre is to be con-

structed by the Alpha Motion Picture

Company to cost approximately $125,000.

The theatre will be 60x120 feet with a

seating capacity of 1,200. Construction

work on this theatre, which will be fire-

proof throughout, will be commenced as

soon as the site is definitely decided.

Highest Quality Lowest Price*

Sixth Floor, Telephone Bryant 1136-1137

INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO.

729 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK

WILLIAM F. L1BMAN
LOBBY DISPLAYS, FRAMES

AND DECORATIONS
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

f SKETCHES
PLANS
AND

CONSULTATIONS
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Why Worry Over Details?

We Print High Grade

Lobby Photographs
We Attend to Shipping

Care for Financial Investment

Write today for prices, samples, and informa-

tion about our distribution service.

WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE COMPANY
1821-23 Berteau Ave. Chicago

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

No screen as restful to the eyes as the

Minusa Gold Fibre has ever been pro-

duced, either in Europe or America.

There's a distributor near you

Samples and Literature upon request

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

RITE 10 LUCAS
IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT OR REQUIRE ANY
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THEATRE

EQUIPMENT or

ACCESSORIES
A TREMENDOUS AND VARIED STOCK—FAMOUS FOR
QUICK SERVICE, GOODS OF QUALITY AND SATIS-

FACTION WITH EVERY ORDER.

LUCAS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
HARRY K. LUCAS, Gen. Mgr.

ATLANTA GEORGIA

' HEATING

l. V/ENTIL/\TIN13 \

Let the theatre

i ventilation

specialists

tell you how,—

Send today for
Booklet 7

1 ^PPLINQ 5y3TEM,irK. NEW yPRK
BRANCH - 1325 VINE ST. PWLA- PA- ' 7© W. A51S3T.

"Westinghouse"
The Motor Generator DeLuxe

RECENT INSTALLATIONS
The Merrick, B'klyn, N. Y. The Flushing, Flushing, L. I.

The Paradise, B'klyn, N. Y. New Apollo, Jersey City

New York, New Jersey and Conn. Distributors

HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT CO.

729 7th Ave. fBAOt *?raSb^ _ New York

BEAUTY^-'EXCELLENCE
Both are Essential, in the Up-to-Date Theatre, and can

be Obtained by the Use of Our Plastic Relief Ornaments
and Ornamental Lighting Fixtures. Make Your Lobby
and Interior Beautiful at a Nominal Cost.

ORNAMENTAL
CATALOGUE

"A"

FIXTURE
CATALOGUE

"B"

Write Today, Specifying Which Catalogue You Wish.

We Manufacture Special Ornaments and Fixtures from
Architectural Drawings. No Order Too Large or Too
Small for Prompt Execution.

®lp> National flafltir SHtef GI0.

328 Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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£qxxipmetvt> Projection^ Qixestiorts
Answered/

A Study of Different Projection

Screen Surfaces
Reprinted from the British Journal of Photography

ALTHOUGH screens for receiving

projected images may be regarded

as optical devices, and, reasonably,

devices of a delicate nature, it is perhaps

singular that there has been until recently

little or no attention paid to investigating

the conditions which determine their effi-

ciency.

By far the largest use of projection

screens occurs in the cinematograph thea-

tres, which are so widely distributed. The
degree of success which these places of

amusement attain is largely determined by

the provision which is made for the com-

fort of their patrons—comfort in the

broadest sense of the term—and to the

fulfilment of this condition the efforts of

the best managements are continually de-

voted. Now, " comfort," in one important

respect, is largely conditioned by the de-

gree to which all causes of visual fatigue

or irritation are eliminated. Comfort is

not alone, as many might think, the ser-

vices of polite attendants, quietude, soft

chairs, and pleasing decorations. To se-

cure pleasant viewing of any form of pro-

jected picture, the chief thing is to utilize

for the screen the most thoroughly diffus-

ive surface, whilst economy of the energy

used in the lamp house of the projector

requires the employment of a surface hav-

ing high reflective power. The employ-

ment of arcs of high as against medium
amperage means considerable personal

discomfort and inconvenience to operators

from the heat (especially in view of the

confinement which tends to follow the ful-

filment of the rigid conditions imposed by

the local authority as to safety) and in-

creased risk of damage to the film under

projection. Any inefficiency in the reflect-

ive capacity of the screen means a corre-

sponding increase in the energy required

in the arc to secure the necessary bright-

ness of image, and an extension in this

direction involves extra cost in the

working expenses of a cinematograph

theatre. In consequence, attention has

been given to the subject, but what im-

provements have been made have been the

results of "practical" tests rather than

quantitative methodical investigation. Per-

haps the worst examples of projecting

screens (indeed projection apparatus and

projection generally) are to be found in

the lecture rooms of colleges devoted to

the teaching of science, where neglect of

the whole subject seems to suggest that

optical problems belong to that category

of things existing purely in the realms of

abstract ideas.

It is proposed in this paper to deal with

the subject mainly in its relation to cine-

matography, but the observations will

apply generally to ordinary static pro-

jection.

The advantage of exact information on

the problem of what is the best form of

projection screen, and, indeed, on projec-

tion screens generally, has recently been

supplied by a gentleman who is a member
of this Society, Dr. P. G. Nutting, who in

an able paper records the result of some
investigations into the subject (" Projec-

tion and Focussing Screens," Trans. 111.

Eng. Soc. 41 (1916), 92), and some little

time ago, when Service requirements in

the Royal Air Force made it necessary to

pay attention to the subject of screens for

cinematography, Dr. Nutting's paper

proved of considerable value, and frequent

reference will here be made to the infor-

mation which he has provided. Experi-

ments had, however, been made of a com-

parative character before I had read the

communication of which mention has been

made.
It will not infrequently be found that

the best optical conditions for a given pro-

jection are not always fulfilled, sometimes,

indeed, cannot be fulfilled, and there is,

moreover, a tendency on the part of opera-

tors to employ arcs far more powerful

than is actually necessary. In many in-

stances the amperage with a given size of

carbons is far below what it might be.

Although it has been shown that carbons

will burn satisfactorily with a current

density of 0.2 to 0.3 amperes per square

mm. of the positive carbon, it will be

found that less than one-half of these

amounts are taken, and the reduced am-
perage means a less efficient crater, and

also, what is an item of importance where

there is a large consumption, the propor-

tionately higher loss on rejected ends of

the rods. Frequently the argument in

favor of the low amperage is the rather

naively practical one, viz., that it saves the

labor of frequently recarboning. Further,
the carbons are often badly adjusted. The
sum of these things (each apparently
small) makes for an inefficiency which is

a real loss.

The essential condition which must be
fulfilled by any screen which is to receive

a projected image is that the whole area

must be a plane surface
;
strictly speaking,

this means that the screen will be smooth.
Broadly speaking, however, the screen

may be in the ordinary way flat and yet

present an appreciable " grain," which
means that it is not smooth. This quality

tends to detract from its ability to render,

fine gradations sharply, but, provided that

the grain is not too pronounced, it does

not sensibly affect the rendering of the

finer details of the picture. Some of the

proprietary screens which have been
offered possess this " grain," which has

even been claimed as an advantage ; in-

deed, Dr. Nutting himself has postulated

as an ideal projection screen a mirror the

front face of which is composed of minute
hexagonal facets, each of which is a con-

cave mirror of a particular angle. Screens

in practice range from a surface of smooth
white linen or cotton with a highly dif-

fusive surface to the more or less regu-

larly reflective surface formed by the

spread of a metallic aluminium paint upon
a smooth white ground.

(To be concluded)

Who Is the Record
Holder?

Robert E. Bryant, Palmetto theatre, Rock
Hill, So. Carolina, is after the scalps of his

brother projectionists: "Would you mind telling

me who and in what time holds the world's

record in changing reels on one machine? Also,

just how is the time counted and how could I

make my time official?"

Reply: Don't believe we ever heard of such

a record holder. Send in your own record and

let the rest of the men compare it with what

they can do. To our mind nothing would be

gained by making the time official since a lot

would depend on the conditions under which

the try-out was conducted. So, when you send

in your time be sure to tell us just how you

did it, how you counted the time and all

similar information.
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United States Government RealizesNeed
of Training for Navy Projectionists

Establishes Schools at Brooklyn and
Hampton Roads Under Joseph H. Taylor

IN
the past it has been the custom for the

United States Navy to rent all films for

various purposes through the numerous film

exchanges, a distributing office or clearing house

being maintained at the Vanderbilt Building,

New York City for this purpose. So great was
the demand for good films, however, and so im-

portant a part is the motion picture playing

in the affairs of the Navy, that a regular Film

Exchange was designed and constructed in the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, which building was
erected under the supervision of Lt. Joseph
O'Reilly, U. S. N. With the completion of this

building on April IS, 1920, the Navy started the

working-out of its new program which called

for the elimination of film renting and pro-

vided for the direct purchase of all of the film

used throughout the entire Navy. At the pres-

ent time, approximately 15,000 reels are bein,g

handled through this exchange with new reels

being added each day.

A force of twenty men is required to in-

spect and care for these reels which are handled

and shipped in regulation containers. The film

exchange itself can well be placed on the par

with the largest commercial exchanges in the

industry, being fully equipped with fireproof

vaults, inspection and shipping rooms as well

as two fuuly equipped projection or reviewing

rooms where all films are censored.

More than 250 ships along the Atlantic Coast

are supplied with film programs from this ex-

change, while those ships in European waters

and along the West Coast are supplied with

double quotas of reels which are distributed

and exchanged between the various ships.

Lt. O'Reilly was quick to observe the tre-

mendous amount of damage that could result

to his extensive and well-kept film program at

the hands of inexperienced and careless pro-

jectionists aboard the numerous battleships. To
overcome this, a school for developing high

class men was suggested and established. Mr.

Joseph H. Taylor, the well known head of the

Taylor School of New York City, was selected

to take charge of this training school which
is perhaps the most completely equipped school

of its kind in the world.

Every man who is selected to operate a pro-

jection machine in the Navy is required to take

a complete course of instruction in this chool

whether he has had previous experience or not.

The men selected for projectionists, are for the

most part electricians. The course of teaching
covers a period of four weeks and includes

everything necessary from putting on a high
class performance to the maintenance and re-

pairing of the various electrical and mechanical
equipments used in projection.

The men attending these classes put in prac-

tically seven hours a day operating the various
types of machines. The first week of the course
calls for the inspecting, patching, and threading

of film, as well as the care and handling of film

against fire. The second week carries the stu-

dent into the disassembling, repairing and as-

sembling of machine mechanisms and lamp-
houses. The student at this time is also required

[o familiarize himself with a nomenclature of

machine parts as well as that of the optical sys-

tem. The care and up-keep of various machines
specified by the Navy is also taken up here, as

well as the wiring and the care of and pur-

poses of the rheostats.

The third week students take up the installa-

tion of the projector as well as the adjust-

ment of film mechanisms, optics and lamps,

while the setting of carbons, adjustment of arc

and incandescent lamps, as well as general pro-

jection work complete this part of the course.

The fourth and last week of the course calls

for the projection of pictures on the screen

with the various types of projectors as used in

the Navy, while precautions against fire while

projecting the picture determines fairly con-

clusively just how well the student has assi-

milated the lessons 'of the three preceding

weeks.

The last day of the fourth week is taken up
in final examinations for qualifications. Written,

oral, and practical examinations are held each

week to determine the man's qualifications, and
if at the end of the first week, a man shows
that he is not fitted for the work of a pro-

jectionist, he is sent back to his ship or sta-

tion and another man is sent in his place.

The qualifications of each man at the end of

the term are placed upon his service record, and

in each case the projectionist, after qualifying

for the position, received extra compensation

amounting to $25.00 a month. A report card

is sent out with each show to be filled in by

the projectionist, on which card is contained a
detailed description covering the condition of
each reel, as well as the condition of the pro-
jector. In this school, the newly compiled Sim-
plex mechanism chart, as well as machine, opti-

cal and lamphouse parts are used as shown in

the accompanying photographs.

At Norfolk, Va., is located the official Naval
Electrical School, which provides for a nine
months electrical course and which at all times
has an attendance of four hundred students. At
this school, a student is given a most compre-
hensive course in elementary and practical elec-

tricity, covering every form of appliance with
which electricity is used throughout the Navy.
Lt. O'Reilly of the Brooklyn School, on a recent

visit to Hampton Roads, Va., realized that by
including his motion picture course with the

nine months curriculum at the electrical school,

would furnish the naval electrical student with
every necessary knowledge in the electrical line.

This suggestion was referred by him and in-

dorsed by the Bureau of Navigation with the

result that Mr. Taylor, (the chief instructor)

is now at Hampton Roads, preparing to establish

his motion picture course in the electrical school

there.

Wants Angle of Carbon
Set

F. B., No. 479, asks: Would you kindly give

me information on the current angle to set

carbons for direct current with top cord

and Silver Tip lowers?

Reply: Set your carbons at an angle of ap-

proximately 25° from the vertical with the lower

about 1/16" in front of the upper.

Trade Notes
The sub-contract for all ornamental brass

work on Loew's new theatre in Indianapolis has

just been let to the Newman Manufacturing Co.,

of Cincinnati. Mr. W. J. Newman, of their

Chicago branch, arranged the details of the

transaction with the general contractors, the

Bedford Stone & Construction Co.

The contract covers brass ticket grilles and
nickel-plated coat rails, in addition to brass rail-

ings for ticket taker, lobby, boxes, balcony and

logges. It also takes care of the brass door-

bars and kick-plates, and the velour covered

ropes.

Three views of interior of Navy School for Projectionists at Brooklyn Navy Yard
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pROMPT SHIPMENTS
made from large stock

of all sizes. Positively

no delay in delivery.

Stock carried in
both new york
and chicago.

Hugo reisinger
11 BROADWAY. New York.

EAGLE ROCK
FILM

"The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen

IF your patrons are merely coming to

your theatre to kill time, they're

apt to find the slaughter easier else-

where. Build your patronage on a

foundation of solid amusement—not on
a basis of a good place to kill time.

Show your pictures to the best advan-
tage in their true values, the greys, blues,

browns, blacks and other colors having
a distinctive value of their own. Just
think of showing your pictures without
th slightest eyestrain. All this and
more too, is accomplished with the

Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen.

Our little booklet costs nothing and
tells a world about screen illumination.

Send for it to-day.

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West Goodale Street ( f I 1 IV F I S CPIO
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Gives Fine Results on
285 Foot Throw

'TpWO illustrations on this page give a vague

idea of the conditions under which the two

Powers machines were forced to operate during

the recent showing of a film in Madison Square

Garden, New York City. Having been con-

structed for anything but a motion picture audi-

torium the monster Garden was a difficult

proposition for the projection experts.

Interior of projection room at Madison Square
Garden

The huge screen, 27 x 36 feet in size was

placed at one end of the structure and at the

other end 285 feet away was the only place

where a projection room could be installed. But

FILM

Nicholas A. Nicholson

who invented the

latest fire preven-

tion on M. P. ma-
chines, by means
of electrical circuit

Patent applied for

United States, Canada, France and
Great Britain

Member I. A. Local No. 561

Johnstown, Pa.

FILM

The Garden projection room shows in the distance. This view was taken about half the way
from projector to screen

under the instructions of Mr. Will Smith of the

Nicholas Power Co., the difficulties were over-

come and the picture as finally shown was

most satisfactory to the audiences.

To throw a well lighting picture of the

size demanded a distance of nearly 300 feet it

was necessary to use 107 amperes at the arc.

The equipment of the projection room consisted

of two standard Powers 6B machines taken from

stock and equipped with the new Type E lamp-

house, described some time ago in the Projec-

tion Section of the News. Projectionists

Abrams and Jackson were in charge of the

projection. The screen used was the Raven

Half-tone screen made up specially for the

Garden exhibition.

The Edison 220 volt three wire circuits were

ied from the basement to the projection ma-

chines and the rheostats were placed on top

of the portable projection room. Ample ven-

tilation was secured by the 20" fan shown in

one of the illustrations.

2 IN 1 FILM CEMENT
No film cement on the market has given

such complete satisfaction or has continued
in such strong demand. No matter what
make or kind of film to which the cement is

applied the result is always excellent.
It makes an exceedingly smooth, neat un-

breakable patch that dries quickly on either
regular or non-flam s'ock.

PRICES
Per bottle $0.25

Also put up in % Pt., Pint, Quart and
Gallon Bottles Prices on Request.

^Tllirft^V is tne Brand. Sold the world
^vTULUg^ over. Insist on them. It is

your guarantee of the BEST. If your
dealer does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO.

3204 Carroll Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories

Note—Send for our new 16 page folder, Il-

lustrating and describing our complete line

Dead Men
Tell No Tales
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" A represents eye bolls; B, pulleys; C, ceili

cords; G, connecting snape. Xote: Douser

interfering w

Gets Out Machines in
Quick Time

Tht Enterprise Optical Manufacturing (Tom-

my, manufacturers of the Monograph De Luxe,

is just made a remarkable record for speed,

[ax Pearl, one of the hustling salesmen for

c Amusement Supply Company, Chicago, dis-

ibutors of Motiographs in that territory, ob-

ined an order for two machines at 11.30 P. M.
riday night, promising the purchasers that he

ould have the machines in operation by 7

clock next morning. The factory reports that

le machines were en route at 2 o'clock Saturday

ng; D, douser; E, main cord; F, connecting

on running machine may be closed without

ith any other

morning, October 23rd and at 7 A. M., were in

operation.

The Motiograph factory is always prepared

tor such emergency orders, as they have a night

as well as a day service, and Manager O. F.

Spahr is proud of this most recent proof that his

concern lives up to its preaching about service

that serves.

sipated as much as possible in order to avoid

overheating. This is accomplished by so de-

signing the machine that a current of air will

circulate thru the windings and convey the heat

from the machine. A large amount of heat is

also disposed of by means of radiation, the

operating temperature of the apparatus becom-

ing constant when the rate at which heat is

generated is equal to that dissipated.

Since insulating materials lose much of their

mechanical and dielectric strength when heat-

ed excessively the operating temperature should

not rise over 75 to 80 degrees Fahr., above that

of the surrounding air.

The most usual cause for excess heating is

;ui overloaded machine and the line current

should be noted immediately whenever an in-

dication of heating is noticed.

Dowser Connections for

Three Machines
By P. J. Young

Mr. Young has worked out a scheme of con-

nections for dowsers when there are three

machines to be considered. By this method it

is possible to close the dowser on one machine

without interferring with any of the others.

Heating
The losses of an electrical machine are trans-

formed into heat which causes the temperature

of the machine to rise above that of the sur-

rounding air. The heat created must be dis-

I he diagrammatic sketch in the upper left

hand corner of this page shows how one of

the systems is laid out. This drawing will

answer the queries from several of our read-

ers who have requested a diagram for three

machines.

STANDARD

FILM SPLICING
MACHINE

An Epochal Advance in

CINE-EQUIPMENT

Interchangeable

FOR NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE JOINING

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACH1NERY

new york BELL & HOWELL CO. L0SANGELES

1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

Phone Bryant 6808

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
J20 West 42nd Street New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

s
p

SPEER
E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

ALTERNO
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and

learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.
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A Complete, Fully Equipped Laboratory
to Serve Needs of Manufacturing Plant

General Electric Company's Motion Picture

Plant Accommodates Firm's Productions

AS illustrating what a large manufacturing

concern can do in acquainting the general

public as to the varied uses of its product, the

General Electric Company of Schenectady, with

its corps of motion picture cameramen, directors

and assistants, occupying a building of its own
these days, is successfully carrying on a cam-

paign which should appeal to many concerns and

which is capable of individual expansion and

which also should be cultivated by the motion

picture industry. Without a single word of ad-

vertising, the company is now showing motion

pictures, cleverly devised, and which portray a

thousand and one ways in which electricity is,

and can be used to advantage. Each reel, or

each subject, deals' with one particular phase.

C. F. Batcholts, who is in charge of the mo-
tion picture work of the General Electric Com-
pany, is now on his way back from the Pacific

Coast where he has been taking some pictures

that will be used in connection with a film that

is to be released, probably under the title of

"Lumber." This film will show, through a story

all its own, how important a part electricity is

taking these days in the lumber industry, show-
ing how electricity can be used in felling the

trees, in transporting the huge logs to the mills

where electrically driven machinery further pre-

pares the lumber for the trade. Mr. Bateholts

is accompanied by a cameraman, one of two
which the company employs.

There are some interesting features in connec-
tion with the building up of this particular

branch of the General Electric Company. The
cameramen and others employed in the depart-

ment have sort of grown up with this part of

the company's business. There is no hesitation

on the part of anyone in admitting that some
of the first pictures taken were pretty poor
propositions, but the faults were remedied and
today the General Electric Company is turning
out a film product of its own that ranks the

equal with anything in the world.

The film end of the business has grown so
that it now occupies a building of its own and
is regarded as one of the most important fix-

tures of the business. The top floor of the
building is given over to a sort of studio, the

lighting effects being excellent. Arc lamps are
employed as well as natural light. The studio

is necessary on account of the fact that prac-
tically all of the films carry a story and in some
of these it is necessary to use scenes that are

devised for the part.

Mr. Bateholts serves as director-general, sce-

nario writer and in short is the whole thing in

connection with the film production. That his

work has been perfcctlv satisfactory is a'tested

bv the character of films which the General
Electric Company have made and which are be-

ing supplied free of charge to clubs, organiza-
tions and individuals.

One of the cleverest films was made some
little time ago and is entitled " The Benefactor."
It is a three-reel affair and portrays the life

of Mr. Edison. One of the men in the depart-
ment was found to resemble Air. Edison so
closely that he was used in a number of the
pictures. There was some little trouble, how-
ever, in finding a boy who resembles Mr. Edi-
son when the latter was a youth.
The difficulty, however, was overcome when

one of the office boys happened to come in and
caught the eye of one of the men who was in-

terested in the film.

''iheres our Edison for ,you,' said the mal
pointing to the office boy. The latter, somewlB
mysuhed, submitted to the careful scrutiny

the group and a few days later the boy becalm
the " Edison, aged five," of Milan, Ohio. The
film shows many interesting episodes in the laa

of Edison. At the age of ten he is shown
giving a boyhood chum a sedlitz powder, think-

ing that by generating gas in the lad's stoma<4,

he could fly. At 14, he is shown in his cellar

laboratory. Later on, as a newsboy, then asB
telegraph operator, and later on, the real EdisOi

enters the picture.

All told the company has put out some thirty-

odd films, dealing with subjects running all tM
way from the electrification of the Butte-Ana-

conda and Pacific Railroad, the Panama Canal,

the harvesting of sugar cane, down to the

revelations of the X-ray, and now comes tS
film which will deal with the lumber industry.

No expense has been spared b> the o>mpany
in giving the film end all cooperation and flH

This entire building is devoted to the photographic departments of the General Electric Com\
p*ny mt Schenectady
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New UNIVERSAL New

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
(FAMOUS LIBERTY WAR MODEL)

CAN BE PURCHASED NOW
AT PRICES FAR BELOW REGULAR PRICES

SPECIAL
PRICE

$465.00
DELIVERED

One Universal

400-Foot Model
Motion Picture Camera

INCLUDING
1 Carrying Case

6 Magazines

1 50 Mm. Lens, B. & L.— 1 C. Tessar F:3.5

1 Trunk for complete outfit

1 Repair Kit— 1 Finder—2 Sunshades

ALSO HAVE A FEW DE BRIE, AKELEY AND PROVEX
OUTFITS AT LESS THAN HALF LIST PRICE

CUSICK & SMITH ROOM NO. 4

253 WEST 42ND ST., NEW YORK CITY

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Motion Picture

Cameras
Bass Standard Cinema Cameras.
New and used, are the Acme of
value! Bass Service is of the type

that makes Permanent Customers. Satis-

faction guaranteed Note these wonderful
values. Complete list free.

200 ft Capacity U. S. Compact slightly used,
the K>Mi Hi. camera that delivers tile goods
Tessar F :8.S lens *!>'>.00

40fi ft. Pe Kranne Professional Studio ami Field
Model. Bosl value in America. B.iss recoiil-

uicndcd. Tessar K :3.5 lens *2<W.no

400 ft. I'nlversal M. I*. Camera fitted with 2",
3" and B' Tessar Lenses. A $77'.l.ini ..iitttt

brand new. Only a few at this price. .*52ll.00

Spectro. Pniichroma Twin Arc or Northern
Lights wltli stands. Lowest prices In the U.
S. A. sperial Quantity discounts.

Minor Ultrasilpmat F:19 lens $7.">.00

Mounts from $15.(1(1 to (32.00.
Stineimiu Portable Developing Outfits. 50 ft.

$:jo.oo.
100 ft Cap $r>o oo. 200 ft. Cap. $80.00.
Expert advice gratis.

LIST FREE
WRITE AT ONCE

V Bass Camera Company
CHAS. BASS, President 109 NORTH DEARBORN, CHICAGO i
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rein. Directly oft ihe studio, a room lias keen

nited up where the negative is developed, the

printing being in a room adjoining, a lien and
ripweii printer being used, the equipment is ot

he very latest and when it comes to electrical

devices, the company is right at home in this

neld ot its own, with the result that there are

many clever little innovations that would in-

terest the motion picture world.

The laboratory is in charge of William Smith,

while Charles Kreitzer is in charge of tne

printing, the diagrammatic work being under the

direction of Fred Jetter, J. A. Westlin, assistant

to Mr. Bateholts being in charge of the depart-

ment, while the latter has been on the Pacific

Coast.

The company has its own film distributing de-

partment as well as a projection room, the screen

being so placed that the projection is from the

rear, the room in front of the screen being used

for lecture purposes.

The reels are constantly in circulation, be-

ing used at gatherings of electrical engineers or

persons associated with the industry, by medical

societies or by organizations which are inter-

ested in the subject which has been handled by

the company's motion picture department and in

which electricity is of course the predominating

feature.

There is absolutely no attempt whatever to-

ward exploiting the company's product. The
whole idea is to furnish a type of film in whirj

the pictures tell a story of interest to an audi-

ence whose business or professional ends art

allied with the subject treated, and yet so treated

that it serves to hold the attention of the average

person.

The pictures are entirely distinct from those

which are being turned out by the Ford com-
pany and in which advertising is one of the

predominating features, the General Electric

films having for their specific purpose the ac-

quainting of the people as to the part which
electricity in a general sense is playing in the

world's development.

A Cameraman in the
Wilds of Africa

AFTER having spent almost a year with the

Prizma natural color photographic expedi-

tion to the interior bad lands of South Africa,

W. T. Crespinel comes back to the United States

with a store of stories that give an excellent

idea of what a cameraman who seeks subjects

in that part of the world must go through. To
give the story its fine color it must be told in

the words of the man who Uvea through it.

News cameramen don't always travel in airplanes and fast cars. Here is H. D. Blauielt of t

Pathe staff touring Ecuador by slow freight

"Our party arrived i" Africa in July, 1919,

completely equipped for making photographic

records of life in general in South Africa by
the new Prizma Xatural Color Process. In de-

parting, it was not just a matter of packing one's

outfit and catching the boat; we had first of all

to treat the negative film in such a way as to

almost guarantee its protection against the

various climatic conditions which we had to

encounter enroute. Previous experience had
showed us the necessity for this precaution.

The camera, too, had to be reinforced to with-

stand the heat of a tropical sun. Extra photo-

graphic filters had to be packed in air tight

containers. I might say though that all of these

details proved their worth as may be substan-

tiated by the results brought home.
Upon our arrival at Cape Town, we were able

to travel to Johannesburg by train. Crossing

the Great Karroo the background of Kipling's
" Boots " and said to cover a distance of over

100.000 square miles, was the most trying part

of the journey. Confined to the limits of a

train travelling under a scorching sun is far

from pleasant.

W. T. Crespinel in civilised clothes a nd als the garb of a native S^-ir.i

Three days later we reached our dcstinati

having to travel via Bloomfontien instead of

way of Kimberly, owing to a washaway of

rails caused by a severe storm. From J oh at

r.esburg we again made the second part of oi

journey by train, to Frmelo, a small but pr
gressivc Dutch Dorp. At this place we secun
an ox wagon outfit having a span of fourtet

oxen, and with our supplies and equipment car

fully packed, started on our journey for tl

interior of Swaziland.

Travelling by this method is extremely sloi

our outfit making only four to five miles

hour. Five days later we reached Qshock tl

border of Transvalc and Swaziland.

We had pitched tents and finished our suppi

w hen we for the first time saw an African Moot
It rose in the east over the Linbombo Rang
with a brilliancy one cannot describe. \\

watched it in amazement for fully fifteen mi:

tiles as it gradually illuminated the surroundii

country.

At the border we were forced to leave ot

oxen and substitute donkeys, because of tl

fact that there was an animal disease prevale

in Swaziland and cattle entering cannot leav

So the following morning at four-thirty we wei

once again " on Trek " with a team of eiehte<

donkeys. We had always to make an early stai

" outspanning " during the heat of the day an

treking again well into the night. In this wa
we finally reached the outskirts of the Roy
Kraals of Limbombo and Zombodi after a tweh
day trek.

Game was scarce, although until quite recent!

the country was overrun with wild animal
Nevertheless we encountered wildebeast, sprini

bok, monkeys in great numbers, secretary bin

heron, snakes, etc.

It was evening when we reached the riv<

dividing the Royal Ground from the Commo
Ground. Here we camped for the night awail

in" the morning when Prince Lomwazi, tl

Prime Minister, would come out to ereet \

P."! the morning brought us another visitor, j

certain chief arrived with two servants, rl

carried a handful of half eaten Meah'e Co:

stalks, which he explained to our interr»ret<

were the results pf a visit to his com field
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our mules. He told us that tie expected that

we would pay him very liberally for the damage

done to his Mealies so that he could report our

kindness to the Paramount Chief. We finally

gave him some tobacco and $1.50. We after-

wards found that it was a regular trick of his

which he always worked on strangers arriving

;it the Kraal. Lomwazi eventually arrived with

his Impi (Regiment) and assured us of a

friendly reception.

The following day we paid our respects to

the Queen of Swaziland. This venerable old

lady is past seventy and almost blind. She lies

on her stomach the day long with her retainers

seated all around her. After leaving her we
met Crown Prince Sobuzla and his mother. He
speaks perfect English and with the Queen
Mother did much to make our sojourn then

comfortable. It was interesting to hear him ask

o f the doings in this country', mentioning inti-

lately incidents and personages of America.

We pitched tents some 300 feet from the Main

.raal, under two lucky bean trees. The only

shelter we could find with the exception of the

Koyal burial grounds. W eather conditions were

very trying.

Then with full moon came a change. Four-

teen days continuous rains. Cold, bleak weather,

miles away from civilization with no form of

recreation whatsoever. Nothing to do but eat

and sleep. The temperature was, during this

spell about 45 degrees. I might mention that

the rains are a good sign for the Queen who
is supposed to have control of the elements,

and as they were suffering from drought they

came vcrv timely. When our s*ay finally came
to an erd we bad m->de many friends "-ho were

no more sad at parting than we ourselves were.

An idea of the assistance given theatre

builders and managers by the Equipment
Service Department is indicated by two
requests just received:
from New Jersey: "Will you give me

the names of firms selling stage scenery
and sett.ngs?

"

From Colorado: " I would like sugges-
tions as to a good practical heating de-
vice for a theatre 30x120 with balconies
along sides."

If you are a manufacturer of equip-
ment used in the building or equipping of
motion picture theatres you should be
represented in the Theatre Construction
Section of the News—the only one of
its kmd amongst the trade papers.

Trade Notes
President McAuley of the McAulev

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, mak-
ers of the Peerless Arc Control, states that

a contract to place fifty-two Peerless Arc
Controls in Ascher theatres has just been

made by the Exhibitors Supply Company,
distributors of the controls. Ascher
Brothers has given the controls a thor-

ough try-out in a number of their theatres,

where they have been installed for two
years or more, and were so well pleased

with the results that they decided to equip
their entire circuit with tbe Peerless.

Burr A. Benson, general manager of the

Amusement Supply Company, the oldest

supply house in the moving picture busi-

ness, has just signed a contract to install

twenty complete De Luxe Motiograph

Projectors on the circuit of Fiupetrick &
McElroy. The contract is one of the

largest, so far as the number of projectors

sold to one exhibitor is concerned, ever

made in the retail trade in Chicago.

I'itzpatrick & McElroy, the purchasers

of the twenty De Luxe machines, are well

and favorably known to the trade in gen-

eral, as they are the exclusive distributors

for the entire United tSates of the Ford
Weekly, which is handled for them
through the Goldwyn exchanges.

In discussing his latest triumph, Mr.
Benson says, " While this is a nice piece

of business for my firm, it is only a fore-

runner of many such installations which
will be made in the near future by other

enterprising and far-seeing exhibitors.
" The Motiograph De Luxe has been

making great headway right along, and
our sales have been rapidly increasing.

Business is good, and I am making plans
•for expansion in the future."

In order to handle an increasing volume
of business the G. A. Metcalf theatre

equipment and supply store, 117-118
Golden Gate Avenue, aSn Francisco, will

be continued as a branch office, and new
and very much larger quarters will be
opened at 307-309-311 Turk Street, cor-
ner of Leavenworth, one block from the
Film Exchange Center, as the main store

and offices. One of the features made
possible by this expansion will be a Day-
light Repair Shop, equipped on the most
up-to-date plan, and in charge of experts.

THE MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

AT PRESENT AT 110 W. 32nd ST.

WILL OCCUPY NEW AND MUCH LARGER
QUARTERS ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 1st

AT

118 WEST 44th STREET NEW YORK

Entrust the developing and printing of the films to Evans and avoid disap-

pointment as to quality.

Our service has reached the highest stage of perfection in every detail. Ask those we seroe.)

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City WadI
e

Jor
P
th°3443-4-44

vwvo LOSSES
The. ^Automaticket System Stops
Box Office Leaks & Losses

Ask Us "About It

"Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Registep Co.
its2 broadway hcw vork
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visiting star singer to make one appear-

ance at the motion picture house. Of

course the very biggest stars wouldn't do

that right away, but the lesser lights would

surely be induced to see the wisdom and

the price. Even though it were not pos-

sible for the motion picture manager to

announce the appearance of the artist in

this manner, because it would seem to hurt

the regular business of his concert—the

prestige of having him in the house, an-

nounced as news afterwards, would be

big ! And let a manager do this three, five,

ten times during a year—and the whole
music world (locally) will be watching his

every move.

I think of the modern motion picture

manager with his hands out to grasp every

musical idea—seeking to reflect every mu-
sical thought in his house, his programs,

his own entertainment, his publicity. I

see him directing his advertising, his new
stories in such a way as to bring about the

effects suggested, making deals with the

musical folks locally and distant to aid

him, to build

—

To build what?

This idea : The Motion Picture The-
atre is the house to hear the best music,

the music of the moment and the artistic

world. It is the finest art theatre in the

community.

To aid the reader of these pages to a
spurt of his imagination in the direction

suggested above, I have given a rapid sur-

vey of the country's musical activities, and
taking certain cities and towns at random
I am hoping that you will see what's hap-
pening in your home if T haven't men-
tioned it.

"WOULD HAVE NO OTHER!!! "

"SIMPLEX Machines
in good condition.
Would have no other."

DIXIE THEATRE, WINONA, MISS.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

George Eastman builds school for music and
pictures ; Three great concert courses with

Braslau, Garrison, Lazzari, Fride Hempel,
Amato, LaForge, and others of high rank visit-

ing. There is a symphony Orchestra, festival

chorus, special recitals of quartettes and trios

for chamber music. There are several high

school orchestras and interest is alive in a

memorial to David Hochstein.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Pittsburg Orchestra. Special series of con-

certs run by May Beegle, Ellis, James A. Bortz,

Heyn. The Apollo Club is busy, so are the

Pittsburg Male Chorus and Cecilia Club, Tues-
day Musical Club, Berthaler Trio, Sandek En-
semble, Dallmeyer Russel Piano Recitals ; Gab-
rilowitsch, Creatore Opera Company, the La
Scalo Orchestra is coming; Zimbalist, Kubelik,

Casals, Bauer, Arthur Hackett, Mischa Levitzki,

etc.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Chicago Opera Company season, San Francis-

co Symphony Orchestra. Oppcnheimer's con-

certs, concerts by London Quartette, Leopold

Godowsky, Josef Hofmann, and about seventy

other concerts. Many Music Clubs, University

of California special music work; concerts by

Jessica Colbert, Edwin Lemare city organist, etc.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Thirty organists, Sprague Memorial Series,

Yale Glee Club and Musical Club, Six Bands,

One Symphony Orchestra, Choral Art Society,

Women's Music Clubs, 275 Teachers of Music,

Yale School of Music Concerts, High School

Orchestra. High School Chorus and Glee Club,

Eight Choral Societies, Two Concert Managers,

Several Opera Clubs.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Harmony Club Chorus, Music Study Club,

Enterpean Club, Apollo Chorus, Music Memory
Contest, Public School Music Credits, Six

Church Orchestras, Y. M. C. A. Band, Municipal

Band, " Pop " Concerts, American Legion

Artists' series, Harmony Club Artists' series.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Worcester Music Festival, Steinert Concerts,

Ellis Concerts, Worcester Oratorio Society,

Philharmonic Choral Society, Worcester Mus :

c

Club, Church Choral Societies, American Legion

Glee Club, Theatre Orchestras, Sweedish Socie-

ties, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Clark Col-

lege and Holy Cross College, Musical Clubs,

High School Orchestras, Organ Recitals, Studio

Musicales, etc.

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Civic Music Series, Wccm esday Morning Club

Series, Loirsville Male Chorus, Crescent Hill

Choral Club, Jubilate Chorus, Conservatory of

Music, Mothers' Music Club, Music Study Club,

Public School Music Courses.

PORTLAND, OREGON
Western Musical Bureau, Steers-Coman Musi-

cal Bureau, Elwyn Musical Bureau, Symphony
Orchestra, Oratorio Society, Apollo Club,

Ornheus Club, Columbia Singing Society, Mac-
Dowell Club, Monday Musical Club, Multnomah
Male Chorus, Multnomah Glee Club, Portland

Grand Opera Association, and numerous smaller

musical clubs.

TheNew Music Forum

Queries and Opinions

Tell us of your musical

references,

difficulties,

discoveries, etc.

Here is where the motion picture fra-

ternity meets for music discussions.

Music Editor:

As you know I have just returned home and
I really have not had the opportunity to read
your article appearing in the edition of Motion*
Picture News under date of Sept. 18th. Per-
sonally I am opposed to music tax, not so much
as to the cost it involves, but rather the princi-

ple. Why hasn't some prominent shoe manu-
facturer organized and told the merchants who
buy their product that they must pay a specific

tax. We buy this music outright from the

publisher paying his stipulated price and in pre-

senting this music in our theatres we are cer-

tainly helping the publisher directly and the au-

thor indirectly in popularizing same. Please do
not get the impression that we are disposed to be

arbitrary about the question. The above is

merely an expression of our views on the sub-

ject. You can appreciate the fact that it is

well nigh impossible for us to maintain a com-
plete library necessary for the proper synchron-

izing of a picture, without having to use some
of this copyrighted music. For that reason we
have already paid the tax.—A. B. Cook, Majestic

Theatre Co., Jackson, Miss.

Music Editor:

With great interest I have been watching your
pages in Motion Picture News, the past two
weeks, regarding conference to be held in New
York City in the near future. I have been

working along these lines, or, I might say,

planning along these lines, the past six or eight

months, and I congratulate you upon bringing

the matter to the focus. Handling a great many
musical artists, both instrumental and voice, I

have been eagerly looking for this outlet and,

rest assured I shall be with you at the confer-

ence, whatever date is set. I hope to meet not

only the producers, but other musical managers

as well.—James Saville, Masonic Temple.

Chicago, 111.

Music Editor:

I have long had it on my mind to write you and
congratulate you upon your becoming associated

with the Motion Picture News or rather con-

gratulate the Moption Picture News upon ac-

quiring your services as music editor. I have

just received your letter of October 7th enclos-

ing proof sheets of the articles to appear in the

October 8th issue and this provides the final

push to make me sit down and write.

I have always been tremendously interested

TheNewEraOrgan
THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY, Inc.

Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ

This organ has in truth made possible a new era
of music for the medium and smaller sized theatre
of quality. Every owner is a satisfied owner.

(Write for Literature)

WARSAW, N. Y.
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in music a« a feature and vital factor in the

presentation of moving pictures. It was I,

when connected with G. Schirmer, Inc., New
York, who negotiated with the Paramount
Company to furnish them with two complete

scores a week for their five-reel features which
we did for a period of nearly two years at a

very considerable loss but a loss which is not

to be regretted as it no doubt helped to further

the cause which now seems to have come to a

point where serious musicians and pregressive

producers alike are interested and concerned.

As a means of cultivating the masses by bring-

ing to them the best music and making them
familiar with the things that arc beautiful in

life, motion pictures stand alone and that really

good music is appreciated and enjoyed by the

crowd when presented in the proper way, has

been conclusively demonstrated at all the large

picture theatres in New York, particularly the

Rialto, under the fine management of Dr. Ries-

enfeld. Unfortunately, in our country the man
in the street is still apt to think of the Fine

Arts and particularly music, as something ef-

feminate, something that interests only the so-

called " intellectual high-brow " and the idea of

attending a Symphony concert in a concert hall

is one he cannot get familiar with, but when
this same music is brought to him through the

vehicle of the motion pictures and he can go to

a show, it is different and he hugely enjoys the

performance of the music. Many times was I

surprised and delighted to witness this.

The feature of symphonic music with the pic-

ture program and the appearance of artists is

one thing and the adequate and artistic inter-

pretation of the pictures is another and the

latter, in my opinion, is in a measure just as

important as the former. The musical accom-
paniment, some producers say is 50% of the per-

formance, I say it is 60% because atmosphere,
to which music is the greatest contributor, is

the only thing which distinguishes the showing
of a picture in a house like the Rialto and
Nicolodeom in a small hamlet. The number of

feet are the same, the negatives identical, the

methods of throwing them on the screen do not

differ and it is only in the presentation, the

creating of an atmosphere; luxurious surround-
ings, harmonious light effects, comfortable seats

and above all things artistic music that the man-
ager attracts an audience, which would not care

to view the film in a cheap house.

Practical experience is developing a large

number of able moving picture players among
whom I include conductors but altogether too

little attention has been devoted by the mana-
gers to that feature of the game. Interpreting

moving pictures is an art in itself not beneath
the attention of serious musicians; whereas
several years ago the mere mention of moving
picture playing to so-called "high-brows" in-

variably caused the raising of " eyebrows." I

am glad to say that artists and players of no
mean quality are taking the idea seriously with
the resulting pecuniary gain to themselves and
the unquestioned increased enjoyment to the

audience.

The development of the art of accompanying
of moving pictures is a subject which, in my
opinion, might well be taken up at the confer-

ence that is proposed to be held. This devel-

opment in my opinion, should start with the

instruction which the pupil receives from his

teacher when he is learning the instrument; I

am referring of course particularly to the organ
and piano. To become a virtuoso is the. goal of

many but is reached by only few. However,
to earn a substantial livelihood as a profes-

sional musician is something which is within

the reach of all serious students of music and
it is in this direction that the new art of ac-

companying of moving pictures has opened up a

wide field.

Why shouldn't an organist or a piano teachei

give his pupils practical instruction in picture

playing? A competent instructor would be a

valuable asset for every music school and con-

servatory. This is a subject which is not among
those mentioned in the articles to be taken up at

the conference and which might well be added.

I won't enlarge any further on the subject,

perhaps an opportunity will present itself when
I can give you many ideas in person. I do not

want to tire you with a long letter but I do
not wish to come to a close without commending
you and the Motion Picture News most heart-

ily upon putting this musical conference under
way. It is a long and firm step in the right

direction as the future will undoubtedly show.

—

E. R. Voigt, General Manager, Boston Music
Co., Boston, Mass.

Music Editor

:

We have read quite a bit about your music
department, and think that it is a very good
thing for every one in the least way concerned
in the motion picture theatre enterprise, and we
wish you every success with your new depart-

ment and want to assure you that any assistance

we can give you, we shall be only too pleased

to do so, and we are always at your service.

—

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.—By
E. Peterny.

Music Editor

:

It was with unusual interest wc read Mr.
Johnson's editorial in the October 9th issue of

the Motion Picture News and the same interest

has followed us through your articles regarding

the first annual conference on music and motion
pictures.

This movement strikes a keynote in the de-

velopment of really high class motion picture

entertainment. There is absolutely no ques-

tion but that music plays a very big part in the

proper presentation of motion pictures, and
considering the enormous amount of money
being spent on individual productions these days

it is not only a need but an absolute necessity

that good music help bring such production pro-

perty to the public.

As a firm believer of this, our organization

has in the past, and will continue in the future,

to put on individual showings, of its big product,

under auspices, which permit the proper presen-

tation to the exhibitor, and in such presentation

the music takes a large part.

If all the success which your movement de-

serves attends you there will be no limit to it.

—Robertson-Cole Co.

Music Editor:

Can you place me in immediate touch with a

first class organist for motion picture work?
Am willing to pay at least $75.00 per week to the

right kind of player. He must know how to

cue pictures and must be versatile. Our organ

is a style 135 Hope Jones Unit Wurlitzer. The
organist must be a union man.
Trusting that you can put me in touch with a

good man, and thanking you for the service.

—

Mgr. Rialto Theatre, Akron, Ohio.

Leading Southern Critic Writes

:

After reading the articles you recently sent

me I feel inclined to heartily support any move-
ment which would better the quality of music

in picture houses, and which would open the way
for legitimate concert singers in such theatres.

Any assistance that I may be able to give will

be cheerfully given.—Maurice J. Matteson, Co-
lumbia, S. C.

From Dallas Music Dealers

:

I wish to compliment you on the work that

the Motion Picture News is doing for the bet-

terment of music in picture theatres. This is a

movement which musical people arc very much
interested in.

We are glad to see a journal, like the

Motion Picture News, taking a forward step

along this line.—Robert N. Watkin, Dallas Music
Industries, Dallas, Texas.

Music Editor:

I am to make a business trip to the East, owing
to pressure of business, has been delayed. If

possible I want to arrange this trip so as to be

in New York City for musical conference, as I

do not know if I can make two trips; therefore

if you can give me anywhere near an estimate

of the date of the conference I will do my best

to arrange accordingly. I would like very much
to attend the conference, for I believe it is going
to be a great stimulus in the musical end of the

profession.—Dan Barton, Bartola Musical In-

strument Co., Chicago, 111.

Music Editor:

If I am in the neighborhood, I should be

pleased to attend as I think it is a good thing.

Wish you could see one of our shows here.

We tried to develop our talent as in that way it

becomes educational.—W. G. Stewart, California

Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

Music Editor:

There is surely a great need for more and
better music in every public entertainment.

When you are ready for your meeting in

January concerning the fostering of better music

with motion pictures, I shall be glad to do any-

thing in my power to help the cause.—W. S.

Stoner, The Forecast Magazine, 6 East 39th

Street, N. Y. C.

Editor, News :

I have to thank you for your very kind in-

terest in the matter I have written to you about

music. I am receiving from various firms com-
munications and music. If you will be good
enough to keep me posted with anything apper-

taining to "our" department, I will be extreme-

ly obliged.

Thanking you once more for your great kind-

ness and assistance.—Victor Sheridan, Associ-

ated Cinematograph Theatres, London, Eng.

Editor, News :

I certainly appreciate your interest in matters

musical, and realize that you need not have re-

plied to my query, but since you did, I thank you

warmly. On the day preceding the one on which

I wrote you, a letter came to hand from a friend

residing in San Francisco to the effect that

" there is a scarcity of really high class sing-

ers," and suggesting that if I would consider the

work, there would be no very great difficulty

in securing me engagements at the high grade J

moving picture houses.

There is so much chaos and unrest in the

world at the present time that it is refreshing I

G. Schirmer's

GALAXY and MISCELLANY
The Two Famous Series

For Orchestra

Found on Every Cue Sheet

ABOUT SPECIAL PRICE OFFERS
G. SCHIRMER

3 E. 43rd St. New York
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- *NTEI)—PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with plc-
ure experience, good salary, steady positions
BARTOLA Mt'SIPAI INSTRUMENT CO.. J14
-ailj.-e Building, Chicago.

CAMERAS—We have on hand latest model DeBrie
Camera with two-inch F/3. 5 Krauss Lens, six extra
Magazines, and Carrying Case, complete outfit
$1200.00. One Wilart Camera, latest model with two
extra magazines and Built in Dissolve $1200.00. Six
Universal Cameras. Bell & Howell, Precision, Uni-
versal. Tripods. HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT
CO.. INC.. 729 7th Ave., New York City.

WANTED TO BUT—225 second hand Upholstered
Opera Chairs. H. E. Swan, Kearney, Neb.

BELL & HOWELL camera for sale. New and
comple ely equipped. Rubinstein, care United
Society Cinematographers, 220 West 42d St.. N. Y.

WANTED TO BUY—Motion Picture Theatre; pre-
fer one with stage equipped for vaudeville In live
town of not less than five thousand population in
Texas. Louisiana, Mississippi. Alabama and Florida.
State best cash price and list of equipment and full
particulars in first letter. Wm. H. Moyle, 241 So.
Holyoke Ave., Wichita, Kansas.

FOR SALE—Universal motion picture camera,
la'est type, perfect condition. Wilbur School, 3S4-A
Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

WANTED to lease theatre in Ohio, Indiana or
Illinois. Address John Siefert, Rialto Theatre Bldg..
Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED TO LEASE OR RENT Moving Picture
Theatre or Combination House by Theatre Owner ol

several years' experience, who desires change of loca-

tion. Have two expert theatre musicians in immedi-
ate family, who are also familiar with the business
Will consider theatre in any location seating not less

than 500 in town of 5.000 to 25,000 population. THE-
ATRE OWNERS: IF YOU ARE HAVING TROUBLE
KEEPING A COMPETENT LESSEE IN TOUR THE-
ATRE. WRITE US. WE LL PUT YOUR HOUSE ON
THE MAP. Address, American Theatre, Rowlesburg,
W. Va.

FOR SALE
32 Ham & Bud Comedies
Rights For Greater New York
Box 800, Motion Picture News. N. Y. C.

"FIXED FOR LIFE!!!"

"Always bought a new machine every
18 months until I bought a SIMPLEX
and it looks like I am fixed for life

now."

O DOWD THEATRE, FLORENCE, S.C

and encouraging to learn of any movement look-
ing to the bringing together of those who can be
of mutual benefit.

The Brotherhood of Man will never be a
positive realization until individuals—as such—
karn that " Service " and " Helpfulness " are the

forerunners of confidence and love. And when
\vc get these two latter there will be no need for

Leagues " of any kind, for we shall stand
revealed as brothers and sisters of one Father
who is a most bountiful giver.

There! I didn't expect to sermonize, neither

do you, with your ideas, need it, so I'll con-
clude with my thanks once more.—A. Musgrave
Robarts, Atlanta, Ga.

Inter-Ocean Announces
Big Lamp Order

Following close upon the heels of th«

announcement of the acquisition by Inter-

Ocean of the rights to the sale of West-
inghouse lamps in foreign countries comes
another one reporting the company's first

sale of Westinghouse incandescent lamps
under the new arrangement. This con-

tract calls for the delivery of 30,000
lamps for shipment into Chile and Peru.

Inter-Ocean officials are very enthusiastic

about this sale, and express the conviction

that it is the forerunner to a large volume
of business.

A comprehensive sales campaign, de-

signed to increase the consumption of

Westinghouse incandescent lamps in for-

eign countries, is at present in preparation

by Inter-Ocean's Accessor}- Department.
The sales campaign will be supplemented
by a far-reaching publicity.

3Axlly eqaipped
projection studios
at your service.

Simplex -Machines
JUmusq (fold fibre Screens

£eitg£h o£ throw 75 leet
Gverything £or your convenience

Simplex Studios
FLOOR, * 220 VESI4:2-'Sr
John. F.Lyons, JAxuta^etr.

Phone Bryant 9Q±

For 1-K1 W. and
25-40 W. Urr.ps

TRY HOODS
FOR SIGNS, STAGE OR CANOPY LIGHTS

They Cover the Bulb and Show Bi ill.ant Lasting Colors

Have Every Advantage— Save Your Dollars in Lamp Renewals
No Bothersome Dipping

Easily Put On or Taken Off

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET CHICAGO, ILL Hoods slip over

the bulb

M 0 1 to n Picture N e zv s

RadiO Slide
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3

r
r -TYPE RADIOS- B
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U
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-the most effective ?
a slide costs less than i

"~ ~<f
*

,
'<

five cents-
J

50 - RADIOS - $2. 9

<
L. J
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• For Sale by all Leading Dealers
9

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street

New Orleans, La. Atlanta, Ga.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

2 NEW DEBRIE CAMERAS
Complete with Debrie tripod. 50 mm.
Kraus Tessar lens and six magazines
for each camera, at a bargain.

L S. M< IFF \T

29 Middlesex St. Boston. Mas*.

DEAD
MEN
TELL
NO

TALES,
Theatre >nd Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent late of or address contemplated or exist-

ing theatres, exchanges, state rights ownera, pub-
licity mediums and producers, (elected as to terri-

tory, class, etc Twenty thousand change* were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a
saving of from 20 to 50% la postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phont. Bryant S13S New York
Addressing ItmUtfn§tttg
rypevrtting Pr\»t**e

FOR BETTER MUSIC

THE FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

I60C BROADWAY 64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD 109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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44
Life

"

(Seven-Reel Crook Melodrama—Pre-

sented by William A. Brady)
tlT ILLIAM A. BRADY celebrates his re-

V\ turn to the picture producing field after

I
considerable absence with a hectic melodrama
nder the title of " Life" announced as an adap-

tion of a play by himself and Thompson Buch-
pan. It would seem that a lot of liberties have

ken taken with the basic plot of the stage pro-

kiction for the picture resembles nothing so

puch as the sort of original story the old time

rained staff men turned out. It is formula stuff

rom beginning to end with every sequence care-

plly carried out in all the details, including

pe dancing party, hero falsely accused, bad bad
pllain, weak son of a wealthy father, etc., except

pr one or two twists used in unraveling the

kein of circumstantial evidence on which a

potion picture jury have convicted an innocent

pan of murder. The production is orthodox
tnd old fashioned in direction and has been over

jcted by many of a somewhat nondescript cast,

Inly Arlene Pretty, Rod La Roque, and J. H.
filbert of the company of players being known
b picture fans. It is, however, not without

lertain audience appeal, or perhaps appeal to

jertain audiences. If they like action of the

10-20-30 type this should knock 'em off the

leats. But the picture is not up to the standards

required to please first-class audiences today,

flaced in certain houses and distributed by the

(roper company it will attain considerable suc-

less. In the wrong house and sold by the

Irong people it will fail to please. The dis-

ributing company has not as yet been an-

nounced.—/. 5. DICKERSON.

44
Seeds of Vengeance "

(Inter-Ocean—C. R. Macauley)
• T'S a favorite formula that is presented in

- " Seeds of Vengeance," an adaptation of

iargaret Prescott Montague's story, " The Sow-
lg of Alderson Cree," the formula being none

ther than the Cumberland feud stuff. While

icre are no clannish families, " furriners," and

evenuers, incorporated, still the vital character-

sties are retained—such as hate and vindic-

iveness. The plot is extremely simple—almost

ingle-trick in its conception and revolves

round the vengeful desire of a young moun-

lineer to exact punishment upon the murderer

f his father. The action never leaves its

roove. For two reels, the villain skulks around

ntil he is advised by the community to leave

or his own welfare.

A few years pass and the youth has reached

laturity, still abiding his time to have his

engeance. For he had promised his father

ot to rest until his assassin had paid the pen-

Ity. There are no surprises. Every incident

s measured in advance. Yet the picture carries

a goodly amount of thrills and is staged in some
exceptional settings. The woodlands, the moun-
tains, the rugged character of the soil—these

are absolutely correct and are necessary to make
such a story vital and vivid. Another good
incident is furnished in the terrific rainstorm.

The natives are attending the meetin' house, ar-

riving in mid-afternon. The next sequence

shows night-fime and the storm. The parsons

must be " windy " down in " them thar hills."

This storm incidentally is the means of the

women giving up some of their vindictiveness

when they realize how small and insignificant

they are amongst nature's elements. So the

youth is told that his father repented making
his son a prospective murderer. The girl also

lends her influence. But it happens that the

hulking brute is killed after a terrific scuffle on

a mountain road. The earth gives away after

the storm and he plunges to his death. The
picture doesn't offer any dramatic conflict, and
there isn't a note of variety in any of the

scenes. Every incident is cut and dried. One
just waits for the big punch—the act of ven-

geance. A very capable cast enacts the parts

of the mountaineers, with Jack Curtis as force-

ful as ever as the villain. He can be relied upon

to submerge his identity. He is always in char-

acter. Gloria Hope and Pauline Stark are ef-

fective in valueless roles, and George Hernandez
provides some comedy in a small part. Length

5 Reels.—LAURENCE REID.

44 Kentucky Thoroughbreds "

(Kineto Review)

t<TV"ENTUCKY THOROUGHBREDS" is an
1^- interesting cinema account of the high-

spots in the career of a racing horse, born and

bred in the blue-grass region. Against a back-

ground of broad luxuriant pastures, the develop-

ment of a Kentucky racer is traced with many
intimate touches from the earliest days of colt-

hood down to the fitting climax of a thorough-

bred's span of life—the winning of the great

Louisville derby. There is a closer approach to

dramatic continuity in this subject than is usually

found in the educational reel, and action scenes

are interspersed throughout the footage, culmin-

ating in excellent shots of a whirlwind " home-

stretch" finish at the Louisville race-track and

the floral coronation of the victor.

Some of Kentucky's most famous racers pose

before the camera, and the photographer also

gives attractive close-ups of their heads and

distinctive markings. Dobbin's introduction to

his first saddle and mount and his unwelcome

reception of these impediments give the camera-

man an opportunity to record snatches of some

real rough-riding, in which the rider fares badly.

The various stages in the training of a pros-

pective derby winner are also pictured—his

' daily constitutional around the track, rub-down,

leg-bandaging and instruction in the intricacies

of the slow-trot, canter and gallop. With the

country still agog over the recent victory of
" Man O' War," the subject of " Kentucky
Thoroughbreds " as presented in this reel should
prove very timely and interesting.

—

E. F.

SUPPLE.
'

44
Fabiola "

(Raphael Baretta—H. B. Marinelli, Ltd.)

DURING a press showing of this picture the

announcer made an apologetic plea to take

into consideration the fact that the sub-titles

were inadequate translations from the original

Italian and that much of the logic of the story

might be lost through them. It strikes us that

this print should never have been shown until

it had passed through the hands of experts and
thoroughly re-edited. There is much extran-

eous matter which is totally irrelevant and such

an imposing array of characters that the action

becomes entirely confusing. In fact the picture

presents a line of broken continuity with scarce-

ly any logic to any of the sequences.

The offering purports to tell the martyrdom
of the early Christians which might better be

left in history books. The reason is because of

the director's uncanny realism. If there is a

story here it is so disconnected that one won-
ders what it is all about. And if it hadn't been
for the announcement the spectator would have
had no inkling what it offered. A scene is

flashed, then a sub-title, then another scene

which has no bearing on what has gone before.

One can guess even though unfamiliar with

text-books that the martyrdom of the early

Christians might better be left to the imagina-

tion. The sory of " Fabiola " is lost entirely.

There is a good effort at mob scenes and some
of the sequences offer effective lighting and pho-

tography. But close-ups of a body floating

down-stream with the feet coming into view
first, to be followed by the harrowing shot of

the entire corpse, is pretty unhealthy. And a

lion licking up the blood of one of the martyrs
and another being tortured to death with arrows
and close-ups of more blood flowing from the

wounds, tends to make one shudder. However,
the picture has possibilities and re-edited might
prove to be entertaining. The catacombs, with

a burial taking place, is realistic. In fact it is

the one bright spot in a picture which carries

the most horrible details ever flashed on the

screen.—LAURENCE REID.

Read Jessen's " Live Wire News "

from the Coast. It should interest

you.

iimiimiiimnniimiimiinmminiimnmnimiimtM
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Feature Subjects of Short Length

Pipe the Penguin
(Educational)

A CHESTER Outing Scenic, which carries

the spectator to South America and in-

troduces the peculiar feathered creature, the

penguin. They come by the gross and when

there is a family scrap it is worse than a world

war, for they seem to multiply upon the field of

battle rather than decrease. The subject of the

one reel is a cross between a bird and a sea

lion. They have feathers like a bird and look

like a sea lion, especially when wet. The young

are buried in holes in the earth, evidently ex-

cavated by the sharp beaks of the adult pen-

guin. They are especially at home in water and

the wings, which look like huge fins, are used to^

swim with, rather than with which to fly. But"

they answer both purposes, for it seems the pen-

guin can paddle as well as he can fly and fly as

well as he can paddle. There has been some

expert camera work exercised to obtain the

shots of these queer creatures, and after having

witnessed the reel, one feels thoroughly in-

formed regarding the life and habits of the pen-

guin.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

Tropical Nights
(Educational)

A ROBERT C. BRUCE West Indian Scenic,

one with a decided appeal to the senti-

mental, for it describes, as no words can, the

beauties of the night in the tropics. Beginning

with the rustle of the trade wind, the feathery

foliage moves in the sway, and as the wind

grows stronger, predicting a storm, the beauti-

ful bough bends to the ground, as if bowing

mutely to the storm which is destined to rage

through the glen. One of the most beautiful

natural effects is the disappearance of the even-

ing sun, which suddenly drops into oblivion, an-

nouncing that evening is present. Then the

moon, slowly rising over the water, spreads a

radiant, though soft gleam of light, while the

camera registers the gentle motion of the waves.

Presumably toward midnight, and when all is

still, one can almost hear the insect chorus de-

scribed in the sub-title. The beauty of a night

in the tropics is accurately described in this one

reel scenic, from the approach of night until the

sun, rising all too soon, brings the picture to a

close.—LILLIAN R. GALE.

" A Trip to the West Indies
"

(Kineto Review)

THIS is a film record of scenic " shots " taken

by the Barbados-Antigua Expedition under

the auspices of the University of Iowa. A brief

scene at the opening pictures a vessel bound
for the West Indies rolling in the trough of

the heavy-seas; then follows a long-shot of the

port of St. Croix as the vessel approaches the

harbor. From here on the camera relates in a

leisurely, attractive fashion the progress of the

party through the ever-changing scenes of the

Barbados.

Native dwellings, locations of historic interest,

imposing government buildings, street scenes

with the natives bustling about or gossiping on

the corners, secure from all worries of the high-

cost of leather in the freedom of their bare

feet and oblivious of the heat in their loose-

fitting garments ; a railway train with its toy-

like locomotive and lightly-built, open carriages,

steaming along, well within speed-limitations

—

are pleasantly contrasted with long-shots of

harbors and stretches of open country.

Intimate views of the manufacturing of sugar-

cane products—the crude and the modern
methods shown in striking comparison—also lend

a touch of interest from the industrial view-

point. We liked, too, the way the title-writer

made the best of his opportunities. One scene

shows a location in the Barbados at which
George Washington and his brother spent a

vacation. And adds the sub-title, Washington
later wrote that here he had a pleasant time

—

and also the smallpox. We are of the opinion

that "A Trip to the West Indies" will prove
interesting as an educational contribution to the

screen.—E. F. SUPPLE.

Urban's Movie Chats, No. 34
(Kineto Co. of America)

MOVIE CHATS NO. 34 opens with some
scenes centering around a typical New

England pump. Man and beast are served here

;

and, here, too, the automobilist pauses to re-

plenish his radiator or test for punctures in his

inner-tube. Mischief also finds an outlet for

its exuberance at the old town-pump, and the

juvenile population of the town take the oppor-

tunity to splash one another and play pranks
on the unwary with the same ardor that they

might employ in the rollers at the beach.

Next we view the marsh-lands of Wales with

the shell-hunters busy at their tasks. It is the

novelty and not the beauty of this scene that

holds the attention. Then the setting changes
to the English " broadlands," where we are given

various angles on the sport of duck-hunting.

The huntsman is shown in action with his shot-

sun, ably assisted by the traditional faithful

hunting-dog, who swims to the quarry, after it

has been brought down, and fetches it to shore.

The reel closes with a series of views showing
movements of various kinds of flowers as caught
by the stop-camera. The tortuous movements
of stems and unfolding buds are attractively

presented with a view to answering the question

raised at the beginning of the series as to

whether flowers do really writhe and squirm,

like species of the animal creation, under the

influence of pain. Some of the effects secured
in this series are rather striking for their beautv
and novelty.—E. F. SUPPLE.

"The Quaint Isle of Marken"
(Educational)

THE title tells what this subject reveals and
" quaint " is the correct word. The little isle

of Marken, is as quaint as it is Dutch. The
illustrating of its quaintness starts with showing
the large fishing craft used by the wage earn-

ers, for securing their wares from the deep
waters surrounding the isle, while upon the

small body of land, itself, canals are plentiful

"SIMPLEX BEST OF ALL MADE!!!"
'
' For 5 years I have had SIM-
PLEX. They are the best of all

made."

LYRIC THEATRE, LEBANON, TENN.

and hauling as well as other transportation is

done by the large row boats hauled, many
times, by the women. This is a particularly

good subject for the juvenile, the interesting

views of the children, a delight to the child

of a country where wooden shoes would ap-

pear a burden to carry around. It is no won-
der the quaintness remains, since the style of

architecture, for instance, has not been changed
for more than a hundred years. The men are

sturdy, healthful looking specimens, the women
retiring and the children shy. Obviously, they

hardly knew what to make of the motion pic-

ture camera, and their natural expressions, re-

corded, proved of considerable interest. Thi~
subject would plant, nicely, atmosphere for

feature wherein the characters hail from Dutch
families.

—

LILLIAN R. GALE.

''Falling Waters"
I
Educational;

IN this we are reminded of a rhyme oft

quoted by school teachers :
" Little drops of

water, little grains of sand make the mighty

ocean and the pleasant land." And then, from
the time a drop of water from within the rain

cloud, we follow it upon its merry little way,

sometimes a tiny part of a sluggish stream,

again the same small part of an on-rushing

brook, helping to. make beauteous famous water

falls, and finally at the end of the scenic, we.

are reminded that these little drops go to make
up the mighty ocean. There is plenty of oppor-

tunity for -scenic value and expert photo-

graphy, both of which are taken advantage of.

There is a sort of intense interest held by fol

lowing the little drop from the clouds t

the seven seas and suddenly recalling that w
had never thouglit of how important a drop of

water really is. This is a Robert C. Bru
American Scenic of unusual merit.

—

LILLIA
R. GALE.

Mules and Gobtalk
(Educational)

A CHESTER screenic which states it is co-

operatively connected with " Field and
Stream," which has the valuable asset of Kath-

erine Hilliker sub-titles, in addition to some
beautiful photography. It is mostly concern-

ing the animals which inhabit Yellowstone

Park, and which, in the words of the title, are

thankful when the fall sets in and they are

left to quiet and reminiscence of a summer
seemingly made up of sight-seers. There is a

tribe of antelope to be seen, both in the long

shot and close up. It was easier to secure the

close up of the antelope than of the mountain
sheep, which are also shown, but on account of

their fear of human invasion are not so easily

caught before the camera. The herd of elk is

the largest, in numbers, in the park, including

a family of about 2,000, and when they are

tired of their own company, they invite the

Dobbins to dinner. Following shots show the

marmot about to emerge from a warm resting

place under ground, and a herd of buffalo in-

tervenes. The buffalo do not manifest any par-

ticular welcome for the picture takers, but the

mule-deer are better mannered and seem to

beckon the camera man to " come right in." A
very educating and entertaining one-reel sub-

ject.—LILLIAN GALE.
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"TWIN BEDS"
( DeHaven—First National)

Famous Stage Success Scores a Hit on the Screen

MR. VM) MRS. CARTER DEHAVEN make their debut as feature

producers in "Twin Beds," an adaptation of il>e [successful farce

of the same name by Margaret Mayo and Salisbury Field. In

Ihoosing this bighlj laughable bit. the co-stars have shown a good sense

bf showmanship since it not only gives them an excellent start in the fea-

ture field. l)iu will enable them to enlarge their following. In the fir>t

hlace this piece has been well publicized so that screengoers will flock to

lee it. Those who had the good fortune to witness it in the orginal will

he delighted over the fact that none of its charm, humor, pep and spoil-

aneit\ have been lost in the film translation.

I "Twin Reds" was the first of the bedroom farces and it was so good

hat it lia~ been used as a model ever since. There is a real ideal here

phich doe-n t expend itself every time exits and entrances are used. And

Ceing well fortified with rapid-fire action and breezy incident, it makes

Excellent screen material. With the first few minutes over and the char-

icier.- full) planted, the picture builds easily and surely without a waste of

footage or any recourse to so-called "business" or padding. The bed-

loom farce has become a tiresome piece of entertainment because play-

Ivrights or scenario writers have flooded stage and screen with uninspired

Ideas on the subject ideas which have been rank imitations of " Twin

Beds." Now that the original is here the spectator will appreciate what

•omposes an entertaining fare?.

I The offering carries so much incident that the .-nappy dialogue is not

Inissed and the director has emphasized its highlights by developing it in

Ihe correct tempo. Every scene is well limed with no stressing of detail

§0 make it a five-reeler. It may be that certain exhibitors might take ex-

leption to the picture through the idea that it carries a risque note. Rut

his note is only established in the title. Rriefly, the plot concerns two

|narried couples with a near triangle suggested when a husband comes

Lome one night and gets into the wrong apartment and twin bed. This

precipitates amusing climaxes because the respective spouses of the in-

I'olved couple must be spared the truth at all costs. These same respec-

tive spouses had urged their better halves to move out of the neighbor-

hood only to find that they are all under the same roof— in an apartment.

It is a laughable bit. the elevator incident when DeHaven doesn't know
Ivhat to make of the automatic arrangement. This bit is only one of many

Ithich are presented in rapid-fire fashion. The DeHavens have had enough

I'omedy experience to appear perfectly at home. And it must be said of

Jhem that the\ haven't inissed a single opportunity to make this picture a

are laugh-getter all the way. The supporting cast includes the depend-

able "William Desmond, who again displays a keen sense of characteriza-

lion. The piece is excellently staged and should be thoroughly enjoyed

iy any audience. Certainly the Strand, New York, liked it.—Length, 5

Keels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Kignor Monti Carter DeHaven
Blanche Hawkins Mrs. Carter DeHaven
fcignora Monti Helen Raymond
Harry Hawkins William Desmond

Amanda Tare Katherine Lewis
Andrew Larkin William J. Irving
[JJora Lottie Williams

By Margaret Mayo and Salisbury Field.

Scenario by Rex Taylor and Bob MacGowan.

t i

PRESS NOTICE STORY
That highly successful farce, "Twin Beds," which, when it appeared upon the

itage, delighted millions of theatregoers, has been adapted to the screen for the
Jurposes of presenting Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven as stars in feature length
lictures. It comes to the silver sheet with all its delightful humor, zippy action
ind spontaneity, and wi'.l be the main attraction at the theatre the
week of the . The plot concerns the misadventures of two
narried couples who are extremely friendly. The husband of one and the wife
)f the other are too friendly for their respective better halves, with the result that
suspicions are aroused.
The less flirtatious pairs urge their spouses to move out of the neighborhood,

)Ut it happens that they all find habitation under the same roof. The flirtatious
lusband comes home one night intoxicated and thinks he has entered his own
ipartment, but in reality has jumped into the apartment of his equally flirtatious
riend. When he awakes in the morning, the trouble begins—trouble which takes
i deal of explaining to bring order out of chaos. The picture sends out incident
ifter incident that is as amusing as it is novel. And the DeHavens and their ex-
:ellent supporting company take advantage of its bright and breezy highlights.
The offering is splendidly staged and makes as good a photoplay as it did a play.

PROGRAM READER
Suppose you discovered your wife responding to your neighbor's advances.

Wouldn't you move out of the immediate vicinity? Surely you would. But how
vould you conduct yourself if you found upon moving into an apartment that
'our neighbor had taken the floor below? Supposing you were a henpecked hus-
>and, wouldn't you take solace in the apartment of another woman—even though
'ou were innocent of any evil impulses. And then suppose upon awaking in the
norning to discover that the woman in the opposite twin bed is not your wife,
vhat would you do? That is the situation in which Carter DeHaven finds himself.
Think of the woman! Think of her husband! Think of the jealous wife upstairs!
["his explains after a fashion the story of "Twin Beds," the farce-comedy which
omes to the next . A sure laugh provoker.

DEAD MEN TELL NO
TALES "

(Vitagraph)

I iiid. "Punchy" Story; Production Excellent

TOM TERR1S has succeeded royally in tran>ferring the excitement

and suspense, the real drama of E. W. Hornung's famous novel,

"Deal Men Tell No Tales," to the screen which is, after all, the

ideal medium of expression for stories of this ilk. The picture gets away

to a rousing start and there isn't a slow or draggy minute in the whole

thing. The continuity is excellent, the suspense splendidly (and legiti-

mately I BOstained, and the work of the long and capable cast deserves

special commendation.

The story has been closely adhered to, in the main, and the few changes

necessary have been wrought so cleverly that there is no jar or appreciable

difference to the interested spectator.

The picture opens with the arrival, at dead of night, of a distinctly

unique crew at fine old Kirby Hall, on the British coast. The Squire,

John Rattray, is delighted to greet his guests, who arrive by way of a secret

entrance. Senor Santos, his villainous servant, Jose, and his equally villain-

ous Captain Harris are followed by a girl whose beauty is in startling

contrast to her evil-looking companions. And we learn that she is, by

some strange freak of fate, Santos' step-daughter.

The outline of Santos' plan, with reference to the shipment of gold, from

Australia, and the subsequent plan of destroying the ship and all pas-

sengers, is cleverly and, what's more, clearly explained. And from then

on the interest reaches a high pitch from which it does not drop until the

lini-h of the picture.

Santos' plan is carried out with fiendish cleverness. The life-boats are
" fixed " by having holes bored through them, and the ropes holding them
sliced half way through. When the fire on board starts and the frenzied

passengers, men, women and children, fight for a place in the doomed
boats, there begins a thrill that lasts all the way through the reel and those

to follow.

The burning of the Jermyn is handled in masterly fashion and is most
effective.

Catherine Calvert has never looked more beautiful than in the role of

Eva, in the semi-Spanish costumes affected by that lady; Gustav von
Seyffertitz, always a capable player, acquits himself with honors in the role

of Santos; Percy Marmont is a likable hero, and Holmes E. Herbert con-

tributes a well-thought-out characterization. As a matter of fact every
member of the cast deserves comment.
Tom Terris has handled the picture in masterly fashion and is to be

congratulated on a picture which goes a long way towards reaching the
goal of perfect pictures.—Length, 7 reels.—Reviewed by Pearl Gaddis,
Atlanta, Ga.

THE CAST
Eva Denison Catherine Calvert
Senor Joaquin Santos, her step-father Gustav von Seyffertitz
Squire John Rattray, of Kirby Hall Holmes E. Herbert
George Stevenson Cole, barrister Percy Marmont
Mrs. Braithwaite India Wakara
Jose, Santos' servant Walter James
Captain Harris R0y Applegate
Braithwaite Bernard Seigel

From the novel of the same by R. W. Hornung.
Adapted by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester.
Directed by Tom Terriss.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The man who wrote " RafHes " has contributed to the screen a story so closely

knit, so filled with action and suspenseful thrills, that everybody who enjoys an
unusual picture, is going to be delighted when " Dead Men Tell No Tales," a
seven-reel Vitagraph special, reaches the theatre for a
run.
The story deals with Senor Joaquin Santos, whose sinister creed is " dead men

tell no tales. , ' Santos is utterly unscrupulous, and plans the murder of a ship-
load of men, women and children as calmly as if they were so many rats. He is
abetted in this trick by Squire John Rattray, and a group of piratical cut-throats.
Into this evil web is drawn beautiful Eva Denison, George Cole, a young barrister,
and any number of other more or less interesting people, so that a surprising,
exciting—but satisfactory—climax is assured. A picture all will enjoy. Here

PROGRAM READER
She was a lovely woman, in whose veins ran the blood of youth and the world-

old cry for love.. When she met Squire John Rattray she believed him all that
was good and noble—and she promised to marry him. But when she met young
George Cole she wasn't so sure—and then she discovered that Rattray was mixed
up in an incredibly evil plan with her own villainous stepfather—a plan which
had as its object nothing less than the sinking of the Lady Jermyn, with her cargo
of women and children. Held a prisoner by her father's cutthroats, with George
Cole thinking her dead, what did she do? See " Dead Men Tell No Tales."

CATCH LINES
He baited his evi! schemes with a beautiful and innocent young woman. What

did he hope to catch? Can a man plot and execute a fiendish crime so cleverly
that he will not be discovered? When she found herself engaged to a man whose
hands were red with human blood, on whose soul was the dark blot of murder
what happened? See " Dead Men Tell No Tales."

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6—Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....

6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

MISCELLANEOUS
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.

Corp
The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer

Clark Cornelius Corp
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions....

The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)

The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) Favark Corp
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling

Features • •••

Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.) . • •
• • • • ; • •

The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) The Franck Corp.

Why Leave Your Husband ( Austin-Shepard) Equality

Photoplay Corp . . • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • {Jfj f£
Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry

Levey Prods • • • • • • • • • : • •
•

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick;

Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co. ..

The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-
wealth Film Corp

COMEDIES
After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2

Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films) i

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)... KOL1JM
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.)

.

Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...

Legend Film Prods. ,
,

_.,

When Quackel Did Hide (Charlie Joy) Aywon Film

Corp.
4

Aug. 1—The Hobo of Puea City 2
July 25—The Law of the Border 2
July 18—His Pal's Gal 2
July 11—Tex of the Timberlands 2

TRAILED BY THREE
July 11—Fifteenth, The Reckoning 2
July 4—Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime 2
June 27—Thirteenth, The Door of Death 2
June 20—Twelfth, The Burning Fuse 2
June 13—Eleventh, The Torture Trap 2

PRICE £C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-

feather.
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5
Power (Holbrook Blinn) ....If
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast).. ...5

s-) l

|zf^^e%?^i^:::::::::::::::i Radiosoul films, inc.
Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 5May 30—Ninth, The Pasha's Revenge 2

VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES

^it:ama^y\\\\\\\":.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\-i
1 REALART PICTURES CORP.

MadnessOct. 3—June

BRINGING UP FATHER
Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2

May 16—Second, Father's Close Shave 2
Apr. 4—First, Jiggs in Society 2

AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and John Cumberland)
July IS—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2

Apr. 16—Second, The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 2

NATIONAL FILM CORP.

COMEDIES
Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard)
Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard)
Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard)
Sept, 5—A Regular Pal
Aug. 29—Money to Burn (Snub Pollard)
Aug. 22—A London Bobby (Snub Pollard)

(At State Right Exchanges) c ROLIN TWO REELERS
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)...

|
Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) ... . .

. • • • •• •••=>

Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re*

issue
s

PATHE EXCHANGES
Nn„ 21 The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5 July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6

Nov 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6 June 2»—Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) 6

Oct.' 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray^
NEWg REELS

Sept. 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 2

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) _

6

SPECIAL FEATURES
The Soul of Youth (Taylor)
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's) .'.

i

The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 1
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)

, t
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) .'.

j

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) . ..."

J

39 East (Constance Binney) '"5
A Dark Lantern (Alice Brady) 5A Cumberland Romance (Mary Miles Minter)

5

Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley) "6
Jenny Be Good (Mary Milea Minter) S
Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter) ......1

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Oct. 15—When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) 2
Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 2
Sept. 1—The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 2
Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van) 2
Aug. 15—Buggins (Leon Errol) 2

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
She's a Vamp 2
Circus Days 2

BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer 2
Hands Up ..j

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture 2
Girl of the Rancho la

Oct, 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton). 7 Sundays—Topics of the Day ALICE HOWFT T fOMFnTFS
Oct lO^Fc -bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6 Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

ALiyu, nUWfcLL LUMLDILS
Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar).... 6 Saturdays—Pathe News 1 ^un? tIC

>5-
m P°lltics

Sept. 26— Help Wanted— Male (Blanche Sweet-

Henry King) ;

c

e_„t 10 Felix O'Dav (H. B. Warner) .....5

llpt 5-The House
7

of the Tolling Bell (Bruce

Gordon-May McAvoy) °

Aug. 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) '

THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen and Warner Orland)

Nov. 21—The Crystal Bail... %
Nov. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room Z

Nov. 7—Fourth, The Open Window Z

Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf ............ .2

Oct. 24 Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale. .&

Oct. 17—First. Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth

Roland)
Nov. 21—Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack 2

Nov. 14—Twelfth, The Secret Order... Z

Nov. 7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond. Z

Oct, 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2

Oct, 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path Z

Oct 17—Eighth, Danger Trails i

Oct. 10—Seventh, Troubled Waters
^

Oct. 3—Sixth, The Eagle's Nest Z

Sept. 26—Fifth, Double &ossed... z

Sept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires Z

Sept. 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman 5

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5

Law of the North 5

Cy Whittaker's Ward 5

The Awakening of Ruth S

14? Teii ?aie^P ::::::::::::::-.v.v-v:::::::::::s
b-h. .................... :::;:::;:;:::2-

Good Night Nurse ..2

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Professor

j

Getting His Goat 1

Fixing Lizzie ]

Dry Cleaned , . . ]

Kidnapper 1

BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God 1

Wind Goddess 1

MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble 2
Lazy Lem 2

(Fifteen
Lady of the Photograph 5

FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
Bride 1

Screen Fan 1

Matinee Girl 1

Man Eater 1

Superstitious Girl 1

Artist's Model 1

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The Spoiled Girl 1

NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter 1

Dreamy Chinatown 1

GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms 2
Help a
The Movies 2

s2rt«
g
:::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i robertson-cole prods.

PIRATE GOLD
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B Seitz

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) ._. ........6

SUPERIOR PICTURES
July 18—Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6
July 4—Li Ting Lang (Sessue Havakawa) 5
June 20—Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts) 5
Bright Skies (Brentwood) 5
The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

Oct. 17—Tenth, ~— --—_, _

Oct. 10—Ninth, The Double Cross z

Sept. 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion Z

Sept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped z

Sept. 12—Fifth, Drugged %
Sept. 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last Z

Aug 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story Z

THE THIRD EYE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Warner

Oland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29—Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2

Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay................. Z

Aug 15—Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice....

2

8—Twelfth, Man Against Man. ;..
....... Z

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6

What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5

Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins) 6

Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) 5

Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb)..

5

His Brother's Keeper (Mansfield,-Lytton-James) 6

The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) 6

Bubbles (Marv Anderson) 5

A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6

Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

Luke McLuke's Film-osophy H
Sonny Series 2

T£- 2SiSS!n,^e
: : : :l THE FACTS and FOLLIES series

July 18—Ninth, The Race for_Life 2 Babes in Bearskin.
Two's CompanyTulv 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2 Two's Company

KK 4—Seventh, The Double Trap 2 Call Me Daddy
Jane 27-^ixthj_The Death jspark Knockout Maggie

Down Beside the Seaside.

Professor Was RightYOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Aug. 8—The o up an

Release Information Continued on Page 3812

The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) 5

SPECIAT?
Oct, 3—The Stealers (Special Cast) 8
Sept. 19—Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody) 6
Sept. 5—Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7
Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Havakawa) S
Aug. 1—Life's Twists (Bessie Barriscale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6—Becky Strikes Out 1
May 30—Letty's Lost Legacy 1
Mixed Husbands 1

The Taylor Made Wife 1

Downstairs and Up 1

Why Be Jealous? 1
Her Beloved Burglar 1

MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the Sooth Seas 1

The City of Broken Old Men '

Recruiting in the Solomons l
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THE LITTLE GREY MOUSE"
(Fox)

New Star's First Picture Mildly Interesting

r\OX has given Louise Lovely, his new star, an elaborately produced,

H but onlv mildlv gripping drama in " The Little Grey Mouse." Miss

A Lovely herself has been given a role that leaves her small chance of

impressing herself upon the fans in her first picture. She plays a meek,

colorless, muchly-greatly abused young wife. There is nothing zestful and

distinct about the part. And it is one that will arise the ire of an audience,

because the girl is so long suffering and meek.

The story concerns Beverly Arnold, a private secretary who marries her

employer, an unsuccessful lawyer, who has found success as an author.

It is really the wife, however, who develops and types the manuscripts,

who deserves the credit for his success. His head turned by fame, the

writer willingly accepts the number of satellites who flock about him, and

erenttially falls in love with an artist-vampire—a part played by Rosemary

Tfceby.

Beverly learns of her husband's infidelity and in her meek little way

joes to the vampire's apartment to beg him to return. It is a strong but

harrowing sight, to see the husband discard his wife. He takes the vampire

in his arms and kisses her before the eyes of the now heart-broken " little

grey mouse." Thereafter Beverly attains fame herself as a writer, and

eventually marries the staid and steady lawyer, played by Sam De Grasse.

The husband comes to no dire end, his only punishment for his conduct

being a wounded pride when Beverly refuses to take him back. Thus the

story lacks a punch at the end.

There has been a great effort put in the production of the picture and

as result there are some distinctive office, cabaret and studio sets. Philo

McCullough as the writer seems to overdo his snobbish and conceited part.

The star makes the role as appealing as possible, but "little grey mice"

are no more popular figuratively than they are literally and we think an

audience would prefer a movie heroine with a backbone. The suggestion

•f the husband's infidelity is not very delicately done.—Length, 5 reels.—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Beverley Arnold .Louise Lovely

John Cumberland Sam DeGrasse
Hedda Kossiter Rosemary Theby
Stephen Gray Philo McCullough
Henry Lealon Wilson Hummel
Mrs. Lealon (Miss) Gerald Alexander

4 «U John Willys Marks
Story by Barbara Le Marr Deely.
Scenario and direction by Charles P. Hogan.
Photography by William O'Connell.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
It is a new picture with a new star that is to be the attraction at the

theatre on . " The Little Grey Mouse " is the story and Louise
Lovely the new star. The public demands new faces occasionally. They like a

change in their entertainers and they will welcome Miss Lovely with open arms.
Although she is an experienced screen actress, she has never before played the

starring role in a picture. She has been leading woman for William Farnum in

more than six of his productions. She is an Australian by birth and completed her
education in Switzerland. Previous to her motion picture debut she was well
known on the vaudeville and musical comedy stage.
The picture that marks her elevation to stardom is " The Little Grey Mouse,"

an original story by Barbara Le Marr Deely, who has already written many Fox
successes. Beverley Arnold, played by Miss Lovely, is just an old-fashioned girl,

whom the worldly-wise call " a little grey mouse, so unsophisticated, so—so

—

quaint! " She does not drink, nor even smoke! She cannot prattle of art and
new thought ! And even the man who once loved her, having drank deep of

worldly success, comes to believe that she is a bit too old-fashioned to be the
wife of a popular young author.

But there are men—of sturdy manhood and clear vision, who can appreciate
even a " little grey mouse." Beverley finds one, and in him her true happiness.
The story is a delightful romantic drama, and entertaining throughout.
The sooner you become acquainted with this new star, the more pleased you

will be. And you could not meet her in a better picture than " The Little Grey
Mouse."

PROGRAM READER
A new star will be introduced to the patrons of the

"OFFICER 666"

(Goldwyn)

theatre on
when Louise Lovely will appear in her initial starring vehicle for

Fox, " The Little Grey Mouse." Miss Lovely has been the leading lady for
William Farnum. the popular Fox actor, in a number of pictures, and it was
because of her good work in these productions that she was elevated to stardom.
" The Little Grey Mouse " is a story of an old-fashioned girl, whose husband
rose to dizzy heights of popularity as an author. Like so many others, fame and
wealth went to his head and changed his entire nature, and he was no longer sat-
isfied with the " little grey mouse " of a wife, who was so " unworldly, so unsophis-
ticated, and so quaint! But there was one who appreciated her, with all her
•ld-fashioned domesticity.

" The Little Grey Mouse " will be shown for days, beginning

picture public.
It is a fitting offering to introduce this beautiful star to the motion

SUGGESTIONS
You will want to give this picture a good send-off, especially if you contemplate

showing further Louise Lovely pictures. Use lobby photographs of her and get as
many press stories as possible in the dailies concerning her. You have Rosemary
Theby in the cast, and if you have shown " Whispering Devils " it would be well
ta ase her name in your ad. copy.

CATCH LINES
•on't be afraid of the " little grey mouse "—she was only a demure, old-fash-

iened girl, who loved her home more than her " art."

This is Louise Lovely's first starring picture. A story of a world-wise, catty
adventuress, and a demure, mouse-like little wife.

Fair Entertainment, But Titles Earn Most of the Laughs

IN
"Officer 666" another opportunity of comparing the productions of

the past with those of today is presented. The famous Cohan and

Harris melodramatic farce comedy, with Howard Estabrook and

others of the original cast in their respective roles, was released on the

George Kleine program some five years ago, and if memory serves U8

reasonably well, the Goldwyn production scores as entertainment in about

the same degree, fairly amusing, and in about the same way, by sticking

closely to the original and using the speaking lines as titles, as did the

initial picture.

Director Beaumont in directing Tom Moore's "666" has picked some

very good types in support of his star and then virtually transferred the

stage play to the screen. The result is a picture that interests only so far

as reading the script would interest and has a handicap of much running

in and out by the various characters and the squad of police, that will be

confusing to those who do not read titles quickly or are not familiar with

the stage version. However, Mr. Beaumont's failure to provide a variety

of scenes or to make additions to the incident can hardly be called a

shortcoming, since the story provided no opportunity for such interpola-

tions, being a series of incidents that happened in and about one house

during the afternoon and evening of one day. The picture interests as a

production and no single player succeeds in lifting his role above the

others unless it be Raymond Hatton in the fat part of " Whitney Barnes."

As a starring vehicle for Moore it is not so much, since it provides little

opportunity for acting and gives better chances to other members of the

cast. However, with intelligent audiences it will be found an amusing

evening's entertainment, and the titles earn quite a number of laughs.

Viewed from production angles it is up to standard except that perhaps

too many long shots were used. The stage settings are good and the atten-

tion to detail commendable.—Length, 5 reels.—J. S. Dickerson.

THE CAST
Travers Gladwyn TOM MOORE
Helen Jean Calhoun
Alf Wilson Jerome Patrick
Officer 666 Harry Dunkinwon
Whitney Barnes Raymond Hatton
Sadie Priscilla Bonner
Mrs. Burton Kate Lester
Police Captain , Hardee Kirkland
Kearney M. B. Flynn
Bareato George Kuwa
Watkins Al Edmundson

Directed by Harry Beaumont.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Popular Tom Moore will be seen at the theatre for a days'

run, beginning , in his latest comedy success, " Officer 666,"'

a story of a young man who came home from a trip abroad in time to get mixed
up with a gentleman crook who was robbing his house of valuable paintings.
The picture is an adaptation of the famous Cohan & Harris stage play that

has lived these many years in the memory of those who saw it as one of the
best funmakers ever written. In adapting it to the screen all the situations and
clever business of the original has been retained. Tom Moore in the leading role
is admirably cast and a strong supporting cast has been secured for him.
" Officer 666 " is a melodramatic farce, full ot original incident and with especially
clever titles, many of which are from the original play. For entertainment the
offering will not be excelled this season.

PROGRAM READER
Perhaps no play

1

of recent years has been more successful than the famous
Cohan & Harris melodramatic farce comedy. " Officer 666," which has now been
adapted to the screen with popular Tom Moore in the leading role and will be
the attraction at the for a days' engagement beginning

" Officer 666 " is a chronicle of a remarkable series of events which happened
in a single night when a gentleman crook undertook to rob a young millionnaire
of his collection of rare paintings. Tom Moore is the rich young man who is

being robbed and who has returned from a trip abroad incognito. The picture is

purely entertainment, but as such it is a remarkable success, since to the many
amusing situations which the stage version furnished a lot of original incident has
been added that will register with any and all audiences. The star is offered one
of his best roles and takes full advantage of the opportunities presented. A strong
supporting cast has been secured for the lesser roles of the production. Through-
out the picture a pleasing romance is woven, although the action and incident of
the plot have to do with the robbery and the capture of the burglar.

SUGGESTIONS
Make much of the fame of the stage success promising good entertainment in

the picture. Bill Tom Moore as having an ideal role and one which gives him
plenty of opportunity. A lobby display of paintings would be in keeping with the
picture. Since this is a picture where the police figure prominently special show-
ings for the members of the local force could be arranged with prominent officers
testimonials secured for publication purposes.
As a ballyhoo have a young man in a policeman's uniform with the number on

his badge 666 patrolling a beat in front of the theatre. Dress your ushers in
police uniforms. . As a prologue use the opening scene of the stage play, in which
a room with the walls covered with painting and the furniture with white coverings
is entered bv a Jap who lights it up by opening the draoeries over the windows
and gets things in shape for his master's homecoming. For a prologue in which
music is used attention is called to a description of one staged by S. L. Rothafel
for the run of " Officer 666 " at the Capitol theatre to be found within the pages
of this issue.

CATCH LINES
Tom Moore in the role of the " man who went out to arrest himself." A story

of an eventful evening that won Travers Gladwyn a wife and saved his valuable
paintings from being stolen.
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Lonely South Pacific Missions i

Domesticating Wild Men
Cruising in the Solomons t

Saving Savages in the South Seas 1

ADVENTURE SCENICS
May 16—The Lone Trapper 1

May 2—Outlaw of the Wilderness 1

The Tempest 1

Waters of Destiny 1

Tree Magic 1

Ghosts of Romance i

Sons ol Salooskin 1

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't Gamble ..5

Fickle Women S

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas) 5,000
Panthea (Norma Talmadge) 5,000
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore) 5,000
The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
The Flapper (Olive Thomas) 5,000
The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham) 5,000
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000

The Poor Simp (Owen Moore) 5,000
The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
SELECT PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge) 5,000
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day) 6,000
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison) 5,000
Mountain Madness 6,000
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney) 5,000
The Great Shadow 6,000
The One-Wav Trail (Edythe Sterling) 5,000
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis) 5,000
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000
Taking the Count (William Collier) 5,000
The Servant Question ( William Collier) 5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000

NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle) 5,000
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince) 5,000
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast) 5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast) 5,000

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
Open the Bars 1

Hay Fever 1

Sweet Dynamite 1

COMICLASSIC
Nor. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .2
Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam) . . .2
Oct. 17—A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2
SUNSET BURRUD SCENICS
Nov. 7—Totem Land 1

Oct. 31—Dawnland 1

Oct. 24—Going North 1

Oct. 17—The Highway of Wonderland 1

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Bubbles 1

Oct 3—Dreams 1

Sept 26—Up on the Farm. 1

MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. 31—Kids 1

Oct 17—Guilty 1

CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Nov.' 14—Who Am 1 2
Oct 7—Home Rule 2

TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..5
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska) 5

Human Passions (Lottie Tilford) 5
Man and Woman (Betty Mason) 5
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes) 6

Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) 5

And the Children Pay (Gareth Hughes) 7
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley—one every
month) 2

RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley) 5
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo) 5

Weekly Indigestion (one every week) 1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith's) 7
Tune 27—Suds (Mary Pickford) S

Jane 13—The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) 6
lay 30—Romance (Doris Keane) 8
Apr. 5—Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett's) 5

Jaa. 18—Pollyanna (Mary Pickford) 6

Dec. 29—When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair-
banks) 6

Oct. 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith's) 6
Sept. 1—His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-

banks) , 8

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
West is West (Harry Carey) 5

Honor Bound (Frank Mayo) 5

Fixed by George (Lyons Moran) S

The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers) 5

Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak) 5_

The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo) 5

Sundown Slim (Harry Carey) 5

Pink Tights (Gladys Walton) 5

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast) 7
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals 6
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln) 6

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin) 2

A Prohibition Monkey 2

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
First, Blood Money 2

RED RIDER SERIES
(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)

Sixth, The Timber Wolf 2
Fifth, The Forest Runners 2

Fourth, When the Devil Laughed 2
Third, Big Stakes 2
Second, The Girl and the Law 2
First, A Son of the North 2

THE FLAMING DISK
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)

Eighth, Through Walls of Steel 2
Seventh, The Circle of Fire 2
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery 2
Fifth, On the Great Wall of China 2
Fourth, The Flaming Disk 2
Third, The Perilous Leap 2
Second, The Span of Life 2
First, The Rails of Dearth 2

I'HE DRAGON'S INET

(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring
Marie IValcamp)

Twelfth, Unmasked 2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril .2
Ninth, The Train of Death 2
Eighth, Trailed to Peking 2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2
Sixth, Captured in China 2
Fifth, A Jump for Life 2
Fourth, Into the Chasm 2
Third, A Watery Grave 2

CENTURY COMEDIES
A Fishy Story (Monty-Jackson) 2
Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety) 2
A Lyin' Tamer (Bowes-Lamont) 2
A Blue Ribbon Mutt (Byron-Dorety) 2
Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorety-Prevost) 2
Should Tailors Trifle 2
Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont) 2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2
His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2
Love and Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2

STAR COMEDIES
Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Maids A-Courting 1

My Lady's Ankle 1

A Scream in Society 1

Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) 1

Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann) 1

Bill's Wife ( Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill-Burns) 1

Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette) 1

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard) "
1

Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1

RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Doretv-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2
Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey) 2
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2
Cenders (Hoot Gibson) 2
In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2
Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2
One Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Grinning Granger 2
A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays—International News 1

Fridays —Internationa] News ,..1
Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Universal).,..!

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
The Voice of Fools 5
The Prey 6
Dollars and the Woman 6
The Sporting Duchess 7

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Romance Promoters S
The Purple Cipher 5
A Master Stroke 5
Captain Swift 5
The Fortune Hunter 7

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble 5
The Whisper Market 5
Bab's Candidate 5
The Garter Girl 5
Deadline at Eleven 5
Human Collateral 5

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Back Yard 2

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet .' 3
The Sea Rider J

The Flaming Clue 5
The Birth of a Soul S

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special

Cast 7
Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast 7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cor-,

wood's) Special Cast 7

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Suitor 2
The Stage Hand I
Solid Concrete I
School Days 2
The Fly Cop 2
The Grocery Clerk I

0. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast) -...3
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) I
Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) I
The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) .1
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan) I

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) 2
The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman)....!
THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Horin«.)
Fifteenth, The Accounting 2
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret 2
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke .....2
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate 2
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom 2
Tenth, A Demon's Device 2
Ninth, The Slide for Life 2
Eighth, The Span of Death 2
Seventh, Human Targets 2
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace 2
Fifth, The Well of Despair 2
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air 2
Third, The Sea Demon 2
Second, The Quicksand 2
First, The Menace 2

HIDDEN DANGERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan ami

Jean Paige)
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog 2
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape 2
Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit I
Twelfth, Human Bait 2

Eleventh, The Tank's Secret 2
Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge 2
Ninth, An Inch from Doom 2
Eighth, Hemmed In 2
Seventh, Hindoo Hate 2
Sixth, Springing the Trap 2
Fifth, Hands of Horror 2
Fourth, The Fatal Choice 2
Third, Plucked from Peril 2
Second, The Murder Mood 2
First, The Evil Spell 2

WLLK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Ah set of Desire (Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa) •

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity |
The Trap I
A Woman Alone I
Darkest Russia I

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour I
Stolen Voice I
Friday the 13th I

Human Driftwood I
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"FOOD FOR SCANDAL
(Realart)

Very Obvious. But Fairly Interesting

WANDA HAWLEY'S newest Realart picture, "Food for Scandal,"

does not measure up to her initial vehicle, "Miss Hobbs," in

point of story interest and characterization, nor does it carry as

good incident anil action. In fact it is quite a conventional offering which

pleases after a fashion because of its first rate interpretation. The

"scandal" hinted at in the title is really much ado about nothing and pre-

sents a heroine who consents to act as an innocent co-respondent in an

impending divorce action so that she may bring the quarrelsome couple

together again.

The opening flash shows her the heiress of a depleted fortune with noth-

ing tangible in the way of assets except a broken down ranch. She is en-

gaged to an equally impoverished young lawyer. So each goes to 'Frisco

to gain a livelihood. Hero has failed to write because of his misfortune

and heroine, piqued at his conduct, has joined the chorus under an as-

>umed name, rather than ask any assistance from him. The director has

provided a faulty touch in the setting for the lawyer's office—an office

which is as luxuriously furnished as a bank president's. Certainly he

gives the lie to the fact that he is poverty stricken. As for the girl the

appearance of the ranch might lead one to think that she could easily have

it mortgaged or raise produce in Cabfornia's sunny clime. Again she

dresses a la Fifth Avenue and mainatins an apartment in a hoetl—which is

certainly beyond her income.

It is an obvious tale and the title gives it away when the heroine flirts

with scandal. The quarrelsome couple are friends of her fiance and it

develops that she retires from the stage to enter the husband's employ as

the co-respondent. And having her wits about her she brings thein to-

gether and makes the husband promise to become the lawyer's client. This

little twist does much to lift the story out of its single-track channel and

the development of it carries no small amount of humor. But ihe poor

protagonists are not presented in a consistent manner. The background

of their lives would lead one to believe that they reveled in riches. The

romance is well treated, with emphasis placed upon the conflict. And
Miss Hawley and Harrison Ford are perfectly at home in their respective

parts. The analytical spectator may wonder how people of such high

estate ever sunk so low in worldly goods and are able to appear prosperous

and well-fed at the same time. The picture should offer a fairly interest-

ing hour.— Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Sylvia Figeuroa Wanda Hawley
Watt Dinwiddie Harrison Ford
Aunt Maria Margaret McWade
Indian Servant Minnie Provost
Padre Sydney Bracey
Jack Horner Lester Cuneo
Nancy Horner Ethel Grey Terry
Count O. Tizapitti Juan de la Cruz

By Paul Kester.
Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
Directed by James Cruze.
Photographed by H. Kenley Martin.

"AN OLD FASHIONED BOY
(Ince-Paramount-Artcraft)

1

1

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Wanda Hawley, the charming actress, who made her debut as a star in " Miss

Hobbs " will return to the theatre next in her latest

photoplay entitled, " Food for Scandal." This is an adaptation by Edith Kennedy
of Paul Kester's play, " Beverley's Balance," and is considered ideal for the
expression of Miss Hawley's personality and talent. The star assumes the role
of Sylvia Figeuroa, a girl who has inherited her father's decrepit ranch. Unable
to make both ends meet she goes to San Francisco in search of a position and
finds it as a member of the chorus in a musical comedy. Also in the Californian
city is Watt Dinwiddie, her lover, who is having an equally difficult time in
making a living at the practise of law.
Good fortune smiles upon the girl when she elects to become a-* innocent co-

respondent and thus permit a wealthy man to gain a divorce. But she enters
into the agreement under the stipulation that Watt will become her benefactor's
attorney. In the end she is instrumental in bringing the quarrelsome couple
together and finds happiness with the young lawyer. There a charming element
of romance introduced and the picture is well punctuated with humorous incident.
Miss Hawley receives excellent support in which Harrison Ford and Lester Cuneo
are prominent. James Cruze directed.

PROGRAM READER
Wanda Hawlev. last seen here in " Miss Hobbs." the picture which established

her as a star after serving the screen as a leading woman for several seasons,
returns again on in her latest feature production entitled " Food
for Scandal." The star plays the part of a girl who has come to the end of
her resources and it behooves her to flirt with scandal—of course in an innocent
way—in order to keep the wolf from the door. How her decision precipitates an
unique situation—how she emerges with flying colors is told in a picture which
nsarkles with comedy and sentiment throughout its bright and breezy action.
Miss Hawley is supported by the dependable Harrison Ford.

SUGGESTIONS
If you showed Wanda Hawley's previous picture. "Miss Hobbs," there is no

question that you have some arguments to work upon here. The above mentioned
feature established her as a star Te'.l that " Food for Scandal " is a fining
companion picture to " Miss Hobbs." Bring out that it offers a colorful char-
acter sketch of a girl at the end of her resources and who nearly stoops to folly
to keep the wo'f from the door. Bring out that it is a mos' enjoyable comedy-
drama—one which is ideal for her personality and talent. Play up the leading
man. He is well known to your patrons. Mention that the picture is an adaptation
of the p?ay, " Beverley's Balance." Since Miss Hawlev is one of the hoauties of
the screen, by all means don't neglect to distribute stills of her for lobby display

Not Much to the Story, But Ray Puts It Over

AGNES CHRISTINE JOHNSTON, who has furnished Charles Ray

with more than one fine idea for screen expression, has not been

found wanting in inspiration with M An Old Fashioned Boy." The

pyschology of feminine nature is caught admirably which establishes the

fact that contrariness of the sex must be expected in matters of love and

marriage. She brings out the conflict between a young man, too sure of

his girl, and the latter, who, because she is caught in the matrimonial net,

is equally determined to prove her independence. Hence when the old

fashioned boy brings her out to his fully equipped bungalow and argues

in favor of babies and suburban life, the ultra-modern girl rebels.

But the idea soon spends itself. The note of conflict is relegated to the

background and what is developed is nothing but a pleasing farce-comsdy

which relies upon sure-fire hokum for effect. There is a good twist and

it shows the hero employing strategy to re-capture the girl. A counter-

plot, showing a quarrel between friends of the couple develops in the wife

leaving her children with the old-fashioned youth. So he goes to the

trouble of having himself and the youngsters quarantined for black

measles and then inviting the contrary sweetheart over so that she may be

forced to stay. Most of the action details, incidents resulting from the

quarantine notice. For instance, the old fashioned boy makes taffy for

the children and this bit becomes extremely " slapsticky."

It is a regular Mack Sennett touch which scores because it is really

genuine and funny. But the would-be benedict changes his clothes after

the episode which shows that he must have stocked the bungalow with a

wardrobe as weU'as household effects. Putting the quarantine sign on the

house precipitates a rather novel situation and in the end the ultra-modern

girl is taught her p's and q's. The picture is quite a departure for Ray.

He is not the country yokel, but a city chap blessed with homespun ideas.

And he makes the most of the disappointment, born of being too sure of

the girl. His individual touches are as pronounced as ever. Realizing

that the idea isn't heavy enough to be treated seriously, Director Storm

has emphasized the farcical note. And trust him to provide some bottled

A No. 1 brand of hokum! The Rivoli audience was delighted with the

picture. Which is proof that the Johnston, Storm and Ray combination is

a mighty effective one. The feature is technicaUy first rate.—Length, 5

reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
David Warrington Charles Ray
Betty Graves Ethel Shannon
Doctor Graves Alfred Allen
Herbert Wade Boteler
Sybil Grace Morse
Violet Gloria Joy
Herbie Frankie Lee
Ferdie Hal Cooley
The Baby Virginia Brown

By Agnes Christine Johnston.
Directed by Jerome Storm.
Photographed by Chester Lyons.

PRESS NOTICE-STORY
Charles Ray, the star without an equal in the delineation of country boy char-

acter, will be the star at the theatre next in "An Old
Fashioned Boy." This story by Agnes Christine Johnston, an author who has
been responsible for many Ray successes, takes the star away from his country
boy role and places him in a modern characterization. As David Warrington he
is old fashioned in regard to romance and marriage. In other words, David is

all for the home—the suburban home where children may have free development
away from city life and cramped apartments.

Charles Ray gives color and individuality to the part in his customary manner
and manages to extract a vast amount of humor and sentiment from the story.
His fiancee, Betty, is strictly modern and her ultra-fashionable ideas take excep-
tion to country homes and their upkeep. But David works a bit of strategy.
He has himself quarantined with several children so that when Betty comes visit-

ing she is forced to remain in the bungalow. This sequence precipitates a novel
situation which carries the utmost in appeal. The picture has a strong heart
interest and is well directed by Jerome Storm and capably played by an exceptional
cast.

PROGRAM READER
He was an old fashioned boy—particularly old fashioned on ideas of romance

and marriage. He was old fashioned enough to believe himself sure of his girl

—

that she would agree with his ideas on suburban bungalows and whether children
would be happier in the country than in the city. But the girl rebelled. How
the old fashioned boy conceived a plan to win the girl over to his ideas—how
he changed her from an ultra-fashionable coquette into a girl after his own heart
is told in a story which flashes with humor and sentiment. The star, Charles Ray,
gives another of his cameo performances and is supported by players who are
excellent in their several roles. Agnes Christine Johnston wrote "An Old Fash-
ioned Boy," while Jerome Storm directed. The picture will be shown at the

next .

SUGGESTIONS
Here is Ray again in a part which takes him away from his country yokel type.

Make it plain that he is superb in the delineation of the homespun boy. The type
here is a familiar one and Ray makes it natural as ever. Make plain, too, that
the author, Agnes Christine Johnston, has written another fine story for the star.
Dwell upon the direction. Bring out that Jerome Storm has put Ray through his
paces again, which is sufficient guarantee of its excellence. Make use of the title

in your publicity campaign. You might give a hint of the plot, dwelling upon
the conflict engendered between an ultra-modern girl and an old-fashioned boy.
Make mention that it points out the difference between citv and country life.

Bill it as a joyful comedy-drama of youth, love and suburban life.
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Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete listof all feature pictures for the last twenty weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and

designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors

who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of al

opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-

age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports

from exhibitors who have made jio actual comments, but have merely checked the box office, value of the picture.

All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of

this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to July 3, 1920.

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

ADORABLE SAVAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS AUG. 14 CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, THE (METRO-SPECIAL) VIOLA
" Colorful picture on a time-worn formula."—if. P. Newt. DANA AUG. 28
Exhibitor Comment—" Several parts of this picture are unusual but the " The bent light comedy of the year."—if. P. New*.

public does not seem to get enthusiastic about the local color and scenery Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well all week. Excellent picture. Viola Dana
of this feature. Fair receipts." is an especial favorite." " Fair picture. Drew average audience." " Fair

picture to average business." " Picture fair ; business no better." " Goo*
ARABIAN KNIGHT, AN (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SES- ^ picture. Lots of interesting situations well done by star and capable

SUE HAYAKAWA AUG. 28 company. Opened to nice business and held public interest all week."
"Japanese star versatile in good production."—Jf. P. Hews. "Big box-office attraction, a good title, pleasing picture and a well like*
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture interested them and It did big business star who does a good ' shimmy '." " Two days to big and average busi-

for three days." ness." " Everyone voted this the best Dana picture they had ever seen."
ARE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON NOV. 6 Consensus—"Average picture, average puller"

"Rather inconsequental for feature length."—Jf. P. News. CITY OF MASKS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK JULY 141WAY GOES PRUDENCE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) BILLIE •< Warwick's lat'esi'is well fYtrtifled Yo' please theBURKE JULY 17 m P. News.

" Good idea isn't made the most of here."—Jf. P. News. Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which pleased. Two days to arer-
Exhibitor Comment—

•
A good picture which pleased. Two days to big age aD(j poor business." " Average picture to average business three

and average business. " A pleasing picture to fair business for one days

"

week." " A rather poor picture which did not appear to have much to it. Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
The interest and entertaining qualities appear to be lacking." " Played It

one week to average and big business." "Only moderately entertaining. CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
Billie Burke, who starred in it, was good. Returns fair." " Entertaining picture with Meighan as a star."—if. P. News.

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller." Exhibitor Comment—" Has met with much favor. Good money maker."
" Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining

BAB'S CANDIDATE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH JULY 17 qualities." " Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box
" Fairly interesting story which drags considerably at times."—if. P. News. office returns were very good." " A bully fine picture, with popular plot

BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23 Going like wild fire here and getting the best press notices." "Severn

"Novel story given rich production."—M. F. News. days to
.
caPa«ty. Picture well liked but those who saw the stage play

Exhibitor Comment—" Very entertaining picture. Crowded my house every not satisfied.

showing. Box-office results very good." Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BEST OF LUCK, THE (METRO-SCREEN CLASSICS) SPECIAL CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL OCT, 1

CAST JULY 17 " Talky picture made from stage satire."—if. P. News.
" Impressive production, but wild melodrama in plot."—if. P. News. Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture. Picture drew well for first tw»
Exhibitor Comment—" Strongly melodramatic, well produced and it pleased. days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts."
Two days to average business." CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. 30 LIAM S. HART OCT. 2

"This would look better as a two-reel slapstick."—Jf. P. News. "Has plenty of action and should please."—if P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—-" Pleasing picture but we had about average busl-

BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11 ness ."
6 v

" Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnum's latest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— ' Only average picture but drew fairly well." CROOKED STREETS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-

TON AUG. 7
BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA OCT. 16 "Melodrama is long on atmosphere, short on plot and suspense."—M. P.

"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story."—if. P. News. News.'

BLUE STREAK McCOY (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY AUG. 7 Exhibitor Comment—"Good for a return date." "Played this picture one
" Enjoyable western melodrama with star in likable role,"—if. P. News. week to average business six days and big business one day." " Rather

_____ „ _ TTT ,„„„__. . , T _ „_ good melodrama; pretty good business." "A great picture. Exciting
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE... OCT. 23 from start to finish. Had the house spellbound on opening night and

Story of dual personality fairly interesting."—if. P. News. dld tremendous business all the following performances. Seldom is a

BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) SEPT. 18 picture so universally liked." "Packed 'em on this. Ethel Clayto»
" Plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story."—if. P. News. m

.
ost Popular woman star on Paramount program in this territory. The

Exhibitor Comment—" Picture not up to the previous high standard of picture was great, and they liked it from the very start. Fine business

the star, Norma Talmadge." " Very big business, but picture criticised for throughout.
slow action." Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

Consensus-" Average picture, average puller." CUMBERLAND ROMANCE, A (REALART PICTURES) MARY
BRANDING IRON, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23 MILES MINTER AUG. II

" Story of primitive passions is rather overdone."—if. P. News. " if. if. Minter's best—a real picture."—Jf. P. News.

rtjpath thp Twir cTTNTvpuc a t ivvjvt \ Alto t Exhibitor Comment—"A very good picture which pleased and did goodBREATH °F THE GODS, THE (UNIVERSAL-JEWEL)............. .AUG. 7 business for one week." "Played it two days to average business."
" Artistic production, and star's abihty raise Japanese story."—Jf. P. News. Went over blg Liked better than any previous Minter picture."

BROADWAY COWBOY, A (HAMPTON-PATHE) WILLIAM DES- Consensus—" Good picture, good puller"

• ....................JULY 17 CUPID—THE COWPUNCHER (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS AUG. 7
" William Desmond has an entertainment comedy here."—Jf. P. News. « Qreat entertainment with star in ideal role."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Fine picture, playing to big audiences." "They „ ........ „ . j r, _h<„h „„»_ *.>.._

didn't quite 'get' this one My audience like Westerns, but they were Exhibitor Comment—"A good Will Kogerspicture which tamoreth
not quite sure that they were not being ' kidded • in this. The comedy average audiences for seven days with exceptionally good Saturday ant

went over, however, and was well received. Think Desmond very in- Sunday business.

teresting and promising star if he sticks with one company long enough CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. 11
to become well known." « Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development."—if. P. News.

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller." Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business. Katberine Me-

BRUTE MASTER THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH NOV. 6 ^ntfr^" Hobart Bosworth scores in vigorous story of the sea."—M. P. News.
Business very good." It's by far the best acting Katherine MacDonali

CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL OCT. 23 has ever done. People liked it well enough to fill two houses for a week
"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama."—if. P. News. simultaneously. Good entertainment.

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
CHEATER, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON AUG. 7 _,„„„„,.-__.„„„.„„-„, /rrpuiTTA HnnKinwm I RAH" Fair entertainment on a " Miracle Man " sort of theme."—Jf. P. News. CYNTHIA-OF-THE-MINUTE (GIBRALTA-HODKINSON) LEAH

Exhibitor Comment—"Fine picture. Name of stage production drew BAIRD V'i l'"i"L'H2'»'"i/"B J

well. Business good." "Novel crook story suffers from development."—Jf. P. New:

Box Office Reports continued on page 3816
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"THE FACE AT YOUR WINDOW"
(William Fox)

Propaganda Picture Developed Along Orthodox Lines

THE names of Max Marcin, Richard Stanton and William Fox, com-

bined with a theme based on Americanism, held forth much prom-

ise for a worth while picture—a promise that, viewed from the

accepted standards of present day production, is not realized. Frankly,

"The Face at Your Window" is just the usual overdrawn, over acted,

•rthodox propaganda melodrama, that resorts to long titles to tell its story

.iud preach Americanism; that grasps every opportunity to appeal to

patriotism even with such ancient methods as D. W.'s Klu Kux Clan roles

covering the uniforms of the American Legion boys as they ride forth to

pat down the revolutionists, the G. A. R. veteran getting out his tattered

uniform of blue, and flag waving titles. Mr. Marcin's story is common-

place and his titles, which make up fully half the picture, are not inspired.

Mr. Stanton's direction is stereotyped and his incident ordinary. It is a

picture to take seriously for only one reason—that reason being that the

industrial -unrest in this country and the Bolshevist Tegime in other coun-

tries certainly is to be taken seriously, and that since the production is

unadulterated propaganda, it has been developed along lines that perhaps

will appeal to those at which its message is aimed—the rank and file of

these who are socialistically inclined and those of our loyal, but unedu-

cated people, who like their melodrama of the 10-20-30 variety.

We saw this production in a theatre where a picture of Lenine and titles

giving extracts from his published doctrines received greater appreciation

than did a picture of Roosevelt. Hisses drowned this demonstration and

some of the titles we have criticized were given hearty applause. Also a

considerable portion of an election day crowd seemed to enjoy the offering,

all of which indicates that there is an audience for this sort of a produc-

tion and that the theatre which has such an audience will be passing a

good bet in not playing it.—Length, 7 reels.

—

J. S. Dickerson.
Directed by Richard Stanton.
Story by Max Marcin.

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
A motion picture with a greater theme than something which merely entertains

hae been booked for the theatre for a days' engagement
beginning in "The Face at Your Window," a super-special production
from the William Fox studios that preaches the sermon of Americanism and relates
a story of what happens when the Bolshevist and the "Red" are allowed to con-
tinue working toward their goal of revolution with its reign of murder, arson and
rioting.
" The Face at Your Window " is a picture that every true American should see

for it has a tremendous message, besides being absorbing photoplay entertainment
containing many thrilling scenes and a realistic well told story of what would
happen if a " Red " revolution would begin in this country. The production was
as timely as was the famed " Battle Cry of Peace " of some years ago that did
more to awaken the American people to the menace of Germanyism than all the
sermons, or editorials that were written. The story of " The Face at Your Win-
dow " was written by Max Marcin, the famous playwright and the picture was
directed by Richard Stanton, acknowledged to be one of the best producers of
melodrama in the country. The production has many big scenes that will com-
pare with the never to be forgotten sequences of " The Birth of a Nation." The
cast which enacts the various roles of the picture is all-star with several players
of international reputation on the stage and screen.

PROGRAM READER
For people who think, who want something more than entertainment, who would

be educated and thrilled, the feature picture booked for this theatre for a
days' engagement beginning ,

" The Face at Your Window " is to be
recommended. Based on a theme of Americanism, a preachment if you will for
the simon pure brand of patriotism that has no patience with Bolshevism, the rule
of the Soviet or any of the other disciples of revolution, riot and arson that are
at the bottom of the industrial unrest now apparent in the United States, this
picture is as timely and as potent a warning as was the famed " Battle Cry of
Peace " of before the war and at the same time a tremendously interesting melo-
drama that has many a thrill and some scenes that will be found as gripping as
a«y ever conceived for the motion picture. " The Face at Your Window " is the
story of what would happen if the " Reds " ever accomplished their vowed in-
tention of starting a revolution and like the " Battle Cry of Peace " which showed
what might be expected of German invasion, it drives home a tremendous lesson.
It wakes people of a realization of a danger that really does exist and suggests
the only remedy to prevent such a terrible event. It is a big picture founded on
a big theme. The production is sponsored by William Fox and is directed by
Richard Stanton from a story by Max Marcin, the famous playwright.

SUGGESTIONS
Play up the theme and refer to it as a second " Battle Cry of Peace." Do not

bother with members of the cast but bill it as a production. Use scene stills that
will give some idea of the sort of production it is. Mention Marcin and Richard
Stanton in your advertising. Get your prominent citizens, and labor organiza-
tions interested and pay special attention to the employers of labor. A picture tobe treated seriously with no attempt at hokum exploitation.

CATCH LINES
HThe Battle Cry °j Peace " °f 1920. A picture with a message that is of tre-

Birthof a

m
Nation " *

productlon of such sc°Pe as t0 be classed with " The

"SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE"
(Metro)

Interesting Crook Story, Well Directed and Acted

IT
isn't often that a crook story fails on the screen. Many directors

think it is necessary to go into every detail and point out the why

and wherefore of every scene to drive their points home. And many

crook stories slip up through employing a deal of wild incident and im-

probable hokum. "Someone in the House" is a credit to John Ince's ca-

pable direction. He might easily have made it just an ordinary affair by

presenting a scene and then showing just how it was made. In other

words he has eliminated the obvious. There is no planting of the idea or

the characters. Incidents flow from some real tangible sequence.

"Someone in the House" is quite novel and it packs a sure-fire brand

of action, most of which is rapidly executed with full emphasis placed

upon the suspensive value. The most case-hardened critic will find that

he cannot guess the conclusion. Is the crook-in-chief a detective? You

suspect it but you aren't sure. Anyway, a picture is flashed which builds

with ever-increa6ing interest. It marks quite a departure in crook stories.

Of course one is acquainted with the pawn-broker " fence " who takes the

stolen jewels from the gentleman Raffles' hands. But one finds a new

angle in the idea which shows the crook staging a "fake" rescue so that

his victim might introduce him to his society set.

An amateur play is in rehearsal and the crook has information that the

leading woman will wear her famous jewels. He ingratiates his person-

ality so well that he is offered the part of leading man. It is no trouble

to duplicate the necklace and the imitation is substituted at the proper

time. The police are drawn into the net, but a surprise comes when the

leading woman declares that the robbery is written in the lines of the play.

Eventually she discovers the true character of the thief, but his better side

has been touched by the influence of love. So the conclusoin brings the

inevitable reformation. The finish is rather abrupt and might better have

represented a scene than a subtitle. And closeups of the substitution

might have been shown. But these are minor flaws in a story which

travels on high and carries several clever surprises and unique twiats.

There are no lapses of action. The tempo is well caught to correspond

with the hectic life of a crook. Edmund Lowe is easy and natural in the

Raffles role. And the others are entirely capable. A clever title, adorn-

ing an equally clever picture, should make it well liked.—Length, 54*8

feet.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Jim Burke, known as "The Dancer " Edmund Lowe
Molly Brent Vola Vale
" English " Howard Crampton
Percy Glendenning William J. Irving
Helen Glendenning Clara Lee
Walter Hargrave Lawrence Grant
" Deacon " Edward Connelly
" Snowie " Henry Miller, Jr.
Malone Edward Jobson
Halloran Thomas McGuire
McVeigh Jack Leveriag

By Larry Evans and George S. Kaufman.
Scenario by Lois Zellner and Marc Robbins.
Directed by John E. Ince.
Photographed by George K. Hollister.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The feature attraction at the theatre next is " Some-

one In The House," a Metro picture adapted from the stage play by Larry Evans
and George S. Kaufman. It offers a most interesting crook story, the plot and
characterization being rich in action and color. A cast that includes several well
known players, among them being Edmund Lowe, Vola Vale and Lawrence Grant,
interprets the picture in a spirited fashion. The plot concerns a gentleman crook
who is as polished as he is resourceful. By staging a " fake " rescue, his new-
found friend invites him to the house in which an amateur play is in rehearsal.

Molly Brent, a wealthy society girl, is the owner of a valuable necklace. And
it is this prize jewel which Burke is desirous of stealing. He has a duplicate
made and the stage is all set for the robbery. Even the police are hoodwinked to
be present. But when they have the thief in their clutches, Molly comes to the
rescue by stating that the robbery is only a rehearsal. She eventually discovers
that her necklace is stolen, but forgives Burke when he declares his love and his
determination to go straight. John Ince directed.

PROGRAM READER
A fascinating story of a gentleman crook who outwits the police and ingratiates

his personality with friends and enemies alike is offered in " Someone in the House,"
the Metro picture which comes to the next with a cast
including Edmund Lowe, Vola Vale, Edward Jobson and Lawrence Grant. The
hero in question is known as " The Dancer " and his object is to steal immensely
valuable jewels. Good fortune brings him into contact with society people. To
tell you any more would be giving the story away. But suffice that it entertains
every minute and builds interestingly and with good suspense. It is one of the
j.st crook stories ever told on the screen. Don't miss it.

SUGGESTIONS
A crook play is always certain of getting over through the ever-increasing in-

terest and suspense which usually accompany it. Bring out that " Someone in the
House " is a worthy subject of its kind—that it offers a very likable hero who
smiles pleasantly in the face of danger and who outwits his associates and the
police at every turn. Tell that it is an adaptation of the stage play by Larry
Evans, the well known fiction writer and George S. Kaufman, dramatic critic of aNew York daily. Mention the leading players. Use some of the novel situations
for program readers and throwaways. Bill it as a fascinating crook Dhotoplay which
is bright, breezy, and filled with sure-fire action. Make use of the title in a campaign.

CATCH LINES
There was someone in the house. No one knew his identity, but they were all

certain he was after the famous necklace. See the fascinating crook pictureSomeone in the House."
»>««»

"GOOD AS NEW AFTER 7 YEARS!!!"
" SIMPLEX good as new. Running 10 hours every daj
for 7 years."

MOVIES THEATRE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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DARK LANTERN (REALART) ALICE BRADY AUG. 14
" Dragyy picture develops to an evident conclusion."—31. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Just an average production. Played it four days
to average business.' " A good picture to big business for one week."
" 1'atrous did not like this one. Just an average feature to average busi-
ness for three days.'' " Very poor production but brought fair business."
•' Fair picture. The star is the drawing card." " Very poor picture,
box-office receipts are terrible." " Alice Brady's performance semed
rather disappointing. Picture ordinary. Poor business one day."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Cost a lot of money hut is doubtful as entertainment."—31. P. News.

DEVIL'S GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL
BARRYMORE NOV. 6

" nutiuv grttcsome story, well- produced mid acted."—11. P. Netcs.

DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
"Hectic melodrama with familiar stork situations."—M P. News.

DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 6
'• Some intcvestinu moments in this rustic story."—11. N. News.
DRAG HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM NOV. 6

"// they like Farnum, it's a good bet."—M. P. News.
DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)

SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25
"Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted."—31. P. News.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER SEPT. 18
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.

FIGHTING CHANCE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST JULY 31

"Robert TP. Chambers' best-seller provides fair entertainment."—M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment— " A very good picture which pleased my patrons.

Played it two days to big and average business." " Played this picture
one week to big business ; a good production." " Opened strong. Good
picture of popular brand." " Very good film. The public agrees, for
business has been very good." " This picture was very well liked and had
a succssful run."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

FICKLE WOMEN (DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTION-STATE
RIGHTS) DAVID BUTLER AUG. 21

"David Butler has real state rights attraction."—31. P. News.

FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31
"Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture."—M. P. News.

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

" Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Charles Ray well liked by our audiences and fea-

ture played to better than average business." " Very fine picture.
Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking house
records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture make it well
worth seeing and my house was well filled at each performance. Fact
that it played on the stage drew many people."

Consensus—•• Good picture, oood puller."
FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN NOV. 6

"Lyons and Aloran produce successful farce."—31. P. News.
FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-

BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16
" An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—M. P. News.

FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK SEPT. 11

" Some entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy."—if. P. Neios.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-
rected, well produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him in advertising and it helped
some. Personally think Warwick is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Consensus—Good picture, good puller."

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook story, with George Walsh, well directed."—If. P.
News.

FULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Stage farce loses its punch on the screen."—If. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."
" Below average business, as all Washburns are in these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-
ner's Dress Suit " is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
business with ." " Played it two days to average business. A good
picture."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

GAUNTLET, THE (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY AUG. 21
"Poor treatment puts this one in the mediocre class."—If. P. News.

GILDED DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS OCT. 23
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."—if. P. News.

GIRL IN THE WEB, THE* (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET JULY 31

" A splendid production from all angles."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good story. It drew well. Two days to average

business.".
GO AND GET IT (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST.. JULY 31
"Fast-moving melodrama furnishes thrills and excitement."—31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Splendid, snappy picture and a first-class box office

attraction. Packed house and lobby every night it was shown."
" Strong melodrama. Its sensationalism draws big crowds." " A real
thriller which was boosted by all the critics and which drew the
crowds." " Splendid picture full of action Played to big audiences."
" A picture with life and interest. It is a true representation of real
life and' takes well with the audiences. A feature that will be an
asset to any theatre."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
GOING SOME (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JULY 31
" Very good entertaniment but not much like the original."—M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it five days to big business." " Just an .aver-

age feature to average business threp days." " Played it one week to
good business." " Picture fairly good ; business so-so." " Good action

in this picture made it draw well and we had more than usual business."
Consensus

—

"Average picture, average miller"
GOOD-BAD WIFE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING

OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30
"Good production imen vainer illogical story/'—31. P. Sens.

GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGE OCT. 16

" Stars popularity may get it by."—M. P. News.

GREAT REDEEMER, THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Van Loan contributes another winner."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not the kind the public will pay
money to see. It's too religious. Screen is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to justify longer than one
week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. The
patrons say there is " jus"t enough " religion in the picture." " Religious
picture. Pair business."

Consensus—" Averai/e picture, average puller."
GREEN FLAME, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN

KERRIGAN JULY 24
" Kerrigan has interesting detective story here."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" J. Warren Kerrigan well liked here, and the picture

played to good business." .

GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-
TON .OCT. 9

" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."
HAIRPINS (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT. . .AUG. 14

" Sullivan has taken a familiar idea and made it throb with lifelike
touches."—if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A pleasing production to average business for one
day." " Seemed to please. Week's audiences were about the average.
Picture was fair." " Fine picture that is being thoroughly appreciated.
It opened to nice business which grew daily, indicating that the public
likes this type of entertainment." " Good picture. Business about
usual." " Good picture but business about as usual."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. 38
" Well acted and directed, but development sutlers."—11. P. Netrs.

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. 30

" Favorite formula given rich production."—31. P. Netrs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Regarded this as just a fair picture and drew aver-

age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
more than usual business."

HEADIN' HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)
BABE RUTH OCT. 2

"Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—If. P. News.

HEART OF A FOOL, THE (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertaitiment in this complicated story."—31. P. Neu s.

HEART OF TWENTY, THE (BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON-COLE)
ZASU PITTS \ AUG. IS

" Zasu Pitts gives good performance."—if. P. News'.
HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL

CAST OCT. 9
" Civil war romance looks good as a picture."—31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture. Fair business."

HELD IN TRUST (LOEW-METRO SPECIAL) MAY ALLISON AUG. 21

"Incongruity and sadness mars entertainment value.—31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The best picture May Allison has ever appeared in. is

the opinion of a manager and of his patrons." " Action well sustained
throughout. Fine picture. Doing well." " May Allison getting more
popular here. Picture pleased all classes." Picture has plenty of
action and a very remarkable dog in it. Business average." " We found
this to be a good picture as regards box office receipts and an entertain-
ing production."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE

SWEET OCT. 2

"Too light and rapid for a flve-reeler."—31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"An average picture to average business for one

week." *' This is an average production which brought usual business."
" A good picture to poor business one day."

Consensus— Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4

"Impossible story overacted and hardlu entertaining."—31. P. Netcs.

HERITAGE (W. L. ROUBERT PRODUCTION-STATE RIGHTS)
MATTY ROUBERT AUG. 21

" Worth a trial on strength of title."—if. P. News.
HIDDEN CODE, THE (SULMAC-PIONEER) GRACE DAVISON. . .JULY 31

" Frankly a thriller and nothing more."—if. P. Netcs.

HITCHIN' POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4
" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praisetrorthy picture."—31.

P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A picture that would appeal to any audience. The

people in this citv like the Mavo productions."
HOMER COMES HOME (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

CHARLES RAY JULY 10

"Charles Ran scores again in another home-spun story."—If. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture to three days of big business."

" A good picture although plot is not very strong." " They liked this

one and it went over big." " Good—real fun from start to finish."
" Business fairly good for one week." " This picture did not go very
well in my house. Just an average; production." "Fine—two days to

average business."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

** Rural drama is interesting despite a theatrical touch."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture

patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A very good picture. Filled house entire week." " An average picture

in all ways. Pleased, but had no box-office draft."
Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

Box Office Reports continued on page 3818
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"THE FATAL HOUR
(Metro)

EYES OF THE HEART"
(Realart)

Crude Melodrama Makes Mediocre Picture

A TYPE of picture which night liave been popular a few years ago

before the screen public was educated up to the high standard of

the present day is revealed in "The Fatal Hour," an adaptation

of the Drurv Lane melodrama of the same name. All the old stock tricks

found in the cheap. tra>h>. paper-covered novel are incorporated here with

full emphasis placed upon their separate and collective values, with the

re-ull thai realitv lake- the count ami hectic and overdrawn buncombe is

the result. \Yhv. the verv title is reminiscent of the ten. twent' and thirt'

davs: English aristocracy runs afoul of villainy, the central idea being

based upon the determination of an heir to the nobility to establish his

inheritance and good name.

The sequences which develop the climaxes are terribly far fetched.

Because the hero has humiliated a "bounder*' in public, the latter maps

out a diabolical plan of revenge, which takes shape when the first men-

tioned is given a house warming. His servants are grouped about on the

spacious lawn, welcoming their osw master, who has incidentally intro-

duced his intended bride. Then like a bombshell the villain comes for-

ward and announces the fact that the lord and master is a bally, blooming

imp. -ter a man without a oame. He has the real evidence in his pocket,

having gone to a monastery in Switzerland to snatch the death certificate

from the records—the certificate of the demise of the young man's father.

It is all very " in-tri-kut " and the director strives to make it resemble an

old-time thriller with but little success. A faint note of suspense is meas-

ured out when a co-worker in crime endeavors to steal the crown jewels of

England from the lower of London bridge.

Then the disciple- of right and wrong all bob up together in Switzer-

land, the arch-plotter to spend his ill-gotten gains, the hero to establish

his claims and scatter the hokum in his life. He finds the record missing,

but locates the villain on a nearby road. And a good fight is put over

before virtue finds its reward. Coincidence is a healthy factor in the pic-

ture and the various sequences are so far fetched and crude that the picture

fails to develop a single note of appealing quality. The story is hopelessly

of the past and w ill only interest those people who revel in hectic conflict as

furnished by Drury Lane. But there isn't a horse race or a huge fire to give

it a saving grace. Another thing the people who interpret the feature

are, for the most part, miscast. There is nothing of English deportment

or characerization present, although Thomas W. Ross as the " bounder

comes the closest. His is the only consistent work in the offering. " The

Fatal Hour " carries some good backgrounds, but a picture has to have

something besides atmosphere to get over these days. It is melodramatic

clap-trap and nothing else.—Length, 6 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Jim Callender Thomas W. Ross
Nigel Villiers WHfred Lytell

Lord Adolphus Villiers • Francis X. Conlan
The Duke of Exmoor Lionel Rape
Dudley Jack Crosby
Anthony Henry Hallam
Felix Louis Sealey
The Abbot Frank Currier
Dorothy Gore Gladys Coburn
Bessie Bissett Thea Talbot
Lady Margaret Villiers Marie Shafer
Lily de Mario Florence Court
Mrs. Bissett '. Jennie Dickerson
Sally Effie Conley

By Cecil Raleigh.
Scenarioized by Julia Burnham.
Directed by George W. Terwilliger.
Photographed by Louis J. Dummvre.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
"The Fatal Hour,'' an adaptation of the Drury Lane melodrama of the same

name by Cecil Raleigh, will be the feature attraction at the theatre
next and . This is a story of English society, of

social climbers, of a "bounder" who, being ostracized by those with whom
he would associate, is determined to exact revenge. And this revenge shapes
itself into discrediting the name of an heir to the nobility.

Callender, the " bounder " in question, has succeeded in stealing the record of

the death of Nigel Villier's father, thus establishing that the young man doesn't
have any claim to a title or to the estate. The action resolves itself into the
determination of Nigel Villiers to prove his inheritance, which he does after

a series of highly dramatic scenes. Callender reaps a rich harvest of successful
plotting but the climax shows right triumphing over wrong. The story is crowded
with surprises which are brought forward in scenes which are rich in atmosphere.
Metro has provided a good cast which includes Wilfred Lytell and Thomas W.
Ross.

PROGRAM READER
He was a young English aristocrat who had inherited a title. And the moment

he brought his fiancee to the manor and introduced her to the various retainers,
his humiliation was complete. Why? Well an enemy had schemed to discredit
him and call him .an impostor and a man without a name. So the aristocrat was
forced to erase the stiema against him. This is the brief outline of " The Fatal
Hour," the Metro picture which comes to the theatre next

and with a cast *hat inr'ud'1 ' Wilfred L"*»'l and
Thomas W. Ross. The feature is an adaptation of the Drury Lane melodrama
of the same name of Cecil Raleigh. It offers an interesting hour. Don't miss it.

CATCH LINES
See "The Fatal Hour." a picture' version of the famous Drury Lane melodrama.

Sixty minutes of excitement and adventure.

Mary Miles Minter Scores in Story of Pathos and

Sentiment

WHILE there is not much reality about "Eyes of the Heart," an

adaptation of Dana Burnet's story, " Blindness." and it develops

in quie a " picturey " fashion, still there is enough sound ingre-

dients to make it acceptable anywhere as worth while screen fare. Partic-

ularly strong is it in such elements as pathos and heart appeal elements

by tlie way which are not sugar-coated to excess. Stories of blind heroes

have been fairly successful because of the sympathetic appeal. Now one

is presented that offers a blind heroine which of course make- il doubly

effective in creating sympathy. But the story is quite unsatisfactory be-

cause the sequences are glossed over and conclusions are jumped at ioo

quickly.

The girl recovers her sight as it is always done in fiction and the develop-

ment of the character is not always logical. The author or director, or

both, have failed to take into consideration the fact that blind people

become unduly sensitive— that their ears and fingers would take im-

pressions and keep them—that they are in fact blessed with "second

sight" as compensation for their blindness. Yet a party of crooks are

able to color her world and make her believe that she is living in a sort

of dream land. A noisy, sordid alley is pictured to her as the loveliest

street in the world. Not being deaf she would surely gather the correct

impression. Wben her sight is restored the shock of seeing things misrep-

resented causes a shock which affects her mind. But a title is offered

which states that good rest and care will bring about a restoration.

Her gifted fingers are used by an unscrupulous crook to open a safe

under the idea that it will give her lover his freedom. When the story is

finished an anti-climax is introduced which shows the entire party finding

health and regeneration in the country. Miss Minter gives a wonderfuUy

effective portrayal of the blind girl, though her moments when she loses

her mind lack keen understanding. Her ability to appear blind by staring

into space is gripping in its poignant appeal. There is an abundant note

of humor provided by Burton Law as a Jewish figure. It is one of the

finest comedy character sketches ever flashed on the screen. The other

players are acceptable. The technical side of the picture is well taken care

of in matter of lighting and backgrounds. The story would appear more

genuine if not so much was taken for granted.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence

Reid.

THE CAST
Laura Mary Miles Minter
Mike Edward Burns
"Whitey" Lucien Littlefield

Sal Florence Midgely
Simon Burton Law
John Dunn, the landlord John Cook
Dr. Dewey Fred Turner
Dennis Sullivan William E. Parsons
Mrs. Sullivan, his mother Loyala O'Connor

By Dana Burnet.
Scenario by Clara Kennedy.
Directed by Paul Powell.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Mary Miles Minter is the star of "Eyes of the Heart," the Realart picture

which comes to the next . This is an adaptation of the

story, "Blindness," by Dana Burnet, and it affords Miss Minter ample opportunity
to display her appealing charm and tarent. The story is particularly strong in the
elements of pathos and heart interest since its characterization is based upon un-
selfish devotion. Laura, the part interpreted by the star, is a biind girl who lives

with a company of crooks in a sordid environment. Her friends paint the atmos-
phere in glowing colors and she becomes disillusioned when an operation restores
her sight—disillusioned over the white lies which have been told her and the fact

that her friends have misrepresented themselves.
Her lover has been arrested and she entertains the nefarious scheme of a crook

to open a safe through her gifted fingers, not knowing that she has been engaged
in an unworthy enterprise. In the end virtue finds its reward and the crooks are
on the road to reformation. The picture carries a strong human note and reveals
flashes of rare humor—Hashes which are brought forward through Burton Law's
keen sense of characterization. The others in the cast also render capable
performances.

PROGRAM READER
She had been blind since infancy and she lived in a sordid neighborhood with

a party of crooks. They had misrepresented things to her and painted themselves
and the drab atmosphere in glowing colors. Then one day her sight was restored
and the shock of the realities affected her mind. But she learned to appreciate
her friends who had acted for the best. This is the outline of "Eyes of the Heart,"
the Mary Miles Minter picture which comes to the next .

It is an adaptation of the story, "Blindness," by Dana Burnet, and is rich in heart
interest, pathos, humor, and sentiment. Miss Minter gives a touching performance
and her support is entirely praiseworthy.

SUGGESTIONS
You can emphasize the theme and characterization for this picture. Bring out

that it is poignant with pathos and heart interest. Stress the fact that Miss Minter
gives one of the most touching portrayals of her career. Play up the title. Bring
out that it details the adventures of a blind girl who is an associate of a party
of crooks. Play up the other members of the cast. Make use of the title in a
teaser campaign. The Minter pictures are certainly getting over, so you haven't
got to go to any labor in dwelling upon their worth. Simply bring out that Mary
Miles Minter comes to the in a picture of youth and sentiment. But
by all means stress its appealing pathos.
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HONEST HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. 25
" Rogers scores again in human, likeable role."—M. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience
seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual."

HtNEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Old time western full of real coxoboys and has action galore."—M. P.
News.

HOPE, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—M. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Corking ghost story that pleased them all. Played

to excellent business throughout week to universally satisfied audiences."
H»USE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-

REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2 I

"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story."—M. P. News.
HWSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25
" Farcial development of Fitzgerald's comedy drama."—if. P. News.

IF I WERE KING (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM JULY 10
" Costume play with Farnum as a romantic actor."—if. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Big attraction for us—20,500 admissions in first

three days." " Six days at a downtown house for its second run in the
city. Fair business. Picture, itself, pleases but costume plays are not
popular." " Elaborate costume production, butstory drags. Action so
slow one loses interest. William Farnum's acting good. Fair box office

feature."
IN FOLLY'S TRAIL (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MEYERS AUG. 28
" Carmel Meyers attractive in mild, interesting story."—if. P. News.

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—M. P. News.
xhibitor Comment—" A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good pro-
ductions, which brought the crowds."

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Best ever if you went to boarding school."—if. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

" Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business for the entire week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

JACK-KNIFE MAN, THE (VIDOR-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST AUG. 14

" Human interest story rich in characterization, humor and atmosphere."—
II. P. News.

Hxhibitor Comment—" A fine picture. Exhibitors say so. Critics say so,

but the public is alow to appreciate it. So unusual, so different from
what Is generally seen on the screen. A picture that is ahead of the
times. Did only fair both downtown and in neighborhood section."

JAILBIRD, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

"Rather obvious, but fairly diverting."—if. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Played last week and drew about average crowds.

Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair." " Not so good as the
McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story, but acting of this

popular pair keeps the interest going until the finish. Did fair business."

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture."—if. P. News.
KMMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER NOV. 6

" Otis Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production."—
if. P. News.

LADDER OF LIES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL
CLAYTON JULY 17

" Story of woman's self-sacrifice is interestingly told."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture. Played it two days to average

and poor business." " Did very fair business for one week considering
the very hot weather." " Fair—nothing to create a sensation." " A
competent star with a small cast in a well handled and interesting story.
"Pleasing to women. Average business one day." " Although this feature
seemed to be average in production it played three days to big business."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

" Mediocre picture made from best seller."—M. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Story criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like it. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,

but class is limited. Each of her pictures does just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-

tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
of her best. Fair amount of business." " A good picture to extra big
and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.

LA LA LUCILLE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS AND MORAN JULY 24
** Lyons and Moran produce a good comedy."—M. P. New*.
xhibitor Comment—" One of the best comedies we have ever had."
Mxhibitor Comment—" This is excellent in spots—but there were only a

few spots. Played it on the same program with the Pathe release
' Sherry ' to big business for two days."

LAW OF THE YUKON, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. 16
"Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—M. P. News.
Mxhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum is one of the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LIFE'S TWIST (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE JULY SI
" Has entertaining values which should interest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good. Played it three days to big business."

LIGHT WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. •

" Not above the average."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Helen Jerome Eddy is fair in this picture. Business

as usual."
LI TING LANG (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE HAYA-

KAWA JULY 24
" Hayakawa at his beat as Americanized Chinaman."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture to extra big business for one day."

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. 2

" Dorothy Gish scores in story filled with hokum."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture affords real entertainment for most

any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
who claim the situations -weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her beet.
Picture only fair. Business no better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
LITTLE WANDERER, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON AUG M
" Beavier-than-usual story does not suit Shirley Mason."—M. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which played my house three days

to big business."

LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 4

" Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks ts
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A
pleasing picture which brought more than normal business." " Eight-
day engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still very valuable."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST.... SEPT. 11

" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture. Better houses last two days tha»
when picture opened."

LOVE MADNESS (J. PARKER READ-HODKINSON) LOUISE
GLAUM AUO. 21

"Excellent crook story; finely acted and produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew good-sized audiences for seven day run. More

sex stuff which appeals to some, but is ' passed by ' by most patrons."
" A pretty good picture but a poor box-office attraction." ' Name of
photoplay drew rather large audiences. Star at her best in her emotional
role. Business not bad." " The essence of mellow melodrama. No good
as an attraction for those who look for plausibility in a photoplay.
Glaum displays her usual intenseness. Not a great picture, but one that
will make money wherever patrons like thrills. Played to fair business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-
VIVIENNE OSBORNE OCT. If

"Story has distinctive appeal."—M. P. News.
MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION) LINA CAVA-

LIERI NOV. f
"Average production stars Cavalieri."—M. P. News.

MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA OCT. If
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew big houses each day. This city has large
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The wona
were exceptionally pleased with it." " Nazimova popular here. House
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova pic-
tures has affected the box office."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. »
" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced."—if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a fair picture, its only value being the fact

that it was made before." " Medium business." " Pauline Frederick'!
greatest picture and one of the best productions ever offered by Goldwie.
Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business
during entire week. Held over for second week's run." " Wonderful
production. Pauline Frederick is at her best. This picture went over
extra big, making the biggest week in months." " Great picture.
Audiences seemed to like this one very much. Big business during run."
" The best work Pauline Frederick has ever done. Picture built fsr
acting more than action."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."

MAN AND HIS WOMAN (BLACKTON-PATHE) HERBERT RAW-
LINSON JULY 14

" Resembles an old-time melodrama with all the favorite hokum intaot."—
if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" While this seems to be a big picture, its drawinf
power was very poor."

MAN WHO DARED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL AUG. 14
" Probably Russell's best work to date."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The picture is fair and brought the usual audiences."

MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. If
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride."—if. P .News.

MASTER MIND, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. 9

"Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average

houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
"Large audiences. Very good attraction." "Powerful and very hige
grade picture which did better than average business."

Cotisensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MASTER STROKE. A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS JULY IT
" Average program offering with bad plot angle."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" They didn't seem to like this one. Ran it three

days to average business one day and poor two."

MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.. SEPT 25
"Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending.''—if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big picture which drew more than usual business."
"A good picture which drew well." " Filled two houses during a siariB-

Box Office Reports continued on page 3820
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"A BEGGAR IN PURPLE"
(Edgar Lewis—Pathe)

Good Production Given Average Story

IN
"A Beggar in Purple" Edgar Lewis has the second story from the

pen of Andrew Soutar, his previous contribution being " Other Men's

Shoes."

Mr. Lewis has given the feature a splendid production, but his story ma-

terial is not new and there has been little ingenuity in developing inci-

dent that would compensate for lack of originality in the plot. The con-

tinuity is also considerably at fault. In sequences the picture has a very

considerable appeal. Other scenes, however, are valueless as entertain-

Ment and serve no purpose except to provide footage.

The story, however, has heart interest and dramatic moments and a

pleasing romance.

It is a touching moment, indeed, as the feature opens to witness the

saenes in which a little boy in deep despair goes to a wealthy broker to

beg for work in order that he might obtain the money necessary to save

Wis dying mother.

He is cast out by the broker, is stoned by his young son and in his deep

dejection goes home to see his mother die and to vow vengeance over her

grave—a strong introduction.

Eighteen years afterwards the hero is shown as a leader in the business

world fighting his way through every obstacle until his ambition is ful-

filled—the breaking of his enemy in the stock market.

The latter scenes are very dramatic and carry a big punch, but the story

drags and loses interest from then until the finish, the hero becoming

blind.

Edgar Lewis has selected a splendid cast for the principal roles, that of

Leonard C. Shunway standing out as a very clever portrayal of a rather

difficult part.

But we must not forget to mention that the touches Mr. Lewis has given

to the picture, bringing out the value of many scenes whether pathetic or

dramatic, are well worth witnessing.—Length, 6 reels.

—

Frank Leonard.

THE CAST
John Hargrave Leonard C. Shumway
Winton, Sr Charles Arling
Roger Winton, Jr Stanhope Wheatcroft
Irene Foster Betty Brice
Margaret Carlisle Ruth King
Crogan Stanton Heck
Mrs. Grogan Dorothea Wolbert
Danny Grogan Ernest Butterworth
Calvin Reed Louis Fitzroy
Secretary William F. Moran
Paul Lambert Fred C. Jones
9t. Sinclair A. B. MiUett

Story by Andrew Soutar.
Directed by Edgar Lewis.

PRESS NOTICE-STORY
"A Beggar in Purple," the Edgar Lewis-Pathe photoplay announced as the

feature attraction at the theatre for , is an adaptation
of the famous novel of the same name by Andrew Soutar, who also wrote "Other
Men's Shoes," a previous Edgar Lewis success.

It is a story of business men, methods and morals and depicts the sorrow and
happiness in the life of a man who was mad for money and revenge. This man
had dedicated his life to making another man pay who had done him a wrong.
In his desire to obtain his revenge he had fought his way through every obstacle
and had won.

But with the fulfillment of his ambition came the revelation that the girl he
loved was marrying him for his money and had given her heart to another— to
his enemy.

Success, wealth and power were his, but without love he was only a beggar in
purple-
Then misfortune came to him and he found a true love that worked a miracle

and brought the first real happiness and content he had ever known.
The picture is well produced, is grippping and virile in theme and has been

given the splendid support of Leonard C. Shumway, Ruth King, Betty Brice,
Charles Arling, Stanhope Wheatcroft and others.

"HONOR BOUND"
(Universal)

PROGRAM READER
"I swore then that some day, somewhere, somehow, I'd make you pay, and

I've done it in the only way it would touch your rotten soul. I've made you a
beggar." Thus spoke John Hargrave who had worked and slaved for eighteen
years and now had broken his enemy.

Hargrave is the hero in "A Beggar in Purple," the Edgar Lewis-Pathe photo-
play which will be shown at this theatre on of next .

It has a gripping and virile theme and is an adaptation of the novel by Andrew
Soutar, author of the previous Edgar Lewis success, "Other Men's Shoes."
The story deals with men, money and morals and proves that honest, homely

virtue is after all the secret of real success and happiness.
The hero in his determination to have his revenge on the men who had been

responsible for his mother's death because they had refused him the little help he
wanted to work for to save his mother's life had overcome all obstacles, and tasted
the bitter joys of vengeance.

But then he found that he had lost love, and, without love, even a king is only a
beggar in purple.
The picture is well produced and has a splendid cast.

SUGGESTIONS
This picture might be termed a good average production. Although its story is

rather trite it has appealing value and should interest.
Play up the name of Edgar Lewis and mention the fact that he is one of our

prominent producers and that he has given this picture a splendid production.
The locale is laid in the small town and the big city and brings in the labor

situation again with its threatened strikes and unsettled conditions.
There are also some very strong scenes in and about a broker's office which could

be played up to good advantage.

Frank Mayo Has Good Material in This One
£C T TONOR BOUND" is one of the best productions Frank Mayo

I I lias ever produced for Universal.

The story which was written by Jacques Jaccard, who also

acted as director, has romance, heart interest and dramatic moments

and these ingredients are proportioned in such a way that interest is

aroused from start to finish.

Attention to detail, both in the arrangement of sets and the selection »f

exteriors, is another important factor in the production of this feature for

which Jaccard should be given credit.

This is especially true when the scenes shift to the tropical regions

where naturalness abounds.

In the latter scenes Frank Mayo does some of the best acting of his

career, injecting plenty of action into a duel with swords which he has

with a native.

The duel is well worth witnessing and shows that the participants knaw
how to handle these weapons and build up the action to a strong dramatic

climax.

The star is supported by a strong cast, Edward Coxen giving a splendid

portrayal of the " heavy," and Dagmar Godowsky as a wild native girl.

The story pictures the primitive passions as they flourish in the tropics

and points out the fact that the white man who goes there with a weak
will is bound to succumb to its temptations.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Frmnk
Leonard.

THE CAST
Billy Thorpe Frank Mayo
James Ellison Edward Coxen
Koree Dagmar Godowsky
Santos Cordero Nick De Ruiz
Mary Ellison Irene Blackwell
Claire Vincent Helen Lynch
Geo. K. Vincent Gordon Sackville
Lord Stanlaw Maitland Max Williak
Captain Barnett C. W. Herziager

By Jacques Jaccard.
Directed by Jacques Jaccard.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
A colorful story of society and life in the tropics with a fine flavor of romance

is offered in " Honor Bound," the Universal feature which comes to the
theatre next 1 starring Frank Mayo. Prominent in his support are
such favorite players as Edward Coxen and Dagmar Godowsky. The action pilots
the characters through series of startling adventures which are presented with full
emphasis placed upon their suspensive values. It is a picture of primitive passion
as flourishes in the tropics. Unrequited love and pride are the dominant factors
which guide the temperaments of the characters.
The tropical sun and climate is too much for one who has not the strength to

overcome his temptations. He says to his rescuers that " it isn't the work that
makes living so hard here, it's the lack of pretty women— " Then Crash! Through
the hatch of the yacht drops a startled beauty like a naked forest nymph. It is
this primitive native who supplies the romantic conflict. " Honor Bound " is a
picture which moves with plenty of vigor and vitality and color and is rich in
attractive backgrounds and atmosphere. The acting is quite on a par with the
settings. Jacques Jaccard wrote and directed the feature.

PROGRAM READER
How would you like to be cruising through the tropics and discover a native

girl dropping through the hatchway of your yacht, just after you had heard your
friend declare that what he missed were pretty women. You would naturally
wonder how she came aboard—who she was, and whether you might fall in love
with her. This scene is one of the many which will startle the spectator because
of the abundant thrills and the picturesque action. The feature is " Honor Bound "

and it comes to the theatre next with Frank Mayo and
a cast that includes Edward Coxen and Dagmar Godowsky. The picture might be
called a colorful romantic drama of life and adventure in the tropics. It offers
a very interesting hour.

SUGGESTIONS
If you have been playing the Frank Mayo pictures for Universal and found them

well liked by your audiences, then go after his latest, " Honor Bound," and present
it at your theatre. He has gained quite a following and the spectator has come
to expect a full evening's entertainment whenever he makes his appearance. Bring
out that " Honor Bound " is a worthy successor to its forerunners. Tell that it
offers a bizarre tale of love, romance and passion in the tropics. Emphasize the
picturesque scenery. Distribute stills so that your crowd will be attracted to it.
Make use of the title. And catch lines should be exploited around the title. Play
up Edward Coxen and Dagmar Godowsky. Your steady patrons will remember the
name of the former who is one of the pioneer stars of the screen.

CATCH LINES
" It isn't the hard work that makes living so hard here, it's the lack of pretty

women." This was the expression of the young ne'er-do-well who had left civiliza-
tion behind. What happened? See " Honor Bound."

See Frank Mayo in " Honor Bound," a colorful and dramatic picture of life in
the tropics.

Dead Men
Tell No
Tales
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taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we had poor
business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
"Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness."

MISFIT WIFE, THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE JULY 31
" Often told story is fairly well done."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture which played my house one *reek to

average business."

MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-
TON (FEB. 1) JAN. tl

" Satisfied from all angles."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which did big business for three

days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very
poor offering, and we had dull business during run."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

MOON MADNESS (HAWORTH - ROBERTSON - COLE) EDITH
STORY JULY 31

" Commonplace story has artistic settings."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" They liked this one and it played to big business

for one day."

MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6
"Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses."—if. P. News.

MUTINY OF THE ELSINORE, THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
MITCHELL LEWIS JULY SI

" Rich entertainment in this realistic Jack London story."—if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Opened big and gave entire satisfaction. An agree-

able change for our patrons." " Very good action-drama. This pleased
those of the audience who liked plenty of rough-and-tumble stuff. Good
box-office attraction."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture."—if. P. News.

NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-
IAL CAST OCT. 30

"Probably the best Beach picture yet produced."—if. P. News.

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATH-
ERINE MACDONALD AUG. 28

" Eatherine MacDonald in drama of divorce scandal."—M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Average picture with well liked star. Played to
average business three days." " Good picture bringing more than usual
business." " Only fair picture, but is drawing good on account of title

and star's reputation for wearing clothes." " This picture was not up
to the usual standard of the Katherine MacDonald pictures, although
it appeared to draw well." " Very entertaining picture. Went big here,
drawing large audiences." " An average picture, which brought usual
business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

" Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Entertaining picture. Business about as usual."

ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18
" Average comedy which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences." " Onlv an average picture. Average business one day."
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY

PHILLIPS OCT. 16
" Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair production bringing average box office

returns."

ONE HOUR BEFORE DAWN (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WAR-
NER JULY 24

" Excellent mystery story very well produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played this feature for one week to large audiences
and good box-office returns." " Good picture with fair patronage."
" Fine mystery story. Well acted. Business good." " Excellent mys-
tery story. Drew good houses. H. B. Warner puts picture over and is

given admirable support by Anne Q. Nilsson." " They liked this one.
One day to big business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Old-time western, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.

OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" A real masterpiece of direction, acting and casting."—if. P. Neics.

PARLOR, BEDROOM AND BATH (SCREEN CLASSICS-METRO)
SPECIAL CAST JULY 17

"Stage success is rather weak in its screen version."—if. P. News.
PASSERS-BY (BLACKTON-PATHE) HERBERT RAWLINSON JULY 3

" Exceptional characterizations lift ordinary story."—if. P. News.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
"German picture is spectacular; tronderfullu acted."—.1/. P. News.

PASSION'S PLAYGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE
MACDONALD OCT. 16

"An artificial story holds it back."—If. P. News.
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
"Humorous incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray—enough."—if. P.
News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audi-
ences applaud enthusiastically."

PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1) JAN. 31

" itnori rtmductian of mechnnir/rl and unreal nlot "

—

V P V«ir»
PERFECT WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-

MADGE AUG. 7
" Constance Talmadge has had better ones than this naive and single-track

story."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Average picture. Played to average business for two

days. Pleased the admirers of Constance Talmadge." " Fine picture.

Drew average crowds." "This is a good picture and well liked. Drew
more than average crowds." " Good business. Usual Talmadge type
Rather clever." " Picture went very big. Drew well every day "and
was well done in the opinion of many patrons of the theatre." " Held
up good for week run. Audiences liked it. Constance always a surefire
attraction at this house." " Consider this the star's best. She is popular
here and I played to capacity throughout week. A decided improvement
on her late pictures." " It is hard to understand the story and the cold
beauty of the star does not help it much. Fair business." M Great pic-
ture. Star well liked. Played two days to big business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

PREY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. 9
'Alice .Joyce has highly involved story here."—31. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two davs to

average and poor business." " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this
year. Did unusually well at the box office."

PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. 25
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibit Comment—" Great picture. Turned them awav at night."

PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. 2
" Lytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."

" Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." " A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the" rest ot
week. Fair as a picture." (East.)

«ED LANE, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO JULY 17
" A pleasing picture which should interest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture to big business for one day."

RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT. 4

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—if. P. News
"Played it two days to big and average business." " Very fine pic-
ture. Did big business. Playing second week." " Did not "do as well
in its first week as ' On With the Dance." Will probably only run two
weeks." " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions failed to
please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture well produced."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ROSE OF NOME (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL AUG. 7
"Alaskan picture holds the interest, but is not big."—II. P. Af

eic«.

Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture. Box office returns fair."

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Colorful western with Fatty Arbuckle as feature star."—II. S. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very disappointing and tame. Just like hundreds

of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns didn't mind it very
much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good, because
they wanted to see Fatty in a five-reeler." Fairly good picture, but
business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that the star
has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature picture,
His fame rests only upon his work in comedy.'" "This is an average
picture but seemed to please the audience."'
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS. . . .SEPT. 18
"A pretty story witli appealing value."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Unusual picture, which brought more than usual

business."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE, THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE, INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—II. P. News.
SHIPWRECKED AMONG CANNIBALS (UNIVERSAL) SOUTH

SEA ISLANDERS JULY 18
"A good production which should interest."—II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture was a riot and a flue box-offlce at-

traction." " Only average business. Cannibals do not appeal to women."
" Monotonous stuff. Plainly evident most of it staged. Ran week to
fair business." " The best box office attraction yet. but it seemed to be
a rather poor audience picture."' " This is very entertaining and seemed
to draw well."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SILENT BARRIER, THE (TRACY-GIBRALTAR-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7

" Obvious story has a good climax and scenic backgrounds."—M. P. News.
SICK ABED (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE REID JULY 8

" This lively comedy is a sure laugh-provoker."—31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An excellent picture which pleased my patrons and

gave splendid satisfaction. Played it one week to extra big business
every day." " Feature offers Reid one of his best roles this season,
and he takes advantage of the many opportunities for funmaking. Bebe
Daniels shows real star qualities in the principal supporting role. The
picture is well staged and acted and the patrons liked it." " Good

—

crowded houses all opening day with hot weather." " A regular stand-
ard feature. Three days to good business."' " This picture pleased in

an average way. It did big business for three days, however."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
TON OCT. 23

" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story."—if. P. News.

SISTER TO SALOME, A (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL JULY 81
" Dream ending does not save it from being hopelessly tragic."—if. P. New*.

SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. 11
" Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too early to

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and on
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturdav Tom Mix in '" The Untamed " r^nlarpd it Killing nf aviator at

SLAVE OF' VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT. 30

"Big from a production and acting standpoint."—if. P. }>eus.

SLIM PRINCESS, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND JULY 10
" Normand in kind of role which made her famous."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Just a fair picture to average business for three

days." " A good picture to excellent business for one week." " This
one was only a fair picture and a fair box-office attraction." " Great pic-

ture. Went big." " Good picture. The crowds apparently agree, for
they certainly made the box office thermometer mount."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

Box Office Reports continued on page 3821
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SO LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 30

•• famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen."—M. P. News.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE M I LLE-PARAMOUNT-ART-

CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30
" lmproosice iwiifi in tJius artistic production"— .1/. /'. flows.

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 23

"Fine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—M. P. .Veils.

SOUL OF YOUTH, THE (REALART) LEWIS SARGENT AUG. 28
"Lewis Sargent duplicates success of 'Huckleberry Finn'"—SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine production. Business better than usual

during run." " Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week." " Given
a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave special free showing
for school children and ' mopped up ' on regular showing. Broke all
house attendance records for Saturday show."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SPIRIT OF GOOD, THE (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE JULY 24
" Wishy-washy, trite story, with star miscast."—if. P. News.

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

" Good production and acting save this one."—if. P. News.
SQUARE SHOOTER. THE (FOX) BUCK JONES AUG 14

"A familiar story in average western."—if. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair Western picture; not much sboot-em-*up-up

stuff. Average business one day."

STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional and technical angles."—If. P. News.

STOP THIEF (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE AUG. 28
" Faithful and intelligent adaptation of famous stage success."—if. P. Ntics.
Exhibitor Comment—" Nothing extra either in business or quality of

picture." " This is an entertaining feature and seemed to please the
audiences. Business was good during run." " Pleased the majority of
my patrons. Average business four days ; big business three." " Moore
was good in this picture. Business about as usual."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

SWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—if. P. News.

SUDS (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY • PICKFORD JULY 10
" Unique characterization and artistic lightings lift slender and common-

place story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pickford's latest appears to be a rather poor

production. Played it one week to poor business." " Pretty gooa but
not a knockout by any means." " Did not go well at all. They did not
like it." " Played it one week." " Poor picture. Played to average
ences." " Excellent picture. Holding it for second week."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
" Carey in unattractive role in complex story."—if. P. News.

SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
"Baring enough thrills, it makes a good western."—if. P. News.

39 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Entertaining picture made from stage success."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-
office results." " Not very well liked. No box-office value." " By far
the best- thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
never so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."
" Great stuff." " An average picture which did fair business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. 1(5

•' Pearl White makes thoroughly ititeresting Alaskan picture."—if. P. News.
THREE GOLD COINS (FOX) TOM MIX JULY 17

" Tom Mix scores again in another characteristic role."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not so much action. Comedy put this one over.
Average business for three days."

TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

"Simple and human is this contribution."—31. P. News.
TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16

" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment

—

" A fine picture, pleasing and entertaining. Drew
more than usual business."

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11
" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—If. P. News.

TWINS OF SUFFERING CREEK (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .JULY 3
" Russell in Western will entertain but not thrill."—if. P. News.

UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9

"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment."—it. P. News.
UNDER NORTHERN LIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST JULY 31

" interest and incident strong in thin one."—Sf P. News
UNFORTUNATE SEX, THE (FRANK GERSTEN. INC.-STATE

RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN NOV. 6
" Theme has palling power, but it drags toward? the end."—il. P. News.

UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4
" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-

day by Pearl White in "The White Moll.' " " Best Mix picture to date.
Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot in making it entertaining. Good
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It is regarded by many as too commonplace." " This
is a good feature and we had fine business while it was showing."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)

CHARLES RAY SEPT. 2S
" Ray scores again as country yokel."—if. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played in. This is a

regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one dav and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for 'this 'Rube's' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST.... OCT. 16

" Crude production of familiar story."—If. P. News.

WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 16
" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—il. P. News.

WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. 11
" Typical Hamilton story well produced."—SI. P. .Sews.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture with week much below the

average in receipts."

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BRYANT WASHBURN AUG. 21

" Good Hookum and farce comedy."—SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture. Played it two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-
ness one day." " Rather good .comedy. Can't kick about the business."

" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. Played it one week to average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT WOMEN LOVE (SOL LESSER-FIRST NATIONAL)
ANNETTE KELLERMAN AUG. 21

" Kellerman in thrilling water feats—good comedy—unusual under sea
stuff."—SI. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Annette Kellerman great favorite here. Picture
drew well." "A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought
more than usual business." " Interesting picture which brought good
business." " From a box-office angle this is a very poor picture. Did
not draw at all. Just barely enough to keep on through the week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT'S YOUR HURRY (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID AUG. 28
" Wally Reid and motor truck shine in this one."—SI. P'. News.

. Exhibitor Comment—-" A very good production to extra big and big busi-
ness for two days." " The best picture Reid has turned out this year.
Just packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped
over in this .one for a certain brand of truck. Local dealers capitalized
on it by putting one of the trucks on the street with mammoth signs on
it informing the public that we would show them what the brutes could
do." " Up to the usual Wallace Reid standard and drew big crowds."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS (FOX) SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7
" New York's night life graphically depicted in three separate stories."—

if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Better than average business." "Broke house

records in ten days' run. Great entertainment."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE CIRCLE, THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Tourneur."—SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it three days to average house. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
for costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-
taining picture which was only average for the first few days but
brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but weil told.
Nothing to pull with except producers' name. * Business just missed
being poor."

Conse7isus—"Average picture, average puller."

WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH .. SEPT. 4
" Despite bad cutting, this picture is thoroughly interesting."—SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

production."

WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-
ROSEMARY THEBY SEPT. 4

" A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—SI. P. News.
WHITE LIES (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL JUNE 19

" Story of France in wartimes is strong in plot."—SI. P. News.
WHITE MOLL, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE JULY 24

" Pearl White makes debut in her first Fox feature."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pearl White makes hit on her entry into feature

field and picture did excellent business." " Not as good business as
usual. Many people appeared to think it a serial."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE RIDER, THE (FOUNDATION FILM CORP.) JOE MOORE-
EILEEN SEDGWICK AUG. 28

" A good western with many thrills and exciting moments."—M. P. News.
WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) "MIL-

DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN AUG. 28
" Good audience picture with great child role."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, well acted, which did big business

partly aided by the presence of Mildred Harris Chaplin."

WOMAN'S BUSINESS, A (B. A. ROLFE-JANS) OLIVE TELL AUG. f
" Only average interest here, despite attractive theme."—SI. P. News.

WOMAN'S MAN (ARROW FILM CORP.) ROMAINE FIELDING. .JULY SI
" An exciting story full of incident."—SI. P. News.

WORLD AND HIS WIFE, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-
ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST JULY 31

" Rich production and good acting save this one."—SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good production to big and average business for

one week." " They liked this one and it went over big." " Played this
feature two days to big and average business. It went well and is a
good feature." " One of the most beautiful productions I have played
in a long time. Did fair business and all seemed delighted with the
picture."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

YES OR NO (FIRST NATIONAL) NORMA TALMADGE JULY IT
" Two ordinary stories in one with star playing dual role."— SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew fair patronage. On the whole, was not given

favorable press criticism." " Good business ; star the drawing card.
A fairly good picture." " Stood them up for greater part of seven days
run. Norma Talmadge real box office magnet for this house. Audience
enjoyed picture." " Very good ; two days to big and average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. 16
" A real success from every angle."—SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts

about average."
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"Dinty"

Marshall Neilan's "Dinty"
Is a real screen attraction.

Story value—exceptional players-

All delightfully Neilanized.

First National Exploitation.

Neilan cast selection

—

Neilan class direction

—

A Marion Fairfax scenario

—

David Kesson at the camera

—

Rothacker Prints.

Marshall Neilan

0

There are reasons-
Come and see them. Established 1910
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PIONEER
MASTER SPECIAL

ALMA RUBENS
IN

Daniel Carson
Goodman's

Masterly Production

Thoughtless

Women"
Written, Directed and Produced by Mr. Goodman

A Whole World of Human Emotion Drama-
tized on a Cameo . . . Marks Daniel Carson
Goodman as the New Genius of Picture

Making.

Pioneer Film Corporation
A. E. LEFCOURT, President

130 W.46th St. NEW YORK CITY

Wherever You Go-A Pioneer Exchange



A Story as Big as the

Souls of Men}and Women
A modern drama that reflects every
^* aspect of American life in all it

;

wonder and reality.

Produced on a scale as big and spec-

tacular as the story.

a
(paramount
Q>icture

*££K>US PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION$

A Melodrama of a Doze
Thundering Climaxes

SCENE upon scene of dramat:
strength and heart appeal,

revelations and surprises. Wov
together by love and tenderness.

A picture you'll never forget

because it will make so much mone;
for you.Ldcuiar as trie story. -Mfc^- — -'-fThT tor you

A Lois Wobov t^$M^M
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The
releases listed here

prove beyond question

that the gigantic organization

of the Famous-Players-Lasky Cor-

poration is an inexhaustible store-

house of money-producing pictures.

Never in history has a company been

able to announce such a remarkable

list of productions so far in advance.

Good pictures insure your

theatre's success. Famous-

Players-Lasky insures a

steady output of good
* pictures.

December
Jesse L. Lasky presents

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

WILLIAM DEMILLE'S
production

" Conrad in Quest of His Youth "•

From the novel by Leonard Merrick. Scenario by Olga
Printzlau

New Art Film Company presents

DOROTHY GISH
in

" Flying Pat

"

By Virginia Philley Withey. Scenario by Harry Carr
and F. Richard Jones. Directed by

F. Richard Jones.

Jesse L. Lasky presents

ROSCOE "FATTY" ARBUCKLE
(By arratit/cment with Joseph F. Schenck)

in

"The Life of the Party"
By Irvin S. Cobb

Directed by Joseph Henabery. Scenario by Walter
Woods

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation presents

" HELIOTROPE "

By Richard Washburn Child
Directed by George D. Baker

Cosmopolitan Production

A LOIS WEBER
production

" To Please One Woman "

Jesse L. Lasky presents

BRYANT WASHBURN
in

"An Amateur Devil"
By Jesse E. Henderson and Henry J. Burton

Scenario by Douglas Bronston
Directed by Maurice Campbell

WILLIAM S. HART
in

"The Testing Block"
By William S. Hart

Adapted and directed by Lambert Hillyer
Photographed by Joe August, A. S. C.

A William S. Hart production

Thomas H. Ince presents

ENID BENNETT
in

" Silk Hosiery "

By Frank M. Dazey
A Thomas H. Ince production

Paramount Pictures

V* FAMOUS PLAYERb - L_ v - . v i ^ivi ^\llON

paramount ^idm&
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January
A MAURICE TOURNEUR

nroduot inn

" THE BAIT "

HOPE HAMPTON
By Sidney Toler

Jesse r,. 1.,-is' v presents

GEORGE MELFORD'S
production

"The Fighting Schoolmaster"
\v i t h

Monte Blue
From "The Jucklins " by Ope Reid.

Jfisse L I^iskv presents

WALLACE REID
in

"The Charm School"
By Alice Duer Miller

Scenario by Tom Geraghtv
Directed by James Cruze*

Adolph Zukor presents

BILLIE BURKE
(By arrangement with F. Ziegfeld, Jr.)

"THE EDUCATION OF ELIZABETH

"

By Roy Horniman. Scenario bv Elmer Harris
Directed by Edward Dillon

Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation presents
"THE INSIDE OF THE CUP"

From the novel by Winston Churchill
Directed by Albert Capellani

Cosmopolitan Production

Thomas H. Ince presents

DOUGLAS MACLEAN
in

" The Rookie's Return "

By Archer McMackin. Scenario by Agnes Christine
Johnston

Directed by Jack Nelson. Photographed by Bert CannA Thomas H. Ince Production

Jesse L. Lasky presents

WILLIAM DEMILLE'S
Production

" Midsummer Madness "
,

From the novel " His Friend and His Wife "
By Cosmo Hamilton

with
LOIS WILSON, LILA LEE, JACK HOLT

AND CONRAD NAGEL
Adolph Zukor presents

A GEORGE FITZMAURICE
Production

" Money Worship "

By Ouida Bergere
With Dorothy Dickson

Jesse L. Laskv presents

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"The Frontier of the Stars"
A Charles Maiene Production
By Albert Payson Terhune

Paramount Pictures
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKV CORPORATION* 0SllL -

February
Jesse L. Lasky presents

ROSCOE "FATTY" ARBUCKLE
(By arrangement with Joseph ]•'. Scnenck)

in

" Brewster's Millions "

From the novel by George Barr McCutcheon and the
play by Wilichell Smitli • . • ; . .

,

Directed by Joseph Henabery. Scenario by Walter
Woods :

New Art Film Company presents

DOROTHY GISH
in

The Ghost in the Garrett

"

Jesse L. Lasky presents

CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
production

" Forbidden Fruit

"

By Jeanie Macpherson

Thomas H. Ince presents

DOUGLAS MACLEAN
in ' •

•'

?

" Chickens "

From the Saturday Evening Post story " Yancona
Yillies ' by Herschel Hall.

A Thomas II. Ince Production

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation present's

"THE PASSIONATE PILGRIM"
By Samuel Merwin

Cosmopolitan Production

Jesse L. Lasky presents

A CHARLES MAIGNE PRODUCTION
"THE KENTUCKIANS"

With Monte Blue
From the novel by John Fox, Jr.

Jesse L. Lasky presents

ETHEL CLAYTON
"The Price of Possession"

A HUGH FORD PRODUCTION

A LOIS WEBER
production

" What Do Men Want?"

Paramount Pictures

l FAMOUS PIAYKRS-IASKY CORPORATION
|



JAMEr OLIVER
CUR.WOODT

I99BEL
OR^THE TRAILT END
ADAPTGO PQOM MIT GREAT
NOVEL PEATUR. f NG-

UOU9E PETER?
AND A NOTAfiLE CA?T INCLUDING-

JANE NOVAK
DIRECTED B/ EDWIN CAGEWE
THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
EVECOPPERED THE fTATE RIGHT? BUYER

TO-MODCOW MAY BE TOO LATE

WIRE
RESERVATION FOQ YOUR TERRITORY^

TO-DAY

JAMES OLIVER CURWOODV TRIUMPH \

AN ALLURING LQ.VE 9TOQ.yOE TME GREAT
NIOQTHWE9T x/' ^ ^



lYlaunce
"Journeur

I have shipped to our branches today a picture

that has the sweep of action of "The Birth of

a Nation"; a picture such as I have longed

for all summer and fall to bear the imprint of

Associated Producers; a picture so fine, so big,

so powerfully dramatic that it made a group of

hardened picture people who watched it gasp

for breath.

This picture is Maurice Tourneur's "The Last

of the Mohicans," a mighty production. So

(f',/r
s,M|

k

am ^ °^ *ts Power an£^ appeal that I make

the assertion that if any exhibitor holding a

^Ifflltract now for this production gave up his

contract we could sell him over again for fifty

percent higher rental than he is now paying for it.

F. B. WARREN
General Manager of Distribution

Los Angeles, November 6.

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.

THOMAS H.INCE ~ MACK SENNETT ~ MARSHALL NEILAN-ALLAN DWAN

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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ALLAN
DWAN
presents

Tfce

FO

'/<T

DEN T
By Mary Mears

Personally directed try Mr. Dwan

G
Allan Dwan's first production for Associated

Producers is an intriguing love story—the story

of a girl whose faith in the man she loved was

so strong that it survived his marriage to another

woman and her union with another man.

In "The Forbidden Thing" Mr. Dwan clinches the

hold upon exhibitor confidence that he gained in

previous successes. It is the most remarkable accom-

plishment to date of a producer who is able to coin

box office dollars by the depth of his human vision.

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR ~ J. PARKER READ JR.

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT ~ MARSHALL NEILAN- ALLAN DWAN

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY



HERE IS THE
FAIRBANKS FILM
THAT WE BELIEVE WILL MAKE
NEW BOX OFFICE HISTORY



"The ceremony of marriage is only a moment
of truce in the eternal battle of the sexes.

"

LOVE!
MARRIAGE!

SEX!
There you have the appeals to which every
human being responds.

The picture that meets those appeals is the
one that will stir and thrill the multitudes.

THE WILLIAM D. TAYLOR PRODUCTION

THE FURNACE
dramatically depicts a stirring sex-battle.

It would pack the Yale Bowl!

The story is based on the sensational novel

by "Pan." The scenario is by Julia

Crawford Ivers.

R E A L A R T
PICTURES CORPORATION

469 Fifth

Avenue
New York

City



1M. times
as much_

Gar I £aemrrile
flwe fortVicoitviug

UN \Vet5SH£- J£VS£ Super Production

HERE, in a small part of Universal City, Cali-

fornia, you see a large part of Monte Carlo,

Monaco, now being re-created by the magic

of Von Stroheim. In the exact center of the picture

stands the Cafe de Paris—opposite, the famous

Casino with its towers—and, almost hidden by the

latter, the equally well-known Hotel de Paris. In

the lower left-hand corner you see, one after an-

other, some of the minor sets, beginning with the

Grand Staircase—and a score of buildings and shops

made necessary by this huge production. Never has

there been another photoplay with such amazing de-

tail, nor has the difference between European and

American morals been half so dramatically por-

trayed. Such a picture will cost you more than

usual, but it will also net you more. And your

theatre will be the better for it.



TOD BROVNING'S GREATEST
UNIVERSAL-JEVEL PRODUCTION
starring

I

GOBI
Supported by meete? Oabiau and &m (2\aueij
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Gapacitg houseseoeaj day

otir ttyn DaLj

as big as our
Opening

"

QrvsoraoL
QmuseiTvent Co.
Butbe.nTlOTvtaria

From Butte, Montana—a long way from Paris

—

tome- this testimonial as to the pulling power of

"THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY." Paul de Mordaunt,

.Manager of the Ansonia, writes:

" I am taking this opportunity of advising you as to

the successful run we enjoyed with your attraction,

' THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY.'

" We opened with this feature on Saturday, September

25th for a four-day engagement

—

and played to capac-

ity houses every day against very strong competition.

" In fact, our fourth day's business was so great that

we deemed it advisable to hold it for another day

—

and found that our fifth day's business was practically

as big as our opening.

" It is only upon rare occasions that we think it neces-

sary to write an exchange regarding a production, but

we found that ' THE DEVIL'S PASSKEY ' was such

an extraordinary attraction both from a box-office

standpoint and in pleasing qualities, that we feel it is

no more than right that you should know about the

record-smashing run it enjoyed in our theatre."

cUabuscsaL

Carl Laemmle presents

MA^TE^PICTURE

DEVILS PASSKEY
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NOTE This is one of the N~w Quarter-page Ads available for this remarkable
production. Order Mat No. 5, price 40c, from your Universal Exchange—or Universal Supply Department, 1600 Broadway, New York City NOTE

The Bluest
Heart Picture

of the

PHILLIPS
Jhe Dazzling Star of

The Heart of Humanity
in the Universal Jewel
Production de Luxe directed

by Allen Holub*ar

upporled by

Margaret Mann
the Mother Mine
of 'The Heart of

Humam'tu*

YOU know that there is nothing so

beautifully compelling in Nature as

mother-love. Even the word "mother"
gives you a thrill. Imagine, then, a pic-

ture that is almost sublime in its rever-

ent, forceful and dramatically appealing
presentation of the mother-love theme!
Here, indeed, is such a picture. It reaches
depths of pathos and heights of human
feeling seldom found on the screen; it

will make you cry, then dry the tear

with a smile; it will thrill you with its

drama and hold you tight with its

suspense. It's worth seeing if ever a
picture was—and besides being enter-

tained you'll be happier for having seen
it. Come—that's all!

NOV PLAYING
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I NIGHT
1 SPECIAL
A makes

"IT THAT made the biggest hit in your house Election
™ " Night? International's Special Harding and

Coolidge Reel won more applause than your feature

—

or your serial—or your comedy. Why not? You gave

'em what they wanted when they wanted it. That's

Enterprise—that's Service—that's You and Interna-

tional—a news-entertainment team that can't be beaten

in your town. And you did it all for not one penny's

extra cost. That's Economy!

rNATIONAL
NEWS

{ Released
L thru
^^Umversal



U.Q-pFlELD and BERT ENNK p™*&
the thrillodramaKc comedy sensaKon

it mightmm
The rnosl- unusual screen Comedy producKon

ever made.m Five Part?

The following h-emendous box office quah'Kes:-

JIMMlE.fte famous TARZAN LION, a, bevy of

beaul'eous BATHING GIRLS, aMONKEY
ORCHESTRA thai- plans real UAZZ.
tTHELDA M. BLE 1 BTRY, Qampfon
OLYMPIC SWIMMER

cm. a.

Smiling BILLY MASON
In a delf^hlful mfxup of
laughs, suspense , 1-hr ills and
haiv raising acKon

STATE RIGHT BUYERS
This PRODUCTION because of fi's novelh,

frs wonderful ANIMAL COMEDIANS, ffc

LAUGHS and THRILLS, will rival Ike famous

"MICKEY" m BOXOEE1CE POPULAR1TY-
TT MIGHT HAPPEM TO YOf will be
as welcome ho the EXHIBITOR and
AUDIENCE as l-he ELOWERS in SPRING



IT MIGHT HAPPEN TO YOU will

rrrake Budiences roar with laughter

Wrilien and directed bu
AL 9ANTELL
Anmvals trained bij

WALTER BECKW1TH
Produced bij ARTCLA9? PICTURES CORP
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ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

presents

GERALDINE
FARRAR

THE
RIDDLE

:

WOMAN
Directed by EDWARD JOSE

ATTENTION, EXHIBITORS!

I production made for exhibitors by ex-

ibitors with their own money has been

looked by one of the largest exhibitors,—

man who knows pictures,

4R. MOE MARK.

' The Riddle : fFoman," shown at New York's

Strand Theatre the week of November 7th.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS, Inc.

25 West 45th Street, New York

PATHE
Distributors





The Trouble Hunter"
ii

His Jonah Day n

"TheBackyard"
j

JIMMY AUBREY
COMEDIES



ROBERTYON-COLE

aulir\e

in

t?oiu ilt€> plaif

^IR ARTHUR

r
s..---~_x»



ROBERT/ON-COLE
NT/

PAULINE
FREDERICK
ASldVeofVanitu
i?oiti ihaplay

v

IDIX by I

SIR ARTHUR WING PlNERO
J

A beautiful Woman, carried by
her love of luxury to the brink
of ruin .battles' for simpler, happier

days' through scene? of tremendous

force scenes- v^hich qive the

screen a new Fredericks risinq

gloriously above her achievements

of the past. ------





In the arms of those who
loved him through it all he
died, humble at the last, with

his face turned to the Light.

A tremendous climax to a

great picture.

REGINALD BARKER'S
PRODUCTION OF

DML MEN
ADAPTED FROM THE WIDELY READ STORY
"BLACK PAWL by BEN AMES WILLIAMS
SUPERVISED AND DIRECTED BY

REGINALD BARKER
™ GOLDWYN PICTURES r--

Ji GOQDWYti "PICTURE
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AREV1EW LIKE THIS APPEARS BUT
ONCE IN A MOTION PICTURE ERA

MOST conservative of New York newspapers, the Times,
links this production with the first motion picture.

Twenty-four cameras were required by Muybridge to picture a

running horse.

Fourteen cameras, including slow motion, were used to make
this the greatest film record in history.

BUT THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A FILM

ACCOMPLISHMENT TO EQUAL IT

* £WMammonrPresents

THE RACE OF
THE AGE

MAN 0WARS VICTORY

IT has broken records everywhere at its premier at the Strand in New York
and Brooklyn, Grauman's in Los Anieles, Adams in Detroit, Walnut in

Cincinnati, Strand in Dayton, America in Denver—the country over.

For it is the greatest motion picture ever made—far more than the record
of the most notable horse race in history—a thrilling, pulsing, dramatic
spectacle that will bring cheers from every man, woman and child.

Heloosed by

EDUCATIONAL FILM>^ EXCHANGES, fNC
729 Seventh ^4ve. ^Yew Tbrtt

Stye Jfrur jjark Sim^s

THE SCREEN

When Edward Muybridge. more than
forty years ago. arranged a battery of
twenty-four cameras so that their plataa
would be exposed as a horse ran In

front of them, and thereby obtained the
first photographic record of tha various
positions of a running animal, he did
not know that In this year 1920 the great
Sir Barton and the greater Jinn o' War
would rac* on the Windsor track In

Canada and that fourteen motion pic-

ture cameras, developed largely aa
result of his experiment, would record
the exciting contest for spectators In

the Strand Theatre on Broadway and
In other theatres all over the world. JJ
doe* net seem going too far to say that

an epoir. of motion p'rtui'.' I.Istoi

n,arKf-'i i>v Mu> in f '.h'c'M twenty-four

ituii.-q t w
,

c.- t'

P.:'. egptflar interest In "The Race of

not Ij.

; : ; .
.

- I J » lie J , il

Us Ih-lori.ai signify in

In the picture Itself, and
TToT

with It rnoai movie lj5§I555BEO wlTT7
-'7:- Ul V. r :,s t., thr ::i ;Tm v mu'.'li bleu ,1- and -^gjitea fllBa

' -
—

-r-z—. . -i-L .
— —„ > .i, .—i .. *'

l*t08" v, r.o jfcj " Tilt: Race of the Age.
will luve iwii'y ui Iht uos-Uioo!, tjf

and they wiTl
wagi to' the Windsor tr«c£".

~Ty. tselfj 1[tCT

than many who we're tneo, for lew, IT
any, seats orrercd the clt-ar and contlnff^
im9 virt of the horses that has been oT>

tair.ea by the came whose separate
|E have been as.'fmoled in one Ingtn

"

of mm
The hiali. exciting moment of the plc-

-re.' when the two horsea are
Eowjj making the complete circuit oT

1e cameras within the c'.r :

' le foilo'-V'.-d tnem aruunl. so that one
nay "see them as \h'-v null apart anj
dr aw together In their dash for the finish
17m \n.J the pictures me so distinct
that the movements of their legs. ti^eTr

rhythmically yet rapidly changing posH"
Puna, and the figures- of the Jcxk
their backs are at all times efear lv
VHlule. it 19 tnls scene that maKea

.

I' The Race of the Age " a master j'lece

of motion picture work. It was this
scene that filled the Strand with shoufij
esterdav afternoon and gave ever y on^
he Impulse to leap to his feet

The rest of the picture la nnot go ex-
citing, though some of It has thrills, and
most of It Is Interesting. Details of
the preparation of the horses for the
race are shown, there are good close-up
views of the two thoroughbreds, and
practically all of those associated with
the race ss owners. Jockeys, trainer.*,

Judges and track workers arc pictured.
Some of the scenes are merely footage,
used, no doubt, to pad the film so that
It wHl be sufficiently long to bo run as

feature." but no one minds this
much In a picture of such horses In such
a race.
Additional Interest Is given to the film

by pictures made with the slow-motion
camera, which reduces speed to about
one-elghtii of normal, and so brings out.
the smoothness and grace of the racers
and countless details of their movements
missed by the unaided eye. The only
regret Is that there are not more of
these slow-motion pictures In " The
Race of the Age." There are only brief
and inadequate bits of them, and they
do not show the stride and steps of Man
War as one would like to see tljem.

Those , who have used the slow-motion
camera for this and other subjects do
not seem to have realized its possibili-
ties. They have not taken advantage of
lighting and background to give their
pictures the clearness and relief they
should have, and they have photo-
graphed only a few of the almost limit-
less number of available subjects.
All this, however, la more or less be-
Ir^p the point now because the circum-

stances of the race between Sir Barton
and Man o' War probably restricted the
use of the slow-motion camera, and,
though one may regret that the picture
does not Include more slow-motion pic-
tures, even If they could not have been
nwd« under the most advantpgeous con-
ditions, . there yet remains the ra.ee It-
self—and this is enough for any one.
The pictures were made under the

direction of Major J. W. O'Mohoney for
he Educational Films Coiporatlon.
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PRODUCERS!!
Did you read the "Ad" of JACKSONVILLE'S offer

to the MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS on this

same page of last week's issue of ML P. News

AND
Did you study the Map on the opposite page?

If you didn't
It will pay you to get last week's issue

Jacksonville business men are in earnest about making
tbe city the third largest producing center in the U. S. A.
A Committee of five prominent citizens, consisting of the Mayor,
a retired Newspaper Publisher, a President of a Utility Company,
a President of a Department Store and a Prominent Architect
supported by a committee of all Civic bodies have taken upon
themselves the responsibility of working out this plan.

They have interested local financial men to go 50-50 with outside capital.

O

Now is the psychological time to

THE THIRD PRODUCING
CENTER WITHIN THIRTY
HOURS OF YOUR EXECUTIVE OFFICES
But Jacksonville cannot do this without the cooperation of the producers

We want to hear from Producers who would take stock in such a plant

AND
We want to hear from a real big man who has the financial backing
and confidence of such producers and others and can bring them all

together for such an undertaking. With such a party we will co-

operate.
By order of the

MOTION PICTURE COMMITTEE
of the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce

W. R. CARTER, Chairman
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JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

IS THE LOGICAL PLACE FOR

SOUTHERN HEADQUARTERS

FOR PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES

WHY
"Jacksonville, the Third Motion Picture Producing Center"

AROUND
JACKSONVILLE
WHITE SAND BEACHES FAR MORE
ATTRACTIVE THAN NORTHERN
BEACHES. SEASHORE BUNGALOWS,
HOTELS WITH AMUSEMENT FEA-
TURES.

LARGE OAKS, PINE FORESTS, PALM
HAMMOCKS. NILE RIVER SCENES
WITH AFRICAN DESERT, CAVES, JUN-
GLE, HILLY AND FLAT FARM LAND,
ORANGE GROVES, WATER MILLS,
FALLS. LIGHTHOUSE, NORTHERN
FARMS, SOUTHERN PLANTATIONS,
MOUNTAIN MOONSHINE AND NEW
ENGLAND FISHING VILLAGES.

NO MOUNTAINS—BUT HIGH BARE
AND WOODED FOOT-HILLS.

JAPANESE, CHINESE, ITALIANS,
GREEKS, SPANIARDS, CUBANS, MOON-
SHINERS, LUMBER-JACKS, COWBOYS,
FISHERMEN, SOLDIERS, BIG LEAGUE
BASE-BALL TEAMS.

ONE NIGHT'S RIDE FROM JACKSON-
VILLE TO MIAMI, PALM-BEACH, OR
KEY WEST, OR TO MOUNTAINS IN
GEORGIA, OR MOUNTAINS NEAR
ASHVILLE, N. C.

ONE NIGHT AND A DAY TO CUBA.
TWO NIGHTS AND A DAY TO JAMAICA.

JACKSONVILLE
OFFERS:

SHORTEST ROUTE FROM NEW YORK.
30 HOURS TO JACKSONVILLE;
108 HOURS TO LOS ANGELES.

CLEAR CUT LIGHT, 272 DAYS OF SUN-
LIGHT, AVERAGE DURING YEAR, TWO
INTERIOR STUDIOS FOR DARK DAYS.

NO SNOW NOR ICE.

HANDSOME HOMES OF EVERY ARCHI-
TECTURE WITH SPACIOUS GROUNDS,
GRASS AND TREES, GREEN IN WIN-
TER. BLOOMING FLOWERS.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS, SKY-
SCRAPERS, MODERN DEPOT, FACTO-
kr.s CHURCHKS. CLUBS, TENE-
MENTS AND ALLEYS.

GOOD ROADS BORDERED BY FINE
SCENERY, GOLF LINKS, COUNTRY
AND YACHT CLUBS, ZOO, CITY PARKS.
WINTER QUARTERS FOR CARNIVALS.
ANIMAL SHOWS, AND CIRCUSES.

DOCKS, R. R. SHOPS, SHIP YARDS.
ARMY CAMP, PULLMAN & OBSERVA-
TION TRAINS.

NORTHERN SMALL TOWN RESI-
DENCES AND ATMOSPHERE.

STEAMSHIPS, RIVER BOATS, SIDE-
WHEELERS, MILLIONAIRE YACHTS.
MOTOR BOATS, SAILING BOATS.
SCHOONERS, HOUSE BOATS.
LAUNCHES, DUGOUTS, CANOES.

HOUSES, SEC-FURNITURE " PROP
OND-HAND STORES.

SOCIETY RIDING SCHOOL, THOR-
OUGH-BRED HORSES, AND FOX HUNT-
ERS, OCEAN, LAKES, RIVERS, PONDS,
CREEKS, SPRINGS.

FULL FORCE OF MINOR CHARACTERS,
COMEDIANS, CAMERAMEN, ASSISTANT
DIRECTORS, STAGE CARPENTERS, 2000
EXTRAS, HOTEL AND CABARET LIFE
SECOND TO NONE.

CO-OPERATION BY PRESS AND CHAM-
BER OF COMMERCE.

UP-TO-DATE STORES.
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William 0>QK ^presents

THE FACE AT
Stupendous Dramatic

. n>y MAX
Authorof "Cheating Cheabers^Sjes oP^oubh
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Motion Picture News

SCENES OF STRIKING BEAUTY-
EFFECTS IN LIGHT AND SHADOW
THE REALISM OF TRUE NATURE

ALL ARE BECOMING CONSTANTLY LESS DIFFICULT THROUGH THE USE OF

SUN-LIGHT ARC
The directors who are testifying to this statement are those who are most

enthusiastic over their profession.

Just as directing is more than casting, so the harnessing of such a tremendous

force as light is greater by far than the grinding of film.

In those screen successes that are netting thousands upon thousands of dollars

in profits, " seeing it in the mind's eye as it will look on the screen " has been

the determining factor.

And the biggest element has been and always will be—CORRECT LIGHT-
ING.

SUN-LIGHT ARC
offers you a certain, inexhaustible supply of steady, highly actinic rays, under
complete and instant control.

If you need Sun-Light and must use artificial light, in the studio or outside,

use the lamps which alone give 100,000 candle power of pure photographic
light, at a price approximately eighty per cent below the cost of other sources
of light necessary to obtain the same results.

The New SUN-LIGHT ARC MOTOR GENERATOR units provide suf-

ficient current to operate three Sun-Light arc lamps for an indefinite period

or five Sun-Light arc lamps for a limited time.

With an equipment of SUN-LIGHT ARC lamps and SUN-LIGHT ARC
Motor Generating unit you can have SUN-LIGHT WHEREVER,
WHENEVER YOU WANT IT
Put your Lighting and Power supply problems up to us. We will gladly

help you solve them.

SUN^UGHT AMC COMFOMATION
NEW YORK CITY LOS ANGELES

2,

?eL
E
iZ£%r

S
2£ill9 JT. JUSTICE HARMER, «||5 "£"£™> *£2wr^L.BRYANT 4463 69 PRES— GENERAL MANAGER TEL HOLLYWOOD 577-676

C. a NESBITT FRANK ELLIOTT
EASTERN SALES MANAGER PRE$TON Ri. BA$$ETT WESTERN MANAGER

LONDON, PARIS, MILAN, CHIEF ILLUMINATING ENGINEER SYDNEY, RIO DE JANEIRO, BOMBAY

NOTICE:
SUN-LIGHT ARC LAMPS are manufactured by the Sperry Gyroscope Company under Beck and Sperrv

patents dated June 18, '12, Jan. 3, '14, May 22, '17, Oct. 22, '18, Jan. 20, '20. Other patents pending. The SUN-
LIGHT ARC CORPORATION are the exclusive licensees of the Sperry Gyroscope Company under the patents
granted on such lamps.

All infringements will be promptly and vigorously prosecuted.

SUN-LIGHT ARC CORPORATION,
(Signed) J. Justice Harmer,

President.
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TOM TERR I SS
676 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

NEW VORK

TELEPHONE AUDUBON 72»6

October 30, 1920.
J. Justice Harmer, President,
Sun-Light Arc Corporation,
218 West. 48th Street, .New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:-

With" the forthcoming release of my latest production- "DEAD MEN
TELL NO TALES" so near at hand, I feel I cannot let the opportunity
pass without writing my appreciation of the invaluable assistance
rendered me by your "SUN-LIGHT ARCS."

The Vitagraph Company consider this picture the greatest production
they have owned since their entrance, many years ago, into the
Motion Picture industry.

This is a very broad statement; made even more so by the fact that
the greater part of .the interior settings were photographed away
from the studio. By this, I mean that we rented an ancient estate
on Long Island with a large, empty house, furnishing the same
throughout with appropriate antiques and furnishings, and photo-
graphing therein at least four-fifths of our interior scenes.

I may add this would not have been in any shape or manner possible
without the valuable assistance of your SUN-LIGHT ARCS. I also
wish to forcibly emphasize the fact that it was possible for me to
obtain both inside and outside scenes, also daylight and nightlight
effects, and with your concentrated mirror I procured many novel
effects in shaded portions of the grounds outside.

I am willing to state with authority that with the aid of two of
your SUN-LIGHT ARCS and other accessory lights, it is possible to
take a picture without having recourse to any studio whatsoever.

The importance of this statement will be realized when one con-
siders its relation toward keeping down one of the most serious
items of overhead expense- that is, THE STUDIO-with its manifold
expenses

.

It seems to me that if other producers would take advantage of this
fact, many pictures could be made at a great deal less cost, with
a tremendous saving in both time and labor.

Again, I wish to thank you for your splendid co-operation which has
helped make the wonderful success, "DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES," and,
in conclusion, feel bound to remark that there are yet many addi-
tional lighting effects which can possibly be obtained through the
medium of your remarkable lights.

With sincere appreciation, I beg to remain,

Very truly yours

,
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tJ. Parker Read xJr
Presents

HOBART
BOSWORTH

TheBruteMaster
tu/z? /^p SMorp Titfrs. c£zc& Zone/on

Distributed I'V

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City

thru PATHE Exchange, Inc.
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Bosworth Again
-and better than before!

The forceful personality of

Hobart Bosworth domin-
ates throughout a powerful,

colorful story.

The swing and surge of the

surf is in it and the blazing,

star-lit glory oftropic nights.

Strong men struggle for a

woman's favors and a wo-
man's love— and the best

man wins.

He was splendid in"Behind
the Door" and "Below the

Surface,"—and he's better

by far in this.

AndAnnaQ.Nilsson.starred
and co-starred in athousand
past successes, was never
more appealingly beautiful.

Z5
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A SCREEN*MIRACLE

NEAL HART'S b^EW SKYFIRE
A story of the Far North, in the region of the Northern Light. Neal

Hart, in this picture, is the only person to successfully reproduce
this wonderful effect on the screen

LEO WHITE'S NEW COMEDIES
SURE TO KNOCK 'EM CUCKOO

Leo White, Pinnacle Comedy star,

unquestionably has dealt the Ameri-
can public a joy haymaker.
Working on his second distinc-

tively different comedy, Calumet
productions, starring Mr. White, an-
nounce openly and with unqualified deci-
sion that Pinnacle Comedies are slated to

stir the whole world.
Leo White is a type of funster that the

film fans have not as yet had the su-
preme pleasure of seeing. His comedies
contain absolutely new. electrifying com-
edy, a happy blend of high-class semi-
slapstick, or. as Mr. White himself ex-
presses it: "Slapstick with a reason."

Leo Hard Worker
Mr. White is an indefatigable worker.

He radiates new ideas and electric spark
gags. His stuff should go ov.er with a
rumble that will be heard from Argen-
tina to Nova Scotia.
For the third comedy, a revolutionistic

idea has been agreed upon that is certain
to smash all precedents in comedies. The
plan of action for the third comedy is so
rare and sure-fire that it has been de-
cided not to make any mention of it

until the proper time, but the exchange
men and exhibitors may rest assured
that every Leo White comedy released
will be a new idea, with a new star
bound to set the world talking, and keep
it murmuring for a long, long time.
Many hilariously funny situations are

obtained from, t-he Damfool Twin scheme,
the twin falling for Leo's spontaneous
line of action and creating a continuity
of laughter.
Leo White said:
"The first comedy I made exceeded my

wildest expectations. I hoped and
worked, and I was always sure that I

would give the people a knockout, but
now I cannot, without apparent super-
egotism, tell you how successful we have
been in making the first comedy.

Second Comedy Bearcat
"And when I say that the second com-

edy will surpass, at least in action and
tunny situations, the first, you may think

jlm over enthusiastic. But I am not.

We have comedies, psychologically funny
comedies, that FIT, just where the
American people want them to fit, and
STICK."
OUie Moore, general manager of Calu-

met- Productions, making the Leo White
comedies, said:

"I am agreeably surprised. I antici-
pated real stuff from Leo White, but we
have whirlwind stuff. Every comedy we
send Bast will be £• greater smash, all
the way across the "roards. I am com-
pletely sold that we have THE come-
dies." «The jazz cafe"

Mr. White was in the midst of making
his second comedy when this was writ-
ten. A working title, "Jazz Cafe," has
been selected. After finishing the second
comedy, which should he about the first

of November. Mr. White will rest for sev-
eral days, taking Mr. Eagon and Mr.
Martin with him into the mountains to
frame the third comedy.
A possibility that the fourth comedy

will be a riotous burlesque on some
widely known play or opera is under
consideration.

[OTLDIO
OALVE J

C. M. Giffin. the fast trotting studio
manager for Pinnacle, wins the silk-lined
bath tub with this one: Gift was caught
with his fliv without gas and only 20 pen-
nies to his name, 20 miles from L. A. He
braces a garage man, gets 10 gals, with-
out exploiting a cent, and gets in o. k.

Heading for this item should be: "Gift
comes home on his own gas."

WHADDYEMEANGAS?
Casey, the high voltage technical boss,

reports that three electricians and two
property men slept all night last week on
the great cabaret set used in the second
Pinnacle Comedy. Casey says the men
were victims of environment: that they
couldn't get away from the action of pre-
prohib. days.

TWOtFPANDTHKEEDOWN

NEAL HART FACES

DEATH TO OBTAIN

THIRDBIG PICTURE
The heart of Death Valley—

a

land of eternal waste that no man
ever crossed and lived—will be the
center of action in the third super
production released by Pinnacle
Productions, Inc., through Inde-
pendent Films Association, featuring Neal
Hart, outdoor star extraordinary.
A stupendous story of the colossal des-

ert—a story never before told on the
screen—a story in which Neal Hart will
lead a sterling cast into the barrenness,
where they will take their chances with
fate) to make the greatest desert picture
ever conceived of.

Neal Braves Fate
Neal Hart returned October 25 from

the heart of Death Valley, full of en-
thusiasm over his third production. He.
had penetrated the very bowels of No*"
Man's Land against the strongest opposi-
tion by his management, who feared for
his safe return. None could persuade Mr.
Hart to pass up Death Valley, where he
found his great reward in unprecedented
picture pc ssibilities. He took the great
chance of nvading a country no white
man ever crossed. He had made ar-
rangements with the oldest and most
cunning and crafty Indian guide in the
West, and this Indian piloted Mr. Hart
in and out of the jaws of death.

"I never consider myself in any danger
or inconvenience when it is necessary to
get something new for the exchange men
and exhibitors," Neal said upon his re-
turn.

Gets "Something New"
"I realize the possibilities for some-

thing new in going into this land of mys-
tery and death." Neal continued, "and
will head the first picture company that
has ever filmed the mystic wonders In
the heart of Death Valley."

Published in the Interest of

INDEPENDENT

E

By The INDEPENDENT FILMS
A.SSOCLVriON

Eddy Eckels, Gen. Mgr.
< nnMimiTh Bldg. Chicago

Kenneth L. Eagon, Editor
G040 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, C'al.

OUR "CUPID" PICKETT
SIGNS UP FOR LIFE

Ingram Bragg Pickett, better known to
the film hounds of Hollywood as "Cupid."
who has been playing some important
character bits in Pinnacle Comedies as
"the big bird." was married last week to
"the girl of his dreams." Miss Ray Vio-
lette Gwin. Los Angeles society girl.

"Cupid" will go right on making com-
edies for Pinnacle and says he expects to
get more laughs than ever now.

Neal Hart added that he. personally,
guaranteed wonderful photography and
scenes and action never before exempli-
fied by the motion picture camera in his
third great picture. Milton Moore, who
photographed the miracle of showing the
Aurora Borealis (or Northern Lights) in
Mr. Hart's second super production.
"Skyfire." will go with the expeditionary
film forces into Death Valley to do the
camera work in Mr. Hart's next wonder
picture.
The troupe of actors and actresses to

be used in the third Hart picture have
all been carefully selected by Mr. Hart
himself. Neal said that he used the ut-
most care in choosing his cast, for the
reason that they must all know the
chances they are taking by penetrating
Death Valley, and further that they must
be physically able to stand up against
Death Valley, which means living by a
small water hole, in a camp that has no
conveniences, and every chance that a
false step will be the end.

The World will Gasp

with joy at

LEO WHITE
IN

PINNACLE
COMEDIES

Jazz and Janes

12 RIB ROCKERS
Watch for No. 2

ACE IN THE
HOLE

CUPID

Fun and Frolic

One Every Two Weeks
Book Now

!

Restless Rummies
DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT

COMEDY CLEANUP!
THE FIRST KNOCKOUT BY
CALUMET PRODUCTIONS. Inc.

VERSATILE
DOUBLE
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A WORM-AND ITS UNBELIEVABLE TURNING

NDEPENDENISj

If you should he journeying through
any part of Oklahoma. Arkansas or
Texas and should happen to ask some

theatre man to

tell you ahout
Lou Pellerin, he
could do it in

three words

—

"HE KEEPS
FAITH."

"Pell" didn't
vain that highest
of all ratings in

a week, or a
month, or a
year. lie got it

by telling 'em,
vear after year,

L. T. PELLERIN the plain, un-
varnished truth

about the pictures he sold 'em—when
they were good and when they were
rotten. He got it by getting the films
to 'em on time and in good shape. He
got it by quoting right prices. He
got it by putting himself in the other
fellow's shoes—and acting accordingly.

Exhibitors go out of their way to do
business with L. T. Pellerin.
He is the head of the R. D. Lewis

Film Co., with headquarters at Dallas,
Texas, and branches at Oklahoma City,
Okla., and Little Rock, Ark.

EXCHANGES IN TWO
TERRITORIES SIGN
PINNACLE COMEDIES
Franchises for distribution of Pin-

nacle Comedies, starring Leo White,
have been closed this week with Reiben
Film Corporation, of New York City,
and Standard Film Corporation, of
Kansas City. Mo.
These Comedies will be released, be-
ginning December 1st and every two
weeks thereafter. The first release will
be "RAZZIX' THE JAZZ."

The Most Despised Factor in the Film
Industry Has Become Its Very Salvation,

Thanks to Exhibitor Support

IMPORTANT—The independent demand NOW is amaz-
ing. Think what it WILL be! The Association has studied,

tabulated, analyzed—and is now a wide open door of invitation

to all who can produce films! Write for facts and figures.

I
F ANYONE had told you a few years ago that the reforms so

badly needed in the film industry were destined to come ahout

through the growth and development of the STATE RIGHT
FIELD, you would have laughed with a loud and raucous snort.

State righters were then hanging on by their toe-nails, glad of

the crumbs that fell to them in the way of occasional bookings.
The majority of them operated with desk room only, and many traveled about

the country like peddlers, carrying film and paper along like packs on their backs.

The only reason theatre men patronized the independent dealer was to get

a lower rental price than the program exchange would make.

Sorr.c of the independent dealers fell by the wayside, while others, adding
to the-r stock of state right pictures, remained in business and opened offices.

Outside of the usual supply of paper and accessories, no exploitation service

was even thought of, much less practiced. They bought pictures just as cheaply

as possible.

The whole result, as everybody knows, was to cheapen the independent mar-
ket and discourage production. No producer was foolhardy enough to put good
money into a picture or a series of pictures built especially for the state right

field, because he well knew he would find it next to impossible to get out of

that field a profit that would warrant him in making more pictures. It was even
doubtful if he would be able to get his money back.

So the independent market languished.

No systematic exploitation—no releasing series on which to build cumulative
advertising force—no regular source of production supply—only cheap, inferior

pictures, most of which were the rejected waste product of the program people

—

meager bookings.

However, the exchange men continued their uphill fight. They stuck it out
or, at least, the best ones did.

Gradually they became established in their territories. And the exhibitors
began to realize that there were a great many business advantages to be had
in dealing with the state right exchange man who had become a fixture in his
territory, knew conditions, was always able to estimate FAIR RENTAL PRICES
for every locality, and was able to make very promptly all adjustments growing

EDDY ECKELS

He planned and organized
the Independent Films Asso-
ciation, which today has its

distributing branches in every
section of the country, and of-
fers immediate release to the
producer of high class films.

He has been a dynamic fac-

tor in the Big Change which
has come about in the inde-
pendent field.

He has inspired the produc-
tion of bigger and better pic-

tures for the state right ex-
changes by showing that such
pictures could be handled with
profit to all concerned .

He believes that through the
independent movement, film

production and distribution
can be placed forever on the
basis of sanity and sound busi-
ness principle.

MEMBERS OF INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N
KEY CITY EXCHANGE ADDRESS EXECUTIVE

t Albany
* Atlanta
t Birmingham
* Boston
* Buffalo

t Buffalo

*t Chicago
* Cincinnati

*t Cleveland
*t Dallas
*t Davenport
* Denver

*+ Detroit
* Kansas City
fKansas City
t Little Rock
* Los Angeles
* Louisville
* Milwaukee
* Minneapolis
* New Orleans
* New York
+ New York
t Oklahoma City

*t Omaha
*t Philadelphia
*t Pittsburg
* San Francisco

*t Seattle
* St. Louis
* Syracuse

*t Washington

Gardiner Pictures Inc.
Pearce Films
Queen Feature Service
Major Film Corp.
Dooley Exchange
Gardiner Pictures Inc.
111. & Ind. Film Ex.
Fine Arts Film Ex.
Warner Attractions
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
Arrow Photoplays
Ind. Master Films
Federated Film Ex.
Standard Film Co.
Lewis Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
First Nat'l. Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
Pearce Films
Commonwealth Film Co.
Reiben Film Corp.
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
20th Century Film Co.
S. & S. Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
Greater Features Inc.
St. Louis Film Ex.
Dooley Exchange
Exhibitors' Film Ex.

4 Clinton Ave.
146 Marietta
Potter Bldg.
54 Broadway
338 Pearl St.
257 Franklin St.

63 E. Adams
310 Film Bldg.
Erie Annex
1913 Commerce
418 Harrison
1753 Welton
105 John R.
Film Bldg.
12 E. 17th St.

1114 Markham
730 S. Olive St.

C. A. Taylor
Gene Pearce
W. S. Bell
E. J. Farrell
Howard F. Brink
T. R. Gardiner
A. Lowy
L. W. Foster
Dave Warner
L. T. Pellerin
C. C. Bridwell
B. M. Shooker
W. B. Seifert
Al. Kahn
F. J. Warren
E. R. Slocum
Floyd St. John

Nat. Theatre Bdg. Fred Levy
Toy Bldg.
Loeb Arcade
608 Canal
1600 Broadway
729 7th Ave.
114 Hudson
1312 Farnum
256 No. 13th
414 Penn Ave.

H. J. Fitzgerald

J. F. Cubberly
Gene Pearce
Sam Zierler
S. P. Reiben
C. A. Gibbs
C. C. Bridwell
Gene Marcus
Abe Steinberg

107 Gold. Gt. Ave. Floyd St. John
2820 3rd Ave. J. T. Sheffield
3628 Olive St. Roy Dickson
445 S. Warren Thos. Dooley
Mathers Bldg. Abe Dresner

*NEAL HART SERIES tPINNACLE COMEDIES *+HARTS & COMEDIES

out of faulty service or errors of any sort, being the proprietor of his own busi-
ness and lord high executioner of the check book.

Theatre men are today wide awake to these business advantages which the
independent exchanges offer.

Their increasing demands for more and more attractions from the state right
dealers have encouraged the latter to buy better and bigger productions.

Today the independent exchanges are paying more than ever before for pic-
tures of merit and assured box office value.

Production for the independent market has naturally taken a most decided
spurt. Money is pouring into the coffers of producers on the west coast, and
is going into the manufacture of films that will enjoy prompt and profitable re-
lease throughout the United States and Canada and in the foreign field.

Thus has come about the BIC CHANCE that has brought to the exhibitors
the most efficient and profitable film service they have ever been able to get,
together with freedom from the evils and abuses .of the program companies.

It has brought to the independent exchange man increasing financial reward
for his efforts, as a result of which you will find in each territory a lineup of
square-shooting, energetic, thoroughly responsible fellows, bosses of their own
complete and well equipped exchanges, who possess a first-name acquaintance with
their exhibitor friends, and enjoy the confidence and respect of the business world.

THESE INDEPENDENTS ARE DOING THE BIG FILM BUSINESS OF
TODAY.

The independent market, with its quick cash turnover and efficient buying
and selling methods, gives to the producer an immediate outlet and a reward in
keeping with quality. To the exhibitor it gives a direct, effective service and
film rentals that are shorn of any share of the enormous distribution overhead
which the program exchanges have always had to collect from the theatres.

The exhibitor gets a better picture at a lower price.

The developments now in progress in the independent field are of vital

interest because they point the way to the evolution and salvation of the. film

industry.
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stands for

State Rights Only!
But in the case of

HON] DON
it means

Standing Room Only
wherever the picture plays!

WRITE OR WIRE

BERT LUBIN
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK
Telephone Bryant 3271

Exhibitors may book from the following exchanges:

Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, South Carolina: Southern
States Film Co., Atlanta, Memphis and Jacksonville.

Iowa, Nebraska: Peacock Productions, Omaha, Neb.

Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, South Idaho: C. C. McDermond
Theatre Amusements Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas: Peacock Productions, Dallas,
Texas; Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Okla.

Mississippi, Louisiana: Southern States Film Co., New Orleans.

Missouri, Kansas: Peacock Productions, St. Louis and Kansas
City.

Eastern Pennsylvania and S. New Jersey: De Luxe Film Co.,

Philadelphia.

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, D. C, North Carolina: Reliance
Film Exchange, Washington, D. C.



CLASSICS IN SHORT FEATURES

URBAN
POPULAR
:lassics

KINETO
COMPANY

°/

AMERICA
Inc.

URBAN
POPULAF
classic;

KINETO
COMPANY

of
AMERICA

Inc.

CHARLES URBAN'S
MOVIE CHATS

The finest in quality — also the
finest in entertainment.

True, only one reel, but a feature,

nevertheless.

A treat, a prize, a delight for all

theatres.

Playing simultaneously in the
Rivoli and Rialto — Broadway's
fine houses.

They tone up every program;
they will make a program in

themselves.

Exhibitors who are building now
for the future are booking

Charles Urban's
Movie Chats

Released through States Rights Exchanges

Some Territory Still Available

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71 W. Twenty-Third St. New York City
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We are not selling our two-reel

"TOP NOTCH"JL JL. JL. \ V/ JL. JL

COMEDIES
TO EXCHANGES AND EXHIBITORS—

But, we are selling our product direct to

the Public, because if the Public Demand
calls for

"TOP NOTCH"
COMEDIES

t

You will be glad to give it to them.

That is why we are now advertising in hundreds of Sunday
papers and dozens of magazines that $7,800.00 is given

away in cash prizes by us on the great Top Notch
Title Contest, because we know that we have Top
Notch Comedies and we want the public also to

know this.

Did you get your Top Notch Franchise ? If

in touch with us without delay.

not, get

Plymouth Producing and Distributing Syndicate

CLEVELAND OHIO

^iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii
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and SENSE
GUARANTEED ATTRACTIONS delivered to the
Distributor AT COST, NO ADVANCES , constitutes the

Sherman ^Policy

ADDUCTION
(?) 0 M

during; the Season lQio-iQli will produce and
distribute through its Allied Exchanges a mini-
mum of 1<1 High Class Motion Pictures

c°)y^^ ready : ^for early release :

*MAN 6-WOMAN 9
' "WHAT WILL PEOPLE SAY ?

99

Franchises are still available to

Independent Exchanges in NINE
territories - CVours may be one ofthese

1

Wire today
to SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATI ON
LONGACRE BUILDING « 1476 BROADWAY

NEW YORK "

(DVery day morepeople say
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W. M. Sauvage,

W. M. Sauvage Amusement Enterprises, Alton, III.

" We have played all First National pictures since the
original organization. That's why we have a franchise."
AND THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Hhorell bo a Franchise everywhere

"A Gripping Offering
Speaking of

Whitman Bennett's presentation of

LIONEL

BARRYMORE
What the Newspapers Say:

SHOWS GREAT GENIUS

Lionel Barrymore scored another

triumph at the New York Strand in

' The^ Devil's Garden.' It is a pow-

erful adaptation of W. B. Maxwell's

novel. Mr. Barrymore's genius in

actually ' living ' the part he plays on

the screen is more evident than ever

in this picture. His remarkable eyes

play a big part in insuring the hold he

has on his audience. The supporting

cast is excellent."

—

New York Tele-

gram.

CREATES NEW CHARACTER
" A new character—as great as any

of. his stage roles—is created by

Lionel Barrymore in ' The Devil's

Garden.' In his emphasis of the

personality lies the strength of the

picture. There is also the melodrama

—a torrent of violence. The character

is like no other that he has ever done.

The story itself is dramatic—a sort

of 'La Tosca ' theme in an ' Esther

Waters ' setting. But its real reason

for being filmed is Lionel Barrymore."
—New York Globe.

PICTURE WELL DONE
" ' The Devil's Garden ' is well

done. The natural settings are

artistic and vivid. Barrymore has

grown great in just such parts and
his character in this piece is beyond
cavil."

—

New York Mail.

TENSE DRAMATIC ACTION
" A forceful piece of work with

tense dramatic action. Mr. Barry-

more sustains the characterization

vigorously."

—

New York Post.

STRONG AND STRIKING
" It is strong meat from the strik-

ing novel by W. B. Maxwell, just the

kind to enable Barrymore to show his

unusual powers in making it suitable

for public digestion."

—

New York
Sun.

SPLENDIDLY HANDLED
" The screen version is better than

the novel and better than the stage

play, because of the splendid way in

which it has been handled. Great

credit belongs to the scenario writer,

the director and actors for leaving

the characters as they were—of the

earth earthy, with nothing suggestive

of a celluloid finish. Lionel Barry-

more's portrayal of the chief charac-

ter is superb. The supporting cast is

excellent. It is a splendid picture."

—

New York Tribune.

STRONG CHARACTER ACTING
" Lionel Barrymore is seen in a

role that opens the way to his usual

strong character acting."

—

New York
World.

REMARKABLE—POWERFUL
" The play moves powerfully to a

logical end, aided by Barrymore's re-

markable acting."

—

New York Herald.

CONVINCING AND TERRI-
FYING

" Lionel Barrymore makes his

characterization convincing and ter-

rifying. The supporting cast is good."

—New York Telegraph.

ROLE OF SUPERMAN
" Mr. Barn-more is, as usual, a

faithful portrayer of the role of su-

perman. Doris Rankin does some fine

acting and Mae McAvoy does her bit

well."

—

New York News.
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S. G. Warwick, Beaux Arts. Palm Beach, Fla.

"/ believe the First National Franchise is the best thing

that has come to me since I entered the field of pictures."

THAT'S THE REASON WHY

There'll be a Franchise everywhere

Graphic and Vivid"
Motion Picture News

in an adaptation of

W. B. Maxwell's novel

"The Devil's Garden"
What the Trade Experts Say:

A GRIPPING OFFERING
" Maxwell's story is an exceedingly

vivid document. The author has

something to say. What is said in

the book is well emphasized in the

picture. And the result is a gripping

offering.
" The action is told in terms of

graphic scenes and builds a deal of

cumulative suspense because of its

correct tempo and the ability of the

players to play in character. Mr.
Barrymore makes the role of Dale a

vivid study. Bennett has substituted

startling action for words."

—

Motion
Picture News.

DOES SPLENDID WORK
" Lionel Barrymore does splendid

work. The story has been given a

careful and more than deservingly

good production. You can promise

your patrons an unusual bit of acting

and an unusually artistic production."

—JVids.

A MIRROR OF LIFE
" A frank and vivid presentation

of a daring bit of realistic screen

literature, of a high order of merit
A variant from the conventional. It

mirrors life—told boldly and realis-

tically, with clearly drawn human
characters. The story has been most
skillfully developed, creating con-

siderable suspense. Lionel Barry-

more makes William Dale a striking

character."

—

Exhibitors Herald.

A VIVID PICTURE
" A vivid showing of the conflict of

determined human will with the laws

of society and those which guide the

universe itself. Mr. Bennett has held

to the mood of ' The Devil's Garden '

with fidelity and treated the entire

subject with rare good taste.

" The performance of Lionel Barry-

more is characteristic of one who is a

master of his art. He lives up to all

the possibilities and responsibilities of

his role. It is safe to say that his per-

formance in ' The Devil's Garden ' can

be ranked among his best in skill,

power and influence.

Directed by Kenneth Webb

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells. Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

" As shown at the Strand theatre,
' The Devil's Garden ' makes a gen-
eral impression of excellence in all de-

partments of craftsmanship."

—

M!ov-
ing Picture World.

EXTRAORDINARILY
REALISTIC

" ' The Devil's Garden ' follows

faithfully the plot of W. B. Maxwell's
startling work of fiction in vivid de-

ta 1. It is an extraordinarily realistic

study of human passions unleashed
and running riot. The picture is

beautifully produced, admirably acted,

spectacular in the extreme.

" The points of appeal are the emo-
tional stress, physical lure of feminine
charms, the conflicting forces of love,

hatred and revenge, with well sus-
tained suspense dominating the story.

" Lionel Barrymore lives up to his

reputation as an artist, of the first

rank. His impersonation of William
Dale is impressive."— Exhibitor's

Trade Review.
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A. F. Brentlinger, Bankers and Merchants Theatre

Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

" We are certainly pleased to have a First National fran-

chise and believe that every exhibitor who is fortunate
enough to be identified with the organization should feel

highly complimented:' THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Mack Sennett
presents

Love
Honor
and

Behave
Featuring

Charles Murray
Phyllis Haver
Marie Provost

Cinematographers, J. H. Lockwood and Perry Evans

Special Photography by Fred Jackman, A.S.C.

A First National Attraction

Foreign Representative,

David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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W. Stewart W ebster,

Strand Theatre Circuit, 11 oodland, Calif.

" The thinking exhibitor has for some time realized that

in order to get adequate protection he must cooperate,
with his fellow exhibitors." THAT'S A REASON WHY

There'll bo a Franchise everuwherg

A Big Special Feature

'5 Parts 5
It's a Mack Sennett production.

It has all the fun and all the thrills

of the Sennett comedies.

It has the famous Sennett beauties.

But it's more than a slapstick.

It's real satire.

It shows human life as it is, with its

fads and foibles.

It does it in a way that makes you

see yourself as others see you.

It does it in a way that makes them

all laugh.
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Supply and Demand

An over supply tends to lower prices,—an under

supply tends to increase them. To keep his prices

up the exhibitor will do well to]keep his seats filled.

TheRITCHEY poster is definitely designed [and

executed to do just that. Whether the prices shall

be raised when the demand for admissions isgreater

than the room for patrons, is entirely up to the

exhibitor,—but selling more tickets than there are

seats is up to us,—and actual experience has

demonstrated our ability to do it.

Price raising in times of general retrenchment is

a mighty ticklish matter,—but if the possessor of

a half filled auditorium cannot afford to raise his

prices, he can even less afford to lower them. He

is between the devil and the deep blue sea,—but

there remains one, and only one way of escape.

Through the increased use of RITCHEY posters!

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406-426 West 31st St., N. Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Let's Have More Light
OUR recent editorial on "The Sales Manag-

ers' Opportunity "—in which we asked why
the small theatre paid a film rental of up-
wards of 35% of its gross receipts as against

an average for all theatres of 11% or thereabouts

—

draws forth a reply from Sales Manager A. Licht-

man.
it is a candid and informative statement worth

reading.

Mr. Lichtman, admitting the wide inequalities

that exist, says they are largely due to exhibitor com-
petition or non-competition.

To quote:
<l Exhibitors who control their communities, when

dealing with a distributor who has no basis of film

rental charge, will generally underpay.
" On the other hand, where keen competition ex-

ists, the distributor dealing without basic values will

take advantage of the situation and sell his product
to the highest bidder."

Very true.

We know of two cities in the Middle West, near
each other, where first-run prices have differed as

much as $1,000.00 against $150.00.

Mr. Lichtman tells how his company is endeav-
oring to establish a basic value on each picture by
" trying it out on the dog" (to borrow an old theat-

rical phrase) ; that is, giving the picture a pre-release

drawing test in several towns.

A progressive idea, provided small as well as large

towns are selected, provided they are representative

of our widely different sections and provided the pic-

tures are not circused with excessive advertising.

Is not, however, this factor of exhibitor competi-
tion versus exhibitor non-competition the biggest im-

mediate cause of inequitable film rentals; and isn't

the distributor with good basic values also at the

mercy of this same situation?

We know this, that where a territory is closed by
an exhibitor and where that exhibitor is out of sym-
pathy with and has no real knowledge of the cost

and need of better pictures, he is pretty certain to

force prices down too far. And when he does so the

burden is shifted and placed excessively upon the

shoulders of the helpless exhibitor elsewhere.

It seems to us that exhibitors who pay the upwards
of 35% film rental had best begin to investigate some

brother exhibitors instead of the distributors. We
make this recommendation to the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners' Association.

We do not agree with Mr. Lichtman that people
go to vaudeville on account of the picture feature:

We believe it is the other way around. And we don't

believe the two audiences will ever mix.

Nor do we altogether agree that the big theatre,

making lots of money, deserves a low picture rental

because of its heavy real estate and other overhead.

But we thank him for his intelligent article; and
we ask for more from others.

We might add that our sole interest in getting

more light on this important subject lies with the in-

equitable rental burden borne by the small, detached
theatre—a problem that heavily concerns the interest

of the entire industry.

'Better Music ?"— We'll Say So

WE recorded recently our belief that the pic-

ture theatre would soon add to its bill such

operatic stars as Galli-Curci.

We did not know that Thomas D. So-

riero had already featured Schumann-Heinck, Fritz

Kreisler and the Boston Symphony at his Strand The-
atre, Lowell, Mass.; and that he expects to add Galli-

Curci and John McCormack to his concert list.

Mr. Soriero does not add the concert singing to his

picture bill, but gives a musical evening only. He
charges $3.00 top and fills his house of 1800 seats.

However, he utilizes fully the opportunity to adver-

tise his picture bills to this different kind of audience,

giving them brief flashes of coming films and descrip-

tive matter on slides. He packs his house on picture

nights at 35 and 50 cents.

The innovation is a success in every way, says Mr.
Soriero; it is profitable in itself and in its advertising

opportunity.

It is difficult to reach this class of people through
newspaper and mail advertising. They come now to

his picture shows.

Mr. Soriero subscribes heartily to our campaign on
better music and pictures and prophecies a marked
and swift advancement along these lines.

WM. A. JOHNSTON.
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Snapshots
Around the Clock with JVm. A . Johnston

Sol Lesser. Always doing new things

and big things. Has now left his thirty-

five theatres and several exchanges to

accompany George Beban on a tour of

the country with the new Beban picture,

" A Man in a Million." Says Beban is

making just as great a sacrifice of busi-

ness interests. It's a fine idea, all-around.

Has double object. Beban will appear at

the close of the picture in an act developed

out of the picture's finale. Will make ad-

dress also on his pet and genuine hobby

of cleaner and better pictures. Good stuff

for newspapers. Also to give children's

matinees with selections from his famous

act, " Sign of the Rose." Fine fellow

—

George Beban, and fine artist. Lesser

and Beban now in Chicago after seeing

exhibitors and newspapers in San Fran-

cisco, Oakland, Seattle, Minneapolis and

St. Paul. Report successful reception of

idea. Even Jensen and Von Herberg en-

thused over it. In New York next week.

W. W. Hodkinson. Member of the

small, close and highly fraternal order of

those who hate to make speeches. Had to

make one, however, at his own birthday

surprise luncheon—birthday of Hodkin-
son Corporation, three years old this

month and going strong. Our forecast is

:

will constantly get stronger. W. W. H. told

some fish stories. Other hedonists pres-

ent : Irving Bachellor, Louis Joseph
Vance, Wm. A. Johnston (another one).

Fine speech by Bachellor. Several trib-

utes to Mr. Hodkinson for his consistent

stand for better pictures and a more eco-

nomic industry. Altogether about as

happy and well-arranged a luncheon as we
have ever attended.

Carl Laemmle. Back from a four

months' sojourn in London, Berlin,

Prague, Paris and other European cap-

itals. Comes back a fan on American
pictures. Ascribes American superiority

in picture making to our high-pitched

competition. Says Europe must hurry
fast to catch up. Leaves right away for

Los Angeles and thence to Monterey to

watch Von Stroheim spend another hun-
dred thousand on " Foolish Wives." Looks
like this picture would break records in

expensive production.

Hugo Ballin. Says it's time for di-

rectors to be " mental " instead of " phy-
sical " only. Agree heartily with Mr. Bal-

lin. Audiences getting more and more

ARE YOU
FOLLOWING THE
MUSIC FORUM?
See page 3901

[Miller Not to Interfere
GOVERNOR-ELECT NATHAN L.

MILLER, will not interfere with
the Sunday motion picture situa-

tion in New York state. This is assured
beyond any question of doubt. Before
leaving for Atlantic City, N. J., where
he is spending a few days in rest, Gov-
ernor-elect Miller stated that he knew
of no reason why he should advocate
any change in the present law which per-

mits the various municipalities to settle

the question of Sunday movies for them-
selves through their own common coun-
cil or governing body.
There has been some talk that efforts

would be made to induce Governor-elect
Miller, when he assumes office in Janu-
ary, to repeal both the Sunday baseball
and movies legislation which was en-
acted by the legislature last winter and
which was approved by Governor Alfred
E. Smith, Democrat. From his recent
statement, Judge Miller evidently be-
lieves in leaving well enough alone, for
every report that has reached Albany
from cities in which Sunday motion pic-
ture shows are running, has been favor-
able to their continuance. Judge Miller
himself comes from Syracuse, where
Sunday shows have been given for years
under conditions so ideal as to become
almost a standard for the state as a
whole.

critical. Want some food for thought.
Physical stun about worn out. Time to

check the old bag of tricks and introduce
new stuff.

Harry Crandall. Sent us new idea

to work out for benefit of exhibitors in

general. Good one, too. Here's a man
who's eternally on the job. Building up

—

and fast, too—one of the best theatre or-

ganizations in country. Ever meet his ex-

ecutive staff? Watch this man for growth
—wider and higher—meaning more the-

atres and always better ones.

In Town. Milton Hoffman, back
from a year in London in which he

worked five. Going to Los Angeles for a

darn good rest ; C. E. Shurtleff, in New
York between productions

;
George Blair

of Eastman, genial and urbane, listens

much and says little ; A. H. Blank of

Omaha—his favorite occupation is kid-

ding the trade press; 'Col. Fred Levy of

Louisville, heavy investor in theatres, pic-

tures and parties.

Out of Town. J. D. Williams, Harry
Schwalbe and other members of Execu-
tive Committee of First National meet-

ing in Chicago, November 8th to nth;
W. E. Shallenberger to St. Louis to at-

tend meeting of Federated Film Ex-
changes, St. Louis, November 14th to

18th.

Walter F. Wanger. Our idea of a
rising young man. Left Dartmouth a few
years ago. Valuable experience in New
York theatrical circles. Now General
Manager of Production for Famous Play-

ers-Lasky—meaning New York, Holly-

wood, London and Indian studios. Big
job. Quiet, keen, observant, active young
chap.

The New Missouri Theatre. Another
star in the firmament of de luxe theatres.

Opened November 8th, with Governor-
elect Hyde of Missouri, Senator Spencer
and other notables present. Seats 4,000.

St. Louis boasts it is finest in country.

Pathe News. Has a birthday—and
deserves one. For ten years—all of them
thrilling ones—has recorded world history

on the screen. Many scoops. First into

German)' after the armistice—also first

into Fiume and Russia. Straight record

of notable accomplishments. Tremendous
enterprise and activity back of a big new s

weekly. So used to it we are all inclined

to overlook this fact—and other facts,

such as the importance of the news
weekly to the theatre program and the

very large following it has among the the-

atre-going public. Congratulations and
best wishes

!

Exhibitor Grimes. Of Corydon, In-

diana. Takes sturdy exception to our fig-

ures on picture theatre receipts of $jSo,-

000,000 and distributors' rental receipts of

$86,000,000. Says we have not excepted
the legitimate theatres, carnivals, circuses,

etc., which ought to be about half, making
the average film rental paid by the exhib-

itor 22 per cent instead of 11 per cent.

Not so much, Brother Grimes. Washing-
ton estimated the total receipts from pic-

ture theatres two years ago to be S650,-

000,000. Last year was so prosperous a
theatre year and adding the fact, as Wash-
ington admits, that the full tax return is

never collected, we thought $780,000,000
about right. It checks our own careful

figures. However, if we shave that S100,

000,000 our argument still has a big basis,

which argument is not that the distributor

is getting too little but that the little the-

atre is paying too much. Even if we cut

the figures in two, as you suggest, why,
Mr. Grimes, are you paying out in film

rental 60 to 75 per cent of your gross

receipts when the average is only 22 per

cent ?

More About
PROLOGUES
By Mr. Isaacson.

See page 3982
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Personalities

O ff - H a n d Introductions by Robert E . JV e I s h

Happy Golucky is in again. The demon press

agent has offered to write this week's "Per-

sonalities " in return for a page in the special

Asbestos Supplement of the Christinas Edi-

tion. (Have you reserved your space yet?)

Happy intends to use his free page to advertise

a new state rights special, " Oh, Hell, Where
Do You Get Your Coal?" or, " With Coal at

Sixteen a Ton Isn't Heat Cheaper at Ten a

Quart?" Let Happy proceed:

F\R be it from little " Hap " to show-

any signs of temperament or peevish-

ness, but just after I promised to write

this week's piffle, the editor gave me a

projection room showing of the cartoon

he intends running on this page.

To put it mildly, I'm peeved. 'Course

it's all right for the Personality guy to

play up to his boss that way, but what a

knock it hands me after I've been con-

tributing the best my steno can write for

two weeks. And doesn't everybody I

meet tell me I'm saving The New's
bacon ? Sure they do. Everybody I ask.

The blue pencil guy just upset an oil

can, and says, " Rats ! this is the greatest
' yes ' game in the world. Everybody will

tell you you're good—to your face."

Maybe he's right. Come to think of it,

I've told a lot of Astor and Claridge

hounds that they're the beefiest brains in

the industry. I've even told press agents

they were good.

And anybody knows I'm the only good
guv left—out of work.

THE editor wants me to start this page

off by saying a lot of good words
about Elmer Pearson. This is Pearson
Month. 'Course, it's also Hodkinson
Month, too, but that don't make any dif-

ference. What is an industry going to do
with only twelve months in a year?

Besides, there was only one month left

in this year. Next month is sacred to the

Christmas editions. Fred Beecroft and
his pals in crime polish up the blackjacks

and the irremovable smiles and go get the

bacon. It's no month for an ordinary

worker like a film sales manager to cele-

brate. Competition is overshadowing.
(Guess that evens me up a little bit for

the cartoon?)
But, seriously speaking, the editor guy

says he has it on such expert authority

as P. A. Parsons, Joe Reddv and lots of
Pathe fellows that this Pearson is regular

clear through. And that the sales force

is breaking its neck to smash records this

month.
What more could any man ask ?

' I *HIS month stuff almost gave me an
*• idea. I was going to have a Sales-

Manager's Week on this page. Gosh, if I

couldn't get a job after playing up a

dozen of them here I may as well give up
this assignment. It ain't good for noth-
ing else.

But right away I ran up against a
broken sprocket. I was going to start with
Al Lichtman and then I found that John-
ston's twelve-point page concerned Al and
I knew I was licked. What chance has
this ten-point got in that competition?
Then Jack Woody came to mind and I

recalled that he has graduated to a "Gen-
eral Manager" title. Such a regular fel-

low personally I never noticed no differ-

ence. That's a boost, ain't it ? But I guess
Woody will have to get a page of his own
some week.
Then I was going to tackle Fred

Ouimby—and he's turned producer. That
let's him out of Sales Manager's Week.
Fred will now have to give interviews on
production plans, quality before economy,
the future of the serial, what the exhibi-
tor wants, and the first serial to get dates
in first run houses. All original.

Aside from Fred, though, I got my own
eyes on production. I know a feller

what knows a guy who once met Von
Stroheim. He's going to give me a let-

ter of introduction and a boost for the
property man's job. Hiring the extras,
too.

Gangway

!

T GUESS the Sales Manager's Week isA off. I was going to tackle M. H. Hoff-
man, of Pioneer, 'cause I like the way
that guy always says " hello " to me, but
when I looked it up I found he was some
sort of a General Manager too.

Maybe I'll tackle another angle. I can
make it Exploitation Expert week and
bring in Joe Lee, Bill Rudolph, and some

of the boys. But if I blow them guys up
too strong Happy Golucky will never get

a job. That's off.

Maybe Personal Representative Week
will do. Charlie Muehleman, Paul
Mooney, Jimmy Grainger, E. Ascher,
Bert Adler, Eddie Grainger, there's plenty
of names there to fill up a page with.

Let's go. Somebody tell me what a
Personal Representative does for a living

—outside of being a popular guy, fight-

ing with the home office auditor, kidding
the exhibitor, wiring to Los Angeles, cuss-
ing Los Angeles, bawling out the exchange
managers, feeding alibis to the exchange
managers, writing letters praising Roth-
acker service, etc., etc.—and I'll write
the page. 1 don't know nothing else
they do.

Who's jealous?

"CV3R a few minutes I thought maybe I
A could try a Film Editor's Week. Then
I learned that Elmer McGovern had
turned magnate and is bowling them all

over with the way he's handling " The
Woman Untamed." He's out.

Joe Farnham might do, but I don't think
he gets much chance for editing these
days, what with his duties as President,
Treasurer, Secretary, Grand Pooh-Bah
and Chief Earthquake of the Los Angeles
Boosters' Association. Met Joe this w eek
for the first time since his return. He's
rabid.

All the other film editors I know have
regular jobs with weekly pay checks, and
I'm too jealous to write about them.
'Course, you know, a good guy can al-
ways clean up free-lancing, but if you
happen to hear of something fairlv good,
and permanent, for a press agent—you
might let me know.
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Famous Players Opens Big
St. Louis Theatre

Governor-elect Arthur Hyde of Mis-
souri will offer the dedicatory address at

the opening of the Missouri theatre, the

Famous-Players latest addition to their

string of motion picture theatres in St.

Louis. The Missouri, which is reputed

to be the largest single structure in the

world devoted entirely to the presentation

of motion pictures, was erected at a cost

of $1,250,000 and is the most pretentious

theatre, barring not even the legitimate

stage, in the city. It will seat more than

4,000 persons. This number does not in-

clude the box seats, of which there are

two rows in the first balcony and three

tiers on either side of the stage.

On the whole the theatre is believed

to be the most elaborate addition to the

theatrical world this city has ever seen.

There are two balconies in the edifice, the

only one of its kind in St. Louis. The
orchestra will consist of forty members,
whose interpretations will be worked out

by Emanuel Baer, who was especially im-

ported by the Famous-Players from New
York. Antonio Sarli, who formerly con-

ducted the orchestras at the Del Monte
and Pershing—both Famous-Player
houses—will conduct the Missouri sym-
phony as Baer designs it.

The opening feature will be " Behold
My Wife," with Elliott Dexter and Mil-

ton Sills in the leading parts.

Syracuse Censor Plan to

Be Used in New England
Walter W. Nicholson, of Syracuse, N.

Y., commissioner of public safety and a

well known figure in motion picture cir-

cles in this state, through his having been

a member of a special committee on the

State Conference of Mayors investigating

the needs of censorship in this state, has
expressed himself as gratified in action

just taken by New England city officials.

The same plan of regulating motion pic-

tures, which has been in vogue in Syra-
cuse, will be followed in New England.
In Syracuse, the cooperation of the ex-

hibitors has greatly aided the department
of public safety. All pictures which might
be criticized are first called to the atten-

tion of Commissioner Nicholson and pri-

vate screenings are given in order to ob-

tain his approval before the pictures are

thrown on the Syracuse screen.

Beulah Livingstone Leaves
Publicity Bureau

The Wentworth-Livingstone Bureau,
Inc., with offices in the Putnam Building,

at 1493 Broadway, will be known after

November 10th as H. H. Wentworth,
Inc. Beulah Livingstone, publicity direc-

tor of the Norma and the Constance Tal-

madge Film Companies, has sold her

33 I_3 Per cent 01 the stock to Larry Grif-

fin, the play broker and personal repre-

sentative of stars associated with the

Alice Kauser Bureau.
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"Chi" Boys Organize
IninMMiiMiinMii^^

PUBLICITY and exploitation men, con-

nected with the moving picture in-

dustry of Chicago, met at the De Jonghes
Hotel last Friday and perfected an or-

ganization. The club was named, at this

time, the Motion Picture Press Club, and,

according to plans outlined at the

luncheon, the organization will be of

benefit to the entire industry.

Richard Robertson, of the Independ-

ent Film Association, was appointed

chairman, and George E. De Kruif, of

the Capital Film Company and Metro,

vice-chairman.

The original idea for a get-together

club comes from Messrs Irving Mack,
Harry Rice and De Kruif.

Mr. Robertson made the following

statement regarding the club

:

" The Motion Picture Press Club is

something more than a name.
" Among its members are represented,

without exception, every trade publica-

tion of importance in the national field,

and every film producing or distributing

organization that has an office in Chicago.
" In addition, the Club's membership

comprises the exploitation and publicity

men of a great number of theatres and
accessory houses.

" Every branch and angle of the film

business is thus powerfully represented in

the press club by trained advertising, ex-

ploitation and publicity men.
" From these facts can be formed a

fairly accurate idea of the tremendous
power which the club can exert through
the combined efforts of its members.

" It is felt that no undertaking relies

for its success on widespread, continuous
and expert exploitation, is too large for

the ' Motion Picture Press Club.' The
effort during the coming busy season will

be to broaden the scope of the club's ac-

tivities and augment its usefulness within
the film industry."

One of the things talked over was a
" movie week " for Chicago to include a

big ball and an exhibition at the Coli-

seum.

Cupid Does Fatal Work in
R. A. Walsh Studio

Dal Clawson, chief cameraman for R.

A. Walsh, surprised his friends early this

week by taking unto himself a wife. The
bride was formerly private secretary to

Mr. Walsh and it was in this capacity that

Clawson met her at the Biograph Studio
while he was photographing the forth-

coming Walsh release.

Louisiana Town Against
Sunday Openings

In a special election at Jennings, Louis-
iana, on November 4, to decide whether
the town would have picture shows on
Sundays, the vote was 365 against open
Sundays and 345 in favor. A strong fight

was waged by both sides.

First National of Mich'
igan Elects Directors

Members of Associated First National
Pictures of Michigan, Inc., coming from
all, parts of the state, met in Detroit
Thursday, November 4th, to organize and
elect officers. Practically every subfran-
chise member of the association was in

attendance and what few were absent
vested their voting power in proxies.

Following a luncheon and business ses-

sion at the Hotel Statler, the exhibitors

were the guests of John H. Kunsky, at

his new Canadian summer home in

Walkerville. Those in attendance in-

cluded exhibitors from as far north as
Marquette, Escanaba and Newberry.
The business meeting was conducted

by George W. Trendle, secretary and
treasurer of the First National Film Ex-
change, and consisted of the election of
seven directors, who later will elect the
officers of the state organization; the

reading of the by-laws; and an informal
discussion of conditions by the members'
present. The following directors were
chosen from twelve placed in nomination:
John H. Kunsky, George W. Trendle,
Harry Scott, Detroit; H. S. Gallup, Mar-
quette; W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek;
Blair McElroy, Chicago, and Herbert L.
Weil, Port Huron.
The date of the annual meeting of the

organization was set for some time in

February.
Mr. Kunsky's entertainment of his fel-

low members in the First National or-

ganization was one of the most notable
social functions in the history of the in-

dustry in this section. After the busi-
ness session, all of the members were
taken to Canada by taxis and ferry and
at Mr. Kunsky's beautiful summer home,
overlooking Lake St. Clair, the guests
were treated to entertainment and a

banquet that lasted far into the evening.

Lesser and Gore Brothers
Merge Big Interests

All interests of Sol Lesser and the Gore
Brothers, including thirty-two theatres,

the First National franchise, the Educa-
tional franchise and the All-Star Inde-
pendent Exchange, have been merged into

a corporation which is capitalized at two
million dollars, according to a telegram
just received from Los Angeles, Cal. The
new organization has been designated as
the West Coast Theatres.
The following are named in the wire

as the incorporators: Sol Lesser, A. L.
Gore, M. Gore, Adolph Ramish, Thomas
Morrisey, Goodwin Knight and Frank S.
Hutton.

HOW CAN YOU JUDGE
A MUSIC CUE SHEET?

Read Charles D. Isaacson's description
on page 3901.
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Are Rentals Out of Focus?
My Dear Mr. Johnston

:

I read with great interest your editorial

entitled " The Sales Manager's Opportu-
nity," published in your issue of Novem-
ber 6th.

About one year ago, before there were
any government reports on theatre intakes

and film rentals, I made an estimate that

the gross receipts of motion picture the-

atres amounted to approximately eight

hundred million dollars annually and that

film rentals earned by all distributors in

the United States amounted to approxi-

mately seventy million dollars—or approx-
imately 8 per cent.

At that time most people discredited

this estimate, thinking it improbable that

the combined distributors of the nation
were receiving so little for film rental out

of the monies paid by the public for mo-
tion picture entertainment.

The government reports for the fiscal

year ending June 30th, 1920, would indi-

cate that my estimate of admission receipts

was high, but my estimate of film rentals

was about correct.

The latest report shows that the indus-
try is moving in the right direction in that

the distributors' income has increased to

about eighty-six million dollars, and in

percentage, about 3 per cent—or about 1

1

per cent of the gross intake at the the-

atres.

However, there is still tremendous room
for improvement in the adjustment of film

rentals and in the distribution of motion
pictures, if we are ever going to attain the
position whereby all exhibitors will be pay-
ing a just share of their income to the dis-

tributors as film rentals.

You ask in your article, " What is wrong
with Distribution?" and state that you
know that a great majority of theatres
comprising the small houses spend around
35 per cent for film rentals.

I should say that the discrepancies or
injustices of film rental charges cannot be
traced to any one specific thing, but its in-

adequacies are the result of a combination
of things existing in connection with film

distribution.

The principal fault of inequitable dis-

tribution or inequitable rental prices is due
to distribution. Few distributors have es-

tablished a basis for film rental charge.
Many distributors rent their pictures on a
haphazard auction-basis, selling .them to
the exhibitor who will pay the most
money, regardless of the actual worth of
the picture based upon its drawing power.
By this system a number of exhibitors will

over-pay, but the majority will benefit by
under-paying for their pictures.

The principal reason why certain ex-
hibitors pay a percentage seemingly so
disproportionate to others, is because of

.// Lightman Discusses Points

Brought Out by William

A. Johnston's Ed-
itorial on Dis-

tribution

the great number of places that are con-

trolled by one exhibitor, or by exhibitors

who have combined for the purpose of

renting pictures.

Exhibitors who control their communi-
ties, when dealing with a distributor who
has no basis ot film rental charge, will

generally underpay.

On the other hand, where keen competi-

tion exists, the distributor dealing without

basic values, will take advantage of the

situation and sell his product to the high-

est bidder. In most cases, however, in

situations like this the price is not consist-

ent with the true value of the product.

In the distribution of Famous Players-

Lasky product, we have established the

drawing value as the basis for film rental

charge. We endeavor to base the drawing
value of a picture prior to its release,

which we accomplish in two ways

:

1. By viewing the picture before the

National Quota is placed thereon.

2. By pre-releasing it in several places

throughout the country before the Na-
tional Quota is finally established.

Once the National Quota is established,

we apportion a price to every theatre in

the country based upon our knowledge of

what each theatre did with subjects of

similar value in the past.

While we do not claim perfection in this

system, it is, in our opinion and based upon
results, the most equitable to the exhibitor

as well as to the producer.

In this way, every theatre, large or
small, has an equal opportunity to rent our
pictures at a price commensurate with
their ability to pay, based upon their box-
office returns.

Very few exhibitors controlling all the

theatres in their respective communities
have been able to rent pictures from us at

prices disproportionate to their income, as

our method of basing values would nat-

urally fail if we played favorites. Because
of this you cannot find one exhibitor pay-
ing as high as 35 per cent and a neighbor
operating under similar conditions, pay-
ing as little as 10 per cent (except perhaps
in rare instances, where we have not been
able to get all the facts).

It is only natural under present day con-

ditions, for the exhibitor to try to rent

films as cheaply as he can, and for the

distributor, on the other hand, to get as

much for his product as he can possibly

obtain. However, a great many exhib-

itors do realize that producers must be en-

couraged to create better and greater mo-
tion pictures, if the exhibitor is to succeed

in holding the interest of his patronage.

From my experience, I know that the

vast majority of exhibitors are fair-

minded and do realize that the producing
and distribution of motion pictures is

more or less a co-operative proposition.

They know that no producer can make a

picture for any one exhibitor, and that it

takes the patronage of thousands of ex-

hibitors to support an attraction.

For example, an exhibitor in a town of

10,000 population now knows that for a

producer to be able to continue to make
quality pictures, it is essential for him to

pay as much as his town can afford, pro-

portionate to what the people in his town
will pay. He should not try to buy films

cheaper than other towns operating un-
der the same conditions and with the same
income.

The principal factor in fair prices is in-

telligent distribution. If the distributor

himself does not know what each theatre

can afford to pay, then he is doomed to

failure.

There is absolute truth in your state-

ment that the theatres in the small towns
do pay a higher percentage than the thea-

tres in the large places, but the net profit

in proportion to the capital invested in

small towns is far greater than that in the

larger cities.

The overhead expenses in theatres in

the large cities exceeds the overhead ex-

penses of the theatres in the smaller places

about three to one in proportion to the in-

come. For one thing, the theatres in the

large cities are located on the most expen-
sive sites. In some cases the ground value

is as much as twenty thousand dollars per
front foot against the smaller town thea-

tres, which are located on sites that will

average about two hundred dollars per
front foot.

In addition, the theatres in the large

cities give elaborate performances, costing

thousands of dollars weekly by way of
large orchestras, singers, other entertain-

ers, tableaux and special scenery. News-
paper rates are much higher. In fact, the

exhibition business in the large towns, con-
trasted with the same business in the
smaller places, can be termed almost a dif-

ferent sort of business altogether.

Another great factor in bringing down
the gross percentage of film rentals are the

comparatively small sums paid by vaude-
ville theatres for feature picture propor-
tionate to their income. No vaudeville
theatre can afford to pay the price com-
mensurate with the true value of a feature

(Continued on page 3876)
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33 Rochester Exhibitors
Pass Operators ' Exam,
Thirty-three exhibitors in the city of

Rochester successfully passed the written

examination and secured license as opera-

tors recently. This was necessary in view

of the refusal of the Operators Union's

representatives to meet the exhibitors to

arrange for a fair wage and because of the

threat of the Operators Union to strike.

An examination was held, and five mem-
bers of the board, consisting of I. M.
Salyerds, president of the Rochester local

of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of the State of New York; Fire Marshal

Fennell, who is also commissioner of pub-

lic safety; R. Andrew Hamilton, Charles

Mason and Louis Townsend, representa-

tives of the Operators Union, decided on

the applications. On Tuesday, October

26, a test was given to the thirty-three ap-

plicants, all being exhibitors of the city

of Rochester, for licenses to operate mo-
tion picture machines. The entire thirty-

three applicants successfully passed the

examination.

The committee of the exhibitors, of

which W. A, Calihan of the Regent, Pic-

cadilly and Gordon theatres was chairman,

waited upon the operators and offered an
increase of $10 for Class A, a flat propo-
sition of $37.50 for Class B, and a $2 a

week increase on Class C. The exhibitors

report they cannot continue in business by
meeting all demands of this Union with-

out increasing the price of admission to

the public, and they do not feel that the

time is opportune to raise admission
prices.

Baltimore Managers and
Operators Compromise
A strike of moving picture operators

which for a while seriously threatened to

close up motion picture theatres in Balti-

more was narrowly averted when a com-
promise was effected between the movie
exhibitors and the officials of the oper-
ators' local No. 181. Instead of the in-

crease of 20 cents an hour demanded by
the operators, a 15 cent rate was decided
upon.

According to G. Kingston Howard,
president of the local, this gives the oper-

ators a wage of 85 cents an hour on an
eight-hour a day basis. They will also be
paid for overtime.

1500 Seat House Opens in
San Francisco

A theatre seating 1,500 in the Mission
district, San Francisco, at Mission and
30th streets, was opened with elaborate

ceremonies October 21. Messrs. R. A.
McNeil, Moser and Bailey are the own-
ers. The house is of entirely new construc-
tion and strictly modern throughout.

/. JT. McMahon, 1st vice-president of
Southern Ohio exhibitors' organization

Arkansas Latest State to

Organize Exhibitors
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of Arkansas was formed at a recent meet-
ing in Little Rock, and the following

officers and executive committee were
elected: C. A. Lick, of Fort Smith, presi-

dent ; E. C. Robertson, of Fayetteville,

vice-president, and O. C. Hauber, of Pine
Bluff, secretary and treasurer.

The executive committee consists of

:

D. E. Fitton, of Harrison; W. L. Mack,
of Jonesboro ; W. L. Sanders, Batesville

;

E. C. Robertson, of Fayetteville; E. H.
Butler, Russellville

; Sydney M. Nutt, Hot
Springs ; V. J. Haydel, Helena

;
Hoyt

Kirkpatrick, Fort Smith.
E. T. Peter, treasurer of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America, at-

tended, representing the National Organ-
ization. The new organization endorsed
the national organization and affiliate

themselves with it.

Another meeting has been called for

November 22.

Picture Star Not Under-
study for Fay Bainter

The office of William Harris, Jr., pro-
ducer of " East is West," has had its at-

tention called to the announcement of the

picture "Beyond The Great Wall," that

the leading part of this picture was played
by Miss Lark Bronlee, understudy for

Fay Bainter in " East is West." The
Harris office wishes to make it distinctly

understood that the only understudy for
Miss Bainter was Miss Helen Sinnott.

who is now playing the leading part in a

company of " East is West."

Big Movie Ball Planned
by M.P.T.O.A.

The Chamber of Commerce of the M.
P. T. O. A. announced that January 5 has

been set as the date for a grand ball and
entertainment, which will be held in the

ballroom of the Hotel Astor, and for

which an array of exceptional entertain-

ment features are now being arranged.

The Screen Club ball conducted by that

club when it was in its prime was always
considered the smart affair of the season,

so far as the film industry was concerned,

but since that time no organization, it is

said, has gone in for an elaborate affair,

at which the ladies could hold sway, and
the coming event, therefore, promises to

outshine even those of former seasons.

A number of committees have been
named by the executives of the M. P. T.

O. A. The general committee is com-
posed of Charles Goldreyer, chairman, Al
secretary, and Max Barr, treasurer.

Among those prominent on other com-
mittees are the following:

Vaudeville committee: E. S. Moss, chairman; Marcus
Loew, and Frank Keeney.

Reception Committee: Louis Blumenthal, chairman;
Max Spiegel, H. Bishop, S. Bock, and A. Hamilton.

Novelty Committee: Samuel Sonin. chairman: W.
Brandon, A. Fabian, E. Behrend, and L. Fink.

Printing Committee: Fred Wilson, chairman; W.
Peyser, S. Coleman, A. Wolf, and H. Herring.
Music Committee : J. Stern, chairman ; F. Faulkner,

L. Bolognine, M. Glynne and H. Reilly.
Supper Committee: B. Grob, chairman: A. Eisen-

stadt, M. Kreidel, A. Rapf, and S. Sheer.
Visiting Exhibitors Committee: H. Ebenstein, chair-

man; Charles Hering, H. K. Hecht, Fred Wilson, and
L. Risenthal.
Ticket Committee: H. Cainsboro, chairman; D. J.

Hennesey, L. Cohen, S. A. Moross, and Samuel
Schwartz.
Dance Committee: H. Brandt, chairman; J. Seider,

M. Silverman, H. Shapiro, and H. Ronheimer.
Invitation Committee: J. Manheimer, chairman; R.

Saunders, H. Walenbrink, L. Schneider, and Leo
Brecker.
William Brandt, naturally is ex-officio member of

all committees and Harry Reichenbach is chairman
and director of publicity and exploitation. He has
appointed the following members of the A. M. P. A.
associates : Paul Lazarus, Paul Gulick, Joseph H.
Mayer, C. L. Yearsley, P. A. Parsons, George Landy,
Jerome Beatty, and the following trade journal editors:
Arthur James, Robert Welsh, Martin J. Quigley, Joseph
Lowe, and Leslie Mason.

The ball will be followed by an elab-

orate entertainment, and following this

supper will be served. The management
of the Hotel Astor will reserv e every seat

in its three big restaurants exclusively for

those attending the ball. Tickets to the

ball will entitle holders to the dinner.

In additon to the entertainment features

already enumerated, there will be a reg-

ular old-fashioned Midway Plaisance,

fashioned after that which was so famous
during the World's Fair at Chicago. The
Midway will be built in the room in the

rear of the ballroom, and will contain all

the elements of a high-class midway at the

big resorts.

Prominent city, state and national fig-

ures will be guests of honor, and all the

noted film players will be asked to par-

ticipate.

B. B. Moss, chairman of the vaudeville

entertainment committee, has given the or-

ganization assurance that he would give

the finest show ever seen, while each and
every member of the various committees
offers to put forth their ultimate effort

to make their particular bit stand out as

the high light of the event.
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Arthur S. Friend Retires
from All Branches

In retiring from his official position as

treasurer of the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporations of New York and New Jer-

sey, Arthur S. Friend releases himself

simultaneously from service in various

subsidiary corporations controlled by the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

throughout the United States. In these

he also holds the position of treasurer

and assistant treasurer, with the excep-

tion of the John D. Williams Producing
Company, of which he is president.

In addition he retires from numerous
official and executive positions in the Na-
tional Association of the Motion Picture

Industry. Inc.

As announced previously, he retires

after seven years activity in that concern
which he was instrumental in founding
from the beginning of its career, always
holding the title of treasurer which he
relinquished the first of the year.

As treasurer he represents the Seneca
Holding Corporation, which operates and
controls the New York theatre, the New
York Roof and the Criterion theatre, N.
Y. ; the Star Amusement Corporation,
which controls property in Indianapolis on
which a theatre is to be erected ; and the
Exceptional Realty Corporation, which
owns Shea's Criterion theatre in Buffalo.
He represents also, as treasurer, the Fa-
mous Players Missouri Corporation,
which controls the St. Louis chain of
theatres including the new Missouri, a
4,000-seat house; and the 1493 Broadway
Corporation, which controls the property
on which is erected the Putnam Building
and Westover Court.

Improper Pictures Arouse
Ire of Schenectady

David D. Connell, acting Mayor of
Schenectady, N. Y., has ordered a probe
of pictures being shown in that city. This
action is the result of a number of com-
plaints that have been filed with the city

officials by persons who claim that im-
proper pictures are being shown from
time to time in the Electric City. The
investigation will be conducted by the
committee on laws and ordinances in the
common council.

Authority for the investigation is vested
in the Sunday motion picture ordinance.
It is claimed that the management of
many of the motion picture theatres in

Schenectady has failed utterly to provide
the city authorities with a list in advance
of the Sunday offerings. As a result of
this laxness, certain improper pictures
have been slipped in from time to time, so
it is claimed, and these have offended pa-
trons to the extent that complaints have
been lodged.

The coming investigation will include
pictures booked for both Sundays and
weekdays. It is said that the practice of
booking offending pictures is not general
in the city, but is confined to a few man-
agers.

Thelma Percy, one of the cast of the Mermaid com-
edy, "April Fool," who has lately become Mrs.

William A. Brady, Jr.

Cupid Wrecks Good Ship
of Publicity Bureau

UP in the offices of Educational Films
Corporation of America, the depart-

ment supplying the trade papers
with news and gossip about pictures and
players is threatening to ignore the pro-

duction department and announce a seri-

ous drama, entitled " Perils of the Pub-
licity Purveyor." The reason for it was
this:

Recently it was announced that Miss
Thelma Percy, sister of Eileen, had been
engaged as leading woman to appear op-
posite Jimmie Adams in " Luck," a
forthcoming release. The news had been
barely received when a wire was sent to
the Coast for pictures of Miss Percy and
along came some most attractive photos
of her in bathing suits. The newspapers
snapped them up, and a red hot wire went
to the West Coast only to be answered
with:

" Miss Percy will not appear in any
Mermaid Comedies after ' Luck '."

Followed much mystery, and then after
a few days:

" Miss Thelma Percy was married Oc-
tober 27 to W. A. Brady, Jr., son of the
noted New York producer of the legiti-
mate stage and motion pictures."
' Needless to say, Cupid is cast as the
villain in the publicity department's
picture.

New Member of Garrett
Family Reported

A daughter has been born to Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Garrett, on October 25. Mr.
Garrett is well known in the export field.

S.H.London, ofAssociated
Photo Plays, in New York
S. H. London, general manager of As-

sociated Photo Plays, Inc., is on his way
to New York where he will be perma-
nently in charge of distribution of films

by this recently organized company.
While en route Mr. London will visit a

number of the independent exchanges
who are to handle the independently made
productions distributed by this organiza-
tion.

Before departing for the East General
Manager London stated that inquiries

had been received from state right ex-
changes in every section of the country
and that he expected franchises would be
taken all of the exchange centers by De-
cember 1st.

The plan of Associated Photo Plays,
Inc., provides that the producers shall re-

ceive 25 per cent profit on their produc-
tion costs, that the distributing organiza-
tion shall sell the productions to the ex-
changes at an increase of 15 per cent over
the cost to the distributing company. And
that the exchanges shall rent the films at

a price that will give them a narrow mar-
gin of profit. The organization plans to
distribute thirty productions a year.

Would Use Screen to Rid
U. 5. Art of Traditions
Dr. John C. Freund, editor of Musical

America and president of the Musical
Alliance of the U. S., speaking at a mass
meeting in New York recently stated that
the movies would be the medium of
propaganda for the establishment of "ar-
tistic, and especially musical independence
in America."

Dr. Freund believes that the time has
come when we are able to break away
from the traditions of the past, which
ruled that all our musical students must
have the European brand upon them be-
fore they could be declared a success. The
establishment of a Ministry of Fine Arts
and a National Conservatory of Music,
Art and Drama can only be brought
about, he stated, by preaching the gospel
of American musical independence
through the screen. It is his determina-
tion, with the aid of some of the leading
spirits of the movie world, to bring the
stories, both tragic and comic, of the
American art student abroad, before the
attention of the public by means of mo-
tion pictures.

Encyclopaedia Article to
Be Written by Croy

It has been decided that Homer Croy
is to represent the motion picture indus-
try in the next edition of the Encyclopae-
dia Britannica. He will write the chapter
on motion pictures. In the last edition lit-

tle was said about motion pictures; now
it will occupy a prominent part. Homer
Croy is a writer of novels and author of
a book on motion pictures.
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"Among those present" at the W. W. Hodkinson Anniversary banquet held recently at Delmonico's

The widow and the orphan have been

robbed before and the poor-box broken

open, but up until last week the waning

stores of the ancient Essanay studio at

Niles, Cal., had remained sacred to the

tainted touch of the petty larcenist. Re-

posing contentedly in the security of its

seclusion, the Niles studio had escaped

the attention of a busy and forgetful

world for many a moon, but the recent

news that knaves had broken in and dis-

mantled the contents once more brings

this center of historic interest up front.

The wire describing the dastardly deed

says " the burglars got away with all the

equipment." Maybe the burglars wore
their vests for the occasion though
sometimes a hip pocket is serviceable.

Still, in these arid days, even the old

Niles studio might offer inducements to a

progressive burglar. Who knows?

Al Lichtman on Distribu-
tion

(Continued from page 3973)

picture, because of combined cost of

vaudeville and pictures. Vaudeville houses

should pay a higher price for pictures be-

cause the bulk of their patrons are at-

tracted to the theatre by the pictures and
not by the vaudeville.

An encouraging angle of this all impor-

tant question of just film rental charges, is

the fact that the first run theatres in the

larger cities are getting nearer to the point

of equity in their rental prices. Not so

long ago, every large motion picture thea-

tre operator was laboring under the im-

pression that a distributor of pictures

could afford to rent him films gratis for

the prestige it would bring the pictures

playing the big time exhibitors' houses.

While rarely did he obtain his films free,

yet most exhibitors obtained them at ridic-

ulously low prices. Today (speaking at

least of our plan of distribution to create

equity in film rentals), the vast majority

of big time houses are paying nearer their

just share of film rentals than ever before.

Under the system of establishing basic

values proportionate to the box office re-

turns of every theatre in the country, no
theatre, large or small, is prohibited from
showing our pictures. Every exhibitor

can estimate his returns in advance. The
only exhibitor that can surfer is the ex-

hibitor who is unwilling to take the. film

salesman into his confidence.

No honest film salesman will overcharge
an exhibitor, provided he knows the ex-

hibitor's income and he knows the value

of the product he represents. By the

same token, no honest exhibitor would
withhold information from a film salesman
necessary to arrive upon an equitable basis

for film rental charge. They are depen-
dent upon each other for their success.

Therefore, I urge the utmost frankness
and confidence between exhibitors and film

salesmen, in their business dealings, so

that the trend toward greater equity in

film rentals shall continue uninterrupted.

It is only by an equitable distribution

to all classes of theatres that theatres of

all sizes and classes can be supplied with

the biggest and best pictures.

Very truly yours,

Al Lichtman,
General Manager,

Dept. of Distribution.

Kopl&r Still Seeks Pay-
ment, St, Louis Reports
St. Louis dailies are again devoting

their columns to the story of how Harry
Koplar has been going twice a day for the

last five months to the office of his attorney

in the hope each day that he will re-

ceive a portion of the more than $500,000
which is claimed to be his share of the

$1,250,000 which the Famous Players

Missouri Corporation is reported to have
agreed to pay him for the seventeen St.

Louis motion picture theatres which Kop-
lar delivered to its possession on March 1.

According to Koplar, not one cent has

been given him.

Koplar, at the time he transferred

possession of the theatres, thought, ac-

cording to reports from St. Louis, he was

One of the most interesting events of

the Hodkinson celebration took place on
Thursday, November 4th, at one o'clock
in a private dining-room in Delmonico's,
when there was tendered to W. W. Hod-
kinson a surprise luncheon. This luncheon
was organized by the officials of the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation and was got-
ten up as a definite testimonial to the
man who is referred to by each and
every one of them as " The Chief."

Invitations were issued to and ac-
cepted by the following people:
Jeremiah Milbank, F. A. Judson, Har-

ry Richards, Irving Bacheller, Eltinge F.
Warner, William Johnston, of the New
York World; William A. Johnston, edi-
tor of the Motion Picture News; Arthur
James, editor of the Moving Picture
World; Leslie Mason, editor Exhibitors
Trade Review; Harry H. Poppe, of the
Exhibitors Herald; Louis Joseph Vance,
Hugo Ballin, Joseph Dannenberg, Ken-
neth Hodkinson and W. Stephen Bush.
The following members of the W. W.

Hodkinson organization also attended:
Raymond Pawley, P. N. Brinch, A. W.
Smith, Jr., George B. Gallup, Jr., Richard
Weil, E. C. Hopkins. Robert Hodkinson,
H. Thompson Rich, J. J. O'Hara and
Donald Mersereau.

about to cash in handsomely upon ten
years activity in the motion picture indus-
try, during which time he increased his'

holding from a 5-cent tent to a string of.

seventeen first-class houses, including the.

Kings, Pershing, and Shenandoah. He
wras said to be not only under the impres-

sion that he was to be rewarded finan-

cially but also that he was to become resi-

dent manager of the New- York Corpo--

ration in St. Louis.

Koplar saw surcease of his troubles,

last August 4 when an agreement was re-

ported to have been reached and signed

by both parties ratifying in effect the

original transfer agreement, under which
Koplar was to have received $500,000,

and was to begin receiving it on the tenth,

of the following month.

Page 3901 for real

Music Service
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Unqualified Endorsement Is Given
Famous Players' New Plan

Radical Change in Producing Policy]Brings Flood of Congratulations
PROBABLY few announcements in

the motion picture industry in re-

cent years have created such gen-

eral interest and brought forth such favor-

able comment as last week's statement

from the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion, announcing the merging of its stars

and other players into one big stock com-
pany and its purpose to center its future

efforts in the production of pictures in

which the authors, directors, scenario

writers' and cast will share equally, so far

as possible, in the responsibility and credit.

The keynote of the response from all

quarters, Famous Players-Lasky officials

state, is that the adoption of the new policy

is one of the greatest forward steps ever

taken by a picture producing company.
Directors and producers, not only of pic-

tures but of stage plays, have come per-

sonally or have telephoned to the Fifth

avenue office to offer their congratulations,

and numerous letters and telegrams of ap-

proval have been received from stars, not

only within the organization but some now
connected with other companies, who ex-

press their approval along with authors,

magazine editors and exhibitors.

One of the first to be heard from was
Wallace Reid, w-ho, according to the pub-

lished statement of Jesse L. Lasky, is to

have the leading role in Cecil B. DeMille's

all-star production of " The Affairs of

Anatol," which is to be the first to be made
under the new plan. Mr. Reid wired
from Los Angeles that he was delighted

that he was to be one of the first chosen

to take part in the new production plans.

Continuing, the telegram stated :
" It is the

greatest step forward that any producing
company ever has taken, for it will give

the stars the very opportunities they

always have sought, namely, big parts in

big productions, thereby multiplying their

opportunities to serve better the public.

Count on me to do everything in my power
to co-operate."

Early Monday morning the following

note was received from Dorothy Dalton

:

" I want to be among the first to congratu-

late you upon the plan outlined to me in

your office yesterday. I shall welcome the

opportunity to appear in better pictures.

As an artist, my chief concern is to please

my public, and if I can appear in a good

part in company with any of my fellow

stars—Elsie Ferguson, Ethel Clayton, Bil-

lie Burke, Mae Murray, Wallace Reid or

Thomas Meighan—I shall welcome the

opportunity. I think all thoughtful artists

should be more concerned with the parts

they play and the stories they help to por-

tray than with the fact that others may
share stellar honors with them. You may

Recent Incorporations
in State of New York
THE following motion picture com-

panies have recently incorporated
in New York State, the amount of

capitalization as well as the directors for

the first year being also given:
Sunrise Pictures Corporation, New

York, $100,000, W. F. Kelly, Nat Dorf-
man, Joseph Kahn; Jawitz Pictures Cor-
poration, New York, $50,000, Charles N.
Jawitz, Harry Levine, S. E. Ginsburg;
The Friars Photoplay Co., New York,
$1,000, Sidonia E. Elin, Julius Kendler,
Hazel Falber; H. H. Wentworth, Inc.,

York,, $2,000, Harry H. Wentworth,
Leopold Friedman, Matie Hammerstein;
Parrot Films, Inc., New York, $10,500,
Henry Huber, J. J. McNevin, William
Lewin; Fulton Films, Inc., New York,
$4,000, Hugo Maienthau, Nathan Good-
man, Frank Goodman; Marguerite Clark
Productions, New York, $20,000, Cora
Clark, Mary Lane, William L. Payne.
Ferguson Murray Amusement Com-

pany, New York, $1,000, David Ferguson,
Lester W. Murray, Monroe M. Goldstein;
Mt. Morris Theatre, New York, $75,000,
A. J. Halprin, Rose Blumstein, Sam Ad-
ler; Yonkers Orpheum Theatre Corpora-
tion, New York, $30,000, Daniel G. Griffin,
Irving Jacobson, C. I. Johnson; Codes
Film Corporation, New York, $9,000,
Marie Lewis, Aaron Corn, William g!
Smith, Coscardar Film Productions, Inc
Syracuse, W. Henry Allen, J. S. Styrn,
Syracuse, Benjamin J. Bishop, Manhat-
tan, $1,000,000; Sammy Burns Comedies
New York, $100,000, Sammy Burns, Ben-
jamin Berk, Morrlis Merlis.

count on my staunchest co-operation and
I am waiting eagerly for news as to the
part I am to play first under the new
plan."

From Cecil B. DeMille. director-gen-
eral of the corporation, the following tele-
gram was received :

" Announcement of
new production plans mark beginning of
new and greater era of motion picture pro-
ductions. This plan will inevitably result
in pictures incomparably superior to past
production. New system assures director
of finest actors and actresses while simi-
larly insuring stars of highest quality of
directorial ability. I am greatly honored
to know that I am to be the first to produce
under this new system. I believe that cast
of my forthcoming production which in-

cludes Wallace Reid, Elliott Dexter, Glo-
ria Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Wanda Haw-
ley, Agnes Ayres, Dorothy Cumming, The-
odore Roberts and Theodore Kosloff, is

undoubtedly greatest ever assembled. Cor-
dially yours."

As well representing the attitude of au-
thors toward the new plan, the following
from Sir Gilbert Parker is quoted :

" Per-
mit me to say that I think your new pro-
duction plans embody the quintessence of
modernism in motion picture making and

that never in the history of the screen has
anything so revolutionary or so calculated

to advance the art been undertaken. I

cannot overestimate the importance of this

to authors who may now be positively as-

sured of productions of their stories which
will be not only technically perfect but
that will be enacted by the foremost stars

of the film world. Need I say thatT am
heartily in accord and that it will be a keen
satisfaction to me to feel that my stories

written for Paramount will have such un-
usual productions as your plans contem-
plate?"

From Jeanic Macpherson, who, it is an-
nounced, will collaborate on the scenario
of " Anatol," came the following tele-

gram :
" May I express my appreciation

for the opportunity accorded me in con-
nection with Mr. DeMille's initial produc-
tion under new plan? Steller direction

and players will combine to give perfect
interpretation of theme and characters as
conceived by original writer."

A responsive chord also has been struck
with the editors of the leading fan maga-
zines, James R. Quirk, publisher of Photo-
play, writing as follows :

" Strangely
enough, your new production policy was
announced at a time when we had just
finished a review of the work of the year's
progress in pictures. In that review I

said

:

Picture progress is being made by
those individuals and corporations who
have determined to make good pictures,

one at a time
;
each, like a play or a novel,

being worked out according to its indi-

vidual premise, and whatever its corporate
or series relationships, making its own
way in the world, and standing or falling

as it gives, or fails to give, an artistic

transcript of human life. The quantity
idea has been definitely junked where
good pictures are concerned. . . .

Opportunity and progress lie in the
hands of the producing masters who rec-

ognize the worth of individual effort by
author, director, players and corporation

combined.'
"

The utmost enthusiasm and confidence

for the future from the exhibitor's stand-

point is expressed by Dr. Hugo Riesen-

feld, managing director of the Rivoli,

Rialto and Criterion theatres, who said

:

" The announcement shows great fore-

sight and keen business instinct. A great

amount of courage, more than is given to

ordinary man, is required to discard a sys-

tem which has proved a success. How
great the success of the one-star system
lias been is best shown by a glance at the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

(Continued on page 3878)
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"Kismet" Gets Unusual Notice

IT
is a rare day when the manager of one of the " big Four " of Broadway picture

palaces places his personal endorsement on an attraction. And a still rarer day

when the picture at one of these houses—with their established following and

routine methods—starts advance exploitation on a feature many days before the

week of showing.

So the endorsement given " Kismet " by Managing Director Joseph Plunkett and

the advance advertising accorded the big Robertson-Cole special is creating unusual

notice along Broadway. Following is a quotation from Thursday mornings, advertise-

ment showing the personal approval Plunkett is giving his next week's attraction:

The Strand theatre takes extreme pleasure in announcing for the forthcoming

week that it has procured for its patrons Robertson-Cole's picturization of Otis Skinner

in " Kismet," the most stupendous production in the history of motion pictures—

a

product of such wondrous beauty, such exquisite and magnificent settings ,such remark-

able and awe-inspiring characterizations, that those productions which have hitherto

been considered elaborate really pale into insignificance when compared with it.

The Strand theatre takes this opportunity of guaranteeing an entertainment of

rare quality, accompanying this remarkable play, with an elaborate prologue and a

special musical program.

Furthermore, this $3 attraction, the pinnacle of motion picture achievement, will

be offered at regular Strand prices.

JOSEPH PLUNKETT,
Managing Director.
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Adding 'Em Up
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ALBANY, Nov. 8.—The importance of

New York state in the motion picture

world is well illustrated from the fact that

during the past ten months no less than

270 firms have incorporated in this state

to enter the motion picture business.

These firms represent a total capitaliza-

tion of $38,045,100. There were nine

companies incorporating for a million dol-

lars each, one at two million dollars and
still another for $10,500,000. These fig-

ures are official and authentic, secured

from the records in the secretary of

state's office.

In January last but 14 firms were in-

corporated for the motion picture busi-

ness in New York state, the low figure for

the year thus far. In May the maximum
was reached when 38 companies incorpo-

rated, representing a capitalization
amounting to $13,897,500.
While the greater number of companies

entering the business stated their capital

as being anywhere from $50,000 to $200,-

000, there were any quantity of smaller

concerns ranging all the way from the lit-

tle fellow just launching out into the busi-

ness to the huge concern representing mil-

lions of invested capital.

In order to secure appropriate names
for these companies, names which serve

both to advertise the business and likewise

not infringe upon titles already selected,

many of the companies, judging from the

names under which they were incorpo-

rated, were hard put to find the name
which would be acceptable. In some cases

combinations were made in the surnames
of the individuals making up the company,
while in other cases names were chosen

which carried the suggested business.

The following figures showing the num-
ber of firms entering the motion picture
business in this state month by month,
with the total capitalization for each
month, are particularly interesting to the
motion picture trade. With very few ex-
ceptions the companies have their princi-

pal offices in New York City.

January, 14 firms $2,607,000
February, 25 " 2,032,000
March, 32 " 4,076,000
April, 32 " 2,157,000
May, 38 " 13,897,500
June, 26 " 2,078,600
July 24 " 1,454,500
August, 28 " 1,962,000
September, 31 " 2,833,500
October, 20 " 4,947,000

270 $38,045,100

C. L. Grant.

Praise for Famous Players
Plans

(Continued from page 3877)

which it has brought to its present high
position. To throw that system into the
scrap heap and start a new venture along
untrodden paths one must have great faith

in his own ideal—and faith is half the
victory.

" I wish all the so-called legitimate pro-
ducers would have the courage to try the
same thing. How much more pleasure
one would get out of theatrical perform-
ances with a well-balanced cast, with every
player chosen for his ability to do his

particular well and spurred on to do his

best without fear of the star's displeasure.

It is almost too much to imagine a play
in which the actor with an insignificant

role may get applause from the audience
because that little has been well done,
without being immediately dismissed at

the star's behest."

Hollywood Film Temple
Planned by Financiers
Hollywood financiers have backed a

project to build a four-story and base-

ment Class '* A " building with a ground
floor space of 24,000 feet, which is to be
known as The Film Temple and is to be
built with the inteion of bringing together

many of the firms doing business with
Hollywood studios in the hope of promot-
ing efficiency for the producers by the
elimination of the loss of time of actors

and purchasing agents in buying.

Space on the first floor has been laid

out for a number of small shops. A cafe
and offices for trade publications and
talent agencies as well as community
offices for salesmen of Los Angeles firms
to be on the second floor. The third floor

will be devoted to cutting rooms and pro-
jection theatres. The fourth floor will

have a number of studios, mechanical
work shop, and in the basement will be
vaults for the storage of films, negatives
and prints.

The project is being financed by A. Z.

Taft and associates, and Edward A. Biby,

former purchasing agent of Los Angeles
>tudios, will be manager. Construction
work is to begin shortly and the building
with all its numerous advantages will be
ready for occupancy by February 1st.

Rialto Theatre of Butte,
Mont, in New Hands
The Rialto theatre, the largest " movie

"

house in Butte, Mont., which has been in

the hands of a receiver for the past few
weeks, has been purchased by James H.
Rowe and Louis Dreibelbis, according to

a stipulation filed in the district court in

Butte. C. S. Jensen and J. G. Von Her-
berg. owners of a string of theatres along
the coast and who were half owners of
the Silver Bow Amusement Company
which erected the Rialto a few years ago,
disposed of their holdings to the Butte
men only after a bitter legal fight which
resulted in the theatre being thrown into

the hands of a receiver.

Following a strike instituted last June
by the musicians' union and the moving
picture operators, the house is said to have
lost money fast, and it was alleged that

Jensen, who was the manager, not only
refused to try to settle the trouble but
would neither dispose of his own hold-
ings nor buy those of his Butte partners.
Rowe is the leading real estate man of
Butte while Dreibelbis owns a string of
drug stores. They have not announced
their future policy in managing the house,

Have you registered your name with
the News Free Musical Exchange?
Many musicians have procured en-

gagements through this exchange and
many Theatre Managers Have Pro-

cured Good Musicians.

See page 3901
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Albany's Mark Strand Theatre Has
Auspicious Opening

State Officials Attend Initial Performance in $500,000 House

THE Mark Strand theatre, Albany's

newest and most expensive motion
picture house, built at a cost of

$550,000, was formally opened on the

night of November 8th to an assemblage

of over 1,000 invited guests, including

practically every prominent state and city

official. Governor Alfred E. Smith, who
was to have occupied one of the boxes
with his family, was unable to be present,

owing to previous arrangements which
called him out of town. The audience was
without question the largest gathering of
New York state officials in the history of

the motion picture in New York state.

After sixteen months, the theatre was
virtually completed today. Of delays

there have been many, through lack of

materials and a hundred and one other

things which are so prevalent these days
in building operations. In order to com-
plete the house, however, a day and night

shift was kept at work for many weeks
past. The opening of the theatre tonight

really marks an epoch in Albany's motion
picture world.

The new Strand, the tenth in the chain
of Strand theatres, is located on North
Pearl street, in the business center of the
city and within a block of the Clinton
Square theatre and Proctor's Grand. The
house is equipped with every modern ap-
pliance.

In the audience tonight were noted Sec-
retary of State and Mrs. Francis M. Hugo,
Attorney General and Mrs. Charles D.
Newton, State Engineer and Mrs. Frank
N. Williams, Commissioner of Highways
and Mrs. Frederick Stuart Greene, First

Deputy Secretary of State and Mrs. A. B.
Parker, Dr. John H. Finley and Dr. Au-
gustus Downing, of the State Department
of Education. Albany itself was repre-
sented by practically every one of its offi-

cials from Mayor and Mrs. James Watt
down. Charles M. Winchester, as presi-
dent of the chamber of commerce, repre-
sented that body. The motion picture in-
dustry was also represented by man}- from
other cities.

The program tonight was opened by an
hour's organ recital, with Floyd H. Wal-
ter, formerly musical director of Har-
manus-Bleecker hall, presiding over the
keys. At the conclusion of the recital the
same program of prologue, pictures and
songs was given as will be featured when
the house is opened to the general public
tomorrow.

William F. Brooker, of New York, well
known from the successful way in which
he handled the Academy of Music, and
who is also a familiar figure in publicity
circles, will handle the local theatre. He

REGISTER FOR THE FIRST
MUSICAL-MOTION PICTURE
CONFERENCE—JAN. 24-25-26.

will be assisted by Walter Roberts, late of

Buffalo.

Under the scale of prices, which is a

trifle in advance of any of the other mo-
tion picture theatres in this city, 20 and

30 cents will prevail in the afternoon and

30 and 50 cents in the evening. What is

of more importance to the city, however,

is the announcement by the management
that there will be no advance in these

prices later on. The program, which will

change twice a week, will be very similar

to that at the New York Strand. The
house will run continuous from noon until

11 p. m., excepting Sundays, as shows on
that day are not permitted in this city.

Outside of New York city itself there

are probably few more beautiful motion
picture theatres in the state than the Al-

bany Strand. It has a seating capacity of

about 2,300, the main floor accommodat-
ing 1,500. The theatre was built by what
is known as the Albany Strand Theatre
Corporation, the officers of which are Moe
Mark, Max Spiegel and Walter Hayes.
The house was designed by Tom Lamb
of New York. In a great many ways it

is similar to the Strand in New York.
The lobby, in white marble and gold,

measures about 22 by 50 feet, and is

particularly attractive. The same method
of conservative advertising which is fol-

lowed in all of the Strand theatres will be
employed in the Albany house.

The interior construction of the house
is largely along the lines of classic archi-

tecture, carried out in greatest detail in

connection with the stage itself. Here
there are marble columns connected with
a marble rail, the background being a rep-

resentation of the Bay of Naples, with
Vesuvius in the far distance.

As one passes through the lobby he en-
ters the auditorium through leaded glass

doors. The color scheme is a combination
of maroon, white and gold,, the maroon
being carried out in velvets and brocades,
the white in the marble and the gold in

the tracings and the embellishments that

serve to further set off the other two.
The side walls are paneled in brocaded

velvet of maroon, the same color prevail-

ing in the draperies of the boxes, the car-

pet, the loges, while the seats themselves
are of a panne velvet of the same hue.

Nine exits are on the main floor, while
the balcony is equally as well provided for

along safety lines.

From the main floor marble stairways

lead to the six boxes, three at either side

of the stage. A beautiful marble stairway

likewise leads to the balcony in which a
circular mezzanine of marble is one of the

most striking features. The loges, which
>tretch along the front of the balcony, are

reached by short stairways, likewise of
marble, running from the mezzanine.

In the construction of the boxes partic-

ular attention was paid to the end that

the occupants might see the picture with-

out the eyes becoming tired, the boxes
being just far enough away to give the

desired results. The pipes of the big or-

gan are at either side of the stage and are

most cleverly concealed behind velvet cur-

tains of maroon.
The stage is one of the largest in any

motion picture theatre in the country. The
same color scheme is carried out in the

curtains, bordered with gold, the rise and
fall determining the beginning and the con-
clusion of the performances. There are
also six dressing rooms for the use of

those who may be featured in various
prologues from time to time.

Particular attention has been paid to the
musical end of the program. The house
will boast of a sixteen piece orchestra. P.

Colby Shaw will direct.

Bert Lytell in " The Price of Redemp-
tion " and " The Rise of the Age " were
selected for the theatre's premiere.

Report Levy Will Build
New Kentucky Theatre
The current visit to New York of Col.

Fred Levy of Louisville is rumored to

have to do with plans for the construction
of another theatre in the Kentucky city in

conjunction with the Keith interests.

Negotiations through J. J. Murdoch, of
the Keith circuit, are said to be already
far advanced. The new theatre will

house Associated First National attrac-

tions, it is said.

Col. Levy's interests in the South in-

clude presidency of the First National"

Exchange of Kentucky and Tennessee
and a large interest in the Strand Amuse-
ment Company operating from Louisville.

The purchase by the latter company of
theatres en bloc in Owensboro, Ky., in-

cluding the new Bloitch theatre, was re-

cently reported, at which time Col. Levy
is stated to have expressed an intention
on the part of himself and his associates
to acquire in the near future a chain of
some hundred theatres. Reports now
current have it that he is negotiating an
amalgamation of his various film ex-
change interest holdings into one large
controlling organization.
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NEWSY BRIEFS FROM CENTRAL FILM BELT

Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H . MASON, REP RESENT AT I V E, 220 SO. STATE ST.

Milton Simon, president of Se-
lected Films, Incorporated, the new
Chicago exchange with offices in

the Consumers' Building, which is

handling " The Son of Tarzan

"

for the state of Illinois, has booked
the big jungle serial into the en-
tire Ascher Bros, and Lubliner and
Trinz circuits, following the view-
ing of the picture by officers of
both companies. Where the houses
of these two circuits are in compe-
tition, the serial will be played on
even date and date.

This is regarded by Mr. Simon as

a tribute to the pulling power of
" The Son of Tarzan," as it is not
the general policy of either of these
powerful circuits to book serials.

It is also understood that " The Son
of Tarzan " will be shown in the

Chicago loop which is almost un-
heard of for a serial.

The wide-spread interest shown
by Illinois exhibitors in the one
day convention of the Illinois Ex-
hibitors' Alliance, scheduled to be

held at the Hotel Jefferson, Peo-
ria, on November 18th, assures a

large attendance, according to Pres-
ident Hopp, who announces that

plans for the gathering are now
complete and an interesting meeting
is assured.
Although matters of great im-

portance to the exhibitors of the

state will be taken up, three ses-

sions will be held, morning, after-

noon and evening, so that the work
of the convention will be completed
in one day.
Certain individuals and associa-

tions of Illinois are planning to in-

troduce a censorship bill at the

next session of the legislature and
the Sunday closing and child bills

also are likely to be introduced, and
this legislative situation is one
which will be thoroughly discussed

at the Peoria meeting, and means
to combat these bills, if unfavor-
able to exhibitors, devised. An-
other question to be taken up will

be the fixing of initiation fees and
dues of alliance members and re-

ports also will be received on the

actual work accomplished by the

association with the benefits which
have accrued to its members.
A large delegation will leave Chi-

cago for Peoria Wednesday at one
o'clock, the day preceding the con-
vention, and word has been re-

ceived from many exhibitors in the

central and western part of the

state that they will also be in Peo-
ria the night before the meeting is

scheduled to open.

Exhibitors throughout the coun-
try are showing great interest in the

service offered by the recently or-

ganized First National Booking As-
sociation of Chicago, and, according
to President Harry Siegel, so many
inquiries have been received that it

has been necessary to put out eight

road men.

Among the big circuits which will

contract with First National to book
acts and specialties to augment their

picture programs, are Kunsky of
Detroit, Merrill of Milwaukee, and
Finklestein and Ruben of Milwau-
kee, acording to Mr. Siegel, who
also states that some of the largest

Chicago theatres will put in musical
and other acts offered by his com-
pany. ; .

'

First National Booking Associa-
tion now is in. a position to offer

nine weeks of actual bookings to.

any theatre signing up, and has a

splendid lot of talent on their lists.

Tom Mitchell, one of the pioneer
exchange men in the Central West,
has been appointed sales manager
of Gollos Enterprises, Chicago,
having resigned from the Doll-

Van Film Corporation to accept
the position. Mr. Mitchell entered
the motion picture field as man-
ager of Wm. H. Seanson & Com-
pany in 1908. Later he was pres-

ident of the Morton Film Ex-
change, and at one time operated
the Oakland Theatre. Mr. Mit-
chell is enlarging the Gollos sales

staff, the latest additions to the
force being Charles Lundgrenn,
formerly with Doll-Van and J. H.
Smiley, a former automobile sales-

man. Mr. Lundgrenn will cover
southern Illinois, and Mr. Smiley
will cover the northern part of the

State.

The acquisition of several im-
portant features and a new serial

to be released in this territory by
the Celebrated Players Film Cor-
poration, has compelled President
Friedman to increase his sales

staff. The most recent additions

are J. S. Posner, who will cover
the south side, and H. Smith, for-

merly with Educational, who will

cover the Illinois territory. Lewis
B. Goulden, Celebrated Players'

Indiana representative, is visiting

the Chicago office for the first time
in two months. He received a

hearty welcome as he had hung
up several records for salesman-
ship during the fall season.

Aaron Gollos, president of the

Gollos Enterprises, Chicago, was
called to New York on November
3rd, to attend a meeting of the

various exchange managers hand-
ling Equity Pictures.

Lewis Laemmle, of Universal's

Chicago Exchange, is back at his

desk again after several months
spent touring Europe with his

brother, Carl Laemmle. While
overseas he traveled extensively

in the British Isles, and- on the

continent, visiting France, Ger-
many and Austria, and has many
interesting stories to tell of the

conditions abroad.

Harry Weiss, this week, is mov-
ing the offices of Superior Screen
Service and other companies
which he heads, to the new quar-
ters at 25 E. Seventh Street. He
will occupy the entire building,

which was erected especially for
him, and which is an up-to-date
and commodious film exchange in

every respect. The rapid growth
of : Superi6r Screen Service had
necessitated the enlargement of

quarters for transacting the big

volume of business now being done
by the Weiss' organization.

-B. D. Russell left Chicago for
Los Angeles this week where he
will take charge of production for

Russell, Griever & Russell, and the

Capital Film Company's Coast
studios. Mr. Russell was married
on the same day that he left for the

West, and a large party of friends

gave him a big send-off at the train.

Richard Robertson, general ad-
vertising and publicity representa-

tive for Independent Films Asso-
ciation, is making a flying trip to

Dallas this week in the interests

of that organization, and expects

to return to Chicago within a few
days. Before leaving he viewed
the first print of Neal Hart's sec-

ond feature picture, " Skyfire,"

which he declares to be a splen-

did production.

Sales Manager Belford, of In-

dependent, returned from New
York this week.

Henri Ellman, president of the

newly organized Famous Feature
Film Company, was in Chicago
this week and announced that his

concern has been incorporated for

$200,000, and is opening its general

offices at 66 W. New York St.,

Indianapolis, Indiana, where he
will make his headquarters. George
Levi, for the last five years con-

nected with Unity, is secretary of

the new organization ; and Marvin
Weisman, a prominent Indiana
business man, is treasurer.

Famous Feature Film Co. will

distribute a series of twelve five-

reel Western adventure features

starring William Fairbanks, the

first to be released on December
15th. Mr. Ellman stated that it is

the intention of his company to

open offices in Chicago, Milwaukee,
Detroit and Cleveland, in addition

to the Indianapolis offices at an

early date.

A. L. Moore of the Showmore
Film Company and Wm. H. Engel-

man have returned from New York,
where they have perfected arrange-

ments for releasing " The Little

Home Nurse " through the Reel-

craft Pictures Corporation, in

Greater New York City and the

states of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Da-
kota and South Dakota.

C. T. Smith, the oid time show-
man of Elgin, Illinois, is getting
ready to open his new theatre at

Elgin. The name has not yet been
decided on, but it will be ready for
business January 1st.

Jos. Aukselvizc is opening the

new theatre at Indiana Harbor,
Indiana. It will be known as the
Victoria.

Ross H. Palmer has succeeded
McDevitt Brothers as owner of the

Lyric theatre, Knoxville, Illinois.

The Opera House at Belvidere,
Illinois, is being reconstructed for
use as a firstclass picture theatre.

This town of 15,000 population has
heretofore had but one theatre.

The new house will be ready for
business February 1st.

C. Heinin, owner of the Crescent
theatre on Milwaukee avenue, has
just returned from Twin Lakes,
Wisconsin, after a three week's trip.

Mr. Heinin claims to have shot
twenty-four ducks in one day.

R. A. Healy of the Monogram
theatre, 35th and Halsted streets, is

back on the job again. Mr. Healy
had been suffering with his teeth for
some time.

R. H. Hadifeld, Superior Screen
Service Indiana salesman, is tak-
ing a week's vacation in northern
Minnesota, going after big game
and incidentally catching a few bass.

E. F. Tarbell, district manager of
the Vitagraph Exchange, has re-

turned from a three week^s trip

through the territory. He reports
things looking very good.

F. H. Scheible opened his new
theatre at Streator, Illinois, Sat-
urday, October 30th.

Charles W. Schwerin of New
York City is in town interesting the

.

independent exchanges in buying
his productions.

Phil Goldstone was in Chicago
this week interesting exchanges in

his new five-reel westerns.

Wallace Reid's latest picture,
" Always Audacious," has proved
such a powerful drawing card at the

Randolph theatre that Messrs.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer have held

it over for a second week in their

big loop house.

iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiM

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
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EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IV RELEASES

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS FROM IV E E K RUN THEATERS

FA MOl S PL I) MS
The Restless Sex—
Played a week behind Carlyle

Blackwell's road-show, and cleaned

up. Had 'cm chained out at 2 P.

M. on opening day and business

picked up later. Corking good pic-

ture, and one with a sure-fire fem-
inine appeal. (East.)

This picture opened big and con-

tinued so. Full houses every snow.

(East.)

A Full House—
Bryant Washburn has been quick-

ly but surely killed by a series of

washed-out, namby-pamby releases

of which this is one of the poorest.

Played to poor business for entire

run. (East.)

A City Sparrow—
Opened with usual audiences, but

business grew last few days and
it went over big. (West.)

Something to Think About—
Held over for second week.

Played to 41,186 in first week.

Gloria Swanson up to her usual

standard, and for a change the

stunning gowns are absent. Vehicle

not quite as good as the usual De
Mille production. (Middle West.)

Held over for third week. Busi-

ness good to the end. (Middle

West.)

Always Audacious—
Better than average business.

(Middle West.)

The Right to Love—
Business very good. Crowded

houses all week. Audiences well

pleased. Booked for indefinite run.

(East.)

the Round-Up—
As far as entertaining value is

concerned, this picture does not hit

the mark, though business was
good. (West.)

Her Husband's Friend—
An entertaining picture and

seemed to please. Box office re-

ceipts good. (West.)

What's Your Hurry—
Business exceptionally good.

Enough laughs to put everyone in

good humor for the whole winter.

Good, wholesome and entertaining.

(Middle West.)

A Romantic Adventuress—
Fair picture to fair business.

Picture not as good as " Half an
Hour."

Civilian Clothes—
Picture went big for whole week.

Everyone liked it and passed the

good word along. (West.)

Held by the Enemy—
This feature seemed to please the

audiences and we got big box of-

fice results. (East.)

Behold My Wife—
This production well liked and

held up well for second week. Good
direction, acting and mounting in

evidence. (West.)

FIRST NATIONAL
A Perfect Woman—
As usual, I stood 'em out with

a Talmadge picture. Think this is

a distinct improvement over " The
Love Expert." Scored heavilv here.

(East.)

Married Life—
Nonsense, but so cleverly con-

structed that it pleased so many
people that manager reported the

biggest Sunday in several months.
Held up well all week. (Middle
West.)

The Branded Woman—
Thoroughly interesting story

done well by a good cast and good
photographv. Very good business.

(East.) *

The Jack Knife Man— '

A good picture but failed to hold
up. Only fair box office figures rec-

orded. (East.)

The DeviVs Garden—
Appeals to the highly sophisticated

audience. Opened to very big busi-

ness. (East.)

Twin Beds—
Spicy advertising helped to keep

the ticket sellers busy. (Middle
West.)

Nomads of the North—
Good business on this picture,

which seemed to please. (West.)

GOLDWYN
Earthbound—
So peculiar as to affect people

very differently. Some were lav-

ish in its praise. Others didn't

like it at all. All agreed, however,
that it's a wonderful production,
wonderfully done. It's got the peo-
ple talking and arguing all right,

which has made for big houses.
No records broken, though. (Mid-
dle West.)

Didn't seem to entertain and
business was only as usual.

My audiences seemed |to find

this very interesting and business
was good during run. (West.)

The Palliser Case—
A fair attraction. Pauline Fred-

erick has lost in popularity here,
and the picture played to Only
fairly good business. Should go

over big wherever she is known
and liked. (East.)

His Own Law—
Good picture which (audiences

seemed to like. Brought more than
usual business. (West.)

Blackbirds—
A mediocre picture. Justine John-

stone is good to look upon but not
much of an actress. In addition,
her vehicle is poor. (Middle West.)

Officer 666—
Good picture and sure-fire box

office attraction. Crowds packed
the house every performance.
(West.)

Madame X—
Splendid picture and excellent

box orifice attraction. Packed them
in and had to put on three shows Panthea
on closing night of engagement
(East.)

SELZNICK
Marooned Hearts—

Impossible. The public is wait-
ing eagerly for Conway Tearle's
first starring vehicle. This is it

—

two more like it, and he'll be among
the also-rans. Poor box office re-
ceipts—but not surprised after I

saw it. (East.)

Cupid the Cowpuncher—
Average business all week. They

liked it very much. (East.)

This is one of the best re-issues
I've ever seen. It stands the test
of time splendidly, and my patrons
liked it Good box-office attrac-
tion. (East.)

METRO
Good. This drew well for the

entire week and the people liked

it. (East.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
The Slave of Vanity—
Good business. The picture satis-

fied a critical audience. (East.)

Picture brought good business
and audiences seemed to like it.

(West.)

Are All Men Alike—
Fair business with a picture that

was' hard to tell what it was all

about. (East.)

Blackmail—
Above average business with a

very poor picture. Viola Pana the

only redeeming feature in whole
picture which was bad as to story,

cast and photography. (East.)

Big Happiness—
^
The poorest box-office picture

I've played in years. Farnum well
liked—but the people who liked him
want him in Westerns and plenty
of action. The foreign locale of
this confused them; • Lost money
steadily all week. (East.)

I EUsarfaJ 1

PATHE
,a

The Riddle: Woman-
Very poor picture but box office

reports' business ais good. (West.)

The Chorus Girl's Romance—
Business good. Audiences

pleased. Crowded at each perform-
ance. (East.)

UNIVERSAL
Sundown Slim—
Very good picture which brought

good business. (West.)

FOX
Tiger's Cub—

This is the second Pearl White
feature. It failed to draw so a
Harold Lloyd comedy was added
to the program. (Middle West.)

In Folly's Trail—
Not half bad. More than usual

patronage. (East.)

Her Honor the Mayor—
Bright little picture, well-cast and

pleased my people. Miss Percy
looks like good star-material to

me. Hope her next pictures live

up to this. (East.)

Drag Harlan—
More than usual business. Pa-

trons seemed entertained. (West.)

JANS PICTURES
Madonnas and Men—
Capacity first week and held over

for second. Four horses in chariot
race provided prelude. (Middle
West.)

While Neiv York Sleeps-
Good business to good houses.

(West.)

REALART
Food for Scandal—

This sure did go over big and the
picture deserved it, for it is inter-

esting and entertaining. (West.)

VITAGRAPH
Trumpet Island—
Good business. Picture liked es-

pecially the comedy parts in the
beginning. The ending slightly

changed which gives it more cre-
dence. (Middle West.)

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Leopard Woman—

Just an average picture that was
put over for week run by good
advertising and exploitation. (East.)
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF NOV. 13TH

With First Run Theatres
WIRE REPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS
NEW YORK CITY

Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Norwegian Rhapsody
No. 3 " by the Rivoli Orches-
tra, Frederick Stahlberg and
Joseph Littau conducting.

Current Events—Rivoli Pictorial.

Special
—

*' Faust " — Scenes from
Third Act.

Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-
lace Reid.

Musical—" W ay Down East "—An
ensemble of American tunes by

Rivoli Orchestra.

Comedy — Easy Street — Charles

Chaplin Revival.

Organ Solo
—

" Scherzo " played by
Prof. Firmin Swinnen.

Next Week—The Life of the Party

—Fatty Arbuckle.

Capitol Theatre-
Overture—" Over Theatre " —Com-

position by Joseph Carl Breil

—

rendered by the Capitol Grand
Orchestra, Erno Rapee con-

ducting.

Special—Episodical review of the

Armistice, showing excerpts of

the great welcome extended to

the heroes who fought and won
the plaudits of the world; and
(a) Rheims, the sacred ruin

of France, (b) Where the

Poppies Bloom, a reminiscent

vista of the peaceful resting

place.

Musical—Requiem by Verdi, ren-

dered by Bertram Peacock and
Sudworth Frasier, assisted by

30 voices from the Capitol

Ensemble.
Current Events—Capitol News.
Feature—The Branding Iron

—

Goldwyn.
Special—Norwegian dance by Mile.

Gambarelli and Alexander
Oumansky.

Comedy—Prizma Comedy Review,

a screen cartoon noveltv.

Organ Solo—By Dr. Alfred
Robvn, organist.

Next Week—The Penalty—Gold-
wvn-Beach.

Rialto Theatre-
Overture—" Sakuntala " by Rialto

Never
Can,.
Tell"
A Picture rf

. Unadulterated

J)elight

J s»«

BRANDSN

Unusually effective display for "The Branding Iron" a quarte
the California theatre, Los Angeles

Orchestra, Hugo Riesenfeld Musical—Selections

page used by

La

This " You Never Can Tell " display
ten inches by five columns teas used
by Clune's Broadway theatre,

Los Angeles

and Lion Vanderheim conduct-

ing.

Current Events—Rialto Magazine.
Musical

—
" Nocturne " by Chopin,

rendered by Sascha Fidelman,
violinist.

Feature—Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—Thomas Meighan.

Vocal—" Maria, Mari " sung by
Edoardo Albano, baritone.

Comedy—The Huntsman—Clyde
Cook.

Organ Solo
—

" Nuptial March " by
Rubinstein, played by John
Priest.

Next Week—Always Audacious

—

Wallace Reid.

Strand Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Carmen " by Strand
Symphony Orchestra, Carl
Edouard, conductor.

Current Events—Strand Topical
Review.

Vocal—" Sunrise and You " sung by
Richard Bold, tenor.

Scenic—Mountain, Forest and
Stream—Artcolor.

Vocal—" Barcarole " from " Tales
of Hoffman " rendered by the

Strand Ladies Quartette.
Feature—The Riddle : Woman

—

Geraldine Farrar.
Vocal—" Shadow Song " from

" Dinorah " sung by Amanda
Brown, soprano.

Comedy—The Huntsman — Clyde
Cook.

Organ Solo—March from " Tann-
hauser " by Wagner, played by
Herbert Sisson.

Next Week—Kismet—Otis Skinner.

LOS ANGELES
California Theatre

—

Overture—" Poet and Peasant."
Current Events—From Pathe. Fox

and Gaumont.

t rom
Tosca," sung by Armado In-

nuzzi with a stage setting show-
ing a trench on the battle line

of the World War shown
through a transparency giving
a dusk effect.

Scenic—Where Popies Bloom.
Presented with a vocal number

" In Flander's Fields."

Organ—" Moments."
Solo by Milton Charles.

Feature—The North Wind's Ma-
lice—Eminent Authors.

Cartoon—Hypnotic Hootch—Bray
Goldwyn.

Next Week—The Song of the Soul.

Tally's Theatre

—

Overture—" Love Tales of Hoff-
man.

Current Events — International

News.
Vocal

—
" Goodbye " and " Silver

Among the Gold."
Solo by Clementine Palmese.

Novelty—Screen Snapshots.

Feature—The Leopard Woman —
Louise Glaum.

Next Week—Are All Men Alike?

Grauman's Theatre

—

Overture—" Dance of the Hours."
Current Events—From Internation-

al, Pathe and Fox.
Organ—" Under Western Skies."

Solo by Henry Murtaugh.
Scenic—They Forget to Count

—

Chester Educational.
Vocal—Mabelle Burch, soorano in

repertoire.

Noveltv— Topics of the Dav—
Pathe.

Vocal—Four year old Grace Smith
in song numbers.

Comedy—It's a Boy—Sennett Par-
amount.

Feature—Burglar Proof—Byrant
Washburn.

Given with a prologue under the

title of " Prominent Citizens of
Harlanville." The opening
scene of the picture, the vil-

lage store, is reproduced and
characters identical with those
of the feature repeat the words
of the main titles. This is fol-

lowed by song and dance num-
bers.

Miller's Theatre-
current Events—From Pathe and

Fox.
Cr.rtoon—Hypnotic Hootch—Bray

Goldwyn.
Educational—The Quaint Isle of

Markem—Educational.
Novelty—Colored pictures of roses

projected while a violin solo
" To a Rose '*

is played by Ann
Egbert.

Feature—The Love Flower—Grif-
fith—United Artists.

Next Week—Madame Peacock.

Kinema Theatre

—

overture
—

" Herbert's Seranade."
Current Events — International

News.
Organ—Solo by Earl Abel.

Cartoon—Andy Fights the H. C. L.

Gumps.
Scenic—Flowing Waters—Bruce

—

Educational.
Musical—Prologue from " II Pag-

liacci."

Feature—Curtain—Katherine Mac-
Donald.

Comedy—Soft Boiled Egg—Ches-
ter Conklin.

Next Week—Peaceful Valley.

Superba Theatre

—

Second week of Sundown Slim

"

and program as given last week.

Symphony Theatre

—

Second week of Drag Harlan.
Next Week—The Challenge of the

Law.

Clune's Broadway Theatre

—

Current Events — Selznick News
and Gaumont.

IDEAL THEATR

Maring.
to -the. clima-Tt-

The3orderladders
(4 2u# story oftfre.

.DEAL
THEATRE!

FOURTH AND jEFFERSON«

Sim inch double column ad for Hell
Bent Haskell" by the Ideal theatre,

Ifaylon, 0.
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BrandeiS

NMUNDISf

Display used bit thf Brandeis theatre,
Omaha, for its showing of "The Riddle:
Woman.'' In size the display iras

turelre inches bii four columns

Comedy — The Referee — Reel-
craft.

Scenic — Vandals of the Forest —
Bray Goldwyn.

Vocal — The Trail of Home Sweet
Home — Solo by Lee Arthur
Myers.

Feature — Sweet Lavander —Mary
Miles Minter.

Next Week — 39 East.

New Pantages Theatre

—

Feature — King Spruce — Mitch-
ell Lewis.

Serial — The Lost City.

Broadway Theatre

—

Feature — The Silent Barrier —
Hodkinson Special.

Auditorium

—

Fourth week of " Way Down
East."

Grauman's Rialto Theatre

—

Overture — Specially selected

medley.
Educational — Paramount Maga-

zine.

Cartoon — Bumps Release.
Organ — Oliver Wallace playing

his own composition "Indi-
ana Moon."

Scenic—Pipe 'he Penquin—Chest-
er Educational.

Musical—Xaiona playing ''Breezes

of Hawaii."
Feature — Something to Think

About — De Mille Special.

SAN FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre

—

Novelty — Song and Dance act
by Helen Resnick.

Current Events — Select News.
Scenic — Going North — Pic-

torial Sunset.
Comedy — Seven Bald Pates —

Christie.

Feature — Three Gold Coins —
Fox.

Special — Personal appearance of
H. H. Van Loan, director of
Three Gold Coins.

Next Week — The White Moll.

California Theatre

—

Overture — " June " by Art Hick-
man.

Current Events — Pathe Weekly.
Musical — American Fantasie by

Herbert, and "Old Pal An-
swer Me " by Harris, by the
Orchestra.

Scenic — Where Poppies Bloom

—

Prizma—Made especially for

the California Theatre for
Armistice Week.

Organ Solo—" Lest We Forget."
Special — Dancing and musical en-

semble of three people entitled

"A Dream of Life."

Feature—An Old-Fashioncd Boy

—

Famous Players.

Next Week — Always Audacious.
Imperial Theatre

—

Overture—" Dancc-omania."
Current Events — Imperial Screen

News.
Musical — Orchestral Selections

from " Follies of 1920."

.
Special — Snap Shot Atmospheric

Tableau of five people.

Feature — Behold My Wife.
Next Week — The Same.
Tivoli Theatre

—

Features—The Pray, — Vitagraph
and 39 East—Realart.

Vocal—Duet by Signor Porcini and
Madame Zavschiv. Selections
from " Rigoletto."

Musical— " Semid " by Rossini, and
" Minut " and " Barcarole " by
Offenbach.

Next Week—The Branded Woman
—First National.

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Rial*o Review,
Comcdv—The Village Blacksmith

—Bray.
Musical—Selection from " Aida

and " Carmen " by the or-

chestra.

Rivoli Theatre

—

Scenic—A Day iti Venice.
Current News—Fox News.
Comedy—Tight Rope Romance

—

Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
Vocal — "Flower Song" from

" Carmen " sunk by Marry
Harper, tenor.

Feature—Good References— First

National.
Next Week—The Yellow Typhoon.

Tabor Theatre

—

Current Events—Screen Magazine.
Feature—Eyes of the Heart.
Comedy—He Leads, Others Fol-

low— Pathe.
Next Week—Once to Every

Woman.

SEATTLE
Coliseum Theatre

—

Current Events—Gaumont News.
Comedy—Homespun Hero.
Vocal—University of Washington

Quartette in Songs.
Feature—The Master Mind— First

National.

Next Week—Nomads of the North
—First National.

Clemmer Theatre

—

Overture—"Mary" and "Let the

Rest of the World Go By."
Current Events—Fox News— Illi-

terate Digest — Educational,
Arizona Desert.

Feature—The Fighting Chance-
v.nambers.

Next Week—The Counts Fair-
Maurice Tourneur.

Half page for "The Great Redeemer " the work of the Muse theatre of Omaha

Comedy—A Pajama Marriage.
Prologue—Novelty act, " An Even-

ing in Holland."
Feature—The Great Lover.
Next Week—Godless Men.
Frolic Theatre

—

Feature—Sundown Slim—Univer-
sal.

Comedies—Should Tailors Trifle

and When the Devil Laughed

—

Universal.
Current Events — International

News.

DENVER
America Theatre

—

Current Events—Topics of the

Day.
Comedy—Edgar's Sunday Court-

ship.

Feature—Officer 666.

Next Week — Mid-Channel —
Equity.

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe News

—

Topics of the Day.
Comedy— Kiss Me Caroline —

Christy.

Feature—Always Audacious.
Next Week—Conrad in Quest of

His Youth.

Feature—Chorus Girl's Romance

—

Metro.
Special—Race of the Age.
Next Week—The Devil's Pass Key
—Universal.

Strand Theatre

—

Current Events—Select News 60.

Scenic—The Horseshoe and The
Bridal Veil.

Prologue—Solo—"For All Eter-
nity" and "Morning."

Feature—Earthbound—Goldwyn.
Next Week—The same.

MINNEAPOLIS

New Lyric Theatre

—

Current Events—New Lyric Screen
Journal.

Comedy—On With the Dance

—

Judge Rummy—Bray Cartoon.
Scenic—New Lyric Pictorial Re-

view— (a) Old World Lace
Makers—Pathecolor : (b) The
Dog that Never Forgets

—

Educational ; (c) Capital Trav-
elaughs—Pathe; (d) Land of
Ancient Fires—Pathecolor.

Vocal— (a) Miserere, Prison Scene
from II Trovatore, and (b)
Honolulu Eyes, sung by Coster
and Clements.

CHICAGO

" The

Pantheon 1 beatre

—

Organ Solo—" Kentucky Home."
Pantheon topics of the Day.
Overture—" Mignon.
Chimes Solo—" Avalon Song " by

Jos. Sumo.
" Billy Bumps " cartoon.
" Hawaii Love Song" Marie Rossi,

soloist.

Feature— the Love Flower.
Coming Picture—Earthbound.
Randolph Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Comedy—Don't Blame the Stork.
Feature—W allace Reid in " Al-

ways Audacious."
Coming Feature—Thomas Meighan

in "Conrad in Quest of His
Youth."

Ziegfeld Theatre

—

Elliott's " Filmosophy."
Feature—E. K.. Lincoln

Inner Voice."
Comedy—" At Bedtime."
Coming Feature—Clara Kimball

Young in " Mid-Channel."
Riviera Theatre

—

Overture—" The Fortune Teller."
Scenic.
Topics of the Day.
Flearst's Weekly.
Specialty—Romeo & Juliet.
Comedy—Don't Blame the Stork.
Feature—Something to Think

About.
Coming Feature—Behold My Wife.
Alcazar Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Feature—Shirley Mason in " Girl
of My Heart."

Comedy—Justine Johnson in Black-
birds."

Rose Theatre

—

Organ selections.
Feature—Lionel Barrymore in

" The Devil's Garden."
Added Attraction—Insulting the

Sultan.

Woodlawn Theatre

—

Organ Solo—" Morning, Noon and
Night."

Woodlawn Topical Digest.
Woodlawn Brighter Side of Life.
Comedy—Hearts and Clubs.
Orchestra—Sextette from Lucia (as

originally written) then ren-
dered as " The Lucy Rag."

Feature—The Branded Woman.
Coming Feature—Something to

Think About.

CLEVELAND
Stillman

—

Overture—" First Hungarian Rhap-
sody." .

Wmm William F-o >^ W
Terminal
<f

^yiLLIAM Tea pn
3

TOM MIX

Ha ml drawn ad, ten inches by fire
columns on "The Texan" hi/ the

Terminal theatre, Neicark, W. J.
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THIS WEEK-TWO FEATURES VOU WILL SURELY ENJOY

bustin "

B,GSC00P!

FARNUMl^fU SIR

"BIG
HAPPINESS"

p'WAR BARTON 8
THE WONDER RACE OF THE AGE

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SO CAMERAMEN

One third of a page by the Strand theatre, Milwaukee, advertising " Big
Happiness *' and " The Race of the Age"

Theme—" Don't You " from " The
Sweetheart Shop."

Current Events—Pathe News, Top-
ical Jazz.

Special attraction—Race of the Age
—Educational.

Cartoon—Mutt & Jeff in A Tight
Rope's Romance.

Feature— What's Your Hurry—
With Wallace Reid.

Next Week—The Sin That Was
His—Featuring William Faver-
sham.

Euclid-
Overture—Selections from Rudolph

Friml's operatic successes.

Theme—" My Paradise."
Current Events—Kinograms.
Comedy—A Tray Full of Troubles
—Educational.

Feature—Earthbound.
Next Week— Earthbound (con-

tinued).

Metropolitan

—

Overture—" Peer Gynt Suite."

Theme—" Jazz Potpourri."
Current Events — Select News

Weekly.
Educational—Bray Pictograph.
Added Attraction—A Trip Through

Thos. Ince's Studio—released
through the cooperation of
The Cleveland News-Leader.

Feature—Married Life—Mack Sen-
nett.

Next Week—The Branding Iron

—

Goldwyn.
Alhambra

—

Overture—" March Revue " ar-

ranged by musical director

Homer Walters.
Themes—" The King of France,"

by Philip Sousa and " Home
Sweet Home Lullaby," by Stan-
ley Brothers, Jr.

Current Events—Pathe News Nos.

89, 91, Will Rogers' Illiterate

Digest.

Added Attraction—The Race of the

Age.
Civic—Abou Ben Adhem, a single

reel, advocating the support of

the Community Fund. Writ-
ten by Robert H. McLaughlin.

Feature—Body"and Soul—Featuring
Alice Lake.

Next Week—Everybody's Sweet-
heart—Olive Thomas.

Strand

—

Overture—Cello solo.

Theme—Jazz selections.

Current Events—Literary Digest.

Comedy—Snub Pollard in Insulting

the Sultan.

Special—A Trip Through Thos.
Ince's Studio.

Feature—Married Life.

Next Week—The Branding Iron.

Hoffman's Palace

—

Overture—" The Hunting Scene,"
by Buccollossi.

Theme—" Linger Longer Lettie
"

and ' The Love Nest."

Current Events—Pathe Review.
Comedy—Morante Comedy—" The

Kid."
Feature—Trumpet Island.

Specialty Number—The Cameo
Girls—Five Girls who sing and
play musical instruments.

Next Week—The Confession.

BOSTON
Park Theatre

—

Program of the Park Theatre week
of Nov. 13.

Overture—Park Symphony Orches-
tra.

Weekly News—Two Issues.

Comedy

—

Special stage setting—Floor lamps
about stage with orchestra con-
cealed by palms.

Features—The Forbidden Thing

—

All star cast. The Servant
Question—William Collier.

Next Week—D. W. Griffith's The
Love Flower. Once a Plumber.

Beacon Theatre

—

Overture—Piano and Organ.
Weekly Topics—Two Issues.

Comedy

—

Special . stage setting—Gold fibre

screen.

Features—The Fatal Hour. Eyes
of the Heart—Mary Miles Min-
ter. High and Dizzy—Harold
Lloyd.

Next Week—A New York Idea

—

Alice Brady. Our Own and
Alike—May Allison.

Tremont Temple-
Way Down East—Griffith Picture.

Fenway Theatre

—

The Untamed—Tom Mix.
A Full House—Bryant Washburn.

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley Theatre

—

Overture— (a) Excerts from "La
Boheme "—Stanley Symphony
Orchestra; (b) Vocal Selec-

tions—Emily S. Hargar.
Feature—Held by the Enemy—Par-

amount.
Circus Imps—Lee

Scenic—Burton Holmes Trav-
elogue.

Current iivents—Pathe News.
Comedy— iorchy's Millions.

Next Week—Same.

Palace

—

t eature—Midchannel.
Comedy—Home Spun Hero—Edu-

cational.

Current Events—Pathe News.
Topics of the Day—Literary Digest.

Next Week—Something to Think
About.

Victoria

—

Overture
—

" Old Folks At Home
The World Over."

Feature—What Women Love—An-
nette Kellerman.

Special—The Race of the Age

—

Educational.
Current Events—Pathe News.
Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Scenic—Pathe Review.
Next Week—Same.

Regent

—

Feature—Love's Romance—Metro.
Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Educational—Ford Weekly.
Next Week — Her Husband's

Friend.

Capitol

—

Feature—Trumpet Island.

Comedy—Convict 13.

Current Events—Select News.
Topics of the Day—Literary Di-

gest.

Next Week—Sins of Rozanne.

Comedy—The
Kids.

Scenic—Where
Prizma.

Stanley News-

ATLANTA
Criterion

—

Overture—"A Day at the Fair," ar-

ranged by Dave Love, leader.

Pathe Magazine.
Topics of the Day.
Feature—Norma Talmadge in

"The Branded Woman"—First

National.

Comedy—Emotions of Edgar. Pom-
eroy—Goldwyn.

Screen Snapshots No. 7.

Tudor

—

Organ solo
—"Out of the Deep."

Universal Star Comedy.
Feature — Mahlon Hamilton in

"Half-a-Chance."
News Weekly.

Rialto

—

Overture—" II Pagliacci."

Comedy—Chester (or Fox) Com-
edy.

Paramount—Burton Holmes Trav-
elogue.

Feature—All-Star Cast in William
Christy Cabanne's "The Steal-

ers"—R-C.
Added—One reel of scenes from

Tech-Clemson foot-ball game.

Forsyth

—

Overture—arranged by H. E. Bod-
diford, leader.

Comedy—Harold Lloyd in "High
and Dizzy"—Pathe.

Feature—Bebe Daniels in "You
Never Can Tell"—Realart.

Forsyth Magazine—Some special

Atlanta views.

Loew's Grand

—

Overture.
Hallroom Boys Comedy.
Gaumont Pictorial Life.

Feature (first half) All star cast in

"Clothes"—Metro; (last half)
Elsie Janis in "The Imp"

—

Selznick.

Capitol Comedy — Mr. and Mrs.
DeHaven.

WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture—II Guarany.
Current Events—Pathe News

—

Topics of the Day.
Comedy—Insulting the Sultan

—

Pollard.

Scenic—None.
Feature—The Master Mind.—First

National.

Next Week—Madame Peacock

—

Metro.

Loew's Columbia

—

Feature—The Sin That Was His
(Select).

Loew's Palace

—

Overture—A Day at "West Point.
Current Events—Pathe News

—

Topics of the Day.
Comedy—Farmyard Follies.

Feature — Always Audacious —
Paramount.

Next Week—An Old Fashioned
Boy—Paramount.

Moore's Garden

—

Feature—The Forbidden Thing

—

Associated Producers.
Educational — Trip Through

World's greatest Motion pic-

ture studios.

Comedy—None.

Poppies Bloom

—

First presentations

of interesting events happening
everywhere, taken from all th^

weeklies in the world, and
compiled, together with local

events of interest, by the Stan-

ley cameraman.
Topics of the Day—Literary Digest.

Cartoon—The Tvne Rope Romance
—Mutt and Jeff.

Next Week—The Master Mind-
Lionel Barrymore.

Arcadia Theatre

—

Feature—The Right to Love—Par-
amount.

MAJESTIC
. COLUMBUS LEADING
MOTIO* PICTURE THEATRE
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

WSRAViHSOR hkicti*
MAMMOTH FIP£ OffCAN

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT MOST?
Money 'Position Love Fame or What ?

THE ALL STAR. CAST
in theALL THRALL picture -

tl

"CLOTHES
/rom the striking stdQe drama by

AVERY HOPWOOD and CHANTfim- POLLOCK
enacts the answer. But is thai answer
what you think ?

CAST INCLUDES

OLIVE TELL
CRAUFORD KENT
CYRIL CHADWICK
FJSANK CUR&IElZr

OVERTUISt
' L IliVITATIOn A LA VALSF

t>y cr> v u/fBf

/ t-tAsJESTIC
STRING QUARTETTE

WILLIAM RA'SMSOtl
lsORWG WITTECH
LOUIS GOODMAN
FERD GARDNER

ru»r/rro—
'Arnwrre carmoiLL.

1

This one for Clothes" five inches by three columns is bp the Majestic
theatre, Columbus
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Moore's Rialto

—

Overture—Sextette from Lucia di

Lammermoor.
Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—Torchy Turns Cupid.

Feature—The Heart of a Fool

—

First National.

Next Week—The Penalty—Gold-
wyn.

BALTIMORE

New Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe and Pathe
Review.

Vocal—Operatic selections by so-

prano.
Comedy—Johnny Hynes in Torchy

in High.
Feature—Charles Ray in An Old

Fashioned Boy.
Next Week—Madame X.

Parkway Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Dance of the Hours."
Current Events—Pathe Weekly.
Pictorial—Bray Pictograph.
Feature—Enid Bennett in Her

Husband's Friend.
Next Week—Behold My Wife.

Wizard Theatre

—

Second week of Marion Davies
and Carlyle Blackwell in The
Restless Sex.

Next Week—Behold My Wife.

DETROIT
Adams

—

Overture—Selections from the Fol-
lies of 1920.

Current Events—Adams Topical
Review.

Vocal and Scenic
—

" Where the

Poppies Bloom—Walter Pon-
tius, tenor.

Special Film—The Race of the Age
—Man-o'-War and Sir Barton.

Musical—Emmons and Colvin.

Feature—The Leopard Woman

—

—Louise Glaum and House
Peters.

Next Week—T. Roy Barnes in So
Long Letty.

Broadway Strand

—

Overture
—

" It Happened in Nord-
land."

Educational — The Wonders of

Alaska.
Dance — Kanai Indian Basket

Dance.
Vocal Prelude

—
" From the Land of

the Sky Blue Water," Hope
Vernon.

Comedy—A Tray Full of Trouble

—

Chester Animal Comedy.
Feature—Behold My Wife—George

Melford Production.
Next Week—Same.

Madison

—

Overture—" Light Cavalry."
Current Events—Madison Topical

Review.
Comedy—Selected.

Special Prologue — Four Horse
Chariot Race.

Feature—Madonnas and Men—B.

A. Rolfe Production.
Next Week—Dorothy Phillips in

Once to Every Woman.
Majestic

—

Overture—" Raymond."
Educational — Adopting a Bear

Cub.
Current Events—Majesticettes.

Vocal—" Kiss Me Again"—Bessie

McCoy, . ,

Musical—Duet, " Miserere " from
" II Trovatore," cornet and
trombone.

Comedy—Charlie Murray in A
Youthful Fancy.

PICTURE GARDEN
3 1 \V. LIXIMCTOH ITPtlT

MADGE
KENNEDY

,.

"HELP YOURSELF"
Ad.pWd From* ail act Ir-it.'. Brilliant

Saturday Poat Story "Trimintd With K
Vi

-Two faddiati wiJi but 1 -ir pmfem
banal of -wont} to apand a "mul* kina'

parlor. T •.' karrm COMU.TIC wild pottrea and ikr buaifton

of a villainowa.lo.kmi qvartcltr rank

Madf* Keanadv W lite midat of it all.

Double column by six inch display for
" Help Yourself " used by the Picture
Garden, Baltimore, in Sunday's papers

Scenic Setting—My Little Gray
Home in the West.

Feature—A Romantic Adventuress
—Dorothy Dalton.

Next Week—Charles Ray in A Vil-

lage Sleuth.

Washington

—

Overture
—

" Mikado."
Current Events—Washington Ani-

mated Review.
Educational—Washington Travel-

ogue—The Castaway.
Violin—Graham Harris.

Vocal—Eva Tremayne.
Comedies—His Noisy Still—Mutt

& Jeff in A Tight Rope Ro-
mance.

Feature—Drag Harlan — William
Farnum.

Next Week—Shirley Mason in Girl

of My Heart.

CINCINNATI

Strand

—

Current Events — Pathe 89.

Comedy — Great Scott — Sennett.

Feature — Jailbirds.

Next Week — 45 Minutes From
Broadway.

Walnut-
Current Events — Pathe 88.

Literary Digest 79.

Comedy — Torchy's Millions.

Feature — Something to Think
About — Second Week.

Next Week — The Master Mind.

Gifts-
Current Events — Fox 70.

Universal Comedy.
Feature — Her Beloved Villain.

Next Week — Homespun Folks.

Palace-
Current Events — Kinograms.
Literary Digest — 79.

Feature — Honest Hutch.
Next Week — Everybody's Sweet-

heart.

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture — " Stars and Stripes
Forever." — Sousa.

Stage Setting — Patriotic picture
showing the closing of war and
dawn of peace, staged by Har-
old B. Franklin and painted by
Horace N. Smith. Put on in

celebration of Armistice Week.

Vocal — " Dear Old Pal of Mine."
Sung by Carlos Ferelti of the

Strand Theatre, New York.

Feature — "The Riddle : Woman "

—Geraldine Farrar.

Comedy—" The Scarecrow "—Bus-
ter Keaton.

Current Events — Excerpts from
the leading news review, Top-
ics of the Day and a special

hand colored subject, entitled

"Where Poppies Bloom,"
showing the famous Bellcau

Wood, France.
Next Week — "Civilian Clothes"

—Thomas Meighan.

Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture — Alma Where Do You
Live ?"

Violin Solo—" Spanish Serenade
"

—Played by Catherine Stang,

concert violinist.

Feature
—

" Held by ihe Enemy "

—

Jack Holt, Wanda Hawley and
Agnes Ayres.

Comedy — "Spirits" — Mr. and
Mrs. Carter de Haven.

Next Week — " Lady Rose's
Daughter."

Strand

—

Overture — " The Night Boat."

Current Events — Latest Pathe
News.

Feature — " Good References " —
Constance Talmadge.

Special — " The Race of the Age "

showing the race between Man
o' War and Sir Barton bt

Windsor, Ont, recently.

Next Week — " Peaceful Valley
"

—Charles Ray.

Palace

—

" Help Yourself " — Madge Kenne-
dy.

Special — Personal appearance of

Bobby Leach, the only man who
ever went over Niagara Falls

and lived, who lectured with
his films of the Falls.

Lyric

—

" April Folly " — Marion Davies.

sr. PAUL
Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " The
Firefly " — Friml. Includes

:

" Giannina mia," " Tommy At-
kins March," "Ballad of

Reminiscence," " A Woman's
Smiles," and " Sympathy." The
Capitol Symphony Orchestra,
Oscar F. Baum conducting. The
finest theatre orchestra in the

middle west.
Capitol Digest—A compendium of

news events, educational and
travel pictures and scenic pas-

tels, selected and edited by
Lowell V. Calvert, managing
director. Includes : Current
Events—Pathe & International
News.

"The Quest of the Big 'Un "—Ed-
ucational. A Catskill Idyll

—

The only living inhabitant who
remembers Rip Van Winkle is

a patriarch trout, Rudolph by-

name, and he lives just above
a great boulder in the Esopus
River.

Ruth Chase—Soprano soloist. 1.

" Berceuse " from " Jocelyn "

—

Godard. 2. "Roses of Picardv"
—Wood.

Harold Lloyd in "Get Out and
Get Under."

Taylor and Clair
—"Your Wonder-

ful Eyes "—Osborne. Novel-
ette—A study in harmony, terp-
sichore and futuristic atmos-
phere.

Photoplay Supreme—James Oliver

-CfTeCi&nd

Here is one of Will D. Harris' displays
for "Bin Happiness" in size three

columns by thirteen inches

Curwood's " Nomads of the

North."
Organ Solo — Arthur Depew.

Marche Romaine—Gounod.
Organ Recital—E. J. Dunstedter.

1. " Zampa " — Herold. 2.

" A March "—Bach. 3. Popu-
lar Selections.

BROOKLYN
Strand Theatre

—

1—Overture — "Light Cavalry "

(Franz von Suppe) by Strand
Orchestra, Alois Reiser, Con-
ductor—Armistice Day, special

overture—" Soldiers of Amer-
ica.

"

" Soldiers of America."
2—Strand Topical Review — Se-

lected by Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman from Pathe
News, Fox News, etc.

3—Russian Royalty Chorus — Pe-
trograd's singing organization
of men and women in carnival
spirit given in Russian wood-
land set with members in

peasant costume — Village
shown in festival of vocal and
instrumental music with folk
songs and dances.

4—Annette Kellerman in " The
Art of Diving" — A slow-
motion short subject.

5—Vocal — " Traviata " (Verdi)
—sung by Claire M. Gillespie,

colorature soprano.
6—Strand Ensemble presenting

" The Rosary."
A beautiful vaulted church win-
dow of stained glass with af-
ternoon lights filtering through
is all the audience sees. Back
stage, inside the church, the en-
semble sings the famous " Ros-
ary" with effect.

8—Instrumental Travesty — The
Strand Symphony orchestra
playing "Home, Sweet Home
the World Over " by Lake.

9—Comedy—Booth Tarkington's
" Edward's Sunday Courtship."

10—Organ Solo—" Pomp and Cir-
cumstance " (Elgar.) — Ed-
ward Napier and John Ham-
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Above—Showing Charles G. Branham's usherettes at the Liberty theatre, Seattle, attired in special costumes for Hallowe'en Week at the Liberty
and a special advertising sign for "It's a Great Life."

Below—The lobby of the Liberty decorated for Hallowe'en week
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This strip shows how the Hamilton theatre, Lancaster, Pa., utilised some spaec over the entrance to the theatre in billing "Get Out and Get Under"

Horater Decorates for
"The Branding Iron"

H. C. Horater of the Pantheon theatre,

Toledo, came to the fore again last week
with his novel prologue in connection with

I The Branding Iron," which was his fea-

ture attraction. " The Branding Iron," a

story of the north, suggests the great out-

doors, so Mr. Horater put up a cottage on
the stage of his house, and surrounded it

with a lot of winter atmosphere. Snow
was falling fast, through a flood of blue

light which shot out from the rear of the

theatre. A pale amber light shone through
the cottage window and door. The door
was slightly ajar, giving the amber light

an opportunity to come out strong. In the

doorway, clad in the warm costume of the

north stood a man who looked like a fur

trader. But he wasn't. He was a bari-

tone, and at the right cue, he sang a solo.

Prologues are very new out Toledo
way, and Mr. Horaor's snow scene was
very effective to create a large amount of

advertising, resulting in turnaway business

for the week.

Strand ji Ladies Quartette
Gives "Barcarolle"

THE Strand theatre, New York, is

presenting the Strand Ladies
Quartette in the " Barcarolle

"

song from "The Tales of Hoff-

man," and providing costumes as called

for in the opera and a stage setting also

in keeping with the one used in the orig-

inal production.

The quartette is placed in front of a
drop showing the Grand Canal of Ven-
ice, with the city at night in the distance
and a gondola or so between. A balus-
trade hiding the lower part of the drop
suggests that the singers are located on
a balcony. The set is lighted for moon-
light and lights twinkle in the windows
of the waterfront buildings mentioned
above.

The " Barcarolle," originally a Venetian
boating song and when transferred to

opera a duet and afterwards an instru-

mental intermezzo, makes a very pleas-
ing quartette number for feminine voices,
with its languorous rhythm and charm-
ing melody, and the stage setting with
the artistic lighting adds to the enter-
tainment provided by the song.

" While New York Sleeps " Float designed by H. J. Updcgraff, manager of the Princess theatre,

Sioux Falls, S. D. The float is built about the frame of an automobile

Special Screening for
Juvenile Picture

A juvenile picture with but a mild love-

interest has small chance of scoring, ac-

cording to Frank Hammond, of the Lynch
Enterprises, Atlanta, when it plays to an
audience chiefly made up of girls of the
" flapper " age, and young college chaps
who are fearfully grown-up in everything
except age. So when the Forsyth theatre,

one of the Lynch houses in Atlanta,

booked " The Soul of Youth " for three

days, Mr. Hammond knew that he would
have to make a special appeal to reach the

sort of audiences who would really ap-

preciate the picture.

A special screening for children only

was fina41y decided upon, and Mr. Ham-
mond succeeded in interesting the Atlanta
Georgian, one of the three local newspa-
pers. Under the agreement that the pic-

ture was to be shown " under the auspices

of the Atlanta Georgian," front page pub-
licity was given to the special screening

for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday copies of this paper. The
Georgian prints four regular editions

daily, and the notice of the private show-
ing of the picture to children only at the

Auditorium Armory, on Wednesday after-

noon, was given quite a prominent place

in each of these editions, always on the

front page, with a picture used the last

two days.

This was the first time any theatre had
ever been permitted to distribute heralds

through the public schools, but when Mr.
Hammond had talked to the Superintend-

ent of Schools and some of the principals,

had shown them the picture, and suc-

ceeded in interesting them, he was per-

mitted to distribute ten thousand heralds,

and each of the principals of public

schools made special announcement of

the screening, with the result that six

thousand children saw the picture at the

Auditorium, and the Forsyth broke all

attendance records for the three days of

the regular showing. Six thousand little

advertisers thus brought splendid results,

says Mr. Hammond.
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Ladies quartette and the "While New York Sleeps" stage setting presented by the Columbia
theatre, Alliance, 0., as described on this page

Smith Stages Fine Prologue
Ohio Small Town Manager Puts "While
New York Sleeps " in Big Time Fashion

Franklin Celebrating Ar-
fimistice Week

Armistice Week was celebrated in ex-

cellent manner by Harold B. Franklin at

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, this week,

and so widely divergent were the numbers
on the program that the audience was in

a state of intense enthusiasm at one time

and on the verge of tears at another.

The enthusiasm was evoked by the sym-
phony orchestra's rendition of John
Phillip Sousa's stirring march " The Stars

and Stripes Forever," during the playing

of which one of those Franklinesque stage

settings was unveiled disclosing Liberty

seated on the front deck of a United
States battleship, guarded on each side by
a jackie and big guns. Old Glory blew in

the breeze behind and across the whole
ran a resplendent rainbow, denoting the

arrival of peace.

Following the overture and stage set-

ting, Carlos Ferretti sang a patriotic song
and then a special Prizma hand-colored

film, " Where Poppies Bloom," showing
scenes in France, such as Chateau Thierry

and Belleau Wood, together with the

grave of Quentin Roosevelt, was thrown
on the screen and there were few dry eyes

in the Hippodrome audience during its

presentation. These were the patriotic

parts of the delightful program. The reg-

ular features were "The Riddle:

Woman," starring Geraldine Farrar. The
funfilm was " The Scarecrow," and the

Hippodrome Review closed the bill.

"G
DING the other fellow one bet-

ter " is the motto of Leimotto
Smith, of the Smith Amusement

Company, operating the New Columbia
and Ideal theatres in Alliance, Ohio, and
the Strand theatre of Sebring, Ohio.

Offering preof of this Mr. Smith, when
he prepared to play " While New York
Sleeps," took himself to a quiet corner and
proceeded to dope out something different

in a lobby display. The result of Mr.
Smith's cogitation and labors can be seen

in the accompanying cut. Mr. Smith lifted

the center of a 24-sheet poster and built

a cut-out of " Delores " in her peacock
gown. This has been done by a lot of ex-
hibitors who have played " While New
York Sleeps," but Mr. Smith " went the

other fellows one better—or maybe a few
better," by adding to the cut-out an electri-

cal display which made the figure stand
out prominently in his lobby. This was
something new in the way of lobby dis-

play stuff, and the New Columbia patrons
were quick to respond.

A prologue employing eight profes-
sional actresses and a lot of special scenery
designed for the occasion was another ex-
ploitation as well as presentation stunt
which Mr. Smith put over. " The Great
White Way" was the title of the pro-
logue. An enlarged orchestra was a fea-
ture of the occasion also, to say nothing

a special " Jazz " band, while lighting

four scenes into which the prologue was
divided, opened with a musical revue, with

Japanese atmosphere, including Geisha
girls, and a Japanese drop. As the curtain

was slowly raised, with lights low, a huge
fan brilliantly colored against a black

(Continued on page 3889)

Of

effects were gained from the use of four
dissolving stereopticons. The first of the

Manager Smith, of the New Columbia theatre, Alliance, 0., an
New York Sleeps " described on this

d his lobby display for " Whil
page
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Full stage vieiv of the prologue for " Humoresque " as presented by the New Lyric theatre, Minneapolis

Branham Entertains
"Night Shirt" Paraders
During " Hallowe'en Week " Manager

Charles Branham, of the Liberty made two
big hits. One was when the University of

Washington students had their annual
" Night Shirt Parade " in the streets of

Seattle the night before a famous football

game, and Branham acted like a good
scout and opened the doors to all who ap-

peared in night shirts. Over a thousand
appeared. The second Hallowe'en hit of

Manager Branham's was when he dressed
all his good looking ushers in orange col-

ored costumes, all decorated with black

cats and witches and a cap to match. The
interior of the Liberty was completely dec-

crated along similar lines, and the effect

was most striking.

Southern Exhibitor
Favors Lobby Displays
W. D. Van Derburgh, of the Broad-

way theatre, Statesville, N. C, who is

making movie history in his city some-
thing to talk about by his exploitation

methods, is a firm believer in outside
stunts, especially lobby displays.

When he played " The Virgin of Stam-
boul " the lobby was decorated like a side-

show—canopy, side-drapes and all—even
a fluttering " fringe " of one-sheets across
the top, and with a cut-out of Sari, in the
costume in which she dances at the cafe

—

bare-footed, ragged, her tousled locks
caught up beneath a turban, and quite de-
lightful—mounted opposite the box-office.
His door-man and ushers were dressed in
native costume to match the picture and
by a judicious use of the big newspaper
story that swept the continent just before
the release of the picture, he had States-
ville on its tip-toes to see the picture.

" Humoresque " prologue staged by the New Lyric theatre of Minneapolis

Smith Stages Fine
Prologue

(Continued from page 3888)
background was displayed. At the base of

the fan, there was a large lovers' knot, and
through the four points of the knot, as

shown in the illustration, four hands ap-

peared. These four girls were the leading

members of the company, and from their

half-hidden position, they sang the song
" Frivolity." Following this, the scene
shifted quickly to full stage with all light

up, in which a spicy musical ensemble
number was rendered by seven elaborately

costumed Japanese maidens. The third

scene reverted back to the big fan with the
black background. Again the lights were
lowered. But instead of the four song-
birds, this time there appeared a dainty
little toe dancer, dressed like a fairy. From
this scene the novelty gradually dissolved
into " Shadowland," in which artistic poses
were presented. The big punch of this

posing act was a disrobing feature. And
just as the spectators weer straining their

vision-—not to mention their imaginations
—to catch the finale of the act, down came
the curtain, amid thundering applause.
The last scene—the most elaborate and

a fitting climax to a performance on which
neither effort nor expense was spared

—

was made up of a series of poses done
with illusion effects which presented por-
trayals of the seasons, " Spring," " Sum-
mer," " Autumn " and ' Winter," each ap-
pearing in quick succession with a pano-
lamic background gained from the use of
lantern slides flashed against a beaded
white drop. Each of these scenes was ac-
companied by words and music selected
to synchronize with the effect. The pro-
logue came to an end with the entire com-
pany singing the " Rainbow " song, at
which time the lights were made to come
out of the sky in vari-colors, with the
Goddess of Liberty in the centre of the
spangled setting.

This prologue was arranged entirely by
Forest C. Templin, exploitation manager.
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During the showing of "Once a Plumber"
at the Frolic theatre, Los Angeles, Manager
Abrahams attired his ushers in silk overalls as

shown above

Stout Woman Special
Show Makes Hit

It's the wise exhibitor who can recog-

nize the places to rush in where more
foolish men might keep out.

Wise men usually refrain from refer-

ring to the size of " stout " women. Cir-

cumstances alter cases, however, and in

Albany, where Miss Elizabeth Marbury
proved her generosity by offering five

cents for every inch of her waist line to

the Democratic Committee, the idea be-

came popular, and " stylishly stout

"

women actually boasted about it. The
newspapers did a lot of writing about the

new fad and that was where the Leland

theatre " rushed in."

" The Perfect Woman " was due for a

three-days' showing at the Leland just at

the time that the " five cents an inch
"

propaganda was at its height in Albany.

The Leland advertised the opening

matinee of the run as a special showing

of the film for " stylishly stout " women.
The mailing list was used to good advan-

tage with an invitation to come and see
" how nearly " scrawny the perfect

woman was.

The idea took hold. In the southern

section of the city some of the " stout

"

women who had publicly contributed

in the " waist line " campaign organized a

theatre party for the opening matinee.

They went to the theatre in a body and
their good nature combined with the

amusement of the rest of the crowd made
the first matinee one of the most enthusi-

astic which had ever been staged in the

theatre.

The " stout " women were there to en-

joy themselves and they proved that they

were doing that by laughing unrestrain-

edly when the production furnished them

with reasonable cause. The result was a

continuous series of loud laughs and

amused chuckles as the story unfolded.

Kineto Review Presents
Remarkable Parade

Scenes

ON Mr. Rothapfel's " Special Ar-
mistice Program " at the Capitol
this week is a reel sponsored by
Kineto under the title of " Epi-

sodical Review of the Armistice," which,
explained by showing, proves to-be a

mighty fine camera record of the great
Armistice Allied Army parade in Paris
two years ago. On the patriotic program
which has been prepared it proves good
for more cheers and tears than anything
of its kind we have ever witnessed.
This reel is of course not from a new

negative, but any exhibitor who is plan-
ning some national holiday program may
well keep it in mind, even if it has played
his city previously. It is getting over at

the Capitol like a house afire.

" Picture Shoppers Col-
umn" Individualizes

'Frisco Display
Messrs. Roth and Partington, manag-

ing directors of the California, Imperial

and Portola theatres of San Francisco,

have become convinced that the patrons

of picture houses go " shopping " for their

entertainment just the same as they do
for their shoes, neckties or clothing, and
to make it fully apparent to San Francisco

people that their theatres have programs
that merit " purchase," an innovation

titled " Picture Shoppers' Column " has

been added to the display advertising

space.

The idea is to give a bit of detailed de-

scription about each number on the bill

as sort of a word " window display," so

that people may inspect what is offered

and decide if they wish to purchase. The
plan also permits the publicity department

to keep away from the stereotyped meth-

ods of announcement and gives the Roth
and Partington advertising an individual-

itvall its own. .

Fowler Staging Special
Matinees

Manager Bruce Fowler, of the Elm-
wood theatre, in Buffalo, has a method
of getting new patrons and at the same
time maintaining a live mailing list that

is proving a valuable box office asset. On
all school holidays, which are not national

holidays, Mr. Fowler puts on a special

matinee. He first arranges a tie-up with

some women's club, school or Sunday
school class, and gets a committee from
this school, club or class to help him in

selecting suitable pictures for the occa-

sion. Then he arranges for co-operative

tickets, giving the organization a per-

centage of the recepits. These tickets are

sold all over the city and bring many new
patrons to the theatre on the occasion of

each new special matinee.

By means of this method patrons are

brought to the theatre from districts that

advertising would not ordinarily reach.

Then for the matinee Mr. Fowler gives a

sample of his regular night show, putting

on a splendid bill and using his full or-

chestra. Before the show is over the

patrons are given a little talk, by means
of a trailer, and those who are new are

requested to leave their names and ad-

dresses at the box office. The new names
go on the house mailing list, and keep it

live and growing all the time. Mr. Fow-
ler has an active mailing list of 5,000,

which he uses religiously, and is probably

one of the reasons for the big success the

Elmwood has made.

When "Once a Plumber" was booked for the Frolic theatre, Los Angeles, Manager "Bob"
Abrahams "hired a tinker" and set him mending pots and kettles for his patrons free of charge
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Record in NewspaperTieups
Moore, Adler and Washington Dailies Put
Over Big Stunt for " The Forbidden Thing "

TOM MOORE, of Washington, D. C,
continues to believe in exploitation.

His penchant for the right sort of

publicity has been made known in this de-

partment before. But Moore has " gone

after it
" harder than ever, judging from

the clippings that are in our hands from

Washington on the occasion of the opening

at the Garden theatre of " The Forbidden

Thing."
Moore made a record in newspaper tie-

ups. There are four dailies in the Capital

with Sunday editions. All feature pic-

tures open in Washington on Sunday.

Moore went after his Sunday papers

like a shot. He didn't ask for just feature

stories. He wanted genuine tie-ups.

You say that three tie-ups out of four

papers in the behalf of a single show are

not to be secured? Then hearken to

Moore's effort

:

He realized that ideas counted. He- felt

sure that rival newspapers would not

mind tying up to the same picture if the

underlying idea differed.

Idea Xo. One :
" Forbidden Thing " as

a title covered all kinds of manners and
habits. What is the " forbidden thing

"

with you ? Every newspaper reader would
have a response.

So Moore and Bert Adler, representing

Allan Dwan, hied over to the Washington
Times. The Times grabbed the stunt in

a hurry. And it cost the Garden theatre

twenty-five tickets, which the editor of the

Times requested for the readers submit-

ting the wittiest replies.

Tom Moore intends further to reprint

the witty answers in a special circular,

which will go out when the newspaper
selects and carries the best received. He
states that this will not only be good pub-
licity for the current attraction, but for

the theatre.

The next tie-up was made with the

Washington Star, which asked leaders to

review the picture, the best opinions to

be shown on the Garden screen. Moore
had booked the Ince studio picture along

with " The Forbidden Thing," and pre-

sented the studio scenes under the spon-

sorship of the Washington Post, which
gave them a quarter-page Sunday notice.

If you don't know what concentrated
exploitation will do for your theatre, try

to be in Washington some da)- when Tom
Moore opens a " big one."

A reproduction of his Times stunt ap-

pears in this issue.

Hyman's Prologue for
"Harriet andthe Piper*
Manager Edward L. Hyman, of the

Brooklyn Strand theatre, believes that a

novel introduction for the feature excites

a deeper interest in the picture itself and
is a firm believer in the prologue. Last

week he staged such a number for " Har-
riet and the Piper."

Just before the booth men began the

feature the velvet curtains revealed a beau-

tiful garden, an exact reproduction of the

bal masque scene in the film proper. In

this scene were men and women in brill-

iant masquerade costume joined in mardi
gras spirit They were infusing all the

passionate spirit of Bohemia into their

dance movements. While they were in

mad dance there was a sudden flash of fire

and the devil appeared to claim his pay.

Aeroplane float which traversed the streets of Canton, Ohio, advertising the showing of
" Go and Get It " at the Strand theatre in that city
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Pierce Invents Great Fire

Scene as Prologue
John H. Kunsky theatres, Detroit, are

making strides in becoming famous for the

prologues that are being used under the

direction of Howard O. Pierce, production

manager for that firm. Practically all pro-

logues are staged as spectacles with the

settings devised under the personal su-

pervision of Mr. Pierce, and in some in-

stances special musical numbers. are pre-

pared.

For " Nomads of the North," playing at

the Madison theatre, the prologue number
used was especially effective. Warde
Johnston, musical director of the Madison
theatre, prepared a special musical score.

The setting showed a clearing in a forest.

A tenor singer, attired in a back woods
costume, rendered a solo on " The North
Country," which has interspersed in it sev-

eral lumbermen's chants. As the last

chorus reached its conclusion a dull, red
glow appeared on the drops in back, and
soon a theatrical forest fire was raging

within sight of the audience. The heaving

rolling smoke, the crash of trees, the hiss

of pine with ignition and the other noises

incidental to a forest fire were all imitated

while the orchestra followed an ever

louder crescendo developing into a crash

of cymbals and roar of drums which di-

minished gradually as the picture screen

dropped and shut out the forest fire.

This particular prologue, Mr. Pierce

says, was one of the lowest in price that

has ever been used in a Kunsky house,

despite the fact that the effect was one
of the most spectacular. The fire effect

Capitol Celebrates Armis-
stice Week with
Special Program

THE Capitol theatre is dedicating its

program this week to the second
anniversary of the signing of the

Armistice; and has divided its pro-

gram into two parts, the first being un-
der the foreword of " Dedicated to those

who are gone but whose memory is im-
mortal " and made up of such numbers
as will keep the majestic walls of the

largest theatre in the world resounding
with the hand clapping of audiences who
are bound to have their sense of patriot-

ism quickened by what they see and hear.

The overture is " Over There," an or-

chestral composition by Joseph Carl
Breil, conceived and composed especially

for the Armistice Week program at the
Capitol and being given its first public
rendition thereon. It depicts the call to

war, mobilization and embarkation of the
American troops, brought out by the use
of the national airs of the Allies, followed
by a slow movement depicting the boys
just before the battle thinking of dear
things at home. The spirit of camaraderie
of the Allies is introduced by the popu-
lar air, " Madelon," which was played,
sung and whistled on every occasion.
The final movement becomes a grand
paean as ultimate victory is assured.
Following this number come picture ex-

cerpts of the great Parisian parade of the
Allied soldiers, a reel devoted to the
cathedral of Rheims, in colors, and a cam-
era visit to the battle fields of France
and the American Military Cemetery,
and a vocal number under the title of
" Requiem."

was gained through a clever arrangement
and manipulation of globe clusters and
spots, while the movement of the smoke
was provided by the motion picture pro-

jector.

Imitation Summons Serve
Well as Exploitation

Stunt
That the imitation police court traffic

summons placed in standing automobiles

or handed to owners of motor cars is an
efficacious picture exploitation stunt was
proved in Scranton, Pa., when " The Sil-

ver Horde " was screened at the Strand
theatre.

Goldwyn sent an explotation man from
the home office to Scranton to aid Samuel
Friedman, manager of the Strand, in put-

ting over the exploitation campaign. Ar-
rangements were made for printing imita-

tion traffic summons on the regulation

size and color of paper employed in

Scranton. The wording of the heading

and the checked reason for the appear-

ance of the motor car owner were
the only parts of the document that dif-

fered from the police summons. The imi-

tation summons was headed :
" Notice to

Appear at Picture Headquarters. The
driver of this automobile is hereby notified

to appear at Picture Headquarters, Strand

Theatre, October 21-22-23, between the

hours of 11 a. m. to 11 p. m., on the charge

checked below. Location 421 Spruce

Street. Samuel Friedman, Manager."
The " summons " was left in standing

cars and handed to owners. The stunt

brought out the biggest automobile attend-

ance of the season.

Hundreds of copies of the early edition

of a local paper were bought up and a

large red-lined advertisement of " The Sil-

ver Horde " printed all over the front

page and given away in hotels, stations,

etc. The Strand lobby was tastefully

decorated with palms and ferns, an oil

painting of the leading characters in the

picture and " stills " of the production.

Across the top of the lobby entrance was
stretched a sign painted on heavy cloth

bearing an advertiseemnt of " The Silver

Horde " on an Alaskan scene as a back-

Scene from the Kinema theatre's (Los Angeles) prologue for " Harriet, avd the Piper" staged under the title of " Greenwich Village"
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Steffey Reproduces Scene
Still as Lobby Display
When it comes to putting over a picture

in a fashion that creates all kinds of talk,

F. Steffey, manager of Jensen & Von
Herberg's Coliseum, Seattle, is right there

with the best of them. Lobby displays

and prologues are used extensively at the

Coliseum and seldom a week goes by with-

out something novel and attractive being

presented by Mr. Steffey. For his lobby

display on "The Penalty," Mr. Steffey

reproduced a scene from the picture as

shown in one of the stills. His artist

painted figures of the physician's daugh-

ter, her lover, her model and the figure she

was moulding. These were mounted on

heavy board and placed in the upper part

of the lobby arch over the heads of per-

sons entering the lobby. The life-like ar-

rangement of the figures was a magnet to

everyone in the crowds that stopped to

look at it.

For his prologue, Mr. Steffey again went
to a still depicting a dramatic scene from
The Penalty." He engaged three men

who had good singing voices ; one of them
made up to look like " Blizzard;" the other

two men represented his henchmen. The
dope fiend sang " I'm Always Chasing
Rainbows." The well known poem, " The
Quitter," was then recited by the baritone.

Showing " Blanche Hertz Kiddies,"

who appeared at the Strand theatre,

San Francisco, in a specialty number
that made a big hit.

Stages Ballet Number for
"Restless Sex"

The Majestic theatre, Detroit, last week,

in addition to staging an elaborate ballet

with twelve people during the run of " The
Restless Sex," dressed up the shorter sub-

jects on the program in honor of the

Knights of Columbus, as scenes from the

various issues of the Universal weeklies

showing the pilgrimage of the Knights to

France and the Vatican were made a spe-

cial unit, opening with "Casey" (K-C),
which is now the official song of the

Knights of Columbus.

Franklin Presenting Sev-

eral Novelties This Week
Harold B. Franklin is the author of

several novelties in the Shea Buffalo

houses last week. At Shea's Hippodrome
he combined the overture and vocal solo

into one, thus saving six minutes, which
in the course of the afternoon and evening

gained him a half hour on the show, en-

abling him to " turn over " the crowd
much faster than formerly. The over-

ture was the selection from " The Pink
Lady," for which Mr. Franklin provided

a musical comedy background, and when
the orchestra reached the " Beautiful

Lady " number, Miss Margaret Owen ap-

peared in front of the setting and sang
the number. The stunt went over well.

Another novelty at the Hippodrome was
the manner in which the Hippodrome Re-
view was introduced. Here Mr. Frank-
lin had a trailer made up to represent a

strip of film running up the screen, one
piece of film containing a miniature title

and the next show the scene. The last

piece contained the title " Buffalo-Shea's

Hippodrome Shows Novel News Reel."

Out of a circle at the bottom of the trailer

letters spelling " Shea's Hippodrome Pic-

torial " poured and lined themselves up at

the bottom. The pictorial followed imme-
diately.

At Shea's Criterion Mr. Franklin put

on a scenic song, which is a sort of revival

of the old illustrated song of bygone days,

except that in this case the illustrations

were in moving pictures. As the soloist

sang a popular ballad, the pictures showed
views of scenic gems, such as woodland,

waterfall and cloud effects. This stunt

was also well received.
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Hyman Successful with
Condensed Opera

Programs
Brooklyn is having a season of con-

densed grand opera with her motion pic-

tures this fall, and real operatic stars are

singing it, too, for Managing Director Ed-
ward L. Hyman, of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand, has made it possible. This week
" Rigoletto " has been the overture and

Verdi's masterpiece has been interpreted

not only by the Strand Symphony orches-

tra, Alois Reiser conducting, but by a

group of operatic stars and with actual

opera settings and costumes.

" Rigoletto " put on in this elaborate

fashion opened the show with a bang and

leading swiftly up to the feature, Kather-

ine MacDonald in " Curtain. The whole

affair only took about ten minutes. Fer-

nando Guarneri sang " Curse of Monte-

rone." Then the curtain closed and parted

to reveal the Strand ballet in " Minuet,"

which was danced with life. Anna Zdenck
then gave " Caro Nome," the version clos-

ing with the quartette of opera singers in

the main " Rigoletto " strain.

For those who lean more to the lighter

vein of music Manager Hyman a short

time after " Rigoletto " presented the

Strand Mixed Quartette in a pictorial-

song origination, " Roses of Picardy." A
scenic background in which billows of

roses waved and rolled added effectively

to the creation. Soon after the feature

film had concluded the Venetian String

Quartette was heard in " Andante Can-

tabile." These and other solo numbers,

both vocal and instrumental, composed a

well rounded musical program, one which
was neither too heavy or too light.

Here Is a Worth While
Single Reel

AS unit three of the first part of the
Capitol program this week, a split

reel colored by the Prizma proc-
ess is being shown under the titles

of " Rheims " and " Where ' Poppies
Bloom," both being self-explanatory.
The portion devoted to the priceless

architectural and historic gem, now a sa-
cred ruin, is a feature picture in itself.

" Where Poppies Bloom," showing the
once bloody battle fields of France as
they are today, with beautiful poppies
reproduced in natural colors growing on
the banks of what were muddy trenches
for four long years and present.ng a pan-
orama of the American Military Ceme-
tery in France with its white crosses as
far as the camera vision extends, is, as
the Capitol program announces in a cap-
tion, " A reminiscent vista of the peace-
ful resting place of the heroic dead."
This reel has an exploitation value of

no mean strength. As for scenic beauty,
it is seldom equaled.

In presenting the reel the orchestra is

stilled on a title " In Memoriam," and a
mixed choir of voices sings softly off

stage an appropriate selection. Again
when the monument resting over the
grave of Quentin Roosevelt is shown,
" John Brown's Body " is sung. The ef-

fect is excellent.

"Tarzan" Exploitation at
Akron Pays Big Div-

idends
The Colonial theatre of Akron, one of

the chain of Feiber & Shea houses, went
to a lot of trouble which paid for itself

many times over in its recent exploitation

of " The Return of Tarzan." The entire

lobby of the theatre was made over to suit

the occasion. All four walls of the lobby

were lined with beaver board, on which
were painted descriptive scenes from the

photoplay. Cut-outs from twenty-four

sheets were used for the figures. But the

scenery was all painted in by hand.

Gets Great Results at
Small Expense

Giving a picture the biggest exploitation

that the town of Leominster, Mass., ever
had, at the trifling cost of $16, is an
achievement due to the co-operation of
Goldwyn through its Boston exploitation

representative, Langdon R. Barhydt, with
Manager O'Keefe, of the Music Hall, an
upstairs theatre which Mr. O'Keefe has
made very attractive. The picture was
" The Silver Horde."

The town was papered with the artistic

one and three-sheets which Goldwyn art-

ists prepared. Next a lobby display was
arranged consisting of six of the one-
sheets with crossed snowshoes, borrowed
from a local hardware store, hung be-

tween the poster frames. Two three-

sheets were hung on either side of the

outer lobby, while against the open door
in the centre was an artistic display of
" Silver Horde " stills. Two oil paintings

were displayed in the inner lobby.

In a prominent fish store a window dis-

play was obtained that attracted all kinds
of attention. It consisted of the electric

net lobby display with large salmon packed
around it. At appropriate distances signs

with snappy captions were placed. One of

them read, " Do you know how these sal-

mon were caught? See Rex Beach's
greatest Goldwyn picture at the Music
Hall theatre Friday and Saturday.

In the hardware store in front of the

opposition theatre another window display

was obtained. Around a large oil painting

of Myrtle Stedman in "The Silver Horde"
was grouped a display of fishing tackle,

hunting clothes, snow shoes, revolvers, etc.

The local edition of the Lominster
daily was bought up as sooi- as it appeared
on the street, from the newsboys, who
were later utilized to distribute them after

the papers had been red-lined with appro-

priate " Silver Horde " advertising.

Stage setting used by the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, for a musical number
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And still they come, examples of splendid exploitation on " Down on the Farm." This cut illustrates what William N. Smith, manager of the

Rialto theatre, Tulsa, Oklahoma, did in the way of a lobby display for " Doii.it on the Farm "

Phonograph Used as
Exploitation Medium

C. L. Winston F. P. exploitation expert
was detailed to help George C. Carpenter,
manager of the Paramount-Empress the-

atre, Salt Lake City, put over "The Rest-
less Sex."

One of the stunts which W inston de-
vised bears all the earmarks of being new.
W inston composed a brief speech on the
power and interest of the picture.

Then he had cylinder records made at a
local department store. Two young men
were carefully coached in their parts and
then supplied with phonographs holding
the oration.

One of the young men would sit down
at a table in a fashionable restaurant and
as if by accident the record would start

and the speech would roll forth. Usually
customers thought that it was all acci-

dental and they would get much amuse-
ment out of the seeming confusion of the
young man, but always listened to the
speech and when they had grasped its in-

tent applauded the novel stunt.

This scheme was worked at cigar coun-
ters, on street cars and other public places.
In only two instances did proprietors of
establishments resent the introduction of
the young men and their speechmaking
phonographs.
Winston has sent in a letter to his home

office telling of the good results. He is

highly enthusiastic over the plan. He has
suggested that the leading star of a picture
make a good record giving some striking
feature of the production, singing a little

song or telling some little story connected
with the making of the picture and that
these records be sent about the country
for exploitation purposes.
At the height of the closing political

campaign in Ogden Winston appeared in
a big touring car and gathered crowds on
prominent street corners. Of course his
audience thought it was going to hear a
political argument but instead Winston
told them what a wonderful picture
" Something to Thing About " was. At
once a series of questions was fired at
him regarding the coming picture and how
it was made and his speeches brought big
results.

Vocal Offering at Capitol
is "Requiem"

THE only vocal number on the Cap-
itol bill for the current week is

the presentation of Verdi's " Re-
quiem Mass Ingemisco " (" Sadly

groaning ") by Bertram Peacock, Sud-
worth Frasier and the Capitol Ensemble
of thirty voices.

A stage setting is provided by John
Wenger and the singers are attired in
orthodox choir cassocks and surplices.

ArmyTrucks Help Cleve-
land Theatre

Five big army trucks, covered with tar-

paulin, recently stopped traffic on Euclid
avenue, Cleveland, during the busy rush
noon hour. Traffic cops didn't stop them,
even though they were exceeding the speed
limits, because Jack Kuhn, in charge of
Loew's Ohio theatres had fixed up a deal,

whereby these trucks flanked with big
signs labelled, -"What's Your Hurry?"
be given the right of way.

SlOOLSWQMAH

Lobby decorations for " The Riddle Woman " cut-out from a 24 sheet used by the St. John's
theatre, Boston, during a recent run of picture at this theatre
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Ralph Ruffner's lobby display for
" Something to Think About," when
this picture played the Stiand theatre,
Seattle, Wash.

Ruffner Builds Artistic
Lobby Display

One of the most artistic theatre lobbies

ever seen in the northwest greeted patrons

of the Strand theatre, Seattle, during the

run of " Something to Think About."
Ralph Ruffner, manager of the house and
an expert in the art of lobby decoration,

and Wayland H. Taylor, exploitation rep-

resentative at the local exchange of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, co-

operated in putting the idea across.

The theatre was decorated entirely in

white. A thin panel was stationed in the

centre of the lobby. This hand-painted
sign in three colors advertised the picture.

It was surrounded by colored foil, crushed
in artistic waves joining the painted sign

and the frame. As a novelty it harmon-
ized with the spotless woodwork of the

lobby and was a magnet for hundreds of

curious eyes.

Newman, Kansas City
Holds Semi-Annual
Fashion Review

Milton H. Feld, General Manager of the

Newman theatres, Kansas City, and his

assistants used " You Never Can Tell " as'

a companion number, on a bill in which the

latest fashions were exhibited under the

title of " Fashion Week " recently. The
Newman specialty reproduced the lobby

of a fashionable New York hotel with

special lighting effects for its fashion re-

vue and the orchestra furnished a special

musical program for the event.

The show is the third semi-annual

fashion revue offered by Newman and
Harzfeld, and according to the Journal,
" is by far the most pleasing presentation

that the Newman-Harzfeld team have at-

tempted."

Rivoli Artists Render Se-

lections from "Faust"
ARTISTS from Hugo Reisenfeld's

New School of Opera and En-
semble, Mary Fabian Jean Wilkins,
Georges Du Franne and Emanuel

List, are giving scenes from the third act
of " Faust " this week at the Rivoli the-
atre, New York, with an unusually effec-

tive stage setting and correct costumes
provided for the number.
The scenic investiture for the number

is of course the garden scene. At left

the leafy branches of trees seem to spread
over ^he stage. At right is the cottage,
provided with a practical window and
with a lighted interior. The background
shows the roofs of the city. It is the use
of the floods, however, which is to be
especially commended in this number.
The artistic blendings of electrics has
been so carefully done that not a trace
of the theatrical can be detected. The
spectator looks on a scene that to all

intents is the real thing. This in spite
of the fact that the Rivoli stage is small.

Artificial flowers, as if springing from a
garden bed, are used in the center of the
stage. In the renditioa. of the selections
from the opera the singers are but dimly
lighted all through except for the singing
of the famous " Incantation " by Mr. List
as Mephistopheles, when the singer is

given a light green spot.

<J:\ Special

'In the
Jhadow
of the
Dome^

Brooklyn Strand Election
Returns Find Favor

Despite a heavy downpour of rain, and
the fact that eighty other local theatres

and cabarets were featuring a special Elec-

tion Night Service, the Brooklyn Strand
capitalized on election crowds to an extent

probably greater than any theatre within

shouting distance of New York.
Several weeks prior to November 2,

Manager Hyman was running an advance
trailer which was screened at every per-

formance and the regular Strand weekly
program, the daily newspaper ads, and
daily newsstories announced that election

returns would be shown at the theatre

;

and all the copy was keyed to the angle of
announcing the returns " amid beautiful

surroundings, and during a superb pro-

gram." By no means a novel thought, but
one that the Strand could and did sub-

stantiate.

Carrying this phase of the campaign
even further, Manager Hyman printed

several thousand throwaways ; bribed a
flock of schoolboys from the neighbor-

hood, who were enjoying the holiday, with
a couple of passes to carefully distribute

the throwaways in the area surrounding
each polling place.

Election Night, when reports estab-

lished that Harding was as good as in the

White House, an especially prepared
trailer, which included several newsweekly
shots of Senator Harding, was screened
at the eleventh hour. It brought down the

house, and when the long green had been
neatly pinned in stacks representing the

total of their denominations, Manager Hv-
man concluded that the whole campaign,
which did not cost over seventy-five dol-

lars, was well worth the money, consider-
ing the fact that the house and lobby were
packed from six o'clock in the evening un-
til the curtain dropp
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Style show staged by Stanley Chambers, manager of the Palace theatre, Wachita, Kansas, in connection with the run of Never Can Tell

'

Chambers Presents Style
Show

Exchange managers and exhibitors

rom many near-by towns flocked to the

>alace theatre, Wichita, Kan., the week
f October 22-27, when Manager Stanley

Chambers offered to his patrons the

louble attraction of a Style Revue and

You Never Can tell."

Co-operating with Mr. Chambers were

)live Flath, former musical comedy star,

/ho staged the revue, P. Hans Flath, or-

anist at the theatre, and Charles Dan-
orth, of Danforth-Scott, who furnished

he beautiful array of latest style models

1 feminine garments.

In order to more comfortably accommo-
ate the ensemble scenes of the revue the

heatre stage was enlarged by an illumi-

ated glass runway which extended over

he audience and on which principals and
lodels promenaded. One of the girls was
ttired in a gown that was an almost exact

eplica of one worn by Bebe Daniels in

he picture.

Special programs were provided. Ac-
ording to the Wichita Eagle, those who
ttended were not disappointed.

The revue was in seven scenes, repre-

enting " morning boudoir," " hunting

[irj,"
" bathing girls," " morning suits,"

afternoon party dresses," " afternoon

ailing gown," and the " grand finale."

Musical numbers were freely interspersed

vith the showing of the style models, and
•roved especially pleasing to the audience.

The theatre has a seating capacity of

learly 1,800 and large numbers were
urned away at nearly every performance.

31 SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
3 Are Installed In The

GODFREY BUILDING
The World's Largest Film Building

News Weekly Strip Has
Some Thrills

ONE of the strips in Pathe's News
this week shows Brooklyn Bridge
getting a new coat of paint. This
in itself may not present exploita-

tion possibilities, but the fact that the
camera man shot his film from various
precarious positions on the highset points
of the top cables and gets some views of
the painters that are good for real thrills

does make the strip worth some atten-
tion.

There is also a good laugh in a scene
which shows one of the painters dropping
his bucket of paint from the highest peak
on the bridge. Look this current events
number over for yourself and see if it

doesn't deserve featuring.

San Francisco Exploiting
Title of New De-

Mille Picture
The title of " Something to Think

About " is being widely exploited in San
Francisco and Oakland through arrange-
ments made by John D. Howard, publicity

director for the San Francisco exchange
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion. Newspaper advertisements of the

Emporium, largest department store in

San Francisco, for the past week were
headed :

" Something to Think About."
This phrase is then followed by the article

advertised, for instance, " Shoes."
The name of the picture playing a two-

weeks' run at the Imperial and to open
October 31, at the Kinema, in Oakland, is

firmly before the public as the result of
the Emporium advertising tie-up and its

use as a caption over the United States

Navy recruiting service " A " boards on
all downtown streets.

Howard himself has something to think-

about, as his residence was robbed this

week.

Fake Telegrams for
"Mrs. Temple's Telegram"

Harry Pomeroy, manager of the Strand
theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, secured appro-
priate and interesting publicity for the

presentation of " Mrs. Temple's Tele-
gram," at his theatre during the first half

of the week of October 25, by sending out
three hundred fake telegrams to regular
customers on the morning of the first day
of the engagement. A local telegraph of-

fice readily consented to permit Mr. Pome-
roy to use its regular telegraph forms and
envelopes and messenger boys were hired
to deliver the messags in the usual man-
ner. The people to whom the messages
were delivered were required to sign for
the " wires," and every detail of the stunt
was carried out according to Hoyle. The
messages were typewritten as' follows

:

" If you don't take your wife to the;

Strand to-night to see Mrs. Temple's
Telegram she will never forgive you." The
messages were signed by " Mrs. Temple,"
herself.

This was the first run of the feature in

Ottawa. The telegram stunt proved very
effective and considerable " talk " was
aroused.

Manager Pomeroy had a striking lobby
display during the last half of the week
of October 25 for " Circumstantial Evi-
dence." This display was built around the
reproduction of a* prison cell in which
stood a cut-out of a convict. The front of
the cell consisted of green gauze on which
iron bars had been painted to give the
desired effect.

ENTIRELY OCCUPIED BY THE
FILM INDUSTRY

4 The GODFREY BUILDING is

100% SIMPLEX!!!
31 Machines Installed and Used
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Above is showfi two lobby displays used by the Strand theatre, Denver. " The Prey

was cleverly contrived from cut-outs from posters- on the production. The display for ' Back

to God's Country" mil explain itself

"Leopard Woman" Gets
Good Exploitation

at Buffalo
The Palace theatre, one of Buffalo's

downtown first run theatres, has taken on
a new life, and under the management of

Howard J. Smith is blazing the trail with
many excellent exploitation ideas. Mr.
Smith is a believer in advertising and fol-

lowing several years' absence from the

columns of the local amusement sections of

the dailies, the Palace is now back with
both feet and not only is the theatre adver-

ising liberally but the ads smack of orig-

inality and pep. Mr. Smith has added a

staff of artists to the Palace personnel

with the result that traffic is being stopped

by the snappy lobby display being put on
each week. One of the best of these busi-

ness pullers, however, was the lobby deco-

ration put on by Mr. Smith for the week
run of " The Leopard Woman."
In exploiting this subject Mr. Smith

turned his lobby into a replica of the front

of an Egyptian temple. Special borders
bubbling over with Egyptian atmosphere
and color schemes were placed around the

lobby frames and the box office enclosed

with a setting typical of the Land of the

Pharoahs. The color scheme throughout
was of striking attractiveness. Directly in

front of the box office, Mr. Smith placed a

large cage, such as one would see at the

zoo. In the cage reposed two wild looking

leopards. The only difference between
this cell and the animals at the zoo was
that this enclosure was made of wooden
bars and the fierce looking leopards were
stuffed with sawdust. They were bor-

rowed from a local animal mounter's es-

tablishment. The effect, however, was
just as good as if they had been alive. It

was real enough for thousands of kids who
stopped to view the display and eventual-

ly pull their parents to the box office.

Around the top of the marquee Mr. Smith
had a series of Egyptian signs advertising
" The Leopard Woman."

Since taking over the Palace, Mr. Smith
has changed the theatre to a week run
establishment. It formerly changed bills

three and four times a week. Mr. Smith
has booked a long list of big productions

and is turning a theatre that was formerly

in the doubtful column into a house buz-

zing with life and large box office receipts.

Mr. Smith deserves especial credit because

he has taken over the Palace with little

former experience in the exhibition game.

Pie is
w showing the way," however, for

some of the veterans. Just now he is plan-

ning an elaborate exploitation campaign
and lobby display for " Once to Every
Woman," which he has booked for a week
run in November.

GODFREY BUILDING NEW YORK
The World's Largest Film Building

17 Stories High—160,000 Sq. Feet

2 , IS EXCLUSIVELY
SIMPLEX!!
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Concerning Sid Grau-
man's Latest Prologue
Sid Grauman, of the million dollar the-

atre bearing his name in Los Angeles,

lived up to his reputation for artistic pro-

logues for his production when " Deep
Waters " was shown, according to the ac-

count furnished by Monte Rice, exploita-

tion representative at the Los Angeles Ex-
change of Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-
ration.

The setting of the stage for the prologue
represented the deck of an ocean liner,

illuminated with colored lights and with a

dozen passengers idling about.

Tkat it was one of the most attractive

sets ever seen on a stage with unique and
beautiful lighting effects, was the opinion
of hundreds who viewed it at every per-

formance. It was entitled, " Pastimes on
an Ocean Liner," an indication of the of-

fering. The action continued as follows

:

The skipper appears on deck and tells

his guests the ship is theirs ana iu

to entertain themselves in any way they

see fit. " Sing and be happy," says the

captain, and then the program begins.

The double quartette sings a melody,
and is followed by a toe dancer, who
scored one of the big hits of the evening.
This finished, a baritone solo is rendered.
An oriental dancing number by two girls

is the next number. The quartette then
demonstrates its versatility by a whistling

selection.

As a finale, the quartette sings " Will
O' the Wisp," one of the popular light se-

lections.

The lighting effects throughout are par-
ticularly pleasing. Clouds are seen passing
high in the heavens and there is just suffi-

cient illumination on the deck for the audi-
ence to see the performers. Repeated out-
bursts of applause, and a demand for en-
cores indicate the favor with which large
audiences received this presentation at

even- performance.

This lobby display for " The Fortune Teller " was originated by the Alcazar theatre of
Great Falls, Mont.

Stillman Plays Pickford
Picture of Ancient

Vintage
Stillman theatre, Cleveland, put on a

novelty last week that proved the most
popular number on the bill. It was an

old-time movie of Mary Pickford and
Owen Moore, in a two-reel comedy, made
in 1909. The picture emphasizes the rude

structure of the 1909 model of moving
pictures as against the present day fin-

ished article. Slides used during the pic-

ture were put in up-side down. Frequent

halts occurred, while adjustments were
supposed to be made to the machinery.

Then, to bring back the olden days, there

was a singer. From the shadows of the

stage she sang " My Little Kangaroo,"
while the picture was in progress, just as

they used to do at the time this old-fash-

ioned movie was made.

3Ailly equipped
projection studios
at your service*.

Simplex Jlach ines
•SHinasa. (fold fibre Screens
Length o£ throw 75 leet

Sverything £or your convenience

Simplex Studios
9

1* FLOOR, * 220 VESI42-JSr
Jfohn. F.Lyons, -Atax.ager:

"Phone Bryant 981

Sid Grauman's "steamer" stage setting showing the characters presented in a prologue number for "Deep Waters" as told in an accompanying story
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INFORMATION ABOUT CURRENT RELEASES

Popul a r Pictures Index
SELF EXPLANATORY PAGE FOR SHOPMEN
PASSERSBY.
Produced by J. Stuart Blackton

Feature Pictures, Inc.

Distributed by Pathe Exchanges,
Inc.

Star—Herbert Rawlinson.

Director—J. Stuart Blackton.

Review July 3-20—Page 313.

Producers ads—Issue of July 3d.

Music Cues Published—June 20th

—

Page 717.

Lobby Displays—Page 241, Issue of

July 3d—1684 of Aug. 28th.

Prologue Descriptions—Page 241,

Issue of July 3d—1123 of Aug.
7th.

" First Run " Showings—Page 241,

Issue of July 3d—954 of July
31st—1123 of Aug. 7th—1499 of

Aug. 21st—1684 of Aug. 28th.

Exploitation—Page 760, Issue July
24th—1112 of Aug. 7th—1499 of

Aug. 21st—1684 of Aug. 28th.

NEWS Review Resume—Exceptional Characterizations lift or-

dinary story.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Very poor story but good acting

put it over.

HOMER COMES HOME.
;Produced by Famous Players.

Distributed by Famous Players.

Star—Charles Ray.
Director—Jerome Storm.
Review July 10-20—Page 515.

Producers ads—Issue of July 17th.

Music Cues Published—July 3d.

Prologue Descriptions—Page 241 of

July 3d.

"First Run" Showings—Page 241,

Issue of July 3d—413 of July
10th—593 of July 17th—953-4
of July 31st—1338-39 of Aug.
14th—1514 of Aug. 21st—1874
of Sept. 4th—Page 2050 Sept.

11th.

Exploitation—Page 415, Issue of

July 10th—589 of July 17th—
1497 of Aug. 21st.

NEWS Review Resume—Charles Ray scores again in another
home-spun story.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—A splendid picture to big busi-
ness.—They liked this one and it went over big.—Good—real fun
from start to finish.

THE SLIM PRINCESS.
Produced by Goldwyn.
Distributed by Goldwyn Pictures

Corp.
Star—Mabel Normand.
Director—Victor L. Schertzinger.

Review July 10-20—Page 513.

Producers ads—Issues of July 3d
and July 24th

Prologue Descriptions—Page 407
of July 10th.

" First Run " Showings—Page 413-

5 Issue of July 10th—591 of

July 17th—761 of July 24th—
1124 of Aug. 7th—1512-13 of

Aug. 21st—1690 of Aug. 28th—
1874 of Sept. 4th—2050 of

Sept. 11th.

Music Cues Published—July 24th— Exploitation—Page 954-5 Issue of

Page 853. July 31st—1690 of Aug. 28th—
1864 of Sept. 4th.

NEWS Review Resume—Normand in kind of role which made
her famous.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Fair picture to average business

for three days.—Good picture to excellent business for one week.

SHIPWRECKED AMONG
CANNIBALS.

Produced by Universal.

Distributed by Universal.

;

Review July 10-20—Page 513.

Producers ads—Issues of July 10th,

17th, 31st—Aug. 7th, 14th, 21st

Sept. 4th, 11th—Oct. 16th.

Lobby Displays—Page 1492 of Aug.
21st—2040-46 of Sept. llth—
2235 of Sept. 18th—2611 of
Oct. 2nd—2980 of Oct. 16th—
3363 of Oct. 30th.

Exploitation—Page 1340 Issue of
Aug. 14th—1491 of Aug. 21st

—2041 of Sept. 11th—2809 of

Oct. 9th.

NEWS Review Resume—A good production which should in-

terest.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—This picture was a riot and a
fine box-office attraction.—Only average business. Cannibals do
not appeal to business.

IF I WERE KING.
Produced by Fox.

Star—William Farnum.
Director—J. Gordon Edwards.
Review July 10-20—Page 511.
Producers ads—Issues of Aug. 7th,

21st, 28th—Sept. 11th, 25th.

"First Run" Showings—Page 1123
Issue of Aug. 7th—1873 of
Sept. 4th—2051 of Sept. 11th

—

2412 of Sept. 25th—2977-78 of
Oct. '16th.

Exploitation—Page 1338 issue of
Aug. 14th—2051 of Sept. Llth—
2812 of Oct. 9th.

NEWS Review Resume—Costume play with Farnum as a ro-
mantic actor.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Big attraction for us.—Fair
business. Picture itself pleases but costume plays are not popular

SUDS.
Produced by Mary Pickford.
Distributed by United Artists Corp.
Star—Mary Pickford.
Director—Jack Dillon.
Producers ads—Issues of July 3rd,

10th, 17th, 24th, 31st—Aug. 7th,

14th, 21st—Sept 25th—Oct. 2nd,
9th, 16th,. 23rd, 30th—Nov. 6th.

Lobby Displays—Page 1490, Issue
of Aug. 21st—2421 of Sept.
25th.

Prologue descriptions—Page 413,
Issue of July 10th.

" First Run" Showings—Page 242
of July 3d—413 of July 10th—
760 of July 24th—953 of July
31st—1338 of Aug. 14th—1690-
91-92 of Aug. 28th—2978 of
Oct. 15th—3533 of Nov. 6th.

Exploitation—Page 415 of July 10th
—592 of July 17th—1116-24 of
Aug. 7th—1493-1509 of Aug.
21st—1866 of Sept. 4th, 2034-44

of Sept. llth—2240 of Sept.
18th—2420 of Sept. 25th—3191
of Oct. 23d—3359 of Oct. 30th.

NEWS Review Resume—Unique Characterization and artistic

lightings lift slender and common-place story.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Pickford's latest appears to be a

rather poor production. Played it one week to poor business.

SAND.
Produced by Paramount.
Distributed by Famous Players.

Star—William S. Hart.
Director—Lambert Hillyer .

Review—July 3-20—Page 316.

Producers ads—Issues of July 3rd
and 10th.

Lobby Displays—Page 1858 of Sept.

4th.

" First Run " Showing—Page 241,

Issue of July 3rd—413-4 of July
10th—592 of July 17th—1125 of
Aug. 7th—1337-8 of Aug 14th

—1512 of Aug. 21st.

Exploitation—Page 242, Issue of

July 3d—759 of July 24th—1340
of Aug. 14th—1679 of Aug. 28th

—1859 of Sept. 4th.

NEWS Review Resume—William S. Hart and his pinto score in

characteristic picture.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Very entertaining. Has a good
cast and is well produced—Drew good audiences. Box office re-

ceipts good.

YES OR NO.
Produced by Joseph M. Schenck.
Distributed by First National.

Star—Norma Talmadge.
Director—R. William Neill.

Review, July 17-20—Page 667.

Producers' Ads—Issue of Aug. 7th.

Lobby Displays—Page 1108, issue

of Aug. 7th.

Prologue Descriptions—Page 1122,

issue of Aug. 7th—3365 of Oct.

30th.

" First Run " Showings — Page
1123-26, issue of Aug. 7th

—

1338-40 of Aug. 14th—1690 of
Aug. 28th—1872 of Sept. 4th—
2050 of Sept. llth—2231 of
Sept. 18th.

Exploitation—Page 1125, issue of
Aug. 7th—1504 of Aug. 21st—
1508 of Aug. 21st—2039 of
Sept. llth—2613 of Oct. 2nd—
2994 of Oct. 16th—3365-7-9 of
Oct. 30th.

NEWS Review Resume—This would have hit the bull's eye had
comedy been developed.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Good all around picture with
good plot and good acting. Something new in pictures.

The above page inaugurates a new service designed to save exhibitors a great deal of labor and to make the filing of informa-

tion on certain pictures easy. The selections for the page are automatic—those pictures which in the course of sixteen weeks
receive the greatest amount of exploitation so far as the News has been able to relate.
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Music for Your Theatre
No. 24

How to Judge Music Cue Sheets
By Charles D. Isaacson

THE best music cue sheet is the one
you make yourself.

The next best music cue sheet is

the one which fits into your own condi-

tions and is made the way you would
do it, if you had the understanding.

The thing to remember always in ex-

amining the cue sheet which is sent for

your guidance is this

:

" Does it fit the picture and does it

help it?"

Unfortunately too many music sheets

are designed to get rid of a mass of mu-
sic which is slow-moving and which is

dragged into the score for the purpose
of making the exhibitor buy orchestra

parts he'd never purchase otherwise. A
cue sheet which is the product of a music
publisher is generally to be looked upon
with suspicion, for it is logical that no
matter how honest the compiler, he is go-

ing to favor his own company's product
over any other. If your cue sheets seem
to be concentrated on the songs and selec-

tion of a certain group of publishers, to

the exclusion of all other companies,

watch your step.

I do not mean to say that it is not pos-

sible for any big concern to give satis-

factory results for all pictures without

going outside of its own library, but it is

improbable. « In other words, no music
producer has all the genius in the world
and has no more right to monopolize a

theatre program than did the old time

film-maker who attempted to sew the ex-

hibitor up into contracts to rent no other

pictures but their own brand.

The right kind of cue sheet must be
made from the exhibitor angle and the

picture angle.

I am interested in the welfare of the

theatre owner in these discussions, and I

must be brutally frank and honest.

In examining a cue sheet, the first and
uppermost question for you to keep in

mind is its relation to the picture. A
man doesn't need to be a musician to

answer this question. Anybody can tell

if a piece of music fits in with the situa-

tion of the picture. The more experience

you have in judging music settings the

better you will be able to tell whether the

selection is the most useful which might
have been chosen. If there is a love

scene, any romantic melody will do to be
sure, but just as there are variations of

The Musical-Motion Pic-

ture Conference
January 24-25 -26, New York City

SEND IN YOUR REGISTRATIONS
TO THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS
AT ONCE
IP YOU ARE COMING.
ALL THE PROMINENT
MANAGERS, MUSICIANS,
COMPOSERS, ETC., HAVE
REGISTERED THEIR INTENTION
TO BE PRESENT.
START SOMETHING FOR
PICTURE MUSIC WHICH WILL
ELIMINATE THE CAMOUFLAGE
AND BOSH AND GIVE A CHANCE
FOR SERIOUS WORK.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DATE
OF THE MEETING HAS BEEN
CHANGED FROM
JANUARY 9-10 TO THE ABOVE.

love acting, so there are variations of love

melodies. Some love is all mush and re-

quires mushy ballades ; some love is

highly heroic and calls for depth of emo-
tion ; some love is more passion and
sexual music is more fitting. . . .

The better you know the music that has

been written the better you'll be equipped

to judge the closeness with which the

melody fits to the shading of an idea.

. . . But one sure thing you can tell

if the music is absolutely out of keeping

with the meaning of the picture! I have
seen cue sheets which suggested compo-
sitions which not only were adaptable,

but were nullifying! Imagine, in a re-

cent cue sheet for a picture which I will

not mention, the compiler had recom-
mended a jazz dance number for a scene

in the home of a bishop ! Was he trying

to satirize the actor? Was he attempting

to make a burlesque of the action? For
that was exactly what he was certain to

accomplish.

The matter of being equipped to judge
the relation of music to action, and ac-

tion to music is one which I have already

treated quite exhaustively ; but I believe

that the time is ripe for me to go into the

subject again. This department has been
running under my direction for half a

year, all but two weeks
;
many have be-

come habitual readers of our music dis-~

cussion w ho were not with us during the

first few weeks. And besides, even those

who have followed the articles from the

start, will be glad to refresh their

memories and gain some of the new
thoughts on the older subject.*

But now, I wish to adhere to the mat-
ter of music cue sheets. Before using

one, figure to yourself, is this written to

sell me music, or is it written to help me
exhibit my picture more effectively?

When you have made up your mind that

your picture will be aided by the music
which is suggested, then don't stop to

worry about the matter of getting the

necessary equipment.
I said at the start of this article that

the best cue sheet would be the one you
made yourself. Why? You would know
your field, your patrons, your local con-
ditions, your instrument and players "and
your music library. Consequently you
would not only think about the picture

but the kind of musician and instru-

ments you had to play the musical ac-

companiment. Also you would select

from the music you had on hand.
For the moment let us think of another

allusion which will help to make this mat-
ter clear.

A good many theatre managers have a
collection of letters of different kinds for

their signs. When they need to make up
a series of words and titles for the bill-

boards or their lobbies or to be thrown
on the screen, they just go to their col-

lection and use the right kind of letters.

When a theatre has built up a good
library of music, properly classified ac-

cording to titles of the compositions and
composers—but more particularly ac-

cording to the usefulness of the compo-
sitions, then it is easy to find the appro-
priate hits for every purpose. A good
picture-musical leader would be able to

bring you on demand from his library

any number of bits to illustrate every epi-

sode in a picture from the ocean storm to

the calm rustic retreat ; from the drunken
woodsman to the quaint little girl in her
nursery.

The best kind of a cue sheet conse-
quently would be that which was made
at home. The musical leader there would
be acquainted with his ammunition, he

Editor's Note : Mr. Isaacson will run this article
next week. He calls it " First Step in Musical Un-
derstanding."
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND PURCHASES

In the Independent Field
STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT NEWS AND VIEWS

Need of Comedies Seen
by Joan Sales Manager
The demand for two-reel com-

edies of the better kind, reported

to surpass the demand of any other

brand of motion-picture by leading

producers in the trade papers, is

said to be borne out strongly by
the reports sent into Joan head-
quarters by its new sales-manager,
Louis Baum.
Baum left New York a month

ago for a three-month tour of the

principal exchange centers of the

country. During his month's tour

to date, he has covered Washing-
ton, D. C, Baltimore, Pittsburgh,

Boston, Atlanta, Louisville, New
Orleans, and Indianapolis. His suc-

ceeding journey will take him
through Chicago, Cleveland, Cin-

cinatti, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
Kansas City, Salt Lake City, Den-
ver, Los Angeles, Portland, and San
Francisco. He reports a big de-

mand for Billy West comedies.

Great Interest Shown
in "Isobel"

Much interest has been aroused

in the state rights field in the pres-

entation of " Isobel
;
or, The Trail's

End," a production adapted for the

screen from James Oliver Cur-
wood's successful novel of that

name, by George H. Davis. This
production, staged and directed by
Edwin Carewc with a cast headed
by House Peters and Jane Novak,
is one of the really big productions

of the year, and the fact that the

independent field is appreciative of

its being offered in that market is

attested by the numerous inquiries

Mr. Davis has received from all

parts of the country.

Mr. Davis, who continues to

make his New York headquarters

in the offices of Joe Brandt, presi-

dent of the C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration, 1600 Broadway, announces
that he has been deluged with ap-

plications for territory with " Iso-

bel."

Edward Small Opens
Hollywood Office

An announcement from Edward
Small Enterprises comes to the in-

dustry in the way of information

that he has just opened an office in

Hollywood, California for the pur-

pose of being in direct contact with

the professional both in the East

and West.
" Mr. Small is ready to lend his

able hand to the general uplift of

the industry, and the service that

has been the earmark of the Ed-
ward Small Enterprises will con-

tinue and expand on the same con-

scientious plans, established on the

basis of achievement and sinceri-

ty," announces the statement.

A scene from " Life " the new super feature produced by William A. Brady
from his stage play of the same name

"Produce for the Public"
Fans, Not Exhibitors, Should Be
the Goal, States Harry Revier

"PRODUCING a picture is very
A much like writing a book,"

states Harry J. Revier, who is di-

recting " The Son of Tarzan."
" The goal should be the public, the

ultimate consumer. No successful

novel is written for the benefit of

the publisher or the newsstand
dealer. It is aimed at the great ma-
jority, the class whose opinion

marks its success or failure.

"Pictures have the same jury,

are good or bad, according to the

verdict of the same majority. But
how many producers and directors

recognize this fact? Many of the

screen's five-reel weak sisters today

are financial and artistic invalids

simply because they were not made
for the screen.

" In a general way, of course, the

producers of these failures admit-

ted that the films would eventually

reach the public and made certain

concessions accordingly. But in the

main they aimed their pictures at

the exhibitor. Thinking entirely of

impressing him and without regard

for the effect on the story, they put

in this scene or that and burden the

picture with an expensive look,

later shifting the load to the the-

atre-owner in the form of increased

rental.

" Many of the pictures thus laden

with spectacular scenes and lavish

sets would be far greater money-
makers for the exhibitors if they

contained good heart interest or lit-

tle human touches instead of these

startling but cold features. A
strong, consistent story well acted

and properly directed makes a good
picture. To break up the interest

and continuity just to inject flashy

scenes is artistic suicide.
" I do not mean by this that the

selling qualities of a picture should
be slurred in production. But I do
maintain that the sales merits of

a picture are in the things that fit

into it naturally and not in sets,

scenes or effects that are tossed in

promiscuously just to give it what
some producers call a ' sales angle

'

for securing exhibitors" bookings.
" It is a matter of record that

pictures costing only $15,000 to pro-

duce have earned more than pro-

ductions whose cost sheet reached
the $150,000 mark. The reason for

this lies principally in the fact that

the $15,000 picture was made for

the benefit of the picture-goer and
the $150,000 white, elephant was
made to sell."

Goodman Picture to Be
Ready Shortly

A motion picture written, direct-

ed and produced by one man is to

be released shortly. The picture

is " Thoughtless Women ", a drama
in six reels, and it is the work of
Daniel Carson Goodman, author of
" Hagar Revelry ",

" The Taker "

and other novels and who is' said

to be the first novelist to turn his

attention to the motion picture

field. Alma Rubens will be fea-

tured in the leading role.

One of Mr. Goodman's most re-

cent pictures was "The Wonder
Man ", in which Robertson-Cole
presented Georges Carpentier, the

French boxing champion.

State Right Buyers See
C. B. Price Feature
On invitation of C. B. Price the

States Rights representatives of
over twenty-six states enjoyed a
special showing on Wednesday,
November 3rd, of the six-reel

special picture, " Your Daughter

—

and Mine," which is soon to be re-

leased in the United States and
Canada. This is the English made
film originally called " Hindle
Wakes," after the play by the late

Stanley Houghton.

"The Victim" Interests
Boston Exhibitors

" Following the announcement
that I had secured the distributing

rights for the New England terri-

tory of ' The Victim ' numerous in-

quiries for bookings have been
pouring into my offices," states Sam
Grand, of the Boston Federated
Exchange.

" I think the release of this pro-

duction marks a distinct advance
for the independent exchanges and
illustrates the rapid strides made in

the independent field within the last

few months," continued Mr. Grand.

Weinberger Will Sell

"Below the Deadline"
Concurrent with the release of

" Below the Deadline." is the

added announcement from the offi-

cers of Sidney Ascher Productions,

Inc., of the appointment of Mack
D. Weinberger, as sales manager
over this and other productions

which it will release. Mr. Wein-
berger again enters the state right

field after a short absence from the

New York D. W. -Griffith office,

from he resigned recently.

Sammy Burns to Make
Two-Reel Comedies
Sammy Burns announces the for-

mation of the Sammy Burns Come-
dies, Inc., under the laws of the

state of New York at a capitaliza-

tion of $100,000. Sammy Burns is

president and has established execu-

tive offices at 311 Fifth avenue, New
York City. The new company will

manufacture two-reel comedies.

inNew Trade Journal
New Orleans

Volume 1, number 1. of Screen-

craft, a regional trade journal pub-
lished in New Orleans, appeared
on October 20th. This new paper,

which makes a very favorable bow
to the Southern exhibitors, is edited

and published by Jules A. Benedic.

McDonnell Comes East
Major R. J. McDonnell, of the

Frazee Film Productions, Inc., of

Riverside, Calif., is visiting the

larger cities of the East on business

for his company.
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Friedman Has New Series
Celebrated Players to Release

One-Reel Comedies in December
JOE FRIEDMAN, president of

the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, Chicago, has added
another series of pictures to those
he is releasing through indepen-
dent state right exchanges, offer-

ing, in addition to the Gumps Ani-
mated Cartoons, the Celebrated
Comedies, one-reelers, directed by

J. Hunt, the first of which will be
released about December 1st.

They are high-class situation

comedies and Mr. Friedman states

they will be among the most inter-

esting and mirth provoking short

subjects yet offered to the exhib-
itors of the United States.

Mr. Friedman already has dis-

posed of this series to the follow-
ing exchanges : Merit Film Cor-
poration, New York, for New-
York State and New Jersey; Fed-
erated Film Exchange, Boston, the

New England states; Standard
Film Service, Cleveland, for Ohio,

Michigan and Kentucky; Crescent
Film Company, Kansas City, West-
ern Missouri and Kansas; Mid-
West Distributing Company, Mil-
waukee, the State of Wisconsin

;

Supreme Film Company, Denver,
all the western states ; R. D. Lewis
Film Company, Dallas, states of
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
and the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, of Chicago, will

handle Indiana and Illinois.

That Mr. Friedman will have
still other pictures to put on the

United States market shortly, is in-

dicated by the fact that he has

signed up with Cartoonist Orr,

creator of the famous Kernel

Cootie cartoons, which are one of

the most popular features used on

the comic page of many of the

leading newspapers in the United

States for a series of comedies

based on these cartoons.

Arliss's Work Wins Praise
Screen Director

Pays Tribute to

/"JEORGE ARLISS, who will

V# make his motion picture debut
in the title role of " The Devil,"

which Harry Leonhardt and An-
drew J. Callaghan are producing
for Associated Exhibitors, is "sit-

ting in " on the assembling and
titling of the picture. He has held
off rehearsals for " The Green God-
dess," his next stage play, until
" The Devil " is finished and per-

fect, states Pathe.
Nothing has pleased the produc-

ers more than the close harmony
that has prevailed between their

star and their director from the be-
ginning. " We knew that we had
two unusually brilliant men," said
Mr. Leonhardt, " and that it was
only a question of their getting to

know each other. We arranged that

of "The Devil"
Prominent Actor
they should share the limousine to

the studio in the mornings ; and in

that semi-privacy they talked, and
talked, and talked some more, and
found they had much in common.
Their tastes in books, plays, music,

art, their views of life, were very
similar. A strong and abiding
friendship now exists between
them."
The following tribute was paid

to the actor by James Young, the

director of " The Devil
:"

" It has been a privilege, a pleas-

ure, a delight to direct Mr. Arliss.

The spirit he has displayed in sub-
mitting to the arbitrary demands of

the camera—requirements so arbi-

trary that they irk most dramatic
stars almost beyond endurance

—

has been admirable. And because

PublicGettingMore Critical
Charles Urban, Kineto President

Believes Audience is Exacting
HE student of the motion
picture and of motion pic-

ture audiences," states Charles Ur-
ban, " is noticing of late that there

is a distinct improvement in the
critical ability of the public and
even more particularly, such an im-
provement on the part of the man
who most closely serves the public

audience—I mean the exhibitor."

Mr. Urban has been identified

with motion picture production
from the beginning—all the way
back to 1896. In the many years
:hat have passed since then he has
won a big reputation in many fields

jf the motion picture
;
particularly

)f educational and quality pictures,

ilso of mechanical appliances and
ispecially of pictures in color.

" I have noticed recently," Mr.
Jrban continued, " very definite

;igns that our motion picture public

tas reached that stage where adver-
ising men would say they were

IS

' educated.' I mean that they know
how- to pick and choose. People
no longer merely go to the ' movies.'
They have reached the point where
they choose their theatre because
they know that theatre represents
a certain quality which they are
seeking.

" The time was when the public

did not concern themselves with
quality in pictures. There were not
so many theatres then ; neither were
there so many pictures and going
to a picture-house was much like

tr.king a chance in a grab-bag. This
is no longer the case. One might
say the education process is about
complete. The fans, as we call

them, know the kind of pictures

they want and what is more, they
are going to get them.

" The big exhibitors, the first run
theatre men, have been giving the

short subjects more and more op-
portunity in their programs.

The Following Sales Are Reported on
the Independent Market

" The Woman Untamed" (Elmer J. McGovern) to Pearce
Film Co., of New Orleans for Mississippi and Louisiana.

Franklyn Farnum Series (Canyon Pictures) to the Enter-
prise Distributing Corporation of Atlanta, for Louisiana
and Mississippi.

" Vanishing Trails " (Canyon Pictures) to Mr. Wintraub, of
Fontenelle Feature Film Co., of Omaha for Iowa and
Nebraska.

" Girls Don't Gamble " (D. N. Schwab) to Greater Features,
Inc., of Seattle, Wash., for Washington, Oregon, Mon-
tana and part of Idaho.

" Smiling All the Way" (D. N. Schwab) to Greater Features
Inc., of Seattle, Wash., of Washington, Oregon, Montana
and part of Idaho.

" The County Fair " (Guy Croswell Smith) to True Film
Co., for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

" The Country God Forgot " (Exclusive Features—Marshall
Neilan re-issue) to Soil Lesser of All Star Feature Dis-
tributors, of San Francisco.

" The Hidden Wealth " (Commonwealth Film Corp.) to
Aaron Gallos, of Gallos Enterprises, Chicago, for Illinois
and Indiana.

" The Devil's Angel " (Clark Cornelius Corp.) to Pearce
Films, of New Orleans and Atlanta.

" Voices " (Victor Kremer Feature Films) to Pearce Films,
of Atlanta and New Orleans.

" In the Clutches of the Hindu " (15 episode serial—Gau-
mont) to Fontenelle Feature Film Co., of Omaha.

" In the Clutches of the Hindu " to Federal Features, of
Washington, D. C.

15 Harry Carey pictures (two-reel re-issues—Aywori Film
Corp.) to All-Star Features of San Francisco.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Seattle Film Exchange, of Seat-
tle, Wash.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Arrow Photoplays Co. for Den-
ver, Col.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Unity Photoplays Co., of Chi-
cago, 111.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Associated Feature Film Co., of
Indianapolis, Ind.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Strand Features Inc., of Detroit,
Mich.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Elliot Film Corp., of Minneapo-
lis, Ind.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Standard Film Corp., of Kansas
City, Mo.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Sterling Film Corp., of Omaha,
Neb.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Masterpiece Film Corp., of
Cleveland, Ohio.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Wilson Film Co., of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Trimount Film Exchange, of
Boston, Mass.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Gardiner Pictures, Inc., of Buf-
falo, N. Y.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Penn Film Service, of Pittsburgh,
Pa.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Premier Pictures Co., of Char-
lotte, N. C.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Southwestern Film Corp., of
Dallas, Texas.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Morart Film Exchange, of Balti-
more, Md.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Amalgamated Exhibitors Cir-
cuit, of Montreal, Canada.

15 Harry Carey pictures to A. C. Bromberg Attractions
of Atlanta, Ga.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Standard Film Corp. of St.
Louis, Mo.

15 Harry Carey pictures to Aywon Film Exchange for New
York City.

Celebrated Comedies (one-reel serial—Celebrated Players
Film Corp.) to Merit Film Corp. for New York State
and New Jersey.

Celebrated Comedies to Federated Film Exchange, of Bos-
ton, for New England.

Celebrated Comedies to Standard Film Service, of Cleveland,
for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.

Celebrated Comedies to Crescent Film Company, of Kan-
sas City, for Western Missouri and Kansas.

Celebrated Comedies to Mid-West Distributing Co., of Mil-
waukee, for Wisconsin.

Celebrated Comedies to Supreme Film Co., of Denver, for
the Western States.

Celebrated Comedies to R. D. Lewis Film Company, of Dal-
las, Tex., for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

1
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Three Two-Reelers Fin-
nished by Westart

The Westart Pictures Corpora-
tion, which started work six weeks
ago in Tulsa, Oklahoma, making
two-reel western dramas announce
that they have finished the first

three pictures. These were given

a private screening for the officials

of the company.

J. Gordon Cooper, who directed

the Chief Flynn stories is directing

the Westart pictures. The leading

man is Jack Mower who will be

remembered as the hero in " The
Third Eye" for Pathe. Al Hart,

and Robert Conville, are respec-

tively, character and heavy leads

with the company.
The Westart company is pur-

chasing stories suitable for five-

reel pictures and condensing them
into two-reel lengths. Each story

is made in 4,000 feet and reduced
later to a 2,000 foot negative. A
large studio has been erected in

Tusla.
" Black Gold ", the first picture,

will be released through independ-
ent exchanges about December 1st.

"Black Gold" is a western story

the scenes of which are laid in the

Oklahoma oil fields. The plot re-

volves around an attempt to steal

valuable oil lands. The story has a

surprise finish with the denouement
following the climax closely. The
thirty Westart daredevil cowboys
take a very active part in this and
all other Westart pictures.

" Out of the Clouds ", the second
picture is a new departure in

Westerns. " The Fatal Scar " is

the third picture.

"The Son of Tarzan"
on Final Episode

Harry Revier, director, Roy
Somerville, photodramatist, and a
company of over twenty players,

have just returned from San Fran-
cisco, where they spent a few days
finishing the initial scenes of the

fifteenth and final episode of " The
Son of Tarzan," which Mr. Revier
is producing as a big special serial

for the National Film Corporation.
Through the courtesy of Cap-

tain Cousins of the " President,"

Mr. Revier was enabled to secure
a number of shipboard scenes for

the grand finale of the serial while
en route to the Golden Gate city.

Included in the party on location

were : Karla Schramm, Manilla
Martan, P. Dempsey Tabler, George
Morrell and Eugene Burr of the

cast, Ad Linkoff, assistant director,

and Lee Humiston and Charles
Clark, cameramen. " The Son of

Tarzan " was adapted by Mr. Som-
erville from the famous book by
Edgar Rice Burroughs. The
world's rights to the serial are con-

trolled by David P. Howells.

Lina Gavalieri Now in

New York City
Lina Cavalieri, the star of

" Mad Love," arrived in New York
last week- to fulfill her operatic en-

gagements for the season, accord-
ing to an announcement of Victor
Kremer. Bookings on the operatic

star's latest picture are increasing

rapidly, according to reports re-

ceived from the New York Inde-

pendent Masterfilms, who are

handling the feature.

Chicago Executives Meet
Independent Films Ass'n Heads
Discuss Future of State Rights

TS it a fact that exhibitors in
* every section of the country are
placing more bookings with the
various independent exchanges than
ever before? How does the vol-
ume of business being done by the
independent exchanges compare
with that of the program ex-
changes ?

These two interesting questions
were threshed out pro and con at

a meeting of the executives of the
Independent Films Association in

Chicago last week.
An analysis of conditions in

each distributing territory was
presented by H. E. Bel ford, sales
manager, with the prediction that
if the independent film exchanges
could rely on getting more re-

leasing series like the Neal Hart
Specials, which are released every
six weeks, they would very soon
be head and shoulders above the

program exchanges in volume of
business.

" The program exchanges are

booking the cheaper pictures,"

said Mr. Belford. " The state

right men are getting better prices

for their product, because the ex-
hibitors find more satisfaction in

doing business with them and also

because the pictures handled by

the independents strike a higher
average of quality than most pro-
gram releases."

Reports from various parts of
the country were said to have
showed that state right men are
doing capacity business at the
present time, and that this business
has shown a tendency to increase

as rapidly as new units w:ere added.
Independent Films Association

will open a New York office with-
in the next thirty days. Plans for

increased production of its mem-
bers exchanges for more units

along the line of the successful

Neal Hart series.

One thing brought out at the

meeting was that the independent
market offered a great opportunity
for producers who were willing to

cater to that field and make pic-

tures fitted to the needs and re-

quirements of the independent ex-
changes.

Following the business session,

there was a dinner at the Black-
stone Hotel. Those present were
Eddy Eckels, president and gen-
eral manager; H. A. Woody, sec-

retary and treasurer; H. E. Bel-

ford, sales manager; Richard Rob-
ertson, advertising manager; H. C.

Robertson, foreign representative

;

M. B. Raub, service manager.

Broadwell to Recapitalize
" Nick Carter " Producers to Have
Four Units With Added Capital

BROADWELL PRO-
DUCTIONS, INC., produc-

ers of the " Nick Carter " series

which are being released through
the Pioneer Film Corporation, an-
nounce through their New York
representative, John J. Glavey,
1457 Broadway, New York City,

the recapitalization of the Corpor-
ation from $30,000 represented by
60,000 shares of common stock to

$3,800,000 represented by 300,000
shares of common stock, par value
$10.00 each and 800,000 shares of
preferred stock, par value $10.00
each, payable at 8% per annum on
the common stock and 10% on the
preferred stock.

The recapitalization was ap-

proved by the Secretary of State
of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, a few days ago.
Following this extension of cap-

ital, the company announce for
their future production plans the
organization of two production
units, each of which will make six

special super-features per year and
one company to make two-reel fea-

tures, also one company to produce
a feature serial. This will give the
Broadw-ell Productions, Inc., four
producing units.

Beside Tom Carrigan, Mae Gas-
ton, Colin Chase and Harry
Keenan, a well known woman star

has been signed by Mr. Broad-
well for the features.

Photoplay Based on Facts
" The Sky Pilot " Made by Curtis Is

Based on Author's Own Experiences
"TP HE SKY PILOT," on
A which the motion-picture

production of the Cathrine Curtis

Corporation of Los Angeles and
New York is based, and which is

being put on with an all-star cast,

is considered to be the most famous
and popular novel of Ralph Con-
nor, the Canadian preacher-writer
" Ralph Connor " is the pen name of

the Rev. Charles W. Gordon, pas-

tor of the Church of St. Stephens
in Winnipeg. His novel is. not all

imaginative; it grew out of the
author's actual experiences in the

cattle ranges of Montana and
among the rough pioneers in the

foothills of the Canadian Rockies.
Cathrine Curtis purchased the

rights to " The Sky Pilot " for the
corporation of which she is the
head. She has seen to it that the
picturization of this drama of the

hills and plains should lack no aid

to success. She determined that all

of the principal scenes in the picture

should be made on the exact loca-

tions made familiar by Ralph Con-
nor, and she secured an all-star cast

to interpret the well-known char-

acters. The picture will be released

through the National Exhibitors'

Circuit.

Field Shows Interest
in Capital Stars

Lester Cuneo in "Lone Hand
Wilson " seems to be making an
stant appeal to the states-right fieldj
according to report from Chicago!
For many days the office of the]
Capital Film Company has been nJ
vaded by an army of telegraph and
special delivery messengers. Up to
the present time, ninety-five per cenj
of the state-right buyers have beed
heard from through some mannei
of communication.
A circular just being sent to all

exhibitors in the United Stated
with an enclosed card, is bringinl
unheard of results. Exhibitors id
the Chicago territory even cominj
in personally to get information ref
garding " Lone Hand Wilson."
The Fritzie Ridgeway two-ree

Westerns, released in October, ar
also being received very favorabl
by movie fans all over the com
try, according to reports receive
from state-right buyers.
W. D. Russell, of Capital, see

nothing but the most optimistil
future for the company because o:

the instant appeal Mr' Cuneo aiM
Miss Ridgeway are making.

Equity Fearure Bookeq
Heavily in New York
Strong booking of " Whisperi

Devils," Equity's six-reel stat<
rights feature starring Conw
Tearle and Rosemary Theby, is i

ported by the Commonwealth Fil_
Corp., which controls New Yon
State.

In the course of a month it I

claimed over two hundred boo
ings have been secured, coveri
the finest houses of New Yo
State. The rentals are said to
above the average, and set a hi
w-ater mark in Commenweal
history, rivalling the income on „
Clara Kimball Young productiot
in amount and length of run.

Fischer Pictures Past
Half Way Mark

David G. Fischer, director ani

vice-president of Fox-Fischer M;
terplays, announces that the hal
way mark has been passed in
production of his eight-reel sp
" In the Shadow- of the Dome
featuring Dixie Lee. After ano
er week's work at the Broo
studio, scenes will be taken of
House of Representatives
session.

Mr. Fischer has already tal

32,000 feet of film for this produi
tion, the total footage of whid
will amount to 60,000 feet befd
cutting.

Alexander Will Handle
Many Features

The Alexander Film Corporate I

have closed contracts with the A»n
cher Features, Inc., for the phys!*
cal distribution, the entire output oi I

the Hamilton Film Corporation, tN I

Triangle Film Corporation, Asc»
Features, Inc., and the Ascher Pn» I

ductions. All the productions trffli I

Triangle w ith Hart. Talmadge, Raf I

Gish, Keenan, Olive Thomas, etfc

will be recreated with new paper
new prints and re-edited. Tin
Alexander distribution will co^H
the entire State of New York afl*
Northern New Jersey.
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Sherman Speeds Up Production

A scene from " Betty the Vamp,' a

Muriel Ostriche comedy released by
Arrow

Muriel Ostriche to Be
in Movie Exposition
Miss Muriel Ostriche, who is ap-

pearing in a series of two-reel

comedies which are being produced

by Mrs. Garnette Sabin, will be a

visitor in Atlanta, Ga., at the Mo-
tion Picture Exposition which will

be held during the week of Decem-
ber 6.

Miss Ostriche is at present work-
ing on her latest comedy, released

by the Arrow Film Corporation,

the title of which has not yet been

announced.

HARRY A. SHERMAN, head
of the recently formed Sher-
man Productions Corp., an-

nounces that until franchises cov-
ering the entire United States and
Canada have been issued by Sher-
man Productions Corporation, 110

announcement will be made regard-

ing the group of independent ex-

changes which will act as its dis-

tributing units.

When the circuit is complete a

definite release schedule will be

adopted by the franchise-holders

and the equitable Sherman plan of

delivering positive prints, based on
actual pro-rata production cost,

without advances of any kind, by
the exchange, will then be put into

active operation.

Meanwhile, President Sherman is

carrying out his production plans,

which contemplate the completion

of from four to six attractions be-

fore the date of the initial release.

Announcement has already been

made of the completion of two
productions, " Man and Woman

"

and "Miss 139" The third, an-

nounced this week for early release

on the Sherman schedule is " What
Will People Say?" a super-special

which it is claimed will prove a

vertible screen sensation.

Two other stories, announcement
[concerning which will be made later.

Third Feature Named
by New Producing

Organization
are also being put into production,
and another is under consideration,

which will call for picturization

upon a most elaborate scale.

Production on the last mentioned
picture probably will be delayed un-
til it can be submitted to the Sher-
man franchise-holders for decision

as to its cost and box office pos-

sibilities, for under the Sherman
policy no picture costing more than

$100,000 will be made by Sherman
Productions Corporation without
first receiving the sanction and ap-

proval of the exchanges which will

release it. •

President Sherman is confident,

however, that this decision will be

favorable once the character of the

story and its advertising and poten-

cial box office value is understood.

As he points out, under the Sher-

man plan of distribution, the pro-

duction cost among twenty-five ex-

changes, according to territory, only

after the picture is completed
and ready, the question of expendi-

ture is of secondary importance, if

tin requisite attraction value is con-

tained in the picture.

Under the Sherman plan, the
practical advantages to the distrib-

utor and the exhibitor are obvious,

for the producer's and the distrib-

utor's profits are combined without
detriment to either, and by elimi-

nating the profit ordinarily required

by the producer the system is said

to operate directly to the benefit of

the exhibitor as well as the ex-
change.

Equitable booking values are to

be maintained based on the real

cost of the picture, and not upon
an arbitrary figure established by
the producer and this operates for

the benefit of all concerned.
" The Sherman plan," stated one

exchangeman, " once it is put into

full operation, will do more to stan-

dardize picture booking costs on the

basis of a fair and equitable pro-

portion of the actual production

cost, than any other system so far

evolved.

" With the privilege of rejecting

any inferior picture, which Harry
Sherman's personal guarantee af-

fords each franchise-holder, the

Sherman plan of dealing with dis-

tributors while entirely practical, is

the fairest and most advantageous
ever offered to the independent ex-

changes of their country."

Pansy Porter to Play
Opposite Hoxie

Word has been received by the

Arrow Film Corp&ration from Ben
Wilson that Miss Pansy Porter is

to play the leading feminine role

opposite Jack Hoxie in his first spe-

cial five - reel feature production
which is now in the course of pro-

duction. Miss Porter has had con-

siderable screen experience, as well

as two years of stage training.

On the screen she has appeared
in several serials with Ruth Roland,
Ben Wilson and Eddie Polo. In

her latest part she appeared oppo-
site Eddie Polo in his serial,
" King of the Circus," which has
just been completed.

Urban' s Movie Chats
at Broadway Houses
Charles Urban's Movie Chats will

be seen regularly henceforth at

both the Rivoli and Rialto theatres

in New York.
The Twelfth Series of the Movie

Chats are employed in this week's
programs, the subject being a

demonstration of the Electrolysis of

Metals.
" Any exhibitor," states Kineto,

" who is in doubt as to how theatre

patrons react to the Movie Chats
ought to step into the Rivoli and
Rialto theatres and listen to the

comments of the audience while the

Movie Chats are being shown.

$10,000 to Publicize Serial
ROBERT LYNCH, manager of

the Metro Film Exchange, of

1321 Vine street, Philadel-

phia, w hich exchange owns the ter-

ritory of Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey on the David
P. Howells fifteen episode serial
" The Son of Tarzan," is ready to

start his big drive on this feature

serial full of confidence.
" I am certain," states Mr. Lynch,

" that not only will ' The Son of

Tarzan ' be one of the greatest box
office serials, but that it will out-

draw ' The Lost City ' serial. I

have been informed by not less than

sixty per cent of the exhibitors who
ran 'The Lost City' that it was a

life saver for them during the sum-
mer months."

Metro Film Exchange, always

one of the most enterprising and
wide-awake in the Sleepy City, will

spend at least $10,000 in publicity

before any theatre will be allowed

to run the first episode. They ex-

pect to put out two forty-foot floats

with six horses to each one, with a

miniature forest on one half of the

float and on the other half two
cages to contain different animals.

One of these trucks is going to par-

ade all around Philadelphia for

thirty days before release date, go-

ing from one public school to an-

other and in the evenings up and

down the main streets. It will also

visit all theatres possible.

Metro Film Exchange
to Boost " Tarzan

"

in Philadelphia

Metro will go into newspaper
publicity almost equally strong.

They expect to take space in the

newspapers of every town of any
size in the entire state of Pennsyl-
vania. " In other words," an-
nounces Mr. Lynch, " we intend to

make this one of the best box office

attractions of the season."
" The Son of Tarzan " is a fifteen

episode jungle serial based on the

book by Edgar Rice Burroughs.
It was directed by Harry Revier
from the scenario by Roy Somer-
ville. World rights are controlled

by David P. Howells, of 729 Seventh
avenue, New York.

It is pointed out that the various
exchanges who have already pur-
chased rights on the serial are a
recommendation of it. It abounds
with thrills and rapid fire action,

has a beautiful scenic background,
and includes a very capable cast

among its other assets. Philadel-

phia and vicinity, considered by
some to be one of the best serial

centers in the country, is expected
by the trade to respond generously
to the advertising and publicity ap

peal made by Bob Lynch. While
no bookings are announced as yet,

it is practically assured that " The
Son of Tarzan " will find its way
into some of the largest and most
exclusive of Philadelphia's thea-

tres. It is described as the kind of

a serial that will win for itself a

place in houses where never before

has a serial been shown.

Joan Feature in Chicago
" She Played and Paid " Said to Go
Big in Week's Run at Bandbox

«CHE PLAYED AND PAID,"
O the Joan feature starring

Fanny Ward, opened at the Band-
box theatre in Chicago on Novem-
ber 1st, and, it is reported, drew big

crowds throughout the entire week.
The Bandbox is one of the fore-

most of the loop theatres.

Chicago was in the midst of its

first show storms at the time and
the outlook for the picture was
bleak. " Despite all the competing
elements which included many
strong bills in competing houses,.

' She Played and Paid,' " announces
Joan, " entered the Bandbox and
with its tempting title incited the

fans of Chicago to sit in at th<

' game ' and pay the price."
" Another surprising thing,'

states Joan, " in connection with th<

showing of ' She Played and Paid

in Chicago last week is that no par

ticularly sensational stunts wen
employed to steer the public int<

the Bandbox. The showing of th<

picture was treated in a dignifie<

matter-of-course way, as the Band
box theatre has a prestige that doe

not call for any exciting campaign
in connection with its picture

though there have been showing:

where indirect drives were under
taken on a grand scale.

ONLY NEW SPROCKETS IN FIVE YEARS ! ! !

"These SIMPLEX machines have been run for five

years. Only repairs were new sprockets. You can t

beat them."

Liberty Theatre 10 Walla Walla, Wash.
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Reelcraft Has 12 Pictures ^gJSSfSg
Production Units Set New Record

Making Dozen Short Subjects

Series
Pictures

in

P RODUCTION units of the
* Reelcraft Pictures Corporation
have established a new record for
themselves by announcing twelve
more pictures completed for the

exclusive Short Subject program
now being distributed by Reelcraft
and allied Independent Exchanges
throughout the United States.

The Bill Franey single reel com-
edy unit, working under the direc-

tion of Thomas LaRose has com-
pleted six more single reel come-
dies titled " The Landlady ", " The
Moocher ",

" The Bull Fighter ",
" The Bath Dub ", " The Camera-
man " and "The Thief". Bill

Franey is starred in the series and
is assisted by Charles Hafeli and
Charley Post, as principal support-
ing comedians.
For the Royal Comedy series two

pictures have been delivered to the
General Office in which Otis Har-
lan of musical comedy fame is fea-

tured. The titles are " Welcome
Home'' and " I'll Say He Forgot".
These two releases follow pictures

in which such well known stars as
Billy B. Van, Leon Errol, Rosemary
Theby, Sammy Burns are likewise
featured.

In the Romance of Youth series,

the fourth picture has been com-
pleted, the title is " Sunshine ", and
places this unit release ready for up
to and including January first. Mat-
ty Roubert, " Fatty " Davis and
Thelma Wilmcrding are the juven-
iles featured in this- series.

The first two releases of the new
" Reelcraft Scenic " series have
been received and while they have
not been titled as yet, they are ready
for the market. Ten other scenic

releases, uncut and unedited, have
been received, and will be prepared
for release immediately.
Two additional producing units

are now being organizeS for Reel-
craft, to produce two additional se-

ries of releases for the Reelcraft
program, and their output to the

trade will be announced shortly.

Reelcraft expects to have six week-
ly releases before December first.

The Struggle''Now Ready
Canyon Announces Second Frankly

n

Farnum Western in Series of Six

Jack Eaton, president of the

Town and Country Films,

announces to W. E. Shallen-

berger, president of Arrow,

that "The Happy Duffer," a

golf picture, will be the third

of the Sport Pictorials. The
fourth will be " Girls Will

Be Boys," a girls' camp story.

The fifth is entitled "Ath-
letics in the Making," a sub-

ject taken at West Point,

showing the cadets drilling,

fencing and doing mass box-

ing. The sixth will be " How
Do You Get Your Exercise,"

which will illustrate almost

every kind of sport from
football to trout fishing, and
include slow motion of Greek
sports.

Broadway Favorite is

Signed by World
Eileen Wilson, who is being fea-

tured in " The Lady of the Lamp,"
the successful show now running
at the Republic theatre in New
York, has been signed up by the
World Motion Picture Corpora-
tion.

This announcement was made by
the World through Director James
B. ("Smiling Jimmy") Kelly, who
states that Miss Wilson will ap-
pear" in the series of two-reel
comedies which they will shortly
start releasing.

As has been announced, the
initial comedy will be entitled "The
Little Liar," and Eileen Wilson has
been engaged to appear in this. The
acquisition of Miss Wilson will

round out the cast for this produc-
tion in every respect. Those who
have followed the career of Miss
Wilson on the legitimate stage are
well aware of her ability. She has
afforded many a pleasurable mo-
ment to those who delight in

comedy-drama, and her present
popularity has been earned by her
inimitable and lovable dramatic
style.

Louis Weiss Corrects
False Statement

The following statement has been
received from Louis Weiss, vice-

president of the Numa Pictures
Corporation, and also Artclass Cor-
poration :

" Concerning the article printed
in a trade publication of last week,
emanating from Numa Pictures
Corporation, I wish to emphasize
the fact that Jimmie, the principal

lion in the S & E state right offer-

ing " It Might Happen to You," is

the same lion who was recently reg-

istered at the Belleclaire Hotel in

New York with Mr. Walter Beck-
with, the latter registering under
the name of T. R. Zann.

"
' The Revenge of Tarzan," in

which this lion appears, was pro-

duced by Numa Pictures Corpora-
tion and not by Artclass. Due to

my connection with Numa Pictures

Corp. and also Artclass Pictures,

a natural mistake was made by S
& E Enterprises in stating that

Artclass had produced ' The Re-
venge of Tarzan'."

"'"THE STRUGGLE," with
A Franklyn Farnum in the

stellar role, has been announced by

the Canyon Pictures Corporation as

the second release of their series of

six, five-reel western features which
are being produced by Colonel Wil-

liam N. Selig.

Franklyn Farnum in this produc-

tion plays the role of Dick Storm,

a strenuous young Easterner who
flees west to escape punishment for

his supposed murder of a boxing
instructor.

Mr. Farnum is supported by
Genevieve Berte and a large com-
pany of actors and cowpunchers.
The advent of these pictures is

claimed by Canyon to mark" a de-

cided step forward in the pro-
duction of western photoplays. All
of them are said to have compact
and logical plots and are from the
pens of the best writers of the day.

The stories are all dramatic and
have many humorous situations to
lighten up each picture.

" The Struggle " was written by
William E. Wing and was directed
by Otto Lederer under the personal
supervision of Colonel William N.
Selig.

The series is proving to be a very
attractive offering to the indepen-
dent buyers of the counutry, and
six pictures are being released at

the rate of one every six weeks.

An aeroplane trip around the
world for the purpose of taking a
series of motion pictures from the
clouds, serial scenics, of the prin-

cipal cities of the world, is the
latest exploitation into new fields

announced for the motion picture.

Capt. Theodore L. Tibbs, for-

merly of the British Royal Air
Force and now a Captain in the
Aviation Division of the New York
City Police Department left New
York on Oct. 23rd in a flying boat
of the Aeromarine Plane Company,
on the first leg of his world tour
taking airway motion pictures of
the principal cities along the Atlan-
tic Coast from New York to Hav-
ana, Cuba. Capt. Tibbs, is accom-
panied by James W. Morse, camera
operator who has made a number
of air flights.

The trip to Havana is being made
in a ten passenger and U. S. Mail
carrying machine of the Aeroma-
rine Plane Company and from
Havana Captain Tibbs and his
camaraman Morse will complete
their world tour in their own in-

dividual flying boat.

The motion pictures made on this

trip will be issued in a series of
single reels entitled "Around the
World in Eighty Flights " by the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York.

Film Editors Busy on
"Adam and Eve"

The cutting and editing of
" Adam and Eve," the second of a
series of special productions being
distributed through state-right ex-
changes by the Clark Cornelius
Corporation has about been com-
pleted and the initial trade showing
is expected to be held some time
during the coming week.

" Adam and Eve " is an adap-
tion from the book and stage suc-

cess of the same name, which was
written by Louisa Parr and C. E.
Monro, the screen version having
been prepared bv George Edwards
Hall.

A complete advertising campaign
is being prepared, announces the

Clark Cornelius Corporation. They
will make an effort to aid the state-

right buyers to realize the utmost
from the production. Every pos-

sible accessory, including press

books, posters, advertisi^- and
publicity cuts and mats, publicity

material, novelties and exploitation

aids are available.

First Guinan Feature is

"Daredevil Kate"
The first Texas Guinan Western

to be made by that star for Victor

Kremer Feature Films, Inc., will

be " Daredevil Kate." Miss Guin-

an will soon leave for the Coast

and will begin production on the

first of her series in the near^ fu-

ture. She is to make eight West-
erns for Victor Kremer annually.

" We will furnish her with a se-

ries of the best Western stories ob-

tainable," states the Kremer office.

"Neither time nor money will be

spared to acquire the best vehicle

for this star, whose box office

value has already been put to the

test and not found wanting."

Miss Guinan's director will be

chosen in the very near future.

Prizma Campaign a Success
Judging from results now in evi-

dence on the screens of the fore-

most Broadway motion picture

theatres, the recent campaign,

launched by Prizma to interest pro-

ducers and exhibitors in the possi-

bilities of enhancing their produc-

tions and presentations by the in-

terpolation of Prizma color-

schemes, is meeting with marked
success.

The main title of " Madame Pea-

cock" with Nazimova in the stellar

role has been attractively done in

Prizma colors and has excited fav-

orable comment at the Capitol

Theatre where it has been playing

this week. At last Monday's show-
ing of " Kismet," the Robertson-

Cole super-special, at the Hotel As-

tor, it was noted that the main title

was also Prizma-colored. " The
Stealers," playing this week at the

Broadway Theatre, is also repre-

sentative of the artistic innovations

being effected, Prizma colors en-

It is understood that Prizma is

tering into the main title and the

sub-titles interspersed throughout
the entire footage. The Capitol

Dome, the trade-mark of the big

Broadway picture palace, is also

being shown on the screen attrac-

tively augmented by the insertion

of chromatic effects by Prizma.

Another noteworthy achievement

of the Prizma color process, re-

cently showing along Broadway, is

" The Melody of Flowers." In this

attraction, Prizma, co-operating

with Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, has syn-

chronized beautiful color schemes
in flowery settings with orchestral

numbers. " The Melody of Flow-
ers " has had, up-to-date, a seven

week's run on Broadway—five

weeks at the Critrion, one week at

the Rivoli and this week at the

Rialto. This harmonious co-ordi-

nation of colors and music has ex-

cited the admiration of the Broad-

way audiences.
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ADVANCE VIEWS OF COMING. ATTRACTIONS

Live News From Producers
WHAT THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

Oscar A. Price, president of

Associated Producers, Inc.,

has received the following
telegram from F. B. Warren,
general manager of distribu-

tion, at present in Los An-
geles:

"I have shipped to our
branches today a picture that
has the sweep of action of
' The Birth of a Nation,' a
picture such as I have longed
for all summer and fall to
bear the imprint of Asso-
ciated Producers; a picture
so fine, so big, so powerfully
dramatic that it made a
group of hardened picture
people who watched it gasp
for breath. This picture is

Maurice Tourneur's ' The
Last of the Mohicans,' a
mighty production."

Ruth Roland Completes
Seventh Pathe Serial
" Ruth of the Rockies ", Ruth

Roland's seventh Pathe serial, fin-
ished its first run with the release
on December 5 of the fifteenth
chapter of this screen adaptation of
Johnston McCulley's novel " Broad-
way Bab." The picture claimed a
greater total of bookings than any
previous Ruth Roland starring ve-
hicle and has shown to a number of
screen patrons that far exceeds the
highest mark recorded by any other
serial before the completion of its

first run, says Pathe.
At present Miss Roland is at

work at the Brunton studios fuming
' The Avenging Arrow," which will
present in fifteen chapte: s a film
version of a novel by Arthur Pres-
ton Hankins.

Edith Johnson to Star
with William Duncan
Edith Johnson will be co-starred

with William Duncan in his Vita-
graph chapter plays, beginning with
the next production. The first re-

lease will be " Fighting Fate," on
which they have completed six of
the fifteen chapters. This play is

expected to be available shortly
after the first of the vear.

Goodman Picture to be
Pioneer Release

The Pioneer Film Corporation
will release the special feature,

Thoughtless Women," which was
written, directed and produced by
Daniel Carson Goodman, the author
of " Hagar Revelly " and " The
Taker," according to an announce-
ment of Mr. Goodman. Alma
Rubens is the featured player in

"Thoughtless Women."

From a scene still showing Justine Johnston and William Boyd in " Blackbirds,"
Miss Johnston's first starring vehicle for Realart

Vitagraph to Film Old Play
Catherine Calvert in the Leading
Role of " The Heart of Maryland

"

erine Calvert will be seen in the

title role made famous by Mrs.
Carter, which, by coincident is

Maryland Calvert. Crane Wilbur
will play opposite Miss Calvert as
Alan Kendrick, the role originated

by Maurice Barrymore, and among
others in the well-balanced cast are

Felix Grembs, William Collier, Jr.,

Ben Lyon, Bernard Siegel, Henry
Hallam, Warner Richmond, Arthur
Earl Victoria White, Marguerite
Sanchez and Jane Jennings. Wil-
liam B. Courtney made the screen

version of the play from the origi-

nal script.

<<TP HE HEART OF MARY-
1 LAND," the play by David

Belasco in which Mrs. Leslie Car-
ter and an all-star supporting com-
pany achieved a big success nearly

twenty-five years ago, has been
acquired by Vitagraph, and work
has already been begun on the pro-

duction with Catherine Calvert in

the title role. It will be directed

by Tom Terriss and presented as a

Tom Terriss production.
Vitagraph announces that a

strong cast has been engaged for

Vitagraph's screen production of

"The Heart of Maryland." Cath-

Mayer at Rothacker Plant
Views Mildred Harris Chaplin's
" Old Dad "; Announces New Plans

ON his way back to the Coast
Louis B. Mayer visited the

Rothacker Laboratories where he
viewed Mildred Harris Chaplin's

picture "Old Dad" after its final

editing. He was accompanied by
Jack Schulze whom he has signed

up to be technical director for all

Mayer productions. Mr. Schulze
staged " Four Years in Germany,"
" Rio Grande " and many other big

successes.

It was a case of optimist meeting
optimist when Mr. Mayer shook
hands with Watterson R. Roth-
acker. The coming year will be

even bigger than you predict," said

the visitor to Mr. Rothacker.
The Coast producer told he had

contracted John M. Stahl to make
specials.

" Mr. Stahl's first," said Mr.
Mayer, " will be ' Women That
Pass in the Night.' And the picture

will be as good as the title. This
will be one to watch for.

" Edwin Carewe will direct one
picture for Anita Stewart and then
will make a big special.

" Mrs. Chaplin's picture, ' The
Woman in His House,' is going out
as a road show. It will start on
Broadway. We are arranging for a
theatre now."

The Smith family—consisting of

Pete, the Neilen publicity director,

his wife and his infant heir appar-
ent—en route to the Coast, stopped
over in Chicago to see Marshall
Neilan's latest, " Dinty," screened
at the Rothacker Laboratories.

Another Wedding in

Filmland
Miss Freda Rubenstein, actively

associated with Sol Lesscrs since

he entered the picture game, will

become the bride of Jules Wolf,
who until recently, has been sales

manager of Associated First Na-
tional, in Los Angeles. Miss Ru-
benstein came to Los Angeles only
a year ago, when Mr. Lesser moved
his executive offices from San
Francisco, and while it is said to be
her intention to retire from busi-

ness activities in the Lesser or-
ganization, it is regarded as doubt-
ful by her friends who know of
Miss Rubenslein's intense interest

in her work.

Raye Dean Leading
Lady for Bert Lytell

Raye Dean has been engaged by
Metro to play the principal femin-
ine role in " A Message From
Mars," the first Maxwell Karger
production starring Bert Lytell, to

be made and distributed by Metro
Pictures Corporation. This is a
picturization of the 'stage play by
Richard Ganthoney. Miss Dean
will portray the part of an English
society girl in " A Message From
Mars."

In the cast supporting Mr. Lytell,

besides Miss Dean, will be Alphonz
Ethier, Maud Milton, Frank Cur-
rier and George Spink. The screen
version of the play was prepared by
Arthur Zellner and Arthur Maude.

Camera Work Begun on
Bert Lytell Vehicle

Camera work on " A Message
From Mars," the Maxwell Karger
screen production of the stage play
by Richard Ganthoney, starring
Bert Lytell, began this week at

Metro's New York studios on West
Sixty-first street. The opening
scenes of the picture, the first of
the series to be personally directed
by Mr. Karger, are laid in the As-
tronomers' Club in London, and the
settings as such are a marvel of
handsome Jacobean interiors, states

Metro.

Michel Rale Engaged
for Pathe Serial

Engaged for an important charac-
ter in the action of the las: three
chapters of the Pathe serial star-

ring Juanita Hansen with Warner
Oland and Marguerite Courtot.
Michel Rale, well known for his

interpretations of Oriental charac-
ters on the stage and screen, has
joined the cast of the company
which Bertram Millhauser is direct-

ing at the George B. Seitz studio in

New York.
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m Loew Reiterates His Stand

Billie Burke as a member of " The Midnight Frolic " in " The Education of
Elizbeth," a forthcoming Paramount picture in which Miss Burke is the star

Good Cast in Chinese Play
"Beyond the Great Wall" Cast

Choosen from Broadway Plays

A CAST of Broadway players

will interpret the principal

roles in Photo Products Export

Company's six-reel Chinese melo-

drama, "Beyond- the Great Wall
,

scheduled for release as an inde-

pendent attraction sometime in De-

cember.

The cast was assembled from the

past season's Chinese stage plays,

" East Is West" and Belasco's " The

Sun Daughter." Lark Bronlee who
understudied Fay Bainter in " East

Is West" has the leading role of

the Chinese girl; William Crowell

who was seen in support of Lenore

Ulrich in "The Sun Daughter",

has the role of the young Chink

and Joseph Chailee who was last

seen on the stage with Otis Skin-

ner in " Piet.ro " is casted as the

Chinese mandarin. Richard Mar-

tin, said to be Richard Bartlemess'

nearest double has the leading ju-

venile role.

The picture was six months in

the making, a Chinese village hav-

ing been erected by Director A. B.

Heath and his staff of assistants.

Howard Greene photographed. The
picture was titled and edited by

Joseph L. Kelley and produced by

Eastern Film Corporation. The
world's distributing rights are con-

trolled by Photo Products Export

A.

Company. The art titles are the

work of a Japanese artist and con-
sist of photographic enlargements
of miniature works in clay models.
The picture is titled " Beyond the

Great Wall" because of the notori-

ety of this expansive piece of ma-
sonry, catalogued as one of the
" seven wonders of the world."

Photo Products Export Com-
pany's chief executive announces
that immediately after the launch-
ing of the selling campaign of this

production, another picture will be
commenced under the direction of
Mr. Heath. It is said that the sto-

ry will be an adaptation of a fa-

mous author's work. It is likely

that Miss Bronlee, the leading char-
acter of " Beyond the Great Wall ",

will be casted for the leading role

in the next production. Photo
Products is as yet undecided as to

the manner in which this production
will be handled. In all probability

it will be sold outright.

A. Genuine
d. Special

'In the
ihadow
of The
Dome^

Press-Book Available on
"Velvet Fingers"

Pathe announces that " Velvet
Fingers," its latest serial offering,

will be released on November 5.

This chapter-picture presents
George Seitz as the star with Mar-
guerite Courtot in the opposite role.

All campaign material for the pic-

ture was received at the branches
some time ago. An added feature

to the campaign book, which con-

tains twenty-two pages outlining

complete teaser campaigns, stunts,

newspaper ads and publicity notes,

is offered in the press sheet com-
prised of news notes and stories

with which mats will be issued free

to newspapers.

Oakland Theatre Signs
Realart Franchise

The American theatre, Oakland,

Cal., has been added to the list of

prominent West Coast houses which
have signed up for the full Realart

star franchise.

" Exhibitor, First,

Time," Says Metro
MARCUS LOEW has reiter-

ated his stand as " an ex-
hibitor first, last and all the
time," announces a statement re-

ceived from the home-office of
the Metro Pictures Corporation.
The statement defining Mr. Loew's
status was issued on the occasion
of his recent inspection of the
Metro studios on the Coast. Mr.
Loew's observations at the studios
were made entirely from the view-
point of an exhibitor, says Metro,
despite his heavy investment in the
Metro organization. Mr. Loew
plans to return East by way of San
Francisco, Denver, Chicago and
other cities in which he has large
theatrical holdings. Mr. Loew is

quoted by Metro as follows:

"I am an exhibitor myself and
look at the amusement business

through the eyes of the exhibitor,"

he said. " Wherever I have opened
houses it has been to offer a new
class of entertainment, or because
the ownership of houses by pro-

Last and All the

; Has Music Plans
ducing organizations has handi-
capped the distribution of Metro
features.

" My sole desire, so far as Metro
pictures are concerned, is to put out
the highest quality of pictures that
can be made. I must have quality
picture for my own houses and
other exhibitors want the same kind
of attractions. I am . co-operating
with other theatre owners in every
move that promises to improve the
quality of productions placed on the
market.

" Right now I am interested in

developing the production of musi-
cal scores to accompany all of our
pictures. There is no denying that
this feature of picture making has
not been studied as carefully as it

should have been, in the interest of
the exhibitor.

" I have already established a
musical library for the use of the
exhibitor and plans are under way
through which we hope to acquire
the services of some of the greatest
composers of music in America."

So Long Letty" Scoring
Press Reviews and Exhibitors'

Comments Register Satisfaction
ROBERTSON-COLE announces

that " flattering daily news-

paper reviews" are coming in con-

stantly from various sections of

the country on its release, " So
Long Letty," the screen version of

Elmer Harris and Oliver Moros-

co's stage success. Al Christie

filmed the production. Comment-
ing on the way the members of the

cast have put this picture over, the

New York Daily News says in

part

:

A T. Roy Barnes picture is

' sartin sure ' to be comic. Any
one who watched his long, lean gy-

rations, his funny facial antics, in

' Scratch My Back ' will be willing

to risk a second trial of his mirth

producing faculties and go to see
" So Long Letty."

" T. Roy is a rarely apt comedian

in his role, and Miss Colleen Moore
darkly pretty as his demure con-

sort. Also there's that dumpling,

Walter Hiers, looking as well fed as
usual, doing the human lawn mower
with pathos; and Grace Darmond
is effective in garish, well-clad
fashion."

Manager Will D. Harris, of the
Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ohio,
was one of the first to offer " So
Long Letty " in the Middle West.
The Columbus Dispatch said

:

" Excellent advice to husbands
and wives who are dissatisfied with
each other is to be had from " So
Long Letty,' the feature comedy
which will be the attraction at the
Grand this week. One of the most
successful musical comedies ever
introduced on the legitimate stage,
' So Long Letty ' has been splen-

didly transferred to the screen, the

popular T. ' Roy Barnes and fat,

jolly Walter Hiers as the hus-

bands, and Grace Darmond and
Colleen Moore, as the wives."

Texans Praise "EarthbouncT
El Paso House Closes Its Regular

Performance for Special Showing
CLOSING the doors of a thea-

tre doing capacity business at

7 o'clock in the evening in order

that the theatre might be cleared

in time for an 8 :30 invitation show-

ing of another picture is something

unusual in motion picture annals.

That is what Manager Ben B. Lewis

of the Ellanay and the Grecian

theatres did in El Paso for Gold-

wyn's production of Basil King's

photodrama of the unseen world,
" Earthbound," on Wednesday, Oct.

20, according to a statement from

the Goldwyn office.

The invitation-screening took

place at the Grecian theatre at half

past eight o'clock. Invitations had
been sent to clergymen, educators,

newspaper men and others promi-

nent in the life of El Paso and
vicinity. The production aroused

no end of comment among the

guests present, it is stated by Gold-

wvn.
General House of Fort Bliss was'

among those present. He pro-

nounced " Earthbound " one of the

most splendid pictures he had ever

seen and stated that he did not

know when he had been so affected

bv story or sermon.
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A Fiction Offers Best Material

Robert Lynch, manager of Metro Film
Exchange of Philadelphia, who has
bought "The Son of Tarzan" for his

territory, and who will spend $10,000 in

publicizing the serial

Rothacker Workers See
Scenes of Holyland
One hundred and fifty Rothacker

workers took a Sunday afternoon

trip via the film magic carpet, to

the Holyland. They were the

guests of E. M. Newman, traveler

and lecturer, who opened the sea-

son in Orchestra Hall.

Mr. Newman recently returned
with film material for five lectures

—

I Jerusalem and the Holyland."
"Damascus and Syria," " Constanti-
nople and Turkey," " Spain " and
Ireland." Rothacker Laboratories

developed the negatives and made
the prints.

The pictures screened in Orches-
tra Hall Sunday showed in detail

present conditions in the Holyland.
Films made before the war empha-
sized the contrast between Jerusa-
lem under the Turks and under
present British protection. The
British have built bridges to take
the place of those destroyed by the

Germans. A modern waterworks
system now brings water from a
distance of nearly 200 miles, to

where formerly Jerusalem obtained
its water from unsanitary wells and
reservoirs.

Harold Lloyd in "Wrong
Number" Due Shortly
Harold Lloyd will be seen soon

in his Pathe production " Wrong
Number," which the comedian com-
pleted a short time ago at the Hal
Roach studios in Culver City.
" Wrong Number," prints of which
were shipped recently to the Pathe
offices in New York, has not been
given a release date as yet, but it

is expected a definite date will be
forthcoming soon.

W. R. Lighton is Signed
by Dial Film Co.

Following on the heels of the an-
nouncement that the Dial Film
Company has signed T. Hayes
Hunter to direct a series of special
productions, comes the news that
W. R. Lighton, author and play-
wright, is to do the continuity, on
the Dial-Hunter productions.
Mr. Lighton is the author of the

famous "Billy Fortune" stories

that ran for many consecutive
weeks in the Saturday Evening
Post, and he is at present engaged
in writing a new series of stories.

So Says Bayard Veiller

Discounting B'way

.

Play's Value

t;
(4 fyMlAT the picture-holder

must turn to the fiction

magazines, or novelists
and original scenario writers
exclusively and give up the
idea that successful films can be
made from Broadway's current
plays if he is to protect himself in

his investment" is the opinion of
Bayard Veiller, director of Metro's
West Coast productions. And Mr.
Veiller should know. Having been
associated with Broadway for many
years not only as a newspaper man
but as a successful playwright, his

assertion cannot be easily disputed.
Metro's West Coast director has

just paid a Hying visit to New York
and during his sojourn consented
to talk to a representative of the
News upon a subject which is of
paramount importance to the ex-
hibitor and the public at large.

" The backbone of America,
which means the entire country
west of the Hudson river, is not
interested in the Broadway play,"

continued Mr. Veiller, " all it asks
is to be entertained. So the an-
nouncement of the exhibitor that
Susie Snowflakes or Paul Dew-
drop is appearing at his theatre in

an adaptation of the great Broad-
way success, " Put Out the Fire,"
will bring him box office receipts

only as far as the personal popu-
larity of the star is concerned."
Mr. Veiller feels that the pro-

ducer has been buncoed on the
Broadway product. " Nine cases
out of ten the play will prove to be
poor screen material," he intimated,
" and even if it scores in the silent

version it has its appeal entirely
with a metropolitan clientele. Why
take my individual case, for exam-
ple. Here I am, a Broadway man,
living in California. It is natural
that I should be in touch with the
big street, yet I find I am no more
interested in it than the exhibitor
or picturegoer who resides in the
Middle West. If I, who was for-
merly identified (with Broadway,
am out of touch with it, what must
be the case of the fellow who only
knows it by reputation ?"

Mr. Veiller stated that as far as
his plans are concerned he will

continue to hunt for original ma-
terial among the fiction magazines
or the successful novel, with an eye
upon the original scenario writer.
He went on to say " that the stage
is cluttered with the speculative
producer who is anxious to dispose
of the screen rights to his subject
thereby gaining a fabulous sum in
order that the play may be pre-
sented with the proceeds. Of course
this plan reacts upon the screen pro-
ducer and eventually upon the ex-
hibitor and his public. To realize
upon his expenditure the producer
must ask an excessive price for his
film—a film which, in reality, may
not be worth over a few thousand
dollars. The exhibitor, to realize
upon his investment, must charge a
higher admission price and pub-
licize it with an elaborate exploita-
tion campaign. And the dear pub-
lic pays and pays and pays—yes,
pays the price for an inferior pic-
ture which is supposed to be a

masterpiece because it is an adapta-
tion of the Broadway hit."

" Outside of four or five stage

successes," Mr. Veiller continued,
" such as ' Uncle Tom's Cabin,'
' Way Down East,' ' Ben Hur,' and
'The Heart of Maryland,' the film

public is not acquainted with the

theatre. So the current hit of this

season or last season loses its value.

Unless it is sponsored by a well

known and artistic producer."
The Metro chief added that his

company will present only those
Broadway plays which have been
given a reputation by lengthy runs
and sponsored by producers whose
names mean something a thousand
miles or more from New York. In'

proof of his earnestness in giving

the magazine author or novelist a

chance, Mr. Veiller has signed up
for his company such favorite fic-

tionists as Arthur Somers Roche,
Dohn Byrne and John Edward
Russell. These writers accompan-
ied the Metro chief back to the

Coast. He states that he is writ-

ing three original stories for pro-
duction, one of them being a se-

quel to his famous play, "Within

the Law." Messrs. Roche, Byrne,
and Russell have been, and still are,

steady contributors to the fiction

mart. F. Scott Fitzgerald is ex-
pected to go to Metro's West Coast
studios in the near future. The
company already has an option on
his stories. Mr. Russell will spe-

cialize upon stories of the South
Seas where he has maintained a
residence for several months. The
Samoans have chosen him as the

logical successor to Robert Louis
Stevenson because of his story-tell-

ing ability. His honorary title is

Tusitala (meaning story-teller)—
the same title that was conferred
upon Stevenson.
Mr. Vieller is authority for the

statement that every author will

have a chance under his new plan

of production. Whether his stories

appear in a magazine of large cir-

culation or otherwise, makes no dif-

ference just so long as they contain
screen ingredients. Henri Bendel,

the New York modiste, has been
engaged to dress all productions.
And several new directors have
been signed to put Mr. Vieller's

plans into execution.

Five Realart Films Listed
Four Issues Under Star Franchise

Plan and Taylor Special on List

FIVE productions are announced
by Realart for November re-

lease. They are " The Furnace ",

a William Desmond Taylor produc-
tion ;

" Her Beloved Villain ", with

Wanda Hawley; "Eyes of the

Heart", featuring Mary Miles
Minter; "The New York Idea",
Alice Brady in the leading role;

and " Blackbirds ", Justine John-
stone's first picture for Realart.

The four productions last named
are part of the announced quota
for the current year under Realart's

Star Franchise. The fifth, " The
Furnace ", is the second Taylor
super-special for Realart.

"The Furnace" is an adaptation

of the book bv " Pan ", the famous
anonymous English writer. Mar-
riage and divorce form the theme
and the treatment is declared to be

unusually compelling.

An all-star cast was chosen for

"The Furnace", among the play-

ers being Agnes Ayres, Jerome
Patrick, Milton Sills, Theodore
Roberts, Lucien Littlefield, Betty
Francisco, Mayme Kelso, Robert
Bolder, Helen Dunbar and Edward
Martindale.

Wanda Hawley appears in " Her
Beloved Villain " which is adapted
from the famous French play "La
Veglione", the stage production in

this country being called " The
Masked Ball." The cast includes

Ramsev Wallace, F. Templar Pow-
ell, Tu'lly Marshall, Lillian Leigh-

ton, Gertrude Claire, Robert Bold-

er, Margaret McWade, Irma Coon-
ly and Jay Peters.

"Blackbirds" is Justine John-
stone's first Realart picture. She
is supported bv a strong cast. Wil-
liam Boyd, Walter Walker, Marie
Shotwell, Charles Gerard, Alex
Saskins, Grace Parker, Jessie Ar-

nold and Ada Boshell are included
in the supporting cast.

A witty comedy of marriage and
divorce is Alice Brady's latest

Realart picture, " The New York
Idea." In the cast are Lowell
Sherman, Hedda Hopper, George
Howell, Lionel Pape, Margaret
Linden, Edwards Davis, Harry
Hocky, Nina Herbert, Julia Hur-
ley, Marie Burke, Emily Fitzroy,
Robert Vivian, Edgar Norton and
George Stevens.

W. H. Cline Speaks at
Ad Luncheon

Many truths and valuable bits

of advice to exhibitors and adver-
tising and publicity men of thea-
tres were given in the twenty-
minute talk by William Hamilton
Cline, Assistant Manager of the
Orpheum Theatre, Los Angeles, to
an audience of more than 200 who
attended the L. A. Advertising
Club luncheon, presided over by
Frank L. Browne, Manager of
Chine's Broadway Theatre, L. A.
In the opinion of Mr. Cline, the

most important advertising of the
theatre is that of securing "over the
backyard fence comments," and
making the patrons of the theatre
feel perfectly at home and com-
fortable in every sense while in the
house. The latter is emphatically
pointed out by the slogan of the
L. A. Orpheum, " There is No
Place Like Home Except The Or-
pheum." For advertising and
publicity the newspaper, of course,
is the best, but in many instances
theatres do not get the full benefit
of their paid space or the cour-
tesy space extended them, for the
reason that proper copy is not fur-
nished the newspapers, declared
Mr. Cline.
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" Black Beauty," Vitagraph's picture, is

nearing completion at the West Coast
studios. Above are Jean Paige and
Jimmy Morrison as they appear in the

prologue

Completing "The Black
Beauty" for Vita

Production on Vitagraph's pic-

turization of Anna Sewell's classic,
" Black Beauty," is rapidly nearing
completion at the Western Studio
of that company, under the direction
of David Smith. The magnificent
animal which plays the title role is

already a marked steed in the
streets of Los Angeles, and its

recent appearance at the Los An-
geles Horse Show, in which it won
a prize, has also helped to create in-

terest in the forthcoming produc-
tion.

Jean Paige plays as " Jessie Gor-
don," the little old fashioned girl

of the book. James Morrison im-
personates " Harry Blomefield," the
vicar's son. George Webb plays the
polished heavy; John Steppling and
Mollie McConnell take the part of
Squire and Mrs. Gordon; Leslie
T. Peacocke and Adele Farring-
ton appear as Lord and Lady Wyn-
waring; Robert Bolder and Mar-
garet Mann play the Vicar and his

wife; Colin Kenny is' George Gor-
don, brother of the heroine; Far-
mer Grey will be done by George
Pierce

;
Georgia French is seen as

Jessie Gordon's sister.

Original Musical Score
for Metro Special

Louis Gottschalk, the prominent
composer, who has made a special

study of the use of music in con-
nection with screen productions, is

writing a complete musical score
for " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," under the terms of a
contract just made with Metro.

Instead of making use of bits

of popular selections, as* frequently
is done in the preparation of scores
for films, Mr. Gottschalk will furn-
ish original compositions to accom-
pany the action of the picture from
the first scene to the final camera
shot, states Metro.

Addition to Fox Studio
in New York Started
The old building which stood on

the corner of 56th Street and Tenth
Avenue, New York City, has dis-

appeared and stoneworkers have
started laying a new foundation
for Fox there. It is expected that

the new corner of the Fox building

will join the original structure to

its roof level within the next three

week?.

Beadell With Stoll Films
Well Known Chicago Man to Open
New Exchange Early in December

Hp HE STOLL FILM CORPOR-
*• ATION, a newcomer in the
field of distribution, announces that

it has secured Ben W. Beadell as

manager of the exchange it is to

open in Chicago the first week in

December. Ralph O. Proctor, gen-
eral manager of the Stoll Corpora-
tion, closed the contract with Mr.
Beadell last week, but the announce-
ment was kept under cover for sev-
eral days, and comes as a consid-

erable surprise to Beadell's hun-
dreds of friends in Chicago.
Mr. Beadell is one of the ablest and

best liked exchange men in the west,

is a guaranteed, all wool Chicago
product, and has been connected
with film circles in the Windy
City for twelve years. He was
born and educated in Chicago and
in 1909 became connected with the

Thomas A. Edison Film Company,
then among the biggest in the coun-
try, and became their western rep-

resentative. He had to travel some
in those days and his territory en-
compassed Illinois, Indiana, Wis-
consin, Iowa and Missouri.

In 1904 Edison's Chicago office

was. closed and Mr. Beadell took
over the western representation of
Essanay. For three and one-half
years he covered his old ground for
Essanay, putting the pictures over
in a big way and making an envi—
able record as a successful sales

manager.

When Fred Aiken formed the

Allen Film Company to handle Se-
lig's "Garden of Allah," Mr. Bead-
ell joined him, and in a few weeks'
time had this picture in more thea-
tres than any other feature in the
same territory. Since that time Mr.
Beadell has continued his successful
career as manager of the large film

concern and friends predict that

even bigger things are in store for
him with the Stoll Film Corpora-
tion.

When Mr. Beadell takes charge
of his new office the first week in

December, he will have affiliated

with him a splendid sales force, the

members of which are already being

lined up.

All Star Cast With "Doug"
Many Well Known Players to Be
Seen in New Fairbanks' Picture

IN his endeavor to present the

most unusual picture filled with
love, romance, snap and ginger that

has ever come from a Fairbanks
Studio, "Doug" has gone to the

very extremes in obtaining an all-

star cast to support him in " The
Mark of Zorro," the 4th Fairbanks
production to be released on De-
cember Sth by the United Artists

Corporation. The picture is an
adaptation of Johnston McCulley's
novel, " The Curse of Capistrano,"

that appeared serially in the All-

Story Weekly Magazine recently.

The picture was directed by Fred
Niblo.
For the feminine lead, Miss Mar-

guerite DeLaMotte was chosen

from a host of prominent candi-
dates considered by Mr. Fairbanks.
This is her first appearance as
" Doug's " leading lady.

Noah Beery, who portrays the
big, pretentious Gonzales,
Robert McKim, who is occa-

sionally termed '* the handsomest
villain upon the screen," makes his

first appearance in a Douglas Fair-

banks production.
Among those who complete the

cast are Albert McQuarrie and
Charles Stevens, long members of
the Fairbanks Company

;
George

Periolet, Walt Whitman, Tote Du-
Crow, John Winn and Charles Bel-

cher, Charles Hill Mailes and Claire

McDowell.

Plan Wide Music Service
New Chicago Company to Furnish

Scores as Aid in Presentations

MUSIC perfectly synchronized
for feature films is something

that the wide awake ehibitors, who
desire to present their pictures in

first-class manner, have long wished
for, and the announcement that the

Synchronized Scenario Music Com-
pany of Chicago was prepared to

furnish scores, arranged so as to

give feature pictures the proper
musical setting, has been received

with enthusiasm.

The new company is working on
the plan of distributing its music
scores in every city of the United
States where the film exchanges

are located and operating from
these territorial divisions, foreign

market to be opened up a little later.

The Synchronized Scenario Ser-

vice eliminates all worries of fol-

lowing " music cues " and purchas-

ing large amounts of sheet music, it

is stated, and giv<es a complete
music scenario with every feature,

especially arranged by such promi-
nent music directors as Carl
Edouards, director of music, Strand
theatre, New York City; James C.

Bradford, formerly writer of music
synopses for Famous Players and
now doing similar work for the

First National Exhibitors Circuit;

and C. J. Breil, composer of the

music score of " The Birth of a

Nation "—these famous musicians
being directors on the staff of the

Synchronized Scenario Music Com-
pany.
The music scenarios are so ar-

ranged that they may be used by
piano or organ alone or by a ten

piece orchestra and used in perfect

accordance with any speed pro-

jection.

Ben Beadell, who will open the Stoll
Film Corporation's new Chicago ex-

change

Press-Book Ready for
"Slave of Vanity"

Robertson-Cole's publicity depart-
ment has taken especial care with
the press and campaign book for
" A Slave of Vanity," starring
Pauline Frederick. Every possible
aid to the exhibitor is given in the
" A Slave of Vanity " press book
which is one of the most artistic as
well as practical numbers of Robert-
son-Cole's remarkable series, de-
clares the releasing organization.

Tipped in at the back of the
book is an eight-page publicity sec-

tion containing dozens of stories of
various sizes prepared with the
needs of newspapers of all sorts in

view. Armed with this, the ex-
hibitor can give the press of his

town a complete and comprehensive
selection of news stories for the ad-
vance, opening, review, general,

feature and short notices which
mav be desired, states Robertson-
Cole.

Larry Semon's Next Is

"The Sportsman"
" The Sportsman " has been

selected as the title of Larry Se-
mon's next Vitagraph comedy. Like
the previous Semon comedies it has
been filmed at the West Coast stu-

dios and locations on the Pacific

Coast under the personal direction

of the comedian. It is now nearing
completion.
Semon has taken what is for him

an entirely new theme for this of-
fering. The famous comedian ap-
pears as a fearless lion hunter, a
burlesque, of course, but a character
which will afford Larry unlimited
opportunities for fun-making, states

Vitagraph.

Beverly House in B'klyn
Undergoes Renovation
The Beverly Theatre. 115 Church

Ave., Brooklyn, N. V.. has changed
hands. The new firm will still re-

tain the name of the Beverly
Amusement Corp. The new officers

of the corporation are Mr. Jacob
Beer, president; Mr. Samuel Pen-
sak, treasurer; Mr. J. J. Kramer
will still retain his office as secre-

tary. The managerial and house
staff will remain intact.

The theatre is being extensively

renovated at the present time.
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Mildred Davis, leading woman with
Harold Lloyd

All Sections Hail Fox
Special Is Report

" While New York Sleeps " has

started on its way through the

neighborhood film houses and first-

run theatres in the bigger cities.

Telegrams, night letters, and per-,

sonal letters from showmen every-

where are reaching the home office

of the producer in New York, de-

clares William Fox in a statement
just issued.

From Sioux Falls, S. D., H. J.

Updegraff, of the Princess theatre,

wired twice exptessing his enthus-

iasm over the picture. The first

wire reads as follows:
" While New York Sleeps

"

played to capacity business, forced

to run extra performance. Sorry I

didn't have thousand more seats.

Had them standing up from noon
until nearly midnight. In my opin-

ion a great drawing card in any
territory."

Two days later his second wire
arrived

:

" While Xew York Sleeps " going
over great. Would like extra day.

letter follows."

Wedgwood Nowell Has
Strong Support

In "813", the Robertson-Cole pro-
duction which is soon to be re-

leased, is featured Wedgwood No-
well, known as " the most perfect

Latin type on the American
screen," states the producing con-
cern. Mr. Nowell plays the part of
Arsene Lupin, the famous French
detective, whose exploits traced in

the celebrated fiction of Maurice
Leblanc, are known to hundreds of
thousands of readers in every civ-

ilized land.

Wtih Mr. Nowell in the picture is

a good cast. Kathryn Adams who
has appeared in a number of Rob-
ertson-Cole releases, plays a promi-
nent part; Wallace Beery, whose
work on both the dramatic and
musical comedy stage, made him
a Broadway favorite, has the role

of a " heavy." Others in the cast

are Ralph Lewis, J. P. Lockney,
William V. Mong, Colin Kenny, H.
Milton Ross, Thorton Edwards,
Frederick Vroom, Mark Fenton,
Laura LaPlant and Vera Stead-
man.

Charlie Murray Seen *In

Sennett Comedy
"Love, Honor and Behave" is the

first Mack Sennett five-reel produc-
tion to exploit the comedy talent of

Charlie Murray in a stellar role.

The picture has been completed; has
passed the cutting-room stage ; and
is on its way to First National head-
quarters in New York from whence
it will be distributed.

REALART PICTURES COR-
PORATION has announced
the inclusion of two more

Mayflower special features in its

general offer of productions avail-

able under "the honor system" of

rentals.

R. A. W alsh's " The Deep Pur-
ple" and Charles Miller's "The
Law of the Yukon," both very re-

cent releases, now can be obtained
along with Allan Dwan's " Soldiers

of Fortune," " The Luck of the

Irish " and Emile Chautard's " The
Mystery of the Yellow Room."

Realart also has announced the

removal of all time limits original-

ly placed on its proposition.

" This," says J. S. Woody, gen-
eral manager of Realart, " is our
answer and that of the Mayflower
Photoplays Corporation to inquiries

regarding the success of our revo-
lutionary plan of motion picture

distribution."

It was explained at the Realart
offices that two propositions were
made originally. One was a gen-
eral offer, made through the trade

press, and confined to the two Allan
Dwan productions and the Emile
Chautard feature. The other offer,

made by mail to Realart customers,
included all five pictures. The
present announcement, according
to Mr. Wood}', extends the whole
plan to cover all of the Mayflower
productions which are released
through Realart.

" We are taking off the time limit

because the demand for the specials

on the pay-after-you-have-run-the-
picture plan has been much greater
than was anticipated," Mr. Woody
explains. " The real fact of the
matter is that we have been forced
into this action. Originally, some

T HAYES HUNTER, as was
announced last week, has

* been engaged by the Dial
Film Company to direct " The
Light in the Clearing," the first of
Irving Bacheller's books to be
brought to the screen and released

on the W. W. Hodkinson program.
The Hodkinson organization will

work hand in hand with the Dial
Film Company in the making of

this picture. H. Thompson Rich,

a recent addition to the Hodkinson
staff, is at present engaged in pre-

paring the continuity of it.

When Mr. Hodkinson acquired
the screen rights to Mr. Bachel-

ler's works, he issued a statement
in which he said that these books
would not be picturized until such
time as the pioper arrangements
could be made to insure their ade-

quate presentation.

With this end in view, Mr. Hod-
kinson has been watching the pro-

ducing and directorial field with an
unusually wary eye, and some
weeks ago the initial negotiations

were entered into which bore their

full fruit in the announcement that

T. Hayes Hunter has been signed

to direct " The Light in the

Clearing."

The work of T. Hayes Hunter in

directing " Earthbound," an

achievement that has placed him in

of our executives and managers
were dubious about results, and a

time limit was placed in order to

satisfy those who were not

thoroughly sold on the idea. Now,
however, the plan has booked our
prints so far ahead in most
branches, and there are so many
unapproved requests for playing

dates that it would be unfair to ex-

hibitors, to Mayflower and to our-

selves. Our instructions to mana-
cally permanent so far as these fea-

tures arc concerned.
" Back of this, though, is a more

important consideration, but before
I tell you about this I want to make
it plain that there is, technically, a

time limit to the offer. That limit

will be fixed by exhibitors them-
selves. Ocr instructions to mana-
gers are to accept playing dates

only on a basis which will keep
their prints working without inter-

ruption.

" Conditions with respect to open
dates vary in our different branches
Some of them are booked up solid-

ly until after the first of the year,

a few of them still can accept dates

in December and one or two offices

have a very limited amount of open
time in November. Every effort

will be made to accommodate ex-
hibitors with the playing time they
want, but of course it is necessary
that we have some system of

handling requests, and the plan out-
lined seems to be the one which our
managers have found most satis-

factory in average cases.

" We started the plan on a limited

scale. We were prepared to back
out gracefully if it didn't work. But
it has worked. The principal facts

thus far developed, or apparently

developed, are these

:

the foremost ranks of successful
directors, is emphasized in a state-

ment emanating from the New York
headquarters of the W. W. Hodkin-
son organization. The Hodkinson
statement follows:

" If T. Hayes Hunter had done
nothing else but direct " Earth-
bound " his fame would be an as-

sured and permanent thing, for sel-

dom has the screen seen such a

perfect illustration of directorial

genius as was marked by the above
named production. A picture with-

out a flaw, its flawlessness was due
to the superb genius of T. Hayes
Hunter, under whose guidance
' Earthbound ' was made. He has

been responsible for many screen

successes in the past, among which
may be numbered ' Desert Gold,'

another singularly successful Hod-
kinson release, "The Cup of Fury,"
and " The Border Legion." But
all of these fade into insignificance

before the absolute perfection of
' Earthbound.'

" It is such a man as this who
can properly interpret Irving
Bacheller ; indeed Mr. Hunter has
expressed himself as being more
than pleased that he should be the

one chosen for this great task. It

is altogether fitting and proper that

it should be called a great task, for

it is a most emphatic move in the

" First, the plan has brought us

reasonable returns as compared
with rentals which exhibitors have
paid on the old fixed-price basis of
selling. We arc satisfied, on con-
sideration of the revenue derived

from individual theatres, that ex-

hibitors have given us a thoroughly
square deal on the average.

" Secondly, the system being
tested has given us exceptionally

wide distribution in a very short

time. Quick distribution reduces
operating costs. As matters now
stand in the trade about two years
are required to obtain the full

revenue ordinarily to be derived
from a picture. To shorten this

period is to increase the turn-over
both of merchandise and capital.

" Thirdly, there is the important
matter of reaching exhibitors with
whom we have not previously done
business. Probably forty per cent
of the applications received in the

first two weeks of our campaign
were from non-customers. Half of
these came from houses which we
had never solicited for business.

" Fourthly, and following logi-

cally on from the thought just ex-

pressed, there is the matter of the

small-town exhibitor's* welfare. The
Realart plan has a very direct bear-

ing on this condition. I do not
claim that it is working miracles,

but if it accomplishes nothing more
than to direct a distributor's atten-

tion to the importance of this great-

ly neglected field it is at least justi-

fying itself. Our observations
along this line are being very care-
fully made, and I hope ere long
to announce definite conclusions

—

and perhaps decisions—of a rather
radical sort."

right direction in following up the
principles Mr. Hodkinson has laid
down. It is a plank in the drive
for better pictures that Mr. Hod-
kinson is sponsoring.

" Mr. Bacheller, who was one of
the guests at the Hodkinson lun-
cheon which was held at Delmon-
ico's on Thursday, November 4th,
said that he esteemed it great honor
to be numbered among those men
who played a part in the sure ad-
vancement of the W. W. Hodkin-
son Corporation, and .Mr. Hodkin-
son in turn expressed himself as
being highly gratified that he
should be the one to bring this

great author's works to the screen.
" Every step which can be taken

to assure the absolute perfection of
the screen version of Mr. Bachel-
ler's book is now in the course of
consideration, arid it is confidently

expected that the finished product
will be in every way worthy of T.
Hayes Hunter, the director, Irving

Bacheller, the author, and the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation who
have co-ordinated the efforts of

two great men into one perfect

harmonious whole."

[DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Bacheller Story to Be Filmed
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A scene from " Diamonds Adrift," a new Vitagraph production starring Ear'e
Williams

Vitagraph Feature Started
Earle Williams with Fine Cast in

Support Stars in Mystery Drama
COASTWISE shipping is so

heavy along the Pacific shores

at this season that it was with diffi-

culty that Vitagraph chartered a

steamer for a week's cruise in
" Diamonds Adrift," the next Earle

Williams' feature. This week the

star and his company, headed by
Director Chester Bennett, are on
the Pacific Ocean, taking scenes at

sea and at the beautiful harbor of

the famous Catalina island. One
of the largest steamers in the coast-

wise lumber trade is being used.

This feature will show Earle
Williams in another role of the

same strength as he had in " The
Purple Cipher," one of the clev-

erest mystery pictures in years.

The plot combines the society

type of drama in which the star is

best known with the action melo-
drama that all can enjoy. It is

highly dramatic, dealing with the

disappearance of a diamond brace-

let which a wealthy woman's little

son has accidentally slipped over
the head of a net cat. The cat es-

capes, gets aboard a steamer, and
ends up as the pet of a beautiful

senorita in Mexico. Of course, no
one can believe that the gems are

real.

A ship-owner's son, played by
the star, however, needs that $5,000
reward when his father cuts him
off. He has many exciting adven-
tures, but finds the cat and wins the

girl.

Beatrice Burnham acts the part

of the Spanish girl. George Fields

is cast as the Mexican villain. Hec-
tor Sarno plays the girl's father.

William Walling has the part of
Captain Johnson, a fighting ocean
skipper. Little Richard Headrick,
who won, fame in W. S. Hart pro-
ductions, takes the important part

of the little boy who starts all the

trouble. Melbourne McDowell,
Jack Carlisle and Lenore Lynard
also have important parts.

ft

Big Opening for "Kismet"
Robertson-Cole Announces Great
Preparations for Strand Showing

THE publicity- organization of
the Strand Theatre, New York

City, is bending every effort

toward making the Broadway
opening of the Robertson-Cole Pro-
duction, which stars Otis Skinner,
the biggest week ever played by a

picture at any house in the coun-
try, declares the releasing organiza-
tion.

The Strand Theatre, according
to Robertson-Cole, is striving to

make this a model engagement
from the exploitation and adver-
tising angle. The date of the

Strand booking is the week of No-
vember 14.

The Strand contract followed
a day after the trade premier of
" Kismet," which took place at the
Hotel Astor grand ball room on
the evening of Monday, October
25. Coming so swiftly after the

first public appearance of the pic-

ture, Robertson-Cole holds the

booking to be a most flattering en-

dorsement of its great production
OB the part of one of the country's
most representative exhibitors.

Every means imaginable will be
employed to tell New York about
" Kismet," states Robertson-Cole,
and the thousands of exhibitors

who expect to show the Skinner
production at the first opportunity

will herewith have a golden oppor-
tunity to observe how it can best
he done.
The day following the booking,

Strand artists were at work on a
prologue, which will be so elabo-
rately worked out, and so colorful,
as to prepare the mind fittingly

for this Robertson-Cole picture.

While this preparation has been
under way inside the Strand,
Broadway has been interested in

watching the out-of-door adver-
tising. In many of the leading
windows of the Rialto, the Strand
has placed the beautiful oil paint-
ings of Otis Skinner in '"Kismet"
which it has had made for ship-
ment to all parts of the United
States. As early as two weeks
before the " Kismet " showing is

scheduled to start, the Strand The-
ater ordered 30,000 of the new
Robertson - Cole program-heralds
for advance distribution. The en-
tire center of this beautiful bit of
advertising the Strand occupied
with an announcement in ' bold
type of the " Kismet " booking.

Careful attention is to be paid to

the lobby of the Strand Theatre
which will be transformed into a

charmed pathway leading into the

Bagdad of old, declares the Robert-
son-Cole organization.

Universal Features Finished
Final Scenes Taken for the Edith

Roberts and Eva Novak Productions

Mark of Zorro"DueDec.5
Douglas Fairbanks Goes Limit in

Providing Spectacles for Picture
ACCORDING to a statement

from the headquarters of

United Artists, Douglas Fairbanks
has gone the limit in his newest
picture, ''The Mark of Zorro," in

the way of providing spectacles for
his production. This picture will

be released on December 5th, it is

announced. A feature of the pro-
duction is stated to be the unusual
settings, absolutely perfect in their

most minute details.

The most striking instances of

Fairbanks' prodigality in staging

spectacular settings for his pictures

in the past are the reproduction of

the famous casino of Monte Carlo,

which was erected at the cost of
thousands of dollars, it is stated,

for his picture, " The Mollycoddle,"
and his construction of a typical'

Western town on the side of a hill

for the realistic flood scene in
" When the Clouds Roll By," during
which a million gallons of water

were precipitated from a specially

constructed reservoir over the town
below.

In his next production, " The
Mark of Zorro," " Doug " has
spared no expense in erecting an ex-
act replica of the City of Los An-
geles during the time of early Cali-

fornia when its destinies were
guided by the Spanish.
The San Fernando Valley, said to

resemble the space about Los An-
geles, during that period, was care-
fully selected for the purpose of
duplicating the old city. The neces-
sary data for the erection of the
city required many weeks of work.
Transforming of the little valley

into what was once Los Angeles
during the Spanish regime, re-

quired hundreds of skilled workmen
and an exact reproduction of that

portion of Los Angeles forms the

central settings for the next big

four pictures.

THE final scenes of two impor-
tant features were filmed at

Universal City during the last

week. One is " White Youth,"
starring Edith Roberts, and di-

rected by Norman Dawn, and the

other is " The Torrent," starring

Eva Novak and produced by Stuart

Paton.

" White Youth " is a whimsical
story of the attempted mating of

May and December. The authors

are Clara Beranger and Forrest
Hallsey, whose creations have met
with success on stage and screen.

The locale is quaint Louisiana,

with its French background and
its antiquated customs. Edith
Roberts, who has not been seen on
the screen in five months, returns

in the role of a young girl who
has been reared in a convent and
who is delighted when she hears

that her grandfather has chosen a

husband for her, because marriage
means a trousseau and a long train.

Norman Dawn, who directed Miss
Roberts in two of her biegest suc-

cesses, " Lasca " and " The Adora-
ble Savage," guided the charming
young star through her latest fea-

ture. In her support will be seen
Arnold Gregg, Thomas Jefferson,

Alfred Hollingsworth, Hattie
Peters and many others.

" The Torrent " is a story of ro-

mance and adventure by George
Rix, newspaperman and correspon-

dent, who has dramatized several

of his personal experiences. Miss
Novak appears as a young girl who
has jilted the man she really loved,

an aviator in the government ser-
vice, to marry a man of wealth. A
year later, on a yachting cruise in

Southern waters, she seeks to es-

cape her husband's drunken atten-
tions by taking shelter in the boat's
tender, which is cut adrift. She is

washed ashore on a desert island,

where she is discovered by her for-
mer sweetheart, who has been con-
ducting experiments with a gov-
ernment torpedo in the unfre-
quented waters. The situations

which develop furnish interest and
thrills for five exciting reels.

Stuart Paton, who directed Miss
Novak in her former success,
" Wanted at Headquarters," also

produced her latest picture. Jack
Perrin plays the principal male
role, others in the cast being Law-
rence Shumway, Oletta Ottis, Jack
Curtis and Harry Carter.

"Snub" Pollard Com-
edy Due November 21
" The Dear Departed," the latest

Rolin comedy, released by Pathe
November 21st, should be invalu-

able, in these days of high prices

as it shows the various methods of

dodging creditors in a highly amus-
ing manner, declares Pathe.

"Snub" Pollard is featured in the

comedy, ably assisted by Marie
Mosquini, " Sunshine Samho,"
Hughie Mack, an amusing bear ac-

tor, and the Rolin Comedy com-
edians.



JESSE D.HAMPTON presents

B.WARNER
iHCE^DESTINY

Story by John Moroso
Directed by Henry Kin6

One man saw in the beautiful innocence of the girl only
something to pursue and capture.

The other saw in her something to be guarded and
cherished and yet he was a crook.

To be worthy of her he decided to be straight, and
straight he was from that day on. Yet those who should
have been the first to help him in his worthy resolve were
the last to believe and aid, the representatives of the law.

A really splendid picture, full of suspense, action, and
lots of humor, too.
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Read the Finest Reviews

Ever Given a Serial Picture

"THE PHANTOM FOE" (Palhe)

Most unusual Is the serial with the required attributes of a "feature" photoplay. "The Phantom Foe" has them.

First, there is the star, Juanita Hansen, at her best and losing no opportunity to show to advantage her ability as an actress as well as her aptitude

ln

^Tn^P^antomV'e^nM a general appeal, is filled with thrill* and mystery, promlring good serial entertainment if the remaining episodes keep an

even pace with the first two, and adding another laurel to the clever pen of George B. SelU, as well as proving the directorial abilities of Bertram Mill-

hauser.—LILLIAN GALE.
MOTION PICTURE WORLD

"THE PHANTOM FOE" Baffling Mystery Drama, Involving Hypnotism and Featuring Juanita Hansen, Is This Pathe Serial.

Reviewed by Jessie Robb. .

Those film fans who enjoy being thrilled by mysterious disappearances, hair breadth escapes, murderous attempts on the life of the heroine ana an

the other villlanies that go to make up a first-class mystery serial, will receive their full quota of thrills in "The Phantom Foe. a Katre serial. i ne

mysterious and baffling occurrences are cumulative up to the last episode, when the oause is explained and the real villain caught. The entire production

has been handsomely mounted and with fidelity to detail. The many elaborate gowns worn by the women of the cast will please the feminine spectator^

A cast of well known serial players, headed by Juanita Hansen and Warner Oland, has been assembled and they measure up to the naro woric oe-

manded of them.
EXHIBITORS HERALD

WARNER OLAND AND JUANITA HANSEN IN THE PHANTOM FOE
Fifteen-episode serial; Pathe. Directed by Bertram Millhauser. Published October 17.

„ ,m >• n.in
OPINION: If one were to come in on the showing of "The Phantom Foe" unaware of the fact that a serial was being screened he would at once gain

the Impression that he was seeing a fast moving feature picture, and an extremely well done one at that. For "The Phantom Foe is not merely senai

material, in the sense that we have come to know serials, but a combination of two types of production, serial and feature. - . „ :„„„«»;»,„„
In other words "The Phantom Foe" has everything serial fans expect, action, romance, mystery, suspense, plus the niceties of a feature n !"««iiuro.

acting and graceful handling. Furthermore, the subject matter, while odd, is neither wild nor silly. It Is a story; at least that part of 't told in tne
.

.
rsi

two episodes which are all that have so far been shown, that does not over-tax one's credulity. All these faotors blended Into one unit give Pathe somewing

different in serials.
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^JESSE£).HAMPTQNPRESENTS

Halfa Chance
wokMahlonHamilton Lillian Rich

mm the novel byTrederic S.Isham
DirectedbyRobert Tkomby
Scenario by Fred Myton.

One of these men started at the top
of the ladder, rich, respected, and un-
suspected.

The other started from the bottom, an
ignorant brute, poor, suspected, and fin-

ally jailed.

A woman was the magnet to both.

They passed each other, one going up
and the other going down.
The story makes a great human pic-

ture with a great hero of brawn and
brain, a hero for men, and a hero for

women.

v^/ Distributors
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Universal Pictures
Emphasize Story

That Universal officials recog-

nized the present trend towards all-

star productions is said to be well

evidenced by several recent Uni-
versal productions in which no at-

tempt has been made to star any one
player, and in which the story in-

terest and excellence in production
have been held paramount.
Among these pictures have been

" The Secret Gift," a homely tale

of lowly hearts in well recognizable
situations, and " Pink Tights," a

circus picture of universal appeal.

The latest non-star picture under-
taken by Universal is called " Gold
and the Woman." It was written

by John Colton and Douglas Z.

Doty, of the Universal scenario

staff. Colton is well known as a
popular author. Doty has been edi-

tor of several of America's largest

publications.

Race Picture Scores Big Hit

"Truth About Hus-
bands" Given Screening

" The Truth About Husbands,"
directed by Kenneth Webb, person-
ally supervised by Whitman Ben-
nett and to be distributed by Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.,

was given a pre-lease private

screening on Wednesday, November
3rd, to exhibitor officials of First

National and the heads of staff of

the Whitman Studio.
" The Truth About Husbands " is

an adaptation of the " The Profli-

gate " by Sir Arthur Pinero, which
scored a success in London a few
years ago when it was produced
with a notable cast of stars. There
are seven practically star parts de-

manding unusual histrionic ability

for the proper portrayal of the

story-

Bookings Reported on
"The U. P. Trail"

Among the first big bookings to

be reported on Benjamin B. Hamp-
ton's production " The U. P. Trail,"

made from Zane Grey's novel for

release by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, is that of Tally's

Broadwav theatre, Los Angeles
Calif., where "The U. P. Trail"
will play a two weeks' engagement.

Educational Has 100

Prints of Picture

Now in Use
T-> OLLOWTNG the record-
H breaking joint premier show-

ing " The Race of the Age,"
the exclusive two-reel picture of
Man o' War's victory over Sir Bar-
ton at Windsor, Ont., at the Strand
theatres, New York and Brooklyn,
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

reports that advices from its

branch offices indicate that all pre-

cedents for two-reel pictures will

be broken with the showing of this

film.

At Grauman's Los Angeles, the
picture was made the feature of

the entire bill, given with a special

setting and then followed by a

trained horse act. According to

Los Angeles newspapers there has
never been a film shown in that

city that stirred such audience en-

thusiasm. Similar prominence was
given the picture last week at such
theatres as the Colonial, Columbus,
Ohio ; the Strand, Dayton, O

;

Walnut, Cincinnati ; both the Rial-

to and Newark in Newark; the

Strand in Buffalo
;

Albany in

Schenectady; the America in Den-
ver, the Adams in Detroit and in

many others.

In every case the Man o' War
picture was made the dominant fea-

ture of the newspaper advertising,

and in most cases considerable ad-
vance space was devoted to the an-
nouncement. Educational reports

that efforts of some theatres to

persuade the public that they had
real pictures of the contest when
they were exhibiting only excerpts
from news weekly, taken outside of
the race course, proved abortive.

Special musical programs were
employed in all the houses with
the presentation.

More that a hundred prints have
been started to work through the

United States and Canada. Equal
interest has been shown in the pic-

ture abroad. The English rights

Here is a glimpse of "Wedding Blues," a two-reel Christie comedy, released
by Educational in which Helen Darling has a prominent role

have been sold for a large amount
and energetic bidding for the rights
for France, Italy, Australia and
several other countries is reported.

Practically every New York
York newspaper gave " The Race
of the Age " the leading position
in its Monday morning review af-
ter the Sunday opening at the
Strand, several of them devoting
their entire space to the produc-
tion.

The New York Times compared
its presentation with the achieve-
ment of Edward Muybridge, who
made the first motion picture—an
animated record of a horse race

—

by arranging a battery of twenty-
four cameras so that their plates

would be exposed as the horse ran
in front of them. Then it says

:

" It does not seem to be going too
far to say that an epoch of motion
picture history is marked by Muy-

bridge's twenty-four plates and the
2,000 feet of film at the Strand
this week."

In the course of nearly a column
the Times goes on to say

:

" But the popular interest in
'The Race of the Age' as the pic-

ture is called, will not be in its his-

torical significance but in the pic-
ture itself, and in comparison with
it most movie melodramas with
their labored efforts to thrill will

seem like so much blank and wasted
film. Those who see ' The Race of
the Age ' will have many of the
sensations of those who went to
the Windsor track, and they will
see the race itself better than many
who were there, for few, if any,
seats offered the clear and continu-
ous view of the horses that has
been obtained by the cameras,
whose separate reels have been as-
sembled on one length of film.

Frank Lloyd Films Announced
DIRECTOR FRANK LLOYD

is responsible for four of
the early fourth year Gold-

wyn pictures, two of which will be
released as Frank Lloyd Produc-
tions.

The first of the four pictures re-

leased, the screen version of Alex-
andre Bisson's drama, " Madame
X ", has already proved itself one
of the new season's most artistic

and financially successful produc-
tions, declares Goldwyn. Pauline
Frederick, the star of " Madame
X ", has created her best screen
part as Jacqueline Floriot in this

production.
" Roads of Destiny ", picturized

from Channing Pollock's play

founded upon O. Henry's story of
the same title, recently completed
by Mr. Lloyd, also stars Pauline
Frederick. In this unusual picture,

the star portrays four characters in

four different situations, yet all

basically the same character and
ending in the same climax. The
various " roads of destiny " all lead

Pauline Frederick the

Star of Two ; Due for

Early Release

to the same ending. In the cast of
" Roads of Destiny ", which will

soon be in all twenty-two Goldwyn
branch exchanges, are John Bow-
ers, Richard Tucker, Jane Novak,
Hardee Kirkland, Willard Louis,
Maude George and M. B. ("Lefty")
Flynn.
The first Frank Lloyd Produc-

tion " The Great Lover ", will also

soon be in all Goldwyn exchanges.
It was filmed from Leo Ditrich-
stein's most successful stellar ve-
hicle on the stage, written by him-
self and Frederick and Fanny
Locke Hatton. Under Mr. Lloyd's
direction, the screen version re-

tains the high comedy value of the
stage play, it is stated by Goldwyn,
and the dramatic situations are
said to be heightened by the latitude

of scene allowed by the motion
picture camera.
As Jean Paurel, the great tenor

about whom the action of " The
Great Lover " revolves, John Sain-
polis is reported to give a portray-
al which, in the opinion of the pro-
ducer and director, rank in sin-
cerity and artistic fidelity to life

right along with the stage char-
acterization of the part, by Mr. Dit-
richstein. Claire Adams has the
leading feminine role. Others in
the cast are Lionel Belmore, John
Davidson, Alice Hollister and Rich-
ard Tucker.
Mr. Lloyd has just started pro-

duction on Gouverneur Morris'
first original screen story, " The
Water Lily", a tale of the Boxer
rebellion, which will be released as
a Frank Lloyd Production as well
as an Eminent Authors' Produc-
tion. The cast for this picture has
not yet been announced although
the work of erecting a Chinese
street on the Goldwyn lot has been
under way for two weeks.
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Scenes from "Roads of Destiny," an O. Henry story with Pauline Frederick in the leading role, a new Goldwyn picture

' 'Black Beauty' ' Nearing
Completion on Coast
A family picture has been at-

tained in the special production of
" Black Beauty," based on the auto-

biography of a horse by Anna Se-
well, according to Vitagraph. The
picture is now nearing completion
at the West Coast studios under
the direction of David Smith. The
animal scenes were completed some
weeks ago and last week David
Smith, the director, finished the out-

door scenes in which both the hu-
man characters and the horses ap-

peared. Only a few of the interiors,

with the human players alone, re-

main to be made.
" The family appeal of ' Black

Beauty," states Vitagraph, " will be
one of the strongest features. It

is as sweet and clean a story as ever

was written—or filmed."

157,000 Feet of Film in
"Outside the Law"

In cutting and editing " Outside
the Law," the new big Priscilla

:
J)ean picture promised for release

by Universal about the first of the

year, Tod Browning, its director,

has 157,000 feet of film from which
to choose the six or seven thousand
feet which will represent the fin-

ished production.
For five months, director, star

and company, have been busy film-

ing shot after shot of action, at-

mosphere and action from which to

build Miss Dean's latest " crook

"

picture. Many thousands of feet

were " shot " in San Francisco's

Chinatown to be used in several

sequences portraying the quaint

ways and the wicked wiles of the

transplanted Oriental.

Midnight Frolic'Girls in

Billie Burke Film
In her latest Paramount picture,

" The Education of Elizabeth,"

Billie Burke appears in a scene from
the Midnight Frolic which was
transplanted intact from the roof
of the New Amsterdam theatre to

the new Long Island studio of the

Famous Players. This was the first

time, and probably the last, that

Miss Burke ever appeared in one
of her husband's revues. Mr.
Ziegfeld is said to have broken one
of his ironclad rules in permitting

six of his most famous beauties to

appear in a picture in the very same
costumes they wear in The Frolic.

Goldwyn Coast Units Busy
LeRoy Scott and Gertrude Atherton
at Work on New Screen Productions

T eROY SCOTT, the New York
' novelist and playwright, has ar-

rived at the Goldwyn studios, to

aid Gerald C. Duffy in making the
screen adaptation of his story, " No.
13 Washington Square." The story
was dramatized and produced sev-
eral seasons ago with May Irwin
in the principal role. The story is

a tale of complications in New York
life and should make a splendid
screen comedy, states Goldwyn Pic-
tures Corporation.
Mrs. Gertrude Atherton, the Cal-

ifornia novelist, who has been at

the studios most of the time for two
or three months writing and helping
prepare the continuity for her first

original screen story, is now. spend-
ing all her time with Wallace
Worsley designing the principal sets

for the picture. It has gone into

production under the working title

of " Noblesse Oblige."

Lewis S. Stone and Mabel Jul-
ienne Scott, who have just com-
pleted acting the principal roles, in

the picturization of Leo Ditrich-

stein's stellar success, " The Con-
cert," are cast in the leading roles
in Mrs. Atherton's picture.

The continuity for Tom Moore's
next stellar vehicle, " Mr. Barnes
of New York," Archibald Claver-
ing Gunter's successful novel and
play of the 'eighties, has been com-
pleted, and it will go into produc-
tion within a short time under the
direction of Victor Schertzinger,
who directed " The Concert."

Director E. Mason Hopper and
the company filming Rupert Hughes'
first original screen story tempor-
arily entitled " Mr. and Miserable
Jones," have returned from Cata-
lina where they went on location
and where a number of beautiful
exteriors in the picture were " shot."

Mason N. Litson has completed the
tenth Booth Tarkington " Edgar

"

comedy and Frank Lloyd has started
work on " The Water Lily," Gouv-
erneur Morris' first original screen
story for which an entire Chinese
street is being erected on the Gold-
wvn lot.

Book More Keaton Films
Strand and Rivoli, New York City

Contract to Show More of Series

AS an evidence that the new Bus-

ter Keaton comedies, produced

by Joseph M. Schenck and distrib-

uted by Metro, have made a real hit

with New York picture-goers on

their first showing, Metro Pictures

Corporation announces that two of

the most prominent Broadway the-

atres have contracted to show more
of the Keaton comedies. These the-

atres are the Strand and the Rivoli.

Buster Keaton's first two-reel

laughmaker, entitled "One Week,"
had a dual metropolitan premiere at

the Strand and Rivoli theatres dur-

ing the week of October 24.

Joseph Plunkett, managing direc-

tor of the Strand, immediately

booked others in the series of Keaton
comedies, which are to appear every

eight weeks. The second will be
" Convict 13," followed in order by
" The Scarecrow " and " Neigh-
bors," with others, as yet not titled,

coming in regular order. Not only

will succeeding Keaton comedies be

shown at the Strand, but Hugo
Reisenfeld, managing director of the

Rivoli, has decided to exhibit more
of them also.

Buster Keaton collaborates with
Eddie Cline in the authorship and
direction of his slapstick vehicles.
Metro believes he will be crowned
king of all screen comedians within
a very short while.

MUSIC AND
THE PICTURE
PAGE 3901

"The Witching IHour'*
Is Strong Production
From all accounts one of the

strongest subjects ever released by
Paramount is the recently com-
pleted William D. Taylor produc-
tion of Augustus Thomas' famous
play, " The Witching Hour," the
scenario for which is the work of
Julia Crawford Ivers, who was re-
sponsible for the continuities of
"Huckleberry Finn" and the other
Mark Twain stories which were re-
leased by Paramount with great
success. Elliott Dexter plays the
feature role of Jack Brookfield, the
dramatic and compelling figure of
the play.

Besides Mr. Dexter it includes
Winter Hall, Ruth Renick, Robert
Cain, Edward Sutherland, Mary
Alden, Fred Turner, Genevieve
Blinn, Charles West, L. M. Wells.
Clarence Geldart, J. Blackwell and
others.

Clara Beranger Story
Now Being Filmed

" The Painted Lily," the picture
Mae Murray is now making at the
Long Island Studio of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, is the
first original story Clara Beranger
has done for this organization since
she was signed on contract several
years ago.
Under the terms of her new con-

tract which she signed in June, Miss
Beranger is given two periods of
four weeks a year in which to write
originals. Miss Beranger completed
another story of her own recently
on her trip home from Europe,
which will be produced for Para-
mount, and she is busily making
plans for a third.

Kansas House Opens
with 4'Down Home"
The big new Tackett Theatre is

shortly to be opened in Coffeyville,
Kansas, will present as its initial

attraction " Down Home," the Irv-
in V. Willat production released
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

'

tion.

GOOD AS NEW TODAY AFTER 3]/> YEARS ! !

!

"SIMPLEX machines have had 3J4 years con-
stant use and are as good as new today."

Chateau Theatre 7 Chicago, 111.
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Word has been sent to ex-

hibitors throughout the coun-
try that the second William
Fox serial, entitled " Fanto-
mas," will be made in twenty
episodes instead of fifteen as

originally planned. The first

Fox serial, " Bride 13," which
is having so successful a run,

was in fifteen episodes. The
Fox officials plan to release
the first episode of the " Fan-
tomas " serial on the day of
the fifteenth episode of "Bride
13 " goes upon the screen.
When Director Edward

Sedgwick began making "Fan-
tomas " he had a wealth of
material from which to
choose. He is said to have
crowded thrill upon thrill in
such great numbers that he
now has surplus enough for
another serial. Wherefore,
Mr. Fox has ordered him to
extend the serial to twenty
episodes.

Madlaine Traverse to
Return to Screen

Madlaine Traverse who left the
Fox Company at the beginning of
the summer to enjoy a rest, will

shortly return to the screen accord-
ing to an announcement just made.
Whether Miss Traverse will pro-
duce pictures with her own com-
pany as once was reported or has
contracted to fill stellar roles for
one of the leading producing or-
ganizations, is not stated, but it is

known that several of the latter

have been negotiating with Miss
Traverse.

It is expected that a definite an-
nouncement will be made some-
time next week, at which time it is

said Miss Traverse will make
known her plans.

Action and Mystery in
R-C Release, "813"
" 813," which is shortly to be re-

leased by Robertson-Cole as a
super-special, is said to be espe-
cially strong in story interest and
action, which are the prime requi-

sites for a picture of mystery and
thrills, such as this screen adapta-
tion of an exploit of the famous
French detective, Arsene Lupin.
The most significant detail of
"813," declares Robertson -Cole,
is that it does not disclose its se-

cret until the very last few feet
of film.

Promotions Announced
W. W. Hodkinson

News of two promotions re-
cently made comes from the
home offices of the W. W. Hodkin-
son Corporation. Robert Hodkin-
son, who was formerly manager
of the traffic department, has been
made laboratory supervisor, and
Donald M. Mesereau, formerly en-
gaged in assisting H. S. Beardsley,
eastern district supervisor, has
been promoted to be manager of
the traffic department.

Congratulate Pathe News Reel
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.,

reports that a great number of
communications have been re-

ceived at the home-office of the or-
ganization, congratulating Pathe
News for its work during the past
decade. These congratulations
were extended on the occasion of
the celebration of the tenth anni-
versary of the news-reel.

Typical of these statements, is

that from S. L. Rothapfel, of the
Capitol, New York, who writes

:

" For many years I have used
the Pathe Weekly, and the Pathe
News, and its reliability, authen-
ticity, and general good taste make
it a most desirable and interesting

publication. I could not think of
ruiming any presentation without
subscribing to this most worthy
screen periodical."

Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
the Stanley Company, Philadelphia,
is another famous exhibitor, who
sings the praise of Pathe News.
He said

:

" I note that the tenth anniver-
sary of Pathe News is about to be
celebrated, and I felt that I could
not let such an occasion pass with-
out extending to Pathe my sincere
congratulations for the success at-

tained by this branch of your dis-

tributing organization. I have
watched the growth of ' Pathe
News ' with real interest and I have
noted with delight that the instinct

for news is present in every foot
of the film you present in this up
to the minute assembly of the most
important happenings."
A. J. Schad, of Reading, Pa.,

wrote

:

A tense scene from " The Devil to Pay."
a new Pathe picture with a strong cast,

among whom is Robert McKim

" Ten years ago when the first

Pathe Weekly was produced, we
realized that it would be a big feat-
ure. We booked it, and have
shown it on our screen ever since
then. It proved to be a big feature
and it has continued to be such
with each succeeding number.

" We congratulate you on this

tenth anniversary and congratulate
ourselves for having had the op-
portunity to show this excellent
news film all these years. May suc-
cess continue to follow you in pre-
senting to the world the latest news
in picture form."
Another veteran user of Pathe

News is Montgomery Moses, man-

ager of the Taylor Opera House
and Trent theatre, Trenton, N. J.,

and here is what he says about it:
" It affords me great pleasure to

state that the Pathe News without
a doubt, is, in my opinion, the best

news service on the screen today.
I would not substitute it for any
other and I have been using the
same for the past six or seven
years."

George M. Fenberg, manager of
the Auditorium and Alhambra thea-
tres in Newark, Ohio, pays this

tribute

:

" Hearing that Pathe News will

soon celebrate its tenth anniver-
sary I want to say just a few
words. I have been in Newark for
five years and have run the two is-

sues weekly since the News became
a bi-weekly publication, and can
truthfully say, I think, in fact know,
it to be the best news weekly in

the market. This is one feature
of my program that I never miss
and my many patrons always look
forward to Monday and Saturday,
the days I show the Pathe News.
I wish to congratulate you on your
anniversary and wish you good
luck in the years to follow."

J. W. Brandon, of Brandon and
Bradbury, who operate the New
York string of theatres which in-

cludes the Bunny, Majestic, Olym-
pia, Olympic, Morrish Garden, and
Van Kelton Stadium, states:

" We have been a patron of Pathe
News for a long time and hope to

be until you celebrate another tenth

anniversary. Our program would
be incomplete without Pathe News.
Our patrons share our opinion."

Enlarge Scenario Department
IMPORTANT changes and en-

largements in the Universal
Scenario Department have

just been announced by John C.

Brownell, scenario chief of that

film organization. With the addi-
tion of several new scenario ex-
perts both at the Coast and in New
York, the department now is in po-
sition, says Brownell, to assure
Universal stars of the best possible

material for their feature produc-
tions.

Among the important additions

in the New York office, directly

under the supervision of Mr.
Brownell, are Robert F. Roden,
and Miss Dana Rush. Roden is a
photo-play writer of considerable
experience, and recently completed
the story for a new Universal
serial, " The Diamond Queen,"
adapted from " The Diamond Mas-
ter," by the late Jacques Futrelle.

This serial, the continuity of which
was written by George Pyper, now
is being produced with Eileen
Sedgwick in the title role.

Roden is considered one of the

leading American authorities on
rare books and bibliography. He
formerly was a rare book " scout

"

for the firm of George D. Smith.
He is the author of many books
on books and printing, among

Universal Makes Some
Important Changes

in Personnel

them " The Cambridge Press," the

authority on the history of printing
in the United Press.
Roden has been in the moving

picture field for several years, and
is the author of several successful
screen plays, among them photo-
plays starred in by Violet Meser-
eau and Marie Doro. He was for
several years a special writer for
the Boston Transcript and the New
York Times.
Miss Rush is known as one of

the most finished story readers in

the moving picture field. She for-

merly was with the literary agency
of Alice Kauser, where she was as-

sociated with L. D. Giffen, head of
the moving picture department.
She is a playwright as well as a

writer for the screen. She also has
turned out several colorful pro-
logue and tabloid productions. 1

The most important change in the
scenario department at the Wes'
Coast, headed by Lucien Hub-
bard, former Vitagraph scenario
expert, is the acquisition of Charles
F. Bender, a New York news-
paper man who was associated
with Hubbard in the East for
many months in the preparation of
original screen stories.

Bender now is Hubbard's assist-

ant at Universal City. Others in I

the efficient department Hubbard
has built up at the Coast are

Douglas Z. Doty, formerly editor

of the Cosmopolitan
;
John Colton,

a well-known novelist ; Burl and
LeRoy Armstrong, Doris Schroe-
der, C. B. Hoadley, George C.

Hull, Wallace Clifton, Eleanor
Fried, Alice Catlin, E. W. Guyol,

M. Loewstein and Rose Weiler.
The expansion of Universal's

scenario department resulted, it is

understood, from a conference be-

tween Brownell of the home office

scenario department, and Hubbard
at the West Coast, looking to the

best means of obtaining more and
better material for Universal pic-

tures.
" We want to be sure," said

Brownell, in a recent interview,
" of giving careful and expert
consideration to every bit of ma-
terial that passes through our
hands. Mr. Carl Laemmle is de-
termined that Universal stars

shall get unusual stories and that

these stories shall be unusually
presented."

M
I WOULD HAVE NOTHING BUT A SIMPLEX "

! ! !

Hickman Theatre 8 Luray, Kansas.
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Three of the wild ones in " Mama's
Boy," a Pathe release.

Fans Select Story for

Torchy Comedy
" Torchy Turns Cupid," the next

of the two-reel comedies made from
the stories by Sewell Ford and star-

ring Johnny Hines is promised by

Educational Exchanges to furnish

an even greater delight to the read-

ers of the tales of the red-headed
office boy than any that have gone
before, since it represents the

choice of a group of Torchy fans.

Some two months ago Johnny
Hines was the guest of a house
party when the subject turned to the

Sewell Ford stories. It was sug-

gested that a vote be taken to de-

termine the most popular story in

the seven volumes and the result

was " Shunting Brother Bill " upon
which this present comedy is

founded.

Pioneer Makes Over Serial
Gets Negative of " The Mystery
Mind"; Robert Pauline Starred

* *' I
VHE aristocrat of serials" is

A the slogan adopted by the
Pioneer Film Corporation for " The
Mystery Mind," a 15-episode pic-

ture written and produced by
Arthur B. Reeve and John W. Grey
for the Supreme Pictures, Inc.,

from which concern Pioneer took
over the serial for the United
States and Canada. The produc-
tion has just been completed after
more than ten months of continuous
work, and " The Mystery Mind

"

negative was turned over to the
Pioneer this week.
The greater portion of the work

was done at the Supreme Pictures
studios- in Flushing, according to an
announcement which emanated yes-
terday from the office of President
A. E. Lefcourt at Pioneer head-
quarters. Many of the scenes, how-
ever, were made in the wilds of

Chester Comedy Title

Called Ideal

According to Educational Ex-
changes, the perfect motion pic-

ture comedy is found in " You'll

Be S'prised," the latest of the two-

reel Chester fun films which will

be released early in December. It

is recommending the name alone to

be used in a teaser campaign by

theatres, since surprise is the big

element of the picture. It deals

•with the foiling of a couple of

villains who rob the village station

agent. Of course, Snooky, the

Humanzee, is the bright particular

hero, but little Ida May McKenzie,

who has been named " the sweet-

est child on the screen," has an

equally important part.

A dog and a goat contribute con-

siderably to the comedy element.

Florida. The story carries the
spectator back to the upper reaches
of the Orinoco, where the mystery
is unravelled.

In starring J. Robert Pauline in
" The Mystery Mind," exhibitors
know that their patrons are familiar
already with the famous hypnotist,
who has appeared on practically
every stage.

Playing opposite Pauline, Violet
MacMillan brings to serials a new
type of serial heroine. Among
heavies, Paul Paner has been a
serial favorite since the classical

serial days of " The Perils of Paul-
ine." Completing the main cast of
characters is Peggy Shanor, who
gained high prestige in " The
House of Hate." Announcement
will be made later of the date of
release of the serial.

Well Known Players in

"Sentimental Tommy"
By a coincidence the three prin-

cipal characters in the John S. Rob-
ertson production of Barrie's " Sen-
timental Tommy " for Paramount,
all scored successes on the stage or
in filming the Kate Douglas Wiggin
novel, " Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch."
Mabel Taliaferro, who inter-

prets "The Painted Lady" in the
Robertson picture, created the role
of Lovey Mary on the stage. Careth
Hughes, who has the role of
Tommy, and May McAvoy, who is

Grizel, were both in the Paramount
production which Marguerite Clark
did, young Hughes playing the
leading male role and Miss McAvoy
appearing as Asis.

Costly Sets for Stroheim
" Foolish Wives " to Cost More
Than Any Previous Universal

THE technical heads at Univer-
sal City have just completed

the most elaborate series of sets

ever used in a Universal picture,

word comes from the Coast. They
were constructed for use in Erich
von Stroheim's new feature, " Fool-
ish Wives," and represent in faith-

ful detail an exterior at Monte
Carlo, the Mediterranean gambling
resort showing the famous Casino,
the Grand Cafe and the Hotel de
Paris.

The buildings are built to exact
scale and tower many feet in the

air in white splendor. Thousands
of feet of lumber and many tons

of cement and plaster were used by
Von Stroheim. They are making
" Foolish Wives " the costliest pic-

ture, by more than two and one-
half times, ever made by Universal

At Montery, California, additional

costly sets have been constructed

William Welsh Returns
to Universal Forces
One of the many actors going

from East to the West Coast is

William Welsh, who now is on his

way back to Universal City, after

having been out of the Universal

employ for several seasons.

Welsh was personally re-engaged

by Mr. Carl Laemmle, president of

Universal, several days after that

executive returned from Europe.

He will do character leads in some
of the forthcoming Universal fea-

tures. It has not yet been deter-

mined what his first picture will be.

for this picture, representing the
back view of the several large struc-

tures, and showing the terraces
down to the sea, in exact replica of
the magnificent view to be had at

Monte Carlo. Von Stroheim has
just taken a company including 200
extras to this location to film a

series for Universal, and in which
he himself takes a leading role.

The actor-director has just com-
pleted a series of scenes at Univer-
sal City depicting action in and
around a small lake. Stroheim had
a special lake built for this picture.

It took a corps of fire engines and
water-pumps several days to fill it.

The engines later were used to aid

in a gigantic storm effect which
Universal officials who saw its film-

ing say rivals the elements in vio-

lence and verisimilitude. Von Stro-

heim's company had to work knee-
deer) in water for more than a

week.

r 4

Hauber Theatres Laud
,

t
Hodkinson Release
A letter received by Joe Bloom,

Hodkinson Supervisor at St. Louis,
from the Hauber theatres, Conway,
Ark., reads as follows:

" I just want to tell you that
' Riders of the Dawn ' is un-
doubtedly one of the best, if not
the very best, pictures I have ever
seen, bar none, and I am wonder-
ing if you could not arrange to

give us a return date on it. If so,

we could use it any Monday in
November, preferably the begin-
ning of the month."

" Riders of the Dawn " is the sec-

ond of the Zane Grey novels to be
made into a picture by Benjamin
B. Hampton for release by Hodkin-
son.

"Hard Boiled" Convicts
Cry at "Madame X"
" Madame X," a Goldwyn pic-

turization of Alexandre Bisson's
drama, in which many of the most
poignant scenes are laid in prison,

made the " hard boiled " fans at

Sing Sing " sniffle and cry like a
bunch of school girls at a canary's
funeral," according to a writer in

the Sing Sing Bulletin, writing in

the October issue, after a prison
showing of the feature.

Mermaid Comedies at
Big Detroit Houses
The Mermaid Comedies, in com-

petition at two of the biggest

theatres, was the unique situation

in Detroit last week. " Nonsense,"
in which Jimmie Adams is featured
and directed by Jack White, was
on the bill at the Broadway Strand,
while Dynamite," starring Lloyd
Hamilton, was, being shown at the

Majestic.
Annette Kellerman, in " The Art

of Diving," the third of Educa-
tional's special releases, also occu-
pied a prominent position on the

bill at the Broadwav Strand.

Some of the Vanity Fair girls, whose comedies are released by Pathe

Dead Men
Tell No
Tales
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Entire Torchy Series to

Run at Strand
Following the personal appear-

ance last week of Johnny Hines,
star in Torchy Comedies, at the

Strand theatre, Brooklyn, it was
announced that Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman had signed a

contract for the whole of the first

year's series of two-reelers made
from the stories by Sewell Ford
and released through Educational
Exchanges.
According to Educational, while

there has been an uncertainty on the

part of some exhibitors in booking
the first one or two of these pic-

tures, such showings have been fol-

lowed, without a single exception,

by contracts for the entire series.

S. Barret McOrmick, managing
director of the Rivoli, Toledo, and
acknowledged one of the world's
premier showing, has featured the

Torchys from the week his magni-
ficent new theatre opened.

French Woman Director in U. S.

Educational Exchange
Starts With Record
A new record is claimed by Edu-

:ational Film Exchanges, Inc., for

its new Denver office. Within less

than a week after E. J. Drucker
took charge as manager he had
booked the entire series of Christie

two-reel comedies, with one release

even' two weeks at the Princess
and Rialto theatres, and both the

Mermaid and Chester series at the

America. At the same time he re-

ceived several offers for the Torchy
Comedies.

In addition, in the same week he
looked " The Race of the Age,"
the exclusive two-reel picture of
the Man o' War race at the Amer-
ica for what is said to be the high-

est rental ever paid for a two-reel
subject.

Dorothy Dalton Back at
Paramount Studio

Dorothy Dalton is back at work
£ the new Long Island City studio

)f the Famous Players-Lasky cor-

>oration after a lapse of a few
veeks, during which time she ap-
>eared in " Aphrodite " for the Chi-
:ago run. Miss Dalton is doing

t he Teaser," a story of the Cana-
lian northwest, written especially

or her by J. Clarkson Miller, in

.vhich she has the sort of role in

.vhich she first achieved great suc-

:ess.

Virginia Banker Joins
Kane Organization
Stanley M. Ragland, who for sev-

eral years has occupied responsible
positions in a leading bank of Vir-
ginia, moved to Xcw York this

week and joined the staff of the
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corpora-
tion. His decision to ally himself
permanently with the photoplay in-

dustry is additional evidence of the

growing recognition of the busine"
jy men in other lines of activity.

A SERIES of eight dramatic
French productions, to be
made for Falker-Tyrol Pro-

ductions for release through a large
distributing organization in this

country, is announced by Mme.
Germane Dulac, director and pro-
ducer of Les Films D. H., who
sailed for France recently after a
three weeks' stay in America.

Madame Dulac has the distinction

of being the only French woman
director. In her picture career,
which started in 1910, she has di-

rected approximately forty-five pic-

tures. Included among these was
work for Malpas and Le Film
D'Art, two well known French
producing companies. In her
career as a director she won for
herself an enviable reputation and
her work in drawing out the fine

points of comedy has long been
recognized in France.

Arriving on October 25, Mme.
Dulac began at once to make her-
self familiar with American pro-
duction methods as well as Ameri-
can tastes. She witnessed all the
bigger picture productions on
Broadway and was a visitor at the
D. W. Griffith and Paramount
studios. She intends to model her
new French studio, which she con-
templates building in the south of

Madame Germaine Dulac

France after these American struc-
tures.

" We fell far behind during the
war," stated Madame Dulac, " and
as a result studio facilities are very
bad indeed just at present. That is

one of the reasons for my trip to

America. I have made Falker-
Tyrol Productions my agents on
this side and commissioned them to
send to me all the American ap-
paratus, equipment, and accessories
that I may need. I intend also to
have an American engineer and
electrical equipment expert super-
vise the building of my new studio."
Upon returning to France, Mme.

Dulac says she will begin at once
to make her dramas. Mile. Denise
Lorys, who has already been under
the direction of Mme. Dulac, will

be starred in these features. Stories
will be chosen from the best mate-
rial obtainable—both French and
American. Her agents in America
will buy such works of American
authors as appear to be up to her
standard. American continuity will

be written for all of the coming
dramas, whether they arc the work
of French or American writers.
Mme. Dulac believes that it is

possible to find French stories that
would please America, provided
they were developed according to
American tastes. She intends to
visit New York as often as possible
and will probably return again
within six months.

It is expected that Falker-Tyrol
Productions will announce the re-
leasing arrangements of these pic-

tures in the near future.

Fox Studios Hum with Action
NEVER since the completion

of the mammoth Fox studios

at Hollywood, California,

has there been much activity

throughout the entire organization
as at present according to . advices
from the home-offices of Fox Film
Corporation. There are more
companies working simultaneously
than ever before in the history of

the plant, announces the statement.

Tom Mix, under the direction

of Lynn F. Reynolds, is making a

new Western story written especi-

ally for the star by the director

—

a story in which the cowboy star

does some fancy as well as haz-

ardous auto driving.

With Scott Dunlap directing,

William Russell is working in a

story known as " The Cloth of

Gold." The story is by Jules G.

Furthman and furnishes the star,

it is said, with a role of extraor-

dinary' force—that of a criminal

masquerading as a clergyman.

Shirley Mason is creating the

steller role in a story called " Flame
of Youth," with Howard M.
Mitchell directing her. Mr. Mit-
chell, it will be remembered, staged
" Love's Harvest," " Little Wan-
derer " and " Molly and I," in all

of which Miss Mason achieved
success. He has also directed,

since these were two interesting

pictures, " Beware of the Bride

"

and " The Husband Hunter," star-

ring Eileen Percy.

Lionel Adams, playing the father in
" Fantomas," a new Fox serial

Jules G. Furthman, who has
been writing original stories and
adapting novels for Fox for some
time, is engaged in his initial

directorial effort with the beautiful
Eileen Percy. The name of the
play is " The Land of Jazz," and it

is said to be a picture rnost un-
usual in plot and uproariously
funny in incident.

"Partners of Fate" is the title

of the picture in which Louise
Lovely, the newest of Fox stars, is

at work, under the direction of
Bernard Durning, also a new di-

rector under the Fox banner.

A story by Robert Welles Ritchie,

which appeared in " The Country
Gentleman " under the title of
" Trails to Two Moons," is being
picturized by Fox with Buck Jones
as star. The interiors are now
being made at the Hollywood
studio, and the company will go
into the uplands near Los Angeles
for the exteriors within two weeks.
Edward J. LeSaint, a veteran of
directing the popular Jones in the
the Fox staff on the west coast, is

role of hero of a story of warfare
between Western cattlemen and the
hated sheepmen. Mr. LeSaint
adapted the story from the original.

Important in the Fox activities

in Hollywood are four Sunshine
Comedy units, all 'working at full

speed in the same lot, keeping the
Sunshine widows on the jump as
they switch from one director to

another in the various sets, which
range from bathhouse scenes to

magnicent hotel lobbies, it is an-
nounced.

Clyde Cook, the inimitable pan-
tomimist and contortionist extra-
ordinary, who is making for Fox
a series of " Clyde Cook special
comedies " is as busy as the pro-
verbial bee—and a good deal fun-
nier in action, says William Fox.
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A pretty shot from Buck Jones' latest vehicle on the Fox program, " Just Pals "

Storm Completes His Staff

Announces Technical Personnel and

Supporting Cast for Lillian Gish
JEROME STORM this week

completed the organization of

his production staff and placed un-

der contract the players to appear
in support of Lillian Gish in her
first picture directed by Storm for

the Frohman Amusement company.
Filming of the play, by Fred de
Gresac, commences next week at

the Biograph studio, which has been
leased by the Frohman company.
Warren Fromme assistant to Mr.

Storm, was formerly assistant di-

rector for Hobart Henley and Mrs.
Sidney Drew.

Irving J. Martin, appointed to

the post of art director and title il-

lustrator, was associated with
Thomas H. Ince for six years dur-
ing which time he originated new
schemes of decoration.

George Peters has been engaged
as cameraman. He has made a
record for superior photography
with Goldwyn, Clara Kimball
Young and Metro.
The chief electrician is Andrew

Reid, for years a valuable aide to

D. W. Griffith. With his assist-

ance, Mr. Storm plans some spec-
tacular effects in the way of light-

ing.

Edward Quinn, who has been
placed in charge of properties, held
a similar office with Hobart Henley
and Mrs. Sidney Drew.
Harold Brown's services as

technical director were secured
this week, thus completing the
quota of technical aides.

James Rennie will act as leading
man for Miss Gish. He now is

appearing on the New York stage
in a leading role of " Spanish
Love."
An important role is taken by

Emily Chichester, who recently ap-

peared in " The Woman in Room
13 " and prior to that appeared in a
number of Griffith productions.
The chief character part is play-

ed by Emily Fitzroy, who came into
prominence as the boarding-house
keeper in D. W. Griffith's

"
'Way

Down East."
Other members of the cast are

:

Una Merkle, Alice Fleming, Helen
Flint, .Dorothy Grau, Dorothy
Chappell, June Terry, Mary Foy

and Frances Silcox.

First National Office in
Portland

Announcement is made of the
opening of a branch office of Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.,

at Portland, Oregon. The new of-
fice will, it is said, especially bene-
fit the exhibitors in southern and
eastern Oregon, for the office will

be kept stocked with exclusive
prints of all releases and a full line

of accessories so that all shipments
will be made direct from there, ac-
cording to Jensen and Von ' Her-
berg, holders of the Associated First

National Pictures, Inc. franchise in

that territory.

L. O. Lukan, northwest director

for First National, will be in gen-
eral charge of the new office. In

addition to the manager, the staff

includes a booker, cashier, poster

clerk, skipper, salesman, bookkeeper
and film inspector. An appropria-

tion of $20,000 has been made to

cover tentative salaries for the first

year. Offices for the new branch
have been secured at Ninth and
Burnside streets.

RUNS 6 YEARS FOR .LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR ! I !

" Total expense for SIMPLEX repairs,
six years, less than one dollar."

J. B. Cary School 9 Richmond, Va.

Two Paramount Releases
Melford's " Behold My Wife " and
" Sins of Rosanne " Issued Nov. 7

GEORGE MELFORD'S produc-
tion, " Behold My Wife," an

adaptation of Sir Gilbert Parker's

novel, " The Translation of a Sav-
age," and Ethel Clayton in " Sins
and Rosanne," a screen version of

Cynthia Stockley's story of South
Africa, " Rosanne Ozanne," are the

Paramount releases scheduled for

November 7.

One of the most conspicuous feat-

ures of " Behold My Wife," one
which was commented upon by
every New York critic during the

picture's successive pre-release en-

gagements at the Rivoli and Rialto

theatres, is the excellence of its

cast. Heading the list of players

is Milton Sills. Playing opposite

him is Mabel Julienne Scott, who
jumped into prominence as a screen

artist in the George Melford pro-

duction of "The Sea Wolf." In

a role almost equally important is

Elliott Dexter, former leading man
in the productions of Cecil B. De-
Mille, who but recently has re-

turned to pictures after a long ill-

ness. Then there is Ann Forrest,

who registered one of the character

hits of the year in William De
Mille's production of " The Prince

Chap;" Winter Hall, who had a

leading role in Cecil B. DeMille's

"Till I Come Back To You;"

Maude Wayne, who was last seen
in "The Fighting Chance;" Helen
Dunbar, Fred Huntley, Jane Wolfe,
Mark Fenton and F. Templar-
Powell.
In " Sins of Rosanne," Ethel

Clayton is again presented in a
highly dramatic role, as may be de-
duced from the fact that all of
Cynthia Stockley's stories have a 1

decidedly dramatic flavor. The
scenario was written by Mary H.
O'Connor, formerly scenario editor
at the Lasky studio. The story is

laid near the famous Kimberley
diamond mines in South Africa and
the opening scenes show the hero-
ine as an infant. When she is

severely ill and is given up by the
English doctor, she is taken in hand
by a Malay woman and cured. At

j

the same time the woman impreg-
nates the child with a craving for

gems. This craving leads her in

later life into a strange alliance

with an unscrupulous diamond
smuggler and nearly shatters her
romance with a young English
baronet.

Miss Clayton's leading man is

Jack Holt and the cast include?

among others, Montaine La Rue,
Mabel Van Buren, Fred Malatesta,

Clarence Geldart and Guv Oliver.

Over the Hill" at Lyric
Continues to Draw 'Em in Despite

Changes in Housing Accommodations

WHILE moving in its appeal to

the human heart, " Over the
Hill," the William Fox special pro-
duction which has played to con-
stantly crowded houses since its

premiere at the Astor Theatre, in

New York, on September 17, has
been moving also in another way

—

in its search for a permanent loca-

tion among the Broadway play-
houses. The most recent move
was on Sunday last, November 7th,

from the Central Theatre to the
Lyric Theatre—where, according
to the Fox officials, the lease as-
sures a long and uninterrupted
run.

" Over the Hill " has had an un-
usually successful career since
making its bid for Broadway pat-

ronage. Following its hearty wel-
come by press, pulpit and public at

the Astor theatre, notice was
served that another attraction, hold-
ing a prior lease, must move in.

The Fox production, after enjoy-
ing four weeks of unprecedented
motion picture business, moved out
to the Nora Bayes Theatre nearby.

It has long been a pet theory of
Broadway theatre wiseacres that
no Broadway production can move
during the height of its prosperity
and continue its success. " Over
the Hill " boldly and triumphantly
challenged this idea by not only
moving to the Nora Bayes, but by
hanging out the " S. R. 0." sign
at every showing during the week's
run there.

Another wallop at Broadway's

pet theory was taken when, after
the week at the Nora Bayes The-
atre, " Over the Hill " packed up
and hied to the Central Theatre

—

also in the heart of the White
Lights—where hope was held out
that the landlord would talk in

terms of months instead of days.
The end of the third week brought
with it blasted hopes, and again
" Over the Hill " went merrily on
its house-hunting way.
Convinced that his wonderful

picture had scarcely begun its life

of Broadway prosperity, Mr. Fox
quickly solved the problem by se-

curing a lease at the Lyric. The
announcement that " Over the

Hill " would not be shown in any
neighborhood motion picture thea-

tre during 1920, 1921, 1922, and
the evident determination to keep
the picture on Broadway, give"

double assurance of faith in the

picture for a long and prosperous

Broadway showing, declares Wil-

liam Fox.
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Paul Iribe, the French ar-

chitect and designer, has gone
to the Coast to assist in the

production of "Anatol," Ar-
thur Schnitzler's play, which
Cecil DeMille will make into

Paramount's first super-fea-
ture with an all star cast.

The announcement of Mr.
Iribe's trip to the Coast with
Jesse L. Lasky, vice presi-

dent of the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, came im-
mediately after the statement
from the executive offices of
the company concerning the
new policy of production
which brings all the forces
of the high Paramount organ-
ization together for the mak-
ing of super pictures.
The talents of the French-

man will be added to those
of Mr. DeMille, the all-star
cast consisting of Gloria
Swanson, Bebe Daniels,
Wanda Hawley, Agnes Ayres,
Wallace Reid, Elliot Dexter,
Theodore Roberts and Theo-
dore Kosloff, and the collab-
orating authors, Jennie Mac-
pherson, Avery Hopwood,
Beulah Marie Dix and Elmer
Harris in the production of

' Anatol."

Related Arts Must Aid Film
T

Big Cotton Crop Brings
Boost for Film Trade
W. T. Yoder, Southern District

Manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
who is at present in New York,
brings news of improved conditions
in the South. He says :

" There is a big cotton crop this
year, and the feeling is general that
better prices will continue and thai
is all that is needed to restore con-
fidence and activity everywhere.
There are evidences of new life at
all the chief centers. Even build-
ing is being resumed. Especially
significant is the fact that more
capacious and finer motion picture
theatres are being built in a num-
ber of the larger Southern cities.

" During the recent period of de-
pression the motion picture business
did not suffer to the same extent as
other lines. As usual, people found
relief from their worries in this
favorite form of recreation. But,
nevertheless, the last week or two
have witnessed a decided increase
in attendance, with the best class
of pictures drawing to capacity.''

tfT^HE motion picture art

must call to its aid all the

related arts. There is

much that is incomplete in motion
pictures. They are silent and the\

are without color tone. Music has
long been employed to cover up the
silence. Art will be employed to

render the beholder oblivious to the
fact that the pictures are without
the emphasis of sound.
M. Leone Bracker, internationally

famed American poster artist, re-

cently commissioned by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc. to
make a series of poster pictures,

thus expressed himself in an in-

terview in a Los Angeles paper
shortly after his arrival on the
Coast. Commenting on the in-

flux of literary lights into the
cinema world and expressing the
belief that similarly the industry
would attract to itself the best tal-

ent in the art world, Mr. Bracker
is quoted in part :

" You will
note," said the artist, " that there is

now in progress a veritable exodus
from literature towards the
Canaan of the films that is full of
promise for the betterment of story
materials available for motion pic-

tures and a solution of, or at least

a valuable step towards the solu-
tion of, the difficulty producers are
said to experience in maintaining
the supply of the better sort of
scenario in keeping with the greater
demand, and particularly the better

Hodkinson to Release
Comedy Production
What W. W. Hodkinson des-

cribes as one of the really brilliant
comedies of the year was completed
recently by the Rockett Film Cor-
poration. This is "The Truant
Husband," made by Al and Ray
Rockett from the story by Albert
Payson Terhune, which appeared in
the May issue of the Cosmopolitan
magazine. It is a singularly clever
bit of motion picture construction
with an exceptional cast of players,
foremost among which may be men-
tioned, Mahlon Hamilton, Francelia
Billington and Betty Blythe. It is

interesting to note that "The
Truant Husband" is the first com-
edy ever to be released on the
Hodkinson program.

And Thus Deficiencies

of Picture Will Be
Covered, He Says

standard demand, which prevails
today. Rudyard Kipling, the gentle
James Matthew Barrie (I decline
to identify him as 'Sir James'),
Edward Knoblock, Sir Gilbert Par-
ker, and George Bernard Shaw are
some that are traversing the arid
waste of the desert of words to

reach the vivid oasis of picture
revelation.

" It must be the same with art. I

believe that the motion picture will

attract to itself the best that the
world of art has to offer. It is,

after all, merely a matter of pro-
gress and of recompense. Wag-
ner would have written a certain
opera had the equivalent of the
forty thousand dollars he demanded
been forthcoming. Artists are
really better business men than the

world gives them credit for being.
They only pretend to artistic ignor-
ance in business affairs.

" The motion picture art must in-

evitably call to its aid all the related
arts, for there is much that is in-

complete in motion pictures. They
are silent and they lack color tone.

The first impressions we receive of
the natural world in which we live

are related to sound and to color.

Pictures, for the most part, are
black and white and are without
the distinction of sound. Music is

engaged to cover up the silences;
art will be employed to render the
beholder oblivious to the fact that
the pictures are without the em-
phasis of sound.

" The artist who apologizes for
his relations to the motion picture
is an anachronism; he is out of
date. I believe that if so solid and
substantial a creator in thought as
Matthew Arnold were alive today
he would be happy to relate himself
to the pictures,—and as for such
illuminative, creative geniuses as
Edgar Allan Poe and Guy De
Maupassant—what could not they
do with a camera, a director and
an hour or two of leisure? Inci-
dentally, the pictures are revealing
to the artist the fact that he has
an audience. The world loves,
recognizes and endorses beauty.
The artist is brought into a new
distinction through the films which
open up to him amazing opportuni-
ties to express himself in the terms
of his art to an audience that covers
the civilized globe.

" I welcome the opportunity given
me by Associated First National.
It is my belief that the picture pos-
ter can be made so dramatic and
human and yet so illustrative of the
actual picture inside the theatre
that the man in the street will stop,

look and go in."

Metro Specials for Openings
TWO big motion-picture the-

atres, the New Strand of Al-
bany, and the Winter Garden,

of Seattle, are starting their careers
as exhibitors of photoplays by feat-

uring Metro special productions
during their opening weeks. The
fact that the managers of these new
houses have chosen Metro produc-
tions on the occasion of launching
their enterprises, is looked upon by
Metro officials as an augury of their

success in pleasing the public.

The New Strand Theatre opened
its portals to the people of Albany,
on November 7, with a bill headed
by " The Price of Redemption

"

starring Bert Lytell, and including
"One Week," Buster Keaton's
comedy, another Metro release.

The Winter Garden in Seattle,

opening November 21, will present
Metro's " The Great Redeemer,"
produced by Maurice Tourneur, and
also the Keaton comedy, " One
Week."
Not haphazard is the choice of

two Metro feature pictures for the

opening week, according to the

management of the New Strand in

Albany, which announces that

Metro Special productions will fol-

low in the future. The Strand is

owned by The Moe Mark Company,
which owns and operates in addi-

tion, the Strand Theatre of New-
York, the New Strand of Brooklyn,
and others of the same name.
The New Strand Theatre is mod-

ern is every detail. It is spaciously

built, with every convenience that

will cater to the comfort of its pat-

rons. Its seating capacity of about

2,400 makes it almost as large as

the New York Strand Theatre.

Architecturally, it is considered one
of the finest motion pictures in the

East.

Metro Films Open
New Strand, Albany,
and Seattle Theatre

James Q. Clemmer and Edward
James are the owners and managers
of the Winter Garden in Seattle.

The reasons leading up to the choice
of these two metro films are ex-
plained by Harry Lustig, special
representative of Metro at Seattle,

in a letter recently received at the
home offices. He writes in part:

" From all the current produc-
tions on the market, and after re-

viewing practically everything worth
while, Messrs. Clemmer and James
decided that 'The Great Redeemer'
would be a very appropriate open-
ing attraction. Consequently, we
had the pleasure of selling this

beautiful special production.

Edward Jose Finishes
Release for Pathe

Actual production work on the

new Edward Jose feature for As-
sociated Exhibitors, Inc., has been
completed, and Mr. Jose is now
applying himself to assembling and
editing his film, which the Asso-
ciated Exhibitors will distribute

through Pathe.
The Jose special, which as yet

has not been titled, was in pro-
duction over ten weeks. It is re-

ported by Pathe to be the most
pretentious picture this director
ever attempted in a career of more
than five years as a photoplay
producer.

"In conjunction with 'The Great
Redeemer,' the first Buster Keaton
Comedy— ' One Week '—will also
be shown. This is a combination
that is hard to beat and in my esti-

mation will be a program worth re-
membering for a long time."

" The Great Redeemer," by H.
H. Van Loan, is a Maurice Tour-
neur production distributed by
Metro, and acted by House Peters,

Marjorie Daw, Jack Macdonald and
Joseph Singleton. " The Price of

Redemption " was adapted by June
Mathis from I. A. R. Wylie's novel,
' 'The Temple of Dawn," " One
Week," is the first of a series of

Buster Keaton two-reel subjects

produced by Joseph M. Schenck and
released by Metro.

" Edgar Comes Out," one of the Booth
Tarkington "Edgar" stories presented

by Goldwyn.
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New Single Reel Comedies

Bessie De Litch in Christie Comedies,
released through Educational Exchanges.

Suggests a Way to Get
Stories for Screen

A practical way of securing

stories adaptable to the screen has

been conceived by R. A. Walsh,

i

whose independent productions are

being presented as First National

attractions by the Mayflower Pho-
toplay Corporation .

Briefly the scheme is this:

Through the publicity department
of the Mayflower Photoplay Cor-
poration, a query is being sent to

the literary critic of every news-
paper in the country asking for

specific information concerning:

current novels, advance copies of

which are always forwarded to

these critics direct from the pub-

lishers.

The queries sent by Mr. Walsh
are in the form of questionnaires

and can be filled out with a mini-

mum of time and effort by the

literary editors. Snace is left at

the bottom of. each questionnaire

where the editor can paste his pub-

lished criticism of the book in ques-

tion. An addressed and stamped

envelope is enclosed so that neither

the critic nor the paper is put to

any expense in sending the infor-

mation to Mr. Walsh.

"In this fashion," said the pro-

ducer, " I hope to be able to ob-

tain advance information on every

book published."

Educational to

and New Gaiety

EW. HAMMONS, president of
• Educational Film Exchanges,

Inc., announces that beginning with
the first week in December his com-
pany will release single reel com-
edies weekly. There will be two
series of these pictures, one the
Vanity Comedies, produced by the

Chrisiie Film Company, and the
other the New Gaiety Comedies,
into which the girl element will

enter the more strongly.

Arrangements for these pictures
were completed sometime ago and
therefore production is well ahead,
hi order that exhibitors may ap-
preciate that these pictures are
above the usual single reel fun
film, prints of the first of each
series have been sent to all the

branch offices with instructions that

exhibitors be invited to see these
pictures before contracts are of-

fered. This plan was followed
with the greatest success by Educa-
tional in the case of its four series

of two reel pictures.

While in the first few of the
Vanities some of the players who
have been familiar in two reel

Christies will appear, new faces will

he seen in the later ones and the

appearance of these players will be
confined to these shorter films. In
this way they will be made entirely

distinctive. The same plan will be

Release Vanity
Comedies Weekly
followed with the New Gaiety series
and it is promised that these pic-

tures will introduce several male
and female comedians who will leap
into sudden popularity.

In both series there will be em-
phasis placed on the story element,
plenty of action, a definite purpose
in their creation.

" We expect, said Mr. Hammons,
" to prove to exhibitors that these
single reclers contain more real

merit and abler casts than a greater
portion of the two reel comedies
on the market. It has been unfor-
tunate that the single reel comedy
has in the past represented a poorer
picture than the two reeler, inferior

casts and far less care in produc-
tion. We have had a demand for
these single reelers for some time,

but we did not care to enter the
field until we were sure that we
would be able to offer the same de-
gree of quality that has made our
Mermaids, Chesters, Torchys and
Christies such successes."

" Tea For Two," the first Vanity,

will be released the week of De-
cember 5 and the first Gaiety,

"Ain't Love Grand?" Dec. 12.

"Without a Wife" will be the

second Vanity and "Sand Witches,"

the second Gaiety. They will then

alternate regularly.

Brady's "Life" Tried
Out in Stamford, Conn.

William A. Brady" s recent pre-
sentation of his picture, " Life," in

Stamford for the first time on any
screen, is said to have stirred that
Connecticut town as have few at-

tractions seen in the Stamford thea-
tre in many seasons. With the idea
of securing the verdict of the pay-
ing public in relation to " Life on
the screen, Mr. Brady decided to
book and play his big picture in

Stamford, just as he does his stage
productions. The result was said

to be an extraordinary and unquali-
fied success for the picture and a
demonstration of the pulling power

Omaha Holds'MovieWeek

Al St. John, comedian, ac-

robat, tumbler, and slapstick

comedian is now at work
with the Fox Sunshine Com-
edy forces at the Hollywood
studios in California. Pecu-
liar interest and importance
attach to the engagement of

St. John for the reason that

he brings to the organization

not only his ability as a

mirth-making actor but his

ability as a director as well.
" His addition to the per-

sonnel of the Sunshine Com-
edies marks again the con-
sistent-policy by Fox Film
Corporation of maintaining
these hilarious two-reel films

at the highest level in every
respect," declares William
Fox.

Dead Men Tell No Tales

Associated First

Play Big Part in

ACCORDING to a statement
from the home-office of As-

sociated First National Pictures,

its attractions enjoyed a feature
place in the celebration of " Movie
Week" from November 7 to 14th

in Omaha, Neb. More than thirty

Associated First National pictures

were billed and played in some
fourteen theatres of the city and
suburbs.
Taking time by the forelock as

soon as plans for a movie week
formulated general manager C. E.
Holah of the A. H. Blank En-
terprises and of Associated First

National Omaha Exchange con-
ceived the idea of making a special

First National week of the oppor-
tunity the projected movie festi-

val would afford. Further Mr.
Holah devised the scheme of ar-

ranging for the publication of spe-

cial suburban sections of the Oma-
ha newspapers as a means of se-

curing wide attention to the slogan
" Go to the Movies," and these

supplements carried advertisements
of all suburban houses during the

movie week.
As a result of the First Na-

tional's representative's enterprise,

the following theatres played that

organization's attractions, namely:
Rialto theatre, " Peaceful Valley,"

entire week; Strand theatre, "No-
mads of the North," entire week;
Alhambra theatre, "In Wrong,"
Sunday; Alhambra, "The Family
Honor," Monday and Tuesday;
Alhambra theatre, " Forty-five Min-
utes From Broadway," Wednes-

Nat'l Releases

the Celebration
day, Thursday and Friday; Al-
hambra theatre, " A Splendid Haz-
ard," Saturday; Grand theatre,
" Polly of the Storm Country,"
Sunday; Grand theatre, "Go and
Get It," Monday and Tuesday;
Grand theatre, " The Fighting
Shepherdess," Friday and Satur-
day; Suburban theatre, "Heart o'

the Hills," Sunday; Suburban
theatre, " The Family Honor,"
Monday; Suburban theatre, "Polly
of the Storm Country," Wednes-
day; Rohlff theatre, " A Splendid
Hazard," Sunday; Rohlff theatre,
" The Idol Dancer," Tuesday and
Wednesday ; Rohlff theatre, " The
Yellow Typhoon," Friday and Sat-

urday; Boulevard theatre, "The
Idol Dancer " Sunday and Monday

;

Boulevard theatre, " The Tack-
Knife Man," Tuesday and Wed-
nesday; and the Boulevard theatre,
" The Master Mind," Thursday
and Friday.

Goodman Picture to be
Pioneer Release

The Pioneer Film Corporation

will release the 'special feature,
" Thoughtless Women," which was
written, directed and produced by
Daniel Carson Goodman, the author

of " Hagar Revelly " and " The
Taker," according to an announce-
ment of Mr. Goodman. Alma
Rubens is the featured player in
" Thoughtless Women."

"The Purple Riders" to
Be February Release
Daring feats of horsemanship

make up a big part of "The Pur-
ple Riders," Vitagraph's forthcom-
ing serial in which Joe Ryan is

starred, according to a Vitagraph
announcement. This will be the
first Western serial to be made by
that company in some time.

The atmosphere of the western is

ably met in " The Purple Riders."
Inasmuch as "western" is the big
theme, Albert E. Smith, president

of Vitagraph, has decided that this

production will be as thrilling a
western as ever was filmed. Mr.
Smith, in collaboration with Cleve-
land Moffett, the fiction writer,

wrote "The Purple Riders." It

will be released in February.

"Nineteen and Phyllis"
is Delivered

Charles Ray's third production
from his own studio, " Nineteen
and Phyllis " has been delivered

to Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., and according to those
who witnessed 'a screening, the
story gives him an opportunity to

even excell " Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway " and " Peaceful
Valley," the two first independent-
ly produced features from his own
studio. While the story takes him
off the farm it leaves him in a

country village and the tale as it

unwinds develops into one continu-

ous laugh with an accompaniment
of amused chuckles.

Loraine MakesYCoast
Trip With Lasky

When Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-

president of the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, returned to Los
Angeles Tuesday, he was accom-
panied by Robert Loraine, the Eng-
lish actor, who is on a trip around
the world. While Mr. Lasky was
in London last summer he was en-
tertained by Mr. Loraine, who ap-
peared all of last season in London
in the leading male role in Sir

lames M. Barrie's plav, " Marie
Rose."

DEADMEN
TELL NO
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Max Ascher

Ascher Brothers Hold
Anniversary Week

Ascher Brothers, of Chicago,

owners of one of the largest chains

of exclusive motion picture theatres .

in America, hold an anniversary

week, beginning November 7th, in

celebration of their eleventh suc-

cessful year. They are among
Chicago's pioneer exhibitors, hav-

ing as far back as 1909, when pic-

tures still were in their infancy,

seen their possibilities. From their

first- venture with twin houses, the

Panorama and the President, which
were even at that time heralded as

the city's finest theatres, they have
steadfastly blazed a trail, striving,

contriving always to attain just a

little higher standard for the mo-
tion picture entertainment, until for

the large chain of theatres which
they have rapidly acquired, Ascher
Brothers are at present operating

twenty theatres in Chicago. This

chain will be further augmented
within three months by the Roose-
velt, West Englewood and Portage

Park theatres, which are now un-

der construction.

These enterprising exhibitors are

carrying their policy of better pic-

tures and accompanying entertain-

ment beyond Chicago and its

suburbs and are at present operat-

ing theatres in Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Rockford, 111., and Dayton, O.

They are building theatres in

Peoria, 111., and Cincinnati, O.

Goldwyn announces that

the next Reginald Barker
Production will be "Snow
Blindness" from the new story

of the same title by Kathe-
rine Newlin Burt, author of

"The Branding Iron," which
Mr. Barker fashioned into

a Goldwyn picture.

Mahlon Hamilton has been
selected to act the principal

role. Only two other mem-
bers of the cast have as yet
been announced. They are
Cullen Landis and Mary Al-
den.

Nate Ascher Harry Ascher Lewis P. Newhafer

3-Month Paramount Schedule
THE complete schedule of

Paramount feature releases

for the month of December,
January and February have been
announced by Al Lichtman, general

manager of distribution, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. The
list includes twenty-six productions,

two for each of the twelve weeks
of the period.

The following are the releases

scheduled for December:
December 5, Thomas Meighan in

" Conrad in Quest of His Youth,"
William DeMille's production of

Leonard Merrick's story, scenarized

by Olga Printzlau ; and Dorothy
Gish in " Flying Fat," an adapta-
tion by Harry Carr and F. Richard
Jones of a story by Virginia
Withey, and directed by F. Richard
Jones.

December 12, Roscoe Arbuckle in

the feature comedy. " The Life of

the Party," directed by Joseph
Henabery, a screen version by Wal-
ter Woods of Irvin Cobb's ludi-

crous Saturday Evening Post story ;

and the Cosmopolitan production,
" Heliotrope," which was scenarized
and directed by George D. Baker
from the story by Richard Wash-
burn Child.

December 19, the first Lois Weber
special production for Paramount.
" To Please One Woman," written
and personally directed by Miss
Weber ; and Bryant Washburn in
'' An Amateur Devil," adapted from
the story. " Wanted, A Blemish," by
Jesse E. Henderson and Harry J.

Buxton, directed by Maurice Camp-
bell from a scenario by Douglas
Bronson.

December 26, William S. Hart in
" The Testing Block," Mr. Hart's
own Western story, picturized and
directed by Lambert Hillyer; and
Enid Bennett in the Thomas H.
Ince production, " Silk Hosiery," an
adaptation by Agnes Christine
Johnston of a story by Frank M.
Dazey, directed by Fred Niblo.
For January the releases are as

follows

:

January 2, Maurice Tourneur's
personally directed production,

26 Productions to Be
Released During

That Time

" The Bait," featuring Hope Hamp-
ton, adapted by Jack Gilbert from
Sidney Toler's play, " The Tiger
Lady"; and Dorothy Dalton "In
Men's Eyes," an adaptation of E.

Phillip Oppenheim's novel, " Jeanne
of the Marshes," directed by
Frank Rcicher from a scenario by
Kathryne Stuart.

January 9, George Melford's pro-

duction, " The Jucklins," scenarized

by Frank Condon from the novel by
Opie Read; and Wallace Reid in
" The Charm School," a picture ver-

sion of Alice Duer Miller's story,

directed by James Cruze from Tom
J. Geraghty's scenario.

January 16, Billie Burke in " The
Education of Elizabeth," adapted
by Elmer Harris from the story by
Roy Horniman and directed by
Edward Dillon; and the Cosmopoli-
tan production, " The Inside of the

Cup," founded on Winston Church-
ill's novel and directed by Albert
Capellani.

January 23, Douglas MacLean in

the Thomas H. Ince production,
" The Rookie's Return," adapted
by Agnes Christine Johnston from
a story by Archer McMacklin and
directed by Lloyd Ingraham; and
William DeMille's production,
" Midsummer Madness," adapted
from Cosmo Hamilton's story,
" His Friend and His Wife," and
featuring Lois Wilson, Lili Lee,

Jack Holt and Conrad Nagel.
January 30, the George Fitz-

mauricc production, " Money Mad,"
by Ouida Bergcre ; and Thomas
Meighan in the Charles Maigne
production, " The Frontier of the

Stars," adapted by Mr. Maigne
from the story by Albert Payson
Terhune.
For February the releases are

:

February 6, Roscoe Arbuckle in
" Brewster's Millions," adapted by
Walter Woods from Winchell

Smith's stage version of George
Barr McCutchcon's novel ; and
Dorothy Gish in " The Ghost in the

Garrett," by Wells Hastings, di-

rected by F. Richard Jones.

February 13, Cecil B. DeMille's

production, " Forbidden Fruit," by
Jeanie Macpherson; and Douglas
MacLean in the Thomas H. Ince

production, " Chickens," an adapta-

tion by Agnes Christine Johnston
of Herschel S. Hall's Saturday
Evening Post story, " Yanconna
Yillies," and directed by Jack Nel-

son.

February 20, the Cosmopolitan
production, " The Passionate Pil-

grim," directed by Robert G. Vig-
nola from George Dubois Proctor's

adaptation of Samuel Mcrwin's
novel ; and Charles Maigne's pro-

duction of " The Kentuckians,"
adapted from the novel by John
Fox, Jr.

February 27, Ethel Clayton in

Hugh Ford's production, " The
Price of Possession "

; and the sec-

ond Lois Weber production, " What
Do Men Want?"

That R. A. Walsh will un-
doubtedly desert his Eastern
studio and come to Los An-
geles to make his indepen-
dent productions which are
released through First Na-
tional is the announcement
contained in a wire just re-

ceived from the New York
Biograph studio. If the plan
is carried out, the Walsh unit
will be attached to the May-
flower production organiza-
tion at the Brunton studio.

This change is due to the
fact that Walsh's next pro-
duction will require big stage
settings, and Eastern studios
cannot accommodate the nec-
essities of the new Walsh
story. Great inconveniences
were experienced on this ac-
count by the director during
the filming of "Idols," which
will soon be released by First
National.
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Detroit House Features
Educational Films

Phil Gleichman, president of the

Broadway-Strand theatre, the long

run house of Detroit, is specializ-

ing lately in short subjects. On his

current bill which is now in its

second week Education al Ex-
changes supply the only pictures

used in addition to the feature,
*' Something to Think About."
These are " Nonsense," a Mermaid
Comedy featuring Jimmie Adams
and "The Art of Diving/' the

single reel special in which Annette
Kellerman illustrates the feats that

made her one of the most famous
women in the world before both the

standard motion picture camera
and slow motion.

Fame^of] Stage Version
Helping Picture

Everywhere Robertson-Cole
branch managers and salesmen
who are engaged in booking to

thousands of exhibitors the screen
version of " So Long Letty," the
Al Christie six-reel comedy-drama,
are discovering a great interest in

the picture by reason of the fame
of its stage version. This was
produced by Oliver Morosco, and
appeared for five years in the lead-

ing theatres of the spoken drama
On the screen it has become a

comedy-drama. Not being handi-
capped by stage dimensions, Mr.
Christie has evolved a highly-pre-
tentious comedy-drama that bids
fair to even out-do the well-known
success of the stage version, de-

clares Robertson-Cole.

"The One Best Pet" Is

o Next Chester Comic
" The One Best Pet " is the

catchy title of the next of the two-
reel Chester Comedies to be re-

leased through Educational Ex-
changes. It is said to introduce
even more animals than in any of
the Chester pictures, including a
number of lions. A volume of
thrills is promised including scenes
•of a baby being carried away and
landed on a church steeple by a

bunch of toy balloons.

Snooky, the Humanzee, is fea-

tured and quite a large part falls to

little Ida May McKenzie. Hap H.
Ward also has a prominent part in

the comedy.

Theatres Give Out Returns
Paramount Exploitation Service

Give Election Results to Houses

PARAMOUNT exploitation ser-

vice gave prompt election re-

turns Tuesday night to approx-
imately five hundred motion pic-

ture theatres in three large cities.

In New York City, Chicago and
Detroit exclusive returns were fur-

nished through the exploitation

representative of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation by special ar-

rangement, in each instance with

a local newspaper. Audiences were
kept seated long after the usual

closing hour and the theatres con-
tinued to do business in many cases

until well after midnight.
Abner Robinson, exploitation

representative at the New York
Exchange concluded arrangements
with the New York American
whereby returns were furnished to

200 theatres in the city and out-

laying districts showing Paramount
pictures. The Keith houses figured

prominently in the arrangement
while theatres in Hoboken, Mt.
Vernon, Yonkers, New Rochelle,

and Jersey City were included in

the service.

Intent upon obtaining every pos-
sible benefit of Election Night for
Paramount exhibitors in his dis-

trict Robinson made arrangements
to have posters printed in advance
advertising the fact that complete
and prompt returns would .be avail-

able at the theatre showing the pos-
ter. In addition the New York
American, for four days before
Election Day published a complete
list of theatres to which this ser-

vice would be rendered.
The idea was founded in large

measure on the suggestion of Oscar
A. Doob, Chicago exploitation rep-
resentative, who concluded a sim-
ilar arrangement with the Chicago
American. This paper not only
listed the theatres which would re-

ceive such service but for a solid

week ran front page stories upon
the unusual facilities afforded for

getting early returns by going to

such and such a theatre and wait-

ing for the results free from con-

gestion prevalent around the bul-

letin board on Election Night.

Critics Praise Realartist
New York Press Applauds Minter

Production, " Eyes of the Heart

"

j^YES OF THE HEART,"<< _
Mary Miles Minter's latest

feature production for Realart, now
having its first New York showing
at the Rialto, strikes a responsive

chord—to judge from the reviews

of the picture among New York
newspaper critics.

The Evening Telegram declares

that " The Realart picture, which
Paul Powell directed, is a sure win-
ner." In its criticism the Telegram
says :

" When Dana Burnet's story,
' Blindness," was published in ' The
Ladies Home Journal,' nation-wide
attention was drawn by this appeal-

ing after-the-war story.
" So dramatic were the incidents

that their value for motion pictures

was realized at once. The story has

now been made into an excellent
film drama now at the Rialto under
the title ' Eyes of the Heart.'

" Miss Mary Miles Minter—is the
heroine, and she has never done
anything better than her work in

this play. Supporting Miss Minter
are Edward Burns, Lucien Little-

field, Florence Midgely, John Cook,
Fred Turner, William E. Parsons
and Loyola O'Connor.*'

Says the critic on the Sun :
" Miss

Minter interprets the role of a blind

girl, who proves that vision is not
only the function of the eye but
also of the hear'. The acting is

excellent, especially on the part of
the star, and the charm of the set-

tings is in keeping with the strange
love story."

Bruce Scenic a Setting
for "Earthbound"

" Solitude," one of the single
reel Scenic Beautiful made by Rob-
ert C. Bruce on his last trip to the
Alaskan and British Columbian
coast and released through Educa-
tional exchanges, was used last
week as a prologue with the show-
ing of " Earthbound " at the Im-
perial theatre, San Francisco, and
several of the motion picture crit-
ics of that city commented on the
way that it fitted in with the un-
usual feature and how the atmo-
sphere was maintained through the
Imperial's presentation.

" Solitude " is sub-titled " a tale
of the Lonesome Land " and pic-
tures the lone wanderings of a man
through mountain snowstorms and
Nature's great open spaces and his
content with the beauties of the
world out of doors.

Plane Views of Rome
in International

Unusual picture of Rome, Italy,
taken from an aeroplane, are shown
in International News No. 75, just
released by Universal. The cam-
era-bearing aeroplane flew at low
altitude over the famous bridge of
Tiber, over the Coliseum, the Pan-
theon and over many other points
familiar to the school-boy student
of history.

Captain Ariel Varges, the Inter-
national News cameraman, who
was recently admitted to the Pope's
presence and who took the first

moving pictures ever made of the
Holy Father (recently seen in In-
ternational News releases) took the
bird's-eye views of the Italian

capital.

Wm. DeMille Busy with
Barrie Play

"What Every Woman Knows," Sii

James M. Barrie's play, which was
starred in on the legitimate stage by
Maude Adams, is rapidly shaping up
in screen form, as a William De-
Mille production for Paramount.

It is said that this story is of the

type that Mr. DeMille takes the
keenest delight in producing. Every
director has his favorite theme and
his favorite type of play and Mr.
DeMille has voiced the sentiment
that the production of this picture
is a labor of love.
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For the first time since 1917

Ethel Clayton is producing
pictures in New York, her
present vehicle being an
adaptation of the novel, " The
Price of Possession/' by the

English author, Winifred
Boggs. The picture is being
made at the new Long Island
City studio of the Famous
Players-L a s k y Corporation
and is the first Miss Clayton
has done since her recent re-

turn from Europe.
This production also marks

the return of Hugh Ford as
a director of the American
productions of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
Mr. Ford having just re-

turned from the London stu-

dio of the organization, where
he made " The Great Day

"

and "The Call of Youth."
The continuity was wr/tten
by Eve Unsell of the Famous
Players-Lasky staff since her
recent return from the Lon-
don studio. Joseph Boyle,
who has been associated with
Mr. Ford for several years as
his assistant, again serves in
this capacity.
Miss Clayton's leading man

will be Rockliffe Fellowes.
Others in the cast include
Reginald Denny, Maude Tur-
ner Gordon and Fuller Hel-
lish.

Frank Mayo to Star in

£ £Max Brand Story
"Tiger," Max Brand's novel of

the New York underworld, has
just been put into production at
Universal City, with Frank Mayo
in the leading role, Universal an-
nounces. The feminine lead will

be taken by Fritzi Brunette.
Direction of the new story has

been placed in the hand of Jacques
Jaccard. Among the cast-members
are Walter Long, Al Kaufman,
Herbert Bethew, Eleanor Hancock.
Charles Brinley and Willis Robards.

All Eyes Turn to Jacksonville

"Uncharted Sea" Will
Have All-Star Cast

Following the announcement
that Metro Pictures Corporation
had purchased the screen rights to

"The Uncharted Sea," by John
Fleming Wilson, comes a state-

ment from Bayard Veiller, chief
of production at the company's
west coast studios in Hollywood,
Cal., that this powerful story will

be picturized as a special produc-
tion, with an all-star cast.

'In the
Jhadow
of the
Domex

Inducements Offered

to Producers by
Committee

THE eyes of the American pro-

ducers are at present focused
on the city of Jacksonville,

Florida, which is now offering un-
usual inducements to companies
who are interested in making this

city their producing center. Being
only thirty hours out of New York
is it's strongest point. It has been
claimed that it is cheaper to pro-
duce there than in any other place
in the country. Every kind of
location is right at hand. It lies

within a short distance of Miami,
Falm Beach, St. Augustine, Day-
tona, The Everglades, Nassau and
Cuba. Already Florida is the win-
ter playground of the United States,

Jacksonville has some of the finest

beaches in the world, and is itself a
beautiful metropolitan city. Moun-
tain locations are within one
night's ride.

The city is not only described as
being the most logical place for
winter operations, but also an ideal

location for all-year-round work.
Prominent men in Jacksonville

want to make the city the third pro-
ducing center of the world and will

match dollar for dollar with pro-
ducers who will establish a mam-
moth studio there, it is stated.

They have in mind taking over a
former government camp site, con-
sisting of some three thousand
acres. About eight hundred acres
of this land is covered with several
hundred buildings of all descrip-
tions, all said to be suitable for
some purpose connected with pic-

ture-making. The streets are
paved, and this young city is com-

What might pass as an Egyptian Nile scene but in reality a

miles from Jacksonville, Florida
location " only ten

plete with water and electricity.

There is enough lumber and mate-
rial on the ground to construct half

a dozen such centers such as Uni-
versal City, it is declared. The
camp site is located right on the

beautiful " St. John's River and is

splendid for all sorts of water

scenes. Many of the buildings are

stated to be suitable for conversion

into houses and bungalows, thus
solving the housing question. A
fine club house and a theatre are

among the buildings.

Furthermore, the city is ready
now to accommodate companies
coming South with stage space in

studios now operating. There is

now located in the city professional

talent in every line—directors,
cameramen and extras.

The Motion Picture Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce, of
which W. R. Carter, a retired pub-
lisher is chairman, and which in-

cludes J. W. Martin, Mayor of
Jacksonville; H. B. Hoyt, presi-
dent of the Jacksonville Gas Com-
pany ; E. E. Cohen, managing direc-

tor of Cohen's big department
store, and H. J. Klutho, the leading
architect of Florida, announces
that it will be glad to co-operate
with companies coming down.

Jacksonville feels that its success

as the third producing center is as-

sured.

Pathe Drive Sweeps Country
PATHE reports that the sales-

drive inaugurated on Novem-
ber 1st under the title of

" Pearson Month " is sweeping the
country " like a streak of light-

ning." A checking up of the re-

ports received during the first week
indicates that all past records made
by Pathe for collections and new
business have been surpassed,
states Pathe in the statement just
issued from the New York office of
the distributing organization. The
statement follows in part

:

" Wires informing the thirty-two
Pathe branch-managers of ' Pear-
son Month ' and the conditions of
the competition were sent out of
the home office on Saturday, Oc-
tober 30th, so that it was not until

the opening of business on Monday
that the various managers learned
of the contest. Under these cir-

cumstances, the fact that they
went out and worked so earnest-
ly as to establish new records, is a
worthy tribute to Pathe's Director
of Exchanges.

" Pathe managers find them-
selves during ' Pearson Month ' in

an unexcelled position to make new
marks in every division of their
business, for they are fortified with
a list of subjects that surpassed in

merit any found in the history of
the great distributing organization.

First Week's Returns
Indicate Smashing
of All Records

" Oklahoma City, Albany, Mil-
waukee, and Denver are the

branches called upon to defend the

honors they won in March, and
provided they do so this month,
each member of the teams will re-

ceive a handsome remuneration.
" The selling powers of a number

of individual pictures received a

decided impetus during the past
week. ' The Riddle : Woman

'

now proving itself the greatest sell-

er in Path's annals, profited by
several reasons during the work.
First was the drive placed behind
it by the sales force in the Pearson
Month campaign. A second is

the fact that the Associated Ex-
hibitors special has been booked
by the Strand in New York for

the week of November 7th, a fact

which reflects strongly on the box-
office strength of the production,

when all circumstances are con-
sidered.

" 'Half a Chance ', a Jesse D.
Hampton special, is another which
has felt the driving power of the

feature sales department during

the last week. ' The Money Chang-
ers ', a Benjamin B. Hampton fea-

ture, Edgar Lewis's ' A Beggar in

Purple ' ; Blanche Sweet's ' Her
Unwilling Husband ', Robert Brun-
ton's ' The Devil to Pay ' and H.
B. Warner's 'Dice of Destiny',
are current and coming productions
that will figure prominently in the

records of the winning teams be-

cause they are proving tremendous
sellers.

" The activities of the Pathe se-

rial department is indicative of the
celerity with which the entire Pathe
sales force has entered into ' Pear-
son Month '. ' Ruth of the Rock-
ies ', ' The Phantom Foe ' and ' Vel-
vet Fingers ' are more than mak-
ing good, and a good slice of each
of their quotas was bitten off by
the activities of the department
during the opening week of the
' Pearson Month ' contest. Always
moving at top speed, the short sub-
jects sales department has been hit-

ting on all cylinders during the

last seven days, and the mark es-

tablished by this department is the

envy of the entire Pathe force. The
campaign will gain force as it pro-
gresses, and promising as was the
first week of the contest, Pathe of-
ficials look to the second week be-
ing even more productive of sterl-

ing results than its predecessor."
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Wallace Reid in " Always Audacious,"
based on the Saturday Evening Post
story by Ben Ames Wilson. A Para-

mount piclure.

The executives and em-
ployees of the Pioneer Film
Corporation took advantage
of Hallowe'en by staging a

dance and party that will

long be remembered as one
of the most successful in the

history of the Pioneer Film
Corporation.
The headquarters of the

Pioneer, on the seventh floor

of the Leavitt Building, were
turned into an impromptu
combined ball room and cab-
aret. Everybody connected
with Pioneer from President
A. E. Lefcourt down to the
newest employee who just

joined the " Pioneer Family,"
assisted the special commit-
tee composed of Chairman
Michael D. Fields, V. P. Mau-
rer, Miss Zillah Goldstein,
Miss Ida Gross, Miss Sybil
Reder, Miss Emma Bender
and G. M. Davidson in mak-
ing the arrangements.

Peggy Shanor Is Cast
in Pathe Serial

Peggy Shanor, well known for
her performances in serial and
feature films, has joined the cast

of " The Man Who Stole the
Moon," which is the temporary
title of a fifteen-episode serial in

production at the George B. Seitz
studio for distribution by Pathe
with June Caprice and Mr. Seitz
as co-stars. This serial will serve
as a vehicle in which June Caprice
will make her bow as a serial

heroine for Pathe.

Preparing a Press-Book
for "The U. P. Trail"
The W. W. Hodkinson organiza-

tion announces that a press book
is now under preparation for " The
U. P. Trail," a Beniamin B. Hamp-
ton production, shortly to be re-

leased by the Hodkinson corpora-
tion. " The U. P. Trail " is in

every sense of the word a big pro-
duction, and the press book which
will accompany it is in every way
worthy of so doing, says W. W.
Hodkinson.

Preparing for Busy Season
Lasky Studio to Be Taxed to Full
Capacity Soon; Companies at Work

WITHIN a short time the

Lasky sudio will be taxed to

its full capacity by productions un-
der way for Paramount.
Wallace Reid will be engaged up-

on a motion picture adapted from
" The Daughter of a Magnate " by
Frank Spearman, scenarized by
Eugene Lewis and directed by
Frank Urson. Margaret Loomis is

to be leading woman.
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in

" The Dollar-A-Year Man," an
original by Walter Woods, directed

by James Cruze, will keep the ball

rolling. Lila Lee will play opposite

the heavyweight Paramount star.

William DeMille has already got

a good start on Barrie's play scen-

arized by Olga Printslau, " What
Every Woman Knows," in which
Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson
have the leads.

Cecil S. DeMille will begin on a

new production for Paramount,
the name and nature of which both
withheld at the present writing.

That it will be a genuine novelty

however, is assured.

Thomas Meighan will return to
the coast to resume work at Lasky's
under Tom Forman's direction, but
the title of his picture is not yet
stated.

George Melford will begin pro-
duction of a new original story by
Hector Turnbull, scenarized by
Mary H. O'Connor. The title is not
yet selected.

Two Realart Companies, William
D. Taylor's and Mary Miles Min-
ter's will have space at the big
plant. Thomas Heffron will direct
the latter. Thus it will be seen that

the wheels will be buzzing right
merrily during the holiday season
and turkey will be eaten heartily by-

all concerned. The new cutting
room is ncaring completion and this

will greatly relieve the overcrowded
laboratory, where already a record
amount of films is turned out every
week.

General Manager Charles Eyton
is laying plans for this exception-
ally busy period, which, from all ac-

counts, is to be virtually a regular
thing from now on.

Vitagraph Improves Studio
New Facilities in Brooklyn Plant

Has Made' It One of Best in World
THROUGH numerous additions

to its laboratories and im-

provements in its already existing

facilities, at its Eastern studios at

Brooklyn, the Vitagraph Company
of America now has one of the most
modern and complete plants in the

world. During the past year and a

half, anticipating the increased de-

mand for Vitagraph productions

which has come, improvements and
new equipment have been steadily

installed until now the facilities are

the greatest in the history of this

pioneer in filmdom, and so elastic

that there is ample room for further

increase as the occasion arises. The
capacity for finished prints is now
fully ten times as great as it was
two years ago.

One of the most important
changes made in the Brooklyn
laboratories during the past two
years was the installation of an en-

tirely new and novel system of de-

veloping, fixing, tinting, and drying
of film, perfected by Albert E.

Smith, president of Vitagraph. The
new system entirely does away with
the old-fashioned and obsolete racks
for developing, and the cumber-
some, space-grabbing drums for
drying. As produced at the Vita-
graph studios the film is handled
mechanically—human hands do not
touch the print until u is ready to

be shipped, declares Vitagraph.
Not alone in the printing and de-

veloping departments has Vitagraph
increased and perfected its facilities

but in all the other branches of the
mechanical department as well.
New and additional perforating Du-
plex printing, joining and splicing
machines have been put in opera-
tion, and an additional battery of
Simplex projecting machines in-
stalled.

When the newest addition to the
Brooklyn studios was built a few
years ago ample provision was made
for increased floor space as the
occasion demanded. Now these ad-
ditional rooms are coming into use.
The fire proofing and fire appara-
tus is the most modern, and city
water is obtainable in addition to
that supplied by Vitagraph's own
artesian wells. Steel and concrete
vaults insure the absolute safety of
film, especially the master prints.

Kansas City Run of Fox
Special Goes Big

Reports received from Fox Film
Corporation's exchanges in Kan-
sas City. Mo., immediately follow-
ing the week's run of " While New
York Sleeps " at the Shubert thea-
tre in that city, indicate a keen in-
terest in this production on the
part of Missouri showmen. In
many cities and towns of the state,
as well as in Kansas across the
river, theatre owners have awak-
ened to the fact that in this film
Fox has a box-office attraction of
the first water.
For one week " While New York-

Sleeps " played the Shubert thea-
tre in Kansas City on a two-a-day
schedule—one matinee and one
night performance. With the
prices at a dollar top the Shubert
drew its crowds, daily and nightly,
a block and a half off Main street
and against the keenest sort of
competition on the chief thorough-
fare of the city, declares Fox Film

17 STORIES IN HEIGHT
160,000 SQ. FEET OF FLOOR SPACE

5 THE WORLD'S LARGEST FILM BUILDING
IS EQUIPPED WITH 31 SIMPLEXES

MAKING IT 100% SIMPLEX
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Special Service on

Otis Skinner m ww

Kismet
1 «i

it IV" ISMET" is an adaptation of

iV Edward Knoblock's stage

play of the same name which cre-

ated a sensation when it was pro-

duced in London and New York
several seasons ago. This is one of

many dramas which this well known
playwright has written.

His Kismet " was the first of

the Oriental spectacles to appear
upon the New York stage, and its

value can be appreciated by the fact

that similar offerings which follow-

ed fall short in comparison.
The story of " Kismet " is a day's

adventure in the life of Hajj, the

Beggar, in Bagdad of a thousand
and one years ago—a story which
is as exotic, colorful, bizarre, pic-

turesque and unique as its setting.

In addition to Otis Skinner, who
makes his screen debut in the role

he created upon the New York
stage, the cast including Rosemary
Theby as " Kut-Ul-Kulub," Elinor

Fair as " Marsinah," the daughter
of ."Hajj," Nicholas Dunaew as
" Nasir," Herschel Mayall as
" Jawan," Leon Bary as " Caliph

Abdullah," and Hamilton Revelle

as " Mansur," the Grand Vizier.

The latter is also playing his iden-

tical role that he assumed in the

stage production. These players

are all well known to the steady

picturegoer. Some have been

THESE Special Service Sections are written with the
purpose of suggesting to exhibitors how to get the
moLt out of pictures that they have booked. They
are prepared after studying the picture and the best

way of exploiting them. Won't you let us know any use
that you made of suggestions printed here and the original

ideas that you have used in putting over this picture?

starred; all have been, some time or

other, identified with leading roles.

The cast is supplemented by a

large body of supernumeraries and
the collective group has been se-

lected for an adaptability for the

parts portrayed not only in creating

types but also in living them. The
production itself is on a truly lav-

ish scale—a production marked for

its painstaking detail, rich atmos-

phere, perfect costuming, and
splendid appointments. It is not a

misstatement in declaring it to be

Bagdad to the life as the imagina-

tion pictures it. The appeal to all

classes of patrons is a certainty.

Advance Advertising Suggestions

The best exploitation angle of this

picture is the name of the star.

Everyone who has followed the the-

atre certainly knows that Otis Skin-

ner is considered one of the REAL
artists of the stage. Doubtless the

majority of picturegoers have seen
•him some time or other. The point

to bring out is the fact that he
makes his screen debut in his great-

est stage vehicle. The progressive
exhibitor can concentrate upon the

idea that the public is ever in search
of new faces. Then the fame of

the author should be considered.
After planting these personages in

the public mind, the next best angle
would be to bring out the play it-

self and the lavishness of the pro-
duction. The director's name
should not be neglected for the

benefit of the " dyed-in-the-wool

"

fan.

In announcing that Otis Skinner
is coming in " Kismet " make it

emphatic that he is America's fore-

most romantic actor. Emphasize
also that this is the greatest play in

which the star ever appeared. A
good idea would be to stimulate in-

terest by featuring the production
in newspaper teasers or posters,

simply telling that Otis Skinner is

coming in " Kismet." Don't give

the date. This is following the big

circus methods. In adopting this

idea, the anouncements must be
made far in advance. Thus the

way is paved to develop the " fol-

low-up " campaign. About a week
later you can announce the date of

the showing, though in the mean-
time the public should be constant-

ly fed with the merits of the pro-

duction and intimate stories of

Skinner. The costumes are so lav-

ish in the offering that in the
" paper " issued, the colors are

brought out in striking fashion.

Here is a great opportunity for

the employment of an artist. And
a good sketcher should be able to

do wonders with a " head and

shoulders " sketch of Skinner for

the frames on the exterior of the

house. He can gather his inspira-

tion from one of the stills.

>-f^HE fact that this picture is an
adaptation of one of the greatest

plays of all times, with Otis Skin-

ner, who is perhaps better known than
the majority of stage stars who come
to the screen in their initial production,
in his original role, makes " Kismet " an
attraction where the ordinary methods
of judging box office values are to be
disregarded. Two things should be
paramount in billing this picture the
reputation of the play and the fame of
the star. Even the smallest town has
heard of Otis Skinner and " Kismet

"

and each resident will want to see the
production.

IN billing " Kismet " the wise ex-

hibitor will bend a great deal of

effort toward attracting the people
who do not as a rule attend picture per-

formances with any degree of regular-

ity. To do this some out of the ordi-

nary methods must be resorted to. The
thing to impress on the people we have
referred to is that this is the kind of a
picture they will enjoy, that it is pro-
duced with the expectation of pleasing
those who find fault with motion pic-

ture standards in story and plot, as they
usually run. Get the preachers, doc-
tors, lawyers, bankers, etc., interested.
Make your advertising to them distinc-
tive and dignified and above all don't
" bally hoo " this picture.

Three scenes from " Kismet," in which Otis Skimer enacts his immortal role of " Hajj, the Beggar 1





CATCH LINES

"KISMET"
Starring

OTIS SKINNER
In his ragged saintliness, he unbeknowing blessed his enemy, the Sheik who stole his

wife and stabbed his son.

There were One Thousand and One stories in " The Arabian Nights." " Kismet," the

Thousand and Second story, by its whimsical brilliance, outdoes all the others.

How can one love a liar, a thief, a rogue and a murderer? Yet, Hajj, the beggar, is all

of these things and you will love him in " Kismet."

To the Mansur of Bagdad, the execution of a dozen suspected thieves was but a little

diversion.

A tale of human passions as they existed hundreds of years ago.

Blindness, a palsied arm or any affliction was an asset to the beggars pursuing their

" honorable profession " in Bagdad.

In Bagdad, one could be honest and still collect a " rake-off."

There was no tailor's trust in Bagdad and no high cost of living and Hajj, the beggar,

got rich on nothing.

The harem ladies liked pretty clothes, but you'd never think it to look at the size of

their wardrobe.

Poor Hajj, the beggar, had to be arraigned before the man whose administration had
been a reign of blood.

The Koran decided that the thieving hand of Hajj be cut off and the giant slave's sword
was upraised when

—

Spurned by her lord, the once-favored wife of wives declared the stranger a man among
men but when she found he was a beggar

—

The beauties of his kingdom sought to win the Caliph but his eyes saw only the daughter

of the beggar.

When Hajj was thrown into prison for his attempt to kill the Caliph the ruler unconsci-

ously did Hajj a favor.

Father and son, each searching for the other, met face to face and yet they did not know.
Otis Skinner, America's most distinguished actor, in the internationally famous play

that stands at the pinnacle of stage successes of the last decade.

Strange how quickly a blind beggar sees—when a gold piece is slipped into his hand.
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Giving some idea of the splendor and the attention to detail of " Kismet," in which Otis Skinner plays his world-famous role of the beggar

Announce That Star Makes Screen Debut In This
As far as the plot is concerned Cast of " Kismet " in the picture, and embellishing it

there is no real necessity of going jjaii, the Beggar Otis Skinner Wlth the Pr°Per atmosphere which

^StJ^~ A^/X Ku&l-Kulub
g

Rotary Thebv KBttSfcSKfrf
announcement that it is a tale of Marsmah Elinor fair appropriate manner, your house is

Bagdad, the wonder city of a thous- Nargis Mme. Comont placed in a sympathetic state of

and and one years ago, is sufficient Nasir ' Nicholas Duneaw mind -

to excite curiosity. The very title
j Herschel Mavall Newspaper Catch Lines

13 significant with mystery and col- *
IT 1 T '

t

or and atmosphere. You can arouse ........ . r reel Lancaster
Qtis Skinner> America's fore-

enough interest by simply telling Caliph Abdullah Leon Bary most romantic actor, will appear at

that it is like a page from the Jester Sidney Smith the . . . next . . .in "Kismet,"
Arabian Nights. While you are

jy|angur Hamilton Revelle a screen reproduction of the famous
making your plans in this direction, ' k"_„„_j.. play in which he scored the great-

your local editors are co-operating gaoler 1 nomas fvenneay
est success of his career.

with you in exploiting the name and Amru sam Kaufman
fame of Skinner, and the inside Abu Bakr Emmett C. King
facts of the play. They are run- Gulnar Fanny Ferrari Bagdad, the beautiful Bagdad, the

S.^he
a—

y

C

jS Maid to Gulnar EuuLj Seville city of the Orient that flourished

licizing the worth of this p cture. Muezzin - Harry Lorraine a thousand and one >ears ago—
iiLi^iiig me wuiu «i

^u^^nior A£f T>~„1 „Q i
W1 " be presented to patrons ot the

should be fed the public and quota- Kagim Robert Evans a setting for "Kismet." the Otis
t.ons of his philosophy. Miskah Cornelia Skinner Skinner picture.

An excellent angle on the open- Chamberlain James Adams
mg d

„Y

-

wo
f
d

-

f
beJ°ll

1

, iXr^ A Robertson-Cole production. Original plav written by Ed-

Scat^T vour c y Have^hem ward Knoblock. Directed by Gasnier. ' ."Hajj", the Beggar, lived a
locaieu m juui v.iiy. v-

ayv
- ' thousand and one vears ago in the

come in a body to the theatre. In
beautiful city of Bagdad. He beg-

their uniforms it possible, ur
the picture jn t^ e displav adver- song that Alma Gluck features in eed alms from dawn to sunset,

present the picture in the Masonic
tismj? yQU haye the color fu i stiH s her repertoire. Or if you prefer Into his life was woven a rich pat-

Temple or the headquarters ot t ie and .. paper .. for your iobbv Give the artist singing " Less Than the tern of adventure. A day arrived
Shriners as a private showing on y. most Qf your attention to the star, Dust" you can employ Miss when "Hajj" climbed to the
Another good suggestion would be

the author> and t ; t]e! mentioning Gluck's voice off-stage on the talk- heights but when the sun sank be-
to put on a sort of miniature cir-

the {act that it j g a superb pictUre ing machine to bring color to the hind the towers of the city, fate
cus parade. If it is possible try made from an equauy superb play, presentation. The producers have led him down to his beggarly king-
to get hold of some camels and arranged a musical setting by James dom
elephants, ridden by men disguised Prologue Suggestions C. Bradford which is ideal. It is

as Arabs. A parade would surely composed of Oriental strains and
gain the publicity and might reach Those exhibitors who wish to excerpts from scores which are dis- Edward Knoblock's celebrated

those patrons who don't pay much stage a prologue (progressive and tinctly Eastern in flavor. Such a play, "Kismet", transferred to the

attention to a newspaper campaign, artistic exhibitors are ever staging p ictu"re is made more enjovable screen with all its adventure, dra-

The figure on the camel could be prologues in worth-while pictures) through giving it the correct inter- matic sweep, vivid actiion, color and
made up to resemble " Hajj ", the should take a scene from the play— pretation. atmosphere.
Beggar. Of course you can em- any outstanding scene would do,

ploy men who would be eager to though it would be our plan to If you employ only an organist

disguise themselves as Arabs. And present a reproduction of the orig- or pianist and the Bradford ar- Can a beggar rise above his rags

these circulating in and out of your inal flash. You can employ " Hajj," rangement is not obtainable, ad- and tatters ? And still be a beggar

lobby and in front of the house the Beggar, again, seated on the vise him to stress the Oriental fla- at heart ? That is the story of

would give the picture a deal of steps of the Mosque begging alms. vor. Strains from Russian music, " Kismet "—the story of " Hajj ",

local color. This is copying the Incense can be used curling up such as Tchaikowsky's " Andante the Beggar, who lived m Bagdad a

Coney Island methods and may from fires on the stage. You can Cantabile for String Quartet ", thousand years ago.

seem cheap in putting such an art- people the scene with figures from Glinka's " March of the Sirdar

istic picture across—a picture the play—people who are constant- Tribe", Rimsky-Korsakoff's

which should be well patronized ly on the move, praying, chanting, " Scherezade " or the famous
, ,,

ms
-
alms

'
*or '°v^ PJ Al-

on the strength of Skinner's name, selling merchandise, etc. The cos- " Egyptian Ballet" would give it an 'ah
,
was the cry of ' Hajj '

, the

„ liv . f
tumes should be easy to obtain You ideal setting. Your ushers must be Beggar, from dawn to sunset. Some

However has great
can ^ shadow effects which WQU ,d garbed in strictly Oriental style. If gave begrudgingly ; others gave

bally-hoo possibilities and those
cHminate the trouble of bui iding you employ girls, you can have them generously. And " Haj j

'. the Beg-
exhibitors who follow that style ot

massive gets This wou]d ;ntroduce bedeck themselves in reallv start- gar, prospered. He found audience
campaign should find fte stunts

the proper illusion p ut plenty of ]ing Colors-with the veils' hiding with the high and mighty and so
valuable. Why iiajj ,

tne tseg-
co]or and atmosphere int0 the set their faces as per custom. well could he play his part that

gar, can live again right on your * manv mistook him for the Caliph,
streets, three or four days preced- Your musical setting should be The main thing to achieve har- He was drawn into a net of in-
ing the showing or during the pre- exploited for its atamosphere. too. mony. Here you have a rich and trigue and adventure and the only
sentation. He can walk around in A soprano singing Rimsky-Korsa- spectacular production with an way he could extricate himself was
his rags and tatters, although ad- koff's " Hindoo Love Song " should Oriental setting. By staging a pro- in becoming a Beggar again. That
vised not to beg alms as he does in precede the feature. This is the logue identical with a certain scene is the storv of "Kismet."



DEAD MEN TEL
NO TALES

E. W. Hornung's Masterpiece
"pvEAD MEN TELL NO TALES"—the murderous motto of the cold-blooded Senor Santos. The big gold strike

J—/ in Australia was on. He lusted for a share of the yellow treasure being shipped from the mines. With that lust

fas born his devilish creed. He tempted and won the captain of the treasure ship. Gunpowder was secretly put

I aboard with the gold. And when the little ship and its cargo of gold and human beings sailed away, the dastardly design

to blow it up at sea was full blown. Lifeboats were scuttled. None but the black-hearted rascals would escape.

Squire Rattray, well meaning but weak, is drawn into the murderous scheme by his love for Eva, the fair daughter

\o( the villain Santos. With his private yacht he is to pick up the villains and their loot. Among the unsuspecting

passengers is Cole, a young barrister. He and the lovely Eva are strangely attracted to each other. Then
( comes the fatal night—the removal of the gold by Santos and his gang. They steal away from the doomed ship and

jthen comes the blast of the touched off gunpowder. The staunch little schooner is rent into a thousand pieces and with

its human cargo of men, women and children scattered over the lonely waste. Cole alone escapes and later is picked

jup by a passing vessel. On reaching home the scoundrels seek to kill him. But they do not reckon with Eva, or

the really good Rattray who passionately loves the girl.

"Dead Men Tell No Tales" will live forever in the minds of those who see it. As a vivid dramatic and flaming

<novel, it has moved millions in the past to shuddering gasps, tears and laughter. The power of its pages has been

doubled—yes, trebled by the superb and glamorous production Vitagraph has given it for the screen.

A VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURE

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
A TOM TERRISS PRODUCTION

— FROM THE FAMOUS STORY BY EW.HORNUNO AUTHOR OF *RAPPLES"«tc.

*—1 *-* ALBERT g~SK/1 1THT P*«'OfA/r *-* «-»«-»*-»
ffi
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F OR NEWSPAPER USE— FOR THEATER PROGRAMS

Live Notes from the Studios
CONDUCTED BY LILLIAN R . GALE

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

JEROME STORM, after many
years of experience, is enjoying

a new wrinkle in the " directorial

game." It should be enough that

he directed one star (Charles Ray)

in fourteen consecutive pictures,

during which the director met with

varied experiences. But this is not

a matter of temperament upon the

part of either the star or the di-

rector. On the contrary, quite the

reverse.

One reads, often, stories about

temperamental stars who hold up

a director's work by arriving two
hours later than the time set for
" shooting " ? But did you ever

hear of a star who arrived ahead

of time? Mr. Storm is undergoing

such an experience. Sometimes he

has to forego breakfast in order to

uphold the tradition that the direc-

tor always arrives before the star.

Even then, he admits, he doesn't

always make it. According to lat-

est bulletin, obtained from the di-

rector, himself, the contest is about

a tie, with Miss Gish possibly in the

lead. But Mr. Storm has hopes,

since he has finished rehearsals and
will commence shooting in the Bio-

graph studio, where he will have an
alibi if he is a few moments late, as

it seems Miss Gish's hotel is several

blocks nearer the studio than Mr.
Storm's.

According to information re-

ceived from Denison Clift, by his

friends in Hollywood, who passed
the good word along, Mr. Clift,

former scenario editor and director

for William Fox (West Coast
studio) has accepted a proposition
made him by Ideal Films, of Lon-
don, to produce a screen adapta-
tion of the Guy DeMaupassant
famous story, " The Diamond Neck-
lace." Several months ago Mr.
Clift was granted a leave of ab-
sence from the studio. He imme-
diately left for a tour of Europe,
believing that he could best spend
the time traveling there as he ac-

cumulated material for picture

stories, and at the same time learn
of film conditions on the Conti-
nent first hand which would be of
particular value to him. Mr. Clift

traveled to many parts of Europe
and it was while on his return to
America that he stopped in Lon-
don and was offered a very grati-
fying contract, which he accepted.
While en route to Europe Mr. Clift
accepted the offer of the English
company to write a screen version
of the story. He started on this
while en route from London to
Paris by aeroplane, so his corre-
spondent states, and the men in-
terested in making the firm were
so pleased with the script Mr.
Clift produced that they made him

the offer to assume charge of the
production upon his return.

It is Mr. Cliffs intention to re-

turn to the Fox organization as
soon as " The Diamond Neck-
lace " production is completed.

" Lavender and Old Lace," in the
opinion of the director, Lloyd In-

graham, is the best picture of his

career. The author's characters
and story are faithfully reproduced,
and in the words of Mr. Ingraham,
" if hard work and enthusiasm on
the part of us all counts for any-
thing, this picture should be a
record breaker. Mr. Ingraham has
a list of previous successes to his
credit

Joseph DeGrasse, and friend wife,

Ida May Park, both directors of
motion pictures, are spending their

first vacation in many moons, in

New York. Mr. DeGrasse is

Charles Ray's present director.

" Many a good picture on the
screen is spoiled," said Arthur
Berthelet, director of the new
Bessie Love features " by the speed
w-ith which it is run in the theatre.

The man in the production booth
holds in his hands the destiny of
many a film.

" It is only trite to say that
' Macbeth ' played on the stage at

a galloping speed would not be a
tragedy but a farce. Equally true

is it that the tempo with which a

serious feature picture is run de-
termines whether its situations and
people are seriously taken or made
ridiculous.

" I make the comparison reluc-

tantly but have you ever been in a
church where the minister read
the Scriptures or litany with a

speed that took all the reverence
out of them and turned solemn
precepts into mere lip service?
How can truths thus galloped over
sink into the spirit and do their

work ?

" The tendency of the times is

to so cram theatre programs with
music tableaus and varied films

that the feature must be raced to

keep to the schedule. The result is

disastrous for actors and director.
" If the situations or characters

of a play seem to jump around
from one spot to another as is too
often the case they can't be taken

any more seriously than they seem
to take themselves. Many a situ-

ation that would have a fine dra-
matic effect played slowly is ruined
by a fast tempo both for the rea-
son given and the additional one
that the audience can't grasp the
deep significances if it is carried
along swiftly from one scene to
another.

Henry King the director has
handled hundreds of actors with
notable success but he had his
hardest experience in managing a
giant sword fish off the California
coast recently. It weighed 118
pounds took one hour and a half
to land and wore the flesh of two
of King's fingers nearly to the
bone.

Governor Thomas Riggs Jr. of
Alaska has written to Edward
Sloman director of the Jack Lon-
don story " Burning Daylight,"
calling attention to a little slip in
the production. After praising it

highly as a whole, the Governor
says, " but the wearing of shoes in
the Alaskan cold is impossible.
Being an old dog-musher myself I
think I can speak authoritatively."
Mr. Sloman thanked the executive
for the tip.

—

*

ABOUT
PLAYERS

BETTY BLYTHE was selected

as star for " The Truant Hus-
band," after consultation with a
number of distributors and show-
men, according to a statement from
Rockett Brothers, who had a num-
ber of stars and leading women
under consideration for their in-

itial all-star production. The pecu-
liar fitness of Miss Blythe for the
rather difficult role assigned her, is

illustrated by comments which have
appeared in print

:

" Miss Blythe in portraying the
old and forgotten sweetheart does
not resort to 'vampirical' tactics to

make the impression the author in-

tended to make. She is just human
—and that's saying a lot for a
screen star."

Another critic says

:

" Betty Blythe deserves worlds of
credit for her portrayal, especially

since she seems unafraid to ' smear'
her beauty with the effects of a hot
railroad trip."

Miss Blythe's most recent appear-
ance was the heroine of a First Na-
tional release " Nomads of the
North " in which she was most de-
lightful. She is now engaged in

enacting a most important role in a
William Fox spectacle, which will

probably be called " Queen of
Sheba."
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Gordon H. Standing, one of the

famous theatrical family, some of

whom are " Standings " and others

known by varied sir-names, will be

seen in an important role when
"The Foreigner" makes its initial

appearance. Mr. Standing is also

one of the well balanced cast of
" Man and Woman," first release

of Sherman Productions Corpora-

tion.

Robert Sellable, well known stage

director for Ethel Barrymore, John
Drew, and others, and an actor of

pronounced ability, has been en-

gaged to play the " heavy " lead in

George D. Baker's first indepen-

dent production, " Temple Dust."

Mr. Schable's most recent Broad-

way appearance was in the George
.Fitzmaurice production " On With
The Dance", his individual work
winning the approval of critics who
had heretofore known this versatile

artist chiefly as a director, and for

his work in " The Firing Line,"

with Irene Castle, " The Stolen

Kiss" with Constance Binney and

others. His latest picture is " The
Romantic Adventuress ", with Dor-

othy Dalton, shortly to be released.

. Irving M. Lesser, producing
" Peck's Bad Boy," announces he

has secured the services of Henry
Bergman, who has been associated

with Charles Chaplin in pictures for

the past four years. Mr. Bergman
will not don the make-up this time.

He will assist Nate Watt, who is di-

recting the story. Mr. Bergman's
efforts will be concentrated on
Jackie Coogan, who is featured in

the "Peck" film. During the time

spent by Chaplin in making " The

Nelson McDowell as Lige Conklin,

the horse-trader in " Doivn Home"

Kid," in which Jackie portrayed the
title role, Mr. Bergman made a
careful study of the little chap's his-

trionic ability, and there is proba-
bly no person who understands him
as well as Mr. Bergman, who with
Nate Watt will co-operate in the en-
deavor to bring out every talent the
six-year-old has—which is said to

be quite some.

Walter Morosco, son of Oliver
Morosco, the stage producer, has
left the parental fold to cast his

lot with the films. He will be in

W. Christie Cabanne's next picture.

Although " Opportunity " is far
from the end of its run at the
Forty-eighth Street Theatre, James
Crane, who is playing the leading
role, is planning an early return to

the screen. Mr. Crane may com-
bine photoplay and stage work
during the coming winter.

Heretofore Vincent Coleman has
played the polite society leading
man type in pictures. In his pres-
ent photoplay, Vitagraph's " The
Dress of Destiny," in which he is

playing opposite Alice Calhoun,
Coleman is showing his athletic

prowess by performing several un-
usual stunts. In one case he leaps

from a Ford to the top of a Rolls-

Royce limousine. Some leap, say
we, Vincent.

Irene Boyle did her bit in aiding
Senator Harding's election. While
returning from Augusta, Me.,
where she played the lead in " The
Rider of the King Log," Miss Boyle
met a Republican campaign party,

and aided them by means of per-
sonal appearances in several Mas-
sachusetts towns.

Merle Johnson, who has spent
six weeks getting together his

company for his first personally
supervised production, " Foot-
steps," is negotiating for the ser-

vices of Red La Rocque to play
the leading role.

Lark Bronlee will make her
screen debut in " Beyond the Great
Wall " when the Chinese drama, in

six re.els is presented in December,
and in which Miss Bronlee will be
seen in the leading feminine role.

During the New York run of " East
is West," Miss Bronlee played a

small part and understudied the
star, Fay Bainter. And previous
to that she received her fundamen-
tal training in a Pittsburgh stock
company. It is predicted we will

hear considerable more about the

little lady, who is as unusual in

natural appeal, as is her pretty
name.

Nothing to it, declared pretty
Mildred Davis, leading lady of the

Harold Lloyd comedies. Refer-
ring to a widespread rumor that

she was engaged to one of the offi-

cers of the United States navy on
the fleet which has been stationed
at Los Angeles Harbor. Miss Da-
vis has been quite a lioness among
the navy men and has received
many social attentions, but merely
comments that she loves them all.

When James Morrison went west
this summer he was engaged to

play the role of a twenty-two-year-
old in " Sowing the Wind." Then
came " When We Were Twenty-

One." Now he is playing a six-

teen-year-old lad in " Black Beauty"
for Vitagraph. " They'll have me
in long dresses next," says Jimmy.

The outstanding features of
James Whitcomb Riley's " The Old
Swimmin' Hole," just finished by
Charles Ray, will be the exterior
locations says Director Joseph De
Grasse. To obtain the old swimmin'
hole Mr. Ray's producers had to

sign a year's lease on a stretch of

creek situated on one of the oldest

Spanish grants in Southern Califor-

nia.

Antonio Moreno, who is return-

ing to the field of feature stars after

two years on the serial circuit, has
purchased an estate in southern
Spain. Denials of marriage, how-
ever, were issued at once thus frus-

trating any panic. Mr. Moreno al-

ready has commenced work on
his first Vitagraph special, which
is from a magazine story, " The
Three Sevens," by Perley Poore
Sheehan. He plans to make one
feature in Spain next year.

The Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, Chicago, has just pur-
chased the Illinois and Indiana
rights to another big serial, " The
Lurking Peril," starring Anne
Luther and George Larkin. It is

in fifteen parts and is said to con-
tain many thrilling and sensational

stunts. The release date in Illinois

and Indiana will be December 1st.

" The Jungle Princess," the five-

reel feature adapted from Warner
Brothers' serial, " The Lost City,"

will be distributed in the Chicago
territory by the Celebrated begin-
ning November 21st, and on De-
cember 1st, will come the release

of " The Fall of the Saint " the
first of the twelve Gaumont features
recently contracted for by President
Friedman of Celebrated.
Mr. Friedman is increasing his

sales force which will handle these
releases and an extensive adver-
tising and exploitation campaign is

being mapped out to put them over
in a way to commensurate with
their importance.

A few weeks since, Jessie Arnold
finished her work in " Blackbirds,"
the first Famous-Players starring
vehicle for Justine Johnstone. Prev-
ious to that, she had played in a
Paramount-Artcraft release in the
Dorothy Dalton company. A few
weeks hence. Miss Arnold will

again be seen with Miss Dalton,
having been signed for that star's

next screen production which has
not yet been given a working title.

Natalie Talmadge, who has been
spending a four-months' vacation
abroad, has joined her sisters,

Norma and Constance, and will

play a part in Constance's new pic-

ture, " The Man From Toronto."
Natalie was recently seen with
Norma in "Yes or No?" and with
Constance in " The Love Expert."

Jason Robards, who plays the

juvenile lead, John Marvin, in
" Lightnin " after an absence of six

years, returns to the screen in " The
Painted Lily," a Mae Murray pic-

ture, Paramount.

Who. but Constance Talmadge
could so ably suggest the title of

the new picture " A Butterfly in

Harness," recently purchased for

her, and which is a comedy drama
by the always popular Fred and
Fanny Hatton ? And, to add to the
happy arrangement, Chet Withey
will direct, following the completion
of " The Man From Toronto,"
which he will also make, with Miss
Talmadge as the star.

Edith Stockton is leaving no
stone unturned to fit her for a pre-

dicted career as an actress. She is

studying diction under the tutelage

of Theodore Irving, who has taught
enunciation to a host of stage not-

ables, including Alice Brady and
John Drew, and is now playing with
Miss Brady in " Voice of Blood."
She believes that improved diction

will lend her greater ease and as-

surance in her picture work, accord-
ing to her own explanation, but

with the current movement of so

many screen personages to the

speaking stage, one might suspect

Edith of having plans which might
rob the screen of a promising young
leading woman.

Director Vignola on
Exploitation

The questir.n of exploitation

which has come to mean so much
to the exhibitor has so thoroughly
proven its value and necessity that

it has become a most important

factor in the making of motion pic-

tures. Today the keen producer
and director, alive to his responsi-

bilities and possibilities, gives as

much consideration to the exploita-

tion values of the production he is

about to make as he does to the

cast or the sets, according to Robert
G. Vignola, producer and director

of Vignola Special Productions
for Cosmopolitan-Paramount.
There was a time when the di-

rector had no interest in his produc-

tions beyond the actual making,"
said Mr. Vignola. " Before he

began a production he made as

sure as he could that the elements

of drama, comedy, love, intrigue,

conflict, mystery, suspense, etc.,

were properly proportioned, that

the cast was as well balanced as

could be had, and that the sets were
ably and beautifully made. When
he finished a production he turned

it over the sale department and let

it go at that. He had little or no
interest in the sales problems as

they affected the exhibitor and the

public.

"But today a different situation

faces the director. No matter how
fine a production he makes the prob-

lem of selling it to the public is

as troublesome as if he had made a

poor picture. In other words the

public must be sold on a picture

before it is a success. In the past

this phase was left entirely to the

sales and publicity and advertis-

ing departments and the exhibitor

Today the director takes a hand.

He can make a picture an ' easy

seller ' or he cannot. If he knows
the science of exploitation—and it

is a science—he can inject such

elements of appeal into the pic-

ture, aside from the well known
heart interest stuff, etc., that the

exhibitor has no trouble interest-

ing his patrons.

As far as I am personally con-

cerned I consider exploitation

values just as important, and I pay

just as much attention to that

element as I do to any other in

my productions.
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Response of a Directorfor Directors
MOTION PICTURE NEWS,

in October 30th issue, carried
an editorial entitled, " It's the Big
Ben Hour," which seems to have
created a " stir." The following
excerpts from a letter addressed to

Mr. William A. Johnston will il-

lustrate :

" The term 1 motion picture di-

rector' is an entitlement which is

too .often flung around and indis-

criminately made to bedeck some
shoulders which are most un-
worthy.

" Your article speaks of two di-

rectors ( ?) in conversation, one
speaking of a third as being a

r„n..„ tlt „!„„:„„ 11 <-„,.., » ;„ "tv,. ' piker because he never spent overl-olleen Moore playing Uwen in 1 he *\ . . , j j n
Sky Pilot," a Catherine Curtis produc- a hundred thousand dollars upon a

picture !

!

'

" Believing that you endeavor to

tion directed by King Vidor

Colleen Moore in
"Sky Pilot"

Colleen Moore, who plays the
part of " Gwen," the vivacious
daughter of "the Old-Timer" in

the Cathrine Curtis production of
" The Sky Pilot," although born
in Port Huron, Michigan, is a

graduate from the Convent of the

live up to the slogan, ' fairness and
justice to all,' it is my desire to call

your attention to a body of men
known as the Motion Picture Di-
rectors' Association. And as a di-

rector and member of said Associa-
tion, I wish to cite a pertinent
instance

:

" I was in a motion picture studio,

Holy Name, in Tampa, Florida, as a director where, one day, there

whence she emerged to begin her ca
.

me an ambitious mechanic elec-

career on the screen. She was £
ncia"; *P time his aggressiveness

originally intended for a musician brought him the opportunity to try

and she 'won. at the age of fifteen, £?* °n a camera, which resulted in

a diploma from the Detroit Con- his becoming an ordinary camera

servatory of Music. Her first en- P™". 01 mediocre ability.

gagement for the screen was with
David Wark Griffith, who engaged
her to play the ingenue lead in
" The Bad Boy," which featured
the late Bobby Harron. She also

played with Harron in " The Old
Fashioned Young Man " and with
Wilfred Lucas in " Hands up."
Leaving Griffith, she was engaged

After
drifting around from one company

to another, he finally persuaded a
said to be producer to let him di-
rect a picture, which, of course,
proved to be without merit.

" Another instance : A producer
( ?) lacking foresight and hoping
to save on salary by not employing
a competent man, was known to
give a property boy the opportunity
to direct a picture, under his, the
producer's, ' personal supervision."
The result -was what might be ex-
pected—no picture and a total loss
of investment.
"A third instance: An assistant

in a well known Philadelphia mo-
tion picture studio came over to
New York looking for an engage-
ment as a director. When asked
to show a picture he had directed,
which of course he did not have, he
had a fake title made with his
name, as director, upon it. This he
cut into one of that firm's produc-
tions, exhibited it as his own, se-
cured an engagement, but naturally
' flunked.' However, he still claims
to be a director and when he can
land a ' sucker ' wastes the money.

" A more recent occurrence
points to a young man, formerly
employed in the scenario depart-
ment of a motion picture company
in the Flatbush section of Brook-
lyn. His name is being used in
propaganda by a new film concern
as the director, to sell stock. This
young man has never directed a
picture.

" These examples arc brought to
your attention to illustrate instances
of injustice done to the man of
knowledge, experience and ability
by being classed with the counter-
feit. And these are but a few of the
many instances which might be of-
fered.

" In answer to the question you
put regarding the director's knowl-
edge of his art: The very academic
nature of the Motion Picture Di-
rectors' Association is such that
every member becomes schooled in
efficiency, through discussions, arti-
cles presented and read by its

most talented members, relating to
costs of production, waste of film,
stories, etc. Thus, a fundamental
knowledge is widened by the experi-
ences of others. A long list of
distinguished writers, producers
and studio engineers of the indus-
try have, by invitation, lectured and
spoken before this body, which goes
to show that a member of this As-
sociation is enabled to equip himself
so as to make the highest grade of
production, and in this, no outsider
may share.

" Investigation will prove that
practically all of the extravagances
and losses referred to have been
caused by men who were incapable
in every way and were employees
of employers who were as ignorant
as themselves."

Ten Year Old Comedy Reminiscence
THERE was a time, and not

many years ago, when the name
" Florence Lawrence ", meant mo-

in turn bv Triangle, Fine Art/Ince, tion pictures, serials, hazardous

Selig, Paramount and Universal, stunts and girlish impersonations.

Her first real hit was made in the Recently that same Florence Law-
screen version of James Whitcomb rence, after an extended absence

Riley's " Little Orphant Annie " and from the screen, shook hands with
" A Hoosier Romance." She was Mack Sennett, after a lapse of ten

leading woman for Charles Ray in years. Ben Turpin joined the par-
" The Busher"; for Tom Mix in ty, Charlie Murray gravitated forth,
" The Wilderness Trail " ; for and soon motion picture history

Charles Rav, again, in " The Egg- was being turned into the reminis-

Crate Wallop " and for Monroe Sal- cences of a quartet on the Sen-
isbury in " The Man in the Moon- nett lot.

light." She was featured in two
Christie specials, " Her Bridal
Nightmare " and " A Roman Scan-
dal "

; she was Sessue Hayakawa's
leading woman in " The Devil's

Frank Powell, now a Sennett di-

rector, joined the party which made
it a Royal Quintet, for he, too, was
in the Biograph organization when
Mack Sennett, Mary Pickford, D.

Claim " and was " Chic " Sale's W. Griffith, Florence Lawrence,
chief support in " The Smart Henry B. Walthall and several

Aleck." Miss Moore was -engaged others, now celebrated, were in their

by Marshall Neilan for the chief first days with the infant art.

feminine role in " Dinty," where Turpin reminded them that he
her success was such that Neilan was not a Biograph man, but a rival

signed her to a long time contract, at the " Imp ", where subsequently
Miss Cathrine Curtis selected her Miss Lawrence worked, prior to the

as the ideal personality for the formation of the Victor Company,
character of " Gwen " in Miss Cur- of which Miss Lawrence was star,

tis' big production of " The Sky Mr. Sennett blushed with embar-
Pilot," founded on the popular rassment, when Miss Lawrence re-

novel by Ralph Connor, now near- minded him of the times when, be-

ing completion in Canada under thetween the shooting of scenes, he
direction of King Vidor, and was and Arthur Johnston blended their

voices in song at the old Irving
place on Fourteenth Street, near
Fifth Avenue, New York.

" He had one of the most beauti-
ful voices I have ever heard," said
Miss Lawrence. " A great, deep,
booming baritone with lots of the
Celtic quality of tenderness for
which John McCormack is noted. I

always thought Mr. Sennett should
have gone into grand opera."

" That will do," interrupted Mr.
Sennett, who did not need to call

attention to his thirty-five acres of
studio property in order to refute
the argument that would have di-

rected him to opera.
" The picture art is even younger

than the musical and much more
generous in its rewards," reflected
Miss Lawrence, who went on to tell

about her accident four years ago,
the culmination of several mishaps,
which nearly wrecked her health
and which, till now, have kept her
away from pictures.

" In those days" volunteered Mr.
Sennett, " the ' double ' was not yet
created. Stars had not assumed
the personal importance they now
enjoy, and if the role called for
risks, we ran 'em. We took our
own chances and nobody took
more of them than this plucky
little lady."

Miss Lawrence visited the Sen-
nett studios en route to San Fran-
cisco. She came to Los Angeles,
playing an important role in the
Marcus show, leaving it in Los
Angeles to return to San Francis-

co, where her mother and brother

reside, and where she stated, she

expects to engage in business re-

lated to theatrical and motion pic-

ture enterprises.

All of which brought the con-

fession from Charlie Murray,
that before pictures claimed him,
and while yet the partner of Ollie

Mack, his ambition was to own and!

operate a circus. Pictures, it is

certain, are what stopped his mad!
career mapped out in three rings

However, since his natural ability

to extract the most comedy possi-

ble from any humorous situation

attracted the attention of Mr. Sen-
nett, the certain income and living

possibilities offered, turned the In-
diana comedian from the sawdust
trail, for which he still yearns
when reminiscing upon his farce
comedy days.
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Motion Picture News

Chas. E. Whittaker Illustrates

a TPS strange," said Uncle Doo-
little, " but I can't find my

glasses, although I've been search-

ing for quite a long time."

"Why Uncle!" said True Bill,
" they're on your nose." And so

they i&ere.

"Every so often—too often for
most people's patience," states

Charles E. Whittaker, " there

comes up the invariable headline

in a deluded trade press, to some-
thing like this effect : Screens
greatest need is good stories—
Xerxes Y. Zooby^ of Magnifico
Films, will encourage men and
women to write directly for the

screen."

There was something on this or-

der in a Sunday paper and on an
adjoining column, a notice stating

that the story of the picture shown
at a certain Broadway house wasn't
" suitable for the screen."

That story, according to Mr.
Whittaker, was one written by a
choice master of language and
metaphysics—the son of a woman
novelist whose works were popular
for forty years. It starred not the
least capable of an important the-

atrical family; the director was
adequate; the supporting cast was
unexceptionable. And the picture
" flopped " in the eye of a kindly
critic, because " the story wasn't
suitable for the screen."

"If, as Mr. X. Y. Z. and his kind
are always telling us (truthfully
be it said) that there is a dearth of
material—why don't they do some-

Seeking After the Obvious"
thing about it?" is Mr. Whittaker*s

query. " They will answer they are
doing something about it all the
time—that they are continually buy-
ing books and plays and short
stories from varied magazines.
And the Recording Angel turns
away, hiding his head in his wings,
which, you may be sure and cus-
tom-made and not hand-me-downs
or misfits from Lucifer.

" The plain truth of the matter is

that, of the four big producing
firms which control this hectic bus-
iness not one has really given any
encouragement to screen writers to
write original stories for the screen
—and by encouragement I mean no
mere pats on the head ; Heaven and
the publicity man know that those
come often enough—but real en-
couragement in the shape of ade-
quate compensation, compared with
what anv two-cent-a-word maga-
zine writer or sixteenth best seller
may get for his material, plus the
combined advertising that is indis-
pensable even to good work in or-
der to put it across.

" How many screen writers, who
write exclusively for the screen are
known to the public or to exhibitors ?

Phrased otherwise, how many writ-
ers are those who could be called
"featured" writers? There are
four: Anthony Paul Kelly (a free-
lance) ; Anita Loos (a Triangle dis-
covery) ; C. G. Sullivan (exploited
solely bv Thomas Ince), and H. H.
VanLoan (who created himself). I

purposely exclude John Emerson,
who was a playwright of renown

before he even saw- a motion picture
studio, and Jcanie McPherson, who
is overshadowed by \izr director.

" What sort of pecuniary reward
do these screen authors get? Com-
pared to authors of magazine
stories and novels, whose works
once purchased, have to be padded
out or cut down or entirely re-
modelled to make them suitable
for the screen? Very little.

" I have no axe to grind in this
matter. I have been so busy dur-
ing the last four years on adapta-
tions, that I have had little leisure
to devote to original work; ex-
cluding Kismet—the future of
which rests on the knees of the
Gods—I suppose the most popular
picture I have adapted was "The
Whip." I make bold to say that
Kelly, Sullivan, VanLoan and Miss
Loos could write a synopsis of a
story as good as " The Whip " in
three days. But is the day ever
coming, when one of the four can
get something like $100,000 for a
story, as rumor has it was paid
for the picture rights of "A Tail-
or-Made Man."

" The answer is, at present,
' no '

; in the future ' very doubt-
ful ' at least. The obvious reply
of the producer is that the two
plays mentioned have a definite
advertising value. In view of the
oft-repeated statement that it is

not the first run houses which
bring in the real profits but the
smaller towns, it is permissible to
ask what "The Whip' and 'The

Tailor-Made Man ' mean to Min-
nesota, Arkansas and Wyoming?
And if these plays really have a
definite advertising value, and if a
new star like Constance Talmadge
—who has succeeded by reason of
ability and not merely facial
charms—can make a howling suc-
cess, why can't an author of ability
who writes exclusively for the
screen ?

" Mr. X. Y. Z.'s reply is that the
author hasn't the personal touch
with the public that a star pos-
sesses

; that the audience can see
the star's face and know him or
her as a friend.

"Well, when the New York
Capitol broke all home records
with the 'North Wind's Malice,'
how many of the patrons knew
what Rex Beach looked like?
Why did they pack the theatre?
Because they knew that Rex Beach
always gives them a good story.

" There are adapters working
day in day out at all the studios.
In the big studios, how many of
these same adapters are being en-
couraged to write original stories
with the hope of getting as much
out of their original work as book-
authors?

Now, Messieurs, the Producers,
don t all speak at once ; and when
you do speak, do please confine
yourself to this question: 'Do you
seek intrinsic merit in stories, or
extrinsic value ?' If the former,
your glasses are on your nose; if
the latter, sight has gone, and
Heaven help you."

Interesting Developments in

Film Field Abroad
HP HERE has just reached Paris
* an interesting report from
Tchecko-Slovakia containing a
number of enlightening statistics

on the growth and development of
the motion picture industry in this

newly founded Republic. The re-

port itself was issued by a com-
mittee of the National Assembly
charged with an examination of the
legislation affecting the motion pic-

ture theatres at present in existance
throughout the country. The Re-
public of Tchecko-Slovakia, it is

learned, contains in all four hun-
dred and fifty motion picture thea-

tres which give a total of 180,000

programs yearly to 40 million spec-
tators. In view of the projects al-

ready undertaken and those out-
lined for immediate consideration,

the report states that there is every
reason for thinking that before long
the number of motion picture thea-

tres will be doubled. Tchecko-
Slovakia has been relying almost
exclusively on foreign imported
films and of these 2,580,000 feet, or
about 60 per cent of the total im-
ported, were supplied from Ger-
many. French films come next,

with 582,000 feet, representing 14

per cent, while the United States

is the third on the list supplying 12

per cent. The remainder are
divided up between Italy, Norway
and Hungary. In spite of these

figures, it is to be noted that the
films which enjoy the greatest pop-
ularity are those from the United
States. This fact would seem to

explain the announcement which ac-

companies the report—namely, that
the American Film Company and
the " Brograha " Company have
joined interests to form a new com-
pany with a capital of 5,000,000
crowns, in 12,500 shares of 400
crowns, for the purpose of ex-
ploiting the film industry of the
country. Both these companies
have of late been displaying the
greatest activity in Central Eur-
ope and it is the intention of the
new company to construct a studio
on a large and elaborate scale

where they will produce their own
pictures. On the industrial side,

Tchecko-Slovakia used 60,700 feet

of negative film and 262,500 of posi-

tive in its production during the
year 1919 and of this nearly the en-
tire quantity was purchased from
a Berlin house. The largest mo-
tion picture theatres are at Prague,
the most extensive being the Peklo
theatre with a seating capacity of a
thousand. The next in size is the

Svetzor with 900 seats. Most of

the largest theatres give three pro-
grams daily, increasing this to four
on Sundays and holidays. The
price of seats varies between 80 hel-

lers and 6 crowns in the orchestra

and up to seven and a half crowns
for a seat in a loge. The cost of
a license for a motion picture
house is about 4,000 crowns. New
licenses are given by preference to

soldiers mutilated in the war.
There is a heavy system of taxa-
tion on the picture theatres, and on
the whole motion picture industry.

The taxes imposed by the State
and the different municipalities are
as high as 22% per cent while the
war tax on the net profits reaches
from 15 to 20 per cent of the price

of the seats. The projection equip-
ment employed in Tchecko-Slovakia
are with very few exceptions of
German make. The country pos-
sesses only one national factory
where films and projection material
is made. The pay of an operator in

one of the largest houses varies

between 800 and 1,000 crowns a

month. How inadequate this is

may be guessed from the fact that

recently the operators in Prague
made a joint demand for an in-

crease of 3,000 crowns monthly.
The demand was refused. The pay
of other employees is proportion-
ately low, varying between 600 and
800 crowns a month, that of musi-
cians being from 800 to 1,500

crowns a month.

titled "The Bible on the Screen."
It will arrive and be shown in in-
stalments, the first one of which
deals with the creation and fall of
man and the flight from Paradise.
It is said that the greatest attention
to detail has been made in the mak-
ing of this film. The whole of Italv
was combed for suitable types to
figure in the story which is set in
magnificent scenery and back-
grounds. Some of Italy's finest ex-
amples of sculpture and painting
have inspired many of the groups
to be seen in this film.

It is announced that Rip, the
famous French cartoonist has made
his debut as a scenario writer. His
initial effort which is being filmed
at present is called " Asmodee " and
includes several of the best known
French artists among its interpre-
ters.

Paris is shortly to receive a new
and original film from Italy en-

The Fox Film in Paris, whose
offices on the Boulevard des
Italiens have just been transferred
to number 17 Rue Pigalle, is pre-
paring a special feature in honor of
the forthcoming celebrations of the

50th year of the Republic's exist-

ance. This will consist in the re-

appearance of the famous Fox pic-

ture " Un Drame d'Amour sous La
Revolution Francaise," with Wil-

(Continued on next page)
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"The First One Hun-
dred"

It would be difficult, indeed, to

lind anyone better fitted to com-
pile a history of screen favorites

than Carolyn Lowrcy, who, for
many years has worked among
the people who have made the great
motion picture industry possible.

In Mrs. Lowrey's book, recently
offered the market, published by
Moffat, Yard and Company, we
may find a detailed history of " the

first one hundred" celebrities of

the cinema, illustrated with a photo-
graph of each. No expense has
been spared in making Mrs. Low-
rey's work a worthy addition to

the library.

Betty Blythe, to be starred in "The
Truant Husband," Rockett Bros, pro-

duction

Lucy Cotton Represents
Stage and Screen

Lucy Cotton, who has been chosen
by the American Legion to rep-

resent the screen and stage at the

Armistice Day Celebration, will be
presented to President and Mrs.
Woodrow Wilson at the White
House.
Miss Cotton, who has just com-

pleted the leading feminine role

opposite George Arliss in his first

screen essay " The Devil," has, in

a very short length of time accomp-
lished a great deal in becoming
favorably identified in her chosen
profession.

Arriving in Washington, a private

car in which Miss Cotton will

be met by military escort and the

Marine Band, from thence to the

Hotel Willard. In the evening the

National Press Club have arranged
for a showing of the Artcraft-

Cosmopolitan special " The Miracle
of Love," in which Miss Cotton is

seen to great advantage in the lead-

ing feminine role. It will be fol-

lowed by a dinner. On Thursday
she will be presented to the Presi-

dent and Mrs. Wilson.
Miss Cotton's untiring efforts are

winning for her the realization of

her fondest dream, that of becom-
ing an artist whose work will one
day be pointed out as an example
of art and technique, second only

to her individual beauty.

Child Wrote Baker-
Directed Special

Richard Washburn Child, said

to be first in line for appointment
of secretary to President-elect

Harding, will have two large feath-

ers in his hat, if the appointment
is consummated, the other being

the presentation of one of his

stories, " A Whiff of Heliotrope ",

which appeared in magazine form
under that title, and will soon be

seen on the screen when the George
D. Baker special, " Heliotrope ",

one of Mr. Baker's Cosmopolitan
productions, is released. While a

practicing lawyer by profession,

Mr. Child is well known as an au-

thor and editor. " Heliotrope " is

said to be a screen work of such

promise that following its exploita-

tion the author will be best known
as a writer of photoplays.

Late Notes From the
Foreign Field

(Continued from preceding page)

Ham Farnum. This film is to be

seen again in Paris on November
5. The Maison Aubert will mark
the event with a new and equally

appropriate production entitled
" The Marseillaise," a short, but im-

pressive film which depicts the birth

of the great French national hymn.

The rc-cstablishmcnt of commer-
cial relations between France and
Germany has already led to inter-
esting developments in the motion
picture industry of the two coun-
tries. According to a report re-
ceived in Paris there has been
formed in Cologne a film company
known as the Pax Gesellschaft,
whose capital is mainly owned by
Gaumont. Both countries are
merely waiting for some relaxa-
tion in the stringent laws gov-
erning the importation and exporta-
tion of films to recommence a brisk
and profitable trade. This modi-
fication in the existing laws is ex-
pected to take place very soon. In
the meantime the German govern-
ment has granted a special author-
ization for the entry into Germany
exceptionally of the sensational
French film " Les Cinq Gentlemen
Maudits." On the other hand, the
Germans are protesting against the
acquisition by a powerful French
group of 35 motion picture theatres
in different towns of Bavaria. The
Germans see in this operation noth-
ing but the long stealthy arm of
French propaganda which has hit

upon this arrangement for obtain-

ing a sure means of fostering the

separatist movement in Bavaria.

FRANCIS J. TUCKFIELD.

FROM

THE SUNDAY AMERICAN

ATLANTA, GA.

ALL-STAR CAST
IN "DEAD MEN TELL. NO TALES.

(Vitagraph.)
Don Jose Santos G V. Seyferstitz
Eva Denison, his stepdaughter,

Catherine Calvert
Cole Harrison Percy Marmont

Here, at last, seems to be a picture
that most nearly approaches that goal
of all producers, the perfect picture-
The story opens in a moment of
breathless interest, and there isn't

another quiet moment. It is intensely
absorbing, and "if your eyes leave the
screen for a moment, so perfectly is

the continuity maintained, that you
lo3e a valuable scene. Never have
we 'seen seven reels packed quite so
full of consistent, logical interest and
legitimately sustained suspense.
The characters behave like human

beings. They do not let drop suspi-
cious words, and actions that would
instantly betray them as crooks, in
real life. They keap you guessing
every minute.
A very great deal of the credit -for

the whole thing should go, naturally,
to Tom Terriss, the director, and to
the'eontinuity Writers, Mr. and Mrs.
George Randolph Chester. But one
mustn't forget that E.. W. • Horntnig-,
who wrote the book, gave these three
people the material with which the
thing was wrought. The Cast is flaw-
less. Catherine Calvert has inev'er
looked

(

so beautiful, nor done such'
work as in "Dead Men Tell No Tale*."

fiade

I
this
'eri-
her

'dis-/

plain
Darm
>bbed

i
dis-
the

- ( Her costumes—those of the fn.odern
Spanish girl, lovely lace mantillas and
soft white draperies—are exquisite,
and add no little to her beauty. Per-
cy Marmont, at last, has a role which
fits him like a glove, and his' work Is

consistent throughout. Gustav von!
Seyferstitiz, who plays the incredibly L

viHainous Santos, however, should bej

the star of the piece. He is superb,,

and Holmes Herbert likewise acquits|

himself well.
The picture ts perfectly balanced,!

and the story is far above the aver-}
age.
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Jessen's Studio News by Wire

BRUNTON
Norris Mumpers, studio manager

for the Ben Hampton productions,
has returned from New York after

laying plans for a policy of ex-
panded productions with Hodkin-
son.

Joseph Dowling, Maude Wayne,
Frank Hayes and William Lyon
West have been added to Benjamin
Hampton's cast for his forthcom-
ing production, " There Was a

King In Egypt."
Ruth Rowland is now engaged on

the ninth episode of the " Avenging
Arrow " under the direction of W.
S Van Dyke. Upon the comple-
tion of this serial, the star will go
to New York to make further sub-

jects for release by the Pathe or-

ganization.

May Jane Irving, who is under
contract to Robert Brunton has been
leaned to William S. Hart for his

current production.
The Dial Film Company is now

engaged in selecting members for

the cast of its new production,
" The Light in the Clearing," by
Irving Bacheler. T. Hayes Hunter
will direct.

The Betty Compson Company,
which has been taking a series of

exteriors for the last three weeks
at Pleasanton, California, under the

direction of Art Rosson, has^ re-

turned to Los Angeles.
William S. Hart has begun pro-

duction work on his last release for
Paramount-Artcraft this week. It

is expected that this picture will be
completed in January. Mr. Hart's
company has gone to northern Cal-

ifornia to film exteriors for the pro-

duction. Lambert Hillyer is direct-

ing Mr. Hart.
It is reported that C. Gardner

Sullivan will make six productions
annually for the Associated Pro-
ducers. Lambert Hillyer will wield
the megaphone for these pictures

It is also reported that Mr. Sulli-

van's contract with Isaac Walper
and Messmore Kendall has been
cancelled.

W. H. Clifford, head of the B.

B. Hampton scenario staff, who has
been absent from the studio because
of illness, has almost recovered, at

least sufficiently to resume work at

the studio.

Kenneth McGaffy, who for the

past year has been publicity and
personal representative for Mary
Pickford, has tendered his resigna-

tion and is now taking a vacation

in the mountains. McGaffy has
other affiliations to which he will

devote his time.

A scene from " A City Sparrow," starring Ethel Clayton. It is a Paramount picture

F. P. LASKY
Jesse L. Lasky arrived at Los

Angeles on Mondav of this week,
accompanied bv Edward Knoblock.
Mr. Knoblock has gone to the Coast
for the purpose of studying screen
technique and to write original

screen stories.

Elinor Glynn arrived on Friday

of last week. Her trip to the Coast
has also resulted from an engage-
ment to write directly for the

screen. It is expected that Miss
Glynn will remain in the West for
two months. The rumor that

Gloria Swanson will be starred in

the photoplays written by Miss
Glynn has been denied.
The complete cast for Wally

Reid's new starring vehicle, " The
Daughter of A Magnate," includes
Agnes Ayers, Theodor Roberts,
Lloyd Whitlock, Sylvia Ashton,
Clarence Burton, Ernest Butter-
worth, Snitz Edwards and Zelma
Moda. Frank Urson is the director.

William de Mille continues pro-
duction work on " What Every
Woman Knows."
Roscoe Arbuckle is at the present

time completing his current vehicle,
" A Dollar a Year Man."
At a meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Directors' Association held on
Thursday of last week, Cecil B.

DeMille, George Cox, Larry Semon,
Fred Sullivan and Howard M.
Mitchell were initiated into the or-

ganization. A banquet followed the

initiation ceremony at the Holly-
wood Women's Club.

GOLDWYN
Mahlon Hamilton, Cullen Landis

and Mary Alden have been selected

for the leading roles in Reginald
Barker's production, " Snow Blind-
ness," adapted from the novel by
Catherine Newlin Burt. Continu-
ity was written by J. G. Hawks
Mr. Barker's company will spend
three weeks at the Goldwyn stud-
ios filming interiors, and following
that, will proceed to Banff, Can-
ada, to " shoot " the exteriors.

Victor Schertzinger has been se-

lected to direct Tom Moore in " Mr.
Barnes of New York." The
continuity is being written by Gerald
Duffy.

Mason Litson has begun work on
a new release of the "Edgar"
series, entitled " A Day's Diet."

Frank Lloyd begins production
work this week at the Goldwyn
studios on Gouverneur Morris's
original screen story, " The Water
Lily."

SPECIAL
PICTURES

Louise Fazenda will begin work
on November 27th in the first two-
reel comedy made by A. L. Hart
Productions for Special Pictures.

Chester Conklin is beginning
work on his third release. The two
completed subjects are "Home
Rule " and " A Soft Boiled Yegg."
Dick Burrud, the producer of

" Sunset-Burrud " Scenics, has re-

turned from his trip to Alaska with
a negative of several five-hundred-
foot special picture releases. Mr.
Burrud is now engaged in editing

these subjects.

Joseph Quinn, sales manager for

Special Pictures Corporation, is

making a trip to San Francisco,

Denver, and Seattle to investigate

conditions of several exchanges in

coast and inter-mountain states. He
will be absent at the main office of

the Corporation in Los Angeles,
about three weeks.
Max Richman, general manager

of the A. L. Hart productions mak-
ing comedies featuring Chester
Conklin, is spending several days at

Tia Tuana making arrangements for
the filming of scenes for a comedy
in which Conklin will appear as a
jockey, on the opening day of the

races. Thanksgiving.
The final work on the Charlott

Merrian comedy, titled " Twelve P.

M." is now being done and prints

for this will shortly go out. Eddie
Baker, James Harrison. Jay Belas-
co, and Margaret Cullington are
principals in this cast.

ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS

Arthur Kay, who formerly was
the director of the Boston Sym-
phony and of Grauman's theatre,

has been engaged by Maurice Tour-
neur to prepare a musical score for
" The Last of the Mohicans."

Mack Sennett will make four
special comedies, ranging from
three to four-reels each, and six

five-reel comedy dramas with all-

star cases for Associated Pro-
ducers, in addition to twelve two-
reel comedies to be made during
the early part of the coming year.

" Bell Boy 13 " has been selected

as the temporary' title of the pro-

duction starring Douglas MacLean
which is being made by Thomas
Ince under the direction of Wil-
liam A. Seiter. Continuity) for

this picture was written by Violet

Clark. Margaret Loomis will play
opposite Mr. MacLean.

Upon the completion of the cur-

rent Fairbanks picture, Fred Xiblo
will return to direct for Ince.

C. Gardner Sullivan is now writ-

ing a story in continuity which is

to be put into production for re-

lease by Associated Producers.

The persistent rumor that Mack
Sennett would "enter the dramatic
br light production field was given
confirmation when Ethel Grey
Terry was placed under contract to

play the featured role in a romantic
comedy tentatively titled " Heart-
baum," which is to be of five-reel

length. At the same time the in-

formation was given out by Mr.
Sennett that he had engaged Rich-
ard Jones and Frank Powell to

direct the making of film drama.
Both Jones and Powell are now at

the Sennett plant. Jones will be re-

membered for his directorial work
of " Mick}' " and a release on Para-
mount coming out shortly which
stars Dorothy Gish. Powell is one
of the pioneer directors of the in-

dustry and has many successes to

his credit. Miss Terry has been on
the coast for the past year and has
played feature roles in productions
made by William S. Hart, the

Goldwyn Company, and played op-
posite Hobart Bosworth in " One
Chance in a Thousand."

" Black Beauty-." which is being
directed by David Smith is to be a

seven-reel special.

President Albert E. Smith of the

Vitagraph Company, arrived on the

West Coast last week where he is

to make his permanent home and
give more of his personal attention

to the production department. Liv-
ing in Hollywood, it will be possible

for him to be in constant touch with
every producing unit and for him to

personally supervise the making of
all subjects, from the selection of
the story and its preparation for
the screen, to the editing of the
final scenes and sub-titles.

With the coming of President
Smith it is anticipated that a num-
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ber of important matters that have
been pending for a number . of

weeks will be settled definitely. It

is stated that production of Vita-

graph subjects on the West Coast
is to be materially increased, and
it is hinted at the studio that a num-
ber of prominent people and direc-

tors are to be engaged on long term
contracts.

From, the film colony of Los An-
geles has come many reports of re-

duction of production, but this is

not the case at the Yitagraph plants.

At the present time there ;ire four
companies working at the Holly-

wood studios, four at the Eastern
studios, and it is expected another
special feature and an additional

comedy company will be added to

the number of coast units.

The fire scenes for the Yitagraph
special, " Black Beauty," were
filmed last week by Director David
Smith, and now all that remains for

completing this film are the small
interior shots which will be made
at the studio. More than 125,000

feet of negative have been exposed
and it is anticipated that 50,000

more feet will be exposed before
the final editing begins. Jean Page
and Kimmie Morris are the leads.

A fight that was too realistic has
resulted in delay in the filming of
Diamonds Adrift," starring Earle

Williams." In this scene Williams
caused a deep gash to be cut in the

head of George Fields, playing the

heavy role, and it will be a few
days more before Fields can return

to make-up. The fight scenes were
aboard the Santa Barbara, a lumber
schooner. Beatrice Burham is play-

ing opposite the star and Chester
Bennett is directing.

William Duncan and Edith John-
ston co-starrs in " Fighting Fate,"
with other members of the chapter
drama have returned from a week
on location at Balboa, Calif., while
the Joe Ryan company is preparing
for a trip to San Francisco where
scenes in Chinatown will be filmed
for the " Purple Riders."
Antonio Moreno is shortly to be-

gin work in his first feature pro-
duction for Vitagraph which is to

be an adaptation from the Perley
Poore Sheehan novel " Three
Sevens ". The continuity for this

screen version is now being writ-
ten and production is to be started

within a few days.

Announcement is made of the
completion of the Larry Semon
comedy " The Hunter " and it is

very probable the subject will be
released under the title of " The
Sportsman ". Semon in this sub-

ject takes the role of a lion hunter
who is captured by the sultan's

guards and has a " terrible " time
in a Turkish harem.

Three Sennett laugh-makers. From left

to right : Ben Turpin, Florence Law-
rence and Charlie Murray

UNIVERSAL
" Hidden Fires " will be Edith

Roberts' next starring vehicle. The
story was written by Norman
Dawn, who will also direct the

screen production. The locale is

laid in South America. A hu^e
volcano-crater is now being built

for use in filming this story. The
members of the cast are being
selected.

A two-reel western, entitled
" The Cowboy Conquest ", is to be
made into a five-reel feature. Hoot
Gibson is to be starred in this pro-
duction which will be directed by
Edgar Laemmle.

J. P. McGowan has completed
the filming of "The Tiger" in

which Frank Mayo is starred.

Harry Carey has completed pro-
duction work on his current ve-
hicle, " Burning Embers."
More than two hundred members

of the Von Stroheim Company left

on Monday of this week for Mont-
erey, California, to take part in the
great scenes centering about the

huge Monte Carlo set directed at

this place. The party included S.

M. Tompkins of the Laboratory
Department, Harry Brown of the
Electric Department, Ray Van Aly-
tyn, scenics; D. F. Scheeley, art;

and Lee Lawson of the Technical
Department. This is the first time
that superintendents of the various
departments have left Universal
City to cooperate in the staging of
a big scene.

Julius Sterns, the head of the
Century Comedy Company, has
reached Los Angeles after several
weeks in Europe.

METRO
" The Lure of Youth " has been

selected as the final title for the
original story written by Luther
Reed which has been produced un-
der the title of " White Ashes."
The completed cast for this produc-
tion includes Garreth Hughes, Cleo
Madison, William Conklin, William
Courtwright, Alta Allen, and Lydia
Knott. Phil Rosen directed.

Georgie Widthrope, former stage
star has been engaged for the role

of a lodge-keeper's wife in " The

Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse."

Dewitt C. Jennings, who has been
on the New York stage for twenty
years, has been cast for an import-
ant role in " Mother Love."
Tom Kennedy will play an im-

portant part in the supporting cast

of Viola Dana's new production.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Crane
celebrated their golden wedding on
November 7th.

The fifth Buster Kcaton comedy
has been completed under the title

of " The Haunted House." Vir-
ginia Fox played opposite the star-

comedian in the production which
was directed by Eddie Cline. Joe
Roberts played the villain. The
story centers around the adventures
of a bank employee in rounding up
counterfeiters to win the hand of

the bank-president's daughter.
On Saturday night of last week

a bolt of lightning struck the Metro
stage. The electric equipment suf-

fered the greatest, a loss of several

thousand dollars being sustained.

Viola Dana, who was engaged in a

Venetian gondola scene when the

lights went out, was rescued by
men in the company.

FIRST
NATIONAL

Joseph DeGrass who has just

completed the editing of the Charles
Ray subject, "The Old Swimmin'
Hole", is to leave for New York
within a few days to spend a part

of his vacation in the East getting
in touch with distribution and ex-
hibiting angles and looking after
personal business matters. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. De-
Grass, who is known professional-
ly as Ida May Parks. Upon his re-

turn to the Coast he will assume
direction of the Charles Van Loan
story, " Scrap Iron ", with Mr. Ray.
Sidney Franklin, who left for

New York November 6th with the

first print of " Parrot & Company ",

will remain East but a few days.

Before his departure plans were
made by Franklin and Al Kaufman
for Franklin's next production
which will be started about Decem-
ber 1st.

INGE

A new title, " Lying Lips," has
been given to the Thomas H. Ince
production being made under the
title of " Magic Life." House
Peters and Florence Vidor are co-
starred in this production under the
direction of John G. Wray. Joseph
Kilgore and Margaret Livingston
are other principals. The story is

laid in England and the Canadian
prairies.

The Ince organization, which is

to produce " Pearls and Pain," has
been delayed in its sea scenes work
by the inability of the purchasing
department to secure a man-eating
shark. The Pacific has been paged
from North to South and an at-
tempt is now being made to secure
a sea monster from the Atlantic.
Madge Bellamay plays leading role
and other important actors are
Tully Marshall and Niles Welch.
Direction is by Rowland V. Lee.

The latest production to be re-

'In the
ihadow
of the
Dom<sv
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leased through Paramount by Ince
was completed this week when the

last scenes for the " Bronze Bell,"

by Louis Joseph Vance, were made.
The cast has Courtnay Foote, and
Dorris May heading the all-star

cast, which has John Davidson,
Otto Hoffman, Clare DuBrey, Larry
Steers and Noble Johnson in lead-

ing parts. The film has a British

East India atmosphere.
Thomas H. Ince has purchased

an original story by Marc Edmond
Jones, entitled " Lucky Damage,"
which is to be made with an all-star

cast. Joseph Franklin Poland is

writing the continuity.

P. A. Heath has been engaged by
Thomas H. Ince to write continuity
and is now engaged on preparing
" The Inner Sight," a story by
Martha Lord, for the screen. Heath
is the author of a number of
Broadway plays produced by Sav-
age and Dillingham.

HERE AND
THERE

Before the departure of General
Manager Kirkpatrick, of Robert-
son-Cole, it was definitely decided
that Doris Pawn who recently has
been playing feature leads for
Goldwyn is to

<
be starred in the

next L. J. Gisnier production, con-

tinuity for which is now being
written.

The second producing unit is to

be added by the Cyrus J. Williams
company which is producing the

two-reel Tom Santschi western sub-

jects. The new unit is to make a
series of one-reel boy stories to be
known as " The Adventures of Bill

and Bob." The eleven - year - old
twin sons of Director Robert N.
Bradbury will play the name parts

in this series. The subjects will

practically all be made in the open,

showing the experiences of boys in

fishing, hunting and exploring.

The Santschi company, directed

by Robert N. Bradbury has re-

turned from spending several

weeks in Redrock Canyon of the
Mojave desert. Principals of the

cast are Louella Maxan and Tom
Linghan. Interiors for the cur-

rent subjects are now being made
at the Brentwood studio.

Monroe Salisbury, who recently

returned from New York where he
disposed of his first picture, " The
Barbarian," is preparing to make
his second independent subject,
" Practise What You Preach,"
from a magazine story of the same
title. Continuity for this story was
adapted from the magazine story

which appeared under the title of
" Ethen of the Mountains," by Reed
Heustis and James Colwell.

The George B. West organiza-

tion, making the Alice Howell

Picture Warmly Endorsed
Prominent Writers Impressed

by First National's " Passion
"

RARELY, if ever," states

First National, " in the his-

tory of the industry has a motion
picture production received such
pre-release testimony as that given
to " Passion," the super drama
starring the continental emotional
actress Poli Negri. Among promi-
nent men, scholars, educationists,
clergymen and others who have con-
tributed their testimony are Dr.
Frank Crane, associate editor of
the New York Globe and probably
one of the widest syndicated edi-

torial writers in the world; Mrs.
Alexander Fromhold, lecturer on
French history; Miss Fay Cornell,
of the faculty of Dwight Prepara-
tory College; Winifred Herrick, the
short story writer; Rev. Maxwell
Gauter, rector emeritus, St. Ig-
natius Church; Miss Bertha Pearl,

author of " Sarah and Her Daugh-
ter;" Mrs. Jessie Merrick-Smith,
secretary of Poetry Society; Miss
Martha Foote Crowe, Miss Louise
V. Hackney, short story writer

;

Jesse Merrick-Smith, consul to

Paris during the Commune; Kate
Jordan, short story writer; D. H.
R. Stark, president of the Inter-
Church Film Company; Dr. Glenn
Frank, editor; Miss E. I. Cheborg,
concert singer; Miss J. C. Douglas,
president Select Printing Company;

Miss Nancy McGarry, teacher at
Hunter School; Miss J. C. Chell-
borg, teacher at Hunter College for
Women ; Miss Gertrude Lynch,
editor Fiction Publishing Co.; Miss
Isabel Fisk-Conant; portrait pain-
ter; Mrs. H. W. Gilbert, prominent
club woman ; Miss Francis W.
Hamill, Pen and Brush Club; Mrs.
Eugene Davidson, writer of short
stories, and Miss Daisy Reed,
monologist."

Dr. Crane's whole criticism as
forwarded to the offices of the dis-

tributors was

:

" It is a most artistic and re-

markable production and later I

will take care to speak of it editor-
ially. It fairly took my breath
away."

Mrs. Fromhold, who was official

translator of French documents for
the U. S. Secret Service, during
the war, said

:

" Aside from the great dramatic
appeal and artistic beauty, the film

points a striking moral on the in-

evitable result of extravagances and
excesses. The Milliner's assistant

who plunged into the dissipations

of the court, wasting money wrung
from the very people from whom
she had come, brings about her
own ruin."

comedies under the direction of
Dick Smith, have leased the Fred
J. Ballshoffer studio at 1329 Gor-
don street, Hollywood, and will

continue production there. The
company has completed two sub-
jects titled, "The Boulevard
Profiteers," and " Why Choose
Your Wife." The subjects will be
released under the brand name of
" Sun-Kist." It is the plan of the
company to make fifty-two one-reel
releases during the year.

Herbert Rawlinson
Speeds Westward

Immediately upon signing with
Louis B. Mayer, Herbert Rawlin-
son, popular and among the best
known men of the screen, left for
the West Coast where he will be-
come one of the all star cast of
" The Tornado," under the direction
of Edwin Carewe.
While most recently seen in

" Passers By " and in " Man and
His Woman," Mr. Rawlinson is

favorably remembered for his clever
work in the two-reel " Flynn " de-
tective stories.

In accepting the engagement, for
which he is under contract with
Mr. Mayer, Herbert Rawlinson will

gratify his pet ambition, that of
being one of the first actual all-star

cast ever assembled for a picture

play. The contract binding Mr.
Rawlinson's services to Louis B.
Mayers' productions, was negotiated

by his manager, Arthur H. Jacobs.

Alaskan Cameraman
Has New Scenic Series

Captain F. E. Kleinschmidt,
whose films' of the frozen North
have been shown in all the big thea-

tres of the country has just re-

turned to Seward, Alaska, after a
most interesting bear hunt in the

Cook's Inlet country. Writing to a
friend in this city the captain says:

" Just as soon as I have caught
my second wind, I am going on a
moose hunt. Remembering how
well the public everywhere liked

the scene of the baby-bear rescued
by its mother, I have striven to re-

produce on the screen the intimacies

of animal life rather than chases
and killings. I found that the black
and brown bear of Alaska are great
comedians and that their antics will

make the people laugh." v

According to other parts of the

captain's letter, he has secured mo-
tion picture records of both the
comedy and the tragedy of animal
life in the wilderness. He has so
far over 12,000 feet of Alaska wild
life—-animals, birds, natives, vol-
canos, waterfalls, rapids, glaciers,

fishing, sports, fights, etc. He says
that in his latest efforts he has em-
bodied his increased knowledge,
both as a cameraman and a judge
of the public taste. These new films

he expects to bring to New York
the latter part of November or the
early part of December.

Just a snap shot from Pathe's " Queen's
Up"

Charles Ray Brings Big
[Business in St. Paul
" Business, considering pre-elec-

tion time, has been exceptionally
good. We are pleased indeed,"
This is an extract from a letter re-

ceived at the offices of the Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation, in

New York, the other day, from
Lowell V. Calvert, managing di-

rector of the Capitol theatre, St.

Paul, Minn.
Of Mr. Kane's presentation of

Charles Ray in " Peaceful Valley,"

Mr. Calvert wrote :
" The picture

has pleased immensely and, I be-

lieve, is considered the best of the

Ray releases."

Mr. Ray and " Peaceful Valley,"

released by First National, packed
the large house with an enthusiastic

audience at every showing and the

newspapers praised the picture

warmly.

Paramount reports that
Thomas Meighan was given
a royal welcome on the oc-
casion of his personal ap-
pearance at the opening of

the Lyric Theatre, Rich-
mond, Va. Mr. Meighan was
accompanied by a number of
Famous Players-Lasky offi-

cials, and the entire party on
their arrival, says Para-
mount, were escorted to the
Hotel Jefferson in Richmond
by 400 Boy Scouts. At
luncheon the Paramount star

. was the guest of the Kiwanis
Club at the Business Man's
Clubhouse.
In the afternoon, a large

crowd gathered at the Lyric
to see the star and listen to
his address. At the evening
performance, the house was
again packed, and when Mr.
Meighan passed through the
lobby he was obliged to give
a liberal measure of hand-
shakes all around. The pic-

ture attraction at the Lyric
was Mr. Meighan's first star-
ring vehicle "Civilian
Clothes."

jsSaul ItiaAMtcdl %to&sM'4s j^^T^T
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Universal announces title

changes on several of its

forth-coming releases. " Risky
Business " is the name of the

new Gladys Walton picture

now being directed for Harry
Harris. It originally was
called "The Flip Flapper,"
and was written by Douglas
Doty and John Colton of the
Universal scenario depart-
ment.

" Beautifully Trimmed " is

the new name for the next
Carmel Myers picture. It is

from the pen of Marguerite
C. Storrs and formerly bore
the title " The Orchid." It is

being directed by Marcel De
Sano, a new comer in the di-

rectorial field.

The name of the new pic-
ture being directed by Stuart
Paton with Eva Novak in the
featured role "The Torrent"
It formerly was known as
" Out of the Sunset " follow-
ing the title of the original
story, by George Rix, news-
paperman and war corres-
pondent.
The foregoing three pictures

are scheduled for release in
the next six weeks, and are
rapidly being completed at
Universal City.

World Salesman Back
From Record Trip

M. F. Tobias, the Eastern Dis-
trict Supervisor of the World Mo-
tion Picture Corporation, has just
completed one of the most success-
ful trips ever experienced by a mo-
tion picture representative.

During the eight weeks that Mr.
Tobias spent in the Central West,
he covered every key city and cen-
tre in the states of Ohio, Wiscon-
sin, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Ne-
braska, North Dakota South Dako-
ta, Missouri, Kansas, Kentucky and
Upper New York State. He se-

cured over five hundred contracts
for senvice in the eight weeks
time.

Mr. Tobias will remain in New
York a week or ten days, after
which he will visit the offices under
his special supervision in the East.

Harry Carey in a Typical Role
HARRY M. BERMAN, general

manager of exchanges for

Universal, has just announced
the early release of " West is

West," which he pronounces the

best picture Harry Carey ever did.

The story is about a cowboy who
uses his head as well as his horse,

and who settles a miner's strike

by shirt sleeve diplomacy, wins a
fortune for himself and his friends

and proves to the girl he loves that

she is not too good for him.

Among the supporting cast are

Charles LeMoyne, Joseph Harris,

Ted Brooks, Edward Latell, Otto
Nelson, Jack Dill, Sue Mason,
Mignonne, William Millett and
Adelaide Halleck.

Carey entertained Eugene Man-
love Rhodes for a week at his ranch

in the Francisquito Canyon and
helped him whip his popular novel

into scenario shape. The scenes

Pioneer Acquires Guy
S^Empey Productions
.An announcement made by the

Pioneer Film Corporation from the

office of President A. E. Lefcourt
tells of the acquisition of a comedy-
drama, " Liquid Gold," which has
been taken over for the entire

United States and Canada by the

Pioneer from the Guy Empey Pro-
ductions. George H. Callaghan
closed the deal with Pioneer.

Arthur Guy Empey appears in

the leading role in "Liquid Gold."
He is supported by Florence Evelyn
Martin. The great romance played
on the oil fields of America today
forms the basis of the story of
* Liquid Gold."

" West Is West " Said

to Be Best Star

Ever Produced

of " West is West " are laid in the

ranching and mining country of
Arizona, and the actual locations

were used in making the film. The
mining scenes were taken at the

United Verde and Daisy mines, the

richest copper producers in the

world. Eight days and several

nights were spent under ground on
the 500 foot and the 1700 foot levels

of the United Verde, and the 1100
foot and 1300 foot levels of the

Daisy. Actual operations were
filmed and as many as sixty miners
take part in one scene. By special

permission a mimic mine explosion
was staged at the 500 foot level

with the use of smoke pots. To

avoid danger of asphyxiation the

fumes were driven out of the shaft
by the compressed air used to oper-
ate the mining drills. In subse-
quent scenes the actual rescue para-
phernalia on hand in case of disas-

ter was brought into play.

The Universal company of 42
were on locations fifteen days in

the country around Jereome, Ari-
zona, and the managers of the two
mines say that a quarter mile below
the surface of the earth is the deep-
est that motion picture cameras and
lights have ever been used. Carey
and his company moved from level

to level in " chasers " the incredibly

swift little elevator cages which
shoot 1900 feet down, stop and re-

turn in just 59 seconds.

Several scenes were also filmed
in the mansion of J. S. Douglas, one
of the copper kings, which is built

directlv over the mine.

Screen to Have Own Authors
THAT the screen is fast ap-

proaching the position where
it will soon be absolutely in-

dependent of books and plays for

us themes, if it has not already at-

tained this position, is the opinion

of King Vidor, producer of " The
Jack Knife Man," expressed last

week when the subject of original

scripts was made the basis of a

discussion at the Alexandria Hotel,

Los Angeles.
" The screen," says Mr. Vidor,

" has already attained supremacy in

the field of entertainment. Only
this week the New York papers
carried stories of the closing of
many road attractions because of

the inroads made by the screen into

their financial returns. Having at-

tained this supremacy it is now go-

ing beyond mere entertainment, and
can truthfully be said to have cre-

ated a new field of expression and
education outrivaling the spoken
play and even books.

" Having attained such a position

the natural result is that the screen
will turn to authors who write for

Day of Special Screen
Author at Hand, Says

King Vidor

the screen and for the screen alone.
Just as it is true that the best plays
are written by playrights, so it will
be true that the best screen stories
will be written by specialists on
screen writing.

" The day has long since past
when the producer feels he must
have a well known book or play in
order to make a successful picture;
in fact, the best of our directors
who are making their own inde-
pendent productions feel that the
real test of ability is made, when
a picture that does not depend for

its success upon previous stage ad-
vertising or book advertising, bec-
comes in screen terms " a knock-
out."

" In all other industries where
advanced thinking and foresight
are necessary for progress, it is al-

ways from those who have devoted
their whole time and energy to a
particular industry that the think-
ing and foresight is expected. Just
so will the screen look to those
who have specialized in screen writ-
ing for its new themes.

" This does not mean, however,
that the door is shut to new writ-
ers, but it does mean that the writer
who attempts to serve two masters
must fail and that the successful
writers are bound to be those who
devote all their time and energy to
screen writing."

Harry Coieman, who is creating the
role of " Corp " in " Sentimental Tom-
my." the James Barrie novel, now be-

ing produced by Famous Players.

Prominent Editor in Studio
Burns Mantle Engaged by Schenck
to Edit Twelve Talmadge Pictures

ducer who puts up the money," he
argues. " Every time a manuscript
changes hands it loses something
of its original value. But under
present working conditions, while
picture making is still in an experi-
mental stage, with every person
around a studio making sugges-
tions during its screening, it be-
comes almost necessary for a fresh
mind to assist in the final editing
and assembling of the scenes and
the fitting of the titles to the new
angles developed in the process of
the picture's making.

" I am also a firm believer in
spoken titles. They help not only
in the development of character,
which is becoming more and more
essential, but they stamp the sev-
eral characters introduced more
tellingly on the spectators' minds
than any number of flowery de-
scriptive titles can do. You never
really know a person until he talks
to you. And the character in a play
or a picture who talks unnaturally,
or who is permitted to get out of
character in the titles, helps to de-
stroy the illusion as surely as one
who acts unnaturally."

D Y an arrangement entered into

by Joseph M. Schenck and
Burns Mantle, dramatic editor of
the N. Y. Evening Mail, motion
picture editor of the Photoplay
Magazine, and a contributor on
stage topics to other newspapers
and magazines, Mr. Mantle has
agreed to "write the titles and assist

in the editing of twelve Talmadge
pictures. He has already titled
" Yes Or No," " The Branded
Woman " and " Good References."
His next picture will be " Satan's
Paradise," on which Norma Tal-
madge is now at work in the West
Indies, and which will be a First

National release. Mr. Mantle's
contract does not include the John
Emerson-Anita Loos productions.
Burne Mantle is a great believer

in the simple, direct and what he
describes as the " sane " titling of
pictures.

" Under ideal conditions the only
persons directly concerned with the
production of a picture would be
the author of the story, who should
be able to write his own continuity;
the director, who transfers the
story to the screen, and the pro-

WORLD'S LARGEST
FILM BUILDING

1 IS 100%
SIMPLEX ! ! !
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CENTRES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND THEATRES

OKLAHOMA
CITY

Oklahoma City is to have one of the
largest and finest motion picture shows
in the Southwest on completion of the
new Cooper theatre. According to A.
C. Bennett, who is in charge of the

construction of the theatre, it will be
finished about the first of January, 1921 ;

but the house will, if possible, be opened
for the Christmas holidays.
The theatre is being built at a cost

of more than $500,000. It is to be de-
voted exclusively to motion pictures and
wi.l have a seating capacity of 2,400
persons. Only the best pictures will be
shown at the Cooper, and they will be
exclusively first-run feature pictures.

The new Majestic theatre and new Na-
tional theatre, both on Elm street, Dal-
las, Texas, will be completed about Feb-
ruary 1, 1921 according to an announce-
ment by the builders recently. The
Majestic will be a five-story structure of

steel and concrete. The building will

be fireproof and cost approximately
$850,000. The frontage on Elm street is

100 feet; on Pacific avenue 110 feet, and
220 feet deep. It will house the Inter-
state Amusement Company. The two
upper stories will be rented.

The National theatre being erected by
the Hulsey interests will be a moving
picture house. The foundation work
for the building has been completed, and
the first shipment of steel received. This
building also runs through to Pacific
avenue from Elm street. Including the
furnishings the building will represent
an investment of about $800,000. Fred
A. Jones is the contractor.

PORTLAND,
ORE.

Reorganization of the Universal ex-

change took place recently when an-

nouncement was made of the resi"nation

of C. W. Koerner and George Bourke,
local and Northwest managers respect-

ively.

David Brill is the present manager of

the Portland office. Harry J. Ouinn.
formerly sales manager for Universal in

the Denver office, will be assistant to

Mr. Brill. Edward Armstrong, Western
division manager and director of the
Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake, Butte, San
Francisco and Los Angeles exchanges
arrived in Portland to personally install

the new officers. In addition to these
executives, a corps of new clerks,

stenographers and inspectors has been
added. Increased business and the
handling of special productions, such as

the Eric Von Stroheim features, was
given as the reason for the reorganiza-
tion in Portland.

Mr. Koerner has left Portland for

Butte where he will be with the Pathe
office, while Mr. Bourke will also locate
in Butte, interesting himself in state

right films.

Melvin G. Winstock, Portland branch
manager of the Pathe exchange, ap-
peared before the Rotary Club, Ad Club.
Progressive Business Men's Club and
the Civic League last week in the inter-

ests of the tenth anniversary of the
" Pathe News " establishment.

Local cameramen have been engaged
by Mr. Winstock, who has arranged for

them to take local views twice a week
during a two months' period. The pic-

tures will be exhibited in connection
with the regular weekly as shown in

local theatres each week.
Motion pictures were used bv thf Ore-

gonian to entertain the crowds election
night while waiting for the returns to

come in. Through the courtesy of the
local Universal office a cartoon comedy,
several animal pictures and extracts from
previous editions of the International
News which touch on either Harding or
Cox were used by the newspaper. The
pictures were flashed on the walls of a
building on the opposite side of the
street.

C. S. Jensen returned from Spokane
recently where he met J. H. Rowe and
Louis Dreibilvis, partners with Jensen
and Von Herberg in the ownership of
the Rialto theatre in Butte. Butte is

the only Northwest city where sentiment
seems to favor the unions which are
fighting the twenty-seven Northwest
Jensen and Von .Herberg theatres. At
the request of Rowe and Dreibilvis, re-
maining stock in the cinema will be sold
at public auction in the near future.

The ukelele and the plaintive guitar
were taken out of the moth balls in
Portland when Ralph Winsor, manager
of the Star theatre, announced a special
jazz feature to be put on in connection
with Will Rogers' " Water, Water,
Everywhere." The jazz was furnished
by the Royal Hawaiian company of
four musicians and their pretty dancer.

Norman Peel arrived in Portland re-
cently to take over for the local ex-
change exploitation of Famous Players-
Lasky productions. Mr. Peel plans to
lay special emphasis on playing up the
trade-mark, " Paramount-Artcraft " in
all coming publicity stunts. He comes
to Portland from the New York ex-
change.

The Portland theatre men gave their
unanimous support to the campaign for
the Albertina Kerr nursery raising
funds for a new dormitory. Four min-
ute speakers appeared in each of the
larger down town houses and all thea-
tres in the city ran slides for the baby
home.

Will Hudson, Pathe cameraman from
Seattle, spent several days in this city
shooting pictures of the city health de-
partment in its care for public school
children. Special emphasis is being
placed on dental work conducted in the
city schools, and pictures of the plan in
operation were taken.

The Castle, rebuilt from the Oregon
theatre at the cost of $28,000, opened
November 1 in Eugene. Ore. The thea-
tre seats 650 and is said to be the pret-
tiest theatre of its size in the state.
Eugene is the seat of the State univer-
sity and a town of some 10,000. A. H.
MacDonald owns the Castle and also
the Rex, which is now under reconstruc-
tion. The Castle opened with the First
National production, " Go and Get It."

E'ection night was a busy one for
many Oregon exhibitors. C. M. Hill,
manager of the Globe theatre in, Albany,
and Manasrer K. L. Burk of the Orpheum
theatre. Baker, kept their houses open
all night long.

SAN FRANCISCO
E. R. Williams, manager of the All-

Star Feature Exchange, closed four key
accounts approximating $15,000, in one
day last week. The five new Clara Kim-
ball Young pictures and the new David
But'er production is being taken rapid-
ly, he reports. The Tigfr Ben serial is

being sold on first showing, he says.

Enlargement of the Frolic theatre on
Market street to a 1.500 seating capacity
is planned by the Universal exchange.
C. A. Nathan, manager of the San Fran-
cisco Universal exchange has signed a
lease for the theatre for 30 years at an
aggregate rental of $1,400,000. William
Cutts, general manager of the Universal
theatres, is due in San Francisco this

week on his inspection tour of the coun-
try.

The prologue for " What Women
Love," at the Tivoli theatre, week of
October 24, staged by Manager Frank
Costello, is being accorded wide pub-
licity in the daily papers, one reviewer
going as far as to say that the feature
takes second place on the bill. Prince
Lei Lani, Hawaiian, sings with six
other dancers, including four instru-
mentalists and a hula dancer. The set-
ting is Hawaiian.

Harry Carney, assistant manager of
the Universal exchange. San Francisco,
is seriously ill with pneumonia. He was
stricken suddenly.

" Pink Tights " was put over success-
fully on first run at the Frolic theatre,
San Francisco, week of October 24, by
a tie-up with song publishing represen-
tatives and the Kelly Springfield Truck
Company, with very little expense to the
theatre by R. F. Abrahams, manager,
and Ben Westland. publicity director
of the Universal exchange.
The truck, with driver, was loaned and

singers were furnished free with a piano
for the entire week. Crowds were at-
tracted on downtown corners and led to
the theatre, which was packed all week.
A girl was hired to ride on the truck in
pink tights.

Newt Levi, Western representative of
Robertson-Cole, has been in San Fran-
cisco for a short visit. He will shortly
supervise direction of an all-star cast on
exteriors at Pleasanton on the new pic-
ture, " What Is a Wife Worth?"

CANADA
Garrick Theatres, Limited, of Winni-

peg, Manitoba, has started the construc-
tion of a brand new moving picture thea-
tre at Garry Street and Ellice Avenue,
Winnipeg, to cost $150,000, and to be
opened in January. The new house will

be the first of a chain of theatres in

Canad.a, it has been announced, and al-

ready a theatre in Brandon, Manitoba,
has been purchased. The company has
been organized with a capital of $250,000.
It is announced that a number of Win-
nipeg business men are interested in the
venture.
The Garrick Theatre in Winnipeg will

have a seating capacity of 1,500, with a

frontage of 70 feet and a depth of 130
feet. The front elevation will have a
marquee for the whole width. The lobby
will be finished in marble.

Mr. William H. Stanley, formerly man-
ager of Loew's Delancey Street Theatre,
New York, has been appointed manager
of the new Loew theatre, which was
opened at Ottawa, the Canadian capital,

on Monday, November 8, with a num-
ber of moving picture stars present for

the first performance. Mr. Stanley
started in the show business thirty-two
years ago and he has been with Marcus
Loew for many years.

The Canadian Government has issued

a Federal charter to the Canadian Fea-
ture and Production Company. Limited,
of Winnipeg, Manitoba, which has been
formed to undertake the manufacture of

moving picture releases. The company
has been capitalized at $1,000,000. As
yet no announcement has been made re-

garding the personnel of the directorate.

An indication of good business condi-

tions in Canada is the record of amuse-
ment tax receipts in Winnipeg. Manitoba.
The amusement tax collected at 34 mov-
ing picture theatres and five vaudeville'

and dramatic houses in Winnipeg during
the last week in October exceeded the

$10,000 mark, according to an official

announcement by the Provincial authori-

ties under whose auspices the levy is

taken. This is the largest revenue from
this source for any week since the tax

has been in existence.

Stock musical comedy proved a finan-
cial failure at the Dominion theatre, one
of Winnipeg's large and well-known
houses, with the result that the house
was closed for re-organization. The
theatre is scheduled to be re-opened on
Monday, November 15, with an all-pic-

ture policy, the opening attraction being
" The Wonder Man," featuring Georges
Carpentier.

The first of the exclusively British
moving picture exchanges to be estab-
lished in the Dominion of Canada is the
Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Limited,
with headquarters in Montreal and Lon-
don, England. This company was or-
ganized more than a year ago but no
attempt was made to arrange for direct
distribution throughout Canada, the book-
ing of the British releases having been
placed in the hands of a Canadian dis-
tributor. Arrangements are now being
made, it is stated, for the opening of
several distributing offices by the Anglo-
Canadian Picture Plays and direct con-
tracts with exhibitors will be sought. It
is understood that Basil Horsfall of Mon-
treal, now proprietor of the Tivoli theatre
of Montreal, is associated with the An-
glo-Canadian company in establishing the
new offices. Mr. Horsfall has had con-
siderable experience as an exchange man
ager in Montreal and elsewhere. Capt.
G. B. MacKay is the general manager
of the Anglo-Canadian company and a
number of prominent and wealthy Can-
adians are directors. The company con-
trols the Canadian rights for the produc-
tions of a dozen or more English studios.
It is probable that branches will be
opened in Montreal, Toronto and St.
John before the Canadian West is in-
vaded.

Jack Kraker, until recently in Califor-
nia, has become sales representative in
Ontario for the First National Pictures
(Eastern Canada), Limited. Mr. Kraker
is working out of the Toronto office of
the company which is located at 91-93
Queen Street East.

Mr. Tom Dowbiggin has become sales
representative for the Amalgamated Ex-
hibitors' Circuit, Limited, for the Prov-
ince of Ontario and is located at the
Toronto office of the company.

A recent prominent visitor in Toronto,
Ontario, was Mr. L. Ernest Ouimet,
of Montreal, president and general man-
ager of the Specially Film Import, Lim-
ited, Canadian Pathe distributors. He
inspected the new ground floor quarters
in the new Hermant Annex which are to
be occupied by his Toronto branch.

B. T. Hardcastle has arrived in Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, to open a Western
Canadian distributing office for the As-
sociated Producers, Inc., which is sup-
ported by Thomas H. Ince. Allan Dwan.
George Loan Tucker, J. Parker Read.
Mack Sennett, Marshall Neilan and
Maurice Tourneur. Mr. Hardcastle will

have charge of operations in the four
Western Provinces. Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan, Alberta and British Columbia.
Mr. Hardcastle announced that the firs*

release from his new Winnipeg office

would be " The Leopard Woman," by
J. Parker Read. The new branch of the
Associated Producers is the thirteenth

film exchange for Winnipeg.

The Manitoba Board of Moving Pic-

ture Censors has been giving Winnipeg
film exchange managers some cause for

concern recently. Last winter the Man-
itoba censors made their presence felt

bv the banning of a considerable number
of moving picture comedies but during
the spring and summer the decisions of

the censors were quite acceptable. The
Manitoba board now seems to be paying
considerable attention to serial releases.

Mr. W. S. Jones, the Winnipeg Fox
manager, was recently notified that the

censors had seen fit to condemn the new-
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Fox serial, "The Tigers Cub The
Pathe serial, " The Whirlwind,' has also

been condemned, while the Select serial,

" The Branded Four," has been thrown

out as well.
. ,

Two Pathe serials. Pirate Gold and
" Hidden Dangers," have proved to be

acceptable to the Manitoba censors, how-

ever, and will be shown throughout the

Province. . _ _..
It is understood that the Fox film

Corporation is appealing the decision ot

the Manitoba board to condemn ' The
Tiger's Cub."

The Northern Pictures Corporation ot

Calgary and Winnipeg has taken the ex-

teriors for " Corporal Cameron,' the

Ralph Connor story, various locations at

the Banff National Park in Alberta hav-

ing been used for the purpose. The
company is now arranging for the use

of the horse-show building at Calgary,

Alberta, as a moving picture studio in

•which to make the interior scenes during

the coming winter.

The Oakwood theatre, Toronto, On-

tario, one of the large independent mov-

ing picture theatres of the city, has been

acquired by the Famous Players' Cana-

dian Corporation. This makes the

seventh theatre in the Ontario capitol to

come under the direction of the corpor-

ation, the others being the Regent and

Strand, two of the large downtown
houses, Alhambra, Garden, Teck and

Family. The manager of the house is

Mr. James Crang.

The Allen theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

is the latest of a number of large moving
picture houses in Canada to announce an

adjustment of admission prices, trie

changes affecting the evening prices only.

Until recently the general admissions for

evening performances have been 30 and

40 cents, plus the tax of four cents. One
price of 40 cents, plus the tax, has been

established for all parts of the theatre

with the exception of the loges, seats in

which have been increased from 65 cents

to 70 cents, plus five cents' tax. The
evening price for children is 20 cents,

plus two cents' tax. Matinee prices vary

from 17 cents for children to 39 cents

for loge seats. .

The Province theatre, Winnipeg, has

also advanced its prices, top charge for

evening performances being 39 cents and

that for matinees 27 cents, including the

ta
Other prominent theatres in Canada

which have announced slight admission

increases include the Regent, Allen and

Strand theatres of Toronto.

Burglars removed the sate from the

manager's office of the new Allen theatre

at St. Catherines, Ontario, recently and,

after carting it away on a truck, dumped
it down a canal embankment where they

forced it open with a sledge hammer and
crowbars. They secured $428.28 in cash

and $40 worth of amusement tax tickets.

The burglars left the battered safe at the

bottom of the hill where it was found

the next morning.

The Ontario government decided on
October 1 to stop the presentation of the

health propaganda feature, " Open Your
Eyes," after the picture had been
screened in Windsor, Ontario. The fea-

ture had been approved by the Ontario
Board of Censors, it is declared, but the

picture was banned after the one public

showing.

The Flectra theatre, one of the best-

known Montreal moving picture theatres,

was re-opened on Sunday, October 3,

as a remodelled and enlarged house under
the continued management of Paul Guen-
ette. One of the new structural features

is a balcony by means of which the
seating capacity has been increased to

1,100. The attraction for the re-opening
was " One Hour Before Dawn," starring

H. B. Warner.

Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen of To-
ronto have secured a new theatre site in

Victoria, B. C on which to erect a
$350,000 house which will have a seating
capacity of between 1,500 and 2.000. The
•ite is at Blanchard and Yates streets.

CLEVELAND

stands now, takes about an hour to pre-

sent, it is so constructed that it can be
reduced to thirty-five minutes without
losing any of its punch."
The Rainbow Revue. Mr. . Shea ex-

plained, is a cross between a musical
comedy and a style show. The music
was specially written by A. Baldwin
Sloan. The costumes are the latest crea-

tions in feminine fashions. So there's

jazz for the men folks, and frills for the

women folks; something for all.

Will D. Harris, of the Grand theatre,

Columbus, is the first exhibitor to intro-

duce this style of entertainment in con-
nection with the motion picture, in Ohio.
He opens with it the week of November
21st.

Mr. Shea states that, if the show is a

success, he is going to. put out a new
one every eight weeks. They are all to

be different.

C. C. Deardorff, exploitation manager
for Goldwyn out of the Cleveland office,

got a stock of favorable press notices
as high as the sky line recently in To-
ledo on " The Branding Iron." " And
there's a reason," says Deardorff. " I

gave a special screening of ' The Brand-
ing Iron,' in the private screen room of

the Pantheon theatre on Thursday even-
ing, prior to the opening of the picture

at the Pantheon the following Sunday.
The Toledo News-Bee, The Blade and
the Times were all represented." And
after the screening, Mr. Deardorff gave
a lovely little party in the dining room
of the Secor Hotel, complimentary to
the newspaper men.

Buster Keaton is going to monopolize
the Stillman theatre screen in a manner
never been tried here before, when he
will be the featured star of the feature
and the featured star of the comedy, too.
" The Saphead," Keaton's new seven-
reeler, and " The Scarecrow," his latest

comedy, are both to be shown on the
same program. The result is being
watched with unusual interest. They're
going to play the feature first and then
follow with the comedy.

W. B. Frank, Pathe's special feature
representative, arrived in Cleveland last

week. Frank will stay here just long
enough to install the new policy which
gives the sales of features to a special
department. Already he has named R.
F. Flagler as manager of this newly
created department, with R. A. Morrison,
and W. S. Ainsworth, as chief aides in

the selling field.

Fred McConnell, now in charge of the
national exploitation of Pathe pictures,
dropped into town the latter part of last
week. McConnell was kept busy shaking
hands all round. He knows everybody
in the industry out here. He gained his
wide movie acquaintance when he was
editor of the motion picture department
of the Cleveland Leader-News.

W. F. Seymour, division manager out
of Chicago for the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, paid local manager Herbert
Ochs a short but sweet visit this week.
Seymour came in in the morning, and
after going over the local situation left

that same night for the Windy City.

Al Lebensberger, manager of Robert-
son-Cole's Cleveland exchange, ought to
get special railroad rates. He just got
back from New York where he went to
attend the special screening of "Kismet;"
and right after his return, he left for
Columbus.

" The County Fair " played its first

Ohio engagement the week of October
31st at the Grand Opera House, Canton,
and not only broke all previous house
records but also set a new standard of
business on whole week engagements at
the Grand Opera House. This house, one
of the Feiber-Shea chain of theatres, sel-
dom plays a picture for an entire week.
In fact, the only pictures that have played
the Grand Opera House a full week are
" The Miracle Man " and " Why Change
Your Wife? " Representatives of Feiber
and Shea have made this statement; so
has Phil Selznick, who bought the pic-
ture for Ohio.

Selznick already has one print of "The
County Fair" booked solid all through

the winter. Two other prints are book-

ing up fast.

Stephen Fuzy, organist at the Regent
theatre, Buckeye Road and Fast 116th

Street, has recently written a waltz that's

fast making a hit. It's called " On the

Lagoon." Fuzy has written several

others best known among them being

•Beautiful Stars." He lives at 10322

Crestwood Avenue.

DETROIT
The Redford Amusement company has

been formed to take over some church
property on Grand River avenue which
will be transformed into a theatre. John
Brennan and Hapham of the Cozy and
Universal theatre, respectively, are back-

ing the enterprise.

John H. Kunsky's home was robbed

of furs, silverware and jewelry, valued

at $5,000 last week. This is the sixth

time within nine years that Mr. Kunsky s

home has been entered by burglars.

A rose matinee at the Majestic, in

which roses were given away, brought

out the ladies, despite a rain storm,

during the engagement of " The Restless

Sex." Some 1,000 roses, secured from
a local florist, were given away.

Will H. Elliott, managing director of

the Majestic theatre, was again taken

seriously ill last week and is now se-

riously ill with pneumonia. Last re-

ports were that he was slowly gaining

headway.

W. D. Ward has resigned as manager
of the Universal exchange, which he has
handled for more than three years, to

handle Stoll pictures in Detroit. He is

succeeded by Joe Friedman, office man-
ager.

The Detroit Film company has taken
over the business of the Hennessey-
Moross company, handling state right

pictures. Earl N. Hennessey, Phil J.

Fetz and Frank E. Beecher, all former
exhibitors, comprise the company.

George W. Trendle, general manager
of the Kunsky chain of houses, has been
re-elected president of the Detroit Thea-
tre Managers' association, embracing all

the big downtown houses and 80 per
cent of the motion picture theatres in

the city.

The greatest stage spectacle ever of-

fered in Detroit is the hippodrome race

effect achieved at the Madison where
" Madonnas and Men " is now showing.
Two chariots, each driven by two horses,

on treadmills provide the effect. A spe-

cial amphitheatre setting and lighting ap-

pliances add to the spectacle.

INDIANAPOLIS
Nelson G. Trowbridge, manager of the

Murat, legitimate, went out and showed
his brother-managers of the photoplay-
houses how to get over a big production
in a big way without much co-operation
from anybody but the police department
during the week of October 31.

Trowbridge put Fox's " While New
York Sleeps " into the Murat for the

week, intending to plug a hole caused
by his inability to book a legitimate at-

traction and had the town by the ears

in two days. The newspaper critics
" panned " the picture as not being worth
a third the price of admission, which
Trowbridge cannily put at $1 top; and
someone complained to the police that

the film was too vulgar to be shown.
The policewomen censors looked it over
and passed it.

But despite this adverse criticism the
people continued to flock in. One dollar

as a price for a movie looked good to'

them, and they paid it in numbers so
great that the film brought in gross re-

ceipts for the week said to be higher
than those received during the week

(Continued on page 3992)

Feiber and Shea, booking agents, are
going to present their well known Rain-
bow Revue at the leading first-run mo-
tion picture theatres throughout the ter-
ritory, as* an added attraction to the
featured photoplay.

" The Rainbow Revue has a cast of
twenty-five people," said Mr. Shea re-
cently, " and although the show, as it

' WITHOUT ONE CENT REPAIRS IN TWO YEARS!!! "

" I have run this SIMPLEX a little better than two
years without one cent for repairs."

MAJESTIC THEATRE, BELLFLOWER, ILL.
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects at

well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.

AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6

A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary)..

6

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) 5

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak) 5

Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) S

Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) 5

"TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) 5

The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) 5

The Unseen Witness (Glen White) 5

The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White) .5

Thunderbolt Jack 0»ck Hovie) 15

The Lurking Peru (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) la

Episodes.

WESTERN DRAMAS
Biased Trail Prod*, (one every other week) 2

Lone StarWesterns (one every other week) 2

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one a month) 2

XLNT (Ardath) .. 2

Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2

Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera) 1

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
The Magic Life ( Peters-Vidor) 6

Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6

The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6

MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin) 5

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase) 6

Evolution of Man (Special Cast) 6

Woman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford) 5

When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) 5

Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) 5

HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 2
Sheriff's Dilemma 2
Brothers 2

His Desperate Deed 2

JOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2

Three of a Kind 2

Stone Quarry Romance
Too Much Garlic 2

C. B. C. FILM SALES
State Rights

The Victim 6

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Sept. 2—All Balled Up 2
Aug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
Aug. 5—Some Champs 2
July 22—Wild, Wild Women 2
July 8—Stung Again 2
June 24—Back on the Farm 2

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler every two weeks.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RTDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap 2
A Traitor's Vengeance 2
The Girl of the West 2
Almost an Outlaw 2
The Avenging Trail 2
Western Rays 2
Shadows of the Past 2
A Fight to a Finish 2

LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson 5

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)

THE GUMPS
Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson I

Flat Hunting 1

Andy Visits His Mama-in-Law 1

Andy Plays Golf 1

A Ouiet Day at Home 1

Andy on a Diet 1

Andy's Wash Day 1

Andy's Night Out 1

Andy and Min at the Theatre 1

Andy Visits the Osteopath 1

Andy on Skates 1

Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit 1

Andy's Inter- Ruben Guest 1

Andy Redecorates His Flat 1

Andy the Model 1

Accidents Will Happen 1

Howdy Pardner 1

There's A Raisen 1

Ship Ahoy 1

The Toreador 1

The Broilers 1

Andy Fights the High Cost of Living 1

Militant Min 1

Ice Box Episodes 1

Wim and Wigor 1

Equestrian 1

Andy the Hero 1

Andy's Picnic 1

Andy the Chicken Fancier 1

Andy the Actor 1

Andy on the Beach 1

Andy on Pleasure Bent 1

At Shady Rest 1

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) 6

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy) 2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers) 1

The Dying Swan (Skating) 1

Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics) 1

The Flying De Armands 1

Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1

Hundeller (Balancing) 1

Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPT
(ReUated Through Educational Mm B»change$)

CHESTER COMEDOS
The One Best Pet 2
A Tray Full of Trouble 2
The Big Show 2
An Overall Hero 2
Four Times Foiled 2

CHRISTIE COMEDOS
Mr. Fatima 2
Going Through the Rye 2
Shuffle the Queens 2
A Homespun Hero 2
Striking Models 2
Don't Blame the Stork (Harry Gribbon) 2
Seven Bald Pates (Bobby Vernon) 2
Out For the Night (Eddie Barry) 2
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon) 2
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher) 2

TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy Turns Cupid 2
Torchy's Millions 2
Torchy In High 2
Torchy (JoLnny Hines) 2
Torchy Comes Through (Johnnie Hines) 2

MERMAID COMEDIES
The Simp 2
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) 2
Dynamite (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rae) 2
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton) 2

SPECIALS
The Race of the Age (Man O' War) 2
Art of Diving (Kellerman) 1

Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home' Runs 1

Valley of 10,000 Smokes 1

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
The Isle of Desire 1

The Explorers 1

The Banana Special 1

Tropical Nights I

By Schooner to Skagway..... 1

The Castaway 1

Solitude 1
Wanderlust 1

The Song of the Paddle 1

The Log of Laviajera 1

The Great Mirror 1

Hope of Adventure 1

CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Getting a Polish 1
Ignazu the Exquisite 1
Frozen Thunder 1
Lovely Maoriland 1
Mad Hatters 1
Seven League Booters 1

Too Much Overhead 1
The Trail of Wedontcarewhere 1
The Tamer the Wilder 1

Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits 1

SCREENICS
Out of the Past 1
Fine Feathers—They Forgot the Town 1
Sea Planets—Apartments for Rent 1
Mules and Gabtalk 1
Through Winding Walls—Climbing Cataracts 1
They All Turned Turtle—Family Trees 1
Chosen Waters—South Sea Naiads 1
Great American Yawn—Getting His Angora 1
Foam Fantasies 1

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) 6
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) t
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) t
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives House Feters)...6
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young) 7

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNTARTCRAFT
Nov. 28—A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy Dal-

ton) 4736
Nov. 28—Idols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.).
Nov. 21—Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 4495
Nov. 21—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). S586
Nov. 14—Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett-

Ince Prod.) 4539
Nov. 14—Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) 5101
Nov. 7—Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4862
Nov. 7—Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.). 6556
Oct. 31—An Uld-r-astuoncd Boy (Ince Prod.-

Chas. Ray) 4617
Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Oct. 24—A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 4200
Oct. 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 5526
Oct. 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.). 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

Oct. 3—The Jail Bird (Ince. Prod.-Douglas Mac-
Lean) 4961

Oct. 3—Something to Think About (C. B. De-
MiUe Prod.) 7000

Sept.—Little Miss Rebellion (Dorothy Gish) 4835
Sept.—Civilian Cloth (Thomas Meighan-Hugh) . .5267
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton) 4667
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Daltoa) 4667

ARTCRAFT
June—Rebecca of Sonnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 21—His Wedding Night t
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue) 2

PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Nor. 28—A Fireside Brewer 2
Nov. 14—Fickle Fancy %
Oct. 31—Movie Fans 2
Oct. 17—My Goodness 2

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec 28—Housecleaning I

Dec. 21—Those Distant Cousins 1

Dec 7—After the Circus I

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Spirits 2
Sept. 12—Kids Is Kids 2
Aug. 29—Never Again 2

PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 28—Land of the Tin Millionaires 1

Nov. 21—Around About Manila 1

Nov. 14—Pyrenean Perspectives 1

Nov. 7—The Port of Penang 1

Oct. 17—Nature's Contrasts 1

P ARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Nov. 21—Kilawea Volcano Eruption 1

Oct. 17—Winter Sports at St. Moritz

PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Nov. 7—A Setting of Ages 1

Oct. 10—The Cloud 1

Sept. 5—From a Piscatorial Angle 1

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Nov. 28—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon.... 1
Nov. 21—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan Cartoon.... 1
Nov. 14—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon 1

Nov. 7—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1

Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!

Release Information Continued on Page 3957
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FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) S

Bonnie May (Bessie Lore) 5

MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird 2
His Naughty Night 2
Nearly Married 2
A Bedroom Scandal 2

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week 1

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong 2
The
Kiss

Huntsman 2
Me Quick 2

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDffiS
Two Knights 1
Winning a Widow 1

Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog 1

School for Skirts 1

The Painter 1

Bone Dry Blues 1 QAUMONT COMPANY

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Hypnotist
The Papoose
On the Hip Yt
Northwoods 1

j

Sherloek Hawkshaw & Co •.

All Stuck Up V>
A Hard Luck Santa Claus Vi

Gum Shoe Work *4
Home Brew 'A
The Medicine Man Yi

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 29—Dinty (Wesley Barry)
Nov. 29—Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22—Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's)

.

Nov. 22—Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-
madge) 5118

Nov. 8—The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrvmore) . S600
Nov. 1—Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) . .

.' 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin) 6
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven) 5

(At State Right Exchanges)
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle) 6
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) 6
Branded (Josephine Earle) , 6
The Sinker (Special Cast) 6

The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)'. 6
tlusbana* and Wive* (.Vivian Martin) o

SERIALS

HODKLNSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)

BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC-
TURES, INC.

The DwellingPlace of Light (Winston Churchill).. 7rhe Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's) tThe Westerner! (Stewart Edward White's)
.'.'.'.".' '.

'. 'f

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

m.iBe*b Hampton and Eltinge P. Warner)
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's) .T. . .

.

Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)....... 7

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum).... y
Sex (Louise Glaum) "/
The Lone Wolfs Daughter (Louise *

Glaum).' '.'.'.'.»

Sahara (Louise Glaum) j

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon) tThe Bandbox (Doris Kenyon) |
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird) .
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)....'.*.'.'.!.'

f

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
V1* S°Vle

5f Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan).. 5No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan) *
JThe Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan) !|

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONSIn the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2

fclurv^ ^ITb^Tg^c I::::::::::::::::::::::! ft ZsrgzJZ^i^™*"* <

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION
Trolley (Dan Mason) 2

The Kick in High Life (Lehrman) 2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore) 6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart) 6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald) S
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dw^n) .............. 7
Good References (Constance Talmadge) 6
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray).. 6
Jack- Knife Man (King Vidor)
Notorious Mrs. Leslie (Katherine MacDonald)
The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge).. SGo and Get It (Marshall Neilan) 7

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES

SPECIALS
Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 6475
Shm Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy)K TET (K^g $S5Tff. ">/>. (Jack Pickfo^

:

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast) 6A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) 7

Sn£-i

F «e at
,

,

Yo
,
ur Window (Special Cast) ....'.'.' .' .' .' '.7

While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)... 7

T?T §£
ywavman fLt - Ormer Locklear) 7

Thi White Moll
(

$«ri
m
whU™)T? I

.'
.' .' WW.Y.l BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES

4600
5198

666 (Tom Moore) '. ...5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349
His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) 5947
The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569
Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogers) 5
The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand) 5

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick) 5

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725
Going Some (Rex Beach)

His Temporary Wife (Special Cast) «
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis) y

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis) $

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers «
Drag Harlan . .7. .7.7.7.7.7.7.7 t
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub sTh e Th i ef 6The Mountain Woman g

TOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails

fi

The Texan ?
The Untamed |
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider e
The Challenge of the Law...'.'.'.'.'!.'.'

c

The Man Who Dared |

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy 6The Flame of the Yukon . . . . . . 6
Girl of My Heart 6
Merely Mary Ann g

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen c

Number 17

Edgar Camps Out 2
Edgar's Sunday Courtship 2
Edgar Takes the Cake 2
Edgar's Jona Day 2

CAPITOL COMEDIES
Aug. 29—In and Out (Flanagan and Edwards) 2
Aug. 15—His Wife's Husband (Flanagan and Ed-

wards) 2
Aug. 1—The Road to Ruin (Flanagan and Edwards).

2

July 18—A Counter Plot (Buddy Post) 2
July 4—Mum's the Word (Buddy Post) 2

June 20—A Money Mixup (Buddy Post) 2

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Oct. 10—For the Future 1

Oct. 3—Between Friends 1

Sept. 26—Tn the Glory of the Past 1

Sept. 19—"Air" Istocracy (Bird Life) 1

Sept. 12—Having a Circus (Chicago Zoo) 1

Sept. 5—In for a Raise (Baking Powder) 1

GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Aug. 29—This Wonderful World 1

Aug. 22—World's First Scientific Harness 1

Aug. 15—Tf You Could Shrink 1

Aug. 8—Eternal Nature 1

July 18—The Life History of the Pearl 1

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1—Danger Valley 5
Nov. 15—Skyfire e
Oct. :—Hell's Oasis ".!!f
LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Jan. 1—Restless Rummies
Dec. IS—Back to Earth
Dec. 1—Razzin the Jack

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier 5
Bearcat f
Seeds of Vengeance 6
The Gift Supreme 6
Whispering Devils $
The Victim 9
The Transgressor t
The Burning Question 8
Luring Shadows 7
Below the Deadline 5

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies , 2
Stung Again 2
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm 2
Mis Fortune Hunters 2

MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1

Along the Moonbeam Trail 2

BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps 1

Vacation Days in Switzerland 1

From Montreux to Berness Alps 1

Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes 1

3
numDer 1/ . July 18— 1 ne l.ite History ot tne reari i T A TVTC! nT/~"T,TTTJT7'C rADD
The Plunger ? Tuly 11—Our Wonderful World (Tripoli) 1 JAINO rML. 1 UHEjO dUlYr.
From New On " "5 J"1? 4—Beating a Man at His Own Game 1

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Aug. 22—Shedding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) 1

Aug. 15—A Flv Guy (Happy Hooligan) 1

Aug. 8—The Rotisserie Bros. (Judge Rummy) 1

Aug. 1—The Last Rose of Summer (Happy Hooli-
gan) 1

New On
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely). ?
Just Pals (Buck Jones) SThe Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy).. 5Trail to Two Moons (Buck Jones).. 5
J?
eware

o0f ^ Bride (Eileen Percy) "s
Sprague (Buck Jones) 5

A Woman's Business t
Love Without Question (Olive Tell) 1

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Sunset _
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Loveiy) .'

5

SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes) 2 ICTJir A f Cl \Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) .2 (CHICAGO )

GREIVER'S EDUCATIONALS

Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats.
Kineto Reviews

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
An Elephant's Nightmare ?Hold Me Tight ,
His Noisy Still ,

Serpent's Tooth 1

Speeding Through Dixie 1

Roya! Ease 1

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)

Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 5
Voices (Special Cast)

His Noisy Still
j | ?Si°

9
«;niri. „f tl*. Tiw,h l

Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .5
Pretty Lady

2 Sh.
P The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) S

Cllase Me .'.'::2 |?S^"M"i^^V\\\\\\\\\^ir-rr.'""!I.".".".!l Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes) 3

Release Information Continued on Page 3958
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The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 4

Open Places (Jack Gardner) 3

The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R Traverse)..*
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) S

The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn) 3

The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) i

Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner) 3

Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall;
Broncho Billy Dramas •

Snakeville Comedies
Fables in Slang (George Ade) 1

Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur) >

Strife (George Le Guere) »

CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
The Champion 2
Jitney Elopement 2
Work 2
By the Sea

LUBIN (BERT)
STATE IflQHTS

Honeymoon Ranch 5

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC- SPECIALS
Dec. 27—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana) 6
Dec. 20—Polly With a Past (Special Cast) 6
Dec. 13—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 29—The Misleading Lady (Bert Lytell) 6
Nov. 15—Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6
Nov. 1—The Fatal Hour (Special Cast) 6
Oct. 25— Body and Soul (Alice Lake) 6
Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6
Oct. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana) 6
Sept. 30—Clothes (Special Cast) 6
Sept. 13—The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6
Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 16—The Chorus Girl's Romance (Viola Dana)..

6

Aug. 2—Held in Trust (May Allison) 6

C. L sHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 21—The Little Lady of the Big House (Special

Cast) 6
Jan. it)—The God ol His Fathers (Special Cast;... •

Nov. 22—The Star Rover (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast).

6

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)

Dec. 22—The Scarecrow 2
Oct. 27—Convict 13 2
Sept. 1—One Week 2

HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) e

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6—Billions (Nazimova) 6
Oct. 11—Madam Peacock (Nazimova) 7
Apr. —The Heart ot a Child (.Nazimova; /

Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) 6
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) »

ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) t

S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept 6—Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....

6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

MISCELLANEOUS
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Corp

The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Clark Cornelius Corp

Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions
The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) Favark Corp
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Features

Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) The Franck Corp.
Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
Levey Prods

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-

wealth Film Corp

COMEDIES
After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2
Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films) 1

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price) 2
Flora Finch Come'dies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.

When Quackel Did Hide (Charlie Joy) Aywon Film
Corp *

R

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right- Exchanges)

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) 5
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re-

issue 5

PATHE EXCHANGES
Nov. 28—The Devil to Pay (Brunette Stewart) 6

Nov. 21—The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..

5

Nov. 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6
Oct. 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adam* Ray

Stewart) 6

Oct. 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7

Oct. 10—Fo -bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6

Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar)....6
Sept. 26 — Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet-
Henry King) S

Sept. 12—Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner) 5

Sept. 5—The House of the Tolling Bell (Bruce
Gordon-May McAvoy) 6

Aug. 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) 7

THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen and Warner Orland)
Nov. 28—Seventh, Gun Fire 2

Nov. 21—The Crystal Bail 2
Nov. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room 2
Nov. 7—Fourth, The Open Window 2
Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf 2

Oct. 24—Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale..

2

Oct. 17—First. Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth

Roland)
Nov. 28—Fourteenth, Regina Island 2

Nov. 21—Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack 2

Nov. 14—Twelfth, The Secret Order 2
Nov. 7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond 2

Oct. 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2

Oct. 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path 2
Oct. 17—Eighth, Danger Trails 2

Oct. 10—Seventh, Troubled Waters 2

Oct. 3—Sixth, The Eagle's Nest 2

Sept. 26— Fifth, Double &ossed 2

Sept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires 2

Sept. 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2

PIRATE GOLD
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot)
Oct. 17—Tenth, Defeat—And Victory 2

Oct. 10—Ninth, The Double Cross 2

Sept. 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion 2

Sept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped 2

Sept. 12—Fifth, Drugged 2

Sept. 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last 2

Aug. 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story 2

THE THIRD EYE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Warner

Oland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29—Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2

Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay 2

Aug. 15—Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 2

Aug. 8—Twelfth, Man Against Man 2

Aug. 1—Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vengeance 2

July 25—Tenth, The House of Terrors 2

July 18—Ninth, The Race for Life 2

July 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2

July 4—Seventh, The Double Trap 2

June 27—Sixth, The Death Spark 2

YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Kutt. 8—The Hold-up Man 2

Aug. 1—The Hobo of Pizen City 2

Tuly 25—The Law of the Border 2

Tuly 18—His Pal's Gal 2

July 11—Tex of the Timberlands 2

ROLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 7—Insulting the Sultan 1

Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) I

Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 5—A Regular Pal 1

Aug. 29—Money to Burn (Snub Pollard) 1

ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd)....

2

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) 6

July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6
June 20—Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) * 6

NEWS REELS
Sundays—Topics of the Day
Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

Saturdays—Pathe News 1

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman 5

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5
Law of the North 5

Cy Whittaker's Ward 5
The Awakening of Ruth 5
Light in Darkness 5
The Tell Tale Step 5
Lady of the Photograph 5

FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride 1

The Screen Fan 1

The Matinee Grrl 1

The Man Eater 1

The Superstitious Girl 1

The Artist's Model 1

The Art Bug 1

The Starter . 1

The Spoiled Girl 1

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 6
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love) 6

Miftnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6
What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins) 6
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) 5
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb) . . 5

His Brother's Keeper ( Mansfield,- Lytton-James) . 6
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) 6
Bubbles (Mary Anderson) 5

A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy
Sonny Series 2

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin 1

Two's Company 1

Call Me Daddy 1

Knockout Maggie 1

Down Beside the Seaside 1

Professor Was Right I

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS

reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-Fifteen Single
feather.

His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Power (Holbrook Blinn) 5

Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast) 5
TRAILED BY THREE
Tuly 11—Fifteenth. The Reckoning 2 ——— „
Tuly 4-Fourteenth. The Hidden Crime 2 RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC4—Fourteenth. The
Tune 27—Thirteenth. The Door of Death i

Tune 20—Twelfth. The Burning Fuse 2

Tune 13—Eleventh, The Torture Trap 2

A Man There Was (Victor Seastroml.

VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Nov. 14—The Sandman 1

Oct. 31—Mamma's Boy 1

Oct. 3—June Madness 1

BRINGING UP FATHER
Tune 27—Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2

May 16—Second. Father's Close Shave 2

Apr. 4—First, Jiggs in Society 2

AFTER THIRTY
CSbc two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and Tohn Cumberland)
July 15—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third. The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2

Apr. 16—Second, The Stimulating Mrs Barton 2

elease Information Continued on Page 39^0

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The Soul of Youth (Taylor) •

The Deep Purple (Raool A. Walsh's) t

The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) '

The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's) *

Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) >

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) *

39 East (Constance Binney) 5

A Dark Lantern (Alice Brady) 5

A Cumberland Romance (Mary Miles Minter'* 5

Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley) «

Tenny Be Good (Mary Mile* Minter) S

Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter) 3
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FITZPATRICK.-McELROY THEATRE CIRCUIT
TO BE 100% DELUXE MOTIOGRAPH

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
TO THE COMPANY

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Co. ««.

....THEATRE OPERATORS....
202 SOUTH STATE STREET

Chicago, III.

October 27, 1920
Gentlemen

:

After careful consideration and investigation,

we herewith order twenty DeLuxe Motiograph

Machines, No. 1002-E, to be installed in our
different theatres on our circuit.

We ask that these machines be delivered as

soon as possible.

It is our intention to replace all of our present

moving picture machine equipment with the new
DeLuxe outfit, and to make our circuit of Mich-
igan, Wisconsin and Illinois theatres 100%
MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE Equipment.

Again, we want to assure you that this is after

very careful thought.

Very truly yours,

FITZPATRICK-McELROY CO.

KSF-H

When ordering your next Projector, do not overlook the

MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE
WHICH HAS WELL BEEN NAMED—THE PROJECTOR PREDOMINANT

VC^rite for Literature

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. COMPANY
564 W. RANDOLPH ST. CHICAGO
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Allen in Akron Exhibits Novelty in

"Lovers Boxes"
Double Seats in Center of House Just Right for Two

The Allen theatre, Akron, Ohio, cost-

ing close to six figures, is one of the fin-

est as well as one of the most modernly
equipped motion picture theatres to have

opened this fall, as well as embodying
several brand new features in theatre

construction.

One of the most striking features of

the Allen theatre is its size in proportion

to its cost. Time was when a big expen-

diture in the construction of a theatre

was justified by the number of seats in

the house. However, Allen T. Simmons,
manager of the Allen, and a prominent
showman in the territory, carried his

point by keeping the Allen down to 987
seats, while the price stayed up to its orig-

inal estimate. The reason for this was
because of the location of the house. It

is right down town in the business sec-

tion of Akron. It is right next door to a

prominent high class hotel. And it runs
an all-day show from 9 a. m until mid-
night. All these facts together brought

home the conclusion to Simmons that big

first-run pictures, shown continuously to

a transient trade, was more profitable

than a large number of seats. With this

in mind, the Allen, which is a rather

narrow house with a 150- foot throw, has
generous aisles.

The Allen theatre is all on one floor.

Adopting the amphitheatre style of ar-

chitecture, it is built in three elevations,

each one a slight rise over the former
one, thus giving equal vision to the screen

from all parts of the house.

Right in the center of the house Mr.
Simmons has introduced a novelty that

has been named " Lovers' Boxes." They
consist of ten tiers of double seats.

There's just room for two in each seat.

In fact, it is two seats without the diviu-

ing partition. But these boxes are very
popular with the young folks.

Nothing has been spared in th? decora-

tions of the Allen. The interior wood-
work is all ivory, with fine gold outlining.

The walls, instead of being painted, or

papered, are covered with old rose satin.

The effect is not only elegant, but restful

as well.

One of the outstanding features of the

Allen theatre is its automatic push-button
equipment. Almost every activity con-
nected with the showing of pictures is

operated automatically. Push buttons
operate the lights. Push buttons signify

to the operator what films, and in what
order, Mr. Simmons wants them dis-

played. Push buttons tell the musical di-

rector what to play, as well as to start

the $10,000 Wurlitzer Vocalstyle, with
which the house is furnished.

A word about the lights in the Allen
theatre. They are like the small lights

in Pullman trains. They are recessed in

the walls. At the push of one of the my-
riad buttons, the port holes in the wall
open, and out flash the side lights, all

fixed with fancy shades. When they are
{Continued on page 3964)

// is evident that the Allen was built with motion pictures in view. It is a well planned and finished house
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Vancouver Flocks to Grand Open
ing of Allen Theatre

2,100 Seat House Boasts of Marquee 120 Feet Long

THE capital city of British Columbia,
Vancouver, recently witnessed the

opening of one of the finest motion
picture houses in the entire Dominion of

Canada. This new theatre, the Allen, sit-

uated at the corner of George and Sey-
mour Streets, is one of the latest addi-

tions to the circuit of Allen houses stretch-

ing across the entire Dominion, and need-

less to say the new Allen, with a seating

capacity of 2,100, is the last word in mod-
ern architecture, decoration and all that

goes to make up the high standard im-

plied by the name " Allen." The theatre

was formally opened August 16th of this

year.

This structure, designed by Mr. C.

Howard Crane, the noted Detroit archi-

tect, is constructed throughout of rein-

forced concrete, steel, brick and tile, with
art stone trimmings. The entire building

has been waterproofed and made abso-

lutely impervious against all atmospheric
conditions by the application of a specially

prepared coating. This is a new method
of insuring buildings against the elements.

The roof itself is constructed of concrete

slab, which in turn is covered with roof-

ing felt.

The imposing main entrance to the

theatre is on the George Street front.

Extending along the whole 120 feet front-

age of this avenue is an ornamental mar-
quee. This is entirely constructed of steel

and is covered with ornamental sheet

metal work. This extensive covering af-

fords ample protection to the people who
are waiting their turn at the box office.

Two box offices afford ample accom-
modation for the handling of the crowds
which, on entering the lobby, are instantly

struck with the beauty of the marble

panels, with which the walls are faced.

It is, however, when one first enters

the foyer of this new Allen that one gets

a glimpse of the magnificence of the new
house. After stepping into the foyer, the

first room to the right is a check room
for hats and coats, equipped with every

facility for the handling of large crowds.

At the extreme right of the foyer is the

gentlemen's smoking room and wash
room, the former luxuriously furnished

and the whole a fitting accompaniment to

the rest of the house.

The theatre office is conveniently sit-

uated on the left of the foyer. Adjoin-

ing this office and a little further to the

left is the entrance to the handsomely
furnished ladies' parlor, rest and wash
rooms. To the extreme left of the foyer,

through French doors, which one cannot

resist the temptation to enter, is found

a cozy tea room, the appointments and

service of which are perfect. It is pos-

sible to drop in here for a cup of fragrant,

delicious tea after a show and then walk
but a few steps to the nearby Seymour
street exit and enter one's motor.

Dividing the foyer from the auditorium
is a handsomely finished mahogany facing

screen, the artistry and finish of which
cannot help but be admired. The upper
half of this screen is surmounted by plate

glass, cut in elaborate and fitting designs.

On entering the auditorium one is first

taken up with its perfect proportions and
at the first glance its seating capacity of

1,400 is not apparent. Four aisles lead to

the front or stage end of the auditorium

and connect with the emergency exits.

The floor level of the auditorium is just

of sufficient incline, so as to enable one to

see perfectly from any seat in the house.

The orchestra pit is roomy and commo-
dious, provision having been made for a

large symphony orchestra, which is a fea-

ture of all performances at the Allen. The
orchestra stand is raised one foot above

the floor level of the auditorum.

The predominating tones in the decora-

tions of the new Allen are mulberry and
gold, this combination lending itself to a

pleasing contrast with the white relief and
panels of a rare pale tint of fawn. This

delightful color scheme is further accen-

tuated and heightened from many angles

by the reflections in the big mirrors at

each side of the auditorium.

Large decorative panels executed in or-

namental plaster adorn the sides of the

auditorium ^bove the mezzanine floor

level. These panels have a prevailing color

scheme of cool, pale green centred with

appropriate musical emblems and instru-

ments. The whole effect achieved in this

mavelous color scheme is far too pleasing

a sight to be described on paper.

The lamp standards and lamp shad:s
are finished in gold and polychrome to

harmonize with the prevailing tones of the

decorations.

The carpets on the main auditorium
aisles, mezzanine floor, boxes and loges

are a two-toned, smoke-gray, high grade
Wilton. This same style of carpet, also in

smoke-gray, is employed in the ladies' rest

room on the lower floor, while the rest

room on the mezzanine floor is of

Axminster.

Back of the mezzanine floor and prac-

tically on the same level is a cozily

equipped lounge to which is added a

touch of homely cheer by the large fire-

place in the centre. At the eastern side

of the Georgia Street frontage on this

floor is located the ladies' parlor and wash
room and still further eastward the execu-

tive offces of the theatre. These are well

lighted and appointed and would be the

proud possession of any business man.

A private screening room is included in

the equipment of this new theatre. It is

a miniature projection room, complete in

every detail, but the audiences are limited

to the critical officials of the playhouse,

who personally pass upon every motion
picture production, great and small, before

showing it to the public. By this method,

the Allen is assured of absolutely nothing

but the best in motion pictures.

The heart of the motion picture theatre

—the projection room—has been made

Architects drawing of new Allen theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
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One Fabrikoid Process adds beauty"

and long; life to fabrics; some heavy and

rugged,others dainty as linen-all pliable,

scuff-proof,stain-proof and water-proof

Branch Offices:

21 E. 40th Street . . New York City
Dime Bank Building

Gugle Building . .

McCormick Building

Detroit, Mich.

Columbus, Ohio

Chicago, 111.

Merchants Bank Building Indianapolis, Ind.

Harvey Building . , Boston, Mass.
Chronicle Building . . San Francisco, Cal.

Plant: Newburgh, N. Y.

—upholstery which is

always sanitary and
always beautiful

/*"VERMS cannot find a hiding place in uphol-
VJ stery of Fabrikoid; its surface is impervious.
You can wash it with soap and water. But
repeated washings will not affect its pliability

nor injure its beautiful coloring.

Fabrikoid is always beautiful. It is scuff-proof
and grease-proof; it will not fade; it is
thoroughly comfortable. In addition, it is sur-
prisingly economical.

Plan on Fabrikoid for your next upholstery.
Samples, showing different styles and colors,
will be sent upon request.

DU PONT FABRIKOID CO.
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

F A B R I K O I D
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Entrance to Allen theatre, Akron, Ohio

the object of special attention. It is abso-
lutely fireproof throughout and is finished

with careful regard to the comfort of the

operators. Openings equipped with auto-
matic fireproof drop shutters are provided
in the front wall of the operating room,
for no less than three of the very latest

and most powerful type of projection ma-
chines. Fireproof magazines for the tem-
porary storage of film are provided, thus

eliminating all danger of fire in this quar-

ter. As a whole, the operating booth in

the new Allen is the last word in projec-

tion equipment.

The theatre is lighted by what is known
as the Diffuser system of illumination. By
means of this system, absolute control of

the lighting effects in the entire house can

be obtained at all times. The lights can

be dimmed or brought out to a full power-
ful white illumination as the scenes being

presented best call for. There are sev-

eral different tones or colors of lights in-

stalled, so that, as the occasion demands,
the house may be bathed in a bluish moon-
light or glow with a soft, pulsating pink.

Patrons of the new Allen are absolutely

assured of proper ventilation and heating

and an even temperature is maintained at

all times, by the use of modern devices.

The theatre has been provided with plenty

of exits, six to be exact, all of which are

readily accessible.

Allen in Novelty Has
"Lovers' Boxes"
{Continued from page 3961)

not required, they are pushed back again

into the port holes, just as the little read-

ing lights on the sleepers are put out of

sight by the closing of the metal door
that covers the opening.

The Allen is an entirely fireproof con-

struction. The floors are all of concrete,

and the four tunnels that lead into the

auditorium are all equipped with fire

doors.

The Allen opened its doors to the pic-

ture patrons of Akron on September 7th,

with " Under Northern Lights." How -

ever, there was an unofficial opening the

preceding night, when two hundred

prominent residents of Akron were the

guests of Manager Simmons, when the

house was displayed, as was also private

screening of " The Devil's Passkey."
Both the private and official openings

were under the direction of Palmer Slo-

cum and his associates of Cleveland,

who had entire charge of the arrange-

ments on publicity as well as the social

activities.
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This 1200 seat house is the Valentine at Defiance, Ohio

S. M. P. E. Establishes
New Membership

FROM a charter membership of 18 to

an assembly of over a hundred in

five years' time is the life history of the

Society of Motion Picture Engineers.

The growth has been slow and substan-

tial rather than rapid and hollow. The
organization now contains on its roster

the leading engineers and technical work-
ers of the industry.

For some time—in fact, since the soci-

ety's future became assured—it has been
in the minds of its founders to establish

a membership rating secondary to the
" Active Membership," to be known as

the " Associate Membership."

To qualify as an Associate Member the

applicant " must be not less than 21 years

of age " and must be " a person interested

in or connected with the study of motion
picture technical problems or the applica-

tion of the same."
Obviously these qualifications allow a

considerable latitude in the selection of
members for this new division, and as

the initiation is but $10 and the yearly

dues $10 this membership should attract

an added number of persons interested in

the activities of this organization.
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DURATEX
HIGHEST QUALITY * COATED FABRICS

More Beautiful—Wears Twice as Long
THE superiority of Duratex Better Upholstery is

apparent to the most casual observer.

Duratex has a smoothness, a softness and a richness of beauty
found in no other upholstery. It always looks fresh. It stays new.

And Duratex is vastly more durable.

The scuffing of children's feet, moisture and stain of sticky

hands and continual day after day service are hardships which
Duratex withstands without harm.

Tougher fabrics protected by the patented Duratex coating

make Duratex wear-resisting and water-proof.

Duratex is washable, therefore sanitary. It cleans as easily as

a piece of china.

Let us send you samples of this more beautiful and more
durable upholstery. And let us estimate cost of equipping your
theatre.

Duratex costs no more than other upholsteries. It wears twice
as long.

BRANCH OFFICES
DETROIT-MICH.
CHICAGO-ILL..
SAN FRANCISCO-CAL

&a.a£&nf President
MAIN OFFICE '^L^pag^ BRANCH OFFICES
/WDWORK5 iLYVJRAT^Xl PE7J?P/£M,',S

H -

iim;»ni/ »i i
— .- ..

1 C H ICAGO - ILL .

.

NEWARK. N J ^-ijs^ SAN FRANCISCO-CAL

OThe Hetterllpkoistevu JHaterial
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These illustrations show how the signals are sent to the indicating board. A simple contact under
the seat makes and breaks an electric circuit

A Seat Indicating and
Signalling System

An invention relating to a seat indica-

tor and signalling system for theatres has

been applied for by Carl A. Valles of

Worcester, Mass. The object of his in-

vention is to provide means for silently

indicating the number and exact location

of all seats in the theatre and also a sig-

nalling system for directing members of

the audience to the vacant seats thus in-

dicated without the assistance of the

ushers.

The inventor believes that by the use of

his devices the theatre manager will no
longer have to stand the loss from unno-
ticed vacant seats but by relying on the

signalling system may be sure that the

waiting patrons may find their way to the

desired seats.

It will be noticed from the drawings
that the signalling is accomplished by an
electrical contact beneath the seat. When
the seat is occupied the contacts are

thrown apart and the light on the signal

board disappears but as soon as the occu-

pant of the chair rises to leave the contact

is made and the signal appears on the

indicating board.

Another House Proposed
by Saxe

Another downtown theatre will be built

by Saxe Brothers in Milwaukee, accord-

ing to an announceemnt just made. The
new house will be named the Third-and-
Grand, after the street intersection at

which it will be located. The new site is

regarded as one of the best in Milwaukee,
as Third and Grand avenue is considered
the heart of the business section.

The Third-and-Grand will be remod-
eled on the site now occupied by the Gar-
goyle restaurant.

According to E. C. Bostick, general

manager of the Saxe Amusement Enter-

prises, there will be no orchestra, music
being furnished by a pipe organ. The
house, which will be built on a lot 44 x 95,

' will seat approximately 870 persons, about

500 on the main floor and the balance in a
balcony. An immense canopy will cover
the 44 foot street frontage.

Plans for remodeling are now being

drawn by Martin Tullgren & Sons, Mil-

waukee, architects, and it is expected that

the theatre will open January 15.

New Organ in Majestic
Theatre, Utica, N. Y.
The Robbins Amusement Company

have installed a Marr & Colton " Xew
Era " organ in the above well known the-

atre. They do not plan to make any change
in their orchestra, but will use the organ
in conjunction with the orchestra and also

during relief periods and on Sundays. The
Majestic is one of the best known vaude-
ville houses in Central New York.
The " New Era " organ lends itself

nicely to theatres in the class of the Majes-
tic as the installation does not require any
structural change in the theatre; neither

is it necessary to interfere in any way
with the regular daily performance dur-

ing installation.

At the console of the Robert Morton organ tn

the Pantages theatre, Los Angeles

106****4
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When the seats are unoccupied the indicator sh ows "white." A glance at the indicating boards
tells just how many seats are vacant
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Los Angeles of
Motion Picture Fame
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Many Changes in Sheas
Criterion!

IT was almost like the day of Aladdin

when the old Star theatre in Buffalo,

rechristened Shea's Criterion, was opened

recently for the extended presentation in

the Queen City of the Lakes of the super-

production of the Famous Players-Lasky

productions. In fact, there is not in all

the stories of the famous character and his

lamp an instance in which a more astound-

ing change was wrought even by an ex-

ceptionally hard rubbing.

The tSar theatre, known to Buffffalon-

ians for over a quarter century, was at one

time " THE " theatre of the town, and in

its day was considered quite au fait, what-

ever that means. But those days are far

away, and for the past several years the

house was anything but popular. Its de-

design was old fashioned, its front any-

thing but alluring and its appointments

smacked of another day. And then the

miracle happened. The house was pur-

chased by the Shea Amusement Company
in association with the Famous Players

Corporation, and a small army began
working night and day turning the theatre

upside down and inside out. The army
worked for about a month, and at the end
of that period there was not much left of

the old Star. In its place had arisen a

modern temple of the motion picture art.

In the remodeling an outlay of over

$125,000 was expended in carrying out the

plans of the Russell B. Smith Company
of New York, the architects. The entire

stage was ripped out, as were all the boxes,

and in their place was erected a handsome
stage and a series of imposing arches hung
with gorgeous curtains and lighted from
behind the railings at the bottom by soft

blue lights. The design is of Grecian clas-

sic and Colonial motifs giving striking ef-

fect. In the remodeling the old stage was
cut about two-thirds, giving the Criterion

about 280 more seats. The interior color

scheme is almost entirely in ivory. Along
the walls in the rear and sides of the first

floor and balcony were placed panels of

rich silk and new Grecian style fixtures

were put in throughout.

The present capacity is close to 1,500.

The seats are arranged in four aisles on
the ground floor and in the balcony. Rich
red carpets cover the floors. The lighting

throughout is indirect, except at the ap-
proaches to the balcony, where beautiful

Grecian type fixtures with candle tops are

placed.

The lobby is one mass of gold leaf, giv-

ing a very brilliant effect. In the doors
leading from the lobby to the theatre

proper are artistically painted posters in

gold frames. Around the edge of the

lobby ceiling are rows of indirect lighting.

The booth in the Criterion is placed in

front of the gallery, which has been closed.

This room is 18 x 12 and latest type Sim-
plex machines are used. The distance of

throw is 180 feet, and the angle of projec-

tion about 35 degrees.

The size of the picture on the screen is

16 x 20 and the screen is of local manu-
facture. The booth is fully equipped with

Projection room of Capitol theatre, St. Paul. Powers 6B projectors, safety film cabinets and
Speedco arc controllers

all the latest devices for perfect projection.

Intercommunicating phones connect the

booth with the manager's office and the

stage. New type exit lights are seen in

the new Criterion, the letters EXIT be-

ing illuminated from red lights below.

Aisle lights are placed on the seats.

The American Radiator Company in-

stalled a new heating plant and a typhoon
exhaust blower system provides ventila-

tion. There are two box offices, one in

front of the house midway between the

entrances and the other in the lobby at the

right. The latter office will be used in cold

weather. Both booths are equipped with

automatic ticket machines.

One of the big features of the new Cri-

terion is the front. Here much money and
time has been spent in getting a modern
metropolitan effect and the result has been

Interesting wall treatment in Liberty theatre, Seattle, Wash.
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The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen

""pHE proof of the value of the

Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre

Screen is that: wherever this

screen is installed business im-

mediately increases. Exhibitors

who have owned a Gardiner

Screen have duplicated their

order for their other theatres.

You'll do the same, once you

have tried a Gardiner Screen.

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Send to day for Booklet

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West Goodale Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

LUCAS SATISFIES ?

THAT'S THE REASON OUR CUSTOMERS ARE LO-
CATED IN ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA. WE NEVER OFFER ALIBIS. YOU
GET A FEELING OF GENUINE SATISFACTION WITH
EVERY BUSINESS TRANSACTION. OUR ADVICE ON
MATTERS CONCERNING THEATRE EQUIPMENT AND
ACCESSORIES IS RECOGNIZED AS AN AUTHORITY.

THE RECOMMENDATION OF
AN ARTICLE BY US IS YOUR
GUARANTEE OF PERFECT
RESULTS AND SERVICE.

OUR BIG 180 PAGE CATA-
LOGUE IS HIGHLY ENDORSED
BY THE PRESS, TRADE AND
MANUFACTURERS.

LUCAS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
HARRY K. LUCAS, Gen. Mgr.

ATLANTA GEORGIA

/1PN5PPN
iJr at 1 Kir—

1
HEATING
v/eNtilatins

i

Let the theatre

ventilation

specialists

tell you how —
Send today for

Booklet 7

^PPLINQ 5y5TEM,irK.NEWyi7RK
BRANCH - 1523 VINE ST. PHILA- PA- 70W. 45ISST.

Your Screen Star
beautifully modeled in art metal, on the

desks of the men whose business you
want would keep your pictures in his

mind every hour of every day.

It would carry the weight of individual,

personal appeal, the MOST EF-
FECTIVE ADVERTISING.

WE SPECIALIZE in the better kind of

metal advertising novelties. OUR
ARTISTS can meet any requirement,

no matter how difficult.

Let us show you what we make in the

way of souvenirs, anniversary gifts, and
the like

REHBERGER MANUFACTURING CO.
Makers of Preferred Advertising Novelties

2159 Lewis St. Chicago

We (dso make gifts suitable for theatre distribution

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the

house and then on the other, wouldn't make any

great hit with your audience. You've got to focus

it in one spot, and keep it there.

Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying?
Doesn't it stand to reason that you will get better action

if you focus on one spot?

Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Co. assures you
prompt, intelligent service, every time. And the oftener

you go to that one source to supply your needs, the better

will be your service, for in that way we get to know you,

your house, what you want, and why.

Our stock is complete. We make It

a point to keep abreast of the times and
have every worth-while new thing that
comes out.

Manufacturers know us—know thev
can promptly reach the whole Motion
Picture field through us. So they bring
us every new thing as soon as they
get it out.

The ESCO Catalog is a revelation of
what there is in the field, and what it

means to you to have such a supply
house to draw on, without having to
hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other
unknown sources.

So we say—FOCUS !

Exhibitors Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies

Produce Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis
845 *<> Wabash Ave., Chicago.
151 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis.
133 Second St., Milwaukee.
3316 l.indell Boulevard, St. Louis.
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Front of Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. An article describing this new house appeared in
a recent issue of the News

WILLIAM F. L1BMAN
LOBBY DISPLAYS, FRAMES

AND DECORATIONS
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

f SKETCHES
PUNS
A Nil

CONSULTATIONS

without

V charge

FOR COLOR EFFECTS

HOODS
USE

For c-10 W and
25-40 W. Lamps

MADE OF NATURAL
COLORED GLASS

Colors show Beautiful and Brilliant and are Permanent

Far Ahead of Dip and Less Costly

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Hoods slip over
the bulb

highly successful. The entire front of the

house was repainted an attractive drab
color. The entrance was changed from
the Genessee street side to the corner. A
marque was built over the new entrance,

surmounting which are three large electric

signs flashing forth the various programs
in the new nitrogen bulbs. From the top

of the marque to the roof extends the big
" Shea's Criterion " sign in blue and white

nitrogen bulbs. This sign is 58 feet in

height and can be seen from no less than a

dozen points in the downtown section. The
result of this brilliant electric display is

that what was formerly an uninviting cor-

ner is now a most welcome one and the

capacity audiences which fill the house
nightly are proof that this display was well

worth while.

Shea's Criterion is under the managing
directorship of Harold B. Franklin, who
is also guiding the policies of Shea's Hip-
podrome. Jack Sawyer, former chief of

projection at the Hippodrome, is house
manager. The orchestra director is Harry
Wallace, president of the Buffalo Musi-
cians' Association. A Hope Jones Unit
orchestral organ is one of the musical
features of the Criterion.

Shea's Criterion is catering to a high
class of patronage, and the house is be-

coming the Mecca of motorist fans. The
theatre is playing the super-productions
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
for extended presentations at advanced
prices, and the policy has to date been a

big success. " Humoresque " is the attrac-

tion at this writing. The theatre was
opened with the first showing anywhere of
Cecil B. DeMille's " Something to Think
About."

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent Istg of or address contemplated or exist-

ing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners, pub-
licity mediums and producers, selected as to terri-

tory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a
•a ring of from 20 to 50% Id postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant S138 New York
Addretting Mnltitraphtng
TvvewTtHno PrinUnf

Dead Men
Tell No Tales

Highest Quality Lowest Prices

Sixth Floor, Telephone Bryant 1136-1137

INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO.

129 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL,
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

No. 75767-10 Palm Plant, natural prepared,
everlasting.

Inches Palm With Without
High Leaves Pot Pot No - 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared

everlasting, 16 Inches diameter with red bow
767/4 24 4 J1.10 $.60 each $1.50. per doz. $12.00.
767/5 30 6 1.25 .75 If this Wreath lasts only twenty years.
767/7 42 7 2.50 2.00 cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
767/10 48 10 3.00 2.50 year for Inferior goods.
Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants.
Our Illustrated catalogue In colors No. 75 will assist you In selecting, same Is free for
the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

SPECIAL SALE OF GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES
We fully guarantee the machines to be as reperesented and to be
;n A-l condition.

6 Simplex Machines, complete with Lenses, Hand drive, $225.00
110 volt, 60 cycle, Motor drive 250.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order.

1 Motiograph Machine, 1915 model, complete with lenses,
Hand drive 125.00
Motor drive 150.00

5% discount allowed for cash vith order.

2 Motiograph 1918 model Machines, complete with
lenses. Hand drive 175.00
Motor drive 200.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order.

All orders subject to prior sale.

AM machines furnished with lenses, reels and rewinds. Machines can also
be purchased on our installment plan.

WRITE TODAY FOR PARTICULARS
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY

We are the Oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade
2nd Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, III.

EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE

1 EVERLASTINGLY BEAUTIFUL
|

I METAL FRAMES |
+
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
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*
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*
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*

ADD JUST THE
CORRECT
TOUCH OF DIG-
NITY TO THE
DISPLAY OF
PHOTOS AND
POSTERS IN
YOUR LOBBY.

CAN BE HAD IN
A SCORE OF
STYLES AND
SIZES.

OUTWEAR
ALL OTHER
FRAMES, AND
COST NO
MORE

WON'T WARP

CAN'T CRACK

REFUSE TO
WEAR OUT

No. 665 Eanel Frame.

We also make ticket choppers in three

styles, brass railings, booths and easels

Ask for a copy of our complete catalog, and information con-

cerning our new finishes which do not require polishing.

(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
—38 Years Young

—

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch—68 \V. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

In Canada—Perkins Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

*
*
*

f
t

*
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HERE IS ANOTHER
PROOF THAT
MIRROROID IS BEST

Sept. 21, 1920.

Mirroroid Mfg. Corp.
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
We would like to exchange two of Genter's

Mirroroid Screens 16 ft. 2 in. wide for one 19 ft.

6 in. The one we have is brand new, never un-
rolled, in fact never taken out of the box. It

has been kept as an emergency screen in case
something might happen to our other Mirroroid,
which has been in use for FIVE YEARS AND
IS STILL GIVING COMPLETE SATIS-
FACTION. IN FACT OUR MIRROROID
HAS BEEN COMPLIMENTED BY MANY
EXHIBITORS WHO SAY THIS IS THE
FINEST SCREEN THEY HAVE EVER
SEEN.

This letter was signed by HIPPODROME
theatre, Williamsport, Pa. By E. B. LINCK.

At last we meet an exhibitor who thinks enough
of his screen to keep another for emergency.
MIRROROID CUSTOMERS ALWAYS RE

PEAT SATISFIED. OUR SAMPLES TALK.

MIRROROID CORPORATION
725 7th Ave., New York City

Phone: Bryant 9184
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Projectioru Qoxesti'orts
Answered/

A Study of Different Projection

Screen Surfaces
Reprinted from the British Journal of Photography

{Continued from last issue)

To compare the efficiency of the chief

surfaces a large frame was covered with
fine white Bolton sheeting, and upon this

was formed a composite screen consisting

of. strips six by one feet arranged as

follows

:

(a) Plain white Bolton sheeting;

(b) Finest white calico

;

(c) Duresco, a white composition

coated on Bolton sheeting;

(d) Aluminium paint direct on Bolton

sheeting

;

(e) Aluminium paint on a substratum

of Duresco on Bolton sheeting;

(/) A typical proprietary screen of the

white diffusive type

;

(g) A proprietary screen consisting of

a fabric with a fine " grained " surface

with a finishing coating of aluminium
paint.

This screen was then tested under strict-

ly practical conditions, that is to say, films

of different character were projected and
the effects were judged by an audience

who were acquainted with the practical

requirements, but who were themselves

unacquainted with the nature of the dif-

ferent surfaces. The walls of the theatre

were very dark and all extraneous light

was excluded. The throw was 35 feet,

and the size of the experimental picture

projected was 4 feet 6 inches, with a cur-

rent of from 17-25 amperes flowing in the

arc. The final judgment was that the

white of the Duresco gave the most pleas-

ing result, but that the picture fell below
the aluminium paint on the Duresco, as

might be expected. There was a distinct

falling-off in brightness and in general

quality in (a) and (b), but (b) was the

better of the two. The tests, which were
very carefully carried out, were after all

only qualitative, but they were strictly

comparative, and they dealt, moreover,
with those materials which were in general

use. Since it is not possible to secure and
to maintain flatness by means of any form
of rollable or stretched fabric, and, as flat-

ness is essential for the desired result, the

most efficient screen, judging from these

experiments, would be a specially prepared

flat wall with a perfectly smooth surface

properly treated with white Duresco or

similar material, which should, in addition,

receive a final dressing of aluminium paint

if the maximum luminosity be required.

Actually this accords, in many instances,

with the best practice. The drawback,
however, to the use of aluminium, as with

all highly reflective surfaces, is that it

limits the angle of uniform brilliancy, so

that observers seated at the margins of a

wide theatre, if they were near to the

screen, would be at a disadvantage as com-
pared with those who were seated in or

near the central line joining the screen

and the projector. No surface painted

screen, however, is permanent, particular-

ly when exposed to the atmosphere of an
ordinary theatre. Generally, the white as-

sumes a yellow tinge, and there is formed,
in addition, a film composed of particles

of dust and of tarry matter from the

plentiful tobacco smoke daily produced by
portions of the audience. These changes
reduce the reflective power of the screen,

and in consequence the brilliancy of the

projected picture, a small quantity of dust

being very effective in this respect. On
the other hand, the renewal is quickly

effected, and at a relatively low cost, and
the original cost not being high, the

screens are altogether economical. While
the reflective power of the metallic screen

is high, the glare due to the lack of perfect

diffusivity does cause to many consider-

able visual discomfort, and for this reason,

as well as for the one given, viz., the re-

striction of angle of uniform illumination,

they are open to real objection.

An interesting experiment was tried, in

which there was deposited metallic silver

on the matt surface of a thin sheet of

ground glass which was used as a screen,

the natural surface of the glass facing the

projector. So far as the formation of the

image was concerned, the screen was quite

effective, but the brilliancy was low, far

lower, indeed, than the surfaced alumin-

ium screen.

In his paper Dr. Nutting points out that

the ideal screen should reflect all the light

uniformly thrown upon it within a given

angle of, say, thirty degrees from the nor-

mal, and postulates that, as a measure of

the " diffusive efficiency " of any screen,

the ratio of the light which is reflected

within this given angle to the total light

which is reflected. If this be adopted, the

total efficiency of some reflecting materials

can be calculated from photometric data,

and the results of some of these determin-
ations are reproduced from Dr. Nutting's

paper below, calculating the 30 degrees

diffusion efficiency, total reflecting power,
and 30 degrees total efficiency :

(Note—The "ideal" screen of Dr. Nutting is denned
as follows : a mirror, the front face of which U com-
posed of minute hexagonal facets, each of which is a
concave mirror of just sufficient diameter to refract
light at a maximum angle of 15 degrees with the axis.)

30°

diffusion Reflecting Total
Screen efficiency. power efficiency.

Magnesium carbon-
ate block 0.25 0.87 0.22

Aluminium paint

0.25 0.14

Becker compound. . . 0.54 0.63 0.34

Ground mirror .... 0.69 0.92 0.64

Ideal screen 0.9 to 1.0 0.92

The reflecting power of a screen is the

ratio of the light totally reflected to the

light totally incident, and the total effi-

ciency is the ratio of the light which is

reflected within the angle of 30 degrees of

the normal to that which is totally

incident.

Amongst the materials which were
photometrically tested by Dr. Nutting,

some of the constants of which are given

in the table above, is a glass mirror sil-

vered on the back and then ground on the

remaining or exterior surface. On read-

ing the paper, the figures appeared to be

so good that it was decided to experiment

at once with the material. At angles

greater than 30 degrees there is with this

mirror a marked falling-off in the light

reflected, but the efficient angle is large.

For the purposes of a preliminary trial, a

screen was made of ordinary 21 -ounce

sheet glass, silvered by deposition and fine

sandblasted on the exterior face, and this

proved itself to be entirely successful. On
placing this screen temporarily in contact

with the ordinary fine white matt projec-

tion screen then in use, the increase in

brilliancy was startling.

Mechanical considerations required that

if screens of this nature were to be em-
ployed of large size, that they must be
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Is a 30° Intermittent
Possible ?

ONE of the most interesting patents issued

during the last year has to do with the de-

sign and construction of a novel intermittent

movement. The Inventor is R. P. Devault of

Battle Creek, Michigan. The patent number is

1,347,326.

From the standpoint of the projectionist the

principal feature is the method by which the in-

ventor claims to arrive at what is popularly

known as a 12-1 movement but which rightfully

should be called a 30° movement. This depart-

ment has not seen the device and knows nothing

about it except what has appeared in the patent

specifications, but because it is believed that the

subject is of interest to others in the industry

a short description will be supplied.

This intermittent movement which might be

called an ultra-speed movement consists essen-

tially of a double movement, one sprocket being

placed above the aperture and one below, both

acting at exactly the same instant. This means
in effect that the driving member must have two
pins diametrically opposite each other.

These pins actuate the two sprocket wheels

through Geneva Star cams of an unusual shape

as shown in the illustration. The cams instead

of having slots of a uniform width are supplied

with diverging openings leading into the nar-

rower slots.

The inventor claims that the diverging slots

allow the pins to travel a longer distance along
their arc before engaging the star wheel. Then
having engaged the star wheel the cycle is com-
pleted in a proportionate shorter interval. The
period of actuation of the film with the design

shown in the patent specification drawings is said

to be about one-twelfth of a complete cycle or

30°.

Furthermore, the inventor goes on to say that

with this ultra-speed movement he is able to

utilize about 90% of the available illumination

and to do away entirely with the compensating
shutter blade. It should be noted, however,
that he does not claim to have done away with

the necessity for a cover blade which seems to

indicate that even with a 30° intermittent travel

ghost is found to be bothersome if a shutter

is not employed.

One claim of the double set of intermittent

sprocket is that their use eliminates the usual

tension springs. Then, too, the double sprockets

aid in reducing the strain on the film during the

commencement of the cycle. The strain is pres-

ent but it is distributed over several perfora-

tions instead of a few. Obviously some such
scheme is necessary, since to overcome the

inertia of a film at rest puts a severe strain on
the celluloid base. But added to this is the fact

that after the inertia has been partly overcome
the film must be accelerated rapidly and then

decelerated, all this occuring in the time inter-

val of 1/192 of a second.

This department makes no claims for Mr.
DeVault's device but states here only the facts

that he has had included in his patent papers
plus a few editorial reflections. Nevertheless,

it is an interesting topic for discussion. Any
thoughts on the subject by any of the readers

will be welcomed and printed if permitted by
the writers.
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| Do you know how to lay out §j

a Projection Room?

Watch the News
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Projection Screen
Surfaces

(Continued from page 3972)

much thicker than is the case with 21-

ounce glass. With 2i-ounce glass, the re-

llecting and diffusing surfaces are only

about o.i inch apart. It did not appear
correct to make the assumption that, if

this distance were increased, say, to 34
inch, that the effect would be equally

satisfactory, but the reasonable doubt in

this respect was removed by a further

trial with a screen of greater thickness.

It was then decided to install a screen of

reasonable dimensions for the small thea-

tre, where the main demonstrations were
given, and to this end one of 6 feet 6
inches by 4 feet 6 inches was made.
This screen (which was mounted in

a stout black wooden frame) was given

a lengthy, practical trial, and proved
itself to be, by a general consensus
of opinion, entirely satisfactory. It

was found that, with the same film,

equal brilliancy resulted from the expendi-

ture of from half to two-thirds the current

consumption. There was shown to be one
very striking difference in the appearance
of pictures projected on the mirror screen

as compared with the ordinary opaque
screen, which is difficult to explain, as it

is difficult to demonstrate, except to those

who can actually see the comparison. The
pictures certainly have more of that inde-

finable quality " life
"—even the shadows

have the quality.

An endeavor was then made to improve
the effect by using a special form of ob-

scured glass, prepared by a method of

fluoric acid etching. In this glass the
" surface " consists of a series of irregu-

larly-shaped, very shallow cavities, the

diffusivity being much less than that of

ground glass. When silvered on the plane

side and used as a screen, with the rough
surface towards the projecting lens, the

effect was extremely satisfactory so far as

regards the brightness of image, but the

angle of view for uniform illumination

was very small.

An objection was raised by some who
had witnessed the early trials that, whilst

the screen would be good for exhibiting

the images from films which showed nor-

mal or ordinary contrasts, it would be ob-

jectionable for those where the contrasts

were considerable. The high lights, it was
averred, would be too bright. This

seemed to be a reasonable objection, for,

since absolute brightness of high lights

was concerned, and the pleasantness or the

reverse of the visual experience would be

the final test, it did not seem fair to argue

that the ratio of brightness of tones, by

which contrast is measured, would be the

same as for an opaque screen. It is cus-

tomary with some operators, under such

conditions as I have stated, to lower the

illumination by decreasing the current

flowing through the arc, a plan which is

not entirely satisfactory. It suggested

itself to me after some consideration that

the simplest way to overcome the difficulty

Motion Picture News
•

would be to place in front of the project-

ing lens a neutral tinted glass screen of
low optical " density " (density equals log

, 0 opacity), and this on trial was found to

be perfectly effective. The effect is to

dim uniformly the picture—the relation of

the tones remains the same, but the abso-
lute brightness of the high lights is les-

sened, and this fact constitutes the effect-

iveness of the device. A very low density

suffices, and it was not found necessary

to use a screen with optically worked sur-

faces, although the quality of the screen

used was about equal for flatness and in

freedom from flaws to patent plate. This
device—which appears to be of a useful

character—is recommended to the atten-

tion of makers of projectors, who might
supply such an attachment at a low cost.

A matter of some importance when
considering the general efficiency of

projection screens—and this applies to all

forms of screen—is the nature of the sur-

roundings. The screen should always
have a border of appreciable width and of

low luminosity, which condition is best

secured by the use of a black fabric. This
serves to isolate the projected picture from
its surroundings—which is the function of

any form of frame—and a device of this

character is quite necessary to secure con-

centration of the attention of observers

on the picture itself—and by its low
brightness accentuates contrast between
the picture and its frame. It is important

also to see for these reasons (quite apart

from the irritation which is caused by the

reverse) that the picture fills the frame

—

it should not be less than the limit of the

screen's size, nor should it overlap. In

good cinematograph projection this

occurs ; the pictures are standard, and the

dimensions of the screen are in this pro-

portion. There are, of course, other

optical and mechanical conditions which

must be fulfilled in order that the pro-

jected picture may produce a pleasant

sensation, such as constancy in the lamp-

house and steadiness in the projector (the

future projector will probably be more
strongly built and mounted on a much
better foundation than usually obtains

now), absence of mechanical defects in

the film, and uniformity in their photo-

graphic qualities. But, in the sum of the

different factors which make for good-

ness, that concerned with the screen has

a high figure of value, and, whether it be

a still or a moving picture, the necessities

are the same.

Whilst there are practical difficulties to

be overcome in the supply of the new
mirror screen formulated, of a sufficiently

large size to fulfil the requirements of im-

portant picture theatres, this does not

apply to many other places where pro-

jected pictures are used. This observation

applies notably to colleges and schools

where, as a rule, the methods and the con-

ditions of the system of projection leave

much to be desired, and it is hoped that

this simple communication may serve the

useful purpose of drawing attention to the

subject. Charles W. Gamble.
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Theatre Inspectors of Canadian Provinces
Form Association to Better Conditions
New Organization Will Act to Assist Exhibitors

in Making Theatres Safer and More Satisfactory

THE Canadian Theatre Inspectors Associa-

tion, consisting of the inspectors from the

five provinces of British Columbia. Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario, met in

Vancouver during the month of October. This

was the second convention of the association.

According to reports from the secretary of

the association, Mr. C. F. Spence, the association

was formed for the primary purpose of meeting

and countering many of the misleading reports

regarding the examinations for projectionists

in the various provinces. Also, it was felt that

an organization of that sort could be of great

help in making more uniform the regulations

for the safety of patrons in theatres and other

amusement places.

It has not been the intention of the associa-

tion to dictate to any province what should be

done in the way of examinations or licensing,

nor to attempt to alter any of the by-laws al-

ready existing. However, it had been felt that

by getting together at least once a year the

inspectors interested could discuss and study

the latest improvements in the line of safety de-

vices, structural details, etc. In this way each

province would learn from the other and fin-

ally the entire five provinces could, if they

wished, incorporate the best points of each.

One of the most important results of this

organization is the elimination of those rumors
passed around from mouth to mouth by which

the work of one inspector was harmed at the

expense of another.

At present when theatre chains are being

expanded so rapidly in Canadian cities it was
necessary that the regulations be more or less

standardized so that the same limitations inso-

far as possible be placed on construction

throughout the country.

The meeting in Vancouver this year was called

a complete success by all those attending it.

Mr. W. A. Oswald, the first president of the

association, was the host and according to re-

ports gave each of the visitors a week of won-
derful entertainment. The Vancouver pro-

jectionists also did themselves proud by the

way by furnishing a delightful luncheon to the

inspectors from the other provinces.

Papers were read along the lines followed by

the members of the organization. Mr. O. El-

liott, chief inspector for Ontario, read a paper
on "Theatre Aisles and Exits"; Mr. A. M.
Malley, of Alberta, one on " The Use and
Abuse of Film"; Mr. Oswald read a paper

written by Mr. John Griffiths of Ansonia, Conn.,

on " Optics as Applied to Motion Pictures "

;

and Mr. C. F. Spence, theatre inspector for

Manitoba, concluded with a treatise on " Thea-
tre Inspection."

The following officers were elected for the

year

:

Honorary President—Hon. Peter Smith,
Provincial Treasurer of Ontario.

Honorary Vice-Presidents—Hon. Edward
Brown, Provincial Treasurer of Manitoba;
Hon. W. E. Knowles, Provincial Treasurer of

Saskatchewan; Hon. J. B. Cote, Provincial

Secretary of Alberta; Hon. J. D. B. Farris,

Attorney General and Minister of Labor of

British Columbia.

President—Otter Elliott, Toronto, Ont.

Vice-President—W. H. Singleton, Winnipeg,
Man.

Secretary-Treasurer—C. F. Spence, Winni-
peg, Man.

It was voted to hold the next Convention in

Toronto in September of next year.

The organization hopes during the coming
year to make its work of even greater value

to the exhibitor by cooperating with him in

every way possible.

U. S. S. Shawmut Gets
New Projector

ONE of the pleasant incidents attending the

brief stay at her Hudson River moorings
of the U. S. S. Shawmut, was the installation

some days ago, of a complete motor driven type

"S" Simplex Projector.

The Shawmut had previously been equipped

with a type " B " Simplex which had been giv-

ing splendid service and which proved to be a

well-seasoned sea dog, but the desire to use one
of the larger type " S " motors, equipped with

all of the latest Simplex devices, appealed very
strongly to Lieut. J. R. Frawley of the Supply
Corps, U. S. N., who arranged for the purchase

of the projector in question.

The sale of the Simplex was effected by Mr.

Joseph Hornstein, the well known General Man-
ager of the Howells' Cine Equipment Company,
who has personally sold more motion picture

projectors throughout the United States Navy
than any other individual supply man.
The U. S. S. Shawmut, besides being the flag

ship of the Atlantic fleet, is one of the few ships

of war equipped with aeroplane facilities, as a

glance at the accompanying photograph shows
the large plane acting as a back ground for the

Simplex, which is the center of an admiring
group of '' gobs." The unusually low type of

pedestal with which this machine is equipped

was particularly specified in order to meet cer-

tain ship-board conditions. Mr. Oland L. Hawk,
formerly of the U. S. S. Pennsylvania, and a

naval authority on projection, and now chief

installation man for the Howells' Cine Equip-

ment Company, supervised the installation.

Projector Placed in Dry
Goods Window

A picture on this page shows the Power's
Projector in the window of the Emporium, one
of the largest dry goods stores in San Francisco,

.and shows that " Tex " Combs, Manager of the

Theatre Equipment Supply Co., knows how to

take a leaf out of the book of advertising
" stunts " used by producers and exhibitors.

It was found absolutely impossible for any
machine representative to get a projector on
the floor of the Convention of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America held in San
Francisco on October 4. All attempts of Mr.

How the Powers looked in the show-window

Combs to connect up with the dance also failed

as the Convention managers had taken a stand

against any manufacturers being represented.

Mr. Combs, while freely acknowledging the

good judgment exercised in this decision, saw

no reason why he should cease his efforts to

get some special publicity in connection with

this Convention so he took up the matter with

the owners of the Emporium and secured the

display which is seen in the photograph. If

anything, this attracted more attention than hav-

ing the machine displayed in connection with

any of the Convention events, and the projec-

tor was seen by thousands of people in addi-

tion to the exhibitors attending the Conven-

tion.

An interested audience views the new Simplex

Lobby Frames for Ohio
Theatre

The Ohio theatre, Indianapolis, plans to

use all available space in its lobby to dis-

play posters. The Newman Mfg. Co.

has received the contract for the special

frames required.

There will be two double-faced frames,

finished in statuary bronze and equipped

with special brackets for attaching to iron

columns. There will also be four smaller

metal frames to be used on the ticket

booth.

In addition, the contract covers two
velour-covered rope railings, complete

with removable posts, floor sockets, wall

plates and snap hooks.
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pROMPT SHIPMENTS
mad from large stock

of all sizes. Positively

no delay in delivery.

Stock carried in
both new york
and chicago.

Hugo Reisinger
11 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

Automatic Arc Controls
are feeding the carbons on the projector arc lamps of over 500 of

the nation's leading theatres.

No hand feed arc CAN produce the clear, even and constant
volume of light on the screen that the PEERLESS maintains ALL
the time.

An indispensable article of booth equipment in the theatres that
values and demands perfect projection.

Write for literature

Manufactured by

THE J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
30 N. Jefferson Street Chicago, 111.

Phone Bryant 6808

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
220 West 42nd Street New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

STANDARD

FILM SPLICING
MACHINE

An Epochal Advance in

CINE-EQUIPMENT

Interchangeable

FOR NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE JOINING

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new york BELL & HOWELL C0. LOSANGELES

1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
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Mechanigraph Said to Make Filming
of Mechanical Subjects Simple

Minute Models of Devices Are Made of Fibre and
Operated Exactly as Standard Si7e Mechanisms

THE Mechanigraph is a late invention in

motion pictures, and has just been placed

in use by the Harry Levey Service Corpora-

tion. This company, which specializes in the

production of industrial-educational motion pic-

tures, has added many innovations to this in-

creasingly important branch of motion picture

production, and it is expected that the inven-

tion of the Mechanigraph will be another tre-

mendous step forward in transmitting to the

screen big industrials and educational problems

of the day.

The purpose of the Mechanigraph is to show

on the screen the working of bits of mechan-

ism, of which it is impossible to secure motion

picture close-ups while they are in action; to

show transitional stages in the manufacture of

a product; and to show, too, such important

educational points as the progress of travel

evolution, such as—as is now being done in a

feature being prepared by this company—how
the father of all wheels—the log from the for-

est—gradually came to be more and more per-

fected until it grew into the modern spoke

wheel.
" The animated cartoon " has always been the

medium heretofore for presenting upon the

screen by means of moving line drawings such

explanatory bits as cannot be shown adequate-

ly in any other way.
" The Mechanigraph " is much more elaborate

than this and goes many steps further. It is an

actual mechanical contrivance, an exact work-

ing replica of a machine or a bit of mechanism,

moving just as the machine moves, and doing

all the things the machine does when it is in

operation. It is fashioned of a specially pre-

pared fibre-board, and it has the added advan-

tage of being moved and operated by its maker,

so that the motion picture camera can be placed

close to it, without the slightest danger, so that

the most intricate bits of action may be shown
clearly.

The article, or machine to be photographed,

is studied from every angle—while it is dor-

mant, and while in action. Then, from the

The separate pieces making up the models for

the Mechanigraph

fibre-board is xashioned an exact duplicate,

greatly reduced, but made to proper proportion.

First, an exterior view is cut out, with all de-

tails complete—front, back, joints—just as

though the actual model were being fashioned.

Then another set of parts, this time of the in-

terior, is made. For each little section, each

piece of wire, each separate part of the original,

there is a fibre-board duplicate. These are

placed together with working joints of brass

rivets. When an exact fibre-board interior is

complete it is placed with the pieces represent

ing the exterior, which are in turn hinged

riveted, and jointed, just like the original.

How the models for the Mechanigraph appear

Artists who are specialists in making paper

look like metal color the completed replica. The
problem of the fashioner of the fibre-board

replica is even harder than that of the builder

of the original model. He has only two dimen-

sions in which to work. His medium for ex-

pression is flat, and yet, when it is shown in

working order under the eye of the camera,

the result he obtains therewith must appear to

have all the properties that are part of the

actual machine.

The greatest care is necessary in the making

of this Mechanigraph. The duplicate, when it

is shown on the screen, is magnified hundreds

of times. A tank that is made to measure ten

inches in height in fibre-board, appears ten feet

high when thrown upon the screen ; and any er-

ror in its making that would be practically in-

visible to the naked eye, shows on the screen a

glaring inaccuracy.

After the making of the Mechanigraph—into

which often goes more than a hundred pieces,

comes the animation. The Mechanigraph is

fastened to a board under a specially focussed

camera, and each movement that the actual ma-
chine makes in operating, is made by hand on

the Mechanigraph—and for each movement a

picture is made.
When there is not an actual piece of ma-

chinery to be photographed, as for instance, in

the case of the transition of the Wheel—actual

historical facts, technical books, and diagrams,
are studied, and a Mechanigraph fashioned from
material contained in these and animated before
the camera.

For a big educational picture on the uses and
adaptations of electricity, the Mechanigraph is

being employed to show how electricity is

helping to further the progress of the world.

News Notes
The Bass Camera Company at present has on

display the most interesting collection of motion
picture apparatus, in addition to a complete col-

lection of cameras and accessories at their store,

109 North Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Among the devices shown is one for dissolv-

ing high speed lenses and a new type lightweight

micrometer mount which is of interest to all

cameramen. A sample of the Universal turret

mount is also on display.

President Charles Bass issued an invitation

through Motion Picture News to all camera-
men passing through Chicago at any time to call

around and view the particularly attractive dis-

play he has on view.

Artificial T ight in the
Studio*

By Max Mayer.

WHEN we turn back to the early pages of

motion picture history, we come to the

time when our pioneer producers began to look
upon picture-making as an everyday and allday

task, rather than an occasional diversion.

It was then that the pranks of old Sol began
to be felt more keenly than when it was prac-

tical to wait for the clouds to roll by.

Confronted by a rapidly growing demand, the

producer readily saw two alternatives'; the land
of eternal sunshine or artificial light, so he
promptly reached out for both.

Artificial light was being extensively used,

both for still photography and in the Graphic
Arts, and fairly suitable units were therefore

available for cinematography.
At the time the main aim was to get lamps

enough to light the sets, and somehow they never
seemed able to get quite enough, no matter how
many were used.

This condition prevailed until the more
recently developed tendency, to produce pleasing

and natural light effects, superseded the earlier

method of flooding the scenes with light from
every available point.

Thus the lights were used virtually to produce
shadows and contrasts, and far better results

were attained with less light: in fact, many
effects difficult and impracticable to obtain by
sunlight are more readily achieved in a darkened
studio with suitable electrical equipment.

This subject as a whole is wide in scope, and
the writer dares herein to attempt nothing more
than a superficial discussion thereof.

To this end three general classifications will

•Trans. S. M. P. E.

{Continued on page 3980)
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The Burton Holmes Pictures

are made with a

UNIVERSAL
O,UR illustra-

tion shows
Burton Holmes
operator mak-
ing pictures in

Alaska with a

Universal. This

is the camera
that records the

travels of the
famous lecturer

and globe trotter
in every clime
and corner of
the world.

' I 'HE Universal Motion Picture Camera has a reputation all its own
for making the best pictures under the hardest conditions. That is

why it is the preferred camera of the explorer, traveler, newspaperman

and the United States Army.

It is extremely compact and portable. As accurate and finely adjusted

as a watch, as rugged as a war tank. Has exclusive features, such as a

built'in dissolve, which give it a premier claim on your attention.

Immediate
Deliveries

We will be glad to send you illustrated literature on
the Universal which describes the construction features

which have made this camera a sensational success.

No Advance
in Prices

Buikc&James in?
252 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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MOTION PICTURE THEATRICAL STAGE

ILLUMINATION
SERVi CE world

A specially designed auto truck complete with
for locatio

Designs Special Truck for
Locations

IN keeping with his policy of continually im-

proving the Sun Light Arc and Sun Light

Service, President Harmer has designed a port-

able lighting set to make possible the wider use

of his high efficient arc in motion picture work.
The new equipment, which consists of a com-
plete power plant mounted on a S-ton White
truck, together with the necessary arc equip-

ments and cable, was assembled for one purpose
—to make the lot of the director easier when
his script called for location work far distant

from any dependable source of power.

This portable plant contains a generator
driven from the motor of the truck and capable
of delivering 450 amperes which is sufficient for
three Sun Lights of 100,000 c. p. each. These
three lamps may be burned indefinitely from this

generator ar.d Sun Light Arcs is now available
n work

one generator but if necessary five arcs may be

burned for a short time.

No matter how far from the truck the scene

is laid the director is enabled to keep in close

touch with the operator by a telephone set.

The Sun Light Arc has devised a rental sys-

tem which will allow the use of the portable

truck by any director in need of such a power
plant. Experienced operators are sent out with

each equipment which insures the best of results.

This innovation on the part of President

Harmer and his associates was carried out only

after a year's study of the field. They now
have the intimate knowledge of the require-

ments of the field that to enable them to design

and assemble this new portable lighting set.

The White Motor Truck Company who de-

signed the truck for the special purpose have
become interested in the motion picture industry

and it is expected that these trucks will be

found in many branches of the industry where
transportation problems are to be solved.

(Continued from page 3978

j

aid in dealing with the topic

:

(1) The nature of the light sources;

(2) The manner of their application;

(3) The manner of installation of equipment.

Under the first heading, consideration should
be given to the color composition of the light,

the degree of concentration of the light source
itself, the nature and value of reflectors and
auxiliary reflecting surfaces—and the nature and
value of diffusing screens.

1. Color Composition of Licht

The color sensitiveness of the photographic

emulsion, of course, determines the usefulness

of the spectrum range of the light source.

The modern film used in the motion picture

camera is sensitive over a considerable portion

of the sun spectrum and consequently sunlight

will record on the film more speedily and cor-

rectly than a light source in which one or more
colors to which the emulsion is sensitive are

absent or weak.

Artificial light sources which do not cover the

full sensitive range of the emulsion can not

give maximum results, unless used in conjunc-

tion with other light sources which supply that

deficiency.

The mercury vapor lamp, though completely

lacking in some colors, is nevertheless a valuable

unit for this work, owing to its wonderful light

diffusion and is very extensively used in con-

junction with powerful arc lamps employing
" white flame " carbons.

There is a great deal of valuable informa-

tion to be gathered on photographic color values,

and it is to be hoped that the S. M. P. E. may
lie favored at an early date with a paper on

this topic by some of the many brilliant men
of the Eastman laboratories.

If a light source be considered as a point, the

light would emanate therefrom equally in all

directions, and the rays would all form diverg-

ing angles. Such a point of light would be the

extreme concentrated light source. Consider

now a plane surface, a square, for example,

formed by minute light sources, whose collective

intensity is equal to an assumed intensity of the

aforementioned concentrated light source.

(Continued on page 3986)

WE ARE NOW LOCATED
AT OUR NEW PREMISES

118 WEST 44th STREET
HALF A BLOCK FROM BROADWAY

IN MUCH MORE CONVENIENT AND COMMODIOUS QUARTERS

(THIS NEW ESTABLISHMENT IS DEDICATED TO SERVE YOU FAITHFULLY AND WELL)

THE MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

We call your attention to our long experience and excellent facilities for

serving you when it comes to doing your DEVELOPING and PRINTING.
We are sure EVANS can please you better—much better in quality of

work. Remember it costs you nothing to investigate. Why not do so now?

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City Wadsworth
1

3443-3444
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EAGLE ROCK
FILM

"The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CLE ROCI

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY

CQHDEN5ZD COURSE TH

Notion Picture

Photography

PRICE $6.00

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4—145 W. 36th St., N. Y.

A COMPLETE COURSE
A practicable, usable, standard treatise for both

the professional cinematographer and those with-

out experience. About 500 pages—400 pages of

text and 100 pages of illustrations—by New York

Institute of Photography.

Edited by Lieut. Carl L Gregory, F R.P.S., Chle In-

structor In Cinematography for the Government Signal

Corps School of Photography at Columbia University, with

special chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly Feature

Photographer for Thanhouser, Edison, Pathc, and World FUm
Companies, and by Research Specialists. Research Labora-

tories of the Eastman Kodak Company.

MONEY REFUNDED if not satisfied with
this course after five day*' examination.

ALSO AT LEADING
DEALERS—TERMS TO
DEALERS- on REQUEST

s
p

SPEER
E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

A L TE R N O
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and

learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

L.GEVAERT €r CO.
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

MANUFACTURERS OF

nf7TTTi

-AND LOSSES
The "Automat/cket System Stops
Box Office Leaks St Losses

•Ask Us "About It

^Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
1782 BROADWAY NEW YORK

RAW FILM STOCK

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

COLORED POSITIVE
( U.S. PATENTED )

UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTOR

LOUIS DESTENAY
HOOVEN BL DC PHONE
117 W. 46 ™ ST. NEW YORK CITY BRYANT 1642
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How to Judge
Music

Cue Sheets
(Continued from page 3901)

would know his own limitations and he
would know his audience.

Some cue sheets offer music which is

"over the heads" of certain audiences
and cheap stuff to others. Do you sup-
Dose that the Rialto, New York, would
dare to offer the claptrap numbers which
can be gotten over in neighborhood
houses appealing to a different class. Dr.
Reisenfeld, I would say, knows best how
fo build his own cue sheets. But the cue
sheets he made would be ridiculous in a
little theatre. How would the little the-
atre get the effects which the big Rialto
Orchestra with its complete library can
use ? I am told that John Barrymore in
"Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" was Dr.
Riesenfeld's biggest financial success and
that he is going to bring it back for a
two weeks' run again—a return engage-
ment. I am told that the success in a
large measure was due to Riesenfeld's
extraordinary cue sheet. Out in the
country, that cue sheet was as good as
nothing.

What we are driving at is this: Don't just
t ike the cue sheet for gospel—consider your
audience, its taste and development, consider
your library and consider your musicians.

After you have decided upon the accuracy of
the cue sheet compiler's judgment, then you
can begin to adapt his suggestions. If you
haven't the umpty ump symphony which is men-
tioned but you have the blankety blank sonata
on hand, and your judgment tells you that the
situation will be well illuminated by the substi-
tute bit, use it.

Now all along, I have spoken against cue
sheets which are made to sell music.

But now I wish to talk in the other direction.
The musical director or his manager would be
absolutely short-sighted who would -not buy the
music which is essential to the success of the
picture. If a musical library is not stocked up,
don't be niggardly. Buy the music which is

going to be useful always. Be sparing of the
fly-by-night music purchases, the music which
is dead by tomorrow, but be generous in the
buying of music which will be as good ten years
from now as today. You can always go back
to the good music. You don't want, to be sure,
to give your hearers the same old tunes night
after night. Rotate—keep your musical scores
for the picture always fresh. . . Yet I would
not be misunderstood; there are certain songs of
the moment which are just right for a situation,
and which nothing else would replace. A situa-
tion where the dance hall or the vaudeville stage
is depicted should have the last minute ragtime
sensation.

In judging a cue sheet, these are some of the
ideas which can be remembered. After the
score has demonstrated its right character, its

" aidability " to the picture, then you have the

privilege of adapting, changing, fitting the num-
bers to suit your library, your instruments, your
public. Buy whatever is needed, for today and
for all time; don't just buy music which is sug-

gested, because it is down on the cue sheet and
is intended to make you a " sucker."

More on the Prologue
Two weeks ago I wrote some ideas on the

prologue, its advantages and possible variations

;

many letters were received asking certain ques-

tions. The best way to answer the queries is

to print the following additional thoughts. Par-
ticularly is the attention of the reader called to

the last paragraph below, namely, " Only one
suggestion further," and to the end o fthe squib.

It can be used to sketch influences which
were at work before the start of the story.

Thus in a picture of Katherine MacDonald's
" The Notorious Mrs. Lisle " the pro-

logue could have suggested a woman being

flayed and thrust aside—ppssibly a reminiscent

bit of the Magdalene, etc. In the case of Mary
Pickford's " Suds " a prologue might have
shown some poor man and woman (living fig-

ures), coming out with an infant, and leaving

it a foundling before the door of a rich house

—

a policeman comes along, picks it up and takes

it to the station house.

It can be . used to create a bizarre effect

or a state of curiosity or anxiety .or restless-

ness—without any particular reference to the

-tory proper. This in a mystery play, a pro-

logue could be created with a series of figures

moving across the stage for no apparent reason

and doing something which the audience can-

not understand. Curiosity only.

It can be used to tie up a current bit of news
to the picture where there is a connection. A
flash of the newsprint on the screen, or a bit

out of a news reel—and then into the picture.

It can be used to show how the film was
taken. Thus, in the case of certain different

subjects, the hardships that the actors and di-

rectors or the author went through establish

the mind of the audiences upon the wonder of

the scenes which have been filmed.

It can be used to show how the author be-

came famous, or what his great forte has been,

or what his past successes have been, or any-

thing of that sort. Thus in a picture of Rex
Beach, the man is almost more interesting than

his pictures—a scenic of him and a few title

suggestions of his life, introduces his pictures

well.

This is only a brief summary of some of the

possibilities of the Prologue. Anything which

will serve to start the feature picture with a

Bang ! And with a Running Start ! And
with the minds of the Audiences Focussed !

And in the Proper Tune !—that anything is

good prologue work.

Only one suggestion further—Rather no pro-

logue at all than one which lags, or limps. If

v
it doesn't excite and arouse, it's no good. A
prologue must be packed full of stuff. It must
be one thing or another, not a lot of things

mixed up. If it's going to be northern atmos-

phere pack it full of that and nothing else

—

and use every known device you can lay your
hands on to squeeze the few moments of the

Prologue with that spirit. If it's to be tragedy

and forlorn hopelessness, don't leave anything

out of the Prologue which can be utilized to

create that dejected state of feeling. Weep
yourself and get all your ushers weeping if

it'll help.

The Prologue must be fast, tight and Unified !

Savoyw Syracuse Opens
with New Organ

The beautiful Savoy theatre of the T. G.

Thompson Company, Syracuse, N. Y., was
opened on Wednesday, October 20, after having
been closed for several weeks.

Pauline Fredericks in " Madame X " was the

attraction and was beautifully presented. The
musical program was very effective and there

were many words of praise for the new Marr
and Colton organ. The instrument has a won-
derful quality of tone and a carefully selected

range of stops.

There was an overflow attendance at all per-

formances, which indicates that this popular
house has not lost any of its prestige during the

weeks it has been closed.

I
The New Music Forum

|

Queries and Opinions

Tell us of your musical

references,

difficulties,

discoveries, etc.

Here is where the motion picture fra-

ternity meets for music discussions.

Music Editor:

" I have been following your musical depart-
ment in the Motion Picture News, and think

this is a move which nicely fills a want in this

direction, and trust you may keep up the good
work.

" I would thank you to have the Casino thea-

tre, Halifax, Nova Scotia, listed in this depart-
ment.

" This is a union city, the musicians' union
being recognized by theatres here a short time
ago. At the present time we require a director

(violin) and cellist, and would thank you for

your kind attention."

—

D. Sullivan, Casino thca- it

Ire, Halifax, N. S.

Music Editor

:

" Just a line to mention the fact that in con-
nection with the Robertson-Cole production with
Otis Skinner in ' Kismet ' there is a number
called 'Kismet' that has been accepted as a

theme for the picture—published by Will Ros-
siter, ' The Chicago Publisher.' This number,
I might mention, was written by a young man
who is very well known to the patrons of the

better-class vaudeville theatres—Mr. Hershal
Henlere."

—

Jitnmie Brown, New York Manager,
Will Rossiter, " The Chicago Publisher."

Music Editor:
" I am looking for location as organist in the

South or West. Am employed at present by the

Western Circuit Amusement Company, and un-

til four months ago was employed by the largest

G. Schirmer's

Photoplay Series
For Orchestra /n 4 Vols.

A Loose Leaf Collection of Dramatic i

and Descriptive Compositions Especially
Written for the Screen. Prepared by
Such Well Known Experts as Otto Langey,
Hugo Riesenfeld, Irenee Berge, Gaston
Borch and others.

Per Vol.. S. 0. $4; F. O. J5.50; Piano Pt.. 65c
Order from Your Local Dealer or From

G. SCHIRMER, 3 E. 43rd St.. New York
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How Much Would You Give to Forget Your Music Worry?

After years of ceaseless study and constructive
effort we are able to offer you musical instru-
ments for motion picture theatres that will

make you forget your music worry, because
they are built for one purpose — picture
theatres. Built by men who know the require-
ments of picture music

—

KNOW IT—not guess
work—know by years of experience right in
picture theatre orchestra pits. The value of

beautiful tonal quality, simplicity of playing
and mechanism that will stay in order—is

proven in our instruments—first by the only
organ designer who knows the picture game by
actual experience and second by a list of satis-

fied customers embracing the best — most
prosperous exhibitors in the country — men
who buy proven products.
This means something to you.

You Owe Yourself An Investigation

Write Today

Use the Coupon; it's for your convenience.

United State* Patent Pending

B-rtjla wlusical Instrument Co.
313-316 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Please send catolg explaining the many advan-
tages of the Barton Organ.

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
313-316 Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois

Name .

Street.

City..

.

Stat*..

N.
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full house, and most of it recruited from among
theatre company in the West. Labor trouble,

over which I have no control, prompts me to

look for another location.
" Am a thoroughly competent picture and con-

cert organist with thirteen years' experience in

the business, having played all makes and sizes

of organs; have a big repertoire of classic,

standard and popular music, everything in fact

to make the music of a picture theatre a success.

Full of pep and progressiveness, always looking

for novelties to break the ordinary routine of

picture playing. Am adept in arranging prolo-

gues.

"Your music conference idea is great; an

idea that I have had for a long time, and you
can rest assured that I will be there if at all pos-

sible."

—

Thomas Bruce, Rex theatre, Aberdeen,

Washington.
Music Editor

:

" We have been following with great interest

the preliminary announcements for the Motion
Picture Musical Convention, and we look for-

ward with great pleasure to participate in this

convention, as we know that it will make its

impress for much good in the development of

motion picture presentation.

—

Shea Amusement
Company, Harold Franklin.

Music Editor:
" Relative to Motion Picture Musical Confer-

ence which will be held in New York in Janu-
ary, while a bit premature, I feel confident that

this company will be represented at the meeting.
" If your movement entertains the whole-

hearted effort it deserves, instead of making the

exhibitor carry an overloaded orchestra ' camou-
flaged ' with the idea to educate the ' dear old

public,' I know you will earn a vote of thanks

from the entire industry, as well as the public

themselves who will benefit by the saving, in-

stead of a fruitless waste as at present in vogue.
" Thanking you for your invitation, and wish-

ing your department much success."

—

Maurice
F. Barr, Manager, New Orleans theatres.

Music Editor:

"While I do not consider myself an authority

on things musical, and while I do not often take

the occasion to air my views, I am going to in-

flict some of my ideas upon you.
" I happened to attend a concert about a week

ago given by several operatic stars. The one
and only deplorable thing about this concert was
the house. I am satisfied that our local director

did not make a cent, and, in fact it is very prob-

able that the performance was a loss. It is also

a shame that people such as these artists, of na-

tion-wide prominence, should be asked to sing

for such a small house.
" I think that the motion picture theatres in

this country, aside from any selfish object are

in a position to educate the people to an under-

standing of the better things in music. I also

believe that it is to the interest of every one who
cares for good music to actively assist in im-

proving the music in the motion picture theatres

and in elevating them to the highest standard

possible.
" If the public, who go to picture shows, have

their musical taste educated at these places, con-

certs such as the one I mentioned will have

the very people who now would say that they
do not care for ' High Brow ' music. Personal-
ly, I would not go to a picture show that did not
furnish the audience with good music as well
as a good picture, and I feel that that is the at-

titude that is rapidly becoming popular.
" I am glad to note what you are doing in this

direction and, if at any time I can help you in

my small way, command me."

—

George Stein-

metz.

Music Editor:
" Regarding this work, while I am not active

in orchestra or picture work of any kind, I am
much interested in an organization of which you
speak, and it looks like a big step in the right

direction, for by representing music in the right

form to the masses, we cannot help but better

the profession from every point of view.
" I am familiar with your work in New York

and have often wished I might be enabled to

see some such work put forth in the West.
" You might be interested in knowing that we

have here in Boise, two splendid (small) orches-

tras in picture work, and I would suggest that

you write to Mr. DeWitt DePue (who is really

an artist), leader of the Strand orchestra, Box
1295. I showed him your letter this morning
and he was eager to get some information from
you.

" The other, George Jeffries, director of the
Pinney theatre orchestra, who is also a splen-

did, live leader.
" If I can be of any service to you in the fu-

ture, do not hesitate to call upon me."

—

Oliver

C. Jones, Boise Academy of Music, Boise, Idaho.

"A THOUGHTLESS WOMAN"
(Pioneer)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley

1—Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until—S : At Screening.

2—" Babillage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (3 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—T: " Half way through the great."

3_«< Adagietto " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and 5

seconds), until—T: "Basil Boulton, son of."

4—Continue pp (1 minute and 15 seconds), until—T: "You're ruining

my social.

S "Twilight Fancies" (Moderato), by Fromel (2 minutes and 15 sec-

onds), until—T: "There are those whom."
6—"Petite Duchess" (Moderato), by Baron (3 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—T: "A few weeks after."

7—Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T: "Through the weeks.

8—"Serenade Romantique " (And con moto), by Borch (3 minutes and

15 seconds), until—T: "Lovers' quarrels always."

9—"Spring Blossoms" (Novelette), by Castillo (1 minute and 55 sec-

onds), until—T: "The usual Saturday afternoon."

10—"Kiss A Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (2 minutes), until—T:
" Where an expectant group."
11—Theme (3 minutes), until—T: "Basil's eagerness to marry.'

12—"On Hilo Bay" (Hawaiian guitar waltz), by Levy (3 minutes and

10 seconds), until—T: "A reception at which."

13—"Moorish Rose" (fox trot), by Baron (2 minutes and 20 seconds),

until—T: " In strange waters."
14—" Hindoo Hop " (oddity fox trot), by Levy (3 minutes and 50 sec-

onds), until—T: "Annie receives a lesson."

NOTE ff during dancing scenes only.

IS Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: "You'll find out that."

16—"Dramatic Tension" (for general use), by Levy (4 minutes and

40 seconds), until—T: "Morning."
17—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "Let us arrange.

18 Continue to action (20 seconds), until—T: "Can't I drop you off."

19 "Serenade," by Widor (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until—T: "Back
where love again."

20—"Musical Thought" (Andante Dramatic), by Titlebaum (1 minute

and 50 seconds), until—T: "Another visitor."

21 "Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until

—T:
22—Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T: "Love's misery."

23—"Salvation Army Song" (1 minute and 30 seconds), until—T:
" Wanting to find."

24 " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until

—T: "Of course we did."

25—"Dramatic Recitative" (for heavy dramatic situations), by Levy
(1 minute and 55 seconds), until—T: "I hate you."

26—Theme ff (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: "I am his wife."

27—"Love's Old Sweet Song" (40 seconds), until—T: "Dare we
funher

' UNTIL THE END

" THE SONG OF THE SOUL "

(Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental Ballad), Levy

IMPORTANT NOTE
The most appropriate theme for this picture is the composition composed

by Briel, entitled " The Climax " (Song of the Soul), published by Chappell
& Co. This composition is, however, subject to the tax imposed by the
American Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers. I suggest that
orchestras not having the license from the above Society, use the number
suggested as the theme.

1—" Lovelette " (Allegretto Grazioso), by Levy (1 minute and 15 sec-

onds), until—S: At Screening.
2—"Hurry" (for pursuit and races), by Minot (1 minute), until—T:

" Come quick, our house is."
3—Theme (40 seconds), until—T: "The pity of it"
4—Continue to action (l minute and 30 seconds), until—T: "In after

years."
5—"Twilight Fancies" (Moderato), by Fromel (4 minutes and 40 sec-

onds), until—T: "When the only tie that."
6—"Twilight Reverie" (Expressivo Andante), by Berge (1 minute and

30 seconds), until—T: "A glade boat doesn't hold."
7—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "The following summer

brings."
8—" Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: "Jinny has grown to worship."
9—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "At the cane mill."
10—" Queen of My Heart " (sentimental ballad), by Baron (2 minutes

and 25 seconds), until—T: " In the shadow of death."
11—"Sinister Theme" (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (2

minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: " In alligator swamps."
12—" Bleeding Hearts," by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds), until—T:

" I lost my way, I was."
13—Continue to action (55 seconds), until—T: "Into the life of the."
14—Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: "Hope."
15—"Baby Dreams" (Little Reverie), by Boyanner (1 minute and 30

seconds), until—T: "With the coming of the."
16—Continue to action (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "But hii

conscience."
17—Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—T: "Jinny insanely jea'ous."
18—" Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T:

" A lynching party.
19—"Impish Elves" (allegretto), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—T: " He's white clear through."
20—" Because You Say Good-Bye " (ballad), by Levy (3 minutes and 45

seconds), until—T: "You see, I'm a specialist."
21—"Thoughts At Twilight" (Moderato), by Kendal (1 minute and 35

seconds), until—T: " I've changed my mind."
22—" Love's Enchantment " (Intermezzo D'Amour), by Varley (3 min-

utes and 10 seconds), until—T: "After the operation."
23—"Chant Erotique " (Dramatic), by Berge (1 minute and 20 seconds),

until—T: "I can't bear to think of."
24—"A Musical Thought" (Andante Dramatic), by Titlebaum (4 min-

utes), until—T: "The day arrives when."
25—-Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T: "I'll never see you

again."
THE END
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J I ST OUT OF COLLEGE "

(Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Lovelette" (Allegretto Grazioso), Levy

1_" Marriage Blues" (Fox Trot), by Berkin (1 minute), until—S

:

At screening.

2—Theme (3 minutes), until—T: "Some seniors prefer to sit."

3 " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and

45 seconds), until—T: "Mrs. Luella Pickering."

4 » Kiss a Miss " (Valse Chantee), by Baron (1 minute and 30 seconds),

until—T :
" We will break the news to."

5—" Spirit of Youth" (Allegretto), by Dahlquist (2 minutes), until—T:
" Go to your mother."

6—" Hunkatin " (Half Tone One-step), by Levy (1 minute and 45 sec-

onds), until—T: "It's no joke to me."

7—Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until—T: "What will be your

address?
8—" Mamselle Caprice" (Intermezzo Novelette), by Baron (2 minutes

and 45 seconds), until—T: "Pickering was what you might."

9—"Adolescence" (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Collinge (2 minutes and
45 seconds), until—T: "For quick returns you will."

10—"Savannah," by Rosey (1 minute), until—T: "This is wild cat

stock."

11—Theme (2 minutes), until—T: "With an insatiable."

12—"Sparklets" (6/8 Allegretto), Miles (2 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—T: "Genevieve Chizzle has not."

13—"Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Roberts (45 seconds), until—T:
" Out in the tall of Incut."

14—Imitation of village band (direct cue) (2 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—T: "Boys, the Star Spangled Banner."

IMPORTANT NOTE : Although the direct cue in this picture calls for

the playing of " The Star Spangled Banner " it is suggested that this be
ignored aud any bright composition be performed for the reason that

if the direct cue is followed by musicians the audience in the theatre
will stand up.

S: When audience sits down.
T: "They're just making fun of you."
15—"Valse Moderne " (Valse Lente), by Rosey (3 minutes), until—T:

" Meanwhile the pickle king has."
16—"Moonlight Shadows" (Caprice Novelette), by Baron (1 minute and

45 seconds), until—T: "If the Bingo Pickle."
17—"A Mermaid Honeymoon" (Light Moderato), by Zamecmk (1 min-

ute), until—T: "A few tired business men."
18—Theme (45 seconds), until—T: "The yokels uplift."

19—"That Naughty Waltz" (Valse Unique), by Levy (1 minute and 15

seconds), until—T: "Pickering makes inquiries."

20—"A La Mode," by Rosey (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T:
" Another big moment for Bingo."

21—Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—S: When Caroline calls

on Ed.
22—"Madrigal" (Allegretto Characteristic), by Donatelli (2 minutes and

30 seconds), until—T: "Tell him I'm eating pickles."
23—" Frivolette " (Entr' Acte), by Baron (2 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—T: "Why do you have the gall?
"

24—Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: "Aw, don't bother me,
I'm busy."

UNTIL THE END

" FIXED BY GEORGE

"

(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Laughing Beauties" (Light Moderato), Berge

1—Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2—" Capricietta " (Allegretto), by Varley (3 minutes and 50 seconds),

until—T: "Each week-end Mrs. Dare."
3—"Capricious Annette" (light Novelette), by Borch (2 minutes and

45 seconds), until—T: "I wish you were a."
4—" Babillage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (1 minute and 40 seconds),

until—T: " Harry Starr, whose violent."
5—Theme (4 minutes), until—T: " Mrs. Poole on couch."
6—"Adolescence," by Collinge (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until—T:

" Doctor, can I have a few? "

7—" Lovelette " (Allegretto Grazioso), by Levy (4 minutes and 20 sec-
onds), until—T: "Sam, sorely in love with."

8—Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until—T: "Little did old man
Time."

9—"Frivolette" (Entr' Acte), by Baron (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: " Do you really think he'll?
"

10—" Reve D'Amour " (Dramatic Andante), by Zamecnik (3 minutes
and 5 seconds), until—T: "Our car is gone."

11—"La Petite Duchess" (light adagietto caprice), by Baron (1 minute
and 40 seconds), until—T: "This is a fine mess."

12—" Comedy Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until—T:
" Arthur! "

13—Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until—T: "Who is that woman? "

14—"Mamselle Caprice" (3/4 Moderato), by Baron (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until—T: "My husband is in there."

15—" Kiss A Miss " (Valse Chantee), by Baron (1 minute and 15 sec-
onds), until—T: "Dr. Poole, what are you?"

16—" Coronado Land" (Valse Lente), by De Leath (2 minutes and 50
seconds), until—S: Mr. Starr arrives.

17—"Galop" (characteristic), by Minot (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—T: "Dr. Poole is married."
18—Continue to action (35 seconds), until—T: "Father is upstairs kill-

ing."
19—Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until—T: "Keep cool and I

can explain."
20—Continue to action (1 minute), until—T: " It's all right boys, bring."

THE END

" BLACKBIRDS "

(Realart)
(Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Sentimental Ballad), Baron

1—Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until—S: At Screening.

2—" Adieu " (6/8 Allegretto), by Favargcr (1 minute and 50 seconds),
until—T: It was in Paris."

3—" Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute), until—T: "The hawks of Paris."

4—" La Petite Duches," by Baron (1 minute and 35 seconds), until—T:
" Not such bad luck."

5—Continue to action (2 minutes), until—T: "At the Paris apartments."

6—" Silvery Brook " (Valse Lente). by Braham (5 minutes and 40 sec-

onds), until—T: "With the shores of France."

7—Sinister Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T: "And in a New
York hotel."

8—Theme (4 minutes and 20'seconds), until—T: "In the few days."

9—"Chant Erotique " (Dramatic), by Berge (40 seconds), until—T:
" You think this Trask would."

10—Continue to action (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: "New
York, where chance."

11—"Frivolette" (Entr' Acte), by Baron (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until—T: "Face to face with."

12—"Laughing Beauties" (light moderato), by Berge (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until—T: "Haven't I seen you."

13—" Dramatic Tension," by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T:
" What is your game? "

14—" Sparklets " (3/4 Moderato), by Miles (4 minutes and 50 seconds),
until—T: "I am depending upon you."

15—" Silver Threads Among the Gold," by Danks (3 minutes and 10
seconds), until—T: "She told herself."

16—"Ave Maria," by Gounod (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—S:
Close up of page from Bible.

17—" Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until—T: "Well, have you got it?"
18—"Sinister Theme" (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (4

minutes and 40 seconds), until—T: "To save her name."
19—" Misterioso " (for general use), by Andino (1 minute and 30 sec-

onds), until—T: "You took it and now you."
20—Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: " Maids, men and the."
21—" Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (4 minutes and 40 seconds), until—T: " Detectives, what do they? "

22—" Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until

—

S : Trask running after Duval.
23—Theme ff (40 seconds), until—T: " No, she has."

THE END
"ALL TAX FREE MUSIC IN REALART CUES"

" BELOW THE DEADLINE "

(Ascher Production)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Chant Erotique" (Dramatic), Berge
1—"Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (2 minutes), until—S: At Screening.

NOTE: Begin pp then to action.

2—Continue to action (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: "Buck
Elliott, dockmaster."

3—Continue to action (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "The thrills

of the evening."
4—Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—S: Close up of girl.

5—" Dramatic Narrative " (for scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (1
minute and 20 seconds), until—T: "Elliott's cunning widened."

6—" Dramatic Recitative " (for heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (3
minutes), until—T: "As the wrath of the storm."

7—" Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (5 minutes and 25 seconds),
until—T: "The emergency hospital."

8—Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T: " Satisfied of Elliott's."
9—"Adagietto" (from Symponette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 10

seconds), until—S: Interior of hospital.
10—" Dramatic Conflict," by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—T:

" It's too late, Buck."

NOTE: to action pp or ff.

11—" Lento Allegro " (from Symponette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes
and 40 seconds), until—S: Interior of hospital.

12—Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—T: "Who did this?"
13—"Sinister Theme" (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (2

minutes), until—T: " Defiantly scheming to."
14—"Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—S:

Fight in boathouse.
15—" Flirty Flirts " (Melodious rubato), by Levy (35 seconds), until—T : " You're the guy that."
16—"Dramatic Tension," Andino (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until—S:

Buck entering room through window.
17—Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: " Captain Willis was

killed."
18—Repeat " Dramatic Tension," by Andino (3 minutes and 30 seconds),

until—S: Close up of warrant.
19—"Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (5 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T:

" Confident that Donovan."
Note: Begin pp with ad. lib. tympany rolls.

20—" Dramatic Agitato " (for general use), by Hough (1 minute and 30
seconds), until—T: "Take these birds over to.

21—Theme (25 seconds), until—T: "At last a moment."
THE END

"SIMPLEX IS THE ONLY MACHINE."
OLON1A1. THEATRE, ROCHESTER, N. H.

"SIX YEARS ON HIGH SPEED!!!"
"Considering speed and projection, I have found the
SIMPLEX to be very good, having used same 6 years
which is saying a great deal as this is an East Side House.

"

M- & S. THEATRE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ONE LOT OF PAPER AND ADVERTISING AC-
CESSORIES on ' The Still Alarm,' ' The Mad Lover.'
"The Liberator,' and 1 The Hand of Vengeance.' Will
sell at cost for quick action. Pearce Films, 608
Canal St., New Orleans, La.

WASTED—PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with pic-
ture experience; good salary, steady positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 114
MailJrs Building. Chicago.

THEATRE DATES—Don't be without them at
these prices. 25, 7 x 28 strips with Theatre name
and date, red Ink, white paper, 10 sets (for 10
shows) 60c per set, single set $1.75. Mailed same
day postpaid. Write NOW for date book-price list.

Central Show Print, Mason City, Iowa.

WANTED TO BUT—225 second hand Upholstered
Opera Chairs. H. E. Swan, Kearney, Neb.

WANTED TO BUT—Motion Picture Theatre; pre-
fer one with stage equipped for vaudeville In live
town of not less than five thousand population in
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida.
State best cash price and list of equipment and full

particulars In first letter. Wm. H. Moyle, 241 So.
Holyoke Ave., Wichita, Kansas.

WANTED to lease theatre In Ohio, Indiana or
Illinois. Address John Siefert, Rlalto Theatre Bldg.,
Dayton, Ohio.

OPTICAL PRINTING
Dupe Negatives

Prints and dupe negatives with any location of
frame line, enlarged or reduced Image. Our dupes
look like original negatives. The price will suit
you.

C. W. BB.ri.HART
10 Cornell Ave., Yonkero, N. Y.

Patketcope prints from Standard negatives
ihic per foot of Std.

Printing, Developing

and Art Titles

BRLNNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager

1737 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Automatically applies only such Tolta** mm are
require*. No waste of current In frnllnfrt

HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, C. S. A.

The Number of

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
Installed In The

GODFREY BUILDING
Is More Than

One-Third of The
TOTAL NUMBER OF
MACHINES USED BY

LABORATORIES & STUDIOS
IN AN AROUND
LOS ANGELES

DEAD
MEN
TELL
NO

TALES
(Continued from page 3980)

Such a luminous surface might be considered

an ideal diffused light source. At a given dis-

tance, this diffused light source, as compared
with the concentrated light source, would evenly

illuminate a greater area at a proportionately

lesser intensity.

In the language of the studio, the light from
the luminous surface would not carry so far as

the concentrated light, but would be more scat-

tered or diffused, producing an effect often very

much desired in photography.

If the light from a concentrated light source,

such as a flame arc, for example, is passed

through a piece of roughed glass or similar

medium, a diffusing or scattering effect may be

obtained, involving, of course, a loss proportion-

ate to the absorption of the medium. Thus it is

practicable to obtain almost any degree of diffu-

sion from a concentrated light source; but the

scattered light from a luminous surface cannot

be concentrated.

Another form of concentrated light, now ex-

tensively used as an auxiliary, is the projected

beam or spot light. This is usually in the form
of a high-powered hand-feed arc (70 to 100

amp. and often more), with a single plano-con-

vex condenser. The principal fault with this

form of unit is its low efficiency, probably mostly

due to the filtering effect of the thick condenser

glass. However, the striking effects obtained by

this means will easily offset this inefficiency.

It might be interesting and instructive to note

the effect obtainable through a condenser lens

of quartz as compared with the ordinary glass

condenser.

REFLECTORS AND REFLECTING SURFACES

The uses of reflectors on various types of

lamps are to re-direct the rays (which would
otherwise go in useless directions) toward the

object to be illuminated, and further to obtain

by their use various degrees of concentration,

according to the shape of the reflectors. While
surface mirrors would probably represent the

ideal reflecting surface, their use would hardly

be practicable owing to the difficulty of keeping

large numbers of them clean under the studio

conditions.

(To be continued)

FOR BETTER MUSIC

rjThe No. 1 Bench Rewind

Built for heavy continuous

service.

Recognized by film exchanges

as the best

Complete $7.50

Geared End Only, $4.75

^taM^ Is the Brand. Sold the world
">t2iy^ over. Insist on them. It la
your guarantee of the BEST. If your
dealer does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO.
3204 Carroll Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers of M. p. Accessories

Note—Send for our new 16 page folder, Il-
lustrating and describing our complete line

1
- - RadiO w> Slide"

r
I -typewrite a letter

to ALL—at the cost >

of a letter to ONE

r.

[50 -RADIOS- $2.
t
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• For Sale bf al! Leacing Dealers
•

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street
New Orleans, La. Atlanta, Ga.

Lmrgeet Independent Film Exchange South

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash saving
prices. Special professional discounts on
UNIVERSALE.
Immediate delivery on all models. DeBrle.
DeFranae, Pathe and many otbers demon-
strated In our showroom. Send for our
•complete catalog at once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. N, 1C9 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

Dead Men
Tell No Tales

THE FOTOPLAYER
"SQr, 3ROADYVA.V-
IMEV- YORK CIT V

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
•ii L. JA< KSUN BOULrAARO

CHICAGO, U-L
\v<* GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

S\N FRANCISCO. CAL.
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Everything tW SKowmau Needs on Every Picture Released

" The Heart of a Woman "

(Peerless Pictures—State Rights)

THIS is a story of life in an industrial town,

only mildly interesting. It has a cast of

well known players. Jack Richardson is fea-

tured, and in the supporting cast are Mignon
Anderson and Pat O'Malley.

One of the picture's drawbacks is the great

lapse of years that is supposed to take place.

The story opens with the man and wife already

married for some years. Time flies and their

daughter grows up, and the romance begins.

There is a third party, Brown, an old friend of

the family, played by George Fisher, who form-
erly loved the wife and who takes a great inter-

est in the child. The husband accuses him of

being the real father of the girl and a fight en-

sues. Here is realism with a vengeance, with a

few touches that are far too gruesome. The
climax is brought about by a highly suggestive

sub-title, which is bound to offend some.

Mignon Anderson plays the wife and mother.

A sub-title explains that right living and right

thinking has kept for her her youthful appear-

ance, but even at that she does not quite look

the mother of an eighteen-year-old girl. Rich-

ardson is an excellent type, but Fisher appears

a bit too benevolent for a mill worker. Pat
O'Malley, Clara Horton and Francis Brainerd

are all satisfactory. There are some good in-

terior scenes of the mill.—Length, 5 reels.

—

MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

in her efforts to escape the police, after killing

a ruffian and then in a strong climax sacrifing

her life for the man she loves.

One of the best fights ever witnessed upon
the screen shows Ralph Ince who plays the lead

in a death struggle with the heavy.

Ince gives a splendid portrayal of the young
officer who puts duty above everything else,

even though it means the arresting of one he

likes.

It is the white girl whom he finally wins,

the story reaching a happy ending.

The production has some wonderful snow
scenes, especially those depicting the severe

blizzards of the north.

In the cast are Gladys Coburn, William Harti-

gan, Jacques Susanne, Huntley Gordon, H. L.

Atkins and Red Eagle.—FRANK LEONARD.

" Out of the Snows "

(Featuring Zena Keefe—Selznick)
CANADIAN POLICE" pictures appear

every now and then with their thrilling

tales of the far north. These films vary as the

wind, according to their entertaining value.

Exhibitors need not be afraid to book " Out
of the Snows," for although it slows up a bit

here and there, it is strong in incident and dra-

matic moments, with a pretty love story running
throughout.

The theme switches from the general run and
develops more incident and dramatic moments
than love interest.

Hence it is that Zena Keefe, the star, does not
appear until the second or third reel when the
story is well on its way.
When she does appear, her character of the

Indian girl gives her plenty to do and she does
it well, following the trail behind a dog team

" The Sandinan "

(Vanity Fair Maids' Comedy—Featuring
Eddie Boland—One Reel)

J DDIE BOLAND and his Vanity Fair Maids
do the best they can with this one-reeler,

but their efforts are mostly in vain for the rea-

son that the film lacks story and incident.

After the opening scenes where Eddie tells a

tale, in order to introduce the " girls," the scenes

shift to a boarding school in which the young
ladies perform acrobatics in their endeavors to

escape from a rat.

These scenes are rather humorous in spots,

especially when Boland and another comedian
pursue the rat and eventually capture it But
there is nothing amusing or funny in the film

on the whole, either in the antics of the girls

or the many situations in which the rat appears.

And then again the maidens do not appear to

advantage in the costumes they wear or in the

scenes in which they appear, horror being the

principal attitude registered.

Boland hasn't much to do, either, but it is not

his fault, for the comedian lacks humorous
situations.

—

FRANK LEONARD.

" His Noisy Still
"

(Sunshine Comedy—Fox—Two Reels)

FOR unadulterated hokum with slapstick

comedy furnishing the high spots, " His
Noisy Still " takes the cake. There is very little

ingenuity expended in creating a story—most of
it has gone in establishing some sure-fire antics.

For instance a steam roller is used to flatten

Glen Cavendar and after he is lifted from the

ground the imprint of his body in the asphalt

is occasion to bring a good sized chuckle. Again
he throws a mattress out of the window to

light upon for non-payment of rent. But the

landlady beats him to it and picks it up and
Glen takes a terrific flop right on the hard pave-
ment.

These are samples of the rough and ready
action which punctuates the comedy throughout.

A new trick in fishing shows the nimrod sweep-
ing the surface of the water with a vacuum
cleaner. And the faithful Ford is used again

—

this time as a boat. The idea suggested in the

title expends itself early. In fact there is no
continuity to the thing—it merely being a series

of highfalutin episodes to bring out Cavendar's
peculiar style of comedy. Some crazy concoc-
tion is being distilled or brewed but after a
series of explosions the comedy takes up the

cause of the vacuum cleaner, or the Ford, or
the pavement fall, or the steam roller incident.

Still it is rich in slapstick and contains a full

assortment of laughs.—LAURENCE REID.

Short Subject Reviews

on the Following Page

"Movie Fans"
(Mack Sennett Comedy—Paramount)

THE dyed-in-the-wool movie fan who is not

content to look at pictures but must see how
they are made in richly caricatured in Mack Sen-
nett's latest comedy on the Paramount program.
This type of fan is only seen or rather under-
stood if he lives in close proximity to a studio.

So Mack pokes a lot of fun at him in his cus-

tomary style. Two of his comedians gather at-

mosphere around the studio tank—which is

occasion to trot out the bathing girls who are in-

troduced in an ensemble and as individuals. A
fire scene is being staged after the " take-off " of
a thriller. But the fans believe the flames are

genuine. Consequently they take up the studio

hose and destroy the set. There is considerable

slapstick which is sure-fire and the offering is

quite up to the Sennett standards of tomfoolery.

—Length 2 Reels.—LAURENCE READ.
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FeatureSubjects ofShortLength
Rejuvenated Mexico

(Kineto Review)

HERE are motion illustrations for newspaper
articles, frequently printed in our daily

newspapers, about doings in Mexico. The reel

of information concerning the rejuvenation

process, is edited to portray the progress this

country is making toward civilization. To that

end, a bird's-eye view of Pachuca is shown, and
shots showing that the cowboy in Mexico still

throws a wicked lasso and seldom ever misses a

bull. Interesting views of valuable possession

assembled in the Museum of Arts, are photo-

graphed, including what is said to be a rare piece

of sculptorship, the subject being Michael An-
gelo. There are some general views of the walls

surrounding the city of Vera Cruz, followed by
long shots of the city within the walls, from
the house tops. An interesting scene or two
shows women selling vegetables grown in the

flamous floating gardens. Of general interest

to a mixed audience.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

lish village, illustrating the many uses it is put

to, during a day. Horses are watered from it,

automobiles take on a needed supply, thirsty

dogs trot along and stop for a drink. Boys find

it convenient for playing splash.

In and about the same neighborhood, we see

children on the hunt for cockle shells, and be-

fore we know it, we are visiting Havana in win-

ter where a festival is taking place, much akin

to the celebration in America usually identified

with New Year's eve. Before the end of the

reel, we are informed as to the technique of

wild duck hunting, the way to bring home the

most ducks, for the least amount of shot.

—

LIL-
LIAN GALE.

Sea Planets — Apartments for Rent
(Educational)

IN this split reel, the half regarding the sea

planets is of considerable more value, from
a standpoint of information and entertainment

than the half devoted to castles of semi-ancient

history, which aside from their picturesque

value, have no particular appeal. The sea-

planets go to balance the deficit, however, and
life below and upon them, which is centered

around creatures of the deep, is picturized in

a most compelling fashion. One is reminded
that the star fish has an eye for each arm, and is

seldom ever robbed of his keen sight. And that

he is sensitive, is plainly understood, when one
sees him under a microcope and finds that he
is composed of millions of small feelers, which
take in the stray shrimp to such an extent that

he never gets out of the embrace. Photography
of both parts, very good. A representative

Chester Screenic.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

Urban Movie Chat

ONE of the thirty-fourth series of Movie
Chats. It opens with a shot of the public

watering trough usually found in the small Eng-

"The Art of Diving"
( ducational)

IMMEDIATELY, upon thinking of fancy

dives, we think of Annette Kellerman. Evi-

dently the Cinal process of slow motion photog-

raphy also thought of her as the way to illus-

trate how much we miss in the rapid movement
usually accompanying dives of noted swimmers.

But with this new-fangled photography one

doesn't miss a thing. It sort of analyzes the rea-

son for every move made when the subject

leaves the spring board for the water. The pic-

tures reflected by this camera are apt to be more
informative than entertaining, although the

Blanchard Film Company, producing the sub-

jects, found a beauteous location for the shots

of Miss Kellerman's high dives. For illustrat-

ing to students the detail of any subject, espe-

cially that of surgery, we should judge this

photography invaluable. It is less apt to be

tiresome, too, if subjects about which there is

little generally known, are used to illustrate the

marvels of the slow motion camera.

—

LILLIAN
GALE.

DEAD MEN
TELL NO
TALES

"The Banana Special"
(Educational)

THIS may sound like some kind of fancy
dish one usually partakes of at the soda

fountain, but it is not. It is a special reel which
should tend to increase one's respect for the
seemingly plentiful fruit, the banana. But just
because they come in bunches is no reason there
is no considerable difficulty in getting them into
countries where they sell at a price within
reach.

The bananas described in the reel of motion pic-

tures, are from Jamaica, in the West Indies, and
we see them from the time the trees are planted
and grown, to when the huge bunch of fruit

almost weighs it down, and along comes a
Hindu coolie with a sort of scythe, cuts it off

and the process of removal begins. Jamaica
railroads are likened to American subways, for
they run, seemingly, mostly under ground, so
the bananas, which are rudely removed from
their birthplace while yet green and young, are
not given a chance to ripen, with the assistance
of light, until after spending fifteen days or so
upon high seas, and finally brought to light by
a dealer in West Indian fruits. This is a
particularly good offering of its kind, and is

one of many meritorious Bruce Scenics —
LILLIAN GALE.

Friends of Man
(Kineto Review)

ONE of the Urban family, and one of the
most interesting reviews in the Urban

repertoire. It is a subject which can be inserted
most anywhere in the program, and will not
irritate spectators, waiting for the feature. It

relates about dogs, all kinds of dogs, but mostly
war dogs, trained to register no fear when great
guns explode in their midst, and trained to

locate the wounded and bring back a piece of
clothing or cap, for identification. A dog story,

with an appeal to lovers of the animal which
will be met with enthusiasm, and if, among
those present, there are the stray two or three
who are not fond of dogs, they will find a solu-

tion for the reason of their existence, as well as
a reason whv thev are indisputably " Friends of
Man."—LILLIAN GALE.
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"ALWAYS AUDACIOUS"
( Paramount-Artcraft)

Clever Twists Make Interesting Crook Story

WALLACE REID is certainly in luck with his photoplays. His

latest entry, " Always Audacious," adapted by Tom Geraghty

from Ben Ames Williams' Satevepost story, " Toujours de

L'Audace," is just about the cleverest crook melodrama of the season and

places the star away in the van of hie fellow -players on the Lasky lots when
it comes to getting consistently good screen material. This is a dual role

story concerning two men who have identical personalities, one of whom
is a crook who usurps the other's place in society.

Of course it is natural to ridicule the dual personality characterization

by arguing that friends and relatives could not possibly be fooled since

gestures and intonations of voice would be different regardless of the fact

that the protagonists might resemble one another. But one is disarmed

by a foreword which states that nature sometimes fools everybody but her-

self. The plot revolves around the efforts of the shanghaied hero to prove

1 1 i ~ identity in the face of overwhelming odds. The crook has stepped into

his shoes, clothes, home, business and love affair and has gotten away with

it. And the hero is up a tree to establish himself. Even the cop on the

beat mistakes him for a "nut." A clever touch by the way. Then, in-

spired, the honest chap takes his troubles to a city editor who arranges a

test. But the crook has covered his tracks well. The only profit that the

victim has is when he knocks his opponent out. However, the masquerader
failed to take into account that a dog remembers his friends. So at the

final scene of a good climax the hero's identity is solved by the friendly

attitude of the hound.
In detailing this story space forbids giving emphasis to the many clever

twists and surprises which accompany the picture throughout. Mr.
Geraghty's scenario is a compact piece of work which is marked by its

clearly defined action and incident. His climaxes come where they should
>—at the end of a dramatic sequence. Having not read the original we can-

not say bow faithful the adaptation is, but it must be corking reading judg-
ing from the screen version. Some of the titles are mediocre while others

are praiseworthy. One of them alludes to a certain mannerism of brushing
the hair which is not made the most of in the subsequent development.
But it is a first class picture any way you take it—a great audience picture
because it is packed with good action, adventure, love interest, intrigue

and mystery. Improbable? Yes. But so cleverly done that one doesn't
hunt for truth but for entertainment. James Craze has capably directed
and the acting is first rate.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Perry Danton

]

Slim Attucks J
Wallace . Reid

Camilla Hoyt Margaret Loomis
Theron Ammidown Clarence Geldart
Jerry, the Gent J. M. Dumont
Denver Kate Rhea Haines
Molly, the Eel Carmen Phillips
Martin Green Guy Oliver
Mrs. Rumson Fannie Midgely

,
By Ben Ames Williams.
Scenario by Tom Geraghty.
Directed by James Cruze.
Photographed by C. Edgar Schoenbaum.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
In his latest motion picture, " Always Audacious," Wallace Reid portrays one

of the most virile roles of his career. In fact he plays a dual role,, appearing as
the hero and heavy, the latter being a crook who causes his counterpart to be
shanghaied while he assumes the place of the wealthy victim in society. A re-
markable feature of the offering is the double exposure which shows the star
actually battling with himself. The story, an adaptation by Tom Geraghty, of
Ben Ames Williams' story, " Toujours de L'Audace," is truly gripping and affords
the star excellent opportunity to display his talent.
The climax is genuinely amazing and offers a totally unexpected finale. Mr.

Geraghty has taken the highlights of the tale and assembled them together so that
every ounce of dramatic strength is given full emphasis. He has cleverly balanced
the love interest with the melodramatic incident. The original story appeared in
the pages of the Saturday Evening Post and is so rich in screen action that it
makes an unusually entertaining picture. Prominent in Mr. Reid's support are
Margaret Loomis, J. M. Dumont and Carmen Phillips. James Cruze has given
the picture a first-rate production.

PROGRAM READER
Wallace Reid the popular Paramount star, has again scored decisively as ascreen artist by his clever dual impersonation in his new picture, "Always

Audaucios, which will be the feature attraction at the next —
In this picture the star portrays two entirely different types of men, one the hero
|ano the other a scheming and villainous crook, and he puts them both over to
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aPtation by Tom Geraghty of Ben Ames Williams'
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Geraghty has provided a scenario compact with moving incident and adelightful romance adds much to the interest of the story. James Cruze directed

CATCH LINES
One was a crook, the other a respected member of society. And thev bothlooked exactly ahke. What happened? See Wallace Reid in " Always Audacious/'

He was shanghaied and a crook stepped in and assumed his identitv See thenterestmg p,cture, " Always Audacious," with Wallace Reid
,aent,ty
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"CONRAD IN QUEST OF
HIS YOUTH"

Delightful Story Is Enriched on the Screen

IT
is a feather in William Oe Mille's cap that he has been able to en-

rich Leonard Merrick's delightful story, " Conrad in Quest of His

Youth," and visualize it to such an extent that the characters actually

seem to live and the sentiment and humor colored with reality. The

book is a charming, sentimental journey of a man approaching forty who

would search for the happiness of his youth. William De Mille has kept

it a narrative, emphasizing its salient points, and the result is that the

Merrick readers will find in the screen edition a humanization of Con-

rad and the other characters.

It will never enter the mind of the spectator that the picture is epi-

sodic because the scenes build so evenly. There is no rush of action,

nor climatic development. This picture gives the lie to those who main-

tain that the screen must needs be a medium of rugged conflict and vivid

characterization. One becomes thoroughly engrossed in the man who
would renew his youth because it brings back memories to those who
would turn back the pages of yesterday. Merrick is artist enough to keep

his tale from being unduly sentimental and De Mille has proven himself

an artist by constructing his picture with the utmost sympathy for the

charm of the author's style. It is a straightforward little story well adapted

by Olga Printzlau, who has kept in mind that Conrad's youthful amours

must provide the interest. Of course the development of these romances

could not be incorporated for feature length.

The sponsors have presented them at their full blossoming period with

just enough emphasis placed upon the pangs of disillusionment and pathos

to touch the spectator. Conrad is disillusioned to discover that Time will

not turn backward in its flight. His cousins lack his poetic nature; the

first love, Mary Page, is a distinct shock with her constant cackling. But

does Conrad brood over it all? His great sense of humor saves him ac-

cording to Merrick and De Mille has painted him correctly. A delightful

touch is the attempt to renew his first great passion. Conrad goes to Italy

in search of her and finds her still good-looking but very absent-minded.

Then, when he would keep an appointment identical with one of his youth

he falls asleep which is another shock to his memories. Not until he ac-

tually falls in love with a charming widow of the present does he realize

that he has found his youth. The picture is William De Mille's best with-

out a doubt. His piloting of the players, his well arranged episodes set in

scenes of charming atmosphere—these touches spell a picture which re-

sembles a rare tapestry. Thomas Meighan and his company give well mo-
dulated performances and have seemingly stepped from the pages of the

book.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Capt. Conrad Warrener Thomas Meighan
Nina Mabel Van Buren
Gina Maym Kelso
Ted Bertram Johns
Rosalind Margaret Loomis
Mary Page Sylvia Ashton
Mrs. Adaile Kathlyn Williams
Dobson Charles Ogle
Tattie Ruth Rennick
Conrad at 17 Eddie Sutherland

By Leonard Merrick.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau.
Directed by William De Mille.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
A screen version of Leonard Merrick's delightful book, " Conrad In Quest of

His Youth," will be the feature attraction at the theatre next
with Thomas Meighan appearing in the title role. Picturegoers who

remember the story as a sentimental journey in search of youth will be pleased to
note that its theme and characterization are retained in the screen version. The
star gives a compelling performance as Conrad who attempts to live over the
pleasant memories of his boyhood and discovers that they belong hopelessly to
the past—that there is no turning back.
So his youthful amours are found to be just memories—memories which might

better have been left in the background of the past since renewing them brings
disillusionment. Then into his life comes a young widow who belongs to the
present. With the realization that his love is reciprocated Conrad discovers that
his search of youth is rewarded. The picture is tender with pathos and heart
interest and it carries a splendid vein of humor which Director De Mille has
effectively emphasized. The atmosphere of the feature is rich in its suggestion.
The interpretation is excellent.

PROGRAM READER
You people, who are past your youth, have you ever given a thought to the days

of long ago, when the whole world was colored with romance and you were care-
free? You youngsters, do you ever long to belong to the future so that you
might look back upon your past? A day will come when you will wish you were
children again or hack in the first days of romance. Thomas Meighan tries with
all his heart to renew his youth and doesn't succeed because there is no turning
back of Time. It's a beautiful story this " Conrad In Quest of His Youth " which
comes to the theatre next . Patrons longing for youth
will find the secret of it in the picture. The offering is an adaptation of Leonard
Merrick's charming story of the same name.

SUGGESTIONS
Thomas Meighan is rapidly building up a following so it would be well to con-

centrate upon his name. But don't neglect the story. Perhaps many of your
patrons have read the original story by Leonard Merrick which is an account
of a sentimental man of forty who attempts to renew his youth and discovers
it when he falls in love. Play up the pathos and heart interest. Tell that it is an
excellent screen version of the book by Leonard Merrick. Play up the name of the
director and the names of the supporting players. You can establish a good cam-
paign by throwing out teasers written in the style of the Program Reader. Tell
that it is a sentimental journey in search of youth—a picture which should appeal
to both young and old alike.

(
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REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.

ROYAL COMEDIES
Oct. IS—When the Cat's Cast) 2

B. Van 3

an) 2
...2
...a

Away (Special

Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy

SeJJt. i_The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Va
Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van)
Aug. IS—Bug grins (Leon Errol)

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
She's a Vamp

?,

Circus Days

BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer \
Hands Up 2

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture \
Girl of the Rancho J

ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics 2

Good Night Nurse «

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Professor }

Getting His Goat
J

Fixing Lizzie *

Dry Cleaned :

Kidnapper 1

BURRUD (SUNSET) SCEN1CS
The Mountain That Was God

J
Wind Goddess 1

MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble \
Lazy Lem *

Bungalow Bungle *

NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter

J

Dreamy Chinatown 1

GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms '

Help \
The Movies *

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.

SUPERIOR PICTURES
July 18—Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6

July 4—Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

June 20—Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitta) 5

Bright Skies (Brentwood)............ S

The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa). 5

The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barnscale) S

The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) i

A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) S

SPECIALS
Oct. 3—The Stealers (Special Cast) »

fc*pt. 19—Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody) 6

Bept 5—Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7

Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 3

Aug. 1—Life's Twists (Bessie Barriacale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6—Becky Strikes Out 1

May 30—Letty's Lost Legacy '

Mixed Husbands
J

The Taylor Made Wife
J

Downstairs and Up.

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Darling Mine (Olive Thomas) 5,000

Panthea (Norma Talmadge) 5,000

The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore) 5,000

The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien) S.000

The Flapper (Olive Thomas) 5,000

The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham) 5,000

The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000

The Poor Simp (Owen Moore) 5,000

The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000

Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special) ;

.

The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)

SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge) 5,000

Children Not Wanted (Edith Day) 6,000
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison) 5,000

Mountain Madness 6,000

Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney) 5,000
The Great Shadow 6,000
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling) 5,000
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis) 5,000

Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000
Taking the Count (William Collier) 5,000
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000

NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle) 5,000
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince) 5,000
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast) 5.000
Who Am I? (Special Cast) 5,000

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
Open the Bars 1

Hay Fever 1

Sweet Dynamite ' 1

COMICLASSIC
Not. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .2

Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam). . .2
Oct. 17—A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2

SUNSET BURRUD SCENICS
Nov. 7—Totem Land 1

Oct. 31—Dawnland 1

Oct. 24—Going North 1

Oct 17—The Highway of Wonderland 1

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Bubbles 1

Oct. 3—Dreams 1

Sept. 26—Up on the Farm 1

MORANTT COMEDIES
Oct. 31—Kids 1

Oct. 17—Guilty 1

CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 14—Who Am 1 2
Oct. 7—Home Rule 2

S^eiovedXVg^ TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seaa '

The City of Broken Old Men '

Recruiting in the Solomons
Lonely South Pacific Missions

J

Domesticating Wild Men
J

Cruising in the Solomons '

Saving Savages in the South Seas 1

ADVENTTTRE SCENICS
May 16—The Lone Trapper 1

May 2—Outlaw of the Wilderaess
j

The Tempest |

Waters of Destiny
j

Tree Magic 1

Ghosts of Romance
J

Sons of Salooskin '

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Riskv Business (Gladys Walton) S

West is West (Harry Carer) 5
Honor Bound (Frank Mayo) 3
Fixed by George (Lyons- Moran) 5
The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers) 5

Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak) 5
The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo) S

Sundown Slim (Harry Carey) 5

Pink Tights (Gladys Walton) 5

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6 '

The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast) 7
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals 6
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln) 6

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin) 2
A Prohibition Monkey 2 I

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo) .

Second. The Mushroom Bullet 2 I

First, Blood Money 2 |

RED RIDER SERIES

(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)

Sixth, The Timber Wolf 2
Fifth, The Forest Runners 2
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed 2
Third, Big Stakes 2
Second, The Girl and the .Law 2
First, A Son of the North 2

THE FLAMING DISK

(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)

Ninth. The Floating Mine 2
Eighth, Through Walls of Steel 2
Seventh, The Circle of Fire 2
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery 2
Fifth, On the Great Wall of China 2
Fourth, The Flaming Disk 2
Third, The Perilous Leap
Second, The Span of Life
First, The Rails of Dearth 2

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS

Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar Florence Haekett) . . 5

It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska) S

Human Passions (Lottie Tiltord) 5

Man and Woman (Betty Mason) 5

The Red Viper (Garetn Hughes) t
Vour Wife and Mine (Eve Doriagtou) 5

And the Children Pay (Carets Hughes) 7
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley—one every
month) 2

RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley) 5
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo) 5

Weekly Indigestion (one every week) 1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. S—The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith's) 7

Tune 27—Suds (Mary Pickford) 5

tw>. r,mWe S J™»« 13—The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) 6

Rcwe w^en^f:::::::::::::::;;::::;:::::::.:! ^ 30-Romance (Don. bS,.,.....v . ?

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason) 5

Cowboy Jazz 2

lay
Apr.
I

Dec

5—Down oa the Farm (Mack Sennett's) 5

18—Pollyanna (Mary Piekford) «
29—Wheat the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair-

banks) *"

Oct 20—Broken Blossom* (D. W. Grianth's) i

Sapt 1—Hi* Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-

banks) 8

Episodes Featuring

THE DRAGON'S NET

(Eighteen Two-Reel
Marie Walcamp)

Twelfth, Unmasked 2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril 2
Ninth, The Train of Death 2
Eighth, Trailed to Peking 2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2
Sixth, Captured in China 2
Fifth, A Jump for Life 2
Fourth, Into the Chasm 2
Third, A Watery Grave 2

CENTURY COMEDDZS
Hot Dog (Brownie) 2
A Fishy Story ( Monty-Jackson) 2
Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety) 2
A Lyin' Tamer ( Bowes-Lamont) 2
A Blue Ribbon Mutt ( Byron- Doretv) 2
Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorery-Prevost) 2
Should Tailors Trifle 2
Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont) 2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2
His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2
Love and Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2

STAR COMEDIES
Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert) r
Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Maids A-Courting ' 1

My Lady's Ankle 1

A Scream in Society 1
Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) 1

Where Is Mv Dog (Harry Mann) I
Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill-Burns) 1
Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette) 1,

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard) 1

Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1

RAINBOW COMEDDZS
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2
Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey) 2

A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

Release Information Continued on Page 3992
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"THE PLUNGER"
(Fox)

Story of Frenzied Finance Makes Ordinary Picture

THIS picture of frenzied finance and society started off like a whirl-

wind and for two reels furnished the spectator with a good line

of action and incident which was entirely consistent. In fact

it represented interesting melodrama, since the plot revolved around the

conflict in Wall Street. But after a murder, the picture deteriorated in

value and developed into a series of society high jinks with emphasis

placed upon the romantic element. In fact it almost reached comedy

proportions. The idea behind it is quite orthodox. There is the honest

broker and his unscrupulous underling who through some motive not

explained stages a murder so that his employer is blackmailed into be-

lieving himself guilty.

Logic jumps right out of the picture here because the honest broker

is represented as a dunce. His word should be as good as that of the

real murderer before a coroner's jury. Still he allows himself to be

ruined financially by the accusations of the other. This bullet seemed

to strike the victim in the back, still the affair is hushed up and marked

as
" suicide." From this point it is a fight between the unscrupulous vil-

lain and a self-made young broker for the love stakes. The latter has

bought the ruined financier's manor and a minor conflict is developed

between the proud daughter and the hero. She is determined to remain

in the house because of the sentiment attached to it. And she feels that

the plunger is attempting to humiliate her at every tum. It is not a con-

sistent drawing.

So the two play their little game, while father sits upstairs and broods

of his erstwhile success. The plunger had advised them to remain as

long as they see fit, but daughter shows bad bringing up through her con-

stant display of temper. The villain lurks about making his demands

upon his former employer. Being rich by this time his blackmail takes

the form of asking for the daughter's hand. So she consents, thinking

him the lesser of two evils. George Walsh, who appears as the hero, has

occasion to indulge in his athletic stuff and comes to the rescue just as

she is in the villain's coils. It is rather a tame fight placed in compari-

son with other encounters which have featured the star. In all the pic-

ture doesn't present much entertainment because of the overdrawn char-

acterization and loop-holes in the plot. A good deal of the action insults

the intelligence. It should draw with Walsh's followers.—Length, 5 reels.

—Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
"Take a Chance" Schuyler Ge°r8e.

Walsh
Alice Houghton .Virginia Valli

John Houghton «-.BJro
J

n P0^ 1
?,*?

Norman Yates Richard R. Neill

Mrs. Mullin u: Inez
,
Shannon

Jimmie Mullin Edward Bouldon
Beggs Irving Brooks
Dobbins .

Robert Vivian
Richard Dodge W. S. Harkins

By Thomas F. Fallon.
Directed by Dell Henderson.
Photographed by Charles Gilson.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
George Walsh, the athletic Fox star, will make his appearance at the

theatre next in "The Plunger," a vivid and romantic story of Wall
Street by Thomas F. Fallon. The picture was made under the direction of Dell
Henderson, who has provided a most capable supporting cast and has given it a

production entirely in keeping with the story. In "The Plunger" "Take a Chance"
Schuyler, a picturesque young broker on the "Street," buys the home of a fellow

broker whose ruin has been brought about by an unscrupulous employee—the
latter an unsuccessful suitor for the hand of the broker's daughter, Alice Houghton.
The girl resents young Schuyler's purchase of the home of her girlhood and

regards him as an intruder. She finally consents to marry the villain, thinking him
the lesser of two evils. Every kindness shown by "Chance" Schuyler is regarded
by the girl as an effort to humiliate her. There is a mysterious murder, an attempt
at kidnapping, and other unpleasant features to be disposed of in the story which
is charged with lively incident, romantic conflict and sentiment. George Walsh
gives his customary breezy performance as Schuyler and his support which includes
Virginia Valli is entirely praiseworthy. The picture is appropriately staged.

PROGRAM READER
"The Plunger" is the interesting title of the George Walsh picture which will be

the feature attraction at the next . All advance informa-
tion offers flattering evidence of an unusually entertaining production from the
standpoint of both story and scenic effects. It is a story of big business in Wall
Street and shows every interesting phase of hectic activity in the nation's financial
district. The love element is very strong in the production and it is well balanced
with the dramatic scenes. The settings are wellnigh perfect and the acting of
Mr. Walsh and his company is on a par with the finished production. The story
is by Thomas F. Fallon, the author of "While New York Sleeps."

SUGGESTIONS
George Walsh is a star who has a steady following. You might bring out that

he makes his appearance after several weeks' absence from your theatre. Tell
that the picture is an interesting account of big business in Wall Street and
that it offers the feverish drama which is daily enacted in this financial artery
of the country. Bring out also that the picture is well fortified in love interest.
Mention that Walsh is a breezy star who plays with the utmost enthusiasm.
Mention should be made of his leading woman, Virginia Valli, who has often
been called the woman with the perfect profile. Play up the author's name. H«
is responsible for "While New York Sleeps." Your folks should remember this
picture if you showed it. Te'l that "The Plunger" is an interesting drama of Wall
Street and is packed with good incident and romantic moments.

"WANDA'S AFFAIR"
(Chadwick-State Rights)

Badly Botched Picture Carries Little Interest

THE names of the author and director are not presented in " Wanda's

Affair," a state right picture featuring Ruby De Remer, which is

not to be wondered at considering the antiquated story and the

very bad direction. There is a fair amount of interest attached to a tale

of a self-sacrificing guardian who stoops to folly to save his adopted rela-

tive from shame, but it is developed in such an amateurish manner as to

lose its appeal. The guardian is represented as an inventor of a valuable

device to overcome submarine warfare. Which necessitates the introduc-

tion of the inevitable spy (Japanese this time) who must scheme and

scheme and scheme for three reels before his plan is frustrated.

The picture doesn't get anywhere because of the terrible cutting which

shows scene after scene without any continuity being visible. The director

has indulged in close-ups which come with such monotonous regularity as

to destrop any plot element. And these same close-ups discredit the play-

ers because they bring out their exaggerated acting. One has to guess at

the denouement and the steady picturegoer cannot go wrong when he sus-

pects the frustration of the spy's plan and the ultimate clinch between the

romancers. The matured guardian steps aside for the sake of the young

fellow and steps into the embrace when the latter turns to a girl who has

snubbed him through four reels. And she accepts him without a protest.

This is but a sample of how things are glossed over here. The plot

would be over in less time, but for the inevitable introduction of the

cabaret scene and another which shows the grand reception and ball. The
players simply walk around in circles waiting upon the director to shout

his orders. A crude touch is offered when the girls walk into the guardian's

home and appear in his bedroom out of curiosity. It is a daring scene

which shows him staging a compromise in order to recover some dam-

aging letters. It is so crudely executed and titled as to bring laughter.

The picture needs a thorough re-editing. New titles and judicious pruning

of irrelevant scenes would make it look better. The players are very
" actory " throughout and suffer from harsh lighting. The director has

cluttered up the backgrounds with enough furniture and effects to fill a

small hotel.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Bruce Donaldson Guy Coombs
Ethel Walling Ruby De Remer
Hazel Nelson Helen Arnold
Mark Hornbach John Reinhard
Anthony James Morrison
Countess Yura Yjjky Yanikura
Wanda Strong Christine Mayo

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The chief attraction at the theatre on of

week is " Wanda's Affair," a story of intrigue and romance and self-sacrifice. The
action revolves around a prosperous inventor whose " blue prints " are desired
by Japanese spies. Bruce Donaldson, the inventor in question, has perfected a
device to destroy submarines and it is the object of the Japs to weave a net of
intrigue around an American naval officer so that the prints may come into their
possession. Bruce is the guardian of Anthony, a young man recently returned from
college, who is carrying on a liaison with Wanda, a woman of shady reputation.
When he comes home he immediately falls in love with Ethel Walling, thus arous-
ing the jealousy of Wanda.
His guardian is also in love with Ethel, but gladly steps aside so that youth

may be drawn to youth. In a spirit of self-sacrifice he saves the voung man from
disgrace, although it brings humiliation to him. But the youth shows his manliness
by releasing himself thus permitting the guardian to find love's expression. As
for the blue prints the inventor rescues them in the nick of time. The picture
offers a line of interesting action which is punctuated with close-ups of the
charming Ruby De Remer, who gives a splendid performance. Others in the
cast are Guy Coombs, Christine Mayo, and James Morrison.

PROGRAM READER
He was a man who had considerable worry on his mind. Having just perfected

a device to destroy submarines, it behooved him to protect his plans. He also
discovered that his adopted heir was somewhat of a weakling. The youth was in

love with a beautiful girl but a certain indiscretion cropped up which necessitated
the guardian acting in a spirit of self-sacrifice. What did he do? Were his plans
stolen? Did he find love himself? What became of the boy? These questions
are answered in " Wanda's Affair," the feature picture which comes to the

theatre next with a cast headed by Ruby De Remer,
whose blonde loveliness stamps her as one of the real beauties of the screen. The
offering is marked for its story of intrigue, adventure and romance.

SUGGESTIONS
About the best bet to play here is to concentrate upon the names of the players.

If you have ever shown any pictures which featured Ruby De Remer, your crowd
should remember her, since her beauty is compelling. So play her name up big
and run stills of her if they are obtainable. Tell that she has won several beauty
prizes and that she formerly appeared in the Ziegfeld Follies. Mention the other
players. James Morrison, Guy Coombs and Christine Mayo are all well known to
your steady patrons. Tell that the picture offers a fascinating hour of mystery,
intrigue, romance and self-sacrifice.

CATCH LINES
He sacrificed his love for the girl out of respect for the youth although his heart

was breaking. Then the supreme moment of happiness came. See *' Wanda's
Affair."

She was in love with two men—one, a mere youth, the other, a man of middle
age. Did the three of them find happiness? See "Wanda's Affair."
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WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMaS
Superstition (Hoot Gibson) 2

Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson) , 2

The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2

Cenders (Hoot Gibson) 2

In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2

Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2

One Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2

The Grinning Granger 2

A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays—International News 1

Fridays —International News 1

Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
The Voice of Fools 5

The Prey «
Dollars and the Woman 6

The Sporting Duchess 7

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Romance Promoters 5

The Purple Cipher 5

A Master Stroke 5

Captain Swift 5

The Fortune Hunter 7

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble 5

The Whisper Market 5

Bab's Candidate 5

The Garter Girl 5

Deadline at Eleven 5

Human Collateral 5

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Back Yard 2

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet 5
The Sea Rider 5

The Flaming Clue 3
The Birth of a Soul S

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special

Cast 7
Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast 7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cur-,

wood's) Special Cast 7

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Suitor 2
The Stage Hand I
Solid Concrete 2
School Days 2
The Fly Cop 2
The Grocery Clerk I

0. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler o'f Men (Special Cast) 2
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) I
Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) I
The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) f
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan) .1

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) 2
The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman)....!

THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Morino.)
Fifteenth, The Accounting j
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret 2
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke 2
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate 2
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom 2
Tenth, A Demon's Device 2
Ninth, The Slide for Life J
Eighth, The Span of Death a
Seventh, Human Targets 2

Sixth, The.Fiery Furnace 2
Fifth, The Well of Despair 2
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air 2
Third, The Sea Demon 2
Second, The Quicksand 2
First, The Menace 2

HIDDEN DANGERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan and

Jean Paige)
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog 2
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape 2
Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit I
Twelfth, Human Bait 3
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret 2
Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge 2
Ninth, An Inch from Doom 2
Eighth, Hemmed In 3
Seventh, Hindoo Hate 2
Sixth, Springing the Trap 2
Fifth, Hands of Horror 2
Fourth, The Fatal Choice 3
Third, Plucked from Peril 3
Second, The Murder Mood 2
First, The Evil Spell 2

WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa) t

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity f

The Trap I

A Woman Alone I
Darkest Russia I

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour I

Stolen Voice I

Friday the 13th I

Human Driftwood

Notes From
Correspondents
(Continued from page 3955)

Theda Bara appeared at the theatre in

person in " The Blue Flame." The film

was held over for the first half of the
following week and was still going strong
when a legitimate attraction crowded it

out.

NEW ORLEANS
Nearly a hundred movie fans stam-

peded for exits in Pearce's Newcomb
theatre on Canal street recently when the
projection room caught fire. Quick ac-
tion of an automatic sprinkler kept the
blaze from spreading. The operator, N.
Breaux, escaped uninjured. Damage was
estimated by Manager E. Fassman at
about $500. The comedy film, " Sultan
of Djazz," was destroyed. The house
reopened next day.

Motion pictures of the Jefferson Par-
ish fair of last year were shown three
evenings on an open-air screen on Canal
street in New Orleans as a publicity stunt
to attract visitors to this year's fair. The
picture has been shown at a number of
the smaller houses in New Orleans.

NORTHERN
NEW YORK

Howard Brink has been appointed man-
ager of the local Robertson-Cole exchange
in place of P. H. Smith, who recently
resigned. Mr. Brink has been manager
at the Dooley office. Mr. Brink is one
veterans of the film business in Buffalo,

having started with Moe Mark and R,

Wagner at the old Penny Arcade in
lower Main street a dozen years ago. He
was manager of the Hippodrome in lower
Main street, the Comique next to Hen-
gerer's store and the Fillmore on Fill-
more avenue. He has been associated
as salesman with Famous Players, Uni-
versal, Independent Sales company and
W. L. Sherry. He assumed the duties
of his new office Monday, November 8.

Shea's North Park theatre will open
Sunday, November 21, with Wallace Reid
in " What's Your Hurry," and Buster
Keaton in " One Week." Art Ames, for-
merly of the Circle, will be manager.
The house, which is in the heart of the
growing North Park section, has a seat-
ing capacity of 1,400 on one floor. Har-
old B. Franklin will be managing di-
rector.

The Ward Film Distributing company,
I. Ward manager, has opened a tempor-
ary office at 13 Milnor street. The com-
pany has purchased the state rights on
" The Great White Trail." starring Doris
Kenyon. Mr. Ward, who is known to
the toys as " Mose," has been with
Pathe, Select, Mutual, Republic and
Famous Pictures Sales.

Harry E. Lotz, manager of the Buffalo
Realart exchange, is drawing near the
100 mark in this territory. Almost that
number of exhibitors have now signed
up for the franchise. Among recent
signees are the Majestic, Cohoes

;
Rex,

Samt Johnsville; Varsity. Syracuse; Hip-
podrome, National and Elite, Niagara
Falls and Regent, Lyons. Mr. Lotz has
been in Pittsburg for several days. The
Palace theatre, Howard P. Smith, man-
ager, has signed up for the Realart fran-
chise in Buffalo.

F. M. Messiter and N. R. Hurley, have
come to Buffalo from the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky sales school in New York to
join the local exchange sales staff. They
will succeed J. Walter Bengough and
D. W. Fish, both of whom have re-
signed. F. C. Cresswell. head of the
school, was in Buffalo, November 5-7.
Allan S. Moritz, manager, reports the

Crescent, Syracuse, signing up for 100
per cent Paramount. The Eckel and
Strand in the same city have booked a
large number of productions.

E. O. Weinberg, acompanied by Mrs.
Weinberg, attended the opening of the
new Mark-Strand in Albany, Monday
evening, November 8. Mr. Weinberg is

manager of the local Strand. Mr. and
Mrs. Weinberg also visited New York
city.

M. A. Chase of Universal and Henry
W. Kahn of Metro are members of a
committee arranging for the shipment of
films through western New York by par-
cel post. The local express companies
have been giving such poor service that
the exchanges have been forced to make
other arrangements for getting their pro-
ducts to exhibitors on time.

C. A. Taylor, general manager of Gar-
diner Pictures, Inc., was the guest of
honor at a birthday party put on in the
Lafayette hotel by T. R. Gardiner, presi-

dent, Thursday evening, November 4.
" Buck " was presented with a pair of
diamond cuff links by T. R. The mem-
bers of the Gardiner staff were in at-

tendance. " Buck " is said to be between
30 and 50 years ago. Howard Brink
claims he is younger than "Buck" which,
if true, makes C. A. about 85.

Herman Lawrence has succeeded Ar-
thur Ames as manager of the Circle, one
of the General Theatres Corporation
houses. Lawrence has been working in

the office of the company. Ames goes
to Shea's new North Park.

T. R. Gardiner, president of Gardiner
Pictures, Inc., has been in Philadelphia
for a conference with one of the big
producers in connection with the taking
over of the world rights on a big pro-
duction now in the making and for the
closing of the final details of which Mr.
Gardiner will leave for Los Angeles De-
cember 1, where he will remain two
months. Business is brisk on " The
County Fair," which this company is

distributing in New York, north of West-
chester county.

P. Shaver has left the Pathe office
where he was a salesman. He has been
succeeded by Fenton Lawlor, who will
cover the Rochester district. Mr. Law-
lor has been representing Pathe in the
Southern tier.

George A. Hickey, manager of the
Goldwyn exchange, was in Syracuse over
the week-end, November 5 to 7, when he
screened " Earthbound.," for ministers
and city officials in the Savoy theatre.
Mr. Hickey plans to screen the produc-
tion in all the key cities of the territory
and it is probable that the subject will
have an extended presentation in Buffalo
at one of the legitimate houses.

Bruce Fowler, manager of the Elm-
wood theatre, in presenting " Humor-
esque," for a three day run, offered Anna
Jossefer, violiniste, in a masterful rendi-
tion of Dvorak's " Humoresque," and
a prominent local Cantor who sang, "Eli,
Eli " during the overture period. The
production broke all records at the Elm-
wood.

Bob Murphy, Pioneer Pilot, was in

Rochester the week of November 1

screening " The Son of Tarzan." He
closed first-run on this subject with the
Strand theatre and second at the Empire,
Rose Garden, Lincoln. Empress and
Murray. Byron Interbitzen has returned
from a trip through northern New York
where he reports business in excellent
shape. J. L. Cook, who is in the Ro-
chester territory for Pioneer, is signing
up " Son of Tarzan," contracts right and
left.

N. I. Filkins, manager of the Merit
exchange in the Palace theatre building,
reports that his company will release this

month Maude Fealy in "Love's Triumph"
and Mignon Anderson in " When a

Woman Sins." " The Hawk's Trail," a
new Merit serial, is going big.

Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea's Hippodrome, celebrated Armi-
stice Week with a special patriotic pro-
gram that evoked great enthusiasm at

each performance.
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"THE VICE OF FOOLS"
(Vitagraph)

A Well Produced Society Picture Weakening in the End

THIS Alice Joyce feature starts off at a fine clip. At the half way

mark, it is going strong, but at the finish the interests slowly dies

down. In the first place there is not the climax that there should

be. The ending is always obvious. This of course, is not unusual, hut one

expects a more novel solution of the difficulties that confront the main

characters. It is simply a story of a man who marries the wrong girl, goes

through to the end of the picture before discovering his mistake and then

obtains a divorce to marry the right girl. An audience cannot be held

breathless by the business of the star '"saving the honor" of the man she

loves, by preventing his wife to elope with another.

There is a mighty capable cast in "The Vice of Fools." Alice Joyce

wears many beautiful gowns, impresses with her whimsical personality,

and leaves the suggestion of a woman's hidden love in a capable manner.

Robert Gordon is again her leading man, very well cast as an irresponsible,

exuberant young man who sees only the flashy beauty of a debutante and

is blind to the truer devotion of the affectionate star. Ellen Cassity,

William Tooker, and Raymond Bloomer are also in the cast.

There is good direction behind the feature and the high society atmos-

phere carries a distinct audience appeal. There is not merely one ball-

room scene, but a continued suggestion of richness and social niceties. In

fact the sub-titles are overburdened with clever repartees in the beginning.

The story revolves around the hidden love of a wealthy girl for her

father's partner. The two have been brought up together since childhood.

Cameron (Robert Gordon) is infatuated with a debutante and she, in a fit

of jealousy, announces their engagement. After the marriage she wearies

of him and is about to run off with another man when Marion (Alice

Joyce) intervenes—being even willing to risk her own honor for the sake

of the man she loves. She carries her self-sacrifice so far that it becomes

a bit trying on an audience.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Marion Rogers V;

Ahce J05rce

Diana Spaulding Ellen Cassity

Cameron West Robert Gordon
Granville Wingate Raymond Bloomer
Stewart Rogers William Tooker
Mrs. Rogers Elizabeth Garrison

Mrs. Sapulding Agnes Everett

Story by Francis James.
Adapted by Graham Baker.
Directed by Edward Griffith.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Alice Joyce, the popular Vitagraph star, appears in an excellent society picture

at the theatre on . " The Vice of Fools " is the title

of this interesting photoplay. It revolves about Marion Rogers, played by Miss
Joyce, and Cameron West, a part enacted by Robert Gordon, who has won for

himself a host of followers by his work in support of the star. These two have
been brought up together since childhood, and the sisterly attection of Marion has
gradually changed to a womanly love. Cameron, however, becomes infatuated
with society and society's debutantes. Marion sees him being won from her by
the unscrupulous methods of the society butterflies whose only occupation in life

is playing the love game. So it is a case of an honest woman fighting against
competitors who stop at no means to accomplish their ends.

Robert Gordon, who is fast becoming one of the screen's most popular leading
men, will be starred in pictures himself. Another well known player in the cast
is William Tooker. " The Vice of Fools " will be shown at the
theatre for

'

days. For a picture devotee who likes to see a good
society picture, no feature will suit him better.

PROGRAM READER
Alice Joyce in a new society picture will sound like pretty good news to all

followers of the screen and the screen's stars. " The Vice of Fools," this star's
latest Vitagraph production, will be the attraction at the theatre on

It is a charming, clean, entertaining drama liberally interspersed
with comedy, which offers the star every opportunity to impress with her delightful
personality. Four parties figure in the romance, and all four are in love—but no
two with each other. Surely an interesting problem. Things straighten out in
the end. They always do in the movies, of course, but its how they straighten
out that makes " The Vice of Fools " so interesting. Playing opposite the star is
Robert Gordon and others in the cast are William Tooker, Ellen Cassity and
Raymond Bloomer. " The Vice of Fools " will be shown for days.

SUGGESTIONS
• It would be well to tell the nature of this picture in your advertising. That is,

state that is a dramatic, four-cornered love story, of wealthy New York. Then
go on boosting the star, recalling " The Prey," " The Sporting Duchess," and
" Dollars and the Woman." There is an attractive special one sheet in the form
of a photograph of the star which we think will be more attractive than a scene
from the picture. Mention also Robert Gordon, for we think that this young man
has gained attention by his work opposite Alice Joyce. William Tooker may be
recalled if you hove shown him in "The Stealers." You can run a teaser cam-
paign based on the title, or dress a doorman in a fool's costume with cap and bells.

CATCH LINES
A story of a four-cornered love affair, with no two of the four in love with each

other. A charming story of New York society.

Alice Joyce is more appealing than ever in her latest drama of wealthy New YorkThe most attractive romance that the theatre has shown in many
a day.

Dead Men Tell No Tales

"THE U. P. TRAIL"
(Benj. B. Hampton-Hodkinson)

First Class Melodramatic Western With Fine Cast

VERY reminiscent of the old Triangle -Kay Bee's is this melodrama

of the early days of the Union Pacific with its prairie schooners,

Indians, border town saloons, actors carrying shooting irons to be

used with or without provocation and actresses in the dress of the period

playing the dance hall girls, etc.

It is rather an episodic picture that has been made from Mr. Grey's

novel, with a familiar story, but for those who are partial to western drama

it ought to prove interesting and thrilling. No Kay-Bee was ever turned

out which boasted of better detail, more careful selection of types, better

handling of big scenes, more consistent bits of incident or better acting.

The cast is also quite " Kay-Beeish," for we have Robert McKim as the

bad-bad man, Kathlyn Williams as a good-bad woman, Joe Dowling as a

professional gambler and a score of lesser lights who have made western

picture history, all in real parts. The somewhat obvious plot is counter

balanced by unusually good development of incident and there is plenty

of action in every sequence. True it is that most everybody gets shot up
considerable before the end of the last reel and the heroine, Marguerite

De La Motte, very pretty and appealing, has a terrible time before she is

finally permitted to "live happy ever after" with Roy Stewart, but all

these things are expected in a picture of this class.

The best acting role goes to Kathlyn Williams as " Beauty," the dance

hall favorite. Mr. McKim has a traditional part, while Walter Perry,

Charles B. Murphy and Mr. Dowling give excellent characterizations. Mr.

Stewart's part doesn't give him much to do.

The scenic locations are excellent, photography above the average and

the direction competent. Without doubt this is the best production to be

made from one of Mr. Grey's books. It ought to go over in any house

where western's are not taboo, if there are any such.—Length, 7 reels.

—

1

J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST

Beauty Stanton Kathlyn Williams
Jose Durade Robert McKim
Allie Lee Marguerite De La Motte
Warren Neale Roy Stewart
Place Hough Jos. J. Dowling
Fresno Frederick Starr
Larry "Red" King Charles B. Murphy
Ruby Cortez Virginia Caldwell
Casey Walter Perry
Slingerland George Berrell

Continuity by William H. Clifford.
Directed by Jack Conway.
Photography by Harry Vallejo.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
A love story of surpassing sweetness built on the old tried and true triangle

combination between two women and a man, is the foundation of Benjamin B.
Hampton's great photoplay, "The U. P. Trail," released through W. W. Hodkinson,
which began a week's run at the theatre yesterday.
The man in the case is young "Warren Neale," handsome and gallant, dashing

and accomplished, played in a thoroughly fitting manner by Roy Stewart.
Kathlyn Williams is seen in the most powerful role of her screen career as a

brilliant, beautiful heartbreaker, proprietress of a huge palace of joy", whose heart
and soul fall victim to Cupid at last.

Beautiful little Marguerite De La Motte gives another of her charming ingenue
characterizations in the role of the innocent heroine, "Allie Lee."
"The U. P. Trail," taken from the famous novel of the same name by Zane

Grey, is one of the sweetest love stories ever told. The pure, innocent love of
the little girl for the young engineer, the vivid soul passion of the woman of the
world for him, and his own great and tender love for the girl with another sort of
love that is half of friendship, half of attraction for "Beauty," gives a sentimental
interest to "The U. P. Trail," that has proven universally pleasing.

PROGRAM READER
A mighty sweeping romance of love, high adventure, and human emotion comes

to the theatre in "The U. P. Trail," Benjamin B.
Hampton's powerful production of Zane Grey's famous novel.
An extraordinarily large cast of well-known artists interpret the roles, including

Robert McKim, Kathlyn Williams, Marguerite De La Motte, Joseph J. Dowling.
It is a stirring story about the West in the days when the Union Pacific R. R.
was pushing its steel rails toward the Pacific that Mr. Grey has written and a
faithful and vivid translation of the work has been made for the screen. Indians,
prairie schooners, the border town saloons and all the other traditional things that
go with the history of the frontier days are reproduced. The story is one carrying
universal appeal while the acting of the superior cast has never been excelled.
This is the sort of melodrama that will never become passe and lovers of pictures
that have action and incident must certainly see it. The direction is by Jack
Conway, who knows his historical West and is able to reproduce it.

SUGGESTIONS
The methods used to put over other of Zane Grey's pictures will be found

equally effective with this offering. Western lobby displays, the use of a lot of
stills, the headlining of the big cast of favorite actors and also the author of the
novel is advised. A prologue number that ties up with the songs ot the period
among which are "Silver Threads Among the Gold," "Sweet Alice Ben Bolt,"
will add to your presentation.

CATCH LINES
The greatest picture ever made from a Zane Grey book.
A vivid screen story of the days when the U. P. was an engineering dream,

enacted by an all star cast, among which is Kathlyn Williams, Robert McKim,
and famous "Old Joe Dowling," hero of "The Miracle Man" and a hundred other
great pictures. A romance of the days when men and women, coming from God
knows where, fought and died, lived and loved, laughed and cursed, in the golden
West, told by a master hand, Zane Grey.



Motion Picture News

Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete listof all feature pictures for the last twenty weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors

who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all

opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-
age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports

from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.

All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of

this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to July 17, 1920.

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

ADORABLE SAVAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS AUG. 14 CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. II
" Colorful picture on a time-worn formula."—M. P. News. " Entertaining pioture with Ueighan as a star."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Several parts of this picture are unusual but the Exhibitor Comment—" Has met with much favor. Good money maker."

public does not seem to get enthusiastic about the local color and scenery " Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining
of this feature. Fair receipts." qualities." Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box

office returns were very good." " A bully fine picture, with popular plot.

ARABIAN KNIGHT, AN (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SES- Going like wild fire here and getting the best press notices." " Sev«n
SUE HAYAKAWA AUG. 28 days to capacity. Picture well liked but those who saw the stage play

" Japanese star versatile in good production."—M. P. New. not satisfied." " This is a good production as far as entertainment goes
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture Interested them and It did big business but it brought only average business."

for three days." Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL OCT 1ARE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON NOV. 6 " Talky picture made from stage satire."—if. P News
"Rather inconsequental for feature length."—if. P. News. Exhibitor Comment—"A fair picture. Picture drew well for first two

BEGGAR IN PURPLE; A (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL
days

;
rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts."

CAST NOV. 13 CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-
" Good production given average story."—M. P. News. LIAM S. HART OCT. 3

" Has plenty of action and should please."—if P. News.
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23 Exhibitor Comment—"Pleasing picture but we had about average bust-

" Novel story given rich production."—if. P. News. ness." "Well up to the average of Wm. S. Hart's pictures and should be
Exhibitor Comment—" Very entertaining picture. Crowded my house every a good drawing card at all theatres where he Is popular. We did excel-

showing. Box-office results very good." lent business with this picture for one week." " The combination of a
popular star and a good picture, and the result is good business."

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. SO Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
" This would l00k better a* a tW °-reel ^P^ick."-M. P. News. CROOKED STREETS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-

BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11 TON AUG. 7
" Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnum's latest."—if. P. News. " Melodrama is long on atmosphere, short on plot and suspense."—Jf: P.
Exhibitor Comment—" Only average picture but drew fairly well." " This News.

picture contains a good story with plenty of pep. The audience was Exhibitor Comment—" Good for a return date." " Played this picture one
pleased and receipts were gratifying." week to average business six days and big business one day." " Rather

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller." good melodrama ; pretty good business." " A great picture. Exciting
„,.-„.„ (M nTljru VTnT . tiama nw •* tTom start t0 finish. Had the house spellbound on opening night and
B

, ni JiZt o?iL ti ttiSft »"ir"b"ir'Z~: • lf dld tremendous business all the following performances. Seldom is a
"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story." if. P. News. picture so universally liked." " Packed 'em on this. Ethel Clayton

BLUE STREAK McCOY (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY AUG. 7 most popular woman star on Paramount program in this territory. The
" Enjoyable western melodrama with star in likable role,"—if. P. News. picture was great, and they liked It from the very start. Fine business

throughout."
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE., OCT. 23 Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

" Story of dual personality fairly interesting."—if. P. News." '
e y CUMBERLAND ROMANCE, A (REALART PICTURES) MARY

BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) SEPT. 18 MILES MINTER AUG. 11
" plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story."—if. P. News. " M. M. Minter's best—a real picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture not up to the previous high standard of Exhibitor Comment—" A very eood picture which pleased and did eood

the star, Norma Talmadge." " Very big business, but picture criticised for business for one week." " Played it two days to average business."
slow action." " Did well with this, though Mary Miles Minter's popularity has dropped

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller." a bit because of her persistently saccharine roles. This is as good as her

BRANDING IRON. THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23 Con^e^s^^oVod'victure aood puller"" tstor,/ of primitive passions is rather overdone."—AI . P. News. consensus uooa picture, gooa puuer.

Exhibitor Comment—"An entertaining production. Business good during CUPID—THE COWPUNCHER (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS AUG. 7
run." " Great entertainment with star in ideal role."—if. P. News.

BREATH OF THE GODS, THE (UNIVERSAL-JEWEL) AUG. 7 Exhibitor Comment—"A good Will Rogers picture which drew more than
" 4rtistir production, and ttar't nhilitv raise Japanese utorv."— If. P. average audiences for seven days with exceptionally good Saturday and

BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH. . . .NOV. 6 Sunday business."
'• Hobart Husworth scores in vigorous story of the sea."—M. P. News. „. ______ „«___„.- , „ . „„„„„„ „ . . T „ _

CHALLENGE OF THE LAW. THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .OCT. 23 CW,AI
,?? <FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD. . . .

.
.OCT. 18

"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama."—if. P. News. "Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development. if. P. News.

CHEATER. THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON AUG. 7 Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business Katherine Me-
" Fair entertainment on a " Miracle Man " sort of theme."—M. P. News. Donald appears to be growing more popular. Ka therine MacDonald
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture. Name of stage production drew gave entire satisfaction Picture well produced. Splendid supporting cast

well Business good " Business very good. " It s by far the best acting Katherine MacDonald

CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, THE (METRO-SPECIAL) VIOLA h
.
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Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well all week. Excellent picture. Viola Dana CYNTHIA-OF-THE-MINUTE (GIBRALTA-HODKINSON) LEAH
is an especial favorite." " Fair picture. Drew average audience." " Fair LaIRD JULY 24
picture to average business." " Picture fair ; business no better." " Good " Novel crook story suffers from development."—if. P. News.
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ConIensus—"Arerage picture, average puller"
" Fair picture, jhe star is the drawing c«d " " Very poor pictnrfc

rvrv ni maqitq twit ^dipiuohut icTrpurri cnmrsT box-office receipts are terrible." "Alice Brady s performance semed

WARWICK
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT

rather dlsapp0&ting. plcture ordinary. Poor business one day."

"Warwick's latest UweiiWfiedt Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

if P. News. DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. 13

Exhibitor Comment—"A good picture which pleased. Two days to aver- "Vivid, 'punchy' story; production excellent."—if. P. News.
age and poor business." " Average picture to average business three DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
days." CAST SEPT. 11

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller." " Cost a lot of money but is doubtful as entertainment."—if. P. News.

Box Office Reports continued on page 3995
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Exhibitors' Own Box Office Reports
(Continued from page 3994)

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

DEVIL'S GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL
BARRYMORE NOV. 6

'• ixatntr y .« «*.,m< story, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.

DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
H- rt.. <• „€> with tamtHai «»«w* situat%••»»."—M H. ^ ews.

DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 6
•• i*ume n u fitting moment » this ru»i <• story."—il. N. News.
DRAG HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM NOV. 6

" If they like Furnum, it's a good bet.''—id. P. News.
DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE ( HAM PTON-HODKI NSON )

SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25
"Picture ix heavy and morbid, though icell acted."—if. P. News.

EYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER NOV. 13
" Mary Miles ilinter scores in story of pathos and sentiment."—if. P. News.

FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 13

" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines."—M. P. Netws.

FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture."—if. P. Neics.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER SEPT. 18
" A good production Jrom all angles."—M. P. News.

FIGHTING CHANCE, THE (PARAMOU NT-ART CRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST JULY 31

"Robert W. Chambers' best-seller provides fair entertainment."—M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture which pleased my patrons.

Played it two days to big and average business." " Played this picture
one week to big business ; a good production." " Opened strong. Good
picture of popular brand." " Very good film. The public agrees, for
business has been very good." " This picture was very well liked and had
a succssful run."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

FICKLE WOMEN (DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTION-STATE
RIGHTS) DAVID BUTLER AUG. 21

" David Butler has real state rights attraction."—if. P. News.
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31

" Buck Jones practically duplicates hie last picture."—if. P. News.

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

"Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast."—if. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment—" Charles Ray well liked by our audiences and fea-

ture played to better than average business." " Very fine picture.
Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking house
records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture make It well
worth seeing and my bouse was well filled at each performance. Fact
that it played on the stage drew many people." " Charles Ray always
entertaining and patrons welcomed him in a role far removed from his
seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-
lently produced."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN NOV. 6
" Lyons ana Muran produce successful farce.''—if. P. News.

FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY NOV. 13
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting."—if. P. Neics.

FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-
BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16

" An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—if. P. News.
FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT

WARWICK SEPT. 11
" Borne entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-
rected, well produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him In advertising and it helped
some. Personally think Warwick is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Consensus—Oood picture, good puller."

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook story, with George Walsh, well directed."—if. P.

News.
'FULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18

" Stage farce loses its punch on the screen."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."

" Below average business, as all Wasbburns are in these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-
ner's Dress Suit " is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
business with ." " Played it two days to average business. A good
picture."
Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

GAUNTLET, THE (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY AUG. 21
" Poor treatment put* thi» one in the medinrrr < Uish "— If. P. News.

GILDED DREAM. THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS OCT. 23
'• Common/jlarr «to«-M developed along traditional lines."—if. P. News.

GIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET JULY SI

" A splendid production from all angles."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good story. It drew welL Two days to average

bust ness."
GO AND GET IT (NEILAN-PIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST. .JULY 31

" Fast-moving melodrama furnishes thrills and excitement."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Splendid, snappy picture and a first-class box office

attraction. Packed house and lobby every night It was shown."
" Strong melodrama. Its sensationalism draws big crowds." " A real
thriller which was boosted by all the critics and which drew the
crowds." " Splendid picture full of action Played to big audiences."
" A picture with life and interest. It is a true representation of real
life and takes well with the audiences. A feature that will be an
asset to any theatre."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good putter."
GOINO SOME (REX BEACH-GO LDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JULY 31
" Very g—4 entertaniment but not much like the original."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it five days to big business." " Just an aver-

age feature to average business thre* days. " Played It one week to
good business." " Picture fairly good ; business so-so." " Good action
In this picture made It draw well and we had more than usual business."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

GOOD-BAD WIFE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

" Uootl production given rather illogical story."—if. P. News.

GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGE OCT. 16

" Stars popularity may get it by."—if. P. News.
GREAT REDEEMER. THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" Fan Loan contribute* another winner."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not the kind the public will pay
money to see. It's too religious. Screen Is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to justify longer than one
week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. Tbe
patrons say there Is " Just enough " religion in the picture." " Religious
picture. Fair business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

GREEN FLAME, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN
KERRIGAN JULY 14

" Kerrigan has Interesting detective story here."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" J. Warren Kerrigan well liked here, and the picture

played to good business."

GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-
TON OCT. 9

" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences "

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

HAIRPINS (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT. . .AUG. 14
" Sullivan has taken a familiar Idea and made it throb with lifelike

touches."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A pleasing production to average business for one

day." " Seemed to please. Week's audiences were about the average-
Picture was fair." " Fine picture that is being thoroughly appreciated.
It opened to nice business which grew daily, indicating that the public
likes this type of entertainment." " Good picture. Business about
usual." " Good picture but business about as usual."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. 30
•• Well acted and directed, but development sujjers."—M. P. Nens.

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. 30

" Favorite formula given rich production."—M. P. Neus.
Exhibitor Comment—" Regarded this as just a fair picture and drew aver-

age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
more than usual business."

HEADIN* HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)
BABE RUTH OCT. 2

" Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—if. P. News.

HEART OF A FOOL, THE (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—if. P. News.

HEART OF TWENTY, THE (BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON-COLE)
ZASU PITTS AUG. M

" Zasu Pitts gives good performance."—if. P. News.
HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL

CAST OCT. t
" Ctvil war romance looks good as a picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture. Fair business."

HELD IN TRUST (LOEW-METRO SPECIAL) MAY ALLISON AUG. 21
" Incongruity and sadness mars entertainment value.—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The best picture May Allison has ever appeared in, is

the opinion of a manager and of his patrons." " Action well sustained
throughout. Fine picture. Doing well." " May Allison getting more
popular here. Picture pleased all classes." Picture has plenty of
action and a very remarkable dog In It. Business average." " We found
this to be a good picture as regards box office receipts and an entertain-

ing production."
Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET OCT. 2

" Too light and vapid for a flve-reeler."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture to average business for one

week." " This is an average production which brought usual business."
" A good picture to poor business one day."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4
" Impossible story overacted and hardly entertaining."—if. P. News.

HERITAGE (W. L. ROUBERT PRODUCTION-STATE RIGHTS)
MATTY ROUBERT AUG. 21

" Worth a trial on strength of title."—if. P. News.

HIDDEN CODE, THE (SULMAC-PIONEER) GRACE DAVISON. . .JULY 31
" Frankly a thriller and nothing more."—if. P. News.

HITCHIN' POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4
" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praiseworthy picture."—if.

P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A picture that would appeal te any audience. The

people in this city like the Mayo productions."

HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Rural drama is interesting despite a theatrical touch."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture
patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A very good picture. Filled house entire week." " An average picture

In all ways. Pleased, but had no box-office draft."
Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HONEST HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. 25
" Rogers scores again in human, likeable role."—if. P. Neirs.

Exhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience
seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-

tertaining feature and brought a well filled bouse at each performance."
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HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LU BIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Old time western full of real cowboys and has action galore."—if. P.

HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment— " This picture took well and brought good box office

returns."

HOPE, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
"Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Corking ghost story that pleased them all. Played

to excellent business throughout week to universally satisfied audiences."

HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-
REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2

"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story."—if. P. News.
HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25

" Farcial development of Fitzuerald's comedy drama."—if. P. News.
IN FOLLY'S TRAIL (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MEYERS AUG. 28
" Carmel Meyers attractive in mild, interesting story."—M. P. Newt.

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good pro-
ductions, which brought the crowds."

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Best ever if you went to boarding school."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

" Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business for the entire week." " Only liked by those
who etnjoy Mary Roberts Rinehart's humor. Business far below normal."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

JACK-KNIFE MAN, THE (VIDOR-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST AUG. 14

" Human interest story rich in characterization, humor and atmosphere."—
if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture. Exhibitors say so. Critics say so,
but the public is slow to appreciate it. So unusual, so different from
what is generally seen on the screen. A picture that is ahead of the
times. Did only fair both downtown and In neighborhood section."

JAILBIRD, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

"Rather obvious, but fairly diverting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played last week and drew about average crowds.

Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair." " Not so good as the
McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story, but acting of this
popular pair keeps the interest going until the finish. Did fair business."
" They all came—but they were disappointed. In point of business, it
did very well. But I don't like to disappoint my people. They expected
something as fine and peppy as 'What's Your Husband Doing?' and
"Mary's Anklee." MacLean does good work in a typical Charles Ray
part—but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."

Consensus-—" Average picture, average puller."

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" (IM time favorite make* moss cnrpred nirturp ''—if P Neiv.i
KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER. NOV. 6

" Otis Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production."—
M. P. News.

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

" Mediocre picture made from best seller."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Story criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like It. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,
but class is limited. Each of her pictures does just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-
tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
of her best. Fair amount of business." " A good picture to extra big
and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.

LA LA LUCILLE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS AND MORAN JULY 24
" Lyons and Moran produce a good comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best comedies we have ever had."
Exhibitor Comment—" This is excellent in spots—but there were only a

few spots. Played it on the same program with the Pathe release
' Sherry ' to big business for two days."

LAW OF THE YUKON, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment."—M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. 16
"Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum is one of the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."
LIFE'S TWTST (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE JULY 31

" Has entertaining values which should interest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good. Played it three days to big business."

LIGHT WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. 9

" Not above the average."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Helen Jerome Eddy Is fair in this picture. Business

as usual."

LI TING LANG (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE HAYA-
KAWA JULY 24

" Hayakawa at his best as Americanized Chinaman."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture to extra big business for one day."

LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY NOV. 13
" Netw star's first picture mildly interesting."—M. P. Newt.

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. 2

"Dorothy Oish scores in story filled with hokum."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture affords real entertainment for moat

any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." * Star at her best.
Picture only fair. Business no better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
LITTLE WANDERER, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON AUG. IS

" Heavier-than-usual story does not suit Shirley Mason."—M. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which played my bouse three days

to big business."

LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 4

" Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks to
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A
pleasing picture which brought more than normal business." " Eight-
day engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still very valuable."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture. Better houses last two days than
when picture opened."

LOVE MADNESS (J. PARKER READ-HODKINSON) LOUISE
GLAUM AUG. 21

"Excellent crook story; finely acted and produced."—M. P. Neva.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew good-sized audiences for seven day run. More

sex stuff which appeals to some, but is ' passed by ' by most patrons."
*' A pretty good picture but a poor box-office attraction." ' Name of
photoplay drew rather large audiences. Star at her best in her emotional
role. Business not bad." " The essence of mellow melodrama. No good
as an attraction for those who look for plausibility in a photoplay.
Glaum displays her usual intenseness. Not a great picture, but one that
will make money wherever patrons like thrills. Played to fair business."
" Louise Glaum well liked here and picture presented her in ideal role.
Did very good business with it throughout week."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."
LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-

VIVIENNE OSBORNE OCT. 16
" Rtory has distinctive appeal.''—if. P. News.

MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION) LINA CAVA-
LIERI NOV. 6

" A i~i rage production utur* Cavalieri."—J/. P. Neirs.
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA OCT. 16

" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—if. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew big houses each day. This city has large

number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
were exceptionally pleased with it." " Naziraova popular here. House
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova pic-
turets has affected the box office." "The crowds came to see this picture
because they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazimova. Drew well for
entire week. " Worst Nazimova picture ever produced and shows plainly
lack of direction and lack of judgment in picking story. Another picture
like this and Nazimova is finished."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. 9

" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced.''—if. P.
News.

Exhibitor Comment—" This is a fair picture, its only value being the fact
that it was made before." " Medium business." " Pauline Frederick's
greatest picture and one of the best productions ever offered by Goldwin.
Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business
during entire week. Held- over for second week's run." " Wonderful
production. Pauline Frederick is at her best. This picture went over
extra big, making the biggest week in months." " Great picture.
Audiences seemed to like this one very much. Big business during run."
" The best work Pauline Frederick has ever done. Picture built for
acfcipg more than action." " Opened tdo very poor business : competition
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Busi-
ness, total, very good. A fine picture—a classic".

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
MAN AND HIS WOMAN (BLACKTON-PATHE) HERBERT RAW-

LINSON • JULY 14
" Resembles an old-time melodrama with all the favorite hokum intaet."—

if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" While this seems to be a big picture, its drawing

power was very poor."
MAN WHO DARED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL AUG. 14

" Probably Russell's best work to date."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—-" The picture is fair and brought the usual audiences."

MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. 16
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride."—if. P .News.

MASTER MIND. THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. »

" Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average

houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
" Large audiences. Very good attraction." " Powerful and very high
grade picture which did better than average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.. SEPT 25

" Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending."—if. P.
Xeirs.

Exhibitor Comment—" Big picture which drew more than usual business."
" A good picture which drew well." " Filled two houses during a simul-
taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we had poor
business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
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MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. II
"Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness."

MISFIT WIFE, THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE JULY 11
" Often told story is fairly well done."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair picture which played my bouse one we«k to

average business."

MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-
TON (FEB. 1) JAN. 1)

« Satisfied from all angle*."—U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Ah average picture which did big business for thre*

days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This Is a very
poor offering, and we had dull business during run."

Consensus—" A verage picture, average puller."

MOON MADNESS (HAWORTH - ROBERTSON - COLE) EDITH
STORY JULY SI

" Commonplace story has artistic settings."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"They liked this one and it played to big business

for one day."

MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6
'• Hectic melodrama may draw in the neiyliborhood houses."—if. P. News.

MUTINY OF THE ELSINORE, THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
MITCHELL LEWIS JULY 11

" Rich entei tainment in this realistic Jack London story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Opened big and gave entire satisfaction. An agree-

able change for our patrons." " Very good action-drama. This pleased
those of the audience who liked plenty of rough-and-tumble stuff. Good
box-office attraction."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in thiti picture."—if. P. News.
NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-

IAL CAST OCT. 30
" Probably the best Beach picture yet produced."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not much. Did fair business."

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATH-
ERINE MACDONALD AUG. 28

" Katherine UacDonald in drama of divorce scandal."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Average picture with well liked star. Played to
average business three days." " Good picture bringing more than usual
business." " Only fair picture, but is drawing good on account of title
and star's reputation for wearing clothes." This picture was not up

business."
Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

"Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—if. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Entertaining picture. Business about as usual."

OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE NOV. 13
"Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs."—if. P. News.

OLD FASHIONED BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY .NOV 13

"Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over."—if. P. News.
ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18
"Average comedy which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences." " Only an average picture. Average business one day."
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY

PHILLIPS ; OCT. 16
"Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair production bringing average box office

returns."

ONE HOUR BEFORE DAWN (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WAR-NER JULY 24
" Excellent mystery story very well produced."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played" this feature for one week to large audiences
and good box-office returns." " Good picture with fair patronage."
Fine mystery story. Well acted. Business good." " Excellent mys-

tery story. Drew good houses. H. B. Warner puts picture over and is
given admirable support by Anne Q. Nilsson." " They liked this one.
One day to big business."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT 11" Old-time western, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.
OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT 2'•A real masterpiece of direction, acting and casting."—If. p News
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT 23German picture is spectacular; wonderfully acted."—if. P. Neirs.

PAS£V^£„?H;YGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINEMACDONALD OCT 16" An artificial story holds it back."—if. p. News.
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23

Ne'ws'
0" 8 mC nt

'
rU8tic settings and Charles Ray—enough."—M. P.

Exhibitor Comment—" Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audi-
ences applaud etnthusiastically." "Very good week. Ray always sure
or big business. This considered much better than " 45 Minutes from
Broadway."

PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO(MAK. 1) TAN 31"•ood production of mechanical and unreal plot'."—it,' P.' Nevis.

PERFECT WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-MAUUL AUG 7" 0onst^ee Talmadge has had Better ones than this naive and "s'ingie-track
story."—M. P. News.

Ex
*l
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0mmfD^" Average picture. Played to average business for two

days. Pleased the admirers of Constance Talmadge." "Fine picture.

Drew average crowds." " This is a good picture and well liked. Drew
more than average crowds." " Good business. Usual Talmadge type.
Rather clever." " Picture went very big. Drew well every day and
was well done in the opinion of many patrons of the theatre." " Held
up good for week run. Audiences liked it. Constance always a surefire
attraction at this house." " Consider this the star's best. She is popular
here and I played to capacity throughout week. A decided improvement
on her late pictures." " It Is hard to understand the story and the cold
beauty of the star does not help It much. Fair business." " Great pic-
ture. Star well liked. Played two days to big business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good putter."

PREY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. 9
"Alice Joyce has highly involved story here."—M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two days to

average and poor business." " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this
year. Did unusually well at the box office."

PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. 15
" Slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."— if. P. Nens.
Exhibit Comment—" Great picture. Turned them away at night."

PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. 2
" hytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—if. P News
Exhibitor Comment—" Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."

" Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." " A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and box
office retsults."

«ED LANE, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO JULY 17
" A pleasing picture which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A good picture to big business for one day."

RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT 4

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—if. P. News
"Played it two days to big and average business." " Very fine pic-
ture. Did big business. Playing second week." " Did not do as well
in its first week as ' On With the Dance.' Will probably only run two
weeks." " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions failed to
please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture well produced."
Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

KOSE OF NOME (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL AUG. 7
" Alaskan picture holds the interest, but is not big."—if. P. N~ews.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture. Box office returns fair."

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Colorful western with Fatty Arbuckle as feature star."—M. N. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very disappointing and tame. Just like hundreds

of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns didn't mind it very
much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good, because
they wanted to see Fatty in a five-reeler." Fairly good picture, but
business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that the star
has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature picture,
His fame rests only upon his work in comedy." " This is an average
picture but seemed to please the audience."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS SEPT. 18
" A pretty story with appealing value."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Unusual picture, which brought more than usual

business."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE, THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE, INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—if. P. News.

SILENT BARRIER, THE (TRACY-GIBRALTAR-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7

" Obvious story has a good climax and scenic backgrounds."—if. P. News.
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-

TON ? OCT. 13
" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story."—if. P. News.

SISTER TO SALOME, A (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL JULY 11
" Dream ending does not save it from being hopelessly tragic."—if. P. Newt.
SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. U

" Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too early to

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and on
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturday Tom Mix in " The Untamed " replaced it. Killins of aviator at

SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT. 30

" Big /t orn a production and acting standpoint."—M . P. News.
BO LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL

CAST OCT. 30
"Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen."—if. P. News.

SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
" Interesting crook story, v.etll directed and acted."—if. P. News.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART-
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

"Impressive moments in this artistic production."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Didn't do quite so well here the second week as it

did the first. It started off big on Monday, but during the remainder of
the week drew about average audiences." " Did not do as well opening
week as other Paramount specials. Titlet keeps public away, says box
office."

" Excellent production in every way." " Begins its second week with bo
sign of abating on the part of the great crowds. The crowds rush with
anticipation to see it and come away satisfied." " Did not break any
records here, but it brought out the S. R. O. sign at each night perform-
ance. The picture appealed largely to the women. It was considered a
success and booked for a second week." Certainly a great picture and
booked for a second week." " Certainly a great picture and ft took well
here. Crowds jammed the theatre at each performance." " Very in-
tereting picture, which seemed to please my audience." " A great picture
and drew like a house afire."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 2*

" Fine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—if. P. News.

Box Office Reports continued on page 3998
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SOUL OF YOUTH, THE (REALART) LEWIS SARGENT AUG. 28
'• Letcis Sargent duplicates success of ' Huckleberry Finn ' "—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A tine production. Business better than usual

during run." " Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week." " Given
a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave special free showing
for school children and ' mopped up ' on regular showing. Broke all

house attendance records for Saturday show."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SPIRIT OF GOOD, THE (FOX) HADLAINB TRAVERSE JULY 24
" Wishy-washy, trite story, with star miscast."—if. P. News.

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

" Good production and acting save this one."—if. P. News.

SQUARE SHOOTER, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES AUG 14
" A familiar story in average western."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair Western picture; not much shoot-em-'up-up

stuff. Average business one day."

STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional ana technical angles."—M. P. News.

STOP THIEF (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE AUG. 28
" Faithful and intelligent adaptation of famous stage sucoess."—M. P. Ntics.
Exhibitor Comment—" Nothing extra either in business or quality of

picture." " This is an entertaining feature and seemed to please the
audiences. Business was good during run." " Pleased the majority of
my patrons. Average business four days ; big business three." " Moore
was good in this picture. Business about as usual." " My house plays
particularly to the young people and they all like Tom Moore. So busi-
ness was good and they liked the picture."

Conxensus—" Average picture, average puller."

SWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor's Comment—" Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."

SUDS (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JULY 10
" Unique characterization and artistic lightings lift slender and common-

place story."- -U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pickford's latest appears to be a rather poor

production. Played it one week to poor business." " Pretty gooa bat
not a knockout by any means." " Did not go well at alL Tbey did not
like it." " Played It one week." " Poor picture. Played to average
enres." " Excellent picture. Holding it for second week."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
" Carey in unattractive role in complex story."—if. P. News.

SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
" Having enough thrills, it makes a good icestem."—if. P. News.

89 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Entertaining picture made from stage success."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-
office results." " Not very well liked. No box-offiVe value." " By far
the best thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
never so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."

" Great stuff." " An average picture, which fair business." " Fine ! Act-
ing splendid. Subtitles are a scream. People who had seen the play said
the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better advan-
tage. Good cast all the way through."

Concensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. 10
" Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture."—if. P. News.

TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

"Simple and human is this contribution."—M. P. News.

TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture, pleasing and estertaining. Drew

more than usual business." " Very fine picture. Spectacular and excit-
ing. Did exceptional business first week of showing with indications for
a big second week. Broke house records second Sunday."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11
" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—U. P. News.

TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST NATIONAL) MR. AND MRS.
DEHAVEN NOV. 13

Famous stage success scores a hit en the screen.—M. P. News.

UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9

"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment."—M. P. News.

UNDER NORTHERN LIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) 8PECIAL CAST....JULY 31
" Interest and incident strong in this one."— if P News

UNFORTUNATE SEX, THE (FRANK GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN NOV. 6

" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end."—if. P. News.
UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4

" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-

day by Pearl White In "The White Moll.' " " Best Mix picture to date.
Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot in making it entertaining. Good
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It is regarded by many as too commonplace." " This
Is a good featare and we bad fine business while It was showing."

Consensus—"Good picture, go+d puller."

VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 25

" Ray scores again as country yokel."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played In. This Is a

regular picture and Is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one day and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for this ' Rube's ' part. Business only-

fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures." " One of Ray's best productions and Its
box-office value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is saying
a good deal."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
" Crude production of famiUar story."—M. P. New.

WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 16
"Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—M. P. Sexes.

WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER...AUG. 81
" Typical Hamilton story well produced."—if. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture with week much below the

average in receipts."

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAPT)
BRYANT WASHBURN AUQ. 21

" Good Hookum and farce comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture. Played It two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-
ness one day." " Rather good comedy. Can't kick about the business."

" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. Played it one week to average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT WOMEN LOVE (SOL LESSER-FIRST NATIONAL)
ANNETTE KELLERMAN AUG. 21

" Kellerman in thrilling water feats—good comedy—unusual under-sea
stuff."—M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Annette Kellerman great favorite here. Picture
drew well." "A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought
more than usual business." " Interesting picture which brought good
business." " From a box-office angle this is a very poor picture. Did
not draw at all. Just barely enough to keep on through the week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT'S YOUR HURRY (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID AUG. 28
" Wally Reid and motor truck shine in this one."—if. P. News.

. Exhibitor Comment—" A very good production to extra big and big busi-
ness for two days." " The best picture Reid has turned out this year.
Just packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped
over in this one for a certain brand of truck. Local dealers capitalized
on it by putting one of the trucks on the street with mammoth signs on
it informing the public that we would show them what the brutes could
do." " Up to the usual Wallace Reid standard and drew big crowds."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS (FOX) SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7
" New York's night life graphically depicted in three separate stories."—

if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Better than average business." " Broke house

records in ten days' run. Great entertainment." " Broke all the house
records at advanced prices—30, 50, 75c."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE CIRCLE, THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Toumeur."—if. p. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played It three days to average boose. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
for costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-
taining picture which was only average for the first few «ays but
brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but well told.
Nothing to pull with except producers' name. Business just missed
being poor."

Concensus—"Average picture, average puller."

WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH. .SEPT. 4
" Despite bad cutting, this pieture is thoroughly interesting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

production."

WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-
ROSEMARY THEBY SEPT. 4

" A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—if. P. News.

WHITE MOLL, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE JULY 24
" Pearl White makes debut in her first Worn feature,"—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Pearl White makes hit on her entry Into featare

field and picture did excellent business." " Not as good business as
usual. Many people appeared to think it a serial."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE RIDER. THE (FOUNDATION FILM CORP.) JOE MOORE-
EILEEN SEDGWICK AUG. 28

"A good western with many thrills and emoitina moments."—M. P. Sew*.
WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) MIL-

DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN AUG. 28
" Good audience picture with great child role."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, well acted, which did big business

partly aided by the presence of Mildred Harris Chaplin."

WOMAN'S BUSINESS, A (B. A. ROLFE-JANS) OLIVE TELL AUG 1
" Only average interest here, despite attractive theme."—if. P. News.

WOMAN'S MAN (ARROW FILM CORP.) ROMAINB FIELDING. .JULY 81
" An ewcitmg story full of incident."—if. P. News.

WORLD AND HIS WIFE, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-
ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST .7 -JULY 81

" Rich production and good acting save this one,"—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good production to big and average business for

one week." " They liked this one and It went over big." " Played this
featare two days to big and average business It went well and Is a
good feature." " One of the most beautiful productions I have played
in a long time. Did fair business and all seemed delighted with the
picture."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. 16
" A real success from every angle.'-—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts

about average." " A very pleasing little picture : star has made a place
for herself and this plctnre suits her to a ' T.'." " Bebe Daniels shows
that she Is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."

Consensus—" Pleasing picture, average puller."
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Henry Lehrman, himself,

Directed "Wet and Warmer."
Camera credit belongs to

Geo. Meehan and Chas. Selby.

Art honors to Eddie Haas.

armer" is"Wet and Wc
Louder and funnier than

The Dearth of Libation

At First National Exchanges

—

Rothacker Prints.

Henry Lehrman

0

There are reasons-
Come and see them. Established 1010
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CJ Motion Picture News has published

5161/2 more pages of advertising since

January 1st than its nearest competitor.

f| Convincing proof of supremacy in its

field—for advertising dollars talk—and

shout!
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y Here is the dark horse that won the

race and proved to be the best

picture shown in picture theatres

this year.

y Marcus Loew ran it in all his theatres

in the late summer and it broke

several big records that were thought

to be unbreakable.

y Mr. Loew also selected it to open

his new theatre in Toronto, and again

selected it to open another new Loew

house in Ottawa.

y It's the picture that every exhibitor who

has run it will swear by, and say

" It won the race at my theatre."

A Sensation this week at the Park Theatre, Boston

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
Marvelously Beautiful Story of Romance and Adventure

"The love flower"

Released

Through

D. W. GRIFFITH, INCORPORATED
ALBERT L. GREY, General Manager

303 Longacre Building New York City
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the soft-scented night, the

liquid moon and her warm
fragrance caught him in their

spell.Would they forget duty

honor and friendship in the

inconquerable surge of-

(X paramountQidure
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«f William

DeMffle
Pl^OD UCTIOM

with LOIS WILSON, LILALEE,
JACK HOLTW CONRAD NAGEL

FOR a moment—only for a moment

—

they had forgotten the world of reality,

they had let fall the obligations of life, and

they had become as nymph and faun in an

old-world forest.

And now the world had crashed about

them, breaking four hearts, ruining four

lives!

What could save them from tragedy?

Their story is one of the biggest and pro-

foundest human dramas ever filmed.

From the novel "His Friend and His Wife" by Cosmo Hamilton.

& Cparamount Q>icture
3RATIONM
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JESSE L.LASKY
presents

THOMAS MEIGHAN
IN

WILLIAM DeMILLE'S
PRODUCTION

"QonradinQwst

qfjfis youth"
Bised oa the navel by
LEONARD MERRICK
• • Scenario by •

OLGA PRINTZEAU

d Cparamount Gpidure

The New York critics say:

"Admirable and human. If

Tom Meighan had never done
anything before, this would es-

tablish him as a great actor."

Evening World

"Far better than anything
William De Mille has done be-
fore A memorable picture."

New Yor\ Tribune

It's Another Good Luck Picture

by the Good Luck Star!

SHfcBkMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION fMizk



Behind the bars he lan-

guished— a lifer—knowing
that this woman would ruin

his daughter's happiness.

"Let me go," he pleaded.

"I swear I won't touch her!"

And he kept his word
but not till he had driven her

to suicide and saved his

child's future.

How?— by a whifi of
heliotrope!

You'll be amazed by its

cleverness and thrilled by its

beauty

!

Famous Players -Lasky
i Corporation presents

Heliotrope
Or

Richard Washburn Childs stay

Directed Jby George D. Baker

The most unusual

plot ever con-

ceived. With a

theme as big as

"Humoresque

A Cosmopolitan
Production

(X paramount (picture
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Heliotrope
is a

GeorgeD.BakerProduction

He
selected the

story, wrote

the scenario,

cnose ine

cast, directed

the picture,

and cut and

titled it,

thereby
making it a

4k ^^^e J^^^^^^^^^^^^HflF

100% Baker Feature



MR. EXHIBITOR:
You and I owe a whole lot to the motion picture public. The bootleggers

of the industry are at it again. Let us hit them right between the horns and

prove our gratitude to that motion picture public which supports us.

Let any real exhibitor read the following letter—and buckle on his six-

shooter. j£P. ^_

™k c
W
hoyt

K,,OKN WETHERHORN, HOYT & JO^ES
lewis shekman jones ATTORNEYS AT LAW

->43 TITLE INSURANCE BI.DG.

Los Angeles

Telephone Main 3883.

Mr. William S. Hart,
1215 Bates Ave., October 27, 1920
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr . Hart :

-

As your attorneys, we are pleased to advise you that in
both the actions which we recently instituted in your "behalf
against the Peerless Film Service and against L. F.
O'Donnell, to restrain the exhibition of your old pictures ,

under false and misleading titles, the Superior Court of
this County has this day granted a permanent injunction in
accordance with the prayer of your complaint.
The decrees specifically prohibit the exhibition of your old
pictures under any of the following false titles:

Dakota Dan, Double Crossed, The Last Card, A Square
Deal, Horns and Hoofs,. The Bad Man, The Gentleman from
Blue Gulch, The Silent Stranger, The Marked Deck, The
Haters, Taming the Fourflushers , Mr. Nobody, The Con-
vert, Over the Great Divide, A Reformed Outlaw, The
Two Gun Man in the Bargain, The Bandit and the Preacher,
The Hell Hound of Alaska, Staking His Life, The Lion of
the Hills.

Nor can these pictures be exhibited under any titles, except
the ones under which they were originally released, for the
decree contains this additional provision:

"And it is further ordered, adjudged and decreed that
the said defendants and each of them, their agents,
servants and employees, cease and desist from leasing,
distributing, advertising or exhibiting, or causing to
be leased, distributed,' advertised or exhibited, any
of the old motion picture films made or acted in by
the plaintiff, William S. Hart, under any titles other
than the original and true titles.''

We feel confident that the issuance of these injunctions
will put an end to this nefarious practice, but if any dis-
tributor or exhibitor no matter who he may be, or where
located, should commit or attempt to commit a similarly
unlawful act, we shall proceed immediately, in accordance
wi th your instructions to file suit, and shall demand both
an injunction and damages.

Yours very truly,

HW.AW



/i genuine Fairbanks novelty!

// That is what you can

promise your audiences

when you announce your run

of "The Mark of Zorro."

Action, romance, mystery,

thrills and comedy in fullest

measure— all the 'elements of

the Fairbanks successes of the

past, yet in a more picturesque

and colorful setting than any

release you have yet had from

this idol of the masses.

"The Mark of Zorro" justifies

the most enthusiastic and wide-

spread exploitation; you can feel

certain that it will delight the

most exacting audiences and
make even your box-office smile

the famous Fairbanks smile.

Jleleased December 5 tJl

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS'

jtfewest Production

"the mark
OF ZORRO"

Jrom the Jill Story Weekly
Jl/ovelVhe Curse ofCapktrand

by dchnston J(c Culley

Erected by

FRED NIBLO

UNITED AQTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • D.VGRIFFITH

HIRAM ABRAMS; PRESIDENT
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GOLD W Y N PRESENTS

THE HIGHEST BIDDER
madge Kennedy
J\

d a p t e d Pro hi the f'.i m o u s story "THE T FLAP" hy
M A X I M ILIAN FOSTER.

DIRECTED BY WALLACE WO RS LEY

4offer

fWAift Po/\Te^ (grtW

Fen WP€K

fireman.

PRODUCED
*r GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

Everybody who has ever

been in love, or expects

to be in love—and this em-

braces every box-office pat-

ron you have—will be de-

lighted with "The Highest

Bidder."

A story of the great love

that comes but once to every

man, but which some men

are too blind to see, or too

stubborn to follow. A ro-

mance, a comedy, a drama

blended with a skill that

is typically Goldwyn.

e/7 CO.£DWY}J TICTUI^E



Madge Kennedy, in

"The Highest Bid-

der," has the type of

role her vast follow-

ing loves to see her

play.

As the adorable Sal-

ly Raeburn, who sets

out to sell her heart

and finds that it is

the only thing in the

world that cannot be

sold, she does the

best work of her ca-

reer. A picture your

patrons will ask you

to show.

yi COjrpWYkf "PICTURE

GOLDW Y N PRESENTS

THE HIGHEST BIDDER
S t a r r i n

MADGE ICENNEDY
^/Idapted from the Famous story THE TRAP" by

MAXIMILIAN FOSTER
DIRECTED BY WALLACE WORSLEY

paoouc^QOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
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KUMOH33
THE MY/TIC

CLUTCHC-/ OF
HIHDUlHllllfl tl w- jlil

i iiiiilniimi.:! ::™SI!?^'?^^iuJ!ff!S??Sfil liili!

DISTRIBUTORS fOR GAUMONT
ALANTA, Wassman $ Stephen*.
BOSTON, Peerlejv Pictures,Jnc . o/tf.£.

CHICAGO, Celebrated Players Corp.
DAHiAtS, RDLevfij'Fifui.Co.

KANSAS CITY, Independent Producers filmCo.
HTTI.EROCK, K.D.Lewip Film Co.

MILWAUKE£,M<d-VertZ)iJtre6aha7 Corp.

Gaumonb

NEW YOH.K , Elk Photoplay Co.

OKLAHOMA, R.D. Icwm /Um Co.

OMAHA, Fonlenellt Feature Film Co.

PITTSBURGH/ 5un/«c Film Co.

ST LOUIS, Independent Producers Film Co.

WASHINGTON, Federal Features.

CANADA, Canadian Exhibitors Film, Ltd.



Motion Picture News

1

Wr

An American Drama Eternal
by James Fenimore Cooper
Directed ByJiaurice %urneur

and Clawnce L.Brown

Maurice Tourneur, famous for his

comprehension of artistic detail, has

conceived nothing in all his career to

approach the picturesque magnificence

of the majestically big scenes in "The

Last of the Mohicans."

Here is a motion picture that needs

no far-fetched exploitation to make it

profitable to the exhibitor. The title,

the author and the magic of the name

Tourneur spell dollars at the box office.
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UhaVlhe Forbidden Thing"Did

For Tom Moore It Mil Do For You
CAP,TAL S 2.000 OOO

Moo."*'

Kovemtier 10, 1^20.

Se* Yorfe City.

Ino.

-The Korean Thl*" ^

Very truly you«"8^

ALLAN DWAN
presents

The FORBIDDEN THING
JBy Mary Mears

Personally directed by Mr. DWAK

MAURICE TOURNEUR- J. PARKER READ JR. -THOMAS H.INCE * MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN -ALLAN DWAN -GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CTTY
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INDEPEN
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EXPLOITATION SECTION

PINNACLE SETS A NEW MARK!
Hart and White Give the Public Some Real Stuff

One of the snappy ad cuts

in the new Skyfire Press

Book Cuts such as this will

be found throughout this Ex-

hibitors' Guide.

The more of these cuts

you use, the more money
you'll make with Skyfire.

"NATION'S DREAM"

TO TELL WORLD
WHY IT'S SO WILD

Leo White, Pinnacle star, has hit upon
an idea that is bound to win over the
widely-known public, and tne equally
prominent exchangemen and exhibitors.

It is an old idea, as far as that's con-
cerned, but it's turned around, and bound
to get results.

Variety is the spice of life, and Leo fig-

ures that it's more than that, viz.:

Leo White will deliver, in his series of
a dozen (to start) Pinnacle Comedies:
First, an extremely high-class, refined
comedy; then a jazz product that will
satisfy the most fastidiously Jazzy critics,

and then another high-voltage, ultra re-
fined product. And so on, varying on
each release. ;

In plain words, Leo White is going to
give EVERBODY what they want, and
Leo White can do it, because he has that
peculiar and particular ability to "give
the public what they want."
The third comedy is absolutely different

from anything that has ever Deen offered
the public. It is a "psychological com-
edy." It is built around the general pub-
lic state of mind RIGHT NOW.
"The Nation's Dream" is personified in

Leo White. In the character of a man
who has been driven to distraction by
high rents, high cost of living, high cost
of clothes, high cost of everything, Leo
fades into a beautiful island of happiness
and contentment, where everything is

free, even love.

The subsequent happenings in this
sphere of "everything" offer some un-
precedented laughs and a read, up-to-date
rip-roaring comedy.
The author of "The Nation's Dream" is

Kenneth L. Eagon. Harry Hagenow, late
of Sennett's staff, will direct.
"The Nation's Dream" will be released

to the exchange men and exhibitors alike
January 1st, 1921.

EXHIBITORS! Get a copy of the new
Press Book on "SKYFIRE" from your

Exchange, it was designed by
THE MASTER ADVERTISERS,
109 Ji, Dearborn St., Chicago

MEMBERS OF INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N
KEY CITY EXCHANGE ADDRESS EXECUTIVE

t Albany
* Atlanta
t Birmingham
* Boston
* Buffalo
t Buffalo

*t Chicago
* Cincinnati

*t Cleveland
*t Dallas
*t Davenport
* Denver

*t Detroit
* Kansas City
fKansas City
t Little Rock
* Los Angeles
* Louisville
* Milwaukee
* Minneapolis
* New Orleans
* New York
t New York
t Oklahoma City

*t Omaha
*t Philadelphia
*t Pittsburg
* San Francisco

*t Seattle
* St. Louis
* Syracuse
*t Washington

Gardiner Pictures Inc.
Pearce Films
Queen Feature Service
Major Film Corp.
Dooley Exchange
Gardiner Pictures Inc.
111. & Ind. Film Ex.
Fine Arts Film Ex.
Warner Attractions
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
Arrow Photoplays
Ind. Master Films
Federated Film Ex.
Standard Film Co.
Lewis Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
First Nat'l. Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
Pearce Films
Commonwealth Film Co.
Reiben Film Corp.
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
20th Century Film Co.
S. & S. Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
Greater Features Inc.
St. Louis Film Ex.
Dooley Exchange
Exhibitors' Film Ex.

St.

4 Clinton Ave.
146 Marietta
Potter Bldg.
54 Broadway
338 Pearl St.

257 Franklin
63 E. Adams
310 Film Bldg.
Erie Annex
1913 Commerce
418 Harrison
1753 Welton
105 John R.
Film Bldg.
12 E. 17th St.

1114 Markham
730 S. Olive St.

Nat. Theatre Bdg.
Toy Bldg.
Loeb Arcade
608 Canal
1600 Broadway
729 7th Ave.
114 Hudson
1312 Farnum
256 No. 13th
414 Penn Ave.
107 Gold. Gt. Ave.
2020 3rd Ave.
3628 Olive St.

445 S. Warren
Mathers Bldg.

C. A. Taylor
Gene Pearce
W. S. Bell
E. J. Farrell
Howard F. Brink
T. R. Gardiner
A. Lowy
L. W. Foster
Dave Warner
L. T. Pellerin

C. C. Bridwell
B. M. Shooker
W. B. Seifert
Al. Kahn
F. J. Warren
E. R. Slocum
Floyd St. John
Fred Levy
H. J. Fitzgerald

J. F. Cubberly
Gene Pearce
Sam Zierler
S. P. Reiben
C. A. Gibbs
C. C. Bridwell
Gene Marcus
Abe Steinberg
Floyd St. John
J. T. Sheffield
Roy Dickson
Thos. Dooley
Abe Dresner

*NEAL HART SERIES fPINNACLE COMEDIES *tHARTS & COMEDIES

"DANGER VALLEY"

IS SOMETHING NEW
IN CAMERA THRILLS

While preparations are being made for
the third Neal Hart super outdoor pic-
ture, "Danger Valley." Neal Hart himself,
after outlining all details with his corps
of assistants to arrange complete camp-
ing outfits for his big desert story, is

taking advantage of the time required to
get such a complete outfit together, and
has left for the north on a location trip,

to investigate conditions for his fourth
production, which will be made in the
northern country, in the land of snow,
ice and hidden adventure.
Neal Hart, unlike any other outdoor

star, instead of taking a much-needed
rest, went north to arrange for dog teams,
locations and many other things pertain-
ing to the success of his fourth big spec-
tacle production—scenes and things that
have never before been photographed.

In the meantime. Mr. Hart's assistants,
a thoroughly capable staff of trained
men. will arrange everything for the big
desert picture, upon which they are about
ready to start shooting. They will cut off
the locations from civilization and have
an empty camp ready for the famous des-
ert water hole.

Mr. Hart had a hard time selecting the
cast for the desert story, as there were
very few actors who cared to face the
many dangers, trials and tribulations that
they will have to undergo in this mam-
moth picture, shooting many of the haz-
ardous scenes outlined in the big desert
story.
Neal Hart said that in "Danger Valley"

he had a psychological picture that would
give the public the once-in-a-lifetime-
thrill, a picture different from anything
ever conceived of. Neal says it will be
better than "Skyfire." which, thus far. is
the find of the season in thrills and oddi-
ties in camera and acting.

NEAL HART RECOVERS
FROM SLIGHT INJURY

Neal Hart is recovering from a painful
injury to his right ankle, received as the
last shot on "Skyfire" was being taken.
Heal knew that a leap from a cliff
through a tree he was forced to make
was hazardous. So he put off the leap
until the last thing in "Skyfire." It was
a good thing he did, for he caught in
the tree and dislocated some tendons in
his leg. forcing him to use a cane for
more than a week. Had he taken this
shot earlier in the picture, there would
have been a tedious delay.

ALL WAY FROM CUBA
COMES HART BOOM

The increasing popularity of Neal Hart,
outdoor star phenomenon, has spread to
Cuba. Neal Hart now receives an aver-
age of a dozen letters a day from fans in
the vicinity of Havana, all clamoring for
autographed photographs and other bits
of information about himself.
Last week, one of the letters from Cuba

was from the "La Cinema," one of the
leading Cuban publications, asking Mr.
Hart for a huge photograph of himself
and a story of his life and subsequent
stories of himself.

Published in the interest of

INDEPENDENCE
By The INDEPENDENT FILMS

ASSOCIATION
Eddy Eckels, Gen. Mgr.

Consumers Bldg. Chicago

Richard Robertson, Editor
Consumers Bldg. Chicago

Released Jan. 1, 1921

GREATEST
DESERT
PICTURE
EVER!

NEAL
HART

-IN-

"Danger
Valley"
A WONDERFUL
PHOTOPLAY
SPECTACLE
OF THE
LAND OF

LIVING DEATH

WITH

America's Supreme

Outdoor Star

MADE BY

PINNACLE
PRODUCTIONS

(INCORPORATED)

DISTRIBUTED BY

Independent Film
Association, Chicago

Get In Dates Now
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HONOR
BOUND

1

Written and directed
by JacquesJaccard

M. P. NEWS Says:

" ' HONOR BOUND ' is one of the best produc-
tions Frank Mayo has ever produced for Uni-

versal. The story has romance, heart interest

and dramatic moments. Attention to detail is

another important factor in this feature. In
the latter scenes Frank Mayo does some of the

best acting of his career. The star is supported
by a strong cast."

WID Says:

" Working with a capable cast and original story,

Jacques Jaccard has turned out a production
that is excellent in atmosphere and holds atten-

tion in fine style. You can promise your patrons
a meritorious production. Frank Mayo should
be played up, this being one of his best vehicles

in quite some time."

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
nttr

liiiiinL
'.illll'TIII hum

m mil
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one of
'

£fve greatest
QriteiicxuvcL
SommeKclat

I Successcsx>f

tnonifis

Gai'X CcLenvmte

qfjiers TfoiU'

Box Office ,

sot-Jewel

Laramie, Wyo.
American Theatre

" Master picture of all past
and recent pictures."

Omaha, Neb.
Sun Theatre

" A sure pass key to better
business."

Shoshone, Idaho.

Baugh Theatre
" Will open the doors of any
theatre to a h of a

business."

Butte, Mont.
Ansonia Amusement Co.

" Capacity houses five days
against very strong competi-
tion."

Sacramento, Cal.

Godard's J St. Theatre
" Despite inclemency of

weather we showed to capac-

ity audiences."

away,
history

Seventh

New York City

Capitol Theatre

S. L. Rothapfel

" Worthy of a place on any-
program in any theatre."

Buffalo, N. Y.

Palace Theatre

" Turned thousands
Biggest business in

of this house."

Washington, D. C.

Crandall Theatre

" Broke all records."

Akron, Ohio.

Allen Theatre

" Broke all records,

day bigger than first."

Canton, Ohio.

Grand Opera House
" Breaks all records."

Chicago, 111.

La Salle Theatre

" Wonderful picture. Turned
hundreds away."

Milwaukee, Wis.

Alhambra Theatre

" A real cleanup. Cannot re-

call any week to equal this."

Sheboygan, Wis.

Majestic Theatre

" Sold 460 seats twelve min-

utes after box office opened.

Capacity business during en-

tire run."



ONCE TO EVERY EXHIBITOR

Why not you!9

^\¥7E have received so many personal

endorsements from our patrons

that I feel a few words of comment are

due 4 ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN.'

<?<?rpjJE picture proved more profitable

to us than I ever anticipated. What
pleases us very much, in addition to the

financial results, is that the story and the

star met with such great applause from
the audience—which is excellent evidence

of their satisfaction.

^VOU may rest assured that we will

not hesitate in booking future Uni-
versal-Jewels."

(Signed) D. FEINBERG, Mgr.
STATE THEATRE,

MILWAUKEE.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

MARGARET MANN
in Allen Uolubarfc

Universd-Jevei Masterpiece

Gdrl Laemmle mmM

supported by
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Give them tiiis

after-election
view of
Washington
up-sidedown

A loop-tfieloop scoop

Ah/ans first

"with something

FOR an interesting combination of netvs interest, dare-deviltry and thrill.

no news pictures for many months past have equalled the taken-from-an-

aeroplane views of Washington shown by International in Issues 77. 78 and 79.

This is a first-rate sample of International's enterprise in giving you somsthing

diverting and out-of-the-ordinary when big world happenings have slacked off.

Strapped into an Army plane cavorting in the air over our capitol city, Camera-

man Bockhorst of the International News Service took upside-down-stuff that

will stand your audiences on their heads between their 'ohs" and " ahs."

Fill in that International contract today and give your people something neiv

like this every week. Be alums first.

INTERNATIONAL THRU
J TJJSTIVERSAI/



Associated Exhibitors

Presents

Geraldine Farrar

in

The Riddle: Woman'
Directed by

Edward Jose

A notable cast with Montagu Love, William P. Car/eton,

Frank Losee, Adele Blood and Madge Bellamy is the final

assurance of the artistic presentation of the ultimate achieve-

ment in motion picture drama.

PATHE Distributors



The Riddle: Woman
Cold as the sun is cold

Warm as the blasts of winter

Soft as the surface of a diamond
Hard as the melting snow

The Riddle: Woman
Passionate as the marble Venus

Calculating as the maddest of lovers

Humble as the proudest Empress

Proud as the poorest beggar

The Riddle: // wian
So weak as to know not surrender

So strong as to know not resistance

The pretty plaything of man
The power that makes of man a puppet
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COMEDIES THAT
CAPTIVATE

A RUNAWAY ROMANCE
OF ROARS

WEDDING
BLUES

wth

VERA STEADMAN
HELEN DARLING
NEAL BURNS
EARL RODNEY

Some Cast!
Directed by
FredericSullivan

11

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
TWO REELS TWO A MONTH

IF you are content with "Also a comedy" buy the cheapest one that

you can get. It will be a "filler."

If you want comedies that will make everyone who sees them tell

others of their delight—drop into your Educational exchange and find

out what two reel fun films really should be.

There's a punch in every NEW two reel Christie Comedy.

Pick 'em at random—you cannot go wrong. But you should start at

the first
—

"Kiss Me Caroline," "A Seaside Siren," "Out for the Night,"

"Seven Bald Pates," "Striking Models," "A Homespun Hero,"

"Shuffle the Queens," and "Mr. Fatima."

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
ARE UTTER CONTENT
FOR YOUR PATRONS

'Released by

EDUCATIONAL FILM
'L^J. EXCHANGES, INC.

7^9 Seventh ^vq ^ew 76rh.
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T'Ae Honeymoon Trail—
\*C^here does it lead— to the heaven

of hafcfiy age, or to the hell

of discontent?

In the powerful, dramatic spectacle, the

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR PRODUCTION of

THE FURNACE
(Adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers from the novel by

you will find depicted in great smashing strokes, with mar-

velous realism and splendor, the honeymoon trail, as followed hy

a man and woman of today— such' as you and I might know.

•mi i

mm

>-*'", ri :V ^ v " >" '•-



WILLIAM #OX

CLYDE COOK
at

Glyde Cook
iSpecial Comedies

GurrentMease

Me
Quick

Coming

The
Huntsman

Directed by
JACK BLYSTONfi Fox

Entertainments

Clyde Cook
reading the news!

ofthe tremendous

ovation axJctorded

him during hi3

simultaneous! run
at tke Rivoli and
Strand Theatre^

New York. City



Villiam fox
bresents

PEAI^L
WHITE

BEI^STELNTS
dramatic

masterpiece

H{ecord runs in Me^ JtarTt, (bndon and
'Paris as a play

^Translated into eHerj language,and produced^
on the stage ofeHevj country vdith otier—

-

vthelrning success

Scenario b$ Directed bj>

CtipxJtfctrcin &,Taul%Sloane Charlesfyhtyn.



mmmmmm
I! .A. SPANUTH

PRESIDENT
220 S. STATE ST.

CHI CAGO
DISTRIBUTOR'? OF SPANUTH'S
ORIGINAL VOD-A-VIL, MOVIES-



ft

FOR THE STATE RIGHTS BUYER

leDECEIVER
PRODUCED BY
THE PRODUCERS OF
THE GOLDEN TRAIL

ENDORSED fr
5 DISTRIBUTED

BY
ARBSW FILM CDRK^ICN

W-E- shalle:ne>er<3ER.HO WEST 42 ST. NOP C-
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WHY SOLVE EVERY
PROBLEM ON YOUR
OWN BLACKBOARD

In every field of endeavor there is al-

ways a certain number of men who have
achieved success.

Because of this success their judgment
is respected by associates and competi-

tors.

They have blazed the trail.

They have weighed and analysed.

They have met and solved the bigger

problems of their individual industries.

Hence, when any new problem arises

the men in their respective lines are in-

clined to accept as authoritative any solu-

tion these leaders may evolve.

The great fortunes of America have
not been made by the pioneers.

They have been amassed by the men of

vision who saw even beyond the end of
the trail blazed by these pioneers.

The trail these men blazed became a

boulevard under the development of the

shrewd business men eagerly waiting to

pull the- latchstring at the faintest

scratching of opportunity on their door.

The judgment of many has always
been regarded as superior to the judg-

ment of one.

A single dry cell may give out a vital

spark, but many linked in battery for-

mation can light up a city street or send

a locomotive up the steepest mountain

grade.

There woidd be no Congress, no State

Legislature, no Parliament if the judg-

ment of one man equalled that of massed
brains.

Why grow old and zveary trying to

solve every problem on your own black-

board f

Deposit part of the other fellow's

brains in your bank account.
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CHESTER

CONKLIN COMEDIES
2 reels—1 a month

Kinema, Los Angeles.

Capitol, Springfield, Mass;

Alcazar, Birmingham, Ala.

Orpheum, Boston.

Fay's, Rochester, N. Y.

Empress, Toledo, O.

Palace, Ft. Worth, Tex.

Rex, Jackson, Mich.

Colonial, Indianapolis, Ind.

Princess, Sioux Falls, S. D.

Louisiana, New Orleans.

Strand, Easton, Pa.

Rialto, San Francisco.

Hippodrome, Spokane-r*Wash.

COMICLASSIC
PRODUCTIONS

1500 ft. star comedy

500 ft. artcolor scenic

2000 ft.—2 reels—twice a month

Strand, New York.
Tally's, Los Angeles.

Orpheum, Boston.
Strand, Buffalo, N. Y.
Princess, Toledo, O.
Strand, Akron, O.
Palace, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lascelle's Garden, Detroit, Mich.
Liberty, Kansas City.

Colonial, Indianapolis, Ind.

Rialto, Newark, N. J.
Aster, Minneapolis, Minn.
Rialto, San Francisco.

Germantown, Philadelphia.

In the motion picture world the owners of these theaters

represent a mass formation of brain power. They
have met and solved the problems of the industry.

Their judgment is respected from Maine to California.

MORANTI
FUN TESTS
1 reel—twice a month

Barbee's Loop, Chicago.

Isis, Indianapolis, Ind.

Rex, Jackson, Mich.
Strand, Salinas, Kansas.
Garrick, Los Angeles.

Aster, Minneapolis, Minn.
Strand, Easton, Pa.

Hippodrome, Spokane, Wash.
Dragon, Cleveland, O.
Hoffman's Palace, Cleveland.

Strand, Cleveland.

A
SUNSET-BURRUD
SCENICS SUPERB
All you want of them

Capitol, New York.
Riviera, Chicago.
Palace, Milwaukee, Wis.
Grand, San Antonio, Tex.
Newman, Kansas City.

Tally's, Los Angeles.
Stanley, Philadelphia.

Strand, San Francisco.
New Grand Central, St. Louis.
Liberty, Seattle, Wash.
Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.

The bookings listed on this page indicate the stamp of approval
they have placed on the comedies and scenics of the

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Short Subject Specialists—Exchanges Everywhere
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LINA CAVALIErRI

The Grand Opera Star in Her Greatest Picture!

The Grand Chorus of Critics All Sing Her Praise!!

This is the Reason the Picture Sells So Fast!!!

Look Up Your Trade Papers For Full Reviews—Issue—Nov. 6th or

Reviews Mailed At Your Request

A RIGHT Picture at the RIGHT Price

VICTOR KREMER FILM FEATURES, Inc.,
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14 NEW YORK AMERICAN

—

A. Paper for P

Is Marriage
Husband Mistreats Her,

Another Man Wants to.

Marry Her, and

Puzzled on

the C!

MY HEART
AND

Y HUSBAND
L By ADELE GAF

t-fif ir daddy anj
I have

wife,
Bvery.J
o^itsidf
treats
and a ITS

me and
he did

lifter

girl he Mprwout to
study a disposition
hefore marriage—akfl thJHpbt know
It. I was engaga^Lto^L»o married
'o a man whom I kre^ (or twelve
years. I was fifteen years old when
I met him and I thought I knew
Mm well. He was to me all that

rant
tyini

Tier U
"it Is

sary
her idea.
Besides'th* fact,

iork, she does
and

washing,
her to do, 1

Nfiw, JJB&I ffft my readers
<]p»St hfls t9>ma.lPi that I am dolni

b'J^jJ'en 1 wash dishes and
for this wonderful lit-

tle%[jfe of mine.
>ing that this will be of some

help to thobe who cannot find hap-
piness and also those who are aJ-



NOW READY
THE ORIGINAL

FANTOMAS
From the famous detective stories

By Pierre Souvestre and Marcel Allian

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Selling Rights for United States and Canada

Nine Episodes Eighteen Reels

This is Your Opportunity

Wire Your Inquiry Today

National Film Adv. Co., Inc.
COLUMBIA THEATRE BLDG.

PHONE BRYANT 1087 NEW YORK CITY
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J. L.FQOTHINGUAM
presents

THE BDOKEN GATE'

"VI TH A DOVlQflL CAST INCLUDING

JOSEPH KILGOUR, MAPGUEDITE
DE LA MOTTE, SAM DE CRASSE
ARNOLD GREGG, LLOYD BACON

EMEQSON HOUGH
stoning

BESSIE BAEHSCALB
Directed bif

PAUL SGADDONT
Four Big Points In Its Favor I

Some pictures have a great star, some a great story; Others the pulling power
of a well-known director's name; while others depend for their appeal upon
the strength of an All-Star cast.

Sometimes you find two of those points combined; it is the exceptional

picture that can boast of three of them; the extraordinary picture offers

all four.

"The Broken Gate" is an extraordinary picture.

Bessie Barriscale is a star of international repute; Emerson Hough is among
the greatest of present-day novelists; Paul Scardon, the director, has been
responsible for many successful productions including "Milestones" and
'Partners Of The Night". And in the cast of the picture is included Joseph
Kilgour, Sam De Grasse, Marguerite De La Motte, Lloyd Bacon and
many others.

'Distributed by

W.W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City

thru r.UHE bxhanajnc
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A BENJ. B.HAMPTON PRODUCTION

ZANE GREYS
GREATEST NOVEL

U.PTRAIK
A Massive Picture of the GreatWest/
with a Powerful Cast, includin^-
Roy Stewart, Joseph J.Dowlin^, Kathlyn
Williams, Robt.M?Kim and Marguerite

DeLaMotte
Directed by Jack Conway Zane Grey Picture? Inc.
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tJ. Parker Read xJr

Presents

MOBART
BOSWORTH

in

THE BRUTE
MASTER
SVxuo /&> S/ory £y 7t/nr c/zcA London

Colorful!

Actionful

!

Powerful!

A strong and stirring story by

a famous writer has been

given splendid production by

J. Parker Read, Jr.

Hobart Bosworth in the lead-

ing role offers another of his

inimitable screen portraits.

Anna Q. Nilsson, heading the

supporting cast, is more mar-

vellously beautiful than ever

before.

In its red-blooded adventurous

appeal it is as strong as "Treas-

ure Island"; its love-theme is

as strangely beautiful as 'The

Sea Wolf."

W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkOtr

DiitriUmnfllwuth PATHE Ijaihangrjnccrpormed





Strong menand Weak ,good
\Uomenandfrail, batlltnq bloke

lifer greatestproblem- and

thismasterpiece, through [&
tense.dramatic story, givesan

anstier which isar clearenc/

conwcing asit is inspiringand

beautiful-------
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THE SUITQ
Larry was sure that Lothario

and Romeo had the wrong idea.

He didn't even think that Beatrice

Bareflax could give him any

advice. He decided to "say it

with flowers." His answer came

back and it left him more dashed

than dashing. He had heard that

"all the world loves a lover"—but

he found her dad the exception.

He had heard that Lothario

came out of the West. He de-

cided to enter from the North and

left suddenly by the window on

the South. But, like a good faith-

ful glue pot, he stuck to it.

This . comedy is another half-

hour of delicious and exhilarating

foolery by Vitagraph's comedy

king, with a number of hair-raising

and melodramatic thrills spicing

the background.

It made a tremendous hit during

its full week's run at New York's

Capitol Theatre, the largest play-

house in the world.

in

LARRY SEMON
"THE SUITOR"
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HERE'S A MODERN IDEA TO MAKE YOUR THEATRE
MORE COMFORTABLE, ATTRACTIVE—AND PROFITABLE

The ARGUS MOV-EZY Swivel-seat CHAIR
means

NO INTERRUPTIONS
NO LAPSES IN PICTURES
NO ANNOYANCE
NO INJURED FEET OR FEELINGS
NO HATS OR WRAPS DROPPED
NO CROWDED AISLES
LESS TIME TO FILL AND EMPTY

THE THEATRE

PLEASED PATRONS-
BIGGER BOX OFFICE

RECEIPTS

THE Argus MovEzy chair has been developed to accomplish a

long felt need and its two 'main advantages are ease of opera-

tion and comfort. Simply revolving noiselessly a quarter turn

or less to one side when anyone passes sums up the operation. The
chair has an easy tendency to face straight forward and all chairs

will line themselves when unoccupied. The comfort of the chair com-
bines all good features and developments in chair manufacture. One
of the chief comforts being that the Argus MovEzy chair is an indi-

vidual chair with two arm rests of your own.
There is a feeling of ease, luxuriousness and roominess when

seated in this chair. Lots of elbow and foot room!
This new invention removes the greatest cause for complaint.

It means less time required to fill and empty the theater, no crowded
aisles, greater comfort to everyone concerned, pleased patrons and

bigger box office receipts.

Theatre Owners and Dealers can both profit

by the big possibilities in this new idea

WRITE OR WIRE NOW FOR DETAILS

Address inquiries to Seat Department—Attention L. C. Toole, Manager, 729 Seventh Ave., New York

Uu ARGUS ENTERPRISES, Inc.
"Everything for Motion Picture Theatres

"

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: CLEVELAND

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO
BRANCHES IN

DENVER OMAHA DES MOINES SALT LAKE LOS ANGELES
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GUARANTEED ATTRACTIONS delivered to the
Distributor AT COST, NO ADVANCES , constitutes the

Sherman policy

RODUCTIDN
® (2 ®

during the Season lQio-ityn will produce and
distribute througft its Allied Exchanges a mini-
mum of 1<2 High Class Motion Pictures

c^^iD ready : ĵfor early release •.

MAN WOMAN 9
' *WHAT WILL PEOPLE SAY ?

99

Franchises are still available to

Independent Exchanges in NINE
territories - OQours may be one ofthese

Wire today
to SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATI ON
LONGACRE BUILDING « 1476 BROADWAY

NEW YORK *

(DVery day morepeople say

Sherman
is right"
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"Women are all alike. When they are maids they are mild as milk; once make 'em wives and
they lean their backs against their marriage certificates and defy you!"

Folly couldn't help her butterfly tastes—but her matter-of-fact husband
could not understand.

So they drifted apart.

Blind defiance ofeach other led these two unhappy people to the brink of ruin.

Only love could rescue them—and this love was revealed in a fashion to make

THE WILLIAM D. TAYLOR PRODUCTION

"THE FURNACE"
(Adapted by Julia Crawford Ivers from the novel by "Pan")

one of the most powerful and dramatic stories ever told on the screen.

It is a heart-searching drama of modern marriage, with thrill after thrill,

leading up to a smashing climax.

Here is a subject in which your patrons are vitally interested, and a picture which
will bring them in droves to your theatre.
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^Personal

:

To the Theatre-going Populace of the World!

" The only productions made from my best and latest stories, and

which have earned, or are now earning, over half a million dollars . . .

and to which I have given my personal attention, and which I back

with my personal guarantee, are

"BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY"

From my novel of the same name.

Directed by David M. Hartford.

"THE RIVERA END"
From my novel of the same name.

A Marshall Neilan Production.

Directed by MARSHALL NEILAN.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH"

From my novel of the same name.

Directed by David M. Hartford.

"THE GOLDEN SNARE"
(Now in the making)

From my novel of the same name.

Direction of DAVID M. HARTFORD.

THESE FOUR are FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS and

you will find them playing the most important first run theatres

throughout the world.

I stand sponsor for them as representing the acme of wholesome,

human and sensational entertainment, built not alone on the reputations

of the novels but with the honest desire of giving you 100% picture

values."
Sincerely yours,

^sy;:!
0^, James Oliver Curwood,

Ernest Shipman, Mgr. Owosso, Michigan.
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Frank J. Rembusch,
Alhambra Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.

"First National has accomplished everything that it

started out to do and has brought to the screen a new
and improved product and given the industry wonderful
pictures." THAT'S THE REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

What Every Woman Wants to See!

A SMASHING story of a woman tempted with wealth—luxury—ease—with all

the jewels and beautiful gowns dear to a woman's heart, as the price of her

soul—a woman trembling on the brink of a decision • between poverty with self

respect and wealth with degradation.

A GORGEOUS fashion show, with scores of beautiful women in the latest Paris

* gowns and millinery creations—a display so enticing as to fascinate every

woman with a love of the beautiful.

A PICTURE with thrills and action, romance, intrigue, love interest and dra-

matic force, produced with all the lavishness of a Mayer-made picture.

r I^HE kind of a picture that has an especial attraction for women, while it car-

ries the punch that appeals strongly to men.

It will crowd your house in the evening and pack them in for matinees.
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Bert Deardorff, Strand Theatre, Kendallville, hid.
" All that I have to do to get the crowds with a picture is

to let the public know that it is a First National Attrac-

tion." THATS THE REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

Louis B. Mayer presents

"HABIT"
Mildred Harris
Directed by Edwin Carewe

From the drama of Tom Barry

Adapted by Madge Tyrone

Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle

Technical Director, Rex Weston

Edited by Edward McDermott

A First National Attraction
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Henry M. Titus,

New Datona Theatre, Datona Beach, Fla.

"I have used every First National Picture available up
to the present time and have made money on everyone."
—THATS THE REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

Co ffllTlSf! One of the Sensations of the year!

A smashing story of man and woman—of life as it is,

stripped of the cloak of secrecy. A startling revelation of

what every woman wants to know about the man she loves

—

what men will lie about to their wives and know in their

hearts to be true.
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Joe Mack, Rialto Theatre, Lowell, Mass.

" / use First National in all my advertising as it gives

prestige to my theatre and brings crouds to every show-
ing, because the public knows it will be a picture worth
seeing."—THATS THE REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

Whitman Bennett's Big Special
His personally supervised production

Hill

if

IS

Adapted from " The Profligate

By Sir Arthur Wing Pinero

Directed by Kenneth Webb
A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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The Reason
There are many artists in America,— and great

ones, too,—but surprisingly few of them are

great poster artists, for the poster artist requires

much additional and highly specialized training.

Of such men, practically all who have attained a

national reputation are in the RITCHEY
organization. Because of that fact the RITCHEY
poster is bound to be the one superior motion

picture poster produced! When it is further

considered that the RITCHEY organization

embraces a complete staff of experts whose efforts

cover the entire field of poster advertising and

production,—and that this entire and complex

group work under a perfectly co-ordinating

leadership, the reasons for the greatness of the

RITCHEY poster become plainly manifest. To
the exhibitor these facts are important solely

because they are so closely identified with efficient

ticket-selling. For the RITCHEY poster is, in

its last analysis, merely a ticket-selling mechanism,

and every effort put forth by the RITCHEY
organization is definitely designed to achieve a

box-office result.

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406-426 West 31st St., N. Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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Short Subjects and Short Prices

THERE is no question at all as to the public

interest in short subjects. We refer particu-

larly to those of news, scenic and scientific

nature, etc.—the so-called educational reels.

A considerable portion of the public—more
pronounced in the large cities, perhaps, but to some
degree everywhere—even prefer this part of the

program to the dramatic feature.

This particular portion of the public—it comprises
those of more discriminating tastes—is one to be
reckoned with from a commercial standpoint. The
motion picture wants this class of patronage.

Furthermore, and in a larger way, we believe that

the motion picture wants this very large development
offered to this particular class of subject. The motion
picture needs this additional power and scope of ex-

pression. Perhaps, it is a much larger field for de-

velopment, a much truer field for the picture, than
that of the drama.

# * *

SINCE the introduction of the dramatic feature

we have geared everything—production, dis-

tribution, exhibition—up to this particular
kind of motion picture. Concentration in

distribution has brought about, naturally, concentra-
tion in production and in exhibition. And so public
interest has been fostered.

Yet we know to-day that the public also wants short
subjects—know it definitely; and we have never, in

the past, catered to this demand as we should have.
The trouble has laid, primarily, with distribution.

Distribution, for several years, has put the dramatic
feature to the forefront and looked upon the short
subject as an incidental matter.
The history of this, from a commercial angle, is

interesting.

This business started as a short subject business;
originally all exchanges were short subject exchanges.
Then came the five reel feature.

One concern from the outset devoted itself to the
production and sale of features only—and succeeded.
When the short subject exchanges took up features,
however, and tried to sell them there was trouble.
Some found it necessary to establish separate distribu-
tion to take care of features.

One of the first things the writer learned in this
business, and this from a then prominent distributor.

was that you could not sell features and short subjects

successfully with the same hand.
And yet, when the exchanges became, largely,

feature exchanges they immediately attempted to sell

short subjects as the short subject exchanges had
previously tried to sell feature pictures.

Whatever the results, the fact stands out that the
short subject has never, since the introduction of the

feature, had that concentration in selling effort which
it deserves.

The sales psychology of the matter has been given
us convincingly by a sales manager. " When," said
he, " you sell a feature to an exhibitor and get every
last dollar for it you can get—and generally have to

get—your work is finished. You can't, then, dive
down in your grip, bring out a short subject and get
any due consideration for it. The buyer will expect
it to be thrown in. But he'll go around the corner,
to another shop, and pay real money for it."

We are putting the facts baldly because they should
be clearly explained.

* * *

IF
the public wants short subjects, the exhibitor

wants them, and it will pay him to advertise
them—even feature them—to the public; but
the exhibitor won't get short subjects unless the

production of them is encouraged. And production
won't be encouraged—as it is today with respect to

features—unless the distributor gets and the exhibitors
pay a fair price.

We understand that some of the prominent pro-
ducer-distributors have recently decided that the
selling of their short subjects demands a new kind of
concentration. And already we have a national ex-
change system devoted wholly to short subjects. A
number of territorial exchanges have already
specialized successfully in these pictures.

At any rate, we predict the commercial success
from now on—and therefore, the rapid and broad de-
velopment of this very important branch of produc-
tion, the one which the motion picture mav call ex-
clusively its own.
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Personalities

0 ff -Hand Introductions by Robert E . TVe I s h

Happy Golucky is still on the job—but more

on probation than on the job. In that he is

somewhat akin to many magnates of the mo-
ment. However

LISTEN, boys, don't let that italic ad-

vance notice freeze my opening.

Rats, I've been holding that Probation job

all my life. You know how it is. When
the guy says, " Well, you can take the job

on probation. If you make good ——."

Shucks, I can hold enough Probations

in fifty-two weeks to almost equal the
" Kismet " line-up at the Strand this week.

At that, I'm not much worse than some

of the guys who glue fast to the one Pro-

bation for three and four years.

When I " make good " I cancel one

Probation and take on another.
* * *

JOE DANNENBERG started the trou-

ble when he wised the " Personality
"

guy up to the fact that last week's page

was rotten. That wasn't half as much
" news " as most of the stuff Joe prints.

And it didn't rock the industry of space-

filling one sprocket-hole.

Then that " Personal Representative

"

stuff I carried last week almost finished

the act.

Zowie, but the boys are sore. Seemed
to think that I insinuated as how they

don't never do no work. And all I said

was that they ain't a darned bit busier

than a one-armed operator showing a

ninety-day print.

Which ain't no more work than trying

to count the spilled trays in the Astor
grill without a adding machine.
That ain't the only mis-out I had last

week. Seems as how this here old friend

of mine, Jimmie Grainger, ain't a Personal
Representative at all. He's a Sales Man-
ager or something or other.

And Paul Mooney, he's got a art title

what reads " General Manager." Oh, boy,
he must be sore on me.
And Bert Adler threatens to write me

a letter.

Wotta woild

!

* * *

TF I can ever get away from these here
A personal rumpuses I'm going to men-
tion the fact that Ralph Proctor is back
in the festive burg that provides an excuse
for having home offices. Ralph swung
around the circuit as fast as Harry
Schwalbe getting to the meat of a con-

tract.

That's faster than the bill which comes
last Saturday for next week's film service.

Ralph's smiling countenance and basso
profundo voice is welcome in our midst
again, as I would say if I were an editor,

which I ain't. But Ralph ain't all the news
in the Stoll outfit this week. Some one
tells me as how this here Big Boss King

gets word by cable this week of the arrival

of a prince in the household back on the

tight little isle. So I must hasten, prithee,

to extend a royal congratulation.

Right there with the full dress finesse

—

that's me, Happy Golucky.
Then I got to tell you something 1 for-

got last week. About Harry Palmer—the

brunette one—being annexed to the Stoll

cast of characters. Harry's usual efficient

capacity. Sorta right hand boy to the main
works. The " slip it to you gently " guy.

You know how it goes

:

" Listen to this guy's proposition, Pal-

mer, but break the news to him that I

think it's all bunk, besides he's a boob,

and I'm a busy man, and anyhow the wind
musta blown the door open to let him in

—

but break it to him gently."
* * " *

HAVE you reserved your Christmas
edition space yet? I gotta squeeze

that in here somewhere or my Probation

may terminal itself suddenly. And unsuc-

cessfully. Like the tail-end of a week
run in a two day town.

With the attraction an all-star picture

boasting a hundred and fifty dollar lead-

ing man.
Scale it down.

* * *

FOR one day of this week I skirted

around the edge of real classy so-

ciety. Not that I'm insinuating as how I

had the price myself, but Earl Hudson he

takes me over to the Chatham for lunch.

Eating with a Assistant to the President

is some deluxe special itself, ain't it?

But that ain't all. That's just the five

hundred feet of introductory titles.

Right at the next table to me sat the

beauteous Katherine MacDonald. And
J. D. Williams, and Harry Schwalbe.

Yep, right at the next table.

And listen, privately invited guests, I

always has heard how this MacDonald
dame is the prettiest girl on the screen—
but let me amend it right here and now
to say she's THERE with and without

the Sunlight Arcs. She don't need no
camera as long as my eyes hold out.

I always did say as how I should have
taken up the production end of this busi-

ness. Them studios is the place. Who-
ever gets any inspiration looking at the

DID you see the line-up at the
Strand this week? Not only Sun-
day, but Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday and every day. Have you

seen Joe Plunkett's smiling face? "Kis-
met " is proving to New York what real

live wire exploitation will do to upset the
traditions of the "consistent policy"
houses. And Robertson-Cole's confi-

dence in the drawing power of the Otis
Skinner-" Kismet " combination of names
is being borne out.

Astor mob—Earl Gulick, Arvid Gill-

strom, and such faces?
* * *

"\X7"ISH I could only think of something
» * real clever to say before the con-

tinuity gets too close to the fade-out. This
week is my chance to shine what with

William A. Johnston riding the rattlers

out Chicago and St. Louis way. That
puts " Snapshots " on the shelf for a week
and makes me the only salesman in a

wide open town.

W. A. J. gave a once over and a second
look to the First National convention in

Chi and then spoke a Pullman to St. Louis
to find out what Federated thinks about
the world. I don't suppose I'll have a
chance the next few weeks ; the big boss'll

be so loaded up with " Snapshots " when
he gets back.

First National held a week's busy ses-

sions and hasn't made an " Official State-

ment " yet. Which is the way it goes.

Some fellows say as how they captured
" The Kid," but First National won't even
admit they ever met the youngster.

Nevertheless, Chaplin is starting west to
begin work on his next picture. And I

never see Hiram Abrams smile the way
he is these days. Looks as though the
silent member of the " Big Four " is ready
to start making a speech at last.

* * *

"PRED BEECROFT and me had a
A awful bad Wednesday. When we saw
our Famous Players stock touch the forty-

seven neighborhood and Loew flirt with
fifteen we fired three chauffeurs apiece

and put the cars up for the winter.

Don't mind this conversation. It can't

be helped. Part of the Astor atmosphere.
Why there was more guys worrying about
the smash in the market on Wednesday
than there are shares in a dollar par oil

company.
And, shucks, if any one of us ever

looked a stock certificate in the face we'd
think it was a press book.

J
UST after I tell some guy with a know-
ing air that Felix Feist is the white-

haired boy over at Goldwyn, in blows a

hazy rumor of resignation. Keep your
lamps on Felix. There must be some-
thing brewing because there's a lotta guys
touting him strong and frequent.

Just after I tell a guy as how there's

plenty cash in the state rights field for

good stuff Charlie Shwerin drifts back to

town and tells me conditions is rotten.

Just after I think up a lotta clever ideas

that would make this page worth while

this week the " Personalities " guy breaks

it to me that the space is used up.

It's tough to be a " Just After " guy all

your life.
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Exhibitors Endorse Editorial Stand
On Film Rental Question

Theatre-Owners Compliment News Editor for Treatment of Problem

FALLOWING the editorial by W illiam

Johnston on the question of film rent-

als, published in The Motion Pic-

ture News of November 6, many letters

from exhibitors throughout the country

have been received, praising Mr. John-

ston's stand and protesting against exorbi-

tant rentals. Everywhere the cry of the

small town exhibitor is the same, as judged

by communications received by The Mo-
tion Picture News.
The following endorsement for Mr.

Johnston's editorial of November 6 comes
from F. H. Smith, manager t»f the Grand
theatre of Thomasville, Ga. Mr. Johnston
writes the News editor as follows

:

"
I want to compliment you on your edi-

torial in your issue of November 6. You
have sounded a key-note. You have pla-

carded a warning that sounds the death-

knell to the profiteers on the backbone

of the industry—the small town exhibitor.

Everything is planned—prices, exploita-

tion, advertising—for the city exhibitor.

The whole idea seems to be that the small

town exhibitor is lucky to get anything.

He is limited as to capacity, attendance and
admission price. The public do not pay
fifty cents every time they are asked to.

They don't pay twenty-five cents willing-

ly. They shop. They go less often. This

film rental revision you refer to and the

elimination of rental and admission tax,

which the trade papers seem to have lost

sight of entirely and which the public do

not pay, is our only salvation. Tell 'em so."

Henry Goldman of the Grand-Colonial

theatre, Green Bay, Mich., writes as fol-

lows :

" In your editorial of ' Sales Manager
Opportunity / in which you ask for opin-

ions, I wish to state that the films rentals

are, as you say, very unsettled. Green Bay
is considered to be in size from 25,000 to

30,000 and the quota, when it comes to

film rentals, as laid down by New York,
would be about 200 per cent of my re-

ceipts. My town, not happening to be one
of the best picture towns in the country, I

naturally do not pay the prices asked, and
have a hard time to buy films at what the

film agents term ' reasonable prices.' I

finally buy pictures at the price that is very
nearly equal to fifty per cent of my re-

ceipts and after paying my overhead, you
can see what chance I have.

" I know for a fact of one case where a

certain company sold the Alhambra thea-

tre at Milwaukee a picture for a ridiculous

price that would equal about fifty per cent

of one day's receipts and yet they were al-

lowed to run the picture for a full week.
This was done with the understanding that

they give it publicity in the Milwaukee pa-
pers, which are read more or less through-
out the state. Afterwards the same pic-

St. Louis, Nov. 16: An important con-

vention of the members of the Federa-
ted Film Exchanges was held at the

Hotel Statler, November 14th to 17th.

The following were in attendance: W. E.
Shallenberger, New York; J. L. Fried-

man, Chicago; D. J. Chatkin, San Fran-
cisco; Eugene Pearce, New Orleans; Ar-
thur Whyte, New York; S. M. Grant,
Boston; Sam Werner, St. Louis; H. A.
Kyler, Denver; W. G. Underwood, Dal-
las; M. J. Frisch, Des Moines; Harry
Charnas, Cleveland; Al. Kahn, Kansas
City.

The following were expected also be-
fore the close of the convention: B. Am-
sterdam, Philadelphia; Harry Lande, Pitts-

burgh; Peter Oletsky, Baltimore; F. W.
Thayer, Minneapolis; and Ralph Wett-
stein, Milwaukee. Walter Green of New
York was present, and also Eddy Eckels
of Chicago; A. Warner, New York; Capt.
George Baynes and Colvin Brown of
Kinograms.
Meeting was strictly a closed one, and

no news was given out either to the
trade or local press. It is stated, how-
ever, that important announcements along
the lines of enlarged business will be
given out shortly. It is quite probable
that the Walter Green Productions of
twelve a year, will go through Federated.

ture was offered to me, but I did not buy
it. If I had bought it at the price they of-

fered it to me for three days, I would have
paid more than my receipts.

" This is only one of the instances that

I happen to know of. There are 100 such
cases where the companies are giving pic-

tures away to big theatres for two reasons.
" First: That they figure that they are

saving advertising to up-state exhibitors

because that theatre advertises in the large

city papers, which helps the manufacturers
advertise to the exhibitors.

" Second: They want the prestige of

that picture being run in the large theatres,

for invariably, every time a salesman
comes here to sell one of those pictures

which was run in the larger theatres, his

main talk is bound together with the fact

that if that picture wasn't good such a

large theatre would not run it.

" So you see when the 11 per cent film

rental comes in. We pay about 50 per

cent, and the large theatres pay about 2

per cent."

Another protest against high rentals,

demanded by distributors, comes from the

manager of the Bannister theatre, located

in Bannister, Texas. He writes:
" If pictures do not go down we will be

forced to close our theatre in the near fu-

ture. It is getting to be something awful.

Every time I get something special I cut

my head off."
'

William R. Pattie of the Grand theatre,

Frankfort, Ky., asks what he can do with

a house " of 288 seats, in a town having a

population of 9,763, and Paramount wants

$40 a day for second-run on program pic-

tures and the other companies refuse to

serve second-run houses, as Metro has

already done. Do you people know that

the price for film rentals, with the excep-

tion of Universal for the tall grass towns,

is a crime? The trade papers should wage
a campaign against this."

Careless methods in distribution are

taken severely to task by Charles H.
Cowles, manager of the Lyric theatre of

Port Austin, Mich. Mr. Cowles writes:
" Just a word of appreciation for your

efforts for a square deal for the small

town," he writes. " Last spring I took

over this theatre and signed a contract

with a Goldwyn man with the understand-
ing that I was to have short, snappy fea-

tures for July 3 and 5. They sent me,
after writing them five times to emphasize
the importance of a short show on these

dates, an eight-reel drama, a two-reel

comedy and a Ford Educational for July

3. The July 5 shipment arrived at three

o'clock, when I had advertised the show
for two o'clock. Nearly every one had
gone to the' ball game.

" I'sent them a registered letter instruct-

ing them that they had damaged me and
declaring that I wanted no more films from
them. I am still asking for the return of

the money I had to pay C. O. D. for the

second show, although I had sent a check

for same a week before."

C. A. Lick, manager of the New theatre

at Fort Smith, Ark., tells how he provides

for increase in admission prices consequent

on the booking of a special attraction. He
follows the " reserve seat " arrangement.

Mr. Lick writes

:

" Three years ago we adopted a policy

of never changing our prices for what we
term ' grind ' pictures. Whenever we do
change prices, we have only two shows a

day—a matinee at 3 :oo o'clock and a night

performance at 8:15, selling reserved

seats for the night show, the advance sale

opening three days ahead. We go in on
the principle that if a picture is worth a

raise in price at all, it is worth doubling or

trebling. Our regular prices are 10 cents,

18 cents and 25 cents. If we change from
this scale at all, we charge 50 cents or 75
cents high.

" Almost all of us are acquainted with
' Broken Blossoms.' I know that in many
cases it has not pleased audiences. We put

this on week before last for only two days

at 75 cents high, and played to $1,095.87
in a town of 25,000, and, above all, gave
excellent satisfaction. Getting them there

at the start of the picture is in many cases

the whole secret of satisfying your pat-

rons, and I know of no other way of get-

ting them to see the first of the picture

first, except with reserved seats."
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Big Milwaukee Theatre
Changes Hands

The Alhambra theatre, of Milwaukee,
has been leased by Leo Landau, present

manager of the Butterfly theatre of that

city. The Alhambra has been controlled

by the Saxe Amusement Enterprises for

the past nine years and a renewal of the

lease was planned' for February i when the

present lease expires.

The Saxes lost the lease, however, when
nearly $100,000, or almost triple the pres-

ent rental was offered the Schlitz Brewery
interests, who own the house.

Although denial is made by Landau that

he represents any film company or theat-

rical interests the rumor persists in motion
picture circles in Milwaukee that he has
secured the house for the Famous Players

corporation. This move would give the

Famous organization showings in two of

Milwaukee's four large downtown houses.

The Famous program is now shown at the

Butterfly.

The Alhambra was secured by the Saxes
from the Shubert interests in 191 1, and up
to the past, three months was managed by
George Fischer. Edward J. Weisfeldt is

the present manager. The house now
seats 2,016 and will be completely remod-
eled and increased to nearly 2,500 capacitv.

Leo Laudau will leave the Butterfly

shortly to take a trip across the continent

visiting the prominent film theatres of

America. He will be succeeded at the But-
terfly by John R. Freuler, former presi-

dent of the Mutual Film Corporation, who,
with the Newman interests of Kansas
City, controls the Butterfly. According to

Freuler, there will be no change in pol-

icy at his house.

So. Californian Exhibs to

Convene December 7th
A convention will be held at the Walker

Auditorium, Los Angeles, December 7th

and 8th for every exhibitor in • Southern

California and Arizona,

Its purpose will be to obtain members
for the state organization, which is affili-

ated with the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America; also to discuss any

and all problems confronting the exhibi-

tors in their effort to maintain an inde-

pendent position.

The convention committee consists of.

the following members : F. A. Miller,

Michael Gore, T. L. Tally, J. S. Lustig.

J. M. Young and Glenn Harper.

S. 5. Cassard Congratu-
lated on Election

S. S. Cassard, whose election to the

Vice-Presidency of the Nicholas Power
Company was recently announced in the

Motion Picture News, is said to be a

busy man iust at present replying to mes-
sages of congratulation and taking over

the duties of h : s new position. Mr. Cas-

sard is very optimistic regarding the out-

look in the motion picture field.
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Two Cities Abandon Sun-
day Fight Temporarily
Neither Binghamton nor Watervliet, N.

Y., submitted the question of Sunday
movies to their voting population at the

recent general election, although there was
an agitation along that line in both cities.

After several false starts in Binghamton,
the proposition failed to materialize even
after an offer had been made to the com-
mon council to defray the added cost of

a referendum on this question. The offer,

however, was withdrawn before the coun-

cil finally had an opportunity to vote on it.

The whole thing was then dropped.

In Watervliet, two of the three mem-
bers of the common council are against

Sunday motion picture shows and mana-
gers of houses in that city, realizing that

their chances are slim towards securign

Sunday shows, have decided to let the

matter rest for the time being. This

means, however, that many cross the river

to Troy every Sunday night and enjoy the

pictures there.

Sol and Irving Lesser, of
Los Angeles, to Split

Sol and Irving Lesser have come to the

parting of the ways. When Sol Lesser

returns to Los Angeles after he settles dis-

tribution matters for George Beban's
" One Man in a Million," he will confine

his efforts in the exhibiting field and Irv-

ing Lesser will make his debut into the

production end, the " Peck's Bad Boy "

unit being his first foundation.

Tampa Strike Declared
Off

The theatre managers of Tampa., Fla.,

have reached an agreement with their

striking operators, and the strike was de-

clared off, with the men going back to

work Sunday, November 14th.

New Incorporations Have
Small Capitalization

The past week brought but a compara-
tively few companies filing incorporation

papers in the secretary of state's office in

Albany, N. Y., for the purpose of embark-
ing in the motion picture business. With
one exception these companies represent

a low capitalization. The official state

records show that the following companies
incorporated during the week of Novem-
ber 8 to 13

:

Clear Stream Film Corporation, New
York, $5,000, Anita T. Lawrence, Warren
G. Belew, William E. Young; the Arch
Theatre Co., New York, $4,000, Apostle
Anagnost, Angelis Yankou, Alex Pavlis;
Calderone Corporation, Hempstead, $20,-

000, Salvator Calderone
;
Ralph Forman,

Walter R. Jones, all of Hempstead; Her-
ald Productions, New York, $5,000, Wal-
ter J. Porges, Samuel Marks, William L.
Berk ; Throm and Harloff Company,
Brooklyn, $25,000, Charles Throm, Ber-
nard C. Harloff, George R. Holahan, Jr.

;

Rufus LeMaire Productions, Inc., New
York, $100,000, Rufus LeMaire, Helen
Hutchins, S. W. Tannenbaum ; Traub
Amusement Co., Brooklyn, $10,000, Harry
and Lena Traub, Anna Kestenbaum ; Eve
Unsell Photoplay Staff, New York, $10,-

000, Eve and Lester Blankfield, Brooklyn,

Jacob Brickman, New York ; Better Pic-

ture Circuit, New York, $207,500,
Thomas F. Woods, James T. Schwoerer,
Charles M. Stuart, Jr., Albany, Frank
Bacon, of " Lightnin' " fame; Bluebell

Film Corporation, New York, $10,000,

Irving and Jennie Meisel, Martin R. Zel-

enko, New York ; Ben Fitzer Productions,

Syracuse, Ben Fitzer, William A. J. Helm-
stetter, Svracuse ; Richard P. Bvrne, De-
Witt.

Curwood Issues Warning!
to Trade on Business t

There has been so much controversy of

late regarding reissues of old pictures and
filming of the earlier stories of now prom-
inent authors that James Oliver Curwood
has given a warning to the trade, advising

that only four of his pictures are guaran-

teed by him and have his hearty endorse-

ment as to their merit and standing.

These four pictures are " Back to God's

Country," " The River's End," " Nomads
of the North," and (now in the making")
" The Golden Snare." All of these stories

are from Mr. Curwood's original novels of

the same name, and all are being exploited

by First National ExhibitdVs' Circuit.

New Production Manager
for Mary Pickford

Bennie Ziedman assumed the position

of manager of productions for Mary
Pickford this week.

For a number of years Mr. Ziedman
was the publicity director and personal

representative for Douglas Fairbanks,

and he recentlv entered the producing

field.
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Talmadge Sisters First National Stars

For 4 More Years
Jos. M. Schenck Renews Contract, Expiring Next Year, for Three More

WHAT is claimed to be the largest

individual transaction in motion

picture history is revealed in an

mnouncement this week by Associated

[Mist National Pictures, Inc., that Joseph

M. Schenck, producer of Norma Tal-

madge and Constance Talmadge attrac-

tions, has renewed his contract with the

exhibitor organization for a period of three

more years.

The company's official statement de-

scribed the transaction as " Mr. Schenck's

pledge of special feature productions to

the amount of $20,000,000, in support of

his belief that exhibitors can work to-

gether in harmony and successful co-oper-

ation."

The present contracts which Mr.

Schenck has with Associated First Na-

tional Pictures for productions starring the

Talmadge sisters each has approximately

one year more of operation. Combined

with the new agreements the two stars will

be identified solely with the exhibitor or-

ganization for a total of four more years.

Exhibitor officials of Associated First

National Pictures regard the renewal of

the contract as an endorsement by one of

the industry's foremost producers of the

co-operative principles of its franchise

plan and as an unequaled evidence by Mr.

Schenck of the confidence leading inde-

pendent producers have in a method w hich

places theatre owners in direct contact

with their sources of film supply.

" When the present contracts for Norma
Talmadge and Constance Talmadge pro-

ductions expire in 192 1," reads the com-
pany's statement, " Associated First Na-
tional Pictures will have released twenty

productions by these two stars. Mr.
Schenck's production activities have found

a market through this organization for al-

most two years, and in that time he has

had many chances to study closely every

detail of our co-operative plan both for the

present and for the future, and we are

confident that it will be sensational news
of an agreeable nature to every one of our
more than 3,500 independent exhibitor

members to learn that Mr. Schenck has
pledged special feature productions to the

amount of $20,000,000 to prove his belief

that exhibitors can work together in har-

mony and successful co-operation. It

marks an epoch of producer faith in the

exhibitor as an organized body for de-

veloping and advancing the motion pic-

ture."

As a single transaction, the deal is said

to be without equal in the amount of
money involved and in its prophecy as the
forerunner of a series of important
changes in the relationship between pro-
ducers, stars and independent exhibitors.

Joseph M. Schenck

It is the first big contract held by Associ-

ated First National Pictures at the start of

its co-operative plan which is renewed

after the sub- franchise method had been

established and put into operation nation-

ally. This, according to exhibitor officials

of the organization, is significant in reveal-

ing the opimon of a producer as prominent

as Mr. Schenck about future methods of

producing and marketing special feature

attractions.

Despite the many chances offered Mr.

Schenck at remarkable terms for releasing

arrangements with others he decided, it is

said, as the result of his past experience

with the exhibitor company to continue his

association with it and for a length of time

which is almost unprecedented in contrast

with the usual terms of releasing contracts

for big important stars, which rarely ex-

tend for more than a year or for a maxi-
mum series of six or eight productions.

With its contracts which give the exhib-

itor members the exhibition rights to the

productions of the two famous stars, one
of the first of its important affiliations

scheduled for early conclusion, the com-
pany's official statement explams that its

exhibitor executives took a poll of mem-
ber opinions during the early summer with
the result that Mr. Schenck was ap-

proached to renew the agreements as the

unanimous wish of all sub-franchise hold-

ers.

At that time, the announcement states,

the Associated First National sub- fran-

chise plan was comparatively new, and no

definite action was taken by Mr. Schenck

looking toward a realization of the ex-

pressed wish of the organization's Exec-

utive Committee. Meantime, Mr. Schenck

decided to give both Norma Talmadge and

Constance Talmadge a deserved vacation

in a trip abroad, which combined business

with pleasure and permitted Mr. Schenck

to make a minute and detailed investiga-

tion of every condition in the foreign mar-

ket. It was not until after the producer

and his party had returned to New York

that negotiations for a renewal were re-

sumed.
Fresh from his European investigations,

and with ample evidences of the far-reach-

ing growth and influence of the Associated

First National franchise plan made avail-

able by its activities for eight months, Mr.

Schenck agreed to accompany Mr. H. O.

Schwalbe and Mr. J. D. Williams, secre-

tary-treasurer and manager, respectively,

of the co-operative company, to Chicago

to conclude the renewal of the contracts

with the Executive Committee and the

Board of Directors. This joint session

was called for the consideration of that

and " several other important " matters,

which, the official announcement declares,

will be made public soon.

At the first session in the Hotel Con-
gress, Mr. Schenck explained what he had

discovered in Europe of the relative atti-

tude of foreign agencies and exhibitors

toward all of the leading American con-

cerns, and concluded with a resume of the

plans and intentions on which he had de-

termined for the future production activity

of the famous dramatic star and her equal-

ly famous sister and comedienne.

Morrie Ryskind to Leave
Famous Players

Morrie Ryskind, who has been con-
nected with the publicity department of
Famous Players-Lasky for the past two
years in charge of magazine publicity, has
resigned his position to devote his time
chiefly to magazine work. He also con-
fesses to ambitions in the musical comedy
field and it is not unlikely that Broadway
before long will be revelling in the humor
of a book and lyrics on which he is now
collaborating.

Paul Gray Joins Fabian as
Publicity Director

Jacob Fabian, owner of the First Na-
tional franchise for New Jersey, an-
nounced this week that he had appointed
Paul Gray as director of publicity and ad-
vertising for his new million dollar Bran-
ford theatre in Newark.
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With Exhibitor Organizations

Plans for Grand Ball Pro-
gressing Rapidly

Plans for the grand ball which will be

given at the Hotel Astor on the evening

of January 5 by the Chamber of Com-
merce of the M. P. T. A. are rapidly

assuming concrete form. This will be the

first big affair given by any branch of the

film industry since the last ball conducted
several years ago by the Screen Club.

One of the features of the ball will be
the decision of judges as to who is the

most popular motion picture star. Harry
Reichenbach, director of exploitation and
publicity, has made arrangements with
two big New York newspapers to co-

operate in the popularity contest, and
coupons will be printed in these papers on
which the public will have the opportunity
of expressing themselves as to their fa-

vorite star. The contest will include all

stars in the industry, whether male or
female.

The votes in this contest will be as-

sembled by the various theatre owners
belonging to the association, and on the

night of the ball the winner will be an-
nounced. The members of the organiza-
tion have agreed to place a ballot box in

the lobby of his theatre, into which the
public may deposit their ballots.

B. S. Moss, who is chairman of the
vaudeville entertainment committee, re-

ports that he has already arranged for
several big headliners to appear. Invita-

tions are being sent to a number prominent
city, state and national figures, and ac-

ceptances have been received from sev-

eral. It is planned to have one of the
biggest personages of Washington attend.

Acceptances have already been received
from two stars now in California.

Rhode Island Exhibitors
Plan State League

The managers of moving picture the-

atres in Providence, R. I., are now dis-

cussing a plan to form an organization to

be affiliated with the National Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners Association, a rep-
resentative of which was here last week
to explain the details of the organization.
It is said that Rhode Island is one of the
very few states not having such an or-

ganization, and managers here are anxious
to get in.

Offices of the Katherine
MacDonald Co. Moved
The executive offices of the Attractions

Distributing Corporation and the Kath-
erine MacDonald Pictures Corporation
have removed from the Longacre Build-
ing to 576 Fifth Avenue, where larger
quarters, intended to accommodate the ex-
pansion of these corporations during the
year, have been secured.

William Fox warns motion picture ex-
hibitors and the public not to confuse an-
nouncements of other companies who
may advertise or offer for sale a serial

entitled " Fantomas " with his own. Mr.
Fox declares that he considers it his duty
to protect both himself and the exhibi-
tors of the country by issing this warn-
ing. He points out that the Fox serial
which he has been advertising for several
weeks is an entirely new production made
in the Fox Studios in New York City and
now nearing completion, and that this is

the only modern American Fantomas
serial on the market, for the reason that
Fox Film Corporation owns the exclusive
rights to twenty-six volumes stories of
Fantomas stories—these having been pub-
lished at one time or another.

In an advertisement Fox Film Corpor-
ation calls particular attention to the fact
that aside from their own twenty-episode
serial of " Fantomas," the only Fantomas
material being offered or which can be
offered is taken from an old production
which was made in France about seven
years ago..

Rembusch Removed from
National Committee

A communication was received on Oc-
tober 26 at the national headquarters of
the Motion-Picture Theatre Owners of
America from G. G. Schmidt, president
of the Motion-Picture Theatre Owners of
Indiana, in which it was stated that the
organized exhibitors of Indiana wished
for the immediate removal of Frank R.
Rembusch from the national executive
committee as a result of charges of dis-
loyalty and misrepresentation made
against Mr. Rembusch at a recent conven-
tion of the Indiana exhibitors, which
charges, it is stated, remained unrefuted
by Mr. Rembusch.
The executive committee of the Indiana

organization, following these charges, ad-
dressed itself to the national executive
committee, it is stated, requesting the re-
moval of Frank Rembusch from the na-
tional executive committee and the ap-
pointment of E. H. Bingham of
Indianapolis to the vacancy.
The officers and executive-committee

members of the Motion-Picture Theatre
Owners of America have considered the
request of the Indiana body, it is de-
clared, and sustaining the charges made
against Mr. Rembusch, they have voted
his removal from the national executive
committee and the appointment of Mr.
Bingham in his place.

Leeds L. Baxter, Business
Manager for Neilan

Marshall Neilan announces the engage-
ment of Leeds L. Baxter, well known or-
ganization expert in motion picture pro-
ducing circles, as business manager of the
Neilan home office and studios in Holly-
wood.
Mr. Baxter has already taken over his

new duties.

Unofficial Censorship is

Urged in Maryland
An unofficial censorship of moving pic-

tures in Maryland is now in the making
by the various mothers and school teachers

clubs of Baltimore. The aim of these

ladies is to keep adolescent children from
viewing many so-called " licentious

films which are alleged to get by the vigil-

ance of the Maryland Board of Moving
Picture Censors.

The ball was started rolling when Mrs.
Howard T. Bennett headed a committee
which visited the moving picture theatres

of Baltimore and then reported details of

a " deplorable " condition which existed

in such theatres all over the city. In the

Parents' Club of Forest Park there imme-
diately followed resolutions demanding
legislation making it an offense to show
any films which had a harmful influence.

It remained for the Women's Civic

League of Baltimore to take a more in-

telligent view of the situation. Briefly the

League would establish an unofficial cen-

sorship in the various sections of the city

and allow mothers to abide by their own
judgment in dispensing money to their

children for movie shows, thus retaining

a measure of freedom for adults who
believe that motion pictures are really an
adult's amusement.

Stoll's Branch Managers
Are Announced

Ralph Proctor, general manager of the

Stoll Film Corporation, returned to New
York November 15 from his trip to the

West. Mr. Proctor's journey was for the

purpose of selecting branch managers.

Mr. Proctor named twenty-two of the

thirty-three exchange managers who will,

beginning December 6, take up their head-

quarters in Pathe exchanges, through

which the Stoll product will be distributed

to exhibitors. These managers and their

jurisdictions are as follows:

New York, Jack Von Tilzer; Boston,

George De Carlton; Buffalo, George Web-
ster; Cleveland, E. C. Leeves; Cincinnati,

Gorge Landis; Detroit, W. D. Ward; Indian-

apolis, Earnest Dawson; Chicago, Ben W.
Beadell; Milwaukee, Frank M De Lorenzo;
Minneapolis, C. A. Gordon; Spokane, R. C.

Montgomery; Seattle, J. L. Cathro; Portland,

S. S. Schubach; Kansas City, T. E. Foland;
St. Lou's, W. A. Dietz; Salt Lake City, J. C.

Cassidy; Denver, Earl P. Briggs; Omaha,
Charles Taylor; New Orleans, C. Torkelson;
Charlotte, Edward L. McShane; Washington,
Herbert C. Wales; Atlanta, Arthur Dickinson.

The following denial of various rumors
concerning his future activities is made
by Charles Chaplin:

" The recent rumors that have been
spread broadcast in this city and abroad
regarding my retirement from my busi-

ness, and never hereafter to produce pic-

tures, are grossly unfounded. Any such
statements, written or spoken, are with-
out authenticity and without authority
from me.
"The fact of the matter is that I am

leaving New York on Monday, November
22nd, for California, and immediately
upon my arrival there will begin work on
a new picture.

"CHARLIE CHAPLIN."
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William Fox Starts Suit Against Showmen
Production of Stage Plays Alleged to Be Based

on "Over the Hill** Cause of Action

TWO suits were instituted last week
by William Fox—one in the United
States District Court, Southern Dis-

trict, against Joseph Klein and Harry
Myer, lessees of the Fourteenth Street

theatre, New York, and the other in the

United States District Court. Eastern Dis-

trict, against Corse Payton, lessee of the

Amphion theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., on the

charge that these parties have been in-

fringing on the rights to the poems of Will
Carleton, " Over the Hill to the Poor-
house " and " Over the Hill from the

Poorhouse," by producing plays based
upon them.

William Fox owns the exclusive dra-

matic and motion picture rights to these

two poems, and he evidently intends to

prosecute to the fullest anybody who en-

croaches on these rights.

Apparently figuring on the popularity of

the pok special film production " Over the

Hill "—now playing at the Lyric theatre,

New York—Messrs. Klein and Myer in

their Fourteenth Street theatre, and Corse
Payton in his Amphion theatre, produced,
according to Fox, a play entitled " Over
the Hill to the Poorhouse," which play,

with a few minor changes, was taken di-

rictly from Will Carleton's two poems.
Fox claims. In fact, in order to remove
any vestige of doubt on the subject, they

stated on their programs that the play was
" adapted from Will Carleton's celebrated

poem."
According to Fox, their astuteness as

managers was vindicated so far as getting

the people into their theatres was con-

cerned ; the crowds were there all right

;

but where they made a mistake was in dis-

regarding whose property they made use

of to attain the results.

" Over the Hill from the Poorhouse
"

and " Over the Hill to the Poorhouse," on
which the William Fox picture is based,

were originally contained in a collection of
verses known as " Farm Ballads." The
first copyright on these verses was taken
out in 1873 by Harper Bros., who at that

time were the owners of the literary works
of Will Carleton. This copyright expired
in 1901 ; but prior to its expiration, and
in accordance with the copyright law, Will
Carleton ,then alive, renewed it for a pe-

riod of 15 years, carrying it to 1915.

Carleton died in 1912, leaving as his sole

executor and legatee Norman E. Good-
rich. Mr. Goodrich again duly renewed
the copyright, prior to its expiration, for

another 14 years' period, carrying it over
to 1929. It is under this copyright that

Mr. Fox holds the dramatic and motion
picture rights to the poems in question.

Lady Diana Manners to Star for Blackton
Famous Beauty Has Long Been Prominent in

England's Society Life

CHESTER A. CLEGG, London rep-

resentative of J. Stuart Blackton.

announced upon his arrival. in the
United States recently that Lady Diana
Manners had signed a contract with Mr.
Blackton to appear as an American motion
picture star in future Blackton-produced
photoplays. Lady Diana is the daughter
of the Duke and Duchess of Rutland, a
famous English beauty and prominent
society woman. How Lady Diana was
persuaded by Mr. Blackton to appear in

motion pictures is explained by Mr. Clegg
as follows

:

" Lady Diana has heretofore refused to

appear professionally on stage or screen,
in spite of magnificently alluring offers

made her," he said. " She has, however,
as an actress of much natural talent and
experience in non-professional acting and
dancing felt a great desire to do profes-
sional work. Lady Diana and her family
would never have consented but for two
reasons. One was that they had met Mr.
Blackton personally and he knew SQme of
their friends. The other was that from
this acquaintance and his reputation they
knew him to be an artist and a gentleman
of high attainments and intellectual quali-
fications. Mr. Blackton passed the acid
test, and won out, where many others had
failed."

The contract made by Mr. Blackton with
Lady Diana calls for her appearance in a
number of photoplays under Mr. Black-
ton's personal direction. These plays will
be made in England. It has been rumored
for some time that Mr. Blackton would
produce in England, but up to this time
these reports have been denied.

A lengthy statement has been issued

from the Blackton offices concerning Lady
Diana's qualifications for the screen and
the prominent place that she has occupied
in the social life of England. The Black-

ton statement is submitted in part as fol-

lows :

" Lady Diana Manners is without doubt
the most widely celebrated and photo-
graphed society woman of today. E. O.
Hoppe, the noted London painter and
photographer, who recently came to this

country to select the five most beautiful

American women after making a similar

choosing in England, picked Lady Diana
to head the list of English beauties, which
was, of course, expected, as she had been
the reigning beauty of London since her

debut. Not only is Lady Diana beautiful

but she has social grace and talents that

have made her internationally distin-

"THE KID" BADLY
INJURED

REPORTS from Los Angeles indi-

cate that Jackie Coogan, Charlie
Chaplin's six-year-old wonder star,

was seriously injured in an automo-
bile accident several days ago.

The boy was riding with his father
when another machine struck their car.

Young Coogan is said to have sustained
a fracture of the skull, and while on the
road to recovery, will be absent from the
studio at least a month.

Jackie Coogan is " The Kid " in Chap-
lin's much-discussed feature of that title.

guished. She is recognized as the leader
of London society and since tier debut has
held an enviable position. She is noted for
her gowns and jewels. Her capriciousness
has kept London society discussing her
and her admirers for years. She is a
blonde of the pure English type with a
delicate lily-like beauty that artists and
photographers the world over have de-
clared to be superior to any other beauty
of today, and to rank with the greatest

recorded beauties of all history.

" Aside from her beauty of face, Lady
Diana has a magnetism of personality that

is said to captivate those who come in con-
tact with her. Her radiant charm, superb
beauty and fascination have made her a

law unto herself. All London society

danced at her bidding.

" Lady Diana became the bride of Cap-
tain Duff Cooper of the Grenadier Guards
several months after the signing of the

armistice. The wedding at St. Margaret's
Church, London, aroused as much public

interest as the coronation of a new sover-

eign."

Mr. Blackton, the producer who has en-

gaged Lady Diana for the screen, was
formerly commodore of the Atlantic Yacht
Club and president of the Motor Boat Club
of America. He is an intimate friend of
Sir Thomas Lipton, through whom he is

reported to have met Lady Diana, and for

years has been as prominent as a sports-

man as he has been as a photoplay pro-
ducer. He is a painter of reputation also,

and is a member of the Salmagundi Club
and many other clubs of the arts and of
social and public life.
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Fabian 's Newest Theatre
Will Open Soon

THAT Newark, N. J., is to have a

new, beautiful and up-to-date mo-
tion picture theatre is the gist of an

announcement made by Jacob Fabian,

owner of the First National franchise for

New Jersey and who also controls a cir-

cuit of theatres in that state. The Regent
and Garden theatres in Paterson and the

Montauk and Playhouse theatres in Pas-

saic are owned by Mr. Fabian, whose ac-

tivities have become enormous in the last

few years.

The New Branford theatre, Newark,
N. J., which Mr. Fabian will open on or

around Thanksgiving Day of this year, is

his latest enterprise. His faith in the mo-
tion picture industry has been expressed

in the erection of a mammoth theatre with

a seating capacity of 4,000 and which will

cost, according to the latest estimates, over

one million dollars. The Branford theatre

is less than a half block from Broad and
Market streets. This spot is known to be

one of the busiest corners in America.
The new Branford theatre will be oper-

ated along the same lines as the Broadway
cinema palaces and all previous attempts

in the presentation of pictures will be out-

done if the present plans of Mr. Fabian
materialize. Several distinct and novel

surprises have been promised by the Jer-

sey showman after the opening of the New
Branford.

Although the art of exploitation will be

used in the advertising of the New Bran-
ford, Mr. Fabian states that only dignified

advertising methods will be employed.
" The class of people who will patronize

the New Branford will not respond to

questionable publicity," said Mr. Fabian.
" We expect to appeal to all of the people,

of course, but we want to build up a repu-

tation of being able to back up our prom-
ises so that we may instil confidence in the

minds of our patrons. This confidence I

will consider the greatest asset that we
will be able to accumulate."

Carl Laemmle Goes West
with Abe Stern

Mr. Carl Laemmle, president of Uni-
versal, who recently returned to this coun-
try after four months in Europe, has left

New York for Universal City, California,

where he will remain several weeks super-

vising work on the two big Universal-

Jewel productions now in process of com-
pletion

—
" Foolish Wives," a new Von

Stroheim picture, and " Outside the Law,"
the new Priscilla Dean picture directed

by Tod Browning.
Mr. Laemmle was accompanied to the

coast by Mr. Abe Stern, treasurer of Uni-
versal.

What is drawing the men of music and
theatres to the Motion Picture
Musical Conference?
See Page 4086.

I

Misouts Make Him "Sore"
[

Jay Allen Glenn, manager of the Gay
Theatre, Inc., of Newport, Tenn., sends
in the statement, submitted below, with
the request that the same be published
" for the good that it may do all of us
exhibitors. The big theatres are not
bothered in this manner; it's the 75% of
theatres, two to four-hundred seat houses
in towns up to eight thousand people
that have this trouble," continues Mr.
Glenn, " and it's just about as hard to
get an adjustment when a film misses as
to be elected president on a League of
Nations' platform."
Mr. Glenn's statement reads as fol-

lows :

" To all companies from whom I have
pictures booked: Please take notice.
" Since October 1st I have had eight

misouts as follows:
" October 2, Fox Film Co., Atlanta,

Ga., October 14th, Consolidated Film &
Supply Co., Atlanta; October 18, First

National, Louisville, Ky., Big Feature
Rights Co.; October 19, Select, Atlanta;
October 22, Pathe, Charlotte, N. C; Oc-
tober 30, Pathe, Charlotte, N. C; Novem-
ber 5, Pathe, Charlotte, N. C; and
November 8th, First National, Louis-
ville, Ky., Big Feature Rights Co.

" I am tired of this misout business,
and can see no reason why it happens.
All service is paid for and I know that's

not the reason. If I have any service
booked from YOU. Please allow
THREE days for transit.

" I don't see how some companies can
have the gall to send a man to me now
and try to get business from me. A
Misout always costs me two or three
times as much as I can possible get from
the company whose picture misses me,
and it takes months and fifty letters to get
anything then.

" It's no wonder that exhibitors think
you are crooks, and the sooner that a
fairer method of treatment from the ex-
change to the exhibitor takes place, the
sooner you will find out that MOST of
the exhibitors try to do the right thing.

If after reading this you think that it

applies to you, then take it. If not, for-
get it; but at any rate all who have any-
thing to do with sending pictures to
me will certainly receive my apprecia-
tion if they will get films to me in time
for me to use them the day I have them
booked for.

(Signed) " Jay Allen Glenn, Mgr.
" Gay Theatre, Inc."

Another Misout "Kick "
In a letter received from C. B. Gree-

ver of the Gem Theatre, Frederick, Okla.,
the Dallas office of United Artists is taken
to task for the alleged failure to deliver
picture contracted for in time for show-
ing. Mr. Greever explains as follows:

" On the 16th of October I mailed check and
signed contract for their ' Mollycoddle,' booked
for my use November 3rd. I received the adver-
tising matter ordered and spent around $25.00
advertising the picture for this date.

" November 3rd—and no picture—or word of
any kind. After all trains were in and it was
too late to get a picture to keep from being dark,
I wired them as per attached copy of telegram,
and at about 4.30 o'clock received their answer
which I also attach."
The telegram to the United Artists' Dallas

office, as submitted by Mr. Greever, reads as
follows

:

" Mollycoddle not in—Did you ship and
when? "

The reply from ,the Dallas office, as quoted
by Mr. Greever, was sent as follows:

" Your print not in from West Texas. When
can you use—Sorry."

Mr. Greever's letter to the News concludes:
" Will you express your opinion and a remedy

for this kind of treatment for my benefit as well
as other exhibitors, that they may know what to
expect when they buy pictures from Mr. Luckett
of United Artists at Dallas, Texas.

" Respectfully,
(Signed) " C. B. Greever."

Wm. Fox Wins Appeal in
Jewel Carmen Suit

A decision has just been handed down]
by the Unitel States Circuit Court of Ap-|
peals for the Second Circuit which re-j

verses the findings of the lower court in
the important action brought two years
ago by Jewel Carmen, motion picture!
actress, against Fox Film Corporation and!
the Will1am Fox Vaudev.lle Company,!
reads a statement from the Fox Film head-
quarters. The United States District

Court for the Southern District of New
York, in which the case was originally
tried, awarded Jewel Carmen damages in

the sum of $43,500 and costs. From this

decision Fox appealed to the higher court,

and in the opinion just handed down this

award is set aside and the decree reversed
it is stated.

The appeal was tried before Circun
Judges Ward, Rogers and Hough, and the!
opinion, which was written by Judge!
Rogers, was unanimous, according to thelj

Fox statement.

The litigation grew out of contracts en-lj

tered into between Jewel Carmen and the'

two Fox concerns named, by which the
actress bound her services for a number
of years. While this contract had several

years to run, it is stated, Miss Carmen
entered into a contract with the Frank A.
Keeney Pictures Corporation binding her
services to them for a period of five years
through a contract which is declared to

have given the Keeney Corporation the

option of re-employing her at stated pe-

riods at an increased salary. Miss Carmen
was still in her minority.

Suit was brought by Miss Carmen
against Fox in the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New-
York, in which she asked a perpetual in-

junction restraining Fox from interfering

with her contract rights, and in which she
also asked damages. The finding of this

lower court was in favor of the actress,

and it issued the injunction and awarded
her a large amount of damage, as above
stated.

Through his lawyers Fox appealed to

the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals for the Second Circuit. Mr. Nathan
Burkan appeared for Jewel Carmen as

plaintiff-appellee, and Saul E. Rogers ap-
peared for the two Fox organizations as
de fendant-appellants.

Louis B. Mayer Engage
Anthony Paul Kelly

Anthony Paul Kelly, well-known play-

wright and scenario man, has been engaged
by Louis B. Mayer to prepare the screen

adaptation of "The Tornado," Anita
Stewart's next starring vehicle for First

National Release. " The Tornado " is an
original story by Jane Murfin, author of
" Lilac Time " and other stage successes.

It will be directed by Edwin Carewe.
Mr. Kelly wrote "Three Faces East,*)

the mystery play which ran on Broadway
for over fifteen consecutive months. His
latest scenario achievement is "Way
Down East."
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF NOV. 20TH
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st Run Theatres
[TIRE R E P 0 R T S FROM CORRESPONDENTS

NEW YORK CITY

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Lapnccio Italien " by

tlie Capitol Orand Orchestra.

Special—Ballet " Carnaval " pre-

sented by Mile. Gambarclli as

Columbine, Alex. Oumansky as

Harlequin, and M. Lconidow
as Pantelon.

Scenic— In the Land of Fancy

—

Travelaugh.
Vocal

—
" The 1 lorn " by Herbert

Waterous.
Current Events—Capitol News.
Prologue

—
" Faust "—prologue and

vision scene by Sudworlh
Frasier and Bertram Peacock.

Feature—The Penalty—Goldwyn.
Next Week— Prisoners of Love—

Goldwyn.

Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture—Fantasie from " Romeo
and Juliet."

Vocal—" The Last Rose of Sum-
mer " by Betty Anderson, so-

prano ' and Anna Marie de
Melita, harpist.

Feature—Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—Thomas Meighan.

Special
—

" Columbine and Harle-
quin "—Vera Myers and Paul
Oscard. dancers.

Comedy—The Huntsman — Clyde
Cook.

Organ Solo—March from " Aida."
Next Week—The Life of the Party

—Roscoe Arbuckle.

Criterion Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Chanson Sans Paro-
les " by Criterion Orchestra.

Current Events—Life in the South
Sea Islands—Educational.

Special—South Sea Idyl—Produc-
tion of New School of Opera
and Ensemble.

Feature—Idols of Clay—Mac Mur-
ray and David Powell.

Comedy—The Hula-Hula Theatre
—Cartoon.

ONE
WEEK
STARTS
TODAY

CSelected fbf "Go to Motfo'Weelv
because of its

(

unusual story, its

martolous actinq and tremendous
and po*bfful theme

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS']

Startling Story

/A
i

**^^,.,,,J*r" '/Safari*:

$ tAtion— designed euxw-
fy fbr this ttttvi pu tr.9

"Sun Zbcirictl and Art
departments^
Special Nota- for !KoMu*>
program today 500 tho
Moon AdVortisamariL

I LON CMANEV

One oF tho Greatest Performances in ike history

of motion pictures is played by Lon Chaney-
that of Blizzard a lealess man a/ith

The Face~of Satan-me Brain of a
osnius-ye^ Master of Men and.
irresistible God to\v/bmen.

Half paye for " The Penalty " the work of the Sun theatre, Omaha

Rialto Theatre

—

Overture — "First Roumanian
Rhapsody" by Rialto Orchestra.

Current Events—Rialto Magazine.
Vocal—Aria from " Manon " by

Philip Spooner, tenor.
Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-

lace Reid.

Robin, Sing Me a
Helen Thomas,

Street — Charles

D.

A very clever " So Long Letty " ad
used by the Adding theatre of Detroit

Vocal—" Robin,
Song " by
soprano.

Comedy— Easy
Chaplin Revival.

Organ Solo—" Voix Celeste."
Next Week—The Furnace—Wm.

Taylor Production.

Strand Theatre

—

Overture—Prelude to " Kismet,"
" Schcherezade," by Strand
Symphony Orchestra.

Prologue—" A Street in Bagdad.
Special

—
" Dance Arabe," interpre-

ted by Sheila O'Day. Cecile
Rivilin and Lucita Corvera.

Vocal—" Far Across the Desert
Sands," sung by Joseph Martel,
baritone.

Feature—Kismet—Otis Skinner.
Organ Solo—" March Heroique."
Next Week — Dinty — Marshall

Neilan.

MINNEAPOLIS

New Garrick Theatre

—

Current Events—Cinema Periodi-
cal.

Special—The Race of the Ages.
Comedy—Edgar's Sunday Court-

ship—Booth Tarkington.
Vocal—Song selections bv Henry-

Taylor, Tenor, assisted by Alice
Clair.

Feature—Madame Peacock—Nazi-
mova.

Next Week—The Jack-Knife Man—King Vidor.

New Lyric Theatre

—

Current Events—New Lyric Screen
Journal.

Comedy—Queens Up, with Vanity
Fair Girls—Pathe.

Prologue—Genuine rural farm
festival and old fashioned " Hoe
Down," featuring the Peerless
Orchestra as the village band

and having eccentric songs and
dances.

Feature — The County Fair —
Maurice Tourneur.

Next Week—Something to Think
About—Cecil de Mille.

DENVER
Rivoli Theatre

—

Orchestra
—

" Crown of Diamonds."
Current Events—Fox News.
Cartoon — Farm Efficiency — Mutt

and Jeff.

Feature—The Yellow Typhoon

—

Anita Stewart.
Next Week—Madame Peacock.
America Theatre

—

Current Events — International
News.

Comedy—Four Times Foiled—Ed-
ucational.

Feature—Mid Channel—Clara Kim-
ball Young.

Tabor Theatre

—

Opening—Universal Screen Maga-
zine.

Feature—Once to Every Woman

—

Dorothy Phillips.

Comedy—A Scream in Society

—

Universal.
Current Events—Kinograms.
Next Week—The New York Idea.

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Fathe News.
Comedy—Torchy on High—Educa-

tional.

Novelty — Topics of the Dav —
Pathe.

Feature—Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—Thomas Meighan.
Next Week—Kismet.

SEATTLE

Liberty Theatre

—

Overture—" The Glow Worm " and
"A Dream."

Current Events—Pathe News No.
89.

Comedy—Torchy's Millions—Edu-
cational.

Feature—Peaceful Valley—Charles
Ray.

Next Week—The Branding Iron.

Strand Theatre

—

Earthbound, its second week with
complete program except cur-
rent events, held over.

SAN FRANCISCO

Feature— The White Moll — Pearl
White.

Comedy—Striking Models—Chris-
tie Educational.

Cartoon—Mutt and Jeff—Fox.
Current Events—Select News.
Orchestra—" In Soudan."
Next Week—The Forbidden Wom-

an—Dwan A. P.

California Theatre

—

Overture—" Happy Hottentot.
Current Events—Pathe News.
Orchestra — "Robespierre" and

"Avalon."
Organ—" The Holy City."
Solo by C Sharpe Minor.
Special—Musical and dance pro-

logue presented by a company
of eight people under the title

of "Lights and Shadows."
Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-

lace Reid.
Next Week—Conrad in Quest of

His Youth.
Imperial Theatre

—

Behold My Wife and complete pro-
gram held over for second
week.

Tivoli Theatre

—

Feature—The Branded Woman

—

Norma Talmadge.
Comedy—Torchy Turns Cupid

—

Educational.
Orchestra—Selections from "Lucia

De Lammermoor " and " The
Minuet."

Vocal—Antonio De Vally sings "L'

Lammcr-
Clemmer Theatre

—

Overture—"Lucia Di
moor."

Instrumental — "Caprice Expan-
ola" and "At the Fountain,"
presented as harp solos.

Novelty— Roger's Illiterate Digest.
Current Events—Fox Nqws.
Feature—The Devils Passkey—Von

Strohcim Special.
Next Weck^Held in Trust.

IALT0 THEATRE
FIFTH AND JEFFERSON '

Ten inch by four column ad for " The
Planner " uned by the Rialto theatre

of Dayton, 0.
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MERRILL
A not ol rural Romance and Gevelry
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MAUCICE TOUBNEUQ'S jcbeen veasicw ot

WCOUNTY [AIR
IT wilt TAKE VOO BACK TO VOUOCHttOMOOO AS VOUWAJCMflUCHU FACED

IN MIS WILD CHAW AFTtP THE GREASED PIC

mm JEEOME WbV*"0 DAVID BUTLE-B-
WILL RECALL VOUfl S*"£ ETHEADT DAYS

AND
YOULL SSI ONE OF THf MOST

• THQILl/NG HOPSE JPAC/S *
CVea SCH££H£D

MKDAD
t ii „ - HE KNOWS

mvEcrronaTtiBt IHE VllLACE0ln'ME5IM«aw//ra«-»7-o«-«-j7«

7/ii.v third of a page on 'The County
Detroit

Afracine " and the fourth act

aria from " Vasco Di Gana."
Next Week—The Master Mind—
Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Rialto Review.
Cartoon—Hypnotic Hootch—Mu't

and Jeff.

Orchestra—Operatic medley.
Comedy—Home Rule—Special Pic-

tures.

Novelty—A Studv in Black and
White.

Specialty number staged by Man-
ager Smith in which songs are
featured.

Feature—Godless, Men—Goldwyn
Special.

Next Week—The Song of the Soul.

DETROIT

Adams

—

Overture
—

" Rhapsodie Espana."
Current Events—Adams Topical

Review.
Vocal—Emmons and Colvin.

Comedy—Edgar Camps Out.
Feature—So Long Letty—T. Roy

Barnes.
Next Week—Old Dad.

Broadway Strand

—

Same as last week.
Next Week—Idols of Clay—George

Fitzmaurice production.

Madison

—

Overture—Selections from " Faust."

Current Events—Madison Topical
Review.

Educational—Selected Scenic.

Vocal—Walter Pontius, " Recom-
pense," and " The World Is

Waiting for the Sunrise."

Comedy— Selected.

TODAY

.suNShiMcoMEoy MISS EVATBEMAYME
HIS NOISY STILl SOU*ST

WASH I NGTON CONCERT ORCHESTRA
OtRECnON GaAflAH HARRIS

Fair " is being used this week in the
papers

Feature—Once to Every Woman

—

Dorothy Phillips.

Next Week—Allan Dwan Produc-
tion—The Scoffer.

Majestic

—

Current Events—Majesticettes.

Educational—Mountain, Forest, and
Stream—Artcolor.

Scenic—The Lost Chord.
Vocal—Francis J. Tyler, " Armor-

er's Song," from " Robin
Hood."

Orchestral
—

" Ruralistic Medleys."
Comedy—Chester Conklin in Home

Rule.

Feature—A Village Sleuth—Charles
Ray.

Next Week—Thomas Meighan

—

Conrad in Quest of His Youth.

Washington

—

Overture—" Bits of Remick Hits."

Current Events—Washington Ani-
mated Review.

i

Commencing Today—
A BKALART StTEH SriiClAL ATTK UTION—

"The Furnace"
-The Moil Thrillint Story of M«rried Life

Ever Fired Onto the Screen

ALl~STAIt CAST
1NCLCDES—

Th«K)oro K \.-ir.

Mill. .11

Strand Scenic Origination
—
'"The

Emerald Isle" Travel motion
pictures of Ireland were given
imaginative animation thru
use of Henry Moeller, tenor,

standing behind thin gauze
screen upon which pictures

were projected and singing
Ball's Mother Machree." Dim
outline of singer, in heart of
every picture, was visible, mak-
ing him a living part of each
screen scene.

Happiness Dance—Mile Sylvia in-

troducing a fairy dance of light

vein described as " Voices of
Spring," the musical number
of the same name being played
by the Strand Symphony
Orchestra.

Strand News Shots—Cheerful
news events selected by Man-
aging Director Edward L. Hy-
man from Pathe, Fox News,
etc.

Introductory Art Subjects for Fea-
ture. A reproduction of Whis-
tler's " The Barefoot Boy," in

" Dray iturtan " display, ten inches by
three columns the work of the Wash-

ington theatre, Detroit

One of Stanley Chambers' displays for
" The Furnace " in size six and one-
half inches by tiro columns. The
Palace is located at Wichita, Kansas

Educational—Washington Trave-
logue—Wanderlust.

Vocal
—

" Eva Tremayne."
Comedies—Clyde Cook in The

Huntsman. Mutt and Jeff in

Farm Efficiency.

Feature—Girl of My Heart—Shirley

Mason.
Next Week—Pauline Frederick in

" Madame X."

BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre

—

Overture—" Comedy Overture " —
Strand Symphony Orchestra.

A laughter producing piece de-

signed to enliven the audience

for the all-comedy program to

come. A Keler Bela number,
it had the desired effect.

PRiC£S. telety&r
Mjl*« Guucv m s*. US Ok SO'

This hand drawn display for " The
Face at Your Window " is by Fox's

Springfield theatre

which Henry Moeller garbed as

Whittier's barefoot boy sang
" The Barefoot Trail " by Wig-
gers. This was designed to in-

troduce the sport short subject

release " How'll You Have
Your Bath?" and to fix wo-
man's interest in a sport re-

lease.

Sport Scenic
—

" How'll You Have
Your Bath?"—A town and
country film, edited by Grant-
land Rice.

Vocal—Amanda Brown, colorature

soprano, singing Thomas'
" Polonaise " from " Mignon."

Motion Picture News

pROAPWAV STRAND

'1

mm
MY wife:

me >9mec - Or A I4V4QC *
«-tMu.toi Sills -Eujcttt
DorrcDwrlrWoJuueMe oCOTT

~H« LAf€> Of TW SKY UA WATD

.1 display for " Behold My Wife "
sponsored by the Broadway Strand

theatre of Detroit

Feature Film—Mr. and Mrs. Carter
de Haven in " Twin Beds."

Orchestral Extravaganza—" A Trip I

to New York's Musical Comedy
Land." The Strand Symphony
orchestra in a symposium from
the Broadway girl show hits,

including bits from " Mary,"
" Florodora," " The Night
Boat," " Irene," " Ziegfeld
Follies," " Honey Dew,"
"Hitchy Koo 1920," "Honey
Girl " and others.

Comedy Film—Buster Keaton in

" One Week."
Organ Solo

—
" Gigue in G "—Han-

del, by Edward Napier and
John Hammond, organists.

ST. PAUL

Overture—" Echoes from the Met-
ropolitan Opera," arranged by
Theo. M. Tobain.

Comprises :
" The Prophet

March," by Meyerbeer ; Inter-

mezzo from "Cavalleria Rusti-

cana;" " To The Evening Star."

from Tannhauser ;
" Nibelungen

March," by Wagner ; the " Pro-
logue " from " Pagliacci ; and
"William Tell."

The Capitol Symphony Orchestra,
Oscar F. Baum, conducting. The
finest theatre orchestra in the

Middle West.
Elkland—Prizma.
This feature of the current week's

Capitol presentation is a series

of natural color pastels, which
bring the beautiful Shoshone
Valley before your eyes in ever

changing vistas.

The Capitol Digest.

A compendium of news events,

educational and travel pictures

STRAND
This girl , .wren . Ijudgtd Ihe

bo-iuiiliii girl in America

group of *rTi5>ts and wriUtra.

Justine Johnstone

ilc if...' '- - ' Eo, Hilly M^W » tku »r»

»Ur"> t» tor. o( mj-iMrr—ol . .- - -

berwff Vilfc lati

ft«f f»U>r W>« *t» irn. »i»J tail

• bo xVta Id bt nsTtfcug lhal prt

A half-paye oy the Strand theatre, Providence, for the shoiring of - Blackbird* "

this iceek
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and scenic pastels, selected and
edited by Lowell "V. Calvert,

I managing director; includes:
i Current Events— Pathe & In-

ternational News.
JHian Crosman—Dramatic So-

prano.

1. "Just A'W earyin' for You"

—

Bond. 2. "You Are Free"
;
from "Apple Blossoms"

—

Kreisler. Lillian Crossman,
soprano ; Georges Trabert.

tenor.

£dgar, the Explorer—Booth Tark-

; ington.

The universal popularity of the

Edgar Comedies has dictated

the selection of this unit of
Capitol presentation,

eorges Trabert—Tenor.
1. "Gypsy Song" from "-May-
time "—Bamberg. 2. " Values "

Yanderpool.
Tom Moore in Officer 666.

„apitol Grand Organ.
Arthur Depew, America's Prem-

iere Organist at St. Paul's fin-

est pipe organ.
' Marche Militaire "—Schubert.
Organ Recital—E. J. Dunstedter

1. "Greeting"—Mahl. 2. Theme
(varied)—Foulkes. 3. Popular
Selections.

BLUE MOUSE
26.W. LEXINGTON ST.

"It it trm* tkat tkt itmalt of Uu

LOUISE HUFF

Ha faithlessness had

wrecked her life

—

What Women Want" display, the
cork of the Blue House th-eatre of

Baltimore

BUFFALO

Shea".* Hippodrome

—

Overture—" Capriccio Italienne"

—

Tschaikowsky.
Stage setting—Venice, a scenic pic-

ture staged by Harold B.
Franklin.

Violin solo—"Hejre Kati "—Hu-
bay.

Feature—Civilian Clothes—Thomas
Meighan.

Comedy — His Noisy Still — Sun-
shine.

Current Events—Hippodrome Re-
view, consisting of excerpts
from the leading Weeklies,
Topics of the Day and hand-
colored subjects.

Next Week—The Cradle of Cour-
age—William S. Hart.

Shea's Criterion

—

Overture— "If I Were King" —
Adam.

Vocal — " Santa Lucia" — Braga
Sung by Carlos Ferritti of the
New York Strand.

Live Again Your Joyous Childhood
Thi» remarkable rural American tlory will recall many happy moments of your

younger (lay a, you'll live with the typical character* of the kfrcn.

Hce* >• photoplay of tparklmf mirlh. of *wrct

romance ana •mb<l>tr which will thrill you and brinf

yow b*<a a M-<ond lum. It radiate* food chert

THE

COUNTY FAIR
if

• M.nrrful Scr«n Production ol

Neil Burgess' Famous Play

WESLEY BARRY
HELEN JEROME EDDY, DAVID BUTLER
EDYTHE CHAPMAN and a Ho»t of Other.

nled - .ih L>r*l r Mhk That Bnnfi Back

• of the -SK.n-D,i.- .net "Ho. Downs'

of the Old Day.

Rube Band playing

"The Village Orchearjy"

Coster and Clements

STARTS TODAY

LYDIC
COMING— ' SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

One of the •• Thi County Fair" displays
in S 11 ml nit'

f eature—Lady's Rose's Daughter

—

Elsie Ferguson.
Comedy— The Huntsman — Clyde

Cook.
Current Events—Criterion Pictor-

ial.

Next Week—The Restless Sex.

Mark-Strand

—

Overture—" The Girl in the Spot-
light."

Current Events — Latest Pathc
News.

Feature—What Women Love—An-
nette Kellermann.

Comedy—Duck Inn—Mermaid.
Xext Week— Peaceful Valley —

Charles Raw
Palace-
Sweet Lavender—Man - Miles Min-

ter.

Lyric

—

The Cheater—May Allison.

PHILADELPHIA

Stanton Theatre

—

Overture—" Faust "—The Stanton
Overture, led by Albert F.

Wayne.
Feature—The Master Mind—Lionel

Barrymore—First National.
Comedy—Nonsense—Educational.
Topical Review—First presentation

of unusual and extraordinary
happenings selected from all

the weeklies of the world, to-

gether with local events, com-
piled by Stanton camera man.

run by the Lyric theatre, Minneapolis,
* papers

Topics of the Day—Literary Di-

gest.

Cartoon— Farm Efficiency — Mutt
and Jeff.

Next Week—Always Audacious

—

Wallace Reid.

Arcadia Theatre

—

Same as last week.
Added attraction—Boy Scout film

showing Philadelphia Scouts
and what is done for them.

Next Week— Behold My Wife —
Paramount.

Victoria Theatre

—

Same as last week.
Next Week—Mutiny of the Elsi-

nore—Metro.

Regent

—

Feature—Her Husband's Friend

—

Enid Bennet.
Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Special-—The Making of Men—Boy
Scout film.

Next Week— The Frisky Mrs.
Johnson—Billie Burke.

Palace
Feature — Something to Think

About—Paramount.
Comedy—One Week.
Topics of the Day—Literary Di-

gest.

Cartoon—Andy was a Hero.
Topical—Pathe News.
Next Week—The Riddle: Wom-

an—Geraldine Farrar.

Capitol

—

Feature—Sins .of Rcs^nne—Para-
mount.

roa»:«o»t-*o MODER
Which of these two ii Perry Danton

Wallace Reid
in "Always Audacious"

(Toujour* d* I \ud*f r '

1 - ih* Salarda? FNmint

I
• - by Bee. IhWMmJ

treat etate tocceaa

"The Deep Purple"

Presenting Miriam Cooper,

Helen Ware and Vincent Serrano

and W. y Ferguton

Topical—St*lert*-News. — fi .

Coincdy—One Week.
Topics "of the Day— Literary l)t-

gest.

Xext Week—Blackmail— Metro.

CHICAGO

Randolph Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Comedy—The Big Show.
Feature—Thomas Meighan in

"Conrad in Quest of His
Youth."

Coming Feature— Fatty Arbuckle in
'• The Life of the Party."

Ziegfehl Theatre

—

Scenic.

Luke McLukc's " Filmosophy."
Comedy—Pajama Wedding.
Feature—Clara Kimball Young in

" Mid-Channel."
Coming Feature—Douglas Fair-

banks in " The Mark of
Zorro."

Pantheon Theatre

—

Organ Solo—Selections from "The
Scandals."

Pantheon Topics of the Day.
Vocal Solo

—
" The Love Nest "

—

Mabel Morari.
Comedy—Larry Semon in " The

Suitor."

Overture—" Evolution of Dixie."
Harp Solo—" Avalon "—Ed. Vito.
Feature— Earthbound.
Coming Feature—The Last of the

Mohicans.

Here is another half pay? display for " Alirays Audacious" playing this week
if the Modern theatre, Providence

Here is the way Phil Gersdorf, man-
ager of the Arcade theatre, Jackson-
ville, Florida, billed " Behold My
Wife." The display icas twelve inches

by four columns

Riviera Theatre

—

Overture—Popular Melodies.
Specialty—Western Models.
Scenic.

Literary Digest.

Comedy—Don't Blame the Stork.
Feature—Behold My Wife.
Coming Feature—Always Auda-

cious.

Woodlawn Theatre

—

Organ offertory.

Woodlawn News and Views.
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.

Comedy—Larry Semon in " The
Suitor."

Overture—Selections from Verdi's
opera, " II Trovatore."

Feature—Something to Think
About.

Intermission
—

" I've Got the Blues
for My Kentucky Home."

Boston Theatre

—

Organ Selections.
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Comedy — Bobbie Vernon in

"Seven Bald Pates." (Chris-
tie.)

Loew'9 Grand

—

Overture.
Hall-room Boys Comedy.
Gaumont Pictorial Life.

Feature—All-star cast in " Clothes "

(Metro).

~BOSTON~

This one on "A Romantic Adven-
turess " by the Majestic theatre,
Detroit, teas ten inches by four columns

Feature—Lionel Barrymore in "The
Devil's Garden."

Comedy—Get Out and Get Under.

Rose Theatre

—

Feature—Blackbirds.

Comedy—Get Out and Get Under.

BALTIMORE
~~

New Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe, Pathe Re-
view.

Vocal—Operatic Selections.

Comedy—Shuffling the Aces.

Feature—Pauline Frederick in
" Madame X."

Parkway Theatre

—

Overture—Selection from "Car-
men" followed by Wagner's
" To the Evening Star " played
on the ' cello by S. Stern with
organ and piano accompani-
ment. Conclusion is selection

from " Cavalleria Rusticana."
Current Events—Parkway Review

made from Pathe, and Pathe
Review.

Scenic—Views of the Rocky
Mountains, Pathecolor.

Feature—Behold My Wife!

Wizard Theatre

—

Current Events—Topics of the
Day.

Feature—Behold My Wife!

ATLANTA

Criterion

—

Overture—Dave Love's orchestra.

Topics of the Day.
Screen Snap-shots.
Feature—Anita Stewart in " Harriet

and the Piper" (First Na-
tional).

Pathe Review.
Tudor

—

Organ solo.

News Weekly.
Feature — Dorothy Phillips in

"Once to Every Woman."
(L'niversal.)

Universal Comedy.
Rialto

—

Overture.
Paramount-Bray Pictograph.
Feature—" Behold My Wife "—All-

star Cast. (Paramount.)
Comedy —- Harold Lloyd in " High

and Dizzy."

Forsyth

—

Overture — H. E. Boddiford,
Leader.

Forsyth Magazine.
Feature — William S. Hart in " The

Cradle of Courage." (Para-
mount.)

Park Theatre

—

Overture — Park Symphony Or-
chestra.

Weekly News — 2 issues.

Features — " The Love Flower "

—

D. W. Griffith.

"Once a Plumber:" — Lyons and
Moran.

Next Week — " The Last of the

Mohicans " — " The Secret
Gift."

Beacon Theatre

—

Overture — Piano and Organ.
Weekly News — 2 Issues.

Comedy — " The Adventurer " —
Charles Chaplin — (re-issue).

Feature
—

" The New York Idea
"

—Alice Brady.
" Are All Men Alike ?" — May Al-

lison.

Tremont Temple

—

" Way Down East "—Griffith.

Fenway Theatre

—

Feature—" Humoresque — Alma
Rubens.

" High and Dizzy "—Harold Lloyd.

Palace

—

Current Events—Kinograms.
Literary Digest—80.

Feature—Everybody's Sweetheart.
Next Week—Held by the Enemy.

WASHINGTON

Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture—Eileen Selections.

Current News — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.

Comedy—His Noisy Still — Sun-
shine.

Scenic—None.
Feature—Madame Peacock—Metro.
Next Week—Curtain— First Na-

tional.

Loew's Columbia

—

Overture—Merry Wives of Wind-
sor.

Current Events—Selznick News.
Comedy—None.
Feature—Restless Sex—Paramount.
Next Week—Restless Sex Con-

tinued.

Loew's Palace

—

Overture—Prelude G Sharp Minor,
with Ampico Player.

Current Events—Pathe News

—

Topics of the Day.
Comedy—Chase Me—Sunshine.

Feature—Old Fashion Boy—Para-

mount.
Next Week—Sins of Rozanne

—

Paramount.

CINCINNATI

Walnut—
Overture—" Take It From Me."
Current Events—Pathe 90.

Literary Digest—80.

Feature—The Master Mind.
Comedy—Striking Models—Chris-

tie.

Next Week—The Round-Up.

Strand

—

Current Events—Pathe 91.

Comedy—The Simp—Mermaid.
Feature—Forty-Five Minutes From

Broadway.
Next Week—The Jack-Knife Man.

Gifts-
Current Events—Fox News 71.

Universal comedy.
Feature—The Branding Iron.

Next Week—Mid Channel.

LIONEL BARRYHORE
"THE DEVILS GARDEN'
AN ADAPTATION OF TO.MAXWELLS NOVEL

•ScMilrifcwMw-

jtrand '

j Boothrartaftm&mty ANNETTE KELLERMAN !

\
ld$an Sunday Courtshp" B«t(r?*itlra^DnSorftor,

j

1 Exclusive Brooklyn Appearance
RUSSIAN • ROYALTY- CHORUS1

;

PetroOrad's Celebrated Or*anhatian of
20_Men and Women Soloists _20

Hand drawn display for " The Deril's
Garden " by Strand theatre. Brooklyn

Moore's Garden

—

Feature—The Forbidden Thing

—

continued.

Moore's Rialto

—

Overture—" William Tell."

Current Events—Fox News.

UHHi Sf-TUeOftV
\

NOON tc nftw

ShfRLeVmm
mtcHUttnimeonutoe

AotmtQ foot, feaHccs ffa&ot fltrcyxus

f\C KCWWKHIFmfiOMCSTM

'miiwhrjMAff-
. SOLOIST A*0 OT>« FEATURED

PAULINEmm \

. mnfofurcrrnta
I PurmzoYum
MADAME
X"

This one for " The Girl trith the Jazz
Heart" is by the Washington ttuntre

of Detroit

Comedy—Mr. Fatima— Christie.

Feature—The Penalty—Goldwyn.
Next Week—Kismet—Robertson-

Cole.

CLEVELAND

.1 display for "Burglar Proof'' playing a premiere at Grauman's theatrt
Los Angeles

Stillman

—

Overture—Peer Gynt Suite.
Theme

—

Current Events—Pathe News.
Comedy—Edgar's Courtship—Ed-

gar Comedy released by Gold-
wyn.

Feature—The Sin That Was His—
staring William Faversham.

Next W eek—The Furnace.

Kuclid

—

Overture—Reminiscences of Ru-
dolph Friml's operas.

Theme—" My Paradise."
Current Events—Kinograms.
Comedy—A Tray Full of Troubles
—Educational Film.

Feature—Earthbound—Goldwvn.
Next Week—Behold My Wife.

Metropolitan

—

Overture—Dance of . the Hours
from La Giaconda.

Theme—Love is a Mystery.
Current Events—Selznick News.
Comedy

—

The Sandman—Vanity
Fair Maids Comedy.

Educational—Bray Pictograph.
Feature—The Branding Iron

—

Goldwyn.
Next Week—Twin Beds.

Alhambra

—

Overture—" Fall Popular Review "

compiled by Musical Director
Homer L. Walters.

Theme—In the Dusk by Robert H.
Grey.

Current Events—Illiterate Digest

—

Pathe News.
Comedy—Seven Baldpates—Christy

Comedy.
Feature Olive Thomas in " Every-

body's Sweetheart."
Next Week—Mary Miles M inter in

" Eyes of the Heart."

Strand

—

Overture—Dance of the Hours
from La Giaconda.

Theme—Love is a Mystery.
Current Events—Literary Digest.
Comedy—The Dear Departed

—

Snub Pollard. -

Feature—The Branding Iron

—

Goldwyn.
Next Week—Twin Beds.
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.EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IV RELEASES

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS FROM WEEK RUN THEATERS

FA MOl'S PLAYERS
Held by the Enemy—
Business exceptionally good. Sur-

prisingly large crowds. Good pic-

ture, well liked, surrounded by
attractive program. (East.)

A beautiful picture but not a box
ofhee puller. Got through a week
run by the skin of the teeth.

(Hast.)

One of the best Civil War stories

I've ever played. Crowded houses
for the entire run, and everybody
liked it. From a box office stand-

point, it was a splendid attraction

and business was great. (East.)

The Right to Love—
Second big week. Good business,

full houses. Audiences like it.

(East.)

An average picture and played to

usual business. (Middle West.)

A Romantic Adventuress—
Dorothy is slipping. Good pro-

duction but story was only fair and
box office reflected this condition.

(Middle West.)

Behold My Wife-
Opened to splendid business and

held up so well it was continued
for a second week. (Middle West.)

Unusually entertaining, and box
office testified to the fact that it

was well liked. (West.)

• . . u,j juuricen men Uisylay
" Wanted at Headquarters " by the
Buperba theatre, i.os Angeles

i r TWIN BEDS
A Three Hour StaAe Scream put
into an Hour and a Half of Movie
Mirth, and All the Laughs are Doubled

Buster Keaton - One Week %
One Week of Laughter gg

A Trip to Nev>ork Musical Comedy Land JS
COMEDY OVERTURE_ KELER BELA S
Ballets-Sbloists-Famed Strand Orchestra

k _....Next Veek
Otis Skinner "> kismet

"

One of Edward L. Human's hand
dratctl displays for " Twin Beds "

playing this week at the Brooklyn
Strand theatre

An Old Fashioned Boy—
Although many persons—among

them the dramatic critic of a met-
ropolitan newspaper — considered
this an excellent farce and an ex-

cellent picture, it made no big hit

with the ''fans" here. The houses
were but average, although the cold

weather may have had some bear-

ing on this. Many of Ray's follow-

ers did not like the kind of part

be played. (East.)

Good—but last two 'Ray pictures

not up to Ray standard. (West.)

Ray is always good and does not
fall down on this. Had more than
usual business. (West.)

Civilian Clothes—
Held up good first seven days.

Have booked it for another week.
(West.)

Always Audacious—
Story little impossible but busi-

ness was big. Some fine double-

exposures in this and picture one of
his best. (East.)

An entertaining feature which
drew well. (West.)

Great in story and in production.
Wally Rcid always has good fol-

lowing and great stories. Went
over big. (West.)

The Cradle of Courage—

-

Out of Hart's line, should be
kept in the Western type. (East.)

Carried picture seven clays. My
custom is twro changes wccklv.
(Middle West.)

Something to Think About—
Played two weeks engagement to

large crowds. This is a good pic-

ture which is spoiled by the sensa-
tional ending, which is being over-
worked since the davs of " The

Miracle Man." (Middle West.)

Jailbirds—
A usual Doug. MacLean and

Doris May production which did
the business. Both of these actors
have been very popular in this city

since appearing in "23V-! Hours
Leave."

Her Husband's Friend—
Played to big houses all week and

might be considered a box office
" puller." Was generally liked by
the public. (East.)

The Restless Sex—
Played to big houses the first

week of its stay here but like all

pictures that are not high above the
ordinary or extensively advertised
it« popularity began to peter out to-

wards the end of the second week.
(East.)

Half Hour-
Picture played to average busi-

ness all week. Fair business.
(West.)

The Round Up—
A poor feature for my house.

Eox office receipts not up to stan-
dard. (West.)

FIRST NATIONAL
Ttvin Beds—

Audiences laughed long and
heartily. Seemed to give entire
satisfaction. (East.)

Good References—
Constance Talmadge is the only

excuse for this production. She kept
patrons coming all week. Business
very good. ( East.

)

Good production w hich seemed to
please and brought fair business.
(West.)

Picture doirrg average business
despite extremelv bad weather.
( East.)

Better than " The Love Expert
"

but did only fair business. (East.)

The Master Mind-
Unusual story well acted but did

not draw extra well. (East.)

What Women Love—
Very poor picture. Played to big

business, mostly men. A supple-
mentary feature " The Race of the
Age " helped draw the crowds.
Kellcrmann didn't please. (East.)

The Notorious Miss Lisle—
A poor production which drew

only average business. (Middle
West.)

Nomads of the North—
A fairly entertaining picture but

we had poor business during run.
(West.)

The Love Expert—
Drew very well all week. Good

comedy. Audiences well pleased.
(East.)

The Branded Woman—
A slow-moving affair which failed

to create any excitement, although
Aorma Talmadge performs in her
usual excellent manner. A cut-
back showing a Roman slave market
was unnecessary and was plainly
lugged in for its sensual appeal.

( Middle West.)

Fair picture which brought but
average business. (West.)

GOLDW'YN
Earthbound—

Falling down in its second week.
Too highbrow for the average
movie patron. (Middle West.)

The Branding Iron—
Did better than average business

at two first-run houses simulta-
neously. Just melodramatic enough
to attract, and not too emotional,
so as to offend. (Middle West.)

The Slim Princess—
This tvpe of story don't go over.

(East.)

Honest Hutch—
Lauded by the critics as the best

picture of the week. (Middle
West.)

MOOILJLSRIALTO
TOOAY 2»PM ALLWEEK II* M. II-PM.

GOLDWYN

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS
famous story

THE PENALTY
LON CHANEY

Wkttt ehiricto wtii 11 -Tbi Fr»t~ k "Tka ManH Mu' *
ufWIri It m lB-tU/ Urt. -

;
- Ihi pcfnrr . tr,m

ill il *M i»im:,-
t Inl! *l »* t'-

ORCHESTRA SELECTIONS [

KISMET IS COMING^
OTIS SKINNER

'J Ins is a reproduction of Tom Moore's
< Washinyton i display for • The Pen-
alty " the bill at Moore's Rialto this

week
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giving Offering

BEGINNING TODAY

Une Masterpiece of/92C

OTIS
STUNNER,

melodrama it , Faversham did not

act so superbly. Opened to enor-

mous business. Had to rope off

both outer and inner lobbies.

Audiences lavish in praise. Held up
just as strong all week rather gain-

ing in prestige with each day.

(Middle West.)

^^^U?A^ractio^3^quTap Strand Price^l

Small hand-drawn display for " Kis-
met " booked for the Strand theatre,

Brooklyn, next week

Officer 666—
This feature brought more than

usual business and seemed to please

my patrons. (West.)

The Great Lover—
A poor picture. Average box

office receipts. (West.)

Stop Thief—
Did not go over very well. An

average picture. (Middle West.)

REALART
Her Beloved Villain—
A fair picture and box office at-

traction. (Middle West.)

Food for Scandal—
Light, pleasing little comedy.

They came because they liked Wan-
da—and they did not register a kick.

Box office, just fair. (East.)

39 East—
Fairly interesting picture. Usual

patronage. (West.)

A Dark Lantern—
This is a fair picture but the

box office receipts were awful.

(West.)

VITAGRAPH
The Prey—
Average production, nothing out

of ordinary. Business fair. (West.)

Trumpet Island—
A nice picture that generally sat-

isfied. Fairly good houses all week.
(East.)

Pleased big audiences. (Middle
West.)

Everybody's Sweetheart—
Very pleasing little entertain-

ment. Not a great picture, but at-

tractive and rather restful, not

offering any problems for the tired

business man to solve. Unusual in-

terest attached to the picture as it

was the last one made by Olive
Thomas. (Middle West.)

Trumpet Island—
Splendid picture full of thrills

and big box office attraction. Broke
house records during two week's
run. (Middle West.)

The Saphead—
This picture took well for the

most of the week. There is nothing
unusually attractive about it. Fair.

(East.)

SELZNICK
The Sin That Was His—
Wonderful picture. A classic.

Full of action, but with a deep
moral lesson. Would be a cheap

Darling Mine—
The best Olive Thomas picture

I've played yet. Went over in

great shape. Do not think though
the star's tragic death affected audi-

ences' enjoyment of picture, in

either way. Sane and normal en-

joyment registered. (East.)

Everybody's Sweetheart—
Olive Thomas seems more popu-

lar now than before her death.

Good business. (Middle West.)

FOX
Drag Harlan—
William Farnum has a good box

office value. Picture liked and box
office returns fine. (Middle West.)

The White Moll^-
The idea of this picture being a

serial was overcome by newspaper
advertising. Had big business.

(Middle West.)

Merely Mary Ann—
Production average. Star good.

Patrons well pleased. (Middle
West.)

Three Gold Coins—
Opened big and continued so dur-

ing entire run. As to entertaining

value, let the above speak for it-

self. (West.)

METRO
The Hope—
That was the trouble—there

wasn't any. Impossible—tedious,

hackneyed situations, moth-eaten
development. I felt like apologiz-

ing to my patrons for making them
sit through it. If the other
" Metro Specials " are like this, ex-
cuse me

!

A Chorus GirVs Romance—
A fine picture and one which

pleased my audiences, bringing
good business. (West.)

The Best of Luck—
Fair business. Fairly good pic-

ture. (East.)

Madame Peacock—
One of the best money-getters

I've had in a long time. Person-
ally, did not care for the picture,

so why worry? (East.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
The Stealers—
Although this was a fair box-

office attraction, I was disappointed.
Did not go over as big as I ex-

pected, nor was it as big a picture
as I expected. (East.)

An Arabian Knight—
One of the best light comedies

I've played in a long time. Pleased
everybody. Production an excel-
lent one throughout. Good box-of-
fice attraction. (East.)

EQUITY
Midchannel—
Mediocre picture not up to Clara
Kimball Young's standard as to

either drawing qualities or picture.

Fair business. They came, but ex-
pected something better. (East.)

PATHE
The Riddle: Woman—
Overdrawn story, which just got

by. Farrar is a wonderful singer.

Business fair. (East.)

Half a Chance—
Great. Think Hamilton superb

—

but where did they get the idea that
Lillian Rich is adequate material
to co-star? She's pretty bad—but

One of A. C. Raleigh's artistic ads for tu„ „r a. „:„<..._„ .
*

. „ j
"Madame Peacock'' when this picture

the rest
,?

f *he P'Cture was SO good
played the Columbia theatre, Portland, >'OU could afford to forget her. Box-

Ore, office, great! (East.)

PICTURE GARDEN
31 U LtXINGTON 5.T • .*

One of the displays run in the Balti-
more Sundjy American for the show-
ing of " Th4 Vice of Fools " at the

Picture Garden theatre

JANS
Madonnas and Men—
Did not hold up for second week.

Only fair business. (Middle West)

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Heart of a Fool—
Very interesting and entertain-

ing picture which played to good
business. (East.)

The Fr>rbidden Thing—
Good picture to fair business.

(East.)

A fine production. People stood
in line all week to see this picture.

Big business. (East.)

EQUITY
Midchannel—

Business was good. Picture
only fair. Audiences not well

pleased. (East.)

The box office showed that the

public likes this production. Clara
Kimball Young is well liked in this

city and her name appeared fre-

quently in the daily papers while
the picture was running. (East.)

UNITED ARTISTS
Suds—

This picture was a disappoint-
ment and even failed to hold the
regular Pick ford following. Some
attribute their dislike to the film to
the fact that Mary played a char-
acter part throughout and in no
way was her beauty set off as usual.

Others averred it was the poorest
picture they have ever seen her
play. Box office receipts seem to
strengthen the last-named conten-
tion. (East.)

The Love Flower—
Held up very well second week

and was considered a fine produc-
tion by patrons.

there's all tM advmture of Ihel&uersEnd.
mi iPMrsfvall lUUaMS T> I \Ait Y"
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NEWSY BRIEFS FROM CENTRAL FILM BELT

Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H. MASON, REPRESENTATIVE, 220 SO. STATE ST.

" She Played and Paid." winch
had its Chicago premiere at the

Band Box theatre in Chicago's
downtown district, broke all rec-

ords at this house during the week
of November 1-6, according to the

manager of the popular Madison
Street theatre.

Aaron Gollos, president of the

Gollos Enterprises, controlling the
Equity Productions in the Central
West, has returned from New York
after attending a meeting of the
Equity managers there. He an-
nounces that his company will re-

lease " Whispering Devils," one of
the new Equity productions in a
short time in this territorv.

Celebrated Players' Film Cor-
poration has acquired the rights of
to the Canyon Pictures Corpora-
tion's big serial, "Vanishing Trails,"
starring Franklin Farnum and
Mary Anderson for Illinois and
Indiana. Farnum is noted for his

horsemanship, and is given excel-
lent opportunity in this serial to
exhibit his prowess along these
lines. Miss Anderson has long been
a favorite of motion picture patrons
and appeared in Vitagraph's fea-
tures for a number of years win-
ning much praise.

It is rumored that Celebrated
Players is about to open a branch
exchange in Indianapolis, of which
Louis G. Goulden, now special rep-
resentative for Celebrated, will be
manager.
The College Inn was the scene

of a meeting of the entire staff ol
Celebrated last week. President
Friedman addressed the sales men
on the coming season's products
and new sales angles were discussed
by those present. Among the men
who attended were : J. L. Friedman.
M. J. Mintz, Louis B. Goulden. J. S.
Mednikow, Dave Dubin, Joe Pos-
ner, H. Larsen, V. F. de Lerenzo
and George Hueth.

" Kismet," the great Robertson-
Cole picture, featuring Otis Skin-
ner, America's leading actor, has
been booked into the Ziegfeld for
an indefinite run immediately af-
ter the first of the year, according
to Manager Lucas, of Robertson-
Cole's Chicago office, who states
that an aggressive advertising and
exploitation campaign is being
planned by Manager McKinzie. of
the Ziegfeld, to put the merits of
this splendid picture before the pub-
lic.

Abe Balaban, of Balaban & Katz,
is visiting New York this week,
looking over the presentations at
the Capitol, Rivoli, and others of
the leading Eastern theatres to find
new ideas in presentation which he
can apply at the Riviera.

Pathe's Chicago Exchange is

making a good showing in the race
for divisional prizes to be awarded
for the biggest increase in business
during November, and expect tc

pull down the pennant for the Cen-
tral West division. Manager Asch-
mann and his salesmen are so con-
fident of winning out that they are
already planning how to spend the
5500 he will receive and the $100
each for salesmen. Particularly
heavy advance bookings are being
reported on " The Riddle : Woman,"
which will open at the Ziegfeld late
in December.

more and moved into the city for

the winter and will reside at the

Sisson Hotel.

Milton M. Stern, who has had
charge of the booking in the south-
ern division of Pathe for some time,
has joined the Chicago staff as chief
booker. Mr. Stern is widely known
to film men of the Central West,
having been connected with the
George Kleine organization in the
St. Louis office some time ago and
various other important exchanges.

E. F. Tarbell has assumed his du-
ties as manager of Vitagraph's Chi-
cago Exchange as successor to
Fred Aiken. Mr. Tarbell has been
division manager of Pathe for the
past year, and was given the Chi-
cago post at his own request, as it

will enable him to dispense with a
large amount of traveling necessary
when he was division manager. He
needs no introduction to Chicago
Exchange men and theatre owners
as he has worked in Chicago before
and is one of the most widely and
favorably known men connected
with the industry in the Central
West.

Lee Herz was a New York vis-
itor this week, visiting the film me-
tropolis to look over new pictures
which he contemplates buying for
Illinois and Indiana.

Harry Berman, who accompanied
Carl Laemmle to Chicago when the
latter stopped off in the Windy
City on his way to the West Coast,
has returned to New York, but will
be at Universal's Chicago office
again in a few days.

Watterson R. Rothacker has left
for two weeks on the Coast. Work-
men are making progress on con-
struction of the Coast Rothacker
laboratory at Melrose and Gower
streets, Hollywood. While in the
West Mr. Rothacker will visit First
Xational studios and plan for a
big opening of the new laboratory
which will be ready for operation
early in 1921.

Messrs. Linick and Schaefer, of
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, returned
to Chicago after seeing Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron J. Jones safely aboard
ship for Europe. Mr. Linick has
closed his country home at Floss-

Ralph T. Kettering, general rep-

resentative of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, is convalescing after a
severe illness, during which he un-
derwent two operations al the
American Hospital, and left this

week for St. Augustine, Fla., where
he hopes to recuperate his health.
Ralph's host of friends are hoping
to see him back on the job soon,
full of the old pep and ginger.

" Always Audacious," featuring
Wallace Reid, which has proved a
big box office attraction for two
successful weeks at the Randolph
theatre, has been moved to the Or-
Orpheum.

Anita Stewart and her husband,
Rudy Cameron, stopped over in

Chicago on their way to the Coast
long enough to visit the Rothacker
laboratories. Other Rothacker
laboratory visitors this week were
Charles Christy and Reginald
Warde. Mr. Warde plans to sail

for Europe on the Imperator on
November 14.

The Netherlands East Indian
Government plans to enter educa-
tional film production on a large
scale. G. J. van Eijbergen, a gov-
ernment official, is now in the Unit-
ed States with a view to establish-
ing an East Indian laboratory.

A. M. Gallos, president of Gallos En-
terprises, Inc., of Chicago, who is re-
teasing Equity Pictures in Illinois and

Indiana

The educational pictures which
the Government will produce in the
East Indies will be used among the
people of the East Indies.
Traveling movie theatres, consist-

ing of an auto truck, generator,
projector and portable screen, will
be sent to the rural districts.

Health films probably will be the
first film produced.

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron J. Jones
have left on the Steamship Aqui-
tania for a visit to England, Scot-
land and Paris to be gone about six
weeks. They will go by aeroplane
from London to Paris. On Mon-
day November 1st, the night be-
fore they sailed, Mr. and Mrs.
Jones were entertained at a fare-
well dinner given at the Biltmore
Hotel, which was given by Mr. and
Mrs. Adolph Linick and Mr. and
Mrs. Peter J. Schaefer, who were
in New York so that they might
accompany them to the docks to bid
them farewell. Mr. and Mrs. Jones
were presented with many hand-
some gifts when they left. Mr.
Linick and Mr. Schaefer returned
to Chicago on Thursday to resume
the business activities during Mr.
Jones' absence of a few weeks.

The increasing importance being
given to the " short subject " by ex-
hibitors in the Chicago territory is

indicated in the recent establish-
ment by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation of special " short sub-
ject departments" in their Chicago
and other exchanges. E. Louis
Goldberg is the short subject
specialist at the Chicago Paramount
exchange. " Exhibitors are choos-
ing their small features with as
much care now as they used to give
only to their main features," says
Goldberg. " They are trying more
seriously to create well-balanced
programs for their theatres. The
Mack Sennett comedies are in

greater demand than ever before
and the Paramount Magazine has
become a most popular little feature.
The entire Lubliner & Trinz circuit

has booked the complete short sub-
ject output of Paramount, from
Sennett comedies to Holmes Trave-
logues, including the Magazine, the
Carter De Havens and the Ar-
buckles. The Rialto, McVickers,
A telegram received from B. D.

Russell, production manager for the
Capital Film Company, and Russell,
Greiver & Russell, at the Doubleday
Studio, states that Fritzi Ridgeway
has completed work o'n her ninth
two-reel Western.
The title of this new red-blooded

two-reeler is " The Trail of Buz-
zards." The telegram states that
the picture is a knockout. It seems
that considerable good-natured ri-

valry is being shown between Miss
Ridgeway and Mr. Cuneo. Each is

trying to outdo the other in the mak-
ing of their Westerns.
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How theMadison, DetroitPut Over"MadonnasandMen"

On this page is shown some of the exploitation which the John H. Kunsky forces of Detroit put over in the interests of " Madonnas and
Men " when this picture played the Madison theatre of that city recently.

Special paintings that transformed the lobby of the theatre into a scenic race track are shown in the several cuts and also the race

horses brought from New York for a prologue number as described in the story appearing on the opposite page.
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Breaking Detroit's Exploitation Records

THAT the proper sort of exploitation

pays, is strikingly demonstrated in

the termination this past week of a

fortnight's presentation of the spectacular

production, " Madonnas and Men," at

John H. Kunsky's Madison theatre, De-
troit. Without a douht the most spectacu-

lar in the manner of presentation of any

screen feature ever offered in Detroit,
" Madonnas and Men," was put over with

a bang at the careful planning and direc-

tion of Mr. Kunsky, it being his orders

that no expense be spared to make the

stay of " Madonnas and Men " at his thea-

tre, the most talked of of any picture

ever given presentation in Detroit.

Arrangements were made in New York
for the shipment of four pure white Ara-

bian horses together with four massive

treadmills, horse trainers, costumes and

the numerous properties necessary for the

proper presentation of a special prologue

arranged to be shown in conjunction with

the picture itself. A special prologue was

mapped out in which seven actors ap-

peared in a consistently told story with

a dramatic plot and dialogue, all bearing

upon the theme of the screen story itself,

all ending in a smashing climax of the

actual race itself in which the four white

horses appeared. As the curtain rose upon

the second section of the prologue the au-

dience was presented with the scene of

How the Kunsky Forces Put Over
" Madonnas and Men "

the horses plunging at break-neck speed

across the stage drawing behind them two

chariots with all wheels spinning and con-

taining between them five people. Through

a cleverly arranged piece of stage work,

the second chariot slowly drew up upon

the first vehicle and as it passed abreast a

girl was snatched bodily from the first

chariot into that of the second, all being

performed in the most dramatic manner,

while with the effect of a moving pano-

rama as a background the proper swift ac-

tion was given to the whole scene, which

evoked thunderous applause at each per-

formance, thus giving a punchy introduc-

tion to the beginning of the feature itself

and working smoothly into the telling of

the screen story, all being accompanied by

a special musical score as arranged for the

large Madison orchestra.

A special lobby display was built along

elaborate lines carrying out the general

idea of the entrance to the Roman Circus,

and giving mental impression to those en-

tering the theatre which would assist in

the general atmosphere of the Roman pre-

lude to the main story itself, as offered in

the film. Two weeks before the showing

of the film an extensive advertising cam-

paign was instituted by the Kunsky offices

which daily grew in magnitude, building

up public interest to the highest pitch and

topping off the display space purchased in

all newspapers with a great flash upon the

opening day, and with the following days

of presentation a well-balanced program

of space purchase was carried out to just

the proper effect and with striking results,

while under the direction of General Man-
ager Trendle a wide publicity campaign

was instituted in other directions among
which was general street car advertising

and a daily parade of the horses decked

out in gay red blankets, all bearing the

name of the attraction and the theatre at

which it was playing.

John H. Kunsky, already nationally

known in the screen world for the manner

in which he presents the features played in

this various fine theatres in Detroit, has but

added another and spectacularly promi-

nent leaf to his laurels.

Lobby display designed by the Kinema theatre of Salt Lake City for the showing of "The Law of the Yukon" and "Solid Concrete
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The prologue and stage setting is becoming popular in England. Above is shown a stage,

setting used for the showing of "Mr. Wu" by Manager George Harcourt of the New
Pavillion theatre, Newcastle. England

Essay Stunt Gets Attention
Manager Miller of the T. and D. Theatre, San Jose,

Puts Over " What Women Love "

chandise bond ; a ladies tailor offered a $20
reduction on a suit ; a beauty parlor of-

fered $15 in merchandise or service; a

photographer offered $20 worth of any
style of photographs; a drug store a $20
toilet set ; a shoe store the best pair of
shoes in the place and a dry goods store

offered $20 worth of merchandise.
Naturally, the advertising of the motion

picture predominated the entire page, but
the efficiency of it as far as the theatre

was concerned was greatly enhanced by
the fact that all essays were to be turned
into the theatre before it closed on the sec-

ond day's showing of " What Women
Love," and the announcement of the prize

winners was made at the theatre between
showings on the last night the First Na-
tional feature was the attraction.

The multiplicity of the prizes offered,

as well as their value, drew the widest
sort of interest in the contest. Each of the

stores, having a vital interest in the affair,

cooperated with Mr. Miller in arranging
a window display based upon the produc-
tion in which the prize contest was an-
nounced and the individual prize offered
by the store displayed.

"A great effect of the contest which
may not appear on the surface," said Mr.
Miller, " was the great curiosity aroused
as to what the picture would disclose as
the producers' idea of what women love.

Nearly every person in San Jose was
working for one of the prizes, or had been
drafted as a member of an advisory com-
mittee to aid some contestant in deciding
what women love, so the natural conse-
quence was that nearly everybody wanted
to see the picture and learn what women
love. It is one of the greatest runs we
have ever experienced."

ANEW significance has been brought

to bear on the idea of cooperative

advertising between an exhibitor

and the local merchants serving the dis-

trict in which he is located. It is a novel

prize contest which not only adds to the

effkacy of the merchant's advertising, but

also increases the drawing power even

above that given by the full page display

which is gained through the original idea,

of distributing the cost of such large space

among ten or eleven advertisers.

A. M. Miller, manager of the T. and D.

theatre, San Jose, Cal., is the originator of

the prize contest angle of this method of

advertising. He put it over in effective

style in connection with his theatre's show-
ing of " What Women Love."
He got ten merchants interested in co-

operation with him in taking a full page
in local newspapers with advertisements
based on the title of the picture. The mer-
chants all made it known that they sold the

particular thing that women love, in con-

junction with the theatre advertising of a

four days' showing of the feature picture.

In addition, however, each of the mer-
chants offered a prize for the best essay
not exceeding 150 words in length and
setting forth what article in their stock
women love and why. The theatre offered

a $5 merchandise prize good at any of the
ten stores to each of the winners of the
individual prizes.

The contest attracted wide attention due
to the value of the prizes offered by some
of the merchants. A jeweler signed to give
a $30 wrist watch to the person who gave
the best reason in 150 words why women
love any particular article in his store. A
millinery store offered a high priced hat;
a household goods store offered a $20 mer-

Man o' War PictureTaken
to Newspapers

Probably for the first time in the history

of motion pictures, a production has been
literally taken to the newspapers—exhib-

ited right in the working rooms before the

editorial staffs and resulting in a column
of publicity that would never materialize

from invitation showings " or special

presentations.

This striking piece of exploitation was
accomplished by Manager Joseph Gold-

berg, of the Louisville exchanges of Edu
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., in connec
tion with " The Race of the Age.'' Tht
city editor of the Louisville Herald ar-

ranged to have all of the employees of tht

editorial department and the composing
room present for the screening. The staff

of the Courier-Journal and its afternoor
edition, " The Times," saw the pictun
screened in the sporting editor's office.

" The Race of the Age " was booke<
for simultaneous showings at Keith'

Mary Anderson theatre and the Strand
At former it was featured above th

vaudeville bill and at the Strand it wa
given sixty per cent prominence over th

five-reel picture. There was a wealth 0
notices written by the sporting editors o
the various papers that preceded th

advertising announcements and whic
brought many people outside of regula

fans to the two houses.

The big race meeting being in progres
at Churchill Downs, there was special e>
ploitation used at the track. Some thirt

thousand circulars similar to those use-

in New York were distributed, and it wa
arranged to have reading notices appea
on the same pages with the list of entrie

and charts for each day's races.

During the engagement the Strand use
a special front, largely made up of paim
ings and scenes from the pictures whic
attracted a great amount of attention.

Lobby decoration used by the Olympia /l|

atre, A'ew Haven, Conn., for " The Brand* I

Woman." Manager W. E. Spragg design
the setting

i
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Real Wedding Exploit-
ation Stunt at Omaha
The climax of " In the Heart of a

Fool,*' a Mayflower success, inspired the

management of the Rialto theatre, Omaha,
to stage a fitting and appealing prologue in

the performance of a hona fide wedding on

the stage of the show house.

Unlimited publicity was given to the

event in open announcements that mer-

chants in the city would contribute pres-

ents to the bride and groom.

The Rev. Charles W. Savage, known
throughout the Middle West as the

I marrying parson,'' consented to perform

the ceremony. This alone was an appeal-

ing medium of publicity.

A real wedding in public ! Strange !

The public talked about it, joked about

it and dreamed about it—until—it actually

occurred. Loquacious advertising on the

event took the city by storm.

Standing room was sold and crowds of

curious movie fans, maids and widows
thronged about the lobby of the Rialto

theatre awaiting even a glimpse of the

ceremony.

The wedding served as a prologue to

the picture. The first ten rows in the the-

atre, it was announced, were reserved for

widows and maids. Thus, more comment
in public.

As the ceremony was concluded and a

male quartette finished singing " Oh.
Promise Me," the newlvwed bride flung

the wedding bouquet into the audience, a

replica of the climax of the picture. This
action was a revival of an ancient bridal

adage that whosoever catches the bouquet
will wed within the year.

Then there was flashed on the screen,

the wedding scene in the picture which ran

into the beginning of the play.

L ut from a painting especially prepared by a

Ontario, during the engagement of
"

Here Is Another Short
Subject Thriller

PATHE'S current events issue for the
present week is presenting a strip at

both the Capitol and Rivoli thea-

tres, New York, which is good for

some exploitation attention in that it is

productive of real thrills in the aeroplane
stunt line, which suggests a new adage,
" Pools and their lives soon part."

Released under a title of " A special

presentation in honor of the Pathe News
tenth anniversary," the strip shows one
Morton St. Clair mounting to the top
wing of an aeroplane, standing erect as
it " hops off," and as the machine circles

over New York and the bay, performing
daredevil stunts alone and with an assist-

ant who takes as many chances as does
St. Clair.

The strip is long enough to hold the
screen for about ten minutes, and properly
exploited will be considerable of a box
office attraction.

local artist used by the Allen theatre, Londow,
Go and Get It " as a lobby decoration

Publishes Music Score as
Exploitation

Using the music score arranged for a

motion picture as an exploitation aid is

something new. The Tribune of Great
Falls, Mont., published the complete music
synchronization for the showing of
" Scratch My Back " at the Alcazar as a

matter of news that would interest patrons
of the theatre who were also readers of the

Tribune.
Three-fourths of a column of space un-

der a two-column head was devoted to the
music score for " Scratch My Back," to-

gether with an explanation of the method
of arranging and scoring feature pictures.

The fact that the motion picture editor of

a newspaper would go out of his way to

obtain the score for a screen story for pub-
lication proves the increasing importance
of the musical setting for pictures and that

the fans are accepting a good musical ar-

rangement as a necessary part of a feature

attraction. The increasing importance of

the musical setting is just beginning to

open up a new avenue for publicity which
may in the future expand beyond any lim-

its at present ever dreamed of.

y display originated by Paul Noble, manager of the Peoples' theatre of Portland, Ore., for the showing of "The Notorious Miss Lisle'
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Lobby display used by Everett theatre of Everette, Washington, for the showing of
" The River's End "

Appeal to Children, Says
Niebes

Appealing to children is generally a

sure-fire way of arousing interest in a mo-
tion picture production and interest that

will cash in at the box office.

John E. Niebes, manager of the Dawn
theatre, Detroit, has just completed a

stunt that should prove valuable to any
exhibitor.

In connection with " The Jack-Knife
Man," he conducted a contest in which
jack-knives and free tickets were given for

the best specimens of wood-carving sub-

mitted. It was put over almost entirely by

a window display at the hardware store

where the prizes were purchased, and by
one unique display in a lobby frame at the

Dawn theatre.

The window display at the hardware
store announced the contest and carried

two cards attractively worded and with

advertising that appealed to prospective

patrons of adult age. The main part of

the display, however, was directed at the

youths of the city. The five knives that

were to be given as prizes were displayed

in connection with a poster and the win-

dow also displayed several samples of

wood carving art. The display at the

theatre was made up entirely of specimens

of wood carvings with a small card an-

nouncing the contest.

Mr'. Niebes frankly admits that the

number of amateur wood carvers in De-
troit surpassed his most ambitious esti-

mate. The number who sent in carvings

was so great that he saw the possibility of

having a night house crowded with half-

price admissions to the exclusion of any

adults, so instead of awarding the prizes

at an evening performance, as he had

planned, he ran a special matinee at four

o'clock, after school, at which the prize

winners were announced and the jack-

knives and tickets given out.

.

"The Horn" Vocal Solo at

the Capitol
UT^ HE HORN," famous bass solo
*• number, is presented at the

1 Capitol theatre, New York, this

week, by Herbert Waterous.
The singer is attired in costume sug-

gestive of the character of the story,
wide hat, doublet and knickers, and cape.
He renders the number from a pedestal
that portends to be a rock among many
of a mountain top exterior provided by
Artist Wenger. A rugged and irregular
sky line is shown in perspective and the
set pieces and bottom portion of the back
drop present proper atmosphere for the
number.

"Seer" Engaged for
"Fortune Teller" Run
Do people—sane, intelligent people

—

believe in fortune telling, mind reading
and the like? The management of the

Forsyth theatre of Atlanta had a hunch
that they do and so backed the belief with
exploitation for " The Fortune Teller

"

that among other things led to the engage-
ment of a " seer " to give out the usual
sort of information on love, business, lo-

cating lost articles, missing friends and
relatives. This man appeared immedi-
ately after each showing of " The Fortune
Teller," and his success was really amaz-
ing.

Enormous crowds of people greeted the

picture and the " seer " at each perform-
ance, and the answers he gave were so cor-

rect that a little buzz went over the house
at each fresh indication of his powers.
The lobby was most effective, and added

no little to the sum-total of the week's re-

sults. The lobby is square in shape, and
of good size, flanked on one side by the

box-office and manager's office, on the
other by a soda fountain. Decks of play-

ing cards were strung diagonally across
the lobby, from the four corners of the

ceiling, in festoons, in the center of the

lobby, an enormous cut-out of Miss Ram-
beau, telling fortunes with cards, caught
the eye of every passer-by.

Perhaps one of the most effective parts

of the arrangement with Webster, the
" seer," was that, through an agreement
with a local newspaper, he also answered
questions through the columns of the pa-
per.

The policy of the Forsyth is three-day
runs, but so enormously successful was
tin's p'cture, with its interesting exploita-

tion, that it was held over for a week.

Stage setting used by Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, during
Hallozue'en week
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Kinema Offers New Sug-
gestion in Presentation
Have you solved the problem of elimi-

nating useless noise from your theatre?

Or are you one of those lucky exhibi-

tors whose patrons never read the titles

out loud, never visit while a picture is be-

ing run, or stage a ten-round smashing,

no-decision bout with a package of gum
or sticky candy?

It you aren't in the latter class, here is

a system devised by the management of

the Kinema theatre, which is working out

successfully in eliminating the minor
noises and nuisances which are so annoy-

ing to the majority of the picture theatre

patrons. The kinema has had printed with

luminous ink, reading:

" We sincerely hope not to offend by
calling- your attention to your present

demonstration, which is embarrassing to

those sitting near you.
" Respect full}-,

" The Management."

These cards are in possession of the

ushers who merely hand them to persons

who are reading titles, talking, or other-

wise making noise.

Back of the cards is some deep thought

and analytical study. The management of

the Kienma has stood the minor noises

without protest rather than have an usher

speak to the offenders because of the argu-

ment which is so apt to follow.

The decision was reached that a con-

siderable part of the patron's indignation

at being requested to keep silent was due
to the public nature of the reprimand. The
fact that even after an altercation, the pa-

tron usually maintained quiet led to the

conclusion that most patrons uncon-
sciously start talking without realizing that

they are disturbing the people sitting near
them.

Hence the cards, and the instructions

to ushers not to linger after delivering

them.

How They Do It In Detroit
" What's Your Hurry? " Exploitation
Captures Entire Automobile City

T

Float for " Pink Tights " designed by
manager Bob Abrahams of the Frolic theatre,

San Francisco

1HAT proper exploitation of a pic-

ture pays, is well illustrated in the

recent exploitation of " What's
Your Hurry?" by the Adams theatre, De-
troit.

The Adams is a first-run down town
house, handling exclusive initial presenta-

tions along with its twin sister, the Madi-
son.

Wrallace Reid has always proven an
especially good drawing card in Detroit,

but, like everything else, the more effort

that is put into the selling, the greater the

sales. So, in the exploitation of Reid in

his latest play nothing was left undone to

make it the biggest Reid week in the his-

tory of the house. Seizing upon the un-
usually catchy titled as a " Safety First

"

slogan, Howard O. Pierce, publicity and
exploitation manager for the Kunsky in-

terests, and Manager Tom Moule of the

Madison and Adams, aided ably by Leslie

T. Whelan, exploitation manager for the

Detroit and Michigan Paramount office,

immediately took the matter of a " Safety
First " campaign up with the Police Com-
missioner, with the result that the depart-

ment agreed to employ the slogan,
" What's Your Hurry ?

" in a general

educational plan in safety first ideas. As
a result a "What's Your Hurry?" Day
was selected by the police department and
announcement made through the daily

press along with special eight-column
strips and editorials carried by the news-
papers. The police department was offi-

cially instructed to aid and abet through
the carrying of attractive " What's Your
Hurry?" 12 x 12 cards, printed on both
sides and carrying in block type in red ink
the slogan "What's Your Hurry?" Noth-
ing was said of Wallace Reid, but the pub-
lic was left to connect up the name of Reid
with the slogan, which it did almost in-

stantaneously. Every traffic "crowsnest"
on Woodward avenue and other main
thoroughfares were plastered with the
"What's Your Hurry?" cards, while
every traffic cop was instructed that his
semaphore was to carry at least two cards
as described, so that it could be seen from
all directions. Arrangements were made
with all taxi lines in the city to carry a

"What's Your Hurry?" sign hanging in

the rear window of the closed body of the
car so that it might be seen by all, while
the Detroit Trucking Association agreed
to have all trucks also carry the slogan
well displayed. In addition to this the
slogan " caught on " with the motorists in

general, with the result that more than ten
thousand of these cards were given away
and displayed by motorists throughout the
city, the demand being even greater than
the supply. The police also allowed, for
the first time in Detroit history, the name
of a theatrical attraction to be painted in

large twenty-inch letters upon the cross
walks and sidewalks of the downtown sec-

tion, so that the pedestrian stared down
upon the great white glaring letters wher-
ever he went, reading, " What's Your
Hurry ?"

But arrangements for publicity were not
left there. Messrs. Pierce, Moule and
Whelan got busy on the telephone, called

the Mack Motor Truck Company, telling

them that if they wanted to see something
worth while they had better toddle down
to a special screening for them of "What's
Your Hurry?" in which the Mack truck
showed a few individual stunts of its own.
And the Mack people came, saw, and
went away, all full of pep after having
promised they would furnish three brand
new Mack trucks all properly decorated
with banners advertising " What's Your
in " Wr

hat's Your Hurry? ' 'at the Adams.
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Circus"Tie-up" forTarzan
Pictures

Manager George M. Schmidt, of the

Alamo No. 2, Atlanta, is to be congratu-

lated on his acumen in booking the Tarzan

pictures so that the second—and last

—

of his run should fall on circus day. On
Monday preceding " Circus Day," the fol-

lowing Monday, he played " Tarzan of the

Apes," doing just his usual amount of

publicity, and with a lobby of animals,

cut-out from " paper." Two lions at the

left, a beautiful leopard and a tiger at

the right, with an elephant at the back on

whose back was mounted the girl and
Tarzan, was very effective. Over this, and
forming a sort of carpet, Spanish moss had
been plentifully distributed.

The advertising for this picture stated

that the sequel to " Tarzan of the Apes "

would follow, so that any one who ob-

jected to seeing only half a story could be

assured of the whole thing at his theatre.
" Tarzan of the Apes " played a two-day
engagement to splendid houses—and this

in spite of the fact that it was a second-

run picture.

On the following Monday, the same
lobby front was used, but with additions.

To begin with, Mr. Schmidt, failing in an
effort to get a live lion, in a cage, borrowed
the big stuffed one which is used by the

Lion Collar Company occasionally in their

window displays, The head of this lion

is hinged so it can be wound up, and the

head will nod menacingly, by the hour. It

is in a crouched position, as if ready to

spring. A live ape, weighing sixty-five

pounds, was borrowed from the circus,

with some other properties that added im-

measurably to the interest in the front.

A trainer, clad as Tarzan was—in the

skins of animals—put the ape through its

paces whenever a crowd formed—and the

business of those two days more than

doubled the previous run.

And in relating the borrowing of the

lion, Mr. Schmidt remembered that the

lion was an old friend of his, as he had
used him several months ago, in con-

nection with a lobby for " The Lion and
the Mouse," when the lion was mounted
on a platform, on which a small mechani-.

cal mouse did all sorts of amusing tricks.

Unique one sheet used in connection with the

Rialto theatre's Omaha stage wedding as

exploitation for "In the Heart of a Fool"

Lobby display for "The Adorable Savage"
originated by the Frolic theatre, Los Angeles

Criterion Theatre Solves
Orchestra Problem

Ever since Manager Willard Patterson,

of the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, installed

the orchestra for which the theatre is now
famous, it has been a most enjoyable feat-

ure of the program. Special musical set-

tings are arranged for every feature, and
the time of the feature has been so ar-

ranged that the orchestra plays the full

length of the feature, while the organ plays

incidental' music—comedies, news week-
lies, etc.

But the orchestra has presented some-
thing of a problem, in that it has grown
in strength and excellence—and the quar-

ters originally allotted for the orchestra

has remained stationary. With the addi-

tion of a harp and two French horns,

something had to be done.

It was accomplished by cutting away
the stage, raising the orchestra " pit " to a

foot above the floor-level of the theatre,

building a railing at the back, and covering

the opening at the front with soft, dull-

blue velvet curtains. By this arrangement,

the orchestra is brought into the view of

the audience, which is a most satisfactory

thing, particularly when a solo, or other

featured number, is being given.

The really amazing fact about it is that

this remarkable change was effected be-

tween closing Saturday night, and opening

Monday morning. There are some minor
details still to be arranged, but these are

so small as to be of no consequence.

In celebration of his new arrangement,

Mr. Patterson's ad in the local papers on
Sunday was a hand-drawn one, calling at-

tention to the new " setting " for his or-

chestra—which is the apple of his eye, by
the way, and one of, if not the, finest or-

ganizations in the South.
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Tooker Puts Over Big
Newspaper Smash

After a considerable period of " looking

on " the exhibitors of Elmira, N. Y., have

joined the exploitation ranks, or at least

George H. Tooker, manager of the Regent

theatre of that city, has become a convert

if inspection of a recent issue of the

Elmira Star-Gazette containing a two-page

co-operative display ad for " Something

to Think About " is to be taken as a criter-

ion.

Some half dozen of Elmira's prominent

mercantile concerns clubbed in with Mana-
ger Tooker with ads that began with

I Something to Think About " and ex-

tolled the merits of their wares. Mr.

Tooker used a third of a page with text

matter and cuts about the picture.

The Regent usually plays a feature three

days. but Manager Tooker booked "Some-
thing to Think About" a full week, wise-

ly figuring that his exploitation and the

fame of the picture would increase busi-

ness to such an- extent that the double-time

engagement would be profitable.

Newspaper and Theatre
Cooperate on

"Leopard Woman"
The management of the Superba the-

atre, incident to the week's presentation of

"The Leopard Woman," used very suc-

cessfully in arousing public interest in the

plan of running a guessing contest in con-

nection with the San Diego Sun, an even-

ing paper, with six tickets to the house to

each of the first six correct answers. The
first day the contest was on a single column
strip showing a part of a woman's head
presented, with the query underneath,

I Do you know her? " The guesses began

to pour in immediately. The second day
the paper carried a two-column cut show-
ing the remainder of the woman's head,

and then the number of contestants grew
rapidly, for, by placing the portions of the

two papers together, the whole portrait

was shown. The third day the complete
picture was given, with the announcement
that it was that of Louise Glaum. " The
Leopard Woman."

The characters who took part in Paul E
Noble's atmospheric Hallowe'en prologue
as described in the story accompanying.

Ellison's Campaign for Suds
Teaser Ads and Lobby Display Win

at Saenger's Meridan Theatre
to goWHEN " Suds " played Saenger's

Meridan theatre of Meridan,

Miss., recently, Manager Frank

C. Ellison put over an exploitation cam-

paign which informed everyone fully

about the attraction.

The campaign began with teaser news-

paper ads with just the word " Suds " car-

ried in all the papers for several days. Mr.

Ellison then broke into the evening sheet

with a full page display the issue previous

to the opening.

Following the page announcement Mr.
Ellison handed some " Suds " mats, press

notices, etc., over to the advertising so-

licitor for the Star and the result was a

big bunch of cooperative ads all boosting

the picture and making a big splash that

Meridan people take notice. It so happens

that the two Meridan papers are in a

fight for supremacy, so the rival of the

Star, the Dispatch, not to be outdone, was

also prevailed upon to go the limit in

advertising " Suds."
For three days both papers carried so

much " Suds " publicity that they looked

like press sheets for the feature. Special

articles, pictures of Mary, press blurbs

and all manner of reading and display

matter were carried, each publication try-

ing to outdo the other in the matter of

advertising and publicity. Mr. Ellison did

not spend anything beyond his usual ap-

propriation in advertising the picture, most
of the exploitation he received coming
from the merchants and the new spapers.

In speaking of other exploitation put

over for the picture, Mr. Ellison says:
" We used the clothesline stunt in the

lobby of the theatre—that is, we had a line

of baby clothes stretched across the lobby

and on each garment was a painted letter,

which spelled out, gave " Mary Pickford,

in ' Suds '." In addition, we secured two
(Continued on page 4076)

Atmospheric stage setting by the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., Halloween week, in connection with the run of " The Perfect Woman "
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UJ

Public Library Lends
Shusterman Its Aid

Public libraries have been added to the

possible adjuncts for motion pictures.

Aaron Shustermann, manager of the Em-
pire theatre, New Brunswick, N. J., is au-

thority for the statement that he did a

better business at a smaller cost than

that which accompanied a tie-up he ar-

ranged for by means of a double ad-

vertising between himself and the library.

The opportunity occurred to him because

he was wide-awake enough to want to seek

novel information about a picture he had
booked and went to the public library to

find it. The picture on which he was look-

ing for exploitation material was " Heart

o' the Hills." Mr. Shusterman thought

that there might be some facts connected

with customs in the Kentucky Hills where
the scenes of the story are laid that could

aid him in devising a novel exploitation

campaign. His inquiry at the library for

books on the subject brought the answer
which gave him his idea for the whole spe-

cial exploitation. He found that the li-

brary made a weekly specialty of certain

subjects and had a special set of shelves

on which books relating to that subject

were placed for study work by the library

patrons during that week. His inquiry in

regard to the hills of Kentucky brought a

query from the librarian as to why he was
interested in it, with the explanation that

it would be a good subject for a specialty

for some week. Then Mr. Shustermann's

idea came to him. He found by discussing

the proposition with the librarian that

there was far less interest in the weekly
specialties than their preparations de-

served and the library desired. The ex-

hibitor volunteered to see that the Ken-
tucky hills week was advertised widely if

they could arrange to hold it the week be-

fore " Heart o' the Hills " was the attrac-

tion at the Empire. The librarian enthu-

siastically agreed, especially when Mr.
Shustermann offered to have small circu-

lars prepared and mailed to every one
holding a card in the library, in addition to

the mailing list of the theatre. That was
Mr. Shustermann's sole exploitation out-

side his regular newspaper advertisement.

Front of the Alamo No. % theatre, Atlanta, Ga,,

during the run of "Alias Jimmy Valentine"

Ellison's Campaign For
"Suds"

{Continued from page 4075)

washing machines and a dainty girl to act

as laundress and kept the machines
" Making Suds for Mary." This display

attracted a great deal of interest. Every
laundry wagon in town carried banners
tying up the picture with the laundry and
the big Studebaker Auto Agency carried

banners on every -available Studebaker in

town. The local dry-cleaning works got in

on it, too, and two drug stores made spe-

cial window displays using the picture to

boost toilet soap sales, whilst a depart-

ment store put on a sale of wash fabrics.

Above is shown the hand painted sign which
Chine's Broadzvay theatre, Los Angeles, used
to exploit "You Never Can Tell" during its

run at this theatre

Kinema Uses Plunkett's
Prologue Idea

What has been termed one of the most

picturesque as well as timely prologues

ever introducing a special feature was that

staged by \Y. E. Newberry, manager of

the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, in con-

nection with " Eorty-five Minutes from
[Broadway. " The little act included a set-

ting of two scenes which were taken from
the picture itself, while the action was
Jeft to Marie Rich and George Banta, Jr.,

two song favorites of the West Coast. It

consisted of a little farewell scene and
the singing of two of the songs taken from
George Cohan's play, " Mary Is a Grand
Old Name," and " So Long, Mary." At
the parting of the curtain, the station

scene was revealed to the audience just as

it appeared in the picture, with the ticket

booth and front of the stage standing out

quite strong. On this scene there hur-

ried a man with a grip. The man bought
his ticket and walked over beneath the

light to read it over. And as he did so, a

girl entered. She bought her ticket. Then
they saw each other and sat together on
their grips, where they sang " Mary Is a

Grand Old Name." This finished, as she

walked off the stage he watched her and
started out in the words of " So Long,
Mary." And then came the second part

of the prologue. In the center of the

Kinema stage there was created a plat-

form made to resemble the rear end of a

railroad train. The train was complete in

every detail, with the red and green lights

shining up in the darkness of the stage.

All about this train had been erected a

temporary screen. During the previous

week, the Kinema management had taken

a scene from the front end of a train

through some beautifully picturesque

parts of California. And now this scenic

was thrown on the screen with the rear

end of the constructed train just covering

the space that would be held by a train on

the tracks of the scenic. The result was as

desired. The orchestra gave such imita-

tions of a rushing train as made the scene

even more realistic. Through deep can-

yons and over trestles and bridges the

train raced onward. And on the rear plat-

form stood " Mary," waving her hand,

while on the stage to the side stood " The
Kid," waving farewell and singing " So
Long, Mary." The scene finally faded on
the last words of the song, by the train

diving into a tunnel.
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And still the visual examples of good
exploitation for " Down on the Farm

"

continue to arrive. On this page are
stage settings used by various theatres
for this king of exploitation pictures.
Above is shown the stage setting and

characters who appeared in a prologue
used for the above mentioned picture by
the State Street theatre of Trenton, N. J.
At the right is another stage setting

and prologue creation originated by our
good friend, W. S. McLaren, manager
of the Majestic theatre of Jackson,
Mich.

Below will be seen a view of the crea-

tion which Loew's Valentine theatre of

Toledo, Ohio, used for its recent en-
gagement of " Down on the Farm."
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Showing Sid Grauman (extreme left) rehearsing his p rologue number for "The Race of an Age," as told

on this page

Brown's "Call Pico 881"
Arouses Curiosity

An example of what can be accom-

plished by special exploitation work was
most satisfactorily shown at Clune's

Broadway theatre the week ending Octo-

ber 30, when receipts made new history

for this box office. Manager F. L. Browne
issued ten thousand cards the week pre-

ceding the showing on which was printed,
" You Never Can Tell, phone Pico 881."

This brought hundreds of inquiries every

day. This was followed up by newspaper
and billboard advertising. In the adver-

tising the only test matter in addition to

a very terse announcement of the Realart

Bebe Daniels picture, titled " You Never
Can Tell," was a thirty-word quotation

from the review of the picture printed in

Motion Picture News; to make the quota-

tion more emphatic Mr. Browne gave the

date of the issue, page number following

the quotation.

During the showing Manager Browne
secured considerable space in the news-
papers by getting up a program for the

MacSwiney Funeral Strip
in New Weekly

A SPECIAL release of the Interna-

tional News showing intimate
scenes in connection with the fu-

neral of Lord Mayor MacSwiney
is being shown at the Broadway houses
this week.
This strip shows views well out of the

ordinary and possesses particular exploi-

tation possibilities where Catholics re-

side. The picture will run about ten min-
utes and shows scenes of the crowds
that threatened to start trouble with the
English police, the funeral march and
parade, a remarkable demonstration and
religious services conducted. The pho-
tography in comparison with most scenes
shot in England is remarkably good, and
the camera angles obtained unusual.

weekly meeting of the Los Angeles Ad-
vertising Club, serving at this meeting as

chairman of the day. Bebe Daniels, who
starred in '* You Never Can Tell," was
guest of honor and numbers of the pro-

gram were given by members of Clune's

theatre.

How Sid Grauman Fea-
tured the Man o' War

Picture
Sid Grauman last week demonstrated

how a short subject can be made the domi-
nant portion of a program and that it

lends itself just as well to special stunts

as does the longer feature. The showing
of " The Race of the Age " was the oc-

casion for this.

Preceding the showing of the picture the

curtains parted, showing a typical racing

•stable, familiar to the people of Los An-
geles before the sport of the kings was put
under the ban. Trainers, stable boys,

jockeys and all the accoutrements of the

race track were in evidence. There was a
carefully prepared dialogue, including the

language of the race track and several

songs that fitted into the atmosphere.
The real punch was supplied with the

introduction of " Headlight." a trained

horse who was put through a series of
-tunts that evoked great enthusiasm.

The whole effect of the prologue was
to center attention on equine intelligence,

as was to be demonstrated a little later in

the picture by the victor)- of the world's
super horse.

The picture herewith shows *' Sid " in

the act of whipping the prologue act into

shape. " Headlight " is the white horse
standing on the block, while the animal
representing the famous winner is seen in

the background.

Sid Grauman is everywhere during the
directing of such acts and his prologues.
First he gets it as he thinks it ought to be
on the stage.

Then he views it from the back of the
house and various parts of the theatre.

His prologues and big acts have gained
him national reputation as a showman and
his program always includes a large num-
ber of special acts. Generally the prologue
is closely identified with the feature pic-

ture, but this is not always the case.

But regardless of what is the motive, a
Grauman specialty number is entertain-

ment in itself and does more than provide
atmosphere for an attraction.

Another view of the Grauman, Los Angeles prologue number for "The Race of the Age"
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The " Madame X '

stunt in which the Ringling Bros, and Bailey circus figured as told in the accompanying story relative to exploitation oru

"Madame X," by the Granby theatre, Norfolk, l a.

About Fourton's "Madame X" Stunts
Cranby Theatre, Norfolk, Stages

Fine Exploitation Campaign

AN intensive publicity campaign car-

ried on by a headquarters exploita-

tion representative put " Madame
X " over to a week of extraordinary busi-

ness in a three-day house in Norfolk, Va.,

despite the opposition of the Ringling-

Barnum & Bailey circus, a one-day ap-

pearance of Billy Sunday and strong op-

position in the picture theatres. H. C.

Fourton, manager of the Granby theatre,

and Otto Wells of the Wells circuit of

theatres, gave the Goldwyn man the most
helpful co-operation.

A unique lobby display was originated

and built by W. R. Ferguson of Goldwyn's
headquarters office. It consisted of a
gigantic letter X ten feet high, painted a

deep red, set on a pivot so that it revolved

like a windmill. It was mounted in the

entrance arch above the heads of persons

entering the theatre or passing along the

sidewalk. Where the two strokes of the

X cross was painted a portrait of Miss
Frederick. The mechanism was so ar-

ranged that, the big X stopped at a certain

time.

The circus itself was utilized in two
ways to help boom the showing of
" Madame X." Eight boys were engaged
to march 100 yards ahead of the circus

parade bearing full sheet white cards on
which were printed in black (except the X,
which was red) the .letters forming
" Madame X," with the name of the thea-

tre. Every person watching the parade
could not help learning that " Madame X "

was showing at the Granby. In the even-
ing Mr. Ferguson bought circus tickets

for the eight boys, who smuggled the white
cards into the arena with them. There
they formed in line, single file, and
marched around the arena with the words
" Madame X " and " Granby " facing the

great audience. The stunt created such a

stir that the Norfolk Tribune the next day
printed a three-column picture of the boys

parading with the " Madame X " sign un-

der the caption, " Madame X Attends the

Circus."

An imitation police court summons was
served on drivers of standing motor cars,

each " summons " filled in with the num-
ber of the automobile in which it was left.

The red-lining of a daily newspaper, the

Virginian-Pilot, was worked for the first

time in Norfolk and aroused widespread
interest. Door-knob tags proved effective

and the newspaper advertising helped. The
combined result of all this exploitation was
that the lobby of the Granby was jammed
at twelve o'clock of the first day's showing
and business was enormous for the week
—in a three-day house.

Ten foot revolving letter used by the Granby
theatre of Norfolk, Va., for the shozving of
" Madame X," as described in the accompany-

ing article

How Burkhart Does
Things For and In

Crestline
Crestline, Ohio, is more noted as a rail-

road junction than as a theatre town,
but that doesn't prevent Manager Leo
Burkhart, of the Hippodrome, from push-
ing his house right up in the limelight,

and getting it talked about fully as much
by the railroad men as by the 3,700 resi-

dents of Crestline.

Being very much of a live wire, Man-
ager Burkhart has linked up his house
with the life of the town. In other words,
he has joined up with the railroad em-
ployes, and whenever he has what he con-
siders a regular show, he runs a special

midnight performance for the benefit of
the men who are off duty at that time.
" The Toll Gate " did a tremendous mid-
night business. So did " Whv Change
Your Wife."

Burkhart isn't specializing in railroad

employes to the exclusion of the Crestline

residents. Far be it from so ! He's going
after the regular Crestline business strong
and he's getting it, too. He uses a big
teaser mailing list. He says he has met
with great success sending out telegrams
to the representative citizens of his town.
They have responded generously with
their quarters. Window cards and more
generous newspaper advertising are all

contributing their share to the success

of the present Hippodrome policy, and its

success is now so assured that Manager
Burkhart is able to get city prices for his

shows—35 cents regularly, with a boost

of from five to fifteen cents for the spe-

cials. Burkhart gives his recipe as fol-

lows : Cater to the public. Give 'em what
they want, not what you want. And al-

ways be on the level with your patron.

Don't abuse their confidence. Don't tell

'em you've got a good show when you
haven't. Then they'll gladly shell out when
you say that you've got a big picture and

have to get more money from 'em."
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Novel and effective lobby display for " Wanted at Headquarters" used by the Superba
theatre, Los Angeles

Jones Originates Nobby
Lobby Display

The local press and the public are con-
gratulating Manager W. E. Jones for the
very artistic and unique lobby display that

he is using to exploit " Wanted at Head-
quarters." The lobby is decorated to rep-
resent one of the little railroad ticket and
telegraph offices that can be found along
any railroad. Due to the fact that the
railroad scenes in this production were
filmed along the Southern Pacific tracks,

this railroad company lent its support by
co-operating to the extent of furnishing
switches, switch lights, lanterns, flags, rear
end lights, etc. In furnishing this equip-
ment they derived therefrom quite a bit of
publicity for themselves, as the station was
made from two scenic flats and painted to

represent one of the stations on their line.

The Western Union Company furnished
the telegraph instruments that can be
plainly heard out into the streets, as well
as all wiring insulators and other tele-

graphic material. For the use of this

equipment there was tacked to the wall of
the depot and causing this scenery to look
even more realistic an enamel sign such as
found on the exterior of all depots adver-
tising cablegrams and telegrams. A cut-

out of an engine with white paper head-
lights and front lights was placed in the
center of the lobby, and across the side-

walk to the curb was drawn white lines to

represent ties and rails. On each side of
this was placed miniature crossing signs,

making the entire layout fairly exude the
atmosphere of a wayside station.

Phil.Theatre Gives Single
Reel Extra Attention
At the Stanton (formerly the Stanley)

theatre, Philadelphia, during the week of
November 6, a special feature of the pro-
gram was Prizma's " Where Poppies
Bloom." During the time that this pic-
ture was being shown, Airs. Emily Stokes
Hager, a singer who has at various times
rendered solos in the musical numbers, re-
cited " In Flanders Field." It was very
impressive and the audience seemed to be
keenly moved.

"Flivvers" Advertise
Lloyd Comedy at Dayton

Dayton, Ohio, gets a new thrill nearly
every week. Dayton is the home of

Ascher's Auditorium and the Auditorium
boasts as live a crowd of exploitation men
as ever rigged a ballyhoo.

Novelty is their long suit. It is infre-

quent that they employ the same stunt

twice in succession. This takes thought
and close application to the changing
whims of the public, but somehow the

Auditorium bunch is always there and
consistently draw the crowd to their house.

Typical of the unusual methods of this

theatre is the comedy flivver parade re-

cently staged in connection with " Get Out
and Get Under." You'll have to write to

the Auditorium to find out how they dug
up all the flivvers, but on the first day of

the show, Dayton saw the strangest col-

lection of cars ever assembled. New and
shiny flivvers, flivvers that had long since

seen better days, flivvers the vintage of

1910 and cars that one never would sus-

Reisenfeld's Prologue for
"Idols of Clay"

THE atmosphere of the first part of
" Idols of Clay," that of a typical

tropical locale, is very nicely
presented in a prologue being

given with this picture at the Criterion
theatre, New York.
The drapes part showing a drop that

represents a South Sea Island exterior
with palm trees in the distance and a sky
line scarlet with the rays of a setting

tropical sun. In front of this drop is a
palm tree cut out and banked on each
side of the stage gray drapes decorate

'

with potted palms extend down to fne
tormentors. Lying on the stage with its

grass mats is the cast of characters who
take part in the prologue. The number
opens with the lights dimmed, by the
singing of a Hawaiian song to the accom-
paniment of Hawaiian string instruments
off stage. This selection is followed by a

rendition of an Hawaiian dance with
Thalia Zanou as the soloist. Miss Zano-.:

rises from her reclining position up stage
and dances to the front and back again
at the finish of her steps, when more
Hawaiian songs are sung, among which
are solos with chorus accompaniment, by
Charles Garden, tenor, and Jean Booth,
contralto. The other singers, all from
Dr. Reisenfeld's " New School of Opera
and Ensemble," are Mariam Lax, sopra-
no; Eva Soble, soprano; Inga Wank,
mezzosoprano, and Maurice Kostrow,
baritone. All the artists are attired in

Hawaiian costumes. The number is

staged under the title of " South Sea
Idyl."

pect were flivvers, groaned and chugged
and wheezed down the leading streets of

the town—each and every machine bearing

a sign announcing the showing of *' Get
Out and Get Under " at the Auditorium.
Oh, yes, there were also miniature models
of flivvers which attracted much attention.

Before the show opened the various cars

lined up in front of the Auditorium and
attracted big crowds.

This is a good live stunt, adaptable in

many ways to the use of anv showman.

'-'^ +jl

"Courage of Marge O'Doone" lobby display, the work of the Hippodrome of Joplin. Mo.
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Shea Ties Up With Local
Project With Great

Results
J. Frank Shea, manager of the Queen's

theatre, Houston, Texas, who has been in

the exploitation limelight before, because

of his keen exploitation intuition, again

demonstrated his capacity for taking ad-

vantage of local conditions and benefitting

by every break of the game when his thea-

tre played " Something to Think About."

The city of Houston at the time was
waging a strenuous campaign on the ques-

tion of new dock facilities to meet the

growing demand for shipping facilities.

The big problem was whether or not the

city should build them. John Stewart, ar-

tist and advertising man of Southern En-
terprises, Inc., of Dallas, upon Mr. Shea's

suggestion drew a cartoon covering the

situation A fair lady, supposed to repre-

sent the city of Houston, but looking re-

markably like Gloria Swanson, gazes out

upon the harbor of Houston facilities

question. Before her is the issue: A
$2,500,000 bond issue for improving
Houston's waterway facilities. The car-

toon was titled " Something to Think
About." It took some persuasion to in-

duce the Houston papers to see the ad-

Lobby decorations for " The Silver Horde

"

when this picture played The Strand theatre,

Scrouton, Pa.

vantage to themselves in running such a

cartoon, but with the issue paramount in

the public mind, they were eventually per-

suaded to use it on the first page.

In addition " Something to Think-

About " was tied up with local stores in

a two-page advertising spread in the local

papers. Indorsements from church mem-
bers also furthered Manager Shea's ex-

ploitation putting the picture across for a

gigantic opening. At present reports it is

still going strong.

Editor Uses "What's Your
Hurry?" In "Motor-orial"
The old editorial policy of propaganda

having fallen by the wayside with the in-

stallation of automobile sections through-

out the country as far as motor news is

concerned, it remained for the Grand
Rapids Sunday Herald to carry a " motor-
orial " on " What's Your Hurry." in its

Sunday automobile section prior to the

opening of the picture by that title at a

local theatre.

The " motor-orial," signed by the editor

of the section, called attention to the

"What's Your Hurry " campaign initiated

by the Chicago, Detroit and Albany Mo-
tor clubs in their anti-speeding campaigns
and urged the motorists of Grand Rapids
to follow suit. It pointed out some very
disastrous results of the " What's Your
Hurry " speed mania and urged greater

care in driving. The slogan " What's
Your Hurry" occurred 12 times in the

editorial of less than 500 words. It helped

fix the title in the public mind and fur-

nished excellent material for the motion
picture, having been inspired by Leslie

Whelan, exploitation representative for

Famous Player^-Laskv Corporation at the

Detroit Exchange.

Omaha "Go to Movies Week" a Big Hit
Real Idea Planned and Carried Out by
Omaha Exhibitors and Exchangemen

A beautiful frigid stage setting of theOMAHA'S " Go to the Movies Week."
announced recently in the News, is

now history and all Omaha exhibit-

ors are shaking hands with each other and
themselves at its success.

Here is the way it was put over.

The city was placarded with signs : "Go
to the Movies," November 7-14.

Special productions were booked.

Artistic programs in the way of pro-

logues and entertainment were provided.

The city was " bally-booed " by a band
on a truck from which thousands of toy

balloons, each carrying a pass to some
theatre, were let loose.

Special " movie " sections of the news-
papers were printed.

Special stories on various phases of the

motion picture industry and what it means
to Omaha were run in the local papers to

stimulate a concentrated interest on " Go
to Movie " week.

The chief purposes of " Go to Movie "

week, as expressed by Mr. Frudenfelter,

was to " bring the movies closer to the

family circle, that the presentation of pic-

tures is an art in itself, that movies tend

toward a moral atmosphere over the pub-
lic and that the movies are America's
GREATEST entertainment."

The public listened to the ballv-hoo of

the movie men and flocked to the theatres

day after day and night after night in

throngs.

" The Penalty " played at the Sun thea-

tre. Special lighting effects and a timely

Concerning the Capitol's
Ballet Number

SCHUMANN'S " Ballet Carnival,"
with its famous characters, " Colum-
bine " (Mile. Gambarelli), " Harle-
quin " (Alexander Oumansky, and

" Pantelon " (M. Leonidow) is the danc-
ing number at the Capitol theatre this

week. Five of the " impersonations

"

of the twenty dances of which " Carni-
val " is composed are used. The number
is about equally divided between panto-
mime and dancing in which the three
characters impersonate the personal
friends of the composer at a carnival.
The artists are attired in the regula-

tion costumes of the characters. A stage
setting in which a futurist design cut out
in two with a sky drop on which various
colored floods are blended backing it, is

provided by Scenic Artist John Wenger.

prologue made up the balance of enter-
tainment. Various types of temperament
being the theme of the picture. Mr. Fru-
denfelter conceived the idea of symboliz-
ing them by appropriate lighting, as when
hate was manifest, the stage was flooded
with red lighting, pink for love, blue for
pathos. The result was highly lauded.
John Loveridge, manager of the Rialto

theatre, presented " Peaceful Valley." A
small town rube and his pet dog being out-
standing figures in the play, the prologue
was of effective similarity. A singer

dressed in the habilament of a rube and
carrying his pet that was " all dog," sang
the musical score, " Peaceful Valley." The
result was unanimous praise.

Northland was the background of the pro-
logue of "Nomads of the North," which
played at the Strand theatre. A baritone
singer, dressed in the garb of a North
woods trapper, sang " At Dawning," as the
changing light effected a portrayal of
Aurora Borealis rays.

R. S. Ballantyne, manager of the Moon
theatre, arranged a neat prologue for the
showing of " The Great Redeemer." The
figures were a girl and a man, the former
in a role of saving her sweetheart from
taking the crooked path.

Wide publicity was given " Go to
Movie " week. Bill boards, newspapers,
street cars, automobiles and trucks all car-
ried publicity on the event. The managers
of the downtown theatres each placed $250
in a pool for general advertising of " Go to
Movie " week.

" Each event was a thorough success,"
John Loveridge declared.

Go to Movie ' week offered theatre
managers a splendid opportunity of co-
operating in the movies a notch ahead of
other amusements," said Harry Goldberg,
manager of the Sun theatre.

" ' Go to Movie ' week should be nation-
wide," declared Harry Watts.

" It was put across successfully and was
a means of bringing the movies closer to
the family circle," said R. S. Ballantyne.

Promoters of " Go to Movie " week in

Omaha have stated they will make the
event state-wide next vear.
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Vocal Number at the
Rivoli Pleasing

THE vocal number on the Rivoli
program this week is " The Last
Rose of Summer," sung by Betty
Anderson, accompanied by a harp-

ist, Anna Maria Melita.
A stage setting of simple design but

effective from an artistic standpoint, is

provided.
A secondary stage is erected well up

stage and velvet drapes mask the back
walls of the theatre except for an open-
ing about the size of the picture curtain.
Through this opening a small interior
with a colonial mantelpiece and fireplace
backing is disclosed. The small stage is

set with a table and chairs and some
small props.
The artists are attired in the costumes

of the period of the song and render the
selection ffrom the small stage. Artistic
lightings that silhouette the soloists and
make indefinite the backings used add to
the beauty of the number.

uPrince Chap" Gets Army
Aid at Syracuse

That an exploitation representative
j

often has to be a diplomat as well as a
I

pusher was illustrateed in the case of Al-

bert S. Nathan, exploitation representative

for the Buffalo territory of Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation, when he was ex-

ploiting the run of " The Prince Chap " at

the Crescent theatre, Syracuse. The Army
Recruiting Service in that city had 5c

choice locations for its posters and Nathan
wanted to get in on it, so he suggested the

copy for a tie-up between Uncle Sam and
the picture. The recruiting sergeant was
of the old school and had his own idea?

on what constituted good copy, but Nathan
and the sergeant finally got together or

something that tbrought a lot of free pub-

licity for the theatre and top notch busi-

ness for the run of " The Prince Chap

'

at the Crescent.

This is the lobby display which Jess Day, manager of the Palace theatre of Des Moines, originated for his showing of " The Cradle of Courage"

Des Moines Rialto Builds
Nifty Lobby Display
" The niftiest lobby ever seen in Des

Moines," was the popular expression, as

reported by Norman L. Dixon, exploita-

tion representative at the local exchange of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in re-

gard to the presentation of " The Cradle
of Courage," by Manager Day at the

Palace theatre. The artistic effect of the

front of the house coupled with an ex-

ploitation tie-up with the Army Recruiting

Service, helped put the picture over for a

run that was a remarkable success.

Dixon put over the Army tie-up. Re-
cruiting officers placarded the stations

around the city with posters advertising
" The Cradle of Courage " and the moral
it carried for the prospective recruit.

Posters of the tie-up were posted on all the

telegraph posts and public squares in the

city. Army recruiting officers and non-
commissioned officers were stationed out-

side the Palace theatre throughout the pic-

ture's run and helped swell the attend-

ance. At intervals in the performance one
of the rcruiting officers appeared on the

stage to give a brief talk on the advantages
of an Army training.

The effective lobby display was Mana-
ger Day's own design. By the skilful use

of art work and cut-outs he created a cur-

tain effect above the lobby, suggestive of

the stage itself. On the left and right,

shadow boxes sustained the illusion with
oil paintings of William S. Hart on a

heavy red background, featuring for the

front of the boxes. The Army gave sub-

stantia] aid to the display by lending the

use of its personnel and one of the cannons
used in the Recruiting Service.

How beneficial the tie-up was for the

recruiting service was evidenced by the

fact that more than 50 enlistments were
obtained. According to the recruiting of-

fice, the cost of obtaining one enlistment

is estimated at $1,100, so the Army bene-

fitted substantially.
Lobby display for " Nomads of the North " designed by S. L. Knapp, manager of the Loyalty

theatre, InternatiotwJ Falls
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Artistic prologue number for "Harriet and the Piper" presented by Edward L. Hyman, manager of the Marl; Strand theatre, Brooklyn

How "Nezzy" Used Vacant Windows
Small Town Exhibitor Works

With His Head

AMONG the real live-wire small town
exhibitors who are doing something

more than the orthodox advertising

is Earle S. Nesbitt, manager of the Lin-

wood theatre of Tarkio, Mo.

A number of Mr. Nesbitt's exploitation

>tunts for various pictures have been re-

corded in various issues of the News.

Recently we wrote Mr. Nesbitt that it

was time for him to come through with

another article, and being one of the chaps

who can be depended upon to deliver, he

-ends in this account of how he has made
two windows that were formerly idle, use-

less and undecorative, work to beat the

band. This is Mr. Nesbitt's story as he
told it to us:

" W hen we took over this theatre, tw o

front windows sported dull green and
cracked windowr shades. Frames covered

on both sides with wall board have re-

placed these lazy curtains. Alabastine was
used for ground. Oils and crayons, with

occasional cuto-uts from the commercial
paper, put upon this ground some very
fetching and efficient advertising. People
have now acquired the habit of looking to

the two windows to notify them of our
very best programs. Something like sixty

different .programs have been advertised
without a change of wall-board. A broom
and some water. Presto, and that sign
has vanished. More alabastine and they
are ready for a new sign. Consequently,
economical as well as efficient.

" Herewith out latest on ' Scratch My
Back.' One is a still drawing. The other
is truly a moving picture as the gentle-
man's arm at the bottom, from the elbow-
on, was made on a separate piece of wall-
board and cut-out. This being backed with
a wire which continues through the frame
and is hooked up with a drive shaft of a
wheel that is connected by belt to a motor.
The peacock feather is wired at the bottom

to the fingers of this hand and fastened to

the top of the window with an elastic. In

action, the gentleman is surely giving her

back some scratching. Needless to say, it

received slews of attention, provided al-

most as much advance laughter as the fea-

ture itself, added materially to box office

receipts and made people point for one
solid week toward our house with sur-

prised exclamations."

These windows are lighted in shadow-

box effect at night and they work just as

long as there is any one about to work to.

Cuts illustrating Mr. Nesbitt's " Scratch
My Back " stunt are shown on this page.

Mr. Nesbit has promised to keep us
posted from week to week relative to his

exploitation stunts. It is the small town
>ho\vman " who works with his head

"

that we especially want to hear from.

Simple But Artistic Stage
Setting at the Rivoli

FOR the usual ballet offering on the
Rivoli program, Dr. Reisenfeld is

presenting Vera Myers and Paul
Oscard in " Columbine and Har-

lequin," with a special stage setting.
Through a gauze screen, the specta-

tor looks out on what appears to be a
porch with balustrade. A decorative but
dimly lighted arch breaks an indefinitely
outlined sky expanse.
The setting depends on its lightings

for its beauty. Floods from behind the
screen begin in deep blues and are grad-
ually blended in to a warm violet and
then to a thin scarlet.

The dancers are attired in the tradi-
tional costumes of the characters pre-
sented.

Earle IV. Xcsbitt's novelty window display as described in the above story concerning the

Linwood theatre, Tarkio, Mo.
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Some of Manager Plunkett's Exploitation for "Kismet"

onssum
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Above is one of the many window dis-

plays arranged in prominently located
retail stores in New York for the
" Kismet " showing at the Strand.
Many of the mercantile establishments
were in the Times Square district and
without doubt did much to attract the
attention of transients. The co-opera-
tion of the Broadway merchant in put-
ting over a picture is not secured as
easily as in smaller cities but the show-
ing that has been made for " Kismet "

demonstrates that the idea can be put
over, especially on a big picture.

Above are shown the camels which
Manager Plunkett of the Strand the-

atre, New York, engaged to take part
in a prologue and parade the streets in

connection with the showing of " Kis-
met," the current week's bill at this

theatre.
Below is a cut showing the Strand
program boards with special announce-
ment cards prepared for the engage-
ment.

Above is shown a " Turk " who worked
on the streets in the interests of " Kis-

met " during the engagement just clos-

ing at the Strand. The " Turk

"

handed out advertising blotters, special

heralds and a booklet which gave an
extensive and detailed description of

what the prospective spectator would
see in the picture. The unusual attire

of the " missionary " got attention from
all who met him and the amount of ad-
vertising matter which he distributed
was surprising considering the fact that
New York pedestrians usually refuse
to be bothered with anything that looks
like a publicity stunt.
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"Kismet" Playing Public Premiere
at New York Strand

Exploitation Campaign and Fame of Star Responsible for Big Business

Nem/ York bu Stork
DRAWING crowds that blocked

Broadway and tilled the theatre

to capacity again " Kismet " is

playing its premiere this week

at the New York Strand.

The New York metropolitan opening

of the picture was attended by a most ex-

tensive newspaper and general publicity

campaign, by an extraordinary prologue

number put on by the house and by special

decorations and features of presentation.

It drew from the New York dailies re-

views and notices of unprecedented

praise.

When the Strand decided to make the

f Kismet " campaign of the broadest pos-

sible proportions, it determined at once

that all the New York dailies should be

used with distinctive and exclusive ads.

These were prepared one by one in an art

department specializing in motion picture

work. There were, all told, 75 of them
which were sent out to fourteen daily

Newspapers covering comprehensively the

whole of Xew York City.

The city was covered with 24-sheet>

containing a large picture of Mr. Skin-

ner, and a large date sheet on the Strand
showing. Besides this, there were placed

in a score of locations along Broadway,
throughout the theatrical section, o:l

FAIE - J\JCH AS POEJS CALLtoflff

ft IS WITH SINCERE PLEASURE THAT
THE STRANO THEATRE ANNOUNCES FOR
THE FORTHCOMING WEEK • •

ROBERT/ON -COLEV picturfralion of

OTI/VKIMMER
KL/A\£T

THE MOST STUPENDOUS PRODUCTION THE
HISTORY OF MOTION -PICTURES HAS EVER. RE-
CORDED.MO TAKES THIS OPPORTUNITY OF GUAR-
ANTEEING AM ENTERTAINMENT OP RARER.
QUALITY THAN ANV IT HAS EVER OFFEREO.
*Kl/7^£T,'Vi/V IMMORTAL. PLAY WITH OTIS

PKINNER. AMERICAS FOREMOST ROMANTIC
ACTOR IN THE ROLE OFHAJJ.THE 6£GGAR .WHICH,
HE HAS HADE FAMOUS, IS WOVEN BY A MASTCR
HAND INTO EVERLASTING MAGNIFICENCE.

IN.KEEPING WITH THIS WONDERPLAY.STRAND
PATRONS WILL BE OFFERED AN ELABORATE'
PROLOGUE AND A SPECIAL MUSICAL PROGRAM.

THERE WILL BE NO ADVANCE IN PRICES REG-
ULAR STRAND SCHEDULE WILL PREVAIL. FOR.
THIS« ATTRACTION.

JOSEPH PIUNKETT
MGa. DIBECTORj

Another of the Strand's Kismet " displays

paintings showing some of the beautiful

scenes in the picture. These were sup
plemented by lobby display pictures, which
were placed in dozens of windows in va-

rious parts of the Greater City.

Striking in another direction, tie-up i

were arranged with the phonographs and
music stores on the song " Kismet," a

Very popular Arabian song and fox-trot

The Kresge Stores, of Xew York City,

arranged window displays on this son.?

into which were worked some of the o :

l

paintings, and phonograph stores mad'?

displays on the resords of " Kismet " in

different parts of New York.
Manager Plunkett, of the Strand the-

atre, began work as soon as he had booked
" Kismet," on the most elaborate prologue
ever put on by this theatre.

All the colorful atmosphere of old Bag-
dad is in the splendid setting which the

Strand built for its opening of "Kismet."
The stately " ship of the desert," the

camel, was there in the flesh, and there

also were all the varied rich tints and
beautiful architectural lines of the famous
old city of " The Arabian Nights."
The number begins with the orchestra's

rendition of " Scheherazada " to be syn-

chronized with the first part of the actual

prologue before its final strains when the
drapes are parted on a scene showing a

street in Bagdad and presenting a large

company of players attired in the pic-

turesque robes of the Moslem on the stage.

The stage setting by Gates and Morange
is a most realistic representation. In per-
spective are the walls of typical Bagdad
buildings. A court circles the proscenium
opening masked on one side by a set piece
which represents a Mohammedan mosque
with practical steps and on the other by
the drapes.

As the scene is unveiled the Moslems
are seen parading about the mosque door
and gayly conversing. Two of the num-
ber lead a goat and a donkey respectivelv.

After a moment of " ad. libing " by the
players, Misses Sheila O'Day, Cecile Riv-
lin and Lucita Corvera, attired in typical

Mohammedan feminine attire, enter and
give appropriate dances while the com-
pany keeps time by hand clapping and
tapping of the feet. The dancing number
was arranged by Alexis Kosloff.

At the finish of the ballet, all the com-
pany except Joseph Martel, baritone vo-
calist, who is attired and made up to rep-
resent Mr. Skinner in the role of "Hadjj,
the Beggar," exit.

Mr. Martel then renders " Far Across
Desert Sands " as a solo, accompanied bv
the orchestra. During the song the light-

ings are changed from the bright sunlrght

ROBERTrON-COLE/^ctfurya^oft of

QT\fJK\fitA£VL,

f'!*" ?° duP»*i»« "he '»« tbat this attraction ione of the year s events in 61m activity Mr. Slinncr Y Inrought his humorous and dramatic characterization

hSi. LT he,^8'' "A b'cktd *" ' Production a <
fairly bulges w,th l.rgcncsa as *ell aa beauty, the re i

" commendable." N. Y. Eveninf Journal
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAJ^ARK.

PO-TITI THiy* WEEK ONL>'
/NO ADVANCE IAJ PRl<*e./«

Attractive display ad used by the Strand for the
"Kismet" showing

of a tropical clime to the green and purple

shades of twilight.

A bit of pantomime accompanies the

vocal selection and at the close of the

number the singer reclines on the step of
the mosque in emulation of " Hadjj " in

the picture.

The camels used in the prologue were
also pressed into service as an exploitation

medium.

Obtaining permission from the police

of New York, the Strand daily paraded
two of the picturesque animals, adorned
with Oriental signs, advertising the pro-
duction. Hundreds of thousands saw
these peculiar beasts make their way, with
their swinging stride, among the automo-
biles, street cars and pedestrian traffic of
Middle Broadway every day while the

showing was on.

Inside the Strand were placed twenty-
five large Oriental rugs obtained from a
New York dealer. They gave the thea-
tre's interior the rich Levantine aspect
which was a feature of the showing of
" Kismet " at the Hotel Astor. During
the week previous to the showing an Arab
had distributed inside the Strand a gold
and black booklet, advertising " Kismet,"
which drew thousands in the week follow-
ing. Also in the business section another
Arab had put out thousands of " Kismet

"

blotters.

Handsome oil paintings showing scenes
from the picture and enlargements from
photographs of the star, also in oil, are
arranged about the Strand lobby.
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Music and The 'Picture

The Approaching Conference of the Motion Picture and Musical Men
January 24-25-26

BY CHARLES D. ISAACSON

YOU have been watching the an-

nouncements of the First Motion

Picture Musical Conference. Per-

haps you have seen it in your local news-

paper, or heard it discussed in your

association or received a letter from your

foremost music patron—or come in con-

tact with it in anyone of a score of ways.

Or what is most likely, you have doubt-

less seen the Stories in the Music depart-

ment of The Motion Picture News,
which is the originator, sponsor and pro-

motor of the plan.

Although the publicity concerning the

meeting so far, has been very modest, it

is really amazing that the idea has taken

a mighty hold on both the picture and

musical industries.

This would indicate even to the casual

observer that the project is right in prin-

ciple, theory and practice.

Over five hundred letters of commen-
dation have been received from every part

of the United States. Most of these are

from directors, musical authorities and
composers, who welcome the Entente

Cordial of the Picture and Music Fields.

Perhaps to the readers of the Motion
Picture News, the musical interest, while

of value, may not seem quite as significant

as the strong support which has been

promised by picture men.
Scores of prominent theatre managers

and owners have written in unqualified

terms that the conference is a necessity,

and have said, " We will be there—and
consider it a privilege to be there." Also
some of the best producers sensing the

growing importance of the Music-Score
for the Big Feature have asked for the

privilege of being admitted. They thought

the producers were going to be excluded

!

Not so, they were informed—and it is safe

to say that probably every important pro-

ducer will have a representative on the

ground.

In addition to the main elements in the

picture—the Theatre Managers, the Pro-
ducers, and the Musicians of all kinds

—

there will be on hand the origmators, de-

visers and inventors of the best ideas for

the Machinery of the Idea. That is to

say, that the foremost composers, music
publishers, instrument makers and others

Now is the time
to register

for the

FIRST NATIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

MUSICAL CONFERENCE
New York City—January 24-25-26, 1921

Under the call of

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Charles D. Isaacson
Editor

will bring forward their proposals and
suggestions.

What will be done with this assemblage

of thinkers? The old saying of "Birds
of a Feather flock together " will hold

particularly in the case of the Motion Pic-

ture Musical Conference. Hence there

will be at once a unanimity of desire and
intent.

Only those who have certain views and
ambitions in common will attend—neces-

sarily.

Here are some of the views and am-
bitions which will be in the mind of every
person attending the conference:

Music and Pictures Belong To-
gether—the music illuminating the

picture and making it more intelli-

gible to the beholder as well as more
interesting—breathing a voice into

the silent frame and uttering the

spirit of the emotions rather than the

words.
It is necessary that Music be better •

understood by the theatre manager,
because until he realizes that there is

a definite science of music, a language
of the notes which can be indexed
according to moods, emotions, de-

scriptions, the whole matter will not

be as intelligible as he desires. Also
when the manager knows the general

principles (in which by the way, a

technical knowledge of music is abso-
lutely unnecessary) then he can pick

his musicians, supervise their pro-

Mr. Isaacson's article on "The First Step in

Musica' Understanding" will appear next week,

instead of this as previously announced.

grams and understand the good and

bad in scoring, cue-sheeting ; he will

be able to judge his instruments and

sense the publicity and advertising

possibilities of all that is to be done

in the use of music.

It is necessary that the Showman-
ship ideas as related to music be

definitely co-related and illuminated.

It is necessary that the Musicians be

made to realize that the Theatre Field

is utterly different from the concert

world, the operatic world and in a

greater degree the Vaudeville World

!

The age of Camouflage in Motion
Picture Music by musicians and
would-be musicians must end, right

now at the very start of the real move-
ment of picture music.

Cue-sheets must be made for the

theatre and not for the publisher or

composer.

The little theatre must be taken into

consideration in the making of special

music scores.

The Music Tax question must be

settled by the two industries in a

body, and not allowed to become a

moot question between individual

theatres and the Composers' Associa-

tion.

There must be a standardization of

instruments ; an understanding of ac-

coustics ; a means of procuring musi-
cians which is easiest for the theatre

manager—a channel through which
specially trained picture musicians

can be obtained ; there must be made
sheet music particularly and specifi-

cally adapted to picture needs ; there

must be some training school for

picture musicians, so that they can
learn in their own time and not at the

expense of the theatre manager and
his patrons.

There must be a new group of dis-

tributing organizations whose duty
must be to forward musical special-

ties to fill in the program—so routed
that they can easily be engaged at a

nominal cost—and so routed that thev

can be used where they fit into the

needs of the program.

(Continued on page 4146)

TheNewEraOrgan
This organ has in truth made possible a new era
of music for the medium and smaller sized theatre
of quality. Every owner is a satisfied owner.

(Write for Literature)

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY, Inc. - - WARSAW, N. Y.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organs for the Larger Sized Theatres.
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND PURCHASE S

In the Independent Field
STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT NEWS AND VIE IV

S

Fritzi Ridgeway, Capitol Film star

Bert Lubin Preparing
Second Feature

Bert Lubin, who is now on a

tour of the country, closing con-

tracts on the remaining open ter-

ritory of " Honeymoon Ranch," the

five-reel Western, starring Allene
Ray and Harry McLaughlin, the

production which marked his entry
into the state right field, announces
that he has a second feature in

course of preparation, and that it

will soon be ready for distribution.

Lubin's next picture will be a
Western of five-reel length, and is

tentatively entitled " Crossed
Trails." Allene Ray and Harry
McLaughlin are also co-starred in

this picture. Tex O'Reilly wrote
the story and Robin Townley
adapted it for the screen and di-

rected the production.

Presentation Trailers
Add Personal Touch
The Cinema Corporation, of New

York, producers of feature art cre-
ations for the screen, point out
the difference between the days of
a few years ago when all theatres
announced their present and com-
ing attractions by the same mounted
paper plastered over and around the
entrance doors, and to-day, when
the large theatres endeavor to add
some distinctive personality to their
entertainment. This company is

making the presentation trailers
for the Rivoli, Rialto and the Cri-
terion theatres in New York.

Joe Brandt in St. Louis
Joe Brandt, president of C. B.

C. Film Sales Corporation, of New
York, is attending the convention of
the Federated Film Exchanges be-
ing held at St. Louis.

Sunrise Pictures, Organize
New Independent Company Headed
by Max Carnot Opens Its Offices

WITH the opening of a suite

of offices on the tenth floor

of the Candler Building, No. 220

West Forty-second street, the Sun-
rise Pictures Corporation enters the

motion picture field this week as

state right distributors. The com-
pany is comprised of men experi-

enced in the industry and who know
the independent market. Negatives

are now being bought up for Amer-
ican distribution and it is expected
that an announcement regarding

the first release will be forthcoming
within a week. It is understood that

the company has in view a well

known story that has been printed

in serial form in more than one
hundred newspapers throughout the

country.
Max Carnot is president. While

this is his first entry actively in the

film industry, he has been long iden-

tified with pictures as a heavy in-

vestor. Associated with him are

Nat Dorfman, director of advertis-

ing and publicity, and Winfield F.

Kelley, formerly president of the

Kelwin Film Company, who as-

sumes the office of sales manager
with the new company.

President Carnot is for better and
cleaner films and the forthcoming
releases of the company, he hopes,

will cut a new path for the inde-

pendent state right buyer.

All the pictures released under
the Sunrise Banner, which has
adopted the slogan of " Sunrise Pic-

tures Spread Rays of Happiness,"
will be backed by a well formulated
exploitation campaign, and a com-
plete plan and press book will be
issued with every film in order to

help the exhibitor put the production
over.

Trade Showing of " Isobel

"

George Davis to Screen Curwood
Picture to Trade at Hotel Astor

THE premiere presentation of
" Isobel

;
or, the Trail's End,"

from the novel by James Oliver
Curwood, directed by Edwin Ca-
rewe, with a cast headed by House
Peters and Jane Novak, will be
given in the Grand Ball Room of
the Hotel Astor next Tuesday
night, November 23.

George H. Davis, who is pre-

senting this picture to the open
market, is said to be setting a
precedent in this showing, since

this Curwood feature is the first

production released to the open
market which has been the ob-
ject of so elaborate a plan. " Isobel

;

or, the Trail's End " is proving one
of the most interesting and sur-
prising events of the year, inasmuch
that, although it is a production
which has aroused bidding by es-

tablished program houses, is prov-

ing a great success in the general
field, according to Mr. Davis.

The premiere at the Astor Hotel
was arranged by Mr. Davis for the
benefit of the trade in general. He
has received many wires and let-

ters of inquiry, and has already dis-

posed of considerable territory.

However, he has said that state

rights buyers were to have first look
at the picture, and arranged the

Astor showing accordingly.

Admission to the showing will be
only by invitation and card. Those
who are interested can arrange for
seats by communicating with Mr.
Davis at his office at 1600 Broad-
way.

In presenting " Isobel : or, the
Trail's End " to the open market
Mr. Davis has had the assistance
of Joe Brandt, in whose offices he
makes his headquarters.

Exploit Equity Production
" Keep to the Right " to Be Given
Circus Exploitation in the South

NEWS arriving from exchanges
of the South and West to

Equity headquarters this week con-
firms the report that " Keep to the

Right," Equity's state-right feature
starring Edith Taliaferro, is to be
given circus exploitation in those
territories, particularly in the

smaller towns. The exchanges

heard from thus far are Salley
Films of Atlanta, who bought the
feature for North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Flo-
rida and Tennessee ; William Un-
derwood, who operates in the
states of Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas; and A. M. Gollos of Illi-

nois and Indiana.

J. S. Jossey, on a sales trip for Arrow
Film

National Magazine to
Run Lubin Story

Formal announcement of the win-
ners of the Fame and Fortune con-
test conducted by Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic and Shadowland,
with Allene Ray at the top of the
list, evoked a good deal of interest

in " Honeymoon Ranch," her first

starring vehicle, which Bert Lu-
bin is state righting, it is said. Lu-
bin stated that state right buyers
are greatly interested in the great
amount of publicity she will get un-
der the terms of the contest.

Additional national publicity will

be given " Honeymoon Ranch,"
states Lubin, when the Pictorial
Review runs the story and pictures
of Miss Ray in an early issue.

C. H. Rosenfeld
Launches Tri-Art Film

C. H. Rosenfeld, formerly an offi-

cer and executive of the Climax
Film Corporation and previously in

the exchange of Robertson-Cole Co.
as sales manager, has launched his

own enterprise, known as Tri-Art
Film Company, at 729 Seventh ave-
nue. Mr. Rosenfelt will conduct an
exchange for New York territory

and will also handle features pro-
ductions on the state right plan, dis-

posing of them on the franchise
basis.

Hurley Added to Staff

of A. J. Gallaghan
Arthur Hurley, one of the best

known of directors, with a long list

of both stage and screen successes
to his credit, has joined the staff of
Andrew J. Callaghan Productions,
Inc., and left New York a few days
for Los Angeles.
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Capital Film's New Star
Chicago Company to Sign Stage
Favorite for Comedy Dramas

THE CAPITAL FILM COM-
PANY, through Russell, Grei-

ver & Russell, is about to sign up
a contract to star Byrdine Annette
Zuber, who is starring in Al
Wood's comedy drama, " Breakfast
in Bed." Miss Zuber is a titian-

liaired beauty of great ability and
versatility as an actress.

Being a Chicago girl, she made
her first appearance on the stage in

that city at the age of three. It

was the beginning of a career that

has carried her through many years
with the best actors and producers,
both on the stage and before the
camera.
Her stage career covers associa-

tion with Mabel Barrison, Edward
Arnold, in the " Red Mill," with
Montgomery and Stone and many

others. Her picture career covers
playing the heavy for Famous Play-
ers-Lasky in Cecil B. De Mille's
stock company, lead with Franklin
Farnum in " The Candv Shop," Ed-
mond Breese in " The Master
Mind," and "Brewster's Millions."

Miss Zuber is of the clever, vica-
cious comedienne type. Capital an-
nounces that it has bought two of
the biggest comedy-drama hits of
recent years in which to star her.
The announcement of the titles will
be made later. D. W. Russell, gen-
eral manager, states. "We feel that
we have made a big find in Miss
Zuber. She has that personality
and appeal that will make her in-

stantly popular with the moviefTns
of the country.'

Neely Edwards and a quartet of Special Picture beauties

Burr in Claremont Studio
" Torchy " Comedies to Have New
Home, Announces President Burr

NEGOTIATIONS were com-
pleted this week for the taking

over of the Claremont Studio by
C. C. Burr president of the Master
Films, Inc., producing " Torchy

"

comedies, featuring Johnny Hines.

During the summer months the
Burr organization has been work-
ing at the Hal Benedict studio at

College Point, which furnished un-

usual facilities for the taking of

the country life exteriors, and
splendid facilities for comedy in-

teriors, but the next three stories

all call for metropolitan locations
and therefore it is necessary to get
a studio within striking distance of
all picturesque points in the city.

The next production will, it is

said, be on even a more lavish scale

than " Torchy In High," which cre-

ated so much comment in Brooklyn
last week, at the Brooklyn Strand,
and contributed in no small propor-
tion to the tremendous business
which Manager Edward L. Hyman
recorded with the Mark Strand
Theatre Company for election

week.

State Rights Buyer
}Fyou don't believe us
when we say we have

the best money making
Fictures tor you, ask
the men in other terri-

tories who have already
bought from us—and
communicate at once
with
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP., 1600 Broadway, New York

Undersea Film Near Ready
Williamson Cuts and Edits Play:
" Fathoms Deep " Working Title

<< A GAIN something new," is to

be the advertising slogan

that J. E. W illiamson will use in

making known his newest product,
" Fathoms Deep." This undersea

drama is nearing its final state and

is now being cut and titled.

" Fathoms Deep " is announced as

the working title.

Romance on sea and land, an-

nounce the Williamson office, are

seen in this new picture, as well as

mystery ashore and under the

waves. It is reported by those who
have seen the production that it has

all the elements of a thrilling

drama.
Concretely, the story is of a riff-

raff crew running amuck in and

about the tropics with a stolen sub-

marine. Cast-off from many coun-

tries, the band have turned priva-

teers—pirates—and are waylaying

and looting all passing craft worth

while and hiding their loot. A ship-

wrecked castaway i s picked up by

Nathan Hirsh Leaves
on Business Trip

Nathan Hirsh, president of the

Aywon Film Corporation, is leav-

ing for a business trip this week.

He will visit Western and Middle
West cities in the interests of his

firm's pictures, including " The
Woman Above Reproach," "The
Evolution of Man," " The Woman
of Mystery," " When Dr. Quackel
Did Hide," " Thirty Years Be-
tween," and E. K. Lincoln in " The
Man of Courage."

the group and his life spared be-
cause of dangerous hazards to
which the band desire from time
to time to assign him. The cast-
away escapes, but not until the sea
bandits have forced their prisoner
to sign their compact of blood-
guilt. A girl and a young naval
officer are among those who en-
counter the refugee when he is

eventually washed ashore. The
strange story he tells, together
with the interest a certain pic-

turesque intruder takes in the girl,

consummate here in a hurried ex-
pedition to the supposed treasure
zone of the bandits. In a swift
though extended series of conflicts

on the surface of the sea as well as
along its bottom between the
two factions, many startling

novelties in dramatic surprises are
achieved.

Merit Film of Denver
Buys Out Mid-West
The Merit Film Co., of Denver.

Col., announces that it has bought
out the entire interests of the Mid-
West Greater Features Company of
the same city and has moved from
the Guardian Trust Building to

1820 California street, which is the
Mid-West former office. Both firms
are being operated under the name
of the Merit Film Company, with
Max M. Kravetz as general man-
ager.

Ernest Williamson (ri^ht) and Ralph
Ince congratulate each other on the
successful completion of the under-
water drama, titled temporarily,
"Fathoms Deep." Mr. Williamson is

the producer and Mr. Ince played an
important part in the production as

well as directing.

i

"THE SIMPLEX CERTAINLY GIVES SATISFACTION !"

AUDITORIUM THEATRE 27 PROPHETSTOWN, ILL.
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" Honeymoon Ranch
Film Co., of Atlanta, for

The Following Sales Are Reported on
the Independent Market

" Whispering Devils " (Equity Pictures) to Peter

Oletzky, Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore, Md., for

Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.
" Whispering Devils " to William Underwood, Specialty

Films, Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
" Whispering Devils " to Salley Films, of Atlanta, Ga.,

for North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama
and Tennessee.

Twelve Billy West Comedies (Joan Film Sales Co.) to

Peter Oletzky, Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore,

for Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.

Twelve Billy West Comedies to William Underwood of

Specialty Films, Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
" The Woman Above Reproach " (Aywon Films) to

Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia, for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

"The Spoilers" (The Film Market) to S. H. Dunning
of Montreal, for Canada.

" The Devil's Angel " (Clark Cornelius Corp.) to the

Peirce Film Co. of New Orleans, for Louisiana and Min-
nesota

(Bert Lubin) to Southern States
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina,

Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee.
" The Woman Untamed " (Elmer J. McGovern) to Earl

Larsen, Peacock Productions, for Iowa and Nebraska.
" The Woman Untamed " to Harry Weiss of Chicago,

for Illinois.
" She Played and Paid " (Joan Film Sales Co.) to Wil-

liam Underwood, Specialty Films of Dallas, for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.

" She Played and Paid " to Salley Films, Atlanta, Ga.,
for North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennes-
see and Florida.

" Keep to the Right " (Equity Pictures) to William Un-
derwood, Specialty Films, Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas.

" Keep to the Right " to Salley Films, Atlanta, for Geor-
gia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and South Caro-
lina.

" Woman's Man" (Arrow Film) to H. A. Kyler, Su-
preme Photoplays Corp., of Denver, for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico, California, Arizona, Nevada, Ha-
waiian Islands, Idaho and Montana.

" The Golden Trail " (Arrow) to H. A. Kyler, Supreme
Photoplays, for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico,
California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaiian Islands, Idaho and
Montana.

" Bachelor Apartments " (Arrow) to H. A. Kyler, Su-
preme Photoplays, for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New
Mexico, California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaiian Islands,
Idaho and Montana.

" A Man from Nowhere " (Arrow) to H. A. Kyler, Su-
preme Photoplays, for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New
Mexico, California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaiian Islands,
Idaho and Montana.

" Madonnas and Men " (Jans Pictures) to Joe Skirball,
Columbia Film Co., for Western Pennsylvania.

" Madonnas and Men " to Jans Film Service, for
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.

" Madonnas and Men " to Ben Fitzer, for Upper New
York State.

" Madonnas and Men " to Masterpiece Film Attractions,
for Ohio.

" Madonnas and Men," foreign rights to Export and Im-
port Film Co.

"Vanishing Trails" (Franklyn Farnum Serial—Canyon
Pictures) to Celebrated Players of Chicago, for Illinois and
Indiana.

Farnum Features Sold
in Entire South

Territories on Canyon's list of
six Franklyn Farnum series are go-
ing rapidly. Last week saw Louis-
iana and Mississippi, the last two
states of the Southern section of
the country sold to Enterprise Dis-
tribution Corporation of Atlanta.
This concern, which recently pur-

chased these productions for Geor-
gia. Alabama, North and South
Carolina and Florida, has been
showing " The Galloping Devil," the
first release, to exhibitors in At-
lanta and extremely favorable com-
ment is reported.

Corene Uzzell Pleases
in "Determination"
Corene Uzzell, who has been . cast

in " Determination," the super-fea-
ture which is now under production
at the studios of the United States
Photoplay Corporation at Grant-
wood, N. J., is creating a remark-
able character in the part of Madge
Daley, the confidence queen, ac-
cording to word received from the
producers.
Miss Uzzell has appeared with

Elsie Ferguson, Lina Cavalieri, Ed-
win Arden, George M. Cohan and
\\ illiam Courtney, besides being a
member of a number of all-star
casts.

Kleine RevivalsAre Offered
Photo Products Export's List In-

clude Works of Famous Authors

THE George Kleine revivals, in

five and six reels, offered on the

state rights market by Photo Prod-

ucts Export Company, include adap-

tations from some of the world's

best fiction writers, including Max
Marcin, who, in recent years, has

become a successful playwright.

His " Devil's Praycrbook," featur-

ing Arthur Hoops and Alma Han-
Ion, is offered, as are the screen

version of Channing Pollock's "Our
Lady of Laughter," produced under
the title, " The Final Curtain." with

Alma Hanlon featured; Bruno
Lessing's " The Scarlet Road," feat-

uring Anna Q. Nillson: Owen
Davis, the writer of melodrama,
contributes his "The S en t i-

mental Lady," featuring Irene Fen-

Lark Bronlee Replies
to Harris Denial

Following a denial by the William
Harris, Jr.'s offices of the state-

ment that Lark Bronlee, featured

player of " Beyond the Great
Wall," served as understudy to Fay
Bainter in " East Is West," comes
the following explanation from
Miss Bronlee : Miss Helene Sin-

nott was first understudy. Miss Sin-

nott, however, was taken ill during
the staging of the play at the Astor
theatre, and as Miss Bainter's

mother was also seriously ill at

the time, Mr. Maxwell, who was
Mr. Harris's stage director, thought
ir advisable to prepare for any
eventuality that might require

Miss Bainter's sudden absence. Ac-
cordingly, Mr. Maxwell, Miss Bron-
lee declares, came to her and asked
her to assume the duties of under-
study to Fay Bainter during Miss
Sinnott's absence. Mr. Maxwell,
Miss Bronlee asserts further, ac-

tually rehearsed her in Miss Bain-

ter's part as understudy.

At the time of the Astor present-

ation of " East Is West ", Miss
Bronlee was known under the stage

name of Minette) Buddecke and
was so recorded in the cast per-

sonnel.

Friedman Gets Rights
to Howell Comedies
J. L. Friedman, president of Cel-

ebrated Players Film Corporation.
Chicago, has just closed with
George B. West, general manager
of the Sunkist Comedy Company,
for the entire United States rights

to the new series of one-reel Alice

Howell comedies. These comedies
were directed by Dick Smith and
present the comedienne in unadul-
terated slapstick.

The Sunkist Company is making
a series of 52 single-reel comedies.

The Celebrated Players is preparing

to put forth every effort to place

these short subjects in every theatre

in the market for this material. The
first to be released with Miss Howell
starring will be " Boulevard Pro-
fiteers." This will be followed by
" Who Chose Your Wife?"

wick; Porter Emerson Browne and
other successful playwrights, offers

the screen version of his " The
Spendthrift," with Irene Fenwick
in the leading role.

Others are Jack White's " Wild
Oats," with Alma Hanlon and Mal-
colm Duncan featured; Louis
Joseph Vance's " The Destroying
Angel," with Mabel Trunnclle and
Marc MacDefmott in the featured

roles ; the screen version of Peter
B. Kyne's Saturday Evening Post
story, " Salt of the Earth ;

" Sum-
ner Williams' " When Love Is

King," with Carroll McComas and
Richard Rucker starred, and James
Oppenheim's famous story, "The
dhost of Old Morro," co-starring

Mabel Trunnelle and Robert Con-
ness.

Equity Buyers Meet in

New York City
The home offices of Equity Pic-

tures were the scene of an impor-
tant meeting last week of six buy-
ers of the Equity special produc-
tion, " Whispering Devils," featur-
ing Conway Tearle and Rosemary
Theby. The buyers were all of the

Eastern states, with the exception
of Aaron M. Gollos of Chicago.
They were : Ben Amsterdam of
Philadelphia, Peter Oletzky of
Baltimore, Sam Grand of Boston,
Joe Skirboll of Pittsburgh, Sam
Zierler of New York and Aaron
M. Gollos of Chicago.
The purpose of the gathering was

said to be the comparing of notes
on the progress of " Whispering
Devils" in the respective territo-

ries of each.

S. B. Lust Ties Up with
Richmond Merchants
A special souvenir program was

issued by Sidney B. Lust, of Super
Film Attractions, Inc., of Washing-
ton, when "The Confession" was
run at the Isis theatre in Richmond,
Va. Fifteen merchants mentioned
" I he Confession" in their regular
advertisements, and in return they
shared the special souvenir pro-
gram. Mr. Lust states that he con-
siders it a very good stunt and
recommends it to State Right ex-
changes.

. /I Genuine <

d Special WLy^

In the
Jhadow
of the
Domex

A David G. Fischer Production
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Arrow Closes Big Poster Deal

Some of the spectators watching the taking of a scene in "The Way Women
Love," an Arrow picture featuring Rubye DeRemer

A CONTRACT said to be here-

tofore unequaled in the inde-

pendent motion picture indus-

try was concluded this week be-

tween J. V. Ritchey, president of
the Ritchey Lithograph Co., and
W. Ray Johnston, vice-president,

and J. C. Davis, 2nd, of the adver-
tising department of the Arrow-
Film Corporation, whereby the

Ritchey Lithograph Co. are to make
the lithographs on a long series of

Arrow releases.

The contract is said to be slight-

ly in excess of seventy-five thou-
sand dollars and is a record breaker
,in its line.

The pictures covered by this

poster contract are :
" Thunderbolt

Jack " a fifteen episode serial star-

ring Jack Hoxie, the Arrow-Muriel
Ostriche Comedies a series of

twelve two-reel pictures, eighteen
Spotlight Comedies, a series of

four Jack Hoxie five-reel western
features, a series of two Rubye
De Remer special features and the
following independent features

:

" Bitter Fruit," " The Deceiver,"
" The Tame Cat," " The Man Who
Trifled " and " The Daughter of
the Don."

It is claimed that this is the

largest contract for lithographs ever
closed with an independent dis-

tributing organization and it is

looked upon as further proof of

the rapid advance the independents
are making in the motion picture

industry. The growth during the

past year of the independent pro-
ducer, distributor, and exhibitor
has been remarkable and it is pre-
dicted that even more marked ad-
vancement may be looked for dur-
ing the coming year.

Officials at the Arrow Film Cor-
poration, while unwilling at this

time to give out any statement re-

garding their plans for the coming
year, admitted that they anticipated

1921 being by far the biggest year
in their history and said that in

the near future Arrow will issue

an anouncement which will prove
of great interest to those who are
following the fortunes of the in-

dependent.

J. V. Ritchey, president of the

Ritchey Lithograph Co., when in-

terviewed regarding this contract
admitted the closing of the deal

and stated that while he had done
a great deal of business with inde-

pendent producers and distributors

in the past so far as he knew this

was the largest single contract ever
closed with an individual organiza-
tion. Mr. Ritchey stated that in

selecting the posters for these pro-

Warns of Mutual Re-Issue
The Motion Picture News is in receipt of a communica-

tion from M. Thomas, of the Klein Distributing Corporation,
in which he states that the Signet Film Corp., located at 130

West 46th street, New York, is selling on the State Right
market a picture entitled "The Faithless Sex," which, it

is claimed by the Boston exchangemen, is a re-issue of " The
Decoy." Signet Film, it is claimed, is selling the picture as

new. A Mutual picture, made several years ago, and featur-

ing Gertrude McCoy, was entitled " The Decoy."
David Soloman, president of Signet Film, denies that

" The Faithless Sex has ever before been placed on the
market. He states that " The Country Girl " was its former
name, but that it is not a re-issue.

Efforts have been made by the Motion Picture News to

secure a showing of this picture. A screening has been ar-

ranged for the near future. Should the picture prove to be
new, the Motion Picture News will be glad to state the fact

in its columns.

ductions he had viewed such of
them as were completed in Arrow's
projection rooms and that he could
unhesitatingly say the ones he saw
were especially high class produc-
tions and proved conclusively that
better features were being placed
on the independent market than
ever before.

Motion Picture N ews\

Chinese Picture to Be
State Righted Soon
" Beyond the Great Wall," the]

six-reel Chinese melodrama recently
completed by Eastern Film Corpo-
ration for distribution by Photo
Products Export Company, under
the direction of A. B. Heath, is

scheduled for release on the state

rights market sometime in Decem-
ber, according to the announcement
of Photo Products.
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Liberty Film's Activities
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SAM FLAX, of the Liberty Film
Exchange, of 916 G. Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C, an-
nounces that " The Son of Tar-
zan ", the David P. Howells jungle
serial, is receiving bookings in the

first big run houses of his terri-

tory and in theatres that have never
before played a serial. The Liberty
Film Exchange controls the rights

for this serial in the states of
Washington, Delaware, and Vir-
ginia, and in the District of Col-
umbia.

Both Sam and Jake Flax, who
head this live exchange, have both
had interesting careers in the film

world. Sam Flax began his career

as a booker for the Washington
Branch of the General Film Com-
pany in 1913 and resigned at the

end of the year to accept a similar

position with the Pathe Exchange,
then the Eclectic Film Corporation.

He remained with Pathe for about
three years, leaving that position to

accept the managership of the local

Metro office, where he remained
until March of 1919, when he en-

tered the independent field, open-
ing the Liberty Film Exchange.

Jake Flax holds a positio'n, which,

it is said, is unique in film circles

in the Washington territory, if not
in the entire country. He began
his career as office boy for the Gen-
eral Film Company, Washington
Branch, immediately upon grad-
uating from High School and re-

mained with that concern until the

dav thev closed their doors. He was

the Branch Manager for the last

two years and at that" time was
said to be the youngest man who
had ever held a managerial posi-
tion anywhere in the country. It
is believed that no man can point
to a record of seven years con-
tinuous service in the old General
Film Company.
In addition to " The Son of Tar-

zan ", The Liberty Film Exchange
has secured for distribution in

their territory a number of fea-
tures among which are William S.

Hart in " Hell Hound of Alaska
and *' The Bandit and the Preach-
er ", " Woman ", " Husbands and
Wives", "Hearts of Men", "The
Perfect Model ",

" The Grain of
Dust ', and others.

They believe that " The Son of
Tarzan " is going to be one, if not
the most successful serials of re-

cent years. They point to its

thrills and action and its high
standard of production as a whole,
which won for it a place in high
class theatres, whose policy it was
never to run a serial.

Boston Trade Will See
"The Victim"

" The Victim," which is being
offered State Rights Buyers by the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York will be given a special

trade showing in Boston, by Sam
Grant of the Boston Federated Ex-
change who has secured the New
England rights for this feature.

Sam Flax on the right, and on the left Jake Flax, of the Liberty
Film Exchange of Washington, D. C.
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The World Motion Picture
Corporation announces that
its offer of five weeks tree
service on its news reel,

known as the World's News
Pictures, will be withdrawn
on November 25.

This offer by the World
is declared to nave aroused
no end of comment and in-
terest among exhibitors and
producers alike. The World
reports that thousands of ex-
hibitors have already taken
advantage of the offer.

Bradley to Handle All
Gaumont Features
W. H. Bradley, of the Peerless

Pictures, of Boston, was a receni
visitor in New York. While in the
Metropolis, Mr. Bradley bought for
his exchange the entire output 01

the Gaumont Company. This in-

cludes the series of features begin-
ning with " The Fall of a Saint

"

and the serial " In the Clutches of
the Hindu." Peerless Pictures

will release these pictures in the

New England states.

Arrow Reports Record Sales

Ab rmwn 25 Yiars in
TheUrical World

Mr. Abramson's silver anniver-
sary in the theatrical world was
•celebrated last week by a series of
visits to a number of theatres who
were playing his last production,
" The Wrong Woman." He was
well pleased with the results and
satisfied that he had chosen two
versatile and popular stars. Olive
Tell and Montagu Love for his

production.

JS. JOSSEV, Arrow's special

representative who has been
* on the road for Arrow for

the past two months, has advised
W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow, of clos.ng a contract

with H. A. Kyler of the Supreme
Photoplays Corporation, 1446 Wel-
lon St., Denver, Colo., for the ex-
hibition rights of the following fea-

tures :

'' Woman's Man," starring Ro-
manic Fielding, "The Golden Trail"
starring Jane Novak and Jack Liv-
ingston, " Bachelor Apartment

"

starring Georgia Hopkins, "A Man
from Nowhere " starring Jacl<

Hoxie, and three other productions
featuring the same star, which will

be made during the coming year.

The contract with Arrow calls

for the rights to exhibit these pro-*

(tactions in Colorado, Utah, Wyo-
ming, Xew Mexico, California,
Arizona. Nevada, Hawaiian
Islands, Idaho, and Montana and
is said to be one of the largest, if

not the largest and independent state

rights sales ever made by any in-

dependent organization. This sale

-lightly exceeds $40,000 and is

pointed to by Arrow as a refutation

"Son of Tarzan"
Booked in Big Circuit
Selected Films, Inc., of Chicago,

who arc handling "The Son of
Tarzan," the David P. H. Howells
serial, for the State of Illinois, an-
nounce that they have booked the
entire Ascher Bros. Circuit and the
Lubliner and Trinz Circuit for that

picture.

Everywhere, according to the
Howells office the promise of Harry
Revier, director of the " Son of
Tarzan " is being made good.

ot the claim made by many motion
picture people that business is not
good at the present time. Arrow
records show a healthy growth in

the sales department from all over
the United States and in the foreign
licld.

W. Ray Johnston, vice-president

and general manager, states that

the Arrow anticipates that 1921 will

be one of the best years in the his-

tory of the independents and that

they have arranged for a large
number of new productions to meet
the demand they feel certain will

exist. Mr. Johnston said: "Inde-
pendent productions during the
coming year will set a new record
for independent exchanges through-
out the entire country. Everywhere
the exhibitors are turning toward
the independent distributors and at

present the independent exchange,
who has the quality productions, is

enjoying splendid prosperity.
" The coming year will, without

doubt, be the greatest in the history
of the motion picture business and
the sale just concluded between our
special representative, J. S. Jossey,
and the Supreme Photoplays Cor-
poration is only the forerunner of

many others. Everywhere the in-

dependent distributor is buying
where he can get really high class

productions. The business has
reached a point where it is the sur-

vival of the fittest. The good pro-
duction has nothing to fear. It is

the poor or average feature that

will fall by the wayside. There
will always be a good market for
the feature that has the merit of
being a real entertainment.

" The time has passed when a
star or producer can get by with
a reputation for past performances.
Today the exhibitor is looking for
the story and production that will

cause his patrons to leave the thea-
tre satisfied that they have gotten
their money's worth and not simply
sat through five reels designed to
show off the star's new gowns and
automobile. They want a good
story interpreted by capable actors
and intelligently directed and pro-
duced. That is the type of attrac-

tion we intend supplying and we
are confident the coming year will

be one of prosperity for both the
producer who makes and the ex-
change who releases this type of
production."

"Fair Profits" Says Sherman

Robert Schable, who has appeared in
prominent roles for Paramount, Fox

and Metro

I j supply of attractions of

fairly consistent box office

value and charge it only a pro rata,

share of the production cost accord-

ing to territory, taking the pro-

ducer's profit out of the distributor's

rentals, and everybody—the pro-

ducer, the exchange and the exhibi-

tor—is going to make money."

Thus briefly, does Harry A.

Sherman, president of the Sherman
Productions Corporation, himself a

successful showman and a distribu-

tor and marketer of big motion pic-

ture attractions, summarize the so-

called Sherman plan under which
he is operating his new company,
which marked his entrance into the

producing field.

The Sherman plan, in effect, is

simply a co-operative method by
which the producer does business

with a group of exchanges, under
a guarantee, which, it is claimed,
practically secures them against

loss and which requires no advance
payment prior to the release of a

given picture.

The exchange's only obligation is

the payment of its share of the ac-

tual production cost upon the de-

livery of the completed positive

prints, with the privilege of rejec-

tion if the picture is not up to stan-

dard.

" I do not pretend to say that in

all cases the producer will make as

much money as he otherwise might
on a given picture," Mr. Sherman
went on. " But I do say and say it

strongly, that he's sure to make a

profit on the year that should sat-

isfy him.
" And he can be sure that he's

building for the future all the time

—which is something that perhaps
the average producer hasn't thought
too much about previously.

" A lot of people—old timers, too

—have asked me how I figured that

His Plan to Give Uni-
versal Satisfaction,

is the Claim

Sherman Productions Corporation
could get a profit, without advances,
and with a money-back guarantee to
each exchange that each picture
must be satisfactory, especially as
only the actual production cost was
paid in and all profits depended
upon participation with the ex-
changes in their rentals.

"
I told them, just as I state now,

it's simply this: Even if a picture is

not of the best box office quality if

the exchange can get it at a reason-
able figure, the exhibitor can also,

and this will enable both to make
a fair profit, where neither could
have done so if the producer had
annexed it all in the beginning."

" And so, everyone will be satis-
fied, that is provided, that the pro-
ducer, in this case the Sherman Pro-
ductions Corporation, is content to
take a portion of the exchange's
rentals as his share, and not seek
to put a false valuation on the pic-
ture.

" It follows that both the ex-
change and the exhibitor will be
willing also to handle an occasional
picture, which is not right up to top-
notch standard, for the sake of the
' clean-up ' they will make on the
good ones.

" So much for this phase of the
question. Personally, I believe that
this method of doing business is

going to do much to standardize pic-

ture values and that within a year
there will be many producers who
adopt either this or a similar plan
in doing business with their ex-
changes.

" The Sherman plan is not • the
product of a day or week's thought.
I worked it out -carefully and in

every detail before I announced it.

" It is based on the knowledge I

gathered during many years as an
exhibitor and an exchangeman and
it is right basically.

" It is right because it gives the

exchange a fair deal, who in turn
will give the exhibitor the same, and
on the success of these . two must
always be based such lasting suc-
cess as the producer can hope to se-

cure and hold."

Ernest Lambert Signed
for Ziegfeld Picture
Major Ernest Lambert, another

well known legitimate actor, has
been signed by W. K. Ziegfeld for

a part in " The Black Panther's
Cub," the initial Ziegfeld film pro-
duction which Emile Chautard is

now directing with Florence Reed
in the stellar role.

Alfred Walker, vice-president and di-
rector of production for the World

Motion Picture Corp.
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Live News From Producers
WHAT THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

Special Showing for

"Pagan Love"
On the evening of Sunday, No-

vember 21, there will be held at the

Selwyn theatre a special showing of

Pagan Love,' the first Hugo Bal-

lin independent release which will

be published on the Hodkinson pro-

gram.
" Pagan Love " is the screen ver-

sion of " The Honorable Gentle-

man," by Achmed Abdullah. The
east of players includes Mabel Bal-

lin, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Togo Ya-
mamato, Charlie Fang and Nellie.

Filmore.

"The Faith Healer" Is

Ready for Release
The photographic work on " The

Faith Healer," George Melford's

production of the play of William

Vaughn Moody, has come to a close

after a good many weeks' work.

Mr. Melford and his company have

just returned to the Lasky studio

after filming the final scenes of the

picture on one of the large sheep

ranches near Fresno, California.

Milton Sills plays the role of the

faith healer.

Jack Pegler Represents
Walsh in New York

Jack Pegler, former field exploi-

tation man with the Mayflower

Photoplay Corporation, has been

engaged as special representative

by R. A. Walsh. Pegler's office will

be in the Capitol Theatre Building,

New York City, where Walsh main-

tains his executive headquarters.

It is announced that Elmer
Harris, author, editor and sce-

narist, will shortly assume the

position of supervising direc-

tor of Realart's West Coast

studios. He will succeed

Will M. Ritchey, who is re-

tiring because of ill-health.

Mr. Harris is a graduate of

the University of California.

He began dramatic work in

one of the original " Soldiers

of Fortune " stage companies.

He studied drama and acted

in England, France, Italy and
Germany, returning in 1907 to

become the dramatic editor of

the New York Globe.
In collaboration with Ol-

iver Morosco he wrote
" Pretty Mrs. Smith," " So
Long Letty " and " Canary
Cottage." Mr. Harris wrote
the scenario for the Realart
production, " Miss Hobbs,"
and " All Souls' Eve," and is

the author of " Ducks and
Drakes," which is now being
produced for Realart, featur-

ing Bebe Daniels.

A scene from "Edgar the Explorer," an Edgar comedy released by Goldwyn

Christie to Change Policy
Featured Players Are Classified

for One and Two-Reel Comedies
WITH the continuance of pro-

duction of one-reel comedies
to be known as Vanity Comedies
and Gayety Comedies for distribu-

tion through Educational Film ex-

changes, Al Christie, head of the

big comedy organization, has an-

nounced a long list of comedy
players to be presented in each
series.

The large stock list of Christie

featured players is being arranged
so that entirely different people

may be seen in the one-reel series

from those who are featured in two-
reel Christie Comedies. A rather

new policy is being inaugurated for

comedy in that Al Christie with
his other four directors, Wm.
Beaudine, Frederic Sullivan, Scott
Sidney and James Clemens, with
their two scenario editors, W. Scott

Darling and Frank R. Conklin, are
building comedy stories and fitting

the various players into the stories

as they are adaptable rather than
employing the policy of building
comedies around featured players.

" Our organization can do this,"

says Christie, " for we have to

draw from for two-reel comedies
such girls as Dorothy Devore, Fay
Tincher, Helen Darling, Vera
Steadman ; and such leading men
as Eddie Barry, Bobby Vernon.
Earl Rodney and Neal Burns and
others. Such supporting charac-
ters as Margaret Cullington, Ward
Caulfield, George French. Marion
Mackay, William Sloan. Al Haynes,
Lilie Leslie, George Burton, Gus
Leonard and many others are
available for parts which are many
times as important as those of the

two or more leads. Then in addi-

tion we are drawing in for single

pictures such well-known dramatic
actors as Eugenie Forde, Ogden
Crane, Lydia Yeamans Titus and
others.

" In the one-reel comedies we
have Irene Dalton, Laura La
Plante, Mary Wynn, Francis Fee-
ney, Henry Murdock, Ray Gal-
lagher, Fay Lemporte and others

who can be used exclusively in the

one-reel series. Such players as

Billy Bletcher and Charlotte Mer-
riam have already appeared in some
of these which are to be released."

Patricia Palmer is another lead-
ing lady who will soon be seen in

Christie's.

First Sterling Comedy
Released December 12
December 12 has been set as the

release date for the first Ford Ster-

ling comedy to be made by the for-

mer Sennett comedian under his

new contract with the Special

Pictures Corporation. This was
announced on the West Coast this

last week by H. J. Roberts, general

sales manager of Spec'al.

According to Roberts, it will be a

Comiclassic special starring Ster-
ling, 1,500 feet of fast comedy,
with a 500-foot scenic, in conform-
ance with the general structure of

Comiclassics. "Of Sterling Value
"

is the working title, and it is possi-

ble this may be used as a release

title. Resgie Morris, production
chief of Comiclassics. is personally

directing Sterling. Charlotte Mer-
riam heads the supporting cast.

Press Book Ready for

"Thoughtless Women"
Pioneer announces that a press

and campaign book of an elaborate
character and one in the preparation
of which special pains have been
exercised is now ready for distribu-

tion in connection with Daniel Car-
son Goodman's "Thoughtless Wom-
en," starring Alma Rubens. The pic-

ture is said to lend itself to unusual
possibilities for exploitation pur-
poses.

" Thoughtless Women " is the
next important release under the
Pioneer banner and heads the list of
" Pioneer Master Specials."

"Big Happiness" Opens
Glendale Theatre

The new Glendale theatre, Glen-
dale, California, showed " Big
Happiness," Robertson-Cole super-
special starring Dustin Farnum, as
its opening bill, late in October.
The Glendale is a new house seat-

ing 1200 people all on the first floor.

Mr. Howe, manager, has bought
all the Robertson-Cole pictures
which have not been shown in

Glendale and will exhibit them
from time to time in the near
future.

New Educational Man-
ager for Dallas

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

announced that N. H. Wolff has
been appointed manager of its Dal-
las exchange succeeding J. H. Toner
and that he is activelv in charge of
the branch with offices at 1922 Elm
street. Mr. Wolff is a man of long
experience in the film world, hav-
ing most recently been associated

with Associated Producers, Inc., in

the Chicago territory.

Before taking up his new work
Mr. Wolff had a series of confer-

ences with the New York office and
his arrival in Dallas has been

marked by an intensive selling cam-
paign.

Edward Jose has been en-

gaged by Albert E. Smith,
president of Vitagraph, to di-

rect Alice Joyce in her next
picture, which is announced
as " Her Lord and Master."
Mr. Jose already has entered

on his new duties. Active
work on the new production
will be begUii within a few
davs, as soon as the support-
ing cast has been selected

and engaged.
Although much of the ac-

tion of " Her Lord and Mas-
ter " takes place in England
and several of the important
characters, including; the lead-

ns: male role, are British, the

play is said to be typically

American
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Hodkinson Opens Big Drive

A new photo of Estelle Taylor, playing
in the Fox me odrama While New

York Sleeps "

Pathe will include in a
group of releases for the
week of December 26th the
new Harold Lloyd comedy,
the title of which has been
changed from " Wrong Num-
ber " to "Number, Please?"
Following "Number, Please?"
Lloyd's appearances will be
made under h.s new contract
with Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., who will distribute the
pictures through Pathe.

In his latest piece, Lloyd
has Mildred Davis as his lead-
ing woman again. Miss Davis
has been the main stay of his

suooort since " From Hand to
Mouth," released early in

1920.

Word from the Coast,
where "Number, Please?"
was screened publicly in ac-
cordance with the " test

plan " employed by Lloyd and
producer Hal Roach, states

that the comedian follows
the method that has weighed
mightily in his favor of de-
veloping his comic situation
with clean and wholesome
material.

Views of Shintoism in

Pathe Review No. 79

The colorful and fantastic cus-
toms and costumes of the Shinto
religious observance in Japan, " A
Fantasy of Facts," is the outstand-
ing feature of Pathe Review No.
79, released by Pathe November
28. Weird and imposing are the
paraphernalia exhibited in these sol-

emn processions before the awed
populace, states Pathe. The sol-

diers of the guard, the envy of the
slant-eyed youngsters, clothe them-
selves in heavy armor which dates
far back into antiquity, and the
high priests on their huge steeds
form the most impressive part of
the ceremony.

J PARKER READ, JR.'S
three Louise Glaum spe-

• cials, " Sex," " Sahara," and
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," are
to be benefited by an extensive ad-

vertising and exploitation campaign,
already launched by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation in co-op-
eration with the promotion depart-
ment of the J. Parker Read, Jr.,

Productions.
Tieing up with theatres every-

where throughout the United States

a $5,000 Scenario Contest, spon-
sored by J. Parker Read, Jr., is in

operation, declares W. W. Hodkin-
son. The W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration exchange managers are in

direct touch with the management
of every newspaper in their respec-

tive territories running the contest
and, in turn, represent the exhibitor
publicity interests throughout the

contest, it is stated.

Harry Owens, of the J. Parker
Read, Jr., Company has just ar-

rived in New York on his tour of
exchanges, and members of the
clientele served by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association, which has
taken hold of the proposition and
which is distributing the contest
material contracted for by 400
newspapers in its service.

Immediately upon his arrival,

Mr. Owens went into conference
with George B. Gallup. Jr., man-
ager of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration advertising department,
and Richard Weil, publicity chief
of the distributing organization,
and an extensive propaganda was
mapped out that promises to

blanket the country with effective

]. Parker Read Forces
Aid in Drive for

Glaum Vehicles

advertising and publicity, empha-
sizing the trade angle.

The "J. Parker Read, Jr., $5,000
Scenario Contest " offers a first

prize of $2,500 for a suitable scen-

ario for Louise Glaum, star in
" Sex," " Sahara " and " The Lone
Wolf's Daughter;" $1,500 for sec-

ond award, and $1,000 for third

prize, with the producer's option
of purchasing additional stories at

$1000 each and in unlimited num-
ber.

The Los Angeles Express, Seat-
tle Times, and the San Francisco
Daily News, and many other news-
papers already have launched their

respective contests with effective

theatre tieups and, as a result,

Louise Glaum Repetoire Weeks
have been booked in scores of

towns and cities. The exhibitor
takes advantage of the eight-weeks'
content campaign by playing the

three Louise Glaum-W. W. Hol-
kinson distributed productions as a
" repertoire week," or books them
in a series to play within the month.

Sixteen thousand registered con-
testants have entered the contest
in the brief time it has been operat-
ing, evidencing an enormous pub-
lic interest which the editorial man-
agement of the newspapers inter-

ested has been quick to note and,
which, in turn, has communicated
itself definitely to the exhibitor
mind.

The scenario contest, originally

launched by Sig. Schlager, J. Par-
ker Read, Jr.'s personal represen-
tative and conceived by the pro-
ducer himself, promises to extend

.itself over the face of the globe.

Filmen, the Swedish motion pic-

ture publication, and the London
Daily Mail, as well as Cine Pour
Tuns, of Paris, having cabled to

Mr. Read for permission to oper-
ate the contest in their respective
countries, according to W. \V. Hod-
kinson.

Harry Owens, of the Read staff,

already has visited nearly a score
of important exchange points, and
has met with enthusiastic co-opera-
tion from the W. W. Hodkinson
representatives and the" exhibitors.

The machinery of a huge" promo-
tion campaign boosting the sales on
" Sahara," " The Lone Wolf's
Daughter" and "Sex" is being well
oiled during the stay in New York
of Messrs. Schlager and Owens, and
150 columns of publicity matter on
these pictures, destined for use in

the next forty days by each mem-
ber of the Newspaper Enterprise
clientele, is in type at the Pacific

Coast Bureau of this powerful
journalistic service^ of which Jack
Jungmeyer is the sectional chief,

in charge of the scenario plan.

The J. Parker Read, Jr., contest

will open on November 20, and will

close on January 20. In case ot

a tie for first, second or third places,

the respective winners will each be
awarded with the full amount des-
ignated as the prizes for these

places.

Fox Issues Americanism Film
|T7"ILLIAM FOX announces

yy that "The Face at Your
Window," which has just

been released, is a production in-

dorsed by the Committee on Amer-
icanism of the Motion Picture In-

dustry, and released under the com-
mittee's auspices.

Col. Arthur Woods, formerly
Xew York City Police Commis-
sioner, and present representative

of the American Legion on this

committee, is now acting chairman
in place of Mr. Lane, who is in-

capacitated on account of illness.

He has seen and indorsed this pro-
duction, declares William Fox, and
urges that it be exhibited in every
city, town and hamlet in the

United States, on account of its

great appeal to all classes of people
for the promulgation of the prin-

ciples on which this country was
founded.
Many other men prominent in

all walks of life have seen The
Face at Your Window," and were
more than sanguine in their ex-
pressions concerning the manner in

which Mr. Fox has unfolded this

Menace of Extremists

Shown in " Face at

Your Window "

mighty interesting subject. Among
them are Frank A. Vanderlip,
widely known for his social welfare
and educational works ; Samuel
Gompers, president of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor ; William
G. Lee, grand chief, Brother-
hood of Locomotive Trainmen

;

Warren S. Stone, grand chief,

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers

; Judge Elbert H. Gary and
Frank Farrell, respectively, chair-

man of Board of Directors and
president of the United States Steel
Corporation. These men and many-
others of equal distinction, it is

stated, have viewed with satisfac-

tion the earnest effort of Mr. Fox
to bring home to both foreign-born
and American native citizens the
fruitlessness and peril of listen-

ing to the pratings of alien radical

agitators on American soil.

Endorsements have been received

from men most prominent in the

land, and these will be available for

the exhibitors' use.
" The Face at Your Window

"

tells a powerful dramatic story of a
gigantic conspiracy— such a con-
spiracy as may at any time menace
our homes, our women, our indus-

tries, and which, should it gain the

ascendant would mean, calamity. It

not only sounds a timely warning,

but it is also entertainment of the

best sort, with a beautiful romance
threading its powerful lesson. In

addition, Mr. Fox is declared to

have given " The Face at Your
Window " a production remarkable
in every way, making it one of

the most stupendous presentations

ever offered on the screen.

That the proper atmosphere
might be had. the Secretary of the

Interior at Washington tendered
the influence of the Federal govern-
ment to obtain the use of the manu-
facturing town of Boonton, N. J.,

for the filming of the exterior

re's all the fAMrx of Iflfhtizfe&u^
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C. Gardner Sullivan, who becomes a
member of Associated Producers

Miss Eldridge to Attend
Exposition

Frances Eldridge, the young mo-
lion picture star recently engaged
by Superior Pictures Corporation
to play stellar roles in feature and
comedy productions has accepted an
invitation to attend the Motion Pic-

ture Exposition to be held in At-
lanta, Ga., from December 6 to De-
cember 11.

The demonstration, which is be-

ing staged by the exhibitors of the
Southeastern states, will be one of
the most important motion picture

events ever held below the Mason-
Dixon Line.

Miss F.Idridge will be entertained

in Atlanta by the Chamber of Com-
merce, and will have a day set aside
during exposition week in her
honor. It will be called " Frances
Eldridge Day," and an attempt will

be. made on the part of the hosts to

give the popular actress a welcome
she will long remember. In the

evening of "Frances Eldridge Day"
it is planned to hold an elaborate
ball.

Prior to signing with the Superior
Pictures Corporation Miss Eldridge
was one of the all-star cast in "The
Foreigner," picturization of the cele-

brated Ralph Connor story, by the
Dominion Film Company.

Kineto Review Shows
Boy Scout Scenes

In the Kineto Review, issued

by the Kineto Company of America,
four reels, it is announced, are de-

voted to the Boy Scouts. Kineto
Review No. 29 is entitled, " Boy-
hood ;

" No. 42 is " Hiking the Alps
with the Swiss Boy Scouts ;

" No.
4.? is " How the Swiss Boy Scout
Spends His Vacation," and No. 56

is " Boy Scouts of America " which
describes the trip of the American
scouts to the International Con-
vention, held in England last sum-
mer.

S. & E. to Have Novelties
Many Unique Features to Be Seen
With " It Might Happen to You "

In addition to this novelty, Jim-
mie, the remarkable lion, who also

plays a leading role in " It Might
Happen to You," will be put
through several of his stunts under
the direction of Walter Beckwith,
well known animal trainer.

Due to the presence of the vari-

ous jungle inhabitants in " It Might
Happen to You," many opportuni-

ties are also afforded for a unique
musical setting, and a score is now
in course of preparation containing

many new orchestral effects which
will be used in conjunction with the

Broadway run. S & E Enterprises

stated this week that they would
place at the disposal of all state

right buyers the various novelties

enumerated above for use in con-
nection with the first run showings
of " It Might Happen to You " in

the various key cities throughout
the United States.

ARRANGEMENTS are now
under way by Messrs. Shen-

field & Ennis, of S. & E. Enter-
prises to present their initial state

right release, " It Might Happen to

You," in one of Broadway's lead-

ing theatres, according to tbeir an-
nouncements. Because of the vari-

ous novel elements contained in this

production, it is said to lend itself

to unusual features in the matter of
stage presentation, and the picture

will be shown in New York in con-
junction with several distinct nov-
elties.

The six Reese monkeys who fig-

ure prominently in many scenes in
' It Might Happen to You " as an
animal jazz band, will be used on
the stage during the showing. Sev-
eral instruments, including the vio-

lin, cymbals, xylophone and clari-

net are played upon by the monkey
performers of the S-E picture, and
the stage presentation will include
ibis unusual orchestra.

Motion -Pictures by Wire
Harry Levey Studios Visited by
Inventor of Photo Transmission

FOLLOWING a visit of M. Ed-
ouard Belin to tlie studios of the

Harry Levey Service Corporation
on Tuesday of this week, it is an-
nounced by Harry Levey that Mr.
Belin, who is responsible for the in-

vention of the remarkable apparatus
that transmits photographs by wire,

will devote his attention to the task

of adapting his invention to cinema-
tography. The statement from the

Levey offices expresses the opinion
that " motion pictures are to be pro-
jected by telegraph."

Mr. Belin, who was brought to

America at the special invitation of
the New York World, is well

known as one of the leading electri-

cal experts of France. Last Sun-
day, in the World Biulding, under
the auspices of the New York
World, he gave a demonstration of
his invention, proving that photo-
graphs can be sent and received

over a thin thread of copper wire.

At the invitation of Harry Levey,
Mr. Belin visited the Levey studios
with a view to seeing whether or not
this idea could be applied to trans-
mitting motion pictures by tele-

graph, so that a news event occur-
ring in one city could be immedi-
ately flashed to another city by this

apparatus, where it would be de-

veloped and shown on the screen al-

most simultaneously with its mak-
ing.

Mr. Belin declared that such an
apparatus could be made similar to

that by which he transmits regular
photographs. Mr. Belin declared
that since a film is only a succession

of still photographs all that would
be necessary when the size of the
frame had been regulated, would be
to shoot a succession of pictures,
over the apparatus.
According to the statement from

the Levey offices, Mr. Belin will
arrange to go into the matter further
in the near future with a view to
adapting the principle of telephoto-
graphy to cinemaphotography.

Buck Jones Appears in
New Kind of Role

Buck Jones, who, since becoming
a Fox star, has created a big fol-
lowing for himself as a daredevil
horseman in straight western roles,

makes a decided departure from the
cowboy type in his portrayal of a
character described as a " golden
hearted ne'er-do-well," the star role

in " Just Pals." T.his is an emo-
tional part such as he never before
has attempted, and in which he ac-
quits himself with signal honor.

Boston Exchange Will
Enlarge Offic.es

The Eastern Feature Film Co.,

of Boston, announces that they have
just signed a lease, whereby an ad-

dition is to be erected next to the

present office of the exchange at

57-59 Church street. The addition

will be partitioned off into a ship-

ping room vault, and exhibition

room. It will be completed in about

five months.

Oheres all the romama, of (m.

oft Kiar&'hall HMM^rvs

A scene from " Torchy Turns Cupid."
a Torchy comedy released through

Educational.

Exhibitors Speak Well
of Keaton Comedies
Exhibitors whose theatres are

>howing the Buster Keaton two-
reel comedies continues to express
praise for the laugh-provoking
qualities now associated with them,
state Metro officials. The home of-

ffices of Metro, which distributes

the Keaton comedies, are weekly
receiving many letters that testify

to the satisfaction registered both
in results at the box offices and in

the enthusiasm of film audiences
according to a statement just re-

ceived from the Metro home-office.

Harold B. Franklin, managing
director of Shea's Hippodrome of
Buffalo, N. Y., writes:

"When we played Buster Keaton
in ' One Week,' we concluded thai

Buster was designed to become one
of the screen's best comedians.
When we played Buster Keaton in
' Convict 13

' we knew that our
opinion was confirmed. After
screening "The Scarecrow'' we know
that Buster Keaton is one of the

screen's best comedians."

Another tribute comes from
Charles Thall, of the California

Theatre, Turlock, Cal.

:

" For the first time since the

California Theatre was opened, I

am compelled to break one of my
set rules, never to repeat a picture.

Last week I showed Buster Keaton
in his first comedy, ' One Week.'
I have never shown any picture,

big or litle, that created quite so

much comment, and in response to

repeated requests from my patrons
1 would ask you for a return book-
ing for the first available date."

Billie Burke Film Is in

Cutting Room
The first picture made from start

to finish in the new Long Island

City studio of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation has been com-
pleted and is now in the cutting

room. This is " The Education of

Elizabeth," starring Billie Burke.
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H. B. Warner stars in "The Dice of Destiny," a Pathe release

"Broken Promises"

New Title of C.B.C. Film
'* Broken Promises ' is the new

title of the super-western feature

previously called " A Good Bad
Man " and offered state rights buy-

ers by the C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration of New York.

This picture, made by Yellow-
stone Productions, Inc., was titled

and advertised as *' A Good Bad
Man " after a report was received

that no copyright had been previ-

ously granted for the title, but as

soon as " A Good Bad Man " was
advertised it was found that Doug-
las Fairbanks and Bessie Love had
appeared in a picture with a simi-

lar title about five years ago.

Four big French features are
also announced for early offering
to the state rights market by C. B.

C. Film Sales Corporation of New
York.

" The Nightingale of Paris " is

the title of the first of these fea-

tures, all of which are said to be
unusually well acted and elaborately
staged productions.

Not to Hold-Out on Specials

" Scattergood Stories

Shown on Coast
The first two productions of the

Edna Schley Productions, Inc.,

have been given public showing in

Pasadena, Calif., theatres during
the past week and reports from
there indicate success for the
" Scattergood series," as these films

will be known. They are from the

Clarence Budding Kelland stories

which appeared in national maga-
zines. The first release will be

titled " Scattergood Makes A
Match," the second " Soothing

Syrup," and the third now in pro-

duction will be " Down the Line."

William H. Brown, who has ap-

peared in a number of West Coast

made productions, will be featured

in this series in the role of Scat-

tergood, a small-town character.

AN article published in the New
York Times, in which the

practice of keeping certain

big productions from the neighbor-

hood houses, was condemned,
elicited a protesting answer from
Mr. Kirkpatrick, vice president and
general manager of Robertson-

Cole.

The Times article read as fol-

lows :
" Shrewd and patient the-

atregoers have had a way of beating

the admission prices charged for

special productions show n on
Broadway. They have simply
waited until the pictures have come
to their low-priced neighborhood
theatres. Thus while some saw
• Hearts of the World ' at the

Forty-fourth Street Theatre and
paid $2 for the privilege others saw-

it nearer to their homes for much
less, if also much later.

" Apparently, however, the mak-
ers of such films intend to play the

game against those who are content

to lie in wait watchfully, for D. W.
Griffith has announced that ' 'Way
Down East,' now at the Forty-

fourth Street theatre, will ' never
'

be shown at neighborhood theatres,

and William Fox follows suit with
the declaration that ' Over the

Hill ' at the Central, will not be sent

to the outlying houses ' during 1920,

1921 and 1922.'

" So it looks like a long wait for

the patient."

Mr. Kirkpatrick's letter read as

follows

:

" Replying to your article of No-
vember 7, in which you speak of the

plight of picturegoers who hereto-

fore have waited until certain spe-

cial screen productions, shown at

regular Broadway theatres at ad-

vanced prices, appeared in their

neighborhood picture theatres at

ordinary prices, and who are now at

the mercy of producers who tell

them that henceforth such special

pictures are to be shown only at

regular Broadway theatres, at ad-

" Kismet " in Neigh-
borhood Houses, Says

RobertsonCole

vanced prices, and will appear in

neighborhood picture houses "never'

or ' not during 1920 to 1922,' we
would like a word.

" One company at least, Robert-
son-Cole, recognizes special attrac-

tions of such calibre as easily to fill

a regular Broadway theatre for

many months, as essentially the

property of the regular motion pic-

ture exhibitor. If the exhibitor is

to be allow ed the profits of the ordi-

nary attraction, why is he to be de-
nied the greater profits of the

special production. In turn, if the

public is good enough to support the

ordinary picture, why should it be
forced to pay from twice to four
times as much for the extraordin-
ary screen attraction, and forced to

desert the convenient neighborhood
threatre to see it?

" Every company has its ex-
traordinary attractions such as you
mention. In such class is our ' Kis-
met,' starring Otis Skinner. We do
rot have the right, we feel to deny

this attraction to the regular exhib-
itor, who has invested his money in

a theatre, trusting that the producer
w ill rent him his best product, and
who finds himself betrayed and
sorely discriminated against when
the producer denies him the very
best pictures.

" Viewing the matter this way,
we have refused to 'road show'
'Kismet,' or place it for an unlim-
ited run on Broadway. It will be
shown at the Strand theatre, a reg-

ular picture house, next week, and
thereafter in regular motion picture

houses all over the country. Our
obligation to the public, and to the

man who makes his living from the
picture theatres, is such that we can-
not resort to discrimination. 'Kis-
met' and all our special attractions

will be distributed through the usual
channels.

" Only in a case where we should
be denied representation in a man-
ner and at a theatre worthy of our
special attractions would we deviate
from this rule. In such case, and in

such case only, we would be forced
to properly present the production
ourselves. Otherwise presentation is

the business of the exhibitor, and
his determination of price the right

of the public."

Metro Release Going Well
Reports from Coast and Mid-West,
Especially Laudatory of Special

FAVORABLE reports on the

powerful appeal and box-office

drawing qualities of " The Great
Redeemer," the Maurice Tourneur
special production which Metro is

distributing, are being received
from all sections of the country but
especially from the Pacific Coast
and the Middle West, according
to officials of the Metro Pictures
Corporation. " The Great Re-
deemer " has its premier showing

in New York City two weeks ago
at the Rivoli Theatre.

S. Maclntyre, Metro branch man-
ager in Omaha, Neb., has forward-
ed to the home offices of the com-
pany in the Longacre Building, a
brief but expressive telegram from
the Liberty Theatre, of Davenport,
Iow: a. It follows

:

" The Great Redeemer " is a real

picture: by far one of the best that

Metro has vet released."

Oheres oil the pathos of OcdduCqm Ceqs
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Three appealing moments from "Idols of Clay," the Fitzmaurice production featuring Mae Murray and David Powell. It is a Paramount picture

Universal Comedienne
Scoring Successes

Universal has introduced a new
figure in the screen comedy field

in the person of Dorothea Wolbert.

Miss Wolbert first appeared on the

Universal screen as Fanny, the

comic janitress and co-respondent

with Lyons and Moran in " La La
Lucille," a screen adaptation of the

Fred Jackson's rip-roaring musical

comedy. Her ludicrous appearance

and her humorous grimaces had

much to do with the success of the

picture. She also had an amusing
role in " Pink Tights " with Gladys

Walton. Since then she has ap-

peared in a series of one-reelers, di-

rected by Vin Moore.
Miss Wolbert is a recruit from

the stage. Her first legitimate role

was an ingenue part in " Charlie's

Aunt." She was with Charles Froh-

man for six years, playing in such

successes as " The Masqueraders,"
" The Little Minister," and " The
Butterflies." She also appeared

with the noted English actor, A. S.

Willard, in his repertoire of dramas.

Lubin to Screen Film
for Western Buyers

Bert Lubin, who is state righting

the western feature, " Honeymoon
Ranch," in which Allene Ray and

Harry McLaughlin are featured,

left recently for a swing around

the country to close pending con-

tracts for territorial rights of the

picture-play.

Lubin will visit all the princi-

pal exchanges of the country be-

fore returning to New York. His

first stop will be at Washington.
From there he will proceed to

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit,

Chicago and Minneapolis and

thence westward. He expects to

be on the road six weeks.

"The Tiger's Coat" Is

Booked by Loew
The Loew offices has booked

" The Tiger's Coat" for all of their

picture houses for a total of 21 days.
" The Tiger's Coat " is the screen

version of Elizabeth De Jeans story,

a novel which also appeared serially

in the Pictorial Review. Tina Mo-
dotti, Myrtle Stedman and Lawson
Butt are the featured players.

Jans Special for Toronto
" Madonnas and Men " to Be Screened

in Canada; Had Big Detroit Showing
FOLLOW ING its elaborate pres-

entation at the Madison theatre

in Detroit, Mich., the Jans special

production, " Madonnas and Men,"
is to be screened at the Strand
theatre in Toronto, Canada. This
engagement for the big special is

in accordance with the announced
policy of the Jans Film Corpora-
tion to present this spectacular

screen production in all the prin-

cipal cities of the United States and
Canada. Bill Rudolph who had
charge of the staging of the pic-

ture in the Madison theatre in De-
troit has again been assigned the

task of presenting the picture in

the Toronto house. " Madonnas
and Men " is scheduled to open at

the Strand in Toronto on Novem-
ber 21st.

The Detroit presentation aroused
considerable interest in state-right

circles throughout the country, it

is stated, especially in view of the

fact that all records were smashed
during its showing at that house.

Since the opening of the Detroit

engagement, the New York head-

quarters of the Jans organization

has received a great number of

inquiries regarding this picture, it

is stated, and at the present time

many territorial sales are being

negotiated.

The following sales are reported

for " Madonnas and Men " in a

communication recently received

from Bill Rudolph: John Kunsky
for Michigan ; Columbia Film
Company for Western Pennsyl-

vania
; Jans Film Service for

Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey; Ben Fitzer for upper

New York state; Masterpiece Film
Attractions for Ohio ; and foreign

rights to the Export and Import
Film Company.
Mr. Rudolph states that it is the

intention of the Jans organization

to put on the picture on a lavish

scale on all big cities, selling the

state rights. It is explained by Mr.
Rudolph, however, that first-runs

are not to be withheld by Jans in

the event that the state-right

buyers want the same.

Now is the time to register

for the First National Mo-

tion Picture Conference

iFinish Universal Features
Harry Carey and Frank Mayo Take
Last Scenes on Current Vehicles

TWO important Universal fea- ^m^mmmmmmmmtmm l̂lml̂ ^mm
turcs were finished this week

and are now being assembled for

the screen, it is learned. Harry
Carey completed " Burning Em-
bers," while Frank Mayo finished

the last scene in " Tiger."
" Burning Embers " was written

In- Harry Carey and is said by Uni-

versal to be one of the most dra-

matic Western photodramas ever

filmed. The cast includes Arthur
Millett, Charles LeMoyne, Frank
Braidwood and Mignonne. Val

Paul directed.
" Tiger " gave Frank Mayo one

of the greatest opportunities of his

screen career for the kind of dra-

matic work in which the public best

likes him, declares Universal. The
story was written by Max Brand
and concerns a rich young man
who, to satisfy a craving for adven-

ture, projects himself into the mael-

strom of the underworld. The pro-

duction was directed by J. P. Mc-
iow an.

This week maiks the ap-
pearance of a new states

rights organization known as

Herald Pictures, Incorpo-
rated, of which Walter J.

Porges is president. The first

product of Herald Pictures
will be twelve two-reelers
starring Mack Swain, called

Perry Comedies. Feature
productions will also be
handled by Herald Pictures,

Inc.; in fact, this organization
has already arranged to dis-

tribute a six-reel picture re-

cently completed on the
West Coast.

Walter J. Porges, although
young in years, is no new-
comer in the motion picture
industry. He will be re-

called by exhibitors every-
where through his close as-
sociation with Charles R.
Rogers in the Sales Depart-
ment of Selznick Pictures
Corporation. Subsequently,
Porges was affiliated with
Realart and recently with
D. N. Schwab Productions.
The company has taken of-

fices at the Selwyn Theatre
Building in New York.

New Arrow Production
Nears Completion

An announcement is made by the
Arrow Film Corporation that
" The Man Who Trifled," a fea-
ture production, is practically
readv for release.

On the right is Antonip Moreno, who will star in a Vitagraph feature production,
"Three Sevens." Chester Bennett, on the left, will direct him in his first

feature picture
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Associated First National of New
England Roster Announced

List Includes Prominent Exhibitors of Section; N. H. Thompson, President

IN a statement just issued Asso-.
ciated First National Pictures
submit a roster of the re-

cently incorporated New England
branch of this national exhibitors'
co-operative distributing organiza-
tion. The New England unit is to
be known as the Associated First
National Pictures of New England.
The headquarters of the organiza-
tion have been established in Bos-
ton and New Haven. The officers

are : George Hammond, president

:

Mrs. M. S. Aver, James Donovan
and W. A. True, vice-presidents

;

and L. L Altman, secretary. The
Board of Directors includes, with
the president and vice-presidents,
Nathan H. Gordon, N. J. Laler,
Thomas B. Spry, John C. Bills.

William B. Gray, A. R. Law-ton,
Henry Steinberg, M. L. Demara,
Irwin Wheeler, M. A. Hoffman,
Julius .Meyer, Wm. E. C. Warr,
Herbert Gilman, Walter Hardford,
Walter Murphy and Samuel Weiss.
The Executive Committee consists
of Messrs. Donovan, Hardford,
Gordon, Steinberg and Wheeler.
The statement emanating from

the New York headquarters of the
Associated First National Pictures
follows

:

" Mrs. Aver, as vice-president,
and notable as the only woman
members executive in the New
England corporation owns and man-
ages the Exeter Street theatre,
Boston, which house is regarded as
one of the most successful and best
managed community theatres in
New England. N. j". Lawler owns
the Lawler theatre, Greenfield,
Mass., and is a partner in the firm
of Lavyler Bros., who have built
up a wide reputation for successful
theatre management during the past
ten years. John C. Bills is presi-
dent of the company, operating the
Empire, Rialto, Academv of Music
and Bijou, and Fall River, Mass.

;

the Central Square in Waltham:
Strand and Bijou in Newport, R.
I. ; Strand, Amesbury, Mass. ; and
the beautiful Strand in Portland,
Me., constituted a chain of thea-
tres which under general mana-
gership of Louis B. Boas, is held
to have achieved a notable plane of
operating success.

" Another important chain of the-
atres which through the recent in-
corporation is added to the roster
of the New England Associated
First National is that owned and
operated by Wm. P. Gray—namelv,
the Empire and Strand theatres!
Lewiston, Me.; the Princess and
the Albert, Behlin, N. H.

; Colonial
and Olympia theatres, Portsmouth,
N. H.; Majestic, Burlington, Vt.

;

Majestic, Rumford, Me.; Cumber-
land and Pastime theatres, Bruns-
wick, Me.

; Dreamland, Livermore
Falls, Me.; Rex, Norway, Me.;
Bijou, Wilton, Me.; Savoy Square,
Pans, Me.; Town Hall, Winthrop,
Me.

; Opera House and the Co-
lonial, Augusta: Coliseum, Strand,
Gardiner, Me., and the GorhamJ
Opera House, Gorham, N. H.

" Julius Meyers, member of the

Board of Directors of the New
England Associated First National,
is owner and general manager of a

successful string of houses, includ-

ing the Marlboro theatre, Marl-
boro, the Elm in Hudson, the thea-

tre of the same name in Milford,
Orpheum in Canton; Magnet,
Dorchester, Elm, Waverly

;
Elm,

North Attleboro ; and Elm, Dan-
vers. The fact that Mr. Meyers en-
tered the motion picture business
only a year ago serves to make his

well-recognized success the more
remarka'dc

" Already operating, as owner
and manager of the Crown and
Lyceum theatres, New London,
Conn. Walter Murphy, another

member of the New England As-

sociated Board of Directors is

building a new theatre which is to

cost in the neighborhood of $400,-

State
DETAILS concerning produc-

tion plans and release sched-

ules for 1921 were given out

this week in Los Angeles by Presi-

dent Louis W. Thompson, of Special

Pictures Corporation, just before

that executive left for New York
for a conference with Max Roth,

Eastern division manager, and a

general survey of the territory east

of the Mississippi.

The plans of the organization,

which is specializing in the short

subject field exclusively, include the

making of comedies featuring Ford
Sterling, Chester Conklin, Louise

Fazenda, Neely Edwards, Char-

lotte Merriam, Milburn Morante,

Gale Henry, and an English music

hall star, who is to be brought to

the Hollywood studios of Special

Pictures early in 1921.

Two types of scenics will be re-

leased, the Sunset-Burrud scenics

and the Artcolor scenics, the latter

colored by the famous Handschiegl
process.

Art Acord, former Universal se-

rial star, is now at the Special Pic-

tures studio, making a series of two-

reel Westerns, and it is probable

another twe-reel Western company
will start work there soon, so 'hat

a two-reel thriller can be released

every two weeks.

Ford Sterling's first Special Pic-

tures comedy is scheduled for re-

lease on December 12, according to

President Thompson. It is to be a

Comiclassic Special, a 1,500-foot

comedy with 500 feet of Artcolor

scenic.

Sterling is to make two more
Comiclassics. and then start on his

personal appearance tour of the

country, having so far only covered
the Pacific Coast.

Chester Conklin has already fin-

ished two comedies for the Special

000. The Fitchburg, district of

Massachusetts, is represented on
the directorial board by Napoleon
L. Demara, of Toomcy and De-
mara, operating Shea's, the Lyric

and Cummings theatres in Fitch-

burg.

"George Hammond, regarded as,

perhaps, the most successful ex-
hibitor in Western Massachusetts,
is general manager and part owner
of the Suffolk theatre, Holyoke,
and the Bijou theatre, Springfield.

Calvin A. Martin is manager and
owner of the Princess, Waterbury,
and Wm. A. True is general man-
ager and owner of the Strand.

Hartford, Conn. Irwin Wheeler,
owner and manager of the Garden,
New Haven, adds to his capacity as

an exhibitor and a member of the

Associated First National New
England Executive Board, a knowl-
edge of law acquired in his practice

as an attorney. James Donovan,

Extensive Production
Plans Set Forth by
L. W. Thompson

Pictures Corporation, and is now
working on the third. During 1921

Special plans to adhere to their

schedule of one Conklin comedy a

month. Frank Terry, who wrote
several of Harold Lloyd's successes,

is writing Conklin's stories, while

Everett Maxwell, well-known . Sat-

urday Evening Post writer, is put-

ting them into continuity.

Louise Fazenda, having completed
her contract with Sennett, is sched-

uled to start work on her first spe-

cial comedy not later than Decem-
ber 1. One Fazenda comedy will be
released a month, according to pres-

ent plans.

Neely Edwards and Charlotte
Merriam will continue to be fea-

tured in the Comiclassic. Ed-
wards has already made two produc-
tions, "A Pajama Marriage" and
" Watch Your Husband." Reggie
Morris is scheduled to continue as

production chief for Comiclassics,
and the light, parlor, type of com-
edy will be adhered to, with plenty
of beautiful girls to divert the eve
of the tired business man.

Milburn Moranti will move hi«

productions from the Balboa stu-

dios, Long Beach, to the Special
Pictures studios in Hollywood. it>

keeping with the desire of President
Thompson that all the units be pro-
duced at one plant. As the com-
pany's general offices sales, ex-
ploitation and advertisine depart-
ments are maintained at the studios
this means closer relations between
production and distribution

Gale Henry will start work un-

owncr of the Park and Casino thea-

tres, Taunton, Mass. ; M. A. Hoff-
man, owning and controlling the
Sterling, Derby, Conn., and the
Pastime, Ansonia, Conn.; Herbert
Gillman, owner of and manager of
the Dorchester theatre, Dorchester,
Mass. ; E. C. Warr, owner of the
Warr theatre, Wareham, and the
Colonial, Onset, Mass.; Walter
Murphy, owner and general mana-
ger of the Crown and the Lyceum,
New London ; Walter Hartford,
owner and manager of the Impe-
rial, Pawtucket, R. I., and Samuel
Weiss, of Weiss Brothers, owning
and managing the Alhambra, Stam-
ford, Conn., and others of promin-
ence in the roster of Associated
First National Pictures of New
England, Inc., 120 theatres of
whose franchise holders have been
published to date in advance of the
shortlv forthcoming complete final

list."

Plans
der her contract with Special rot
later than January 1, and she is

scheduled to make twelve comedies
during 1921.

The directorial staff for 1921 will

include Reggie Morris, for Comi-
classics, Harry Edwards, for Ches-
ter Conklin, Fred Fishback, and
two well-known megaphone wield-
ers, who ask that their names b-

kept secret because of present affil-

iations.

The Special studio will be en-

larged, two new stages are to br

built, and an administration build-

ing exclusively for the genera 1

offices will be erected.

E'leen Burdette, appearing in Universal
Star comedies

Special Pictures'
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Wedgwood Novell and Kathryn Adams appear in " 813," the Robertson-Cole
super-special based on the Arsene Lupin story

New Impetus Given Special
Contract for Dempsey-Carpentier
Go Centers Eyes on "Wonder Man"

URTHER impetus is reported
* by Robertson-Cole to be given
" The Wonder Man," Robertson-
Cole's special production, starring

Georges Carpentier, heavyweight
champion pugilist of Europe by rea-

son of the contract which the latter

has just signed with Jack Demp-
sey, calling for a meeting between
the two, to settle the world's cham-
pionship on or about next July 4.

Ever since the announcement was
made of the fight between Carpen-
tier and Battling Levinsky late in

the summer, and since Carpentier
knocked out this fighter in four
rounds at Jersey City on Columbus
Day, there has been a great wave
of interest in " The Wonder Man,"
according to Robertson-Cole.'
Each new announcement of the

activities of Georges Carpentier has

stimulated the showing of " The
Wonder Man" in all parts of the
United States, for the French fight-

er and actor has had hundreds of
columns of space not only on the
sporting pages of the leading newsi
papers but on their first pages.

In " The Wonder Man '' Carpen-
tier plays the role of a French se-

cret service man who comes to

Washington to aid his government
in investigating certain frauds
which are being perpetrated by
dealers in tractors which France is

receiving for purposes of recon-
struction. There is a pretty love
story running through the action,

and one of the biggest scenes shows
Carpentier in a ring battle with an-
other pugilist, an encounter which
enables him not only to punish his

enemy but to win the girl he loves.

Big Bookings for Christie

Charles Christie

for Two-Reelers
CHARLES H. CHRISTIE, who

had just returned to the Cali-

fornia studios from another cross-

country hike, reports heavy book-

ings on the new series of Christie

two-reel comedies which are being

distributed through Educational

Film Exchanges.
Christie declares that the Educa-

tional exchange system which was
organized on a broad scale only a

few months ago, has made wonder-
ful strides in heavy series bookings

of comedies with the highest class

of theatres in America.
Some of the theatres which have

booked the new Christies are Loew
houses, Cleveland ; Rialto and Ri-

voli, New York
;
Jones, Linick and

Shafer houses, Chicago ;
Liberty

and Regent, Pittsburgh; Colonial,

Columbus ; Moore's Rialto and Gar-
den, Washington ;

Stanley and Great

Northern, Philadelphia; Strand,

Reports Demand
by Big Theatres
Dayton ; Strand and Walnut, Cin-
cinnati ; Adams and Madison, De-
troit

; Strand, Minneapolis
;
Liberty.

St. Paul; Lyric, Duluth
;

Liberty,
Terre Haute; Valentine and Tem-
ple, Toledo

;
Olympic, Boston

;

Kinema and Alhambra, Los An-
geles; Coliseum, Seattle, and Circle,

Indianapolis.

Christie also reports that the
bookings of the first Christie six-

reel comedy drama, " So Long
Letty," would indicate that it will be
featured in many best class theatres
as the comedy drama of the year.

Some of these openings are at the

Rowland and Clark's Regent, Pitts-

burgh: Picture Garden, Baltimore;
Strand, San Francisco

;
Kinema,

Los Angeles, and Grand, Columbus.
In all of these theatres elaborate

plans are being made for prologues
and heavy advertising, it is stated.

Rothacker Staff is Dined
Executive Reviews Company's Past
Work.; Asks Continued Co-operation

THE Chicago Industrial Division close is the biggest we have ever
nf thf Rnttiarlrpr tulm Mann- hiA l,irrr*o,- t V, « \\Iof the Rothacker Film Manu

facturing Company held a get-to

had—bigger than Watterson R.
Rothacker ever dreamed when he

gether dinner in the Walnut Room blazed the trail in practical pictures
of the Sherman House. It was production. Let us make today's
very informal—nobody made a
speech, but everyone said a few
words.
H. J. Aldous, Rothacker Treas-

success an inspiration for greater
things tomorrow."
George Gibson, superintendent of

the Chicago laboratory, told that,

were : O. F.

Lohsand, J. W. Carnrick, C. P.

urer, gave a brief r.eview of the owing to the increase in industrial
company's history, telling of Wat- work, it had become expedient to
terson R. Rothacker's uphill fight give the Industrial Division its

ten years ago when he set out to own force of negative cutters and
prove to industry the value of assemblers,
motion pictures for practical uses. Those present
Douglas D. Rothacker, Manager

of the Industrial Division, said, Tobin, Wildred Aldous, George
" Our president was the first in the Gibson, W. F. Kraemer, John P.
practical pictures field. Today the Hahn, H. J. Aldous, Douglas D.
Rothacker Company is still the Rothacker, S. J. Stoughton, Ray
leader in that field, being the Aitken, J. A. Freese, Hugh Rotch-
world's largest producer of Indus- ford, William F. Ahbe, W. H.
trial films. You and I—all of us— Strafford, George Kilgore, Lou
are determined to keep in the lead. Boone, Edward O. Blackburn, Paul
We can do so by continuing to pull

together.
Cayagnaro, A. L. Parker, Frank-
Sheridan, E. H. Seifert, Verne W.

" The year now drawing to a Blakeley and Wrn. F. Kuehl.

Bill Cook Leaves Fox Staff
Announcement States That He Will
Do Publicity Work and Scenarios

Vitagraph's comedy, " When the
Circus Comes to Town," directed
by Fred Thompson and exhibited
by Vitagraph at the Grand Central
Palace at the motion picture art

exposition.

Cook quit Vitagraph and went
into the publicity game as a free

lance. Later commercial advertis-

ing and catalogue work drew him
away from the theatre and the

screen for a period of nearly three

years.

During the War, Cook served
at Camp Hancock, Georgia, where
he became a machine-gun instruc-

tor with the rank of lieutenant.

After the war, Arthur James, then
head of the Metro advertising and
publicity department, engaged him.
W hen Mr. James left Metro to go
to Fox about a year and a half

ago, he took Cook with him. Dur-
ing this time Mr. Cook has taken
charge of the trade-paper publicity.

William H. Cook, who is leaving Fox
publicity department after a year and a
half of supervision of trade paper pub-

licity

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of

the departure of William H.
Cook from the publicity staff of

the William Fox Film Corporation.

Bill " Cook plans to enter the

free-lance publicity field and also

to write original stories for the

screen. Cook has had a long thea-

trical career and is one of the

pioneers in the field of newspaper
publicity for motion-pictures.

He entered the legitimate show
business several years ago with the

firm of Liebler & Co., under the

tutelage of the late W. W. Aulick.

He left Liebler for the motion-
picture field in 1912 and joined

Vitagraph scenario staff, under J.

Stuart Blackton, writing original

scenarios. He was the author of

Three Additions Made
to Lytell's Cast

Maud Milton, Frank Currier and
George Spink have been added to

the cast of " A Message from
Mars," the first of the Maxwell
Karger Productions starring Bert
Lytell, upon which work has just

been started at Metro's New York
studios in West Sixty-first street.

" A Message from Mars " por-
trays the story of a journey to

earth by a Martian inhabitant bent

upon the mission of redeeming
from selfishness the worst offender
in this regard that he can find in

the city of London. It is his con-
tact with Horace Parker, a young
and self-centered scientist, and his

undertaking to bring about his re-

generation, that provides the play
with its motivation and carries a
vital message to mankind. Bert
Lytell is seen in role of Horace
Parker.
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Three of the catchy scenes from "Body and Soul," a Metro picture starring Alice Lake

During the past week, Paul
Brunet, president of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., received

word, according to a state-

ment from the Pathe home-
office, that Charles Pathe,

founder of the international

organization bearing his

name and a pioneer in the

motion-picture field, had been
honored by the French Re-
public by election as an offi-

cer of the Legion of Honor.
This marks a promotion from
the rank of Chevalier which
Mr. Pathe previously enjoyed.

No details accompanied the
announcement, declares the
Pathe statement, but it is as-

sumed that Mr. Pathe's pa-
triotic services during the
War are responsible for this

new distinction.

During the War, Mr. Pathe
was one of the most zealous
of French patriots. He worked
tirelessly in the interests of
struggling France, and all his
own personal interests were
submerged in his one great
idea, to bring about the defeat
of the enemy.

Johnny Hines in Albany
After witnessing one of Johnny

Hines' personal appearances at the
Brooklyn Strand last week, in con-
nection with the showing of the
third Torchy " comedy, " Torchy
In High,'' produced by the Master
Films, Inc., and released by Educa-
tional, Max Spiegel, vice-president
of the Mark Strand Corp.. decided
that he had found the one best
bet for the added attractions, at

the opening of his new Albany
Strand theatre, and inasmuch as he-

had already booked the third
"Torchy " comedy, " Torchy In
High," lor this premiere, Mr. Spie-
gal arranged to have Mr. Hines
make a personal appearance at Al-
bany with the showing of this

comedv.

Sullivan Joins Ass'd. Producers

Add to Reelcraft Force
G. C. Parish, manager of the

Reelcraft Exchange in Indianapolis,
has added Edward Sipe to his sales
force, assigning him the territory in
the southern part of Indiana.

C GARDNER SULLIVAN,
regarded by some as the

• ablest as well as the mosi

successful author in a commercial

sense that the screen has ever pro-

duced, is the eighth and newest

member of Associated Producers,

Inc., the screens new independent

producing and releasing organiza-

tion. Thomas H. I nee, Mack Sen-

nett, George Loane Tucker, Allan

Dwan, Maurice Tourneur, Marshall

Neilan and J. Parker Read, Jr., are

the older members.
This announcement in behalf of

Associated Producers comes from
F. B. Warren, General Manager of

Distribution, who is spending sev-

eral months in Los Angeles watch-

ing production with the producers,

who are also considering the entry

of other famous factors into their

organization.
This means an enlargement of

Associated Producers' annual out-

put, as Mr. Sullivan will produce
lour pictures annually, beginning

with Spring and Summer releases

in 1921.

Associated with Mr. Sulliven in

C. Gardner Sullivan productions
will be Lambert Hillyer, who has
written most of and directed all of

the William S. Hart productions
since Hart left the Thomas H. Ince
fold last year. Mr. Sullivan per-

sonally will write his stories and
continuities, and co-operate with
Hilyer in direction. This combina-
tion holds out promise of pictures
of unusual power in keeping with
exhibitor demands which both men
so thoroughly understand.

" I am confident through long ex-
perience in picture making, says
Mr. Sullivan, that I know what will

appeal, basing this belief on the ap-
peal of such of my stories as ' Sex,'
' Peggy,' ' Stepping Out,' ' Hell's
Hinges,' 'The Pinch Hitter,' 'The
Coward,' ' Wagon Tracks,' and the
' Stepping Stone,' all of which I

created."
" My plans are simple : To make

the best pictures I know how to

make : modern stories of modern
people working out the every day
problems of every man and every
woman. They will not be confined
to any particular strata of life and
their sole aim will be to afford clean
entertainment. I am a great be-
liever in heart interest, and it will

be the kevMone of my productions.

Famous Screen Author

New Member of Pro-

ducing Combine

In Mr. Hillyer, who for three years

has successfully directed William S.

Hart, 1 feel I have one of the best

directors in America. He has the

human note. Of one thing I am
convinced : that the story told by
motion pictures must be believed

from beginning to end, otherwise it

will fail. Although I am a strong
supporter of lavish sets where jus-

tified, I know that such sets and
the most extravagant outlay of
money will not save a production
built upon an impossible or uncon-
vincing story. Therefore my stories

will be the dominant requirement,
coupled with the best direction, act-

ing and photography I can obtain."

Members of the Associated Pro-
ducers in Los Angeles are during

the current week delivering to their

New York distribution five com-
pleted pictures of great power.
Those being delivered this week
are

:

Maurice Tourneur's screen ver-
sion of James Fenimore Cooper's
famous story of the American
Indian, "The Last of the Mo-
hicans."

J. Parker Reed, Jr.'s., second As-
sociated Producers producting star-

ring Louise Glaum. This is entitled
" Love."
Hobart Bosworth in " A Thou-

sand to One," produced under the
personal supervision of Mr. Read.
Thomas H. Ince's presentation of

" Lying Lips," said to be one of the
truly big pictures of his career.

Mack Sennett's first five-reel

comedy for Associated Producers,
" A Small Town Idol," starring the
inimitable Ben Turpin and with a
dozen Sennett favorites in the cast.

Six other productions are in the
making at the coast studios of the
various producers.

Film Seen as Fiction Aide
Hampton Says Fiction Author Has
Friend Not Foe in Motion-Picture

on the printed page with the char-
acters they have seen on the screen.
They buy a copy of the novel, add-
ing to the author's income from
his books.

I know whereof I speak in this

matter. The screen versions of
Zane Grey's western novels which
I have produced for distribution
through ihe W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration have added tremendously
to the sales of his books. Grosset
& Dunlap, who have the right to
make the cheaper reprints of his
novels, have one entire factory in

their Chicago plant devoted to

turning out copies of Zane Grey's
novels. The books of no other
novelist are printed or bound in that

factory. It is well within the truth

to assert that no such condition

ever prevailed before and to as-

cribe it entirely to the effect of the

motion picture versions of Mr.
Grcv's novels."

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON ex-

presses himself as follows con-

cerning the belief of some promi-
nent authors and publishers tha

the ascending dominance of the

motion picture will prove a menace
to fictional literature.

"This fear, I am convinced, is

unfounded. Any novelist whose
stories are susceptible to screen

treatment receives tremendous pub-

licity through the exhibition of

photoplay versions of his novels

on the screen. The circle of per-

sons who know of him, a great

percentage being possible readers,

is increased many thousand-fold

—and I believe it would be within

the mark to say a million-fold, be-

cause of the screen advertising

which he receives. Millions of per-

sons who had never read any of

his books, who perhaps had never

heard of him, become interested in

the type of stories he tells. Many
of them wish to renew acquaintance
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Well Received by Critics
Production Standard and Star's

Work Win for " Slave of Vanity
"

A scene from "Torchy's Doub'e Triumph," a Torchy comedy starring Johnny
Hines and released through Educational Exchanges, Inc.

New Vitagraph is Started
Corinne Griffith to Be Seen in
" It Isn't Being Done This Season

"

CORINNE GRIFFITH began
work last week on her next

Vitagraph production which bears
the unique title of " It Isn't Being
Done This Season." It is an
adaptation from the story of the
same name by Thomas Edgelow
which appeared in Breezy Stories.

Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar
collaborated on making the screen
version.

George L. Sargent, who directed
Miss Griffith in her last two Vita-
graph productions, is again her di-

rector. An excellent supporting
company, including among others
Webster Campbell, Charles Welles-
ley, John Charles, Sally Crute and
Nell Spencer, has been engaged for
Miss Griffith. The company has
gone to the country estate of a

noted artist at East Hampton,
near the extreme end of Long

ANNOUNCEMENT is made
that Madlaine Travers, the

popular star, whose early return to

the screen after an absence of sev-
eral months was forecast last week,
has secured from the World motion
picture rights to " The Ivory Disc,"
by Percy Brebner, well-known
British novelist.

With this announcement comes
the definite news that Miss Tra-
verse v/ill appear in a series of
special productions during 1921, to

be called the Madlaine Traverse
Photoplays, which will be made by
Trinity Productions, Inc. Each of
these will be elaborately staged and
presented and will be based upon
vehicles especially selected for Miss
Traverse with a view to giving her

J. J. BARTON 24

Island, for exterior scenes and
probably will be occupied there
for nearly three weeks.
Miss Griffith's well known ability

to wear novel and striking gowns
to the greatest advantage will again
have sway in her new play. The
story deals with the experiences
of Marcia Ventnor who is told by
her mother on her deathbed that

she must " always expect a rotic i

deal from men." The mother, in-

structs the daughter to " use " men
whenever possible. Marcia has
been brought up in a boarding
school and scarcely knows her
mother or the life she led. She
has no reason to doubt the advice-

given to her. After her mother's
death Marcia spreads her wings un-
der the influence of New York and
spends her money freely on
clothes.

the widest range for the expres-
sion of her dramatic power, it is de-
clared.

" The Ivory Disc," which has
been selected for Miss Traverse's
initial screen offering, but which
will probably be retitled in its pic-

turized version, is stated to be a

psychological drama of unusual
quality and distinct novelty of
theme.

" The Ivory Disc" will be pro-
duced with a well-balanced cast in

support of the star and in every
respect it will be adequately pre-

sented.

Production plans are now going
rapidly forward, according to H.
Lyons Smith, president of Trinity
Productions, Inc.

EL CAMPO, TEXAS

TiE reception given by trade re-

viewers to " A Slave of Vanity,"
Pauline Frederick's new starring

vehicle, released by Robertson-
Cole, has been favorable. The
value of the name of Miss Fred-
erick, especially is coupled with a

story and production worthy of her
emotional talents, is emphasized in

most of the reviews, which declare
" A Slave of Vanity " is of such
nature as to furnish its star a
maximum appeal.

The Moving Picture World's re-

view is quoted as follows:
" Offering a combination of a

powerful emotional star and a
thoroughly competent support in a
really gorgeous production of one
of the best of Pinero's plays, 'A
Slave of Vanity,' leaves little to be
desired.

" The photography is better than

good, it is artistic and the camera-
man has been given a succession
of unusual interior sets, sometimes
bizarre, but always in keeping."

The Motion Picture News in its

review said

:

" Miss Frederick and as a fine

supporting cast as ever was en-

ACCOMPANYING the an-

nouncement of Allan Dwan's
departure from New York for the

Coast to begin work on his second

picture for Associated Producers,

comes a statement from the offices

of the Mayflower Photoplay Cor-

poration that an elaborate promo-
tional campaign is being planned
for Mr. Dwan's last production un-

der the Mayflower contract, en-

titled " The Sins of Martha Queed."
This production has been delivered

to First National for release, it is

announced.

The exploitation in connection

with this picture will be featured by

a drive on suspicion. Cooperation

of business men's clubs, women's
clubs and churches will be enlisted

in a " Hello, Stranger " campaign
being prepared by Mayflower for

towns in which First National ob-

tains bookings. The object of this

drive will be to bring people to-

gether so that they may become bet-

ter acquainted and thus eliminate

suspicion. All literature bearing

on the campaign will carry slogans

as " Suspicion caused the sin of

Martha Queed—don't let it cause

sin for you." " If you are suspici-

ous, see ' The Sin of Martha
Queed.' 'The Sin of Martha
Queed ' will cure you of being sus-

picious."

Mr. Dwan on his trip West is

accompanied by a number of well-

known folks who will assist him in

various capacities in the prepara-

tion of fortbeoming productions.

Among them were Jacquelin Logan,

of the Ziegfeld Follies, who will be

featured in his next picture ; Peggy
Elanor, another Follies girl sched-

uled to play an important part in

the next production ; Helen Rock-

gaged do more than well with the
material with which they had to I

work and neither time, expense or
technical effort has been spared in

an attempt to make the picture-

truly big. The sets, the lightings,
!

the camera work is of the best.

The atmosphere of England and
Italy is perfect. The acting of
every player is faultless. The star

is cast in a role eminently suited
to her personality and wears some
wonderful gowns."

The Exhibitor's Trade Review
is quoted as follows:

" Pauline Fredericks admirers
will want to see her in ' A Slave

j

of Vanity' as the role of ' Iris' af-

fords the star something new in

the way of a dramatic characteriza-
tion. The photoplay differs slight-

ly from the stage version, in that

the heroine awakens from a hide-

ous dream and is enabled at the }

close to win her heart's desire. I
' Iris ' permits of a display of emo- |

tion in repose rather than in a suc-

cession of irrepressible outbursts, I
and Miss Frederick is splendid

throughout the picture."

well, well-known feature writer who
will handle the producers publicity;

Alfred Cheney Johnston, famous
New York photographer who will

make art photographs for advertis-

ing and publicity purposes; Wil/jed
Buckland, former art director for

Famous Players who will now act

in that capacity for Dwan ; Ward
Crane, popular leading man who
will appear in the producer's next.

Ernest W. Fredman, man-
aging director of " The Film
Renter and Moving Picture
News" of London, gave the

members of the A. M. P. A.
an insight into the motion
picture theatre situation in

England at the last weekly
luncheon.

" In England," said the
speaker, "we have but 3,000
thatres as against your 18,000
in this country, and as a con-
sequence it is impossible to

play the American pictures
as rapidly as they are ex-
ported, especially when one
takes into consideration the
fact that the British houses
also play films manufactured
in their own country as well
as those sent from Sweden,
France, Italy and other
countries."

All of which leads to the
conclusion that a glutted mar-
ket rather than the block
booking system is responsible
for a condition which pre-
vents the showing of an
American film until after it

is two years old.

Plans for Traverse Stated
To Play in Series of Films Known
as Madlaine Traverse Photoplays

•SIMPLEX IS THE ONLY PICTURE MACHINE
ON THE MARKET!"

Plan Drive for Dwan Film
Mayflower Prepares Campaign for

Feature; Producer Returns to West
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T. Hayes Hunter, directing for The
Dial Film Co. His initial release was
" The Dwelling Place of Light,'' dis-

tributed by Hodkinson.

Viola Dana Will Have
Two Directors

In the production of " Sorren-
tina," her next Metro starring
vehicle, Viola Dana will have the
services of two directors instead of
the customary one. The dual di-

rectorship of Miss Dana in " Sor-
rentina "—an original story by Donn
Bryne, the widely known magazine
writer—will devolve upon George
Probert and Al. J. Kelley.
George Probert is better known

for his successes on the speaking
stage than for the silent drama. He
is, however, no novice in screen
work, although his present assign-
ment marks his debut as a director
of motion pictures.

Al. J. Kelley has been an assist-
ant director for Metro for four
years, but his handicraft on a num-
ber of big productions has brought
him more recognition, perhaps,
than has accrued to many full-

Hedged wielders of the megaphone.

More Exhibitor Praise
for " Madame X"
Benjamin Apple, manager of the

American theatre, Troy, X. Y., is

among the latest exhibitors to write
Goldwyn about " Madame X." He
says

:

"The talk of the town is

' Madame X ' at the Amer'can the-
atre, where it is packing them in at
both afternoon and evening shows.
Despite the heavy rain last night
we had them lined from the box
office to the corner. Uo to the pres-
ent writing we have done the big-
gest four days' business since the
American opened, and if the last
three days are as good we will
break all house records.

" Madame X " will pack anv
house if they go after it right."

Alfred Walker to Head
Production Work

The World Motion Picture Cor-
poration has apnointed Alfred Wal-
ker director of production.

It is nlanned to have in addition
10 the field force of news camera-
men, sixteen companies working in
the studio to be built at Edgewater
New Jersey. Mr. Walker will su-
pervise the work of the entire studio
staff.
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Saenger Books Entire Output
Ass

NNOUNCEMENT of a con-
tract between Educational
Films and the Saenger

Amusement Company, providing for

the engagement by Saenger of all

the comedy products released by Ed-
ucational, has just been made from
the New York headquarters of the

Educational Films Corporation.
The Saenger interests control a

large number of theatres through-
out Louisiana and Mississippi, and
accordingly the signing of this con-
tract' is hailed by Educational of-

ficials as " one of the most sweep-
ing contracts in the history of short-

subjects." The contract was nego-
tiated and closed by the New
Orleans branch of the Educational
Films organization.

The contract includes all of the

Mermaid, Torchy, Chester and
Christie two-reel comedies from
the very start of their release

through Educational and calls for

these pictures playing the leading

theatres in every city where Saenger
is represented. It is expected that

the Educational releases will sup-

ply the comedy element almost ex-

All Comedy Releases

of Educational to

Be Shown

clusively at the Strand and Liberty
theatres, the two big Saenger houses
in New Orleans.
Bookings range from a solid

week down to one day, but it is

stated that the contract in many in-

stances calls for a longer run of
comedies than has ever been at-

tempted before in this territory.

According to advices from Educa-
tional's New Orleans branches,
these comedies are to be featured
in the advertising and publicity in

a manner that is new to short sub-
jects in that territory.

The booking includes the leading
theatres in New Orleans, Shreve-
port, Monroe, Alexandria, Baton
Rouge, Franklin, Jennings, Lafay-
ette, Lake Charles, New Iberia,

Planquemine, Ruston, Thibodeaux,
Crowly, Homer, Minden. Houma,
Eunice, Winnfield and Opelousas,

in Louisana; Frenville, Freenwood,
Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson, Mc-
Comb City, .Meridian, Natchez,
Vicksburg, Biloxi, Yazoo City,

Richton and Tupelo in Mississippi.

Educational points out that this

contract includes every city of im-
portance in the two states. The
only reason that the Saenger houses
in other states are not covered by
the contract is that their bookings
fall in the territories of other ex-
changes.

This is said by Educational to be
the most sweeping contract for
comedies that has been signed with
any chain of theatres, although Ed-
ucational declares at the same time-

that practically every large e'reuit

through the country, such as the

Tom Moore houses, the Rowland
and Clark theatres, the Jensen and
von Herberg interests, Finkle and
Rubinstein, the Butterfield circuit,

the A. H. Blank houses and many
others are giving the preference to

Educational comedies and that these
contracts alone run into the thous-
•ands of theatres that are showing
these pictures each week.

Successful Paramount Contest
THAT this year's Paramount

Week contest among the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky ex-

changes was the closest ever con-
ducted by the company is evidenced
in the announcement just made by
Al Lichtman, general manager of
distribution, that each of the three

prizes had to be divided between
two offices. The Washington and
Seattle offices were awarded first

place, dividing equally the $3,0C0

first prize. Second place was given
to the Philadelphia and St. Louis
offices, each receiving $1,000, and
Buffalo and Los Angeles won third

place, each receiving $500.

Xo contest ever conducted by
the company was decided with
such infinite care, according to Mr.
Lichtman. The officials who were
appointed to select the prize win-

Results of Selling

Campaign Are
Announced

ners labored for days and figured

from every conceivable angle in or-

der to give the first three places to

only three exchanges, if possible.

But it was so close, says Mr. Licht-

man, that it would have been im-
possible in each case to give one
exchange the advantage over the

other without doing an injustice to

one. The declaring of a tie for
first, second and third place was
the only thing left to do.

In addition to the prizes given by
:he company, the Washington, Seat-

tle and Philadelphia and Los An-
geles offices received additional

money through the bonuses offered

shortly after the campaign opened
by District Managers W. E. Smith,
of Philadelphia, and Herman Wob-
ber, of San Francisco. These ad-
ditional incentives evidently were
sufficient to put the Smith and Woh-
ber men on their toes, so that four
of their offices are figured among
the first six.

The total gross receipts from film

rentals during Paramount Week.
September 5-11, was $1,012,252.64

This, it is stated, is by far the big-

gest single week s business in the

history' of the company. Already
the Branch Managers are laying

their plans for next year's contest

and they have announced their de-

termination to make the total for

Paramount Week, 1921. nearer two
millions than one.

Big Demand for "Fan torn as"
A SPECIAL representative of

Fox Film Corporation who
has just returned from a

trip across the continent reports
great enthusiasm among exhibitors
following announcement from the
I
- ox offices that " Fantomas " had
been chosen as the second serial

to be produced and released by
William Fox.

This series of detective stories

from the pens of Marcel Allain and
Pierre Souvestre, the French au-
thors, and adapted for the screen
by Edward Sedgwick—who is also

the director—is now well under wav
at the Fox studios in West 55th
street, New York City. The re-

lease of the first of the twenty epi-

sodes will follow immediately the
last episode of "Bride 13" which
is now playing to tremendous suc-
cess.

The Fox branch managers have
already received many bookings for

"Fantomas" from exhibitors who

Exhibitors Line - Up
for New Serial

Fox Reports

never before have shown serials

in their theatres, and those who are
running "Bride 13" are fast fall-

ing in line-—all eager to secure first

runs on the new serial. Several of
the managers state that they have
received from many exhibitors con-
tracts which were unsolicited on
their part, due to the fact that it

has been impossible to cover all ex-
hibitors in the short period since

the first announcement.
William Fox promises that his

second serial " Fantomas " will sur-

pass even " Bride 13 " as an at-

traction. This new serial will be in

twenty episodes instead of the usual
fifteen. This serial, it is said, will

be marked by the usual number of
thrilling moments left at the end of

each episode. There will not be
merely the question of what hap-
pened to the girl, but what happen-
ed to the girl, her sweetheart, the

detective, Fantomas, and the girl's

father; and also what happened to

the mysterious W oman in Black.
According to those who have

seen the first ten episodes of " Fan-
tomas " there are more thrills and
stunts per episode in it than in a

half dozen ordinary serials, Fox
states. " Fantomas " has a well-
defined story from which the sen-
sation develops naturally.

R. A. Walsh Completes
New Production

With the exception of one scene,
cutting and editing has been com-
pleted by R. A. Walsh on his third
independent production which May-
flower will present as a First Na-
tional attraction. Miriam Cooper
heads the cast.
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Mary Wynn, to be seen in Gayety
Comedies, made by Christie and distrib-

uted by Educational

First National Pictures
Open Arkansas Houses
Three newly-opened motion pic-

ture houses have been added to the
list of theatres that are supplying
the public in Arkansas. They arc
the Majestic at Corning, the Gar-
den at Stuttgart and the New Em-
pire at Jonesboro.
The Corning and Stuttgart

houses were erected at a cost of

$50,000 each and are comfortable
and modern in every sense. " The
River's End," produced by Mar-
shall Neilan was the initial attrac-

tion at the Corning house, while
" In Old Kentucky," starring Anita
Stewart, opened the doors of the
Stuttgart theatre.

The New Empire at Jonesboro is

an addition to the chain already
owned by the Jonesboro Amuse-
ment Company. It seats 1250. "Yes
or No," starring Norma Talmadge
and distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., was the
opening attraction at this new
house.

Prominent Modiste Is

Engaged by Metro
Under an arrangement just com-

pleted by Bayard Veiller, director
of production at Metro's West
Coast studios in Hollywood, Cal.,

the well-known Fifth Avenue
modiste, Henri Bendel, will design
all the frocks to be used in the en-
semble scenes as well as the cos-
tumes worn by the stars in their

forthcoming productions.
The signing of the modiste is

the result of the realization by
Metro officials that women are
keenly interested in the way the
artists of the screen dress, explain
Metro officials.

Griffith Named as Sponsor
Producer Approves of Florida as

a Producing Ground, It is Stated

Fox Melodrama Being
Well Received

" While New York Sleeps," the
1920 cinemelodrama of life in the
great American metropolis presented
by William Fox and directed by
Charles J. Brabin, continues its un-
precedented success throughout the

country, according to the producers.
One of the most notable triumphs

scored by this drama was achieved
at the Murat tbeatre in Indianapolis,

where it ran for a week to the larg-

est business ever recorded for a mo-
tion picture in that theatre, states

Fox.

A CCORDING. to an article ap-
pearing in the Dallas Journal

of November 5, another champion
of Florida as a film-production cen-
ter is found in the person of D. W.
Griffith. This endorsement from an
itithority such as Mr. Griffith has
given the promoters of the move-
ment to make Florida, and especi-

ally Jacksonville, the third seat of
picture-production in America great
encouragement, and it is expected
that the interest already stimulated
by the movement will be consider-
ably enhanced by this new pro-
nouncement.
The Griffith endorsement was

given, it is stated, when the pro-

ducer was stopping recently at Dal-
las, Tex., en route from Florida to

California. Mr. Griffith, according
to the newspaper account, recom-
mended that a large theatre be
erected in Dallas for the staging of

legitimate productions as the city is

at present lacking in this particular.

Following his expression of "moral
support and possible financial back-
ing" for such a project, the pro-

ducer turned his remarks to Florida
and its film producing possibilities.

An excerpt from the Dallas Journal
follows

:

"Jacksonville, Fla., is bidding to
become the moving-picture center
of the world, Mr. Griffith said, and
seventeen big producers already
have accepted the invitation of Jack-
sonville to locate there. He said
the Florida city has raised $2,500,-

000 and is offering free studio sites.

"'Florida far surpasses Califor-
nia as an ideal place for movie pro-
duction,' Mr. Griffith said. 'Then,
too, the people are tired of Califor-
nia scenery and want a change.'

" Mr. Griffith does not think he
will move his place of operations
from California to Florida, although
he considers Florida offers superior
inducements.

"
' I always will have a friendly

feeling for the South, because of

the reception that the " The Birth

of a Nation " received in this sec-

tion,' Mr. Griffith said. ' The South
helped me to make a success as a

movie producer.'
"

To Film JackLondon Novel
Metro Engages Milton Sills, Ora
Carew and Nigel Barrie for Cast

MILTON SILLS, Ora Carew,
and Nigel Barrie have been

selected by Bayard Veiller, director

of productions at Metro's West
Coast studios in Hollywood, Cal.,

as the foremost trio of players for
the forthcoming all-star cast pro-
duction of " What Is the Matter
with Marriage?" This photodra-
matic special is to be a picturization

of Jack London's popular novel,
" The Little Lady of the Big
House." It will be directed by Dal-
las M. Fitzgerald.

The three players engaged for
the production will enact the re-

spective roles of the traditional
dramatic triangle—Miss Carew as
the woman, Mr. Sills opposite her
as the man, and Mr. Barrie as "the
other man.''

Milton Sills recently completed

an eight months' engagement with
Famous Players, by whom he was
featured in "Behold My Wife,"
and " The Faith Healer," two re-

cent releases. Previous to this he
played opposite the Metro star,

Viola Dana, in " Dangerous to

Men."
Ora Carew will play the part of

the wife. For several years this

screen luminary has appeared in a
great variety of pictures, as fea-

tured player or star. Her debut
was by the comedy route. Among
some of her best known pictures
are ' Go West, Young Man," " Too
Many Millions," " Love's Protefef,"
" Lost," and " Peddler of Lies."
Her most Tecent engagement was
with Famous Players.

Nigel Barrie has been a featured
player and has supported screen
stars for a number of years.

Grace Darmond and T. Roy Barnes in '

the Robertson-G«Je super-special " So •

Long Letty."

Reports Favorable on
"So Long Letty"

Simultaneously with the Broad-
|way showing of " So Long Letty," I

the Robertson-Cole special pro- I
duced by Al Christie and based on
the Oliver Morosco musical
comedy of the same name, come
many reports from the Middle I

West and from the Pacific Coast I
indicating that the picture is " go-
ing over " as the comedy-drama
success of the year, declares Rob-
ertson-Cole officials.

The warmth of the production's
reception in all parts of the coun-
try, as evinced by the speedy and
satisfactory contracts which have
been made, the stamp of approval
placed by national and regional
trade papers, and the commendatory
newspaper reviews which have fol-

lowed all showings, are taken to
indicate that Robertson-Cole, in

this production, presents a desir-

able attraction.

Offer Attracts Exhibitors
World M. P. Corporation Reports a
Widespread Response to Proposal

AS a result of series of adver-
tisements inserted in the trade

journals by the World Motion Pic-

lure Corporation recently, numer-
ous letters of inquiry have been
received at the company's home of-

fice, it is stated. The advertise-

ments were in the form of discus-

sions and explanations of the

straightforward policy the World
organization has adapted.

A representative of the organiza-

tion has expressed the opinion that

the exhibitors of the country are
eager to investigate thoroughly any
proposition which assures them of

a square deal.
" It is high time," this represen-

tative states, " that the producer
give the exhibitor a chance. It is

time to grant him the business cour-

tesies allowed to other business

firms. For that reason, and the
reason that we have faith in the
business judgment of the exhibitor,
we have offered him a proposition
unheard of in the history of the
picture industry. Our idea has been
criticized and ridiculed. We ex-
pect to be the organization which
laughs last. You know the old
story about him who laughs last."

The World representative stated
that the organization was confident
its square deal policy would work
to its credit.

Although the release date of the

first issue of the " World's News
Pictures " has not been announced
attention is called to the fact that

the offer of five weeks free service

to the exhibitor is to be withdrawn
on November 25.

"Edgar, the Explorer,"
Now in Exchanges

The seventh in the series of two-
reel " Edgar " comedies written for

Goldwyn by Booth Tarkington is

now in all the twenty-two Goldwyn
branch exchanges. It is entitled
" Edgar, the Explorer."

In " Edgar, the Explorer," the

creator of Penrod has taken his

screen hero on an imaginative ex-
ploring expedition into darkest
Africa. Edgar is a great hero in

his imaginary African adventures
but when he comes to reducing them
to actuality in the backyard of his

home with his playmates as Afri-

can kings and princesses, etc., trou-

ble begins.

A Genuine
d Special

'In the
Jhadow
of the

i Dome*

A David G. Fischer Production
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Rialto to Show "The Furnace
Report Heavy Book-
ings for Wm. Taylor

Realart Special

fi^pHE FURNACE", William
I D. Taylor's second special

producion for Realart has
been booked by Dr. Riescnfeld for

the Riaito theatre, Nov. 21-27. Real-
art also artnounccs that " The Fur-
nace "

. has been booked for • the

Loew circuit. The Loew showing
will begin in New York Dec. 13.

In the Loew circuit, ' The Fur-
nace " will be played as follows:
New York and environs about
eighty-one days; Cleveland, two
weeks; Toledo, one week; Roch-
ester, one wreek; Dayton, one
week

;
Washington indefinitely.

Other bookings are reported to

be coming in rapidly from exhibi-

tors in every territory. Manager
S. Z. Poli, of the S. Z. Poli Cir-

cuit, has booked the super-produc-
tion. This circuit includes Bridge-
port, New Haven, Waterbury,
Hartford, and Meridan, Conn.

" The Furnace " will also be

shown by Manager W. H. Harris
at the Grand theatre, Columbus,
Ohio, and by Manager A. M.
Schaefer at the Grand theatre,

Dayton, Ohio.

Realart announces that Mana-
ger J. Laurie has booked the pic-

ture for the Modern and Bacon
theatres, in Boston. Other book-
ings are the Madison theatre, De-
troit, John H. Kunsky, manager;
Dome theatre, Youngstown, Ohio,

Joe Trunk, manager; and the Ter-
race theatre, Danville, 111., Thomas
P. Ronana, manager.

The story of " The Furnace " is

adapted from the novel by " Pan ",

the famous anonymous English au-
thor. It deals with marriage and
divorce in what is declared to be
a strikingly, powerful and novel
manner. Folly Vallance, London
actress, and Anthony Bond, mil-

lionaire Canadian, celebrate their

Wanda Hawley and Ramsey Wallace in one of the scenes from "Her Beloved
Villain," a Realart picture

wedding at the fashionable Church
of St. Mary Magdalene. It is a

brilliant affair, attended in full

force by members of society. The
future of the young couple seems
happily assured. No sooner is the

ceremony over, however, than
an unfortunate misunderstanding
causes suspicion. As the weeks
pass, this suspicion results in

estrangement. Anthony refuses to

accept his wife's explanation; he
grows moody and more and more
suspicious. Folly begins a round
of lavish entertaining in an effort

to forget. Instead of a happy mar-
ried life, their existence is a tur-

moil. The climax of the picture

is described as one of the strong-

est and most gripping in any pic-

ture of the year.

Many lavish settings and elabor-

ate scenes form the background
for the action of the story, it is

stated. There is an airplane honey-

moon trip, a magnificent masquer-
ade ball, an elaborate lawn party

and a wedding said to be patterned
after that of Princess Patricia.

The scenes of the story are laid in

England and Monte Carlo.

Agnes Ayres plays the part of

Folly Vallance. Opposite Miss
Ayres in the role of Anthony Bond
is Jerome Patrick. Milton Sills is

seen as Keene Mordaunt, An-
thony's best friend. He has the

thankless task of trying to save

Folly from the result of her own
actions. Another in the cast is

Theodore Roberts, who plays the

part of the irascible old General
Brent with his usual skill. Betty
Francisco carries the role of Patri-

cia, the general's daughter, while
Helen Dunbar appears as Mrs.
Brent. Others in the cast are
Mayme Kelso, Robert Bolder, Lu-
cien Littlefield, Fred Turner and
Edward Martindel.

Finston With Concert League

1 he association of Avery
Hopwood with the Famous
Players - Lasky Corporation
will cover a period of at least

three years, according to the
terms of the famous play-

wright's recently signed con-
tract in which he agrees to

write original screen plays
exclusively for Paramount.
This statement, according

to a telegram received from
the Coast, was made at Los
Angeles Friday by Jesse L.
Lasky, Vice - President in

Charge of Production of the
Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration, who told for the
first time the rull story of
Mr. Hopwood's visit to Hol-
lywood and the Lasky studio.

Mr. Hopwood's first picture
story is to be for Cecil B.
De Mille, who is most en-
thusiastic over the theme, for
it deals with a subject in
which he has long been in-

terested. It will probably
follow the super-all-star De-
Mille production of " Ana-
tol," which the producer is

now planning.

Prologue Suggestions in
Press-Book for "813"

A feature of the press-book pub-
lished by Robertson-Cole for its

release of " 813 " a picturization of
one of the famous Arsene Lupin
stories, is the prologue suggestions
contained. One of the most at-

tractive of these stunts centers
about a velvet drop used to repre-
sent a huge clock, of the old
" grandfather clock " type, which
conceals a dancer. When the hands
reach 8:13 on the face of the clock,
the dancer, aided by a roller-shade
device, suddenly drops out and per-
forms a number of steps. The
stunt is described in detail both as
to the setting entailed and the mode
of procedure to be followed in

staging the prologue. Numerous
other exploitation stunts and inter-

esting prologue suggestions are in-

cluded in the campaign book.

New Manager for Edu-
cational on Coast

Jules H. Wolf last week assumed
the management of the Los Angeles
office of Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., which has been tem-
porarily under the supervision of
Irving M. Lesser.

Earle Williams, star of " Diamonds
Adrift," his new Vitagraph produc-
tion. Beatrice Bur^ham is his leading

lady.

OF interest to exhibitors is the
announcement made this week
by the New York Concert

League, of its affiliation with Na-
thaniel W. Finston, for the past
three years musical director at the

Capitol theatre and conductor at the
Rialto theatre.

At the age of 15 Mr. Finston be-
gan bis musical career as first vio-

linist in the Fifth Avenue Hotel
Orchestra. At the age of 16 he
was leading second violinist for the

Russian Symphony Orchestra. At
the age of 19 he made a tour as far

as California with the Orchestra as

Concert master. At 20 he became
assistant concert master of the

Old Boston Opera Company, thus
becoming familiar with over fifty

operas. On his return to New York
he joined the New York Symphony
and later the New York Philhar-

monic as first violinist, incidentally

playing second violin in a notable

quartette with Altschuler and
Saslavslcy.

He left the Philharmonic to be-

come assistant conductor at the
Rialto where his ability was quick
to be recognized and he soon be-

came full conductor. When the

Capitol decided to inaugurate a

symphony orchestra Finston was
invited to become general musical
director.

His splendid achievements there
were commented on by critics the
country over. They hailed this

young master not alone for the
splendid way he conducted the
operas but because of his thorough
mastery of picture music. Such
leading critics as Max Smith of the
American, Charles Isaacson of the
Globe, Peiser of the Musical Amer-
ica, hailed this young American
musician as one of the foremost
conductors of the land, comparing
the performances to those of other
opera companies and symphony or-

ganizations.

In view of this affiliation the New
York Concert League announced a

vast expansion of its activities so

that motion picture theatres can

secure not alone soloists from the

League but scores, prologues, special

orchestrations—in fact anvthing in

the line of music for the motion
picture. Mr. Finston will score all

big pictures, set the prologues for

these pictures and orchestrate any
particular numbers. Orchestrations,
scores and prologues will be made
to meet the demand of the larger

and smaller theatres and their com-
parative sized orchestras.

Mr. Finston has set aside a certain

time so that he might be available

as consulting expert and guest con-
ductor for motion picture theatres

for their openings or for special

occasions. Several of the new the-

atres have invited Mr. Finston to

come as guest conductor and out-

line a permanent musical policy for
the house which he might visit peri-

odically and keep constantly under
his direction. Mr. Finston's head-
quarters will be in Chicago where
he will be working hand in hand
with the New York office at 1664
Broadway.
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Frank Mayo's latest picture for Universal is "Honor Bound." Above are three scenes from it

Spectacular Features in
Pathe News No. 89
Though competing for interest

with such news items as the final

events in the presidential election

and Britain's mine strike, the spec-

tacular features of Pathe News No.
89 assume leading importance.
Scenes taken aboard the Esperanto
during the race with the Delawana
for fishing-hoat supremacy of the

Atlantic, and pictures of workmen
painting the network of cables
above the Brooklyn Bridge, are
said to form a thrilling combina-
tion.

Some extraordinary pictures of
the international schooner race, in

which the United States entry, Es-
peranto, defeated the Canadian
boat Delawana off Halifax, are an
exclusive Pathe News feature. The
Pathe man aboard the victorious
schooner was Jake Coolidge, who
got flashes of the crew changing
canvas during the contest, the rival

ships traveling under a cloud of
sail, and some of the thrills experi-
enced by sailors when the horizon
shot up and the waves washed over
the deck of the Esperanto.
The Brooklyn Bridge was treated

recently to a new coat of paint. The
workmen are shown as they crawl
about on cables 270 feet above the

river in these scenes from Pathe
News. They have something over
14,000 miles of wire to coat with
paint. A feature worthy of remark
in these pictures is the revelation
of some of the " stunts " performed
bv news-cameramen in the view of
the operator's ascent with his par-
aphernalia up the huge cable to the
tower from which he took pictures

of the bridge.

Chester Bennett will direct

Antonio Moreno in " Three
Sevens," his first feature pro-
duction for Vitagraph, ac-

cording to a telegram of Al-
bert E. Smith received from
the West Coast this week.
•Production on this picture

has already commenced, and
after a few interiors have
been filmed at the Hollywood
studio, the entire company
will journey to Florence,
Arizona, where some scenes
will be made at the Arizona
State Penitentiary.

" Three Sevens " is an ad-
aptation of the novel of the
same title by Perley Poore
Sheehan.

Nat'l Ass'n Is Kept Busy
Many Committees Meet During
Week: 30 Censor Fights Waging

TP HE various committees of the
* National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry are re-

ported to have been unusually active
during the past week. With cen-
sorship fights in nearly thirty states

and other important legislative mat-
ters including taxation, Sunday
opening, etc., the coming Legisla-

tive year promises to be the most
active in the history of the associa-
tion.

The sub-committees of the Cen-
sorship Committee have held a

number of important meetings. -The
Committee on Standards, of which
James R. Quirk is chairman, is visit-

ing the various producers with a

view of having a higher class of
titles selected for their pictures.

Many of the advocates for censor-
ship have argued that while the pic-

tures were all right they objected
to the titles that were being used by
some producers.
The Vigilance Committee of

which Mr. Quirk is also chairman,
is continuing its work of investigat-

ing various stock motion picture

schemes.
An important meeting of the new-

Legislative Committee, of which
Charles C. Pettijorn is chairman, has

been called for next Tuesday. This
committee will take up the question
of Federal Taxation and Sunday
opening.

President William A. Brady has
appointed Saul E. Rogers of the
Fox Film Corporation as a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee
and also a member of the Finance
Committee.
The Executive Committee has ac-

cepted the resignation of Arthur S.

Friend as a member of the Board
of Directors and as a member of
the Executive Committee. Lee
Counselman has been selected to

succeed Mr. Friend on these com-
mittees. The Executive Committee
refused to accept the resignation
of Mr. Friend from the other im-
portant committees of which he is

a member. Mr. Friend has been
one of the most active workers in

the National Association since its

inception and has also been a mem-
ber of the more important commit-
tees. At present he is chairman of

the Finance Committee, a member
of the Censorship and Legislative

Committees. During the recent
strike of the laboratories, he took
a very prominent part in bringing
about a settlement with the union.

New Weeklies Help in
Americanization

The Americanism Campaign of
the Motion Picture Industry has
been greatly strengthened by the co-
operation of all of the News Week-
lies. President William A. Brady
recently called together the editors
of the screen weeklies and outlined
to them just what the industry was
attempting to do in its fight against
Bolshevism. Col. Arthur Woods,
the acting chairman of the Ameri-
canism Committee, also spoke to
the editors. It was learned that the
editors themselves were attempting
from time to time to put into their
weeklies some Americanization sub-
ject. Under the new plan that was
agreed upon they will endeavor to
have one scene a week in the pic-
torial news representing an Amer-
icanization subject. They also
agreed to furnish the Americaniza-
tion Committee with the title of
the subject for their files, a report
of which is to be made to Con-
gress this winter. The following
editors participated in the confer-
ence: Pell Mitchell, World Mo-
tion Pictures Co. : Emanuel Cohen,
Pathe News: L. J. Darmaur. Gau-
mont Co. : H. Hancock, Fox New s :

E. B. Hattrick, International; D.
Selznick, Selznick News : and Ray
Hall. Screen News and Kinograms

Studio Going Full Blast
Long Island Plant of F. P.'Lasky

Reaches Record Point in Output
WITH eight Paramount pictures

in the process of production,

the high water mark of the activities

at the new Long Island studio of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-

ration has been registered. Although
the new studio has been in operation

but two months Arthur V. Smith,

general manager, has succeeded in

rilling the two mammoth stages al-

most to capacity.

Dorothy Dalton in "The Teaser,"

a story by J. Clarkson Miller, which

was started last week under the di-

rection of R. William Neill, brought

the productions up to the present

record mark. Mae Murray in " The
Painted Lily," by Clara Beranger,

is busy cverv dav at the studio. She
is being directed by Robert Z.

Leonard. Tom Forman, working on
" The Quarry " with Thomas

Meighan, and Hugh Ford, directing

Ethel Clayton in " The Price of
Possession," arc adding their bit to

the studio activities while the John
S. Robertson production of " Senti-

mental Tommy," the winsome story

by Sir James M. Barrie, is nearing
completion.
Eddie Dillon is finishing " The

Education of Elizabeth." with Bill i

c

Burke in the stellar role, and
Charles Maigne is at present cutting

and assembling John Fox's "The
K entuckians," which will feature
Monte Blue, who came from the

coast especially to make this picture.

The final scenes of the George Fitz-

maurice production, " Money Wor-
ship," by Ouida Bergere, have been
filmed and Director Fitzmaurice is

now assembling the film into its

final form.

Mystery Picture Being
Edited for Goldwyn
Photographing was completed

some time ago, and the editing and
titling is nearly finished on a mys-
tery picture on which Goldwyn is

basing high hopes for an artistic

and box office success of unusual
proportion. It is " A Voice in the

Dark." picturized from Ralph E.

Dyar's theatrical success of two sea-

sons ago with the same title.

" A Voice in the Dark " will be

the second of Goldwvn's featured

Frank Lloyd productions, the first

having been " The Great Lover,"

now in all Goldwyn exchanges for

inspection by exhibitors. Mr. Lloyd
is now directing his third featured

production, "The Water Lily.'' an

original screen story by Tiouverneur
Morris.

Ramsey Wallace acts the leading

male role while Irene Rich plays

opposite him.



A Benj. B. Hampton Production

^-MONEY-CHANGERS'
Adapted by Benj. B. Hampton from the novel by

UPTON SINCLAIR
Directed by Jack Conway

k

They came together in the room above the Chinese restaurant,

—

the girl in high society, acknowledged fiancee of the financier, and the

girl whom he had placed there to hide his guilt. There he found them

and knew that his mask had been torn away

Desperate men do desperate deeds. Only in the nick of time did

the other man, the reformed crook and the police break through the

ring of fiercely fighting Chinamen and gangsters'

No stirring drama ever had a more stirring finish!

•* Rafhe'ff
vJV Distributors V—
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Jesse D. Hampton
Presents

BLANCHE SWEET
in

HER UNWILLING
HUSBAND

By Kenneth B. Clarke
Directed by Raul Scardon

She was charming. She was lovable, she

was coy.

He knew her as the wife of his friend.

Imagine his surprise when she announced
that she was his own wife and threw herself into

his arms.

Imagine his even greater surprise when after

he had fought and bled for her, he saw her in

the arms of another.

Why did she do it?

Could it be true that her character was
above reproach?

A fascinating comedy-drama.

o

w>



GEO. B. SEITZ

VEIVETEINGERS
MARGUERITE0OURT0T

Can a good woman love a

bad man, even when she knows
he has turned good ?

Can a good woman continue

to love a good man even after

she knows that he has turned

bad?

The fast-climbing Mr. Seitz

in a fascinating, gingery, excit-

ing, speedy serial with a real

story; a feature story with

feature production and cast.

in

with

Story Ly Bertram Millhauser

R~oduced and directed by
Geo. B. Seitz

Fifteen weeks of blazing en-

thusiasm from your audiences.
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Metro announces the com-
pletion of the final scenes for

Buster Keaton's comedy,
"Neighbors," and Viola
Dana's new starring vehicle,

"The Offshore Pirates."

Keaton celebrated his birth-

day at the studio, refusing to

take any time off until the

last scenes of his fourth two-
reel comedy were " shot,"

states Metro. The same even-
ing, however, the star come-
dian was the guest of honor
at a birthday party given by
his parents. The entire studio
personnel was present for the
festivities.

Viola Dana and twenty
members of her supporting
company have returned to
Metro's west coast studios in

Hollywood, Cal., after three
weeks spent at Catalina
Island, filming the conclud-
ing exterior scenes of her
newest starring vehicle,
"The Offshore Prate," from
the Saturday Evening Post
story by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Miss Dana and her com-

pany made the return trip
from Catalina to San Pedro,
the harbor of Los Angeles,
aboard the yacht "Comfort,"
which furnished the setting
for practically all the scenes
taken during the stay at the
island.

Reid andjEnid Bennett
Pictures Pleased

One of the novelties of the year
is promised exhibitors by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in " Always Audacious," Wallace
Reid's newest starring vehicle
which, with Enid Bennett in the
Thomas H. Ince production, " Her
Husband's Friend," is scheduled for
Paramount release November 14.

\\ hile the Reid picture is classed
as a novelty, it should not be
classed as a freak picture. Its chief
claim upon the interest of the spec-
tator is the fact that nearly half
of its footage is in double exposure.
The original story of the picture

appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post. " Toujours de 1'Audace " was
the title and Ben Ames Williams
was the author. Tom Geraghty
the scenario and James Cruze di-

rected.

Marjorie Benton Cooke, whose
death in the Orient this year was
such a distinct loss to literature,

was the author of " The Incubus,"
from which Enid Bennett's picture,

I Her Husband's Friend," was
adapted. C. Carol Kapleau wrote
the scenario and the picture was
produced at the Thomas H. Ince
Studios under the direction of Fred
Hiblo.

Fox Special Com-
mended by Educator

Carl W. Salser, director of the

Kansas State Normal School at

Emporia, who supervises the selec-

tion of screen entertainment for the

Students at that institution, in a let-

ter to William Fox regarding the

Farnum special production " If I

Were King," takes occasion to offer

highest praise of the film.

Two scenes from "Prisoners of Love," a Goldwyn release starring Betty Compson

Goldwyn Pictures at Capitol
NOVEMBER has been Goldwyn

month at the Capitol theatre,

New York, the world's largest

theatre. One of Goldwyn's biggest

lourth year pictures, Gouverneur
Morris' " The Penalty," is closing

its week's showing with the first of

Betty Compson's starring vehicles,

released through Goldwyn, " Pri-

oners of Love," booked for next

week. The first two weeks of the

month were also devoted to Gold-

wyn pictures.
" Prisoners of Love," to be

screened next week, was produced
and personally supervised by Miss
Compson, who also makes her first

appearance as a star in it. It is the

first picture in which Miss Comp-
son has been seen since her tre-

mendous hit in George Loane
Tucker's production of " The Mir-
acle Man," and the Capitol has its

first showing. The cast was per-

sonally selected by Miss Compson
for its acting ability and a reading

of the names in it shows that Miss
Compson is not at all afraid to

measure her own acting ability up
against the best support obtainable.

Roy Stewart, who plays one of the

two leading masculine roles, has

starred in the past and is now be-

ing starred again
;
Emory Johnson

made such a hit as the second lead-

ing man that Miss Compson en-

gaged him for her second produc-
tion. Ralph Lewis is one of the

best character actors in the profes-

sion. Others in the cast are Claire

McDowell, Clara Horton and Kate
Toncray. Arthur Rosson, of the

Tucker staff producing " The Mir-
acle Man," directed the picture.

Another player developed into

stellar material by " The Miracle
Man " has the leading role in the

Goldwyn picture which was
screened at the Capitol this week

—

Lon Chaney, who leaped into in-

stant fame with his characterization

of The Frog in the Tucker produc-
tion. His acting of the role of
Blizzard, the legless and mentally

twisted hero of Gouverneur Morris'
most popular novel, " The Penalty,"

stamped him as one of the screen's

most powerful actors and a person-
ality to be counted on in the screen
world. The production was di-

Four Goldwyn Films
at Big House for

November Bill

rected by Wallace Worsley. Ethel
Grey Terry, Claire Adams and
James Mason shared with Mr.
Chaney in acting honors.
The first Goldwyn picture at the

Capitol in November was Tom
Moore in the screen version of
Augustin MacHugh's stage farce,
" Officer 666," supported Jean Cal-
houn, Priscilla Bonner Jerome Pat-
rick, Raymond Hatton and others.

The reviewers found that the star

had one of his best fitting parts in

this rapid-fire mystery farce.
" Officer 666 " was followed by a

Reginald Barker production, " The
Branding Iron," from Katherine
Newlin Burt's best seller Western
novel of the same title. Its all-star

cast was headed by Barbara Castle-
ton, James Kirkwood, Richard
Tucker, Sydney Ainsworth, Russell
Simpson, Albert Roscoe and Ger-
trude Astor. The picture made a
powerful impression upon the pub-
lic and the reviewers alike, justify-

ing Goldwyn's claim that it should
be classed among the season's big-

gest dramatic productions.

Stoll Urges Varied Scenes
Believes Picture Should Be Made
in Locale Called for by Story

A N article in a recent issue of the
New York Times Sunday Mag-

azine quoted D. W. Griffith as say-
ing that " Picture consumers are
eager for new settings. The ter-

ritory around Los Angeles has
been filmed to death. There is a
little stream out there which is used
so much that the producers have to
stake off their claims on its banks to

keep from photographing one an-
other. Sometimes three companies
are found shooting along its banks
at once."
The foregoing called forth a

statement from George King, the
president of the Stoll Film Corpo-
ration of America. " The Spirit of
what Mr. Griffith says exactly ac-
cords with remarks I have heard
uttered by many exhibitors," he
said. " While of course it is true
the article quoted was designed to
point out the advantages of New
York as a producing as well as a
distributing center, nevertheless I

believe there is bound to be a defi-

nite commercial field for motion pic-

tures that have been photographed
in what we may describe as fresh
surroundings.

" Consequently I feel sanguine
that the productions of the Stoll
company, photographed in the Brit-
ish Isles and on the Continent or in

Africa, will have deep interest for
the picturegoers of the United
States. Word has just reached my
office that one of the Stoll produc-
ing units is going to Northern
Africa for a number of scenes. The
pictures that will portray the ad-
ventures of Sherlock Holmes will
be photographed wherever in Eng-
land the story may indicate—and

" Of course, I do not wish to be
understood as magnifying the im-
portance of backgrounds to the det-
riment of story, direction and acting,
but, other things being equal, I think
exhibitors will agree with me in the
statement that fresh backgrounds,
especially when these possess rare
pictorial and frequently historic
values, add materially to the charm
of motion picture entertainment."

'SIMPLEX ARE THE BEST MACHINES MADE!"
GEM THEATRE POCAHONTAS, ARK.
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Antonio Moreno and Pauline Curley in
episode 14 of " The Veiled Mystery,"

a Vitagraph serial.

"Films Worth Seeing"
Twelve current films are listed

in Judge under the heading, " Pic-
tures W orth Seeing ". Those mark-
ed with an asterisk are designated
as being " exceptionally good " and
in this category are placed five

out of the twelve titles.

Realart officials feel considerably
elated over the fact that two of
their pictures, " 39 East " and " A
Cumberland Romance " are in-

cluded in the distinguished quin-

tette, the other three being " Over
the Hill ",

" She Was a Vamp

"

and " Humoresque."

The list of twelve rated as
" worth seeing " was completed by
the addition of these seven titles

:

" It's a Great Life ", " The Jack-
Knife Man", "Way Down East",
" Honest Hutch ", " Madame X
" Nomads of the North ", and
" Behold, My Wife !"

Cobb-Arbuckle Comedy
to be Shown

Combine two of the funniest men
in the world, author and actor re-

spectively, in a motion picture and
you have something to conjure
with. Thus with Irvin Cobb as
author and Roscoe (Fatty) Ar-
buckle as star (by arrangement
with Joseph M. Schenck) of Para-
mount's " The Life of the Party,"
Famous Players-Lasky holds that
this is the greatest comedy of the
season. The picture opened a pre-
release engagement, the first in the
country, at the New York Rivoli

Sunday.

Green in Famous Play-
ers London Studio

L. G. Green, a well known Lon-
don press photographer, has been
appointed head of the still depart-

ment of the Famous Flayers Lon-
don studio by Major Charles H.
Bell. Claude McDonnell has been
made second cameraman.

First Selling Class Ends
27 Are Graduated from Famous
Players School of Salesmanship

THE first class of the Famous
Players-L a s k y Corporation's

school of salesmanship, which was
in session four weeks under the

direction of Fred Creswell, Field

Sales Supervisor, closed last week.

Out of a total of twenty-eight men
enrolled lor the class, twenty-seven

were successful in passing the ex-

aminations, winning the oppor-

tunity to fill positions as salesmen

at Famous Players-Lasky branch

offices.

The course was capped by a test

which was necessary for each man
to pass before he could be con-

sidered as acceptable as a salesman

for the organization. Immediately

after General Sales Manager S. R.

Kent was given the list of gradu-

ates by Mr. Creswell the assign-

ments of the men were announced.

The class was officially closed on

Thursday and the new salesmen de-

parted over the week-end for their

destinations.

Following is a list of the gradu-

ates and the Branch Exchanges to

which they were appointed

:

D. W. Morrow, Boston; H. E.

Underhill, Boston; L. B. Butler,

Albany; E. G. Zorn, Pittsburg; L.

C. Home, Cincinnati ; H. M. Mes-
siter, Buffalo; W. R. Hurley, Buf-
falo; E. E. Sutton, Philadelphia;
A. J. Jeffrey, Boston; A. S. Cree-
lin, Boston; D. Kimelman, Pitts-

burg; W. S. Allison, Cleveland; A.
L. Hancock, Indianapolis; C. A.
Wilson, Detroit ; R. H. Schriener,

Cincinnati; I. K. Fearn, Washing-
ton

; J. D. Powers, New Haven ; S.

Cahen, San Francisco
; J. W. Hauck,

Seattle; C. Ponedel, Los Angeles;

J. A. English, St. Louis ; E. I.

Reed, Denver; W. P. Callahan, St.

Louis; L. W. Tenner, Des Moines;

J. B. Gilday, Kansas City; E. M.
McFarland, Omaha; G. J. Schaefer,

New York.

Of these men, only Messrs. Han-
cock, Fearn, Powers, Cahen, Hauck,
Ponedel, Reed, Tenner, McFarland
and Schaefer had ever been previ-

ously associated with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and to

many of the remaining seventeen,

motion pictures was an entirely new
business, although most of them

had had previous sales experience

in other lines.

Excited OverWord "New"
Rival Exhibitors Both Claim

Their Ray Picture to Be " New "

A LIVELY controversy is re-

ported from Columbia, S. C,

and as having stirred motion pic-

ture circles in that city last week.

When the Rivoli theatre booked

Charles Ray's "Peaceful Valley,

an Associated First National attrac-

tion, the opposition house, the Im-

perial, announced a Charles Ray
offering, " An Old Fashioned Boy,"

released through Paramount. Thus
far the showmanship may be re-

garded as an unexceptionable. But

from that point on things began to

happen.

Gerald Gallagher, manager of the

Imperial, came out with a half-page

of newspaper space, addressing
" the lovers of fair play," announc-

ing that the statement claiming
" Peaceful Valley " as the only new
picture, was false. He stated that

" An Old Fashioned Boy " was also

a new picture.

This statement that the origin-

al announcement was incorrect,

brought forth, a vigorous reply

from Manager Lester of the Rivoli

theatre. • His advertisement read as

follows

:

" The Paramount and Artcraft

Pictures Corporation, after losing

their most lovable and popular male
star, Charles Ray, decided to hold

up releasing the picture that Charles

Rav starred in prior to January 1,

1920, and to release them as new
productions to compete with the

new releases of Charles Ray's own
productions released through the

First National Exhibitors Circuit,

Inc."

The Rivoli management appears

to have furnished the last word in

so far as newspaper argument is

concerned, no refutation or rebuttal

being forthcoming from the Imper-
ial, it is reported by First National.

The effect of the incident on the

public is said to be watched with
keen interest in Columbia motion
picture circles, while the unques-
tionably correct use of the term
"new" by one theatre and the

claims to equal correctness in the

other is said to have caused consid-

erable perplexed discussion among
the motion picture patrons of the

town, to aid in the settlement of

which Charles Ray came to the aid

of Manager Lester with this tele-

gram : I finished the production

of 'An Old Fashioned Bov' prior

to January, 1920. ' Peaceful Val-

ley' was completed in May, 1920.
" Charles Ray."

"FIRST PENNY SPENT ON REPAIRS IN FIVE YEARS!" Red Cross Being Aided
by "Topics of Day"
The Fourth Annual Roll-Call of

the American Red Cross is being
given nation-wide publicity in
" Topics of the Day " by this per-

tinent reminder :
" The world still

needs the Greatest Mother on
Earth. Renew your Red Cross
membership."

Screen Writers Maga-
zine Is Launched

A national magazine for photo-
play writers has been launched by
the Palmer Photoplay Corporation
of Los Angeles. Known as " The
Photoplaywright," it will be pub-
lished monthly and will contain ar-

ticles and information for screen
writers, both amateur and profes-
sional. It is claimed to be the first

magazine devoted exclusively to the
interests of photoplay writers.

" The Photoplaywright " was
started nearly two years ago as a
house organ of the Palmer Photo-
play Corporation, and was distrib-

uted exclusively to students of the
Palmer school of photoplay writing.
Now, however, in larger form, it

branches out as a full fledged mag-
azine, available to all who are in-

terested.

Recent contributors include Finis
Fox, Frank Lloyd, Thomas H. Ince,

H. H. Van Loan and Cecil B. De-
Mille.

"Stolen Moments" Due
on December List

More than usual interest is re-

ported by Pioneer to center on the

scheduled release next month by
the Pioneer Film Corporation of
" Stolen Moments ", a feature pro-
duction, which was made by the

American Cinema Corporation and
in which is starred Marguerite
Namara, the dramatic opera celeb-

rity.

The entire photoplay is described
to be one of massive elegance. In
this colossal, emotional drama is

found the last word in scenic em-
bellishment, declares Pioneer.

James Vincent, the man who is re-

sponsible for the dramatic and ar-

tistic success of " Stolen Moments ",

has to his credit a score or more
successful productions.

"Sentimental Tommy"
Has Old-Time Actor
Malcolm Bradley, who has a rec-

ord of fifty years on the stage,

thirty-four years on Broadway and
fourteen seasons with E. H. Soth-

ern, has come to the screen.

Simultaneously with the celebra-

tion of Mr. Bradley's sixty-ninth

birthday John S. Robertson, who
is making a special production of
Barrie's " Sentimental Tommy " for
Faramount, signed him for the in-

terpretation of Dominie Cathro and
Mr. Bradley began his first scene
in a motion picture at the new Long
Island City studio of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.

Realism to Be Keynote
of "Old Swimmin'

Hole"
A real " Old Swimmin' Hole,"

with real red-blooded kids cavort-

ing in it just as James Whitcomb
Riley pictured them in his immortal
poem, will be the central feature of

the film adaptation of this classic,-

which Charles Ray has been pro-

ducing recently. To obtain this bit

of realism Mr. Ray's business

agents had to sign a year's lease on
a stretch of creek on one of the

oldest Spanish grants in southern
California.

"This is the first penny that we have ever spent for

repairs for your SIMPLEX MACHINES and we have
had two of them for almost five years. We have never
found one that could come up to the SIMPLEX."

A. W. Kaspar
ELECTRIC THEATRE 22 POMEROY, OHIO
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Unusual and Striking Character Study of Priscilla Dean

Miss Dean is seen in the role of "Silky Moll," in the crook play " Outside the
Law" written and directed by Tod Browning. A Universal-Jewel production
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Wesley Barry and his pals look skyward
in Marshall Neilan's " Dinty," to be re-

leased through First National

"Tarzen" Serial Selling

in Southern Statesj
The First National Exhibitors

Circuit, Inc., of Virginia, who will

distribute " The Son of Tarzan " in

North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, and Alabama,
have branch officers in Atlanta and
Richmond, Va. The company is

headed by R. D. Craver, and Frank
Ferrandini is secretary and treas-

urer.

The Atlanta exchange, which is

located at 146 Marietta street, is

under the managership of C. R.

Beacham, and the Richmond ex-

change, which is also the general

offices of the company, is managed
by C. F. Schining. It is located at

904 East Broad street.

The South is expected to receive
" The Son of Tarzan " with open
arms. First National of Virginia,

will thoroughly exploit the picture

and it is stated, will make use of

the doll " Geeka " in putting the

wonder serial across.

One-Reeler in Ascendency
Bruce Scenics and Chester Outings
and Screenics in Demand, is Report

EDUCATIONAL Film Corpora-
tion reports that the past two

months has seen the greatest in-

crease in the demand for single-reel

subjects in the five years' history

of the organization. This applies

especially to the Bruce Scenics
Beautiful, the Chester Outings, and
the Screenics, it is stated. The
marked jump is attributed not only
to the fact that the public is de-
manding more and more of these
pictures, but that the release of its

single-reel specials has demonstrated
the worth of such pictures to the

box office.

According to the same authority,

the first of these specials to be re-

released, " Modern Centaurs," is

showing an increased booking every
week, although it was first shown
some three months ago, and every
other single-reel has shown a gain
over those that have gone just be-

fore. In a number of instances ex-
changes have been forced to order
additional prints over the issue of
the first month to fill the demand.

" A great share of the exhibi-

tors," says Educational, " long ago
passed the time when they regarded
the quality single-reel picture merely

Cast Announced for Fox
Serial, "Fantomas"
William Fox announces the cast

for his second serial " Fantomas."
The story of " Fantomas" revolves

around the activities of an arch

criminal, Fantomas. This char-

acter is being portrayed by Ed-
ward Roseman. Edna Murphy has
a leading role in " Fantomas." Eva
Balfour also has a big part. Johnny
Wauker is playing Miss Murphy's
sweetheart. Others in the cast are

Lionel Adams and Tohn Willard.

as a filler, but it remains a fact that

there were a large number who
yielded merely to the public demand
and who could not be convinced that

such pictures actually brought peo-
ple to the theatre who would stay-

away otherwise.
" It has remained for the single-

reel specials that we have issued
to demonstrate to these exhibitors

that these pictures are real audience
pullers. ' Modern Centaurs,' the

wonder record of Portuguese cav-
alrymen ; 'The Valley of Ten Thou-
sand Smokes,' the National Geo-
graphic Society's picturization of

the Mt. Katmai region; ' Babe Ruth
—How He Knocks His Home Run '

and then Annette Kellermann in-
' The Art of Diving' have encour-
aged the advertising of these pic-

tures, and the result has been that

they have actually made more
money for theatres than quite a few
features.

" We are taking steps to show the
exhibitor more and more plainly

how he can make money with single

reels and the response to our efforts

has been little short of astonish-

Three Unusual Sets in

Use at Lasky Studio
Three very unusual settings

have been used in Paramount pic-

tures now being filmed at the

Lasky studio. The first is a large

cafe set, constructed in the Moor-
ish style of architecture. It was
used for scenes in " The Faith

Healer," the William Vaugh Moody
play which George Melford is pro-

ducing for Paramount.
The second setting is being used

by William De Mille in his film

version via Paramount of Sir J.

M. Barrie's noted play, " What
Every Woman Knows," and re-

presents a man's barber shop tem-
porarily converted into the poli-

tical headquarters of the young
hero of the story, who is running
for Parliament.
The third setting is the interior

of an exclusive yacht club and in

this Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle has
begun, under James Cruze's direc-

tion, to enact the opening scenes

of his latest Paramount vehicle
" The Dollar-A-Year Man " from
an original story by Walter Woods.
This structure is built to resemble

the interior of the large saloon

of a ship and is said to be one of

the most attractive and unique set-

tings which has ever been seen in

the studio.

Praise for Taylor Picture
Exhibitors and
Are Pleased by

'

«<T HAVE never seen a picture
1 that impressed me so deeply.

I have never seen a picture that
was more entertaining. Lt is fully

as entertaining for grown-ups as
for children. I consider it the big-

gest picture of the year. I consid-
er it by far the best picture of the
year. It is the only picture I have
ever seen which I believe will please
every single one who sees it."

This is the unqualified statement
of Manager Charles Q. Carlisle of
the Auditorium theatre, Saginaw,
Michigan, concerning the Wm. D.
Taylor special production, " The
Soul of Youth " made for Realart.
Mr. Carlisle ran this picture at

his theatre the week of Nov. 7th.

What others in Saginaw think of
the picture may be gathered from
the following report addressed to

Civic Society

Soul of Youth "

members of the Saginaw Kiwanis
Club:

" Gentlemen : Your committee
named at last week's meeting to

view a screening of the picture,
' The Soul of Youth,' begs leave
to report that we attended the
screeiing Saturday morning, Octo-
ber 30th, and found the picture to

be all that Manager Charles Q.
Carlisle claimed for it.

" It might b'e well to state that
we knew nothing of the picture
prior to seeing it, other than the
fact that Mr. Carlisle had been im-
pressed with it and desired that we
secure our own impressions.

" ' The Soul of Youth ' is a well-

connected story of powerful appeal

to the youth of the nation and, as

such, to every father and mother.

Alphonz Ethier Cast in
Big Role for Metro
Metro has engaged Alphonz

Ethier, the well-known actor, for
the role of the Messenger from the

planet Mars in the forthcoming
Maxwell Karger screen production
of the successful stage play, "A
Message from Mars," camera work
upon which has been started at

Metro's New York studios in West
Sixty-first street. Bert Lytell is

the star, and the production i9 per-
sonally directed by Maxwell Kar-
ger.

THE representatives and sales-
men in the Atlantic division

have been making preparttions for
the last three weeks to make an
overwhelming success of " Hod-
kinson Month." These prepara-
tions have been along very practi-
cal lines. Those branches which
had contracts on file without dates
made every effort to obtain dates
and have these set in November.
Exhibitors who were " on the
fence " for new business were
pulled off the fence, signed up and
made to give all the dates possible
in November, declares. W. W. Hod-

George Sargent Starts
Vitagraph Picture

George L. Sargent, the director

of Corinne Griffith's recent suc-

cesses, has put into production a

magazine story of Thomas Edge-
low, entitled " It Isn't Being Done
This Season," which will be re-

leased as a Vitagraph special fea-

ture. Mr. Sargent's cast will in-

clude the star, Corinne Griffith, sup-

ported by Walter Campbell, George
Majeroni and others.

Educational Film Ex-
change of Louisville

Joseph Goldberg- is sales man-
ager of the Educational Film Ex-
change of Kentucky and Tennes-

see, who have their headquarters in

the National Theatre Building, of

Louisville. They will handle " The
Son of Tarzan " in these two states.

Lee L. Goldberg is secretary and
treasurer of the exchange, and
Fred Levy, president.

Hodkinson Drive SpeedsUp
Atlantic Division Forces Strive

to Smash Records in Closing Days
kinson.

Pathe cashiers were urged to look
up any uncollected balances on
Hodkinson accounts and set these
in during November. A special
drive is under way to book in

sroups all the new releases up to

January 1st—getting these sales on
record in November with play
dates or deposits.

The result of these definite lines

of work in the Atlantic division is

producing the desired results. The
branches on the Atlantic seaboard
will receive some very substantial
bonus checks, it is stated.

Louise Lovely looks just that in " Lit-

tle Grey Mouse," a Fox picture.
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Three glimpses of "The Fatal Hour," a Metro production with an all-star cast

Harry M. Berman, general
manager of exchanges for

Universal, now is making a
tour of that film corporation's
branches throughout the
United States, in the interest

of Universal's exploitation
drive to help the exhibitor
put over the latest Univer-
sal-Jewel pictures.

On the eve of his departure
from New York, Mr. Berman
said

:

" Universal is going to get
right behind the exhibitor
and boost. We are overlook-
ing no bets in the way of
helpful cooperation for our
exhibitor patrons. We have
three big Universal Jewel
pictures. " Once to Every
Woman," with Dorothy Phil-
lips, " Outside the Law," with
Priscilla Dean, and "Foolish
Wives," Von Stroheim's
latest.

" My present trip is not
primarily to visit the various
exchanges. I want to visit
exhibitors. I want to talk
over the exploitation situa-
tion with them. I want to find
out just how we can help
them put big pictures over
with the public. We intend
to work with each exhibitor
in just the way he thinks will
be most beneficial."

Expects Heavy Bookings
for New Pathe Serial
A statement from the Pathe head-

quarters, New York City, declares
that present indications are that
"Velvet Fingers," Pathe serial,
starring George B. Seitz with Mar-
guerite Courtot, and scheduled for
release December 5, " will fall heir
to a wide majority of the book-
ings recorded on Ruth of the Rock-
ies and in addition acquire many
contracts from houses formerly not
on the list of serial-showing
theatres."

Pathe expects " Velvet Fingers "

to live up to the records of each
chapter picture released during 1920
in advancing considerably the serial
held, which during this year has
been appreciably widened with
each succeeding Pathe episode
offering, according to that dis-
tributing organization.

Metro Signs Popular Authors
FOUR more well-known writ-

ers have been added to the
group of prominent authors

whose stories are being picturized
by Metro Pictures Corporation.
They are Montague Glass, Arthur
Somers Roche, John Edward Rus-
sell and Gene Buck. By the sign-

ing of these authors Metro believes
that it has made another material
step forward in the cause of secur-
ing valuable story material for
screen adaptation. Some of the
other writers whose stories Metro
is producing for screen presenta-
tion are Irvin S. Cobb, George Kib-
be Turner, Donn Byrne, Hulbert
Footner, Arthur Stringer, Lucia
Chamberlain and Henry C. Row-
land.

There are but few Americans to-

day who are not familiar with the
famous characters "Abe" and
" Mawruss," those humorous, hu-
man, joint-proprietors of a whole-
sale clothing store, who were first

brought to the atention of the pub-
lic in the magazine stories of Mon-
tague Glass. These characters with
numerous others with whom they
are thrown in contact will be woven
into picture stories for Metro by
Mr. Glass, who will leave in a few
days for the West Coast studios of
.Metro at Hollywood, Cal.

Since 1900 Mr. Glass has been
contributing short stories to the
magazines and writing novels. His
stories dealing with East Side life
found instant puopularity with the
public. " Potash and Pcrlmutter "

appeared in 1910 ;
" Abe and Maw-

russ," 1911; " Elkan Lublimer-
American," 1912; "Object; Matri-
mony ," 1912 ;

" Competitive
Nephew," 1915 ;

" Worrying Won't
Win." 1918; "Potash and Perl-
mutter Settle Things," 1919.

Some of Arthur Somers Roche's
best known works are " Loot,"

Montague Glass,
Arthur S. Roche, John

Russell Engaged

" Plunder," " The Sport of Kings,"
" Ransom," " The Eyes of the
Blind," "Uneasy Street' and
" Find the Woman," at present ap-
pearing in serial form in Cosmo-
politan Magazine. He is co-author
of " The Scrap of Paper."
John Russell, who has thrilled

thousands with his unique stories
of out-of-the-way places in all

quarters of the world, is a globe
trotter of wide experience for his
age.

Among John Russell's fascinat-
ing stories of the earth's far places
are " The Red Mark," " Doubloon
Gold," " The Wicks of Macassar,"
" The Passion Vine," " Jessain,''
" East of Eastward," " The Price
of the Head," " The Lost God,"

" The Slanted Beam," " Amok,"
"The Practicing of Christopher"
and " The Fourth Man."
According to Air. Russell's con-

tract he will write six special sto-

ries for Metro and will leave
shortly for the Hollywood studios.

Gene Buck is known wherever
the Ziegfeld " Follies " are known.
He was one of the original collab-

orators on the first one of these
famous girl shows ten years ago
and has been associated with every
one of them since. Also he holds
the same position in regard to the
" Midnight Frolic."
At present Mr. Buck is collabo-

rating on an opera with Mischa
Elman the violinist; on a play for
David Warfield with David Be-
lasco and also on another play with
Ring Lardner. He is the author
of " Zig-Zag " which had a long
successful run in the London Hip-
podrome. A year ago Mr. Buck
married Helen Falconer, who was
leading lady for Fred Stone in a
number of his plays.

Second Cook Comedy Here
" The Hunstman
to Run in Two

"T^HE HUNTSMAN," second
of the Clyde Cook Special

comedies produced and distributed
by Fox Film Corporation, duplicated
the New York record of the first re-
lease of this star, when it ran simul-
taneously at the Strand and Rivoli
theatres on Broadway last week.
The first of the Cook special com-

edies for Fox was Kiss Me
Quick," and a pre-release of the film
was shown for a week at these same
houses. The new Fox star broke
through the ice of his first night on

"NO BETTER MACHINES MADE THAN SIMPLEX!"
"Our machines are of the SIMPLEX model and are
the best motion picture machines on the market. No
million dollar theatre can have a better machine."
Steve Bennis
LINCOLN THEATRE 26 LINCOLN, ILL

" With Fox Star

Broadway Houses
Broadway. Now comes " The
Huntsman," with Cook mounted and
beautiful ladies and trick animals
and all, and the Rivoli and Strand
again "do the simultaneous," both
playing it for the comedy feature of
the show.
The Fox organization expresses

confidence that the reception ac-
corded the new star by his audiences
means but one tiling—that the sad-
faced comedian-contortionist who
convulses people with mirth while
never cracking a smile, has come to
stay, without competition in his field
of fun-making.

Clyde Cook is the same comedian
who drew crowds to the big Hippo-
drome in New York a year ago. The
success achieved by his first film for
William Fox, " Kiss Me Quick," and
his second, " The Huntsman,"
promises great things for his third
which is now in process of titling.

Jack Blystone directed "The Hunts-
man."
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Scene from "The Great Lover," a forthcoming Goldwyn production adapted
from the successful stage comedy of the same title in which Leo Detrichstein

was starred

Plans for DeMille Special
Picture to Have Fine Cast, Famous
Drama and Capable Scenario Staff

A STATEMENT recently issued

from the New York headquar-
ters of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation announces the plans of

Cecil B. DeMille for his forthcom-
ing Paramount special production,

work on which is to be started late

in November. The statement fol-

lows in part

:

" Mr. DeMille has selected a cast

from the ranks of his present and
past players, which reads like a

roster of screen stardom. It will

include Wallace Reid, who will

play the principal male role ; Gloria

Swanson, who returns to the screen
after an absence of eight months;
Elliott Dexter, recently seen to ad-

vantage in ' Something to Think
About,' ; Wanda Hawley, Bebe
Daniels, Agnes Ayers, Theodore
Roberts, Theodore Kosloff, Dorothy
Cumming and Julia Faye.

" The story in which this galaxy
of screen talent will appear, is

founded on Arthur Schnitzler's

famous drama, ' The Affairs of

Anatol.' Written originally for

Viennese presentation, it has since

WITH the so-called "still"

photograph increasing in im-

portance in connection with the

production of motion picture enter-

tainment until now it is widely rec-

ognized as second in value only to

the film itself, William Fox, presi-

dent of Fox Film Corporation,

after much planning, has succeeded

in co-ordinating his production

forces to secure " action stills " for

every purpose in the exploitation

department of his great organiza-

tion, the Fox Film Corporation an-

nounces.

In the past, as many will recall,

the still photograph was merely a

record for the producer, or direc-

Pathe's December Releases
Pictures Made by Jesse Hampton,
Leonce Perret and George Seitz

'
I ' HE works of three producers,
* well known through their pre-

vious contributions to the screen,

go to make up the group of fea-

tures which Pathe will release in

December. Jesse D. Hampton's
" Dice of Destiny," Leonce Per-
ret's "Empire of Diamonds" and
the George B. Seitz feature pro-
duction, temporarily titled "Rogues
and Romance ", comprise the fea-

ture offerings from Pathe for the

month.
"Dice of Destiny", which will

be the lead-off feature of the
month, releasing December 5th, re-

turns H. B. Warner after his con-
spicuous success under the Pathe
banner in " One Hour Before
Dawn" and "Felix O'Day". His
new vehicle gives him a role sim-
ilar to the one in which he scored
his greatest theatrical hit, that of a

notoriously clever crook whose en-

deavors to go straight form a tale

of marked melodramatic suspense.

been translated into almost every
language and has served as a

starring vehicle for John Barry-
more in New York eight years ago.

" Not satisfied with cornering the

star market in players, Mr. DeMille
has chosen Jeanie Macpherson,
Elmer Harris and Beulah Marie
Dix as the nucleus of a stellar

scenario staff, who will write the

composite scenario. Avery Hop-
wood, whose plays have been scor-

ing each season in New York, will

supervise one episode and it is

probable that a fifth writer, as yet

unselected, will contribute to the
finished manuscript.

" Schnitzler's play is divided into

five episodes and although Producer
DeMille expects to make several

important changes in the basic

story, he will follow this divisional

system. Each of the feminine prin-

cipals will thus have one entire epi-'

sode entirely to herself. Wallace
Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elliott

Dexter form the central trio, who
will continue throughout the entire-

continuity."

To Develop "Action Stills"
William Fox Co-ordinates Forces

with View to Improve Still Photo
tor, to assure accuracy of detail in

settings and costuming of a pic-

ture. The director took his still

picture to-day for reference on the

morrow to check the detail of his

set or the clothes of his players.

Later, with the influx of more
progressive showmen into the pic-

ture field, still pictures became more
frequent.

Mr. Fox has issued instructions

to both his Eastern and Western
production forces to concentrate
every effort in securing photographs
with a story in them

;
pictures that

contain at once the quality which
attracts the eye of the passer-by,

strength, action and contrast in

tones.

Another "Jimmy Valentine", those
who have seen the picture, call it.

" The Empire of Diamonds " is

melodrama served up in a pictur-

esque fashion. The play is unique
in that its scenes are laid in New
York, London, Paris and Monte
Carlo, the producer and his Ameri-
can company traveling to the loca-

tions demanded by the story to

film his scenes, states Pathe. Fur-
thermore, this photoplay shows on
the screen actual pictures of the in-

terior of the Casino at Monte Car-
lo. The date of issue is set for
December 19th.

George B. Seitz after a number
of years as a director and star of
serial plays will make his bow as
a feature producer and star with
June Caprice in a film produced
for the most part in Spain. The
co-stars, supported by a cast in

which Marguerite Courtot plays a

feature part, are presented in an
elaborately stage romance.

FROM

THE SUNDAY AMERICAN
ATLANTA, GA.

ALL-5TAK tAST |rt

IN "DEAD MEN TELL. NO TALES." il

(Vitagraph.)
|
f

Don Jose Santos G V. Seyferstitz
Eva Denison, his stepdaughter,

Catherine Calvert
Cole Harrison Percy Marmont

Here, at last, seems to be a picture Vi

that most nearly approaches that goal It

of all producers, the perfect picture- tl

The story opens in a moment of
breathless interest, and there isn't
another quiet moment. It is intensely
absorbing, and if your eyes leave the
screen for a moment, so perfectly is hfc
the continuity maintained, that you tl

lose a valuable scene. Never have
we'se'en seven reels packed quite so
full of consistent, logical interest and
legitimately sustained suspense.
The characters behave like human

beings. They do not let drop suspi-
cious words, and actions that would
instantly betray them as crooks, in
real life. They keep you guessing
every minute.
A very great dear of the credit -for

the whole thing should go, naturally,
to Tom Terriss, -the director, and to
the'eontinuity Writers, Mr. and Mrs.
George Randolph Chester. "But one
mustn't forget that E. \V.. Hornmig-.
who wrote the book, gave these three
people the material with which the
thing was wrought. The Cast is flaw-
less. Catherine Calvert has

j
never

looked, so beautiful, nor done such'
work as in "Dead Men Tell No Tales.''
Her costumes—those of the modern
Spanish girl, lovely lace mantillas and
soft white draperies—are exquisite,
and add no little to her beauty. Per-
cy Marmont, at last, has a role which
fits him like a glove, and his' work Is

consistent throughout. Gustav von|
Seyferstitiz, who plays the incredibly

j

villainous Santos, however, should be]

the star of the piece. He Is superb,

and Holmes Herbert likewise acquits|

himself well.
The picture is perfectly balanced,]

and the story is far above the aver-J
age.
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Nobody Too Great for Screen

This is Gladys Walton, who is to star in
Universal's " Risky Business

"

Striking Contrast Seen
in Holmes Scenic

The Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Picture for October 31st is

promised to be one of surpassing
scenic beauty, contrasting as it

does the fairy-like purity and
whiteness of typical New England
winter scenes in all their snowy
loveliness with the tropical luxu-
riance of foliage and warmth of
landscape to be found in the early
summer months in the rural dis-

tricts of Cuba.

Elsie Ferguson Returns
from Foreign Trip

Elsie Ferguson, who has been
making a .tour of the world during
the past six months, is expected
home from London this week on
the White Star liner Adriatic.

After a brief stay in New York
Miss Ferguson will go to Holly-
wood where she will have the lead-

ing role in the Paramount produc-
tion of " Sacred and Profane
Love," the Arnold Bennett stage

play in which she appeared in New
York last Winter.

Alfred Walker Is Made
Director General

Alfred Walker, who has been ap-
pointed director general of produc-
tion for World Motion Picture
Corporation, has been connected
with the production end of the in-

dustry for the past fourteen years.

I 4 Genome :

<J Special

I* In the
Jhadow
of the
Dome*

RUPERT HUGHES, popular
novelist and author of " The
Cup of Fury " and " Scratch

Back," released by the Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation as Emi-
nent Authors' Productions, was in-

terviewed by representatives of the
trade press at the Goldwyn head-
quarters in New York on Friday,
November 12. The high-lights of
Mr. Hughes's talk were his state-

ment that the motion picture, " the

first genuine universal language," is

one of the most powerful factors
for good on earth and that nobody,
no matter how prominent or suc-

cessful, was too great to be classed

as its patron ; his prediction that the

time is fast approaching when pic-

tures, like stage plays, will be made
to appeal to different classes and
not attempt, as is usually the case
now, to embody an appeal for all

classes; an expression of his con-
viction that the short story, rather
than the full-length novel, is gen-
erall- more adaptable for a six-reel

feature ; and a declaration of the

rise of a distinctly screen-author,

schooled and equipped to write from
the viewpoint of the motion-picture
rather than from the angle of the

printed-page.

Mr. Hughes characterized the mo-
tion-picture as " the only universal

language," compared with which
Esperanto falls into insignificance.

He likened the author or play-

wright who refuses to use this won-
derful medium of expression to an

So Says Rupert
Hughes in Interview

Given to Trade Press

unprogressive business man who
would neglect to utilize the tele-

phone or any other modern facility

in transacting his business. He
cited the entry of Barrie and Kip-
ling into the scenario field of the
motion-picture industry as evidence
that great men have come to realize

the power of this " new and won-
derful language."
Mr. Hughes traced, with numer-

ous references to his own personal
experiences, the rise of the author's
influence in turning out a motipn-
picture from the days when a writer
was looked upon as a nusiance to

be excluded from the " lot " or
studio to the present time when he
is considered as a vital adjunct of

the producing forces, called upon to

furnish advice to the director and
permitted to take charge of the cut-

tine and editing of the finished film

product.
" One of the great handicaps that

all picture producers are working
under at the present time," said

Mr. Hughes, " is that every picture

is intended to be universal in its

appeal. Yet something aimed to ap-

peal to everyone is most likely to

appeal to no one. Whereas the

stage has been developing through
the last 2,000 years, motion pictures

have grown to their present remark-
able state in approximately fifteen

years. And with the increasing de-
velopment that is inevitable, they
will approximate the stage in the
rather important respect, namely,
that each production will be made
to appeal to a certain class rather
than to everybody."

Mr. Hughes is of the opinion that
short stories are almost invariably
better material for adaptation into
six-reel pictures than full length
novels. He declared emphatically,
that it is a mistake to think that
a short story does not contain
enough material for a photoplay of
the feature length. His experience,
he said, has been that the average
novel must be curtailed so materi-
ally to meet the limitations of six
thousand feet of film that essential

points of the story are sacrificed.
" Authors are now writing orig-

inal stories," continued Mr. Hughes.
" and in the future when we speak
of a screen author, we must be ex-
clusive and mean not those authors
who are writing novels which sub-

sequently become photoplays but

those authors who are writing in

photoplay language in photoplay

studios and with the camera defi-

nitely in mind."

Rupert Hughes left on Sunday
for the Coast where he will write

directly for the screen and take an

active part in the production of his

stories.

Decade of Pathe News' Reels

A David G. Fischer Production

A RESUME of the high-spots

touched by the Pathe News
during the past decade is

given in a statement just received

from the New York headquarters

of the Pathe organization. This

statement was issued in connection

with the celebration on November
15 of the tenth anniversary of the

topical reel's career in this coun-

try. That such a resume is of par-

amount significance in recording
realistically the marvelous prog-
ress made in various departments
of activity during the last ten years,

is the contention of the Pathe state-

ment :

" For example, the aeroplane. In

viewing some of the recent aviation

stunts shown in the news reels of

to-day it seldom occurs that it was
but a comparatively brief space
back when the airplane was an ex-
periment quite crude and very dan-
gerous. Recently the Pathe News
showed scenes of the return to Min-
eola of the fleet of nlanes which
flew to Alaska and back. It was
in 1911 that Pathe News -.-howed

scenes of Glenn Curtis's aero flight

from Albany to New York, a feat
bringing a prize of $10,000, and the
applause of a people filled with
amazement and wonder at a mar-
velous accomplishment.

" Nineteen hundred and eleven
was a year fruitful of big news
events over the entire world. In
addition to the Curtis flight, Pathe
News presented pictures of scenes
in London at the death of King Ed-
ward VII, of Great Britain. Cap-

Resume Shows High
Spots Touched in

Last Ten Years

tain Scott, whose dramatic death

in the Antarctic regions stirred the

world for weeks, was shown in

Pathe News setting out from Lon-
don with his South Polar Expedi-

tion. Also there were pictures of

Portugal's dethronement of King
Manuel and the declaration of a re-

public. Among the other epochal

events presented in Pathe News in

1911 were scenes of the coronation

of King George V and Queen
Mary.

" The Mexican revolution against

Madero was an event of 1912 which
Pathe News showed in a group of
such epoch-making incidents as:

The Titanic disaster; Amundsen
announcing the discovery of the

South Pole ; the attempts against
the life of Theodore Roosevelt
while he was making a campaign
speech in Milwaukee ; Woodrow
Wilson elected President; the as-
sassination of President Madero of
Mexico ; and the opening of the
Panama Canal.

" In 1913 Pathe News showed the

U. S. Marines landing at Vera
Cruz, and in 1914 scene? from all

parts of Europe at the declaration

of the World War. Nineteen hun-
dred and fifteen brought rorth dis-

aster, and was marked for such ter-

rible occurrences as the great Ital-

ian earthquake in which 20,000 lives

were lost; the Eastland disaster at

Chicago in which 1,100 perished,

and the sinking of the Lusitania,

all of which were shown in all pos-

sible phases in the Pathe News.
" Among the events of 1916 were

the Black Tom explosion, the

Pershing expedition into Mexico,
Villa's bandit raid on Columbus, N.
M., and the arrival of the German
merchant submarine, Deutschland.
The high lights in Pathe News for

1917 were: The Russian revolu-

tion, the entry of the United States

into the World War, and Persh-

ing's arrival in France.
" The Halifax explosion, Presi-

dent Wilson's departure for France,

the signing of the Armistice and
the first trip of an aero postal serv-

ice are among the big things in the

news-reels for 1918. In 1919 there

were pictures of the flight of the

N. C. 4, the flight of the R 34, the

signing of the Treaty of Versailles,

Pershing's return and D'Annunzio's
coup of Fiume.

" The list of Pathe News pic-

tures for 1920 includes : First pic-

tures of the Wall Street explo-

sion; the Olympic Games; Villa's

surrender; the Soviet- Pole front;

the Rome-Tokyo flight; the Mex-
ican revolution ; exclusive pic-

tures of the Supreme Conference
of the Allies at San Remo ; the en-

try of the French into Frankfort,

and the activities of the German
Reds in the Ruhr district and the

German Revolution."
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Feature Subjects of Short Length
Bear Hunting in California

(Kineto Review)

THE first subtitle informs that this partic-

ular hunt takes place in Northern Califor-

nia. And following the hunters up hill and

down grade, we learn how the dogs first scent

a trail, the guide and hunter follow, until, at

last, a bear is " brought down." Then in plain

sight he is " skinned," made ready for the In-

dian chef and finally devoured by hungry

hunters. The gall bag, said to be a valuable aid

in rheumatic afflictions, is carefully removed by

the Indian guide, who treasures it for its medi-

cinal qualities. That is what happened to the

first bear hunted. The second one had rather

a hard experience. Couldn't keep away from

the bait set for him, and as a result, was cap-

tured alive. Most interesting were the shots

showing the struggle of the captive against

being muzzled. His claws were most eager to

dig into somebody, but finally, after much

force, he followed the hunters down the moun-

tain to the cabin. When we saw him again he

had forgotten all about the misery of his cap-

ture and was content to feed upon buns chil-

dren and admirers showered upon him, in a

Philadelphia zoo.—LILLIAN GALE.

Movie Chat No. 31

(Urban)

URBAN " Movie Chats " are likened to the

neighborhood gathering, in that one sub-

ject is not dwelt upon long enough to grow

tiresome. The subjects change as often, in the

movie chats, as they do in the family confab.

It would be next to impossible to enumerate

the points touched upon in No. 31. Primarily,

however, the " chat " included views of points

in Europe affected by the ravages of war, and

how these places are being restored. Another

was illustrated information as to the different

stages of the diamond, from " in the rough," to

the polished expensive gem for sale. The cut-

ting process, men at the machines, and the care

necessarily exercised as to the deposit of their

costly tools and more costly objects, when the

day is done, reminds us that luxury lovers

create a demand for men whose skill is directed

in the art of diamond cutting. There is also a

scene in which a barnyard duckling and a black-

bird play the leading roles. The duckling ob-

jects to the blackbird presuming to drink from

the municipal pan, but the blackbird, becoming

enraged at the insult, defends himself admirably,

quenches his thirst and flies away to taunt the

duckling from above. An unusually newsy

chat.—LILLIAN GALE.

"A Fireside Brewer "

(Mack Sennett Comedy—Paramount)
<<T AUGH and the world laughs with you,"

i but with the rest of the world looking

solemnly upon some grave happening, one wit-

nessing " A Fireside Brewer " would laugh, in

spite of himself. Louise Fazenda is the fea-'

tured player. The cast is made up of well

known Sennett mirth provokers and the comedy
is not vastly different from many others of a

similar nature. But with one object in view, to

create laughs, it wins in a walk. It is a story

about home-made beer, and the troubles en-

countered by a couple, who start in their Ford,

for the beach. Heavily loaded with beer in

bottles, a child and a dog, in an extinct type of

machine, built, perhaps, one day, for two, they

begin to encounter difficulties before leaving

their own premises. Another couple, neighbors,

start for the same destination, the beach, in

their motor cycle. Developments demand most

of the beer be given away before the home
brewers have a chance to indulge in the enjoy-

ment of it themselves. Needless to say there is

not a " dry " moment and for two reels the

comedy element keeps laughter at its height.

One of the best comedies of its kind yet offered.

-LILLIAN GALE.

"Mad Hatters"
(Educational)

THIS is an informative story about the hat-

ters of a tropical clime, where, without

the skilled labor and fine materials used in pro-

ducing the hats worn by the inhabitants of

this country, the people engaged in the making
of hats, seem to be mad about making them.

For that is about all they are seen to do. They
take their work seriously, however, and with

their trained hands, turn out an enormous quan-

tity of hats made of different kinds of raw
material, such as what seems to be young wil-

low, or overgrown straw. There is no par-

ticular point to this subject, although it in-

cludes shots of beautiful spots, and informs

one as to the unheard of customs of the na-

tives. The photography is good, and there is

an evidence of respect for sequence, seldom

expected in this kind of film. Considerable

educative value.

—

LILLIAN R. GALE.

Frozen Thunder
(Educational)

ANEW way of describing a glacier, which is

composed of countless tons of ice, and

which, when it moves roars as the passing of

two clouds producing ordinary thunder, is to

refer to said glacier as frozen thunder. But

that is exactly what it is, for it is frozen vapor,

or whatever clouds are made of and when one

starts down the mountain, shooting the chutes

for the camera man, one can almost hear the

roar of the progress, as it smashes its way
through like a caterpillar tank. Close up views

of different parts of these well remembered les-

sons in geography, furnish interesting and ac-

ceptable information, such as usually found in

the Chester Outing subjects.—LILLIAN GALE.

dition, for which an Indian guide is selected,

the paths covered lead into spots which might
not have been so easy to find a way out oi, as

into, had not the Indian been employed to see

the party through. In this reel, there is con-
siderable information to be obtained about the

supposedly extinct Indian and his quaint cus-

toms, which still prevail. Most any one would
like this diversion from other forms of " pic-

ture house" entertainment.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

Paramount-Artcraft Magazine
(Paramount)

ONE who reads light fiction usually does so

to be amused. And the greatest source

of amusement is more often centered in the il-

lustrations. Followers of light fiction, there-

fore, will particularly like this short subject

which includes three stories, one of the school

room and the amusing happenings therein, one
of the troubles of a married couple, each of

whim accuses the other of the habit of " for-

getting things ", and finally a comedy cartoon,

by Bailey, in which there are some new touch-

es bringing out numerous laughs. An unusual-

ly good short subject.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

Pyrenees Perspectives
(Burton Holmes-Paramount)

A TRAVEL subject out of the ordinary.

It takes one to the famous mountain
country in France, known as Pyrenees, and viv-

idly portrays the quaint beauties of the loca-

tion. The main impression is of the peaceful

quietude and that there is seemingly no ad-

vancement in the lives, dress or activities of

the people, nor are the habitations improved
with modern developments. The photography is

as good as the best used in the filming of

Holmes Travel pictures, which is widely known
as having decided merit. A very pretty and

restful one-reel subject.

—

LILLIAN GALE.

Northern California

(Kineto Review)

THIS review shows us many of the beau-

ties of the mountainous country known as

northern California. Taking in a fishing expe-

"The Explorers"
(Bruce Scenic)

THAT Robert C. Bruce knows how to

" make 'em " in the educational line is no
better illustrated than in this one-reeler. Not
that the feature in itself is in any way out of

the ordinary, as far as the views are concerned.

But when it comes to out-of-the-way places

where other men have never strayed, Bruce

seems to be a pioneer.

In " The Explorers " he has strayed up and

down the northern coast taking views of the

ever changing scenery and finally entering

Thomas Bay with its snow-clad mountains and

glaciers.

The schooner is anchored in the bay while

the daring explorers ascend the icy glaciers to

the summits in their endeavors to give the spec-

tators a thrill.

When they are not ascending they are de-

cending to chasams which appear before the

eye in weird form.

There are also many long shots of the bay

with its floating ice, the most remarkable being

that of the schooner in the dim distance as she

waits for the adventurers who are on the upper-

most peak of an uslv glacier.

FRANK LEONARD.

Additional late reviews will

be found on page 4167
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Live Notes from the Studios
C 0 N D lj~~C TED BY LILLIAN R . GALE
About Players

ESTELLE TAYLOR has joined

the ranks of " personal appear-

ance " favorites. Easton, Pa., was

the first city to select Miss Taylor,

by popular vote, to appear at a local

picture house. " While New York
Sleeps " was to be the attraction. In

this William Fox production Miss

Taylor plays the leading feminine

role in three separate episodes. In

each, she portrays a distinctly dif-

ferent kind of woman. Having seen

her in previous Fox photoplays, and
informed that she was to be seen in

the heralded melodrama, the pat-

rons of the theatre voted their

choice. From the reception Miss
Taylor is said to have received,

there was not one voter who re-

mained away, and not one who left

the theatre wishing he had voted for

a blonde. Miss Taylor, be it well

known, is identified by her raven

tresses.

Lon Chaney, never-to-be-forgot-

ten after his work in "The Miracle
Man," has had, following his pro-

nounced success, a number of en-

couraging engagements. Despite

these, however, we wager that he
was pleased and doubly encouraged
upon receipt of the following night

letter which traveled the wires to

Hollywood, upon the opening of
" The Penalty," at the Capitol the-

atre, New York. " The Penalty
"

drew the record Sunday crowds at

the Capitol today. Truly a wonder-
ful picture and your work has made
a most profound impression. It

would not be fair if I did not wire
you to say, ' Lon, you are going
neck and neck with the best.' I am
not surprised, but am glad it is such
a thorough and distinctive success
for you. Congratulations.'

"Ernest Shipman."

While resting between scenes,
during the making of " Sunshine
Harbor," under production of Ed-
ward Hemmer, co-directed, by Wil-
liam F. Haddock, Howard Hall was
heard to tell the tale of how he
happened to be chosen for the role
of the doctor. " I originated the
doctor in ' The Poor Little Rich
Girl,' with Viola Allen. Then came
an opportunity to play the doctor
in 'Judge La Guarell,' with Wilton
Lackaye. Following which I was
engaged to play the doctor in
' Damaged Goods,' with Richard
Bennett as the doctor in ' The Nat-
ural Law,' I seemed to grow into
doctor parts. So when approached
for the role in Mr. Hemmer's pro-
duction, I was not surprised when
he asked. ' How would you like to
play the doctor? ' It all ended hap-
pily, for I am not only a celebrated
doctor in the production, but in
addition, I am father

, of the star,
Margaret Beecher, who makes what

Hope Hampton, starring in " The Bait," a Paramount Picture (C) Underwood
and Underwood.

I would describe, a charming
daughter.' " So it would seem in
" Sunshine Harbor," some one must
" Call the Doctor,' as the camera
grinds on and on.

Virginia Lee has been chosen to

play the role of Beatrice in the
screen presentation of " Scrambled
Wives", the second production of
Cayuga Pictures, Inc. As will be
recalled by those who saw the play
during its recent stage run in New
York or Chicago, this part is prac-
tically as important to the story as
that of the female lead, which will

—in the picture—be entrusted to
Marguerite Clark.
The selection of Miss Lee by

Messrs. Naulty & Hunting of -the

Cayuga organization is an interest-

ing and concrete testimonial to

their high opinion of her work.
For it will be recalled that Virginia
Lee played the leading role in
" Three Women Loved Him," the
first production of this company,
in which she played opposite Rob-
ert Gordon.

Virginia Lee's recent screen ex-
perience includes important roles

with Marjorie Rambeau, Norma
Talmadge, William Collier and
Louis Bennison. Prior to coming
to the films, Miss Lee was known as
" the ideal Christy girl," posing for
all the war posters and illustrations

painted by this famous artist, as
well as such other well-known
painters as Clarence F. Underwood
and Penrhyn Stanlaws.
In " Scrambled Wives," the sar-

torial burden will fall to Virginia
Lee and she promises to astound
even the most blase ".fans " with
the dressmakers' creations she has
gathered for this production.

Upon completion of "The For-
eigner", the first of the Ralph Con-
nor stories of Canadian locale to be
filmed, for release via First Na-
tional, director Henry MacRae and
Gaston Glass moved their accumu-
lated effects from Winnipeg to Cal-
gary, but were not permitted to rest

for long. Immediately they started

work on " Cameron of the Royal
Mounted ", another Connor story.

Gradually the cast put in an appear-
ance, including Vivienne Osborne,
William G. Colvin, Irving Cum-

mings, Joe Singleton, Gordon Grif-

fith of Tarzan fame. A squad of
the genuine thing in Canadian Roy-
al mounted were introduced and
the real " shooting " started. " Cam-
eron " is now upon the last laps,

and almost the entire cast are to

be retained for "The Patrol of the

Sun Dance Trail ". Glass and Vi-
vienne Osborne will again be seen
in the leading roles.

Among the many out-of-thc-ordi-

nary scenes taken in the filming of
" The Road to London ", starring

Bryant Washburn, is the actual de-
parture of the White Star Liner
Olympic " from Southampton.

Among the many distinguished

Americans returning from their

European vacations on that day
none of them suspected that they
formed the background to a new
.American photoplay, and the claim
is made that no film was ever made
with supers of the kind this picture

can boast of. That Lieut. Col. C.

B. Gardiner, Royal Marine Light
Infantry, Commander of the Bath,

was among those giving " atmos-
phere " to the picture will probably
be news to the gentleman, and it is

safe to say that Mile. Alice Dely-
sia, now appearing in New York
as " Afgar ", never for a moment
suspected that she was a supernum-
erary for Bryant Washburn's first

" own " production. The officials

of the White Star Line, upon orders
from the Head Office, extended
unheard of facilities and despite

the difficulties of bringing Ameri-
can broadside lamps into the interi-

or of the giant liner, some remark-
able scenes were taken on board of
the " Olympic ". The lavish decora-
tions, every detail of frescoing,

the practical arrangements of all

facilities—the quick-moving, effi-

cient stewards, and with it all Bry-
ant Washburn, looking for his

lost sweetheart, sounds like a pic-

ture that "Washburn fans" will

find of unusual interest.

A feminine lead will be played by
Alma Tell for the first time in

pictures in " The Quarry," the John
Morosco novel on which Thomas
Meighan is working at the new
Long Island City studio of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion. Heretofore Miss Tell has been
seen exclusively in George Fitzmau-
rice productions for Paramount,
and her beauty and acting ability

have contributed perceptibly

towards their big success.

Gordon H. Standing, who plays a

prominent part in " Mail and Wom-
an," the first picture to be released
by the Sherman Productions Corpo-
ration, was selected from the S.

Rankin Drew Post of the American
Legion to receive the Victory Medal
at the ceremonies held at the
Seventh Regiment Armory on
Armistice Day.
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The Drew Post is made up of a

membership of actors and other

workers of the theatrical industry

who served in the army, navy and
Marine Corps during the war with

Germany.
Standing was a member of the

Second U. S. Division and served in

France for twenty-one months. His
Victory Medal has six bars which
designate the number of major en-

gagements in which he participated.

Word comes from the Famous
Players studio announcing the com-
pletion of the filming of " Voice of

the Blood," the forthcoming Real-

art picture in which Edith Stockton

plays the principal female lead to

Alice Brady. It is a story of the

home life of the lesser people of the

theatre and Miss Stockton and the

star play the parts of a couple of

chorus girl pals who share the same
hall bedroom, eat in the same hash
house, play in the same show and
go so far as to both be in love with

the same man. It is a rather un-

usual tale and has been treated in

the highly dramatic and naturalistic

way that brings forth the best qual-

ities of the star and her company.
Miss Stockton, it will be remem-
bered, has recently appeared as the

star in several independent produc-

tions, prior to which she played im-

portant roles in a number of feature

pictures.

Dorothy Gish will be seen in the

paramount picture, " Flying Pat,"

early in December. The story, which
is by Mrs. Chet Withey, wife of the

director, deals with a young wife's

efforts to please her husband upon
his return from France. James
Rennie, who plays opposite Miss
Gish, will take the " young wife

"

up on an airplane, and there will

be no faking the incident, as Mr.
Rennie was in the Royal Flying
Corps for two years during the war,

and has all the flying qualifications

attributed to the character he is

playing.

Miss Gish said in speaking of

this play, " Its a chance I've been
hoping for ever since I've been in

pictures, and I wouldn't miss it for

anything."

The famous David Belasco play,
" The Heart of Maryland," will

soon reach the picture theatres.

Vitagraph is making it, and Cath-
erine Calvert is the star who will

prevent the curfew from " ringing

tonight."

Mabel Julienne Scott who has
joined the Goldwyn players and has
an important part in their produc-
tion of " The Concert," says her
advice to anyone going into motion
pictures, is to learn the jargon of

the profession. It will save a lot

of wear and tear on nerves.

Miss Scott was panic - stricken

one day to hear the camera man call

out, " Hit her with the ash can."
She wanted to run, but decided that

like a soldier she must stand and
obey. Her relief was great when
she discovered that " ash can " is an
electric light which takes its name
from its resemblance to that lowly
object.

Percy Marmont, the distinguished
leading man who recently com-
pleted his work opposite Hope
Hampton, and who is one of the
featured players in Vitagraph's spe-

cial, " Dead Men Tell No Tales,"
returned this week from a short

vacation at Lake Placid. Prior to

his departure, Marmont signed a
contract with Famous Players, upon
which he will commence working
next week. The latest production
in which Marmont was seen was
" The Branded Woman," in which
he played the lead opposite Norma
Talmadge.

That old saying about " The third

time being the charm," was play-

fully revived on the " Sentimental
Tommy " set at the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation studio the

other day for the benefit of Kemp-
ton Greene and Leila Frost, who
for the third time were married to

each other in a scene for motion
pictures.

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

John L. McCutcheon, director of

"Determination," is a "stickler"

for detail. When he is ready to

shoot, everything else must be
ready to the smallest item. For
instance, there is a set constructed

in Grantwood, N. J., where " De-
termination ' is being filmed, which
is supposed to represent (and is

said to do so to a fine point)

streets in London. Whitehall
Chapel looms up importantly, and
though conceded as an artistic struc-

ture, proceedings were held up un-
til the streets could be paved, for,

as Mr. McCutcheon explains, in

England paved streets are very
much in evidence. " What good
would the replica of the London
district be without the details car-

ried out to the very limit?" asked
Mr. McCutcheon. If his entire pic-

ture is constructed with the same
care, we can count on something
to talk about when the big picture

is complete.

of a meerschaum pipe, which he
says is the largest in the world.
At least it is so big that when he
puts it in his mouth, he looks as
if he were hiding behind it. It is

no wonder that the pipe is such an
elaborate one, for it belonged orig-
inally to Baron Rothschild. That
famous financier gave it to Fred-
erick J. Titus in appreciation of his

ability as a music hall performer.
After the death of Mr. Titus, his

wife, Lydia Yeamans Titus, who
is one of the Goldwyn players, gave
it to Mr. Lloyd.

The promotion of Al. J. Kelley to

the post of a Metro director will

keep intact a trio that has been
working together for five years. In
the old Edison studio, New York,
when Viola Dana first started work
in pictures, her assistant director
was Mr. Kelley, and her cameraman
was John Arnold. For Miss Dana's
new starring picture, " Sorrentina,"
Mr. Kelley will co-direct with
George Probert, while John Arnold
will photograph the production.

John Robertson, in his produc-
tion of " Sentimental Tommy " for
Paramount, has gone in for " a cast
with a past." The latest illustra-

tion is Cora William, who is a di-

rect descendant of one of the early
burgomasters of New York, and
is related to such notables as Oliver
Wendell Holmes and Wendell Phil-
lips. Mr. Robertson credits Miss
Williams with bringing a bit of real
Scotch—atmosphere into scenes tak-
ing in a tea party, in which she
donned a bonnet which belonged to
interested in the screening of her
famous Ogilvy ramily, of Scot-
land.

Director Robert G. Vignola is

" shooting " again. This time, upon
" Redemption Cove," a story by
Donn Byrne, for Cosmopolitan-
Paramount. A mid-winter Para-
mount release, "The Passionate Pil-

grim," directed by Mr. Vignola, is

anticipated happily. It is the screen
version of Samuel Merwin's novel,
which, under the well-known di-

rector's competent guidance, should
gratify the fondest hopes. The cast,

also, will bring again to the screen
some favorites of days of old. It

includes : Charles Gerrard, Matt
Moore, Claire Whitney, Arthur
MacDonald, Rubye De Remer,
Frankie Mann, Helen Lindroth, and
Tom Ryan.

Victor Herman, a member of M.
P. D. A. coast lodge, is in New
York, and was slated to attend the
New York lodge at their first semi-
monthly meeting, for November.

Frank Lloyd, who directs Gold-
wyn pictures, is the proud possessor

Gertrude Atherton will be able to
qualify, if she desire as a motion
picture director. She is at the
Goldwyn studio, now where her
first story written directly for the
screen, •" Noblesse Oblige," is be-
ing screened, and she is on the set

before the actors have their make-
up on and stays until Director Wal-
lace Worsley calls it a day's work
and dismisses the company.

Mrs. Atherton has been deeply
interester in the screening of her
stories ever since Samuel Goldwyn
and Rex Beach organized Eminent
Authors' Productions.
Her first picture was " Out of the

Storm," made from one of her most
popular novels, " The Tower of
Ivory," in which Barbara Castleton
played the lead.

When Director R. William Neill
wanted a faro bank dealer for the
Aurora Borealis saloon and dance
hall, one of the principal scenes in

"CANNOT BE EQUALLED ON AMERICAN CONTINENT!"
"After being in the projection end of the business for
ten years I find that SIMPLEX cannot be equalled on
the American continent for Durability, Reliability and
Simplicity."

PATRICIA THEATRE 21 LONDON, ONTARIO

John Griffith Wray, director of
" Homespun Folks," the first of
the Ince Associated Producers Spe-
cials, also directed the Thomas H.
Ince's second big special, which has
been given the permanent title of
" Lying Lips," co-starring House
Peters and Florence Vidor.

T. Roy Barnes and Grace Darmond In
Robertson-Cole's farce comedy, "So

Long Letty"

the new Dorothy Dalton-Para-
mount picture, " The Teaser," he
had to search among the old timers
who are playing in the picture.

None of the younger generation of
actors could depict the character of
a faro bank dealer, that form of
gambling being one of the lost arts

these days. He found H. D. Blake-
more, well known on Broadway for
his work in " The Traveling Sales-
man " and other plays, who in his

barnstorming days thirty years ago,
played stock in Montana. Faro
banks in those days were popular
adjuncts to all Western saloons.
Blakemore had watched many a
dealer manipulate the cards so he
fitted perfectly into the work which
Neill wanted done, " according to
Hoyle."

Every big director, being sup-
posedly temperamental— whatever
that badly overworked term means
—is accorded the right to have hob-
bies. Lois Weber has hers. Al-
though an all-round executive in
every sense of the word, doing
nearly everything that's done in
Lois Weber Productions except
the acting, she takes to the open
road in a good many things in her
directing. It is one habit of hers
to explain things, to discuss frank-
ly and convincingly with an actor
a difference of opinion that exists

between them in regard to what is

the true and appropriate interpreta-

tion of a scene.

There are several directors,

Miss Weber among them, who
like to sit down and talk things
over. They find it easier to ex-
plain than to criticize and repeat ac-

tion. Perfect unity of purpose and
wholehearted support is said to

characterize the attitude of the cast

toward Miss Weber, as a result of
:his method.

Hodkinson Release for

S. Barret McCormick
S. Barrett McCormick, managing

director of the Rivoli theatre, To-
ledo. Ohio, lias booked from the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation, " The
Coast of Opportunity," the forth-

coming J. Warren Kerringan re-

leased producted by Robert Brunton
and directed bv Ernest C. Warde
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Rosemary Theby—A West Coast Fixture by Choice
ROSEMARY—that's for remem-

brance; Theby— that might be

a variation on Thebes, suggesting

at once Egypt and Spartan women.
Together they make the name Rose-

mary Theby, and incidentally

create a suitable impression of the

conversation and personality of one

of the screen's most satisfactory

leading* women.
As to Miss Theby herself—the

Spartan part is no exaggeration

;

the Egyptian, perhaps is. Yet not

altogether, because at one time this

actress portrayed Oriental roles for

Vitagraph and Lubin. She even

did a picture called " The Rein-

carnation of Karma," a landmark
of picturedom,—and the past sev-

eral months has again been wearing
the Sultan's jewels in such lavish

Oriental productions as "Kismet."

It's a long journey from Egypt
to Mexico and it is evident that

Miss Theby has been following the

line of western progress. Which
doesn't prevent her from making
an occasional return to the Far
East. One associates with Mexico

both Miss Theby and Edwin
Carewe's production of " Rio
Grande " in which Rosemary did
any number of native Mexican
dances to enhance the color of her
role.

In days gone by Rosemary
Thcby's name was associated with
a particular brand of two-reel
domestic comedy produced as a
series by Universal, co-starring
Miss Theby with Harry Myers.
During that contract she co-
authored, co-directed and co-edited
the film product. She became es-

tablished as a comedienne,—despite
the fact, she says, that until four
years ago she couldn't even see a
joke,—and many weeks elapsed be-
fore directors on the West Coast,
whither Miss Theby had journeyed
from New York, could see " her
in any role other than comedy.
And then, as the tide turned, she

was considered for nothing but
vampire roles, like the Parisian
adventuress in Griffith's " The
Great Love," and even at the
present writing she has just com-

pleted a vamp for Fox in " The
Connecticut Yankee at King
Arthur's Court." Again, she was a

variety of vampire in a second Fox
play, " The Little Grey Mouse,"
and in the Robertson-Cole special

production of " Kismet." Miss
Theby's interpretation of the
" heavy "

, has been captioned " a

milestone in silent-drama acting."

Rosemary Theby is one of the
" picture-actresses-only," as a Los
Angeles critic has said. She has
never been on the legitimate al-

though, a few years ago, nearly

went with Chauncey Olcott. The
stage did, however, furnish the first

influence in moulding her career,

for it was with the ambition to

tread the classic boards that she
studied at Sargent's school in New
York.

But it is the old story, of a

pretty girl's difficulties, and a mind
made up to return to the paternal
hearth, then the note of introduc-
tion to a motion-picture director;

of Miss Theby being a desirable
" type," of long tutelage in the

small-part ranks, thence to leads

—

and stardom. That was with Vita-
graph. Later with Lubin. Finally
with Universal. Still later, when
pictures began to grow out of their

'"swaddling clothes," Miss Theby
" went West " and has been free-

lancing ever since. Among the pro-
ductions in which she has created
roles in the last year are Allan
Dwan's "A Splendid Hazard,"
" Athalie," " Rio Grande," and
"Michael and His Lost Angel" in

which she has been co-starred with
Conway Tearle.
And co-starring with an intelli-

gent, finished man like Tearle is

her ambition. She cares nothing
to sec her own name featured ex-
clusively in electrics over a picture
production. She likes the team
work of a capable male artist in

an emotional role, regardless of the
time or place of the story.

Around the studio Miss Theby is

referred to by everyone on the lot

as a typical "good scout." Manifes-
tations of temperament never occur
to her.

Ernest Shipman Believes "The Cast Is the Thing"
RECENTLY, while scouting

for news regarding certain

players, rumored "hooked up
indefinitely " in productions for re-

lease via First National, it became
the happy duty to apply for authen-
tic information to Mr. Ernest Ship-

man.
During the course of our inves-

tigation, he touched upon points of

sufficient interest to warrant a rec-

ord for the benefit of those read-

ers who delve into the " whys and
wherefores " of the screen. Mr.
Shipman, occupying, to say the

least, one of the most unique posi-

tions of any executive in the mo-
tion picture industry.

" The cast is the thing. We are

obliged to trust to the whims of

public favor for the acceptance of

a screen production, regardless of

the cost of it or any other of the

vital ingredients which go to make
up a production, but one thing we
can supply, by judicious expendi-
ture, and that is a cast, a well se-

lected, dependable cast at any cost !

Take for instance ' Back to God's
Country'. The success of the pro-

duction is a tribute to the abilities

of the players. And ' Nomads of

the North \ Why the cast was the

best that could be supplied a direc-

tor, including the ' nomads ' them-
selves. And by the way, the fact

that a director worthy of the title

was selected for both is a thing not
to be overlooked. David M. Hart-
ford, in these two productions
proved that distinct care was taken
in the selection of a capable man.

" The same will hold good when
' The Foreigner ', the first of the

Ralph Connor stories is shown, and
its reception, to my mind, is already
assured. Because I am convinced
of the ability of Henry McRae to

direct one of the best casts ever
assembled. Upon the strength of it,

I retained the director and a num-
ber of the cast for " Cameron of
the Royal Mounted ", another
Connor story about to reach com-
pletion, and when finished 'The Pa-
trol of the Sun Dance Trail ' will

be its worthy follower—same direc-
tor, many of the same in the cast,

and by the way—same author.
" Do not mistake that 1 over-

look the necessity of an appealing
story. But the best story ever writ-
ten, without a cast worthy of its in-

terpretation would not in my opin-
ion, conform to the demand of the
public for well balanced produc-
tions. The story is the answer to

the first problem. If it is a cork-
ing good one, it doesn't matter
whether it is a so-called ' costume
play ' or one of modern twists and
turns founded upon modern meth-
ods of business and general happen-

ings of down-to-date life—if the

story is ' there ' you are all set—un-
til it comes to selecting the director

and then the cast. There is no
economy in saving upon this end of
the production. The best are what
is desirable and with the proper
negotiations, obtainable, and upon
their interpretations, depends the

acceptance of the finished work
more than anything else. I reiterate.
' The cast is the thing '. And in

the immediate future I am going to

be in a position to back up that

statement against any argument.
And I have convinced myself that

in order to turn out a successful

photoplay, we must employ the best

people we can secure if we hope to

justify the expenditure of securing
the proper vehicle, to begin with

—

and without that
—

' we can do noth-

ing '."

There is but little one may add
to what Mr. Shipman has said. But
having glanced over the casts as-

sembled for some of the offerings

he mentioned, to illustrate his con-
tention, it is only fair to say that

Mr. Shipman does not talk a lot

about " casts " and then, where he
is concerned, employ them without
a strict adherence to the practice of

his own preaching.

Jerome Storm Signs James Abbe
JEROME STORM this week

signed James Abbe, well known
photographer of New York, to

direct, under his supervision, special
scenes which form decorative in-

serts of the Storm production star-
ring Lillian Gish.
Mr. Storm recently viewed a

Mack Sennett beauty special, di-

rected by Mr. Abbe while in Cali-
fornia, and was impressed by the
originality and effectiveness of the
pictorial composition. As there are
several tableaux of an unusual or-
der in the Lillian Gish picture, Mr.
Storm at once negotiated for the
service of Mr. Abbe.
Last winter Mack Sennett engaged

him to act as directing supervisor
of a special production. Several
Abbe poses of the Sennett beauties
were used in the divertissement pre-
ceding " Married Life." They par-
ticularly impressed Mr. Storm be-
cause of the effect secured by light-

ing, posture and general composi-
tion.

Since directing the Sennett picture
Mr. Abbe has had several offers
from producers. He accepted Mr.
Storm's because he particularly
wishes to study that director's meth-
ods before assuming full directorial
duties.

" Pictorial beauty is one of the

most vital elements in the success of
a photodrama," stated Mr. Storm in

announcing the engagement of Mr.
Abbe. " And it is the element which
has been developed least. There are
no limitations to the creation of
beauty on the screen. The screen
may be restricted as a medium for
drama, because it lacks the power of
voice, but it is unlimited in the de-
piction of optical beauty. It offers

the canvas for the master artists of
the future. In engaging Mr. Abbe
I have created a new office. I do
not know precisely how it would be

titled. That is a detail. What I

seek in my organization are ideas on
all phases of production. Picture-

making is based on co-operation.

The director who believes he is all-

sufficient is doomed as surely as the

ego-obsessed star. I expect to give

Mr. Abbe full charge of certain

scenes in which the element of
beauty is paramount. And with his

co-operation, as well as that of the

art director, lighting experts and
cameramen whom I have been for-

tunate in securing, I believe some
new processes of picture creation

will be evolved."

New West Coast Film
Firms

Los Angeles, Calif.—Oliver
Morosco Productions, Inc.;

cap., $2,500,000; Edgar K.
Brown, 437 Consolidated
Realty Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif.—Art

Page Comedies, Inc., 812 New
Pantages Theatre Bldg.; cap.,

$50,000; Samuel Kramer, Wm.
K. Saxton and Philip Cohen.
Los Angeles, Calif.—Scien-

tific Feature Films, Inc.; cap.,

$25,000; Jno. G. Clark, Enid
L. Wattron and S. J. Bow-
man. Carnaban & Clark,
Attys.
Los Angeles, Calif.—Film

Artists Productions, 645 N.
Gramercy PI. Style filed by
Carl W. Swearingen.
Tucson, Ariz. — Harmony

Film Co.; cap., $300,000.
Los Angeles, Calif.—Sea-

craft Corporation of Califor-
nia; cap., $250,000; E. A.
Featherstone, H. E. Roach,
Dustin Farnum, Thos. H.
Ince. Wm. LaPlante, Atty.
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Juanita Hansen is

Acclaimed
Juanita Hansen has recently

made two personal appearances, the

receptions in both cases having con-
vinced her of her popularity as a
leading serial star.

At the Court theatre, in Newark,
X. J., and at the Poli theatre in

Bridgeport, Conn., crowds beyond
possible capacity filled the theatres
and occupied the sidewalks for

hours, hoping to see the fair

Juanita as she left the theatre.

The personal appearance of Miss
Juanita Hansen at the Court the-

atre in Newark, N. J., and at the

Poli theatre in Bridgeport, Conn.,
drew overflowing crowds to both of
these show houses.
On October 30 Miss Hansen ap-

peared at the Court theatre and
addressed the audiences at two per-
formances. The attendance at the
shows and those unable to gain ad-
mittance are claimed to establish the
record for any theatre in Newark.
The streets were jammed to the
curb in front of the theatre and for
several hundred feet on each side

of it. The house was taxed to its

capacity with standing room at a
premium.
Nathan Meyer, manager of the

Newark theatre, claimed it the big-
gest crowd any theatre in his city
had ever enjoyed. " While I have
presented some of the very biggest
attractions ever made," remarked
Mr. Meyer, " nothing has compared
with the personal appearance of
Miss Hansen in the matter of at-

tendance. I have not seen such
eager crowds in my life, nor have I

ever "seen such deep interest dis-

played in any star. We are show-
ing ' The Phantom Foe.' Miss
Hansen's latest serial for Pathe.
While we have always enjoyed
splendid business on the days her
picture was shown, without a doubt
we will not be able to accommodate
all those who will now want to see
it

"

At the Poli theatre in Bridgeport
where Miss Hansen appeared the
crowds were equally as large and
eager to see her in person.

It is Miss Hansen's intention to
make other personal appearances in

houses which are showing her la-

test serial, " The Phantom Foe."
Arrangements are being made
through Mr. D. A. Meaney, care of
the Pathe main office. On account
of working in a serial Miss Hansen
can appear only in theatres con-
venient to New York.

Notes From The French Field

Frenchmen are waxing indignant
over the report of an incident
which occurred recently in Berlin
on the occasion of the production
of the famous German picture,
'' Anne Boleyn." The scene show-
ing the arrival of Anne and the
king, Henry VIII, at Westminster
Abbey where they were to celebrate
their wedding was a remarkable
display of film enterprise. Over
4,000 persons wearing the costumes
of the period were engaged and the
Abbey itself was complete in every
detail. Henni Porten, the actress

who filled the role of Anne, wore
a sumptuous dress which glistened
with jewels. Her outfit of eight
dresses which she required for the
part are said to have cost over a
hundred thousand marks. The
Abbey scene was staged on the
famous Tempelhof Field where
William the Second was wont to re-

view his troops in the old days. But
instead of William, the " review-
ers " on this occasion were his late

majesty's successor, President
Ebert, and several members of the

Reichstag who had been especially

invited to appraise the quality of
the German cinema art. The ar-
rival of Henry and Anne in an
automobile was the signal for tre-

mendous applause on the part of
the public and the waiting troupe
of actors and actresses. But when
the soldiers of Louis XIV marched
by with their fleurs-de-lys banners
waving in the breeze, as history re-

counts, the effect was too much for

these highly imaginative Teutons
who, despite the fact that the so-

called French troops who had been
sent over to England to grace the

ceremony, were merely their own
countrymen in the trappings of a
French king, could not resist the
temptation to exhibit their hate for
their late enemies by booing and
even spitting on them. A specious
example of the misuse of the mo-
tion picture

!

The great French film, " Rose of

the Rail," whose final scenes were
recently made in the Alps in the

neighborhood of Chamonix, would
appear to have established a record
in the length of film used by its en-

terprising producer, Abel Gance.
In order to obtain the perfection he
aspires to, Gance is said to have
used no fewer than two hundred

and forty thousand feet of film.
The length of the completed film
does not run more than nine thous-
and feet.

In an interesting and extremely
instructive book enlijtled " Law's
and Customs," published under the
auspices of the French Syndicate
of film directors, a page is de-
voted to the question of the notice
which employees in France are ex-
pected to igive before resigning
their positions. These vary accord-
ing to the nature of the position.
For example, an operator is re-
quired to give a week's notice; the
lady at the ticket booth, one month

;

a manager, one season unless bound
by contract; a waiter, one week;
an ordinary employee, one month

;

an orchestra leader, one month

;

musicians, two weeks. Only the
chasseurs or page boys are exempt
from any kind of notice.'

Monsieur Raphael Beretta, the-
atrical and cinema impresario, an-
nounces that he has completed the
production of a film entitled, " Fab-
iola," founded on the famous book
of the same name by Cardinal
Wiseman. Beretta states that he
has already secured the exclusive
world rights on this famous novel
of the early Christian era and that
he has already disposed of the
North American rights for a mil-
lion and a half francs, with fifty

per cent of the profits, to the
Knights of Columbus. The film,
" Fabiola," is said to be a master-
piece of historical construction re-

plete with a succession of beauti-
ful landscapes of the old Roman
period. Among his many and va-
ried forthcoming undertakings, in

addition to his film work, Beretta
has been engaged from the first of
October, to present a season of
French operettas in New York.

French film syndicates are alrea-

dy up against the dreaded German
competition. From Brussels, al-

ways considered as a stronghold of
the French industry, comes a cry
of distress. It appears that an-
other invasion of Belgium has be-

gun. The German film companies
are nothing if not enterprising. In
order to secure a market they are
said to be resorting to cut-rates.

Madelaine Traverse, who will soon re-
turn to the screen in special features

In Eccentric Role
The role of David Gamut in

" The Last of the Mohicans," the
initial Maurice Tourneur offering
through the Associated Producers,
offered Nelson McDowell an op-
portunity he has long wanted for
the interpretation of a quaint char-
acter. This role is that of a psalm
singer and it required the costume
department of the Tourneur organ-
ization two weeks to make the cor-
rect apparel for McDowell. He was
bcrn in New England and knowing
the dress and actions of a psalm
singer as two of his uncles were of
this religious sect, he had to but
recall the scenes of his childhood
days to give the interpretation
Tourneur desired. The first time
McDowell appeared on the stage in

his make-up, Tourneur greeted him
with the statement. " You look like

you had just stepped out of a pic-

ture book."

Constance Talmadge
on New Picture

Constance Talmadge has com-
pleted " Mama's Affair," the Har-
vard College prize play by Rachel
Barton Butler, which is directed by
Victor Flemming. The screen adap-
tation was made by John Emerson
and Anita Loos.
Without a single day's vacation

in between, Constance has already
started work on her next picture,
" The Man From Toronto." directed

bv Chet Withey.
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Jes sen's Studio News by Wire

UNIVERSAL
Carl Laemmle arrived on last

Sunday.
August Thompson's famous stage

play, Colorado," is now being con-

verted into scenario form by Wal-
lace Clifton. Frank Mayo will be

starred in this production under the

direction of Reeve's Eason.
Harry Carey is to be starred un-

der the direction of Jacques Jacard
in "If Only Jim," from PhiKp
Mighcl's story. " Bruvver Jim's
Baby."
Mary Fairfax is now engaged in

writing the continuity for " Cin-

derella Jane," from Marjoree Ben-
ton Cook's novel. Carmel Myers
will star in this production and
Rolin Sturgeon will direct. Tur-
man Van Dyke will play the lead-

ing role.

Lyons and Moran are now edit-

ing " One Awful Night."
The big Monte Carlo scenes for

Von Stroheim's " Foolish Wives

"

have been postponed until Novem-
ber 28 when more guests will arrive

at the fasionable winter hotels to

take part in the scenes.

Director Norman Dunn, Edith
Roberts and her supporting com-
pany, have gone to Valdez to use
the numerous caves there for scenes
in the South American play, " Hid-
den Fires." A Bennet Cohen
story, " Three at the Table," has
been bought for Miss Roberts next
starring vehicle.

Nyles Welsh, who has been placed
under contract by Universal, will

play leads for the present, and will

be starred later.

The following release titles have
been selected : Carmel Myers' "The
Orchard," will be " Beautifully
Trimmed "

; Eva Novak's " Out of
the Sunset " will be named " The
Torrent."
John Blackwood, former scenario

editor for Thomas Ince, is now
serving in the same capacity for
Universal. Mr. Blackwood is a for-
mer newspaper man and has also

been a theatrical producer and
photoplay playwright.
Eva Novak's next starring ve-

hicle will be " Plain Folks." It is

a story of city life by Helen Chris-
tine. Douglas Doty is the scenario-
ist. Leo McCarh will direct.

The following Century comedies
are now in the course of produc-
tion : Fred Fishback, making "Fire-
bugs : " Tom Buckingham, making
"A Fearful Finish;" James Davis,
making a burlesque on golf, en-
titled, " Cowpasture Pool."

GOLDWYN
Director Frank Lloyd has begun

the filming of Gouverneur Morris's
" Water Lily." The cast includes
Leatrice Joy, T. Frank Glending, E.
A. Warren, Margaret McWade and
six well known Japanese players.
The story has a Japanese atmo-
sphere.

Pauline Stark has been engaged
for an important role in " Snow
Blindness." a Reginald Barker pro-

Sylvia Bremer has arrived in Los
Angeles to play with the next Sid

Franklin production.

Arthur Kane arrived on Thurs-
day of last week for a conference
with Charles Ray, Carter DeHaven,
Bessie Love, Cyrus Williams and
others.

A scene from Harry Carey's new Universal feature " West is West."

duction. Both these subjects are
original photoplays by prominent
authors.

Naomi Childers will be the lead

tor Tom Moore in " Mr. Barnes of
New York," to be made under fhe

direction of Victor Schirtzinger.

The original story was the " Alidi."

An original story by Charles Ken-
yon, entitled, " The Alibi," was pur-
chased by Goldwyn. Kenyon is writ-
ing the continuity.

Clifford Robertson, casting direc-

tor, has been called to New York
to confer with Goldwyn executives
on future productions.
Ralph Block, a Goldwyn execu-

tive, is in Los Angeles.
Arthur Statter is writing con-

tinuity for the Rip Van Winkle
story which will be Will Roger's
next starring vehicle.

SPECIAL
PICTURES

The reorganized staff of Special
Pictures Corporation is announced
by President Louis W. Thompson
as follows : H. J. Roberts, sales

manager ; C. C. Craig, business
manager ; E. H. Silcock, sales su-
pervisor; Hamlin Dall, publicity;

J. J. Lane, studio manager; V. E.
Hampton, exchange editor; Reggie
Morris, chief of productions;
Frank Terry, scenario editor; Ever-
ett Maxwell, continuity editor.

" The Winner Loses " is the
working title selected for the next
Chester Conklin comedy written by
Frank Terry, who was formerly
with Harold Lloyd. Conklin takes
the role of a small-town tailor.

Lillian Hackett, who was recently
with Lyons and Moran, plays op-
posite Mr. Conklin. Harry Ed-
wards is directing the production.
Ford Sterling has completed his

first picture, entitled " A Ballroom
Romeo." Charlotte Merriam plays
opposite Mr. Sterling. Other mem-
bers of the cast include Eddie
Baker, Jay Belasco and Margaret
Cullington. Reggie Morris is di-

recting.

Roy Marshall has been engaged
to direct the forthcoming Art Acord
series of two-reel Westerns.
H. J. Roberts announces the ap-

pointment of Barney Shea as mana-
ger of the exchange at Washington,
D. C. H. C. Ryan has been ap-
pointed director at Denver, where
a new exchange has been opened at

1534 California street.

Special Pictures Corporation has
purchased sixteen acres in Holly-
wood and will start the construction
of new studios on this site imme-
diately. Special Pictures companies
are now using the Jesse Hampton
studios, where at the present time
six units are engaged, headed by
Conklin, Sterling, Fazenda, Neely
Edwards, Milborn Marranti and
Gale Henry.

FIRST
NATIONAL

Marshall Neilan has gone with a
company of ten to Arizona to film

scenes for " Not a Drum was
Heard." The leading parts in this

picture will be taken by Wesley
Barry, Margery Daw, Pat O'Mal-
ley, James Kirkwood and Noah
Beery.
Mildred Harris has been granted

a divorce from Charley Chaplin,
settlement being made at $200,000.
Chaplin's former wife will be
known professionally as Mildred
Harris. She left on Tuesday <>f

this week for New York to star in
" Playthings of Desire."

Herbert Rawlinson has been en-
gaged to play opposite Anita Stew-
art in " The Tornado," under the
direction of Edwin Carewe. Wal-
ter McGrail has been engaged for
an important role in this produc-
tion. Tom Kelly is writing the
continuity from Jane Murfin's story.

Katherine MacDonald is on her
way East to visit her mother and
sisters in New York. Ben Schul-
berg spent a few days here last

week conferring with other execu-
tives regarding future Katherine
MacDonald productions.

BRUNTQN
Representatives from the New

York office of Federal Photoplays
arrived on the coast this week.
Ben Hampton has engaged Elliott

Clawson to write the script for

William Allen White's " A Certain

Rich Man." Howard Hickman will

direct this production. The prin-

cipal roles will be assumed by
Claire Adams and Robert McKim.

Richard Schayer is now writing

the script for Stuart Edward
White's novel of early California
times, " The Gray Dawn," for Ben
Hampton.

J. L. Frothingham has returned
from New York after making ar-

rangements for the release of a
series of all-star productions.

Charles Hutchinson, who has re-

covered from his injuries recently

sustained, will resume work in the

near future in the Brunton-Pathe
serial, " The Fortieth Door."
Mary Pickford's company has re-

turned to Los Angeles from Carmel-
by-fhe-Sea. Al Werker has been
named as an assistant to Frances
Marion.
Lindsay McKenna has returned

from the East after a three months'
advertising campaign for Betty
Compson.
W. S. Van Dyke is now directing

the eleventh episode of " The
Avenging Arrow," the Brunton-
Fathe serial, starring Ruth Roland.

ROBERTSON-
COLE

An original script by C. Gardner
Sullivan has been purchased for L.

J. Gasnier's next production. The
tentative title is " Good Women."
An original Chinese story has

been purchased for Sessue Haya-
kawa's next starring vehicle. Work
on this production will begin next
week under the direction of Colin
Campbell.

'In the
Jhadow
of the
Domsx

A David G. Fischer Production
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Christy Cabanne is now engaged
on the final scene of " What's a
Wife Worth," with an all-star cast.

METRO
Bayard Vellier has arrived on the

Coast from his trip East. He an-
nounces the engagement of Mon-
tague Glass, the author of " Potash
and Perlmutter," to write a series

of original stories for Metro.
Arthur Somers Roche, Done Byrne,

John Russell and Eugene Buch will

also contribute stories for futijre

film productions under Metro's au-
spices. Mr. Russell is expected to

arrive in Hollywood shortly.

Preparations are now under way
for the filming of Nazimova's new
starring vehicle " Aphrodite." Ray
Smalhvood will direct.

Eddie Cline has completed the

editing of B u st e r Keaton's
" Haunted House " and is beginning
work on a new comedy.

Alice Lake's company, engaged in

making scenes for " Mother Love "

aboard a lumber schooner, was seri-

ously endangered by high seas. Pro-
duction Manager David H. Thomp-
son hurriedly engaged a number of
tugboats and rushed them to the
aid of the film party. The company
was brought safely ashore at eight
o'clock in the evening.
Henry Bendel of New York has

been engaged by Metro to take
charge of all costuming for Metro
productions. Mr. Bendel has been
a fashionable tailor in New York,
Paris and London.

INCE
Thomas Ince has completed the

direction for final scenes of " Lying
Lips." Seven hundred players took
part in the "shooting" of some of
these scenes, in which the Sacred
Heart Church was a feature of the
settings.

William Seiter has been selected

as director for " Bellboy 13,"

Douglas MacLean's new starring

vehicle for release by Paramount.

Margaret Loomis plays the leading
feminine role.

Hobart Bosworth will appear ex-
clusively in Thomas Ince's subjects

for the coming year.

F. P. LASKY
Cecil DeMille is scheduled to be-

gin production work on his all-star

special, " The Affairs of Anatol,"
from Arthur Sintzler's play, on
November 26.

Announcement is made by T. E.

Hancock of the organization of the

Pacific Film Company to distribute

nationally for independent pro-
ducers. A series of five-reel pic-

tures will be produced, the first of

which will be titled " The Fatal
Thirty " and will present an all-star

cast including Lillian West, Fritzie

Ridgway, Carl Stockdale, John Hays
and Al Fremont.

Plans have been completed for the

distribution of "The Indigestible

Weekly," " The White Cap " com-
edies, the Sunset Burrud scenics

and two-reel Breaker comedies.

Jackie Coogan, six years old, who
played the "kid" role in Chaplin's
big comedy and is now playing in
" Peck's Bad Boy," received a frac-
ture of the skull on Friday of last

week when his father's automobile
was hit by a traction car. He is

recovering but will be absent from
the studio for over a month.

Irving Willat has engaged Gor-
don Mullin for the heavy role in
" Partners of the Tides."

HERE AND
THERE

The Tom Santchi Company di-

rected by Robert Bradberry has
completed work on the filming of
" LaRue of the Lonesome Land,"
and plans now made provide for
the making of the seventh which
has been titled " Sagebrush Muske-
teers." The interiors will be made
at Cyrus J. Williams studio and
the company will then leave for
Red Rock Canyon near the Mojava
Desert to make the exteriors. At
this point there are some marvelous
rock formation which have become
known as " Indian Temples " and
around these much of the exterior
action will be laid. Vera Sisson will

play opposite Santchi and other
principals are Fred Gamble, Frank
Rice, Earl Dwire and Will Patton.
Allan Dwan arrived in Los

Angeles on Sunday from his East-
ern trip.

Our Motto: All the News, If it's News, When it's News

Chillv nights.
The Clan is gathering.
Tesse Lasky is in town.
Carl I.aemmle is coming

soon.

J. D. Williams may come
West.

A. Zukor is coming West
the 15th.
Samuel Goldwyn is due to

arrive. .

F. B. Warren is still with

us.
. , , .

Louis B. Mayer is back in

town.
Why don't Dick Rowland

come on out?
B. P. Shuleberg registered

at the Alex.
Ethel Clayton is expected

in our midst from London -

town.
Jack Woody is living in the

anticipation of a trip West.
Paul Brounet has delayed

his western trip in order to

see Paris.
President L. R. Thompson

of S. P. threatens to go to

New York, again.

Rumor is heard that Wil-
liam Fox is going to come
out and see his studio.

Kathleen Kirkham was up
in the mountains and had a
run away sleigh ride.

Harrv Wilson has gone
East with Sol Lesser to make
George Beban famous.

General Manager Ham-
mons of Educational lias not
been on the Coast for four
years.

Tom Ince was seen work-
ing the other day when he
directed a number of scenes
for " Lying Lips."

Al Jolly was janitor at the
Robert Brunton Studios, but

fell heir to an estate of

$90,000.
Tom Santchi now being en-

paged in making two-reel
westerns claims quality and
not quantity is what counts.
Speaking of all-star. Carter

de Haven and his wife have
King Baggot, Otis Harlan
and Grace Cunard for sup-
ports in " The Girl in the
Taxi."
Mabel Julian Scott cele-

brated her birthday Novem-
ber 2nd, but forgot to send
congratulations to Senator
Harding, who was celebrat-
ing, too.

Edward Kidder, Charles
Ray's Manager of Production,
is authority for the statement
that Ray's "Peaceful Valley"
is better than the original

play.
.

Conrad Nagle and his wife
are parents of a child, and
everybody about the Lasky
plant had congratulated him
an hour after the stork ar-

rived.

Ralph Lewis is going to
nay Broadway his respects
for the next two months.
Mrs. Lewis (her first name is

Vera) is going to see that
Ra'ph does it right.

In mentioning the film not-
ables who came to town this

week, we neglected to insert
the name of Peter Gridley
Smith. Pete is here and is

going to live with us.

The entrance of Mack Sen-
nett into the dramatic pro-
duction field led a film dis-
tribution to say Mack was
getting like Eddy Foy who
insisted upon plaving Ham-
let."
The Universal technical

staff built Monte Carlo at

Monterey for Stroheim. Pres-
ident Laemmle hearing this

upon his arrival in New
York, did not hesitate, he is

going to see Monte Carlo.
Anthony Paul Kelly is out

here to help Louie Mayer
make better pictures. By the
way, his first visit to Califor-

nia and he told the Cham-
ber of Commerce President
" he was in love with the
climate."

Claim is made by Jack
White that he is the young-
est producer-director of the
wor-r-r-r-r-r-ld. Jack was
about fourteen when he came
into this seathing industry
in 1912 and he is still with
us, making mermaid come-
dies.

The film industry did a
great thing when they
adopted Wi'liam H. Crane,
for six months later he and
Mrs. Crane celebrated their
wedding anniversary, thus
proving to the world that
there are film people who can
keep out of the divorce
courts, all of which is a
nastv thing to say.

Lloyd Hamilton contends
thaf where there is a still

there is a way and claims
scenes in the coming comedy
" Moonshine " will show a
storm brewing, ship anchored
over the bar, and genuine
cocktails of the feathered
type, and mourners passing
the bier, which is altogether
too much for one comedian
to think of in one week.

Believing the film pro-
ducers are right in selecting
books for filming according
to the popularity of the
author and his work has led

Jay Chapman and Rene
Rivierre to begin negotiations
to secure the film rights on
N. Webster's great work,
titled " The Dictionary."
Who said the original play
writer was going to have his
inning?

Albert Kaufman finds that
his press agents have been
under-pressagenting " Man
Woman Marriage for they
have said in the public prints,
" This production will cost
$250,000 when completed.'"
Al having passed out the
coin, says they have reached
the $400,000 mark now and
then some. At the same time
we learn that 400,000 feet ot
negative have been shot and
this is to be cut down to

8.000 feet. Allan Holubar
don't care how much money
he cuts out of a picture.

The man who snoops
around our Court House to
see whose getting married or
sued and puts in half of his
time in discovering how many
new film companies are or-
ganized every day. brings in

a notation containing several
names who have launched a
more or less well-known
project to fill the Pacific with
pleasure yatch. Some peo-
ple of the film industry have
more money than they need
to make films with in spite of
the present day financial
stringency. But to the News—there is the information
that came to hand—Seacraft
Corporation of California

—

Capitalized $250.000—A. E.
Featherstone. Hal E. Roach,
Dustin Farnum. Thomas H.
Ince. William LaPlante,
Attv.

Baker Builds Replica of
Canfield's

Canfield's, the world-famous
gambling palace of former times, is

to be reproduced in all its pristine

glory in the George D. Baker Pro-
duction of the Saturday Evening
Post story, " Temple Dusk " by
Calvin Johnston. George D. Baker
is exceeding his past efforts in

making this feature the most beau-
tiful production that he has ever
directed. The immensity and the

costliness of the Canfield interior

alone may be judged by the fact

that it will occupy the entire stage

of one of the largest studios in

the east. Both Mr. Baker and Mr.
Sawyer, of the Sawyer-Lubin or-

organization, are determined to

avoid no expense in making " Tem-
ple Dusk" a super- feature worthy
of the name. Therefore, instead of
using the interior of the old Can-
field's they are building an exact
duplicate but on a scale two and a
half times as large as the original

mansion. A special crew of stage
hands are working night and day
under the supervision of Charles
Hunt, Mr. Baker's assistant, in

order to have the massive set

erected in record time. Andre
Barletier has been specially engaged
by Mr. Baker to take charge of
the camera work and the lighting

detail. Barletier has won a repu-
tation for himself as the camerman
who photographed " Earthbound."

Quality and Service

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES, Inc.
Opposite West 129th Street Ferry Morsemere 621

F. DOUBLIER, General Manager O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
THE PIONEER OF MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY 220 WEST 42nd STREET Telephone Bryant 768
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France Sees "Broken Blossoms"
THE most sensational as well as

the most important even tin

the French motion picture

world at present is incohtrovertibly
the presentation of D. \V. Griffith's

exquisite film " Broken Blossoms"
which was shown to the trade late

in October at the Saile Marivaux,
one of the gems of the French cap-
ital's splendid collection of film pal-

aces. The name and fame of D. W.
'jriffith have long since been firmly

established in France where his

monumental productions, " The
Birth of a Nation" and "Intoler-
ance " are still regarded as ranking
among the most perfect types of
film achievement, entitling their

author and producer to the fore-
most places among the exponents
of the art and industry of the mo-
tion picture. And this latest ex-
ample of the art of the screen is

not likely to diminish this reputa-
tion or alter the opinion that the
great American producer has
earned in this country. On the con-
trary, as many critics have pointed
out, the fact that " Broken Blos-
soms " differs so radically from his

former masterpieces, merely in-

creases this reputation and demon-
strates conclusively the versatility

and the perfect artistry of the
great producer. " Broken Blos-
soms," or as it is to be known un-
der its French title, " Le Lys Brise,"
has been received with the most
fervent enthusiasm by the French
trade. As one eminent authority
expresses it, " Broken Blossoms " is

comparable to a story written with
the skill of a master hand whose
every word has been carefully con-
sidered by its author. Another
calls it a marvel of poetry and
beauty, a vision that can never be
effaced. Still another refers to it

as the work which is destined to
convince the most skeptical and the
most determined enemies of the
motion picture. " Broken Blos-
soms " is regarded by another as
the Griffith masterpiece, exceeding
in beauty and perfection even his
former great accomplishments. Its

success with the public is a fore-
gone conclusion and already it has
been decided that its run shall con-
tinue beyond the customary eight
days that arc allotted the original
film in France.

Louis Mercanton, the eminent
French producer, who has achieved
such success with, among other
films, " The Call of the Blood " and
" Miarka," is at present engaged
with the filming of " Phroso," from
the novel of the same name by
Anthony Hope. The producer has
chosen as his interpreter of the title

role the talented young American
artist, Malvina Longfellow, a de-
scendant of the poet, while asso-
ciated with her are two English-
men, Reginald Owen and G. Harri-
son-Brown. The entire troupe,

which includes several well known
French artists, left Paris a few days
ago en route for Cannes where they
will pitch their headquarters. Seven
large motor lorries were required to

transport their baggage, which in-

cluded a portable studio. The film

will be made mostly at Cannes,
though a number of excursions will

be made to Corsica for the purpose
of obtaining local coloring. The
action of "Phroso" takes place part-

ly in France and partly in the
mythical island of Napolie, which
is supposed to exist in the Mediter-
ranean. One of the roles calls for
an athlete, and to fill this the
famous disc and javelin colossus,
Paoli, has been selected. With
Georges Carpenticr and Ma-
demoiselle Suzanne Wurtz, the
champion girl swimmer, the screen
has claimed at least three French
champions of sport.

Still another American artist,

Lois Meredith, has been selected as
the heroine of a French film, " The
Secret of Rosette Lambert," which
was exhibited to the trade last

week. Its author is none other
than the great Parisian humorist
and dramatist, Tristan Bernard,
who has long been the idol of the
French theatrical world and whose
works are well known in almost
every country in Europe as well as
in America. " The Secret of
Rosette Lambert " runs to over
5.000 feet and is full of incident.

Lois Meredith's part affords the
clever American artist plenty of op-
portunity for the display of her
Skill in dramatic art. This film rep-
resents the initial output of a new
and powerful French company, Les
Enterprises Cinematographes, un-
der the management of a young but
clever director, Adolphe Osso, who
has behind him a capital of a mil-
lion and a half francs. It is to be
presented to the public the end of
this month.

One of the most interesting of
forthcoming French films is "At-
lantide," founded on the novel of
the same name by Pierre Benoit.
It will be recalled that its author
was recently the object of an attack
for plagiarism, since many of the
incidents and as it was alleged much
of the text corresponded with
scenes and phraseology met with in

Rider Haggard's famous novel
" She." The film version of Atlan-
tide, however, maintains its origin-
ality. Its producer, M. Feydcr,
spent several months with his entire
troupe among the Arabs in Africa
where most of the scene is laid.

Their baggage, which was extensive
as may be well imagined for such
an enterprise, contained several
powerful projectors mounted on
automobiles. Not the least of their

trials and tribulations, apart from
those resulting from the climate,

came from the Arabs, who were
naturally unfamiliar with the ways
and methods of the camera, and
frequently showed a disposition to

rebel at the strangeness and com-
plexity of the tasks demanded of

them. The picture, however, was
completed and " Atlantide " prom-
ises to become one of the finest

films of its kind. The role of the

queen, Antinca, which recalls in

many ways, that of Rider Hag-
gard's " She," is played by Napier-
kowska.

For the first time in its short his-

tory, the film is to supply the theme
for an opera. According to the

management of the Paris Opera
Comique, there will shortly be per-

formed a new work entitled " For-
tunio," founded on the Famous-
Lasky film, " The Cheat," which
featured Fanny Ward and Sessue
Hayakawa. It will be recalled that

the scenario of this thrilling work
was written by the American, Hec-
tor Turnbull, the well known dra-
matic critic and produced by Cecil

De Mille. In France "The Cheat"
is remembered under the title of
" Forfeiture," where its success was
instantaneous. It was shown for

the first time in France during the

war, but rumor has it that it was
then withdrawn at the instance of
the Japanese Government. It made
its reappearance after the war, only
to be withdrawn again despite the

extraordinary popularity it con-
tinued to enjoy. It is possible that

some day the mystery which ap-
pears to surround " The Cheat

"

will be cleared up.

The Alps continue to attract mo-
tion picture operators. Recently a

couple of cameramen set out from
Zermatt, accompanied by a numer-
ous retinue of guides and porters,

for the purpose of obtaining views
of mountain scenery. After reach-
ing twelve thousand feet they were
obliged to use their ropes. The ex-
pedition lasted three days and re-

sulted in a series of pictures whose
ciystal clearness are said to be such
as to render them superior to any-
thing so far attained. The Gau-
mont Company have also recently
obtained some remarkable views of
the summit of Mont Blanc, obtained
by a Swiss aviator.

An interesting innovation has
just been inaugurated in a number
of Paris picture theatres, as a result

of a reproach only too frequently
justified, that in the majority of
programs little or no thought was
given to the tastes and preferences
of children. This state of things
has been modified by the announce-
ment of special matinees of pro-
grams chosen with care and dis-

cernment for the amusement and
instruction of school children.

Needless to add that these pro-

Southern California
Theatre Changes
Bakersfield, Calif. — Grogg

Amusement Co.; theatres
Style filed by Olive Grogg
and Helena Walter.

Porterville, Calif. — Gus
Germanis; Crystal theatre
Sold to James Poulos.
Los Angeles, Calif.—West

Coast Theatres, Inc.; cap.,

$2,000,000; Sol L. Lesser, A.
L. & M. Gore, Adolph Ra-
mish, Thos. A. Morrisey,
Goodwin Knight and Frank
S. Hutton. D. K. Gault,
Atty.
San Miguel, Calif—W. W.

Walker; Mission theatre (to
be built).

grams will eschew crime subjects.

Writing under the headline,
" What the Cinema Needs," the
eminent French playwright and
critic, Pierre Veber, who himself is

responsible for numerous scenarios,
calls attention to the rapidity with
which the art of the moving pic-

ture is evolving. According to him,
the film of movement and adventure
is for the moment relegated to sec-

ond place and what may be called
"mild" comedies are favored by
the public. The taste of the public
for original spectacles should be
encourged, he states, and the old
traditions that are still shackling
this new art must be discouraged.
Original artists, too, must be found.
An incontestable fact which is be-
ginning to make itself felt is that

there are too many theatrical artists

working at the cinema, preventing
the activity of actors formed in the
school of the cinema itself and who
are not spoiled by the mimicry
peculiar to the stage. Unknown
talent now and then asserts itself

unspoiled by stage tricks. It must
be encouraged in opposition to sec-

ond-class comedians who bring the
ideas of the stage with them and
lack that intense naturalness which
is essential to good cinema work.

An incident occurred in Paris
yesterday which for the moment
caused consternation but which, as

it was fully intended, terminated in

the happiest manner possible. While
the stream of mid-day traffic was
flowing over the bridge just behind
the church of Notre Dame, a
woman, fully clothed, was seen to

fling herself over the parapet into

the Seine. Immediately there was
commotion, the passers-by rushed to

the spot and before long the river

guards who had witnessed the act,

had pushed off in their boat to the
rescue. They were on the point of
effecting a thrilling rescue and
spoiling a good picture when they
were prevented by the cameramen
for whose benefit the " act " had
been staged.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"' telephone bryant 5576
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CENTRES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND T H £ A T R E S

DETROIT
Employes of the Universal Film Ex-

change held a party Saturday night for

W. D. Ward, retiring manager, and pre-
sented him with an umbrella and cane.

The William Fox Washington has
booked " Madame X " from the Gold-
wyn exchange for Thanksgiving week.

John Zanft of the Fox theatre forces
spent two days in Detroit this week
with Harry McDonald, the house man-
ager.

The Ferry Field theatre, recently taken
over by Phil Gleichman, boasts a new
electric sign that almost covers the
entire front of the building and is three
stories high. Mr. Gleichman has ordered
an electric sign for the Majestic theatre,
also under his direction.

NORTHERN
NEW YORK

Howard J. Smith of the Buffalo-Palace
Theatre Company has leased the Top the-
atre in Syracuse for a term of twelve
years. Associated with Mr. Smith in the
venture is W. A. Moore, who is also
interested in the Buffalo Palace, and Tom
Hogan, former owner of the Top, who
will act as treasurer of the new com-
pany, which will operate under the name
of the Syracuse-Palace company. The
name of the Top will be changed to Pal-
ace. For the next several weeks the
house will be under the management of
Villiam Cohlan. house manager of the
3uffalo-Palace. The opening attraction
will be " Shipwrecked Among Canni-
bals," which will commence Sunday, No-
vember 21. The house will be closed
for a week to adjust bookings. Just
before departing for Syracuse, the em-
ployes of the local Palace presented Bill

with an attractive suitcase.

John Sitterly, who for the past sev-
eral years has been connected with the
Buffalo Universal Exchange, has been
appointed manager of the Buffalo
Dooley office, succeeding Howard Brink,
who recently went to Robertson-Cole as
manager. Mr. Sitterly has been acting
as special representative for Universal.
He is a veteran in the game hereabouts,
having been associated with Harry Mar-
sey several years ago in independent
exchange work, as well as with Stevens
Attractions, Inc. John is well known
throughout the territory. This is his
first job as an exchange manager.

Shea's new North Park theatre, Buf-
falo, opens Sunday, November 21, with
Wallace Reid in " What's Your Hurry,"
and Buster Keaton in " One Week."
Arthur Amm, formerly manager of the
Circle, will be manager and Harold B.
Franklin will act as managing director.
There will be a ten-piece orchestra, a
Wurlitzer organ, and soloists as fea-
tures of the music equipment of the
house. Simplex projection will be used.
The house is one of the most attractive
neighborhood theatres in the state. It

has a seating capacity of 1400 on one
floor. The North Park is in the heart of
the rapidly growing Hertel avenue sec-
tion and will also have the town of Ken-
more to draw on. Programs will be
changed four times a week.

C. A. Taylor, general manager of
Gardiner Pictures. Inc.. put over a fine
bit of publicity when he presented the
new Gardiner release, " Before the White
Man Came," before the Indian Welfare
convention in the Memorial Art Gal-
lery, in Rochester, one evening last
week. Over 1000 leading educators
from all parts of the country were in
attendance. The chiefs of many tribes
were also among those present, and all

were enthusiastic in their praise of the

production. Mr. Taylor is now arrang-
ing for an extended presentation of the
subject in Rochester at $2 top price.

H. C. Bissell, formerly with Nu-Art, is

now representing Robertson-Cole as
salesman. Fred Sliter, district manager,
has recovered from a short illness and
is now back on the job. Ray Powers
is head of the new Robertson-Cole serv-
ice department. Manager Howard Brink
has booked " Kismet " at the Loew Star
theatre in Rochester and at the Mark-
Strand theatre in Syracuse.

The Arcade theatre in Rochester has
been closed and will be reopened by A.
J. Roth Sunday, November 21, with
pictures. The theatre has been present-
ing road attractions. The first film at-

traction will be " The American Legion
Over There," an official government war
film.

Fred M. Zimmerman, president of Nu-
Art Pictures, Inc., has booked the entire
output of his office, with Dr. Harry .Hall
of the Strand and Grand Opera House
in Troy N. Y. He has also closed con-
tracts with Fred Elliott of the Clinton
Square theatre in Albany for " Keep to
the Right," " The Hidden Light " and
Billie West and Frazee comedies. Har-
o'd Dwygert of the Rialto theatres in
East Rochester and Fairport, N. Y., and
Cass Stahley of the Lincoln and Rose
Garden, Rochester, were visitors at the
Nu-Art office in Buffalo this week, where
they booked a large number of attrac-
tions.

Earl L. Crabb, general manager of
the Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation,
who is in charge of the New York office,

reports that the company's pictures are
enjoying much business throughout the
country.

A. G. White, president of the Empire
State Sales Company, was a Buffalo
visitor Friday and Saturday, November
12 and 13. He had several conferences
with Dan Savage, manager of the local
exchange in the Palace theatre building
and announced that among new releases
will be " The Servant in the House."
" The Good Bad Wife," " Bonnie
May," with Bessie Love, and a series of
new Monte Banks comedies, which, ac-
cording to Mr. White have been booked
by the Mark-Strand in New York. Mr.
Savage is kept busy these days booking
" The Race of the Age" the Educational
picturization of the Man o' War-Sir
Barton race at Windsor, Ont. Marion
Newman is the new bookkeeper at the
Empire office.

E. W. Gavin, American representative
in Buffalo, is now visiting exhibitors in
the Southern Tier, with two new attrac-
tions, " The Week End." starring Mar-
garita Fisher and " The Blue Moon."
Mr. Gavin's headquarters are in the
Pathe office, Franklin street, Buffalo.

" Why Leave Your Husband " will be
a December Merit release, according to
an announcement by N. I. Filkins, man-
ager of the Buffalo exchange in the Pal-
ace Theatre Building.

E. T. Gomersall, Fox exchange man-
ager in Buffalo, announces the opening
of " While New York Sleeps," at the
Rialto theatre in Rochester on Sunday,
November 14, when it broke all atten-
dance records as it is doing wherever
shown.

Manager J. E. Kimberly, of the Buf-
falo Vitagraph office, lias engaged Paul
Saven, formerly with Pathe, as a mem-
ber of his sales force. Mr. Saver will
cover the Rochester territory.

Bob Murphy, Pioneer pilot in Buffalo,
announces the coming of Alma Rubens
of " Humoresque " fame in " Thought-
less Women," on December 15, the re-
lease date. Bob also reports the acqui-
sition of the big Fanark production,
" The Crimson Cross," and Florence
Reed in " The Eternal Mother."
The Hi-Art productions have been

taken over by Charlie Saunders of the
Famous Pictures Sales Company in the
l'alace Theatre Building. Among the
new Famous Pictures releases are " The
House Without Children," " Ashes of
Desire," " The Cycle of Fate,"
" Through Eyes of Men," starring Frank
Mayo, and Harry Carey in " Men of the
West." Mr; Saunders is also distribut-
ing re-creations of H. B. Warner in
" God's Man " and Sessue Hayakawa in
" The Wrath of the Gods."

Robert E. Hall has purchased the
Corning Opera House from B. W. Wel-
lington. The house, when the lease of
G. H. Tobias expires next June, will be
remodeled and the seating capacity aug-
mented to 400 seats.

John Walker has named his new thea-
tre in Schenectady, N. Y., the Barcli.
The house has a capacity of 1800. It
will open Thanksgiving Day.

It is rumored that Nat Robbins will
take over the Regent in Rome, N. Y.
Mr Robbins operates the Avon in
Utica.

PROVIDENCE
S. I. Berman, representative of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, was tendered a banquet and
reception in Providence. Nov. 5 by the
Theatrical Managers' Association of that
city. Mr. Berman discussed the problems
of motion picture theatre owners during
the period of reconstruction and reviewed
the accomplishments of the screen thea-
tres during the war period. Practically
every theatre in this city and Pawtucket
was represented at the banquet.

The Rialto during the week of Nov. 15
ventured a three-feature program with
the result that its box office receipts
showed a return warranting the act.
Manager Mahoney showed Jack Pickford
in " Double Dyed Deceiver," Viola Dana
in " A Chorus Girl's Romance " and
" Shipwrecked Among Cannibals." Most
favorable comment was passed on the
latter picture.

Jim Henderson is now drawing the
Sunday advertisement designs for the
Rialto and Emery theatres. Charles P.
Lanning has taken on Fay's theatre and
is drawing the moving picture feature
of the Sunday display. W. M. Strong
designs for the former and John Carroll
for the latter house.

The Strand. Modern, Emery and Fay's
theatres here opened their doors two
hours earlier on Armistice Day and
reaped the harvest. At opening time
there were lines long enough in front of
each house to fill up for "the first per-
formance. From then on until closing
time at 10:30 p. m. the houses were
filled. With special shows on Election
Day, theatre managers declare the first

15 days of the month unusually profit-
able days.

The Capitol theatre, a new addition to
the moving picture field in New Bedford,
opened Monday. Nov. 15 under the man-
agement of Allen-Charette, Inc.

The Moving Picture Operators' Union
of Providence have nominated the fol-

lowing officers : President. Edward W.
Anthony; vice-president. Charles Macom-
ber ; recording secretary. Earl Madden:
financial secretary, Samuel Taylor; busi-
ness agent, Thomas E. Shannon. The
committee on Sunday moving pictures
reported progress on the preparations of
a measure, and its introduction in the
next session of the General Assembly.

OMAHA
" Go To Movie " week in Omaha

turned out to be a literal " First Na-
tional " week. Thirty-two of First Na-
tional pictures played in down-town and

suburban theatres fa Omaha that week.
The following theatres ran First National
pictures: Rialto, Strand, Alhambra,
Grand, Suburban, Rohllf, Boulevard,
Comfort, Maryland, Hamilton and Ben-
alto.

Several large suburban moving picture
theatres will be built in Omaha in the
near future, according to Joe Doyle, rep-
resentative of an eastern moving picture
company, who was in that city last week,
looking over the territory. One site has
already been chosen, Sixteenth and Vin-
ton streets. Construction on a theatre
with a seating capacity of 1,200 will be
begun in early spring, Mr. Doyle said.
It is lo be equipped with a pipe organ
and special cooling system. Locations
for other theatres have not been an-
nounced.

C. E. Holah, manager of First National
in Omaha, was in Chicago last week, at-
tending a conference of First National
executives.

H. F. Lefholtz, manager of Universal
in Omaha, toured territory under his
jurisdiction last week. Business in the
small towns is climbing, he reports.

Prices of admission at the Rialto thea-
tre have been raised from 30 and 40
cents to 35 and 50 cents. Settlement of
the musicians' strike is thought to have
brought or the raise.

Joe Bradley of Pathe has been named
in chaige of short reel subjects. R. C.
Carrick is special salesman for Pathe
features.

Harry Weinberg has resigned his po-
sition as assistant manager of Fox in
Omaha to assume an executive position
with First National in that city.

CI EVELAND
Cleveland is coming to the fore with

short reel pictures. The Pierrot Films
Company has been incorporated in Ohio,
for the purpose of making two-reel come-
dies. Charles Boz and Clay H. Austin
comprise the leading members of the
Pierrot Films Company, which has a
modern studio at 3250 Euclid Ave. Mr.
Boz is the manager of the organization
while Mr. Austin is studio director. Both
have had considerable experience in film

production. One comedy is done and
will be edited this. week. It is called
" Eat Till You Bust " and promises a
couple of thousand feet of hearty laughs.
George Leffingwell, actor-manager of the
Prospect Stock Company now playing a
season of stock in Cleveland, is respon-
sible for the scenario of the comedy.
Blanche Martin, known to local theatre-
goers as a member of a recent popular
stock company, is featured in the comedy
" Eat Till You Bust." Several more
comedies are waiting production, but the
Pierrot Films Company is _eoing to mar-
ket its first comedy before turning out
a regular and steady supply.

Ohio Exchange for Educational Films
set a record last week that will be hard
to beat, when it showed its pictures 100
per cent strong in the Loew houses of
Cleveland. " The Race of the Age." fea-

turing Man O' War and Sir Barton,
played at the Stillman. Alhambra and
>rall theatres. "A Tray Full of Trouble."
finished a two week run at the Euclid.
" Four Times Foiled " was the featured
comedy at the Liberty and " Mules and
Gob Talk " appeared at the Alhambra
the last three days of the week.

S. Barrett McCormick, manager of
the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, continues to
hold the lead among exhibitors by hold-
ing the premier booking of Zane Grev's
" U. P. Trail " the week of November 22.

Canton movie patrons beat all other
Ohio fans in the seeing of "Kismet."
The big Otis Skinner picture played

(Continued on page 4149>
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Rest Room, Auditorium and Lobby of La Crosse Rivoli

The ladies rest room (right) is beautifully

finished in ivory and amber and furnished

with wicker furniture. Its low vaulted ceiling

gives to the room an atmosphere of coziness

and comfort

The lobby of the Rivoli is simple and tasteful

with just enough decoration to complete the

design
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Opening of Rivoli Is Great Event in

La Crosse, Wise.
Many Prominent State and City Officials Present on First Night

THE opening of the Rivali theatre, La

Crosse's new half million dollar

motion picture house, marks an

epoch in the theatrical history of the city.

The big new house, declared to be the

most beautiful and up-to-date of picture

palaces in the Northwest, is located in

North Fourth street, but half a block

from the centre of the business district.

The Rivoli is operated by the La Crosse

Theatres Company, which also controls

three other theatres in La Crosse, the Ma-
jestic, La Crosse and Bijou. Frank L.

Koppleberger is general manager of the

company, and at the head of the booking

department is Harry Burford. Max R.

Doolittle is director of publicity.

The opening performances of the Rivoli

were attended by upwards of six thousand

persons, this establishing a record for the

city of La Crosse. The day was stormy,

but despite the rain long lines of peo-

ple, which at times stretched from the

theatre entrance to Main street, half a

block away, blocked traffic in Fourth

street for hours during the afternoon and
evening.

The new Rivoli was erected for the La
Crosse Theatres Company by Frank
Schwalbe & Sons, contractors. Parkinson

& Dockendorff were the architects, and the

Odin J. Oyen Company had charge of the

decorations throughout the entire building.

Convenience and beauty are combined
in the new Rivoli to make it one of the

most attractive temples of the silent art,

and an important addition to the city plan

that is making La Crosse beautiful. The
building is a handsome four-story struc-

ture of brick and tile construction.

At either side of the theatre entrance

are commodious, up-to-date store accom-
modations, while the portion of the three

upper stories not occupied by the theatre

proper is devoted to office rooms. The
main entrance of the theatre is on Fourth
slreet, with exits on the alley at the west
and south sides of the building. Three
large decorative entrance doors on Fourth
street give access to the main lobby and
the " T " lobby, which, in turn, has an
exit leading to the sidewalk on Fourth
street.

In front of the lobby doors is set the box
office, of ornamental screen on a marble
counter, with marble base, commodious
enough to accommodate two cashiers dur-
ing rush hours. National ticket- machines
and lightning coin changers have been in-

stalled.

The spacious lobby is decorated in the
Adam design and has a wainscoting of
marble, with noiseless floor of linotile. At
the sides are ornamental poster frames in

keeping with the general design of decor-

ation. In the " T " lobby the same style

of decoration is followed. At the left

there is a marble fountain, with an infant

Neptune and a dolphin as the central feat-

ure, and with palms and ferns arranged

to give a garden effect, while to the right

are the ladies' and gentlemen's rest rooms.

The lobbies are lighted with lantern design

fixtures.

Upon entering the theatre the first im-

pression is one of great size and space.

The auditorium, which seats fourteen

hundred persons, is 80 feet by 120 feet,

and embodies in its construction the new-

est ideas in theatre building. The seating

arrangement is all on one floor, so de-

signed as to afford a clear view of the

silver sheet from every seat in the house.

The orchestra pit is three feet below the

level of the floor proper and has separate

exits leading to the alley in the rear.

The sense of space is enhanced by the

vaulted ceiling and the skilful choice of

color-tones in decoration. The same unity

and directness of purpose is evident all

through the theatre, lobbies and rest

rooms.

The keystone of the decoration of the

auditorium is the mural painting, " Day
Quitting Night," which occupies the space

above the proscenium arch. This is the

work of Mr. A. E. Soderberg, and in it he

has worked out a difficult matter of dimen-

sion and color tones, which brings together

and harmonizes the scheme of the whole
interior. Resisting the temptation to over-

elaboration and intricate symbolism, Mr.
Roderberg has kept the painting what it

should be, a suggestion and enrichment of

the decorative design.

The whole scheme of decoration in the

new Rivoli invokes the Greek inspiration

of the Adam period. In the silent tile-

paved lobbies, wainscoted to shoulder

height with Tennessee marble, the color

scheme is laid on in broad tones of ivory,

amber and sienna. In the auditorium the

color is a bit more elaborate. The ceiling

panels use an Adam motif, as does all of

the decoration, and the walls are stenciled

in damask effect. Throughout an effective

color combination of ivory, amber, old

gold and plum color is used.

Light for the auditorium is furnished by
two huge chandeliers of opalescent glass,

suspended from the ceiling by plum-col-
ored stems, and the five-color cove light-

ing system from which emanates the indi-

rect light used while the pictures are being
shown. Stained glass medallions of the

chandeliers and the wall fixtures repeat a

Front of new Capitol, Redondo, Cai, showing unusual panelled design
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turquoise blue note used in the medallions

of the wall panels. All of the lights in the

auditorium are controlled from the switch-

board in the picture booth, and by dim-

ming one or two of the colors in the coves

and intensifying" others, a veritable color

symphony is produced. An infinite vari-

ety of effects is possible, presenting the

interior beauties of the theatre in the key
of moonlight, of noon, of sunset, etc.

The stage itself has been a special study

of the decorator and focusses attention by
a heavier color note. The curtains are

heavy velour of a plum color with applique

of turquoise blue edged with gold. Drawn
back to disclose the picture screen the cur-

tains reveal a drapery of turquoise blue.

The whole is softly beautiful and orient-

ally magnificent under the varying colored

lights with which the stage and auditorium

are lighted.

The theatre is well ventilated, with a

complete change of air every five minutes
assured by the Typhoon system, by means
of which the air is washed before being
forced into the auditorium. In the sum-
mer the air will be cooled by passing it

through ice chambers, thereby reducing the

temperature to any desired degree. An
automatic control system insures uniform-
ity of temperature.

The pipe organ installed in the Rivoli is

an " extra-special " instrument, and is re-

garded as one of the most unique in the

country, as well as one of the largest. It

was installed by Wangerin & Weickhardt,

of Milwaukee, after three other companies

had refused to undertake it upon seeing

the requirements. The plans upon which
the organ was built were furnished by
Walter Goetzinger, famous blind musician

of this city. Outstanding features are the

drum and harp attachments. With these

and others of the thirty-seven stops the

organist can reproduce at will a full or-

chestra or almost any instrument individ-

ually. The organ has four keyboards. The
pipes are built into the walls to the right

and left of the proscenium opening, orna-

mental grilles permitting the passage of

the sound while cutting off the view of the

pipes themselves. Six months were re-

quired for the task of building and tuning

the organ, which represents an expendi-

ture of $20,000. Mr. Goetzinger will be
the musical director of the Rivoli and mas-
ter of the organ.

Electrically the theatre is one of the

best equipped to be found anywhere, and
it is possible to produce any shade of light

with a minimum of effort. The curtain

and the ventilating system are electrically

operated.

Present at the opening were film men
and booking agency representatives from
this section of the country, who were en-

tertained at a banquet at the Hotel Stod-

dard following the evening performance.
A feature of the opening was the pro-

fusion of floral decorations, consisting of

elaborate set pieces and baskets and vases

of flowers, the gifts of booking agents and

Arthur Abrams. President Synchronized Scenar

Music Co., of Chicago

other theatrical folk of the Northwest wl
have had business connections with
theatre company. Conspicuous in the di

play was a huge floral horseshoe, the gj

of La Crosse business men.

The Albany, N. Y., Strand recently opened continues the Strand policy of spacious roomy theatres
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DON'T EXPERIMENT, LIGHTYOUR STAGE RIGHT
With the right kind of stage lighting you can add 100% to the effective-

ness of your entertainment.

We are experts in building and installing stage lighting equipment. We
have equipped approximately 90% of Chicago's leading theatres with stage

lighting facilities. They are satisfied^ LET US BUILD YOURS. Our appa-

ratus is of the highest class; it will give long service under hard usage; it is

economical and will create most fascinating effects.

Our BABY PIN SPOT for footlights and borderlights, our WATT
NITROGEN SPOT LIGHTS and our NITROGEN OLIVETTE or open
FLOOD LIGHTS have new and valuable features and will stand any test.

They are worth investigating.

Inquire at your nearest accessory store or write

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820-22 S. Tripp Avenue CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

USE "BILT-RITE" DISPLAY FRAMES

AND WALL CASES

A rtistic

Serviceable

Popular

Priced

Do you just ask for a Lobby Frame or a " Bilt-Rite

"

Lobby Frame when you purchase equipment?

If you are seeking best quality; if you desire beautiful

merchandise; if you want to pay only a fair and square
price, then specify " Bilt-Rite " the next time you buy.

We specialize in Lobby Equipment. Our Designing De-
partment will work with you without any obligation, in con-
ceiving new and original Display Units. We have satisfied

thousands of Exhibitors with our " Bilt-Rite " line ; we can
satisfy you.

" Bilt-Rite " Display Frames and Wall Cases are sold by
reputable Dealers all over the Country. Ask your Dealer to

see the " Bilt-Rite " line or write us direct for illustrated

circular.

ASK FOR CIRCULAR B-8

CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT & FRAME CO.
1029-35 W. Adams St. CHICAGO, ILL.

BEAUTY^^EXCELLENCE
Both are Essential, in the Up-to-Date Theatre, and can
be Obtained by the Use of Our Plastic Relief Ornaments
and Ornamental Lighting Fixtures. Make Your Lobby
and Interior Beautiful at a Nominal Cost.

ORNAMENTAL
CATALOGUE

"A"

f FIXTURE
CATALOGUE

"B"

Write Today, Specifying Which Catalogue You Wish.

We Manufacture Special Ornaments and Fixtures from
Architectural Drawings. No Order Too Large or Too
Small for Prompt Execution.

QHj? Natumal Paattr Sfclttf flta

328 Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Directory of New Theatres
CALIFORNIA

Anaheim—Theodore Roberts is to

erect a two-story building with motion

picture theatre between the Pressel build-

ing and the Penny Company store. The
theatre will seat 1,200 people and will be

70x175 feet in size.

San Pedro—The plans for the motion

picture theatre at the corner of Eleventh

Street and Pacific Avenue have been

slightly changed. The theatre building in

its new form will seat 800 people and will

have a ceiling 25 feet in height. The Foss

Designing and Building Company of Pasa-

dena are in charge of construction. Mr.

E. Amar is the owner.

Reedley—Mr. J. A. Lawand of Reedley

and Samuel Masser of San Francisco have

purchased a building block on Main Street,

between G and nth Streets. The new
owners intend to erect a first class motion

picture theatre on the site.

DELAWARE
Wilmington—A new motion picture the-

atre will be started soon at Delaware

Avenue and Adams Street and will be

ready for occupancy about April 1st,

192 1. The syndicate which took over the

property is headed by Colonel Tydings of

Havre de Grace as President. The new
building will cost about $200,000, and the

plans are in charge of Zink and Sparklin

of Washington, D. C. It will seat 1,200

people.

ILLINOIS
Belleville—The People's Amusement

Co-operative Society has been organized at

New Athens to erect a theatre building at

a cost of $30,000. Mr. Edward Kaysing
is secretary of the Society.

Flora—An entirely new structure will

take the place of the present Opera House
in this town. Mr. Ralph D. Stogsdill of

the Cosmopolitan Advertising and Amuse-
ment Company of Indiana is behind the

project.

CONNECTICUT
;
Norwalk—Mr. Harry Goodwin, owner

of the Hotel Mahackemo in this city, has

announced the immediate erection of a

$90,000 theatre. Plans are being drawn
by Architect R. W. Foote of New Haven.

INDIANA
Bloomington—The United Exhibitors

Production Corporation plans to erect a

$150,000 theatre on East Kirkwood Ave-
nue. It has not been determined yet

whether the work will start this fall or

next spring. Mr. H. H. Woodsmall is

secretary of the company.

NEW JERSEY
Lyndhurst—A new motion picture the-

atre will occupy the site of the old Stuyve-

sant theatre. Mr. Collins, proprietor of

the Criterion theatre at Rutherford, N. J.,

has filed architect's plans that call for a
building to cost about $50,000, to seat

1,200.

MASSACHUSETTS
Leominster—Ground was broken re-

cently for the erection of a new $175,000
theatre to be built by Thomas A. McEvoy,
owner of the Gem Theatre. The new the-

atre will be located at the corner of Mer-
riam Avenue and Main Street.

Lynn—Messrs. Harry Goodman and
Joseph Gordon purchased the property

at Central Avenue and Andrew Street with

intention of erecting a new theatre there.

NEW YORK
Buffalo—The Olympic Amusement

Company has filed plans for the erection

of a steel, brick and stone theatre to be lo-

cated at the corner of Broadway and
Washington Street.

Buffalo—The property at the southeast

corner of East Avenue and Elm Street

has been purchased by Buffalo parties who
intend to erect a beautiful motion picture

theatre on the site. Mr. W.. N. Cross of

Buffalo is one of the parties interested.

Port Chester—The William L. Crowe
Construction Company of Pine Island,

Rye, has been awarded the contract for

the construction of Rye's new motion pic-

ture theatre. It will be located at the cor-

ner of Library Land and the Post Road.
The opening will be on New Year's Eve.

Rockville Centre—Architect C. B. Brun
of New York City has been retained to

draw up plans lor three theatres to be

erected by a corporation composed of

Freeport (L. I.) and Rockville Centre cit-

izens. Mr. J. W. Morisse of 73 Terrell

Avenue, Rockville Centre, is one of the

members of the executive committee in

charge of operations.

Brooklyn—Michael Bowman and John

J. Cunnion have filed plans for a one-story

motion picture theatre with a seating ca-

pacity of 600 to be located at Pioneer and
Richard Streets:

Dansville—Mr. P. E. Blum and A. J.

Werdein of Dansville will equip and open
a motion picture theatre in the Bunnell
block on Main Street.

Middletown—The firm of Kriger and
Aaron of this city have purchased the Du-
senberry property on which to erect a

quarter-million-dollar motion picture the-

atre.

KANSAS
Lyons—Mr. W. J. Ouinlan has pur-

chased a lot in this town for the erection

of a motion picture theatre. Work will

not be started until next spring.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—The Suburban Amuse-

ment Company is to erect a one-story mo-
tion picture theatre at Rising Sun Avenue
and Fanshawe Street.

Easton—Mr. E. O. Corell, contractor of

Easton, started work recently on a new
theatre at Seventeenth Street and Wash-
ington Boulevard.

WISCONSIN
Janesville—A $250,000 theatre will bflj

built here at the corner of Dodge anflj

High Streets. Owners unknown.
Milwaukee—Architects Martin Tulfl

gren & Sons are accepting bids on the coul
struction of a motion picture theatre at

Thirty-sixth Street and North AvenuJj
for the Saxe Amusement Enterprises.

WASHINGTON
Chehalis—A new theatre is to be buiH

opposite the St. Helens Hotel by J. Ell

Rice.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Vilas—Mr. J. F. Erfman intends til

build a new motion picture theatre in thai I

town within a short time.

MINNESOTA
St. Paul—The G. & G. Theatre Coi*

pany of St. Paul announce the construe-!

tion of a handsome motion picture theatnh
on 14th Avenue near East 45th Street

h

The cost will be $150,000 and it will hav«
If

a seating capacity of 1,000.

Keewatkin—Mr. Thomas Dandrea ill

planning to erect a modern theatre build

ing in the spring.

Ulen—Architect K. T. Snyder of Mm
neapolis has prepared plans for a motioi
picture house to be built for Mr. E. A
West of this town. It will cost $15,000.

NEBRASKA
Blair—Mr. Charles Robinson is plan

ning the erection of a one-story theatr
building in this town.

MONTANA
Missoula—Mr. Fred Lucas will ereel

a motion picture theatre here.

VIRGINIA
Xorfolk—The Twentieth Centurl

Amusement Company proposes to erect
motion picture theatre on the north sicj

of High Street, east of Cooke Street. Thjl
theatre will be for colored patrons only. I

WASHINGTON
Seattle —The theatre whose location wjJi

announced at Greenwood Avenue and 79I

Street, the plans for which were drawn t

Mr. E. W. Houghton, is owned by H. V
Bruen, 2416 First Avenue, N. -

Seattle—Work will commence short
on a new moving picture theatre on Thh
Avenue for the Progressive Compan
Contractor S. H. Coombs is in charge <

the work and Frank H. Fowler is tl

architect. The estimated cost of tl

building is $35,000.
Seattle—A motion picture theatre is

be erected for George Hemrick by tl

Hans Pederson Construction Company «

Fifth Avenue near Pike Street. Plans f

the theatre were prepared by H. Rya
architect. The theatre will have a seatfl

capacity of 1,400 persons.

South Bend—George Reizner will r

place his present Lyric theatre with a nf

brick structure. Mr. W. E. Houghton
the architect.
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REMARKABLE
SERVICE, INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION, AND GUARAN-
TEED SATISFACTION WITH EVERY BUSINESS
TRANSACTION IS RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR TRE-
MENDOUS SUCCESS. EXHIBITORS FULLY REALIZE
THE FACT THAT WE ARE AMPLY PREPARED TO
THOROUGHLY EQUIP THEATRES IN THEIR EN-
TIRETY. OUR MAMMOTH STOCK OF THEATRE
MERCHANDISE ASSURES THE CUSTOMER OF
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

OUR BIG ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE WILL INTEREST
YOU. A COPY FOR ALL THEATRE MANAGERS-

GET YOURS.

ATLANTA

LUCAS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
HARRY K. LUCAS, Gen. Mgr.

GEORGIA

THE REHBERGER LION
Is one of the best known advertising novelties and is to be found on hundreds
of thousands of desks.

Let the REIIBKRiiER ARTISTS model your Trade Mark, your Slogan,
your Screen Star or some other unique idea into an equally effective desk
weight, handsomely finished in art metal.

Our products make the best gifts for distribution at shows or conventions
or for individual distribution to the people you want to reach or want to hold.

REHBERGER MANUFACTURING CO.
Makers of Preferred Advertising Xovelties

2159 Lewis Street Chicago

No. 75767-10 Palm Plant, natural preparea.
everlasting.

Inches
High

767/4
767/5
767 /7
767/10

24
30
42
4S

Palm
Leaves

4
5
7
10

With
Pot

Without
Pot

$1.10
1.25
2.50
3.00

$.60
.75

2.00
2.50

No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
everlasting, 16 Inches diameter with red bow
each {1.50, per doz. $12.00.
If this Wreath lasts only twenty years,
cost will be S.05 per year and not SI.00 each
year for Inferior goods.

Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants.

Our illustrated catalogue in colors No. 75 will assist you in selecting, same Is free for
the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

' heating

i v/eNtil/\tins
i

Let the theatre

i ventilation

specialists

tell you how.—

Send today for

Booklet 7

1 APPLING Sy5TEM,irK. NEW yPRK
BRANCH -1323 VINE ST. PHILA- PA- 70W. A51B3T.

NEWMAN

METAL FRAMES
FOR THE PROPER DISPLAY OF PHOTOGRAPHS

Illustration shows our

No. 69 frame holding ten

small and two large

photos.

Also made in ten other

sizes and in special styles.

Our complete catalog de-

scribes these items, also

frames for posters in a

score of different styles.

Ask for your copy and

information about non-

polish finishes.

We Specialize in Fixtures for Lobbies and Interiors,

Including Ticket Choppers, Rooths and Railings, Rrass
Door Hardware and Easels.

(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
—38 Years Young

—

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Brai ch—68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

In Canada—Perkirs Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

FOCUS!
A good picture, shot first on one side of the

house and then on the other, wouldn't make any

great hit with your audience. You've got to focus

it in one spot, and keep it there.

Why doesn't the same rule apply to your buying?
Doesn't it stand to reason that you will get better action
if you focus on one spot?

Buying from the Exhibitors Supply Co. assures you
prompt, intelligent service, every time. And the oftener
you go to that one source to supply your needs, the better
will be your service, for in that way we get to know you,
your house, what you want, and why.

Our stock Is complete. We make it
a point to keep abreast of the times and
have every worth-while new thing that
comes out.

Manufacturers know us—know they
can promptly reach the whole Motion
Picture field through us. So they bring
us every new thing as soon as they
get it out.

The ESCO Catalog is a revelation of
what there is in the field, and what it
means to you to have such a supply
house to draw on, without having to
hunt for manufacturers, agents, or other
unknown sources.

So we say—FOCUS !

Exhibitors Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies

Produce Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis
845 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
157 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis.
133 Second St., Milwaukee.
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis.
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Shackelford and His
Akeley Make Good

{Continued from page 4144)

players were full size on the screen or " close-

up " in motion picture parlance, and the plays

were seen on the screen many times clearer

than if one had the choicest seat at the actual

game.
Next came other pictures of fast action, pleas-

ing to the eye but puzzling aS to how they were
made.
There was the opening game of the World

Series Baseball in Brooklyn—one writer stating

that they must have been made from an air-

plane hovering over the field, so closely were

the plays followed. And then came the Man
O' War-Sir Barton Race that was heralded on

the screen as a thriller of thrillers. Shackel-

ford made a view of the race better than was
possible to obtain by anyone at the track seeing

the actual race. He followed the horses com-
pletely around the track, keeping them both in

the picture and full size on the screen.

These pictures have been made possible by the

Akeley Camera, a new and advanced type in-

vented by Carl Akeley, a big game hunter and

explorer, who found the usual make of Motion

picture camera inadequate for his work. This

camera by a unique pan and tilt device permits

the operator to follow a moving object at will

regardless of speed. The pan has a range of

News Notes
The New Stanley Theatre, now in process

of erection at 19th and Market Streets, Phila-

delphia, will be equipped throughout with rail-

ings made by the Newman Manufacturing Co.,

of Cincinnati.

The contract is somewhat unusual in several

respects. All railings are two inches in diam-

eter, and the specifications call for a special

statuary bronze finish. The sum total is close

to $10,000, including erection.

The proscenium, loge and side boxes, and
the balcony front are to be equipped with rail-

ing. The orchestra will have railing with re-

movable posts or standards. All stairs and
vomitories will be fitted with hand rails.

Another contract placed with the Newman
folks covers ten especially cast display frames

to be finished in statuary bronze and erected on

the walls of the 19th Street entrance of the New
Stanley. These frames will cost nearly $250

apiece.

The Hoffman.Henon Co., architects and en-

gineers of Philadelphia, awarded these two
sub-contracts.

The Howard Theatre to be opened in Atlanta

360 degrees and the tilt 140 degrees and both

can be operated simultaneously by a single

lever; pointing the camera as easily as one
would a gun or pair of field glasses.

Mr. Shackelford has also produced several

new and startling results in the studio while

working on big productions with this camera.

At this writing he promises us a new thrill in

slow motion pictures in which he takes and fol-

lows the speeding object.

P. A. McGuire, advertising manager
of Nicholas Power Co., zvas present
at the laying of the Loew State

Theatre corner stone.

on or about December 1st—one of the fines;

houses in the South—will be equipped wit.i

Newman railings. The stairs to the mezzanin;

floor, the upper and lower vomitories, the loge

boxes, the balcony and the orchestra—all these

will be fitted with polished brass railings.

(Hentz, Reid & Adler, architects. R. M.
Walker & Co., general contractors.)

The Denver Theatre Supply Company has in-

stalled two Power's 6B, Type "E" Projectors

complete with Westinghouse Motor Generator

Set, Minusa Gold Fibre Screen, Brenkert Spot-

light and other accessories, in New Strand The-
atre, Rawlins, Wyoming. This theatre will be

opened about Christmas. This company has

also sold Power's 6B complete with Inductor

and other equipment to Percy R. Devereux,

Lacinema Theatre, Eads, Colorado.

Fulco Sales Company is the latest retailer of

theatre equipment, specialties and accessories to

enter the Chicago field, and will specialize on
de luxe equipment for high-grade moving pic-

ture houses.

For the present the sales rooms will be located

at 3200-08 Carroll Avenue, in the building occu-

pied by the E. E. Fulton Company.
Carl H. Fulton, known from coast to coast

as the live wire sales manager of the E E. Ful-

ton Company, is president of the new concern,

which starts in as distributors of a big line of

well known equipment and accessories, includ-

ing Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre Screens, Argus
G.E. Equipment and Argus Crystal Bead
Screens, and the entire line of specialties,

equipment and accessories manufactured by the

E. E. Fulton Company.

Kremintzer Given Gold
Watch

At a recent meeting of the Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Attendants' Union, Local

16,920 of New York, the executive board

Adolph Kremintzer

presented Adolph Kremintzer, its dele-

gate, with a diamond studded gold watch
in recognition of his untiring work for the

organization. Mr. Kremintzer has been
instrumental in organizing the 2,000 mem-
bers which the local boasts at the present

time. His latest additions have been
Messrs. Rothmiel and Lesselbaum, mana-
gers of the recently opened Stone and
Stadium theatres of Brooklyn.

Louis Simon, the secretary of the local

made the presentation speech, after which
he announced that a ball would be given by
the union in the near future.

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Highest Quality Lowest Price*

Sixth Floor, Telephone Bryant 1136-1137

INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO.

729 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK

WILLIAM F. L1BMAN
LOBBY DISPLAYS, FRAMES

AND DECORATIONS
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

f SKETCHES >

PLANS
AND

CONSULTATIONS

without
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Why Worry Over Details?

We Print High Grade

Lobby Photographs
We Attend to Shipping

Care for Financial Investment

Write today for prices, samples, and informa-

tion about our distribution service.

WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE COMPANY
1821-23 Berteau Ave. Chicago

EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE
We carry a complete line of accessories for the up-to-date

Moving Picture Theatre, and can fill all orders immediately.

Carbons
Condensors
Lugg

Tickets

Oil
Screens

Poster Frames
Reels

Perfume
Fire Extinguishers

Ventilating: Fans
Motors, Etc.

We can save you money

Give us a trial.

Write today for our latest circular.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade

220 So. State St., 2d Floor Consumers Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen

THE quickest and surest way
to satisfy your patrons, is to

give them good clear pictures.

Your pictures don't have to

be first run if you will install a

Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre

Screen—Because, The Gardi-

ner Screen makes an old print

look like a new print.

Thousands of exhibitors are

using Gardiner Screens

Send today for booklet.

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West Goodale Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens!
are used the maximum of recreativej

excellence is presented.

There's a distributor near you

Samples and Lileralurt upon request

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

S TO P
]

^AM_D LOS S E S
The >Automaticket System Stops
Box OmcE Leaks <& Losses

'Ask Us "About It

<AuToriATic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
IT02 BROADWAV HEW YORK

Fuel Oil vs. Coal
For Heating Theatres

Don't miss the next issue of the News

S
P

SPEER
E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

A L TE R N O
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.
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£jqi&ipme¥L't>
Opercttirt/ 4>' Projection^ Questions

Answered/

A New Type of Continuous Motion
Picture Projector

A Paper Delivered Before the Society of M. P. Engineers at Montreal
By C. FRANCIS JENKINS

AMERICA'S supremacy comes about by
reason of her social-economic engines.

She has given the world more mechan-
isms to do what had heretofore been done by
hand, than all other countries combined; and
because we are great folks to love our neigh-

bors, some of our most brilliant efforts have

been to facilitate intercourse, for intercourse

means friendliness. So we have given the

world instruments to promote sociability, the

telegraph, the telephone, the typewriter, the

talking machine, the typesetting machine, and
now we add the motion picture machine to

hasten our means of knowing each other.

The motion picture, as applied to the pic-

ture theatre, is already the fifth largest indus-

try. When to this is added the much wider

field outside the theatre, it is not beyond the

range of probability that motion pictures will

become the largest single industry in the world.

And this probability is strengthened by the

fact that the motion picture film is standard

the world over. Not only is it the only world

standard, but it is unique in other ways. For

example

—

It is a curious anomaly that in the motion

picture projectiing machine business, the usual

rule of supply and demand does not hold good.

One may buy anything else, a watch, an auto-

mobile, a house, paying as much or as little as

one chooses, getting increased value with in-

creased cost, but for a motion picture projec-

tor one pays about the same price for all

makes.

There is not today a picture equipment com-

parable with the magnificence of a great many
of the theatres already built and many more
projected. No matter how much the builder of

a fine theatre may desire it, he cannot get a

correspondingly fine picture equipment ; it

doesn't exist; the only machine available is the

same cheap-priced old style machine used in the

little five-cent movie house.

The theatre owner may pay as much or as

little as he likes for music, and other acces-

sories, but when it comes to the picture ma-
chine, that which produces the thing he sells to

the public, he is limited to a very small choice,

a choice in name mostly, for the three or four

machines available all sell for about the same
price.

The reason for this is that the old-style

longitudinal projector has inherent limitations,

and has been developed just about as far as it

is possible to go. For added cost one gets more
cast iron only, the quality of the picture on the

screen is not noticeably different.

This inherent limitation is the intermittently

moved film, for the same reason that recipro-

cation limits the use of the steam engine. One
does not think of fractional steam motors, for

example, though we all find daily use for small

continuous rotation electric motors.

Of course, such reasoning applied to motion
picture machines leads us directly to a study of

the continuous motion film projector, a subject

from which motion picture engineers shy, as

scientists used to shy at the subject of flying

machines. But that way is the road out of our

projection difficulties, and any investigation and
experimentation along that line is worth while

and this is my warrant for presenting the fol-

lowing description of a new contribution to the

subject.

Everyone readily admits the advantages to

be gained by the employment of continuous

instead of intermittently moved film. Striking

advantages are immediately suggested: (1)

Longer life for the film, consequently larger

revenue from each print; (2) 100 per cent in-

crease in lighting efficiency, i. e., the same
screen lighting with SO per cent of the present

light source intensity; (3) A noiseless and
much less complicated projecting machine;

and, (4) almost unlimited speed (not for the

projectionist, many of them need a speed lim-

iting brake), but continuous motion in a cam-
era permits such speeds as open up possibili-

ties for scientific research not available in any

other way. Sharp, clear, discreet pictures at a

rate of 50,000 per minute are possible with fast

lenses and super-sensitive film now available

if suitable film-handling mechanism could be

found. Such pictures subsequently projected

at normal speed, say 1,000 pictures per minute,

are destined to disclose many things impos-
sible of discovery without such apparatus.

Many attempts to attain this ideal machine
have appeared from time to time and hun-
dreds of patents have been granted thereon,

but most of them propose continuous motion
of the film while employing intermittent or

reciprocating mechanism. This is not, and
cannot be the solution of the problem, for the

parts moving intermittently are a greater han-
dicap than the film, because they are many
times heavier than that part of the film having
step by step motion, and we are no better off

than before, being still limited to the restricted

speeds inherent in intermittent mechanisms.
In my initial work of thirty years ago, I

employed both continuous and intermittent

motion mechanisms. The intermittent first got

general public acceptance because it was the

easiest and cheapest made, and this and all

subsequent mechanisms the world over are

basicly alike in principle and curiously alike

in construction, for example, all are built left-

handed.

Of machines having continuous motion of

both film and mechanism, the only example of

my own ever attaining any considerable degree

of speed and picture perfection employed con-

tinuously moving film and a plurality of lenses

following each other in sequence and single

line procession across a stationary shutter

opening, which, as you will observe, is exactly

Harry Glessner, Hozvells Cine Equipment Dealer of Jersey sells projectors in this manner
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THE ALLEN
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NEWEST THEATRE
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ALLEN CIRCUIT
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PROJECTORS.
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NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
INCORPORATEDEDWARD EARL., President

Ninety Gold St. New York, N.Y.
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the reverse of the intermittent mechanism in

which the shutter is in continuous rotation

while the lens and film are stationary at the

instant of exposure.

But the cost of this large number of lenses

and the difficulty of getting them matched
gave the intermitten projector the long start it

has mainained to this day, though an examin-
ation of the old apparatus in its various forms
on exhibit in the U. S. National Museum,
where it was put some twenty-six years ago, is

interesting from other than an historical point

of view. The number of different and un-

profitable ways a basketful of expensive lenses

can be put together again suggests the old

proverb that " a fool and his money are soon

parted."

Therefore, the contribution to the art which

I shall describe herein is the result of experi-

mentation with the object of producing a less

expensive machine, while keeping in mind all

the time, the absolute necessity of employing
— (1) standard film; (2) stock lenses and

light sources; and, (3) continuous motion of

every part of both film and mechanism. As
to the success attained, I shall leave you to

judge for yourself from your own observation

of machine and screen picture.

(To be concluded)

The mechanical feed arc as it appears on a
Powers

that is needed to attach it to any machine are
a screwdriver and a pair of pliers. Once at-

tached and adjusted the Tepeco will feed the
carbons continuously at a determined speed as
long as the motor of the projector is in oper-
ation. This speed is entirety independent of
the arc current or voltage.

One of the illustrations shows the simplicity

of the device in the few number of its parts.

The particular equipment shown was intended
for the Simplex machine. The equipment for

the Powers, however, is much the same.

J* _d
The Tepeco as it appears on a Simplex

Spahr and Louis Get
Together

O. F. Spahr, the popular general manager of

the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company,
has recently visited Sid Louis of the Rialto

Theatre Supply Company, Minneapolis distribu-

tors of the Motiograph in the northwest and
while there, the two Motiograph boosters en-

joyed a fishing trip.

Mr. Spahr returned to Chicago enthused over

the fish and the business Mr. Lewis is doing for

Motiograph in that territory. He also reports

the outlook for the winter business to be splen-

did.

Pathe Exchange Uses
Only Simplexes

A MOST interesting place is the home office

of the Pathe Exchange, Inc., located on
the 11th floor of the large building numbered
25 West 45th Street, New York City. It is

here that every Pathe release is screened before

being sent to the numerous branch exchanges

throughout the country. To the visitor who
looks in at this most bustling unit of the in-

dustry, comes the realization that here indeed

is a most necessary but still little known phase

of the film exchange routine that is intensely

interesting and educational.

In the Pathe office are located three distinct

reviewing rooms, each of them equipped with

comfortable chairs, screens, and other neces-

sary adjuncts for the proper reviewing of the

Pathe films. It is in these rooms that the film

editors, production managers, censors, art man-
agers and others view the many releases each

day from 9 to 5:30, averaging from 100 to 150

reels during such time. The various Pathe

Organization Committees who pass on the fin-

A New Mechanical
Arc-Feed

A MECHANICAL arc feed that can be in-

stantly attached to and used on any pro-

jector whether a. c. or d. c, has recently made
it appearance. It is known as the Tepeco and
is manufactured by the Projectograph Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio.

The Tepeco arc feed consists of a gear box
attached near the motor and a flexible shaft

extending from the gear box to a special rig-

ging on the hand controls. It is necessary with

this arc feed that the motor be one of constant

speed since otherwise the variation in motor
speed would affect the rate of travel of the

carbons.

There are no solenoids, separate motors or

other electrical devices in the Tepeco. It is

purely mechanical.

One advantage claimed for this feed is that

through a special ratchet device on the hand
controls the arc may be fed either by the me-
chanical feed or by hand without tightening or

loosening screws or bolts of any sort. All
Parts necessary for attaching to Simplex

projector

O. P. Spahr of the Motiograph Co., on the left, and Sid Louis forget projectors for a while

and enjoy an outdoor vacation
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EAGLE ROCK
FILM

"The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

Is Your Theatre

Coal Bin Low ?

Does it look as if you would have

trouble getting coal enough for

the winter?

Have you thought of using fuel

oil instead of coal as some

Theatres are doing?
t

Then—learn the true facts about

fuel oil in next week's issue.

The article is by a heating

expert.

RUDOLPH MIEHLING
Chief Projectionist

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK

" THE LARGEST THEATRE EST THE WORLD "

SAYS:—
" Electra Carbons are so eminently satis-

factory that we use no other brand in the

Capitol booth.

"We use a %"xl2" Electra as an upper
carbon, in combination with a 7/16"x6" cop-

per-coated Electranega, as a lower carbon.

"We pull 110 amperes, with a throw of

207 feet, and project a picture 21'6" wide by
15'9" high.

" Electra carbons give a steady, white light

of excellent quality. They are long burning
and have no ' hard spots ' or faulty cores.

" I strongly recommend them to all man-
agers and exhibitors who expect perfect re-

sults on the screen and are willing to provide
the operator with the best ' tools ' available."

PINK LABEL

• TRADE MARK-

HUGO REISINGER
SOLE IMPORTER SINCE 1890

11 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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Three views of the

ished reeds, the cutters who reduce the film

footage, and the title editors all gather here

during the various run-off periods.

In order to insure perfect projection re-

sults in even- instance, and also to facilitate

the work of uninterrupted production, a most
novel arrangement of projection room equip-

ment has been devised by Mr. Mario Frejmann,

who has charge of the well planned projection

room with its battery of four motor driven

regulation model Simplexes.

A spacious room is devoted to house these

Simplex Projectors and the first thing that

strikes the visitor upon entering, is the ship-

shape appearance of this important unit of the

Exchange. Upon a concrete floor are ranged

two pairs of Simplex machines, one set facing

outward toward the larger of the reviewing

rooms, while on the opposite side of the pro-

jection room, are located two similar machines,

one of them furnishing the projection means
for the second reviewing room, while the fourth

projector takes care of the projection in the

third or smaller of the reviewing rooms.

Through this arrangement of projectors, it is

possible to project in three separate reviewing

rooms by using but one booth for all of the

projectors. Two of the Simplex Machines arc

provided with a special reverse movement,,

which enables the projectionist to stop at any

desired point during the reviewing period, and

run the same backward while projecting upon
the screen, to any point where a second screen

inspection is desired. The heavy beamed ceil-

ing of this projection room is of a generous

height and the room itself is well protected

unusual projection room and reviewing rooms at the Pathe Exchange

with numerous automatic sprinkler heads. An
ideal ventilating system is also installed and the

specially constructed low amperage rheostats

are located high up on the walls of the room.

Mario Frejmann

Besides Mr. Frejmann, the projection crew
comprises the second projectionist, Mr. Joseph
Sanfillipo, who has been with the Pathe Organ-
ization in his present position for five years,

while the remainder of the crew comprises of

a reel boy who takes care of the films before
and after they are projected. Mr. Frejmann
can truly be called a practical projectionist, his

activities in the industry covering every photo-

graphic and electrical phase. Mr. Frejmann is

a graduate of a Continental Electrical Uni-
versity, where he obtained his degree of Engi-
neer and his linguistic abilities including the

knowledge of 7 different languages. He first

entered the industry 18 years ago taking charge
of the projection in a circuit of theatres in the

Balkan States, known as the Modern Theatre
Enterprises. Six years later he came to the

United States and worked at his calling in and
around Manhattan, Newark and Brooklyn, final-

ly engaging with the Pathe Organization at its

Jersey City Home Office Exchange, as chief

of projection electrician, at which duties he
has worked for the past 8 years.

When the Home Office moved to its present

quarters, Mr. Frejmann planned and construct-

ed the projection room, which contains many
little features that are from his own design,

chief among them being his system of light

projection which is rather novel. On the two
reversible Simplex Machines used for the pro-

jection in the large reviewing rooms, are two
specially designed rheostats built by the Sim-
plex Company, rated for 6-25 amperes while two
similar rheostats regulate the amperage for the

other two machines. In the larger reviewing

room is a 6 x 8 screen at a distance of 32 feet.

The carbon lamps in these machines pull 14

amperes each while in the two smaller rooms
are screens of a 6 x 4 dimension where but 8

amperes of current are used.

TRADE <f^Co> MaRK

ATTACHED TO POWERS

AN AUTOMATIC ARC-FEED
FOR EITHER DIRECT OR ALTERNATING CURRENT

SIMPLE—EFFICIENT—DURABLE
and low-priced

Carried in stock by all supply dealers

MADE BY

THE PROJECTOGRAPH CO.
2573 E. 55th St. Cleveland, Ohio

ATTACHED TO SIMPLEX
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How To Obtain Results With Studio
Lighting Equipment

A Technical Paper Prepared by Mr. Max Mayer of M.J. Wohl^ Co.

{Continued)

Either a mat white surface of slightly bluish

tint or a mat aluminum surface is found quite

satisfactory, particularly for the flame arcs, as

the white ash deposit from the carbons does not

materially alter the reflective value of the sur-

face; thereby keeping the light source practically

as constant as the lamp itself. With mirror-

surfaced reflectors, this ash deposit would grad-

ually decrease the light strength, and cleaning

would suddenly restore it to full brilliancy. It

is plain that this would be a disturbing factor

to the camera man.
The value of reflecting panels has long been

recognized by portrait photographers. Cine-

matographers also use them when working with

sunlight : but they have been slow to adopt them
in conjunction with artificial light. These auxil-

iary reflectors arc, however, none the less val-

uable for this purpose. Mat white or aluminum
painted surfaces have been the customary prac-

tice, but a much more effective reflecting surface

may be made by stretching white oil cloth on a

frame, treating the smooth surface with sizing

and coating it with leaf aluminum, in a manner
similar to that employed in show-window letter-

ing. Such reflectors will do wonders in bringing

out detail in shadows and in toning down hard
contrasts, and will actually reduce the number
of lamps required.

DIFFUSING SCREENS
Much experimenting has been done with dif-

ferent materials for diffusing the light and
unfortunately the ones which absorb the least

light are also least capable of resisting the hard
usage in the studio. Very thin glass roughed,
finely ribbed, or of otherwise irregular surface,

while highly efficient, is out of the question
owing to its fragility. Draughtsman's tracing
linen is a good and fairly efficient diffuscr, but
must be kept at a considerable distance from the

heat of the arcs to prevent burning or scorching.

As this increase in distance from the light source
increases the degree of diffusion and necessi-

tates a larger diffusing area, this material is only
practicable where extreme diffusion is desired,

and therefore, for contrasting effects it is better

to use a smaller surface closer to the light

source. Strips of glass, about one-eighth inch in

thickness, roughed, ribbed orprismatic, give fair

results, and one form of diffuser made of woven
spun glass mounted in frames does quite as well
and overcomes the mechanical weakness of the
fragile glass strips.

2. Arrangement of Light Sources
Almost everyone directly connected with the

art and technique of motion picture production

has some pet ideas of his own on lighting and
many who exploit their ideas in their daily work
are getting commendable and pleasing effects

;

some as the result of forethought in arranging

the light, and others by mere accident.

However, the arrangement of the lights and
reflectors is as much a matter of art as of

science, and it is futile to attempt to make fixed

rules along these lines. In fact, such a step

would meet with just resentment; for many of

the beautiful light effects we see on the screen

are the result of unique and original ideas of

artistic minds.

In photographing the modern film play, no

fixed set of light arrangement is practical, as the

lights must be placed for each scene to suit

the effect desired.

For the general illumination of a scene, the

aim should be to attain inconspicuous soft light-

ing, showing the entire scene and figures therein

well modelled and in good detail. In this case,

well difljsed light and plenty of it is necessary,

for if the lamps be placed close to the camera
line, the difference in intensity from the light

to the opposite side of the set would be ex-

treme, while if the lamps are placed at consid-

able distance from the line this difference in

intensity between opposite sides of the set would
be greatly diminished, but the amount of light

required would be proportionately greater. With
sunlight this disturbing condition does not enter,

for with the light source ninety-odd millions of

miles away, the difference in distance from the

sun between opposite sides of the set would
make a ridiculously trifling computation. But in

the above condition, the intensity diminishing by-

inverse squares of the distance must be con-

sidered, and practice shows that the lamps
should be kept away from the camera line by at

least one-quarter the distance across the set at

that point. However, this is seldom carried out

and the camera man is generally blamed for

unsatisfactory results, while the real fault lies

in the fact that sets are usually so crowded to-

gether in the studios that there is no room left

for lamps except close to the camera line. To
offset this condition, an excessive amount of top

light is then crowded over to the dark side of

the set, and while this may help in a way, the

effect obtained is unnatural and seldom pleasing.

On the whole it is best to confine general

lighting to small sets or to avoid it altogether on
interiors. If we study the sunlight illumination

of the average room, we find that we must re-

sort to effects in order to simulate the natural

conditions and shadows.

Back lighting is a splendid way of obtaining

pleasing and natural results. This is effected
by placing the lights well back and directing
them toward but not at the camera, masking
the direct rays at the lamps and preferably using
a shielding tube with perfectly dull black inte-

rior, over the lens barrel, to prevent halation.

Thus the figures and objects in the set will

be silhouetted and by the proper front arrange-
ment of reflecting surfaces and well diffused
lights at a fair distance, the features and details

may be perfectly modelled in shadow, with pleas-

ing highlight relief effected by the rear lights.

Of course, good judgment and practice are es-

sential to carry this out effectively.

This arrangement adapts itself better for an
added light effect from a window, lamp, fire-

place, or the like, than a general illumination,
as the figures being detailed in shadow will light

up readily by contrast when they enter within
the range of the added light ; while in a set fully

lighted, such an added effect requires an ex-
tremely powerful light source to further illum-
inate the already well-lighted features, and the
effect is usually spoiled by the bleaching but of
detail.

Back light may be effected either by top lamps
or floor stands or by both. When top light is

used, the lamps are best fitted with diagonal
reflectors and hung near the back of the set.

Care must be used to hide the shadow line cast
by the rear of reflector. The lamps should be
so hung that this shadow line comes just at

junction of floor and rear wall. In small sets

an aluminum reflecting panel suspended in front
of camera just clear of the lens angle and an-
other on the floor in front of the camera, both
carefully set at proper angles, will supply suffi-

cient front light to outline features and other
details in shadow, and a diffused floor light on
one side, some distance back of camera, will
mould these details most pleasingly.

Such an arrangement, used effectively in one
of the studios, consisted of six double arc top
lights, one eight-tube mercury vapor bank, a six-

by eight-foot hanging reflector, and a four- by
eight-foot floor reflector.

This outfit with no other light was used re-

peatedly in sets of twenty to twenty-five foot
depth with splendid results.

This is just one illustration to show how a

pleasing effect may be obtained with a small
number of lights.

An almost endless variety of light arrange-
ment could be described here; but that would
stretch this already lengthy paper into a prob-
ably wearisome volume.

(To be concluded)

*Trans. S.M.P.E.
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The Man Who Shot the
"Race of the Age"

Probably no film of actual events have been

so enthusiastically received as those sensational

scenes reproduced the race between Man O'
War and Sir Barton. The remarkable " follow

shots" in this film feature recall to mind other

unusual pictures and the man who made them.

J. B. Shackelford was the first to introduce

these mystifying effects in motion pictures and
since his wonderful pictures of the Auto Races
at Sheepshead track last fall, he has put on the

screen many thrilling pictures heretofore im-

possible to obtain.

Shackelford on the Akeley

Many explanations were given by the thous-

ands that saw for the first time, powerful rac-

ing cars thundering around the track at 120 miles

an hour, showing full size on, the screen at all

times. The pilot could plainly be seen making
signs to his mechanician who in turn would
work frantically at the gas pump, and all the

action was as clear as if the cars had been

standing still. _ . 4
-

Next came the football games. He photo-

graphed all the big games and again the people

wondered how these marvelous pictures were
made. He followed the ball in every play; in

one instance, showing a touchdown after a 75

yard run, the player taking the ball on a for-

ward pass and going through six tackles. The
(Continued to page 4136)

> No. 2 Bench Rewind

Just the Rewind for Road
Shows and Portable Equipment

Complete, $6.00

is the Brand. Sold the world
over. Insist on them. It is

your guarantee of the BEST. If your
dealer does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO.

3204 Carroll Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories

Note—Send for our new 16 page folder, Il-

lustrating and describing our complete line

Mr. H. J. Klutho discussing plans for the extension of his Jacksonville studio with the

superintendent

Klutho Studio Com-
pletely Equipped

While so much publicity is being circulated

on the possibility of making Jacksonville the
" third motion picture center of the country

"

ransverte

those interested seem to forget that there are

already several fine sudios in that city, the

largest being the Klutho studio illustrated on
this page. This studio is fully equipped with

stage material and all the necessary lighting

devices.

It has 18 dressing rooms, a laboratory, sep-

arate offices for visiting companies and large

quantities of material for carpentry. It is

large enough for three companies to use at

one time.

PerfeA Light Control

At the DilioftheOperator

' I 'HE amperage can readily be
A regulated to light or dark

pictures as easily as turning gas

up or down.
(

At the tune time, the voltage

lowers and raises automatically in

proportion to the changing length

of the arc

The Transverter Insures a perfect

arc, a steady, bright, white light and
more artistic projection of pictures

without waste of current.

You can make 4 Pff'G
folve with two-arc Transverter

The HertnerEleArk & Mfg. Co.
IWO V.C. U+thS4., Cleveland, O.

Bass
Guaranteed
Cameras

SAVE 390 COLD DOLLARS
on a 400 foot Liberty War Model, brand new
UNIVERSAL, fitted with 50 M.M. Tessar F:
3.5 I ns. 6 magazines, shipping trunk, case lor

camera, case lor magazines, repair kit, extra
parts. List SS40.00 BASS Special. .{450.00

AND $113.00 REAL CASH
on a brand new 1920 Model, direct from fac-
tory. 200 foot capacity UNIVERSAL—the
20th Century standard of quality.

Incorporates all of the standard exclusive

UNIVERSAL features such as: Regular and
trick crank, forward and reverse take up.
direct focusing, footage indicator, F:3.5 Tessar
leDs. etc.

BASS Buying Power again asserts itself in

offering you this outfit listing at $440.00
Special J327.00
Never before In the history of our business
career have we been able to offer brand new
cameras of this quality at such a miraculous
saving. Wire your order at once.

TR1PCDS
Universal Panand Tilt Top Ust S120.00 Net.S108.00
Bell & Howell, Pan and Tilt Top. Best and lightest

Worth S200.0"'. Net, S13S.00.
ACT AT ONCE

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
I09M,DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AKELEY
A CAMERA OF SUPERIOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Again the

AKELEY TRIUMPHS
IN A WHIRLWIND

SUCCESS

See the

MAN O' WAR-
SIR BARTON

RACE
Taken with

AKELEY CAMERAS
Released by

Educational Film Corp.

Under the title

44 THE RACE OF
THE AGE"

"One of the most remark-
able portions of the picture
is a panoramic shot of the
entire race from start to
finish that many expert
cameramen have hailed as
the most remarkable piece
of photography that the
screen has seen."

" Better view of the race
itself than any person act-
ually on the track could
have gained."—EXUIBITOBS Trade Kk-

vikw, Nov. 6, 1920.

AKELEY CAMERA, INC.
250 W. 49th Street New York City

WE ARE NOW LOCATED
AT OUR NEW PREMISES

118 WEST 44th STREET
HALF A BLOCK FROM BROADWAY

IN MUCH MORE CONVENIENT AND COMMODIOUS QUARTERS

(THIS NEW ESTABLISHMENT IS DEDICATED TO SERVE YOU FAITHFULLY AND WELL)

THE MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

Phone Bryant 6808

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
220 West 42nd Street New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and

Laboratories

STANDARD

FILM SPLICING
MACHINE

An Epochal Advance in

CINE-EQUIPMENT

I nterchangeable

FOR NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE JOINING

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD C1NEMACH1NERY

new york BELL & HOWELL C0. LOSANGELES

1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO
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Music For
Your Theatre

(Continued from page 4086)

A synchronizing of effort must be
arranged between producers, musi-
cians, musical distributing agencies

and the theatres to coincide with re-

lease dates.

Where are the specialized conduc-
tors and musical showmen who can
jump in and handle the whole situa-

tion?

When is it right to use classical

music, when is it right to stick to jazz,

and which is the best business ? Why
is it that the motion picture theatre

finds its best channel in emulating the
concert and opera house and not the
vaudeville house? Not to compete
with but to draw from the musical
houses is the desire ot the picture
man.
The motion picture theatre can di-

rect to it the better and ever better

members of the community and can
attain a prestige and glamour which
delight the heart of every serious
showman.
Together the two industries joined

in an organization can do much more
than ever will be accomplished by the
individual sputtering around and
fussing about of a few in scattered
territories.

These ideas and viewpoints are in the
minds of the men and women who are
being drawn to the conference. " Birds
of a Feather," etc.—and as remarked, it

will be particularly true of the great meet-
ings of January 24-5-6 in New York City.

There will be no loss of time. Be as-
sured of that. There will be none of the
meaningless discussion of the machinery
of organization—no frittering of time on
matters of politics. The conference will

get down to serious business from the first

moment of the meetings. All this is be-
ing worked out now

—

in advance. The
program of activities will be definitely

unified, constructive and continuous in its

progress of intent.

At the beginning the proposal of the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Music will be
presented and voted upon ; the selection of
a board of governors selected from the
various industries. To this Board of Gov-
ernors all matters pertaining to music in

theatres will be submitted during the year,
and the Board will pass its judgment,
thereby stamping the viewpoint of the
allied industries.

One of the first matters to be submitted be-
fore the newly organized body, in entirety, will

be the matter of the Music Tax; and it is pur-
posed to offer a pact to be signed by the

Composers' organization which levies the tax
and the Picture Industry, whereby that problem
will be settled definitely and finally.

Brief, plainly spoken and picture-worded ad-
dresses will bring the latest word to the in-

dustry from the best-equipped men in these

fields; the producer, the composer, the manager-
showman, the little theatre owner, the publisher,

the conductor, the orchestra man, the dancer,

the singer, the club women, the concert manag-
ers, the new artist distributing organizations,

the vaudeville representative, the newspaper-
man, the cue-maker, the instrument manufac-
turer, the organ maker, the music publisher,

the organist, etc.

The subjects will be all those which are in

the minds of the " birds of a feather."

Among the prominent speakers will be Samuel
Rothapfel, Hugo Riesenfeld, Edward Hyman,
Joseph Briel, Edward Voigt, Nat Finston, Erno
Rapee, John C. Freund, C. M. Tremaine, and a

list of others to be announced in detail.

There will be special trips and definitely ex-

plained versions of shows to the Rialto theatre,

with Hugo Riesenfeld going into careful ex-

planations ; to the Brooklyn Strand with Ed-
ward Hyman ; to the Capitol with Samuel
Rothapfel in charge, etc.

There will be close-up versions of some of

the latest musical ideas offered to the industry.

The full program is not made up yet. But in

the six weeks between the day that this is writ-

ten and the time that the conference gets to-

gether, the last detail of the arrangements will

have been completed.

THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR REGIS-
TRATION TO THE CONFERENCE IS
NOW—IF YOU WISH ANY FURTHER IN-
FORMATION WRITE AT ONCE TO
CHARLES D. ISAACSON AT THE MO-
TION PICTURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New
York.

I
TheNew Music Forum

|

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity
gets together on music.)

Editor Music Department

:

" I am sure you will be interested to know
that we had an innovation idea in our theatre.

We gave out cards with the title, ' What's your
favorite melody?' On the back were, 'Please

play (name of selection). Requested by
(name of patron),' also address and

telephone. Then by mail we inform our patrons

when their music is being played at our theatre.

It is working like a charm. Kindly let us know
what other managers and musical directors

think of this idea."

—

R. E. Moulton, Musical Di-

rector, American Theatre, Butte, Montana.

Music Editor:
" Will you please send me a list of the music

publishers whose music cannot be played in

theatres without tax."

—

Bowen & Charles

Theatre Circuit, Tenino, Wash.

Music Editor:
" I am most heartily in sympathy with your

campaign looking toward the improvement of

music in the motion picture theatres, and par-

ticularly with the more logical synchronization

of music with pictures.
" It seems to me that every producer of big

pictures should furnish orchestra leaders with

such a schedule as you have arranged and
printed in your columns for some prominent

pictures. With the cooperation then of such a

bureau as you propose there would be no further

excuse for hit-and-miss music in the picture

houses.
" You will doubtless be interested to know that

the American Indian Film Company is now
making a one-reel feature picture entitled, ' The
Land of the Sky-Blue Water,' from the legend

which inspired Charles Wakefield Cadman to

write his famous song of that name. For this

little picture Mr. Cadman is writing a complete
musical score to synchronize throughout the pic-

ture. This little picture is the first product of

our company and is put out really as a sample
of the type of product that may be expected
from us. Incidentally it introduces Tsianina,

the famous Indian singer, to the film, to the

film public. Mr. Cadman is also under contract

with us to write the most complete musical

score yet attempted in the picture world for a
super-production Indian film that we have in

preparation. Mr. Cadman will compose an over-

ture and an orchestral intermezzo in addition

to the synchronizing music and will also pro-

vide one or two impressive choral numbers for

the larger theatres where bodies of singers are

available. This score will be issued with orches-

tral parts for full orchestra, a condensed form
for smaller orchestras and also a score for piano

or organ. It will also be cut for the mechanical

organ roll. You can see that we regard music

as of great importance from the fact that we
are making such elaborate arrangements for the

use of Mr. Cadman's music with this picture.
" Wishing you all success in your campaign for

better theatre music and assuring you of my de-

sire to be of any assistance possible."—/. C. Wil-

cox, Manager, The American-Indian Film Co.,

Denver, Colo.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:

Too often theatre managers have let them-

selves become swayed into the belief that their

audiences would be so deeply absorbed in the

pictures that they would not pay much attention

to the musical scores or how nearly or not they

came to being in the right strain.

That condition, it is pleasing to note, hai

changed a great deal within the last two years

but still despite the efforts of motion- picture

producers to introduce the musical cue sheets,

many theatre managers have continued to ignore

the real bona fide value of good music to the

successful screening of pictures.

" Slipshod methods have been pursued and

have not gained anything for the theatre. If

more attention is paid to music it will enhance

the possibilities of the theatres. It makes no

dfference if the theatre has a piano, an organ

or an orchestra, proper music is essential.

Furthermore, proper music is not only essential

but it is also essential that the person or persons

playing be qualified to understand the merits of

music in conjunction with pictures. And the

demerits, I might add.

" The formation of an organization to be known

as the Association of Music and Motion Picture

Men which will meet in New York next Janu-

ary, I believe to be a very excellent idea.

Through the means afforded by cuch an asso-

ciation, I feel that much of beneficial nature to

the theatre is to be gained. It will be possible

to thoroughly discuss the questions involved

and to bring a broader and more general under-

standing of the subject. I note that one of the

questions to be discussed is the question of

G. Schirmer's

GALAXY and MISCELLANY
The Two Famous Series

For Orchestra

Found on Every Cue Sheet

aStt special price offers

G. SCHIRMER
3 E. 43rd St. New York
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whether popular or classical music should be

used. That is a subject debatable but there is

the answer that the picture should be made the

basis of the music.

But in connection with classical music, one
point must be borne in mind and that is what
might be termed the "dry" classical music must
not be used. It must be sprightly and never

dull. Of course if the picture is one which
tends to touch the heartstrings such as " Hu-
moresque," rag time should not be played, but

neither should the unresponsive music be offered

motion picture audiences, as the majority of

audiences are not inclined to enjoy any music

except that which sets them to humming, unless

as I said before, the picture has an element of,

to use the newspaper term, sob stuff.

But still, there is no necessity for offering

some of the ragged dragging music that we have
been forced to sit through in some theatres.

Classic stuff, yes, but classic with a little zest.

—

F. E. Kenny.

Music Editor:

I will be at liberty on and after November 1

and am desirous of obtaining a position as mus-
ical director. I play piano and organ and also

direct orchestra, all of which I am doing at my
present position ; am experienced in cueing and
conducting for motion pictures, this being my
present employment.

Have had over twenty years' experience as

leader of orchestra for vaudeville. Up to a

short time ago have had charge of the orchestra

at the Orpheum theatre, this city, where I have

been employed for the past eleven years in the

capacity of musical director.

I have a large library of orchestra music of

nearly two thousand copies. I would like a po-
sition where vaudeville and pictures both are
given, but will consider this or either separate.

—Wm, B. Millette, 104 North Third Street,

Allentown, Pa.

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

I am deeply interested in your work and I

shall certainly be at the conference. I have
prepared many players for " movies " and I al-

ways insist on sterling workmanship and a high
standard of interpretation. It is the future
world for organists and I shall do all I can to

further the musical end of the "movie" world.
If there is anything I can do please let me

know. You have a big task before you, but you
can count on every worthy musician to help you.
Will you let me know price of subscription to

Motion Picture News, I zvant it surely.

—

Wal-
ter Heaton, Reading, Pa.

Music Editor:

I will name a few of the artists available for
long tours in picture theatres

:

Marget Wylie, coloratura; Elizabeth Stack-
owitz, lyric; Jean King, lyric; Lurena Smith,
mezzo; Alice Booth, mezzo; Ruth Simmons-
Worthington, contralto ; Wm. Tell Mitchell,

tenor; Gaetano Viviani, baritone; Hazel Gilso,

violinist ; the Folklore quartette and the Cole-
man Trio, also the American Syncopated Or-
chestra and Singers, Inc.

The quartette and trio are colored, the folk-

lores are acclaimed by the critics as one of the

few old time negro organizations left.

Viviani an Italian baritone, Mr. Campanini
had promised him a place with him this year,

not a try-out, but a role.

Looking forward to meeting you at the con-

ference in January, and thanking you for your
kind expression, I am, James R. Saville, Ameri-
can Syncopated Orchestra, Chicago, 111.

(Letter from H. Eugene Hall.)

My Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

* It seems to me that the proposed conference
should offer the adherents of the films and par-
ticularly those who have much invested in them,
the very finest opportunity possible to present
proof to those who are not in the heckling class

of an intent to put the business on a plane com-
mensurate with that enjoyed by good music
everywhere as an attraction in itself.

There is no doubt of the superior part music
plays in the most successful of the big theatres

devoted to the pictures. I am heartily in accord
with our editor and president on this subject.

Music Editor:

I have noticed with growing interest the ad-
vance made- in the music of motion picture

houses, the laudable endeavor to fit the music
to the picture as perfectly as possible, and the

serious attitude of the directors of the orches-

tras and organists in these theatres.

The motion picture houses are sure to be
among our most powerful influences in pop-
ularizing good music, for not only do musi-
cians attend these attractions, and applaud the

every day increasingly better music, but, those

who have not been accustomed to the better

and best music, are growing more and more
discriminating in their appreciation of it.

Trusting that your movement will be highly

successful in the building of the music in every
motion picture theatre, I am

—

Ella May Smith—
President, The National Federation of Musi-
cal Clubs.

" WEST IS WEST "

(Universal)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "A Musical Thought" (Dramatic Andante), Titlebaum

1—Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2—Continue to action (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until—T: "Some

distance away."
3—" Conspirators " (sinister misterioso), by Santos (2 minutes and 35

seconds), until—T: "That evening."
4—"On Hilo Bay" (Hawaiian guitar waltz), by Levy (1 minute and

25 seconds), until—T: "At the big house."
6—"Heavy Misterioso" (for general use), by Levy (1 minute and 40

seconds), until—T: "Everything is set."
6—"Dramatic Conflict," by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—S:

Scene of Explosion.
7—"Bleeding Hearts" (a floral poem), by Levy (2 minutes), until—T:

" My Daddy."
g—Theme (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: "The following after-

noon."
9—"Devotion" (light moderato), by Deppen (2 minutes and 50 seconds),

until—T: "There's nothing here for a."
10—" Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (1 minute and 40 seconds), until

—

T : " Gimme that letter."
11—"May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (3 minutes), until—T:

" And so it happened."
12—Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: " Ready to make good."
13—"Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and

10 seconds), until—T: "Old J. C. takes command."
14—"Flirty Flirts" (Mel. rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 40 seconds),

until—T: " It sure felt good."
15—" Reve D'Amour " (Romance), by Zamecnik (1 minute and 25 sec-

onds), until—T: "Dinner hour in San Clemente."
16—" Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by Leith (1 minute and 25 sec-

onds), until—T: "The reception saloon."
17—"Men of Harlech" (Welsh song) (1 minute), until—T: "Now for

a song."
18—" L'Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger (5 minutes and 15 seconds),

until—T : " I am no gun man."
19—" Slimy Viper," by Borch (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T:

" Pretty sure of me."
20—" Pizzicato Misterioso," by Borch (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: "Daylight and dynamite."
21—" Furioso " (depicting conflict and riot), by Shepherd (2 minutes and

10 seconds), until—S: Close up of burning fuse.

NOTE: Begin pp then to action. Watch explosion.

22—" Perpetual Motion," by Borch (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T: " Sure I did it."
23—"Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (2 minutes), until—T: "It's

too late to start."
24—"Gavotte & Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (2 minutes and 10 sec-

onds), until—T: "Mr. Armstrong understands."
25—Theme ff (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: " His mind filled."

THE END

" OH LADY, LADY "

(Realart)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Flirty Flirts" (Melodious Rubato), Varley

1—" Capricietta " (Light Moderato), by Varley (2 minutes and 40 sec-
onds), until—S: At Screening.

2—" Frivolette " (Entr'Acte), by Baron (4 minutes and 20 seconds),
until—T: "So poor Will pined for four."

3—Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: 'No man can be
trusted."

4—" Canterbury Bells " (From Boutonniere Suite), by Tonning (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until—T: "Also at the inn is Jack."

5—Continue to action (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: "Then
just as Will is in."

6—"Sinister Theme" (For scenes of impending danger), by Vely (25
seconds), until—T: " May Barber."

7—Theme (4 minutes and 40 seconds), until— S: Scene fades back to
Bebe Daniels.

8—Continue pp (30 seconds), until—T: "Fine. I'll shoot into the."
9—"Kiss a Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (2 minutes and 15 seconds),

until—T: "During the next two hours."
10—"Lohengrin Wedding March" (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T:

" We will now rehearse."

NOTE: To be produced as organ solo pp or ff.

11—"The Vampire," by Vely (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T:
" She's marrying him. Stop."

12—Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: " Keep it up, Will."
13—"Twilight Reverie" (Andante Dramatic), by Berge (2 minutes and

10 seconds), until—T: "How Will and Hale occupy."
14—Theme (1 minute), until—T: "And when Molly gets Will's."
15—" Hindoo Hop " (an oddity fox trot), by Levy (1 minute and 5

seconds), until—T: "At the studio party."
16—"On Hilo Bay" (Hawaiian Guitar Waltz), by Levy (1 minute and

30 seconds), until—T: "In the midst of the gaiety."
17—" Naughty Hawaii," by Sanders & Carlo (1 minute and 20 seconds),

until—T: "Come, let's give her a."
18—Continue to action (2 minntes and 40 seconds), until—T: " Meanwhile

Mrs. Farringdon."
19—Prelude from "Carmen," by Bizet (2 minutes and 20 seconds),

until—T: "Perhaps this is a chance."
20—" Japoloma " (Sparish Dance), by Sanders & Carlo (1 minute and

10 seconds), until—T: " Ri la begins the dance."
21—"Comedy Allegro," by Berg (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T:

" Woman, away with you."
22—"Moorish Rose" (Fox Trot), by Baron (1 minute and 5 seconds),

until—T: "Will Finch, I don't want you.''
23—Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: "Come, my d-ughter,

we will."

UNTIL THE END
" ALE TAX FREE MVSIC IN REALART CUES"
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BARGAIN—Martin Rotary Converter, (Used) 60
Cycle—3 phase—7.5 K.W. complete, with panel
switchboard. Excellent condition. Costs new $865.00.
Quick sale, $425.00. Full details on request. Monarch
Theatre Supply Company, 228 Union Avenue,
Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED—PIANISTS AND OKG4NISTS, with pic-
ture experience; good salarv steady pos'tlons.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. 1x4
Malljrs Building, Chicago.

WANTED TO BUT—225 second hand Upholstered
Opera Chairs. H. E. Swan, Kearney. Neb.

WANTED TO BUY—Motion Picture Theatre; pre-
fer one with stage equipped for vaudevlllo '.n live
town of not less than five thousand, population in
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida.
State best cash price and list of equipment and i'ul!

particulars In first letter. Wm. H. Mo}"'.;, 24i So.
Holyoke Ave., Wichita, Kansas.

Wanted—Two prints of the " Whip." Must be in
good condition. Address, F. B. Auer, 220 Fourth
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

New and Old

Films

CLEANED
and

CONSERVED
A. TEITEL

112 North La Salle Street t, Chicago, UEnoia

"THE BIOSCOPE"
The representative weekly Journal of the

British Film Industry.
Of special interest to all who buy or sell

Films.
Offices: 85 Shaftesbury Ave., London, W. 1

Specimen copy free on request.
Foreign Subscriptions: One pound ten shill-

ings (Gold)

Abram's Makes Synchro-
nized Music Possible

The Synchronized Scenario Music Company
of Chicago, the organization of which recently

was announced in Motion Picture News, makes
is possible for every theatre to have the proper

musical accompaniment to all features, accord-

ing to Arthur J. Abrams, vice-president of the

S. S. M. Company.

Mr. Abrams, who invented the method of

synchronizing music to pictures, so that any
musician may play in perfect time with the pic-

ture, has provided also, in case the film is cut

and is shorter than the original length, that the

music can be utilized in just the same way as

if the picture was full length.

Mr. Abrams, it will be remembered, is the man
who successfully synchronized phonograph rec-

ords to pictures in the past and has had a

varied experience in both pictures and music.

The service offered by the new company is the

result of Mr. Abram's personal investigation of

the music situation in theatres throughout the

country, during which he found that in the

majority of cases, the musician does not know
what music he is going to play for the feature

as he cannot see it before the show starts and

has to do the best he can while the picture is

being run, being forced to rely entirely upon

the repertoire which he has in his head, result-

ing often either in inappropriate music being

played, which spoils the picture entirely, or in'

the same music being used over and over again,

so that patrons become tired of the repetition.

To avoid this Mr. Abrams planned the

Synchronized Scenario Music Company scores,

whereby it is not necessary to see the picture

before showing and the musician does not have

to rely upon memory or have to be an experi-

enced picture player, as the score is perfectly

timed to every speed of projection and cued to

every scene in complete book form.

Radio W Slide

-to keep
their interest

—RADIOS
typed daily

50 - RADIOS - 82.

For Sale by all Leading Dealers

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street

New Orleans, La. Atlanta, Ga.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

OPTICAL PRINTING
Dupe Negatives

PriDts and dupe negatives with Mny location let

frame line, enlarged or reduced Image. Our dupes
look iike original negatives. The price will suit
you.

C. W. BRILHART
10 Cornell Ave., Yonkers, N. T

Pathescope prints from Standard negatives
iViC per foot of Std.

FOR SALE
1 fJillon camera with Badgley dissolving shutter
and Veeder counter.

1-2 in. Carl Zeiss lens F 3.5. 1-3 in. Carl Zeiss
lens F 3.5.

1-10 in. F 6.8 lens mounted with focusing tube
and attachment 6 magazines. 1 Goerz trans-
parent vignetting device.

1 steel vignetting device. 1 extension tube.
1 sliding base. 1 mask box attachment. 1 Los
Angeles tripod.

HOWARD M. STUART,
1665 Nelson Ave., Bronx, New York City.

LISTEN!—Many of the improvements that mark modern film DEVEL-
OPMENT and PRINTING result from constant experiment within the

EVANS plant.
Let us serve you with this progressive service that distinguishes the big films from the mediocre.

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City Telephone^Wadsworth 3443-44

For 5-10 W.and
25-40 W. Lamps

USE COLOR HOODS
Instead of Dipped Lamps

Infinitely Better, More Lasting and Cheaper in the Long" Run

Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
DO NOT FADE OR WEAR OUT

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Hoods slip over

the bulb

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lsts of or address contemplated or exist-

ing theatres, exchanges, atate rights owners, pub-
licity mediuma and producers, aelected as to terri-

tory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recarded In our list last year. Its use means a
BTlng of from 20 to 60% In postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Brynt S13S New York
Addressing MultigrapMng
Typewriting Printing

FOR BETTER MUSIC

THE FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 BROADWAY 64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD 109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUENEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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formed the background for the third

song, " So Long Mary."

The Hippodrome recently completed
its bookings for November. They in-

clude some of the biggest stars and best

heralded productions of the year. Among
the coming Hippodrome feature^ will be

Ruth Stonehouse and Eugene Pallette in

" 1'. trior. Bedroom and Bath," November
7; "Best of Luck," November 14; Viola
Dana in " Blackmail," November 21

;

Alice Lake in " Body and Soul," No-
vember 28 ; Dolores Casselin in " Tar-
nished Reputations," November 25 ; J.

W. Kerrigan in Green Flame," and
Nell Shipman in " Something New." In
addition the serial, "Ruth of the Rockies"
featuring Ruth Roland, will be run Mon-
day, Tuesday and Wednesday.

C. S. Jensen went to Seattle last Tues-
day night to confer with his partner, J.

G. Van Herberg, who is leaving for New
York shortly in connection with his

duties as director for Associated First

National Pictures. Accompanying Mr.
Von Herberg east will be George Beban,
the First National character actor.

Walter Lindlar. assistant exploitation

manager at the Home Office of the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation.

(Continued from page 4128)

Feibcr and Shea's Opera House the week
of November 14, this being the first re-

lease of the picture in the state. Will
D. Harris of the Grand theatre, Colum-
bus, has also put his John Hancock to

a contract for an early showing of " Kis-

met."

Dave Warner of the Warner Film At-
tractions, has added a new serial to his

list of releases. It's " Maciste," the
strong man hero of " Cabiria." The se-

rial is called " The Liberator " and is

done in twelve episodes.
" Doc " Horator, who owns the Pan-

theon and the Alhambra theatres up in

Toledo, was featured in a headline news-
paper story last week, but it was not an
exploitation story. Somebody must have
seen the quarters roll into the cash box
of the Pantheon one night so fast to

create a desire to annex them. There
was approximately $4,000 worth of quar-

ters and dimes and nickles in the strong
box of the safe when Horator locked up
for the night. In the morning there was
nothing left but an empty safe. It is

said the money was insured.

PORTLAND,
ORE.

C. E. Griffiths, district auditor for the
Universal Film company, arrived in

Portland the first week of November.
He will remain here until the latter part
of the month. Edward Armstrong, dis-

trict Universal manager, is still here but
expects to leave for the Seattle exchange
toward the end of this week. C. W.
Koerher, former local Universal manager,
left Portland Friday evening accompanied
by his wife, for Butte, Mont., where he
will enter the Pathe office. Reorganiza-
tion activities continued all last week at
the Portland Universal office, Mr. Arm-
strong sending out a personal letter to
each Oregon exhibitor. He is stressing
activities on Dorothy Phillips' " Once to
Every Woman " and Priscilla Dean's
" Outside the Law," two of the biggest
Universal features to be released this
autumn.

^
Special pains were taken by Paul E.

Noble, manager of the Liberty theatre,
for his usual weekly program during the
showing at his house of Charles Ray's
" Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway."
Noble had original stage sets made to
represent a depot scene. The curtain
opened on this scene with the three
traveling salesmen, impersonated by the
Liberty's famous " Thousand Pounds of
Harmony " male trio, sinking " Forty-
Five Minutes from Broadway." Miss
Idah Lidyard, prominent Portland soloist
who has often sung in Liberty prologues,
appeared on the stage at the end of the
first song and commenced with the trio
" Mary is a Grand Old Name." At the
conclusion of the melody she stepped
back stage and the three men to the
front. When the curtain lifted it showed
Miss Lidyard standing on the back of a
Pullman which had every appearance of
making at least 90 miles an hour. This

SOUTH
CAROLINA

Announcement has been made that the
Bijou theatre at Spartanburg, S. C, is

to be remodeled throughout and en-
larged so as to possess a largely in-

creased seating capacity. The building,
which is the property of J. R. Snoddy,
is two stories in height and is of brick.

The structure will be lengthened thirty

feet, the stage will be moved further
back, and many new seats will be in-

stalled. An entire new heating system
will also be installed in the building.
The contract has already been awarded
for these improvements and work will

start at once. More than $10,000 will

be expended, and it is understood that
the Southern Enterprises, Inc., will op-
erate an up-to-date motion picture thea-
tre in the building. This corporation
leased the building last year, but the
lease expired last September and the
theatre has been closed since that time.

Roy Boling, formerly with the Ashe-
ville Power and Light Company, at

Asheville, N. C, has become connected
with the Southern Enterprises, Inc., at
Greenville, S. C. He will assist in the
supervision of the corporation's theatres
in the latter city.

Fire broke out in the operating room
of the Princess theatre, Wilson, N. C,
on November 8th, and a projecting ma-
chine was 'put out of commission, while
two films went up in smoke. T^he op-
erator cautioned the audience not to
become excited and all escaped without
injury.

Search is being continued for the two
unknown negroes who shot and killed
John Ford, manager of the Lincolnton,
N. C, motion picture theatre, and prob-
ably fatally wounded a young woman
companion of Ford. With another
young man and two young women, Ford
was riding along a public highway near
Gastonia, N. C, on the night of No-
vember 7th, when two negroes held up
the party. Ford was instantly killed by
a shot from the negroes and a young
woman was probably mortally wounded
by a second shot. The other man in
the party was forced to remain helpless
while the two negroes assaulted the two
young women. The party returned to
Gastonia and gave the alarm, but the
guilty parties have never been captured.

The movies operated by the State De-
partment of Public Instruction in North
Carolina are now in operation in nine-
teen counties of the Tar Heel State.
Twenty other counties have filed appli-
cation for the service, and the legisla-
ture will be asked to make further ap-
propriations that will permit of the ex-
tension of this branch of instruction.

J. T. .Hannon, of Spartanburg, has
assumed charge of the Greenwood mo-
tion pictur'e theatres, branches of the
S. A. Lynch system, succeeding W. A.
Byers, who has gone to Sumter, S. C.
to take charge of a theatre there. Mr.
Hannon was in charge of the Strand
theatre in Spartanburg.

E. S. Hiller, manager for the Pathe
News for North and South Carolina, has
been cooperating with Manager L. T.
Lester, of the Rivoli theatre of Colum-
bia, S. C in filming the city of Colum-
bia. Columbia's fire department was
filmed while making a rush call and in-
teresting views of various scenes were
taken. These pictures are to be shown
by Pathe all over the country.

SPOKANE
Fred La Fond, Spokane musician, will

go to Seattle to conduct a big orchestra
in the Metropolitan Opera House, where
the films production " Evangeline " is

to be offered there in the near future.

The success of Mr. La Fond's musical
elaboration of the picture at the Audi-
torium theatre in Spokane recently was
reported so enthusiastically on the coast

that George Hood, manager of the Met-
ropolitan, wired Manager York of the
Auditorium to arrange for the Spokane
musician to officiate in the orchestra pit

at the big Seattle playhouse. Mr. La
Fond arranged a complete special score
for the picture. Various Seattle people
who saw the picture here commented
enthusiastically on the music to Mr.
Hood.

Spokane activities and scenes are to

be filmed and thrown upon the screen
in motion picture houses throughout the
country. The Alexander Film Compan>
has been named Inland Empire photog-
rapher for the Pathe News Service, ac-
cording to J. Don Alexander, president
of the Alexander Film Company. The
original negatives will be sent to the
New York house of the Pathe company,
where they will be edited and national
attraction pictures incorporated in the
weekly national releases. The films

shown in the Inland Empire theatres
will he completely edited here, includ-
ing the writing of all sub-heads. Fif-

teen are employed by the Alexander
Film Company here.

" Earthbound," the spiritualist pic-
ture, is to be run over a ten-day period
at the Liberty theatre here, starting No-
vember 2-7. Manager Ray Grombacher
expects to put on an extensive advertis-
ing campaign for the picture and ex-
pects to use novel features in exploit-
ing the picture while it is being shown.
He will have an augmented orchestra
for the picture and there will be special
stage decorations.

The Auditorium theatre had the film
production of " The Stealers," built on
a strong religious theme, for a week's
run recently and did exceptionally good
business with it. Spokane always turns
out for a healing picture.

OKLAHOMA
CITY

It has developed in Oklahoma City
that labor is opposed to the closing of
moving picture theatres on Sunday. A
resolution was adopted by the Central
Trades and Labor Council opposing the
action of the Ministerial Alliance in the
matter.

The Story theatre at Sayre, Okla.,
opened on Sunday recently, but there
was so much opposition manifested by
the church people that the theatre man-
agement decided that no more Sunday
shows would be given.

L. W. Brophy has sold his new Yale
theatre at Vinita, Okja., to the Para-
mount Picture Corporation.

J. M. Armstrong has completed ar-
rangements for the opening of a mov-
ing picture theatre at Stuart, Okla., in
the near future.

The Met theatre opened its new play-
house at Wynnewood, Okla., to the
public recently. The house will show
both pictures and road shows.

A new theatre is being constructed at

EI Reno, Okla., by Mr. and Mrs. Alder-
berry.

The Pastime theatre at Duncan, Okla.,
has been completed and stands well in

the first line of modern houses in this
section. Both vaudeville and pictures
will be shown.

Ha' C. Norfleet, manager of the Hip-
nodromp at Dal'as. Texas, has resigned.
*o go into business for himself. Ray
Whitfield will succeed Norfleet as man-
ager of the Hippodrome.

At a mpfting of the Dallas Texas
^i'm Men Thursday it was decreed that
the usual practice of booking pictures
and supnlving film necessities on Sun-
dav would be abandoned. This does not
affect the usual Sunday shipments and
it does not mean that any distress or
emergencies will not be promptly han-

Betty Reiss, who has been engaged for

Prizma production.

died. It does mean, however, that the
exhibitors who have been in the habit of
looking after their film needs on Sun-
day will have to put it off until Monday
or some other day in the week. Exhibi-
tors are asked to cooperate in the move
and are expected to do so. According
to the exchange managers, the purpose
of the new ruling carries with it no
spite or maliciousness, but it is designed
to correct an unnecessary practice and
to give the booker, bookkeepers and
other office help a little recreation and
rest.

The Robb and Rowley Syndicate of
Dallas, Texas, has purchased the Lib-
erty and Bungalow theatres at Durant,
Okla. J. H. Rowley will manage both
theatres.

E. H. Rowley of Dallas, Texas, will
soon start construction work on a new
theatre at Bonham, Texas, and will
spend about $50,000 on the enterprise.

Construction on the new Petit theatre
at Hominey, Okla., was started last

week. It is to be strictly modern and
ready for business by the first of the
vear.

Petty Brothers have opened a new
picture house at Oakwood, Texas.

A modern theatre is being constructed
at Cameron, Texas. L. C. Boyd will
be the local manager.

The Jackson theatre at Heber Springs,
Ark., has been sold to Victor Beale of
Judsonia and will be remodeled at an
early date.

L. Jaconson has started the construc-
tion of a new theatre at Amarillo, Texas,
and will spend $25,000 on the project.
Sam Zukay of California will be the
manager. The theatre will be named
the Liberty.

The Jewel theatre at Rusk, Texas, has
changed hands. E. G. Weldon is the
new owner and manager.

L. E. Johnson of Walnut Ridge, Ark.,
has purchased the Princess theatre at
Des Arc, Ark., from McKinistry & Al-
len. Consideration $2500.

A Genuine
d. Special

'In the
Ihadow
of the
Dom^

A David G. Fischer Production
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One-Reeler to Aid Red
Cross in Big Drive

Red Cross officials are counting

largely on motion-picture theatres

to help make a success of the annual

Roll Call, November 11 to 25. A
one-reel picture, " The Spirit of

Progress," will play an important

part in the campaign for funds with

which to continue the Red Cross

work. This film emphasizes that

Red Cross work by no means ceases

when peace is signed.

The film is allegorical in nature.

Exhibitor visitors at the Rothacker

laboratories who viewed the picture

declared its production was far bet-

ter than the average campaign film

and that it was deserving of ex-

hibition in the highest class houses.

The picture will be distributed free

from the Red Cross divisional head-

quarters.

W. E. Waddell, director of Red

Cross motion picture activities, liked

the Rothacker printing on this pic-

ture so well that the following re-

sulted :

"We desire to express our ap-

preciation of the efficient manner in

which you have handled the print-

ing of our Roll Call picture, ' The

Spirit of Service.' We realized

that only an organization such as

yours could produce so large a

number of prints with any assur-

ance of uniform and prompt de-

livery. Please accept our thanks

for the service rendered."

Watterson R. Rothacker replied:

"
I am delighted to know that you

are so well pleased with our work.

I am quite sure that you will be

equally well pleased with the work

we do in the future, and I want

you to know that we thoroughy ap-

preciate the privilege of serving

you."

Vignola on His Fourth

for Cosmopolitan

Robert G. Vignola has begun the

production of his fourth special

" made for Cosmopolitan-released

by Paramount." The story is " Re-

demption Cove" (working title),

written by Donn Byrne, famous

magazine writer, and put into scen-

ario form by C. Doty Hobart.

The principal roles will be played

by E. K. Lincoln and Seena Owen,

and a choice cast of well-known

screen players has been picked by

Director Vignola to play the sup-

porting parts, it is stated.

" Redemption Cove," said to be

one of the best stories ever written

by Donn Byrne, is described to be

a " crook " story told from a differ-

ent angle. Comedy and satire com-
bined in subtle proportions with the

intense dramatic high lights are de-

clared to make " Redemption Cove "

a particularly desirable story for

the screen.

Poli Circuit Engages

"Down Home"
R. Miller of Poli's Theatrical

Enterprises, has been among the

first to book " Down Home," the

Irvin V. Willat rural drama, re-

leased by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. "Down Home" will

play for four days at Poli's Water-
bury theatre, three days in Bridge-

port, three days in New Haven and
three days in Hartford.

Otis Skinner in " Kismet," the Robert-

son-Cole super-special

Early Bookings Sought
on Goldwyn Release

The pre-release showing of the

first of the Kendall-Chambers
pictures, " The Song of the Soul,"
starring Vivian Martin, at the Capi-
tol theatre, has been followed by
hundreds of letters from exhibitors

in all parts of the country request-

ing early bookings. The popularity
of this young star, according to a
number of exhibitors who are in a

position to know the preferences
of their clientele, makes her one of

the strongest drawing cards obtain-

able, declares Goldwyn. Her brief

absence from the screen has been
the cause of many inquiries from
patrons, it is stated.

Western Dramas "Have
Come Back"

Although a few years ago the
" Western drama " was virtually

dead, investigation proves that the

pictures of the plains are now in

strong demand, declares Pathe.
During the past year Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., has been feeling out
exhibitors on Western pictures.

Pictures like " Rio Grande," " A
Broadway Cowboy," " Lahoma

"

and others dealing with the country
beyond the Mississippi, have been
found to be overwhelming suc-

cesses, says Pathe.

In signing Tom Santschi for a
series of fifteen two-reel Westerns,
to be produced for Pathe by Cyrus

J. Williams, through arrangements
with Arthur S. Kane, Pathe sought
to fill this demand. The announce-
ment of the first Santschi release

will be forthcoming shortly, it is

expected.

London After Gordons
Robert Gordon and his wife,

Alma Francis, have received an of-

fer from an English picture firm
with studios located in London.
Negotiations are about to be closed
whereby the Gordons will sail for
England some time in April to make
three pictures abroad. The company
has purchased two original stories

from Mrs. Gordon, who now is do-
ing a scenario for a special produc-
tion to be released through First

National. Mr. Gordon's latest pic-

ture, " Three Women Loved Him."
is being edited this week and will

be ready for showing December 1.

It is probable that Gordon will ap-
pear in another production for

Cayuga Pictures, Inc., which is

sponsored by Robert Tremain.

Fox's "Special Election

Extra" Shot to Screen
Fox News gave the result of the

Presidential election and the full

picture-story of the victory of
Harding and Coolidge a full hour
before the result was generally
known, declares Fox Film Corpora-
tion in a statement just issued.
As soon as it was apparent that

Harding and Coolidge had been
elected, the whole staff of Fox
News was set to work to produce
a "Special Election Extra," with
the result that it reached the
screens at the psychological mo-
ment.
The picture opened with the title :

" Warren G Harding is elected
President and Calvin Coolidge vice-
president in great Republican vic-
tory that sweeps the country."
Then -followed a flash of Will

Hays, chairman of the National
Republican Committee, bowing his

acknowledgements. After that
came, in a series of human-interest
pictures, the story of the lives of
the two victorious candidates, clos-

ing with close-ups of Harding and
Coolidge.

Book Tie-Up Planned
on "The Virgin of

Paris "

" Sophy ", Anthony Hope's book
from which " The Virgin of Paris

"

was adapted for motion pictures by
Harfy R. Raver, will in all proba-
bility be republished in a popular
priced edition with illustrations

from the picture itself.

Negotiations are now under way
with publishers to put out a large
edition of this novel with the idea
of a co-operative advertising and
selling campaign in conjunction
with the motion picture throughout
the country. Requests will be made
on booksellers to lend the widest
kind of co-operation to the exhibi-
tor in the way of window-displays
and joint advertising. It is the plan
to use much of the advertising got-
ten out on the picture in exploit-
ing the book which in itself will tie

both together more definitely.

Dorothy Leeds Opposite
Hines in Torchy Role
Dorothy Leeds, who has leaped

into prominence because of her
work in " Hitchy Koo " right on the
heels of her appearance in the Zieg-
feld Follies and who is said to be
the highest salaried show girl on
the stage, has been engaged to play
opposite Johnny Hines in the eighth
series of two-reel comedies made
from the stories by Sewell Ford
and released through Educational
Exchanges.
This will be Miss Leeds' first ap-

pearance in pictures.

Vitagraph Company at
Sea Making*' Pictures
Great difficulty was experienced

announces Vitagraph, in securing a

vessel for a week's cruise in which
to make the shipboard scenes for
Earle Williams' next picture, " Dia-
monds Adrift." The star and his

company are now in the Pacific.

Because of the scarcity of coast-

wise shipping, Vitagraoh was forced
to pay $1,500 a day for the use of
the vessel, it is stated.

Massive Villa Set in

Stroheim Special

Reports continue to come from
Universal City of new and elab-
orate sets for " Foolish Wives ",

the big Monte Carlo picture being
filmed by Erich Von Stroheim.
The latest is a French villa.

Universal City has a beautifully
terraced slope upon which the villa

was built. To assure realism the
Moorish type edifice was built of
a glistening white stone. Its ap-
proach is a broad carriage-way,
flanked with marble steps. Before
the house has been constructed a
spacious fountain surmounted by
a life-sized statue in the nude and
throwing a plume of water high in

the air. H. W. Day designed the

structure.

"Trumpet Island"
Liked Says Vitagraph
The success predicted for

" Trumpet Island," presented by
Vitagraph as a Tom Terriss Special
production, has been more than
realized, announces that company.
Reports are reaching Vitagraph's
general offices at 469 Fifth avenue,

New York, from exhibitors ex-
pressing their approval of the pic-

ture, based on the original story by
Gouverneur Morris. The managers
of the various Vitagraph exchanges,
both in the United States and Can-
ada, are reporting that the demand
for " Trumpet Island " has been
heavy. Not one exhibitor, they re-

port, has sent in an adverse criti-

cism of the production.

Educational Comedies
Booked in Toto

Frank L. Newman, a prominent
exhibitor, has just contracted for

the entire comedy product of Edu-
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., ac-

cording to an announcement just

made by the home office. These in-

clude the Christie Comedies every

two weeks and monthly releases of

the Torchy, Mermaid and Chester
brands. They will all be shown at

either the new Newman theatre or

the New Royal.

Last week saw the presentation of
" A Fresh Start," the first of the

Mermaids, at the Newman and
Torchy Comes Through " at the

New Royal.

Constance BinneyTakes
Final Scenes

Constance Binney's latest Realart
production, " Something Different,"

which was slightly delayed because
of the illness of Ward Crane, her
leading man, has been completed.
The company, directed by R. Wil-
liam Xeill. worked all day Sun-
day to finish the final scenes.

The story, an adaptation of
" Calderon's Prisoner," relates the
adventures of an American girl in

a turbulent South American repub-
lic and is replete with romantic pos-
sibilities which were made the most
of by Director R. William Xeill.

The company spent several weeks
in and near Havana. Cuba, this

summer, obtaining a splendid Latin-
American atmosphere for the

picture.
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" Skyfire
(Featuring A~eal Hart—Independent Film

Association—Chicago

)

THE small exhibitor whose patrons are com-
posed of the working classes, especially

those who do manual labor and whose minds

are not developed along educational lines, can

book this feature with safety for it will give

his audiences the entertainment they desire.

Although its story is illogical, its continuity

rather jumbled and the acting of the " ten-

twenty-thirty " variety, it has strong dramatic

moments, a few thrills and love interest.

The locale is laid in the Northwest and

brings the French settlers and the mounted
police again into action.

Neal Hart, the star, who also acted as di-

rector gives himself plenty to do as a member
of the "mountys," getting his man or men
every time he wants to. And he doesn't have

to shoot them either. When the time comes
he " battles " his man or men, throws them to

the ground, disarms them and " puts on " the

handcuffs.

Then again when hotly pursued by the vil-

lains, he does not hesitate to jump from the

top of a mountain as high as the Himalayas,

breaking his fall by landing on a tree which
bends and places him safely on mother earth.

The villains attempt to follow and by means
of a rope attached to the saddle of one of

their horses, let themselves down over the

mountainside. The rope breaks and the " bad
men" after their aerial flight land on the

ground. They are not badly hurt, however,
for they put up a good battle before succumb-
ing to the " irons."

That is just what they like in many of the

smaller houses where story, continuity and sub-

titles take second place to dramatic action and
thrills.

A good cast for this type of picture supports

Hart, among whom are Lew Bates, Hugh Sax-
on, Artie Artigo, William Quinn and Rita Pick-

ering.—FRANK LEONARD.

44
Pretty Lady "

(Sunshine Comedy—Fox—Two Reels)

u pRETTY LADY " has plenty of bathing
A girls, and more of a story than usual.

It is fairly quick moving, and uses a detective

with varied disguises, many swinging doors,

and the customary chase to get the laughs.

One gag stands out especially. A Ford is be-

ing driven down the street. It hits the corner

of a building, divides, and keeps running along

in two sections. Probably two camouflaged

motorcycles are used to get the effect.

The story deals with a couple who fail to pay
their rent and their beach bungalow is leased

to another. It is a case of two couples living

in the same house, each believing they are the

sole occupants. Complications ensue in an al-

most unending succession. Bobby Dunn plays

the detective, who is engaged to keep an eye

on the wife to obtain testimony for a divorce.

Of course, he watches the wrong wife.

The high spot in the comedy is the end of

the chase. When the four characters climb up
the side of a high city building, dash along

the edge of the roof, and swing across a ten-

story chasm by means of a thin rope. It has

all been done before, but it is as thrilling as

any audience will want.

In the cast are Slim Sommerville, Ethel Teare,

Marion Aye and Bobby Dunn. J. G. Blystone

directed.—MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

44 The Sin That Was His "

(Selznick—Six Reels)
(J'TpHE Sin That Was His," starring William

A Faversham, proves a good picture can be

made without a love theme. This offering should

be remembered because it breaks away from

accepted screen tradition—and exploits one of

the biggest things in life—religion.

Every emotion—except love—is depicted from
the opening when the star, as a notorious gam-
bler of the Canadian woods, turns atheist, fol-

lowing the first good deed he has done in twenty

years, through a period when he masquerades

as a priest in a small town in Quebec to escape

a murder charge, until the end when he finds

his spiritual self. The picture is superbly acted

by Mr. Faversham and his competent assistants.

The element of doubt and the tense sequences

spell a strong flavor of suspense. The setting

is simple, thus preserving the atmosphere of the

story. The theme is quite gripping and should

have a universal appeal. The author and star

deserve commendation—the one for providing

a story which is unusual, the other for giving

it a perfect interpretation.

—

ELSIE LOEB,
Cleveland, Ohio.

44 Neighbors "

( Buster Keaton Comedy—Metro—Two
Reels)

FEWER comedies of recent date are full of

such a number of good gags. The laughter

may at times descend to a ripple or few chuckles,

but it never entirely ceases, for " Neighbors

"

slows up for never a minute.

Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline have kept up

the pace they set by " One Week." Keaton

continues his serious-faced humor and adds a

few acrobatic stunts. The action is laid in

the tenement district of a large city. Buster

is in love with the girl next door, but their

respective parents are always at swords' points.

After a riot of fun there is a "roughneck"
marriage scene. The bride is given away by

her 200-pound father, who smokes a cigar and

wears his small derby a la the Prince of Wales
during the ceremony. " Giving her away

"

means sending her forward with a vigorous

push into the arms of the bridegroom. The
guests all carry bricks and clubs behind their

back. The groom has a great deal of trouble

when his belt breaks. He steals the minister's

belt, which causes more embarrassment. Fin-

ally the ceremony is continued with all con-

cerned seated on the floor.

You can't help pleasing your patrons with
" Neighbors." Its tempo breaks all the speed

laws and the whole thing is irresistible. It is

another case of a comedy worthy to be fea-

tured with the average five-reel picture.

—

MAT-
THEW A. TAYLOR.

44 Youth's Desire
"

(Forward Film Distributors, Inc.—State

Rights)

HERE is a picture, while not a world-

beater, which should entertain, because

of its clean, clear-cut comedy, its "old

home " atmosphere, its pleasing cast, and lack

of outstanding flaws in production, and its

human and straightforward sub-titles.

It has no drama at all, being laid in a small

town where the hero, a simple country lad, who
has as his rival the debonair young salesman in

the local haberdashery. It is this youth's de-

sire to fly. Although scoffed at and ridiculed,

he builds a " monoplane " in his father's barn.

The whole town turns out on the stubble field,

now a " flying field," to watch the first flight.

The mayor makes an address, and is induced to

be the first passenger. But the " monoplane

"

turns out to be nothing more than a motor-

cycle, with crudely made wings extending far

on either side. Instead of rising gracefully in

the air, as the young inventor expects, it bounces

along the stubble field to the great delight of

all except the pilot and the first passenger.

But the coming ace is not discouraged. He
goes to the city, and works as a mechanic in

an aviation plant. The girl believes he is an

aviator and comes to see him. In order to

keep her devotion, he plans a fake start which

develops into anything but a fake, and the huge

plane rises in the air. In his ignorance he

goes through the stunts of an experienced ace,

and when he makes a safe landing, the girl's

father relents. Of course, this last episode is

tiighly improbable. The idea of a novice hand-

ling a machine like a veteran went very well

in a musical comedy such as " Going Up,"

ind it passes here, for the reason that " Youth's

Desire " is more farce comedy than comedy
drama. For instance, no audience could take

seriously the hick constable, who is a burlesque

type pure and simple.

Joseph Bennett is entirely satisfactory as the

young aviator, and the long shots of his flying

are thrilling. Edith Kent is attractive as the

girl. The story is from the pen of Philip

White. Length 5 reels.

MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete list ){ all feature pictures for the last eighteen weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and

designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompased in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors

who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. Andwe also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all

opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-

age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report*

from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.

All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed 'also. At the conclusion of

this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to July 31, 1920.

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOO*

ADORABLE SAVAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS AUG. 14 CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, THE (METRO-SPECIAL) VIOLA
" Colorful picture on a time-worn formula."—if. P. News. J>

ANA .... ... . AUG. 28

Exhibitor Comment—" Several parts of this picture are unusual but the " r«« "0 J
comedy of the year"—M. P. New*.

public does not seem to get enthusiastic about the local color and scenery Exhibitor Comment— Drew well all week. Excellent picture Viola Dana
nt this fpat-iiro Fair rerplnts " 18 an especial favorite." "Fair picture. Drew average audience." "Fairoi mis leaiure. leLeiyia.

picture to average business." " Picture fair ; business no better." "Good
ALWAYS AUDACIOUS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE picrore. Lots of interesting situations well done by star and capable

REID NOV. 20 company. Opened to nice business and held public interest all week."
" Clever twists make interestiny crook story."—U. P. News. " Big box-office attraction, a good title, pleasing picture and a well liked
Exhibitor Comment-—" This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences star who does a good ' shimmy '." " Two days to big and average busi-

seemed well pleased." ness." " Everyone voted this the best Dana picture they had ever seen."

ARABIAN KNIGHT. AN (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SES- . mJtwees'

.

Certa,n,y W6Dt °VCr blg
'

A pleaSiDg 8t0ry
'
WeU Uked by

SUE HAYAKAWA. . . . . . AUG. 28 Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."
"Japanese star versatile in good production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture interested them and it did big business CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. IS

for three days." " Entertaining picture with Meiyhan as a star."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Has met with much favor. Good money maker."

ARE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON NOV. 6 "Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining

•'Rather inconsequental for feature length."—M. P. News. qualities. Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box
office returns were very good. " A bully fine picture, with popular plot.

BEGGAR IN PURPLE, A (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL Going like wild fire here and Rotting the best press notices." " Seven
CAST NOV. 13 days to capacity. Picture well liked but tbose who saw the stage play

" Good pr'oducUo'n given average story."—M. P. News'.
'

' not satisfied." " This is a good production as far as entertainment goes
but it brought only average business." " Went over big. Meighan la

BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23 well liked in this city, and his vehicle lost none of its effect in the trans-
" Novel story given rich production."—M. P. News. position to the screen."
Exhibitor Comment—" Very entertaining picture. Crowded my house every Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

showing. Box-office results very good." " Good picture but nothing CLOTHES ("METRO! OLIVE TELL OCT S
extraordinary and did average; business for one week." "Very good " Talky picture made from sta<je satire."—U. P. News.
picture. Business so good held over for second week." Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture. Picture drew well for first two

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller." days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts."

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. 30 CONRD IN QUEST OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
"27m- would look better as a two-reel slapstick."—M. P. News. THOMAS MEIGHAN _ NOV. 20

"Delightful story is enriched on the screen. —11. P. Actt'S.
BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11 ,

~1
. „„ „ TT„ „ .

" Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnum's latest."—M. P. News. CRA
t
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Exhibitor Comment—" Only average picture but drew fairly well." " This „ ~ > *
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picture contains a good story with plenty of pep. The audience was ^ I
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nd *'l°"'<i Please —if P. News.
pleased and receipts were very gratifying." "The poorest box-office Exhibitor Comment—"Pleasing picture but we had about average busi-

picture I've played in years. Farnum well liked—but the people who ness ' . ^ f 1 up to the average of Win. S. Hart s pictures and should be

liked him want .him in Westerns and plenty of action. The ofreign a B°°d drawing card at a 1 theatres where he is popular. We did excel-

locale of this confused them. Lost money steadily all week." lent business with this picture for one week. ".The combination of a
„ „ M . _ „ ,. popular star and a good picture, and the result is good business.
Consensus—" Averaye picture, average puller." Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA. OCT. 16 CROOKED STREETS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
"Vtola Dana gives color to familiar story."—if. P. News. TON AUG 1

Exhibitor Comment—" Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably com- .. Melodrama 'is' 'long on atmosphere', Vft'ort 'on plot' and'su^peni's'."—M. P.
mented upon. Average business. News

BLUE STREAK McCOY (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY AUG. 7 Exhibitor Comment—"Good for a return date." "Played this picture one
" Enjoyable western melodrama with star in likable role,"—M. P. News. week t0 average business six days and big business one day." "Rather

good melodrama ; pretty good business. " A great picture. Exciting
BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE OCT. 23 from start to finish. Had the house spellbound on opening night and

" Story of dual personality fairly interesting,"—if. P. News. ' did tremendous business all the following performances. Seldom is a

picture so universally liked." " Packed 'em on this. Ethel Clayton
BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) SEPT. 18 most popular woman star on Paramount program in this territory. The

" Plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story."—if. P. News. picture was great, and they liked it from the very start. Fine business
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture not up to the previous high standard of throughout."

the star, Norma Talmadge." " Very big business, but picture criticised for Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
slow action." CUMBERLAND ROMANCE, A (REALART PICTURES) MARY

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller." MILES MINTER AUG. J.

BRANDING IRON THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST : .OCT. 23 BxhlWto?C^ent^ ^y^oTpl^e which^pleased and did"Story of primitive passions is rather overdone." M. P. News. business for one week." " Played it two davs to average business."
Exhibitor Comment— An entertaining production Business good during Djd well with thj though MarV. Miles Minted popularity has dropped

run. Splendid business attraction Norma Talmadge always stands a Mt because 0f her persistently saccharine roles. This is as good as her
them up. Picture well produced and acted." Norma Talmadge pic- Dest an(j D ]ease(j «
tures continue popular. We did little better than average business." Consensus " Good picture, good puller."

Consensus-" Good picture, good puller." CUPID-THE COWPUNCHER (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS AUG. 7

BREATH OF THE GODS, THE (UNIVERSAL-JEWEL) AUG. 7
''°™at entertainment with »tarin ideal role."—M. P..A>«£«

" Artistic production, and star's ability raise Japanese story."—M. P. News. Exhibitor Comment—" A good Will Rogers picture which drew more than
average audiences for seven days with exceptionally good Saturday and

BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH NOV. 6 Sunday business."
" Hobart liosworth scores in vigorous story of the sea."—if. P. News. CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. 16

that t t?mp.it nw TwiT taw thp fjmvi wttttam wired!-? t nrT •>» "Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development."—if. P. News.CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL OCT. 23 Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business. Katherine Mc-
Russell at Ms best; a real entertaining drama."—M. P. News. Donald appears to be growing more popular." "Katherine MacDonald

rHB-ATTTT? thit fMiTTT?™ tut a v ATTicnH Aiir , Save entire satisfaction. Picture well produced. Splendid supporting cast.
CHEATER, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON ......... . . .AUG. 7 Business very good." " It's bv far the best actins Katherine MacDonald

Fair entertainment on a " Miracle Man" sort of theme."—M. P. News. has ever ,jon e. people liked i't well enough to fill two houses for a week
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture. Name of stage production drew simultaneously. Good entertainment."

well. Business good." Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4154
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"THE FORBIDDEN THING"
(Dwan-Asso. Producers'

I ivid and Vital Story, Rich in Spiritual Quality

ONE feels inclined to place a gold seal opposite Allan Dwan'* came

in hi- first production for Associated Producers. "The Forbidden

Thing" which he adapted and directed from Mary Mears' vivid

and vital rtory of a " faith that would not die " will certainly be classified

anions: the top-notchers. He has constructed the feature in narrative form

and has placid remarkable emphasis upon its rugged simplicity. The tale

i> peopled with figures who are actually lifelike—whose joys and sorrows

are touched upon with genuine feeling. It is dramatic to the core—but

not the drama of the theatre, but of life.

The central theme revolves around the eternal conflict of the physical

woman against the spiritual woman for the possession of a man's soul and

in the development the spiritual note grips with a power which is as sure

a « that which flames with passion or anguish the hearts of the simple

fisher-folk. The action is placed in a Cape Cod fishing village and is con-

centrated upon a rugged native whose love for his sweetheart and mother

guides him into a heartfelt appreciation for their welfare. Then like a

-torni cloud, passion, which has been dormant, rises within him and he

forgets forgets the kindly solicitude of his beloved ones. His harsh at-

titude brings death to his mother, and his sweetheart goes away to marry

a man whom she has lightly considered. She bears her burden without

complaint and the other man. tossed on the storm of passion, reaps a har-

vest of bitter sorrows. The physical appeal takes flight and there he stands

a brooding figure who. despite his sin. earns the utmost sympathy.

The picture is as strong as the tide which flows and ebbs outside his

home. And it builds with deep and convincing logic. Finally the wicked

wife runs away and comes back as a washed up figure of the tide. And the

man's cup of sorrow is complete. He feels himself an outcast—as un-

worthy of the girl whose life he wrecked and whose husband is dead. So

he plunge- into the surf—to comit "the forbidden thing"—suicide. His

old sweetheart's little boy calls him back and he returns a figure ledeemed.

Mr. Dwan's realism marks every scene. The atmosphere is perfect, the

backgrounds being harmonious and in keeping with the rugged action.

The picture is so vital and vivid that he has needed no recourse to melo-

dramatic incident. The acting is superb. James Kirkwood gives a por-

trayal which for its spiritual note, its rugged simplicity, its human flavor

stamps him as one of the most vital figures on the screen. Helen Jerome

Eddy. Marcia Manon, and Gertrude Claire are splendidly real. "The
Forbidden Thing" is a human, vigorous photoplay—one which should be

appreciated by every type of audience — Length, 6 reels.—Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Abel Blake James Kirkwood

joan Helen Jerome Eddy
Glory Prada Marcia Manon
Dave K 'ng Baggot
Mrs. Blake Gertrude Claire

jose Jack Roseleigh
joe.... Arthur Thalasso
The Boy Newton Hall

Ryan Harry Griffith

Mrs. Ryan Katherine Norton

By Mary Mears.
Scenario by Allan Dwan.
Directed by Allan Dwan.
Photographed by Tony Gaudio.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The first of Allan Dwan's productions for Associated Producers will have its

initial showing at the next . James Kirkwood heads a

cast of unusual excellence including Helen Jerome Eddy, Marcia Manon and others.
" The Forbidden Thing." which is described as " the story of an all-conquering
love " and " the story of faith that would not die," is laid in a Cape Cod fishing

village. It was adapted and directed by Mr. Dwan from a story by Mary Mears.
The triumph of true love over false is the underlying theme of the picture and
presents an array of characters who will be recognized as real. The subject has
a rugged quality about it.

The young man, Abel, is determined to live up to his good resolutions, but he
goes astray. He is purged of his baser impulses, only after he has brought sorrows
and tribulations to those who love him. The picture is told with remarkable
dramatic power which carries the utmost in action and suspense. The interpretation
is on a particularly high plane.

PROGRAM READER
Allan Dwan's rugged picture of a faith that would not die, " The Forbidden

Thing," will be the feature attraction at the theatre next
with a cast headed by James Kirkwood. It is a story of the simple fisher folk of
Cape Cod, their ideals and the home love and lore of centuries as handed down
from the Pilgrim fathers. The action presents all the human joys and sorrows of
a happy or unhappy people, the scenes of which run with astounding interest from
the first reel to the last. The central theme revolves around the eternal contest
of the physical woman against the spiritual woman for the possession of a man's
soul. It is a remarkable production—remarkable in its semblance to life and its
atmosphere and interpretation.

SUGGESTIONS
This is a picture which will be advertised by word of mouth once you have the

crowd assembled. But go after the crowd by telling them that it is an Allan

"IDOLS OF CLAY"
(Paramount-Artcraft)

j.eii tnai tne picture oners a ruggea story ot a taitn tnat would not die. stress
its simplicity and the spiritual note. Bring out that it offers heartrending pathos
and wholesome sentiment. Emphasize that James Kirkwood appears at the head
of the cast—which should mean something in box-office returns. Tell that it is
a worthy companion to " In the Heart of a Fool."

Colorful Production Marked by (rood Incident

GEORGE FITZM A I RICE can usually be depended upon to present

a colorful production. He is a master craftsman at the art of stag-

ing a picture no matter if the locale calls for an Oriental back-

ground, the sordid streets of the big city, or the South Sea panorama.

And against his landscapes or his intimate shots, there is reflected effective

dramatic sequences, because he also knows the value of situation and

dimaz. "Idols of Clay" is rather old time material. It is the South Sea

Island formula which mean- that a young derelict must be reclaimed to

civilization by a fair native, who for the purposes of romance must belong

to the white race. Antiquated and obvious as tlii- -tory is, the author.

Ouida Bergere. and Mr. Fitzmaurice have added a sufficient amount of

good incident which keeps the action moving and the spectator interested.

The picture may well be called a combination of the Griffith offerings,
" The Idol Dancer," and " Broken Blossoms." You have the South Sea

story of the former and the latter is duplicated in the limehouse sequences

which introduce the lovers brought together again after months of separa-

tion. The picture builds well for two reels, establishing its story and
characterization and planting every idea and incident firmly and without

recourse to repetitious detail. Then it takes a flop for two or three reels,

while the action flashes back to a period in which the spectator is not

keenly interested. How the hero established his fame and certain experi-

ences in his life are presented, which have nothing to do with the main
line of action. With this middle footage over with the picture picks up
and finishes with the strength anticipated.

Spectators who have followed Mae Murray closely will doubtless take

notice that she does her best work here. She seems to have been given

more freedom of expression—to put forth her own interpretation. In pre-

vious pictures she has impressed us as watching the director too closely.

But here she appears to be on her own initiative. And her portrayal is ef-

fective. Particularly good are her moments in the limehouse scenes. The
title finds meaning in the worship of false gods by the lovers who discover
that peace and harmony on a far-away isle are preferable to riches and
fame in civilization. Fitzmaurice's scenes are all well composed, beauti-

fully lighted and tinted, and saturated with atmosphere. His South Sea
scenes bring a sweet contentment, while the limehouse shots make one
shudder, so realistic is the reproduction. In support of Miss Murray are
the quiet and forceful David Powell in the opposite role, and George
Fawcett, who contributes a clever character study. "Idols of Clay" will

be popular.—Length. 7 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Faith Merrill Mae Murray
Dion Holme David Powell
Lady Gray Dorothy Cummings
Jim Merrill George Fawcett
Bhnky Leslie King
Old Master Richard Wangermann
Doctor Herbert Claude King

By Ouida Bergere.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Photographed by Arthur Miller.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" Idols of Clay " will be the feature attraction at the theatre next

. This is a George Fitzmaurice production based upon a story by
Ouida Bergere and is said to be a fitting successor to " On With the Dance," and
" The Right to Love." The director has demonstrated anew that he is the master
of the colorful, emotional story and the opulent background. As in his previous
productions, he is assisted by the sympathetic work of pretty Mae Murray and
David Powell, the featured players. The public is not allowed to forget that Miss
Murray started her career as a dancer since many of the scenes are woven around
her ability in this direction. Others in the cast who are conspicuous by their fine
portrayals are George Fawcett and Dorothy Cummings.

'' Idols of Clay " brings together on a South Sea isle a young London sculptor,
who, faith in his career and in mankind shattered by an unscrupulous woman, has
drifted to the tropics, and an innocent child of nature, the daughter of a pearl-
smuggler. The girl falls in love with the stranger and after various vicissitudes in
which she is separated from him, they are reunited. The picture carries a deal
of dramatic action which is punctured with romance and atmosphere'.

PROGRAM READER
All the keen sense for colorful effects and knowledge of what constitutes the

really thrilling and dramatic which George Fitzmaurice displayed in " On With the
Dance " and " The Right to Love," is said to be contained in full measure in his
latest production, " Idols of Clay." The story, a romance of two worlds, was
written by Ouida Bergere, and no expense has been spared in making it one of
the most lavishly produced pictures of the season. Mae Murray and David
Powell are again the featured players, while prominent in their support are the
capable George Fawcett, Claude King and Dorothy Cummings. The action travels
from the South Seas to the Limehouse district of London and to the resorts of
society. A colorful picture. At this theatre next .

SUGGESTIONS
George Fitzmaurice has made a name for himself. Your crowd will certainly

remember him as the director of " On With the Dance " and " The Right to Love "

So be sure to play up the newest picture, " Idols of Clay," as a Fitzmaurice
production. Bring out that Ouida Bergere wrote the story which tells a romance
of the South Seas and London—a romance of two worlds. Feature the leading
players, Mae Murray and David Powell, and tell that they have another winner
here. Play up the title. Stage a prologue in harmony with a colorful scene from
the picture. You can secure mats and electros from your exchange. Use them.

CATCH LINES
He journeyed to the South Seas. He wanted to forget. But into his life entered

a beautiful romance. And he was reclaimed to society. See " Idols of Clay."
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PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

DARE LANTERN (REALART) ALICE BRADY AUG. 14
" Draggy picture develops to an evident conclusion."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Just an average production. Played it four days

to average business.' " A good picture to big business for one week."
' Patrons did not like this one. Just an average feature to average busi-

ness for three days." " Very poor production but brought fair business."
" Fair picture. The star is the drawing card." " Very poor picture,

box-office receipts are terrible." " Alice Brady's performance semed
rather disappointing. Picture ordinary. Poor business one day."

Consensus—•• Good picture, good puller."

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. 13
" Vivid, ' punchy ' story; production excellent."—M. P. News.

DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Cost a lot of money but is doubtful as entertainment."—if. P. News.

DEVIL'S GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL
BARRYMORE NOV. 6

" Rather grewsome story, well produced and acted."—M. P. News.

DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations."—if. P. News.

DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 6
" Home interesting moments in this rustic story."—if. N. News.

DRAG HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM NOV. 6
" If they like Farnum, it's a good bet."—M. P. News.

DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted."—M. P. News.

EYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER NOV. 13
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment."—M. P. News.

FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 13

"Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines."—M. P. Netws.

FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture."—M. P. News.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER SEPT. 18
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.

I'ICKLE WOMEN (DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTION-STATE
RIGHTS) DAVID BUTLER AUG. 21

" David Butler has real state rights attraction."—M. P. News.

FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31
" Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture."—M. P. News.

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

"Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast."—M. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment—" Charles Ray well liked by our audiences and fea-

ture played to better than average business." " Very fine picture.
Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking house
records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture make it well
worth seeing and my house was well filled at each performance. Fact
that it played on the stage drew many people." " Charles Ray always
entertaining and patrons welcomed him in a role far removed from his
seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-
lently produced."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN NOV. 6
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce."—M. P. News.

FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY NOV. 13
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting."—M. P. Nctcs.

FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-
BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16

" An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—if. P. News.

FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK SEPT. 11

" Some entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-
rected, well produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him in advertising and It helped
some. Personally think Warwick is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Consensus—Oood picture, good puller.''

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook story, with George Walsh, well directed."—M. P.

News.

PULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Stage farce loses its punch on the screen."—M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."
" Below average business, as all Washburns are in these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-
ner's Dress Suit " is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
business with ." " Played it two days to average business. A good
picture." " Bryant Washburn has been quickly but surely killed by a
series of washed-out, namby-pamby releases of which this is one of the
poorest. Played to poor business for entire run."
Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

GAUNTLET, THE (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY AUG. 21
"Poor treatment puts this one in the mediocre class."—if. P. News.

GilLDED DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS OCT. 23
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."—M. P. News.

GIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET JULY SI

" A splendid production from all angles."—M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good story. It drew well. Two days to average

buslaeM."

GOOD-BAD WIFE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

" Good production given rather illogical story."—M. P. News.

GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGE OCT. 16

" Stars popularity may get it by."—M. P. News.

GREAT REDEEMER, THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Van Loan contributes another winner."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not the kind the public will pay
money to see. It's too religious. Screen is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to justify longer than one
week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. The
patrons say there 13 " just enough " religion in the picture." " Religions
picture. Fair business."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-
TON OCT. »

" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HAIRPINS (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT. . .AUG. 14
" Sullivan has taken a familiar idea and made it throb with lifelike

touches."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A pleasing production to average business for one

day." " Seemed to please Week's audiences were about the average.
Picture was fair." " Fine picture that is being thoroughly appreciated.
It opened to nice business which grew daily, indicating that the public
likes this type of entertainment." " Good picture. Business about
usual." " Good picture but business about as usual."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. 3©
" Well acted and directed, but development suffers."—if. P. Neics.

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. 30

" Favorite formula given rich production."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— *' Regarded this as just a fair picture and drew aver-

age nouses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
more than usual business."

HEADIN' HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)
BABE RUTH OCT. 2

" Bale Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—if. P. News.

HEART OF TWENTY, THE (BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON-COLE)
ZASU PITTS AUG. M

" Zasu Pitts gives good performance."—if. P. News.

HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. »

" Civil war romance looks good as a picture."-,—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture. Fair business."

HELD IN TRUST (LOEW-METRO SPECIAL) MAY ALLISON AUG. 21
" Incongruity and sadness mars entertainment value.—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The best picture May Allison has ever appeared in, is

the opinion of a manager and of his patrons." " Action well sustained
throughout. Fine picture. Doing well." " May Allison getting more
popular here. Picture pleased all classes." ''Picture has plenty of
action and a very remarkable dog in it. Business average." " We found
this to be a good picture as regards box office receipts and an entertain-
ing production."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET OCT. 2

" Too light and vapid for a ftve-reeler."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—''An average picture to average business for one

week." " This is an average production which brought usual business."
"A good picture to poor business one day."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4
" Impossible story overacted and hardly entertaining."—if. P. News.

HERITAGE (W. L. ROUBERT PRODUCTION-STATE RIGHTS)
MATTY ROUBERT AUG. 21

" Worth a trial on strength of title."—if. P. News.

HITCHIN* POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4
" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praiseworthy picture."—if.

P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A picture that would appeal te any audience. The

people In this city like the Mayo productions."

HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Rural drama is interesting despite a theatrical touch."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture
patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A very good picture. Filled house entire week." " An average picture
in all ways. Pleased, but had no box-office draft."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HONEST HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. 25
" Rogers scores again in human likeable role."—if. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience

seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-
tertaining feature and brought a well filled house at each performance."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4156
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"WEST IS WEST"
(Universal)

Very Ordinary II estem for Carey

THIS Western featuring Harry Carey hits balow the average in en-

tertainment values, it being nothing else than a program vehicle.

The Universal star looks his host when appearing in a character

study, but when hs comes forward in hectic melodrama, the plot >hortiom-

ings are visible. This picture depends for its appeal upon the idea that

West and East cannot be merged in matters of love. But the love interest

is subordinated for a deal of convenient melodrama which revolves around

capital versus labor as these forces flourish in the gold regions. The ac-

tion becomes real " in-trik-ut," for there is a lot of talk of stocks «nd

strikes and conniving on the part of the capitalist's underlings.

Carey makes his appearance when he signs up in El Paso to work in a

mine. He doesn't know that he will be employed as a strike-breaker.

While he is putting his "John Hancock" to the paper he picks up ac-

quaintance with a girl whose father is one of the strikers in the gold town.

Which is the reason that the love interest goes aglimmering. The director

has introduced a crude touch which shows the miners going to work on

the night shift at the time that the representatives of capital are giving a

porch dance in the palace of the magnate. The workers have to pass this

bouse on their way to work. It doesn't strike us as consistent, for the

womsn have a Ritz-Carlton appearance about them, and the men are of

the lounge lizard type.

Then the story sags. One waits expectantly for the conflict between the

strikers and the strike-breakers, but it never happens. There is a flash of

an explosion and the workers picking up their dead. Carey has his op-

portunity when the crooked employers bribe him to blow up the mine.

But he sees which side belongs to justice and the disciples of evil pay the

penalty. The stupidity of the magnate and the underlings is colossal.

Money is passed around, men are hired and no questions asked. There is

really no meaning for the title since the Eastern girl is never given a mo-

ment when she would emphasize the barrier of East versus West. And
when the action gives out, the romantic element is lugged in by the heels.

The girl responds when she discovers that the adventurous cowboy is hon-

orable. The mine scenes are the genuine thing, the only touch of reality

in the picture. However, the director deserves credit for not stressing the

strike stuff and showing meaningless mob scenes. Carey should return to

the simple character study.—Leneth, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Dick Rainboldt Harry Carey
Connors Chas. LeMoyne
Spencer Joe Harris
Kirby Ted Brooks
Herman Mendenhall Ed Latell

Sim Wigfall Otto Nelson
Denjy Jack Dill

Judith Elliot Sue Mason
Katie Wigfall Mignonne
Dilly Armstrong ;. Frank Braidwood
J. C. Armstrong Arthur Millet
Mrs. Armstrong Adelaide Halleck
Black Beard Jim O'Neill
Nagle Scot McKee

By Eugene Manlove Rhodes.
Scenario by George Hull.
Directed by Val Paul.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Harry Carey, the popular Universal star, will make his appearance at the

theatre on of week in West is West."
This is a picture which brings out in admirable fashion that " East is East and
West is West, and never the twain may meet." In other words, a girl raised in
the East and cultured, will not give up her heart or wear it on her sleeve for a
man of the West—a man who has little in common with her ideas of life. The
picture carries this idea but Harry Carey doesn't mind it since he has found his
ideal in a little Western girl.

He has come to the gold-mining district to find a job. When he signed he
didn't know that he was to be employed as a strike-breaker. So when he appears
in the town at the head of a band of strike-breakers, the girl, whose father is one
of the strikers, refuses to entertain his advances. So Harry is forced to abide
his time and prove to the girl that her suspicions of him are not correct. A chance
comes for him to redeem himself and he accepts a bribe to blow up the mine. But
seeing on which side is justice he proves his manliness by exposing the crooks.
The result is he is given steady employment at an advanced sa'ary and wins the
girl in the bargain. The picture is well emphasized with dramatic moments and
is capably acted and directed.

PROGRAM READER
Would you if out of work sign up as a strike-breaker? Harry Carey did. When

he signed he didn't know that he would be employed as a strike-breakers He
thought he was going to a gold mine to find steady employment. But when he
reached the gold town, the girl, who had regenerated him, was chagrined to dis-
cover that he was a strike-breaker, opposed to her father who walked out with the
strikers. What did Harry do to win back her friendship? " West is West " is
the name of the picture which comes to the next . It
is a rattling good Western—a Western filled with good thrills and incident and
quite up to the Carey mark. Don't miss seeing the human star.

SUGGESTIONS
Well you can employ the slogans regarding Harry Carey which Universal have

exploited. Bring out in teasers that "Harry Carey is coming: He's Human."
Tel! that the star is on the crest of a wave of popularity due to his human attitudes.
Tell that the picture carries out the idea of Kipling's that " East is East and West
is West. etc. Tell that it is a melodrama of the gold mines with a cowboy who
turns strike-breaker. Mention that Carey is supported by a large cast which com-
poses such familiar names as Sue Mason and Arthur Millet. Play up Carey
His name is your big bet.

"THE PENALTY"
(Goldwyn-Eminent Authors)

Great Vehicle for Lon Chaney, But Falls Short in

Many Ways

IN
spite of a most unique and powerful characterization by Lon Chaney,

one which will compare favorably with his never to be forgotten

"The Frog" of "The Miracle Man," and a decidedly different basic

plot, " The Penalty " fails to deliver much in the way of screen drama.

The picture is episodic, jumping to various essential scenes with such

rapidity and cutting back and forth to different sequences that have to be

carried along in such a way that most of the suspense of the offering is

killed.

It would look when reduced to bare basic plot as if this would have

made much better serial material. The whole idea is wildly improbable,

the romance connected with it inconsequential, and its multitude of char-

acters get lost in condensing the book into feature picture length.

Only one thing stands out as worthy of any great amount of praise.

Mr. Chaney has a role that even outside of its uniqueness in that he plays

the part of a man without legs, the illusion being perfect, which gives him

ample opportunity to demonstrate that he is a great actor.

from a technical standpoint the picture is up to standard. All the sets,

a rather unusual number of exacting interiors being required, are excel-

lent, while lightings and photography are noteworthy. The supporting

cast is good, but no single player succeeds in making his role amount to

anything from an audience standpoint, except Mr. Chaney.

The twist in the plot at the end of the picture saves the offering some-

what and perhaps this fact and Mr. Chaney's characterization will get it

over. An occasional title is good, but most of them are commonplace
necessaries to tell what is happening.

The fame of the novel from which the picture is adapted and the con-

siderable following which Lon Chaney has acquired ought to make the

feature a very good box office attraction.—Length, 7 reels.—J. S. Dickerson.

THE CAST
Blizzard Lon Chaney
Barbara Claire Adams
Wilmot Kenneth Harlan
Doctor .'.Charles Clary
Rose Ethel Grey Terry
Bubble '. Edouard Trebaol
Lichtenstein Milton Ross
Pete James Mason

Directed by David Worsley.
Adapted frcm the novel by Gouverneur Morris.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" The Penalty," the famous novel by Gouverneur Morris with its unique leading

character " Blizzard " leader of San Francisco's underworld has been adapted to the
screen and will be the attraction at the theatre for
days engagement beginning .

Lon Chaney who will never be forgotten for his wonderful characterization of
" The Frog " in " The Miracle Man " even if his years of consistent playing in
other parts had not brought him into prominence is cast as " Blizzard " and in the
role Mr. Chaney presents a character most unusual and forceful.

" Blizzard " has no legs, an operation in childhood having deprived him of
them. Into his disordered but great brain come three great desires: To be
revenged on the surgeon who crippled him, to be a Caesar of the under world and
to have the limbs of some other man grafted on his own stumps.
How he schemes and plans and why he falls short cf his desires in all three

instances makes one of the most novel and entertaining pictures of the year.
" The Penalty " is a picture for those who complain that the " movies " presents

nothing new, who object to the sugar coated story of sweet sixteen and her hand-
some sweetheart. It is a powerful picture founded on a daring theme and should
meet the approval of the most exacting.

PROGRAM READER
For the attraction beginning we will present " The

Penalty ' an adaptation of the famous Gouverneur Morris novel dealing with " Bliz-
zard " the underworld king of San Francisco and his revenge and plans to be the
Caesar of his kind. The picture is a Rex Beach-Goldwyn production with Lon
Chaney who will be most favorably remembered for his wonderful characterization
of " The Frog " of " The Miracle Man " in the part of the legless crook " Bliz-
zard. The role provides Mr. Chaney a most wonderful acting opportunity and
in its uniqueness a never to be forgotten demonstration of body manipulation. If
Mr. Chaney really possessed no limbs he could not have done better than he has
with them.
The plot of Mr. Morris' story is also very different than that of many pictures.A twist at the end so unexpected that it startles will appeal to every lover of good

photodramn. The cast which have been secured to support the star is exceptional
and includes such well known players as Claire Adams, Kenneth Harlan and Ethel
Grey Terry. The picture is a true super-special and one of the most interesting
productions to be released under the title of Goldwyn's " Eminent Authors."

SUGGESTIONS
Concentrate your advertising on the fame of the novel and the characterization
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to y°ur Patrons by mentioning his work inThe Miracle Man. Book store tie-ups should be easy on this picture and cor-peration with public libraries will be worth while. In framing your newspaper
displays use a still of Chaney with his " no legs outfit " and the title " Blizzard "
with explanations. As a prologue suggestion we offer the plan of obtaining theSe
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CATCH LINES
Lon Chaney the never to be forgotten " Frog " of the " Miracle Man " in anotherquite as unique and powerful characterization.
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' ty * famous author adapted into one of the most talked of pictures

" Blizzard " the king of the underworld, with a body mangled through a surgeon s you hful error the brain o a genius the face of a devH and the soul of apoet. That is what Lon Chaney impersonates in "The Penalty."
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HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

•• old time western full of real coicboys and has action galore."—if. P.
News.

HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo lias good material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment— " This picture took well and brought good box office

returns."

HOPE, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Corking ghost story that pleased them all. Played

to excellent business throughout week to universally satisfied audiences."

HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-
REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2

"Kerrigan lias another interesting mystery story."—M. P. Newt.
HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25

" Farciul development of Fitzuerald's comedy drama."—if. P. News.
IN FOLLY'S TRAIL (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MEYERS AUG. 28
" Carmel Meyers attractive in mild, interesting story."—if. P. News.

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Commeut—" A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good pro-
ductions, which brought the crowds."

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Best ever if you went to boarding school."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

" Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business for the entire week." " Only liked by those
who etnjoy Mary Roberts Rinehart's humor. Business far below normal."
"This is a fair pneture, both from the entertaining point of view and
the box office receipts."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

JACK-KNIFE MAN, THE (VIDOR-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST AUG. 14

" Human interest story rich in characterization, humor and atmosphere."—
M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture. Exhibitors say so. Critics say so,

but the public is slow to appreciate It. So unusual, so different from
what is generally seen on the screen. A picture that is ahead of the
times. Did only fair both downtown and in neighborhood section."

JAILBIRD, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

"Rather obvious, but fairly diverting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played last week and drew about average crowds.

Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair." " Not so good as the
McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story, but acting of this

popular pair keeps the interest going until the finish. Did fair business."
" They all came—but they were disappointed. In point of business, it

did very well. But I don't like to disappoint my people. They expected
something as tine and peppy as 'What's Your Husband Doing?' and
"Marv's Ankle." MacLean docs good work in a typical Charles Ray
part—but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."

"Disappointing after seeing '23i/o Hours Leave.' Fair business." "Very
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started

big, slumped, and then ended big. But on the whole it's a lemon."
Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Old time favorite make" moss covered picture"—M. P. News.
KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER NOV. 6

" otis Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production."—
M. P. News.

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

" Mediocre picture made from best seller."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Story criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like it. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,

but class is limited. Each of her pictures does just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-

tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
of her best. Fair amount of business." " A good picture to extra big

and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Much to my surprise, this one went over well. A

very weak picture, with action taking place too far back to be of

interest. Costumes hideous, though true to period. They liked this

fairly well, but I'd hate to try to play another one like it !

"

LAW OF THE YUKON, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. 16
" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum is one of the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire

week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LIGHT WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. 9

" Not above the averaae."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Helen Jerome Eddy Is fair in this picture. Business

as usual."

LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY NOV. 13
" Netw star's first picture mildly .interesting."—M. P. News.

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PA KAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. 2

" Dorothy Gish scores in story filled with hokum."—M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—"This picture affords ml entertainment 'for most

any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
who claim the situations weren't funny. The pnotograpby and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her best.
Picture only fair. Business no better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LITTLE WANDERER, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON AUG. H
" Heavier-than-usual story does not suit BMrliy Mason."—M. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which played my house three days

to big business."

LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 4

" Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal.''-- if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks to
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A
pleasing picture which brought more than, nr.rraal business." " Eight-
day engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still very valuable."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture. Better houses last two days than
when picture opened."

LOVE MADNESS (J. PARKER READ-HODKINSON) LOUISE
GLAUM AUG. 21

"Excellent crook story; finely acted and produced."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew good-sized audiences for seven day run. More

sex stuff which appeals to some, but is ' passed by ' by most patrons."
" A pretty good picture but a poor box-office attraction." ' Name of
photoplay drew rather large audiences. Star at her best in her emotional
role. Business not bad." " The essence of mellow melodrama. No good
as an attraction for those who look for plausibility in a photoplay.
Glaum displays her ususl intenseness. Not a great picture, but one that
will make money wherever patrons like thrills. Played to fair business."
" Louise Glaum well liked here and picture presented her in ideal role.
Did very good business with it throughout week."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-VIVIENNE OSBORNE OCT. 16
"Story has distinctive appeal."—M. P. News.

MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION) LINA CAVA-
LIERI NOV. 6

"Average production stars Cavalieri."— .1/. p. News.
MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZ1MOVA OCT. 16

" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew big houses each day. This city has large
number of Nazimova 1 fans ' and these liked the film. The women
were exceptionally pleased with il." " Naziniova popular here. House
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova pic-
turets has affected the box office." "The crowds came to see this picture
because they are enthusiastic about the star. Nazimova. Drew well for
entire week. " Worst Nazimova picture ever produced and shows plainly
lack of direction and lack of judgment in picking story. Another picture
like this and Nazimova is finished."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. 9
" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced."—if. p.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a fair picture, its only value being the fact

that it was made before." " Medium business." " Pauline Frederick's
greatest picture and one of the best productions ever offered by Goldwin.
Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business
during entire week. Held over for second week's run." " Wonderful
production. Pauline Frederick is at her best. This picture went over
extra big, making the biggest week in months." " Great picture.
Audiences seemed to like this one very much. Big business during run."
" The best work Pauline Frederick has ever done. Picture built for
acting more than action." " Opened tdo very poor business : competition
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Busi-
ness, total, very good. A fine picture—a classic." " Not up to the
standard of Nazimova pictures. There are moments in the picture that
do not ring true. However. Nazimova followers seemed satisfied." " An
average production. Box office returns fair."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."

MAN WHO DARED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL AUG. 14
" Probably Russell's best work to date."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The picture is fair and brought the usual audiences."

MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. 16
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride."—if. P .News.

MASTER MIND, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. 9

"Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average
*ouses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
" Large audiences. Very good attraction." " Powerful and very high
grade picture which did better than average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.. SEPT 25

" Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending."—if. P.
News.

Exhibitor rvunrv;*'-—" Big picture which drew more than usual business."
'• A good picture which drew well." " Filled two houses during a simul-
taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we had poor
business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 1*

" Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."—if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4158
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"THE STAR ROVER"!
(Shurtleff-Metro)

Artistic Production. But Disappointing for a London

Story

BECAISF it i- a fantastic, impossible stor>. based on the theme of

reincarnation of the soul, which few. if am. ran take seriously,

"The Star Rover" falls down as pure entertainment. It baa none

of that appeal for which other Jack London stories of the sea and far

north were noted. It deals with the previous existences of a man who

lives them over again on the screen. This makes it largely a costume pic-

ture. There is an episode showing the hero as he lived in his first life as

.1 -lave of a roaming, pillaging \ iking. The costuming is elaborate and

m 1 done. This is a romantic and appealing glimpse of bistorj and there

is a stor> in it. hut the incident closes suddenly.

Shifting to the Middle Age?, there is an Oriental episode with the same

character as the central figure. All this is supposed to be the spoken dream

of Dr. Standing, a part pla\ed by Courtney Foote, while he is being tor-

tured by the police in an effort to wring forth the confession of a murder.

He, of course, is innocent.

His sweetheart, played b\ Thelma Percy, has it in her power to release

him from the " third degree," but urges him to go through with it once

more, in order that in his unconscious state he may reveal the true mur-

derer. This he does and the criminal, a chorus girl, is brought to justice

and the cruel police inspector discharged. This is a weak ending and one

which will hardly satisfy.

The elaborate production can hardK make up for the lack of story

interest. The theatre scene in the beginning is a corker, and the Oriental

sequence is artistic to a high degree, presenting some beautiful photog-

raphy. The scenes showing the third degree methods used become at times

overbrutal. The man is hung up by his thumbs three limes.

Thelma Percy is an attractive leading lady and capable in her emotional

scenes. Courlenay Foote has no very great demands made upon him.

"The Star Rover" is practically made up of two one act playlets and a

modern mystery story.—Length, 5 reels.—Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Dr. Hugh Standing Courtenay Foote

Faith Levering Thelma Percy

Inspector Burns "D° c Cannon
District Attorney Dwight Crittenden

Sergeant Andover Jack Carlysle

Tubbs Chance Ward
Mazie • Marcella Daley

From the novel by Jack London.
Adapted by Albert Shelby LeVino.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Photography by Jackson Rose.
Art interiors by Edward Shulter.

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
"The Star Rover," one of Jack London's most famous novels, has been made

into a motion picture and the film version of this stirring story will be the attrac-

tion at the theatre on . "The Star Rover" is one of the

most popular of all that famous author's stories. It concerns a man who has been
falsely accused of murder and who is being subjected to "third degree" methods
by the police. Under the torture his soul lives through its previous existences on
earth.

Featured in the picture are Courtenay Foote and Thelma Percy, z sister of the
well known star, Eileen Percy. Mr. Foote plays Dr. Standing, who is seated in

a box one evening at a musical comedy success when a hand holding a revolver
is thrust through the curtains in back of him, and a man in the box opposite is

shot dead. The doctor stoops and picks up the revolver and is Immediately arrested
for murder. It is only in the last reel that this gripping mystery is explained and
the innocent man freed from the false charge.

Besides being a startling revelation of the "third degree" methods used by the
police to wring a confession from an accused. "The Star Rover" presents some
of the most beautiful photography ever seen on the screen. One gets a glimpse
of history in the scenes which accurately depict the life of a roving Viking
in the eleventh century.
"The Star Rover" will be shown for days at the theatre.

PROGRAM READER
Is it possible that each of us has at some time lived through a previous existence

on earth? Could it be that we live but to be born again, and that in some long
past age we feasted in the halls of Ro~ie, or lived our roving life on the high seas
as a hardy Norseman? Jack Londo hought so, and with this theory as a basis
wrote one of his most popular novc.i. "The Star Rover," which has now been
translated to the screen. With a capable cast of players headed by Courtenay
Foote and Thelma Percy, the film version of "The Star Rover" is just as en-
trancing as the written work of that famous author.

This remarkable picture will be the attraction at the theatre on
. Whether you believe in the interesting theory or not, it forms

the basis of an intensely absorbing story which is bound to afford you entertain-
ment. Jack London entertained you with his books—let him do the same on the
screen.

SUGGESTIONS
Of course the biggest exploitation angle is Jack London's name. Recall " The

Sea Wolf " if you have shown it. Try to impress upon your patrons that London
is one of if not the greatest authors of recent years. Mention all his important
works if you can spare the space. Try a tie-up with a book store. This need
not be limited to this particular story, but can be used to advertise all London's
works for the bookseller. The cast offers you few possibilities, although Courtenay
Foote is fairly well known, and Thelma Percy should be .nade known as the
sister of Eileen. It would probably be better to only briefly mention the re-
incarnation idea, and this in a not-too-serious fashion. Do not let them get the
idea that you are offering serious propaganda for this belief

4 < THOUGHTLESS WOMEN"
( Goodman-Pioneer

)

Human Document W ith Real Life-like Touches

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN took quite a task upon himself when

he conceived the idea of writing, directing, and producing the

"Thoughtless Women" with his own pen, megaphone and pocket-

book. The result speaks for itself. Rather than trust his contribution to

a director who might misinterpret its logic and argument. Mr. Goodman
has developed it according to his own ideas and his directorial effort is

quite on a par with lii- story-telling ability. It is a simple, little tale he

has conceived here one which builds in a straight-forward manner, detail-

ing its plot and characterization without relying upon convenience and

coincidence with the result that it scores for its semblance to life.

He indicts the modern mother no matter whether she belongs to the aris-

tocracy or not indicts her for being mercenary or ambitious toward her

son or daughter's welfare. So a girl of Poverty Row is bartered off to a

rich scion of society. This romance is eagerly entered into by the young

man who has tired of his mother's fawning attitude and her ambition to

sea him married to a girl of his own station. The girl, however, would

remain in her own environment, but for the sake of her mother. It is

when the youth takes his bride home that the conflict born of snobbish-

ness finds development. His molher and sister snub her to such an extent

that she runs away—to seek solace with a servant. And eventually she

returns home to be upbraided by her mother for her inability to play at

" catching and holding a husband."

The character extracts a deal of sympathy from the spectator, although

one must condemn the youth and the two mothers—even though they are

products of their environment. A melodramatic counterplot is subor-

dinated to the main action and it shows the rich mother attempting to dis-

illusion her son by planting the bride as a thief. Mr. Goodman has not

introduced anj far-fetched hokum. There is no stressing of dramatic in-

cident no piling on cf such elements as pathos and sentiment. These have

their p!aces in emphasizing a human touch and no more. The story con-

cludes with a happy ending which is best considering the unpleasant expe-

riences of the heroine. A divorce is to be arranged so that she may find

romantic expression with a rich humanitarian. The continuity of scenes

is well taken care of, the action building easily and spontaneously. Alma
Rubens gives a sympathetic portrayal of the distressed bride—one marked

for its depth of feeling and understanding. The others are competent.

The picture doesn't conquer for its fireworks, but for its human quality.

—

Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Rei<].

THE CAST
Annie Marnet Alma Rubens
Mrs. Marnet Marceita Esmond
John Hewitt Lumsden Hare
Basil Boulton Robert Williams
Mrs. Boulton Mrs. Brundage
Basil's Sister # Gladys Valerie

By Daniel Carson Goodman.
Directed by Daniel Carson Goodman.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Alma Rubens, the beautiful screen favorite, who scored such a decided hit in

" Humoresque," is the star of " Thoughtless Women," a picture which was written,
directed and produced by Daniel Carson Goodman. It is a sympathetic role she
has here—the role of a daughter who is bartered off to the highest bidder. Mr.
Goodman has taken a page from life. He causes Annie Marnet to take up residence
in a rich home by her mother, whose vain desires and ambitions are to see her
daughter's name shining in society. Naturally the innocent girl rebels against
this mercenary treatment by her mother. She is driven almost to self-destruction
by her unhappy environment, but is. brought back to happiness through 'ove.

The picture develops through scenes of good incident which are remarkably life-

like. And scars to a climax which is intensity itself. The conclusion restores a
happy ending, but an ending which is genuinely true. There is a good moral
taught in the offering. Miss Rubens plays her role with keen understanding and
sympathy while her support, which includes such well known players as Lumsden
Hare and Robert Wi'liams, is entirely adequate. Mr. Goodman's production is

as praiseworthy as his story. " Thoughtless Women " will be the feature attrac-
tion at the next .

PROGRAM READER
" Thoughtless Women " is the name of the picture which will be the feature

attraction at the ; theatre next . This offering written
and directed by Daniel Carson Goodman, is like a page from life since it shows
the activities of a mother, whose vanity and hypocrisy incur unbearable hardships
on her daughter. It is a picture which will make people think since it is true to
life. The story is told in scenes of compact action which scores because of its
dramatic quality. Alma Rubens is the star of " Thoughtless Women " and she
gives another demonstration of her emotional capabilities. Be sure to see this
soul-stirring picture.

SUGGESTIONS
Here you have a combination of names which should mean much to you in the

exploitation of this picture. Daniel Carson Goodman, the author, will be remem-
bered by the steady picturegoer as the man who wrote several Biographs some
years ago. His " Battle of the Sexes " should be remembered. Lately he hag
written " The Wonder Man," the Georges Carpentier picture. So play him up big.
Tell that he is the author of a best se'ler, " Hagar Revelry." Emphasize that he
wrote and directed " Thoughtless Women," surely some accomplishment for one
man. Bill the picture as a remarkably human document. Bring out that it offers
the utmost in the elements of appeal and sentiment. Play up the star's name. She
is beautiful and be sure to present stills of her in newspaper copy and throughout
your lobby. Link up with the women's clubs and have them discuss the theme
in their meetings.

CATCH LINES
" They were sisters under the skin." But also far removed from each other in

their stations of life. See " Thoughtless Women " with Alma Rubens.
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MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-
TON V FEB. 1) JAN. tl

" Satisfied from all angles."—M. P. Hews.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which did big business for three

days." "My patrons did not like this one at all." "This Is a very
poor offering, and we had dull business during run."

Consensus—" A verage picture, average puller."

MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6

''.Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses."—M. P. News.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good, played to better than average business.

Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those in which the animals
participated made a big hit." " Not up to some of the other Curwood
stones but was liked. Average business."

NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-
IAL CAST OCT. 30

"Probably the best Beach picture get produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not much. Did fair business."

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATH-
ERINE MACDONALD AUG. 28

" Katherine MacDonald in drama of divorce scandal."—U. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment— "Average picture with well liked star. Played to

average business three days." " Good picture bringing more than usual
business." " Only fair picture, but is drawing good on account of title

and star's reputation for wearing clothes." " This picture was not up
to the usual standard of the Katherine MacDonald pictures, although
it appeared to draw well." " Very entertaining picture. Went big here,
drawing large audiences." " An average picture, which brought usual
business."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

"Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Entertaining picture. Business about as usual."

OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE NOV. 13

"Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The combination of Moore and a popular stage

success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box office returns while not especially great were satisfying."

OLD FASHIONED BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY NOV. 13

" Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over."—M. P. News.
ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18

"Average comedy which should interest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences." " Only an average picture. Average business one day."

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY
PHILLIPS OCT. 16

"Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair production bringing average box office

returns. This picture had little comment either favorable or other-
wise. Box office returns say production is fair."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Old-time western, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.

OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
"A rem in ti' i < i ii ii it ui direction, acting anil casting."—M. P. News,

PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
" German picture is .spectacular ; wonderfully acted."—if. P. News.

PASSION'S PLAYGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE
,
MACDONALD OCT. 16

" An artificial story holds it back."—if. P. News.

PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
"Humorous incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray—enough."—M. P.

News.
"Exhibitor Comment—" Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audi-

'ences applaud enthusiastically." "Very good week. Ray always sure
of big business. This considered much better than " 45 Minutes from
Broadway."

PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
,
(MAR. 1) JAN. 31

" mood production of mechanical and unreal plot."—M. P. Newt.

PERFECT WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-MADGE AUG. 7
" Oonttance Talmadge hat had better ones than thit naive and single-track

ttory."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Average picture. Played to average business for two

days. Pleased the admirers of Constance Talmadge." " Fine picture.
Drew average crowds." " This is a good picture and well liked. Drew
more than average crowds." " Good business. Usual Talmadge type.
Rather clever." " Picture went very big. Drew well every day "and
was well done in the opinion of many patrons of the theatre." " Held
up good for week run. Audiences liked it. Constance always a surefire
attraction at this house." " Consider this the star's best. She is popular
here and I played to capacity throughout week. A decided improvement
on her late pictures." " It is hard to understand the story and the cold
beauty of the star does not help it much. Fair business." " Great pic-
ture. Star well liked. Played two days to big business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

PlNK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. IS
"Blight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."—M. P. Neus
Exhibitor Comment—" Great picture. Turned them away at night." " The

boiled down opinions on this picture is ' Old Stuff.'
"

PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH NOV. 20
"Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture."—if. P. News.

PREY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. 9
"Alice Joyce has highly involved story here."—M P News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two davs to

average and poor business." " One of the best Alice Jovce subjects this
ye:ir. Did unusually well at the box office."

PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. 2
" hytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."
"Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." "A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and box
office retsults."

RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT. 4

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—if. P. Newt
"Played it two days to big and average business." " Very fine pic-
ture. Did big business. Playing second week." " Did not do as well
in its first week as 'On With the Dance.' Will probably only run two
weeks." " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions failed to
please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture well produced."
Was only fair. Miss Murray is an actress of ability, but the produc-

tion was not up to the standard of some of her former successes."
" Business very good. Crowded houses all week. Audiences well pleased.
Booked for indefinite run."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ROSE OF NOME (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL AUG. 7
"Alaskan picture holds the interest, but is not big."—if. P. tfewt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture. Box office returns fair."

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) . .SEPT. 18
" Colorful western with Fatty Arbur.kle as feature star."—if. N. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very disappointing and tame. Just like hundreds

of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns didn't mind it very
much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good, because
they wanted to see Fatty in a five-reeler." Fairly good picture, but
business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that the star
has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature picture.
His fame rests only upon his work in comedy." " This is an average
picture but seemed to please the audience." " Fair business to fair
houses."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS SEPT. 18
" A pretty story irith appealing value."—if. P. Neict.
Exhibitor Comment—" Unusual picture, which brought more than nsuai

business."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE, THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE, INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—if. P. Newt.
SILENT BARRIER, THE (TRACY-GIBRALTAR-HODKINSON)

SPECIAL CAST AUG. 7

" Obvious story hat a good climax and scenic backgrounds."—if. P. Newt.
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-

TON OCT. 23
" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story."—if. P. Newt.

SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. 11
" Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too earlv t«

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and om
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturday Tom Mix in " The Untamed " replaced it. Killinc of aviator at

SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT. 30

"Big ,'iom a production and acting standpoint."—Af. P. News.

SO LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 30

"Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen.''—if. P. News.
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13

" Interesting crook story, icetil directed and acted."—il. P. Neir*.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART-
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. SO

"Impressive moments in this artistic proauction.''—M. P. News.
" Excellent production in every way." " Begins its second week with no

sign of abating on the part of the great crowds. The crowds rush with
anticipation to see it and come away satisfied." " Did not break any
records here, but it brought out the S. R. O. sign at each night perform-
ance. The picture appealed largely to the women. It was considered a
success and booked for a second week." Certainly a great picture and
booked for a second week." " Certainly a great picture and it took well
here. Crowds jammed the theatre at each performance." "Very Im-
teretlng picture, which seemed to plesse my audience." " A gTeat picture
and drew like house afire." " Now here is a picture. Typical De Mille
cast, direction, and all. Not as enjoyable throughout, of course, as
' Why Chanfre Your Wife.' but finely built for contrast of action and
suspense. Big business carried over another week." " Drew very good
houses to excellent business during fourth week of its run. Crowds
continued." " Picture so good business grows. Held for a third week."
" This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
house which tells the story."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 23

" Fine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—if. P. Newt.
SOUL OF YOUTH, THE (REALART) LEWIS SARGENT AUG. 28

"Lewis Sargent duplicates success of 'Huckleberry Finn'"'—if. p. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine production. Business better than usual

during run." " Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week." " Given
a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave special free showing
for school children and ' mopped up ' on regular showing. Broke all
house attendance records for Saturday show."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

" Good production and acting save this one."—if. P. Newt.
SQUARE SHOOTER, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES AUG 14

" A familiar story in average western."—if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair Western picture; not much shoot-em-'up-ap

stuff. Average business one day."

STEALERS. THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional and technical angles."—if. P. Netrt.

Box Office Reports continued on page 4160
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"THE TEXAN"
(Fox)

Average Entertainment in This Mix Offering

WHEN a star appears in a title role one is safe in saying that the ac-

tion and incident will he cu! and dried and that everything will

be done to make the part emphatic. Tom Mix is offering propa-

ganda for Texas here and the theme is based upon the specie of male

which is raised in the Lone Star state. In other words he appears as a

rip-snorting, " up and at "em." hard riding, six-shooting cowboy who will

show the neighbors over in New Mexico just what constitutes a regular

he-man. There is no story interest other than the play for the love stakes

between the hero, the villain and the tenderfoot, whose train is stalled in

a cow-town and which is carrying a prepossessing Eastern girl.

The Texan has '* whoop-eed " his way into the village and acquainted

the natives in general and the villain in particular that he is of a superior

mould. A rather humorous bit shows the evil forces attempting to elim-

inate him from the forthcoming rodeo show by the use of drugged liquor,

but Tex happens on the scene and wins all the events. This is presenting

Mix at his best for his skill in the saddle and with the lariat is given full

play. Of course he makes a hit with the girl. The villain, foiled here in

showing his superiority, lures the young woman into the hills, but the ten-

derfoot rescues her with a good display of bullets. He is locked up, but

the Texan effects his escape. And the little party are riding away to

safety when the villain bobs up again very much alive. He is in hot pur-

suit, chagrined at being foiled.

The story is obvious to the extreme and the conclusion is guessed far

in advance. It must be said that there is a good twist to the romantic ele-

ment. The tenderfoot, having proven his mettle wins the girl and she

rides with him back East, while the Texan gallops in the general direc-

tion of his own country. He compares himself to a rabbit who jumps
around with apparently no goal to achieve. Henceforth he will copy the

ideas of the turtle, who is steady and sure. The picture offers a good thrill

in the combat between the hero and villain in the hills. The latter is

routed in single-handed fashion. Lynn Reynolds' backgrounds are pic-

turesque and he has supplied some good incident which bolsters up a
weak story. Mix and his company are first rate—Length. 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Tex Benton Tom Mix
Alice Marcum Gloria Hope
Winthrop Endicott Robert Walker
Jack Purdy Sid Jordan

By James B. Hendrix.
Scenario by Jules Furthman and Lynn Reynolds.
Directed by Lynn Reynolds.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Tom Mix is the star of the Fox picture, " The Texan," which comes to the—— theatre next . Like many of its forerunners it offers the

star a full measure of incidents—incidents which he has made peculiarly his own.He is a hard-riding, fearless, dextrous, six-shooting cowboy from the plains ofTexas who rides over into New Mexico and proceeds to show the natives how
they do it in the Lone Star state !

" A train is stalled in the town and among
tne travelers are Alice Marcum and Winthrop Endicott, Easterners
Of course Mix as Tex Benton makes a decided hit with the girl' much to the

discomfiture of the young man. Jack Purdy, who is quite unscrupulous, plans to
belittle Tex in the coming rodeo show. But Tex turns up and wins all the
fu

,
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Purdy. meanwhile, has lured the girl away but she is rescued by Endicott
Believing that he has killed the wretch, he is locked up in jail but is eventually
rescued by Tex So Purdy and his gang start in pursuit but Benton attends tothem single-handed. But the girl belongs to the East and the conclusion shows
tier ready to accept Endicott who has proven himself a man of courage The
picture carries any quantity of stunts and thrills and the humor is quite infectiousLynn Reynolds' direction is first-rate in every particular.

PROGRAM READER
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incorporated good incident which is in perfect keepingwith the picturesque backgrounds. You will like Mix in "The Texan"
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HER UNWILLING HUSBAND
(Hampton—Pathe)

The hard-riding, six-shooting Tom Mix, who is in a Hass 1m HMn.-M - mx.
atones which have made him famous, will come to the
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Good Production Given Average Story

JESSE D. HAMPTON has given Blanche Sweet a splendid production

in this feature. He has surrounded her with a good cast in Edwin

Stevens and Albert Roscoe, but there is one outlying fault—the story

is rather weak.

Before it has reached the end of the first reel, it is evident that the pic-

ture is to be developed along the farce-comedy lines, and although there

are many situations which border on the hilarious, they are offset by a

rather draggy continuity and a want of action on the part of the actors.

In the first place Edwin Stevens, who is so well known on screen and

stage for his characterizations, plays his role in a rather inactive manner
forgetting the tempo which is so necessary in comedy roles.

In this characterization Mr. Stevens acts as a foil to the star and it relies

upon his judgment as to the timing of the scenes. But he was not entirely

at fault, for Miss Sweet seemed to be guilty of the same offense.

However, this might have been the fault of the director in not building

for his climaxes. But regardless of all this the story contained no big mo-

ments and there is- nothing in it which would send an audience into

ecstacies.

The locale is laid upon an island, the theme being that of a woman who
is forced to live under the same roof with two men unchaperoned because

a tempest is raging without.

One of the men has been previously engaged to the young girl and is

surprised at her declaration that the other man is her husband. The result

is a determined endeavor on the part of the surprised one to spy on the

couple until he learns the truth—that they are not husband and wife, the

plot being a little trick of the heroine's to arouse his jealousy.

On account of the splendid production which the picture is given and
the amusing value which it has, it should give average entertainment

wherever screened.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Frank Leonard.

THE CAST
Mavis Blanche Sweet
Homer Owen Albert Roscoe
John Jordan Edwin Stevens

Story by Kenneth B. Clarke.
Directed by Paul Scardon.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Blanche Sweet in her latest Hampton-Pathe production, '"Her Unwilling Hus-

band," will appear at the theatre on of next .

It is a sparkling, effervescing farce comedy bubbling over with many bright
situations of the semi-naughty variety.

It is a story of one woman and two men, unchaperoned, under one roof. Because
the house is on an island and a terriffic storm is raging both men are forced to
stay. One is a stranger to the woman—the other a cast-off fiance.
When the ex-fiance arrives the girl introduces the just arrived stranger as her

husband and then the riotously amusing situations come thick and fast to the
very end.

In this production Blanche Sweet appears as a roguish, devilish young woman
whose evanescent and capricious beauty tantalizes and charms, keeping an audience
watching for the next flash. It is her beauty and rarely fine spirit that radiates
in " Her Unwilling Husband," which is said to be the most amusing picture the
star has ever had.
The picture was directed by Paul Scardon, who has given free reign to Miss

Sweet's comedy and emotional talents. Mr. Scardon has selected a splendid
locale for the story, his exteriors being of the rugged and picturesque while his
interiors are homelike and rustic.

PROGRAM READER
Capricious are the ways of the impulse, if one may judge solely by the evidence

of Blanche Sweet in " Her Unwilling Husband," the spirited, frothy, farcical and
highly amusing feature produced by Jesse D. Hampton for Pathe, which will appear
at this theatre on of next .

This is said to be one of the most amusing pictures the star has ever had.
The story is sparkling, effervescent, bright and gay and is of the semi-naughty

variety which is attracting so much attention from theatregoers. Paul Scardon,
who directed the production has developed the action swiftly, giving Miss Sweet
free reign to display her comedy and emotional talents.

It is a story of what happens to one woman and two men who, marooned under
the same roof because of a terific storm, develop riotously amusing situationsOne is a stranger to the woman—the other a cast-off fiance.
When the ex-fiance arrives the girl introduces the just arrived stranger as herhusband and then the fun starts.
In the cast are Albert Roscoe and Edwin Stevens.

SUGGESTIONS
When you book this feature your one best bet is to play up Blanche SweetMention her past pictures and the wonderful production Jesse D. Hampton hasgiven to them.
Although this picture is not of the hilarious, it has good amusement value and

for this reason should give your patrons entertainment.
Do not go strong on the story for it is rather trite and is not developed in away that would cause comment.
Play up Edwin Stevens also for he is one of the screen's best character actors
If you can arrange to have stills placed in the stores and hotels in your vicinity

it would give the picture prestige, for they are of the attractive variety.

CATCH LINES
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STOP THIEF (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE AUG. 28
" Faithful and intelligent adaptation of famous stage success."—M. P. Ntics.
Exhibitor Comment—" Nothing extra either in business or quality of

picture " " This is an entertaining feature and seemed to please the
audiences. Business was good during run." "Pleased the majority of
my patrons. Average business four days ; big business three." " Moore
was good in this picture. Business about as usual." " My house plays
particularly to the young people and they all like Tom Moore. So busi-
ness was good and they liked the picture."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

fcWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—M. P. News.
ErViibitor's Comment—" Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."

•SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
" Cat jv in unattractive role in complex story."—il. P. News.

SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
" Having enough thrills, it makes a good western."—il. P. News.

39 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Entertaining picture made from stage success."—M. P. News.
Exh.bitor Comment—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-
office results." " Not very well liked. No box-office value." " By far
the fcest thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
nev«r so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."

" Great stuff." " An average picture, which fair business." " Fine ! Act-
ing splendid. Subtitles are a scream. People who had seen the play said
the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better advan-
tage. Good cast all the way through."

Cotisenaus—" Good picture, good puller."

TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. lb
" Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture."—il. P. Neivs.

TRUANT HUSBAND. THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Simple and human is this contribution."—M. P. News.
v TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16

" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture, pleasing and eatertaining. Drew

more than usual business." " Very fine picture. Spectacular and excit-
ing. Did exceptional business first week of showing with indications for
a big second week. Broke house records second Sunday."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11
" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" As to entertaining qualities this feature is very

poor. Average business."

TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST NATIONAL) MR. AND MRS.
DEHAVEN NOV. 13

Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen.—M. P. News.
ONCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE

RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9
" Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment."—M. P. News.

UNFORTUNATE SEX, THE (FRANK GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN NOV. 6

" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end."—M. P. News.
U. P. TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL

CAST NOV. 20
"First-class melodramatic western with fine cast."—M. P. News.

UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4
" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-

day by Pearl White in 'The White Moll.' " " Best Mix picture to date.
Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot in making it entertaining. Good
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It is regarded by many as too commonplace." " This
is a good feature and we had fine business while it was showing."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller,"
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE NOV. 20

" A well produced society picture weakening in the end."—il. P. Neivs.

VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 2S

" Ray scores again as country yokel."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played in. This is a

regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one day and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for this ' Rube's ' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures." " One of Ray's best productions and its
box-office value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is sayiDg
a good deal." " Not one of Ray's best—but it was clever and a bit
different, in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving him essen-
tially the usual sort of role. Anyway they liked it."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
" Crude production of familiar story."—M. P. News.

WANDA'S AFFAIR (CHADWICK-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 20

" Badly blotched picture carries little interest."—il. P. Neics.

WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 16
" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—il. P. News.

WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. tl
" Typical Hamilton story well produced."—it, P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture with week much below the

average in receipts."

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BRYANT WASHBURN AUG. 21

" Good Hookum and farce comedy."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture. Played it two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-
ness one day." " Rather good compdy. Can't kick about the business."

" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. Played it one week to average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT WOMEN LOVE (SOL LESSER-FIRST NATIONAL)
ANNETTE KELLERMAN AUG. 21

" Kellerman in thrilling water feats—good comedy—unusual under-sea
stuff."—SI. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Annette Kellerman great favorite here. Picture
drew well." "A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought
more than usual business." " Interesting picture which brought good
business." " From a box-office angle this is a very poor picture. Did
not draw at all. Just barely enough to keep on through the week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
WHAT'S YOUR HURRY (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID AUG. 21

" Wally Iteid and motor truck shine in this one."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good production to extra big and big busi-

ness for two days." " The best picture Reid has turned out this year.
Just packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped
over in this one for a certain brand of truck. Local dealers capitalized
on it by putting one of the trucks on the street with mammoth signs on
it informing the public that we would show them what the brutes could
do." " Up to the usual Wallace Reid standard and drew big crowds."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."
WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS (FOX) SPECIAL CAST AUG. >

" New York's night life graphically depicted in three separate stories."—
M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—"Better than average business." "Broke house
records in ten days' run. Great entertainment." " Broke all the house
records at advanced prices—30, 50. 75c."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
WHITE CIRCLE, THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)

SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
"A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Toumeur."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it three days to average house. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
tor costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-
taining picture which was only average for the first few days but
brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but well told.
Nothing to pull with except producers' name. Business just missed
being poor."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."
WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH .. SEPT. 4

" Despite bad cutting, this picture is thoroughly interesting."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

production."
WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-

ROSEMARY THEBY SEPT. 4
" A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—if. P. News.

WHITE RIDER, THE (FOUNDATION FILM CORP.) JOE MOORE-
EILEEN SEDGWICK AUG. 28

" A good western with many thrills and exciting moments."—M. P. News.
WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) MIL-

DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN AUG. 28
" Good audience picture with great child role."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, well acted, which did big business

partlv aided bv the presence of Mildred Harris Chaplin."
WOMAN'S BUSINESS. A (B. A. ROLFE-JANS) OLIVE TELL AUG. r

" Only average interest here, despite attractive theme."—il. P. News.

YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. II
" A real success from every angle.''—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts

about average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T.'." " Behe Daniels shows
that she is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."

Consensus—" Pleasing picture, average puller.*'

" Flashbacks " on Earlier Releases

"Luck in Pawn" (Paramount-Artcraft)—"Drew large house for two days.
Rest of the week poor."

"Devil's Pass Key" (Universal)—"A splendid picture to extra big business
for one week."

" Earthbound " (Goldwyn)—"Wonderful and unusual picture. Drew large
audiences especially after first week. Has run four weeks."
"Sex" (Hodkinson)—"Name of play together with name of star. Louise

Glaum, made business very good. Censors cut a great deal of it. Fair picture."
"The Prey" (Vitagraph)—"Great—excellent picture which public appre-

ciates."
"Little Miss Rebellion" (Paramount-Artcraft)—"Played it a week to

average business. A good picture."
"She Loves and Lies" (Select)—"A good picture to extra big business for

three days."
"Youthful Folly" (Select)—"Average picture to average business three

days."
"Polly of the Storm Country" (First National)—"A pleasing picture to

average business for three days."
"Desert Love" (Fox)—"Fair picture, poor box office attraction."
"The Cheater" (Metro)—"Pleasing drama. Handicapped, however, by the

fact that it came after ' The Miracle Man.' Box office returns fair."

"Civilian Clothes" (Paramount-Artcraft)—" Good box office attraction and
brought in good business for three days."
"The Beauty Market" (First National)—"Picture went big. House was

packed and iammed."
"The Street Called Straight" (Goldwyn)—"Did better than average busi-

ness for week. Is interesting picture and appealed particularly to the better
class of women."
"High and Dizzy" (Pathol—"Drew much patronage. Pronounced by one

critic the best comedy since ' Shoulder Arms.' "

"The Prey" (Vitagraph)—" Played it three days to big business."

"Don't Ever Marry" (First National)—"Fair picture. Drew fairly weil."

"The Devil's Pass Key " (Universal)—"Drew well every day but two. Con-
sidered verv good. Good feature which proved popular."
"Jinx" (Goldwvn)—"Great picture, went over big."

"Mothers of Men" (Pioneer)—"A pleasing picture which went over big."

"Nothing But the Truth" (Metro)—"Fair picture playing to average
audiences."
"The Flapper" (Selznick)—"Good-—drew fair patronage."
"Lord and Lady Algy " (Goldwyn)—"No favorable comments on this pic-

ture. Plaved to average business."
"Law of the Yukon" (Realart)

—"Good picture. They liked it and it went
over." . . . .

"The Deep Purple" (Realart)
—"Feature brought good business.

"Polly of the Storm Country" (First National)—"Pleasing picture which
brought more than average business."
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"SHE PLAYED AND PAID " " SMILING ALL THE WAY"
(Joan Film Sales)

Fannie W ard's Acting the Redeeming Feature Here

THOSE exhibitor* who had .« clientele for Fannie Ward when she

appeared with American companies will have an opportunity to

please her following by presenting the star in a French picture.

entitled
1 "She Played and Paid." There will be some interest attached to

the peculation if for no other reason than to discover the merits of

French film production. The offering is strictly of the Continental brand

and doesn't strike us as a particularly entertaining piece of work. The

story itself is quite daring, naturally, and offers an idea based upon the

eternal triangle as the French would interpret it. The title gives the plot

awa> hut the director ha* developed it so obviously that little or no sus-

p;nse is gained.

It's a tale of a mistress and several lovers—one of whom is her guardian,

another, a parasite, who would have her pay the highest price, and the

third, a man with honorable intentions. It happens that the latter takes to

excessive dissipation because his advances are objected to by the guardian.

With hi- money gone and on the verge of suicide, the distressed woman

attempt- to raise funds to save him from disgrace. She has to work fast

wiih a time limit of six o'clock. The pawnbroker turns her down since

she must have her guardian's consent; the parasite will give up the vast

amount on one condition. But she rebels for the moment and hastens

home to obtain the sum from her guardian. The amount is staggering

and arouses his suspicions. So he refuses. With the fatal hour drawing

near -he return? to the parasite and succumbs and wins at the ?ame time.

But in hastening to her real lover >he finds that her ?acrifice is in vain. He

killed himself on the stroke of six and she arrived one minute too late.

There is nothing really risque about the story. Presumably it has been

dressed up a bit for American con>umption. A single-track story which

loeen'l offer any variety and practically no incident. However, the char-

actsrization extract? a little sympathy. With ?uch little action and conflict

the spectator is solely interested in the acting. Miss Ward rises to the

occasion and gives a spirited performance which is more Gallic in concep-

tion than the work of the native sons. The lighting is very harsh and the

other technical effects are exlremeh faulty. The direction lacks inspiration

and looks quite amateurish throughout.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Baron Le Bourge • -M. Jo ffre

Baroness Le Bourge Fannie Ward
Robert de Chaceroy J"" Deaux
Jean Dupree M - Crone

By Henri Bernstein.
Directed by J. de Baroncelli.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" She Played and Paid " is the title of the picture which will be the feature

attraction at the theatre on of week. An
occasion of interest to patrons will be the re-appearance of Fannie Ward after an
absence of several months. During her sojourn in Paris she was induced to make
a picture. And " She Played and Paid " is the result. The story concerns the

eternal triangle and revolves around the misery of unrequitted love. As the ward
of the Baron, the star rises to the heights of emotional talent. She loves and is

loved in return by Chaceroy, who, depressed over the loss of the girl, sinks to

the depths of dissipation. He squanders his money and violates the honor of his

employers.
A time comes when he is forced to make good his losses. But he cannot gain

the necessary funds. So the Baroness, who has been sold to the highest bidder
attempts to raise the sum. Her guardian turns a deaf ear to her entreaties, which
forces her to sacrifice her honor to one Dupree, who plays upon the heart-strings
of women. She gets the money but is too late to save Chaceroy who has committed
suicide. This is a story of good heart interest which offers a great deal of sympathy
for the heroine. Miss Ward gives a compelling performance. The subject is an
adaptation of the play by Henri Bernstein.

PROGRAM READER
She had to raise a vast sum of money to save the honor of her lover. When

she was bartered off to the highest bidder the man who won her heart plunged
into an orgy of dissipation. He dissipated his fortune and his health and squandered
the money of others. Hence if he couldn't pay his honorable debts by a specified
time he would commit suicide. But the young woman couldn't raise the sum.
Asking her guardian for it only meant arousing his suspicions. So, desperate, she
appealed to a wealthy parasite—a man who preyed upon women. And she sold
herself in order to save her beloved. But was she too late? This question is

answered for you in " She Played and Paid," the Fannie Ward picture which
comes to the theatre next . It is a picture which carries
a deal of drama and heart interest.

SUGGESTIONS
No doubt your steady crowd remember Fannie Ward. They doubtless wonder

what has happened to her—if she has retired from the screen. You can set their
doubts to rest by stating that she will return in a vital drama of heart and home,
" She Played and Paid." Tell that it is a French picture made while Miss Ward
was touring France a few months ago. Tell that it revolves around the eternal
triangle. Bring out that she has lost none of her talent which marked her career
upon the American screen. Play up her name. Tell that Fannie Ward is returning
to your screen. Play up the title. It can be exploited in attractive catch lines
and newspaper copy.

CATCH LINES
Would she be able to cover his obligations on time? Who could she appeal to?

Wouldn't any kind of appeal arouse base suspicions? See " She Played and
Paid " with Fannie Ward.

Paid
FVlnie Ward

- the American star, in a French picture, " She Played andA picture of the heart and home—a picture of love and passion.

D. N. Schwab—State Rights)

Butlers Third Is Well Produced and Thoroughly

Interesting

THOSE who look to the State Right field for only spectacular or lurid

dramas will be surprised in David Butler's "Smiling All the Way."

It is a thoroughly interesting and clever little comedy-drama which

will keep an audience sitting quiet and absorbed and send them away

satisfied. It is not elaborate, but it is carefully and adequately produced

and well directed. It does not attempt to thrill, but it tells a simple love

>tory in a clean, entertaining way. One of its most commendable features

i> the avoidance of '"old stuff." The hardened fan will think he is going

to see a repetition of the familiar hokum, when the incident suddenly

changes and ends in an unexpected but logical manner.

The locale of the story is especially good from an audience Standpoint.

It opens in Maine, where Butler is the star cook in a lumber camp. It

i
>hifts to New York's Greenwich Village, where the star and Alice, played

by Leatrice Joy. form a partnership to run a village restaurant. These

scenes are slightly exaggerated, but they are true to the popular concep-

tion of New York's so-called Bohemia. The restaurant prospers, and the

girl, once a snobbish society belle, learns the lesson of cheerfully toiling

for a living from the happy flapjack artist. But Hannibal (Butler) is

bashful, and the girl's mother, anxious to marry her off to a wealthy

.-uitor. kidnaps her on an outgoing yacht. Hannibal, however, gels aboard,

frustrates the " heavy " and brings the girl ashore.

All this is developed with good incident, some of it not essential to the

story, but well enough done to pass. It is a typical Butler picture, and if

he keeps going at his present pace, a "Butler picture" may soon be as

well know n as a " Charles Ray picture." He makes his part unusually

attractive. Playing the big. broad-shouldered, simple-minded and kind-

hearted backwoodsman, ba.-hful and backward with women, courageous

j
and straightforward with men. he presents a personality that will win him
many friends. Leatrice Joy is well cast, attractive, and pleasing in her
romantic scenes, while the remainder of the cast is first class. The details

of the Greenwich Village and yacht scenes are a credit to the directors.

—Length, 5 reels. -Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Hannibal Pi lsbury David Butler
Alice Drydon Leatrice Joy
Aunt Ellen Francis Raymond
Andrew Cadman Parker J. McConnell
Minerva Finch Rhea Haines
Teddy McCall Helen Scott
The Old Professor Chas. Smiley
Mickey Arthur Reddy

Scenario by Paul Scofield.
Directed by Fred J. Butler.
Co-directed by Hugh McClung.
Photography by Bob Martin.
Technical Director, Danny Hall.
Art Titles, C. B. Currier.
From the story by Henry Payson Dowst.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
A dramatized Saturday Evening Post story by Henry Psyson Dowst starring

on the screen David Butler, will be the attraction at the theatre on
. " Smiling All the Way " is its screen title. In the magazine story

it was known as " Alice in Underland." It is a rapidly moving comedy drama
that mixes plenty of humor with a little pathos and leaves a remarkably satisfactory
impression. The action shifts from the Maine woods to the heart of New York's
Greenwich village, and the picture ends aboard a well equipped private yacht.

Butler, who will be remembered by many as the broad-shouldered French soldier
in Griffith's " Hearts of the World," plays the part of a simple cook in a lumber
camp in Maine. When Fate casts him in the midst of New York's colony of
artists, he continues his vocation. He becomes half owner and cook in a "Village"
tearoom—" The Purple Guinea Pig." The other half owner is Leatrice Joy—

a

very pretty girl, as many fans will remember—and so, the inevitable happens
" Smiling All the Way " will be shown at the . theatre for

days. Do not miss seeing David Butler. In a short time he will be one of film-
dom s greatest favorites.

PROGRAM READER
.'jj

Smiling All the^Way" is not only good philosophy— it is a good picture. It
theatre on . A straight, clean,will be shown at the

human comedy drama, this remarkable story aims at entertainment alone and it
hits its mark. David Butler, who, although he has been playing starring parts for
but a short time, has the leading role in " Smiling All the Way." He is destined
to be one of the future great favorites of the screen, and he is an actor whose
work you cannot afford to miss. Playing opposite him is pretty Leatrice Joy
cast in a highly attractive role.

" Smiling All the Way " was originally published in story form in " The SaturdayEvening Post. ' Its magazine name was " Alice in Underland " and it is from
the pen of Henry Payson Dowst, one of the most popular of America's magazine
writers.

SUGGESTIONS
It is rather hard to judge the popularity of David Butler in the country just

at present. It is certain that if you have shown "Fickle Women" or "GirlsUon t Gamble they will not have forgotten him, and it is more than an evenchance that they will come to see his latest. This goes especially for the ladiesNeither is he of the fairy type to disgust the men. His is the persona'ity tobecome a general favorite. But being a new star it would be well to emohasize
J' st

°'L
aLT.C

n
a
,l

the
.l
tan Mention the fa« that it is a Saturday EveningPost story and tell the author. You can get a teaser campaign out of the titleA tie-up appears possible with some restaurant or waffle shop, which makes itsflapjacks in the show window. Leatrice Joy is well worth mentioning. DavidButler played opposite Dorothy Gish in " Hearts of the World "
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.

AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary)..

6

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) S

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak) 5

Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) 5

Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) 5

"TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) S

The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) S

The Unseen Witness (Glen White) 5

The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White) 5

Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hovie) 15

The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) 15

Episodes. ,

WESTERN DRAMAS
Biased Trail Prod*, (one every other week) 2

Lone StarWe*terns (one every other week) 2

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one a month) 2

XLNT (Ardath) 2
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera) i

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Lying Lips (Peters-Vidor) 6

Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Louise Glaum) 6

A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6

MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin) S

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase) 6
Evolution of Man (Special Cast) 6
Woman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford) • 5

When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) S

Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) S

HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 2
Sheriff's Dilemma ' 2
Brothers .2

His Desperate Deed 2

JOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2

Three of a Kind 2

Stone Quarry Romance 2
Too Much Garlic 2

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

THE GUMPS
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star 1

Mixing Business with Pleasure 1

Up She Goes • 1

Westward Ho 1

A Hunting We Will Go .'

1

Get to Work 1

Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson i

Flat Hunting l

Andy Visits His Mama in- Law 1

Andy Plays Golf 1

A Ouiet Day at Home 1

Andy on a Diet 1

Andy's Wash Day 1

Andy's Night Out 1

Andy and Min at the Theatre 1

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
The Isle of Desire
The Explorers
The Banana Special

'

Tropical Nights
By Schooner to Skagway
The Castaway
Solitude ..1
Wanderlust
The Song of the Paddle .1
The Log of Laviajera I
The Great Mirror l
Hope of Adventure ...I

SCREENICS
Out of the Past '

Fine Feathers—They Forgot the Town
Sea Planets—Apartments for Rent
Mules and Gabtalk

Andy Visits the Osteopath . . .
\

'.

.* *.

*.

'.

'.
\ \

\
'. \ \ I Brou

|\
Wind 'n fr_ Walls-^Climbing Cataracts

.

Andy on Skates 1

Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit 1

They All Turned Turtle—Family Trees.
Chosen Waters—South Sea Naiads.

His Angora.
Foam Fantasies.

Andy's Inter-RubenGuesr..".
lm

.

a
..: ' ::::::::::::

great Yawn-Getting
Andy Redecorates His Flat 1

Foam Fantasies

Andy the Model 1 —_ ——.^^^^
Accidents Will Happen 1 „ ———
Howdy Pardner....

P
1 EQUITY PICTURES CORPA Raisen l „.,v.

. t> -,_ ir- .*___._»There's
Ship Ahoy 1

The Toreador 1

The Broilers 1

Andy Fights the High Cost of Living 1

Militant Min 1

Ice Box Episodes . 1

Wim and Wigor 1 „

^

—

—

mmmm^^^^^—

—

^^^^^^^^
Equestrian 1

—— —
Andy. the. Hero

} FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.

Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) 6
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) «
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) 6
Silk Husbands and Cahco Wives f House Feter«)...6
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young) 7

Andy's Picnic 1

Andy the Chicken Fancier 1

Andy the Actor 1

Andy on the Beach 1

Andy on Pleasure
At Shady Rest.

Bent.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
State Rights

The Victim 6

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Sept. 2—All Balled Up 2
Aug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
Aug. 5—Some Champs 2
July 22—Wild, Wild Women 2
July 8—Stung AgaLd 2
June 24—Back on the Farm 2

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler every two weeks.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap 2
A Traitor's Vengeance 2
The Girl of the West 2
Almost an Outlaw 2
The Avenging Trail 2
Western Rays 2
Shadows of the Past 2
A Fight to a Finish 2

LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson 5

Re

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) 6

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy) 2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers) 1

The Dying Swan (Skating) 1
Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics) 1

The Flying De Armands 1

Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1

Hundeller (Balancing) l
Thrp- Whipple Sisters ("Boxing and Wrestling). .... 1

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
{Released Through Educational Film Emchanget)

CHESTER COMEDIES
The One Best Pet 2
A Tray Full of Trouble 2
The Big Show 2
An Overall Hero J
Four Times Foiled 2
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Mr. Fatima 2
Going Through the Rye 2
Shuffle the Queens 2
A Homespun Hero 2
Striking Models 2
Don't Blame the Stork (Harry Gribbon) 2
Seven Bald Pates (Bobby Vernon) 2
Out For thi Night (Eddie Barry) 2
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon) 2
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher) 2
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy Turns Cupid 2
Torchy's Millions 2
Torchy In High 2
Torchy (JoLnny Hines) 2
Torchy Comes Through (Johnnie Hines) 2
MERMAID COMEDIES
The Simp 2
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) 2
Dynamite (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rae) 2
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
SPECIALS
The Race of the Age (Man O' War) 2
Art of Diving (Kellerman) . .1
Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home" Runs 1
Valley of 10,000 Smokes l

CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Getting a Polish l

Ignazu the Exquisite 1

Frozen Thunder ]

Lovely Maoriland ...1
Mad Hatters l

Seven League Booters 1

Too Much Overhead 1

The Trail of Wedontcarewhere. 1

The Tamer the Wilder 1

Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits i

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Nov. 28—A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy Dal-

ton) 4734.
Nov. 28—Idols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.).
Nov. 21—Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 449*
Nov. 21—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). 558^
Nov. 14—Her Husband's Friend <Enid Bennett-

Ince Prod.) 453f
Nov. 14—Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) 5101
Nov. 7—Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4863
Nov. 7—Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.).65S<
Oct. 31—An Old-Fashioned Boy (Ince Prod.-

Chas. Ray) 4617
Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Oct. 24—A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 4200
Oct. 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 5526
Oct. 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.). 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

Oct. 3—The Jail Bird (Ince. Prod.-Douglas Mac-
Lean) 4961

Oct 3—Something to Think About (C. B. De-
Mille Prod.) 7000

Sept.—Little Miss Rebellion (Dorothy Gish) 4835
Sept.—Civilian Cloth (Thomas Meighan-Hugh) . .5267
Sept.—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton) 4667
Sept—Half An Hour (Dorothy Dalton) 4667

ARTCRAFT
June—Rebecca of Snnnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 21—His Wedding Night 2
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue)

PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Nov. 28—A Fireside Brewer
Nov. 14—Fickle Fancy
Oct. 31—Movie Fans
Oct 17—My Goodness

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDD2S
Dec. 28—Housecleaning • I

Dec. 21—Those Distant Cousins ... .1

Dec. 7—After the Circus ..1

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Spirits 3
Sept. 12—Kids Is Kids 2
Aug. 29—Never Again 3

PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Nov. 28—Land of the Tin Millionaires 1
Nov. 21—Around About Manila 1
Nov. 14—Pyrenean Perspectives 1
Nov. 7—The Port of Penang J
Oct. 17—Nature's Contrasts 1

ARAMOTTNT-BTTRLTNGHAM
Nov. 21—Kilawea Volcano Eruption I
Oct 17—Winter Sports at St Morit*
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Nov. 7—A Setting of Ages
Oct. 10—The Cloud
Sept 5—From a Piscatorial Angle
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Nov. 28—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon...
Nov. 21—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan Cartoon...
Nov. 14—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon
Nov. 7—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon.

1

Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon

lease Information Continued on Page 4164
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"JUST PALS
(Fox)

Jones in New Type of Story; Good Entertainment

BUCK JONES' last three or four pictures preceding this one have been

just one shoot-'eni-up Western after another. He has made good In

them because he rode, fought, and protected the abused lady in the

case in fine fashion, and now he should do just as well in a story of a

widely different type. "Just Pals" is a human, interesting and appealing

story, with interpolations of good audience incidents, and flavored with a

bit of romance and, in the end, with action that suggests his former pictures.

The star has new responsibilities in "Just Pals," for he is cast as the

village good-for-nothing. Deprived of his guns, his bucking broncho and

a villain to pommel, he is called upon to act, and he does it. Sharing his

responsibility is little Duke Lee, who plays "Bill," the little ragamuffin

who becomes the pal of the good-for-nothing. Together they "bum"
bout the little village until the pretty school teacher, with whom the star

is in love, demands that " Bill " attend school. The youngster defends the

good name of " Bim " (the star) with his fists. "They said you were not

fit to live with pigs," he explains. "But, gosh, I said you were!
"

There is a succession of good incident, some of it really human and

humorous, and some it strained. The latter is the case when "Bim" is so

kind-hearted that he cannot bear to kill some poultry to earn a meal. Melo-

drama develops when the school teacher loses the town's money entrusted

to her care, and "Bim" brings it back, taking the blame for its disap-

pearance. He is driven out of town, but returns to thwart a gang of

robbers who are pillaging the express office. Again, because of his bad

name, he is accused of the robbery and is about to be lynched when his

little pal saves him. The story becomes just a bit complicated in the end,

with the introduction of another kidnapped child and the collection of the

reward by the star for his recovery.

But it is the human touches, both of comedy and pathos; the well created

atmosphere of the small Montana town; the very natural dialogue; and the

picturesque character of " Bim." that will win favor for this picture. It

is well directed throughout. Helen Ferguson is the leading lady.—Length,

5 reels.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Bim Buck Jones
Mary Bruce Helen Ferguson
Bill George Stone
Sheriff Duke R. Lee
Harvey Cahill William Buckly
Dr. Stone Edwin Booth Tilton

Mrs. Stone Eunice Murdock Moore
Brakeman Bert Apling
Outlaw Slim Padgett
Outlaw Pedro Leone
Maid Ida Tenbrook
Constable John J. Cooke

Story by John McDermott.
Scenario by Paul Scofield.
Directed by Jack Ford.
Photography by George Schneiderman.

,

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Buck Jones, the new and popular Fox star, will visit again this

week when he will appear in Just Pals," his latest feature at the
theatre on .

" Just Pals " is an appealing and interesting story, laid in a small town that
borders between the wheat and the cattle country. It is a typical American village,
and the star plays " Bim," a typical American character. For Bim is the village
good-for-nothing." Work is foreign to his nature. Even to watch the pitch-

ing of hay is enough to weary him. The village laughs at him, derides him and
talks about his laziness. But then Bim finds a pal. His name is Bill and his age
thirteen. He came into town in a freight, with his belt drawn tight and his pockets
empty. Bill and Bim were kindred spirits. So they became pals.
There is romance also in this delightful story. A pretty school teacher figures

in the case. She too chides Bim for his laziness, but beneath his indolence she
sees something finer and more nob e than the sleek and well groomed men of the
town may ever hope to possess. It is not what a man does in his everyday life

that proves his mettle; it's the way he acts in the big crisis, when it is a case of
sacrifice of self to save another.
Bim and Bill and schoolmistress live happily ever after. After providing such

entertainment as they do in " Just Pals," they deserve it. Pathos and humor,
action and thrills—they are all there. It is a picture of American life for
Americans to see.

j

PROGRAM READER
He was thirty and the village good-for-nothing. His pal was thirteen and had

just hit town via a freight Pullman. They were kindred spirits, these two, so they
just naturally bummed around together, until a pretty schoolteacher made Bill go
to school, and forced Bim to buckle down to some hard work.
Buck Jones is Bim and the picture is "Just Pals," a Fox feature that will be

the attraction at the on . You all know Buck Jones, for
you have seen his Western thrillers. "Just Pals," is a somewhat different type
of story. J.t has all the thrills^ and plenty of action, but it has pathos and humor

whobesides. You all like stories of plain American folk,' and it is such characters
appear in "Just Pals."

'Just Pals" means just a human story, just a simple tale blending pathos
comedy—just a good hour's entertainment

with

SUGGESTIONS
•

I
.

f
.,
you

{L
ave ,™n other Buck Jones pictures, mention them all, and then add that

in Just Pa.s they will see a O'fterent type of picture. Tell them it has all the
action and thrills that they will want, but at the same time is not a cut and dried

{Continued in next column)

"THE BROADWAY BUBBLE"
(Vitagraph)

Corinne Griffith Does Excellent W ork in Dual Role

WHILE "The Broadway Bubble" is not the greatest picture that

ever reached the screen, it is a picture of unusual merit, a clearly

defined story, some excellently drawn characters, and a dual role

performance by the star that is going to win her a great deal of praise.

Her work is excellent, in both roles—and both roles are difficult ones.

The picture is founded on a sound, and most interesting premise, and it

progresses logicaUy and smoothly, an excellent continuity adding no little

to the finished picture. Adrienne Landreth finds her home insufficient to

absorb her thoughts and energies—she and her husband are drifting

farther and farther apart. Making no effort to bridge the gulf that

separates them, Adrienne sets her heart on a stage career. Knowing that

her husband will not permit her going on the stage, she persuades her

twin-sister to take up the role of Mrs. Geoffrey Landreth, while she—the

real Mrs. Landreth—pursues the elusive bubble of fame, knowing that,

when she has made good, her husband will forgive her. The plan works

out splendidly—until Geoffrey notes a change in his wife, a difference in

her attitude towards him—and he complicates things by falling back in

love with his wife—or the woman he thinks is his wife.

The settings are very good indeed, and the background of the few ex-

teriors equaUy so. There are some scenes of Broadway so vivid and real-

istic that they wiU bring a lump into the throats of those who know
hagdad-on-the-Stibway and love it.

Miss Griffith's bath is an interesting scene— and her gowns will arouse

»oi siderable comment.

Joe King, as the husband, does the best work he has been permitted to

do in a long long time—and Stanley Warmerton will go down in film

history as an actor who made "a famous Broadway theatrical magnate"

look and act like a rational human being! Which is some achievement in

these days.

The work of the star, in the dual role, as well as the camera-work at the

points where the twin sisters meet, is deserving of much comment and

praise. It is skinful throughout.

The whole picture is one of excellent entertainment value, and the inter-

est is splendidly maintained.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Revieiced by Pearl Gaddis,

Altanta, Ga.
THE CAST

Adrienne Landreth Corinne Griffith

Drina Lynn Corinne Griffith

Geoffrey Landreth Joseph King
Fred Corliss Stanley Warmerton
Higginson Robert Gaillard

From a story in Young's Magazine, by Leigh Gordon Giltner.
Adapted by C. Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar.
Directed by George L. Sargent.

PROGRAM READER
She was a rich and lovely young woman, but unhappy. She did not love her

husband, nor did he love her—but he refused to have his name and his reputation
blazoned on Broadway billboards, when she wanted • to go on the stage. So
Adrienne Landreth sent for her twin-sister, whose resemblance to her was startling,

and the two girls arranged the plot. Drina took Adrienne's place as Mrs. Landreth,
while Adrienne, as Ruth Raye, made her debut on the stage. It was a good plot,

and worked well—until Adrienne's discarded husband found that he was falling

in love with his wife. And, worst of all, Drina, too, realized that she was falling
in love with her sister's husband. It was a Gordian knot—Adrienne in love with
Corliss, her producer—and Drina was in love with Adrienne's husband. See what
happened. " The Broadway Bubble," at the theatre, for
days, beginning .

CATCH LINES
What happened when she fell in love with her sister's husband? Drina Lynn

was a small-town girl, but the fire of New York was in her veins. Then she was
offered the chance to come to New York—to pose as the wife of another woman's
husband. What happened then?

"JUST PALS"
Western. You can run a teaser campaign from the title reading: "Two pals are
coming to town. Ragged and weary, they are heading this way. Watch for them."
Emphasize it as a simple, yet stirring tale of simple folks.

CATCH LINES
Bim and Bill were pals. Bill was thirteen, had a father in Sing Sing and ran

away from home. Bim was thirty, didn't have anybody and ran away from work.
But a village schoolmistress, especially if she is pretty, can do a whole lot of
character changing. And a village good-for-nothing can turn out to be a good-for-
something when the big climax arrives.

Buck Jones' newest and best picture. Action and thrills in a story of pathos
and humor.

"COULDN'T BE BOUGHT AT ANY PRICE!"
"My SIMPLEX has been in use FOUR YEARS.
It couldn't be bought at any price."

PRINCESS THEATRE 30 WAUSEON, OHIO
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FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5
Bonnie May (Bessie Lore) S

MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird 2
His Naughty Night 3
Nearly Married 2
A Bedroom Scandal 2

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights l

Winning a Widow "i
Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog i

School for Skirts .|
The Painter 1

Bone Dry Blues 1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 29—Dinty (Wesley Barry)
Nov. 29—Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22—Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's)

.

Nov. 22—Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-
madge) 5118

Nov. 8—The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrvmore) . 5600
Nov. 1—Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) . .

.' 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harms Chaplin) 6
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven) 5
Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray) 6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason) 2
The Kick in High Life (Lehrman) 2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrvmore) 6
The Branded Woman (Norma 'Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart) . .6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald) 5
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan)

. .7
Good References (Constance Talmadge) 6
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray)!! "6
Jack-Knife Man (King Vidor") . .

.'

6
\'«inrious Mrs. I.eshV (Kath rine Ma "-.nald)

5

The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge).. 5
Go and Get It (Marshall Neilan) [7

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast) gA Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) ...'...'.'.'. ".'.7

Tk,e
.,
Face a t Your Window (Special Cast) .'.'..'7

While New York Sleeps (Special Cast) 7

7?Z Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear) 7
-f I Were King (William Farnum) 7
The White Moll (Pearl White)... 7

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers '

g
Drag Harlan WW'.' "6
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub 6
The Thief ".'!.'.'.' .\"!6
The Mountain Woman !!!!!!!

6

TOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails 6
The Texan "

s
The Untamed

'.'.t

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider 5The Challenge of the Law "s
The Man Who Dared |

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy 6The Flame of the Yukon ^. ..!!!!!! !

6

Girl of My Heart ....."6
Merely Mary Ann '. °. °.

6

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen 5
Number 17 "s
The Plunger

[
[[ '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' "5

From New On """""" Is

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely) S

Just Pals (Buck Jones) 5The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) "
.5

Trail to Two Moons (Buck Jones) 5
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy) 5
Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones) ...5
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely) '

5

SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes) 2
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) 2

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
An Elephant's Nightmare ?
Hold Me Tight 2
His Noisy Still 2
Pretty Lady ...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2

Chase Me 2

Re

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week 1

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong 2
The Huntsman 2
Kiss Me Quick 2

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Hypnotist y2
The Papoose yt
On the Hip 14
Northwoods 14
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co 54
All Stuck Up y2
A Hard Luck Santa Claus 54
Gum Shoe Work y,
Home Brew yt
The Medicine Man y2

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)

BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC-
TURES, INC.

The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston Churchill) ... 7
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's) 7
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White'*) .1

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Ben}. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)

Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's) ft

Desert Gold (Zane Grey's) 7

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum) 7
Sex (Louise Glaum; ;

The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum) 7

Sahara (Louise Glaum) 7

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon) •
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon) •

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird; (
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird) f

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
The Dream Cheater ij. Warren Kcrrigauj .»

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) 6
The Blue Bonnet IBiilie k.. •

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast) ft

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis) I

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis) •

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1—Danger V alley 5

rsov. 15—Skyhre 5

Oct. I—Hell's Oasis 5

LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Jan. 1—Restless Rummies

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle) 6
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) 6
Branded (Josephine Earle) 6
The Sinker (Special Cast) 6
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle) 6

>o<uiu> «ud Wivet ^Vivian Martin* 0

SERIALS
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2

fridays—Gaumont Graphic .. . . 1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES

SPECIALS
Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 6475
ine Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .4600
ine Man Who Had Everything • (Jack Pickford) . . 5198
Ofhcei 666 (Tom Moore) S290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349
His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) ....5947
The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569
Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogers) 5

The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand) 5

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick) 5

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Th* Proalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5650
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725
Going Some (Rex Beach)

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar Camps Out '. 2
Edgar's Sunday Courtship 2
Edgar Takes the Cake 2

Edgar's Jona Day 2

CAPITOL COMEDIES
Aug. 29—In and Out (Flanagan and Edwards) 2

Aug. IS—His Wife's Husband (Flanagan and Ed-
wards) 2

Aug. 1—The Road to Ruin (Flanagan and Edwards). 2

July 18—A Counter Plot (Buddy Post) 2
July A—Mum's the Word (Buddy Post) 2

June 20—A Money Mixup (Buddy Post) 2

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Oct. 10—For the Future 1

Oct. 3—Between Friends 1

Sept. 26—In the Glory of the Past 1

Sept 19—"Air" Istocracy (Bird Life) 1

left S-i
H
n
a^ BURLINGHAM ADNLATURE PICTURES

GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Aug. 29—This Wonderful World 1

Aug. 22—World's First Scientific Harness 1

Aug. 15—If You Could Shrink 1

Aug. 8—Eternal Nature 1

July 18—The Life History of the Pearl 1

I

Dec.
Dec.

15—Back
1—Kazzin

Earth,
the Jack.

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier 5

Bearcat *
Seeds of Vengeance »
The Gift Supreme 6
Whispering Devils *
The Victim »
The Transgressor •
The Burning Question ft

Luring Shadows •

Below the Deadline *

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies 2

Stung Again •
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm *

Mis Fortune Hunters *

MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1

Along the Moonbeam Trail 2

Ride Under the Alps
J

Vacation Days in Switzerland 1

From Montreux to Berness Alps 1

Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes I

A Woman • business
Love Without Question (Olive Tell) I

Fuly 18—The Life History ot the Fearl 1 T A TVTG "DTCT'I TT? 17C f^CiTITi
Tuly 11—Our Wonderful World (Tripoli) 1 JAIM3 JT It. 1 U HCiS L.UJtt.r.

fuly 4—Beating a Man at His Own Game 1

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Aug. 22—Shedding a Profiteer (Judge Rummy) 1

Aug. 15—A Fly Guy (Happy Hooligan) 1

Aug. 8—The Rotissene Bros. (Judge Rummy) 1

Aug. 1—The Last Rose of Summer (Happy Hooli-
gan) 1

EDUCATIONALSGREIVER'S
(CHICAGO)
Serpent's Tooth 1*

Speeding Through Dixie 1

Royal Ease 1

Colossus of Roads 1

The Spirit of the Birch 1

Suds 1

Precisely as Polly 1

lease Information Continued on Page 4165

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats
Kineto Reviews

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)

Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 5
Voices (Special Cast) ft

Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .5-

The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) I
Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes) I
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The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 1

Open Places (Jack Gardner) 5
The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverie) . .5

The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) 3

The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn) 5

The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) i
Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner) J

Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall) i

Broncho Billy Dramas •

Snakeville Comedies
Fables in Slang (George Ade) 1

Stripped for a Million (Crane Wiiourj 5

Strife (George Le Guere) I

CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen 4
The Champion 2
Jitney Elopement 2
Work 2
By the Sea

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) S
Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) 5

Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re-
issue 5

LUBIN (BERT)
STATE RIGHTS

Honeymoon Ranch 5

METRO EXCHANGES

(Fifteen

Dec.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

-< REEN CLASSICS. INC SPECIALS
Dec. 27—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana) 6
Dec. 20—The Misleading Lady (Bert Lytell) 6
Dec. 13—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 29— Polly With a Past (Ina Claire) 6
Nov. 15—Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6
Nov. 1—The Fatal Hour (Special Cast) 6
Oct. 25—Body and Soul (Alice Lake) 6
Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6
Dct. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana) 6
Sept. 20—Clothes (Special Cast) 6
Sept. 13—The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6
Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 16—The Chorus Girl's Romance (Viola Dana)..

6

Aug. 2—Held in Trust (May Allison) 6

C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTION
Feb. 21—The Little Lady of the Big House (Special

Cast) 6
Jan. 10—The God of His Fathers (Special Cast;....

6

Nov. 22—The Star Rover (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Llsinore (Special Cast).

6

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
{Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)

Feb. 16—Neighbors 2
Dec. 22—The Scarecrow 2
Oct. 27—Convict 13 .2
Sept. 1—One Week 2

HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) 6

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6—Billions (Nazimova) 6
Oct. 11—Madam Peacock (Nazimova) . .7
Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7
Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) 6
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) C
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) « ' '

S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6—Love. Honor and Obey (Special Cast)..
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

PATHE EXCHANGES
Dec. 5—Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner) 5

Nov. 28—The Devil to Pav (Brunette-Stewart) 6
Nov. 21—The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..

5

Nov. 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6
Oct. 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray
Stewart) 6

Oct. 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
Oct. 10—Fo bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6
Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar)....6
Sept. 26 — Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet-
Henry King) 5

Sept. 12— Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner) 5

Sept. 5—The House of the Tolling Bell (Bruce
Gordon-May McAvoy) 6

Aug. 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) 7

VELVET FINGERS
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Gourtot.

)

Dec. 5—First, To Catch a Thief 3

THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen and Warner Orland)
Dec. 5—Eighth, The Man Trap
Nov. 28—Seventh, Gun Fire 2
Nov. 21—The Crystal Bail 2
Nov. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room 2
Nov. 7—Fourth, The Open Window 2
Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf 2
Oct. 24—Second, The Disappearance of janet Daie..£
Oct. 17—First, Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Two-Reel Episodes

Roland)
5—Fifteenth. The Hidden Treasure 2
28—Fourteenth, Regina Island 2
21—Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack 2
14—Twelfth, The Secret Order 2
7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond 2

Oct. 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2
Oct. 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path 2
Oct. 17—Eighth, Danger Trails 2
Oct 10—Seventh, Troubled

"

Starring Ruth

ROLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 7—Insulting the Sultan 1

Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1

Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 5—A Regular Pal 1

Aug. 29—Money to Burn (Snub Pollard) 1

ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd)....

2

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) 6

July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6
June 20—Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) t

NEWS REELS
Sundays—Topics of the Day
Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

Saturdays—Pathe News 1

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman 5

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5
Law of the North 5
Cy Whittaker's Ward 5
The Awakening of Ruth 5
Light in Darkness 5
The Tell Tale Step S
Lady of the Photograph 5

FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride l

The Screen Fan l

The Matinee Girl 1

The Man Eater 1

The Superstitious Girl 1

The Artist's Model 1

The Art Bug 1

The Starter 1

The Spoiled Girl 1

0ct.^^VTE^S^::::::::::::::::i pioneer film corporation
Sept. 26—Fifth, Double Grossed 2
Sept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires 2
"Sept 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2

PIRATE GOLD
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot)

R
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I Hi s Brother's Keeper (Mansfield.-Lytton-James) .
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Sept. 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion 2 —
Sept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped 2
Sept. 12—Fifth, Drugged 2
Sept. 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last 2
Aug. 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story 2

THE THIRD EYE
Warner

.6

MISCELLANEOUS
The Wrong Woman CIvan Abra.nson)
The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
M
CorP
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. .
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Sheraian Prods
' YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES

The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Clark Cornelius Corp

Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Tnd. Attractions
The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)

Two-Reel Episodes Starring
Oland and Eileen Percy)

Aug. 29—Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay 2
Aug. 15—Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 2
Aug. 8—Twelfth, Man Against Man 2
Aug. 1—Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vengeance. .. .2
July 25—Tenth, The House of Terrors 2
July 18—Ninth, The Race for Life 2
July 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2 PT?Tr,

TT
July 4—Seventh, The Double Trap 2 rlXxUirj
June 27—Sixth, The Death Spark 2

Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 6
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love) 6

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6
What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins) 6
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston JHall) 5

5

..6
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) 6
Bubbles (Mary Anderson) 5
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy J$
Sonny Series 2

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin 1

Two's Company 1

Call Me Daddy 1

Knockout Maggie 1

Down Beside the Seaside 1

Professor Was Right I

Aug. 8—The Hold-up Man 2
Aug. 1—The Hobo of Pizen City 2
Tuly 25—The Law of the Border 2
July 18—His Pal's Gal 2

(C. B. CO.)
INDTAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-

feather.
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Power (Holbrook Blinn) c

Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast) 5

The Crimson Cross (Special Cast) Favark Corp!!!!. Tulr H—Tex of the Timberlands ,..2
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling TRAILED BY THREE r> A T\rr\or\T7T

—
i-TT li/fO

0,^5? jwVV- --V-r-rS Tuly ll-Fifteenth. The Reckoning 2 RADIOSOUL FILMS
The rr/mtnn rtn« P

rc!„f;'
m

'Vi.' ' '
'
'{.'n ' *

"
Tu,y *~Fourteenth. The Hidden Crime 2 A Man There Was (Victor Seas

P-
e Crimson Cross (Special Cast) The Franck Corp. r„„. 07_T>,.v..„„.v, ft,- t-i „/ -p.— «- Corp.

Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
Levey Prods

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-

wealth Film Corp

COMEDIES
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi-

cate—Cleveland) * 2
After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2
Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films) 1

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price) 2
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.

Tune 27—Thirteenth. The Door of Death 2
Tune 20—Twelfth. The Burning Fuse 2
Tim* 13—Eleventh. The Torture Tran 2

VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Nov. 14—The Sandman 1
Oct. 31—Mamma's Boy 1
Oct. 3—June Madness 1

BRINGING UP FATHER
Tune 27—Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2
May 16—Second. Father's Close Shave 2
Ar" 4—First. Tiggs in Society 2
AFTER THIRTY
CSix two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and John Cumberland)
July 15—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third. The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr 1«—Second, The Stimulating Mrs Barton 2

INC.
Seastrom) *

REALART pictures corp.
FECIAL FEATURES
The Soul of Youth (Tavlor) *

The Deep Purple (Raonl A. Walsh's) *

The Law of the Yukon f Charles Miller's) *

The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's) *
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) T

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) 5

39 East (Constance Binnev) *

A Dark Lantern (Alice Brady) 5

A Cumberland Romance (Mary Miles Minter) c

Miss Hobbs (Wanda Hawley) 6
Tenny Be Good (Mary Mile* Minter) *

Nurse Marjorie (Mary Miles Minter) S

Release Information Continued on Page 4166
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REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10—I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2
Nov. 28—He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12—Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns) 2
Oct. 30—Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Oct. 15—When the Cat's Away (Special Cast)....

4

Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 2

Sept. 1—The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3

Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van) 2

Aug. 15—Buggins (Leon Errol) 2

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH

i

Bold Bad Pirate 2
Summer Days 2
Sunshine 2
She's a Vamp d
Circus Days 2

BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer 2

Hands Up 3

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture 2
Girl of the Rancho 2

ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics 2
Good Night Nurse 2

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch 1

Moonshiner 1

No. 13 ! 1

Pest 1

Pile Driver , 1

Undressed Kid 1

Live Wire 1

Dummy 1

Rye and Wry '. 1

Referee 1

In and Out 1

The Landlady 1

The Moocher 1

The Bull Fighter 1

Professor 1

Getting His Goat 1

Fixing Lizzie 1

Dry Cleaned 1

Kidnapper 1

BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God 1

Wind Goddess 1

MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble 2
Lazy Lem 2
Bungalow Bungle 3

NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter : 1

Dreamy Chinatown 1

GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms 3

Help 2
The Movies 3

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
July 18—Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6

July 4—Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

June 20—Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitta) S
Bright Skies (Brentwood) 5
The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) ....

5

SPECIALS
Oct. 3—The Stealers (Special Cast) 8
fcept. 19—Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody) 6
Sept. 5—Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7
Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) S
Aug. 1—Life's Twists (Bessie Barriscale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6—Becky Strikea Out 1

May 30—Letty's Lost Legacy 1

Mixed Husbands ....1
The Taylor Made Wife 1

Downstairs and Up 1

Why Be Jealous? 1

Her Beloved Burglar 1

MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas 1

The City of Broken Old Men I

Recruiting in the Solomons 1

Lonely South Pacific Miisions 1

Domesticating Wild Men 1

Cruising in the Solomons 1

Saving Savages in the South Seas 1

ADVENTURE SCENTCS
May 16—The Lone Trapper 1

May 2—Outlaw of the Wilderness 1

The Tempest 1

Waters of Destiny 1

Tree Magic 1

Ghosts of Romance 1

Sons of Salooskin: 1

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't Gamble 5
Fickle Women 5

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason) 5

Cowboy Jazz 2

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas)
Panthea (Norma Talmadge)
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore)
The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien)
The Flapper (Olive Thomas)
The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham)
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien)
Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)

SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day)
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison)
Mountain Madness .'

Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
The Great Shadow
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
NATIONAL PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
Open the Bars l

.

Hay Fever i
Sweet Dynamite l

COMICLASSIC
Nov. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .2
Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam) . . .2
Oct. 17—A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2
SUNSET BURRUD SCENICS
Nov. 7—Totem Land 1

Oct. 31—Dawnland 1
Oct. 24—Going North 1

Oct. 17—The Highway of Wonderland 1

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Bubbles 1

Oct 3—Dreams 1
Sept. 26—Up on the Farm 1

Mt-RANTI COMEDIES
Oct. 31—Kids i
Oct. 17—Guilty „l
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 14—Who Am 1 2
Oct. 7—Home Rule 2

TYRAD PICTURESTlNC.
Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..5
It Happened in Paris CM me Yorska) 5
Human Passions (Lottie Tilford) 5
Man and Woman (Betty Mason) 5
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes) 6

Your Wife and Mine (Eve Donngton) 5
And the Children Pay (Gareth H hes) 7
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley—one every
month) 2

RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley) 5
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo) 5
Weekly Indigestion (one every week) 1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. S—The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith's) 7
Tune 27—Suds (Mary Pickford) 5
Tune 13—The Mollycoddle (Donglas Fairbanks) 6
May 30—Romance (Doris Keaae) 8
Apr. 5—Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett's) 5
Tan. lft— Pollyanna (Mary Pickford) *
Dec. 29—When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair-
banks) <

Oct. 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griastn'i) f
Sept. 1—His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-

banks) 8

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers) 5

Risky Business (Gladys Walton.) *

West is West (Harry Carey)
\Honor Bound (Frank Mayo) *

Fixed by George (Lyons-Moran) 5

The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers) 5

Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak)
|

The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo) 5

Sundown Slim (Harry Carey) f
Pink Tights (Gladys Walton) 5

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6

The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast) 7

Shipwrecked Among Cannibals J
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln) 6

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin) 2

A Prohibition Monkey 2

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)

Third, Stolen Evidence 2

Second. The Mushroom Bullet 2

First, Blood Money 2

RED RIDER SERIES

(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard

Clapham)
Sixth, The Timber Wolf 2

Fifth, The Forest Runners 2

Fourth, When the Devil Laughed 2

Third, Big Stakes 2

Second, The Girl and the Law 2

First, A Son of the North 2

THE FLAMING DISK

(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)

Tenth, Spiked Death 2

Ninth. The Floating Mine 2

Eighth, Through Walls of Steel 2
Seventh, The Circle of Fire 2
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery 2

Fifth, On the Great Wall of China 2

Fourth, The Flaming Disk 2

Third, The Perilous Leap 2
Second, The Span of Life 2

First, The Rails of Dearth 2

THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring

Marie Walcamp)
Twelfth, Unmasked 2

Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril *
Ninth, The Train of Death 2

Eighth, Trailed to Peking 2

Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2

Sixth, Captured in China 2

Fifth, A Jump for Life 2

Fourth, Into the Chasm 2

Third, A Watery Grave 2

CENTURY COMEDIES
Laughing Gas (Dorety-Jamisen) 2

Hot Dog (Brownie) 2

A Fishy Story (Monty-Jackson) 2

Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety) 2
A Lyin' Tamer (Bowes-Lamont) . . . * 2

A Blue Ribbon Mutt (Byron-Dorety) 2

Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorety-Prevoat) 2

Should Tailors Trifle 2

Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont) 2

A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2

His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2

Love and Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2

The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2

STAR COMEDIES
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Maids A-Courting
JMy Lady's Ankle
J

A Scream in Society »

Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) I

Where Is Mv Dog (Harry Mann)
J

Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill Burns) 1

Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette)
J

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard)
}

Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) I

RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2

Won by a Nose (Dorety Keating-Henley) 2

Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2

Should Waiters Marry (Geo Ovey) .. 2

A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle Zemhck) 3

A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

Release Information Continued on Page 4167
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WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMaS
fight It Out (Hoot Gibson) 2

Superstition (Hoot Gibson) 2

ripped Off (Hoot Gibson) 2

rhe Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2

)ouble Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2
lenders (Hoot Gibson) 2
n Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2
Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2

3ne Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2

rhe Grinning Granger 2

I Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2

ITCWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
'uesdays—International News 1

•"ridays —Internationa] News 1

todays —New Screen Magazine (Universal)....!

OTAGRAPH EXCHANGES
iLICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
"he Voice of Fools 5

lie Prey t
toUars and the Woman *

he Sporting Duchess 7

ILARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"he Romance Promoters 5

he Purple Cipher S

. Master Stroke 5

aptain Swift 5

he Fortune Hunter 7

l.ORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
he Broadway Bubble 5

"he Whisper Market 5

ab's Candidate S

he Garter Girl 5
•eadline at Eleven 5

[uman Collateral 5

IMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
he Back Yard 2

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet 3

The Sea Rider S

The Flaming Clue 5
The Birth of a Soul S

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Ten-ess') Special

Cast 7

Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast 7

The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Car-,
wood's) Special Cast *

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Suitor 2
The Stage Hand 1

Solid Concrete 3
School Days 2
The Fly Cop 2
The Grocery Clerk I

0. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast) 2
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) I
Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) I
The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) I
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Eyan) I

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) 3
The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman)....!

THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Uorino.)
Fifteenth, The Accounting 2
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret 2
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke 2
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate 2
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom 2
Tenth, A Demon's Device 2
Ninth, The Slide for Life 2
Eighth. The Span of Death 2
Seventh, Human Targets ..2

Sixth, The Fiery Furnace 2
Fifth, The Well of Despair 2
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air 2
Third, The Sea Demon 2
Second, The Quicksand ',...3
First, The Menace 2

HIDDEN DANGERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan ami

Jean Paige)
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog 3
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape 2

Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit »

Twelfth, Human Bait 2
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret 2

Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge 2
Ninth, An Inch from Doom 3

Eighth, Hemmed In 2
Seventh, Hindoo Hate 2
Sixth, Springing the Trap 2
Fifth, Hands of Horror 3
Fourth, The Fatal Choice 3
Third, Plucked from Peril 2
Second, The Murder Mood 2
First, The Evil Spell 2

W1LK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Ahsea of Desire (Mrs. Sttne Hayakawa) •

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity 1

The Trap t

A Woman Alone • •

Darkest Russia *

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour I

Stolen Voice I

Friday the 13th >
Human Driftwood I

"It Might Happen To You"
(Artclass-S. & E. Enterprises)

A COMEDY which carries about every ele-

Tk. mcnt in the composition of present-day

lapstick is revealed in " It Alight Happen to

fou," sponsored by S. & E. Enterprises. If

ou are searching for the bathing girls, you will

nd them in an appealing quantity; if you want
lapstick you will discover it as brought out by
tilly Mason; if you want a menagerie, you can
xate it in this offering which contains an en-

emble of cannies, a group of man-eating lions

nd an orchestra of monkeys. The picture is

ot so humorous as it is novel. The comedy is

lore or less strained. The players are forced

5 play hard and fast, or fast and loose to

ather the chuckles. Still their efforts are not

l vain. They manage to keep one thoroughly
lterested and often on the anxious seat.

The man-eaters are such realistic actors that

ne almost feels as if they would jump right

ut of the silversheet and land in the aisle.

Tiere is an idea here—a good idea. The antis

nd wets can use it as effective propaganda,
•ut we have a sneaking notion that it leans to

ie latter element. For an indulgent father, to

ure his inebriated son, tells him to drink his

ead off. There is a well stocked cellar and
on has no idea that he is playing into papa's

ands. He drinks, and drinks, and drinks, and
rinks some more and finally stages a grand
arty—girls V everything. Just at the supreme
loment when the company is cutting up the

iggest didoe, the servants spring the traps and
ie lions are loose.

The comedy relies upon the animals to score.

Vhich it does with plenty to spare. There is

monkey orchestra which plays for the dancing
uests. And the dogs are introduced when the
ay souse comes home. He has brought every

dog within calling distance. The chief interest

is in the lions—a well trained and peaceful

group. Doubtless they have their eye teeth

pulled or fed on raw meat before the

grand entry. Anyway the actors put on the

frightened glances and scamper about " with

and without " with no end of suspense center-

ing upon their welfare. But son has learned his

lesson, so he tells the butler
—

" It Might Happen
to You "—to lay off the liquor. There is a deal

of repetition, and the picture could be told in

three reels, but one doesn't notice the lapses

when the animals are out.—Length 5 reels.

—

LAWRENCE RE ID.

"Lovely Maoriland"
(Chester—Outing—One'

[
Reel)

AVERY interesting subject showing the rug-

ged scenery of New Zealand. The views

are taken from a boat which sails up and down
the lakes or rivers and penetrates to the inner-

most recesses of this wild country.

The reel is instructive from the fact that it

brings before the eyes of an audience, a coun-

try that is less known as far as its wild and
picturesque scenery is concerned, than any here-

tofore seen.

As the spectator sits and watches the views

as they appear before his eyes, he is amazed
at the boldness of the scenery, the silent fjords

and the mountains clothed in snow.

—

FRANK
LEONARD.

"Fine Feathers"—"They Forgot
the Town"

(Chester—Screenic)

THOSE who are interested in bird life and
those who are not should enjoy " Fine

Feathers," for it shows the care that is neces-

sary in raising quails and pheasants.

These birds are shown on the New Jersey

State Farm where they are bred from " chicken-

hood " up to the time of departure from the

place of their birth.

At this period in their lives they are put in

crates and taken in automobiles to the woods
where they are released and allowed to roam
at will until the lucky hunter picks them off.

" They Forgot the Town," shows some weird

views of the terrain in Southern Utah. The
subject features the natural bridges of rock
which span the country.

These bridges appear to be the relics of by-

gone days, some of which arc large and
strong enough to be in a class with the famous
Brooklyn bridge.

No wonder the traveler remarked, " now that

the bridges are here, all they got to do is to

build the town."—FRANK LEONARD.

Twelve

Plan Book
Reviews
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GREAT BRITAIN'S

SIMPLEXIZEDJ8M0NTHS!
(EXCLUSIVE OF LONDON)

Inthe Face of 90% of These
TWr^K™* Installations Relwelve placedMachines

Competitors ofotherMakes.
And here are

Acton, The Globe.

AnerclitTc, Royal Theatre.

Aldershot, The Empire.
Banbury, Picture House.
Barton-on-Humber, Oxford Hall.

Barnoldswick, The Alhambra.
Benwell, The Cinema.
Birkenhead, The Coliseum.
Birmingham, The Villa Cross Pic-

ture House.
Birmingham, Picturedrome.
Birmingham, The Futurist.

Birmingham, La Scala.

Birmingham, the Empire, Dudley.
Birmingham, Picture Hall, Dudley

Hill

Birmingham, Palace, Erdtngton.

Birmingham, Grand, Handsworth.
Birmingham, Picture House, Har-
Birmingham, The Grand, Old Hill.

Birmingham, Birchfield Picture-

drome, Perry Bar.

Birmingham, Pic'drome, Selly Oak.
Birmingham, Rink. Stnethwick.

Birmingham, Picture House
Bishop Auckland, Eden Theatre.

Blackpool, King Edward Picture

Blackpool. The Waterloo. [Palace.

Blackpool, Tivoli Theatre.

Bow, Palace.

Burnham-on-Sea, The Electric.

Brighton, Duke of V'ork's.

Brighton, The Court.

Brighton, The Palladium.

Bristol, The Gem.
Brixton, Palladium.

Brixton, Pavilion.

Burnley, The Coliseum.
Cambridge, Victoria.

Carnforth, The Kinema Theatre.
Chatham, Imperial Picture House
Chiswick, Cinema Royal.
Charing Cross Road, Super Cin-
Clacton, Operatta House. [ema.
Clapham Junction, Imperial.
Cleethorpes, Empire.
Colchester, The Hippodrome.
Croydon, Hippodrome.
Croydon, The Scala.
Dalston, Amhurst Hall.

Derby, Whitehall Cinema.
Dovtr St., Castle Film Co., Ltd

few British Houses where " Simplex "

Dunston-on-Tyne, Imperial Hall.
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Cinema.
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Hull, Picture House.
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Lancaster, The Palladium.
Leyton, Picture House.
Lewisham, Electric 'Theatre.
Liverpool, The Park Palace.
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Luton, Palace.

Macclesfield, The Premier.
Manchester, Palladium.
Manor Park, Coronation.
Margate, Clifton Cinema.
Margate, The Cinema de Luxe.
Middlesboro', Scala.
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Mile End Road, Pavilion.
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Peckham, Queen's Hall.
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Plymouth, The Gaiety.
Preston, Theatre Royal.
Provincial Cinema Theatres, Ltd.
Ramsgate, King's Theatre.
Ravensthorpe, Pavilion.

have been installed

—
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Redruth, Palace.
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Southampton, Picture House.
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Dublin. La Scala.
Limerick, Coliseum.

MERIT ALWAYS WINS
ThePrecisionMachine (q.Inc.

317-29 East 34th: St-NewYoik



"Love, Honor and Behave"—
Directed by Richard Jones and

Erie Kenton ;
photographed by

J. R. Lockwood and Perry Evans

—

Camera stunts by Fred Jackman

—

Mirthful players in everything

Merrily supervised by our own
Mack Sennett who presents

This amusing laugh-provoker

Thru First National with

Rothacker Prints.

Mack Sennett

There are reasons-
Come and see them. Kstablithcd 1910
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Christmas Number
{1| The Christmas Number of Motion Picture

News will be published December 17th—
the issue dated December 25th.

{J
Advertisers planning special copy for that

number should make note of the date. For

good positions early copy is advisable.

Special features galore—color in abundance
—facts and information that will be saved

for reference.

The Issue Dated Dec. 25th; Out Dec. 17th
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"Dead Men Tell No Tales, " but Hornung
Tells a Capital Story in Swift Action
TEASER campaigns almost always work

well if there is the slightest excuse
for teasing, and in titling his novel,

"Dead Men Tell No Tales," E. W. Hornung
might well have had the subsequent pic-
ture production in mind. Whatever line

of exploitation you may elect to follow,
lead off with the reverse cut teasers sup-
plied for this production.
Start with the smallest one shown in

the plan book (the second from the top,
with the line in upper and lower case.)
Run this all through the paper—a dozen
or more. Do this for a couple of days,
then use the next larger size. They are
sold in a set of nine assorted sizes, but
you can have new slugs made for repetition.

Use several of the smaller sizes and
then go to the larger, reducing the num-
ber as the size increases. On a small news-
paper you might be able to let the paper
have the slugs and use to stuff odd spaces.
In this way you might get more space for
less money.

Let Them Wonder

Run for a week on the teasers alone
and then when you start to advertise, in-

corporate one or more of these slugs into
every advertising space. If you want a
large space, take the various sizes to give
a stepped arrangement across the bottom
of your space, or use the four eighteen
point slugs to make a bottom rule.

As soon as you start to advertise any-
where with the title linked to your house,
begin to use your press stuff. You have
a lot of good material in the plan book,
and some of this you can land on the edi-
tor as general reading instead of as your
share of the press mention.

Get Some Specials

There are some stories on pages six and
seven which you should be able to land
on the editor as straight reading stuff.

The public likes to read about the tricks

of the picture trade and the burning ship

gives a good line of specials.

Sell the editor on the idea sufficiently

far in advance to be able to get him the

cuts. There are pictures of the burning
ship in one, two and three column widths.

These are made from wash drawings, be-

cause the plan book was prepared before

the destruction of the ship was completed,
but it will help to set off the story.

Sell him the idea well in advance, but

hold back the stories until the week be-
fore release. If you are generous with
extra space you may land a couple on him.

More Press Work
There should be another press story in

the haunted house. This can be lifted from
page three and will prove of interest to

the fans. Sell these ideas as general read-
ing and you can then have other space for

the purely press stories.

There is a lot of sound publicity stuff

in the plan book, written for newspaper
readers and not merely to make the big

boss feel good. Use as much as you can
get into the papers. Take some of the

best of the remainder and put in the

frames with your stills.

Push It Hard
The story is above the average, both as

to plot and production. You can afford to

spend a little extra money in advertising.

You are safe in getting a little extra en-

thusiastic in telling about it withou fear

of a comeback. It is a sound melodrama,
well cast, well staged and directed with

unusual care.

It is the sort of romantic stuff that the

By EPES W. SARGENT

average audience most thoroughly enjoys
and it is not merely a few incidents done
around a burning ship. .Just as a matter
of fact the story interest rises from the
destruction of the vessel and is sustained
almost to the last scene.
Hornung, who is the author of the

Raffles stories, has preserved his suspense
with all of the skill of the trained writer
and the scenario was made under the su-
pervision of George Randolph Chester, who
is himself a master craftsman. The result

is a story which stands up to the end and
closes before a long run of falling action
destroys the impression.

// Will Please

As a result you can promise much and
deliver the goods, so sell it with personal
enthusiasm, confident that there will be
no comeback.

In your advertising give less thought
to the description of the ship than to the
scenes aboard her when the fire is dis-

covered. Dwell upon this feature to get
the interest. It means more than a burn-
ing ship, and the scenes have been well
staged. Play up the horrors of the panic
and you will do better than selling the
mechanical sensation.

Window Work

Make a drive for windows. Get a few
small wooden boats or beaver board
models. Tack on ragged salmon colored
chiffon and put a fan below the model to

keep the jagged "flames" in motion. At

night this will give a particularly good
effect, but it will attract attention in the
daytime, as well.

Distribute Displays

Get these displays well distributed and
have a few stills and a lettered card in

each window. You can work from this all

the way up to a full set window display
that will draw big crowds, according to

the amount of time you are willing to give
to the preparation.
By all means have a ship in the lobby.

If the ceiling is sufficiently high, place the
model well above the heads of the incom-
ing patrons. Here, at any 'ate, you should
be able to work light and get winning
effects.

Street Stuff

Dress up a couple of the 24-sheets for

a perambulator if you have the story two
or more days. Cut out the flame parts

and replace with oiled tissue paper and
at night touch off small quantities of flash-

light powder inside of the wagon as the

truck is drawn slowly through the streets.

This will give life and emphasis to the

display.
Send out a man made up as Santos with

a moustache and imperial. You can find

the make-up in the stills. Let him stop

every half block, throw up his hands and
cry, "Ha! Ha! Dead Men Tell No Tales!"

You can let him carry a rolled banner with

the announcement, if you wish, but it will

be better to let the passer-by supply the

connection, .as he will if you have adver-

tised well.

Get out a card reading, "Don't tell your

wife where you were last night. Dead
men tell no tales." Put the house name
and playing date in small type below. If

you can get these into any public dance or
othe

t
r

>
affair, change the text to suit. If

there is a coming event beyond your play-
ing date, print the cards "Don't tell your
wife you are going to the Elks' Smoker
next Friday. Dead men tell no tales." Do
this and the promoters of the affair will
attend to your distribution for you. Other-
wise hand them out to patrons as they leav^,
distribute them to shops and offices, or
send to the mailing list.

Hook-ups

Get your booksellers to show copies of
the story in their windows, along with
other Hornung books. Tie-up with cards
and stills. On a slide tell where the book
may be had. And always hook up the
"Raffles'" with the present story. More
persons know "Raffles" than remember the
author's name.
Hook up other stores. Let a butcher ad-

vertiie "Our meats are all government
inspected and certified. No ptomaines in

our goods. Ask any of our customers.
'Dead Men Tell No Tales' but we don't
make dead ones."
The same idea will work for grocers,

bakers and soft drink places, particularly
the later, with some reference to wood
alcohol.

Player Angles

And play on the cast. Catherine Calvert
is the star and gives a pleasant perform-
ance, but Percy Marmont, Holmes E. Her-
bert, George Von Seyffertitz and Walter
James all do excellent work as the hero-
barrister, the Squire, the Spaniard and the
half-breed respectively. Play them up.
They deserve mention. It is not an all-

star production, but it is an excellent en-
semble, better perhaps than could have
been gained with stars, since the story
is better proportioned.
You have something worth while sell-

ing. Sell it to your best advantage. Use
plenty of lithographs and printers ink, put
out several sets of stills, and it will make
selling easier for plays to come.
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Tke Posters Will Tell

Tour People That it's All

Comedy and All Arbuckle!

Here are some of tke posters issued on "Tke Life ofTke Part)), " "Fatty" Arbuckle's

first fn>e reel corned}?—and positively tke funniest fiv'e reel comedy ever made!

Tke posters tell tke story" - "tkat tke picture is one grand laugk. Use lots of
tkem and bring tke people in.

ONE-SHEET POSTER

Jesse L. Lasky presents

Roscoe Fatty"

Arbuckle
(By arrangement vJith JosepK M. Sckenck)

in

"The Life of tke Part})"

By Irvin o. Cobb

Scenario by Walter Woods

Directed h$ Joseph Henaberrp

iSBBM' FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION \{\
tS^r^T^* ADOLPH 1UKOR?Vtj JESSE L LASKY Z\v/>nn CECU B DE MULE DrrKSr&tamU. WrrrfjTI ll—

—

ESSE L.LASI"

0SC0E FATTY ARBUCKLE

'THE LIFE 0.!™? PARTY*

THREE-SHEET POSTER

JESSE L.LASKY ,«r«v»*

ROSCOE fatty ARBUCKLE
"THE LIFE 0? THE PARTy** .

IRVIN S.COBB
rAmerica^ funniest author

wrote ^

THE LIFEW>
OF THE

PARTY".

ROSCOE
(FATTY)

.MaARBUCKLE.
w^tm w^^t America's

I k funniest Comedian M
STARS IN IT !

ONE-SHEET POSTER

ROSCOEi^iBJCKLE 1

*THE UFE OF THE PART/'

SIX-SHEET POSTER

fparamount$>lcture>

THREE-SHEET POSTER

£ 1 BK



THEIR child, dying. The father and mother,

helpless. And then—the mother's instinct

—

to get him to sleep! And on her cracked old

violin she played "Nelly Grey"—played it with

a breaking heart.

When the women in your audience see that

scene every one of them will break, down and cry

with the heart-brok.en mother!

Eight drunken men—and a woman the prize!

"I'll fight you all!" he shouted. And he did!

When the men in your audience see that fight

they'll shout and cheer.

William S. Hart has never before made a picture

with such a gigantic and irresistible appeal to

both men and women. And whenjyou get a

picture like that you know you'll clean up!

By William S. Harl

Adopted and Directed by

Lambert Httlyer

Photographed by

Joe August, A.S.C.

A William S. Hart

Production

HART
C? (paramount(picture

S FAMOUS PLAYERS -I.ASKY CORPORATION Yl \J>



Every 20^ person in U. S.A.

sees Paramount Pictures-

today—any day
Our population today is 105,683,108.

There are 16,500 motion picture theatres.

10,202 of these theatres have shown Paramount Pictures

in 1920.

This day — any day — more than five million men, women
and children are looking at Paramount Pictures. Think of it,

practically one in every twenty of the population

!

The men whose business it is to finance, make and distrib-

ute Paramount Pictures have attained in them that standard

of quality which has stabilized the industry and delighted

the nation.

Theatres everywhere are sure of their audiences when they

show Paramount Pictures, because the audiences are sure of

their entertainment.

You, and they, know it's a good show when the announce-

ment says: A PARAMOUNT PICTURE.

and here are the real reasons why

paramount pictures
lead the world

Paramount has mobilized great geniuses of

production— dramatists, directors, artists, tech-

nicians—and is equipped with world-wide facili-

ties and unlimited resources to make for you,

to be shown in your theatre, exactly the kind

of motion pictures you would make if you knew

how.

With studios in Los Angeles, New York, Lon-

don and India, equipped with unbelievable com-

pleteness, and with the whole world the stage,

little wonder that Paramount Pictures are world

leaders

Behind every Paramount Picture is the ever-

present ideal of Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion, better pictures.

Paramount has brought to the people the

wholesome entertainment and joyous fun they

crave and need, in deeper and richer and greater

measure than anything else possibly could—
love, romance, adventure, excitement, mystery,

mirth— all the things that make life sparkle.

In short, that name Paramount is our
binding guarantee to you that the picture is

right.

When you see the words "A Paramount Pic-

ture," it's good. Go in!

\. ftM0OSPL/PfHK*LACT3f 03RP0RAT

Paramount Pictures

listed in order

of release

(Sept. I, 1920. to Mar. I. 1921)

George Fitzmaurice's Production
"The Right To Love"

•Charles Ray in
"The Village Sleuth"

Elsie Ferguson in
"Lady Rose's Daughter"

Wallace Reid in
"What's Your Hurry?"

A Cosmopolitan Production
M Humoresque"

Dorothy Dalton in
"Half An Hour"

Thomas Meighan in
"Civilian Clothes"
Dorothy Gish in

"Little Miss Rebellion"
Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Something To Think About"

"Douglas MacLean in
"The Jailbird"

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"The Roundup"

Maurice Tourneur's Production
"Deep Waters"
Wm. S. Hart in

"The Cradle of Courage"
A Wm. S. Hart Production

Ethel Clayton in
"A City Sparrow"

An All-Star Production
"Held By The Enemy"
Bryant Washburn in
"A Full House"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Restless Sex"
Charles Ray in

"An Old Fashioned Boy"
George Melford's Production

"Behold My Wife I"

Ethel Clayton in
"Sins of Rosanne"
Wallace Reid in

"Always Audacious"
'Enid Bennett in

"Her Husband's Friend"
Billie Burke in

"The Frisky Mrs. Johnson"
Bryant Washburn in
"Burglar Proof"

George Fitzmaurice's Production
"Idols of Clay"

Dorothy Dalton in
"A Romantic Adventuress"

Thomas Meighan in
"Conrad >n Quest of His Youth"

A Wm. DeMille Production
Dorothy Gish in
"Flying Pat"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"Heliotrope"

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in
"The Life of The Party"

Bryant Washburn in
"An Amateur Devil"

Lois Weber's Production
"To Please One Woman"

Wm. S. Hart in
"The Testing Block"

A Wm. S. Hart Production
Douglas MacLean in
"The Rookie's Return"

Maurice Tourneur's Production
"The Bait"

Starring Hope Hampton
Dorothy Dalton in
"In Men's Eyes"
Wallace Reid in

"The.Charm School"
George Melford's Production

"The Jucklins"
A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Inside of The Cup"

Billie Burke in
"The Education of Elizabeth"

•Enid Bennett in
"Silk Hosiery"

William DeMille's Production
"Midsummer Madness"

George Fitzmaurice's Production
"Money Mad"

Thomas Meighan in
"The Frontier of The Stars"
A Charles Maigne Production
Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in

"Brewster's Millions"
Dorothy Gish in

"The Ghost In The Garret'*
Cecil B. DeMille's Production

"Forbidden Fruit"
Douglas MacLean in

"Chickens"
A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Passionate Pilgrim"

Charles Maigne's Production
"The Kentuckians"
Dorothy Dalton in

" The Teaser"
A Lois Weber Production
"What do Men Want?"

*A Thomas H. Ince Production

This advertisement appears in The^Saturday Evening Post of November 27th and in

Collier's Weekly of December 4th. Total Circulation, 3,153,140
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EDUCATIONAL •QUALITY)
CAROLINA TIIEATRF

PINEHUHST. N C

September 11th. 1920.

Mr. A. C. Bromberg,
Educational Film Exchange.
Atlanta,
6a.

Dear Mr. Bromberg

If my letters concerning thOffjEducational Comedies
will be the means of boosting - >-^*»— -

t hfl ifil i f tit nr*
-

degree you are more than welcome to do anything you wish
with. them.

I haven't said a thing about them which they do not
merit and I am mighty glad' to do anything to boost them
along. They deserve it.

Speaking of the Mermaid slapstick: There is slapstiok
and again there is slapstick. "High-brows* can enjoy
slapstick as keenly as any other class when its clean, when
there is a point to it and when it is not overdone and that's
exactly what the Mermaid slapstick is. There's a reason
for it in "A Fresh Start*, there's not a vulgar minute in it
and the director knew Just when to quit.

So far, the Educational Comedies stand head and shoulders
above every other comedy on the market and fortunate is the
exhibitor who books them.

They will help to put across many programs which contain
weak features.

Very truly yours.

^^T^

WE PROMISEDYOU THE BES1

IN TWO REEL COMEDIES-

NOW WE MEETYOUE
DEMAND FOR SINGLE
REEL FUN FILMS THAT
WILL SET A NEW MARK

ONE A WEEK
JINGLING WITH BOX OFFICE CAS

CHRISTIE FILM CO.ANNOUNCES

VANITY COMEDIE
WITH his contract for distribution through Educational,

Al Christie started to work to make the best single reel

comedies ever offered.

Every one of them is a NEW picture, each built to meet the

Educational standard.

"Tea For Two" is the first of the Vanity's. It is released

December 6, with Charlotte Merriam and Eddie Barry in the

principal roles.

Holeasad by

EDUCATIONAL FILM
d EXCHANGES, INC. .

r,

7*29 Seventh ~4ve. ^ew ?6rA
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N ONE REEL COMEDIES

WHEN Educational decided to enter the two reel comedy field we combed the market for the best of material.

We gave much in time and effort to make sure that these pictures would be the best pictures that the

market affords.

From'the cinema places in the biggest cities down to the smaller communities like Pinehurst, N. C.—a city of less

than 5,000—the verdict on Mermaids, Chesters, Christies and Torchys has been the same— ''THE BEST."

Vanity and Gayety Comedies have been selected with the same care. They reach equal heights of quality. Shorter

length is their only difference. Exhibitors who have room on their programs for only a single reeler will find their

problems, too, solved by Educational.

PRESIDENT ^\

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc

FIRST RELEASE DEC. 6
THEN ONE A WEEK— ALTERNATING

f
E.W.HAMMONS PRESENTS

GAYETY COMEDIES
GAYETY COMEDIES are all that their name indicates.

They sparkle with laugh, blossom with pretty girls.

They'll put happiness in any theatre.

Every theatre^ ^man who sees them will hail them as an
achievement.

"Ain't Love Grand?" is the first one, ready Dec. 12. Billy

Bletcher, a new type of comedian, will delight you.



sin
OSVALD STOLL

of the

OSWALD STOLL ENTERPRISES
London, Endjand

Announces the a&ani2£lion
of the U

STOLL FILM
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

under the management of

M.GEOEGE KING
President.

IHIimilimiimiiiilimilllll

vho retire? from the position of Genera
Manager of the Stoll film Co. Ltd., London, to

direct in the United States the distribution

of the product of the Sto/I English Studios.

Producing %\\ Pictures is an efficient organization

including in its personnel <a thoroughly trained American

technical staff The equipment of the studio? has

been supplied by the best American manufacturers.



The Stoll film Corporation of America
be^innin^i about

JANUARY FIRST
Vill release to the Exhibitors of the

United States through

PATHE EXCHANGE Inc.,

under the supervision of

Mr RALPH PROCTOR
General Mdnd&er

and its ovn sales force

one production each veek of the

VORD E\M0USAUTHORS SMS
including screen adaptation9 from the works of

Al ice &Claude Askew
baroness Orczy
Marie Corel I i

Ethel M.Dell
Sir. Arthur (bnan DoyJe

Jeffery rarnol

F. S. Fletcher
NamiltonOibbs

Walter Mackett
Cosmo Na mi Iron
Robert Uichens
Marion Nill

A.E.W Mason
rZ.PhillipsOppenheim

A ollivant
R,i t a

N.G.NVel I

Sax Rohmer
Rafael Sabatini

U.deVereSfacpoole

E.TempIe Thurston

W . Vemon
Olive Wadsley
Edgar Wallace
Stanley Weyman

The Stall Rim Corporation of America

Executive Offices
130 West 46* St. New YorK City.

Phone - Bryant "7-4-96.

Anthony Gdblik
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WID w^r/s LIFE
A Corking Good Melodrama

"LIFE"

Wm. A. Brady Prod.

DIRECTOR Travers Vale

AUTHORS Thompson Buchanan 8b Wm. A Brady

SCENARIO BY Not credited

CAMERAMAN Frank Kirby

AS A WHOLE Out and out melodrama, multitudi-

nous situations with splendid holding power

STORY Swift moving action, not always co-

herent, but excellent material for picture of this type

DIRECTION Develops climaxes well, and keeps

complicated plot clear throughout

PHOTOGRAPHY Good; some excellent outdoor shots

LIGHTINGS Good

CAMERA WORK Satisfactory

PLAYERS Arline Pretty, Nita Naldi, Jack Mower

and Rod La Roque handle principal roles effectively

EXTERIORS All good, some excellent

INTERIORS Very good

DETAIL
t

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY .... Melodrama. Bank cashier

convicted falsely of murder is cleared by his wife after a

host of complications are overcome

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION About 6,500 feet

The melodrama of the stage has always been one of the

most popular forms of entertainment, and this feature pos-

sesses all the elements of its stage relation, with a lot more

possibilities taken advantage of. It is the sort of entertain-

ment that appeals to a large percentage of audiences. The

action moves along fast and furiously from beginning to end,

furnishing plenty of thrills and an exciting atmosphere that

holds close interest throughout. In fact, so much action has

been crammed into the seven reels, that careful direction has

been essential at all times to prevent confusion. At some mo-

ments, the continuity lapses, and there are jumps which must

be filled in by the spectator, but on the whole a clear coherence

has been maintained, and there is no lagging in the interest.

The cast has been pretty well selected, and except for some

instances of over acting, give a good performance.

The story is along familiar lines. Billy Reid is the young

bank cashier secretly married to the banker's daughter. Ralph

Stuyvesant, the banker's son, is enamored with Grace An-

drews, whom he has brought to the city and established in

a luxurious apartment. To meet the extravagant demands

of the woman, Ralph forges his father's name to a check.

Suspicion is thrown on Reid by Tom Burnett, a false friend

of young Stuyvesant. At a ball given by the Stuvvesants.

the banker is murdered by Burnett, when the former accuses

him of theft. Burnett and young Stuyvesant again contrive

to throw the blame on Reid, who is convicted of the murder

on circumstantial evidence and sentenced to death. Through

the tireless efforts of Reid's wife, with the assistance of the

chief of detectives, Reid makes his escape through a ruse, and

is eventually proven innocent and the real criminals brought

to justice.

Action Galore and Thrills Will Please

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a picture as full of action as any you have played

for a long time and you can make a point of appeal of each

of the thrills. Let them know that it is taken from the suc-

cessful stage play of the same name and play up the fact that

it improves on the stage version. Nearly every audience de-

lights in this sort of a picture at least once in a while, so you

will not do wrong to advertise the real melodrama features,

and promise them excitement and suspense. Make use of the

title, by emphasizing the fact that the picture does indeed por-

tray many phases of life in a manner to compel interest.

Catchline might be used to advantage.







Love came with the light that illum-

ined the new-horn world and will

remain until eternal darkness shrouds

Creation.

Love is the

altar of life.

undying flame on the

Love's divine song has echoed through

the ages and its haunting memory lingers

after death.

For love countless men and women have

striven and died. Its might has ruled

the world and all its nations.

This is the screen foreword of J. Parker
Read Jr's. picture of consuming power
and appeal. Picture the story of hap-
piness, sacrifice, sorrow and suffering,

the story of triumph behind such
a foreword. A story with Louise
Glaum, the magnificent, in an emo-
tional role that hits the heartstrings

and tunnels right into your deepest
sympathies.



Beginning December 5.

national release date of
"Love," a charity campaign
will be in operation in every
state in the union under the
auspices of Louise Glaum.
Your local orphanage or
other charity will cooperate
with you on whatever dates
you play "Love" and make
these Love Days, or Louise
Glaum Tag Days.

You may obtain tags carrying
Louise Glaum's portrait and
appropriate text at Associated
Producers Exchanges at cost.

Club and society women, as

well as the school-folk in

your community, will do
your work for you.

Hi
MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR. - THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT

MARSHALL NEILAN- ALLAN DWAN - GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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REMEMBERED, MR. TOURNEUR!
— THE CHICAGO HERALD and EXAMINER

Maurice Tburneur
presents

THE LAST
OF THE

MOHICANS
An American Drama Eternal
by James Fenimore Cooper
Directed ByMaurice tourneur

and Clarence L.Brown

As photography it Is the best, the

most beautiful that moving pictures

nave ever shown-this picture The

to guess about these long Winter eve

„ir,1r« The compositions he maKes 01

or,H if this Is not great art. tnen nem
w ii, wa a blacksmith. Tourneur
b '

h t^tnes with sunlight that you
can do things wiwi

cou ld paint
cannot dream, and if he couiu v

mrght;%nd
8
"The\a

h
s

e

t of the Mohl-

^See It a
h
t

9

thTpantheon now. Before

suver • youth hand in

^d
J°wtfh Una an* Hawkeye and

hand with Uncas an

never^S STO-t until Cooper had

you up against the hind cover of the

hook Not by new stunts of story-

felling does Tourneur work wonders

wUh your soul, for the story u, he

plain tale of the I^thf SJocJc£g
classic; not by marvelous subtitles,

for they are short and merely ««lne.

but^y this thnlg he has mastered.

^Aga^sftbe dream cliffs and falling

wrelSs of water in Yellowstone and

Team before painted curtains as in

treasure Island.- he puts- his nude

and gleaming savages through their

Sees
5

circling, swirling

fovely Cora Munro. her fair hair-

sister her hero Uncas, her canny

crack shot Hawkeye, and her foul

PUlX«?^here are good names in

th? Aim personalities are kept

out- no names are posted no £*ces

featured; everything subordinated to

the illusion, to the come-back of your

youthful thrills which Tourneur was

hU
Magua. the fiend, is Wallace Beery;

Uncas the blameless, is Albert Ros-

coe; Cora is Barbara Bedford, a beauty

who is new but a real actress, and

Hawkeye is Harry ™1
come and go. there are t^lUs

J*°*
n

l

the hundreds of *»-ten > n* J'rln"
massacre the women and ch"d*en

;
when Chingachgook and Magua have

their duel; when Uncas shoots a crip

pled Huron out of the tree tops; when

Beery, Roscoe and Miss Bedford fight

on the Hp of the thousand-foot cliff.

There are all the thrills you can

stand, but. more than that, there

the unearthly beauty of the photog-

raphy itself ; an achievement that will

be remembered. Mr. Tourneur!
* * *

MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR. - THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NE ILAN -ALLAN DWAN ~ GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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iAiiAW DWAN
presents

THE

THING
By Mary Mears

Personally directed hy Mr. Dwari

Trade and newspaper critics everywhere find

in "The Forbidden Thing" a vivid some-

thing that makes for heart appeal—a some-

thing best described as humanness Allan

Dwan's characters do not stalk across the

screen like puppets. They live as the

thousands in your audiences live—a sure

guarantee of popular appeal.

"One feels inclined," says Motion Picture

News, "to place a gold seal opposite Allan

Dwan's name in his first production for

Associated Producers. 'The Forbidden

Thing' will certainly be classified among the

top-notchers. It is dramatic to the core

—

not with the drama of the theatre, but

of life."

MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR. - THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN- ALLAN DWAN ~ GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES = 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY



A genuine Fairbanks novelty!

That is what you can

promise your audiences

when you announce your run

of "The Mark of Zorro."

Action, romance, mystery,

thrills and comedy in fullest

measure— all the elements of

the Fairbanks successes of the

past, yet in a more picturesque

and colorful setting than any

release you have yet had from

this idol of the masses.

"The Mark of Zorro" justifies

the most enthusiastic and wide-

spread exploitation; you can feel

certain that it will delight the

most exacting audiences and
make even your box-office smile

the famous Fairbanks smile.

Jleleased December 5 tk

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS'

j/ewest Production.

THE MARK
OF ZORRO"

Jrom the Jill Story Weekly
J/ovelVhe Curse ofCapistrano

by Johnston J(c Culley

Directed by

FRED NIBLO

UNITED AQTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS DWGRIFFITH

HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT
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"Sherman is right

"

HARRY WEISS , -President

and
FRED AIKEN, Secretary -treasurer

SUPERIOR SCREEN
SERVICE INCORPORATED

announce
to the Theatre Owners of

Illinois and Indiana that

they have secured the EX-

CLUSIVE RIGHTS in these

territories for the release

of all attractions of

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS
CORPO RATION

SUPERIOR SCREEN SERVICE inc<
HARRY WEISS, Vresident FRED AIKEN

,
Secretary -treasurer

15 East Seventh Street
Chicago, Illinois *
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TERRITORIES LEFT

'RDDUCTID
m t 0 @ m

announces that

Franchises, securing a minimum of

TWELVE GUARANTEED
ATTRACTIONS ANNUALLY,
delivered AT COST, NO ADVANCES are still

available for allotment in SEVEN territories >

fevery day more jieofile

sail 00***""****^

lour territory may still

be open -
'Wive today

to SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION
longacre Building — 1476 Broadway,

NewYork *
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"Poor Butterfly"

Vamps Leo White

Here's a letter that just came from the
ar East, from a love-torn Japanese
laiden, who thinks there is none other
•sides Leo White. This letter only goes
i prove that Leo White's popularity has
> bounds. Seores of fan letters for Leo
Tiite are received every day from all

irts of the globe. The letter:

Sept. 30, 1920.
Dear Mr. Leo White:
May I have a little time from you

for reading my letter? In Japan
there are two famous heroes who are
known all over the cities, and one
is Mr. Charles Chaplin, other is my
respectfully loving Mr. Leo White.
"The Hero" is the famous picture I

ever saw. Then I became your
screen admirer at once, for you were
hero of it.

In my heart the name of your
own is heard as if it were the name
of one of the Angels in Heaven.
So I love you very much . . so

May I receive your kindest letter
with your latest photo? I'm sure
that you will write to me as soon
as you receive my one.

If I had them it will be my best
remembrance as long as my life

pasts.
Please receive my request. I'm

waiting for them with much wishes.
So "goodby" to you and pray your
future more and more successful.

Yours truly.
1 KYATARO OTA.

NATION'S DREAM" SURE
"PSYCHOLOGICAL" HIT

"The Nation's Dream," the third Pin-
cle Comedy made by Calumet Produc-
ns. Inc., starring Leo White, is bound
be a "psychological" knockout. It is a
ariously funny satire on the high-pres-
re life of today, showing how the prof-
ers and other twenty-first century wor-
s drove a member of the "general pub-
army" off his bean, and his weird

earn of an island of complete achieve-
snt. The sole author of "The Nation's
earn" is Kenneth L. Eagon, who also
sisted in preparation of continuity for
me and will furnish the remainder of
nnacle Comedy scenarios. "The Na-
i's Dream" will be released to exchange
;n December 1st.

HIRD COMEDY STILLS
SET SOME NEW MARKS

Some of the snappiest comedy stills ever
tained were taken on the third Leo
Jiite comedy—"The Nation's Dream."
nese stills were snapped on "Pep
lland," and sure live up to their name.

LEO WHITE ENDS
WORK ON HIS THIRD

"DIFFERENT" COMEDY
Leo White finished his third "distinc-

tively different" comedy—"The Nation's
Dream"—on Monday, November 8th, and
immediately started to work preparing
for his fourth production, which will be
an extraordinarily clever satire on "small
town stuff."

Upon completion of the third Pinnacle
Comedy starring Leo White, these re-
spective statements were given out:
By OLLIE MOURE, General Manager

Calumet Productions—"We have abso-
lutely solved the comedy question This
has been accomplished by a comedy star
different and more versatile than any
ever before seen on the screen, and with
the idea predominant that each comedy
must be vastly different in both com-
plexion and action. This has been done.
First, we handed out a cunningly clever
satire on ultra-fashionable society, a
modiste shop comedy; second, we went to
the other extreme and made a jazz
comedy that will make Irving Berlin
shudder; now, as a third treat, we offer
'The Nation's Dream,' so utterly differ-
ent from anything ever attempted that I
beg to ask the exhibitors, exchange men
and the general public to simply WAIT.
They'll be agreeably surprised."
By LEO WHITE, Pinnacle Comedy

Star—-"Once I thought I knew what
characterization I could do best. Now,
without the slightest egotism, I can
truthfully say that I believe I can do
justice to any character. I have tried
three since my inception as a Pinnacle
Comedy star, and I like each one better.
I'm going to make 'knockout' comedies
a perpetuality. My next one will be even
different and better than the first three.
Wait!"

SCORE OF LETTERS
FOR PINNACLE STARS

We are in receipt of scores of fan let-
ters from both Neal Hart and Leo White
followers. All laud the Independent's
idea of new angles to all stories. Many
are firm in the belief, which we most
strongly share, that Neal Hart is the
coming outdoor star, and that he is due
to stick for a long, long time. Leo
White's conception of variety in comedies
also comes in for much approval.

FLOYD LOGAN AND
HIS CAMERA WITH US

Floyd Logan, formerly with Constance
Sullard (westerns) and L-KO (comedies)
as camera man. joined Pinnacle forces
Monday, November 8th, and started to
work immediately putting the finishing
touches on the third Leo White comedy.

—

"The Nation's Dream." Logan will be
on the job Monday, November 15th. when
work on the fourth Leo White production
is started.

MOORE IS DIRECTOR
OF HIS OWN COMEDIES

Ollie Moore, the widely-known general
manager for Calumet Productions, Inc.,
who are putting on Pinnacle Comedies, is

now a full-fledged director. When Dr.
John West left Pinnacle, Ollie Moore
stepped in. Result—One real big KNOCK-
OUT of a super-comedy, the sensation of
the year—"The Nation's Dream." Harry
Hagenah assisted Mr. Moore in directing
the scream. K. L. Eagon wrote it. It

will be a complete goal.

MANY COMMENTS ON
"NATION'S DREAM"

Many comments were made on the Pep
Island set in the third Pinnacle Comedy—"The Nation's Dream." All agreed that
nothing like this picture has ever been
done. There were plenty of pretty girls,

lots of action and oodles of new comedy
stuff

Neal Goes After

Big Desert Picture

Neal Hart has left for the great Amer-
ican Desert to get the greatest American
Desert story ever conceived jammed into
five thrilling reels of motion pictures. No
pains, no expense, nothing was spared by
Mr. Hart in elaborateness for this pic-
ture, "DANGER VALLEY," which will
be released to the exchanges and exhib-
itors January 1, 1921.

MAMMOTH BALLROOM
SET FOR NEAL HART

The City—in all its false gaiety—was
never more vividly portrayed than in
Neal Hart's third big picture—"Danger
Valley."
To drive home with all possible force

his main contention—that the city, with
its all, is like unto the desert, to those
who see only by calcium, Neal Hart
spared no expense in setting up the big-
gest, most magnificent ballroom set ever
used.

Huge, fluted columns form the' struc-
ture of a vast reception room—the home
of one of the principal characters in the
story, who brings Neal Hart East to give
him details concerning a lost mine in

"Danger Valley."
Between 75 and 100 extra people have

been engaged for this scene alone.

TOUGH TIME GETTING
DESERT LEADING LADY

C. M. Giffin, Frank Messinger and the
remainder of the executive staff of Pin-
nacle Productions. Inc., burned the mid-
night oil plenty last week, trying to get
a suitable leading woman for Neal Hart
in his third super picture—"Danger Val-
ley." The candidate for the leading fem-
inine role had to withstand a siege of
Death Valley—a part of the desert never
invaded even by the male of the species.
Finally. Miss Edyth Stayart was secured,
and put under contract. She says she's
not afraid of desert, or anything. Neal
Hart, et al, like this, and her, too.

BLANCHE WHITE GETS
FURS FROM ST. LOUIS

All the way from St. Louis—the fur
market headquarters of the world

—

rushed an expert fur designer to give
Blanche White. Pinnacle Comedy star,
the tiger-skins she wore in the third
Pinnacle production, "The Nation's
Dream." There was no designer or fur
expert on the Pacific Coast who could
give Miss White just what she wanted,
so an S. O. S. was hurled to St. Louis.
Four days later. Miss White gut the tiger-
skin which is sure to create a lot of
comment. •

NEAL HART MAKES
GOOD PROGRESS ON
BIG DESERT PICTURE

Neal Hart, "America's Pal," is making
good progress on his third big super-
production, "DANGER VALLEY." At
the close of the first week's work, Mr.
Hart reiterated that his third picture
would be a "movie revelation."

After spending several weeks selecting
his cast, Mr. Hart spent several days on
some of the opening scenes of the pic-
ture, so determined was the supreme out-
door star to get absolutely perfect camera
work and acting.

Mr. Hart chose as his supporter in
heavy characterization, William Quinn,
who so capably acquitted himself in Mr.
Hart's first two productions. Burt Wil-
son will act as character man. Mr. Hart,
at the time this went to press, was to
choose from three widely-known leading
women for one to support him in "Danger
Valley."
When the Hart party started for the

desert in a string of sturdy automobiles,
they were given a rousing send-off. Mr.
Hart made it plain that the trip would
be void of frills, and that men and
women members of the party alike would
have to make up their minds that there
was nothing ahead but hard work and
real acting.
Neal declares that the opening of his

picture—in the East—will give the pub-
lic an allegorical treat, a vivid portrayal
of the contrast between the desert of
plenty and the desert of want.

LEO WHITE'S $2,500
MULE IN 3D PICTURE

Jazbo, the $"2,500 trained mule owned
by Leo White, Pinnacle Comedy star,
has an important part in "The Nation's
Dream." the third Pinnacle Comedy. The
mule. Mr. Jazbo. and a trainer from Mr.
WT

hite's big farm near San Luis Obispo,
came to Hollywood and spent ten days
together making perfect the mule gag
in Mr. White's third riotously funny pic-
ture. Mr. White's chief goat. "Mary
Ann." also had a prominent part in the
picture. The trainer took both animals
back North at the conclusion of the pic-
ture. Mr. White says he wouldn't take
$10,000 for the mule.

NOW LAKIN'S NOT
AFRAID OF THE "WET"

Charles Lakin, the well-known "twin"
in the Leo WThite comedies, had to go
through a lot of trouble last week. In
one of the tumultuous scenes on Pep
Island in "The Nation's Dream"—th<>
third big Pinnacle Comedy—Lakin had
to be tossed into the Fountain of Pep.
twenty feet deep, and sustain a real
drenching. Charley couldn't swim, and
told the world so. Director Moore, S. O.
S.'d a swimming instructor and Lakin
did the flop. Still, he got bruised up a
bit. but nothing serious.

MANY UNITS WANT
TO JOIN I. F. A.

From all parts of the country come
bids from various film organizations, stars
and promoters, all wishing for a berth
with Independent Films Association. The
Independent Films Association is not tak-
ing any units into the fold, unless they
are thoroughly qualified. "Nothing but
the very best." is the motto of I. F. A.
Still, there will be an important an-
nouncement within a few days.

Published in the interest of

INDEPENDENCE
By The LNDFPENDENT FILMS

ASSOCIATION
Eddy Eckels, Gen. Mgr.

Consumers Bldg. Chicago
Kenneth L. Eagon. Editor

6040 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.
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THE ONE
WRONG WAY

There is just one way to AVOID a real
money cleanup on SKY HI RE.
That way is NOT TO MENTION* THE

Al'RORA BOREALIS, OR NORTHERN
LIGHTS!

Scientists as well as the general public
have always been more or less mystified
by this spectacular phenomenon of the
Northern latitudes. The most intense pub-
lic interest and curiosity has always sur-
rounded its appearance, or even its re-
ported appearance.

For ages, the aurora has been a fascinat-
ing topic for speculation among the edu-
cated, while by the illiterate it has been
regarded with superstition awe and terror
as a supernatural manisfestation.

A SPECTACULAR THEME
You have in SKYFTRE a picture which

has its theme and action built around the
appearance of the Northern Lights and
the traditions and legends concerning it

which were handed down from father to
son among the Chippewa Indian tribe.

You have in the picture itself a most
beautiful and skillful portrayal of the
aurora, as it spreads and glows and shim-
mers in the sky. The camera magic by
which this feat w:as achieved and the
panoplied and colorful lights of the north-
lands actually thrown on the motion
picture screen, will stand as one of the real
accomplishments in motion picture photog-
raphy.

Thus you have in SKYFIRE something
to captivate instantly the attention and
the supreme interest of every man, woman
and child in your locality.

' PRESS BOOKS DE LUXE
Every item of publicity and advertising

in the press book is framed in such a way
as to emphasize the aurora borealis and its

showing in this picture. Every photo-
graph, slide, litho, carries out the idea
of the Northern Lights.

It is the one sure way to MAGNETIZE
the public to your theatre.

That is why it is so much easier to
tell you how to AVOID a cleanup on
this picture than it is to tell you how to
make one. For there are a thousand and
one chances for creating public interest and
curiosity on this one thing alone—the
Northern Lights.

NEW EXPLOITATION ANGLES
If you have any local astronomers or

scientists of note, have them interviewed
on the subject of what causes the Northern
Lights. Get the kids to asking their
parents and teachers about the aurora
borealis—what it is, when they can see
it, what causes it, etc.

You will find in this press book a sug-
gestion for a teaser campaign. There are
multitudes of others that will occur to you.
"You can see the Northern Lights next
Wednesday night! Watch!" There's the
idea to pound home—and a chance for
your own cleverness to manifest itself.

No use to detail the many ways of
decorating your lobby—no use insulting
your intelligence by suggesting crazy_ im-
possible "stunts."

FLASH THE AURORA
Take the aurora borealis, spread it all

over town and hook it up with the SKY-
FIRE picture of Neal Hart's.

If you do this, you can't keep the peo-
ple away.

Frankly you can go the limit on getting
'em in to see this picture. It will prove
to be entertainment of the finest kind.
Neal Hart has never made a better one.
Even in the smallest towns, SKYFIRE
should play more than a one-day engage-
ment, since otherwise the mouth-to-mouth
advertising benefits will be foolishly
thrown away and the cumulative value of
all preliminary advertising will be • asted
Bod lost.

AN ENDLESS
PROCESSION

of

CROWD
BRINGERS

WHE PEOPLE have taken Neal
i|L Hart into their hearts because

they recognize that he is the
"real thing" he represents on the screen
—a man of kindly impulses, human tol-

erance and clean habits, a despiser of
cheats and shams and miraculously
quick with a six-shooter or a wallop
of his brawny arm when "in action."

He portrays a type of American man-
hood that is looked upon with respect and
affection universally.

NEAL HART
is something more than a motion picture

star—he is

"AMERICA'S PAL"
His personality is something to build on

—for the lovers of clean photography
carrying the breath of God's great out-of-
doors have fixed in their minds AND
WILL REMEMBER the names of the
theatres where the Neal Hart pictures are
shown.

SKYFIRE is the second of a splendid
series of vigorous, stirring, man's-size
stories in which Neal Hart, America' Pal,
will be featured. There will be six others
in the present series—and then the next
series will bring more—AN ENDLESSPROCESSION OF CROWD-
BRINGERS.

Identify your theatre as the home of
America's Pal by booking this great series,

and reserving an option on the series to
follow.

ORDER ALL CUTS AND ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL PINNACLE PICTURES DIRECT FROM

The MASTER ADVERTISERS
109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago, Illinois
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WHY THE FURNACE IS A GREAT PICTURE
SETTINGS OF LAVISH BEAUTY
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*2-M times

Universal-Jewel
as muck _

£ i 'HE most famous—and some say, infamous—spot in the whole

/ world duplicated, not imitated, at Universal City, California.

Duplicated as to its exteriors no less than its interiors.

Duplicated to such an extent, in the views of the great Plaza,

that two shots of 600 feet from right-angle positions have been

made possible. Ten thousand cubic yards of earth were re-

moved in preparing this single site, with its two circular parks,

one 90 feet in diameter and the other, 112. More than 100

palms, semi-tropical plants and shrubs were placed here—and

20,000 feet of specially-grown lawn. There is not lacking one

single thing to give your audiences an exact replica of the

gloriously beautiful place where so many of them have been

—

while the drama of the picture will give them a blinding

revelation of something they did not see while there— but

have always suspected

.
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Carl Laemmle presents a

among

UNIVEGQAL
SPECIAL
ATTRACTIONS

Gladys

WALTON
TteDartmd
Heroine cP
PINK
TOTS

m a
highly

dramatic
^tory by
JoHnCblton &
Dou^la^ Doty
Directed by

HARRIS

NIVE SPECIAL ATTfX^CTl6NS £~0
icfures a YearOZ.
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ue /a/?</ec/d&/&One
on tha&

See
Issue 79
Rele-ased
Nov. 16

y^e /re&her 3e 63/6
the digger Me catch
-rhou/ £/?e Afeu/& Service
th-aFs- a/ways- //-es*A

ar?c/ ree/ cm th/

Exclusive
Intimate
Views made
bi| the
News Service
that is

Always first

T|F you are up-to-date with your News Reel—in other words, have an

II International contract—you were able, recently, to show your people

• their first sight of President-elect Harding off on his fishing-trip

vacation—an intimate view which they much appreciated, coming, as it

did, so soon after election.

This is exactly the kind of service in which International has no com-

petitor—the picking out of the common-interest high-spot in the day s

news and giving it to your people hot off the fire. When there are big

scoops to be shown International, as you well know, scoops the world

and when there are no big scoops we scoop 'em with little scoops, just

the same. That's Service-—that's Human Interest—that's

In
Released Thru
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GO TO YOUR UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE AND GET
THIS BIG, PRACTICAL, COMMONSENSE PROMO-
TION AID that is scoring so remarkable a success all

over the country. This Super-Herald is a four-page song sheet

of " Ben Bolt," with exactly enough advertising to make it a

wonderful crowd-getter. The cost is one cent each. You receive

FREE OF CHARGE the same amount that you buy.

Give these Super-Heralds away to your patrons for at least

one week prior to the showing. They'll take it home—they'll

sing it—they'll read it. They'll, pack your house to the fire limits

when you show " Once to Every Woman." Ask your Universal

salesman to give you the complete details of the great publicity

tie-up with your local music store. If worked thoroughly, this

great " Ben Bolt " Super Herald is a sure-fire audience-getter.

Read This!

• Impossible to say enough yood
wonts for this feature. Had a num-
ber 0} our patrons stop and shake
hands and thank us for putting on a
picture like this. We had a High
School girl sing " Ben Bolt " and
there teas not a dry eye in the house.
Get the singer and you uill be just
as enthused as I am."—Ed. L. Weg-
ener, Lyric Theatre, Valley Junction,
lotra.

how to
exploit it

Your Biqf

Sonqf Herald
4pa<ge9

/
9x12 inches'.

ENGAGE A LOCAL SINGER TO SING " BEN BOLT " DURING
THE SHOWING OF THE PICTURE. At the premiere of " Once
to Every Woman " at the Hotel Astor the effect of the song in

conjunction with the picture upon an audience of hardened showmen
was instantaneous. It was their unanimous opinion that the singing so
heightened the picture's heart appeal as to be virtually indispensable.
Almost every exhibitor is using this singer idea with wonderful results,

such theatres as those controlled by the Ascher Brothers in Chicago
reporting remarkable success.

If impossible to secure a singer, tie up with your local Victrola shop
which will gladly give you window display for a big, attractive sign and
lend you a machine and the " Ben Bolt " record sung by Geraldine
Farrar in exchange for the publicity and credit in your program and
on your slide.

These are not harum-scarum schemes that require a big outlay of
money. They are all inexpensive, proven, sure-fire crowd-bringers. Use
them and play to the biggest audiences in the history of your house.

Exploitation Dep't.

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
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J. L.EDOTHINGUAM presents

-EMEDSON HOUGH
Stdn-in5

BESSIE BADRISCUB
Directed bij

PAUL SCADDON
WITH A POVEDCUL CAST INCLUDING

JOSEPH KILGOUR, MARGUEQITE DE LA MOTTE,
SAM DE GRASSE ARNOLD GREGG, LLOYD BACON

Distributed by

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City

thru PATHE Exchange, Inc.



''The sin that ye do by two and two,
"

"Ye must fiay for one by one!"

— RuJyard Kipting.

And Aurora Lane paid! Twenty years of silent suffer-

ing was the -price of one false step.

Emerson Hough's strong story is splendidly enacted

by an All'Artist cast.

In Miss Barriscale's support is found Joseph Kilgour,

Marguerite De La Motte, Sam De Grasse, Arnold Gregg
and Lloyd Bacon.

Paul Scardon, the director, made "Milestones," "Partners

Of The Night" and other big box-offices successes. In

this picture he scores a new triumph.



Tally's Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal

The Pastime Theatre, Columbus, Ohio
The Loew Circuit, New York.

The Fox Circuit, New York.

They booked "The U. P. Trail" because their knowledge of

showmanship tells them that a Benj. B. Hampton production

made from a Zane Grey story is an unequalled box-office attrac-

tion. It will give you and your patrons something to talk about

for a long time to come.

A BENJ. B.HAMPTON
PRODUCTION
A MASSIVE PICTURE OF THE
GREAT WEST WITH A POWER-
FUL OAST, INCLUDING

ROY STEWART, KATWLYN WILL-
IAMS, JOSEPH J. DOWLING
ROBERT MSKIM AND MAR-
GUERITE DE LA MOTTE.
ane p^ev- pictures rrMC.

Distributed by

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty

thru PATHE Exchanze. Inc.

1 I



<INETO
OMPANY

AMERICA
Inc.

URBAN
POPULAR
CLASSICS

KINETO
COMPANY

AMERICA
Inc.

EXHIBITORS SHOULD KNOW

CHARLES URBAN'S
MOVIE CHATS

Most unique and fascinating of

all single reels

Classics of short reel features.

Each has from 3 to 20 subjects.

They are of the highest quality

with punch and humor and crisp-

ness.

Dr. Riesenfeld shows them simul-

taneously in theRivoli and Rialto.

Gems in every program.

Exhibitors who are building now
for the future are booking

CHARLES URBAN'S
MOVIE CHATS

Released through States Rights Exchanges

Some Territory Still Available

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71 W. Twenty-Third St. New York City

PRESIDENT-
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WILLIAM FOX
be£s to announce that he

has neder offered a.greater
photo-pla^ than his forth-
coming production of,

jBL/ATjO
90 I P 6 S

from the international
stage success

mymufs duess
bj &d\Dard 9Qobloc\j

Scenario and direction hjl

Charles J. Brabiru
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THE SINGLE REEL PARLOR.
COMED/ YOU HAVE BEEN LOOK|N<§ FOI^

ii
52 SINGLE REEL GENTEEL COMEDIES A YEAR
UNUSUAL CONSISTENT HIGH CLASS COMEDY PLOTS

CELEBRATED PLAY-
ERS FILM CORP. OF
CHICAGO: Northern
Illinois and Indiana.

STANDARD FILM
SERVICE OF CLEVE-
LAND: Ohio, Michigan
and Kentucky.

SUPREME FILM SER-
VICE OF DENVER:
Eleven Western States.

DISTRIBUTED BY
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO.
OF OKLAHOMA
CITY: Oklahoma, Ar-
kansas and Texas.

.CRESCENT FILM CO
OF KANSAS CITY:
Kansas and Western
Missouri.

FONTENELLE FILM
CO. OF OMAHA: Iowa
and Nebraska.

MIDWEST DISTRI-
BUTING CO. OF
MILWAUKEE: Wis-
consin.

MERIT FILM CO. OF
NEW YORK: Entire
state of New York,
Northern New Jersey.

FEDERATED EX-
CHANGE OF BOS-
TON: Entire New Eng-
land.

FOR AVAILABLE TERRITORY COMMUNICATE WITH

CELEBRATED FLAYERS FILM CORP.
CHICAGO



o/f CO^pwfV TICTURE

COLDWYN
PRESENTS

JACK.
NCKFORD

WKat would you do

if you just out

of college, full of

ambition, terribly in

love—and broke!

You might do any

or all of a thousand

things, but it's ten

to one you'd never

hit on a scheme half

so funnj) as the one

that George Ade put

into his famous pla^).

It's the cleanest,

crispest, cleverest

comedy of the

year

GEORGE ADE
^IRE C T E D BY
AL GREEN

>DUCED BY
; GOLDWYN PICTURES!CORPORATION
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Coming With a BANG!

fj The Special Christmas Issue

of Motion Picture News.

•J Out December 1 7th—Dated

December 25th.

Cfl The most impressive issue

in a long list of annual

successes.

fj Special features in abundance

for the reader; strong reasons

aplenty for the advertiser to

make special note of this issue.



FirstRecordSmashed!
Oij firstJhoming o/1

?

robertjon-cole/
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Motion Picture News

C| Zowie !

^ That's ringing the bell

!

^ Motion Picture News has

so far in 1920 published

527 /4 more pages of advertising

than its nearest competitor.

tj Because

—

<J The News Alone Covers the

Field.
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STATE RIGHT BUYERS
A SERIES OF
FOUR GREAT

WESTERN FEATURES

JACK HOXIE
THE DAIiEDEVlt OF THE SCREEN

FIRST RELEASE

DEC.l^

.

'

- • if*

Mr—
-"•».-
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STATE RIGHT

BUYERS!!!

/

®

Motion Picture News

CASH IN

ON THIS!!!

DERBYCOMEDIESw
I

Present

MACK SWAIN
JAjl crrut and on£^ Qmi&t&^eJ

in'a series of twelve new two-reel comedies. Ready for immediate release

:

"A MOONLIGHT KNIGHT"
"FULL OF SPIRIT"
"SEE AMERICA FIRST"

Wire or wnte at once to

raid Productions, Inc
(Walter J. Porges, President)

229 West 42d Street, New York



AS S^O C IATED
ST NATIONAL PICTURES

INC.
announces

THE CROWNING
ACHIEVEMENT

of its three years of
continuous growing"

success

C^AN achievement which speaks

volumes for the security and
solidarity of our organization
and guarantees a greater stab-
ility to the future of the
great body of independent

Exhibitors

QTie biggest reason

why

Hhenell be a franchise everywhere



C^ETER TWO YEARS TRIAL,
Mr.Joseph M.Schenck has
done us the honor of entrusting"
to us the distribution of all the
productions of ^{issd^orma Qalmadge
and dfyUss (hnsiance Qalmadge for a

total period of four years *

HhereV be a Franchise everywhere



Wo the Qalmadge Sisters and to

^Mr.Schenck we acknowledge our debt
of gratitude for their confidence.We
will not violate it > We will earnestly

strive to present their productions in
the high class manner to which their

quality entitles them *

Hhere'fl be a Franchise evert/where



C /V/EVER before in the history of

i^J the industry have exhibitors
and producers been able to plan
so far ahead

Never before has an organiza-
tion been given such a vote of con-
fidence as Joseph M*Schenck has
givenj^issociated (first flationai -

Think what it means to inde -

pendent Exhibitors and our Sub-
Franchise Holders to have two of
the greatest box office stars — two
peerless favorites — definitely
affiliated with their theatres for

a period of four years *

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
is thus recognised by one of the

world's most successful producers as

THE SOLID ROCK OF THE
INDUSTRY

Hherell be a franchise everywhere
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GASCON GLASS
AS 'KALMAN'

KATE PRICE
AS MORA*

EDWARD ELKAS
AS 'PORT N OF F*

EUGENE COWLES
AS'MAC KEN2 1 E'

&RADLEY BARKER
-STAUNTON"

THE FIRST

OF THE

RALPH CONNOR

PRODUCTIONS

'THE FOREIGNER"

From the took of tbe same name,

dramatized for tbe screen by

FAITH GREEN

Interpreted by

a truly

impressive assemblage of artists and

bonestly made (every foot of it)

upon tbe actual locations described

by tbe autbor in bis book.

TELLING THE TRUTH IN PICTURES

Produced by

WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

dam Duffy

WM. G. COLV I N
AS ROSENBLATT

1 FRANCIS ELDRIDGE
AS 'MARGARET'

MIT

6IGELOW COOPER
AS SIR ME N Z I ES

I ANN SUTHERLAND
AS 'PAULA'

GORDON STANDING
A5"Hfcv op. &ROWN"

NATHANIEL SACK
AS 'SPINK"
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A

RALPH

CONNOR
PRODUCTION ;Ralplv Connor

cA(a/or. UheJiev.Chas.W.Gordon.D.D.

STRONG

FACTS

BY

WIRE

After the first showing of the working print in Canada of

"THE FOREIGNER"
The following wires were received:

ERNEST SHIPMAN, New York Winnipeg, Oct. 9th, 1920.

" Just returned from preview of ' The Foreigner.' This wonderful portrayal of the book
gripped and held fast the audience from the first minute to the last. Henry MacRae has

produced a marvelous work promising a truly splendid success.—Congratulations."

(Signed) RALPH CONNOR.

ERNEST SHIPMAN, New York Calgary, Canada, Oct. 12th, 1920.

" MacRae gave us a private viewing of ' The Foreigner ' at Aliens Theatre here last night.

We are unanimous in declaring it a stronger picture than our own beloved ' Back to God's

Country.' We predict you will mop up with it."

(Signed) A. W. S. PARK, Managing Director,

Canadian Photoplays, Ltd., Producers of " Back to God's Country."

ERNEST SHIPMAN, New York Winnipeg, Oct. 9th, 1920.

" Congratulations and then some. Private review of ' Foreigner ' last night attended by 200

of elite of Winnipeg and leading business and financial men of city tremendously enthused

by strong heart appeal and world wide significance of picture. Sir James Aikens, Governor

of Manitoba, Ralph Connor, Author, Premier Norris of Province, Mayor Grey, and Presi-

dent Carter of Board of Trade made addresses congratulating Henry MacRae, the director.

Ovation lasted five minutes. Winnipeg Productions is back of Ernest Shipman for another

with results such as has been accomplished."

(Signed) JOHN J. CONKLIN, Dramatic Editor,

Winnipeg Free Press.

MANAGEMENT
or

AND

Associates
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A

RALPH

CONNOR
PRODUCTION

Tfte Foreigner

•The Prospector

qheMati/OT Glengarry'

Cameron ofthe

Xoyal ^Mounted

The !Major

The Sky Pilot

PatrolV^
Sua Dance Trail

12 /Vzftll

$5,000.00

OFFERED FOR

FIRST RUN

IN WINNIPEG OF

"THE FOREIGNER"
Postal Telegraph Co.

ERNEST SHIPMAN, New York City. Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9, 1920.

" I confirm offer made by Winnipeg productions on my behalf of five thousand dollars for first run Winnipeg
at Lyceum and Starland Theatres."

(Signed) McNICHOL, Owner.

Executive Offices of Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd.

His Majesty's Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada.
My dear Shipman: November 17, 1920.

The opportunity is now right to put through these Connor Features over our circuit on the same per-

centage basis as road attractions. I think a tremendous amount of money can be made. We speak for the

Walker theatre, Winnipeg, and all leading theatres in every city and town in Canada. You may count upon
us for hearty cooperation. (Signed) GEO. F. DRISCOLL,

Vice-Pres. and assistant to the President.
Note—Duplications of these offers—both on " flat rentals," and " percentages "—from nearly every important Canadian city, indicates that

far more than the negative cost ($153,000.00) will be realized from Canadian Territory alone.
ERNEST SHIPMAN, Mgr.

Following are extracts from a few of the many letters received by Ernest Shipman

Office of GEORGE H. DORAN CO., Publishers
244 Madison Ave., New York City.

" I do know that if the Connor stories are produced in the

country where the scenes have been laid—it will be all to

the good of the picture."

(Signed) GEORGE H. DORAN.

Office of DAVID P. HOWELLS
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

" Speaking from a foreign standpoint the Ralph Connor
stories will command high prices. In days when American
authors wrote extravagantly of the wild and wooly west.

Rev. Dr. Gordon was taken seriously. His fiction is looked

upon as fact. Cinema fans are waiting for these produc-

tions."

(Signed) DAVID P. HOWELLS.

Calcutta, India.
" Brother Ern :—Don't you worry about the Connor stories

in my territory (The Far East). You will get record returns

whether it be on percentage basis or flat rentals."

(Signed) FREDERIC SHIPMAN.

Office of AUSTRALASIAN FILM CO.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

" I want to assure you of strong Australasian support as
Ralph Connor is a household word in our country—in fact
his books are generally found alongside the family Bible
in most Australian homes."

( Signed) MILLARD JOHNSON.

Office of GROSSET & DUNLAP, Publishers
Broadway and 26th St., New York City.

" Considering the number of years the various producers
have tried to get hold of the Ralph Connor stories, it is

certainly a feather in your cap. The chances for exploita-
tion are unlimited. Mr. Connor has perhaps as large a
following and is as well known among the reading public
as any author whose books are on the market today."

(Signed) S . A. JENKINS.

WHAT A WELL KNOWN EXCHANGE MGR. Says.
" There never were any better out-door stories written than
some of those from the pen of Ralph Connor. There is no
mush about them. They are full of good he-man stuff."

(Signed) WALTER LUSK, Cleveland, Ohio.
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The Highest Possible Tribute

With all the field to choose from,

the entertainment committee of the

CANADIAN CLUB OF NEW YORK

Has unanimously selected

"THE FOREIGNER"

As the attraction for its Annual

Dinner-Dance at the Hotel
Biltmore, Friday, Dec. 3rd

By Permission

The following extract from the invitation to their guests

is herewith produced :

" Immediately following the Dinner will be presented a screen drama entitled, ' The
Foreigner,' dramatized by Faith Green, from Ralph Connor's book of the same name, under

the supervision of Ernest Shipman.
The Club is enabled to present this picture, the first all-Canadian made drama in the

history of the cinema, through the courtesy of Winnipeg Productions, Ltd. The story

vividly depicts the struggles of the ' stranger within our gates ' and illustrates the great op-

portunity for the alien in this land of freedom. It drives home the thought that directly or by

heredity we are all foreigners and have rubbed shoulders with millionaires, captains of

industry and men in high places who reached this country by steerage with their sole posses-

sions in an old-fashioned leather-bound trunk, a bundle or a shawl-wrap."

P. D. WRIGHT E. P. HUNGERFORD
Chairman Entertainment Committee Secretary

A presentation for the Trade, and our Friends, including the

Newspaper fraternity, will be arranged in the near future
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The Dominating Poster

In the steel industry one company far and away pre-

dominates over its competitors. The same holds true for

oil, and wool, and lumber. In fact all of the conditions

surrounding modern industry inevitably tend to produce
one company so far superior in its organization to the

organization of its competitors that, without the slightest

shadow of exaggeration it can be called the greatest in its

particular field. In the production of motion picture posters

the RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. occupies that leading

position. It was the RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. that first

fully realized the importance of ticket selling posters to the

exhibitor. It was the RITCHEY LITHO. CORP. that

first realized the necessity of having an executive head
absolutely familiar with every condition surrounding

motion picture advertising. The same far-sighted policy

led to the selection of the one man recognized as the

supreme authority on poster production in America, to

supervise the plant and its organization. The results of

that policy have been justified by every passing year,

each one of which has witnessed a steady growth and
development in the RITCHEY personnel. In the

RITCHEY poster these results are plainly mirrored. In

box-offices throughout the country they are tested and
proven daily. Because of the wisdom of its policy, because

of the supremacy of its leadership, and because of the

entire perfection of its organization the RITCHEY
poster towers dominatingly over every other poster

produced in America.

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406-426 W. 31st STREET, NEW YORK TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8388
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Time to Stand Firm
THE announcement by Edward Earl, presi-

dent of the Nicholas Power Company, that

the present list prices of Power projectors

will not be reduced is of general interest and
significance to the trade.

Mr. Earl says: "There is scant possibility that a

marked reduction will ever take place."

His reasons are two-fold; first that list prices were
never advanced fast enough to meet the rapidly ris-

ing war time costs and secondly that improvement in

product justifies the present advanced prices.

This statement is of particular moment because it

applies equally well to films; and as such it seems to

underly our entire industrial situation, as it exists in

this present period of general readjustment.

Negative production cost advanced during the war
period just as did all manufacturing cost. But that is

not so important as the fact that negative quality also

advanced to a very marked degree.

We do not want this quality reduced. In other

words, we need this year the best possible pictures that

can be made. And any serious tampering with prices,

either theatre admissions or film rentals or both is

bound to have an effect upon the cost and therefore

the quality of negative production.

We are aware that production waste exists. We do
not for a moment justify it. We have recently said

that any director today who is "blowing" money is

putting a keg of dynamite under his employers' and
his own fortunes.

But we do not want a reduction in picture quality

—at any cost.

Again, we are not justifying high rentals. But they

are not all too high. It is their inequality only that is

at fault. Some are too high; some are too low. And
the exhibitor who pays too much will find his worst
enemy is the exhibitor who pays too little—because
the latter has the power to force prices down, and is

too greedy and shortsighted to care about production.
The main trouble with the production market

always and even today, is too much mere footage. It

doesn't pay to make mediocre photoplays—that's all.

There's no place for them. And if we are to sacrifice

quality in order to lower production cost and still

uphold releases, we'll undo all the artistic and
economic progress of the past two or more years.

We want today fewer pictures, better pictures and
longer runs—just as much as ever and more than ever.

This means sustained prices all along the line.

There's no way out of it.

And this means: extra effort, cooperation, above all

courage backed by good sense and the knowledge that,

in this period of readjustment, we are exceedingly
fortunate to be engaged in the one business which will
be so little affected by any curtailment in buying upon
the part of the public.

» * *

Coordinated Individuality

THE recent meeting, in St. Louis, of the

Federated Film Exchanges brings to point
the old and important question of the form
of independent distribution—State Rights.

For years this market has, as a whole, had an up
and down strength—now coming strongly into prom-
inence and again seeming almost to disappear.

The main trouble seemed to be lack of cohesion; a

large number of local buying units existed success-

fully right along but their buying power, their bid
for product, was constantly dissipated by their lack of

united power and effort.

Last spring a movement began to bring about consolidation

and it now exists in several instances. It is a healthful develop-
ment and it promises much.
The motion picture industry needs independent distribution

—

needs it from every angle of prosperous and sound growth

;

and this particular form of independent distribution is needed.
The State Rights Exchange is directed by its owner. With

his own fortunes at stake, he is naturally a careful buyer and
an earnest seller of his goods. By earnest seller we mean that

he is not merely bent upon selling his customer, the exhibitor,

but in helping the exhibitor sell his public. His customer's pros-

perity, he knows, is his own.
We have every faith in the state rights market under it's

present phase of consolidated exchanges. It is facing, how-
ever, two serious problems.

It needs, first, to impress the producer. It must evidence

buying resources if it is to encourage and secure the product
it needs, which is, of course, the best product. It must be big.

And just as importantly the exhibitor must be impressed.

The exhibitors' chief problem is still the obvious one; he must
have an adequate supply of good pictures. He is always afraid

he won't. He will naturally lean toward those sources from
which he knows his wants are sure to come. It is necessary to

tell him, definitely and continuously, about forthcoming prod-

uct, its volume and kind.

With this important step of cohesion accomplished we may
look to see the State Rights Market, potentially a strong one,

take its rightful place in the sun and be a factor in keeping the

whole market open—and therefore healthful.

WM. A. JOHNSTON.
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Snapshots
Around the Clock with JVm. A . Johnston

Chicago. Same old town. Conven-

tions, crowded hotel lobbies, bustle, ex-

citement, fast taxis. Congress Hotel:

Saw Robert Lieber, J. S. Williams, Sam
Katz, A. H. Blank, M. L. Finkelstein, W.
R. Rothacker, Ralph Proctor, Harry Gar-

son, Sol Lesser, George Beban, Cathrine

Curtis, Al Lichtman, Frank Newman of

Kansas City, B. L. Clements now in the

oil business, Harry Crandall, Herbert

Allen of Toronto, Harry Sherman, A. H.

Fischer of New Rochelle, Harry Reichen-

bach, Col. Fred Levy, Lieut. Jim Ander-

son, Harry Nolan, Billy Bestar.

George Beban. Claims his rendition

of " The Sign of the Rose " brought tears

to the eves of Harry Schwalbe and Von
Herberg. We believe him but the trade

at large will be highly skeptical.

S. S. Hutchinson. Back from Europe.

Buying new books, additional studio site

in Los Angeles and getting ready gener-

ally for new production. Proud of the

fact that the American Film Company
owns outright all its plants—studios in

Los Angeles, laboratories and offices in

Chicago, ditto in London, where a large

printing and developing business is done.

Reports good year for his pictures and

expects a still better one.

J. L. Friedman. Sturdy pillar of State

Right market. Believes in independent

distribution. Sees big future for Feder-

ated Film Exchanges—and makes you see

it, too. Forceful, quick thinker, hard

worker, lots of sound sense.

Andrew Karzas. Keen, active show-

man. Sees ahead. Just invested nearly

$150,000 in land adjoining his well-known

Woodland theatre—according to Chicago

papers. Asked if it meant new building

immediately, smiled, and said :
" Where

there's smoke, there's fire." Evidently

doesn't foresee any falling off in picture

theatre attendance. Ascher Brothers have

a 3,500 seat house just around the corner.

Georse Kleine. Notes that distributors,

for the year ending June 30, 1920, took

In a statement issued by Adolph
Zukor the announcement is made that

Famous Players-Lasky will produce pic-

tures that will run for a year on Broad-
way. In speaking of Grauman's new
Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles,
the birthplace of Paramount films, Mr.
Zukor stated that is only fitting that
photoplays should be presented in their

home-town in the most lavish manner
possible. The Metropolitan when com-
pleted will seat 4,000, and all seats will

be reserved.

Preaching Optimism
Following is a quotation from the Chicago

Evening Post of November 13th :

William A. Johnston, president and editor of

the Motion Picture News, is spending a few days
in Chicago looking over the motion-picture situa-

tion.

From his personal investigation Mr. Johnston
expressed himself as very optimistic for the future
of the industry. The higher admission fee to

photoplay theatres is to remain, according to Mr.
Johnston, because the producers are making pic-

tures which come up to the standa d the enirance
charge demands. The next year will witness
some of the finest photoplays ever produced, he
believes, and it will be notable also for the ap-
pearance as exhibitors of pictures of men whose
activities in the past have been devoted exclu-
sively to the management of theatres of the
spoken drama.

in about $86,000,000. (According to

Government tax report.) Figures that

raw stock, negative and positive, cost

$20,000,000. Printing and developing

cost $5,000,000. Figures complete selling

and distributing cost at $30,000,000
(basis of 35 per cent). Wants to know
where the producer gets off? Says trou-

ble is too much mere footage production.

Eddy Eckles. Lots of enterprise plus

picture experience and advertising ability.

Ought to send him along far. Believe it

will. Likeable and on the level. Ability

to analyze and see things in a large way.
Latest stunt sending a production outfit

into wildest country on globe. Big exploi-

tation possibilities.

Chicago Theatres. Doing biggest busi-

ness right now. Reports of S. R. O.
everywhere. If Chicago is criterion—and
why not ?—the exhibitor business this win-
ter ought to break records. Anyway the

Chicago situation makes even a mild pes-

simist ridiculous.

W. D. Russell. Like him. Experi-

enced theatrical man—formerly managed
tours of Henry Irving, Ellen Terry, et al.

Brings to picture business lots of keen and
practical insight into amusement going
public. Also prominent in and director of

American Show Print Company, lithogra-

phers. He's one Russell of Russell, Grieve*
and Russell, Capital Film Co., picture sales

agents. Other Russell is his son. Good
substantial partners for enterprising Si

Griever. In the market for best pictures

they can get.

B. A. Benson. Live wire in theatre

supply business—American Supply Com-
pany. Just placed twenty Motiographs
with Fitzpatrick-McElroy theatre circuit.

Harry Weiss and Fred Aiken. For-
merly the Chicago managers of First Na-
tional and Vitagraph, respectively. Now
in their own Superior Features—State

Rights. Two top-notch film men and good
fellows. Well-liked and highly respected.

Natural they should get together ; certain

they will do well. Big business already.

Fred Aiken goes 'way back to early film

days. Sold his Chicago exchange to G. F.
Co. in 1907.

Harry Rice. One of the best adver-
tising men in the field. Just back from his

first vacation down on the farm in Indiana.

Good newspaper man, too. Best man we
know of in giving newspapers just the

kind of picture stuff they want.' Gave us
good advertising epigram which we pass
along to the many who need its philos-

phy: " Put effective advertising in an ef-

fective medium." That's all ; but one
could write a chapter on its whys and
wherefores and every good advertising

man knows so.

A. L. Abrams. Vice President Amer-
ican Photo Player Company, also of Rob-
ert-Morton Company, now launching his

new synchronized music for the picture.

Fine idea. Deserves not merely its own
success but thanks of industry for elevat-

ing music in picture theatres.

Harry Sherman. Salesman par ex-
cellence. Always smiling. Infectious op-
timism and enterprise. Good film man.
Sees largely and clearly. Says " Sher-
man is right " and seems to be proving it.

Out on a whirlwind trip closing final terri-

tories on his cooperative plan. Believes
that producer, distributor and exhibitor
should each work independently of each
other, not merely because of sound eco-
nomics but because success in each field

demands concentrated effort.

H. A. Kyler. Of Denver. Presi-

dent and General Manager of Supreme
Photoplays Company. Had the courage to

start an exchange in the lean Rocky Moun-
tain territory and has now stretched it to

the Coast—eleven states in all. Handles a
lot of product.

W. R. Rothacker. Off to Los An-
geles. Busiest man is this busiest busi-

ness. Devoted patron of Twentieth Cen-
tury and California Limited. Got along
better in Europe because they have passen-
ger flying machines. Announces in Brit-

ish papers that plans for his London labo-

ratories are under way. Promises more
news shortly from Coast.

St. Louis. The new Missouri and
Del Monte theatres humming along with
crowded houses. Met all the Federated
Film Exchange group. Earnest, hard-
working crowd. No time for Convention
antics. Walter Greene in attendance. Si-

lent as ever. Abe Warner, talking produc-
tion ideas and costs. Some good substan-

tial people and sound ideas in the Feder-
ated crowd. Industry needs good inde-

pendent distribution. Here's luck to them \
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Compromise Ends Big Strike Against

Jensen- Von Herberg Interests
Old Contract to Be Carried Out Before New One Becomes Effective

0 FTKR nineteen weeks of disagree-

. ment, the strike called on June 30
* * by union musicians and operators

of the Northwest against the firm of Jen-

sen and Yon Herberg, operators of

twenty-seven of the biggest cinemas in

Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana,

came by the route of compromise to final

settlement.

C. S. Jensen of Portland, senior mem-
ber of the firm, with a group of associates,

met in Seattle, during the first week of

November, a delegation of union officials.

The conference lasted a full week and

•occupied more than eighteen hours'

discussions before final agreement was
made. It was two weeks later, November
20 to be exact, that conditions throughout

the Jensen and Yon Herberg string of

houses came to actually resemble condi-

tions of last June.
Determination to stand by musicians

who refused to obey walk-out orders and
returned to help theatre owners during the

period of boycott caused the delay in set-

tlement. Few of the operators stayed with

the firm during the trouble, but every or-

ganist with one exception in Portland, re-

mained loyal to their employers. In Port-

land, the organists returned within the

first two or three days. A week or so

later, leaders and many members of the

orchestras, featured in two of the Portland

houses, asked to come back. The organ-

ists were welcomed because of their ready

offer of aid, but the orchestra players who
had waited to see which way the tide was
going to turn were told that until the boy-

cott was lifted it would be impossible for

them to resume their former positions.

The greatest gain made by the unions

was the establishment of a six-day work-
ing-week replacing the previous seven days

of consecutive playing. Instead of attempt-

ing to increase their number of musicians

to meet this extra day, the firm of Jensen

and Yon Herberg has decided upon one
day a week during which organs will fur-

nish the sole theatre music. In several

cases, this day will be Wednesday; and
regardless of program, even though it be

the opening day of a new feature, there

will be no orchestra music. Many per-

sons, it is believed, prefer the musical

background furnished by the huge orches-

tral unit organs which are installed in each

Jensen and Von Herberg house, rather

than the many-pieced orchestras. This
new plan of procedure will give opportun-

ity for choice.

One point upon the strike settlement

revolved was that the unions in every city

were under contract, ranging from two
months to two years, which they are said

to have broken in calling the alleged " un-
fair " claim last June and ordering mem-

A wire from the Coast informs of the

appointment by Fred Dahnken of Frank
Costello, former manager of the Tivoli

Theatre of San Francisco, as general-

manager of the Turner and Dahnken
circuit. Mr. Costello takes the place

of L. R. Crook, who resigned. Irvin E.

Phelps, who was formerly assistant-man-
ager of the Tivoli Theatre, has been ap-

pointed manager, according to the tele-

gram.

bers out of Jensen and Yon Herberg
houses with less than 24 hours' notice.

The new settlement provides that musi-

cians and operators of each local will re-

sume work on exactly the same basis on

which they abandoned it last June until

the close of their respective contracts with

theatre owners.

Men of the cinema industry feel that a

tremendous strike was made in the deci-

sion at the settlement conference to aban-

don the policy known as the " minimum or-

chestra plan." Motion picture theatre or-

chestras in the Northwest were compara-
tively rare until about two years ago, when
union officials issued an ultimatum to the

effect that large numbers of musicians

were without employment ; the theatres

were making money ; and, therefore, the

unions had decided that orchestras must
be installed. The ultimatum had the situa-

tion all lined up for the theatre owners,
saying that a house of 1,200 seating capac-

ity should have an orchestra of so many
pieces; a "movie" of 1,000 seats should

have perhaps one less musician, and so on.

Following the presentation of the ultima-

tum a strike occurred which later resulted

in a compromise, half the number of men
demanded by the unions being employed
and placed in two theatres instead of the

five as the musicians had outlined.

Backed up by legal data which demon-
strated the minimum employment forced
by employees as illegal, Mr. Jensen held

out for tbe abandonment of the principle

from all future contracts made between
unions and theatre owners. As far as

Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana
are concerned, the minimum plan is no
longer a problem for the cinema man to

tackle. As Mr. Cox said of prohibition,

it is a dead issue.

History of the strike shows that it origi-

nated in Tacoma, where both musicians'

and operators' unions demanded increases

in salary. The employees concerned by
these demands worked in four theatres

operated by the Moore Amusement Com-
pany in which Jensen and Yon Herberg
own twenty-five per cent stock and the

power to purchase all films and to have
the houses advertised under the banner of
their firm title. Therefore,. the strike was

called in Tacoma against the houses, the

ads and displays of which carried the

phrase " operated by Jensen and Yon Her-
berg." For two weeks H. T. Moore, part

owner and manager of these houses, re-

fused to even compromise on the union

demands, which he declared called for a
yearly salary increase of $80,000, while the

total net profit, he said, had never yet

reached more than half that sum during
the same period.

Unsuccessful at the end of two weeks,
Tacoma union officials called on locals in

cities in which were located other houses
operated by Jensen and Von Herberg, with
the result that twenty- four hours later the

strike was on throughout the four North-
west states.

Picketing was the first move made by
the unions. Jensen and Von Herberg met
this move by obtaining an injunction

against picketing on the ground that the

strike was called in Tacoma and concerned
houses in which only twenty-five per cent

and not a controlling share of the stock
was owned.

The unions then conducted a series of
street parades with bands and banners de-
signed to win public support to their side.

In Butte and Bremerton, the efforts of the

strikers proved quite successful in reduc-
ing the attendance figures. In Tacoma,
halls were rented, and union sympathizers
established rival cinema programs.

Salary increases won by the musicians
and operators were most conspicuous in

the case of the Tacoma locals. These
locals must first finish their original con-
tracts with Jensen and Von Herberg, but
they have been assured of an increase of
from 10 to 25 per cent of their present
pay at the conclusion of this period. In
twenty-one other cities, the salaries will

remain practically the same.

An interesting feature of the strike was
that in the very heat of hostilities, a forty-

five piece orchestra was organized by non-
union musicians and established in the
Coliseum theatre of Seattle. One of the
provisions of the settlement was that not
only would Jensen and Yon Herberg re-

tain their former employes but that those
men and women who worked during the
strike will also be taken care of.

A contract was signed at the conference
which will prevent either employers or em-
ployes from changing present conditions
until the close of a two-year period.

Word also comes from Seattle in con-
nection with the settlement of the strike

in that city. The Liberty, Coliseum,
Strand and Rex are operated by Jensen
and Y^on Herberg interests in Seattle. The
ending of the strike, it is declared, brings

(Continued on page 4222)
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Famous Players Declares
Quarterly Dividend

The Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion after a meeting of the board of di-

rectors on Monday, issued this statement

:

" Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

(parent company only and not including

the earnings of wholly or partially-owned

subsidiary corporations) reports net op-

erating profits of $4,7i4,382 -24 for the

nine months ended September 25, 1920,

after deducting all expenses including al-

lowances for film exhaustion and setting

up liberal reserves for contingencies. This

compares with $3,427,950-94 for the first

nine months of 1919, or an increase of

$1,286,431.30 over the corresponding

period of 1919.

"After making reserves for Federal

taxes (including $107,579.09 for previous

years), the net profits after taxes for the

nine months were $3,417,512.54, which,

after allowing for dividends on the $10,-

000,000.00 preferred stock for the period

is at the annual rate of $17.86 on the 210,-

252 shares of common stock outstanding

in the hands of the public.
" The earnings of subsidiary companies,

not included in the above, and in which

the parent company has an investment of

over $10,000,000.00, are also running at

a very satisfactory rate.

" At today's meeting of the board of

directors the regular quarterly dividend

of $2.00 per share on the common stock

of the company was declared payable Jan-

uary 3rd, 1921, to stockholders of record

at the close of business December 15th,

1920."

No Depression in Business

of Cleveland Theatres
The motion picture theatres of Cleve-

land have not felt any effects of the finan-

cial depression as yet. The houses are

filled, both downtown and neighborhood

houses. As Paul Gusdanovic, one of the

leading exhibitors of the city, said re-

cently, " The motion picture theatres are

the last to feel a financial depression, and

the last to pick up again after the depres-

sion has struck 'em. Admission prices

are holding their own, too."

However, the word has been passed

along that the C. H. Miles Royal theatre

in Akron is closed. The last performance

was given on Saturday. E. H. Klink, who
operates the Hippodrome in Toledo, is

also closed. But, so far as is known, these

are the only two houses in the territory

which have felt any direct effect of the

tightening money market.

Griffith and His Star at

"Love Flower" Opening
" The Love Flower," the latest Griffith

production to be released by United Art-

ists, was given a send-off in Boston this

week at the opening performance of which

David W. Griffith, the producer of the pic-

ture, and Miss Carroll Dempster, the star

in the production, made short speeches.
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Saenger and First Nat*

I

Entertain Harding
The Saenger Amusement Company of

New Orleans added another plume to its

bonnet recently when it was selected to ar-

range a program of motion pictures for

the entertainment of President-elect Har-

ding and his party during his trip to Pa-

nama aboard the United Fruit boat Paris-

mina.

A. Harrison, of the Harcol Film Com-
pany, New Orleans, arranged with the

United Fruit Company to have a projector

and an experienced operator on the Har-
ding boat when it left New Orleans, No-
vember i8th. E. V. Richards, general

manager of the Saenger Company, pro-

vided a selection of the newest releases

which happened to be in the vaults of

Jimmy Briant's First National exchange.

The feature pictures selected by Mr.
Richards for the trip include Charles Ray
in " 45 Minutes from Broadway " and in

" Peaceful Valley," Norma Talmadge in

" The Branded Woman," Constance Tal-

madge in " Dangerous Business," Mildred

Harris in " Old Dad," Lionel Barrymore
in " The Master Mind " and the James
Oliver Curwood special, " Nomads of the

North."

The projector used was a DeVry, and
Mr. McAuley, of the Harcol Company,
was the operator.

Peacock Productions Seek'
ing New Features

M. R. Fink, special representative for

Peacock Productions, Inc., distributing in

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Iowa, Ne-
braska, Missouri, Kansas and Southern
Illinois, is in Los Angeles lining up new
features. He is reported to have opened
headquarters in the Hotel Alexandria and
ready to do business.

Nat'l Ass'n to Fight Pro-
posed Tax Increase

A complete program of the legislative

work for the year was outlined at a meet-
ing of the Legislative Committee of the

National Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry that was held at the Asso-
ciation rooms on Tuesday, Nqvember 16.

Chairman Charles C. Pettijohn appointed

a committee, consisting of Paul Gulick,

Chairman, Gabriel L. Hess and William
Wright to take action on the proposed in-

crease of the rental tax from five to ten

per cent. The question of Sunday open-
ing was considered and it was agreed that

a nation-wide campaign should be inaugu-

rated. It was also decided to cooperate

with the exhibitors in the various cam-
paigns for Sunday opening.

Arthur James, editor-in-chief of the

Moving Picture World, was nominated as

a director of the general division of the

National Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry at a meeting of this division

which was held on November 12th. Mr.
James was elected to the vacancy caused
by the resignation of George Blaisdell.

Thomas H. Butler, manager of the Film
Exchange Building Committee, and Jack
S. Connolly, the Washington representa-

tive of the National Association of the

Motion Picture Industry, will represent

the National Association at a hearing be-

fore the District of Columbia Committee
in Washington on Monday morning to

amend the building regulations of the city.

The proposed regulations, which, if

adopted, will go into effect on July 1, 1921,
are along the lines recommended by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Broadwell Gives Warning
on Nick Carter Series

Following alleged stories to the effect

that the Mastercraft Photoplay Corpora-
tion of Filmland City, Medford, Mass.,
were producing a Nick Carter series of
pictures, Robert B. Broadwell, president

of the Broadwell Productions, Inc., ad-
dresses the trade on this subject as fol-

lows :

" I hereby notify all trade papers and
others to beware of such misleading state-

ments, for the Broadwell Productions,
Inc., a regularly chartered Massachusetts
Corporation of which I am the president

and director-general, owns and controls

the sole world's motion picture production
rights to the Nick Carter series of films;

I have been producing them since June,

1920; and they are being distributed

through the Pioneer Film Corporation of

New York City."

Frisco Theatre Is Sold
Dan Markowitz and A. H. Jackson, of

Crescent Theatre Company, operating the

Verdi theatre in San Francisco, have
bought the Rialto. The details of the sale

are unknown. Manager Smith and As-
sistant Manager John Mann have resigned.
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Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance Hold
Convention at Peoria

November 18 Meeting One of the Most Business-Like on Record

MEMBERS of the Illinois Exhibitors'

Alliance mobilized at the Jefferson

Hotel, Peoria, on November 18th

and held a one-day convention which will

go down in the annals of the organization

as one of the most business-like and well-

handled meetings yet recorded. President

Hopp encouraged a full and free discus-

sion of the various matters brought be-

fore the convention, and the large number
who took the floor and gave their views,

showed plainly the interest in the alliance

and its work.

The application for membership of two
exhibitors who are also exchangemen,
brought out considerable difference of

opinion, although it was finally decided to

allow them both to become members, it

being the majority opinion that the alliance

was now so strong that it need not fear the

domination of producer exhibitors or dis-

tributor exhibitors. The resolution com-
mittee, however, was instructed to take

action towards amending the by-laws of

the association to protect it against undue
activity on the part of these members.
A resolution was passed protesting the

barring of critics from pre-release show-
ings and preventing early reviews reach-

ing country exhibitors. The exhibitors

also went on record as opposed to an or-

dinance which, it is said, will be introduced

in the Chicago council requiring that no
theatre seat shall be installed within

twenty-five feet of the screen on the

ground that viewing a motion picture at a

close range is detrimental to the eyesight.

In a resolution which will be sent to every

member of the council, it is 'declared that

after thorough investigation of this ques-

tion by prominent oculists, such claims

have been directly refuted by them. It

was also pointed out in the discussion of

this proposed ordinance that it would
practically put many of the smaller the-

atres of Chicago out of business.

President Hopp made a statement on the

music tax situation, in which he declared
that the only hope to escape it was by an
act of congress amending the copyright
law, as court fights have uniformly gone
against exhibitors, which shows that the

music publishers can enforce the tax. The
sentiment of the meeting was to do every-
thing possible to back up the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of America in their

efforts to have congress take up the ques-
tion and bring relief to the theatre men.

During the discussion of grievances,
Secretary Burford told of any adjust-
ments made between exhibitors and ex-
changemen by the executive committee of
the alliance and his reports were listened

to with great interest, as they showed the
practical and immediate value of the or-

ganization to exhibitors living outside of

The recent publication of a story to

the effect that William A. Brady, Jr.,

son of the well-known theatrical pro-
ducer, had married a Miss Percy brings
from William A. Brady, Sr., a complete
denial of the story. In a letter just re-

ceived by William A. Johnston, editor

of the NEWS, Mr. Brady states:
" There is no truth in the statement.

He does not even know the young lady,
and I should be thankful to you if you
will deny the report."

Chicago particularly. The fact that such
matters can be handled satisfactorily with-

out the necessity of coming to Chicago,
is being particularly appreciated by the

small-town theatre owners.
Reports of various officers show that

the association is making satisfactory

growth and that the alliance is being de-

veloped along the lines of strength and
stability.

One of the pleasantest features of the

convention was the big get-together din-

ner on Thursday night, at which not only
the members of the alliance were present,

but which also included a large number of
visiting exchangemen and members of the

press. The opportunity to get better ac-

quainted was appreciated, and the ex-

changemen indicated in their talks that

it was their desire to get closer to the ex-

hibitors and see that they got fair treat-

ment.

Through the courtesy of Dee Robinson,
a Jackie band from the Great Lakes Naval
Station gave a concert during the dinner
which was loudly applauded. The real

hit of the concert, however, was a cornet

solo by Maurice Rubens of Joliet.

The majority of those attending the

convention arrived the night before the

first session, and on this evening Man-
ager Lucas, of Robertson-Cole's Chicago
office put on an eleven o'clock showing of
" Kismet " with full orchestral accom-
paniment at Dee Robinson's beautiful

new Madison theatre, which formed an
ideal setting for the great Otis Skinner
feature. The final convention event was
a showing of " The Son of Tarzan " serial

put on by Manager Simon of Selected

Films,, Inc., on Thursday night.

The exhibitors in attendance at the con-

vention included

:

Joe E. Tabor, Majestic theatre, Belvi-

dere ; A. A. Gagnon, De Luxe theatre, For-
rest ; W. W. Watts, Princess theatre,

Springfield ; Verne R. Langdon, Hub, Chi-

cago
;
Henry V. Meeteren, Rainbow the-

atre, Chicago; H.'W. Van Atta, Princess
theatre, Le Roy

;
Fitzpatrick & McElroy,

Lyric theatre, Blue Island ; Oscar Wesley,
Wesley theatre, Benld

; J. C. Miller, Prin-

cess theatre, Woodstock; M. Rubens,
Princess theatre, Joliet; T. E. Yemm,
Grand theatre, Du Quoin; Joseph Hopp,

Ideal theatre, Chicago
;
George D. Hopkin-

son, Hamlin theatre, Chicago ; F. W. Hart-

mann, Aristo theatre, Chicago ; F. W.
Steimle, Lyric theatre, Washington ; F.

M. Bond, Bond theatre, Pontiac ; C. W.
Hall, Grand theatre, Centralia; F. W.
Fischer, La Salle theatre, La Salle; Don J.

Best, Princess theatre, Galva ; Peart &
Falleti, Lyric and Star theatres, Lincoln;
W. D. Burford, Rialto theatre, Aurora

;

Chas. J. Low, New Palace theatre, Pana ;

W. H. Cadoret, La Petite theatre, Kanka-
kee; Dee Robinson, Madison and Apollo
theatres, Peoria; H. J. Weisbrush, Hippo-
drome theatre, Peoria; Bert Norton, Kosy
theatre, Eureka; Rex O. Lawhead, Lin-
coln Square, Decatur; Morris Hellman,
Erie theatre, Chicago ; B. E. Cox, Lyceum
theatre, Wyoming; W. B. Sudduth, " H,"
Clinton; R. B. Francis, Duchess theatre,

Peoria; J. G. Gesell, Nicheldome theatre,

Bloomington; W. C. Mickle, Community
theatre, Faden; H. A. Arnold, Colonial
theatre, Colfax; W. J. Fleugel, Empire
theatre, Pekin; J. B. Ross, Garden theatre,

Canton; W. E. Barricklon, Isis theatre,

Teluca ; H. T. Loper, Kimbark theatre,

Chicago; H. C. Loper, Lyric theatre,

Springfield; C. E. Maberry, Benton
Amusement Company, Benton ; M. O.
Wells, 20th Century theatre ; L. A. Castle,
Liberty theatre, Princeville; and B. F.
Urban, Grand theatre, Mattoon.
The following exchangemen and film

salesmen were at the Peoria convention,
and the majority attended the banquet:
Cecil Mayberry and H. D. Charnas of
Goldwyn; District Manager Harris Wolf-
berg, Oscar Doob, Joe Wolf and T. C.
Braun, Paramount; Manager Robert Lu-
cas and Assistant Manager Rozelle of
Robertson-Cole; Manager Willard of
Realart; Sales Manager L. A. Quille of
Vitagraph; Assistant Manager Eichenlob
and Herbert Washburn of First National;
Manager Aschmann and S. B. Waite of
Pathe

; William Schwartz of Educational

;

J. G. Frackman of Unity; Charles Lund-
gren of Doll-Van ; Maurice Hellman, Sig-
mund Decker and J. Zelechower of Uni-
versal

; George Wemberg, Masterpiece
Film Distributing Corporation; Edward
Herz and Edward Brichetto, Interstate
Film; C. W. Vidor of Fox; and Hank
Peters of Pioneer.

Sol Klapper Resumes His
Practice of Law

Sol L. Klapper announces his resigna-

tion from the treasurership of the Trans-
Atlantic Film Corporation of America to

resume the practice of law at no West
40th Street, New York City.
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YOUR QUESTION MAY BE
IN THIS WEEK'S
MUSIC FORUM
(See page 4226)

Equity Ball at Astor Is a
Brilliant Success

At the Hotel Astor, on Saturday, No-
vember 20th, the Actors' Equity Ball was
well under way long before midnight, and

came to a close upon the approach of

daylight, November 21. It will go down
in the history of theatrical social functions

as the most enjoyable and financial suc-

cess ever given. The profession in gen-

eral was represented by men and women
from each and every branch of the amuse-
ment world.

Two orchestras, one at each end of the

Grand Ball Room supplied the continuous

music. Supper and cabaret were in order

from twelve to three. Fortunate people

who subscribed for boxes were able to

witness perhaps the greatest show of the

kind ever staged, while hundreds exerted

every effort to see the performance and
were unable to get near enough.

It would require unlimited space to

mention even the names of well known
celebrities and players present. The more
accurate account could be given by select-

ing the few who were, for some reason,

not there.

The Motion Picture Industry was well

represented by directors, stars and players,

as well as writers for the screen. A most
brilliant party was the opinion of all.

Screen Club Holds Grand
Ball at New Haven

The Arena, New Haven, Conn., was the

scene of a grand ball, held under the au-

pices of the Screen Club, on Friday even-

ing of last week. Over 2.000 attended the

function, including many advance visitors

in town for the Yale-Harvard gridiron

contest on the following day. Screen stars

and other celebrities in the industry at-

tended and were enthusiastically greeted
when introduced on the floor between
dances by William V. Hart of New
Haven. Among those who appeared and
were introduced by Bill Hart was Miss
Ruby DeRemer, who later led the grand
march

;
Montagu Love, who made a speech

on prohibition ; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ben-
ham, Miss Muriel Ostriche, Paul Panzer,
William Morrissey, the comedian, Corinne
Uzzell, Irene Tarns, Dora Mills Adams
and many others. Billy Quirk and Dick
T ravers were also on hand for the festivi-

ties. The affair was registered as one of
the most successful social events of the
season.

Lazarus on Western Trip
Paul N. Lazarus, sales promotion man-

ager of the United Artists Corporation, is

making a tour of the corporation's western
exchanges, and also spending some time at

the Pickford and Fairbanks studios.

Universal Secures Outside
Serials for Brazil

The Universal Film Manufacturing
Company has bought two outside serials

for distribution in Brazil, it is announced
by George F. Kann, manager of the ex-

port department. The serials are "Light-

ning Brice," an Arrow release, with Ann
Little and Jack Hoxie, and " Vanishing
Trails," a Canyon Pictures serial with
Franklyn Farnum. These two serials will

be used to supplement the dozen or more
Universal serials now being distributed in

the South American country.
'' No one company can turn out enough

pictures to supply a full program for the

average South American theatre," ex-

plained Mr. Kann. " In a country where
serials are run off in two or three nights

and where the theatres show two and
sometimes three feature productions a
day, we are pressed to keep our regular

exhibitors supplied with what they need.

We find that they can take the regular

Universal output and a little more be-

sides.

" To supply this extra demand we have
been compelled to go on the outside and
buy independently produced pictures.

" From now on, however, Universal will

endeavor to supply its Brazilian customers
with other American films, both serials

and features. In addition to the two se-

rials recently purchased, I now am con-
sidering the purchase of several successful

feature productions and two more serials

which have won popularity in the United
States.

" Eddie Polo, our principal serial star,

is by far the most popular moving picture

actor among the populace reached by our
seven agencies in Brazil. Eileen Sedgwick
and Elmo Lincoln, two of our other serial

favorites, also are among the leaders in

South American esteem. Reports which
have reached me from our other South
American fields show a similar standing
for Universal pictures."

Albany Starts Movement
for Sunday Shows

A move to secure Sunday motion pic-

ture shows for Albany, N. Y., has been
launched during the last few days in com-
munications to the newspapers of that city.

What effect this will have in changing the
attitude of the city officials, who are op-
posed to Sunday shows, remains to be
seen. The claim is made that Troy and
Schenectady, each of which has its motion
picture houses open on Sunday, are large
gainers each week from patronage that

comes from Albany.
It is further claimed by the managers

of local houses that, if they were permitted
to run during the seven days each week,
they would be able to offer better pictures
in competition with the houses in the
neighboring cities than they are now dur-
ing their six-day week. Albany is a city

of 113,000, a population several thousands
larger than either of the two cities men-
tioned.

Motion Picture N e it

FOR THOSE WHO MISSED
ISAACSON'S FIRST
MUSIC ARTICLES

HE IS REVIEWING THE SUBJECT
(See page 4226)

Disaster Leads to Strict

Inspection of Theatres
As a result of the recent disastroiB

stampede of an audience in a New YorB
City motion-picture theatre, causing thB
death of several children, the authorities

of Troy and Schenectady have ordered a
||

investigation of all motion picture house

in these cities to see that the law is er

forced in even- particular. Chief c

Police Charles J. Goerold of Troy, actin

under orders from Thomas H. McDor
ough, commissioner of public safety, ha
already detailed several patrolmen to vis

and inspect all motion picture houses i

Troy. It is said, however, that the mar
agers of the houses in both Troy an
Schenectady have been insistent fo

months past that children under sixtee

should not be admitted unless accompanie
by parents or guardian.

In direct contradiction to this, howevei
or at least so far as Troy is concernec
CommisMoner McDonough informed th

News correspondent that he had man
complaints on file regarding children at;

tending motion picture shows alone. I

is understood that Albany will also cau

tion the owners and proprietors of motio
picture houses in this city that the la\

must be lived up to the letter.

Cashes Checks as Griffith

Representative, Is Claim
A man giving the name of Robert E

Ray is alleged to have been representin

himself to be an employee of T). W. Grif

fith at various theatres and banks through
out the East and to have cashed checks fo

various amounts. His latest " touch "
i

said to have been made at the Pacific Ban
at Seventh avenue and 49th street, Ne\
York.

Settle Jensen-Von Herbert
Strike

{Continued from page 4219)

to an end all claims and litigations inciden

to it. It is provided that operators u
Seattle, Portland and Bremerton are t«

have a six-hour day at Si.25 an hour an<

$1.50 for overtime. Musicians in thes

cities are to be paid S50 per week for side

men and $75 for leaders. The old or

chestras are to be restored as soon as Mi
Yon Herberg returns from Chicago.

" I owe much to the loyal persons whc
knowing our cause was just, continued b

give us unstinted patronage," declared Mi
Jensen, following the settlement. " Th
public stood by me to such an extent tha

our business was not noticeably curtaile«

in the majority of the houses. Many mei

and women came down to our theatres

when under "trormal circumstances the

would have remained at home."
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Only Best Pictures Can Survive the

Coming Business Depression
By Hiram Abrams

EXHIBITOR demand for good pic-

tures is going to be a great deal

stronger in the next six months than

^it has been in the past six months.

i For a long time the whole motion pic-

ture industry has been riding on a wave
*of constantly increasing prosperity. In

^the last two years particularly, there has

4been a great increase in attendance at mo-
tion picture houses and this growth has

Icome about in the face of rapidly increas-

ing admission prices.

ij Inflation of our currency and the wide-

spread demand at high prices for all pro-

eductions of the farm and factory have led

Jjto money spending by the great mass of

people on a scale never before seen. Much
>jof this spending has been done with little

discrimination. Easy come, easy go.

V Many new theatres have been built and
ijmany more are in various stages of com-
pletion. The tendency has been to in-

'tcrease seatTng capacity to a basis that

'jwould be adequate to take care of the

'(crowds at their biggest.

H So called feature productions have be-

tome much more numerous. Many ex-

hibitors have felt that the public was
^pending its money so freely and with so

Kittle discrimination that it mattered com-
paratively little what they booked. The
nan with the inferior show could always
:ount on a fair amount of business from

E :hose people who didn't care very- much
s >vhere they went so long as there was a

I >how going on and a crowd to keep them
fe :ompany. .

Then, too, the man with the

[inferior show would get a certain amount
i )f " overflow " business from the house of

Jhe man who was giving a better show.

1 Now we are in the early stages of the

lecessary, but to most people disagreeable,

:xperience of deflation of currency and
xedit. Commodity prices are falling and

»vith their fall lack of employment of labor

las already manifested itself in certain lo-

alities.

Estimates of the extent and duration of
1 he coming readjustment vary widely. On
1 he one hand is the chronic optimist who
• tersistently maintains that the effect on
3 ;eneral business will be very slight. On
' he other hand is the chronic pessimist
* vdio insists that the country is directly

.eaded for an absolute business panic.
'' 'robably, as is generally the case, the

ruth lies somewhere about midway be-
lC ween the hopes of the most optimistic and
1 he fears of the most pessimistic, and time

J
/ill prove that the readjustment will

_
either be a slight one nor will it yet even
pproach a panic.

e But whatever the degree of the depres-
1
ion, some depression is certainly coming.

e Vith falling commodity prices and slack

-

f ning demand for labor, both merchant

WHAT IS THE FIRST AND
MOST IMPORTANT

STEP IN
MUSICAL

UNDERSTANDING
FOR PICTURE WORK?

(See Isaacson's article, page 4226)

and laborer will have less money to spend
and so will all other classes of people.

And whatever amount is spent for amuse-
ment will be spent with a great deal more
forethought and discrimination as to prob-

able entertainment value to be received

for the expenditure.

Here we have then, a seating capacity

developed on the basis of taking care of
the crowds, when the crowds are at their

biggest. And, against that, a diminishing

of the crowds.

Undoubtedly, there will be some exhibi-

tors who will try to meet the diminishing

receipts by substituting a cheaper grade
of pictures. If he has intelligent opposi-

tion he speedily gets put out of business.

If he has no opposition he finds that his

receipts diminish so much faster than he
can possibly cut down expenses that he
gives up hope of making a profit by operat-

ing on that line, and unless he is a really

hopeless case he changes tactics and goes
out to buy good pictures. There is not
much use of thinking about this class of

exhibitor right now—he has to learn by
experience.

I believe that the deductions I have
drawn will convince most people of their

truth by their straightforward appeal to

common sense judgment of probabilities.

But to give additional confidence in their

reliability and essential truth, it is well to

list some of the clearly established facts of
business experience in former periods of
depression. Here are two :

Firstly : In general business it is found
that the quality product—when not a mere
foible of luxury—best maintains its mar-
ket. This covers all lines of goods—shoes,

automobiles, groceries, drygoods, etc., and
secondly : in the legitimate theatre it has
been found that the established and ack-

nowledged star can still fill theatres when
the mushroom stars are all put out of busi-

ness by decreasing box-office receipts.

That the public is not only willing to

pay real money to see really good pictures,

but is even more willing, is amply demon-
strated by the unprecedented success of

such wonderful pictures as " Wav Down
East," "Over the Hill," " Pollyanna,"
" Humoresque," " The Mollycoddle," and
" Earthbound."
The really good picture will continue

to do a really good business. The really

great picture will continue to do a really

great business. The mediocre picture is

going to '* get it in the neck."

I believe that the conditions we are ap-

proaching will work out to the great bene-

fit of the industry as a whole and to the

great financial profit of the real exhibitor

and the real producers.

As " Pollyanna " would undoubtedly

say, " Let's be glad the business is going

to find itself and be established on the

firmer foundation which the survival of

merit in exhibiting and in producing will

ensure."

Black Vindicated in Ver-
mont Theatre Case

Henry L. Salisbury, of Famous Players-

Lasky Corp., announces that in pursuance

to his promise to the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America, made at a recent

meeting at the Hotel Astor, he has in-

vestigated thoroughly the charges and in-

sinuations made at that meeting against

Alfred S. Black in regard to his acquiring

a theatre in Morrisville, Vermont, which
was at that time and still is being operated

under lease by Mrs. Dodge.
He states that Mr. Black should be com-

pletely vindicated in the matter and that

his business dealings in the transactions

were entirely honorable. " Unfortunately,"

states Mr. Salisbury, " there were a great

many facts which were not brought out

at the meeting and which would have prob-

ably changed the entire attitude of those

assembled had they been brought out."

Mr. Salisbury has written the following

letter to Mrs. Dodge:
" My dear Madam :

" At ths hearing last September, at the Hotel Astor,
certain statements were testified to in relation to the
manner in which Alfred S. Black acquired the Bijou
theatre property at Morrisville, Vermont. You, of

course, know that I attended that meeting and said

that I would investigate the matter in behalf of Mr.
Zukor and if I found the facts as stated in regard
to this matter to be true, I would use my best efforts

to either have the theatre sold to you or your lease

continued. Unfortunately, my statements relative to

Mr. Black were very badly distorted by some of the
trade papers.

" In fairness to all concerned, I have taken time to.

thoroughly and impartially investigate the facts. The
result of my investigation leads me to the conclusion
that the statements which were made in relation to the
dealings between Mr. Black, the Emmones and your
husband are not in accordance with, nor were they all,

the facts as I have been able to find them. For ex-

ample, the fact that Mr. Black purchased the property
while your husband was alive and upon his death of-

fered you his assistance in his letter of condolence of

February 28, 1920, were unfortunately never brought
out, nor was the fact that you never acknowledged
his letter, and that so far as Mr. Black is concerned
you had never communicated with him in any way
regarding the extension of your lease or the purchase
of the property. These facts if brought out, in my
opinion, would have entirely changed the atmosphere
at the hearing and prevented the very grave wrong
done Mr. Black, who is a man of very high business
principles.

" It is to be regretted that you used through pub-
licity the wrong method in this transaction instead
of communicating with Mr. Black directly regarding
the continuation of your lease or the purchase of the
property, particularly when the lease did not expire
until January next, and particularly after Mr. Black
had taken the trouble to write to you when he did
and stated to you in his letter that he was ready to

help you. Therefore, there is nothing further that I

can conscientiously do in this matter."
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Picture Theatre Fire Panic Arouses
Discussion in Trade Circles

Exhibitors to Take Constructive Measures: Varied Opinions Heard

A CONSTRUCTIVE step to safe-

guard .children in attendance on

motion picture theatres, following

the recent panic in New York City, was

taken at a conference held Monday, No-
vember 22nd, at the Women's City Club,

22 Park avenue, New York City, between

a committee of that organization and a

committee representing the Federation for

Child Study and a committee of the Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors League of the

State of New York.

The object of the gathering was to apply

constructive thought to the question of in-

suring the highest degree of safety for

children attending motion picture theatres.

Senator James J. Walker, speaking for

the Exhibitors' committee, pointed out

that the motion picture theatre owners

•were most anxious to insure the safety of

their'minor patrons. He said that as an

organization they had always favored the

segregation of the children under the su-

pervision of a matron to be properly certi-

fied and licensed. He also suggested that

firemen make short talks to audiences,

keeping them constantly on the alert as to

the proper precautions. It was also

pointed out that children, although brought

into the theatre by their parents or guar-

dians, invariably rush to the front of the

house and thus escape the control of their

parents.

The Motion Picture Exhibitors League

of the State of New York want to mini-

mize the possibility of a panic by insisting

either on strict segregation of children un-

der the supervision of a matron or parental

control over the children while attending

the performances. The representatives of

the women's clubs were said to be thor-

oughly impressed with the sincerity and

practical nature of the suggestions made

by the Exhibitors' committee.

In legislation to be proposed at Albany

in the coming session, the exhibitors and

representatives of these women's societies

will work in constructive cooperation.

The members of the Exhibitors' commit-

tee of the New York State League in at-

tendance were: Sydney S. Cohen, John J.

Wittman, S. H. Peyser, Lawrence Bolo-

gnino, Leo Brecher, S. I. Berman, John

Manheimer, Rudolph Saunders, Charles

L. O'Reilly and Samuel Sheer, represent-

ing each borough of the Greater City.

The claim that the Catherine street dis-

aster has been greatly exaggerated is con-

tained in a letter received by the Motion
Pictukf. News from Herbert R. Eben-

stein, an insurance broker and executive

secretary of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce. He states that conditions

are not as serious as some would like to

make us believe.
" Our records as brokers," writes Mr.

CONFIRMING reports that he had
signed Lady Diana Manners to ap-

pear in a series of photoplays, J.

Stuart Blackton on his return from
abroad on November 24 also gave out a

statement that he had practically com-
pleted arrangements whereby Arthur
Bourchier, English actor-manager, and
his wife, known professionally as Miss
Kyrle Bellow, w.ll appear in Blackton
made pictures.

Blackton's plans also include the estab-
lishment of extensive studios in England,
in addition to continuation of his produc-
tions in this country.

Ebenstein, " show a smaller number of ac-

tual personal injuries occurring in or

around the premises of theatres than those

resulting from the operation of a similar

number of automobiles.
" Of the total number of accidents oc-

curring in motion picture theatres, the ra-

tio of minors to adults is as one to ten.

We also represent the majority of theatres

in the congested sections and it may seem
improbable, but our experience would in-

dicate that accidents are not more fre-

quent in such houses than in the better

grade theatres, where every physical pre-

caution is taken.
" Furthermore, last April we submitted

to the insurance companies a record of ex-

periences of a number of theatres and re-

quested that they tabulate their experience
for motion picture theatres for the purpose
of reducing the rate of insurance and, as a

result, we were successful in securing a re-

duction of almost 50 per cent of the pre-

mium for liability insurance.
" The rate for liability insurance for mo-

tion picture theatres today is almost identi-

cal with that for legitimate theatres.
" I venture my observation that the mo-

tion picture theatre today is as safe an in-

stitution as any public or community shel-

ter, and the per capita loss or injury is far

less than that from many other forms of
public gatherings which are not subjected
to the severe and penalizing restrictions

that the motion picture theatre is governed
under."

From J. A. Quinn, president of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatrical Association, comes
a condemnation of the city of New York
for allowing the use of blind galleries in

theatres. He states that the safety of the-

atre patrons is far better cared for in cities

one tenth the size of New York. He cites

Los Angeles, where, he says, if a motion
picture theatre is not strictly fireproof,

it would not be allowed to sell seats above
the first floor.

" In New York there is another very
serious condition requiring remedy," he
states. " It is the custom of many thea-

tres to permit the crowding of the foyers

with standing room patrons. There are
many theatres in New York into which

crowds are packed on upper floors. Obvi-
ously it is but a question of time until a
catastrophe more serious than has yet oc-

curred will emphasize the folly of such
practice.

" The Motion Picture Theatrical Asso-
ciation of the World, whose special busi-

ness it is to safeguard the public interest as

well as that of the motion picture industry,

again, for the second time, appeals to the

city authorities to take immediate action

toward closing fire trap balconies and take
such other steps as are necessary to the

safety of motion picture patrons. The
Motion Picture Theatrical Association will

cooperate in every possible way."

World-Wide Shipment of
Film by Post Sought

The transportation committee of the

National Association of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry held two conferences last

week in connection with its campaign to

extend the parcel-post system so as to per-i

mit the shipment of films to all parts of

the world. A hearing has been asked for

before the Board of Fire Underwriters
of New York City.

For the past three months the Wash-
ington Bureau of the National Associa-

tion has been working on this matter with

the Postal authorities. During the same
time Mr. Millard Johnson and Mr. W. A.

Robbins, of the Australasian Film Com-
pany, have also been working on the sub-

ject.

Under the present regulations it is im-

possible to ship film by parcel post except

to a few countries. A change in the regu-

lations would mean a saving of more than

a million dollars a year to the export com-
panies, it is stated.

A report was received from the Wash-
ington Bureau of the National Association

that the Post Office Department was per-

fectly willing to accept motion picture film

for foreign shipment by parcel post, but

that the Board of Fire Underwriters in

New York had prohibited the shipment

of the same. The Post Office officials de-

clared that in their opinion the Post Office

Department should be able to carry any-

thing that is carried by freight.

In San Francisco the local fire under-

writers made an investigation of the

situation and offered no objection to the

manner which they are now being han-

dled from that port.

Word comes from Dayton, O., that

the Miami Valley Exhibitors League
has elected John Seifert, president; W.
F. Kinzeller, secretary; and Paul Banker,

chairman of the executive committee.
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Far East Awakens to Value of the

Motion Picture

AN interesting and optimistic report

of film and theatre conditions in the

Far East is brought back by Harold
H. Horton, traveler and explorer, and
maker of travel pictures, who has recently

returned from a round-the-world trip. Mr.
Horton is not new to globe-trotting. His

recent trip follows a similar one in 1907
and it is in contrasting theatre conditions

in Japan, China, French Indo-China, and
the South Sea Islands of that year with

those he found now existing, that he sees

encouragement for those who seek the

universality of the motion picture, and the

spread of its use and influence.

Although the East is not producing pic-

tures to any great extent, it is learning to

appreciate them. Mr. Horton describes

the development of the screen theatre as

tremendous in some countries. In Ban-
jermassin, a seaport on the south coast of

Borneo, Mr. Horton found three new and
well equipped theatres, which seat approxi-

mately 3,500. The top prices are equiva-

lent to one dollar. This, however, is paid

only by the white population. The re-

mainder of the audience, while native, is

of the better class, being of the seaport

type. Eddie Polo and Tom Mix are popu-
lar heroes. Strange to say, Charlie Chap-
lin is almost unknown.

In Japan, American pictures became
more popular than ever during Mr. Hor-
ton's three-year absence. Apparently the

Japanese appreciate the concisely-con-

structed and swiftly moving drama of the

American films, as compared with the

monotonous and dignified pictures made
by Japanese companies, who model their

screen productions on Japanese plays. " It

is strange," said Mr. Horton, " that the

Japanese, by nature a most artistic people,

have not made further progress along tech-

nical lines of picture production. A trav-

eler need be in Japan only a short time to

appreciate their artistic nature. Their pho-
tography in most lines is exquisite, and
their painting just as good. Possibly the
tardy development of screen technique is

due to the fact that Japan desires to use
products of its own manufacture only.

This naturally forces upon them an infe-

rior brand of projectors, apparatus and
cameras." Mr. Horton stated that im-
provement is due in the near future. Al-
ready two large companies on the island
are importing Japanese directors who have
had experience with American producers
in California.

Those who deplore censorship as it ex-
ists in America today will find some sol-

ace in the description which Mr. Horton
brings back of censorship in Japan. It ap-
pears that the Japanese police department,
instead of carrying nightsticks, must walk
about with a pair of scissors in their hip
pocket. For the shears clip mightily be-

If you are seeking a man
or an engagement

in the music line—see the
classified advertisements

(Page 4336)

fore a film reaches a Japan theatre. For
instance, most kissing scenes must be

eliminated. This is because of the differ-

ent significance which a kiss has with the

Orientals. Again any scene which is

deemed harmful to Japanese customs is

cut. A rigid censorship is maintained in

order to see that national interests are fur-

thered.

Mr. Horton found some theatres in the

large Japanese cities which come near to

equaling Broadway houses in the magnifi-

cence and comfort. Instead of a fire-

man, Japan places a policeman in every

theatre at every performance.

China has not equaled Japan in its num-
ber of new theatres. The development be-

longs entirely to the seaport towns. The
vast interior of the Chinese Empire is

dead as far as amusements are concerned,

and will be, Mr. Horton prophesied, for

fifty years to come. This is because of the

appalling poverty of the people. In the

seaports foreigners are the chief patrons

of the theatres. Such productions as " In-

tolerance " are now in vogue in China.

Development in the method of presenta-

tion was noted in one theatre in Hong
Kong, where a Filipino orchestra has been
installed. In smaller theatres in Japan,
China, French Indo-China and the South
Sea Islands the jingling of a piano is the

only accompaniment.

A mild form of censorship is in force
in seaports under British protectorate. It

is under the direct supervision of the Chi-
nese police.

With the influx of Western customs and
Western manners into China came a grad-
ual change—an evolution of Old China
into New China. Mr. Horton believes that

the screen is largely responsible for the
dissemination of Western wisdom. For-
merly comradeship between the sexes
was unknown. The young men and
young women were isolated from each
other's company. Through the screen,

however, showing to Japan and China the
method of social intercourse of the rest

of the world, New China is slowly break-
ing away from traditions. While this

companionship of the young men and
women is not approved of by many of the
older Chinese people, it is gaining adher-
ents, and the motion picture, Mr. Horton
believes, is solely responsible for it.

In French Indo-China, where Mr. Hor-
ton also visited, he found practically the
same theatre conditions as in China. The

theatres are found only in the large sea-

port cities. The films are imported
chiefly from Paris and are shown with
French titles. The programs are printed

in French, Annamite and Cambouge. Se-
rials are the most popular type of pictures,

and Pearl White is a national idol.

Mr. Horton sees a great future for Sin-

gapore as a center of film distribution for

the vast surrounding picture territory. It

is geographically the center of India, Ma-
lacca, Java and Borneo. India, especially,

is growing rapidly in the number of its

theatres and requires pictures. Big estab-

lishments are maintained by the larger

American companies in that city. The
Middle East Film Co., a branch of Afri-
can Films, Ltd., known as the African
Film Trust, is operating extensively, with
headquarters in Singapore. Small native
producing companies are operating in In-

dia, Mr. Horton said, on a very small
scale.

Mr. Horton stopped in England and
in France on his way home to observe film

conditions in those countries. He was im-
pressed by the fact that some of London's
oldest and most historic playhouses, round
which traditions of the past centuries have
been woven, have been converted into mo-
tion picture houses. The Place theatre,
built along the style of the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York, will show pic-
tures, and will endeavor to introduce
American methods of presentation. The
Empire theatre, of Leicester Square, for
long considered an institution in London,
will also house pictures.

Great strides have been made in Eng-
land in producing pictures, Mr. Horton
stated. A number of new companies are
operating with a fair amount of capital.

There is still a tendency to produce cos-
tume pictures, Mr. Horton said. France
he described as still staggering from the
effects of the war, and still far behind both
in the production and presentation of pic-
tures.

j
The Hotel Astor, New York, will f

J
be the Official Headquarters of

j

J
the Motion Picture News' Pic- j

I ture-Music Conference to be held \

January 24-25-26, 1921
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Music and The Tie ture
i

First Steps in Musical Understanding
BY CHARLES D. ISAACSON

FOR exactly half a year I have had the

privilege of addressing the Motion

Picture Industry through the col-

umns of the Motion Picture News;

since that time over a thousand members

of the industry have been in personal

touch with me over some specific prob-

lems of music and the picture ; since then

the music pages have moved from the back

of the book up to the forward section,

and a great many correspondents have

asked for a summary of the earlier re-

marks.

Instead of making any formal review

of the suggestions of the past, I feel that

I had better reconstruct the whole founda-

tion upon which we are building the mu-

sic-picture structure. The well-informed

will, of course, simply pass over this in-

stallment of the department and turn to

the general remarks in the Music Forum.

The beginners in the idea will find the

thoughts which are expressed of elemental

value.

First, why do we use music with pic-

tures at all ? Not because the theatre man-

ager is primarily interested in art or mu-
sic or the development of the United

States, but because he wants to make more

profits. How can music help him make
more profits out of the theatre? The an-

swer is three-fold; music can be utilized

to illuminate ami improve the picture with

which it is played; also music can help to

round out the general program; and it can

draw the music-hungry public.

That's the whole story; that's all there

is. As Ethel Barrymore might remark,
" That's all there is; there isn't any more."

Excepting, of course, that while those

three facts cover everything, they must be

thoroughly understood. The layman
might admit that the sun is 90,000,000

miles from the earth, but if he were in

a business where it was essential that he

understand why that is and understand

the scientific principles back of that

statement, he would need to investigate

the subject more thoroughly.

It is good business for the motion pic-

ture man (be he proprietor, manager or

advertising representative, producer, mu-
sician, conductor, author, actor) to thor-

oughly understand the reasons, problems

and possibilities of picture music.

It is all very well for a theatre manager
to sidestep the music matter—but he is

losing out to his competitor who doesn't

sidestep it. It is all very well for a the-

atre manager to say " All right, we'll have
music,—Jim, let's have music hereafter,"

and let it go at that, but he won't get his

results unless the music is handled right

(for truly I can say, better leave the mu-

DON'T BE OUT OF THE
BIG MOTION PICTURE

MUSICAL
CONFERENCE

New York City, January 24-25-26, 1921

Under the call of
THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS MUSIC

DEPARTMENT
CHARLES D. ISAACSON,

Editor

sic alone if you can't do it right). It is

all very well for the manager to hire a

musical director and leave it entirely to

him. The engaged man may be good and
he may be bad, but unless the Chief knows
what's what, the theatre is at the mercy of

the musical conductor. Of course, when
the Right Man is in the job of musical

director, the best way is to let him alone

and give him every bit of cooperation and
encouragement. But how do you know
the right man is in the job? For, further,

it may be added, that just because a man
is a musician, that doesn't make him a pic-

ture success! And just because a man
knows pictures and can fiddle a bit, that

doesn't make him a picture musician.

No, my dear sir, if you are anxious to

make good with your theatre, your pro-

ductions, whether you be of the theatre,

the film studios or the orchestra, you must
understand the Psychology of the Film.

Now a lot of people who think they know
the Film Industry have said to me

:

" Isaacson, cut out that sort of talk. Psy-

chology—pah, why they don't know what
the word means. You're talking over
their heads." Now, I don't believe it.

While this is entirely off the subject, I

think there is too much rot about the igno-

rance of the exhibitor. I believe and hon-
estly could swear to this belief—that most
of the exhibitors who read my columns
know a confounded sight more than I ever

will know of the big ideas that are worth
while. I believe that when I discuss my
subject I am at liberty to act as if I were
talking to men and not to school children.

And I am proceeding on that assumption.

By all the gods and little fishes, why should

I hesitate to discuss the psychology of my
subject? Isn't the exhibitor dealing with
schemes calculated to excite, make curi-

ous, eager and anxious to see the pictures

he shows? Isn't the exhibitor dealing in

psychology and methods of getting into

the minds of prospective patrons with his

publicity, his lobby, his billboards, etc.?

Come now, let's knock that foolish idea

on the head and kill it. The exhibitor

isn't a boob and he does want to be treated

as if he were a thinker. At least, as far

as I am concerned, that's how he's going
to be treated.

So, if you please, I insist that for tht

good of your business, it is necessary that

you understand the whole story of music
and what it can do.

I said that the power of music to make
patrons and profits for the theatre is three-

fold.

I said that the music can be utilized to

illuminate and improve the picture with
which it is played.

Why? I'll give you the best proof first.

It's this : Play a film without any ac-

companiment and then with musical ac-

companiment. The first is dead, tomb-
like, stupid beside the other. The music
breathes life into the action. It gives a
voice to the spirit of the situations. Can
you think of a house all silent with people

who could not talk, suddenly being given

a voice? Now, I am certain that some
of my readers are saying: " But wouldn't
the best thing be to use synchronized
phonographic reproduction of the actual

words that are supposed to be spoken."

Personally, I do not think so. The big

quality in motion pictures is that no
specific words are understood. The audi-

ence deals in the film with emotions
rather than words. The audience sees a
feeling—sees an anger, sees a spirit of pas-

sion or love or tenderness or tragic aban-
don. Why rob the audience of its own
imagination—which is more alive during
the film presentation than during the stage

action.

And here is something which has never
been sufficientlv understood.

I should like to make it the subject of a
whole book. I had the opportunity of

talking about it in Collier's Weekly and
I'm talking about it again and again in

lectures wherever I go. May I reproduce
a few words here because they are right

in point ?

" The motion picture is opening minds : it is

arousing imagination ; it is dusting out attics

of brains and breaking up old dirt}
- furniture.

It is making provincials into cosmopolitans.

" The motion picture is giving new vision.

Where brains were dark and closed, the flash

on the screen has brought light and understand-

ing. People who are alone and living the same
existence day after da}' cannot be expected to

dream dreams and hold play with pretty ideals.

Lethargic, slow-moving mentalities are those

which are accustomed to being driven through

a continuation day after day, of the same ordi-

nary ideas. Shock the brains, inject a different

idea, and something happens. The story is

told of a farmer family whose life was as

drab and flat as a gray desk. A terrible tragedy

—their daughter robbed of her precious virtue;

it was only sorrow to them ; but it shocked, it

reacted, it brought life into a nearly dead exis-.

tence.

{Continued on page 4331)
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF NOV. 27TH

With First Run Theatres
WIRE REPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS

NEW YORK CITY

Kialto Theatre

—

Overture—Selection from '* La
Traviata " by Kialto Orchestra,

Hugo Riesenfeld and Lion
Yanderheim conducting.

Current Events— Rialto Magazine.
Vocal—Aria from " La Gioconda,"

sung by Antonio Rocca, tenor.

Feature—The Furnace— Realart.

Special—Shadow song from " Di-
norah " by Grace Hoffman.

Comedy—riis Wife's Caller—Sun-
shine.

Organ Solo— " Toccata in C
"

played by John Priest.

Strand Theatre

—

Overture—"11 Guarany " by the

Strand Symphony Orchestra,
Carl Edouards and Francis W.
Sutherland conducting.

Current Events—Strand Topical
Review.

Vocal—" Ah Moon of My Delight
"

from " A Persian Garden,"
sung by Richard Bold, tenor.

Feature—Dinty—Marshall Xeilan.
Vocal—"Sweethearts" from "Sweet-

hearts," sung by Mary Mitchell,

soprano.
Organ Solo

—
" Melody of Peace,"

Ralph H. Brigham and Herbert
Sisson, organists.

Next W eek—Dangerous Business

—

Constance Talmadge.
Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture—" The Bat " by Rivoli

Orchestra, Frederick Stahlberg
and Joseph Littau conducting.

Current Events—Rivoli Pictorial.

Novelty—Falstaff's Dream, inter-

preted by Emanuel List, basso
profundo and male chorus,

fUYlSC AT THE AMERICA THIS WEEK
Starting

Today

Clara
Kimball
\bnn<

MID-

CHANNEL'*

''Four

Times-Foiled*'

rtXEST TBEATEX ALWAYS =' .'.'/ WB1LE

5|

AMERICA
Fifty-fifty display for " Mid-Channel "

and " Four Times Foiled " by the
America theatre of Denver

IT'S DANGEROUS BUSINESS TO SAY YOU'RE MARRIED
WHEN YOU'RE NOT!

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
DANGEROUS BUSINESS

MtLSlPM-TtUDTHtt!BOYS ' DOtTT READ THIS*

AND HERE'S SOMETHING TO BE THANKFUL FOR
• WEISFELDT PRESENTATION" ABBANGED ESPECIALLY FOR THANKSGIVING WEEK

;|TUNEFUJL TURKEY TABLEAU"
IVTItODUCINC THE MISSES ANITA MAAS-HtANCCS SWARTZ AND LITTLE MARY CLAUOEJt

WITH PROGRAMS LIKE THIS—THEY'LL ALL SAY—FROM NOW ON I'MtSOING TO THE STRAND*

This was a half paye for " Hanyerous Business," runniny in this nek's Sunday
ililu auki c papers. The Strand is one of the A. U. Saxc striny

Vera Meyers, Grace Eastman,
Martha Shelby and Paul Os-
card, dancers.

Feature—The Life of the Party

—

Koscoe Arbuckle.
Special — Thanksgiving Ballet —

Martha Shelby and Grace East-
man, dancers.

Comedy—A Tray Full of Trouble
—Chester.

Organ Solo—Finale from " Third
Sonata " played by Prof.

Firmin Swinnen. '

Next Week — Heliotrope — Para-
mount.

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—To Thanksgiving by the

Capitol Grand Orchestra, Erno
Rapee, conductor. Tableau

:

Landing of the Pilgrims at

Plymouth Rock. Choral Inter-

polation by the Russian Cathed-
ral Choir.

Current Events—Capitol News.
Novelty—Wooden Shoe Dance by

Marjorie Thompson and Gladys
Waite.

Educational—The Quaint Isle of
Marken off the coast of
Holland.

Special—Polevtsien Dance and
Finale of Second Act from
" Prince Igor," by Capitol Bal-

let Corps, Capitol Grand Or-
chestra and Russian Cathedral
Choir.

Feature—The Great Lover—Gold-
wyn.

Organ Solo—Capitol Grand Organ,
Dr. Alfred Robyn. organist.

Next Week—The Mark of Zorro

—

Douglas Fairbanks.

Criterion Theatre

—

Second week of "Idols of Clay"
with Mae Murray.

LOS ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre

—

Overture—" The Glow Worm."
Current Events—From Pathe and

International News.
Organ—Spooks.
Solo by Henry Murtaugh.
Noveltv— Topics of the Dav —

Pathe.

Ccmedy—The Scarecrow—Keaton.
Musical—In an Attic.

Tenor and basso soloists sing three

numbers.
Feature—Conrad in Quest of His

Youth—Thomas Meighan.

Tally's Broadway Theatre;

—

Overture—" The Bohemian Girl."

Current Events — International
News.

Musical—Violin solo.

Novelty—Screen Snapshocks.
Vocal—Sole Mio.
Soprano solo by local artist.

Feature—Are All Men Alike—Vi-
ola Dana.

Miller's Theatre

—

Current Events — From Pathe and
Gaumont.

Feature—Madame Peacock—Nazi-
mova.

Presented with a prologue with an
effective stage setting. Leonard
Van Berg sings " Moments."

Comedy—Dear Departed—Pathe.

Superba Theatre

—

Current Events — International

News
Currents Events—International

News.
Comedy—Twin Crooks—Century.
Short subject—Forest Runners.
Vocal—Goodbye to You.
Solo by Lew Farris.

Feature—Fixed by George—Lyons
and Moran.

Next Week—Honor Bound.
Kinema Theatre

—

Overture—Operatic selections.

Current Events — International
News.

Cartoon—Bray.
Musical—Springtime.
Rendered as vocal solo with organ

accompaniment.
Scenic—Banana Special—Bruce Ed-

cational.

Comedy - The Simp — Mermaid

—

Educational.
Feature—Good References— Con-

stance Talmadge.
Given with a prologue in which a

deck of yacht is provided as a
stage setting and from which
three songs by a male quartette
in sailor costumes is rendered.

Next Week—So Long Letty.

California Theatre

—

O v e r t u r e
—

" Musical Moments,"
consisting of selections from
various operas with the projec-
tion of a novelty film showing
clay models of the composers,
together with words and music
of the selection being played
at the time the film is being run.

Current Events—From Pathe and
Fox Neweseltes.

Organ — Milton Charles playing
" Coral Sea," with a scenic
showing sea views being pro-
jected at the same time.

Educational — Adopting a Bear —
Bray Goldwyn.

Piano — Chopin's " Polonaise,"
played by Claire Forbes Crane.

Feature—Just Out of College—Jack
Pickford.

Comedy — A Fliver Wedding —
Monty Banks.

Clune's Broadway Theatre

—

Current Events—Selznick News.
Scenic — Chumming with a Chip-

munk.
Cartoon — Jerry on the Job — Bray

Goldwyn.
Feature—The Soul of Youth

—

Realart Special.

Symphony Theatre

—

Overture—" Down South."
Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—His Noisy Still — Sun-

shine.

Cartoon—Farm Efficiency — Mutt
and Jeff.

Feature—The Texan—Tom Mix.
Presented with a orologue in

which Western plains stage set-

ting is pro\ ; ded. Paul Patton
does a rope spinning act and
sings cowboy songs.

RIALTO
ALL THIS WEEK,

"THE FURNACE"
The Story of a MillionaireWho Married An Actress

Special Added Attraction

HAROLD LLOYD
The King of Screen Comedians in

His Latest Laugh Hit

"High and Dizzy"

RIALTO ORCHESTRA
Another Atlanta, Ga., display, being
the Rialto's Sunday papers ad for
" The Furnace." In size this teas

thirteen inches by three columns
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Another of the Terminal theatre, New-
ark, N. J., hand drawn big spare dis-

plays, five columns by thirteen inches,

for " The Plunger" and "Her Unwill-
ing Hushmid "

SAN FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre

—

Comedy—His Wife's Caller.

Cartoon—Mutt and Teff.

Current Events—Select News.
Vocal—Opera selections by Signeur

Neri, operatic tenor.

Feature—The Forbidden Thing

—

Dwan—A. P.

Next Week—So Long Letty.

California Theatre

—

Overture—"A. B. C. Blues."

Current Events—Pathe Weekly.
Orchestra—Selections from 1920

Follies numbers.
Novelty— Topics of the Day—

Pathe.
Educational—Pathe Review and

Bray release.

Organ—A Travesty on " Poet and
Peasant."

Musical—Ten minute singing fea-

ture by a quartette.

Feature—Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—Thomas Meighan.

Next Week — Her Husband's
Friend.

Imperial Theatre

—

Overture
—

" It's a Beautiful World."
Current Events—Imperial Screen

News.
Orchestra—Selections from " Ro-

binhood."
Comedy—Too Much Overhead

—

Chester Educational.

Feature—The Furnace — Realart

Special.

Presented with an atmospheric

prologue in which, in a tableau,

an actress wearing the original

gown used by the star of the

picture is featured.

Next Week—Heliotrope.

Tivoli Theatre-
Feature—The Master Mind—Lionel

Barrymore.
Special—The Race of the Age-

Educational.

Comedy—The Tunerville Trolley.

Orchestra — " Lestudianina " and
" Flute and Horn Serenade."

Vocal
—

" La Tosca."

Duet by Irene Le Nore and
Antoine De Vally.

Next Week—Curtain.

Rialto Theatre

—

Special—Heritage of the Red Men
—Special Pictures.

Orchestra—" Orpheus."
Novelty— A Doity Deed — Bray

Goldwvn.
Comedy—Up in Betty's Bedroom-

Special Pictures.

Feature—The Song of the Soul—
Messmore Kendall—Goldwyn.

Given with a prologue in which
the song " The Song of the

Soul " is rendered by Stella

Hymson.
Next Week—Just Out of College.

Frolic Theatre

—

Feature—Wanted at Headquarters
—Universal.

Comedy—Wild Night and the Tim-
ber Wolf—Universal.

Next Week—The Marriage Pit.

DENVER

America Theatre

—

Vocal—Avalon—Solo by Henry
Klotz.

Current Events — International
News.

Comedy—The Scarecrow—Keaton
—Metro.

Feature—The Man Who Had
Everything — William Faver-
sham.

Next Week—Earthbound.

Rialto Theatre

—

Feature— Kismet — Otis Skinner.
No other film numbers on the
bill.

Next week—The Life of the

Party.

Tabor Theatre

—

Overture—Pique Dame.
Educational — Universal Screen

Magazine.
Feature—New York Idea—Alice

Brady.
Comedv—Get Out and Get Under

—Pathe.
Current Events—Kinograms.
Next Week—Oh. Lady, Lady.

^Columbia
'William ~-««HBuster
"Russell

in
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fTROM THE
WEST

Keciton.

Scarecrow

TMa one for " The Last of the Mohi-
cans." playing this week at Moore's
Garden theatre, Washington, was

twelve inches by three columns

Fire inch double column display by
the Columbia theatre, Pittsburgh, for
" From the West " and " The Scare-

crow "

Pivoli Theatre

—

Overture—Mile. Modiste.
Current Events—Fox News.
Cartoon — Cleopatra — Mutt and

Jeff.

Vocal—Berceuse—Tenor solo by
Harry Harper.

Feature— Madame Peacock.
Next week—The Mark of Zoro.

SEATTLE

Clemmer Theatre

—

Overture—The Bat and In the
Dusk.

Novelty—Will Roger's Illiterate

Digest.

Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy — The Unconventional

Maida Greenwood—Pathe.
Feature—Held in Trust—Alice

Lake.
Next week—Madam Peacock.

Liberty Theatre

—

Orchestra—-"Liberty Bell" and
" Gypsy Love Song."

Current Events—Pathe News No.
91.

Scenic—Adam and Eve in the

Andes.
Comedy—Tea for Two.
Feature — The Branding Iron —

Goldwyn Special.

Next week—Love Madness.

Strand Theatre

—

Vocal
—"Sunshine arid Your Smile"

and "The Rosary."
Educational—Pathe Review—74.

Comedy—The Decorator.
Feature—The Restless Sex—Marian

Davies.

CHICAGO

Woodlawn Theatre

—

Organ Offertory
—

" The Rosary."
Woodlawn's Literary Digest.

Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.

Comedy—Snub Pollard—A Money
Fool.

Overture—" The Merry Widow."
Feature—Behold My Wife.
Intermission

—
" Grieving for You."

Coming Feature—Dorothy Phillips

in Once To Every Woman.
Barbee's Loop Theatre

—

International News.
Overture—" Bells of Normandy."
Comedy—A Homespun Hero.
Feature—The North Wind's Malice.

Second Week.
Coming Feature—The Branding

Iron.

Randolph Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Comedy—Harold Lloyd in Get Out
and Get Under.

Feature—Fatty Arbuckle in The
Life of the Party.

Coming Feature—Heliotrope.

Ziegfeld Theatre

—

Scenic.

Luke McLuke's Filmosophy

Comedy—Pajama Wedding.
Feature—Clara Kimball Young . in

Mid-Channel.
Riviera Theatre

—

Scenic.

Specialty—Thanksgiving Fantasy.
Overture—" Mignon."
Literary Digest.

Comedy—Torchy in High.
Feature—Wallace Reid in Always

Audacious.
Coming Feature—Peaceful Valley.

WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture
—

" Ziegfeld Follies of
1920."

Current Xews—Pathe News, Topics
of the Day.

Educational — Number Please —
Ford.

Comedy—The Dear Departed—Pol-
lard.

Feature—Curtain—First National.
Next Week— Body and Soul—

Metro.

Loew's Columbia

—

Feature—The Restless Sex—Para-
mount, continued.

Loew's Palace

—

Overture—The Girl in the Spot-
light.

Current News—Pathe—Topics of
the Day.

Comedy—A Young Man's Fancy

—

Sennett.
Feature—Sins of Rozanne—Para-

mount.
Next Week—Furnace—Realart.

Moore's Garden

—

Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—Wedding Blues.
Feature—The Last- of the Mohi-

cans.—A. P.

Moore's Rialto

—

Overture
—

" Kashmiri Song."
Current Events—Fox News.
Feature—Kismet.
Next Week—The Branding Iron

—

Goldwyn.

PHILADELPHIA

Stanton Theatre

—

Overture—Sextette from Lucia.

moores GARDEN™"™*
T0DAY230PM. ALL WEEK IIA.M. IIRM
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This one for " So Long Letty " as
twenty inches by three columns. It
teas used by the Colonial theatre of

Indianapolis
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Half page for "Idols of Clay" and "

Broadway Strand and M

sung by mixed quartet, includ-

ing Emily Stokes Hagar, so-

prano ; Bernard Toland, tenor

;

Marie Stone Langston, alto, and
Rcinhold Schmidt, basso. Ac-
companied by Stanton orchestra
led by Albert Wayne.

Feature—Always Audacious—Para-
mount-Reid.

Comedy— Nonsense.
Scenic—The Clouds — Paramount-

Post.

Cartoon—Cleopatra—Mutt and Jeff.

Topical Review—First presentation
of important news selected

from all the weeklies of the

world, together with local hap-
penings compiled by Stanton
cameraman.

Topics of the Day—Literary Digest.

\"ext Week—Madame X.

Arcadia

—

Feature—Behold My Wife—booked
for four-week run.

Scenic—Burton Holmes travelogue.

Current Events—Pathe News.
Comedy—A Tray Full of Trouble.
Next Week—Same.

Victoria

—

Overture—Lustspiel-Keler Bela.

Feature—The Mutiny of the Elsi-

nore—Metro.
Current Events—Pathe News.
Comedy—Fickle Fancy—Sennett.

Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Educational—Pathe Review.
Next Week—Out of the Storm.

Palace

—

Feature—The Riddle: Woman

—

Geraldine Farrar.
Current Events—Pathe News.
Topics of the Day—Literary Digest?
Comedy—Fickle Fancy.
Next Week—Honest Hutch.

Capitol

—

Feature—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson
—Paramount.

Topical— Illiterate Digest.

Comedy—Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
Next Week—Burglar Proof.

~DETROif~

Regent

—

Feature—Blackmail—Metro.
Comedy—Nonsense.
Current Events—Select News.
Topics of the Day—Literary Digest.
Next Week—The Right to Love.

Adams

—

Overture—Selections from " Lohen-
grin."

Current Events—Adams Topical
Reviewr

.

Educational—" From a Piscatorial
Angle."

Vocal—Emmons and Colvin.
Comedy—A Kirk in High Life.

Feature — Madame
Frederick.

Next Week—The Face
Window.

X — Pauline

at Your

BROOKLYN

Conrad in Quest of His Youth," by the
ajestic theatres of Detroit

Feature—Old Dad.
Next Week—Constance Talmadge

in " Dangerous Business."

Broadway Strand

—

Overture
—

" The Wizard of the

Nile."

Educational—Tropical Nights.

Vocal
—

" In the Shade of the

Sheltering Palm," Francis J.

Tyler and Malvina Tharpe.
Dance—To Pygmalion, by artists

from Capitol theatre, N. Y.,

ballet.

Comedy—Ford Sterling in " Fickle

Fancy."
Feature—Idols of Clay—Mae Mur-

ray.

Next Week—Same.

Brooklyn Strand

—

Overture — " Schchcrazada "—Rim-
sky-Korsakow.

Prologue—Opening with bass solo.

Singer in costume of Hajj.
Then : To entrance of harem
dancer, giving snake dance to

accompaniment by orchestra
and Arabian chorus, trio of

bass, tenor and soprano singing

"Far Across the Desert Sands
;"

musical theme of the produc-
tion. Song ends as chorus hails

entrance of girl in Turkish
ballet costume who presents

:

Danse Oriental. At finale lights

dimmed—picture is shot on the

screen while bass soloist pre-

sents (off stage) few passages
from production's musical
theme.

Feature — Kismet—Robertson-Cole
Super Special.

BUFFALO

Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture—" The Evolution of Yan-
kee Doodle," Lake.

Special—Bubble Dance.
Presented by Desha, the Bubble

Dancer.

A third of a page for The Scoffer" and "Old Dad
Adams theatre of Detroit

Madison

Madison

—

Overture
—

" Chimes of Normandy."
Current Events—Madison Topical

Review.
Educational—Selected scenic.

Vocal—Ruth Chase and Walter
Pontius.

Comedy—Charlie Chaplin in " Easy
Street."

Feature
—

" The Scoffer," James
Kirkwood.

Next Week—Breach of Promise.

Majestic

—

Overture—" Merry Wives of Wind-
sor."

Current Events—Majesticettes.

Educational—Fantasy of Facts,

Fine Feathers in Brittany.

Dances—To Narcissus, To the

Vamp, Florence Roggie and
Esther Harris.

Vocal
—

" Sing Me Love's Melody,"
Lconore Kaufman.

Feature—Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—Thomas Meighan.

Washington

—

Overture—" Lampa."
Current Events—Washington Ani-

mated Review.
Educational—By Schooner to Skag-

way.
Violin

—
" The Swan," by Saint-

Saens, Graham Harris.
Vocal—Eva Tremayne.
Comedy—Mutt and Jeff in " Cleo-

patra."
The Sand Man.

Stage Setting—" The Ancestors of
the Nation "—Special Thanks-
giving scene, depicting the

Landing of the Pilgrims.
Feature—The Cradle of Courage"—

W. S. Hart.
Comedy—Queens Up—Vanity.
Current Events— Hippodrome Re-

view.
Next Week—Always Audacious

—

Wallace Reid.

Shea's Criterion

—

Overture—"Aida "—Verdi.

Vocal—Popular songs sung by Leo
Considine.

Feature—The Restless Sex—Mar-
ion Davies.

Comedy— Pretty Lady—Sunshine.
Current Events—Criterion Pictor-

ial.

Next Week— Idols of Clay— May
Murray and David Powell.

Mark-Strand—
Overture—" The Night Boat."
Current Events — Latest Pathe

News.
Feature—Peaceful Valley—Charles

Ray.
Comedy— Edgar's Hamlet — Booth

Tarkinton.
Next Week—The Yellow Typhoon
—Anita Stewart.

Palace

—

Once to Every Woman—Dorothy
Phillips.

Shea's North Park—
What's Your Hurry and One Week,

a Buster Keaton comedy were
feature of the opening bill,

Sunday, November 21.

MINNEAPOLIS

The New Garrick Theatre

—

Current Events—Cinema Periodi-
cal.

Scenic—The Banana Special—Rob-
ert Bruce.

Comedy — Torchy Turns Cupid —
Johnny Hines.

Special— Naughty Marietta — Tab-
loid—By Victor Herbert with
Madeline Lux, soprano, and
Henry Taylor, tenor.

Feature —,The Jack Knife Man —
King Vidor — During showing
of feature the orchestra will

play following numbers—Lyric
Suite No. 2, by Grieg; Inter-
mezzo, Whispering Willows, by
Herbert

; Romanza, By the
River, by Morse ; Arcadian
Music, by Nevin ; Forest Whis-
pers, by Losey; Poem of Love,
by Batiste; Uncle Remus,
American Dance, by Gilbert

;

Miniature Suite, by Coates.
Organ Solo—Feather Your Nest-

Played by Frederic Egener.
Next Week—Nomads of the North
—James Oliver Curwood.

New Lyric Theatre

—

Scenic— New Lyric Pictorial Re-
view.

Comedy—Happy Hooligan in the
Blacksmith—Bray Comic.

Current Events—New Lyric Screen
Journal.

Overture— "The Anvil Chorus"
from " II Trovatore."

Feature — Something to Think
About—Cecil B. De Mille.

EH TUREE LEADING PHOTOPLAY THEATRES

Plate proof of a half page ad that the Roth-Partington staff, San Francisco,
used recently for "An Old-Fashioned Boy," "Behold My Wife" and "The]

Saphead "
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Here is a quarter pafie for " The Stt dl-
ers," used by Phil Gersdorf, manager
of the Arcade theatre, Jacksonville.

Fla.

ST. PAUL
Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " Sweet-
hearts."

This number comprises :
" On

Parade ;" " Every Lover Must
Meet His Fate;" "In a Con-
vent They Never Taught Me
That;" "The Game of Love;"
"Mother Goose;" "Pretty as a
Picture ;" " Cricket On the
Hearth;" Jeannette's Wooden
Shoes," and " Sweethearts."

A combination of orchestral di-

vertissement, dancing and sing-

ing by Miss Crosman and Mr.
Trabert, is presented for the
first time in St. Paul.

Scenic—The Painted Fans of Japan
Pathccolor.

Current Events—Capitol Digest.

A compendium of news events,

educational and travel pictures

and scenic pastels, selected and
edited by Lowell V. Calvert,

managing director.

Current Events—Pathe and Inter-

national News.
Comedy—Wedding Blues—Christie

Educational.
Musical — Echoes from "Robin-

hood."
"Oh, Promise Me." — Lillian

Crosman, dramatic soprano.
" Come, Dream So Bright."—Lil-

lian Crosman, soprano. Georges
Trabert, tenor.

Feature—Behold My Wife.—Para-
mount Special.

ST. LOUIS

Missouri Theatre

—

Dverture—Selections from Ray-
mond—Thomas.

5cenic — Paramount's "Ausable
Chaysm."

Presentation—Thanksgiving Barn-
yard Fantasy. With specially

arranged orchestrations and
lighting effects.

Travelogue — A Trip Through
Hongkong.

/ocal—Solo—"The Bounding Bil-

lows " by J. W. Meyer.
Current Event—Missouri Special.

/ocal Duet—"The Little Gray
Home in the West."—Sung by
Glen Dee and Marion Mills.

Special presentation
—"The Storm"

a dance after the famous

painting interpreted by four
leading American classic dan-
cers.

Feature—George Fitzmaurice pre-
sents " Idols of Clay " with
Mae Murray and David
Powell.

New Grand Central Theatre—

-

Overture—Selections from William
Tell.

Scenic — Poppies — Prizma pro-
duction.

Current Happenings — Selznick
News.

Presentation.—Dance interpreting

syncopated songs of the day
by five-year old Baby Doll
Borden.

Vocal Solo—Selections from the

famous operas by Caesare
Nesi, an understudy of Caruso.

Feature—" Dinty "—Starring Leslie

Barry.

Del Monte Theatre

—

Overture—Apple Blossoms.
Current Importances — Specially

edited from the leading news
and films.

Vocal — Chief Silvertongue — In-

dian lyric tenor in several in-

terpretations.

Cartoon—Bray.
Del Monte Oriental Presentation

—

A cast of 22 Egyptian Dancers
in "Omar's Rose Garden" with
setting and effects created in

the Missouri studio.

Comedy—Harold Lloyd in "Get
Out and Get Under."

Features—Bebe Daniels in " Oh,
Lady, Lady !"

Kings Theatre

—

Overture—Aida.
Current Happenings—Pathe News.
Topical—Literary Digest Para-

graphs.
Instrumental — Organ solo —popu-

lar selection—Main theme be-

ing "Whispering."
Feature—Enid Bennet in "Her

Husband's Friend."
Comedy—To be selected.

West End Lyric Theatre

—

Overture.
Current Events—Universal News.
Topical—Literary Digest.

Popular Selections by the orchestra

with special interpretations by
David Silverman.

Feature — First Half of Week —
Clara Kimball Young in "Mid-
channel."

Feature—Second Half of Week

—

Elain Hammersein in " The
Daughter Pays."

Comedy—Entire Week—Tray Full

of Trouble—Chester.

CINCINNATI

Walnut-
Current Events—Pathe 92.

Literary Digest—81.

Comedy— A Homespun Hero —
Christie.

Feature—The Round Up.
Next Week—The Restless Sex.

Strand

—

Current Events—Pathe 93.

Comedy—Get Out and Get Under

—

Harold Lloyd.

Feature—The Jack-Knife Man.
Next Week— Harriet and the

Piper.

Gifts-
Current Events—Fox 72.

Universal Comedy.
Feature—Mid-Channel.
Next Week—Three Gold Coins.

Palace

—

Current Events—Kinograms.

Literary Digest 81.

Feature—Held by the Enemy.
Next Week—The Money Changers.

BALTIMORE
New Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe and Pathe
Review.

Vocal—Operatic Selections.

Feature—The Mollycoddle—Doug-
las Fairbanks.

Parkway Theatre

—

Overture—Medley from " Carmen "

and Rigoletto."

Current Events—Parkway Review
made up of Bray, Pathe and
Pathe Review.

Comedy—A Tray Full of Trouble.
Feature—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson.

Wizard Theatre

—

Entering on the second big week
of Behold My Wife!

CLEVELAND
Stilhnan

—

Overture—Well known hits, both
classic and popular, arranged by
Director H. L. Spitalny.

Themes—The Merry Widow and
Toot Toot.

Current Events—Pathe News—Il-

literate Digest.

Cartoon—Mutt and Jeff in " Cleo-
patra."

Novelty—The Art of Diving by
Annette Kellerman, in slow
motion, released through Ohio
exchange for Educational
Films.

Feature—The Furnace—Beloit Spe-
cial.

Next Week—The Saphead and The
Scarecrow, both Buster Keaton
pictures.

Euclid

—

Overture — Gems from " Apple
Blossoms."

Theme—A Tender Spot in Your
Eyes " from " The Spotlight

Girl " the current attraction at

the Opera House.
Current Events—Kinograms.
Comedy—Going Thru the Rye

—

Christie Comedy.
Feature—Behold My Wife—Para-

mount Special.

Next Week—Behold My Wife con-
tinued, to be followed bv Idols

of Clay.

Metropolitan

—

Overture—March Slav by Tchai-
kowsky.

Theme—" Ciri Biri Bin " Italian

street song. As an added at-

traction Signor DiBello, Italian

tenor sings this just before the

feature opens.

Current Events—Select News.
Comedy — The Dear Departed —

Snub Pollard Comedy.
Educational — Bray Pictograph,

" Chumming with the Chip-
munks."

Feature—Twin Beds.
Next Week—So Long Letty.

Alhambra

—

Overture—Selection from "The
Fortune Teller " by Victor
Herbert.

Theme—" My Heart at thy Sweet
Voice " from Samson and
Delilah.

Current Events—Loew's Up-To-
Date News Events—Illiterate

Digest.

Comedy—Torchy Turns Cupid.

Feature—Eyes of the Heart, fea-

turing Mary Miles Minter.

Next Week—Ethel Clayton in " The
City Sparrow."

Strand

—

Overture—Piano Solo.
Theme—" Ciri Biri Bin."
Current Events—Literary Digest.
Educational — Number Please, a

Ford weekly.
Comedy—The Sandman—Snub Pol-

lard comedy.
Feature—Twin Beds.
Next W eek—The Vice of Fools,

w ith Alice Joyce.

Knickerbocker

—

Dverture—" Poet and Peasant."
Theme—" An Esquimau Wedding "

by Trinkhouse.
Current Events— Select News.
Comedy—Watch Your Husband

—

a Comedyart comedy.
Feature—The Last of the Mohicans.
Next Week—The Dice of Destiny

with H. B. Warner.
Hoffman-Palace

—

Overture
—

" Linger Longer Letty
"

—featuring violin solo by Hal
Saunders — with orchestra ac-
companiment.

Theme—" A Young Man's Fancy "

and " What's In a Name."
Current Events — International

News, Universal Film Co.,
Pathe Review.

Comedy—She's a Vamp—Reelcraft
comedy.

Special Attraction — Kaplan and
Class, two girls who play the>

piano and sing duet.

Feature—Marooned Hearts, with
Conway Tearle.

Next Week—Once To Every
Woman—Dorothy Phillips.

ATLANTA
Criterion

—

Overture—Dave Love, leader.

Topics of the Day.
Feature—Mr. and Mrs. Carter de

Haven in Twin Beds—First

National.
Pathe Review.
Extra added attraction—The Race

of the Age—Two-reel Educa-
tional.

Tudor

—

Organ overture.

News Weekly.
Feature—Dorothy Phillips in Once

to Every Woman — second
week—Universal.

Universal two-reel corned}-
.

Strand

—

Pianologue.
News Weekly.
Feature—Maurice Tourneur's The

White Circle—Paramount.
Fox Sunshine Comedv—Hold Me

Tight.

" Alicays Audacious" display, eight
inches three columns, by the Strand

theatre. Omaha, Xeb.
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EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IF RELEASES

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS FROM IV E E K RUN THEATERS

FA MOl S PLAYERS
Behold My U ife—

Fine picture but didn't open to

as bifc business as it deserved, prob-
ably because of its proximity to

holidays. (Middle West.)

Held over for a second week to

splendid crowds. (Middle West.)

Excellent—100 per cent Enter-
tainment. Has every requisite fea-

ture for the most critical movie
fan. Went big all week. A great

box office attraction. (West.)

Played at two theatres here and
each seemed to do a big business.

LLOEW'SYCEUM
* PENS •- SIXTH ST.CONTINUOUS MOON

Wanda Hawley
THE HILARIOUSLY MCU FROM THE FRENCH
FUNNY PHOTOPLAY nCIfFARCE "LA VEGLIONE"

BELOVED VILLAIN
A TOrNO FRENCHMAN LET EU h'lUKM.
DO HIS OOl'RTLXO FOR HIM. COME AND
BfcE WR\T HAPPENED. A LAI GM RIOT.

PRETEXTED IN ADDITION TO B3CH-CLA86 VAUDEVILLE.
AJurrnoom. 10«, 20c, 26e. EtroJnfs, B2c, 86c 45c.

All tape display four incite* double col-
umn for "Her Beloved Villain," used
by Loew'8 Lyceum theatre, Pittsburgh

One theatre considered it such a
success that it held it over for
a second week. (East.)

Splendid production which was
well liked by my patrons. Sure
fire box office attraction. (West.)

The Right to Love—

-

Went big first week and average
second week of run. Ordinary
story but fine photography. (East.)

Fell down a bit on box office re-
ceipts in third week of run. Au-
diences satisfied. (East.)

An Old Fashioned Boy—
Should have been called the

Whirling Dervish. Ray runs
around and w-hirls like he was
crazy. Only fair business. (East.)

Consider this an average picture.

Business about as usual. (West.)

The Restless Sex—
Elaborate picture. Wonderful

pageant and dance scenes. Marion
Davies improving. Big business.
(East.)

Civilian Clothes—
Entertaining picture but story

could be told in two reels. Meig-
han always draws them in here.
Good box office attraction. (East.)

Lady Rose's Daughter—
Just pulled through for a week.

An average picture that shows

Miss Ferguson in fairly interesting

role. (East.)

Her Husband's Friend—
Fair business. Fair picture.

Generally pleasing to Bennett fans.

(East.)

Something to Think About—
Came here after a three-week's

run at neighboring house and seems
to have been played out and lost

drawing power for central part of

city.

This seemed to please my pa-
trons and filled house to capacity.

(West.)

Sins of Rosanne—
Pretty good business. Satisfac-

tory to people willing to accept

story as just movie. Rather good
drawing qualities. Many liked it.

(East.)

A Village Sleuth—
Well liked and drew much bet-

ter than average. (Middle West.)

Always Audacious—
Drew large crowds and met with

the favor of home-going audiences.

(South.)

A good production having enter-

taining story. Box office receipts

good. (West.)

The Cradle of Courage—
Attracted large audiences but

failed to meet with the approval
usually accorded the cowboy.
(South.)

The Life of the Party—
An entertaining feature and a

good box office attraction. (West.)

Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—
Fair picture bringing average box

office receipts. (West.)

FIRST NATIONAL
What Women Love—
W heeler Oakman and the form in

Annette Kellerman's one-piece bath-
ing suit only things that stand out
in this picture. Did good business.

(East.)

Second week to fair business.

Majority of spectators men. (East.)

The Master Mind—
Business very good all week. Fair

entertainment qualities. Star the
real drawing card. (East.)

This picture was nothing out of
the ordinary but it drew very well.

(Mid. West.)

The Yelloiv Typhoon—
Seemed to please and brought

more than usual business. (West.)

45 Minutes From Broadway—
Chas. Ray in one of his best pic-

tures. A very good box-office at-

traction. (Mid. W.)

Peaceful Valley—
A pleasing feature* which took

well in my theatre. As to box
office value it is a pretty good bet.

(West.)

A Full House— Curtain—
This is poor both as to story and Averagely pleasing story. Poor

box office receipts. Did not take at ending. Stars work shows improve-
all.. (West.) ment. (Middle West.)

"The Life of If* Party;'' »m made to order tot fo«. It u
uo vhat a real tiro, under o rtal date/or. hadred tip tret pn

DON'T MISS THiS PICTI
1 1 OTHER FEATURES— 1 1 . Still Aiwih er Bi*

SID GRAUMAN. WM. F. MYERS, lb* WofU'l

GRAUMAN'S SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
—

' MISHXGUT.ERSO>j^CONDUCTOR.-
;- HENRY .

fMURTAQH AT ThE WURITZETfk . —
Five column by eight inch display for " The Life of the Party," used for

Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, showing of this picture last week

Go and Get It—
A dandy picture and it went over

extra big here. Was well liked and
one told another about it and con-
sequently brought the crowds.
(South.)

Twin Beds—
Excellent polite comedy. Noth-

ing risque in it but always spicy.

Splendid week's business. (Middle
West.)

The Branded Woman—
The poorest story Norma has had

in a long time—but, as usual with
a Talmadge picture, drew well.

This quarter page for " Once to Every
Woman" is the work of the Mudiosn

theatre, Detroit

Played to capacity for the whole
week. W^ell satisfied. (South.)

This has a very poor entertaining
value but despite this fact the pic-
ture went over very well. (West.)

GOLDWYN
Madame X—

Despite the fact that most persons
|

who saw it seemed to like it, it

didn't reach expectations. Crowds
were only average all week and my
report is only "fair." (East.)

Pleased immensely. Star at her
best. Went big all week. (Mid-
dle West.)

Earthbound—
From an artistic angle it is won-

derful and has unexcelled photo-
graphy. Well directed and splendid
acting. No box office value here,

!

however, because the theme is not
acceptable generally. This type of
picture is more successful if played'
in legitimate theatres at' $1.00 and
$1.50 with two shows a day.
(West.)

Appeals mostly to women—Men
remark " a churcb has nothing on
you," etc. Box office receipts larger
lhan usual. (W^est.)
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Eyes of the Heart—
A fair picture, well acted. Mary

Miles Minter has her own personal
following, but aside from them, the
picture did not have much of an
appeal. (Middle West.)

39 East-
Good picture which audiences

seemed to like. Brought bigger
houses than usual. (West.)*

METRO
Madame Peacock—
Opened to good business on the

first day. After this business
dropped off 75% for balance of week.
The poorest thing this star has yet
made—one or two more pictures
like this and she can look for some
other line of work. People as much
as they admire her remarked it was
disgusting to have to sit through
this picture. (Middle West.)

No one but the most ardent Naz-
imova fans cared for this. Person-
ally, I consider it a shining monu-
ment to the insane egotism of the
star. Unless she gets a good di-

rector and ceases such smears as
" Peacock " she will soon run into

Finis. I do not intend to show any
more Nazimova pictures. (West.)

This - The Oilded Dream" ad, ten

inches double column, teas used by the
Superba theatre, Los Angeles

Wonderful production. Went over

big first part of week and average The Saphead
last part. (West.)

Nazimova certainly has the con-
ceit, but it did not enable her to
turn out a good picture. Positively

the worst ever. Fair business.
(East.)

Fair production. Average box of-

fice receipts. (West.)

The Branding Iron—
A usual Tom Mix attraction

which probably pleased those who
like the Westerners, but hardly any-

body else. Fair box office attrac-

tion. (Middle West.)

Wm. H. Crane and Buster Keaton
with good cast provides unusually
good entertainment. Well directed
and good photography. The story
is too well known and appreciated
to be especially commented upon.
Good box office value. Every real

fan will enjoy it. (West.)

Officer 666—
A very clever adaptation of the

stage success. Tom Moore at his

best, but as in the case of all previ-

ous stage and stock productions,

business far below average. ( Mid-
dle West.)

The Penalty—
Wonderful story and very fine

acting on Chaney's part. Good
business. (East.)

The Price of Redemption—
Why waste one of the screens

most virile and satisfying players
in tommyrot like this? It didn't go
over well at all—it was slow,
draggy, hackneyed, with about two
thrills. Too long, also. (South.)

RIALTO
One Soli*

Week Beginning

MONDAY

Godless Men—
An average picture which has no

drawing power. (West.)

REALART
You Never Can Tell—
They received this with open

arms. Great little picture and went
over to full houses. They were
crazy about it. (South.)

The Furnace—
One of the best pictures I have

seen. It has strength and purpose
and is wonderfully portrayed by ex-

cellent cast. Exceptionally good
business. (Middle West.)

RMtrCi human document

Stealers
Woven by the Hand of a Master

Into a Picture With a Heart and a Soul

•Mil? W t*tt*Mlf p

An absolute sensation. A knock-

out. Had S. R. O. sign up from
opening day till finish of week. One
of the best pictures I've ever seen.

(South.)

Added Attractions

"Hit Noisy Still" 1 Paramount Magazine
B™J-N*w Fa Sua4um I Tht Mod tnltratinf W*«Uy
FWw* CM Candy | Shorn in AtknU

This twelve inch by three column dis-

play for " The Stealers," is the work
of the Rialto theatre, Atlanta, Oa.

EQUITY
Mid-Channel—

Picture brought good business.
As to entertaining value, it seemed
to please my patrons, which satis-

fied me. (West.)

Three column by eighteen inch display
for " Kismet," this iceek's bill at
Moore's Rialto theatre, Washington,

D. C.

FOX
Girl of My Heart—

Miss Mason not accepted as a
star and box office reflected this

feeling. (Middle West.)

The White Moll—
Fair picture ; box office receipts

average. (West.)

Challenge of the Laiv—
Good picture, average puller, busi-

ness good. (West.)

UNIVERSAL
Once to Every Woman—
Newspapers " kidded " the pro-

duction and while business was
good it was not more than average.
(Middle West.)

Business good and patrons seemed
pleased with picture. (West.)

The Gilded Dream—
The story of this is pretty good.

Average business. (West.)

HODKINSON
The Leopard Woman—

Fair production. Business little

better than usual. (West.)

SELZNICK
Everybody's Sweetheart—

Poor in general and only saved
by Olive Thomas' beauty. (Middle
West.)

Drew only mediocre crowds.
(South.)

UNITED ARTISTS
The Love Flower —
Seemed to be well liked. Business

was good. Entertaining little

story. (West.)

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Last of the Mohicans—

It's certainly a screen classic.

Wonderful realism throughout.
Exceptionally good cast. Crowded
houses from the first performance
of opening day right through the
week. (Middle West.)

The Devil's Passkey—
Good picture. Business greater

than usual and good during run.

(West.)

ISIS
TODAY

Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday

MARY MILES MINTER

"Eyes of

the Heart':

pWed tar UlM. M

CentunfCome<.y:"Shall Tailors Travel"

This iras a four inch double column
display by the lsis theatre of Indian-

apolis for " Eyes of the Heart "

The Forbidden Thing—
One of the best things I have

seen in the past year. Splendid
picture. Good box office receipts.

(South.)

PATHE
Felix O'Day—
A cracker-jack attraction. War-

ner always draws well for me—and
here is a picture that suits him like

a glove. A real attraction. (South.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
So Long Letty—
Not a great picture but good en-

tertainment and snappy advertis-

ing helped. (Middle West.)

Li Ting Long—
Fairly entertaining with busi-

ness about average. (West.)

TUDO
EXCLUSIVE ATTRACTION

A Stirring, Sweeping, Human Photo -Drama

A Play Men WO] Remember!
A Ron-Mice to ThriU Women!

yine inch three column display for
•• Half a Chance." sponsored by the

Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Oa.
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Shoicing the stage setting and characters who appear in Hugo Rciscnfeld's " Thanksgiving Ballet " being staged at the Rivoli theatre, Xcu- York, this

week and described in full on the opposite page

Rivoli's Holiday Week Specialties Win
Hugo Resienfeld's Thanksgiving Week Bill

Sets New Presentation Standard

P
York.

ROBABLY never before has mo-

tion picture presentation as a fine

art been brought to a higher plane

than at the Rivoli theatre, New
where Managing Director Hugo

Riesenfeid is presenting an all-comedy

and Thanksgiving Week program, with
" The Life of the Party " as the principal

film attraction. Two numbers on this pro-

gram stand out as top-notch examples of

the theatre producer's art. They are un-

usual, not only for a motion picture-music

theatre, but for any Broadway house ;
un-

usual not only in effect on audiences, but

also in their originality and as an example

of what can be done with the means at

hand in any first-class institution in New
York or elsewhere.

The prologue to the feature film is en-

titled " Falstaff's Dream." The choice of

number and title were appropriate be-

cause of the girth of the hero of the pic-

ture as well as of the Shakespearian char-

acter. Emanuel List, the brilliant basso

profundo of the Riesenfeid theatres, takes

the part of the swashbuckling Falstaff.

In dress, make-up and general acting

List lives up to traditions. In voice he is

without doubt the equal of the best opera

bassos who have essayed the role. But

with this characterization tradition ends

and originality begins. There is nothing

in " The Merry Wives of Windsor," either

by Balfi or Verdi, that could be com-

pressed into the time allowed by the Rivoli

program or that would allow enough ac-

tion in a given time.

Whereupon Hugo Riesenfeid sketched

cut what he wanted and started his staff

at work creating it. Herbert Schulze was

put at the task of creating the sets, as sim-

ple and as striking a series of paintings as

have appeared on the Rivoli stage in some

time. Josiah Zuro, director of the New
School of Opera and Ensemble, took the

job of putting on the number. In the

preparation of the music it was not merely

a matter of selection. Some selections

came from one opera, some from another.

Twelve bars came out of one aria and
tour from another, and so on. Keys were
changed, tempos disarranged, and still

there was not enough good music avail-

able. So Mr. Zuro wrote all that was
missing. No lyrics were available for the

purpose. Bits were taken out of the opera,

but in most instances new words were

written. Mr. Zuro directed the whole

thing for Mr. Riesenfeid. He trained the

chorus, selected the soloists, played with

the script until he had a harmonious,

pleasing ensemble.

In addition to the music parts, special

work was done to make it possible to in

troduce a beautiful little ballet. Paul

Oscard, who directs most of the dancing

numbers in the Riesenfeid theatres for the

Xew School of Opera, arranged this one
under Mr. Zuro's guidance. The result

This illustrates the second episode of the Rivoli theatre ballet number this

the opposite page
:k. as told on



of all this work was as follows

:

The curtain rises on the drinking room
of an English Inn, with colors and lighting

effects that delight the eye. Emanuel List

as FalstafF and a male chorus of thirteen

fellow revellers in costume are drinking

their farewell steins preparatory .to retir-

ing for the night after a hard drinking

bout. List sings his good night song, the

chorus joins in, there is music, conversa-

tion back and forth—and, strange to say,

it is so clearly enunciated that the audi-

ence understands — and finally, as the

chorus wanders out, Falstaff falls asleep

in his chair.

The strains of the farewell are still ring-

ing in his ears when two little red dev-
ils, represented by Grace Eastman and
Martha Shelby, come out of the chimney
and plant themselves right and left on the

stage. A larger devil follows and leaps

onto the stage. . Paul Oscard takes this

role. The three evil characters dance a

grotesque little bit—a sort of nightmare
dance for the fat hero. Then in the win-

dow appears a vision of loveliness in vam-
pire costume. It is Vera Meyers, who
does a vampire dance, alluring and entic-

ing, around the sleeping Falstaff. In his

dream he tries to seize her, but fails.

There is more stage business, carefully

planned and well executed, and the little

vampire glides out of the window into the

night. The little red devils dance around
Falstaff again. He tries to strike them
with his sword, wakes up—and finds noth-

ing in the room. But he still hears the

last echoes of the good night song of his

friends. In theory the whole thing oc-

cupied only a few seconds of the dream.

Full stage view of the Rivoli, New York, specialty presented this week under the title of
" Falstaff's Dream" as told in text on this page

On the stage it takes up about ten min-
utes.

It required about two weeks of hard
work by half a dozen big men in the music
world to prepare this little sketch which
remains on only ten minutes and runs for

only one week. Is it worth while? Look
at the success of the Rivoli and other

Riesenfeld theatres and the question will

answer itself.

Had Riesenfeld stopped with the " Fal-

staff Dream " he would have given his

public enough to enjoy and the critics

enough to think about for one week's
work. But he didn't. He added a second
number which, to many close observers,

equalled, if it did not surpass the first.

" Thanksgiving Ballet " it was called, but
the title in this case did not tell the story.

It was more than the word ballet signifies.

It was a fantasy crammed full of action

and interesting byplay, dancing of a high
order and a bit of the symbolic.

When the curtains opened on this

Thanksgiving number a negro chef stood
in the set before a monstrous papier mache
turkey, which in turn was on its huge dish

in front of the fireplace. In real Bert Wil-
liams style the young colored actor recited

a bit about a turkey. What he said did
not matter much but his laugh was in-

fectious. His dancing was original and
graceful. With huge carving knife he
slices into the bird and two pretty heads
appear. Martha Shelby and Grace Sast-

man recite their few lines and crawl out
of the bird, falling into a little dance to

celebrate the day. A cardboard pumpkin
man, judiciously illuminated, drops from
above, scares away the chef who apparent-
ly is menacing the little girls and the dance
goes on, with the cardboard figure as the

partner of the two.

The music, words, stage setting and con-
ception of this number were originated by
Hugo Riesenfeld and his staff. Edward
Falck, formerly assistant conductor of the

Metropolitan Opera Company, prepared

the music.
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Window display tie-up effected by Manager Holliday of the Palace theatre, Muscatine, Iowa,
to help put over " The Jack-Knife Man." Notice the likeness between the whittle r of the

picture and the live "Jack-Knife" man

Cincinnati Club to Push
Films for Children

A movement has been inaugurated in

Cincinnati which has for its object the

presentation of photoplays that are better

suited to the child mind. The organiza-

tion aims to give special children's per-

formances of pictures that are capable of

amusing the younger film fans and that are

also adapted to the youthful mentality,

rather than plays that are beyond the com-
prehension of children; or, if compre-
hended, make for unnatural or undesirable

precocity. The organization is known as

the Cincinnati Council for Better Motion
Pictures. It carries out its object by giv-

ing Saturday matinee performances in va-

rious localities of the city. Neighborhood
groups are established, with a committee
in charge of each group.

Concerning the Capitol's
Ballet Number

VICTOR HERBERT'S "Wooden
Shoe Dance " is being presented
by Marjorie Thompson and
Gladys Waite at the Capitol Thea-

tre this week with typical Dutch cos-

tumes and a simple but effective stage
setting by John Wenger.
Draped curtains mask the back wall

of the theatre across which has been
fastened a banner some three feet wide on
which in alternation has been painted
pictures of a Dutch girl and a Holland ,

windmill. The lightings for the num-
ber are amber floods used to bring the
dancers into prominence.

Advertise Where the Peo-
ple Are, Advises Nelson
" Advertising where the people are " is

the one slogan that can never send a mo-
tion picture exhibitor on the losing track.

No matter what it is that brings a crowd
of people together, that is where adver-
tising is effective and never has the truth
of this statement been proved more effec-
tively than by an inexpensive campaign
used by Ole M. Nelson, manager of the
Majestic theatre, at Grand Junction, Colo.

On the third day of the County Fair
held at Grand Junction, just at the time
when attendance started hitting the high
spots, visitors to the exhibition were sim-
ply flooded with little tags bearing the
question, " Do you want it? " They were
attached to the steering wheels of parked
automobiles, to the framework of every
booth in the fair, in fact to every place

that offered a chance to attach a piece of

string.

The following day a tag of the same ap-

pearance occupied the same places, the

wording on it, however, being different

from the previous day. Instead of a ques-

tion mark, an exclamation point was the

most striking figure on it and the wording

was " Go and Get It !
" More tags ap-

peared on the next to the last day of the

fa :

r. These were worded " I am going to

get it." On the fourth day, the curiosity

in regard to the meaning of the striking lit-

tle tags was made clear by another tag,

similar in appearance to the other three

distributed, announcing the showing of

" Go and Get It " at the Majestic theatre.

This was all the exploitation Mr. Nelson

used on the production except for the

usual space allotted to it in the weekly

house organ published by the theatre,

Prologue for " Behold My Wife " used in connection with the showing of this picture at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, as described

in an accompanying story
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Cops Oppose Schmidt's Animated Cut-out
Exploitation and Police Court Publicity Vie With Each

Other in Putting Over " A Chorus Girl's Romance "

THIb is the true and touching
" drama " (which came near being

a melodrama) of a cut-out which

didn't shimmy. It has all the elements of

drama—a hero whose motives are ques-

tioned, who is denounced, and arrested

;

of the police force, whose duty, accord-

ing to the latest " crook-drama," is to

hound a man back into jail as fast as he

gets cut. And for a heroine, it has a beau-

tiful life-size cut-out of Viola Dana.

To begin at the beginning, Manager
George Schmidt, of the Alamo No. 2, At-

lanta, booked " The Chorus-Girl's Ro-

mance," and, looking over the campaign

book for an effective idea for exploitation,

happened on the stunt that tells of an ani-

mated cut-out. The idea struck his fancy,

and he made all the necessary arrange-

ments.

A week before the picture opened for a

three-day run at his theatre, a huge ban-

ner appeared across the front of his the-

atre—jade-green letters on a buff back-

ground—reading, " Do Nice Girls Shim-

my? Viola Dana will tell you." The
'' teaser " screen-campaign is always a part

of Mr. Schmidt's exploitation stunts, and
this one began a week ahead of the pic-

ture. Each day the slide was changed, and
during the week, such slides as " Could
She Shimmy? Oh, Boy! A maple leaf in

an October gale had nothing on Marcia
Meadows !

" " Gilda Grey, shimmy-art-

ist, had her shoulders insured for fifty

thousand dollars ! Some shoulders, we'll

say! But she had nothing on Marcia
Meadows !

" " Could she shake a wicked
shoulder? Oh, lady, lady! You tell 'em,

standing room—I'm reserved " created in-

terest in the picture.

On Sunday morning, the animated cut-

out was rigged up in front of the theatre.

It was a cut-out of " Marcia Meadows "

seated, with her knees crossed. A second
part of shoulders cut out and mounted
was hung just an inch in front of the main
cut-out, and these shoulders, by an elec-

trical device, " shimmied " most convinc-

ingly. This cut-out, with a lobby-frame
full of interesting photographs from the

picture, held up traffic for more than an
hour Sunday afternoon. The crowd grew
and grew—until finally the fat and good-
natured "traffic cop" on the corner below
the theatre came up to investigate—and
remained to admire. He went back to his

post, quite lenient with the people who
continued to make his job unpleasant.

But noon on Monday brought trouble, in

the person of a very important Captain of
Police, who took one look at Marcia, and
gave Mr. Schmidt five minutes to take her
off the sidewalk. Mr. Schmidt protested,
belligerently, which resulted in a trip to the
police-station, where he was advised to ex-

plain it to the Chief.

Which he did. There were two or three

newspaper reporters at the station when
Air. Schmidt arrived, but he was too angry

to notice them. They, bored with an un-

usually dull Monday, when nobody had
taken poison by mistake, or jumped out of

a fourteenth story window, listened to the

heated argument between him and the

Chief with much enjoyment.

Early in the spring, in a laudible effort

to get a great many undesirables out of

Atlanta, a sort of " Purity Squad " had
been organized. During the hectic enthu-

siasm resultant from their first activities,

they had passed a number of more or less

trivial laws over which the most innocent

of citizens find themselves tripping. One
of these laws had to do with " shimmy-
dancing," and the law had been framed
and' aided through by the Chief himself.

So what the crimson cloth is to the cele-

brated bull, so is the bare mention of the

hated word " shimmy " to the Chief.

The end of the argument, when Mr.
Schmidt grew too angry to care for fines,

and the Chief lost his temper so far he for-

got to impose any, the Chief agreed to go
up and see the picture and the cut-out.

The reporters, half a dozen " smaller fry
"

policemen and the self-important captain

went along. They looked at the picture

and the Chief agreed that there was noth-

ing wrong with it
—

" though it did seem
unnecessary to have all that shimmy-danc-

ing 111 it
" he added, and stuck to the de-

cision in spite of all arguments.
But when he saw the cut-out and

watched it
" dance "—well, when the sul-

pnurie atmosphere cleared a little, he
could be heard agitatedly warning Mr.
Schmidt that he would tine him one hun-
dred dollars for every five minutes " the

thing operated " and would, if opposed,
close the theatre. So, borne down by
weight of superior numbers, and still too

mad to permit himseh to talk, Mr. Schmidt
agreed. He was told, grudgingly, that the

cut-out might remain in the lobby, pro-

vided there was no further movement. He
went away, content—and, an hour later, a
sign was fastened across the bottom of the

cut-out—a sign which told its own story

—

" Censored."
The morning paper, and the noon edi-

tions of the two extras treated the whole
affair with a great deal of what Mr.
Schmidt is morosely convinced was ill-

placed humor—but the Alamo No. 2 was
packed to the doors for every performance
from then on—and such remarks as,

" Why, I don't see anything wrong about
that picture !

" " Why should the police ob-

ject to it? " and so on indicate the source
of their enthusiasm.

Despite the fact that it was good pub-
licity, Mr. Schmidt is very, very sore!

For he has been accused of some things

which make him fighting mad—and there's

nobody he can fight

!

This is the lobby display over which Manager Schmidt of the Alama No. 2, Atlanta, and the
police disagreed as told in the story on this page
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Parade of Mack Trucks used by the Stilhnan theatre, Cleveland, O., in exploiting "What's Your Hurry f"

Hyman Gives "Kismet" A Great Send-Off
Manager of Brooklyn Strand Breaks All Local Exploitation

Records in Putting Over Skinner Picture

MANAGING DIRECTOR ED-
WARD L. HYMAN of the

Brooklyn Strand theatre inaugu-

rated his engagement of " Kismet " with

an exploitation campaign which eclipsed

all his previous efforts for any preceding

attraction.

Mr. Hyman began his publicity for the

picture two weeks before the first playing

date with oil paintings showing scenes

from the production in his lobby, an ad-

vance announcement on the Strand's elec-

tric sign and an art trailer showing a few

attractive shots from the offering and a

titled slogan originated by Moe Mark, " A
$3.00 attraction at Strand prices."

Ever}-- story on the current attraction

that played two weeks before " Kismet
"

carried a small advance notice.

One week before the showing Manager
Hyman rented six gaudy silk turbans, and
conscripted the carriage opening staff of

the Strand, composed of six colored men,

who in their Strand uniforms and rented

turbans were sent out to pass many thou-

sands of heralds.

A special folder was presented to every

patron that received a program during the

week before the showing, and in this way
nearly thirty thousand more pieces of live

business grabbing advertising matter was
flooded in a direction that paid profiteering

dividends on a small admission when the

show opened.

Two of Brooklyn's leading department
stores were easily induced to make " Kis-

met " window displays of their Turkish

and Persian rugs. In the smaller stores,

two or three ducats—^war tax paid—did

the salving for a display of oil paintings in

the window.
The only attempt at ballyhoo that Man-

ager Hyman made was when he hired a

taxicab on the Saturday morning before

the showing and filled it with several mem-
bers of the " Kismet " prologue chorus in

their native costumes. One of the Strand's

doormen in regular honest-to-goodness

American made clothes as worn by the

leading guides of the city's rubberneck

buses and equipped with a megaphone pi-

loted the strange looking crew through the

Brooklvn residential districts. A small

*7fiemiracle of lh positively orie

_ ROBERTTON-COLEy picturization of

OTI-T rKI/M!£R.
^HflJJ the Beo&AR

Directed B) GA/HIEG.

7?//v/vto gloriously above the motioiT
picture achievements of the putt mi jxuwtE/ir
hajj in "xlsnET'is destined to take its place in
the hall of picture fame.

In a production Whose magnificence
beggars description, in vivid sequence
are pictured 3aooad, the beautiful of
a thousand and one years aoo the gor-
GEOUS palace, of ms Caliph, the HAREn of the
mzir - out over all sta/tos THE wonderful
TRIUMPH OF MP SKINNER CARIiYINO THIS itRAB-
IAN NIGHT FANTASY TO EVERLASTING GLORY

LAI

A tX—
ATTRACTION
tanKurLi, .

j-, «to

77m- hand-drawn display was used in the Xcic York
papers during the run 0} " Kismet " at the Strand

sign on the car announced that the occu-

pants were members of the " Kismet Cho-
rus of Turkey " who appeared at the

Strand theatre.

On November nth the special Armi-
stice Day edition of the Brooklyn Times
carried the first real advance story issued

by the theatre. This story almost monopo-
lized the theatrical section of the Times,
and covered " Kismet " from cameraman
to star.

After the Times story broke, Manager
Hyman visited the editors of every Brook-
lyn paper, impressing them with the fact

that aside from the increased advertising

display as theatrical news, " Kismet " was
live material. The Brooklyn editors dis-

played their princely qualities by taking
everything that was shot out from the

Strand publicity office, and seldom cutting

anything unless the story was flavored too

richly.

The Strand presentation of " Kismet "

was quite as much out of the ordinary as

the exploitation campaign. An elaborate

prologue was staged which ran eleven min-

utes and abounded in music and Oriental

dancing, led by two excellent female art-

ists who presented their " Danse Orien-

tale," and the sacred " Snake Dance."

Powell Thinks Novelty
Stunts Count

Exploitation of pictures in neighborhood

theatres of Chicago is one of the big prob-

lems. It is generally conceded that big

newspaper space is out of the reach of

the smaller theatres. Therefore, they must
depend upon other means of letting their

public know of their attractions. Many
neighborhood exhibitors do not exploit

their pictures because they feel they are

too much handicapped. Not so, with

Adolph Powell of 'the Rex theatre, south

side, Chicago. Powell thinks that the little

exploitation stunts count in the neigh-

borhood theatre.

He makes a big point of keeping his

program snappy and gives them wide dis-

tribution. He feels it is important to tie

up with the big downtown first-runs by
emphasizing that he, too, is showing the

same brand of pictures.

When he played " The Cradle of Cour-
age," he did something that other theatres

overlooked. He sent an invitation to the

Englewood station police to attend a per-

formance to see Bill Hart as a policeman.

The police were tickled because they said

it was the first time anybody had ever

invited them anywhere— usually, they

said, the theatre men resent their coming
in, even when on duty bound.

Powell then let the Chicago American
know about this stunt and they printed an
advance story. Later they printed an-

other story telling how the Rex theatre

was " raided " by the Englewood police,

making a funny yarn out of it. Which
shows that even a little neighborhood thea-

tre can break into the news columns if it

makes things newsy happen.
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Lobby display for "Homespun Folks" originated by L. E. Brawn, manager of the Lyric theatre, Camden, N. J.

Hammond Proves Thirteen Isn't Unlucky
Novel Exploitation for " Bride 13 " Staged

by Atlanta Exhibitor

^TS 13 really unlucky? Let's prove

it isn't !

"

And thus was born one of the

best exploitation schemes that Atlanta has

had the pleasure of witnessing in a long

time. It was when the S. A. Lynch En-
terprises booked the " Bride 13 " serial for

their Vaudette theatre, Atlanta, and there

were several reasons why something un-

usual had to be done. One was that the

Lynch Enterprises had never played a

serial before in any of their Atlanta

houses.

So the thing was turned over to Frank
Hammond, publicity manager for the

Lynch Enterprises in Atlanta. And it was
Mr. Hammond who asked the profound
query anent the always so-called " un-

lucky 13."

First of all, an elaborate " free ticket
"

idea for the opening installment of the

serial was arranged.

Mr. Hammond then began a series of

teaser ads that excited the public's curios-

ity.

When these had run the whole week, he
" broke " the story in the Atlanta papers.

It was to the effect that thirteen handsome
gifts, donated by thirteen department
stores, would be given, on the 13th of the

month, to the thirteenth bride to be mar-
ried in that month.

His idea was to get the people in town
talking about this mysterious " 13th

Bride." He went to thirteen different

stores in Atlanta, and arranged with them
to give some gift valued at $13.00 to the

thirteenth bride of that month. He made
arrangements with the Marriage License
Clerk to advise him of the name of the

thirteenth white couple who presented

Strand Has Novel Stage
Setting

MANAGER JOS. PLUNKETT
of the New York Strand is giv-

ing the vocal rendition of "Ah,
Moon of My Delight " from "A

Persian Garden " a novel presentation
by the use of an artistic stage setting and
the way the singer, Richard Bold, tenor
soloist is placed therein.

The stage setting is a canvass show-
ing a blue green night sky with many
stars out and an inverted new moon
painted in vivid yellow about half way
between the horizon and the zenith. By
careful lighting and the exercise of con-
siderable stage craft Mr. Bold is shown
as apparently sitting on the lower horn
of the moon as he sings his selection.

The singer is attired in appropriate
costume and the lightings are artistic.

themselves for marriage license, in the
month of November.
When he had the talk with the clerk, he

did not explain who he was. He simply
said that he wished to present a handsome
gift to the thirteenth bride of the month.
The clerk, accustomed to weird requests as

he is, awoke a bit from his bored, jaded
air, and looked the man over. But he
promised—and that afternoon, when a
newspaper reporter was hanging around
his office, hoping that the clerk would pre-

sent him with a story, the clerk happened
to remember this strange request. And it

looked to the reporter like a story. He
was unable to get in touch with " Mr. F.

H. Hammond" at the hotel whose address
had been furnished. But he printed the

story anyway—to the effect that the thir-

teenth bride of the month was likely to be
presented with something nice, provided

the man who asked for the intormation
was not an escaped " nut."

Then the stores began to follow up. In
the window of each store who had agreed
to join in the " stunt " appeared the se-

lected gift—at a department store a beauti-

ful silk umbrella, labeled " This will be
presented to the thirteenth bride in At-
lanta on November 13th." At a smart fur-

niture shop, a sewing rocker bore a similar

label ; at another department store, a bro-

caded satin corset carried the label; an-

other shop displayed a hat ; still another, a

smart blouse ; one a pair of satin slippers,

with beaded buckles, and one a satin
" breakfast-coat "—all of them just the

sort of dainty trifles that any girl likes to

have in her trousseau. In all, thirteen

shops displayed gifts, with the laconic la-

bels. Curiosity rose to a high pitch, but

no employee in the stores could offer any
explanation. They were as mystified as

the public, and the secret was guarded
most carefully by the publicity men of the

various stores and shops.

On the 10th of November, the Marriage
License Clerk telephoned the hotel, and
put in a call for Mr. Hammond, reporting

that he had just sold the thirteenth license,

and giving the name and address of the

bride. Mr. Hammond promptly called on
her, explained the whole idea, and won her

enthusiastic consent to go through with

the plan. She was the daughter of one of

the most prominent men in town—but

what girl, no matter how wealthy, was
ever known to turn down wedding gifts?

This girl was much too good a sport, and
she appreciated the cleverness of the stunt

too well, to protest.

(Continued on page 4241)
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This was Louis K. Sidney's lobby display for " The Fortune Teller" when this picture played the Rivoli theatre of Denver, Col., of which Mr. Sidney
is manager

Hammond Proves Thir-
teen Isn't Unlucky

(Continued from page 4240)

So notices appeared in the newspapers

that the " thirteenth bride " would claim

her gifts at the various shops at a certain

hour—the hours so arranged that she

might go the length of the shopping dis-

trict, accepting her gifts, in a single morn-
ing. This was Saturday, the 13th—and

an unprecedented mob of people in each

store either awaited the young lady, or

followed her from store to store. Each of

the three newspapers had a reporter on
the job, and Mr. Hammond allowed him-

self to be persuaded to talk—and the re-

sult was highly satisfactory. The " thir-

teenth bride " even went so far as to make
a personal appearance that evening at the

theatre where " Bride 13 " was being

shown, where she was the guest of the

management, made a little speech, and
later attended a dinner given by the con-

cerns who had shared in the publicity

—

at which there were more newspaper re-

porters.

The exploitation was the best that has

ever been given a picture in Atlanta, and
the serial is drawing better at the Vau-
dette than any feature they have ever run,

while Frank Hammond is receiving con-

gratulations and much praise for his han-
dling of the picture.

And " Atlanta's thirteenth bride " will

never be known as anything else, for when
her wedding was written up in the papers,

she was referred to as the " thirteenth

bride," and later, when a friend enter-

tained at a luncheon for her, the same
phrase was used. She says that she ex-

pects to go down in history, not as Mrs.
So-and-So, but as " Atlanta's thirteenth

bride." But she doesn't mind, for the fun
she got out of it—not to mention the

pretty gifts—was quite worth-while.

Overture at Capitol Spec-
ial Number for Holiday

IN
celebration of Thanksgiving week

S. L. Rothapfel is presenting "Over-
ture to Thanksgiving " an orches-
tral selection arranged from "Jubel

Overture " by Weber with interpolations
from "America " and " Hail the Pilgrim
Fathers " and a stage tableau under the
title of " Landing of the Pilgrim."
The tableau has as a setting a scenic

canvass showing the Atlantic stretching
away to the sky line with the historic

Mayflower anchored off shore. The
shore line of the ocean is masked on
both sides by wings and members of
the Capitol ensemble attired in proper
garments pose as the Pilgrim fathers.
Mr. Wenger's canvass is nicely colored

by blended floods and ripple effects are
used on the painted water showing be-
tween the stage line and the ship.

Sand in Envelopes Used
for "Sand"

" The wind and rain made it ; William
S. Hart played it; everybody will want to

see it."

This was the brief advertising slant

that covered an envelope containing little

grains of sand that were used to spread
" SAND " exploitation all over Everett,

Wash., when the Hart production of that

name played at the Everett theatre.

Wayland H. Taylor, exploitation repre-

sentative at the Seattle Exchange of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was
responsible for the idea which was com-
paratively inexpensive and brought a lot

of mouth-to-mouth advertising for the

picture and the theatre.

Stage setting used on the Armistice Week bill at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
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Photograph taken after an aeroplane flight by
the interests of " The Mollycoddle

Moore Gets Results With
"Bulletin Boards"

Are you using "bulletin boards?" In-

telligently employed, they have great ex-

ploitation possibilities. The public is

bound to pause—and buy tickets. Tom
Moore, of Washington, placed two boards
in front of his Garden theatre during the

run of " The Forbidden Thing " and kept

count on the number of patrons they drew
on the opening day- One board featured
choice newspaper clippings, the other

telegrams from members of Mr. Dwan's
cast. The check-up shows that two
persons out of every ten who stopped to

read the contents of the boards were con-
verted into ticket buyers. Oddly, the

afternoon count showed that a higher
average of buyers was secured by the

boards in the afternoon than at night. It

was also brought out that the " telegram
board " was the better " draw " of the

two.

Mrs. Robert Albert of Lancaster, N. Y'., in,

" showing at the Albert theatre

Big Newspaper Section
Put Over at Mason City
Add Mason City, la., to the list of com-

munities which have taken a progressive
si and, through their daily and weekly
newspapers on the exploitation of motion
pictures.

Mason City is a small community of less

than 20,000 but it boasts of a progressive
spirit. When " Something to Think
About " was shown at the Palace theatre,

the local merchants, instigated by Norman
L. Dixon, exploitation representative at

the Des Moines Exchange of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, assumed a

lively interest in the opening of their new
house. They combined to take a full page

in the Mason City Daily Globe and made
it a " Something to Think About " section.

The title for the picture led the copy of

hardware, clothing, fur, piano and grocery

advertisements.

" Humoresque" Exploita-
tion Gets Boston

Attention
Boston's streets were thronged when an

unknown boy violinist, standing erect in

an automobile playing familiar strains, was
driven repeatedly through the main thor-

oughfares of the New England metropolis.

The boy stayed on his feet playing
throughout the day, regardless of the jolt-

ing of the machine. Opposite him, seated
in the tonneau, was a young girl, with a
shawl wrapped around her to represent a
scene from " Humoresque." While the
boy played several airs generally known,
he would always, at reepated intervals,

change into the strains of Humoresque I

or " Eli, Eli "; and the rendition of these

melodies, one classical and the other relig-

ious, added interest to the strange car and
its cargo.

The whole stunt was an exploitation

feat to accompany ilit run of " Humor-
esque " at the Tremont Temple theatre.

Walter Lindlar, assistant director of ex-
ploitation at the home office of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, had initiated

the exploitation of " Humoresque " on its

Boston run ; but it remained for S. G.
Sladdin, coming from Omaha to take up
the post of exploitation representative at

the Boston Exchange, to put the idea
over in finishing shape. The automobile
suggestion marked Sladdin's Boston
debut.

Staid New Englanders were won by the
very boldness of the idea. The thought
of a violinist openly courting attention by
playing in the open and from a bouncing
machine was so brazen as to demand at-

tention. The somewhat pathetic figure of

the little girl softened the first snap opin-

ion and won further consideration for the

unusual appearance. On the sides of the

machine two large cards advertising the

run of " Humoresque " at the Tremont
Temple theatre explained matters further.

This is the way Tom Moore and Bert Adler, special representative for Allen Dwan, advertised " The Forbidden Thing
Washington

at Moore's Garden theatre.
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Grauman's Prologue for

"Burglar Proof"
Several thousand people in Los Angeles

took a trip back to the days of their youth

last week when they attended the show

at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre and

witnessed the clever prologue to " Burglar

Proof." Sid Grauman conceived the Idea

of giving city folks a glimpse of an old-

fashioned country store with the usual

bunch of gossips sitting about.

Completely equipped down to the last

detail, with the old-time coffee mill show-

ing large amid the miscellaneous collection

of groceries, tubs, pots, pans and miscel-

lany generally found in the country store

of half a decade ago.

The dozen performers first sang the old

gray bonnet song, and then, one after an-

other, each contributed to the evening's

entertainment. There was a cornetist, a

girl whose melodious notes on the cornet

in patriotic and other selections proved

most pleasing, and a youngster gave a

laughable burlesque of an Egyptian

dancer, during which he was fanned by

a full grown broom in the hands of an-

other member of the troupe.

Another deep-voiced, stalwart young
man gave the audience a splendid rendi-

tion of " Till the Sands of the Desert

Grow Cold," there was an aged, decrepit

gent who suddenly straightened up, with

the " cricks " in his back suddenly gone

and shimmied and shook all over the stage,

scoring one of the biggest hits of the even-

ing. There were also many other splendid

features.

Hyman Gives Travel Sub-
ject Extra Attention
Enlivening quiet travel scenes in a short

subject scene through instrumental, vocal

and scenic interpolation, simple if the idea

used at the Brooklyn Strand theatre in

connection with motion pictures of Ireland

Above is shown a picture of a cooperative
display obtained for the showing of " The
Cradle of Courage" at the Symphony theatre,

Binghamton, N. V., in one of the local sport-
ing goods store's windows

is put into effect. Managing Director Ed-
ward L. Hyman wanted to put some pep
into his travel short subject and hit upon a

real origination to lend it feature value.

He called the number " Scenic—The
Emerald Isle." While the foundation was
the short film subject of beautiful Irish

scenes he gave it some corking imaginative

animation by placing Henry Moeller, a

tenor, behind a gauze screen. W hile the

pictures were being cast upon this thin

gauze the audience could see in dim out-

line the figure of the singer, singing
" Mother Machree." There was just

enough light to silhouette the soloist. The
effect was produced of a figure in the

heart of the picture singing. In fact, a

man in flesh and blood was made a part of
the motion picture through a simple piece

of mechanics.

Nathan Effects Good Tie-
Up at Binghamton, N. Y.
A new angle for show window exploita-

tion has been discovered by Albert S.

Nathan, Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion's exploitation man for the Ihiffalo ter-

ritory, when he took possession of the
show windows of a sporting goods store

in connection with the showing of " The
Cradle of Courage " at the Symphony
theatre, Binghamton.

The window was attractively decorated
with foliage and stuffed chipmunks, grouse
and partridges. A row of rifles and shot-

guns was displayed for the hunting enthu-
siast, to harmonize with the fall hunting
season which was just commencing.

The display was headed by a huge pos-
ter reading: '* The. Cradle of Courage " is

the U. S. Army. Keep Up Your Rifle

Practice. Get Your Arms and Ammuni-
tion Here. See William S. Hart at the

Symphony Theatre Starting Monday—

a

Paramount Picture." The window display

was supplemented by posters around the

city.

Mrs. Albert's Stunt for

"The Mollycoddle"
Mrs. Robert Albert, wife of the man-

ager of the Albert theatre, of Lancaster,

N. Y., was a party to one of the best ex-

ploitation stunts the town ever knew of,

when she flew over the city in a brand new
Curtis bi-plane, advertising " The Molly-
coddle." The plane did all sorts of stunts

for the amusement of the villagers, dur-

ing which time Mrs. Albert dropped litera-

ture, advertising for the picture from the

sky. Mrs. Albert was formerly a profes-

sional performer and therefore somewhat
of a dare-devil when it comes to hazardous
stunts. She claims the honor of being the

first Lancaster woman to go through the

repertoire of aeroplane thrillers.

A complete country grocery was built and equipped for the Grauman theatre, Los Angeles, prologue for "Burglar Proof" as told in the

accompanying article
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The Strand theatre of Minneapolis secured this window display for "High and Dizzy"
during the Lloyd comedy at this theatre recently

Miesters Lobby Decor-
ations for "Pink Tights"
O. L. Miester, manager of the White

House theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., likes

novelty in his lobby displays. He long has
had the reputation of getting everything
there is in a picture for his front.

This is well illustrated in his recent

lobby for " Pink Tights."

Mr. Miester obtained a large marquee
which he mounted over the front of his

lobby so it resembled the front of a circus

tent. Then he obtained a stuffed ele-

phant, life-size, and a regular circus ani-

mal wagon. With these splendid exhibits

and with alluring cut-outs of Gladys Wal-
ton in circus costume, which he suspended
under the marquee

Toronto's Campaign for
"The Wonder Man"
To introduce " The Wonder Man " as a

coming attraction at the Pantages theatre,

Toronto, Ontario, the management con-
ducted a guessing contest, the question of
which being, " Who Is the Wonder
Man ? " Two free tickets were presented

for the first hundred correct answers sent

to the theatre. Guessers were requested

to send replies to " The Wonder Man,"
care of the Pantages theatre.

Small advertising space, in conjunction

with the theatre's regular advertisements,

was used for the contest announcements,

and no special entry or answer blanks were

used.

"Little Things Count"
Says This Manager

Manager George Schmidt, who manages
the Alamo No. 2 theatre, Atlanta, believes

in exploitation to the limit—and he also

believes in making use of the things you
have on hand whenever possible, for ef-

fective lobbies. Inasmuch as his lobbies
attract more attention than any others in

town—with one exception—it is manifest
that he succeeds.

As an example: Mr. Schmidt had two
iron stands, something on the order of old-

fashioned " hitching-posts " that used to
stand in front of " fine homes." Instead
of the traditional horse's head at the top
of these stands, were iron loops through
which the velvet cord held people away
from the box-office before the opening
hour in the morning.

When " Dangerous to Men " played a
three-day run at the Alamo No. 2 recently,

the " hitching-posts " were put to good
use. Large circles of cardboard about
two and a half feet in diameter, of bright

scarlet board, were cut. These were bor-
dered with a narrow white border. In
" box-car " letters the word " Stop " went
across the top of the circle. Beneath this

one word, in small, inconspicuous black
letters, were the words, " she is." In white
" box-car " letters, the word " Danger-
ous " glared forth. Under it, the end of
the sentence, in small black letters, were
" to men."

Thus, at first sight, the scarlet circles

cried " Stop ! Dangerous !
" But on closer

inspection, the whole sign read, " Stop!

She is dangerous to men !

"

People passing cast casual glances at the

signs, then halted to see what it was all

about.

" And once let 'em stop to look at the

posters—and I've got 'em!" exults Mr.

Schmidt. And he has !

Showing the lobby display arranged by A. L. Meister, manager of the Whitehousc theatre, Mikvaukee, for "Pink Tights'
accompanying story

as told in the
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What a Live Wire Can Do with a Dead One
The Story of How Jack Mowatt Brought the Defunct

Grand Circus Theatre to Life

THE Grand Circus theatre, for three

yea rs a dead and buried issue in the

heart of Detroit's busy downtown
district, is doing a comeback unparalleled

in Detioit him circles and Jack Mowatt,
former him salesman and promoters is

hailed as the miracle man among the auto-

mobile city's showmen as a result of a

combination of circumstances recently,

that placed the management of the Grand
Circus in Mowatt's hands.
The Grand Circus was a good paying

proposition as picture houses went three

years ago, but that was before the Madi-
son and Adams theatres, John H. Kun-
sky's two leading downtown first run
houses, were built, each within a stone's

throw of the Grand Circus.

From that time on the Grand Circus
took a nose dive so far as profits were
concerned, and the plane was never
righted through a series of a dozen or
more changes in management— until six

weeks ago, when Mowatt took the helm.
People simply refused to enter the dingy
gates of the Grand Circus, when by walk-
ing a few steps further, in either direction,

they could see a first run with soloist, or-

chestra, prologue and all the other novel-
ties of a high class theatre.

This was the discouraging outlook that
faced Mowatt when he took over the
Grand Circus and he was forced to accept
the sympathies of all of the exchange men
in the film building. oS stereotyped a
failure was the Grand Circus that poster
boys smiled and poked each other when-
ever Mowatt came in sight, and the film

salesmen made many a merry quip at his

expense.

Then things began to happen. The first

official act of Mowatt's was to engage a

professional sign painter. The second
move was to buy " Nomads of the North."
And then film soothsayers about town

prepared to bury Mowatt. " Poor old

Jack," they chuckled, " putting a picture
into that dump for a week where for three
years no picture ever played a whole day
to a profit."

The first day of the engagement of
" Nomads of the North " found the Grand
Circus theatre completely transformed. A
bright November sun cast its rays on a

front that took on the appearance of a log

cabin in the Canadian wilderness, en-
hanced in natural beauty by a three-inch
fall of snow during the night. Banners
and streamers of every description, cut-

outs of animals and pictorial forest fire

illusions arrested the interest of every
passerby in the downtown district. They
who stopped to look invariably invested in

a ticket.

Perhaps the best testimonial that could
be offered to the opening day's business
was the action of three Detroit bandits,
who, noting the throng that lined in front
of the box office all opening day, attempt-
ed to break into the office early on the fol-

lowing morning, being frustrated only
after a thrilling pistol duel with the night
watchman.

The Sunday opening of " Nomads of
the North " was the turning point in the

career of the Grand Circus theatre. The
week's business was the biggest in the
history of the house and ever since the re-

ceipts have responded in proportion to the
amount of exploitation that Mowatt has
put behind his attractions.

Mowatt's policy on every production
will be unusual fronts and lobby displays,

he says, and he is firmly convinced that

such treatment for sluggish theatres—es-

pecially in downtown sections— is an ab-
solute cure.

Fowler's Election Stunt
Worth Remembering
This stunt may be a little out of date

now, but it is worth cutting out and past-
ing in your derby for use next election
day. At the Elmwood theatre, Buffalo, on
election evening, Manager Bruce Fowler
put on the returns better than any other
house in town. Both theatres either read
the returns from the stage and stopped the
pictures to throw them on the screen. At
the Elmwood, Mr. Fowler erected a small
screen next to the regular silver sheet and
thereon flashed the returns with a stereop-
ticon. The returns were thrown on the
small screen only when there was no title

projecting on the larger one or a bit of
dramatic action, Audiences were enthu-
siastic in their praise of the stunt, because,
unlike other house patrons, they were not
forced to go through breaks in the con-
tinuity of the subject as the returns were
given via stage or screen.
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"Kismef'at Albany Strand
Next Week

With Otis Skinner's " Kismet " as the

attraction, a week's stand will be attempt-

ed for the first time at the new Mark
Strand theatre, Albany, during the week
of November 29. Other theatres about
the city, which, however, charge a smaller

admission, have run pictures for the en-

tire week, with more or less success. If

the plan is found to be productive of box
office receipts with the top price at 50
cents, solid week bookings may be ex-

pected from time to time at the Strand.

This cut shows how "Snooky," the Educational
Exchange's star, was featured at the Alhambra the-

atre, Los Angeles

Effective Prologue Staged
at Tivoli, San Francisco
The atmosphere of Hawaii was much

in evidence at the Tivoli Opera House in

San Francisco the week of October 24,

when " What Women Love," many scenes

. of which were made in " the Paradise of

the Pacific," was supplemented by one of

Manager Frank J. Costello's inimitable

prologue productions. " The Legend of

Aloha," featuring Prince Lei Lani, the

noted Hawaiian tenor, who also had a
minor role in the picture.

The prologue was one of the most pre-

tentious and elaborate that Costello has
yet staged at the Turner and Dahnken
picture playhouse, and one of the best. It

is an original song act written by Prince
Lei Lani and utilized a cast of seven. It

is a love romance of Hawaii telling in

plaintive, native melodies the story of the

prince who wandered from his island

home, but came back to his sweetheart

only to incur the wrath of Pelee and be
swallowed up in its burning lava.

Costello's stage setting carried out the

atmosphere of the act perfectly,

Harwell Does with Mys-
tery Woman Stunt

The good friend of the live wire ex
hibitor, the " Woman of Mystery," helpec
William Harwell, manager of the Empress |
theatre of Wichita Falls, Texas, acquain-
ts city's residents of the fact tha'
" Madame X " was coming to the Em-
press.

Mr. Harwell's stunt was to have 1

strange and attractive woman register a
a local hotel as " Madame X," go imme
diately to her room after leaving instruc-

tions to be called at a certain time. Wher
the time for calling " Madame X " arrive!
the clerk proceeded to do his duty. Ni
answer came from his summons and thu

hotel man proceeded to investigate. He
entered the room and found a note ...which

read, " Life to me is no longer worth
while. Please do not attempt to find me
Your search will be of no avail. I have
taken the road that leads to ' God knows
where.'

"

It was signed, " Madame X."

The hotel man lost no time in calling

the local detective force. Investigatior

developed that the woman had literally dis-

appeared, through thin air. In a shon
time all of Wichita Falls was pondering
on the mystery and the local papers were
writing articles telling all they knew and i

little more perhaps, about it.

Only one person in the Falls remained
calm and that was Mr. Harwell. He smiled

to himself, paid off the hotel " Madame
X," and kept all his secrets, including how
he managed to get the lady out of the hotel

unobserved, to himself, and a little while
later began to advertise the picture
" Madame X," using the catch line, " Or
the Road to God Knows Where." Then it

was that Wichita Falls knew that it had
been the victim of a publicity stunt. Only
one resident of the city, it is said, resented

what had happened and that was the local

detective who had started out to unravel

the " Madame X " mystery. He couldn't

see the joke but finally admitted that he

did want to see the picture.

Stage setting used for a musical specialty by Frank Costello, manager of the Tivoli theatre in conjunction with the showing of " What Women
Love." The title of the number was "Legend of Aloha." Text description appears on this page
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Ha shown a photograph of Sid Grauinan's " shadyograph " stunt as described in an accompanying story

Sid Puts Over Big Specialty
" Memories of Days Gone By " Latest Grauman

Theatre Novelty Number

UNDER the title of " Memories of

Days Gone By," Sid Grauman,
manager of Grauman's theatre, Los

Angeles, recently put over a specialty

number which brought back old days.

Inspection of the accompanying cut will

illustrate Mr. Grauman's idea of what can

be accomplished with shadowgraphs.

A shadow cast on a white sheet by a

moving figure is something with which we
are all familiar, but it remained for Sid

Grauman to improve on the idea and to

build around it one of the biggest acts he

has ever had in his theatre, famous for its

elaborate, instructive and entertaining pre-

sentations.

Four distinct numbers, each a show in

itself, to say nothing of the feature pic-

ture, were on his program for one week,

with the opening showing of " Something
to Think About."
For the shadowgraphs, Sid Grauman

worked out special lighting effects, with

astonishing results.

A dancer comes on the stage, her filmy

draperies fluttering. Her figure is outlined

in inky black against a background of

clear, blue light. But it is radically differ-

ent from the ordinary silhouette, as the

fine traceries of beautiful lace are clearly

and distinctly shown. She is Miss Grace
Immerman, one of the famous Immerman
twins and the graceful steps of her dance,

seen only in silhouette, take the audience
by surprise.

One after another, dancers and singers

go on, the blue light changes to gold, and
back again to blue, the music gives a soft,

pleasing and appropriate tonal back-
ground, and the whole offering is one that

will live long in the memory.
Probably one of the reasons for Sid

Grauinan's amazing and spectacular suc-

cess as a showman is based on his intimate

knowledge of human nature. He is a

practical psvchologist and one of the fac-

tors which have made him one of the best

showmen in the United States is his prac-

tice of having members of his organization

work with as well as for him.

He knows that most girls like to sing, all

girls like to be admired and ninety per cent

of them believe they are or could be fine

actresses. In this same bill, he selected

thirteen of his pretty usherettes to sing the

illustrated song, with organ accompani-
ment. " All You Have to Do Is Smile

"

carol these dainty maids, and the audience

smiles with genuine appreciation and en-

joyment during the number.

Another original stunt is carried out by
the soloist, Robert Davis. He takes over
the baton from Orchestra Leader Mish
Guterson, and conducts the orchestra

while he sings " When You and I Were
Young, Maggie." And he makes a very

good conductor, at that.

While everything moves smoothly and
perfectly, without pause or hesitation, big

acts and prologues seem simple enough,
but the audience do not know that this per-

fection and smoothness were brought
about by many hours of hard work, plan-

ning and careful supervision.

Carroll Proves'JLobby
Displays Pay

Thomas G. Carroll, manager of the

Standard theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, now is

firmly convinced of the value of a lobby

display that reaches right out to the curb-

ing and jerks them in. He recently tried

out two pictures of approximately equal

merit. With the first one he did not use

a lobby display. With the second he used
a very striking lobby effect. Result : Dou-
ble the business with the second picture.

The second picture was " Wanted at

Headquarters," in the exploitation of

which Mr. Carroll turned his lobby into a

prison set as illustrated by the accompany-
ing cut.

He added to the effect by obtaining a

set of "Wanted" notices from Police

Headquarters, showing the pictures and
descriptions of several sought-for crim-

inals. These he mounted in frames and
arranged under the barred windows in the

prison set. They attracted no end of at-

tention. He thinks his lobby display was
the greatest factor in the success of the

week's run of the Eva Novak picture.

Above is a . picture of Johnny Hines and
Manager William F. Booker of the new Mark
Strand theatre, Albany, taken during Mr. Hines
personal appearance at the Strand in connection

with the showing of " Torchy on High "

Johnny Hines Makes Per-

sonal Appearance
at Albany

Johnny Hines, star of the Torchy se-

ries, journeyed to Albany last week to

make personal appearances at the new
Mark Strand theatre in conjunction with

the showing of his " Torchy in High."

Manager Booker is so delighted with the

results accruing from Hines' appearance
that he will book other movie stars if pos-

sible in conjunction with the engagement
of a picture in which they appear.

" The whole city went crazy over John-
ny Hines," said Manager Booker, in dis-

cussing the personal appearance stunt, as

a means of drawing the crowds. It was
the first appearance, with one exception,

of a dyed-in-the-wool actor in this city,

with the result that the Strand was
jammed to its doors and Hines was show-
ered with invitations to dinners and lunch-

eons."
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Puzzles Used to Good Ef-
fect in South

j

Frank Hammond, general publicity rep-

resentative for the Lynch Enterprises, in

Atlanta, has been grabbing off generous

handfuls of space in the local newspapers
for several weeks. His latest, and one of

His most successful space-grabbing stunts,

was used to advantage on the " World
and His Wife," which played a three-day

engagement at the Forsyth recently.

. On the Sunday preceding the showing,

the Atlanta Journal carried a cut-out

puzzle of the sort that is always popular

both with children and grownups. The
puzzle was a still from " The World and
His Wife," which had been jig-sawed into

small bits. When this puzzle was cut out

and pasted neatly on cardboard it was en-

tered, with the owner's name and address,

at the Journal office, and there was a list

of prizes—tickets to the Forsyth—for the

neatest puzzles. Six tickets were given

for the first prize, four for the second,

and so on, down to one for the " booby
"

prize. Over one thousand solutions were
turned in.

Another " puzzle stunt " a little different

is to be a regular feature, for fifteen

weeks, of another local paper. Every
Sunday two photographs are published

—

all of them old photographs, some child-

photographs, of now prominent motion
picture and stage stars—though there are

three picture-players to one stage star

used. The first two used were Mary Pick-

Russian Opera Being Pre-
sented at Capitol

WHAT is perhaps the most ambi-
tious ballet number ever staged
in a New York motion picture

theatre is presented at the Capitol
this week, in the enactment of the finale

of the second act of the Russian opera
" Prince Igor," based on the " The Epic
of the Army of Igor " an old historical

Russian chronicle supposed to have been
written by a literary monk in the twelfth
century.
The story of the second act of the

opera ends with an elaborate ballet when
" Kontchak " who is holding " Prince
Igor " and "Vladimir " prisoners in his
army camp orders the slave girls to dance
for the entertainment of his enemies.
The complete ballet scene from the
opera is reproduced with correct cos-
tumes and scenery. The scenic setting
which artist Wenger has provided shows
the inverted cup shaped huts of the
Oriental army camp with the painted
sky tinted for a night scene in a cold
latitude.

The role of the " Chief Warrior " is

played by Alexander Oumansky, with
Mile. Gambarelli as " Ischa " and Doiis
Niles as the " Polvotsein Girl." The
parts of the warriors and slave girls are
danced by the Capitol ballet corps. The
excerpts from the opera score used are
sung by the Russian Cathedral Choir
grouped with the orchestra.
The ballet was arranged by Alexander

Oumansky with the choregraphy by
Micael Fokine.

ford and Dustin Farnum—and two-thirds

of the answers gave " Sarah Bernhardt
"

as the name of the picture of Mary.
The contest has aroused keen interest,

and the number of answers that are sent

in each week is steadily increasing.

Jennings Makes Capita
from "Safety Week"

Manager Herb Jennings of Allen's St.

Clair theatre, Toronto, Ontario, did not
permit " Safety W eek " to pass without
linking up his theatre with the local cam-
paign which was conducted under the au-
spices of the Ontario Safety League. Mr.
Jennings issued a small folder on the out-

side of which was the salutation, " To the

Mothers regarding Safety Week." The
figure of an angel child also appeared on
the front page. The inside pages bore a
message regarding children's Saturday
matinee which are held regularly at the

theatre.
" Every week is ' Safety Week ' re-

gard.ng our Children's Saturday Mati-
nees," it read. " Every picture shown at

l! e.-e ' Kiddie Treats ' is picked for its

clean, wholesome fun and entertainment."

Then followed a reference to "the fea-

ture which was scheduled to be presented

on the Saturday of " Safety Week." This
was " Little Women," a picture which had
been presented as a regular offering in

•theatres elsewhere in 'Toronto.
Another little announcement for a re-

cent attraction at the St. Clair theatre by
Manager Jennings consisted of a ^mall

card in an envelope to which had been tied

a short piece of string. On the envelope

was printed, " As a pleasant REMINDER
for a wonderful time." Printed on the
card was :

" Tie the attached piece of
string on the little finger of your right

hand so as you will not forget that Mabel
Xormand in ' The Slim Princess ' will be
shown at Allen's St. Clair theatre, Thurs-
day, Friday, and Saturday. October 21,

22 and 23."

Mr. Jennings has charge of a handsome
suburban theatre which enjoys a regular

neighborhood patronage. He holds the

opinion, however, that little printed nov-
elties are valuable, in his case, for the in-

jection of fresh interest and pep into the

boosting for pictures which have already

been advertised and presented at down-
town theatres. He relies more on the little

cards, inexpensive printed souvenirs and
novelties which are distributed from the

theatre than on advertising in the daily

newspapers which circulate throughout
the whole city.

Here is Tom Carroll's lobby display for " Wanted at Headquarters" during the shozving of this picture at the Standard theatre, Cleveland, O.
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INFORMATION ABOUT CURRENT RELEASES

Popul ar Pic tures Index
SELF EXPLANATORY PAGE FOR SHOWMEN
THE FIGHTING CHANCE
Produced by Jesse Lasky.
Distributed by Famous Players.

Star—Anna Q. Nilsson.

Director—Clias. Maignc.

Review July 31st— Page 1007.

Producers ads—Issues of July 31st

and Aug. 14th.

Lobby Displays—Page 936, Issue

of July 31st.

" First Run " Showings— Page 591,

Issue of July 17th—952-5 of

Jul v 31st— 1125-6 of August
7th— 1339 of Aug. 14th— 1691

of Aug. 28th— 1874 of Sept.

4th—2052 of Sept. 11th—2411
of Sept. 25th—2977 of Oct.

16th.

Exploitation—Page 592, Issue of

July 17ih— 1124 of Aug. 7th—
2412 of Sept. 25th.

NEWS Review Resume—Robert W. Chambers Best-Seller pro-

vides fair entertainmnt.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—This picture was very well liked

and had a successful run.—A very good picture which pleased my
patrons. Played it two davs to big and average business.—Played
this picture one week to big business; a good production.

THE WORLD & HIS WIFE
Produced by Cosmopolitan.
Distributed by Famous Players.

Star—Alma Rubens.
Director— Robert G. Vignola.
Review—July 31st— Page 1003.

Producers ads— Page 523, Issue of

July 17th—978' of July 31st—
1427 of Aug. 14ih.

Lobby Displays—Page 2994, Issue

"First Run" Showings—Page 952,

Issue of July 31st—1126 of

Aug. 7th— 1337-8 of Aug. 14th

1512-4 of Aug. 21st— 1692 of

Aug. 28th—1872 of Sept. 4th—
3347 of Oct. 30th.

Exploitation—Page 947, Issue of

Julv 31st—1126 of Aug. 7th—
1338 of Aug. 14th— 1675 of

Aug. 28th.

of Oct. 16lh.

NEWS Review Resume—Rich production and good acting save
this one.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—They liked this one and it went
over big.—A good production to big and average business for one
week.—Played this feature two days to big and average business. It

went well and is a good feature.

GOING SOME
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn and

Rex Beach.

Star—Special Cast.

Director—Harry Beaumont.
Review July 31st—Page 313.

Producers ads—Issue of July 31st.

Music Cues Published- July 10th—
Page 502.

" First Run " Showings—Page 952,

Issue of July 31st—1124 of
Aug. 7th—1339-40 of Aug. 14th

—1690 of Aug. 28th.

Exploitation—Page 1077, Issue of
Aug. 7th— 1340 of Aug. 14th.

NEWS Review Resume—Very good entertainment but not much
like the original.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—Good action in this picture made
it draw well and we had more than usual business.—Played it five
days to big business.—Just an average feature to average business
three days.—Played it one week to good business.—Picture fairly
good; business so-so.

HIGH AND DIZZY
Produced by Hal. Roach.
Distributed by Pathe.
Star—Harold Lloyd.
Review July 24th—Page 855.

Producers ads—Pages 835-38, Issue
of July 24th.

Lobbv Displays—Page 936, Issue qf
July 31st.'

" First Run " Showings— Pa<;e 591,

Issue of July 17th—759-61 of

July 24th—1124 6 of Aug. 7th
—1338 of Aug. 14th—1512 of
Aug. 21st—1513 of Aug. 21st—
1691 of Aug. 28th— 1871 of
Sept. 4th—2596 of Oct. 2nd—
3533 of Nov. 6th.

Exploitation—Page 751, Issue of
July 24th—2049-50 of Sept. 11th
—2236-7 of Sept. 18th—2412 of
Sept. 25th—3532 of Nov. 6th.

NEWS Review Resume—Harold Lloyd's best bet to date.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—Very good acting in this comedy
and brought good business.

-Page 3706 of Nov.

1337,

3 of
25th

MUTINY OF THE ELSINORE
Distributed by Metro.
Star— Mitchell Lewis.
Director—Edward Sloman.
Review—July 31st—Page 1005.

Producers ads—Page 419 and 422,

Issue of July 10th—960 of July
31st—1520 of Aug. 21st—1886
of Sept. 4th.

NEWS Review Resume—Rich entertainment in this realistic Jack
London story.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—Opened big and gave entire sat-
isfaction. An agreeable change for our patrons.—Very good action-
drama. This pleased those of the audience who liked plenty of rough-
and-tumble stuff. Good box-office attraction.

Lobby Displays-
13th issue.

" First Run " Showings—Page
Issue of Aug. 14th—1871-
Sept. 4th—2413 of Sept.
—2976 of Oct. 16th.

Exploitation—Page 2496, Issue of
Nov. 13th.

THE LADDER OF LIES.
Produced by Paramount- Artcraft.

Distributed by Famous Flayers.

Star—Ethel Clayton.

Director—Tom Forman.
Review, July 17-20—Page 672.

Producers Ads—Page 526, issue of
July 17th.

" First Run " Showings—Page 242,

issue of July 3d—591 of July
10th—759-61 of July 24th—954
of July 31st—1513 of Aug. 21st

—1691 of Aug. 28th.

Exploitation—Page 761 of July 24th
—2615 of Oct. 2nd.

NEWS Review Resume—A pleasing picture which should interest.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—A good picture to big business for
one day.

THE GREAT ACCIDENT.
Produced by Goldwyn Pictures

Corp.
Distributed bv Goldwyn.
tar—Tom Moore.

Director—Harry Beaumont.
Review—July 10 to 20—Page 315.

Producers ads—Issue of July 24th.

" First Run " Showings—Page 241
of Julv 3d—413 of July 10th—
593 of July 17th— 1126 of Aug.
7th— 1339-40 of Aug. 14th—1513
of Aug. 21st— 1872 of Sept. 4th.

Exploitation—Page 415, Issue of

July 10th.

NEWS Review Resume—This would have hit the bull's eye had
comedy developed.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—A good production playing to

usual business.

THE RED LANE.
Produced by Universal.
Distributed by Universal.

Star-—Frank Mayo.
Director—Lynn Reynolds.
Review, July 17-20—Page 671.

Producers' Ads—Issue of July 10th.

Music cues published, July 10th

—

Page 502.

Lobby Displays—Page 1336, issue

of Aug. 14th.
" First Run " Showings—Page 759

of July 24th.

Exploitation—Page 760, issue of

July 24th— 1501 of Aug. 21st.

NEWS Review Resume—Story of Woman's Self-Sacrifice is In-
terestingly Told.

Exhibitors' Box Office Reports—A very good production. House
was crowded each performance.—Patrons liked this one and business
was good.

The above page inaugurates a new service designed to save exhibitors a great deal of labor and to make the filing of informa-

tion on certain pictures easy. The selections for the page are automatic—those pictures which in the course of sixteen weeks
receive the greatest amount of exploitation so far as the News has been able to relate.
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N E JV S Y BRIEFS FROM CENTRAL FILM BELT

Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H. MASON, REP RESENT AT I V E, 220 SO. STATE ST.

E. F. Tarbell, who succeeded
Fred Aiken as manager of Vita-
graph's Chicago office, has signed
up L. A. Quill as sales manager
for the Chicago territory. It means
coming back home to Mr. Quill,

who, ten years ago, was special

man on the Billboard and also

worked for Clipper in Chicago.
Later he broke into the movies
with Fox in Pittsburgh, later be-
coming manager of Fox's Denver
office and handling two theatres for
Bill Swanson in Salt Lake. He
then went back with Fox as Mr.
Sheehan's personal representative
in the south with headquarters at

Atlanta. He knows the game
thoroughly and is noted for his

mixing ability and salesmanship.
Mr. Tarbell also has reassigned his

salesmen and added some members
to the staff. C. R. Lindau remains
as assistant manager; J. H. Salters
and E. H. Lansing will cover the
Chicago territory; R. Y. Lockett
and Benny Edelman will cover
northern and southern Illinois ; E.
P. Cassanave and Charles Buford
northern and southern Indiana

; J.
L. Souther, assisted by Harry
Abrams, Milwaukee and Wiscon-
sin ; H. D. Wunderle will cover
the entire territory on specials and
Paul Deoto will also travel the
entire district, devoting his atten-

tion exclusively to serials.

Gollos Enterprises announce the
following new features are now
available :

" She Flayed and Paid,"
"Whispering Devils," "The Hid-
den Light " and " Keep to the
Right." These four productions
will each have a downtown show-
ing. " She Played and Paid," fea-
turing Fannie Ward, played a
week's run at the Bandbox theatre,
Madison street.

M. J. Mintz, special salesman for
Celebrated Players Film Corpora-
tion, celebrated his twentieth wed-
ding anniversary last week by in-

viting a crowd of film folks to his
home. Mr. Mintz has left for a
trip in the interest of Celebrated
which will take him as far west as
California. President Friedman
has launched a big sales campaign
for Celebrated Comedies, his new
national release, and early indica-
tions are that this series will be
a big success.

" Dead Men Tell No Tales," the
big Vitagraph special, was shown to
exhibitors and press representatives
of Chicago at the Playhouse Tues-
day morning. The picture is re-

plete with stirring incidents and
unlike many features, some of the
big scenes are in the early part.

Very favorable comments were
heard on the production from the
large crowd that witnessed the pre-
view.

Phil H. Solomon, widely known
Chicago film salesman, has joined

the staff of Celebrated and will

specialize on features covering the

northside for President Friedman's
exchange.

Lee Herz is back again at his

exchange in the Consumers Build-
ing after a visit to New York dur-
ing which he states he purchased
twenty pictures for release in the

Illinois territory immediately after

January 1st. Mr. Herz is not ready
to announce the names, as yet, but
says that they will cause the ex-
hibitor to sit up and take notice

when he announces the names of
the pictures.

George B. West, general man-
ager of the Sunkist Comedy Com-
pany, which is . producing the new
series of one-reel Alice Howell
comedies, who last week sold the

rights to the series to J. L. Fried-
man, president of the Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, Chica-
go, has left for the west coast stu-

dios where he will oversee produc-
tion. Dick Smith, it is understood,
will continue to act as director.

General Manager Eddy Eckels,

of Independent Film Association,

Chicago, who is a great believer

in the pulling power of first-class

posters, has closed a contract with
the Ritchey Lithographing Corpo-
ration to furnish all paper includ-

ing one sheets, three sheets, six

sheets and twenty-four sheets, re-

quired in the exploitation of the

Neal Hart five-reelers, Pinnacle
Comedies and other pictures dis-

tributed by Independent Films.

President J. V. Ritchey, of the

big lithographic company made a
special trip to Chicago^to talk over
the advertising campaign of Inde-
pendent with Eddy Eckels and de-

clares that the posters, as planned,
will be both beautiful and striking,

and will also be a great aid to ex-

hibitors in attracting patrons to

their box offices.

Mr. Eckels states that the high
standard already set by Indepen-
dent in their advertising and ex-
ploitation material, will be lived

up to and even exceeded by the

paper that the Ritchey Company
will turn out and that the posters

will be a fine example of this fa-

mous company's work.

Manager Carl Harthill of Reel-
craft is enthusiastic over the twelve
western five-reel features starring

Wm. Fairbanks, which have been
acquired by his company for the

state of Illinois. " The Western
Adventurer" will be the first of

the series to be released, the date
having been fixed as December
IS.

Harry M.*" Gilbert is the latest

salesman to join the staff of Real-
art. He is a newcomer to the mo-
tion picture industry, but has a

successful record as a automobile
and auto accessory salesman.

Dr. Shallenberger of New York
and Dave Chatkin of San Francisco
visited Chicago for a few days fol-

lowing the Federated Convention at

St. Louis, which they both attended.

D. O. Reese, has resigned from
Reelcraft to become manager of
the Indianapolis office of the Merit
Film Exchange Company and will

leave Chicago within a few days
to take up his new work. Mr.
Reese is one of the veterans of the
picture business, having been en-
gaged in it for sixteen years in

Chicago and in Kansas City where
he was manager for Unversal for
some time.

Phil Banovitz has returned from
a two weeks' trip in Indiana in

the interests of the Neal Hart se-

ries of five-reel out-doors pictures
and reports splendid business. Man-
ager Arthur Lowy of the Illinois

and Indiana Exchange, which is

handling the Hart series in this

territory, states that forty-four first

run theatres have been signed up
in Indiana and that Illinois ex-
hibitors who are showing the pic-

tures are enthusiastic over the box-
office pulling power of these west-
erns.

Messrs. Isaacson and J. M. How-
land, the latter formerly of Gold-
wyn's Chicago exchange, will here-
after sell the pictures offered by Fa-
vorite Players Film Corporation,
Isaacson handling the city territory

and Howland the Illinois territory.

Manager Von Ronkel expects to

open up a Minneapolis branch with-
in a few days and is about ready
to close contract with a new man-
ager whom he will put in charge
of the exchange.

President Zambrino of Unity has
bought " The Unfortunate Sex,"
a five-reel Frank Gersten produc-
ticn for the states of Indiana and
Illinois. This feature will be re-

leased at once and the First Chi-
cago showing will be at the Band
Box, opening Sunday. Sales Man-
ager Frank Flaherty reports
" Thunderbolt Tack," the thrilling

serial, is going over strong
throughout the territory.

Realart's Chicago Exchange has
ended its six weeks' 1920 franchise
drive with a rush which brings
the total contracts closed in the
territory up to $600,000, according
to a statement made at the Real-
art office. Manager Mayberry and
his salesman are now starting a
two week's campaign to put over
"The Soul of Youth" and "The
Furnace."

G. E. Braddock, who has made a
successful record as manager of
the Liberty theatre, St. Paul, Min-

nesota, and whose presentations
have created much favorable com-
ment, has resigned to become asso-
ciated with Ascher Brothers, Chi-
cago. It is understood that he
will manage one of their theatres
and already has arrived in Chi-
cago to familiarize himself with
their methods.

Franklin B. Coates, director for
Mesco Fictures Corporation, Kan-
sas City, has leased the Rothacker
Chicago studio for a month to
shoot interior scenes for " Jesse
James Under the Black Flag," an
eight-reel photoplay featuring the
life of the famous outlaw. The
last of the exterior scenes have
just been completed in New Mex-
ico.

Sixteen different sets will be built

in the studio. The first of these is

one of the most elaborate ever
seen on the Rothacker floor. Jesse
James, Jr., a Kansas City lawyer,
son of the outlaw, plays the lead
supported by Marguerite Hunger-
ford. Two hundred persons will be
used in the interior scenes.

On Mr. Coates' staff are camera-
man Frank Zucker, Technical' Di-
rector Edward Keller and William
Grimes, Assistant Director.

E. W. Johnson, one of the pop-
ular and able salesmen of Chicago
territory, has joined the sales

staff of Selected Films, Incor-
porated. He has worked in Chi-
cago for the past four years and
is widely known to the trade and
will doubtless put over his quota
on " The Son of Tarzan " in good
shape.

Manager Lesserman of Univer-
sal states that " Once to Every
Woman " is making a remarkable
booking record, such circuits as
Lubliner & Trinz, Ascher Broth-
ers, Marks & Goodman, Schoen-
stadt and Gumbiner already hav-
ing signed up for this super
feature.

Harry Berman stopped off in

Chicago for a few hours en route
to Los Angeles for a conference
with Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal.

B. A. Krueger, formerly with
Universal's Minneapolis exchange,
has been transferred to Chicago
where he will work under Mana-
ger Lesserman.

Manager Bob Lucas and his en-
tire staff took off their coats,

rolled up their sleeves and
worked all day Sunday getting
Robertson - Cole's headquarters
moved from the Consumers Build-
ing to their big new exchange on
South Wabash Avenue. This is

another step towards the concen-
tration of the film industry in the
new locality.
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND PURCHASES

In the Independent Field
STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT NEWS AND VIEWS

At a meeting of the board
of directors of the Motion
Picture Theatrical Associa-
tion of the World, held at

the organization's headquar-
ters in New York on Novem-
ber 11th, a resolution was
unanimously adopted, ex-
pressing formally the associ-
ation's recognition and ap-
preciation of " the great as-

sistance given by the MO-
TION PICTURE NEWS
through its editor, W. A.
Johnston, to the M. P. T. get
together movement for bet-
ter pictures and more equity
and co-operation in the in-

dustry."
A uniform membership fee of
one dollar per year was
adopted. A campaign to ac-
quaint the trade and public
with the purposes of the or-
ganization was also discussed
in detail.

Reelcraft Expands Its

Selling Force
With the opening of a Branch

Ofhce and Exchange at 2169 East
9th street in Cleveland, Ohio, last

week, the Reelcraft Pictures Cor-
poration made several changes and
additions among its selling force.
The new Cleveland office will be

in charge of George W. Wilson as
manager, Wilson being transferred
from Indianapolis Reelcraft Ex-
change where he has served as man-
ager for several months. G. L.

Parrish, formerly assistant manager
at the Indianapolis office, has been
promoted to the position of mana-
ger at that exchange.

Carl Harthill, manager of the
Chicago Reelcraft Exchange, is ap-
pointed a District Manager with
jurisdiction over the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and Indianapolis offices,

with headquarters in Chicago.
Harry L. Muir, manager of the

Minneapolis Exchange, added Wm.
Dick to his traveling forces to
cover North and South Dakota for

his office.

Eq

Elaborate Presentation
for Kineto Review
" The Emerald Isle," one of the

Kineto Reviews which was so beau-
tifully presented last week at the

Capitol theatre in New York is go-
ing to be a featured part of the pro-
gram at the Strand theatre in

Brooklyn next week. Showmen
everywhere are watching with in-

terest the presentation which Man-
ager Hyman will give it.

The Kineto Rview is one of the

series under the general name of

uity's La
Co-operation Is

Salesmen in Sell

IpQUITY PICTURES CORPO-
*-J ration announce a new form
of co-operation designed to aid

the buyers of " Whispering Dev-
ils " and " Keep to the Right." It

will connect the salesmen of the

State Right organization with the

exhibitor directly and consists of
selling points which the salesman
.is to advance to his exhibitors.

ft has been the experience of

Joseph L Schnitzer, head of

Equity, who is responsible for the

innovation, that all the aids of-

fered by state-right producers to

buyers overlook the most impor-
tant element—exhibitor contact. The
state-right buyer does not sell the

picture to his exhibitors. His
salesmen do that. The press-book,
which forms the chief service to

the exhibitor is in most cases too

bulky and wordy for the exhibitor

to digest while the salesman visits

him. All the publicity, exploita-

tion and advertising outlined in

press-books is only partly appre-
ciated by the busy showman,
Schnitzer believes.

Equity therefore came to the
conclusion that its elaborate press-

books on " Whispering Devils" and
" Keep to the Right " were not
sufficient to impress the exhibitor,

for that pre-occupied person could
not afford the time to read all the

test Service
Planned to Aid
ing Productions
matter. It was therefore neces-
sary to give the exhibitor a
briefer idea of the pictures, and
leave the press-book with him for
perusal and study outside of busi-
ness hours. Mr. Schnitzer there-

fore, in conjunction with the ad-
vertising and exploitation depart-
ment of Equity, has prepared a

brief description of the outstand-
ing features of " Whispering Dev-
ils " and " Keep to the Right," and
listed the selling points of each
production in a two-page circular,

in which the exhibitor is referred
for further details to the press-
book. This "Selling-Sheet' as it

is called describes the classes to

which the picture will appeal, some
of the critical scenes and situa-

tions, the theme, the nature of the
exploitation, a short biography of
the stars, and a sketchy idea of the

accessories on the picture. An in-

teresting feature of this " abridged
press-book " is the information it

gives about the exploitation and
advertising methods used by other

exhibitors on the picture pre-

viously.

The " Selling-Sheet," on which
Equity is now working, will be

kept up-to-the-minute, and infor-

mation added weekly, as it is re-

ceived at the Equity offices.

Federated Convention Held
All Members at St. Louis Session;

Announcements Expected Shortly

HP HE Federated Film Exchange
of America held a meeting of

all its members at St. Louis, Mo.,
starting with the directors' meeting
on Sunday, November 14, and the

membership meeting starting Mon-
day and ending on Thursday night.

The meeting was attended by
every member of the Federated,
consisting of the officers, J. L.

Friedman, president, representing

the Celebrated Players Film Cor-
poration, Chicago. 111. ; W. E. Shal-
lenberger. general manager, of
New York; J. E. Pearce, vice-pres-

ident, representing the Pearce
Films, New Orleans, La., and At-
lanta, Ga. ; D. J. Chatkin. repre-

senting the Consolidated Film Ex-
change, Los Angeles, Calif. ; S. V.
Grand, treasurer, representing the

Federated Film Exchange of New
England and H. Charnas, of the

Standard Film Service, Cleveland,
Ohio ; A. G. Whyte, of the Empire
State Film Co., New York City;

Ben Amsterdam, of the Master-
piece Film Attractions, Philadel-
phia, Pa. ; Sam Werner, of the
United Film Service, St. Louis,
Mo. ; W. G. Underwood, of the
Southwest Federated Film Ex-
change, Dallas, Tex. ; H. A. Kyler,
of the Supreme Photoplays, Den-
ver, Col. ; Al Kahn, Crescent Film
Co., Kansas City; M. J. Frisch,
Greater Productions, Inc., Des
Moines; F. W. Thayer. Merit Film
Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.

;
Ralph

Wettstein, Mid-West Distributing
Co., Milwaukee; H. Lande, Qual-
ity Film Corp. ; P. Olctsky, Fed-
crated Film Exchange, of Balti-

more, Md.
No definite statement could be

secured at the time of going to
press regarding the activities of
the Convention, but it is understood
that an announcement would be
forthcoming within a very short
time as to certain pictures con-
tracted for at this Convention.

Maud Sylvester, appearing in " The
Birthright," a Hemmer Superior Produc-

tions picture

Wrong Film Credited
to T. Hayes Hunter
In the issue of November 27th

of the News, a photograph of T.

Hayes Hunter, who is now
directing for Dial Film, bears a

caption announcing that Mr. Hun-
ter was the director of " The
Dwelling Place of Light." A com-
munication from the headquarters
of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration requests that this state-

ment be corrected. Mr. Hunter
did not direct " The Dwelling
Place of Light" but "Desert
Gold" ; both these pictures are
Benjamin Hampton productions.

Little of Canyon Pic-
ture Is Changed

Announcement have just been is-

sued by the main offices of the
Canyon Pictures Corporation in

New York to the effect that the
release originally entitled " Dan-
ger " has been changed to " The
Fighting Stranger."
This move was taken upon the

suggestion of several of the inde-
pendent exchanges which have pur-
chased the right for the Franklyn
Farnum series of five reel westerns.

Roy Marshall Directs
Art Acord Series

Roy Marshall, formerly on the
directorial staff of the Hobart
Bosworth productions for J.

Parker Read, Jr., has been given
the megaphone to direct Art
Acord in his series of two-reel
Westerns at the Special Pictures
studio, replacing Walter de Cour-
cey. The Acord series is spon-
sored by Western Photoplays. Inc.,

and will be released by the Special
Pictures Corporation.
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Cuneo Starting His Second
" The Ranger and the Law " Se-

lected for Capital Film's Favorite

Harry Weiss, president of
the Superior Screen Service,
of Chicago, announces that he
has acquired the exclusive
rights in Indiana and Illinois

for the release of all Sherman
productions.

Superior Screen Service is

one of the youngest, but one
of the liveliest independent
exchanges in the Middle
West. Both Harry Weiss and
Fred Aiden, secretary-treas-
urer, are widely known to ex-
hibitors booking out of Chi-
cago.

Many Thrills Seen in
"Cowboy Jazz"

" Cowboy Jazz," the two-reel

novelty western now being distribu-

ted by S. & E. Enterprises, is de-

scribed as a picture showing " The
daredevils of the West in stunts

and thrills." Throughout the en-

tire two reels the various perform-
ers take chances with their lives in

the handling of wild steers and un-
broken horses. Several accidents

are said to have occurred during
the filming of " Cowboy Jazz."

Day Succeeds Proctor as

Allied Manager
Harvey Day, a well known the-

atrical and moving picture pro-

ducer and manager, has assumed
the general management of the

Allied Independent Attractions,

Inc., succeeding Ralph Proctor,

who has assumed the management
of the Stoll Film Corporation.

Harry Leonhardt is president of

the Allied with O. E. Chaney as

secretary and treasurer.

Big New Orleans House
Books Monty Banks
The home office of the Federated

Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,

are in receipt of a letter from
Pearce Films of New Orleans, who
are the Federated franchise holders

for that territory, to the effect that

the Tudor, New Orleans leading

theatre, has contracted for the

Montv Banks comedies.

Omaha Exchangemen
in Flying Trip East
M. Wintraub, head of the Fon-

tenelle Feature Film Company, of

Omaha, made a hasty trip to New
York to sign with the Canyon Pic-

tures Corporation for rights to

their Franklyn Farnum serial,

"Vanishing Trails" recently. Mr.
Wintraub states that in Iowa and
Nebraska the exhibitors would
much prefer to give their business

to an independent exchange. The
greatest difficulty, however, he-

stated, was in obtaining productions

of uniform quality on the independ-

ent market.

"The Galloping Devil"
Press Book Ready

The press book on " The Gallop-

ing Devil ", in which Franklyn
Farnum is being starred by the

Canyon Pictures Corporation has

just come off the press. One of

the distinguishing points of this

publication is the department devot-

ed to special articles written by ex-

perts upon the subjects of theatre

advertising and program building.

WD. RUSSELL, general
• manager of the Capital

Film Company, announced this

week that work has started on the
second five-reel western drama
starring Lester Cuneo.
"The Ranger and the Law" is

the story selected for this produc-
tion.

Mr. Cuneo will be supported by
an all star cast and have as his
lead Francelia Billington who
played the doctor's wife in Eric
Von Strohcim's " Blind Hus-
bands."

Miss Billington is a very fine

addition to the Cuneo Company as
she has had a world of experience
before the eye of the camera. Be-
sides playing the feminine lead in

RALPH CONNOR'S story of
" The Foreigner " will be

screened for the first time in New
York at the Biltmore Hotel on Fri-

day evening, December 3. It is

the occasion of the annual dance
and dinner given by the Canadian
Club of New York and will be one
of the most select affairs of the
season. Admission is by invitation

from the officials of the club.

A private presentation for crit-

ics, friends and the trade will be
given at a later date by the man-
agement.

This is the first of the Ralph
Connor stories directed by Henry
MacRae, and intepreted by the fol-

lowing : Gaston Glass, Wilton
Lackaye, Robert T. Haines, William
Colvin, Jule Cowles, Nathaniel
Sach, Dan Duffy, Bigelow Cooper,
Edward Elkas, Gordon Standing,
Wilton Lackaye, Jr., Edna Ship-
man, Anne Sutherland, Gladys

Blind Husbands " for Universal,
she was starred in " The Day She
Paid." Prior to her connection
with Universal, she worked at the
Griffith. Reliance, Majestic and
American studios.

" The Ranger and the Law," ac-
cording to a statement from W.
1). Russell, production manager
for Capital on the coast, will be
one of the most gripping westerns
ever produced.

The Capital Film Company's
faith in the Independent field is

so strong that it announces that
every effort is to be put forth on
this next Cuneo release to make it

incomparable as a box office at-

traction.

Coburn, Frances Eldredge, Alice
Lawrence and Kate Price.

Every foot of this picture was
" shot " north of the International
border, and has already created
such an interest in Canada, Eng-
land and Australia, as well as the
United States, that unusual induce-
ments are being made the manage-
ment to book upon a sharing basis,

it is stated.

No definite arrangements, how-
ever, have been decided upon for
its exploitation as the usual
drawing power of the author in

many countries warrants an unusual
treatment, it is explained. George
H. Doran, and Gosset and Dunlap,
the publishers of the Ralph Connor
stories in America, are arranging
a " tie-up " for publicity exploita-

tion in this country and similar

methods will be adopted by the va-
rious publishers abroad.

Co-operation Secret of
"Son of Tarzan"Success
According to reports from the

Coast, the director-photodramatist
combination formed by Harry Re-
yier and Roy Somerville is bring-
ing forth great results in their pro-
duction of " The Son of Tarzan "

as a big special serial for the Na-
tional Film Corporation.
They work in absolute harmony

in the preparation of the script and
the outlining of each day's activi-
ties. Sets, locations, characters,
situations and action are all thor-
oughly discussed and threshed out
before being written into the photo-
drama and filmed by the camera.
Consequently, the episodes on the
screen are smooth and logical in

plot development and are full of
pep.

This constant cooperation be-
tween director and photodramatist
is of inestimable value in the pro-
duction of a serial such as " The
Son of Tarzan," which combines
thrills, romance and sensationalism
with the high technical standard and
plot consistency to be found in a
dramatic feature. The world's
rights to the serial are controlled
by David P. Howells.

Gaumont Changes Title
of Feature

Gaumont announces that the title

of " The Masquerade of Truth,"
the third of its series of features,

which stars Paul Capalleni, has
been changed to " The Infatuation

of Youth." This picture was re-

cently purchased by First National

of New York, and when signing

the contract, Mr. Clark, of that

company, stated that he considered

it by far the best that Gaumont
has offered to the trade.

"Copperhead" Dramas
in Big Demand

Photo Products Export Company,
handling the sales of Breed-How-
ell's series of ten two-reel "Cop-
perhead" dramas, reports that this

series of pictures has exceeded in

popular demand any other series

of pictures ever handled by its or-

ganization. According to reports

from the state-rights' buyers, handl-

ing the bookings the "Copper-
head " series are especially attrac-

tive in the smaller houses and have
met with much success as fillers on
the programs of the first-run

houses.

Strong Cast for Edna
Shipman Selected

A strong supporting cast has been
ricked by Legend Film Produc-
tions, Inc., to surround Edna Ship-

man and John Junior in their in-

itial Legend two-reel special light

comedy, " A Million — More or

Less," written by Treve Collins,

Jr., and directed by Tefft Johnson.

The Legend Co. is bending every
effort and sparing no expense to

establish a new standard for two-
reel comedies, not only from the

standpoint of story, acting and di-

rection, but artistic production as

well, reads an announcement from
the Legend headquarters.

To Screen "The Foreigner"
Picturization of Ralph Connor's
Story to Be Shown at Biltmore
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Grace Cunard, who is retu-ning to the screen in " The Man Hater." to be offered

to the states rights field by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation

Chester Conklin Begins
Two- Reel Comedy
Chester Conklin this week began

work at the Special Pictures

studio on his third two-reel com-
edy under his new contract with
the A. L. Mart productions. " The
W inner Loses " is the working
title. The story was written by
Frank Terry, author of several

Harold Lloyd successes, and the

continuity created by Everett
Maxwell, well known Saturday
Evening Post writer. Conklin
will have the role of a small town
tailor, which should afford him
many opportunities for his style of
fun making. Lillian Hackett has
been engaged as Conklin's femi-
nine lead in this comedy. Harry
F.dwards will direct.

Cast of "Life" Play in
Broadway Successes
Several players in William A.

Brady's production, " Life." are
now appearing in Broadway stage
successes. Curtis Cooksey is play-
ing " Thy Xame is Woman," op-
posite Mary Xash: Xita Xaldi is

seen in a prominent part in " Op-
portunity "

: Rod La Rocque was
recently in the Alice Brady play
" Anna Ascends " as was also Ef-
fingham Pinto. Leeward Meeker,
also of " Life," is playing in " Op-
portunity."

"Top Notch" Producer
Plan Exploitation

Upon the completion of the first

four two reel " Top Xotch " com-
edies made by the Plymouth Pro-
ducing and Distributing Syndicate,

of Cleveland, O., of which Joseph
Rybak is president, a private show-
ing was arranged for a number of

moneyed men, and, according to re-

ports, an unlimited financial back-

ing for further production and ex-

ploitation was obtained. This com-
pany is now preparing for its big

competition among theatre patrons,

when $7,800 will be awarded to

those who select the best titles for

each " Top Xotch " comedy.

Edgar Jones Will Make
Series for Arrow

A contract has been closed be-

tween Edgar Jones and the Arrow
Film Corporation whereby Mr.
Jones is to produce two special pic-

tures for distribution by the Arrow.

Mr. Jones has long been identi-

fied with the motion picture indus-

try, having produced a series of

two-reelers known as the Xorlh-
wood dramas which were also dis-

tributed by Arrow. Work has al-

ready started on the first picture,

title of which will be announced in

the near future and the picture is

scheduled for release on December
fifteenth. Just prior to the release

date Arrow will inaugurate an ex-
tensive publicity and advertising
campaign for the Edgar Jones Pro-
ductions.

Scene from "Below the Deadline," a
special feature to be offered independent
exchanges by Ascher Productions, Inc.

"Honeymoon Ranch"
Pre-Release in Texas
" Honeymoon Ranch," Bert Lu-

bin's five-reel western feature, in

which Allene Ray and Harry Mc-
Laughlin are starred and which is

adapted from a Tex O'Reilly story-

will have pre-release showings in

Houston and San Antonio during
the latter part of Xovember.

This was decided upon because
Allene Ray, the winner of the mo-
tion picture beauty contest, is a
Texas girl and well known in both
these cities. Unusual interest is

centered upon her in the Lone Star
State.

The Following Sales Are Reported on
the Independent Market

Series of Jack Hoxie Westerns (Arrow Film) to Arthur
C. Bromberg Attractions, of Atlanta, Ga., for Georgia, Flor-
ida, and Alabama.

Jack Hoxie Westerns to Messrs. Cheatham and Conn,
of Premiere Pictures Corporation, for North and South
Carolina.

" Woman's Man " (Arrow Film) to Arthur C. Bromberg
Attractions for Georgia, Florida and Alabama.

" Woman's Man " to Premiere Pictures Corporation for
North and South Carolina.

" The Golden Trail " (Arrow Film) to Arthur C. Brom-
berg Attractions for Georgia, Florida and Alabama

" The Golden Trail " to Premiere Pictures Corporation
for North and South Carolina.

" Heritage " (Matty Roubert Productions) to Dave
Mundstock, of Strand Features, Detroit, for Michigan.

"Up in Mary's Attic " (Fine Arts) to Dave Mundstock,
of Strand Features, Detroit, for Michigan.

" The Unfortunate Sex " (Frank Gerston, Inc.) to George
Jacobs, of Masterpiece Productions, for Ohio.

"Girls Don't Gamble" (D. N. Schwab) to Klein Distrib-
uting Company, of Boston, for New England states.

" Smiling All the Way " (D. N. Schwab) to Klein Dis-
tributing Company, of Boston, for New England states.

" The Wrong Woman " (Ivan Abramson) to Louis H.
Frank, of Chicago, for Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wis-
consin.

" The Wrong Woman," " A Child for Sale " and " Some-
one Must Pay " (Ivan Abramson) to St. Mungo Film Co., of
Glasgow, Scotland, for Great Britain and the islands.

" Witches' Lure " (Capital Film Co.) to Salley Films,
of Atlanta, Ga.

" Witches' Lure " to Apex Pictures, of Philadelphia.
Fritzi Ridgway Two-Reel Westerns (Capital Film Co.)

to Supreme Photoplay Co., of Denver.
Fritzi Ridgway Western to Greater Productions Co.,

of Des Moines, for Iowa and Nebraska.
Helen Gibson Two-Reel Western (Capital Film Co.) to

Supreme Photoplay Co., of Seattle.

12 Two-Reel Mack Swain Comedies (Herald Produc-
tions, Inc.) to Mentor Motion Picture Corp. for New York.

Second Joan Film Release
" Service Stripes," Billy West
Two-Reeler, Ready for Exchanges

THE second release of the " one-
a-month " schedule of Joan's

Billy West two-reel comedies, is

announced this week. It goes un-
der the title of " Service Stripes,"
and includes in its cast of sixteen
Ethelyn Gibson, leading lady, and
Sam Ash, who takes the heavy
role. The completion of " Service
Stripes " was delayed a week, states

Equity, due to the fact that the
introduction of some novel

touches towards the end was not
originally planned, and required
the shipment to the West studio of
specially-constructed apparatus.

The story of " Service Stripes
"

is laid in prison, and the opening
scene shows a husky guard stand-
ing duty at the prison wall, when
he is suddenly startled by the ap-
pearance of the convict in the garb
of the wall itself, his clothes be-
ing camouflaged to resemble a
layer of bricks. This device fail-

ing West conceives others to facil-
itate his escape.

Peter Oletsky of Baltimore, Jow
Skirboll of Pittsburgh, Ben Am-
sterdam of Philadelphia, Sam
Zierler of Xew York, Tom
Branon of Charlotte and William
Underwood of Dallas—all of them
buyers of the series of twelve two-
reelers have expressed themselves
unanimously in approval of West's
second effort, and report a great
exhibitor-demand for the two-
reelers.

Here is Billy West as he appears in his
latest Joan comedy, " Service Stripes

"

"Woman Untamed"
Popular in New York
" The W oman L'ntamed," Elmer

J. McGovern's state right produc-
tion, which is being released
through the Signet Films, Inc., for
Greater New York and Xorthern
New Jersey is being rapidly
booked throughout the territory
according to report.
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Sees Rise of Series Making
Canyon Executives

Believe Buyers Pre-

fer Series of

. Pictures

THAT intelligent supervision of

production by independent
producers will be the great-

est benefit possible to the State

Right market, is the belief of J. M.
Goldstein and J. Weinberg, the

executives of the Canyon Pictures

Corporation, of New York City.

By " intelligent supervision " they

mean more than careful attention

to the making of a single picture.

They mean the application of

sound economic theories. And
they believe that in making a

series of pictures instead of a sin-

gle production they are putting

into practise an unfailing business

principle which will curtail ex-

penses; be more acceptable to the

exchanges, who are assured a

steady supply of pictures, and
satisfactory to the exhibitor, who
can promise a successor to the

initial picture.
" In the past," stated Mr. Gold-

stein, " the cast, director and en-

tire technical force were hired for

a short time to make one picture.

Naturally, if a producer can as-

sure his force an extended engage-
ment, they would be willing to ac-

cept smaller salaries. It also cuts

down studio and overhead ex-

penses.
" Now there is no reason, of

course, of making a series of pic-

tures if they are not acceptable to

the exchanges. But give the State

Right men a star whom they know
has drawing power in the box-
office, and you will find that a

series of pictures starring him or

her, is not only acceptable, but

eagerly desired, by these men.
They want to feel that they can
be given other pictures of thz

Forward Film Opening
Los Angeles Office

J. Joseph Sameth, president of

the Forward Film Distributors,

Inc., announces that everything is

now in readiness at the new
branch office, 412 Mason Building,

Los Angeles, California. Prr.lip H.
White has been placed in charge.

"The Man Hater" First

Star Ranch Western
Grace Cunard in "The Man

Hater " written and directed by
her, will be her first release in the

new series of twenty-six Star

Ranch Westerns offered State

Rights' buyers by the C. B. C.

Film Sales Corporation of New
York.

Quality Film Expands
Quality Film Service, of which

M. Mitchell and O. K. Bourgeois
are owners and managers, an-

nounces that it has opened a

branch office in Charlotte, N. C,
to serve the exhibitors in the

Carolinas. Their home office is in

Penny Ross Cartoons to

Be Ready in December
Penny Ross, one of the most

widely known cartoonists of this

country and the creator of
" Mamma's Angel Child,'' featured

by leading newspapers for a num-
ber of years, will shortly add to

his popularity through the medium
of his forthcoming " Esther Stai-

ring Series " of animated cartoons.

The " Esther Starring Series
"

will be handled by the Merit Film
Exchange Company, 207 S. Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago. The pres-

ident, D. Padoor, states that the

first release is scheduled for De-
cember 1st, and will be followed by
one each week for fifty-two weeks.

On the left, J. Weinberg, president; and on the right, J. Goldstein, secretary and
treasurer of Canyon Pictures Corporation

same style at a definite time, in-

stead of being entirely ignorant of
when they will have another to

offer. It gives them a real ex-
change. It enables them to com-
pete with a regular program com-
pany. A series of pictures is a

nucleous about which they may
build up their other product."

Mr.- Goldstein and Mr. Wein-
berg are so firmly convinced of
the desirability of a series of pic-

tures over productions, that they
announce they will shortly start

production on at least two series

of productions, to consist of six or
eight pictures each, which will fea-

ture both male and female stars.

Canyon Pictures is now offering a
series of Westerns starring Frank-
lyn Farnum, which have already
won high praise from exchange-
men.

" Of course," continued Mr.
Weinberg, " the series must be of

uniform quality. An exchange-
man must feel that in seeing tv\o

of a series of six pictures he is

seeing the standard picture."

Speaking of the popularity of a

series with exhibitors themselves,
Mr. Goldstein stated, that for the

same reason that an exchangeman
prefers a continued flow of pic-

tures of the same style, so does an
exhibitor. "There is a growing
tendency among all independent
producers," he said, "to adopt this

view of production. The inde-

pendent exchangeman has stern

competition, and he must have
sufficient pictures of high enough
quality to place him in the class with

the program companies. The
making of a series of pictures is

a benefit to all concerned—the

producer, the exchangeman, and
the exhibitor and it will not be

long before more independent pro-

ducers will realize it."

Initial Kineto Review
Pronounced a Success

" The Emerald Isle," the first

of the Kineto Reviews to be
shown in any theatre, is scoring a

remarkable success states Kineto.

It was first chosen by S. L. Rotha-
f el, of the Capitol, and presente.I

by him with a musical accompani-
menl as a solo feature.

Then Edward Hyman of the

Strand in Brooklyn chose it as a

special feature in his house and
in his own words, " it went over
like a house afire." His musical

accompaniment included a soloist

as did Mr. Rothafel's.

Charles Urban, president of th->

Kineto Company of America,
which publishes the Kineto Rc-
\iews, is elated at the spontaneous
iutbius! of enthusiasm whi~h i.:«s

greeted this first bow of th'

Kineto Reviews.

S-E Will Have Road Show
Two Pictures and Monologist

to Make Up Complete Program

DUE to the exploitation quali-

ties of " It Might Happen
To You " and " Cowboy

Jazz," the two state right produc-
tions now being distributed by S.

& E. Enterprises, this organization
is offering these pictures as a com-
bined road show attraction. A
complete program has been made
up for the various state right buy-
ers who wish to take advantage of

this opportunity to secure a road-
show. This program includes the
presentation of " Cowboy Jazz,"
the two-reel western .production
showing the Champion cowboys of
the world in " stunts and thrills,"

followed by " It Might Happen To
You," the five-reel feature comedy
starring Billy Mason, supported by
a company of wild animal actors
including lions, monkeys and dogs.

In several instances this complete
S. & E. program will be road-
showed by state right buyers in

conjunction with a cowboy monol-
ogist making a personal appear-
ance with " Cowboy Jazz," and a

troupe of monkey actors who are

Fred Aiken Joins New
Chicago Exchange

Fred Aiken has resigned as Chi-

cago manager of Vitagraph and on
November 20 will join forces with

Harry Weiss of Superior Screen

Service, Incorporated, of Chicago.

He will take an active part in the

management of the
t

recently

formed exchange, having been a

silent partner for some time in the

capacity of vice-president and treas-

urer. Mr. Weiss is president of

Superior Screen Service.

to be presented prior to the show-
ing of " It might Happen To
You."

It is said that many buyers have
enthusiastically endorsed these

two pictures as a combined road
show, due to the animals, which
present opportunities for novel
and " bally-hoo " advertising. Op-
portunity is said to be afforded
the showman to exploit th\s com-
bination attraction in advance of

its playing dates by the use of

cowboys riding through the

streets, the exhibition of lions or
monkeys in a street cage, and also

by means of an unusual "teaser"
campaign in conjunction wi'h the

title, " It Might Happen To You."
S. & E. Enterprises believe this

is the first time that two produc-
tions of such novel character zs
" Cowboy Jazz " and " It Might
Happen To You" have been of-

fered state right buyers as a com-
bined road-show, and it is believed

that this method of handling state

right productions marks a new de-

parture in this particular field.

Fred Aiken, who has joined Superior
Screen Service. Inc.
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Reelcraft to Add to Program

Frencelia Billington who will play op-
posite Lester Cuneo in " The Ranger and

the Law," a Capitol production

Far East Rights Sold on
" Determination "

The United States Photoplay
Corporation has sold ihe rights of

the super- feature photoplay " De-
termination " now under produc-
tion at the studios in Grantwood,
N. J., for India, Burmah and Cey-
lon to J. Pearson & Co., of Bom-
bay, India. Mr. Pearson person-
ally concluded the deal with Capt.

Stoll.

The company also announces that

Al Lincoln, well known on stage

and screen, has been engaged as

leading man in " Determination ".

On the screen he has played op-
posite Mme. Olga Petrova and Ma-
belle Trunnelle, and has appeared
with Arnold Daly.

SIX more series of releases are
soon to be added to the ex-
clusive Short Subject pro-

gram' of the Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation according to the an-
nouncement of President R. C.
Chopper. During the pa-.: *nrce
weeks plans and details for these
rew yJd'tions have been worked
out, contracts drawn, closed and
sirncci which, it is said, will in-

volve the expenditure of more
than a half million dollars for the
Reelcraft output.
There will be a feature Series

of twelve two-reel Mystery
dramas, built along entirely new
F.nd different lines from anything
row offered the Public. The pic-

tures will be founded on a scries

ot well known stories written by
a nationally known author. The
production unit for this scries has
already been formed and has sev-
eral well known names in the per-
sonnel which will be announced
shortly.

Another series of two-reel
comedies to be released every

Ostriche Series Sold
in Great Britain

An announcement is made by
W. Ray Johnston, vice-president

and general manager of the Arrow
Film Corporation, that reports

have been received from Arrow's
London office recording the sale

of the Muriel Ostriche Comedies
for the United Kingdom. Arrow's
Paris office reports seveial sales

on Sunbeam and Hank Mann
Comedies

6 Series of Releases
Will Be Added to

Short Subjects

other week, will be ready for re-
lease early in January. A t rand
name will be selected for
these comedies. They will be
what might be termed " organiza-
tion-built " and not personally
made by any one star or individual.
A comedy producing unit is being
organized that will number only
experts in their special line=; from
the scenario writer to the come
dians, including a well known
comedy director.
Two new single reel comedv re-

leases 'are also to be added, one
featuring a comedian of no small
reputation, surrounded by an or-
ganisation just completing a series
of one' reelers for the market.
The other single reel offering will
be a slap-stick comedy with a
weekly release. Both of these

series are now being made ready
for production at the Hollywood
Studio of Reelcraft.

Reelcraft will also release a
series of re-issued single reel
comedies of a well known brand
and trade name, remembered for
their box-office pulling powers by
Exhibitors.
The new single reel Reelcraft

Scenic Nature Beautiful scenic re-
leases announced three weeks ago,
will be ready for the market and
the first release date set for De-
cember first.

Each of the series above Hmcq
will have an individual advertising
campaign in its behalf in the na-
tional trade papers. Complete
lines of advertising accessories are
to lie made for each release in-

cluding paper, photo<\ slid.es and
advertising cuts. The first of
these new series will be announced
within the next two weeks.

Distribution will be through the
Reelcraft and Allied Independent
Exchanges throughout the United
States and Canada.

Canyon Sells Big Serial
Celebrated Players Purchase Two
Territories on " Vanishing Trails

"

COMEDIES
/F you have not yet booked the new series of

Percy -Ferdie Hallroom Boys comedies, don't
let the other fellow, who knows good com-

edies, beat you.

-FOR BOOKINGS-

Merit Film Corp.

Exhibitors Film Ex.

Masterpiece Film Ex.

Specialty Film Corp.

Celebrated Players

Columbia Film Service

Crescent Film Exch.

Supreme Photoplays

Standard Film Service

United Film Service

New York

Wash., D. C.

Phila., Pa.

Dallas, Tex.

Chicago

Pittsbu rgh

Kansas City,

Mo.

Denver, Colo.

Cleveland

St. Louis

Greater New
York and North-
em New Jersey

D. C, Del., Md.
and Va.

East Pa. and
Southern N. J.

Texas, Okla. and
Ark.

Northern III. and
Ind.

West Pa. and
W. Va.

Kansas and
West Mo.

Col., Wyo., Utah,
N. ilex., Ore.,
Wash., Idaho,
Mont.
Ohio, Ky. and
Mich.

E. Mo. and So.
III.

Cal.. Ariz., Nev.
and Haw. Isls.

ONE of the outstanding events of
the past week in the indepen-

dent field of the Middle West was
the purchase by the Celebrated
Players of the big Western Serial
" Vanishing Trails," for Illinois and
Indiana.

This serial, which stars Franklyn
Farnum and has Mary Anderson in
chief support, was made by Colonel
William N. Selig, has proven to be
among the most successful picture
offerings of its kind. The story was
written by William E. Wing and is

in fifteen episodes.

The deal was consummated for
the Celebrated Players by J. L.
Friedman, who is now busy superin-
tending the initial work in an ex-
ploitation campaign which will bring
this serial squarely before the at-

tention of every exhibitor in Illinois

and Indiana.

Mr. Friedman expressed himself
as confident that the Celebrated
Players would eclipse even the high

records set by other independent ex-
changes which had purchased right
in their territories for the " Vanish-
ing Trails." The work which Frank-
lyn Farnum does in this serial is

said to rival and in some instances
surpass the athletic courage and
prowess of the most strenuous of
our motion picture stars.

Both Joseph Goldstein and Jack
Weinberg, heads of the Canyon
Pictures Corporation, in comment-
ing upon the sale to the Celebrated
Players, said in part, " We are nat-
urally very much gratified with the
record of ' Vanishing Trails.' It has
always been the policy of the Can-
yon Pictures to handle only that
type of picture which would find a
constant market. This serial and
other productions from the studio
of Colonel William N. Selig, which
we have handled on a states rights
basis, were all made to fit the speci-

fic needs of the independent ex-
changeman and the enterprising ex-
hibitor."

Consolidated Film Corp.
San F/^ctsco

1 Los Angeles

SNAPPIEST— FUNNIEST— P UNCHIES T
COMEDIES MADE

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORPORATION, 1600 Broadway, New York

David Fischer Finishing
Feature

David G. Fischer's special eight-
reel feature " In the Shadow of

the Dome" is in the [tit stages of

production, at the Blackton
Studio, in Brooklyn. The final

set of the many made for the
photoplay and the biggest of all

is now being used; it is a rephca
of the House of Representatives
in Washington. The cost of the

set is given as $12,000.

The picture will be completed
this week, and two weeks will be
required for the cutting of the

60,000 feet of film shot. No an-

nouncement will be made regard-
ing release until the entire film is

c -
i
r
. and assembled.

Ford Sterling Finishes
First for Special

Ford Sterling this week complet-
ed his first independent comedy pro-
duction made under his new con-
tract with the Special Pictures Cor-
poration at the Special Pictures
studio in Hollywood. " A Ballroom
Romeo " will be the release title,

the picture having been made under
the working title " Of Sterling
Value." Reggie Morris, production
chief of Comiclassics, personally di-

rected Sterling in his first produc-
tion, which is to be a Comiclassic
special. Charlotte Merriam, a star

in her own right, played opposite
Sterling. In the supporting cast

are Eddie Baker, Margaret Culling-
ton, Jay Belasco, Will Sloan and
others.
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Like old times to see a Florence Law-
rence photograph in the News. Miss
Lawrence is returning to the screen in

features to be produced by The Producers
Pictures Corporation

Third Farnum Picture
Now Being Cut

" The Fighting Stranger,'' the third

of the series of six five-reel West-
ern features, starring Franklyn
Farnum," which are being made
by Colonel William N. Selig for

the Canyon Pictures, is now in the

hands of the cutting department
at the main office of the Canyon in

New York.

Superior Co. Takes Over
Hemmer Picture

New Superior Productions, Inc.,

with temporary offices in the Bro-
kaw Building, has entered the pro-
ducing field, taking over the equip-

ment and first production of the
Hemmer Superior Productions,
Inc., the production being " Th^
Birthright." This picture, just re-

cently completed, was given a pub-
lic snowing at the Kingston Opera
House, Kingston, New York, play-

ing to large audiences for three

days and nights.

It is expected that the "Birth-
right " will be released within a

few weeks, or as soon as possible

after the first trade showing.

/I Genuine
<J. Special

'In the
Jhadow
of the

I Domexx

A David G. Fischer Production

Farzan " Serial in Demand
Houses Tabooing Serials Before

Book Pioneer Release, is Report

A SPECIAL announcement from
the headquarters of the Pioneer

Film Corporation, issued over the

signature of president A. E. Lef—
court, tells of a new record in book-

ings for a serial having been estab-

lished with "The Son of Tarzan ",

the big David P. Howells produc-

tion.

It is pointed out by the Fioneer

Film Corporation that bookings up
to date indicate that scores of

houses where serials have been ta-

booed, in the past, will show " The
Son of Tarzan " serial for fifteen

weeks, commencing with the release

date which has been set by the Pio-

neer for the later part of next

month.
There will be first runs in every

section of New York, it is stated.

Private showings for exhibitors are

being given daily at the Pioneer

headquarters, and an open invita-

tion is extended to those in the in-

dustry to witness any or all of the
episodes of the serial. Those who
have seen " The Son of Tarzan

"

acclaim it the biggest serial done
yet, asserts Pioneer.
The New York Evening World

recently concluded the story in its

columns, and commencing on De-
cember 27th the Brooklyn Daily
Times will commence a new screen
version of " The Son of Tarzan " in

its columns. This arrangement has
been made through permission
granted by the author of " The Son
of Tarzan " stories, Edgar Rice
Burroughs.
At the headquarters of the Pio-

neer Film Corporation. 130 W. 46th

street it was said that every pre-

vious record, so far as serials are

concerned, has been smashed into

"smithereens " by the " Son of

Tarzan."

"Life" to Be Sold Abroad
Sir Wm. Jury Asks for Print:

Brady Seeking Broadway House

WILLIAM A. BRADY is in

receipt of a cable from Sir

William Jury asking that a print

of "Life" be forwarded immedi-

ately to London that Sir William

may conclude at the earliest possi-

ble moment negotiations now pend-

ing, covering the purchase of the

Brady picture for Great Britain.

Sir William Jury also who bought
'• The Whip," a previous successful

Brady production, for Great Brit-

ain. With the acquisition of "Life"

he is demonstrating again his policy

of acquiring the biggest American
productions for distribution abroad

immediately they are available

here.
In connection with "Life" there

is strong liklihood that the Brady
picture before long will be housed

in a legitimate theatre on Broad-

way. While at the moment there is

New West Coast Film

Firm Announced
Word comes from Long Beach,

Cal., that W. J. and Herbert C.

Johnson will erect a theatre, cost-

ing $150,000, at Anaheim street and

Elm avenue. The following newly

incorporated organizations are re-

ported from Los Angeles

:

» Truant Photoplay, Inc.—Cap.

$40,000; Jos. Wienblatt, Lew Ise-

Iman, Thos. Barrabee and Harry
.Mann; L. M. Conaegys, attorney.

Historical Film Corp. of America
(an Arizona company)—Cap. $100,-

,000 ; Carnahan & Clark, 501 Invest-

ment Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

a certain amount of congestion in

the New York theatres devoted to
high-class attractions, Mr. Brady
has started negotiations looking to
the placing of "Life" in the New
York theatre for a Broadway run
at the earliest possible moment.
The success achieved by the picture
when presented as a legitimate at-

traction in Stamford recently, at

which time it showed a box office

pulling power of unusual strength,
has actuated Mr. Brady in his de-
sire to secure a New York theatre
for " Life."

Mr. Brady's office, it is an-
nounced, has been deluged daily
with offers for territorial rights on
" Life," which are being held in

abeyance temporarily pending the
result of Mr. Brady's quest for a
Broadway theatre in which to pre-
sent the picture.

;

Jack Bellman, New York sales manager
of Pioneer Film Corp.

Sun Films Buy Dalton
Two Reel Westerns
Emmett Dalton, world-famous

bandit of early days, reports that
he has sold to the Sun Films, Inc.,

of Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Seattle, the rights to his series of
two-reel Westerns, featuring him-
self for Arizona, California, Ne-
vada, Oregon, Idaho, Montana,
Alaska and Hawaiian Islands.

President Wyatt, of the Sun
Films, after looking over many in-

dependent films in California, de-
cided that the Dalton thrillers

were the best average productions
he had seen and personally closed
the deal with Dalton.

Dalton will now turn his atten-

tion to the production of big thrill-

ers in which he will play the lead,

as he did in his previous six-reel

producton, " Beyond the Law.''

Further State Right news will

be found on page 4355.

A scene from "The Daughter of the Don," an Arrow picture scheduled for

early release

"THREE YEARS FOR FIVE DOLLARS!"
44 Haven't spent five dollars on SIMPLEX
in the three years we have had it.

"

DIAMOND THEATRE 28 OAKLAND, CALIF.
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Live News From Producers
WHAT THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

A scene from Universal's new serial starring Eddie Polo, " King of the Circus "

New Frisco Studio Opened
6,000 Travel to San Mateo to

Inspect New Company's Studio

Joseph Plunkett, managing
director of the Strand the-

atre, New York City, pays
" Kismet," the Robertson-
Cole super-special, starring
Otis Skinner, the great trib-

ute of saying that it broke
all records during its week
stay at his house.

In his letter to Robertson-
Cole officials, he said: " I have
the honor to announce that
Otis Skinner in ' Kismet ' has
broken every record, both
daily and weekly, ever held
at the Strand."
This is a record for the

great picture fraught with
deepest significance to all ex-
hibitors, says Robertson
Cole, considering the stand-
ing of the Strand, and its

reputation for discriminate
bookings.

"Desert Gold" Cleans
Up for Ohio Exhibitor
H. J. Ochs, Hodkinson represen-

tative in Cleveland, Ohio, has sent

to the home offices of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, a letter

recently received by him from a

Lakeville, Ohio, exhibitor. The let-

ter follows :
" Just a few lines to

let you know how we got along
with ' Desert Gold.' The people

here still had the opinion that we
would not get the film of ' Desert
Gold ' and I had an awful time for

the last two weeks telling them it

would positively be here. Well,
Saturday afternoon they called in

on the telephone for miles around
and when 7 :30 rolled around they

came driving in here from as far

as twenty miles to see it.

We never had such a crow:d at

any picture."

Lady Diana Manners who will appear in
a series of features for J. Stuart Black-

ton. (Photo by International.)

WITH a large portion of the
San Francisco public excit-

ed over the possibility and probabil-

ity of having a big share of the

film production industry in the vi-

cinity of San Francisco in the near
future, and the local daily papers
full of the advent of filmdom in

the northern city, more than 6,000

persons travelled the short distance
to San Mateo, last Sunday, to wit-

ness the formal opening and public

inspection day program at the Pa-
cific Motion Picture Studios Cor-
poration, at that place.

Producers welcome the prospect
of a studio in the vicinity of San
Francisco, declared Isador Bern-
stein, director of productions for
the Universal Film Co., who with

THE New York headquarters of
the William Fox Film Corpo-

ration reports that Shirley Mason
has started work on her next starr-

ing vehicle under the Fox banner.
The story for Miss Shirley's new
vehicle was written by Pearl Doles
Bell, the author of the two previous
stories in which Miss Mason has
been starred. The first story, " Her
Elephant Man," served to introduce

Miss Mason as a Fox star. The

other Los Angeles folk journeyed
north for the opening of the large

studios.

Hundreds of prominent people,

including mayors, congressmen and
other officials attended the exer-

cises. Alf Goulding who is film-

ing a picture in San Francisco on
Chinatown and North Beach loca-

tions, with his star " Snub " Pol-

lard, brought his company of sev-

enteen to the studio site where a

scene was filmed later to be pro-

duced on the Pathe program.

H. H. Van Loan, scenario writer

and others prominent on San Fran-
cisco's film row, together with many
well known theatre managers ad-

dressed the gathering.

role of a pretty circus performer
won instant popularity for Shirley

Mason in this initial production.

The second Bell story in which
Miss Mason made her bow was
called " Love's Harvest," adapted
from the author's novel entitled,
" His Harvest,' which gave her a

role of a different sort and em-
phasized her versatility as a screen

star.

Comedy, slightly tinctured
with drama, dominates the
Paramount release schedule
for November 21, the features
being Billie Burke in " The
Frisky Mrs. Johnston " and
Bryant Washburn in " Bur-
glar Proof."
The Billie Burke feature is

a picturization of Clyde
Fitch's play, " The Frisky
Mrs. Johnson," which was
produced with Amelia Bing-
ham in the title role in New
York in 1903. Miss Burke
has the role of a young
American widow who during
the carnival season in Paris
has come to be called " The
Frisky Mrs. Johnson."

" Burglar Proof," with Bry-
ant Washburn as its star, is

from a story by William Sla-
vens McNutt. Tom Geragh-
ty wrote the scenario and
Maurice Campbell directed.

World M. P. Supervi-
sors Report Success
The three traveling zone supervi-

sors of the World Motion Picture
Corporation are reporting one hun-
dred per cent success. M. F. Tobias,
who left New York last week for
New England, has wired the home
office of the World at 500 Fifth
avenue that he has met with suc-
cess in every city and town in which
he has visited. Mr. Tobias expects
to cover the larger New England
towns calling on the newspaper edi-

tors and exhibitors.

F. G. Wallace and A. L. Selig,

Southern and Central and West
Coast supervisors, respectively, have
reported contracts from every town
and city in which they have called

during the last month. In each city

or town a newspaper has signified

its intention of using stills for il-

lustrating purposes.

Doraldian, who is announced in a new
Metro picture, " Passion Fruit "

Shirley Mason in New Role
Has Started Work on New Story

Written by Pearl Doles Bell
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Three scenes from " The Little 'Fraid Lady," the Robertson-Cole picture in which Mae Marsh returns to the screen after a considerable absence

"Virgin of Stamboul"
Shown at Panama
Election night along the Canal

Zone was one riot of moving pic-

tures. In almost all of the Canal
club houses, in the Y. M. C. A. and
Army clubs, elaborate entertain-

ments, built around various feature
productions, were shown in con-
nection with election returns. In
Balboa the interest was heightened
by a mock election staged around a
local matter of humorous aspect.

The club house at Ancon staged
the biggest entertainment seen there

in several years. The feature of the

evening was a showing of "The Vir-
gin of Stamboul," the big Priscilla

Dean oriental picture, which was
loaned to the club members by the

Canal Zone Branch of the Univer-
sal Film Manufacturing Company.
As soon as this feature was run off

in Ancon, it was rushed to Balboa,

where a new audience was waiting
to see it.

Mae Marsh Again on Screen
Will Return as Star of Robertson
Cole's " The Little 'Fraid Lady "

Dorothy Dalton Back in

Northwest Picture
Dorothy Dalton is back again in

the role of a daughter of the great

Northwest, the type of character

that suited her so well in her great-

est success, " The Flame of the

Yukon," in which she starred three

years ago. In her return she says

she is happier than she has been for

some time. As Collette Brissac,

daughter of a French - Canadian
miner, in " The Teaser," a story of

the Canadian Northwest, Miss Dal-
ton is giving a character delinea-

tion which, it is said, is bound to

make this super picture one of the

best things she has done for Para-
mount.

Window Display Taught
by Motion-Picture
How the show window of the

retail merchant can be used to in-

crease his profits is demon-
strated by means of a new one-

reel moving picture production,

produced by Jam Handy of The
Bray Studios.

"Window Advertising" was
produced for the National Cash
Register Company by Mr. Handy
as one of four units entitled

"Getting the Most Out of Re-
tailing."

\/fAE MARSH' returns to the
screen after an absence of

more than two years in " The Little

'Fraid Lady," the Robertson-Cole
super-special which was based on
Marjorie Benton Cooke's novel
called " The Girl Who Lived in the
Woods," and which is soon to be re-

leased. . . . ... „
•The picture presents not only the

atmosphere of the Great North
Woods, but contrasts society life

against this picturesque back-
ground, then shifting to. Greenwich
Village, in which are; .shown not oijly

the homes of artists, but the whole
quarter in holiday array and spirit,

as well as a most colorful perform-
ance which is put on as part of a

bal masque, and which involves the

use of hundreds of dancers and
special performers.
The heart story of " The Little

'Fraid Lady" is one which, it is

stated, starts in mystery and ends

uii a burst of rapid action and big
scenes. While seeming at first a
quiet pastoral study it suddenly
stands forth pulsating with life, and
baring the heart of big city intrigue
and the daring struggles of the un-
derworld agaijist the forces of or-

der and right, declares Robertson-
Cole. . ^ - ^ •

Miss Marsh is surrounded by a
supporting cast including Tully
Marshall, Kathleen Kirkham",
Charles Meredith, Greta Hartman
and Herbert Prior. In the cast also

is little George Barthelon, Jr., four
years and a half old, the nephew
of Miss Marsh, who plays a large

part in the story, his fall down a

hill, whither he had been pushed by

his pet dog being one of the moti-

vating forces of the action.

"The Little 'Fraid Lady" is de-

scribed to be rich in settings and

spectacles.

First National Releases
Entertain Harding

Associated First National Pic-
tures states that seven of its pro-
ductions were selected as the only
motion-pictures chosen for the en-
tertainment of President-elect
Harding and his party on board the

Parisimina during his trip of in-

spection of Panama Canal. The
request for the pictures came from
the United Fruit Company, which
operates the Parisimina, to _E. V.
Richards of the Saenger Amuse-
ment Company. Mr. Richards se-

lection comprised the following
First National releases

:

" Peaceful Valley " and " Forty-
five Minutes from Broadway," the

first two independently produced
Charles Ray features; " The Master
Mind" the Whitman Bennett pro-
duction starring Lionel Barrymore

;

" The Branded Woman," starring

Norma Talmadge; "Old Dad,"
starring Mildred Harris Chaplin

;

" Nomads of the North," a James
Oliver Curwood production " and
" Dangerous Business," starring

Constance Talmadge.

Goldwyn Coast Plant Busy
Four Companies Are Well Into New
Productions; Three Others Starting

AT the Goldwyn Coast studios

four companies are well into

the making of four new pictures,

and three others have just begun.

On Monday last Frank Lloyd
began the photographing of Gou-
verneur Morris' original scenario,

"The Water Lily," a tale of the

Boxer rebellion; and Victor Schert-

zinger, a day or two before " shot
"

the first of the interiors of Tom
Moore's new stellar vehicle, a pic-

turization of Archibald Clavering

Gunter's old novel, " Mr. Barnes
of New York," which was the liter-

ary sensation of the early eighties

and which later was a celebrated

stage success.

Mason N. Litson last week com-
pleted the tenth of the " Edgar

"

comedies by Booth Tarkington and
is now at work on preliminary ar-

rangements for the eleventh of the

series of comedies of boy life.

Will Rogers and his director,

Clarence Badger, back a week
from " location " on Irving Cobb's
story, " Boys Will Be Boys," are
making excellent and rapid progress
on photographing the studio scenes

of that famous story which last

year had a very successful career
in New York as a spoken comedy
with Harry Beresford in the role

that the cowboy star will create

for the screen.

Work on Gertrude Atherton's
first original scenario was held up
several days last week on account
of the illness of Charles Clary, a
member of the cast. Wallace
Worsley is directing this produc-
tion.

Director E. Mason Hopper is re-

ported to be making excellent prog-

ress on Rupert Hughes' original

screen story which went into pro-

duction a few weeks ago under the

working title of " Mr. and Misera-
ble Jones."

Lauds Ray's Art Titles

The art titles in Charles Ray's
" 19 and Phyllis " made such a hit

at the Rothacker Chicago labora-

tory that Superintendent George
Gibson addressed the following
tribute to the Charles Ray Produc-
tions. Inc.

:

" I must tell you how well the

laboratory crowd liked the art titles

of your latest picture. To put it

tritely, they created a sensation.

They are a refreshing departure
from what the public is accustomed
to seeinsr on the screen."

"April Folly" Release
Delayed Slightly

Delay in the arrival of the prints

from the Los Angeles studios of
" April Folly," the latest Mermaid
Comedy to be released by Educa-
tional Films, is responsible for the

tardy issue of the picture by several

of the exchanges. Prints have now
been shipped to all the exchanges,
announces Educational. Some of

the leading theatres of the country
will feature next week, it is stated.
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Striking Views Mark
Pathe News No. 91.

Pathe News No. 91, the fi rsi of

the scries of eight feature numbers
to be released in connection with

the celebration of the tenth anni-

versary of the topical reel, has ex-

cited much favorable comment since

its release on November 13th, ac-

cording to a statement' emanating
from the home-ollice of the Pathe
Exchange, Inc. The views of the

solemn ceremonies attending the

funeral of the late Lord Mayor of
Cork in Ireland have been generally
accorded first place.

Morton Saint Clair, a young
French flyer, is

'* shot " standing
upright on the top wing of a plane
which circles about the Wool-
worth tower, swoops under the
Brooklyn Bridge and makes a com-
plete circuit of Manhattan Isle.

Al Wetzel, the Pathe cameraman,
also took close-ups, shown in this

reel, of a boxing match between the
French daredevil and another com-
panion in rashness atop of the wing
of the speeding plane. Mt. Etna in

eruption is also a feature of this

news strip.

In Pathe New.c r

of the specials, there are startling

pictures of duck-hunting by aero-
plane. The plane overtakes the
flock on the wing and passes
through the fluttering birds, thus
producing for the audience, says the
Pathe statement, the " sensations of
actual flight."

"The Thief"ReadyNovember28

Aero Announces Open-
ing of Universal Feature
News of a tie-up between an ex-

hibitor and the Curtiss Aeroplane
agency comes from the Philippine
Islands. The Empire theatre in
Manila engaged " The Great Air
Robbery," the spectacular melo-
drama made by the late Lieut. O. L.
Lockler for Universal Film, for a
week's run. The Empire manage-
ment arranged with a local Curtiss
agency to provide an aeroplane
which flew over the city several
days in advance of the showing and
dropped thousands of pamphlets,
descriptive of the picture and an-
nouncing its opening at the Empire
theatre on the following Monday.
The stunt is said to have proved a

most effective tie-up from the box
office angle.

AS his third presentation Ol

Pearl White in her feature

scries, William Fox announces
" The Thief " as ready tor general

release November 28. This offering

was drawn from Henri Bernstein's

stage play of the same title, pro-

duced originally in New York sent

on tour for several seasons. Its

translation to the screen is likely to

see again in newer form the play

that entertained hundreds of thou-

sands the country over.

With this large following in read-

iness, it will be easy for showmen
to capitalize on Pearl White's re-

markable popularity, declares Will-

iam Fox. Every possible advertis-

ing and exploitation aid to healthy

box-office results is said to have
been prepared. Prints are in read-

iness at Fox exchanges the world
over, so the time has arrived for

picture-showmen to go after their

individual share of the prosperity

that has invariably attended a Pearl

White offering.

In " The Thief " the Fox organ-
ization declares that Miss White
has an offering of her own choos-
ing. In consultation with Director

Charles Giblyn, she decided that

this famous plav would give her the

opportunities she desired to prove
.herself rightfully established as a

star graduated from the serial class

into the realm of screen favorites

who present their anpeal in one
self-contained production.

Presents Pearl White

Again as Featu re-

Star of Fox

" The Thief " is classified as a
" society drama "—but that need
make neither manager or public
" shy *'

at the prospect, declares Fox
Film. For there is heavy drama,
tense interest, a story that carries

logic throughout its interesting de-

tails, according to the Fox state-

ment, and enough of the melodra-
matic to purge its scenes ol" am
frailties attributed to the usual
" society " offering. There is
'* punch " and force in every screen
detail of " The Thief," asserts the
statement from the Fox Film head-
quarters.

But the very fact that Pearl
White is permitted to garb herself

in fashion's latest edicts—plus Miss
White's native inventiveness in de-
signing "creations"—will lend an
appeal to women in any audience
that might assemble anywhere.
.And these gowns are not intended
to turn Miss White into a manakin
—she acts in them ; and when Pearl
White starts acting her legion of
admirers well know that she waits
not to pose in pretty gowns just for

the sake of posing.

William Fox promises a "big pic-

ture " in " The Thief," without go-
ing into superlatives. Director Gib-
lyn and Miss W hite had their own
way when it came to the matter of
setting and casting the offering, and
the results promise showmen an op-
portunity to go after the " Pearl
White fans" with a vigor that may
not alone lead to fat box-office tak-

ings, but an outcome of entire sat-

isfaction to the public thai pays the

toll.

Charles Waldron heads Miss
White's supporting company, enact-
ing the role of an aggrieved hus-
band, who looks to Wallace Mc-
Cutcheon as the cause of all his an-
guish. George Howard, Dorothy
Cummings, Sidney Herbert and An-
thony Merlo are other players who
carry important roles. Max Marcin
and Paul H. Sloane translated the
Bernstein play to the screen.

Showmen who exhibited " The
White Moll," which introduced
Miss White as star of complete
dramas, and her second Fox pic-

ture, " Tiger's Cub," will best show
the prospect of profits that are to
come from presentation of " The
Thief," declare Fox officials. The
records show that as star of a sin-

gle showing offering Miss White
has attracted all the friends she
made as a star of serials—and " The
Thief " gives promise of still more
firmly establishing her in favor as

a star of completed dramas.

Robt. Bruce Back from Europe
ROBERT C. BRUCE, creator

of Scenics Beautiful, which
have been produced by Edu-

cational Films Corporation for

more than five years, returned this

week from a several months' expe-
dition to Europe where he is said

to have obtained a large amount of

footage which promises to set a

new mark in European scenic sub-

jects.

Mr. Bruce first visited England
and Scotland and then went to

Switzerland and finally to Italy and
France. Among the pictures which
he made are some which show the

beauties of Alpine scenery from a

novel angle. Many of the views
were made from an aeroplane along

entirely new lines.

Bruce always prepares scenarios

for his pictures in advance and
works in his scenes to fit his sub-
jects. He contends that the scen-
ery of a country is as typical as its

peoples themselves and he has un-
dertaken to demonstrate this in the

new product that he has just com-
pleted. He will spend the next sev-
eral weeks cutting and titling his

own product. The new pictures

will not be released before 1921.

According to Educational the de-
mand for the Bruce Scenics Beau-
tiful is showing a constant increase
and that the past year has seen ful-

ly double the number of theatres
using scenics, the gain being evid-

enced in all classes of theatres. The
last two Bruce series which are be-

ing released alternately, the one
made along the British Columbian
and Alaskan coast and the others in

Cuba and Jamaica are said to be en-
joying their first runs in the largest

number of theatres that have ever
regularly played single reelers. In
many instances these pictures are
uniformly given special musical in-

terpretations.

outlined in advance. With the ex-
ception of slight accidents it is

said that practically every bit of

material taken on his last expedi-
tion was found to fit in perfectly

with the scenarios that he had out-
lined in advance.

First stills from Ernest Shipman's " The Foreigner," adapted from Ralph Connor's famous story
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Above are shown two views of Realart's stars and latest productions. Left—Agnes Avres in " The Furnace." Center—Justic
Here is Mabel Normand as she appears in her ne :t Goldwyn picture. "What Happened

Keen Rivalry in Pathe's Drive

; Johnstone
to Rosa "

in " Blackbirds. Right-

REGARDLESS of the general
uncertainty of conditions
throughout the country, Pathe

branch managers, in the third week
of " Pearson Month " contest, have
reported brilliant accomplishments
to the home-office, both in collec-

tions and new business. Even in

TTnr^rtain f^r»nr1i rirmc readjustment, but despite this theuncertain conditions
cxchanges in these te

H
rr itories are

Have no Deterring
Effect on Drive

those territories where the indus- division, declares a statement from

right up in front with a good
chance of establishing the national
high mark.

- Outstanding in the many extraor-

winners during " Brunet Month ' dinary feats reported in the contest

are likely to be upset in nearly every thus far, is the increased bookings

trial situation, pending the " turn in

the road " in the present crisis, is

none too roseate, most favorable
progress has been made by the
Pathe exchanges, it is declared

the Pathe headquarters, unless they
set a whirlwind pace during the

final seven days. At the end of the

third week, the four victors in

March were holding positions ad-
The race for first honors in the vantageous for the final spurt, yet mented during anniversary month

lour divisions still remains a free

reported on the Pathe News. Two
weeks after the opening of the
" Pearson Month " drive, the Pathe
News inaugurater its tenth anni-
versary. The service of this

pioneer news reel has been aug-

for-all. In two divisions, the

leaders at the conclusion of the stated,

third week were holding some ad-
vantage, but even this margin could
easily be wiped out in the final

rush of business during the closing

week.
More apparent even than during states Pathe

none too comfortably situated to be by a number of special features,

assured of ultimate triumph, it is One is the addition of specially

An entirely unexpected complex-
staged thrill pictures, which are
proving sensations. Another fea-

ion has been placed on the $10,000 ture is the issuing of local editions,

prize competition, in unforeseen which exhibitors have found to be
strength developed by the New wonderful box office attractions, it

England and Southern exchanges, is declared.
All departments of the Pathe or-These sections have

the second week is the fact that the been the hardest hit by the economic ganization are profiting by the run
of business during " Pearson
Month."

Mayer [Discusses Most
Popular Type

What type of picture will be in

demand during the next six months
or the coming year?

Will the picture-goer's appetite

continue on edge for the spiritual

subject or the big dramatic produc-
tion or will it embrace the spectacu-

lar offering, the comedy-drama, the

sex problem or the light comedy ?

Louis B. Mayer, producer ' of
pictures for First National release,

starring Anita Stewart and Mil-
dred Harris Chaplin, and a poten-
tial factor in the all-star produc-
tion fields, says that the public's

preference for certain types of pic-

tures is influenced by what they see

on the screen.

" The man who is trying to fore-

cast the market demand of three or

six or eight months from now on,"

says Mr. Mayer, " with a view of

producing pictures to harmonize
with public favor of that time, has

but one thing to worry about. And
that is to produce an unusual pic-

ture. If it is not or the type then

in demand, it will create its own
market. <

A thrilling scene from Pathe's 'Ruth of the Rockies," in which Ruth Roland
is starred

Coast Studios Shown in

Christie Comedy
One of the most distinct novel-

ties in film comedies is promised
by Educational in " Movie Mad," a

two-reel Christie which is shortly

lo be announced for release through
Educational exchanges. As the

title indicates, the story is built

around production and a consider-

able part of the photography was
dene from aeroplanes.
Not only do the scenes include

these novel shots of players at

work, but they include panoramic
views of various studios and will

probably afford the average motion
picturegoer the best appreciation of

the scale of the work in Los An-
geles that has ever been permitted.

" Movie Mad " marks the return

of Dorothy Devore to the Christie

sludios after having been loaned to

Charles Ray as his leading woman
in " Forty - five Minutes from
Broadway." She and Neal Burns
are featured in this new Christie.

Patricia Palmer, featured in Gayety com-
edies released by Educational
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Picture Is Greeted by
Star's Home-Town

" Once to Every Woman" was
given an elaborate showing recent-

ly at the New theatre in Baltimore,

the home-town of Dorothy Phillips,

the star of the production, accord-
ing to word from the home-office of

the Universal organization, which is

releasing the picture. Miss Phillips'

family, including her parents, Mr.
and Airs. Striblc, her sister, Miss
Gcncvive Striblc, and her little

daughter, Mary Holubar, and lead-

ing citizens and exhibitors from all

parts of the Baltimore territory,

were on hand for the showing
which was an invitation affair.

Jules Levy, manager of the

Washington branch of the Interstate

Film Company, Inc., distributors of

Universal pictures, arranged the

presentation. The twenty-piece
orchestra of the New theatre, led

by Professor Cupero, a well known
Baltimore musician, supplied the

musical background for the picture,

which is the screen version of the

life and romance of a grand opera
prima donna. The presentation

was further enhanced by a series of
songs rendered by Miss Edith Rich-
ard, a local musical celebrity.

Two of the leading theatres
of Los Angeles are exhibiting
Buster Keaton comedies for

long runs something hither-

to absolutely foreign to the
policy of both houses, de-

clares Metro.

At Grauman's Rialto "Con-
vict 13" is scheduled for a six

weeks' run in conjunction
with " The Restless Sex."
Mr. Grauman is said to have
signed for the entire Keaton
output.

At the Alhambra theatre,

which is managed by Gore
Brothers and Sol Lesser,
" One Week," Keaton's initial

comedy, is scheduled for a
three weeks' run. This com-
edy is featured in connection
with Charles Ray's " Forty-
five Minutes from Broad-
way."

Two scenes from "What Happened to Rosa," Mable Normand's next Goldwyn release

To Check Selection of Story
ANOTHER manifestation of

how far motion picture pro-
ducers have advanced be-

yond the haphazard method of se-

lecting stories for the screen, is

said to be found in a report from
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation's

studios at Culver City where an in-

teresting system designed to de-
termine accurately " what the public

wants " has been put in operation
with excellent results. A six

months' test of this check on the

taste of the public in photoplays
has proven it to be of the greatest

value in the choice of stories that

have a strong box office value to

exhibitors.

Recognizing that in the last anal-

ysis, the worth of a picture must

Goldwyn Has Plan to

Judge Opinion of

Exhibitors

necessarily be estimated by the pub-
lic, and that the exhibitor is closer
to the public than any other factor

in the motion picture business, the
Goldwyn Coast organization, for
the past six months, has been re-

ceiving complete reports from the

twenty-two Goldwyn exchanges,
giving accurate returns on all cur-
rent productions, together with
comments from theatre managers.
These reports, reflecting accur-

ately the preferences of the motion
picture public in all parts of the

country, are carefully studied by

Abraham Lehr, vice president in

charge of production, and J. G.
Hawks, managing editor, who are
thus enabled to know at any time
just how much money a picture has
taken in. They provide a definite

answer to the question of what
type of photoplay will draw the
largest patronage, and offer a re-

liable guide for the selection of
future subjects.

Supplementing the reports from
exchanges, are the exhibitors' com-
ments and reviews published in the
various trade papers. These are
carefully tabulated and referred to

the Story Committee, which con-
sist of Mr. Lehr, Mr. Hawks,
Thompson Buchanan, Clayton
Hamilton and Louis Sherwin.

8 Paramount Pictures in Dec.
EIGHT features, including Ros-

coe Arbuckle's second produc-
tion of feature length, Lois

Weber's first Paramount production
and the fourth picture made by
William C. Hart, as an independent
producer-star, find places on the
Paramount release schedule for
December, as announced by Al
Lichtman, general manager of dis-

tribution, Famous Players - Lasky
Corporation.
Thomas Meighan in William De

H. B. Warner in " Dice of Destiny," a new Pathe picture

Mille's production, "Conrad in

Quest of His Youth," leads off for
the month on December 5. This
picturization by Olga Printzlau of
Leonard Merrick's novel brings
back to the screen, after a long
period of retirement, Mabel Van
Buren, who at one time was one of
the best known of picture stars.

Others in the distinguished cast are
Mayme Kelso, Margaret Loomis,
Kathlyn Williams, Sylvia Ashton,
Charles Ogle, Bertram Johns and
Ruth Renick.

On the same day comes Dorothy
Gish in "Flying Pat," a comedy by
Virginia Withey. The scenario was
written by Harry Carr and F. Rich-
ard Jones, and the latter directed

the picture.

Pointed to as a combination of
the talents of the screen's funniest
actor and literature's funniest au-
thor, " The Life of the Party,"
starring Roscoe Arbuckle, is the

delectable feature ready for com-
edy-hungry theatre patrons on De-
cember 12. The story is by Irvin

Cobb, and was scenarized by Wal-'
ter Woods. Joseph Henabery di-

rected.

Also released the 12th is the Cos-
mopolitan production, "Heliotrope,"
scenarized and directed by George
D. Baker from Richard Washburn
Child's story, "A Whiff of Helio-
trope." The production is one of
drama, the prominent roles being in

the hands of Frederick Burton,
Diana Allen, Wilfred Lytell, Julia
Swayne Gordon, Betty Milburn,
William B. Mack, Thomas J. Find-
ley and William H. Tooker.

December 19 marks the release

of Lois Weber's first production
for Paramount, " To Please One
Woman." It was personally di-

rected by Miss Weber, who also

wrote the story and scenario. The
cast includes Claire Windsor, Edith
Kessler, Edward Burns, George
Hackathorne, Mona Lisa, Howard
Gay and L. C. Shumway.
The other release for the 19th is

Bryant Washburn in " An Amateur
Devil." Douglas Bronston wrote
the scenario from a story by Jesse
E. Henderson and Henry J. Bixton,
entitled, " Wanted—a Blemish."

On the 26th, William S. Hart
comes to the screen once again in

a typical Western role in " The
Testing Block," scenarized and di-

rected by Lambert Hillyer from an
original story by Mr. Hart.
The other concluding release of

the month is the Thomas H. Ince
production, " Silk Hosiery," star-

ring Enid Bennett. Fred Niblo
directed, the story being by Frank
Dazey.

New Christie Comedy
in Broadway Houses
" A Tray Full of Trouble," latest

of the two-reel Chester Comedies
featuring Snooky, the Humanzee,
occupies a prominent position in the
bill at the Rivoli theatre this week
along with " Fatty " Arbuckle in
" The Life of the Party." Follow-
ing its week's run at the Rivoli,

"A Tray Full of Trouble " will go
to the Rialto next week.
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Denies Scarcity of Production
OFFICIALS of Associated First

National Pictures deny that

production is al low ebb on

the West Coast and point to the

activities of the various producing

units that release their pictures

through Associated First National

Pictures in support of their state-

ment. During the past week four

special productions have been com-
pleted, and eight producing com-
panies are still busy on forthcom-

ing releases.

Outstanding among these just

completed is Allan Holubar-Albert

Kaufman production " Man, Wo-
man, and Marriage." With the

filming of the Senate scenes last

Friday, this mammoth picturiza-

tion goes to the cutting room with
reports branding it as the greatest

achievement to date of Director

Holubar and according to the in-

habitants of Holywood's film

colony, the master piece of the star,

Dorothy Phillips. It is claimed that

the Holubar film ran 400,000 feet

in length, which means that it will

have to be reduced to one fifty-

seventh of its original size.

Holubar is now having prepared
a special music score to accom-
pany the presentation of the pic-

ture and is devoting considerable

time and stage space to the task of

selecting a suitable prologue to ac-

company the production. Associa-

ted First National officials, con-
vinced of the importance of " Man,
Woman and Marriage," enlisted the

services of M. Leone Bracker,
well-known poster artist, to travel

to the West Coast in order to pose
Dorothy Phillips, James Kirkwood,
Shannon Day, Robert Cain, Ralph

Long-Run
PHIL RYAN, of Associated Ex-

hibitors, reports, on the con-

clusion of his recent trip

through the Eastern territory, that

there is a marked increase in the

construction of theatres that are to

be devoted to the principle of longer

runs for special picture productions.

The elimination of the week or the

two week stand in favor of the

longer run is made almost a cer-

tainty by the manner in which the

really good pictures, given the op-
portunity of longer runs, have made
good with the exhibitors and with
the public, declares Mr. Ryan.
Prominent members of the Asso-
ciated Exhibitors organization are
active in the construction of these
" longer-run " houses, being con-
vinced, it is stated, that long-runs
for motion-pictures, runs to ter-

minate only upon the decision of
the public, is a policy that has come
to stay.

John P. Harris of the Associated
will soon commence construction
on a new playhouse in Pittsburgh,
which will be devoted to the prin-
ciple of longer runs. The theatre
will be one of the finest in the
country, it is stated, particularly
adapted, because of its limited
capacity, to longer runs, and the
productions shown there will be
presented with all the art exhibited
by Mr. Harris in his previous ven-
tures.

First National Units

Just Finish Four
Big Features

Lewis, Emily Chichester and J.

Barney Sherry of the Holubar
cast for a series of tableaux which
will be used for the lithographs.

The production required over
eight months to film and while
most of the sets were prepared in

the Hollywood studios, other parts

were made in Los Angeles, Chats-
worth Park, San Francisco, Balboa
Beach and in and around the

famous Millionaires Row in Pasa-
dena. The first print of the Holu-
bar spectacle is expected to arrive

in New York before December 1.

Sidney Franklin's initial inde-

pendent production is finished, and
the director is now applying the

scissors to what he claims is his

best work. It is a film version of

Harold MacGrath's popular story,
" Parrot and Company." The pro-
duction is declared to be a particu-

larly beautiful one, and in it has
been incorporated some new double
exposure scenes which will be a

distinct innovation, declares First

National. The cast includes Sylvia
Breamer, Richard Dix, Molly
Malone, Herbert Prior, Lloyd
Whitlock and many others.

Charles Ray's fourth indepen-
dent production, " The Old Swim-
min' Hole," has also reached the
cutting room. The famed James
Whitcomb Riley poem is said to

have lost none of its charm in the
film version prepared by Bernard

Phil Ryan Reports on
Conditions as Seen
in Tour of East

In Cincinnati, Ike Libson, also a

member of the Associated Exhib-
itors, is preparing to devote one of
his four theatres to the exclusive
policy of longer runs for better pic-

tures. All of his theatres in Cincin-
nati are classed among the finest in

the country and his decision in

favor of running time on worthy
pictures is taken as a sure indica-
tion of the rapidly growing ten-

dency of men of his calibre.

In the Southwest, J. H. Cooper,
a member of the executive com-
mittee and of the board of directors
of the Associated, is just complet-
ing the building of a $1,000,000 the-

atre in Oklahoma City. It is de-
signed to be the theatre de luxe of
the entire Southwest. The prin-

ciple of booking only pictures of
superior merit, capable of long
runs, and of continuing them as

long as public favor dictates will

prevail in Mr. Cooper's new house.
The magnificent Doric theatre of

Kansas City, just purchased by Sam
Harding, another member of the
executive committee of the board of
directors of Associated, will also
be immediately placed in the in-

definite run class of houses. The

McConville. The production will

abound with picturesque settings to

delight the eye, and the story is

portrayed by a cast which will be

long remembered, including Laura
La Plante, Marjorie Prevost,

Charlotte Pearce, Lincoln Stedman,
Lon Poff, Blanche Rose. The pro-

duction was directed by Joseph De
Grass.

If length of time and amount of
absorption is any criterion as to the

merits of a film production, Mar-
shall Neilan's "Dinty" should be
his greatest achievement. Neilan
has spent seven months on the
making of this mystery story, and
spent over two months in the pro-
cess of cutting and editing it. And
not until last week was the negative
shipped East to First National
officials. The picture will serve to

introduce Wesley Barry as a star

and the supporting cast includes
Colleen Moore, Marjorie Daw, Pat
O'Malley. Noah Beery, Tom Gal-
lery, J. Barney Sherry, Tom Wil-
son, Kate Price, Walter Chung and
Aaron Mitchell. The last two
names are the kiddies who are cast

as playmates of " Dinty " played by
Wesley Barry. One of the big
scenes in the production will be the

grounding of the steamship Great
Northern in San Francisco Bay.
And no less than eight big pro-

ductions are under way in the

studios of First National's inde-

pendent producers. Every con-
ceivable type of photoplay is in-

cluded in this list, ranging from
two-reel comedies at the Henry
Lehrman plant to James Oliver Cur-
wood's thrilling North Woods story,

"The Golden Snare."

Doric was built three years ago.

Mr. Harding is another exhibitor

so well known for his man}- years

of successful showmanship that his

decision in favor of indefinite runs
will be appreciated by the theatre

managers of the country.
The steps being taken by these im-

portant exhibitors and by many
others in various parts of the coun-
try are taken to mean that exhib-
itors are coming to thoroughly un-
derstand the criminal waste of
shortening the life of productions
of magnitude and perfection. Ex-
hibitors of foresight are actually
investing in special theatres to house
these attractions just as long as the
motion picture patron will continue
to evidence at the box-office his
willingness to pay to see them.

Two Additions Made to
Alice Lake's Cast

Metro announces two important
additions to the cast supporting
Alice Lake in " Mother Love."
They are Richard Headrick, the
three-)'ear-old child-actor, and De-
Witt C. Jennings, well-known for
his police-inspector roles in Newr

York stage-productions during the

past twenty years. The picture is

now being made in Hollywood, Cat,
at the Metro studios. Wesley Rug-
gles is directing.

Charles Ray in " Nineteen and Phyl-
lis," a First National attraction.

Fox's Special in Tenth
Week on Broadway

" Over the Hill," the William Fox
picture, is now enjoying its tenth
week on Broadway, and its third
week at the Lyric theatre. It is,

to all appearances, destined for a
long and uninterrupted run at its

present quarters—its fourth "home"
since its premiere at the Astor the-
atre on the night of September 17.
The popularity of " Over the

Hill," already demonstrated through
having reached the pulpit as a topic
for Sunday evening Sermons, was
again in evidence last Sunday night
( November 21 ) when the Fox pic-
ture was the subject of an illus-

trated lecture in Newark's worship-
ping house, the Church of the Re-
deemer, on Broad street, near City
Hall, declares William Fox. Beau-
tifully colored lantern slides were
used by the pastor, Dr. Harry R.
Rose, to illustrate the various
scenes from the picture.

Credit Given Adapters
of "The Penalty"

" The Penalty," which was re-

viewed in last week's issue of the
News, was adapted from the orig-
inal story by Philip Lonergan and
Charles Kenyon. Both Mr.
Lonergan and Mr. Kenyon de-
serve equal credit for writing the
continuity of this picture, states

Goldw\-n Pictures Corporation.
Credit for the adaptation was
through an oversight omitted from
the review in last week's number.

Knowledge of Camera
Aids Director

Ray C. Smallwood, who directed

Nazimova in her last three produc-
tions for Metro release, bears the
distinction of being a " specialist in

motion-picture photography." His
early days in the studio were spent
in acquiring first-hand knowledge
of all the photographic phases of
picture production as a camera-man.
He consequently became an expert
in " shooting " and negative and
positive printing. The present ex-
cellence of the camera work evident

in Nazimova's productions is ac-

credited to Mr. Smallwood, who
finds his acquaintance with the pho-
tographic requirements of a good
picture a valuable asset to his posi-

tion as Nazimova's director.

Theatres Being Built
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The news that Hugo Bal-

lin is at work on the filming

of " East Lynne " is interest-

ing exhibitors everywhere.
" East Lynne " will be the

second independent produc-
tion for Hodkinson release

Mr. BaJlin chose it, after an
exhaustive search, as one of

the great outstanding pieces

of dramatic literature. The
lead is being played by Mabel
Ballin.

Progressing Rapidly on
New Fox Serial

Edward Sedgwick, who is direct-

ing the second W illiam Fox serial,
" Fanomas," is working so fast that

he is keeping live crews of stage

carpenters, electricians, painters,

paper hangers, artists, property men
and others building sets for him in

the William Fox New York studio.

Sedgwick has every bit of available

space he finds not occupied by the

sets of Directors J. Searle Dawley,
Harry Millard and " Dick " Stan-
ton.

The Sedgwick company remains
out on ' location long enough to

have three or four sets put up so

that the director can "shoot" them
and have them knocked down ready
for more.
Five more chapters have been ad-

ded to the continuity, making the

Fantomas serial twenty episodes in

all.

"Pagan Love" Shown in N. Y.

Carl C. Milligan with
Robert C. Davis

Carl G. Milligan, motion picture

sales manager of the Street &
Smith publications, has resigned

and will represent the screen de-

partment of the new Robert H.
Davis Corporation, of which "Bob"
Davis, formerly managing editor of

Munsey's, is the head. The Davis
organization is handling the works
of prominent authors and play-

wrights.

Milligan has been in the amuse-
ment business for twelve years.

After managing and directing his

own dramatic stock companies in

Seattle and Spokane, he became con-

nected in an executive capacity with
the Alexander Pantagcs vaudeville
enterprises and was eventually sent

to Xew York as publicity director

of the Fantages circuit. Three
years later he entered the service

and, after the armistice, joined the

scenario department of Joseph M.
Schneck, where. he was employed
until last spring.

ON THE evening of Sunday,
November 21, there was held

at the Selwyn theatre a pri-

vate showing of "Pagan Love,"'

Hugo Hallin's first independent
production distributed by the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. The
affair was, it is said, an unquali-

fied success, viewed from every
angle. Mr. Ballin's long years of

training as a mural painter and in-

terior decorator have served him in

very good stead. " The Honorable
Gentleman" is filled throughout
with delicately beautiful bits of

photography. The lighting effects

are of a singular degree of excel-

lence and the settings represent an
artistic achievement.

The central role in this produc-
tion is played by Mabel Ballin,

I Iugo Hallin's talented and beautiful

wife. She plays the role of " Kath-
leen Lcvinsky," the little blind girl

whose sight is eventually restored.

Togo Yamamato, seen as " Tsing-
Yu-Ch'ing," draws a screen portrait

as the noble-hearted Oriental and
Charlie Fang, with a long record

of screen successes to his credit in

Ballin Production Has
Special Showing at

Selwyn Theatre

the past, adds new laurels to his

crown as the grim little " Hatchet-

man." Nellie Filmore is in the role

of the blind girl's aunt.

Rockcliffe Fellowes plays the

young medical student who finally

restores Kathleen's siuht and leads

her through the portals of love.

Mr. Fellowes will be remembered
for his work in support of Norma
Talmadge.
The first number of the program

was the overture, Rimsky-Korsa-
koff's " Hymn to the Sun." This,

was rendered by an orchestra of

twenty-five artists under the direc-

tion of Samuel Jospe, after which

Joseph M. Mack, the concert

singer, rendered the same com-
poser's " Eastern Romance." Then
the curtains were drawn back and
the picture began.
A great many very famous people

turned out to do honor to Mr. Bal-

lin. Representatives of the stage,

the artistic world, the literary world
and the editorial world were all

present. Among those seen in the

audience were the following

:

Rex Reach. Ex-Governor Whit-
man, Jules Bachc, Louis Joseph
Vaiice, Maurice Tourneur, Mrs.
Sidney Drew, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Freelander, Paul Manship, the

sculptor; Captain Achmcd Abdul-
lah, George Mooscr, George Gray
Barnard, another famous sculptor

;

Ernest Peixotto, Ernest Poole,

Jesse Lynch Williams, Fania Mati-

noff and Barbara Milton, Herbert
Croly, Adolph Ochs, Heywbrth
Campbell, Irving Wiles, Charles
Melville Dewey, Alphonse Jongers,

Robert Henri, Thomas Hast-

ings, Walter Damrosch, Augus-
tus Thomas, Agmar Embury,
Charles Hopkins, Chester Beach,

Solon Borglum, Frederick Mac-
Monnier, Robert H. Davies, Arthur
Vance, Maude Hannaford. Ex-
Borough President Marcus M.
Marks, Dr. A. A. Brill, Mrs. Isaac

Seligman, Mrs. Eustace Seligman

and Mrs. Isaac Untermeycr.

Series of Surprises in Store
AS soon as Robert Edeson com-

pletes his work in May Alli-

son's starring vehicle. " Are
Wives to Blame?" he will enter

upon the duties of a director under
the Metro banner. A new screen

drama now being prepared for the
screen under Bayard Veiller's su-

pervision will be given to Mr. Ede-
son to direct. The title of the story

has not as yet been announced. For
nearly twenty-five years Mr. Ede-
son has been a prominent figure on
the American stage ; and now upon
the eve of his entrance upon the
directorial field, it is announced that

he is " preparing a series of sur-

prises for picture-goers." In con-
nection with its announcement of
Mr. Edeson's prospective work as

a director, Metro writes as follows:
" During his long and varied stage

career Mr. Edeson earned a reputa-
tion for doing things 'different.' It

was because of his original inter-

pretations of stage roles that he was
selected for important parts with
such players as William Faversham,
Cyril Scott, Viola Allen and others,

while he was still young in years as

well as experience. His purpose
now is to make use of this new

Edeson Has Won
" Rep " for Doing

Things " Differently
"

point of view, not merely for one
rcle, but for the entire productions
for which he will be responsible."

" For years the speaking stage

was in a stage of stagnation," said

Mr. Edeson. " The difficulty was
that all productions were duplicates

of one another. Everybody was
doing the same thing in the same
way.

" That now appears as a danger
••hat picture producers must avoid.

The possibilities of the camera as a

meani of telling a story are practi-

cally unlimited. But it is easy to

follow- a beaten path and overlook
all but the most obvious mediums
of expression. I hope to accom-
plish something out of the ordinary
in a small way in the very near fu-

ture."

Mr. Edeson has been engaged in

a study of screen technique and
possibilities since his first appear-
ance before the camera in the Fox

production of " The Girl I Left Be-
hind Me," several years ago. Some
of his ideas, it is stated, will mater-
ialize in the Metro production of

"Are Wives to Blame?" in which
he is playing an important role. •

Fhilip Rosen, who is directing the

picture, has conferred with Mr.
Edeson and has announced that

much of the actor's personality will

find its way into the screen version

of this one of Ben Ames Williams'
greatest stories.

"Are Wives to Blame?" is a

screen version of Mr. Williams's
story, " More Stately Mansions,"
which was pictured by Edward
Lowe, Jr. Theodore von Eltz will

be seen in one of the leading male
roles in support of Miss Allison. .

"Finders Keepers" Set
for Mid-December
" Finders Keepers," starring Vio-

let Mersereau and Edmund Cobb,
will be a mid-December release oi
the Pioneer Film Corporation, ac-

cording to a statement issued yes-

terday at Pioneer headquarters, 130

West 46th street. This feature pro-

Abovt are shown three views of " Are All Men Alike? " a Metro picture with May Allison as the star
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" Greek Meets Greek." For interpretation inquire of Pathe

Big Campaign Is Promised
Prominent Exhibitors Preparing
Advertising for Lloyd's Comedy

ASTATEMENT from the Pathe
headquarters in New York an-

nounces that members of the As-
sociated Exhibitors organization,

including some of the largest ex-
hibitor interests in the country, have
given their assurance that they are
preparing to launch extensive news-
paper campaigns for the new Har-
old Lloyd comedy, " Number,
Flease," which Pathe will release

on December 26. An exploitation

campaign surpassing in extent any
so far accorded to the Harold
Lloyd productions is accordingly

anticipated by Pathe officials in

connection with the release of the

new Lloyd subject next month.
" Ever since Bumping Into

Broadway, a curiously significant

title in view of subsequent events,

Lloyd has claimed for himself a
large portion of the ' spread ' ad-
vertising indulged in by the larger

picture houses, so that it is no

longer a novelty to find Lloyd dis-

played above some of the most
important feature productions in

the theatre advertising pages," de-
clares Pathe in the statement just

issued.
" A continuance of this practice

on a notably larger scale is prom-
ised for Number, Please? and the

Pathe officials are convinced that
the resultant publicity will firmly

establish Lloyd as unquestionably
the greatest box-office attraction

the screen comedies have devel-
oped.

" Number, Please? has merely
to live up to the most conserva-
tive promises held out for it in

order to produce an effect that

becomes more amazing in view of
Lloyd's comparatively brief career
as a featured comedy star, for it is

little more than a year since his

first two reel special was offered
by Pathe."

Release Title Is Selected
" Lure of Youth "

Metro Adaptation
«T URE OF YOUTH" is to be

-1—' the releasing title of Luther
Reed's screen drama which Metro
Pictures Corporation has just com-
pleted with an all-star cast at its

West Coast studios in Hollywood,
Cal. The picture was filmed under
the working title of "White Ashes,"
hut inasmuch as the theme of the

photodrama is a young man's in-

faturation for an actress older than
himself, and her deep interest in his

career, Metro officials concluded
that " Lure of Youth " would more
aptly describe it.

According to reports from the

company's Pacific Coast studios,
" Lure of Youth " is unusual in

screen annals in that while it is a

story of love and jealousy, it is

without the ever-present "villain"

in the eternal triangle of the sexes,

decares Metro. It is said to be en-

hanced by a number of scenic ef-

Name Chosen for

of Reed Drama
fects that are being used on the
screen for the first time.

Luther Reed has signed to con-
tribute four original stories to

Metro for screen presentation.
" Lure of Youth " and " Cinder-
ella's Twin," in which Viola Dana
is starred, are the first two from his

pen under this contract.

The all-star cast in " Lure of
Youth " is headed by Gareth
Hughes, recently signed to appear
in Metro productions . for a term
of years and now loaned to Fa-
mous Players for its production
of Barrie's novel, " Sentimental
Tommy." Others of the principals

are Clea Madison, William Conk-
lin, William Courtwright, Alta

Allen and Lydia Knott. Philip

Rosen directed the production. Mr.
Reed provided the continuity from
his own original story.

To Start Special Nov. 29th
Date is Set for DeMille All-Star
Production ; Melford Finishing Film

IT IS now virtually settled that
Cecil B. DeMille will start work

on his all-star production for Para-
mount, based on " The Affairs of
Anatol," the 29th of November, and
already the most extensive prepara-
tions are being made for this super-
production. Undoubtedly, some of
the most elaborate sets and effects

that can be devised will be employed
in this picture, upon the scenario of
which, as recently announced, sev-
eral well-known writers will collabo-

rate, incuding Jeanie Macpherson,
Avery Hopwood, Elmer Harris,
Beulah Marie Dix and possibly a
fifth writer.

George Melford has been busy
this past week making some added
scenes for " The Faith Healer,"
his production for Paramount,
and this will complete the photo-
graphic work, when the picture will

go into the laboratory for cutting

and assembling.
Wallace Reid, under the direc-

tion of Frank Urson, has a week
or more to go as yet on his Para-
mount Picture, adapted by Eu-
gene Lewis from Frank H. Spear-
man's story, " The Daughter of a

Magnate." Some difficult and strik-
ing scenes taken in a railroad tun-
nel are engrossing the attention of
the director of the company at this
time.

William DeMille makes his last
shot on his production for Para-
mount, " What Every Woman
Knows," this week. This picture,
it will be recalled, is the work ot
Sir James M. Barrie and Olga
Printzlau made the adaptation.

Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle is now
in New York, but is expected back
shortly and will probably start work
December 13 on " Three Miles
Out," under the direction of Jo-
seph Hanabcry, the story being by
Frank Condon. Mr. Arbuckle is

enjoying a long awaited vacation in
the big town.

After completing her work in

Cecil B. DeMille's production,
based on " The Affairs of Anatol,"
Gloria Swanson will begin, it is un-
derstood, on her Paramount Pic-
ture, " A Sheltered Daughter," the
story of which is being especially
written for her by Elinor Glyn, the
noted British author.

Add to Still Department
Well Known Photographer Joins

Staff at Famous Players Studio

IN order further to increase the

efficiency of the still department
at Famous Players-Lasky's Long
Island studio, a special portrait

gallery has been installed and Lewis
Nathan, formerly a photographer
with the Bradley and Merrill

studios, 435 Fifth avenue, has been
added to the studio publicity staff.

Portraits, fashion pictures and all

special photographs are made in

this gallery, which is specially

equipped for this kind of work.
The importance of better stills

has been the first thought of

Studio General Manager Arthur
Victor Smith and he consequently

has equipped the still department
with the most modern appliances

that could be obtained. Thus
equipped, the department under
William O. Lyman is turning out
stills that are a real aid to the

advertising and exploitation depart-

ments.
The still department with its dry-

ing rooms, chemical rooms, print-

ing and enlarging rooms occupies

an entire wing of the studio. One
large room is devoted exclusively

to making bromide enlargements.
Two of the most modern enlarging
machines take care of this work.
The drying room is equipped with
electrically driven and heated
machines for drying matte surface
prints and a specially designed ma-
chine for drying ferrotype prints.

Coloring and spotting is done in

a special room and in an adjoin-
ing room retouching is done.
Automatic and hand printing

machines have been installed in a
separate room. The automatic
machine has a speed of thirty prints .

a minute, which makes it possible J

to turn out as many as ten thousand '

8\T0 stills a day. In the develop-

ing room are six large tanks which
contain developing and washing
fluids. The chemicals are stored,

handled and mixed in a room
equipped for this purpose. A dark
room for developing negatives and
a filing room where more than
150,000 negatives are filed complete
the main equipment of the still de-
partment, which Mr. Smith consid-
ers one of the finest in the
business. The department operates
eleven cameras in addition to the
portrait cameras.

Kittoria Beveridge, who appears in

support of Eddie Polo in Universale
serial, "King of the Circus"
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SOCIETY TO STAR IN BULLETIN'S "MOVE" PARTY
MONTE CARLO

10 PRESENT

$5000 th 1

LEADERS ACCEPT OFFER
TO APPEAR IN PICTURE

The M/oKin; Idler accreting The Dulletmi invitation lo appear in Eri
nerval picture. "Fooluh W * »o» received bv The Bulletin IcJa)

Von Stroheim'i FALLS WHEN

Friends of Little One^

Are Eager to FTTT Red
Stockings for Christmas

PrWIZEO
AS REPRISAL

.4n illustration of the manner in nitwit the Coast newspaper "played up'
Universal production

the society function staged for Stroheim's new

Baker Receives Five
Offers

That nothing succeeds like suc-
cess has been strikingly illustrated
by the case of George D. Baker
whose latest production, " Helio-
trope," was disclosed at a pre-view
at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Novem-
ber 18, as one of the greatest pic-
tures of the season. The ovation
that the picture called forth was
a personal triumph for Mr. Baker
inasmuch as he wrote the continuity
of the story as well as personally
directed it. The success of this

Baker production may be attested

by the fact that it has been booked
for two consecutive weeks by Hugo
Reisenfield. The first week it will

run at the Rivoli theatre and will

follow that with a week's run at the
Rialto. " Heliotrope " stamped Mr.
Baker as one of the greatest direc-

tors in the industry and since its

first showing he has been deluged
with offers. One of the best known
California producers offered Mr.
Baker an unusual sum if he will

sign to direct a noted woman star.

Another producer offered him the

largest straight salary paid to any
motion picture director. Two finan-

ciers offered Mr. Baker a partner-

ship wherein he would head his

own producing corporation and
his other offers came from two of

the largest organizations in the

motion picture industry. Mr. Baker
has not decided which of these op-
portunities he will accept, but will

make his decision upon the com-
pletion of the present George D.
Baker Production which he is pro-

ducing for Sawyer-Lubin. Baker
has a contract to direct one feature

for the Sawyer-Lubin organization

and in view of the offers made him
by other concerns he has not de-

cided as to whether or not he will

continue with them after complet-

ing " Temple Dusk." One reason

for the demand for George D.

Baker's services is the fact that he
is one of the few business-like di-

rectors in the industry. Baker never

spends a dollar of producton money
that is not shown in the completed
picture, all all Baker-directed fea-

tures are notable for their box of-

fice successes.

Air-Photographer Joins
World M. P. Staff

Philip D. Riblet, formerly first

lieutenant in the U. S. air service,

has been selected as one of the offi-

cial pilot-photographers for the air

picture department of the World
Motion Picture Corporation, ac-
cording to an announcement from
that company this week.

Society in Stroheim Picture
THE most elaborate society

function ever filmed for mov-
ing pictures has been arranged

by Universal for a sequence of

Monte Carlo scenes for Erich Von
Stroheim's coming production,
" Foolish Wives," announces Uni-
versal. For the scenes showing the

great promenade at Monte Carlo,

in which the cream of European
society is supposed to be shown
strolling in and out of the Casino
and clustered around the band
stand, three hundred of San Fran-
cisco's leading society folk have
agreed to take part.

The gigantic sets which accurate-

ly reproduce the famous Casino, the

terraced promenade and other

architectural features of the noted
Riviera resort, were constructed
under Von Stroheim's direction at

Point Lobos, on Monterey Bay, and
not far from the Del Monte Hotel,
a rendezvous for California society.

San Francisco's Four Hundred is

looking forward to the affair as the

outstanding social event of the sea-

son. Society matrons and the

younger set will vie with each other
in the expense of their jewels and
in the gorgeousness of the gowns
to be worn at the unique film party.

Led by Mrs. Charles Templeton
Crocker, Mrs. Rudolph Spreckles,

Mrs. Daniel Jackling, Mrs. Robert
Hayes Smith and others equally

well known throughout the United
States for their social standing, the

West Coast aristocracy will motor
to the Del Monte for the week end.

Saturday night there will be a big

dinner and ball at the hotel, with
music by the California Theatre
Orchestra, reproduced by wireless,

for the dinner, and music by Art
Hickman's Syncopated Orchestra,
also by wireless, for the dance.

The moving pictures will be taken
Sunday morning. For several

hours, the belles and beaux of

society will play their roles as
" millionaire extras " while Von
Stroheim, as the Russian Count in

the story of " Foolish Wives

"

Marguerite Armstrong as an Amer-
ican ambassador's wife, Rudolph
Christians as the ambassador,
Maude George and Mae Busch as

Social Function to Be
Staged for Universal

Production
two vivacious Russian adven-
turesses, and others in the cast,

mingle with the crowds and stage
bits of action necessary to the pic-

ture.

After the cameramen have ground
away to their heart's content, the

"millionaire extras" will be guests

of Universal at a luncheon served
by the Del Monte on the beach be-
low the Monte Carlo sets. Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal,
will be there in person as host and
will present the society folk with a

certified check for $5,000, to be de-

voted to two San Francisco chari-

ties, the Children's Hospital Auxil-
iary and the Girl's Recreation and
Home Club.

It was this inducement, in addi-
tion to the novelty of appearing in
a big feature production, that en-
abled Universal to win the support
and cooperation of such prominent
Californians. The tie-up was ar-
ranged as an outcome of a charities
drive being held by the San Fran-
cisco Bulletin. The stunt is being
featured in the Bulletin above
everything else. Other west coast
newspapers have given the affair
great attention because of its news
value. " Society's Day at Monte
Carlo " is expected to draw hun-
dreds of prominent persons to
Monterey in addition to those actu-
ally appearing in the picture.

Vets Laud Pathe News Reel
Old-Timers Extend Best Wishes
for Continuance of Its Success

LETTERS continue to arrive

from exhibitors in large num-
bers at the home-office of the Pathe
Exchange, congratulating Pathe
News on the occasion of the tenth

anniversary of its existence in this

country and conveying their wishes

for its continued success in the fu-

ture. According to a statement

from the Pathe headquarters, some
of the exhibitors in writing in de-

clare that they were in business

when the first Pathe News reel

was issued, and while still continu-

ing at the old stand remain stead-

fast users of this topical reel.

E. V. Richards, Jr., general man-
ager of the Saenger Amusement
Company, is one of the original

Pathe News exhibitors. That he is

proud of the fact is evidenced by
the following telegram

:

" Have played Pathe News num-
ber one and every news made by
your firm. This original idea of
Pathe has grown to a place with the

thinking public second only to

newspapers and is undoubtedly one
of the world's greatest educational
mediums."

"SIMPLEX PROVES IT TO MISSOURIANS!!!"

The largest theatre in the West is the 4000 seat Mis-
souri Theatre, St. Louis, opened with SIMPLEX.

S. N. Chambers, of the Princess

Theatre Co., Wichita, Kans., prob-

ably the oldest user of Pathe News
in the Kansas City territory, ex-

presses his sentiments on the an-

niversary in these words:
" I wish to take the opportunity

at this moment to congratulate

Pathe on the splendid up-to-the-

minute and timely features it is re-

leasing through the Pathe News.
" As you know, we are perhaps

the oldest Pathe News customers
in this territory. I think we were
first to use this news when it was
originally compiled, and we have
never had any reason to become
dissatisfied with it, as it is head
and shoulders above all the rest on
the market."

H. E. Ellison, of the Mountain
States Theatres Corporation, own-
ers of the Rialto and Princess The-
atres in Denver, says

:

" I have been using the Pathe
News for a long time, with more
than ordinary satisfaction. It is

always up to the minute with suffi-

ciently diversified material to make
it a very wholesome addition to any
program. In addition to this, I

want to express my appreciation of
the splendid co-operation you al-

ways give us in helpful service."

12 Plan Book Reviews

in this issue
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Pearl White's third feature production on the Fox program is " The Thief," adapted from the famous stage play of the same name

"Behold My Wife"
Opens Three New

Theatres
Three new theatres in the imme-

diate vicinity of New York have
selected George Mel ford's produc-
tion of "Behold My Wife" for

their premieres. These new photo-
play houses arc the Capitol at Riv-
erhead, the Rialto, Jamaica, and
the Astoria, at Astoria, all on Long
Island. Each house will have its

first performance on Thanksgiving
Eve or Thanksgiving Day. The
cost of the three houses is over a

million dollars and the event in each
instance will be attended by special

ceremonies in which the local com-
mercial and civic notables will take

part.

The selection of this Paramount
picture for the opening of these
houses, all of which are owned by
different business organizations,

was said to have been made not
only because of the popularity of

the picture but because of the ex-

"The Penalty" Is

Shown at Capitol
Theatre

Goldwyn's picturization of Gou-
verneur Morris' novel, " The Pen-
alty," has at length had its New
York showing at the world's big-

gest theatre, the Capitol. It did

not break the attendance record at

the Capitol, which has a seating ca-

pacity of 5,500, but it came within
striking distance of the record set

by " Earthbound " and which was
nearly equalled by the attendance of
" Madame X " and at " The Brand-
ins Iron."

Famous French Writer
Coming to America
A cable from Paris announces to

Pathe Exchange, Inc., that the cele-

brated French novelist and play-

wright, Valentin Mandelstamm,
shortly will pay a visit to this coun-
try. His arrival in New York will

coincide with Pathe release on De-
cember 19th of Leonce Perret's pic-

turization of " The Empire of Dia-
monds," which is said to be the

most original and thrilling of Man-
delstamm's series of detective ro-

mances.

Subject of Timely Appeal
Fox's " The Face at Your Window "

Deals with Present-Dav Problem
Vy 1LL1 KM FOX presents "The

Face at Your Window" as

a subject of timely interest. The
assimilation of immigrants in

America is the basis of the Max
Marcin story on which the Fox
picture is founded, and in a state-

ment from the Fox headquarters
William Fox points out that at the

piesent time this subject of immi-
grant assimilation is occupying a

big space in the news and editorial

columns of the daily newspapers.
Hence the claim is made by Fox
officials that in "The Face at Your
Window " exhibitors will find a

subject occupying a place of vital

interest in the limelight of current
events and one offering unusual ex-

ploitation angles because of this

fact. The Fox statement follows
in part

:

" Senator Borah, who lately

visited Ellis Island, declared that

his first act in the new Congress
would be to introduce a bill further
regulating the reception of the for-

eigners who are pouring into

America.

" Unrest in the old world grows
apace, and it is to draw the atten-
tion of foreigners as well as na-
tive Americans to the dangers of

Bolshevism that The Face at Your
Window particularly serves an es-

sential purpose. Washington D.
Yanderlip, as recorded in recent
cables, has acquired an immense
concession in Russia and is com-
ing home to organize an urgent
propaganda for recognition of the
Soviet Government—with its after-

math of hoards of immigrants.
" Americanization of the foreign-

er—showng him in pictured drama
the schemes of a plotting Red leader
—is not alone the purpose of The
Face at Your Window. The en-
tertainment value of the story is

just as appealing as though its

story were to unfold any other
phase of life in a prosperous Amer-
ican community.

" The Fox organization is mak-
ing a special drive on the Max
Marcin play. The publicity value
of its subject is fully developed
fiom all angles and in all Fox ex-
changes the sales forces are in

active competition to place the pho-
toplay. Public men in every com-
munity arc becoming interested in

the exploitation, and from many
sources come indorsements of a
work that is admittedly beneficial

to the masses as well as the
classes."

Exhibs Still Climb Aboard
Letters—Skeptical, Laudatory and
Inquiring—Flood Realart's Office

<<npHE fairest offer ever made
* to me "

;

" some surprise "
;

"
it is certainly going to revolution-

ize the industry "
;
" every exhibitor

should support the idea " ;
"you

can bank on me "
; "a bomb "

;

—

these are some of the expressions

of appreciation of Realart's new
selling plan for the five Mayflower
Special productions which it dis-

tributes.

It will be recalled that under this

plan the exhibitor bases his rate

of payment for the picture on his

actual box office returns, no money
being required in advance.

" The widespread success of the

plan is due largely to the spirit of

cooperation and fair play shown

by exhibitors," says General Man-
ager J. S. Woody.

" Letters are pouring in—most
of them of a laudatory nature.

Some exhibitors are frankly skep-
tical ; others want more informa-
tion. Here's one who strikes the

keynote :

' Will say this looks like

a very fair offer; however, would
like to know what percent you con-
sider a fair rental.' .

" There were many others like

that—who wanted more light on
the subject. In most cases the up-
shot of the correspondence was
that another exhibitor booked the
specials. We certainly did not
think it strange that exhibitors

{Continued on next column)

"The Kid" Survives
Accident

A telegram received from Irving
M. Lesser, producer of " Peck's
Bad Boy," in Los Angeles, which
features Jackie Coogan, tells about
the serious accident that occurred
last week when Jack Coogan's auto-
mobile collided with another car and
he and his small son, Jackie met
w ith serious accident.

1 he elder Coogan was driving the
car with his boy sitting beside him.
After striking the other car, the
Coogan car turned over, which re-
sulted in Jackie receiving a frac-
tured skull and many minor bruises
and Jack Coogan breaking a leg.

receiving many cuts and a bad
shake up.

The pair was hurried to the
Glendale hospital, a distance of five

miles from the accident and at first

it was thought by the doctors that
Jackie's life was endangered. Late
reports proved that the extreme
youth and health of the boy were
in his favor and that his battle for
life would be realized.

According to Mr. Lesser, the
" Peck's Bad Boy " story was being
speeded along and half of the story
was filmed. W hile Jackie will be
confined to his bed for five or six
weeks, production activities will not
cease.

The Realart Offer
(Continued from 3rd column)

should be anxious to learn more
about the plan. The whole was so
unusual it was only natural that
they should wish to be shown.

'* However, a big majority ap-
peared willing to accept our propo-
sition at its face value. ' I see
your offer in the Motion Picture
News,' writes a Southern exhibi-
tor, ' and am enclosing the cou-
pon. It looks as if you had some
confidence in the exhibitor and that

you would not expect any more
than all the window receipts, at

least.'
" It is still too early for me to-

predict what permanent changes the
new plan may eventually bring
about, in distribution, but I am not
at all sure that one exhibitor is

very far off in his prediction when
he writes :

' Your ad in the Motiok
Picture News is the beginning, we
believe, of a general change in the
relations between the exhibitor and
the producer."
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Jesse D. Hampton
presents

Perhaps if it hadn't been for that lovely young girl Jimmy
Doyle would have gone back to his old unlawful life. Perhaps if

he hadn't loved her so the persecution of the detectives would have

worn him down, and he would have given to them the excuse they

were looking for,—to put him behind the bars again.

Perhaps if, like the other man, he had loved her for her beauty

and not for her innocence, he would have dragged her down with

with him into the underworld.

But he fought for her, and he fought to go straight, and he

fought a winning fight.

(f)Pathe(f)
\Jty Distributors \

—
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Story by
JOHN MOROSO
Directed by
HENRY KING
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A I\OBEI\T BPtUNTON
PRODUCTION

IDEVIL
jfrom the novel by

FPtANCES NIMMO GI\EENE

Directed by
ERNEST C.WAI\PE

Should a woman re-

fuse to believe anything

wrong of her fiance,

even when the evidence

seems to be pretty con-

clusive?

Should her sense of

loyalty outweigh her

prudence? Is loyalty

justifiable when the ob-

ject of it seems to be

unworthy ?

Should a girl follow

through with her end

of a bad bargain, even

though her heart is

someone else's?





JjEONCE PEKRETpresents

v£Empire ofDiamonds
FROM THE NOVEL BY VALENTIN MANDELSTAMM
Through the ages men and women have perished

in the fire of the diamond ; thrones have been over-

turned, countries laid waste, and peoples have been

massacred under its spell.

With this theme in a modern day setting a

powerful motion picture filled with heart gripping

action and suspense has been created. It is a great

American story in a world setting.

Directed by
Leonce Perret

For the first time in the history of motion pic-

tures a production has been achieved with every

scene taken in the exact locations called for in the

scenario.

Monte Carlo, Nice, Paris, London, New York,

and the broad sweep of the Atlantic form the actual

background for the story, and the company of noted

artists under M. Leonce Perret visited all of these

places in the creation of the picture.

WITH AN ALL-STAR
CAST INCLUDING

ROBERT ELLIOTT,
LEON MATHOT,
LUCY FOX and
HENRY G. SELL<>
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Tlhe main entrance to the new Robertson-Cole studios at Hollywood, California

Robertson-Cole to Open Coast Plant
T HE new Robertson-Cole stu-

dios, which have been in

course of construction since

last summer, at the corner of Gow-
er and Melrose streets, Hollywood,
will be informally opened within

the next few days and then there

fell have been added to the motion
picture colony of Hollywood one. of

the finest built and equipped studios

in the world. Several of the Rob-
ertson-Cole producing units arc

-completing pictures at other stu-

dios at the present time and will

move to the new studios for their

next productions; some of the Rob-
ertson-Cole units are moving into

the studios immediately and within

the next two months even.' Rob-
ertson-Cole unit will be housed
there as well as a number of in-

dependent units now being organ-
ized.

The studio proper covers a lit-

tle more than sixteen acres of

ground fronting on Melrose Av-
enue and Gower Street. Here
eight huge stages, together with

the many other structures required

for complete picture production are

being pushed to completion by an
army of workmen under the su-

pervision of several Robertson-Cole
building experts.

The studio will have a frontage
of about thirteen hundred feet on
Gower street. A sixteen foot wall,

set off with Grecian pillars will be
broken in the center by the main
entrance. Here a colonnade of
Grecian pillars will lead into formal
gardens which will cover a space
one hundred and seventy-five feet

wide and two hundred feet deep.
In the center of this will be a mir-
ror pool, which at night will re-

flect secluded lights upon the main
executive building.

The executive building is " U

"

shaped, built around a large porti-

co, with a long Might of white stone

steps leading up to it. A colonial

stairway leads from the reception

hall to the second floor of this

building. Here are the executive
offices, the exploitation department,
a large modern theatre for the

,
screening of pictures and a private

dining room and kitchen which
will be used by the executive staff.

There will be eight enclosed
stages with a floor space ninety-

five feet wide; one hundred and
seventy-five feet long, with scen-

ery dock along side and with an
overhead clearance of twenty-eight

feet which will afford ample room
for settings of the largest magni-
tude. Should necessity arise re-

quiring a greater space for interi-

or settings, the stages are so con-
structed that sliding doors along
their sides will be opened, thus
making it possible to carry the set-

ting over two of these huge stages.

A network of bridges, equipped
with electrical connections at giv-

en points, permits overhead spot-

lights to be placed at such angles

as to secure any lighting effect that

is required. Beneath the floor of
the stage is a large concrete tank
that can be used for water scenes

or for such scenes that require a
stairway leading down from the

level of the action that is being
photographed. A scene dock will

furnish ample space for the storage

of scenery and the properties that

will be required during the making
of a production. Near the front of

the stage will be located the direc-

tor's office and offices for his as-

sistants, together with a dark room
and repair shop for ihe cameramen.
Each stage will have its own cut-

ting room and projection room
which will be located in a separate

building between the stages.

Arrangements have been made
for a 15,000 volt line to come into

the grounds. Five 20-ton trans-

formers will reduce this current to

2,200 watts and spread it out to the

two generator stations that are lo-

cated at convenient points between
the stages.

The wiring of the entire plant

will be laid under ground and
brought to the stages through con-

nection points located at conveni-

ent places to eliminate as far as

possible cable running across the

stage.

A large building for the electrical

department has been constructed

where lamps will be restored and
repaired and the many electrical

devices required for picture work
will be made.
There will be no dressing rooms

on the stages proper, but follow-

ing out the policy of keeping each

company as an individual unit, a

dressing room building will stand

directly in front of each of the

stages. The upper floor of these

dressing room buildings will con-
tain ample dressing rooms for ihe

cast and the extra talent, while the

lower floor will have rooms for

office purposes and the star's suite

at one end. The star's suite will

consist of a reception hall, a dress-

ing room, private bath and recep-

tion room.

Directly behind the stages is a

paved roadway, twenty-eight feet

wide which leads from the freight

entrance on Melrose avenue, di-

rectly through the center of the

studio. Runways lead from this

drive into the various stages mak-
ing it possible for the trucks to

carry their load right to the point

on the stage where their deposit is

required in place of having to car-

ry it from the stage entrance by
hand.

On the other side of this roadway
are ihe various construction and
service buildings including a large

mill, electric building, machine shop,
store room, property department,,
paint shop, wardrobe, emergency
hospital, gymnasium, auto sheds,

etc. There is also ample space
for the many exterior settings such
as streets. A part of this space is

already covered with the mammoth
exterior setting that was required
for the Robertson-Cole production
of " Kismet ", which is one of the
most elaborate settings that has
thus far been erected for picture

purposes.
In the wardrobe building will be

the costume making department,
the designing department, the store
room for the costumes and large
dressing rooms to be used when
mob scenes are to be made. One of
the foremost designers on the Pa-
cific Coast, who was responsible
for the elaborate creations in
" Kismet " has been engaged to su-
pervise this important detail of the
organization.

A large gymnasium, with all mod-
ern equipment for the physical
training will be one of the features
of the new studio. Here a profes-
sional trainer will attend to the
physical development of the attaches
of the big plant and assist in the
scenes that require a physical dis-

play.

An emergency hospital will be in

constant readiness to take charge of
accident cases which are bound to

occur in a plant of this size and
this will be in charge of a com-
petent physician.

The Robertson-Cole studios
promise to mark a new epoch in

motion picture production. The
keynote of the entire plant can be
summed up in the words, " common

(Continued on next page)
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"Passion" Has Big Premier
Philadelphia Showing Attended by
Prominent State and City Officials

A window card, exploiting Priscilla Dean,
the star of " Outside the Law," a Uni-

versal picture

Pathe Serials Hang Up
Record for 1920

" Ruth of the Rockies " and " The
Phantom Foe," Pathe serials, are

playing bookings which give Pathe
a wider representation than at any
time since the inauguration last year

of the two-at-a-time schedule, de-

clares the Pathe organization.

Through the medium of these two
pictures, " Ruth of the Rockies,"

with Ruth Roland starring, and
" The Phantom Foe," starring

Juanita Hansen with Warner Oland,
Pathe serials are showing to the

largest public they have claimed in

their career.

Ruth of the Rockies " will com-
plete its first run 'December 5th, or
within a stone's throw of the new
year, with a record-breaking mark
to its credit, for according to a re-

cent announcement from the serial

sales department of Pathe, this pic-

ture had out-stripped all predeces-
sors for the quantity of bookings ac-

quired previous to the close of its

first run.
" Ruth of the Rockies " will be

supplanted on the current program
by "Velvet Fingers," which will be-

come the running-mate of "The
Phantom Foe" on December 5th.

Glaum Renews Con-
tract with J. Parker

Read, Jr.

J. Parker Read, Jr., has an-

nounced, through his personal rep-

resentative, Sig Schlager, now in

New York, that Miss Glaum had
signed a new contract to star in J.

Parker Read, Jr.'s, productions and
that his command of the star's serv-

ices now extends over a period of

years. Coincidental with this an-

nouncement came from the coast a

print of Miss Glaum's newest pro-

duction, " Love," the scenario of

which was written by Louis Joseph
Yancc.

According to telegraphic advice
from the Coast Miss Glaum's new
vehicle goes into production within

the next few days, the continuity

having been completed by H. Tipton
Steck. The story is by David Lisle,

entitled, "The Impossible Mrs.
P.ellew."

<< P . SiON," the Associated First

1 Xational Pictures, Inc., spec-

tacle starring Europe's leading emo-
tional actress, Pola Negri, was
given its premier showing in the

Jfciinsylvania territory on Thursday
evening, November 11th, at the

Beilevue-Stratford in Philadelphia
before an audience of prominent
citizens. Among the boxholders
were Hon. William C Sproul, gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania, and Mrs.
Sd.-ouI ; Hon. J. Hampton Moore,
Mayor of Philadelphia, and Mrs.
Moore; Mr. and Mrs. Edward T.
btotesbury, General and Mrs. Lit-

tleton W. T. Waller, Mrs. Bessie
Dobson Altemus, Mr. and Mrs. Jo-
sjph M. Conover, Judge and Mrs.

J. Willis Martin, Mr. and Mrj.
George Horace Lorimer, Colonel
and Mrs. John S. Muckle, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard .E. Norton, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Curtis Patterson, Mr. and
Mrs. Eli Kirk Price, Miss Jessie

Wilcox Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Cor-
nelius Stevenson and Mr. and Mrs.
H. Schwalbe.
The ballroom was tastefully dec-

orated for the showing of this mo-
tion picture super-drama. Amer-
ican and French flags predominated
in the color scheme and were used
lavishly in setting off the frames of

the boxes and softening the corners

and pillars of the huge hall. The

R ELLIS WALES, for the past
• year and a half director of

production service with the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation and form-
erly associated with D. W. Griffith

and Famous Flayers-Lasky as a

technical expert in production, sup-
ervision and design, has been en-

gaged by Trinity Productions, Inc.,

as supervisor of production for the

Madlaine Traverse Photoplays.

This announcement by H. Lyon
Smith, president of Trinity Pro-
ductions, Inc., which will make
during 1921 a series of four elabo-
rate feature films, starring Mad-
laine Traverse, follows closely upon
the news that this gifted star was
to resume her activities on the

screen in vehicles especially selected

for her, which would give the wid-
est range of expression to her
distinctive dramatic talents and
popular personality.

Mr. Wales will begin at once to

carry out the plans, already initi-

ated by Mr. Smith, for the picture-

ization of " The Ivory Disc," the

novel by Percy Brebner, the Eng-
lish author, which has been selected

stage was banked with palms and
flowers of c/ery description up t j

the edge of the screen.

The girl ushers were dressed in

a Louis XV court costume, and
their powdered wigs, beruffled silk-

en waistcoats and knee breeches
made a picturesque appearance in

the softened light of the big room.
A specially selected orchestra
played a score prepared for the in-

cidental music of the time and ac-

tion of the production.

The comment on the picture was
as varied as laudatory praise can be.

The performance of Miss Negri
was pronounced by many to exceed
any acting ever before seen on the

screen. The production, especially

in the way the larger scenes were
displayed, was accepted as a revela-

tion of the artistic realism that can
be accomplished by the camera.
Many inquiries were received as to

the directors and the names of other
persons in the cast, and altogether
the showing resulted in an endorse-
ment of the film which has never
been exceeded in the Philadelphia
territory.

The presentation was organized
by Mrs. Faith Greene and Mr. Jo-
seph Kerr with the co-operation of

Mrs. McGill, society editress of the

Philadelphia North American.

as Miss Traverse's first starring
vehicle, under her own banner.
Mr. Wales' career in motion pic-

tures dates back to the early Kalem
days and embraces years of asso-
ciation and experience with many
of the most notable figures in the
realm of the silent art.

He was D. W. Griffith's personal
technologist during the making of
" Intolerance," his work on this

great production including design-
ing, costuming and historical au-
thorization. He also assisted Mr.
Griffith personally in staging the
premier performances of " Intoler-
ance " in each of the Key cities of
the United States and this experi-
ence has given him an unusual and
valuable insight into the showman's
side of the industry, a knowledge
rather uncommon in those whose
speciality is on the production side.

For the past eighteen months he
has been associated with W. W.
Hodkinson as director of produc-
tion service, and while his new
duties with Miss Traverse will

necessarily occupy him fully for
some time to come, he will not en-
tirely sever himself from these
connections.

A new photograph of Betty Ross C.ark,
who will appear opposite Roscoe Ar-
buckle in his forthcoming Paramount

picture, "Brewster's Millions"

Promises Fast Action
in "Velvet Fingers"
" Velvet Fingers," the new Pathe

serial to be released December 5th,

promises fifteen chapters of the

liveliest sort of action, according
to a statement from the New York
headquarters of the Pathe organiza-
tion. " Velvet Fingers " tells the
story of an adventurous young
man whose passion for excitement
drives him into a career of burglary-

Bertram Millhauser wrote the or-

iginal play, and James Shelley Ham-
ilton adapted the work to the screen.

George Seitz, the producer, is

starred in the featured role and op-
posite him appears Marguerite
Courtot.
Supporting Mr. Seitz, who plays

the role of Velvet, and Marguerite
Courtot, appearing in the heroine
role, are familiar figures in serial

plays. Capable performances in

former Pathe serials have popular-
ized Harry Semels. Frank Redman.
Joe Cuny and other members of
this cast with the serial devotees.
Semels plays the leading heavy role,

that of the professor.
" To Catch a Thief " is the title

of the initial chapter, which is in

three reels.

R. C's New Studio
(Continued from page 4277)

sense." Avenues run between all of
the buildings making it possible to

drive trucks to any point on the

entire lot, but there is not a foot
of ground wasted in the entire

studio.

The various buildings are so lo-

cated that the construction depart-
ments are equally accessible to all

of the stages. The technical de-

partments are not only located

where they are convenient to offi-

cials, but they are equally conveni-
ent to the construction departments
and the stages as well.

The exterior of the big plant'

shows no hint of the mammoth
working organization for it is ar-
tistir in the extreme. Back of those

gardens and stone walls however,
is a motion picture studio that

promises to hold its place for a long
time to come as the most efficient

plant of its kind in existence.

"FIRST CLASS AFTER 5 YEARS!!"

"Condition first class. Our SIMPLEX Machines
have been in use 5 years this March, 1921."

AUDITORIUM THEATRE (32) BUFFALO, N. Y.

R. E. Wales Joins Trinity
To Be ' Supervisor of Production

for Madlaine Traverse Pictures
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First view of " Outside the Law," Universal's super-production in which'riscilla Dean is starred with such supporting players as Lon Chaney

"So Long Letty" to
Open at Kinema

" So Long Letty," the Robertson-
Cole super-special produced by Al
Christie, will have its big W estern

opening at the Kinema, the Gore
Brothers and Sol Lesser first run
house in Los Angeles the week of
November 27th. This will be the
Western arrival of a wave which
has swept the entire country sen-
sationally.

Sol Lesser, Abe Gore and Richard
Spier, house publicity manager, have
arranged an elaborate prologue and
extensive local exploitation which is

to be on a larger scale than any pic-

ture locally shown.
As a feature of the advance cam-

paign the Kinema will show scenes
of Christie's " Golden Wedding

"

day which was at the studio October
27th, which featured couples in the
city of Los Angeles which had been
married the longest time.

New Realart Manager
at Omaha Office

Another promotion from the
ranks of Realart's sales force is an-
nounced by General Manager J. S.

Woody. Mr. S. T. O'Brien, who
has been connected with the Phil-
adelphia office as salesman, will as-
sume the duties of manager at
Omaha. This promotion, according
to Mr. Woody, is in keeping with
Realart's policy of advancing men
who have given efficient and loyal
service.

j

This promotion to a managership
is the third which Realart has made
recently from within its own ranks.
James S. Hommel, assistant man-
ager at Buffalo, was elevated to the
position of manager at Pittsburgh
and Paul R. Aust was promoted
from assistant manager to manager
at Seattle.
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Universal Releases Polo Serial

A David G. Fischer Production

THE new Eddie Polo serial,
" King of the Circus," has
just been released through all

Universal exchanges. Universal of-

ficials unite in saying it is one of
the best serials ever produced. They
declare that is by far the best serial

ever made by Polo, who has a long
string of successful thrillers to his
credit.

It is a story of circus life. In
many respects it is an autobio-
graphy of Eddie Polo's own life.

The popular star was born of circus
parents and raised in the atmos-
phere of the tan-bark. He became
a regular performer before he was
six years old and was an accom-
plished acrobat at nine.

Polo long cherished the idea of
weaving his family history, replete

with thrills and drama, into a
photoplay. Upon the completion of
his previous serial, " The Vanish-
ing Dagger," an International serial,

he visiied New York and won from
Mr. Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal, the authority to write
and produce this new circus serial.

The serial star r.pared no pains,

it is said, in getting real circus at-

mosphere in his serial. Many scenes
were taken on real circus lots.

Several time« during the filming of
the serial, Polo took his entire com-
pany to distant cities where well
known circuses were playing. In
one instance, he and several of his

company actually appeared in the
regular circus performance, states

Universal. Polo is an expert on the
flying trapeze.

One of the principal supports en-
gaged by Polo for " King of the
Circus," was Charles Fortune, at

one time one of the most famous
clowns in America. He was one
of the Fortune trio, known and
laughed at wrherever Barnum and
Bailey or Ringlings have played.
Fortune is an old friend of the
Polo family. In the new serial he
plays the role of an aged clown.
Polo has managed to reproduce

in "King of the Circus " much of
the back-scenes life of the circus
that small boys yearn to see and ex-
perience. Raising the big top, feed-
ing the animals, mealtime in the
circus world, and many other bits

of true circus life are worked in

deftly and form a colorful back-
ground for the stirring action of
the photo-thriller.

The story concerns the life and
adventures of Eddie King, a young
circus acrobat who has been

Eddie Polo Presented
in Story Based on

Circus Life

brought up as an orphan by the cir-

cus manager. The manager pro-
fesses to be his best friend, but in

reality was the man who killed his

father and robbed the youngster of
his inheritance. An old clown, his
memory a blank from a blow on
the head, is the only living person
who witnessed the circus chief's vil-

lainy.

The action of the story deals with
the awakening memory of the old
clown, and of young King's fight

to discover the secret of his parent-
age and win back his inheritance.
Polo, as the young acrobat, has able
support in Caroline Porter, as the
daughter of a wealthy surgeon, and

King's sweetheart. Miss Forter is

as daring as she is pretty, and is

shown in the serial taking part with
Polo in all of his dare-devil stunts.

She also is at home on the flying

trapeze.

The serial was directed by J. P.
McGowan, the leading factor in the
successful production of many Uni-
versal serials. Polo, himself, how-
ever, took considerable part in the
direction, lending to it his accurate
knowledge of a showman's customs.
Anthony W. Coldewey prepared the
continuity from Polo's own story.

Universal turned over the entire

Universal City zoo, including ani-

mals of all kinds, to the Polo com-
pany. McGowan actually organized
a one-ring circus, with main tent,

side shows, benagerie, and every-

thing down to the peanut and pop-

corn wagons, for use in the serial.

Has Qualities of a Special
Acting, Direction and Production

of High Order in Holubar Picture

THE artistry of Dorothy Phil-

lips, the masterful direction of
Allen Holubar, $300,000 in cash and
nine months' work are said by As-
sociated First National Pictures to

have gone into " Man, Woman and
Marriage," the super-feature which
Allen Holubar has produced for
First National release.

In collaboration with Olga Linek
Scholl, the story was written by
Allen Holubar. Then came the
casting of the picture. From New
York, Los Angeles, and Paris, too,

it is said the players were assembled
and rehearsals began with James
Kirkwood playing in support of the
star. Among other widely known
names in the cast are those of
Shannon Day, Robert Cain, Mar-
garet Mann, Jean Calhoun, Barney
Sherry and Mile. Valerie de
Chevallier, a reputed sensation of
the Paris speaking stage.
The opening scenes of the pro-

duction were made when it was de-
cided that a capable instructor
should be engaged to assist Mr.
Holubar in staging the elaborate
dances which were to follow.
Marion Morgan, who for several
seasons has headed her own danc-
ing troupe on the Orpheum Circuit,
was signed to collaborate with the
noted director in the scenes featur-
ing the dance.

The story of "Man, Woman and
Marriage," because of the magni-
ture of its theme required scenes
depicting dramatic action in the
Stone Age, the Roman days of
splendor that preceded the fall of
the Empire, the medieval period and
the present day. For each sequence
of scenes immense sets had to be
erected and hundreds of players
accurately schooled in the customs
of the day and costumes with elab-
orate splendor, it is stated.

In the filming of "Man, Woman
and Marriage," Holubar was aided
by a capable technical staff. Harry
Bucquet was his first executive as-
sistant

;
Eugene Pouyet was his sec-

ond lieutenant; Ben Carre, art di-

rector; Ernest Smith, master of
properties; H. Lyman Broening and
William McGann, cinematographers
and Mrs. Frank Lawrence, editor-
in-chief.

New Melford Picture Is

Given Title
"The Fighting Schoolmaster" is

the effective title chosen for George
Melford's production for Para-
mount with Monte Blue, adapted
from "The Jucklins," Opie Read's
novel. The adaptation is by Frank
Condon.
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One of the cleverest comediennes of the screen, Doro'hy Gish, in her latest

production for Famous Players release, "Flying Pat"

Stoll to Be Ready Dec. 6
Business to Open Then at Pathe
Exchanges: First Release Named

Ed. Knoblock Has Ideas
for Better Pictures

Deeper psychological treatment,

more intimate development of char-
acter, not mere situation but con-

test of human wills from which the

situation develops naturally; the

exemplification of a big theme, a

universal appeal—these are the ele-

ments that, according to Edward
Knoblock, the noted playwright,

must be infused into the modern
drama of the screen, that it may
advance continually and appeal to

every race and class by reasons of
its essential lnunanness.
Mr. Knoblock, who arrived at the

Lasky studio with Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice president of Famous
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation, will re-

main there for an indefinite period,

studying at first hand the technique
of the motion picture and develop-
ing an original story for Paramount
Pictures which he and Mr. Lasky
discussed while the latter was in

England recently.

Clubwomen Impressed
by " Madame X"

W. H. Ostenburg, Jr., manager
of the Orpheum theatre, Scotts-

bluff, Neb., asked a committee of
clubwomen of that town for their

opinion of ''Madame X" and gave
them a special screening a day or
two before its public showing.
Here is what the clubwomen had

to say concerning the picture

:

My Dear Mr. Ostenburg—In
the opinion of our committee,
'.Madame X' is a truly wonderful
production. It is essentially a

'mother' play, full of pathos and
devotion, and must be seen to be
appreciated. The acting of Pauline
Frederick in the title role is above
description or comparison. It is

true art. W hile this is not a play
for children, we feel that those who
are older should consider it a priv-

ilege to attend such a production."

Marcus Hook Exhibitor
Resembles Farnum
Marcus Hook, Pa., boasts an ex-

hibitor that looks so much like

William Farnum that he is often
stopped by strangers and quizzed
as to whether he is the real "Bill"

of stellar fame or his twin brother.
Among his friends, he is known
as "Philadelphia Bill Farnum,"
but he signs his checks " Daniel
McKnight, Jr." Mr. McKnight is

the owner of the Marcus Hook
theatre and is well known among
the Philadelphia exchange-men.

Mabel Normand Picture
Ready for Release

Mabel Normand, latest picture,
" What Happened to Rosa," is now
ready for release and promises to

take a place among the finest of
the star's comedies.

THE hum of activity pervades
the offices of the Stoll Film

Corporation of America, at 130

West Forty-sixth street. Prepara-
tions arc being rapidly completed
for the opening of business by Stoll

representatives in Pathe exchanges
on December 6. The first release

date has "been set for January 2.

The subject listed for initial issue

is " Squandered Lives," an adapta-
tion of Cosmo Hamilton's novel
"

1 Hike's Son."
The immediate successors of

" Squandered Lives" will he chosen
from among "The Hundredth
Chance," by Ethel M. Dell ;

" God's
Good Man," by Marie Corelli

;

" The Lure of Crooning Water,"
bv Marion Hill; "The Swindler,"
by Ethel M. Dell, and " Mr. Wu,"
by Harry M. Vernon. All of the

six productions are selections from
the World's Famous Authors Series,

the backbone of the Stoll story

source and including in its wide

PARAMOUNT executives are

said to be unanimous in the

opinion that in Wm. DeMille's pro-
duction, "Midsummer Madness,"
the company has one of the best pic-

tures of the year. The general re-

lease of the picture is scheduled for

the latter part of January when,
following pre-release engagements
in New York and othef leading
cities, it is confidently expected that

scope twenty-five representative

authors.

" Squandered Lives " will intro-

duce to the exhibitors of the United
States Ivy Duke and Guy Newall,
two actors who are certain of a

hearty welcome. While it is true

Miss Duke is not a stranger to the

screen in this country—pictures in

which she played a leading part

having been shown here before the

war—nevertheless she now brings

in addition to her charm and whole-
sonieness a ripe experience. The
partisans of Mr. Newall with large

justification insist he is one of the

screen's most natural actors as well

as one of its most skillful character
delineators. His work in "Squan-
dered Lives " goes far to sustain

the claim.

Featured in " The Hundredth
Chance " are Dennis Neilson
Terry, Eille Norwood, Mary Glynnc
and Sydney Seaward.

it immediately will take its place
along with " Humoresque," Cecil

B. DeMille's " Male and Fe-
male " and George Loane Tucker's
" The Miracle Man."
"Midsummer Madness" was

adapted by Olga Printzlau from
the novel, " His Friend and His
Wife," by Cosmo Hamilton, and
one of the first to see the DeAlillj
picture at a private showing in New
York was the author himself. At
the conclusion of the showing he
sent the following telegram to Mr.
DcMille:

" I have just seen ' Midsummer
Madness." It is the most utterly

satisfying, beautiful and human
thing, all alive and throbbing, that

has ever been created for the
screen. I am proud and happy and
cannot thank you enough."

Press Books Ready for

"Kismet" and "813"
Robertson-Cole announces that I

press-books are available for "Kis-H
met " and " 813."

The Strand theatre, Broadway, II

New York, the house at which I
"Kismet" American premier took
place, exploited the picture to the

limit. Following it the Strand the-

atre, Brooklyn, the Goodwin the-

atre, Newark, N. J., and a number
of others of the country's leading

theatres have eagerly seized upon
the exploitation chances which
"Kismet" offers, and are planning
campaigns w hich embrace every sort

of extraordinary advertising in the
newspapers and inside and out of
the theatre.

With its cover an attractive com-
bination of yellow, green and half
tone tints, the Robertson-Cole press
and campaign book on "813," the
super-special based on the Arsene
Lupin story of the same name, gives
the exhibitor a complete outline for
advertising and exploiting this pro-
duction, which is soon to be re-

leased. !

Pathe Announces
Forthcoming Releases
Two forthcoming releases "on the

Pathe list are Robert Brunton's
" The Devil to Pay," which appears
last on the list of Pathe's Novem-
ber releases ; and H. B. Warner's
starring vehicle, " Dice of Des-
tiny," scheduled for release on
December 5th. Henry King di-

rected the H. B. Warner produc-
tion. The cast includes Lillian

Rich in the leading feminine role,

Rosemary Theby, Frederick Hunt-
ley, Claude Payton, Howard Davies
and Harvey Clark.

Ernest C. Warde directed the
Robert Brunton production, " The
Devil to Pay," from the novel by
Frances Nimmo Green. Included in

the cast are Joseph Dowling, Roy
Stewart, Robert McKim, Fritzi

Brunette, George Fisher, Evelyn
Selbie, Richard Lapan, Mark Fen-
ton and William Marion.

Elmer Pearson Visiting
Pathe Branch Offices
For the purpose of surveying

conditions in the middle west as
they affect the motion picture in-

dustry in general, and the interests
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., in par-
ticular, Elmer R. Pearson, direc-
tor of exchanges of Pathe, left last

Tuesday, November 16th, on a trip

that will keep him in the field for
about three weeks.
He will visit the branch offices

at Detroit, Chicago, Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City, and St. Louis.
In several of the exchange cities,

Mr. Pearson will make arrange-
ments for the enlargement of the
Pathe offices.

"Old Swimmin' Hole"
Finished by Ray

Work has been completed by
Charles Ray on " The Old Swim-
min' Hole*' in Southern California,'

where he has been making this sub-
ject. Officials of the Ray organiza-
tion are enthusiastic over this new
picture, which is said to present the
star in a most appropriate role.

The film is now being- edited, pre-
paratory to its shipment to First
National for release.

"HAS OTHER PROJECTOR, BUT USES ONLY
SIMPLEX!!"

"We have a . . . Projector in A-l condition, but
use only SIMPLEX. It is best."

SWETLAND THEATRE (33) MAYVILLE, N. Y.

New DeMille a Winner
" Midsummer Madness " Acclaimed
by Famous Players Executives
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"The Big Idea" Is First

Rufus Steele Film
During the week of December 5

the first of the two-reel pictures

written and produced by Rufus
Steele, Saturday Evening Post

writer on commercial and indus-

trial subjects, will be released

through Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc. "The Big Idea" is

the first of the series of two-reelers

and this will be followed a month
I later by " The Kick Back.

-

' The
I third of the series has just been

completed and work is well under

way on the fourth.

While the industrial life of the

country forms the background for

the Steele films, which are being

produced by the Pilgrim Pictures

Company, the pictures have nothing

of the usual commercial or trade

efforts. They are produced purely

for amusement purposes and from
I the point of view of audience ap-

I peal. Educational makes it plain

I that nothing of the advertising ele-

I ment enters into them and though

I some big plant is used as the back-

ground for each there is not even a

sign visible that indicates the name
of the company.
"The Big Idea" tells the story

of a well meaning American who
is led astray by the false doctrines

of anarchistic agitators. He is

seized with the " big idea " with

which he would change the whole
rule of things, until the personal

experiences of himself/' land the

members of his family with those

very ideas shows him the falsity of

them.

Patricia Palmer Stars
in Gayety Comedies
Patricia Palmer, who until she

deserted the field for more dramatic

roles, was a favorite in Christie

comedies, has returned to the realm

of fun films and will be featured

in Gayety comedies, single reelers

which will be released through Edu-
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., al-

ternating with Vanity comedies.
Born in San Francisco twenty

years ago, Miss Palmer started in

to playing child parts in the Cali-

fornia city at the age of five. After
spending several years on the stage

she entered motion pictures and be-

came a featured player with Vita-

graph. Recently she contributed an
important dramatic role in support
of Mitchell Lewis in ''The Faith of

the Strong." Her last work before
returning to comedies was with
Bessie Love in a feature that has
just been finished.

Picture for Ex-Service
Men Is Planned

C. F. Mcintosh, who is at the
head of the Federal Board for Vo-
cational Education of Ex-Service
Men, was a visitor at the Lasky
studio on Friday. November 12th.

Mr. Mcintosh has come out from
Washington for the purpose of in-

vestigating and sanctioning plans
for a proposed two-reel film produc-
tion which will be made under the
ausoices of the Federal Board, to
be directed by Mr. Bishop, and en-
acted bv a cast of ex-service men
and women. The picture will be
entitled " Say, Buddy !

" and the
Uory and scenario were written by
Mr. Bishop.

Vitagraph Now in Full Swing
VITAGRAPH'S production ac-

tivities are now at the highest
point in three years. Both the

Eastern and Western Coast studios
are running full tilt. Five compa-
nies are at work at the Brooklyn
studio, and seven at the Vitagraph
studio in Hollywood. Three big
special productions are under way,
and a fourth

—
" Dead Men Tell No

Tales"—on the eve of its release

following a mammoth exploitation
campaign.
At the Brooklyn studio, Alice

Joyce is at work on " Her Lord and
Master," under the direction of Ed-
ward Jose ; Corinne Griffith is

filming scenes for " It Isn't Being
Done This Season," with George
L. Sargent in charge of the produc-
tion ; Alice Calhoun, the newest
star in the film firmament, is com-
pleting " Princess Jones." which
G. V. Seyffertitz is directing; Tom
Terriss is starting an ambitious ver-
sion of the Davd Belasco stage
success, " The Heart of Maryland,"
and " The Son of Wallingford " is

being transferred to celluloid under
the supervision of George Ran-
dolph Chester, Vitagraph's produc-
tion editor and the creator of the
original " Wallingford."
Mr. Terriss, with Catherine Cal-

vert, the star of his production and
a large cast, will be in the South
for a number of weeks in order
that the true Southern spirit and
atmosphere may be injected into
" The Heart of Maryland." Miss
Calvert has the role of Maryland
Calvert, originated by Mrs. Leslie
Carter, and the unusual cast in-

cludes Crane W ilbur, who plays
opposite her, Felix Krembs. Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., Ben Lyon, Henry
Hallam. Bernard Siegel, Arthur
Earl, Jane Jennings, Victoria White
and Marguerite White.

" Black Beauty " is one of the
special productions under way at

Vitagraph's Hollywood studio.
David Smith is now filming the
final scenes of this picture, which
is based on the novel by Anna Se-
well. The book has been followed
in every detail, yet much has been
added by Mr. and Mrs. George
Randolph Chester, who have cre-
ated what is called an " inside

"

story, dovetailing into the story
told by Black Beauty, the horse.

Jean Paige portrays the leading

Production Activities

at Highest Point

in Three Years

feminine role in this special, which
will be released early in the new
year.

Still another special production
which was announced months ago,
and which seems to have created
interest everywhere, is " The Son
of Wallingford," written by George
Randolph Chester, who made "Get-
Rich-Quick Wallingford " a house-
hold word. " The Son of Walling-
ford " is a new story. It has
nothing to do with any other
Wallingford story.

Holmes E. Herbert is playing
opposite Alice Joyce in " Her Lord
and Master," which is a screen ver-
sion of Martha Morton's stage play.

The supporting cast includes Frank
Sheridan, Walter McEwen, Marie
Shotwell, Louise Beaudet and Ida
W aterman.
Webster Campbell appears as

Corinne Griffith's leading man in
" It Isn't Being Done This Sea-
son," which like its predecessors,
" The Whisper Market," and " The
Broadway Bubble,' offers Miss
Griffith a rare opportunity to dis-

play some wonderful striking'
gowns.

Albert E. Smith, president of
Vitagraph, is now on the West
Coast personally supervising the
wealth of production at Vitagraph's
Western studio. William Duncan
and Edith Johnson are more than
half through the production of an
entirely new type of chapter-play,
entitled. " Fighting Fate," and Joe
Ryan is starred in a smashing
Western serial called " The Purple
Riders." Larry' Semon completed
his two-part comedy, " The Sports-
man," only last week, but is already
in actual production on its succes-
sor. Jimmy Aubrey has just com-
pleted "The Mysterious Stranger,"
and has started on another comedy,
under the direction of Jess Rob-
bins.

Antonio Moreno and Earle Wil-
liams head the feature companies
on the West Coast. Moreno has
just started his first production as
the star of " Three Sevens."

" Diamonds Adrift " is the title

of the five-part production which
Earle Williams is completing on
the West Coast.

Vitagraph's increased production
activities have been accomplished
by increased facilities at both
studios, and Albert E. Smith has
taken three trips to Los Angeles to
purchase additional acreage and
supervise additional studio con-
struction. The mechanical facili-

ties at the Brooklyn studio, partic-
uarly as related to the developing
and printing of film, have been
more than doubled within the past
six months. Never before in its

history has this pioneer company of
the film industry been in such a
mechanical and physical state of
preparedness to produce films well
and quickly. Productions of the
super-feature class will continue to
be made by Vitagraph at both its

East and W r

est studios during the
coming year, it is announced.

Expect Record Bookings
on Pioneer Release
Pioneer Film Corporation re-

ports that advance bookings on
" Thoughtless Women " indicate
that the picture will be a record-
breaker in the point of bookings
secured for a feature production.
The acting of Alma Rubens and di-

rection of Daniel Carson Goodman
are two factors that have come in

for an unusual amount of praise,
according to Pioneer. The whole-
some character of the theme is also
said to have won favorable com-
ment.

-I

i A Genome
c/ Special

'In the
ihadow
of the
Dome*

A David G. Fischer Production
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DeMille Opposes Censors
Director Against Suggestion of

Censorship in Scenario Stagein

"(Censorship nuiified the

work of the creative artist be-

cause it limits that work to the men-
tality of the censor. Therein lies the

greatest of the many evils of cen-
sorship."

So says Cecil B. DeMille, screen
producer and director-general of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
in a recent interview given out at

the Lasky studio following the wide
publicity given to the suggestion
that pictures be nationally censored
while still in the scenario writing
stage.

" It is this limiting of the creative
work of the artist that is the most
deadly danger of censorship," says
Mr. DeMille. " It is the very fact

that the creative artist is capable of
rising above the level of the rest of
the world that makes his work truly
creative art. Without this pioneer-
ing spirit, the world of art would be
at a standstill.

" Yet such a deadlock would in-

evitably result if censorship were
permitted to become general and all-

embracing. The censors, without
conscious fault, would inevitably
censor that which they could not
understand. All too frequently this

censored matter is the very heart of
the creative artist's work—the par-
ticular thing that makes his work
distinctive and valuable to the
world.

" One hypothetical censorship
board might presumably censor
without damage to art. Such a
board would have to be composed of
the highest examples of artistic

workers. Unfortunately for censor-
ship and fortunately for the photo-
play, these men are busily engaged
in creating rather than destroying;
in building up rather than tearing
down.

" Censorship, whatever its form
or however applied by official

bodies, must be undemocratic and
un-American. It resolves itself into
a rule of minority over majority.
It means that a single individual or
a small group of individuals shall

be permitted to dictate what the
masses shall see."

Thomas Meighan as he appears in "Conrad in Quest of His Youth." his latest

Paramount picture

Harding Shown on Trip
International News Has Fine Set

of Views in Current Issue No. 79

Charles Ray to Come East
Was to Attend Atlanta Exposition
But Engagement Spoils His Plans

WORD comes from the Arthur
Kane offices that Charles Ray

is planning to come to New York
in the near future. In addition to

visiting New York, Mr. Ray will go
to Atlanta, Ga., for a brief stay.

The Southeastern Motion Picture
Exposition is scheduled to open in

that city on December 6 for one
week.
The exposition management asked

the Kane Corporation to assign one
or more of its celebrities to attend
the big show, adding the " double
assurance," superfluously, it would
seem, that the star would " enter
hospitable Georgia heralded as he
never was before" " The gateway
to the South," the message added,
"asks your serious consideration."
Arthur S. Kane was in the Ray

studio when the telegram was de-
livered to him. A brief conference
between Mr. Kane and Mr. Ray fol-

lowed, the outcome of which was

Mr. Ray's decision to return East
with Mr. and Mrs. Kane in re-

sponse to the invitation. Richard
Willis, Ray's production manager,
however, put the plan to rout, ac-
cording to the statement from the
Kane offices, by insisting that the
star postpone his trip East until

the completion of his current pro-
duction, " Scrap Iron."

Mr. Willis evidently scored his
point, because Ray will not come
East as the guest of the Atlanta
association during the week of the
Exposition. But his plan to visit

New York and Atlanta at a later

date has not been changed.
" My long-desired trip to New

York at last ! Then a run down to
Atlanta and after that a swing back
to Gotham before returning to
God's country. That's a bully idea!"
is the way that the popular star

expresses his delight over the an-
ticipated trip to the East Coast.

A FEATURE of the views shown
in International News reel

No. 79, just released by Universal
Film, is the interesting group of
pictures showing President - elect

Harding enjoying a fishing trip at

Point Isabel, Texas.
Roy Kluver, the International

cameraman, caught the next presi-

dent in the act of landing a huge
tarpon. The president-elect's stiff

fight to subdue the big fish is shown
in lively close-ups. These pictures

give an entirely new angle on Mr.
Harding's personality.

International News No. 79 also

contains the first pictures received

from Cork, Ireland, of the funeral

of Lord Mayor MacSwiney, show-
ing the huge crowds that followed

the cortege and the militant attitude

of the Lord Mayor's sympathetic

countrymen.
Interesting sidelights on the situ-

ation in Ireland were sent by Cap-
tain Ariel Varges, who photo-

graphed the scenes. Writing to E.

B. Hatrick, general manager of the

International News Reels he said

:

"A raid by the military is per-
formed with great dash. Troops
(Black and Tan) with a few offi-

cers, arrive on the scene to be raid-
ed in swift lorries, holding about
twelve men each. This contingent
is followed by Rolls Royce armored
cars. The party places a cordon or
picket at the street heads as a
control and searches all persons at

pistol point. Meanwhile, the sus-

pected house of Irish Republicans
is being searched by another group.
The military search for arms, etc.,

and to reverse the tables, the Irish

Volunteers perform some rather
surprise attacks. It is here that the

real trouble breaks.
" Last night, in returning to my

hotel, I walked into a raid. Two
people were shot, and I had to take
pot-luck with the remainder in the
street. In a few minutes ,all was
quiet again. The people are out to

break away from England. How-
ever, only a small percentage favor
terrorism of any sort."

Add to Viola Dana's Cast

Scientists See Novel Film
Famous Players' Pygmy Films
Shown to Geographic Society

MEMBERS of the National Geo-
graphic Society at Washington

had the privilege of seeing for the

first time on any screen the first

motion pictures ever taken of the
pygmy tribe of the African Congo
last Friday (November 19), the day
after their completion in the Long
Island City laboratories of the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Dr. Leonard John Vandenbergr,
missionary and explore/, who head-
ed the Vandenbergh-Paramount ex-

pedition into Central Africa, ad-
dressed the society at the invitation

of its officers.

The National Geographic Society,

whose interest in the diffusion of
geographic knowledge is purely al-

Itruistic and rigidly non-commercial,
lhas honored explorers similarly.

iTheodore Roosevelt, on his return
'from Africa, made his first address
before the National Geographic So-
ciety, and Admiral Peary, after his

return from the North Pole, was
honored with the invitation to ad-
dress the National Geographic on
his first public appearance.

While the cutting and titling of
the 36,000 feet of film brought back-

by Mr. Vandenbergh is nor yet com-
pleted, four reels were rushed
through the Paramount laboratory

and sent by special messenger on a

midnight train to Washington pre-

ceding the day of the lecture.

Francis McDona
Jackie Saunders

FRANCIS McDONALD and
Jackie Saunders have been ad-

ded to the supporting cast of Viola
Dana in her latest starring vehicle

for Metro release, "Sorrentina."
Mr. McDonald will play opposite

the star. Miss Saunders has been
engaged for an important role in

the picture.

Filming of this picture has been
started at the studios, with Dallas

M. Fitzgerald directing. In the ro-

mantic story of " Sorrentina,"

which centers around the adven-
tures in New York of a pair of

young Italian immigrants, Miss
Dana will play the .part of the wife,

while the role of the husband is

enacted by Mr. McDonald. Miss
Saunders will enact the role of the
" vamp " manicurist who lures the

Latin husband from his wife. Don
Byrne is the author of " Sor-

ld Opposite Star;

in Leading Part
rentina," which is an original story.

It was adapted for the screen by
Ruth Ann Baldwin and Molly
Parro.

Viola Dana has applied the dark
make-up, donned the typical red

and yellow Italian dress and started

work in "Sorrentina." The initial

scenes for this production were
filmed on an elaborate Venetian
street setting built on one of the

Metro studio lots in Hollywood.

As a little Italian peasant girl,

who, with her husband, has a small

street show. Miss Dana will have

a quite different role in this Don
Byrne story to any which she has

ever enacted. With her dark hair

and snapping eyes. Miss Dana,

when made up, might easily be ac-

cepted as a born Italian, says

Metro.
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Three scenes from a forthcoming Fox production, "Blind Wives," an adaptation of the Knoblock pay, "My Lady's Dress"

A statement from the New
York offices of the World
Motion Picture Corporation
announces that approximate-
ly seventy-five per cent of

the charter members of the

Associated Press have signed
contracts for the use of its

illustrating service, thus as-

suring a wide exploitation

for the World's news-reel.

Other papers outside of

those in the Associated
Press have also signed for

the service, it is stated, and
it is expected that in a short
time the total number signed
up will approximate 2,200.

according to the statement.

The illustrating plan, as
it is described in the World's
statement, consists of a daily
service of " still " pictures
made by the cameraspon-
dents of the World. This
service will be supplied to
the newspapers for a small
consideration and will give
them timely subjects for re-
production, it is stated.

All photographers will
carry captions giving credit
to the World Motion Pic-
ture Corporation and in this
manner will the tie-up with
the local exhibitor be com-
plete, say World Motion
Picture officials. Such an
arrangement between the
producers and the newspa-
pers of the country is ex-
pected to result in the maxi-
mum amount of publicity
and exploitation for the ex-
hibitor.

Keaton Completes His
Fifth Metro Comic
Buster Keaton has completed his

Sfth comedy, " The Haunted
House," made for Joseph M.
Schenck and to be released through
Metro, at his studios in Hollywood,
Calif. The picture, written and
directed by Keaton and Eddie
Cline, will be en route to New
York, where a release date will be
?et, early next week. Virginia
Fox appears opposite the agile
:omedian and as usual Joe Roberts
s the " villyun."

Fox Announces "Blind Wives
IN

a statement eminating from
the New York headquarters of
the William Fox Film Corpora-

tion, announcement is made of a
new Fox production titled, " Blind
Wives," which has been produced
in three episodes after the manner
of the recently released Fox special,
" While New York Sleeps." This
picture is based on Edward Kno-
block's famous stage play, " My
Lady's Dress." Charles J. Brabin is

the director. Estelle Taylor, Mark
McDermott and Harry Sothern, the
featured* players of " While New
York Sleeps," are again seen in the

principal roles of this new produc-
tion. The statement issued by Wil-
liam Fox in connection with the an-
nouncement of " Blind Wives " fol-

lows in part

:

" Produced several years ago on
the speaking stage American and
European critics hailed this play as
the strongest exposition of the

eternal feminine and her frivolities

and frailities that had ever been
presented and its consequent sen-

sation and prosperity as a theatrical

attraction formed the foundation
of the fame of this brilliant author
whose writings are now holding the

world's attention.

" To William Fox the play of
' My Lady's Dress' had always ap-

pealed as a great opportunity for

the drama, the producing effect, the

story carrying efficiency and the
pictorial and colorful effects that it

would bring to the screen. In
studying methods of treatment that

would give it the most pretentious
and powerful presentation Mr. Fox
immediately recognized the great
value of again using the episode
form—the unfolding of three vital

life chapters—as he had done so

skillfully in ' While New York
Sleeps.' Great, really brilliant

strokes of construction have been
shown by Charles J. Brabin in pre-

paring this wonderful story for the
screen—the same bold lines of
character drawing, the same subtle

and swift development of plot and
situation, the same striking de-
nouements that he showed with
such great power in the former
episode picture — these have been
shown in ' Blind Wives.' But it is

with a new and a remarkably fasci-

nating phase of life with which he
has dealt.

" It is the foibles, the frivolities,

the frailities, the slavery to fash-
ion, the following of the butterfly

existence, the surrender to all that

is vanity this is the great theme of
Mr. Knoblock's play. He tosses his

frail bitof femininity into a gilded

and rainbow colored world where
selfishness rules and where the

thought is only of today and no
thought of tomorrow ever comes.

Once in this velvet tangle where all

is ease and luxury the character de-
velops that side of the texture
which shows only the bright de-
signs and the colors of the weav-
ing; with no sign of the hand that
guides and which points but to one
end; until the author deftly turns-

his fabric and shows the rough side

and all of that portion of humanity
which has had to suffer so that

others might have luxury, which
has lived in the shadow so that

others might have all the sun.

" Dress, then is reason for this

remarkable story— women's dress,

the rainment of my lady' wardrobe,
what it cost to procure for her but
still deeper and more intensely in-

teresting than that what it cost to

procure—just how hard, how cruel,

how tragic is the making of that

which appears to eyes, that only see

the surface, to be wholly beautiful.

To produce such a picture, to give

it the setting of luxury, the touch

of fashion in all its luxury and
spendthrift splendor the very gates

of the temple of Dame Fashion had
to be stormed and taken.

" In each of the episodes there is

a different story, each dealing with

that human cost of the gown or its

adornment which makes a tragedy

for someone in some unknown cor-

ner of the world."

Film to Aid Uncle Sam Abroad
WHAT is described to be the

most comprehensive indus-
trial picture ever made has

just been completed by the Roth-
acker Film Company for the Car-
borundum Company, and will be
used to get Uncle Sam his share
of the foreign trade. The picture
is really a survey of American in-

dustry.
" The Jewels of Industry" is an

eight-reeler. After showing how
Carborundum is made, the film

visualizes many of the uses indus-
try has found for that abrasive.

In all, Carborundum is shown on
the job in fifty-eight different

branches of American industry.

This picture, when shown abroad,
will give foreign buyers a fairly

well-rounded education as to Uncle
Sam's industries, it is stated. And
it will be circulated in all parts of
the world.

Here at home the Carborundum
Company will show it to chambers
of commerce, Rotary Clubs and at

industrial conventions. While it

is an eight-reel film it is so as-
sembled that it can be shortened to
suit any program.

The picture, it is expected, will

be a revelation to the average
viewer. Most people have no idea

what an important part abrasives
have come to play in the romance
of the Twentieth Century. There
is not a factory in the country that

does not use an abrasive paper,

cloth or grinding wheel of some
kind. Abrasive cloth will do a

job that is too delicate for a metal
tool, and grinding wheels will cut

steel that is too hard for any lathe.

Carborundum was evolved by an
American scientist who was trying

to make diamonds. When he
opened his furnace he found, in-

stead of a diamond, a new jewel

—

Carborundum, the jewel of indus-

try, which will cut anything and
is second only to the diamond in

the scale of hardness.

Carborundum is virtually but

everyday coke and sand welded at

4,000 degrees Fahrenheit in an elec-

tric furnace. Metal will vaporize

at less heat.
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Here is a scene from "Unseen Forces," a forthcoming Mayflower production,
to be released through First National

Dwan Wants All-Star Cast
Producer Believes Specials Will
Share Honors With Star Pictures

BEFORE leaving New York for

the Coast, Allan Dwan stated

that he believed the all-star special

was " coming in
"—not to drive the

star production out of the field, but

to divide honors fairly with it.

Mr. Dwan said: "You would
think the idea was new, judging
from the trade papers. It is really

old. There was never a time when
such pictures would not have ' gone
over." We were simply afraid, as

an industry, to try 'em. We knew
what the star production could do."

" Will stars lose their value in

star series productions, through
merging their talents in the all-star

ones?" he was asked.
" Most of them will not," said

Mr. Dwan. " A few stars who work
best all alone may suffer. And then

not in their series pictures? They
may not show their usual zest in the

all-star productions. Even that will

depend upon the chance for the so-

called full expression of the individ-

uality that the particular play af-

fords. The 'individual worker'
type of star will require careful

thought when the parts are given
out."

This is the only danger point I

can think of at the moment," said

Mr. Dwan. " The very fact that

they haven't seen their favorite at

what they believe is her best makes
them wait eagerly for her next
series production. Putting the
wrong star in the wrong part can
only react on the all-star produc-
tion. Watch and see."

Mr. Dwan said that the all-star

special would at the start do bigger
business than the best of the star

series pictures'.

He predicted that the public, un-
accustomed to them, would flock to

see the all-star subjects as they
would any novelty, that gradually
the better of the single star pictures

would attract on a par with the all-

star stuff, and that the success of
the first all-star subjects would re-

sult in heavy production alonq thai

line to the end that the single sta''

pictures would never again ".ozvn

the field."

Great Lover" on Screen
Goldwyn Picturization of Stage

Success Seen at Capitol Theatre

LEO DITRICHSTEIN'S stage

success, " The Great Lover,"

written by himself in collaboration

with Frederic and Fanny Locke
Hatton, received its first screen

showing this week at the Capitol

theatre.
" The Great Lover " is the first

picture directed for Goldwyn by
Frank Lloyd since " Madame X."

It is also the first of the Frank
Lloyd Productions, Goldwyn hav-
ing decided to feature the produc-

tions directed by Mr. Lloyd. His
first picture after receiving the

honor of having his work featured

is said to be fully up to the high

expectations which Goldwyn con-

fidently awaited. The verdict of

the reviewers and of the fans

proved these expectations justified.

John Sainpolis in the role of Jean
Paurel, created on the speaking
stage by Mr. Ditrichstein, gave a

polished and brilliant performance
which proved highly entertaining,

and very moving in its serious

phases. Claire Adams as the young
prima donna who won the affec-

tions of the great tenor but whom
Paurel renounced in favor of her

younger lover was well liked in the

nart, as were Lionel Belmore as the

harassed impresario, Richard
Tucker, John Davidson, Mme. Rose
Dione and Alice Hollister.

Big Demand for Comedies
Educational Reports Big Bookings
for Vanity and Gaiety One-Reelers

ALTHOUGH the first release is

set for the week of December
5, Education Film Exchanges, Inc.,

reports that the announcement that

it would distribute single-reel

Vanity and Gaiety comedies weekly
has brought so heavy a demand for

these subjects that it has been
necessary to send a rush order to

the laboratories for a number of
prints in excess of the original esti-

mate.
While arrangements for these

pictures were made some time ago
and production has been in progress
for several months, Educational
made the announcement of this new
product only two weeks ago, and,
according to the sales department,
the response from the various ex-
changes shows a heavy demand for

these single-reel fun-films from ex-
hibitors who have become familiar
with the Educational comedy stand-
ard as represented in the Mermaid,
Christie, Chester and Torchy series.

It is declared that the only dif-

ference in these pictures and the
ones that have been on Educa-
tional's schedule for several months
is the matter and length and that

they will be up to the full standard

of the two-reelers. " The Vanity
series comes from the Christie
Film Company studios, and the
Gaiety brand represents equal
quality with a somewhat 'girlier'

spirit running through them," de-
clares a statement from the Educa-
tional Films Corporation head-
quarters.

The first single-reel comedy-re-
lease from Educational will be "Tea
for Two," a Vanity, in which Char-
lotte Merriam and Eddie Barry are
seen. Several of the better known
Christie comedians are in the first

few of this series; but after the
initial ones, entirely separate casts
from the two-reelers will appear.
"Ain't Love Grand?" will be the
first of the Gaiety series.

Prints of the first releases of both
series have been in all the Edu-
cational exchanges for the past two
weeks, "under instructions from the
home-office that no contracts should
be signed until exhibitors had been
given an opportunity to see the
pictures themselves and to establish
the fact that Vanitys and Gaietys
would establish a new standard in
their field," declares the statement

from Educational's home-office.

Snow Blindness" Is Begun
Reginald Barker Production, for

Goldwyn Release, Gets Under Way
GOLDWYN'S next Reginald

Barker production, " Snow
Blindness," by Katherine Newlin
Burt, the author of "The Branding
Iron," one of Goldwyn's fall re-

leases, is now actively under way
at the studios here. Director Bar-
ker, Clifford Robertson, casting di-

rector, and Abraham Lehr, vice

president in charge of production,

have selected an all-star cast for
" Snow Blindness.'

Vice President Lehr has just re-

turned to the studios from New
York where he held important con-

ferences with the officials at the

home office.

Will Rogers and his director,

Clarence Badger, are putting the

finishing touches to the picturiza-

tion of Irvin S. Cobb's story.

"Boys Will Be Boys." Editing and
titling will begin early next week,

tasks in which the star will have a

hand.
Gertrude Atherton, here advis-

ing with Director Wallace Worsley
in the production of her first orig-

inal scenario, temporarily entitled,
" Noblesse Oblige," is enthusiastic

about the progress that has been
made on the picture and about the

screen possibilities for expressing

an author's own ideas about a story.

J. Frank Glendon, Leatrice Toy,

Wallace Beery and Jack Abee have
been assigned to enact the principal

roles in Gouverneur Morris' first

story written directly for the

screen, " The Water Lily," a tale

of the Orient. An entire Chinese

street of magnificent proportions

was erected on the Goldwyn lot for

this picture and every detail is ab-

solutely correct. Frank Lloyd, who
recently completed " A Voice in the

Dark," is directing " The Water
Lily."

Excellent progress is being made
by Director E. Mason Hopper on
Rupert Hughes' screen story which
has not yet received its definitive
title.

Director Victor Schertzinger is;

r.bout ready to begin work on Tom)
Moore's next starring vehicle,
Mr. Barnes of New York," from

Archibald Clavering Gunter's old
novel.

Kaufman Brings Print
of Picture East

Albert Kaufman, producer of the
feature pictures now being directed
by Sidney A. Franklyn for distribu-

tion by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., is on his way east

with the finished prints of the sec-

ond Franklyn First National pro-
ductions which has the working
title of " Parrot and Co." It is ail

adaptation of the novel by Harold
McGrath which bears the same
title, but before release the motion
picture title will be changed to one
not yet decided upon which will bq
more descriptive of the action.

Sylvia Breamer, Richard D'nA
Molly Malone, Herbert Prior ana
Lloyd Whitlock are among the

players in the cast. Billy Shea did

the editing on the completed print

after it was delivered to him from,

the hands of Mr. Franklyn.
While in New York Mr. Kauf-

man will discuss methods of ex-

ploiting the picture with officials of

First National. The title under

which the picture will be released

will also be decided while he is here.
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Foreign Conditions Described

James W. Home, a new Thos. H
lnce director, now at work on an
adaptation of Louis Joseph Vance's

"The Bron*e Bell"

Wells Hawks Resumes
Place on Fox Staff
Wells Hawks, or rather " Com-

mander Hawks, is back again with
William Fox. He returns to the
studio of the film producer after
an extended leave of absence, dur-
ing which time he acted as personal
publicity representative for Gov-
ernor Cox, and his presidential
campaign train.

Prior to the opening of the cam-
paign Hawks was associated with
Fox Film Corporation in the ca-
pacity of special representative for
William Fox. Now that the matter
of " who will -be our next Presi-
dent " has been settled, Wells
Hawks takes up his duties with
Fox as before.

HE observations made by Carl
I Lacmmle, president of Uni-

, versal Film .Manufacturing
Company, during his recent trip to
Furope and some of the activities
contemplated as a result of these
observations are made the subject
of a statement just issued from
the New York headquarters of the
Universal Film organization. The
statement from the Universal
home-office follows

:

" The second anniversary of the
signing of the armistice terminat-
ing the World War finds the for-
eign activities of the big film pro-
ducers still in much chaos and con-
tusion. The causes are principally
the depreciated currency and weak
credit of many foreign countries,
their inability to pay for American
films and the various protective
regulations by which they have en-
deavored to foster home industries
by excluding the American prod-
uct.

"The Universal Film Manufac-
turing Company has always been
one of the largest exporters of
film, having agencies in every civil-

ized country of the globe. Four
months ago Carl Laemmle, presi-
dent of Universal, went abroad to
investigate for himself the condi-
tions under which business would
have to be conducted by the com-
pany in European countries.

" In England extremely satisfac-

tory arrangements were completed
by Mr. Laemmle with the Film
Booking Offices of London, where-
by the producing of pictures in

Laemmle Plans Active

Production Work
in Germany

Great Britain will scarcely be nec-
essary, though the possibility is not
definitely closed. The entire Uni-

versal and Jewel product will be
handled by the big British Com-
pany at the head of which is Sir
Edward Hulton, a peer who is
known as a great newspaper owner
and a very successful business man.

" In Germany an entirely differ-
ent situation presented itself to Mr.
Laemmle. The film industry is
more seriously regarded in Germany
than in any other country in the
world. It is so regarded not only
by the people who attend the thea-
tres, but by the government itself.
The result has been that in Ger-
many everything possible has been
done by the government to foster
the industry, to give it protection
from without : encouragement from
within. For the last two years
there has been an effective embargo
on all films coming into Germany
from foreign countries. This em-
bargo will be raised very slightly
on January first. Two per cent of
the footage at present released in
Germany will then be permitted to
come in from all foreign countries.
This would be so small an amount
as to be ridiculous to a company

the size of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.

" For two years the Universal
has had an office in Berlin, main-
taining itself by trading in German
films and waiting for the embargo
to be lifted. While he was abroad
Mr. Laemmle decided that the only
way to do business in Germany was
to make his own films there under
American supervision and direction,
but with German actors and ac-
tresses. By making films there
of the same quality that the com-
pany makes at Universal City, Mr.
Laemmle expects not only to do
a very profitable business in Ger-
many itself and the new countries
which are so dependent through
transportation on Berlin, but to
make films which will be equally
acceptable in this country.

"Mr. Lacmmle has gone to Uni-
versal City, the huge producing
center of Universal activity, partly,
to supervise the completion of two
huge Jewel pictures, Priscilla Dean
in " Outside the Law," and Von
Stroheim's "Foolish Wives," and
partly to select one or more pro-
ducing units with which to produce
films in Germany.
One interesting comment which

Mr. Laemmle made just as he left
for Universal City was to the effect
that the supposed German hatred
of all the countries arrayed against
her in the War was entirely gone.
The film industry is responsible in
a large measure," said Mr.Laemmle,
for this condition."

Pathe Drive Bringing Results

Kate Bruce Plays in
" The Quarry"

Through a special arrangement
with D. W. Griffith the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has ob-
tained the services of Kate Bruce,
who has appeared exclusively under
Mr. Griffith's management since the
earlv Biograph days, for an im-
portant role in ' The Quarry," the
John Morosco novel which Thomas
Meighan is now making at the new
Long Island City studio.
Miss Bruce has recently scored

strongly in " Way Down East."

/Genuine
Special

In the
Jhadow
of the
Dome^

A David G. Fischer Production

PATHE reports " unprecedented
returns bqth in collections and
new business" just as the $10,-

000 " Pearson Month " campaign
passes the half-way mark. In the

feature department, there has been
realized a gain of more than thirty

per cent over the average for the
three preceding months, declares the
Pathe statement. The serial de-
partment is reported to have also

done creditably, while a "slightly

better progress " is reported for
the short-subject department. The
" Pearson Month " will be brought
to a close at midnight of Novem-
ber 30. With every cog in the
Pathe selling machine working at

maximum efficiency and returns
coming in rapidly it is not possible

to forecast results at the present
time, according to the Pathe report,

but it is expected that the feature
department will " wreck all rec-

ords " and that the serial forces
will surpass the " wonderful marks
it has established in the last three
months." The Pathe report follows
in part

:

" Far more than the surface
gains indicate, the progress of the
Pathe feature department during
the first stage of ' Pearson Month

'

contest, has been particularly note-
worthy. The average struck by
the feature sales department during
August, September and October,
outrivalled that of any similar

period in the entire Pathe history.

Consequently, to beat this record
by thirty per cent, meant tremen-
dous efforts by the department. The
gains have been so marked in some

Unprecedented Re-

turns in "Pearson
Month" Campaign

of the exchange territories, that a
figure much better than thirty per
cent will represent the gain made
by Pathe features at the conclu-
sion of ' Pearson Month.'

" Numbered among the features
that are being eagerly received by
exhibitors are Benjamin B. Hamp-
ton's, The Money Changers; Jesse
D. Hampton's, Half a Chance; Ed-
gar Lewis', Beggar in Purple;
Blanche Sweet's, Her Unwilling
Husband; Robert Brunton's, Devil
to Pay and H. B. Warner's Dice
of Destiny. Of the earlier releases
still meeting with the widest favor,
the pace is being set by the Asso-
ciated Exhibitors' special, The Rid-
dle: Woman. Key-city first-runs
have been arranged in every terri-
tory on this sterling attraction, and
other runs are following in quick
succession.

" A wide demand has been cre-
ated for George B. Seitz's first fea-
ture, Rogues and Romance, in
which he is co-starred with June
Caprice, with Marguerite Courtot
prominent in the support. This is

the production made in Spain,
where Castillian plotting is mixed-
with American love making, into
what constitutes one of the most
colorful and actionful dramas ever
issued by Pathe.

" Another international drama at-

tracting wide attention is Leonce
Perret's, The Empire of Dia-
monds, adapted from the Mandel-
stamm novel of the same name,
which is shortly to be published in
the United States. Already it has
created a sensation in Europe,
where Mr. Mandelstamm is rated
among the prominent literary men
of the old world.

" While the feature department is

stepping at a pace calculated to
wreck all records, the serial depart-
ment has all cylinders working in
a tremendous effort to surpass the
wonderful marks it has established
in the last three months. In these
efforts they have been substantially
backed up with a product that rivals
comparison, including The Phan-
tom Foe, in which 'Juanita Hansen
makes her first appearance under
the Pathe banner.
"Ruth Roland in Ruth of the

Rockies, Velvet Fingers, in which
George B. Seitz will again be seen
in a popular role play, ably assist-
ed by Marguerite Courtot : and
Double Adventure, in which Charles
Hutch ison, champion daredevil
serial actor, returns to Pathe.

H. Givens to Manage
% Pittsburgh Exchange]?

Al Lichtman, general manager of
distribution of the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, announces the
appointment, effective Monday, No-
vember 15, of Herbert Givens as
manager of the Pittsburgh ex-
change. Mr. Givens succeeds E. M.
Stuve.



'Every Evening During the Engagement of 'The County Fair,
9
in Spite of the

Toughest Kind of Opposition There was a Holdout at the Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis,
Where the Better Attractions Always Play. "—Greater Amusements , Minneapolis.

A Reel Star
FRECKLE

WESLEY
As Tommy Perkins, in Maurice Tourneur's

THE COUIt
(Special Correspondence The Morn-

ing Telegraph)

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 8

"THE COUNTY FAIR," produced
by Maurice Tourneur, opened its Ohio
run last week at the Grand Opera House,
Canton, setting a new attendance record
for the house. Streams of people were
standing in line in front of the box office

for every performance. The Grand
Opera House seldom plays a picture a
whole week. In fact " THE MIRACLE
MAN," "WHY CHANGE YOUR
WIFE?" and "THE COUNTY FAIR"
ARE THE ONLY ONES THAT
HAVE BEEN PLAYED THERE
FOR A FULL WEEK; "THE
COUNTY FAIR" PLAYED TO THE
BIGGEST BUSINESS OF THE
THREE. Representatives of Feiber &
Shea, who run the Grand Opera House
in Canton, say it's the best money get-

ter of the year. The picture was played
like a circus. Street parade, big show in

the lobby of the theatre, with apples and
pink lemonade were on tap. There was
a " rube " band and a comedy prologue
staged before the opening of the picture.

Circus billing all over the town and the

country districts BROUGHT PEOPLE
IN FROM TWENTY MILES
AROUND.

State Right Buyers: Three
On This

The following exchanges are now accepting be

Pittsburgh, Pa., Lee Film Company, 1220 V
Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga., Phil. Selznick Pi

National Exhibitors Exchange, Denver, Col., Ti

Texas, Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,

De Luxe Feature Film Company, Seattle, Was
Francisco, Cal. District of Columbia, Delawc
46th Street, New York, Tennessee and Kentuc

Friedman Film Corp., Minneapolis, Minn., Gardi

s„e of N. Y. G,y.)
Worid,s R.

ghts

GUY CROSVU
807-811 LOIW

LONDON NEW
The Name Tourneur, the All Star Cast, a Famous Stage Play will for the Sake of
Your Box Office Compel You to Lay the Weaker Features on the Shelf and Play It.



"Three Exceptional Productions, the First Two Mentioned are
(Earth Bound' and

'The County Fair/ the Latter is 'Kismet.
1 **—Extract From Editorial in Greater

Amusements, Minneapolis, Nov. 20.

i A Real Play
FACED

BARRY
Screen Version of Neil Burgess's Famous Play

OpenTerritories

Attraction
:: Columbia Film Service, 119 Ninth Street,

reet, Philadelphia, Pa., Ceanel Enterprises, 1 46
:tions, 318 Erie Building, Cleveland, O., First

lm Company, 1911 \ Commerce Street, Dallas,

ew Jersey, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York,
>1. Lesser, All Star Feature Film Company, San
aryland and Virginia, Fred Falkner, 1 1 7 West
C. McHenry, Majestic Theatre, Louisville, Kv.
ctures, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., (New York State, Exclu-

Controlled by

X SMITH
SCRE BUILDING

YORK PARIS

MILWAUKEE NEWS
By Elizabeth Scott

" The County Fair " is at the Merrill. Talk
about thrilling! Oh, boy, this is a cracker-

jack! There's a bully horse race that's so ex-

citing I could hardly stick to my pew. Be-
lieve me, the picture's varied. It contains all

the necessary elements from the mortgage on
the old farm to greased pig, and revolves

from one thing to another as freely as one
could wish.

It's a regular medley—has excerpts from
David Harum, "In Old Kentucky," '"Way
Dozen East," etc., etc. But vou never under
the sun could say it's a steal or the same old

thing any more than you could compare beef

loaf and a doughnut.

This pleasing concoction was whipped into

shape by Maurice Tourneur, one of the ablest

directors of the screen and who assembled a

cast that's very much up to snuff. Besides
Wesley Barry and John Steppling, displaying

freckles and avoirdupois, respectively, there's

Helen Jerome Eddy. She's Sally, who gets

herself all set for considerable self-sacrifice.

David Butler is Joel, likable hired man. whose
shrewd analysis of the villain wins the day
for Cold Molasses. C. M. is a very fast trot-

ting horse. I can't understand why they

dubbed him thusly, though. I always thought
cold molasses ran kind of slow.

Edythe Chapman is an awfully nice Aunt
Abigail, and Charles Barton is Tim Vail, the

peppy little jockey. The Merrill orchestra

gives an imitation of the village orchestra that

is responsible for whoops of delight from the

audience. // you don't see this, you'll be

sorry.

"'The County Fair,* with its Many Inexpensive Exploitation Angles, is going to

make Many New Box Office Records, and One Thing is Certain —You can Guaran~
tee Your Audience Complete Satisfaction.'*— Greater Amusements, Minneapolis.
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Special Service Section on

"The County Fair"

NEIL BURGESS' famous old

play of rural life and a coun-

ty fair horse race is so well known
both as to actual plot and dramatic-

punch that little needs to be said

in this connection. Most people

know that it toured the country for

many years as a companion play to
' The Old Homestead", "Way
Down East " and " In Old Kentuc-
ky." The majority of older people

have seen it and all of the younger
generation have heard about it.

The picture version of " The
County Fair" is a very faithful

transposition of the play to the

screen. No liberties have been tak-

en with the plot and many of the

original lines of the play are re-

tained as titles. The characters

with the exception of the extras

are the same as in the dramatic
version, all excellent types and en-

tirely adequate for the roles they

portray.
" Sally " is played by Helen Jer-

ome Eddy whose reputation for

parts of the kind, the simple whole-
some country girl rivals that of

Charles Ray as a country boy.

David Butler, through his recent

starring vehicles, such as " Fickle

Women " and " Girls Don't Gam-
ble ", is now well known as a like-

able personality and a competent
player and has a considerable fol-

lowing. As " Aunt Abigail " Edith
Chapman, one of the best known
and most popular character women
who has ever appeared for . the

screen, has an ideal role. Wesley
Barry, whose screen debut as a

full-fledged star is just announced
in his appearance in " Dinty " is

the " Tommy Perkins " of the story.

The balance of the cast is more
than competent, boasting such
names as William V. Mong, Arthur
Houseman, John Stepping and
Charles Barton.

The production was personally
supervised by Maurice Tourneur.

High Lights of " The County Fair
"

Adapted from a stage play in which Neil Burgess
toured for many years, playing nearly every city and vil-

lage in the country.

A cast in which three real stars, Wesley Barry, David
Butler and Helen Jerome Eddy have principal roles and
where the balance of the company is carefully picked
for types from the most distinguished players to be
secured.

A picture produced by a director who has an enviable

reputation and whose previous productions have been so

successful that his name is in itself a real box office at-

traction.

A production that offers unlimited exploitation oppor-

tunities of the sort that never fail to go over.

The adaptation of "The County
Fair" has been intelligently done.

No attempt to make it a dramatic
picture is made. The big punch is

the race in which " Cold Molasses
"

comes in second but wins the money
because Solon Hammerhead's horse
is disqualified^ Homely bits of

rural' life, correct atmosphere and
pleasing scenic locations backed by
the titles from the play make up the

rest of the offering.

EXPLOITATION
OPPORTUNITIES

" The County Fair " is essential-

ly an " exploitation " picture. The
pre-release showings that have been
given in various parts of the coun-
try beginning with the one by S.

Barrett McCormick manager of

the new Rivoli theatre, Toledo,
Ohio, as described at length some
two months ago in the News, and
followed by such notable engage-
ments as that at the New Lyric
theatre, Minneapolis, as explained
by photographs and tests in this

same issue have demonstrated this

fact.

The angles of exploitation pre-
sented by this picture begin with
the fame of the play itself. This
applies to large and small cities

since there are few of even the

smallest towns where Neil Burgess
did not take his drama in the days
when the road show was in its

prime. Next in importance from a

box office angle as applied to the

average theatre which is not in a

position to put on big exploitation
stunts is the cast. Such names as

Wesley Barry, which the writer
considers of greatest importance
from the star angle because of the
amount of publicity the youngster
is receiving and will continue to re-

ceive as the featured player of
" Dinty ", David Butler whose pic-

tures as mentioned have been pro-
nounced successes by both press
and public and Helen Jerome Eddy
are seldom associated in one pic-

ture. Then comes the reputation
of the producer and supervising di-

rector. Maurice Tourneur. His

many pictures of unusual dramatic
and entertainment value have es-
tablished his name as meaning
something with picture 'patrons.
Therefore these three things should
be given the greatest publicity ex-
cept for the largest theatres. In the
case of the last named houses, the
opportunity to stage a horse race in

the theatre by the use of the tread
mill, with live horses, is the best
bet.

This stunt is of course not new.
It has been used with such pictures
as " In Old Kentucky " and many
others but it is always the greatest
box office attraction that a theatre
can contrive, if not worked too
often. How to put on the tread mill
race is something that any house
which is equipped for such a stunt
will not need to be told. If any
manager does want details on this

idea they have but to refer to other
pages in this section where what
was done by the New Lyric of
Minneapolis is fully explained both
in text and by photographs.
For special stunts that will fit in

well with " The County Fair " we
can not do better than to refer you
to our pages for the past six months
where exploitation on " Down on
the Farm " has been described. Ex-
hibitors who wish an index to these
exploitation pages will be furnished
same on application to the Exhibi-
tors' Service Bureau.

Suggestions as to appropriate
" hokum " stunts are to be found
in the producer's press book. In

addition to these the writer sub-

mits the following:

If you use a " rube " orchestra,

one of the press book suggestions,

for " bally hoo " purposes, present

the overture you select for the bill

behind a screen lighted from the

rear as has been described in this

issue, in an article about one of

the prologues used by Sid Grau-

Live Again Your Joyous Childhood
This remarkable rural American story will recall many happy moments of your

* younger days, and you'll live with the typical character* of the screen.

Here ia a photoplay of aparkhng mirth, of awe**

romance and ambttk-r which will thrill jm and brim

you bach a second time. It radiates good cheer.

"THE
n

Preaented with Lively Muaic That Bring. Back

Merooriea of the "Shin-Dig*' and "Hoe Downa"

of the Old Daya.

Rube Band playing

"The Village Orchestry"

Coster and Clements

Another view of " The County Fair," showing a rural church

COUNTY FAIR
Maurice Tosraenr't Maaterful Screes Production of

Neil Burgess* Famous Play

WESLEY BARRY
TU kid wfci UnfrtcklM

HELEN JEROME EDDY, DAVID BUTLER
EDYTHE CHAPMAN and * Ho»( of Othen

STARTS TODAY
THE rtflfrfca

LYDIC
|

COMING—"SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT"
|
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Forty thousand people paid admission to see it at the

Rivoli Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, week of Sept. 12th

NEW YORK STATE
Exclusive of Greater New York City, Long Island, Westchester County

Carrying a complete circus requiring a
SPECIAL 60 foot BAGGAGE CAR to

transport it. Band Concert. Big
street parade daily.

Exhibitors arrange your bookings now

GARDINER PICTURES, Ino
C. A. TAYLOR, General Manager

WARNER BUILDING 257 Franklin Street BUFFALO, N. Y.
CLINTON AVENUE, ALBANY, N. Y.

Wesley Barry, Helen Jerome Eddy, David Butler and Edith
Chapman are in "The County Fair." Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis,

gross receipts one week $8,300.
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Here they are, all the famous characters that made Neil Burgess's "The County Fair" an immortal stage play

"The County Fair''
1 Has Three Big Exploitation Angles

If you use a " rube " orchestra,

one of the press book suggestions,

for " bally hoo " purposes, present

the overture you select for the bill

behind a screen lighted from the

Tear as has been described in this

issue, in an article about one of

'the prologues used by Sid Grau-
man of Grauman's theatre, Los
Angeles, and as Hugo Reisenfeld,

managing director of the Criterion,

Rialto and Rivoli theatres did in

presenting the overture used in

conjunction with " Something to

Think About ". The " shadow-
graph " stunt was used by Grauman
and Reisenfeld without the com-
edy angle but for " The County
Fair " we recommend making the

figures grotesque and burlesqueing

the idea whenever possible.

Even before Wesley Barry be-

came a full-fledged star, exhibitors

-were getting results with " freckle-

Jfaced " contests for pictures in

"which he appeared. For The
County Fair " this idea can be

elaborated in many ways. One good
stunt is suggested by a' scene in

the picture in which " Tommy Per-

kins " goes to church with squeaky

shoes. Give prizes for the boys

who show up at a stated time with

the " squeakiest " boots. In this

connection window tie-ups with

shoe stores where a picture of

*t Tommy " showing him in his

shoes is explained along with a

window of boys' shoes and the in-
' formation to the effect that " Tom-
my Perkins' " shoes in " The
County Fair " differ from those

shown in more ways than just the
* squeak."

Other scenes of the picture that

present opportunities are those

showing " Tommy " catching the

greased pig and climbing the

greased pole.

You can stage a greased pig race

outside the theatre, preferably in

the street if police permission can

be gained and the greased pole

stunt can be pulled off on the stage.

Both are sure-fire interest arous-

ing events good for free news-

paper publicity and a lot of talk

among both the youngsters and the

grown ups.

PROLOGUE SUGGESTIONS
A prologue for " The County

"MERRILL
A riol* of rural Bomancc* and Bevelry

—

MAUBICE TOUBNEUB'5 scheen veosion op

ounty Fair
IT WILL TAKS YOU BACK TO YOUQ CMILMOOO AS YOU WATCH FIUCKLi -FACED

WESLEY BARRY
IN HIS WILD CHASE AFTEB TUE GREASCD PIG

H ELEN J EBOME EDDY DAVID BUTLE-H.
WILL BECALL YOUR. SWEETHEART DAYS

AND
YOl/Ll S££ ONE OF THE MOST

' THDILUNG f-/OPS£ A?AC£5 '

„ EVEQ SCGEEJVED
ASKMD . . HE KNOWS

noveoyomrwot THE VILLAGE OffMFSTBA hcuku canxroixwsTK

A reproduction of one of the excellent posters being use to exploit tin
" The County Fair."

Fair" that would provide enter-

tainment and atmosphere is also to

be found in scenes of the picture.

Use a stage setting showing the

exterior of a side show tent at a

county fair, with a raised platform
on which the various " performers

"

do their stunts. You can use your
orchestra again dressing them as

musicians in a typical side show
band. For other characters a cou-

ple of dancers attired in the tradi-

tional showy tinsel dresses, the fat

lady, the living skeleton and the

barker will be suitable. Let' '
your

band open up the ballyhoo show
with the other artists following.

Off stage use the effects that go
with a fair, such as the noise of

rubber squawkers, the cries of the
" hot dog " man, the bellowing of

calves, the clang of the starter's

bell on the race track, etc.

If you want to bring out the more
serious side of the picture and build

on its rural note rather than on the

horse racing and "hokum" side of

the offering, a " husking bee " in a

barn could be staged with a musical

program and rural gags featured.

For such a stunt, build a set that

represents the " drive in " bent of

a barn. The back wall should rep-

resent barn doors with a loft and
the roof of the barn showing. The
sides of the set should show the

cornstalks' butts, and underneath
this the hay that fills the two mows
on each side.

Your players dressed as rural

types, burlesqued somewhat since

the actual rube is now a scarce ar-

ticle should be kneeling in pairs in

front of shooks of corn with bush-

el baskets about for the husked
ears. Old time country songs, like
" All Bound Round With a Woolen
String", "Seeing Xellie Home",
" Johnny Won't You Go ", " Little

Brown Jug ",
" Bingo Was His

Name ";
" Captain Jinks ", "Solo-

mon Levi ", " Mulligan Guards ",

"Sweet Adeline", "Old Black

Joe", "Old Zip Cooti", " Turkey
in the Straw ", etc., can be used in

chorus style.

For details in your stage setting,

the fanning mill, lumber wagon,
horse rake, double harness hanging
on peg, etc., will be suitable. At
this time of year unhusked corn will

be easily obtainable and a consider-

able emount of " business " can be
evolved in the actual husking of the

corn. The red ear of corn that

permits the finder to kiss his part-

ner can be used for good gags,

such as the girl running to escape,

the struggle over the kissing pro-

cess, can all be worked up to pro-

vide action and atmosphere. For
effects the wind whistling about the

barn, a rural scene in winter to be
shown when the barn door 'S

opened, "northern lights " flashing

on your scenic sky and a winter
moonlight effect will add to your
prologue.
For specialties in the prologue

the male quartette selection is

bound to please. Such old time
quartette favorites as " Old Black

Joe", "The Old Oaken Bucket"
should be used. As to the person-

nel of the quartette select singers

,who cat, make up to eccentric

characters. A fat chubby tenor, a

lank Yankee baritone with chin

whiskers, a basso with a " peg

"

leg (to be faked, of course), . etc.

The farm dog, sheep the red
rooster, doves, etc., can be used to

advantage in dressing the set.

NEWSPAPER DISPLAY
Suggestions for display adver-

tising for "The County Fair" can
not improve on that which has
been turned out by the exhibitors
who have already run the picture

for pre-release showings, notably S.

Barrett McCormick of the Rivoli,

Toledo, Ohio. Mr. McCormick is

an advertising ^xpert whose news-
paper ads while manager of the
Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.,

won him wide fame. For the ben-
efit of exhibitors who would like

to inspect Mr. McCormick's copy I
for " The County Fair " we are re-

producing two of the displays used
for the Rivoli showing : also a dis- I

play used for the New Lyric, Min- I

neapolis engagement, last week. .

,

PROGRAM AND PRESS
NOTICES

Do not miss Maurice Tourneur"s
picturization of " The County I

Fair " when it comes to the ....
theatre for .... days commencing
next

It's the big screen version of
Neil Burgess's famous play which

]

took the country by storm some
seasons back. The picturization is

bigger and finer than the original t

story and it is a sure fire winner
both for its fine rural types, its

J
quaint humor and the fun and ex- I

citement of a county fair ending
with the greatest horse race ever I
staged for a screen production.

Do not miss Maurice Tourneur's
screen story of " The County Fair ",

which is on view at the . . . now.
It is the biggest thing of its kind
ever shown and has all the fun and
excitement of a day at the fair

crowded into a tale which reaches
its climax in the best horse race
ever flashed before the camera. A
great all-star cast is also in it, in-

cluding such stellar favorites as

Wesley Barry, the delight of all

kids ; David Butler and dainty Hel-
en Jerome Eddy.
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"Talk about thrilling! Oh, boy, this is a crackerjack!

If you don't see this you'll be sorry!"
—Elizabeth Scott, in "Milwaukee News."

Traveling as a

ROAD SHOW
with

RUBE BAND
and

BIG STREET PARADE
DAILY.

Reserve your

PLAY DATES
At Once in

lo Molasses"

MAURICE TOURNEUR
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

PRESENTS

THE COUNTYFAIR
ADAPTED FROM

The Famous TME I L BURGESS Play

WISCONSIN, MINNESOTA
NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA

With the

FRIEDMAN FILM CORPORATION
BEN. FRIEDMAN, Pres.

FILM EXCHANGE BLDG. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Seven thousand persons saw it in one day at the

Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
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The New Lyric's Exploitation for "The Count y hair"

The engagement of " The Coun-

ty- Fair " at Finklestein and

Ruben's New Lyric theatre, Min-

neapolis, was characterized by

an exploitation campaign origin-

ated by Manager Charles C.

Perry which ranks with any-

thing of its kind ever put over

in the Twin Cities. The illustra-

tions show Mr. Perry's rube

band and circus parade staged

each day of the showing. The
bottom cut presents a view of

the stage setting used for a

prologue and the characters

which took part therein. No
text matter is needed to explain

that the picture did a capacity

business during its zveek run
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"Toledo movie audiences actually and positively cheer when Cold
Molasses wins the horse race in 'The County Fair.

999

Toledo News Bee

BOOKING ONLYAS

A SPECIAL
TRAVELING
ATTRACTION

With Sawyer's Corners

Husking Bee Bana.
Sensational Free Circus

Acts for outside your

theatre and the famous
Village Choir

FOR

TEXAS
OKLAHOMA
ARKANSAS

ADDRESS

"COLD MOLASSm'MD LIGHTNING* NECK AND NtCH
AT THE THRE&$JJART€R&

PRODUCTIONS, mo.
' PRESENTS'.

1
D FROM

THE TRUE FILM COMPANY
191 1^ Commerce Street - - - DALLAS, TEXAS
It's the kind of a production your patrons advise their friends to be
sure and see. You can stand in the lobby when the picture is over

and listen to its praise.
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Gardiner ^Pictures Ex-
pects New Records

" Full Steam Ahead !

" is the

password from C. A. Taylor, the

genial general manager of Gar-
diner Pictures, of .Buffalo, who
will distribute " The County Fair

"

in northern New York, to the
whole Gardiner sales force.

The Gardiner Pictures of Buf-
falo and Albany is one of the liv-

est independents in the business.

It was organized by " Tom " Gar-
diner, who is still the president of

the concern. Mr. Gardiner is

known to all exhibitors in New
York State since he purchased
" Mickey." He put his efforts

forth in special exploitation meth-
ods and largely through his per-

sonal efforts he sold the patrons
Gardiner Specials.

'* Yankee Doodle in Berlin,"
" Birth of a Race " and " The Lost
Battalion " followed " Mickey.''

Now comes " The County Fair,"

and from the inquiries received

and the contracts closed on this

picture, it appears that it will sur-

pass any super-feature ever shown
in Northern New York.
The new quarters of Gardiner is

fully equipped to handle " The
County Fair." The new publicity

director, Mr. Ward, and the art

and scenic director, Harry Epstein,

have their departments working
day and night.

Each company of " The County
Fair " will have two advance pub-
licity experts, a rube band, side

show paraphernalia and a lobby
display said to be different from
any other ever shown in that terri-

tory.

Another new and thoroughly at-

tractive tie-up has been arranged
with the Victor and Columbia rec-

ord dealers for a demonstration in

their windows and in the theatre
of the talking record by Cal Stew-
ard of his trip to " The County
Fair." This talking record, of the
" Rube " variety, is one of the
most amusing ever made for
phonographs.

" The County Fair

"

Books Quickly in South
The reported bad conditions ex-

isting in the South have not affected

the sale of " The County Fair " in

that section, according to reports
received from Ceanel Enter-
terprises, who are handling this

special for that territory. Accord-
ing to the Southern exchangemen,
the bookings on " The County
Fair," which has only been offered
to exhibitors for a comparatively
short time, are phenomenal.
The Ceanel Enterprises is a re-

cently formed exchange, and in

presenting "The County Fair"
they are making their bow in the
independent field in that territory.

Their office is at 146 Marietta
street, Atlanta, Ga.

County Fair" in Northwest
Friedman Film Controls Picture;

Premieres Held in Two Cities

Village Orchestra." The regular
theatre orchestra was dressed in

rube clothes for the occasion.
In Milwaukee the picture was

first presented at the Merrill thea-
tre on November 7th. It was
staged under the personal direction
of Manager Rouda, of the Merrill,
who was assisted by Art Abelson,
formerly manager of the New
Lyric in Minneapolis. Every con-
ceivable kind of circus advertising
was used to put the picture over.
Thousands of inches of newspaper
space was also used before the run.

Up to the Minute

News of the Indepen-

dent Field is always

carried in the columns
of The ' News."

Benjamin Friedman, president and gen-
eral manager of the Friedman Film
Corp., of Minneapolis, and owner of

" The County Fair " in his territory

THE Friedman Film Corpora-
tion, which is distributing

" The County Fair " from its Min-
neapolis office, in the Film Ex-
change Building, is one of the

largest independent film exchanges
in the Northwest, and has been in

existence approximately eight years.

It has exploited, in addition to a

number of well-known produc-
tions, the following specials :

" The
Unpardonable Sin," " The Whip,"
and " The Spoilers." Now it in-

tends to go just as hard at " The
County Fair."

At present the Friedman Film
controls a number of Triangle pic-

tures featuring the Talmadges,
Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Ray,
Wm. S. Hart, Louise Glaum and a
number of other famous stars.

They also own the special " Peggy,"
and . the serial, " The Evil Eye,"
" The Screaming Shadow," and
" The Trail of the Octopus."
Ben Friedman is president and

general manager of the Friedman
Film Corporation, and is one of
the oldest State Right men in

Minnesota. His exchange occupies
the second floor of the Film Ex-
change Building, having approxi-
mately 5,000 square feet of space.

The first big showing of " The
County Fair " in Minneapolis was
given on Sunday, November 14th,

at the New Lyric trfeatre. On Sat-
urday morning at ten o'clock a big
street parade, headed by a hick
band, several clowns and animals,
which included bears, donkeys and
so forth, followed by two thousand
newsboys, was staged. The boys
gave a special showing of " The
County Fair " on Saturday morn-
ing. They were paraded for about
a mile up to the theatre. This
caused quite a sensation and the
morning newspapers carried stories
on the affair.

Charles Perry, manager of the
New Lyric theatre, is responsible
for the publicity which "The
County Fair" drew forth from its

Minneapolis premiere. In addition
to the parade Mr. Perry conceived
an elaborate prologue entitled " The

"County Fair' ' Breaking
Records in South

Ceanel Enterprises, of 146
Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga., who
held the rights for " The County
Fair " in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
Alabama, gave the first showing
of " The County, Fair " at the
Grand theatre, Montgomery, Ala-
bama, recently. Although it had
had very little advertising, due to
the fact that it was not booked un-
til two days before its opening, it

proved to be a knock out. Busi-
ness doubled itself on the second
day, and on the third day, the
people were standing in the street
from one in the afternoon until
nine-thirty at night. It proved to
be a wonderful attraction for chil-
dren.

The Imperial theatre, of Char-
lotte, North Carolina, also played
to a record breaking business for
three days, and reports from small
towns where it has played, proves
that it is going just as well with
the small exhibitors as it is with
the larger houses. Cedartown,
Georgia, a town of three thousand
people, played to $400 in one day.

" The County Fair " will be the
attraction in Atlanta's leading the-
atre, The Rialto, during the week
of the Southeastern Motion Pic-
ture Exposition, and in anticipa-
tion of the bookings to be made
the Ceanel Enterprises have or-
dered four more prints, making a
total of nine prints to be used in

these five Southeastern states.

Company's First Pic-
ture Is "County Fair"
The Lee Film Co., of 1220 Burns

street, Philadelphia, who are hand-
ling " The County Fair " for that
district, is a new concern, headed
by Louis Bache. "The County
Fair " is their first production.
Although heading a young ex-

change. Mr. Bache is one of the
best known exchangemen in the
Philadelphia territory. He is per-
sonally known to hundreds of ex-
hibitors in the district, and is a
man whose judgment of pictures is

considered phenomenal.
" I believe," said Mr. Bache, in

discussing "The County Fair,"
" that I have picked a winner and
one that cannot fail in drawing at
the box office. Of course, I will
road-show it throughout my dis-
trict. I hope to make it one of the
sensations of the season. The Lee
Film Co. could not have picked a
better picture for their initial offer-
ing to the Philadelphia field."

Huge Business Reported
at Paterson Showing
The Garden theatre in Paterson

played to one of its biggest crowds
during the week just ending. " The
Lounty Fair " was the attraction
that crowded them in. Fabian's
Oarden is the theatre which staged
the world's premier of " Passion

"

not so long ago. " The County
Fair" is controlled for Greate:
New York and New Jersey by the
First National Exchange of New
Jersey, headed by J. Fabian, who
also owns the Garden theatre.

In presenting the picture at the
Garden, special attention was paid
to the lobby display. This was
conceived and executed by Alex.
Reid, one of the best known stock
directors in the country. The en-
tire lobby was made to represent a
country farmyard scene, with corn
husks and pumpkins scattered
about. The stage setting was elab-
orate, and a prologue of a rube
choice was used. Bad weather
alone prevented the execution of
further streetstunts which were
planned.

A. M. Fabian, general manager
of this exchange, announces that
" The County Fair " is receiving
especially heavy bookings every-
where. It will not be roadshowed,
as it was considered to be unfair
to the many franchise holders to
do so. The First National Ex-
change of New Jersey has now
sold 68 per cent of its franchises,
and further sales of 12 per cent
are pending.

True Film Co. Controls
Soutlvwest Rights

True Thompson, president of the

True Film Co., of 191 1 Commerce
street, Dallas, Texas, one of the

youngest and best known exchange-
men of his territory, controls the
rights for " The County Fair " for
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Among other big specials which he
has successfully exploited in the
past was " The Whip."
Mr. Thompson announces that

" The County Fair " will be a road
show in his territory. It will be
presented with an original prologue
and a hick orchestra.

True Thompson, of the True Film Co.,
of Dallas, Texas, owners of " The
County Fair " for Texas. Oklahoma and

Arkansas
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No matter how bad conditions are, a winner at the

Box Office can always find a home.

It packed the

GARDEN THEATRE
at

PATERSON, N. J.

ALL WEEK
NOVEMBER 14th

Snow, Rain and Unsettled Labor

Conditions Could Not
Affect It.

FOR BOOKINGS IN

NORTHERN
NEW

JERSEY

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

of New Jersey

729 Seventh Ave., New York

Here is a picture you can't help enjoying. It is

wholesome and pleasant throughout/
9

Milwaukee Sentinel, Nov. 8th.
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Eight Scenes From Neil Burgess's "The County Fair"

This page shows some of the scenes from " The County Fair " adapted from Neil Burgess' famous rural drama to the screen under the same title

and enacted by an all star cast
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"Wesley Barry's Stunts and Capture of the Greased Pig Made the

Audiences Roar With Laughter.
99—Earl Aiken, Toledo News Bee,

September 13th.

Why Worry

About the

Price of

Cotton?

Book

The

County Fair

vttsixxr HtitHJtnoHt uavjud

GEORGIA

FLORIDA

ALABAMA

NORTH
AND

SOUTH

CAROLINA

CEANEL ENTERPRISES
146 Marietta Street Atlanta, Ga,

"The Screen Needs More Films Like 'Humoresque 9 and 'TheJZounty
Fair.

9 99—Toledo Blade, September 13th.
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Guy C. Smith, Ltd., Handling ''County Fair
'

DEPARTING from its cus-
tomary task of handling
American-made film produc-

tions for foreign distribution, the

Guy Croswell Smith, Ltd., has un-
dertaken the sale of the Maurice
Tourneur production of " The
County Fair " to state-right buyers
in this country as well as to dis-

tributing agencies abroad, because
the heads of the organization are

convinced that this picture ver-

sion of Neil Burgess's former dra-

matic sensation is destined to

outdo the wonderful success reg-

istered by the stage drama when
it toured the country two decades
ago.

We at first contemplated the pur-
chase of only the foreign rights to

the Maurice Tourneur production,

as is our usual practice, but con-
vinced that 'The County Fair' was
a picture of unusual possibilities we
decided to buy the entire world's
rights to the photoplay and sell the

territorial rights to state-righters

in this country ourselves," said Guy
Croswell Smith, president of the
corporation which bears his name,
to a representative of the News
during a recent interview.

" Against the advice of many in

the business we decided not to

offer the picture to any program
distributing organization, but to dis-

pose of it by selling territorial

rights to the production on the

state-right market. And the worth
of our judgment was attested by
the fact that within two weeks
after the picture had been made

available to state-right buyers the

majority of the territories in the

United States had been disposed
of. This leaves us at the present
time with but a few territories

still open for sale. The ready sale

of 'The County Fair' on the state-

right market goes to disprove the
theory that has been advanced
quite frequently of late to the effect

that the independent market is be-

coming a ' closed ' channel of dis-

tribution. Our experience with
'The County Fair', is entirely to

the contrary ; the really worthwhile
picture finds no closed market in

the state-right field as is conclu-

sively proved by the way that the

territorial rights to ' The County
Fair' have been eagerly bought up
by the state-right buyers.

" As I remarked at the outset,"

continued Mr. Smith, " we ex-
tended our negotiations from the

American rights to the world's
rights to this Maurice Tourneur
adaptation of the old Neil Burgess
stage-play, because we felt the pic-

ture version had all the elements
or an extraordinarily strong box-
office attraction. Our faith in the

picture has been more than realized

in the way that the picture has
been showing to capacity business

at various points throughout the

country where the production has
already been presented. The pic-

ture had its premier at the Rivoli

Theatre, in Toledo, Ohio, during
the week of September 11th, under
the auspices of S. Barret McCor-
mick, a theatrical manager of na-

tional repute. Its run of one week
at the big Toledo house attracted

nation-wide attention, and promi-
nent buyers from all over the coun-
try, after viewing the picture dur-
ing its engagement at the Rivoli,

closed immediately for their respec-

tive territories. Thus it was that

within two weeks after its opening
at the Toledo house the majority
of the territories had been disposed
of—an achievement that stamps
the picture at once with the unqual-
ified endorsement of the leading
state-right buyers throughout the
country.

'"The original methods of ex-
ploitation that have attended its

presentation at various big centers
have also attracted considerable at-

tention to the picture. Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Paterson, Clarksburg in

West Virginia, and Youngstown,
Ohio, are some of the places that

have already shown ' The County
Fair ' with elaborate advertising
and exploitation campaigns. The
reports received have been most fa-

vorable. At Youngstown, it ran
the full week—the only picture to

enjoy this distinction besides 'The
Miracle Man' and 'Why Change
Your Wife.' Joe Lee is in active
charge of the exploitation of the
picture, with headquarters at the
main offices of the Guy Croswell
Smith Company in New York City,

and he stands ready to lend every

available aid in putting the picture

over.

" In addition to the sales already

effected for 'The County Fair' in

the United States, several foreign
rights to the production have al-

ready been disposed of. Despite the
fact that ' The County Fair ' is a
picture of a distinctly American
character and atmosphere, success

has attended our efforts in distrib-

uting the picture abroad, and this

because the photoplay has a strong
appeal of universal heart interest

that knows no geographical or po-
litical limitations. The dramatic
suspense of the spectacular horse-
race has also been a strong factor

in securing sales for the production
abroad. Already the picture has
been sold for South America, Scan-
dinavia, the Orient and South
Africa. And one of the most re-

markable features of its foreign
sales is the fact that foreign buyers

have paid for ' The County Fair

'

double the price that they have pre-

viously paid for Maurice Tourneur
productions.

" Mr. George Bowles, our foreign

representative, with headquarters at

6 Rue de La Paix, Paris, is at the

present time making preparations

for the presenting of ' The County
Fair ' in Paris. Just now he is at

our London headquarters, 19 Sack-

ville street, Piccadilly, negotiating

for a theatre to stage ' The County
Fair ' photoplay before the English
movie fans. It is expected that the

Tourneur subject will be intro-

duced to the French and English
audiences in the near future."

Story and Cast of " County Fair
THE story unfolded in the pic-

ture version of the Neil Bur-
gess stage success, " The County
Fair," is, of course, substantially the

same as that presented in the play.

However, there are side-plays and
additions of a humorous and serious

appeal which the visualization per-

mitted over and above the dramatic
and laughable situations found in

the stage version of the story. The
plot is a single one, providing
characterizations of plain home-
spun New Englandcrs, common-
place men and women, but com-
pelling characters nevertheless be-

cause of the universal heart appeal
and dramatic interest of the situ-

ations in which they move. Ac-
cordingly, although the characters
and atmosphere of the story are
distinctly American and more-
over peculiar to that phase of
American life found in the New
England States, yet the universal
appeal of the theme itself and the
dramatic situations involved claim
the interest of all human hearts
irrespective of racial, political or
geographical limitations or preju-
dices.

Aunt Abigail and Sally are being
sorely pressed by financial embar-
rassments when Solon Hammer-
head, who holds a mortgage on the
little cottage in which they live,

threatens to foreclose on them un-
less his schemes arc complied with
by them. His alternative to evic-

tion is that Aunt Abigail become
his wife or that Sally marry his

worthless son Bruce. Unable to

meet their financial obligations to

Solon, the women are faced with

the certainty of expulsion from
their old home or consent to an un-
desirable matrimonial alliance.

Sally, who is really in love with
Joel, the hired man, driven to des-

peration and prompted by a heroic

motive to keep the roof over the

head of Aunt Abigail, is about to

yield consent to the perverse and
selfish plans of their hard-hearted
creditor, when things begin to hap-
pen. Only a few days remain be-

fore the terrible decision must be
made.

That evening, Tim Vail, who was
formerly a jockey of considerable
repute and at present a victim of
adverse circumstances, breaks into

the cottage with the intention of
stealing nothing but food. Vail is

discovered in the act of looting the

pantry and tells his story. No
charges are pressed against him,
and in gratitude he sets about to

find some way to aid the embar-
rassed women. While inspecting

the barn and the sole piece of horse-
flesh left to Aunt Abigail, Vail
discovers that Cold Molasses is

built for the race track. Joel and
Vail in close co-operation set out
upon a well laid plan to balk the

conniving Hammerhead and res-

cue the distressed women-folks.
Having secured permission to be-

gin a systematic training of Cold
Molasses with a view to enter the

horse in the free-for-all race to be

held as a part of the events attend-

ing the great County Fair. It hap-
pens that this most important
county event of the year is sched-
uled to take place on the same date
that the mortgage is due on Aunt
Abigail's home. The Hammer-
heads, who also have a horse en-

tered for the race, become ac-

quainted with the intentions of Joel

and Vail; and fearful of the re-

sults if Cold Molasses is permitted

to run, they set about to thwart the

plans of the jockey and hired man.
The barn in which Cold Molasses
is stabled is set afire by the Ham-
merheads, but Vail at great peril

enters the burning building and
rescues the horse from the flames.

On the day of the County Fair,

interest centers in the horse-race

in which Lightning is matched
against Cold Molasses. Consider-

able speculation attends the con-

test. Lightning is a proved steed

of considerable merit while Cold
Molasses is still an unknown as to

speed and endurance. At last the

horses are sent away from the

wire on a flying start. The strug-

gle is a hard fought one with the

ultimate victor always in doubt.

At the three-quarters, Lightning
and Cold Molasses are neck and
neck. Down the home-stretch
they tear at a tremendous rate,

when in a final spurt Cold Molas-
ses, responding to the trained hand
of the experienced Tim Vail, pulls

ahead of the rival horse and pass-

es across the line, a winner. The

• • • •
• • • •

prize of three thousand dollars is

awarded to the winning horse; the

designs of the Hammerheads are
frustrated just in time—and, of
course, there are wedding bells,

while the fade-out conveys the

story that never loses its appeal

—

that they all lived happy ever after.

In the cast that has been en-

gaged to interpret the various
parts, Edith Chapman appears as
Aunt Abigail, while Helen Jerome
Eddy plays the role of Sally. Da-
vid Butler is seen as Joel, and
William V. Mong appears as Sol-
on Hammerhead. Charles Barton
takes the role of Tim Vail, while
Arthur Houseman interprets the

character of Bruce Hammerhead.
John Steppling is also given
a prominent part, and Wesley Bar-
ry, in the role of Tommy Perkins,

plays a most amusing " kid " part.

All the News of

the State Right

Field will be
Found in the

"NEWS"
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It has the Comedy of "TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE," the

Thrills of "THE WHIP," the box office Appeal of "MICKEY."
Like ANNETTE KELLERMANN, it's the FIGURE that Counts.

Played to $13,000 in Seven Days in Toledo.

s

E

E

THE GREATEST
HORSE RACE EVER
SCREENED

THE BIG MIDWAY
IN FULL OPERATION

WESLEY BARRY
CAPTURE THE
GREASED PIG

TIM RESCUE
COLD MOLASSES
FROM THE BURNING
STABLE

EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA

SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY

Maurice tourneur
PRODUCTIONS.INC.

PRESENTS

THE
county Fair

ADAPTED FROM

The Famous NEIL BURGESS Play

LEE FILM COMPANY
L. BACHE, General Manager

1220 Vine Street Philadelphia, Pa,

"'The COUNTY FAIR' Will Break Any Box Office Record.
99—Ex-

hibitors Trade Review. "Long Lines in Front of the Box Office

Every Day During the Run of 'The County Fair' at Canton,
Ohio."—Correspondence New York Morning Telegraph.
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Edith Stockton

F.I.L.M. CLUB
ENTERTAINS
The New York City F. I. L. M.

Club held its fifth annual dinner
and dance in Hotel Claridge on
Saturday evening last.

It was voted by the guests the
most brilliant and entertaining that

this Association has yet held.

Many were the compliments paid
the arrangement committee headed
by Mr. S. Eckman, Jr., and assisted
by Messrs. Abeles, Buxbaum, Ray-
nor and President Chadwick..
The cabaret feature was especially

entertaining. The feature of the
evening, however, was the first run
presentation of the one-reel comedy
in which all club members took an
active part. President Chadwick
cast in the principal role proved he
can act as well as conduct club
meetings. The titling, which was
under the direction of Mr. George
Uffner, was clever.

Three prominent exhibitors

—

Charles (ioldreir, Hy Gainsboro and
Sam Book took leading parts in the

comedy. These showmen were so
well satisfied with their acting that

they have arranged for exclusive
run in their neighborhood, it is

stated.

Screening of the Motion Picture
Board of Trade August Picnic was
another feature that caused much
merriment.

Schenck Secures Rights
to "Passion Flower"
Oscar Osso, representative of

the French and Spanish Authors,
and Mr. Richard J. Herndon have
just sold the world motion picture
rights to " The Passion Flower

"

to Mr. Schenck. Norma Talmadge
will be starred in this subject.

Conditions Affect Receipts
General Condition of Prosperity

Booming Business, Declares Pathe

THE general condition of pros-
perity, recently pointed out in

a statement from the Pathe home-
office as being favorably reflected

in the box-office coffers of the

nation's exhibitors, is further veri-

fied, according to a more recent re-

port from the Pathe headquarters,
by the preliminary estimate of

crops just made by the Department
of Agriculture. The Pathe state-

ment quotes the following excerpt
from the New York Times in sup-
port of its assertion:

" American farmers broke pro-
duction records, with five crops this

year. Preliminary estimates an-
nounced today by the Department
of Agriculture show the corn, to-

bacco, rice, sweet potatoes and pear
crops to have surpassed in size

those of any previous years in the

country's history. Other crops
closely approaching records, were
of oats, barley, "rye, potatoes,

apples and hay. The buckwheat
production record, however, has
stood since 1866, with this year's

crop more than 8,000,000 bushels
under it. Final crop production fig-

ures will be announced next
month."
The increase of bank deposits in

the city of Philadelphia and a nota-
ble Hocking of people to the pic-

ture theatres in " Quaker Town "

form the subject of another state-

ment from the Pathe office, em-
phasizing how prosperous condi-
tions among picture fans are favor-
ably affecting the motion picture
business. Charles Henschel, branch
manager for Pathe at the Philadel-
phia office, is in New York prepar-
ing for the continued heavy patron-
age expected in his district. He de-
clared that last week bank deposits
in Philadelphia had shown a sharp
increa'se.

" There was the inevitable result,"

added Mr. Henschel. " The pic-

ture houses were crowded; every-
body was in search of this most
popular form of recreation because
everybody felt that they could af-

ford it. Whenever the family bank
account exhibits dwindling figures,

the situation is the reverse. Peo-
ple cut down all their expenses, and
amusements are apt to come first."

British OfficeAids Universal
London Firm Pushing Exploitation

Campaign for Universal Products

NO stone is being left unturned

by the Film Booking Office,

Ltd., of London, in its drive to ex-

ploit Universal pictures throughout

Great Britain, it was reported by
Mr. Carl Laemmle, Universal pres-

ident, upon his recent return from
Europe. By special trade shows in

all the big film centers, by elaborate

publicity in all trade publications

and by a special monthly magazine
devoted entirely to Universal prod-

ucts, the British distributing agency
is preparing for its Universal sched-

ule of releases, to begin next year,

according to Mr. Laemmle.
Since Mr. Laemmle signed a con-

tract with the F. B. O. several

months ago, giving the British film

agency rights for the distribution

of all Universal products in the

British Isles, Messrs. Arthur and
Albert Clozenberg, the two broth-

ers at the head of the F. B. O. have
concentrated their entire attention

on Universal pictures. A surpris-

ing awakening of interest in the

Universal output among British

exhibitors, uitics arid palrons hi»s

resulted.

The F. B. O.-Universal program
begins October 3, 1921, with "The
Virgin of Stamboul," Priscilla

Dean's big picture. It will be fol-

lowed by one Jewel or a special at-

traction every week. Succeeding
Universal Jewel releases are " Un-
der Crimson Skies," November 28;
" The Devil's Pass Key," Decem-
ber 26; "Home," with Mildred
Harris Chaplin January 23, 1922

:

'" The Right to Happiness," Febru-
ary 20 ;

" The Great Air Robbery,"
March 20; "Once to Every Wom-
an," April 10; "The Breath of the

Gods," May 8, etc.

Erich Von Stroheim's pictures

especially have met with enthusias-
tic reception at the hands of Brit-

ish reviewers and exhibitors, it is

stated, " Blind Husbands " is de-
clared to have caused more discus-
sion than any other film previously
shown in that country.

'Love Madness" to Be
Shown by Saenger
The Saenger Amusement Com-

pany, operating a chain of theatres
in the South, have booked " Love
Madness," the J. Parker Read, Jr.,

production, starring Louise Glaum,
which was recently released on the

Hodkinson program. The booking
is for a total of fifty-five days over
their circuit.

George King, president of
the Stoll Film Corporation
of America, has received word
from Ralph Proctor, general
manager of the company, now
in the West on his way to
the Coast, that he is making
rapid progress in the organ-
ization of his sales force and
that in a few days he will be
ready to announce its compo-
sition. Mr. Proctor left New
York October 25. The sales
representatives of the com-
pany, who will make their
headquarters in Pathe ex-
changes, the distributors of
Stoll pictures, will begin work
December 6. The first release
will be made about Janu-
ary 1.

At the Stoll executive of-
fices on the third floor of the
building 130 West Forty-
sixth street, carpenters, paint-
ers and decorators have ef-
fected a transformation dur-
ing the past three weeks.. Ad-
equate preparation has been
made for the convenience of
projection room visitors.. A
new screen and new machines
also are being put in place.
The negatives of the first

four releases already have
reached New York. Also
there have been received the
still negatives for the same
productions. These indicate
that exhibitors will be sup-
plied with a strong line of
publicity with which to ex-
ploit Stoll pictures.

The Origin of Coal to
Be Shown on Screen
The world as science believes ii

was 10,000,000 years ago will be
shown in the prologue of an educa-
tional film now in production at the
Rothacker Chicago studio. The
prehistoric sections of the picture
will be animation visualizing the
origin of coal.

The animation, which is being
executed by Wallace A. Carlson
who puts the " Gumps " on cellu-

loid, shows the enormous dinosaurs
and pterosaurs and other strange
beasts which lived when naturr
was filling her treasure chest with
the substance which keeps us warm
today.

Grand Opens Exchange

P. B. Dana, sales manager of thf

Arrow Film Corporation, visited

Boston on November 9th and 10th

as Arrow's representative at the
opening of Sam Grand's new Fed-
erated Exchange. Mr. Grand has
closed for several new features in-

cluding " The Pennv Philanthrop
ists."

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
Opposite West 129th St. Ferry Morsemere 621, PALISADE. N. J.

QUALITY and SERVICE
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
The Pioneer of the Motion Picture Industry 220 West 42nd StrCCt Telephone Brn«t S909
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F OR NEWSPAPER USE— FOR THEATER PROGRAMS

Live Notes from the Studios
CONDUCTED B Y LILLIAN R . GALE
ABOUT

DIRECTORS
Robert lilhs has become a mem-

ber of the Motion Picture Direc-
tors' Association, New York Lodge,
and was initiated at the last meet-
ing, which was well attended, to

welcome the young director to the
fold.

After being dangerously ill for
over seven weeks, Maurice Tour-
neur, the French producer-director,
is spending a few days in New
York, where he journeyed from
California to attend the national
premier of his picture, " The Last
of the Mohicans," released via As-
sociated Producers. While East
Mr. Tourneur will confer with a

number of famous authors regard-
ing his next story, the scenario for
which will be rushed to completion
so that he may start production im-
mediately after his return to the
West.

George Irving, director, and
Creighton Hale, leading man, in

American Cinema's production ot
I Her Majesty," starring Mollie
King," have hung up a record for
goat getting" in a profession that

knows a good bit of " goat." They
recently came upon a means of get-
ting the goat of a goat, who appar-
ently had none. The action of the
story called for the goat to emit an
emphatic kick—a kick aimed at the
person of the fat boy in the story.

The goat apparently belonged to
no union. He had no kick to regis-
ter. It was Mr. Hale's brilliant

idea, seconded by the activity of
Mr. Irving that finally brought
about results. A fine wire was con-
nected to the rear hoof of the un-
willing goat and an electrical cur-
rent. The result was eminently sat-

isfactory—as the picture promises
to prove.

Thomas H. Ince has spirited
Fred Niblo away from Douglas
Fairbanks, and Niblo will make a
series of special productions under
the arrangement. Niblo is the hus-
band of Enid Bennett, the star.

The fad of motion picture pro-
ducers for filming famous novels
and other published works persists,

in spite of the wails of starving
scenario writers. Recently it was
announced that the Bible is to be
filmed.

Following the trend of the times,
fay Chapman and Rene R. Rivierre,
screen scribes for Ben Hampton
md Robert Brunton, respectively,
•nake an even more startling an-
louncement. They are going to
iroduce an all-star photodrama of
vVebster's Dictionary!

man's megaphonic voice was calling

to his assistant

:

" We'll use the still in the picture

today, Billy!"
The black boys scrambled to their

feet and stared about.

"Boy, yo hear 't?" gasped one.
" Wundah if they makes cactus
whiskey out yere?"
They descended en masse on the

director.
" Captain, whereat is this still you

mentions? "

" Still photography, you mean,
Mr. Hickman explained, take still

pictures for advertising the moving
picture."

Gloom settled down on the
" Sahara." Even the antics of the
galloping ivories had lost their

charm

!

Chet Withey, who is now directing
Constance Talmadge

War Camp Community Service)
Miss Graswinckel will have splen-

did opportunity to draw on her ex-
perience, said to be broad and ver-
satile in its scope.

*

For a number of years Miss Gras-
winckel devoted her time to inten-

sive work in the mail order field

and gained an enviable position
there as executive and counsel for
large mail order houses.

This work, together with personal
visits and study of thirty-three

states in the Union and in Canada,
have given Miss Graswinckel a sym-
pathetic understanding of the ter-

ritorial conditions and peoples,

their interests and ideals, that is a
valuable asset for her present work
of stimulating community interest

and spirit. With ability to interpret

America to Americans and new-
comers alike, Miss Graswinckel U
well equipped.
At the close of the war, and after

completing her wartime activities,

Miss.Graswinckel joined the forces
of Leggett-Greun Corp. as Chief
of Export Sales Films, applying her
experience in export advertising
and sales promotion as a foundation
for industrial and educational film

work.
In directing the film work of

Community Service, which is one
of her activities, Miss Graswinckel
plans to produce the best in educa-
tional and promotional films, and
to provide her audience with pic-

tures having the most sympathetic
appeal and the greatest message.

As Director of Motion Pictures
or Community Service (formerly

Several negroes were on location
in the Mojave with Ben Hampton's
company last week, filming Sahara
desert scenes of " There was a King
in Egypt." Dressed as Nubians,
they were rolling African dominoes
on a blanket. Suddenly the game
baited. Director Howard Hick-

" The Road to London," first

Bryant Washburn production which
was picturized and directed by
Eugene Mullin, will recall some of
the adaptations Mr. Mullin made
for Douglas Fairbanks, since the
story is a rollicking one of how a
young American thwarts the plans
of a " dragon aunt," said to be a
" true to life characterization." The
role is played by Saba Raleigh,
wife of the noted author-manager
of London. Mr. Raleigh is the
producer of some of the most suc-
cessful Drury Lane melodramas, in

which his wife invariably appeared
in a leading character.

Victor Fleming has completed
work upon the picture for John
Emerson, and will make another
one at once, but first spend the al-

loted time between New York and
Hollywood. To date the picture
to be made on the west coast, has
not been named.

ABOUT
PLAYERS

Vera Gordon, the famous mother
of "Humoresque," will soon be seen
as the star of " Devotion," a forth-
coming Harry Rapf-Selznick spe-
cial which gives this polished ac-
tress another role of the type with
which she has become associated.
Since "Humoresque " flashed on the
screen and established Vera Gordon
as the greatest film find in several
years, Mrs. Gordon has been seen
in " The North Wind's Malice,"
the Rex Beach-Goldwyn production
now being shown at leading thea-
tres.

Most recently Vera Gordon has
been headlining in vaudeville as the
star of " Lullaby," an appealing
sketch written expressly for her by
Edgar Allan Woolf. Mrs. Gordon's
elevation to the highest place in the
" big time " is a noteworthy tribute

not only to her own sterling dra-
matic talent, but also to the univer-
sal box-office value of a motion pic-

ture reputation.

Lucreta Belle, recently appearing in
support of Norma Talmadge, who will be
seen in another First National release

Joseph J. Dowling, famous char-
acter actor of the films, is now play-
ing another interesting role in Ben-
jamin B. Hampton's pictures. Mr.
Dowling played the gambler, " Place
Hough," in "The U. P Trail," by
Zane Grey ;

" Anderson," in " Rid-
ers of the Dawn," by the same au-
thor, and " Uncle Peter Bines," in
" The Spenders." Now he takes the
role of the Egyptian excavator in
" There Was a King in Egypt," Mr.
Hampton's photoplay of Norma
Lormier's novel, a colorful and ex-
citing romance written around the

discovery of the tomb of Ahknaton.

When Olga Petrova was headlin-
ing in vaudeville out in California,
last season, she met Mary Pickford
for the first time. As the Polish ar-

tiste has always admired Miss Pick-
ford's work more than that of any
other American woman on the
screen, she asked Mary for an in-

terview, and this account of when
Star meets Star, ought to prove par-
ticularly interesting, when it appears
in the January issue—out in Decem-
ber—of the Photoplay Magazine.
MissPickford herself says " this ar-

ticle is the most delicately beautiful

tribute I have ever received from
a fellow-player." Petrova's impres-
sion of Mary will be syndicated in

2,000 newspapers after the first

rights have been given to the maga-
zine. It is entitled " Mary, Mary,
How Docs Your Garden Grow?"

Marion Davies and other mem-
bers of " Bride's Play " company
returned to New York from Cali-

fornia, immediately upon comple-
tion of their work. Miss Davies will

immediately start upon another
starring vehicle for Cosmopolitan.
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IF IT'S

' DIRECTED BY"

VIGNOLA
IT IS A

BOX-OFFICE
ATTRACTION

WATCH PARAMOUNT EXCHANGES
FOR RELEASE DATE ON

"THE
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM"
BY SAMUEL MERWIN

SCENARIO BY DONNA DARRELL

VIGNOLA PRODUCTIONS
Made for Cosmopolitan Released by Paramount

MEMBER M. P. D. A.

Robert Scable, entrusted with
the portentous role of the "heavy"
in George Baker's under-way pro-
duction, " Temple Dusk ", finds that

his ten years as stage director for
John Drew, and his services in a
similar capacity for Ethel Barry-
more and Marie Doro, is most help-
ful in his work now devoted to the
screen. Following a successful ca-
reer as stage director and actor, Mr.
Sellable became an instructor at the

Sargent School of Dramatic Art,
which year after year he forsook to

assist in directing for John J. Rob-
ertson, Charles Maigne and others.

Then George Fitzmaurice persuaded
Mr. Schable to turn his talents to

screen acting. Since that lime he
has had little for anything else, al-

though he is still interested in di-

recting photoplays. His seasonal re-

leases number four Paramount pic-

tures, one Fox special and the Me-
tro release, in preparation, " Tem-
ple Dusk."

Gary McGarry, through the good
offices of the Actors' Equity Mo-
tion Picture casting department, has
been assigned a role in a production
for Famous Players under the di-

rection of Jack Dillon.

"A Million More or Less", the
title of the first of the Legend Film
Comedies, now under production,
will star Edna Shipman and John
Junior.

Corene Uzzell has been cast in

one of the leading roles in " Deter-
mination ", the super-feature photo-
play by Capt. F. F. Stoll, which is

now under production. She is now
busily at work in her role as Madge
Daley, the confidence queen, and is

rapidly creating a remarkably fine

character as the leader of the Lon-
don underworld.
Miss Uzzell has appeared on the

screen with such stars as Edwin
Arden, George M. Cohan,
William Courtney, Li'na Cavalieri

and Elsie Ferguson, has starred
with House Peters in " Thunder-
bolts of Fate ", and co-starred with
Maclyn Arbuckle in " Mr. Potter
of Texas ". She has also starred

for World in "The Oakdale Af-
fair ", and the " Clouded Name."

Since Antonio Moreno parted
company with serials, and started

upon his first feature for Vita-
graph, he has been enjoying the

usual search for " something dif-

ferent " for his next picture. He
has found it evidently, since the

next picture he plans to do will

take him to Spain, the first visit he
has enjoyed abroad since 1910 when
he spent a vacation with his mother
at her country place near Gibraltar.

The father of Clara Kimball
Young, Edward Kimball, will have
a prominent part in Irvin Cobb's

story, " Boys Will Be Boys ", star-

ring Will Rogers.

Maude Wayne, the talented gold-

en-haired emotional actress discov-

ered by Paramount a few short

months ago in Scnnett comedy, has

moved her makeup box to Ben
Hampton's studio. She takes the

roles of the alluring " Millicent

"

in " There Was a King in Egypt ",

Air. Hampton's big all-star produc-

tion of the Norma Lorimer novel.

Miss Wayne was once leading lady

in comedy, and has switched to

heavy emotional roles in cinema
drama.

In " Peck's Bad Boy ", starring

Jackie Coogan, Charlie Chaplin s

protege, \\ heeler Oakman and Mol-
ly Alalone will support him.

Kenneth Harlan, who recently
played opposite Constance Tal- J

madge in " Dangerous Business

"

and " Mamma's Affair," has proved
such a satisfactory type to play op-
posite the Talmadge girls, that Mr.
Schenck has signed him up for aJ
year's contract. Mr. Harlan will]

continue with Constance in her next
picture; now being directed byl
Chester Withey, " The Man from
Toronto." It is probable that he
may occasionally support Norma, 1

also.

Kenneth Harlan is the second!
leading man to be signed up by Mr.
Schenck, for a long term contract
within the past few months, as]

Harrison Ford, now playing with]
Norma in " Satan's Paradise," was]
also recently signed exclusively.

Rumor has it that Marguerite
Fischer, who has been unattached
since she left the American com-
pany is to form her own producing
unit.

A new stellar candidate for favor,

Louise Price, will have the lead in

the Garson production " Charge It."

The announcement of the acqui-
sition of Virginia Yalli to the cast

of "' Sentimental Tommy," whose
recent picture with George Walsh,
" The Plunger," is now being re-

leased by Fox, has been engaged
to create the role of Lady Afice
in the film version of the Barrie
story.

Those who have commented on
the dark-haired beauty of Virginia
Valli in all her productions here-
tofore will note with surprise her
appearance in this picture as a
blonde. Although the part of Lady
Alice calls for a blonde girl, Direc-
tor John S. Robertson was so de-
termined to have her in his com-
pany that he persuaded her to wear
a wig for this characterization.

Claire Adams believes in the vir-

tues of singing for health. Not the
singing lesson or concert or private

entertainment type, but free, full-

throated singing of the sort that

develops one's lungs. Fortunately
for those around her Miss Adams
has a fine voice. Director Howard
Hickman observed that it was all

right for her to sing so much, but
not to recommend it publicly.

"If your health theory got noised

abroad, good night ! Blessed would
be the deaf !

"

Jack London's novel " The Lady
of the Big House," will be titled
" What is the Matter with Mar-
riage," when it is released to thea-

tres, with Milton Sills featured.

Having recently completed film-

ing the leading male role in " Dead
Men Tell No Tales" and the part

opposite Hope Hampton in " The
Better Way," Percy Marmont took
advantage of a fortnight off and
spent his vacation at Lake Placid.

He has just returned to New York
and will soon commence work in

one of the forthcoming all-star

{Continued on page 4304)
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Some True Stories Not for Scenarioizing

CHARLES RAY has lost the

distinction of being one of the

very few recognized stars who
had never made a personal appear-

ance in connection with the show-

ing of one of their own productions.

At the Alhamhra theatre in Los
Angeles he made a personal ap-

pearance on the opening night of a

second run of "Forty-five Minutes

bom Broadway," the first of his in-

dependently produced features from
his own studio to he distributed by

Associated First National Pictures.

Inc., and from remarks he made
afterward it may be taken for

ranted that it won't be quite so

hard to induce him to make other

appearances.
Since he became a star Mr. Ray

has consistently refused to make
personal appearances on the ground
that it helped nobody.
"If a production can't stand

alone, the appearance of the star

isn't going to help it or the star,"

was his favorite rejoinder to all

picas from exhibitors and others

who tried to arrange for addresses

from him as an added attraction to

the showing of one of his films.

In Los Angeles the personal ap-

pearance of stars is no novelty for

all of them arc so close that it is

easy to arrange for dates if the star

will consent. Many previous efforts

have been made to ensnare Ray but

to the management of the Alhambra
goes the credit of getting him on
the stage of his theatre for the first

time.
" The day the picture opened at

the Alhambra a telephone message
was received at the Charles Ray
studios as to whether Mr. Ray
wanted the management of the Al-

hambra to send a car for him or jf

he would come to the theatre in his

own. It was the star himself who
answered the phone. A long con-

versation ensued, which ended with

Mr. Ray much perplexed.
" I have got to go to the Alham-

bra tonight and walk out on the

stage and make an exhibition of
myself," is the way he announced

it.
" Somebody fooled him into

thinking I had promised to appear

and he went ahead with his adver-

tising and got himself into a fine fix

if I don't show up."

He went, and he received an en-

thusiastic reception. No star with

the liking for other people that

Charlie Ray has could long resist

the warmth of the public's greeting

and a little heart to heart address
followed. As he came off the stage

Edward Kidder, author of " Peace-
ful Valley," who had accompanied
him, said :

" Well, it wasn't so bad. They
sure liked it."

" They haven't anything on me,"
answered the star naively, " I liked

it, too.'

"
I should think, Mr. Roscman,"

said a studio technical man in con-
versation with Edward Roseman,
who plays the villain in " Fanto-
mas," " that you would have
changed the spelling of your name
long ago. Did you ever notice that

it takes thirteen letters to spell it?"

Roseman, big, dark and naturally

optimistic in his everyday life,

dropped for the moment the villain-

ous character of Fantomas, and
stepped away from the set as Ed-
ward Roscman, the gentleman and
student.

"Do you know," he said after a

moment's reflection, " that I believe

those same thirteen letters have
pulled me through many a tight

pinch during my career as a screen

actor? Change the spelling to kill

that combination of thirteen?

Never

!

" I played straight through "Bride
13," he continued, " with ' 13

' in the

title of the picture, and exactly 13

times I escaped serious injury, and
possibly death. That was a real

thriller. But the '13' was with me
and I believe in it.

" There are 13 lights in my dress-

ing room here, and we are now
working on the thirteenth episode
of ' Fantomas.' It's all in the wav

you look at it. The number 13 has
been a lucky one for me."

* * *

Robert McKim, " the handsomest
villain " and one of Benjamin B.

Hampton's stars, believes in boost-

ing his friends and disclosing their

virtues in a bluff, jovial way.
One day, while lunching at the

Brunton studio, Hollywood movic-
tcria, he called everyone's attention

to a short, husky little fellow who
wore an infectious smile.

" Who's the greatest art director

in the world?"
The poor chap looked " scared to

death " at such a boost in the pub-
lic eye. His smile flickered,

dimmed, died out and then returned.
His face took on the hue of a red
brick wall. McKim, with his well-

trained villainous heart and cruelly

focused eyes, watched his victim

burn with embarrassment, and cast,

his eyes about for an avenue of

escape. At last, the villain supplied

the answer himself in his well

known operatic baritone.
" Homer I. Mesick !"

Homer I. Mesick is Benjamin B.

Hampton's art director, one of
those modest men of big achieve-
ments whose work has won him
fame and honor. Calling down all

of that public notice upon him with
such an embarrassing remark is

perhaps the most ruthless act the
famous villain has done in his

career of celluloid crime.
* * *

The R. A. Walsh company early

this week returned from Monhegan
Island, off the coast of Maine,
where the players underwent an ex-
perience rivaling D. W. Griffith's

celebrated trip to the Bahama
Islands.

Monhegan Island is a chunk of
lock that juts out of the ocean eigh-
teen miles off Brockbay Harbor.
Director Walsh took Miriam
Cooper, Henry Clive, and other
members of the cast out there to

shoot the final scene which featured
a leap from the top of the island

into the sea—a sheer drop of 100

feet.

After the picture had been suc-

cessfully taken, the company started

back on the Monhegan Island mail
boat and got caught in the recent

storm that swept the Atlantic coast.

The wind blew sixty miles an hour
and it was impossible for the small
mail boat to make headway. She
was blown far out to sea and for

twelve hours the storm lashed the
Walsh party with all its fury. Al-
though their peril was apparent to

two ships that passed, the violence
of the gale made rescue impossible.

With a dead engine it seemed for a
time that the little vessel would
surely founder. However, the final

abatement of the wind made it pos-
sible for the boat to limp into

Brockbay Harbor.
Del Claw son, Walsh's chief

cameraman, succeeded in getting a
hundred feet of film showing
scenes aboard the boat when the
storm was at its height. This will

be turned over to First National by
Mayflower to be used as an advance
trailer with which to advertise the
picture when it is released.

The discovery of a "bottomless"
pool in the bed of the middle fork
of the San Joaquin river near Bal-
loon Dome has been reported to the
California State Fish and Game
Commission by William D. Taylor,
the motion picture director.

Descent of a granite cliff 1,800
feet high was made by Taylor and
his guide to reach the river, which
runs for miles between unscalable
precipices. Because-of the velocity
of the water Taylor was unable to
reach bottom with a quarter of a
pound of lead on his line. The pool,
150 feet wide and 350 feet long, is

stocked with quantities of fly-hun-
gry trout, Taylor says.

Tracks of bear, deer, mountain
lion and wild cats were found on
the sandy shore, where they come
to drink. The Ind ians say that no
human being had ever stood before
at the bottom of " the big hole."

Audience Psychology the Secret, Says Vignola
THE successful production of

motion pictures is predicated

fundamentally upon the thorough
appreciation of the psychology of

the average cinema audience, ac-

cording to Robert G. Vignola.
" Success in the motion picture

business is based on one's knowl-
edge of the audience, and in the

proportion as we understand the

emotions, feelings, thoughts, sen-

sations, and experiences of that

audience during the showing of a

picture.
" It must be remembered that a

motion picture audience is always
a crowd and never a public. This
is due to the fact that the mo-
mentary nature of present day ex-
hibition prevents a motion picture

from acquiring a public. Except
in rare instances pictures are

judged by single isolated crowds,
here, there, everywhere with no
opportunity of welding these

crowds together to the end that a

public criticism might finally de-

velop.
" Therefore, having no public to

deal with we fall back upon the

crowd which is of a different

psychological nature. The in-

dividual in a crowd is not the same
as when he is alone. Close con-
tact with the others in the same
audience has its effect on him.
While he may not know it or ad-
mit it if he did know, he is sub-
consciously influenced by his

neighbors until his emotions are
heightened and his desire or abil-

ity to think is lowered. The indi-

vidual in a crowd thinks with his

heart and not with his head. He
is inclined to be more sentimental
and less philosophic. He wants a
maximum of entertainment with a
minimum of thinking. That is

why when he is in a crowd he is

more responsive and more demon-
strative than when alone.

"The director or writer who
knows the psychology of his audi-
ence knows that for them three
classes of appeal exist in every
motion picture that tells a story:

the sense appeal to the eye ; the
emotional appeal ; and the intel-

lectual appeal. Of these the first

two are the most important. The
second is relatively slight.

" The first impression upon an
audience is caused by the beauty
of the subject photographed. This
delight of the eye is a primitive

sensation experienced by every
spectator whether he be an infant

or a mature man of culture. This
first impression on the audience is

"OUTRUN EVERYTHING IN TOWN!"
"SIMPLEX excellent aryd they have outrun everything
in town so far.'f /

GRAND THEATRF RENO, NEVADA

tremendously important. Then
follows the emotional impression.
The audience by a law of psychol-
ogy projects its selves into the
characters on the screen experi-
encing their sorrows and their

joys. It is human nature to crave
an increasing experience which is

not limited by circumstance or
propriety.

" It follows therefore that if

audience psychology consists
mainly of sense appeal to the eye
and the emotional appeal the pro-
ductions that satisfy this appeal
are bound to be successful not
only commercially but artistically

as well.
" There is only one test to apply

to the motion picture. It is this:

does it please the eye? does it

stir the self-emotion of the in-

dividual in the crowd? does it

arouse and maintain his social

sympathies? does it give him in-

tellectual entertainment without
mental fatigue? If it does all

that it is sure-fire and cannot pos-
sibly fail."
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Hemmer Stages Fire

Scene
Almost too realistic, think mem-

bers of the Hemmer cast, of an
explosion, and fire scene staged
a few days ago, at the Estee
studios. Smoke and flame
seemed quite likely to make it neces-
sary to call the aid of the city fire

department, but Director Edward
Hemmer worked on inwardly de-
lighted at the realistic atmosphere
he had obtained, which was pro-
ducing just the excitement and
consternation necessary to the pic-

ture.

The production, " Sunshine Har-
bor," is being completed in record
breaking time. Only two or three

important scenes are yet to be

filmed, which Mr. Hemmer figures

will be only a task of a few days.

Then the cutting, titling and as-

sembling will follow with dispatch,

if this strenuous director has his

way, for plans are already under
way for another picture, which will

occupy the producer's entire atten-

tion. William F. Haddock will

continue with Mr. Hemmer in the

next picture.

Jacobs a Busy Man
Within the past two weeks Ar-

thur H. Jacobs has been among the

busiest men in New York, during
which time he concluded negotia-

tions placing Olive Tell and Will-

iam H. Tooker in a-production star-

ring Eugene O'Brien. For Direc-
tor William P. S. Earle, Mr. Jacobs
secured Warburton Gamble an J

Lucia Moore. Miss Moore will be
remembered for her noteworthy
work in " 39 East " and at present

is scoring success upon the legit-

imate stage in the George M. Cohan
production, " The Tavern."

In addition to the above, and in

the same week, Mr. Jacobs closed

negotiations through Harry Rapf,
Selznick Studio executive, for the

services of Harry T. Morey, Faire
Binney and Roland Bottomley to

appear in the Ralph Ince forthcom-
ing production, said to be made up
of an actual " all star cast," pre-

senting " A Man's Home."

Directors to Give An-
nual Dinner

At the Hotel Biltmore, on the

evening of December 7, will as-

semble members of the Motion Pic-

ture Directors' Association, New
York Lodge, their brothers belong-

ing to the coast organization, who
are in New York, and a most rep-

resentative body of guests. Here-
tofore, M. P. D. A. dinners have
been affairs that the wives of mem-
bers, and other interested ladies,

have been obliged to hear about,

yet not personally enjoy. This time,

however, the popular slogan " ladies,

too," will prevail.

An elaborate entertainment is

planned, interspersing and follow-
ing the dinner. The guest of honor,
who at this writing has not been
announced, is said to be one of
great importance and interest. The
invited guests will be authorities

and celebrities affiliated with kin-

dred arts, for the good of the art

and the progress of motion pictures,

in closer affiliation with the musical,
literary and the artistic world.

M
;
P. D. A. affairs have always

carried a unique distinction. This
one, it is believed, will surpass all

previous efforts. The committee
upon arrangements appointed by
Director James Vincent, should
prove duly adequate, since it in-

cludes: Charles Miller, chairman;
Charles Giblyn, George Irving-. J.
Searle Dawley and Ashley Miller,
all men who have stood for " ac-
tion " in M. P. D. A. activities and
for the progress of the organiza-
tion.

Martin Objects to Pro-

fanity

A letter from Hollvwood em-
phaticallv denies that Al Martin is

to be featured in a series of " Pin-
nacle Comedies." one of which en-
titled. " The Damfool Twin."

" Reading each number of your
publication," writes Martin, " I am
surprised to learn that I am being
featured in a series of comedies
with Leo White, released bv Pin-
nacle, one called, "The Damfool
Twin." This is absolutely errone-
ous, and though I was connected
with the mentioned firm, it was not
in the capacity of an actor. I am
at present directing Alexander Alt
and Helen Howell in a series of
two-reel " situation comedies," be-
ing engaged to direct the first

twelve pictures.

"Thanking you in advance for
printing the above denial.

(Signed) "Al Martin."

Three New Equity
Members

The Actors' Equity Association
membership has been increased in

number and distinction since in the

past week the names of Victor
Fleming, George Beranger and
Richard Barthelmess have been
added, hailing from the motion pic-

ture field.

Corine Uzzell

" Blimp " Wrecked in
Neilan Production

In the production of a number of

big scenes by Marshall Neilan for
his latest film, " Not a Drum Was
Heard," at Glacier Park, Montana,
recently, a " blimp " was wrecked
high in the mountains after endan-
gering several lives and injuring
the master electrician of the movie
troupe.

The use of the airship carrying
the cameramen to take long "shots"
of the players from the air marks
the first time that a dirigible has
been so employed. The accident
happened after the scenes were
taken. Just as the pilot was about
to land a gale came up and carried
the ship high in the air. After toss-

ing about for an hour the wind
abated and another attempt was
made to land.

With the " blimp " about thirty

feet from the ground, William
Linahan, Mr. Neilan's master elec-

trician, grabbed one of the ropes as

a sudden wind again lifted the ship
high in the air. Thinking his weight
would bring the ship down, Linahan
held fast and was carried fifty feet

in the air before he let go. He fell

to the ground senseless, and at the
hotel later, the doctor announced a
broken arm and several strained
ligaments in the patient's back
would confine him to bed for three
weeks.

Players Notes
(Continued from page 4302)

special productions to be made by
Famous Players in accordance with
its new policy of super pictures.

Marmont's latest picture to be
seen on the public screens was "The
Branded Woman," in which he
played the lead to Norma Talmadge.
He will be remembered as having
played with Alice Joyce in four con-
secutive Vitagraph productions,
setting a record in the number of
continuous characterizations oppo-
site this star.

A. J. Callaghan, the producer of
the new Bessie Love features, an-
nounces that Bessie's projected trip

to England for scenes for the film-

ing of the Dickens's novel, " The
Old Curiosity Shop " will be made
early in the new year.

Giblyn to Represent
Coast Directors'

At the Motion Picture Directors'
Association's fourth annual dinner,
which will be held at the Hotel
Biltmore on December 7, the Coast
Lodge of M. P. D. A. will be rep-
resented by Charles Giblyn. The
appointment came by wire from
Tom Ricketts, secretary of M. P.
D. A., Los Angeles. It read: "At
regu|ar meeting of our lodge last
evening, you were unanimously
elected to represent us at the M. P.
D. A. dinner December 7. Your
letter to Director MacGregor read
at meeting brought forth enthusi-
astic demonstration. Write often."
Mr. Giblyn was one of the foun-

ders of the M. P. D. A. and has
been an untiring and interested
worker since the early days of the
organization. That he has been di-

recting in the East the past few
years has not been sufficient reason
for him to have his membership
transferred. He is always in at-
tendance at New York lodge meet-
ings, but still retains his member-
ship in Hollywood.

Death of Wm. S. Davis
On Friday, November 19, after a

severe illness confining him to a
hospital, William S. Davis passed
beyond. Mr. Davis was formerly a
well known and popular actor.

Later he became a director of mo-
tion pictures. A wife and two chil-

dren mourn the loss of husband and
father. The final rites and cere-
monies were assumed by the Mo-
tion Picture Directors' Association,
although Mr. Davis was not a mem-
ber. Interment Philadelphia.

First National Releases

"Unseen Forces"
" Unseen Forces," the Sidney A.

Franklin Production which May-
flower is presenting as a First Na-
tional Attraction, was released last

week and is now available to ex-
hibitors. Sylvia Breamer heads the

cast, which includes Rosemary
Theby, Conrad Nagle, Sam De
Grasse, Edward Martindel and
Aggie Herring.

James W. Morrison

"SIMPLEX BEST MACHINES MADE!"
CLEVELAND THEATRE 29 CHICAGO, ILL.

Jr. _. . ...
1

. " • • .
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Jessen s Studio News by Wire

BRUNTON
Bryant Washburn has returned

to the Coast and has leased studio

space at the Brunton plant. Mr.
W ashburn is now editing " The
Road to London," which he made
abroad.
Benny Ziedman has been appoint-

ed production manager of the Mary
Pick ford producing organization.

The titling of " A Flame in the

Dark," which was written by Fran-
ces Marion, is now being done.

Ruth Roland, the Pathe serial

star, was injured in a fight scene

during the filming of the twelfth

episode of " Avenging Arrow ".

Her back was badly wrenched, and
it will be necessary for her to absent

herself from the studio for three or

four weeks' rest.

Announcement is made of the

supporting cast for Betty Compson
in her third subject. The following
members have been engaged by di-

rector Arthur Rosson : Emory
Johnston, Doris Pawn, Gerald
Gring, Richard Rossen, Arthur
Delmore, and Mazie Harlan.
The final scenes have been made

for the Benjamin Hampton pro-
duction, " There Was a King in

Egypt." Schayer has completed
the continuity for " A Man of the

Forest ", written by Zane Grey.
Elliott Clawson is engaged in

writing the continuity for " A Cer-
tain Rich Man " bv William Allen
White.
The big Robert Brunton stage

will be used by the local order of
Shriners for its fourteenth annual
charity ball which will be held on
December 2nd. Five thousand
people are expected to attend. El-
aborate decorations and electrical

effects are being prepared for the

event. The Shriners' auditorium
was burned last February.

METRO
Philip E. Rosen has been selected

to direct the all-star production,
" What Is the Matter With Mar-
riage ?" The cast is headed by
Milton Sills, Ora Carewe and Nigel
Barrie. The picture has been
adapted for the screen from Jack
London's novel, " The Little Ladv
of the Big House."
Gareth Hughes, who has been

playing in "Sentimental Tommy"
for Lasky, will return in the near
future to Metro to be starred in a
forthcoming Metro release.

Albert Sheldy Lebino, who has
been a member of the Metro scen-
ario staff for the last four years
and who has written sixty-one
adaptations, leaves the Metro or-
ganization to enter the free-lance
field.

Edward Connolly has been sel-

ected for an important role in Na-
zimova's production of " Aphro-
dite." Norman McNeil has been
engaged by Metro to prepare a se-

ries of musical settings for the Na-
zimova production. Mr. McNeil
was formerly with D. W. Griffith.

Edward Cecil and Marjorie Pre-

Constance and Norma Talmadge, who will remain as First National stars

vost have been engaged for the

all-star cast in " What Is the Mat-
ter With Marriage ?"

The allegorical episode of the
" Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse " is the only portion of the
Ibanez super-special that remains
to be filmed.

FOX
William H. Shean, who is at

present on the Coast on a tour of

inspection, has made numerous
plans for the extension of produc-
tion activities; additional stage

space and production equipment
are being negotiated.

William Russell has begun the

production of "Brute McQuire"
written by A. Chaney Edigton.

James Jogan is directing, Mary
Thurman leads the cast, which" in-

cludes George Fisher, Charles
French, Correan Kirkham, Edwin
Booth Tilton, Charles Gordon,
Jack Rockleigh, Charles Stevens,

John Cook and Joe Lee.

George Marshal has been select-

ed to direct Eileen Percy in " No-
body Home " by Paul Cazeneuve.
Harry Myers plays the leading

male role. The cast includes Ray
Ripley, Harry Dunkinson, Mella
Davenport, J. Miller, Hayward
Mack and J. Webster Dill. Bess
True, a Sunshine girl, will play her
first drama part in this production.

Bernard Durning is completing
production work, " Pardners of

Fate," starring Louise Lovely.

Stephen Chalmers is the author.

Lynn Reynolds is making the

last scene for " Happy Go Lucky,"
with Tarn Mix in the stellar role.

Buck Jones has begun his new
starring vehicle, " Fighting Buck,"
under the direction of Jack Ford.
The story was written bv Jules

Furthman. The cast includes Bar-
bara Bedford, George Simon, Jack
Curtis, Jac MacDonald, Jenny Lee
and Al Freeman.

" The Jockey " has been selected

as the title for Clyde Cook's forth-

coming comedy for William Fox.

Jack BIystone is directing the pic-

ture.

Al St. John is working on his

new Fox comedy titled " Spring."
" Chin Toy," from a story by

Pearl Doles Bell, has been selected

as the new starring vehicle for
Shirley Mason. Howard Mitchell
has been assigned to direct Miss
Mason in her new production.
Raymond MacKey is playing oppo-
site the star. The cast includes
Edward McWade, Eileen Northrop
and Scot McKey.
George W. Hill, who was for-

merly a camera man for D. W.
Griffith and George Loane Tucker,
has written the " Unbelievers " and
will direct Louise Lovely in this

subj ect.

UNIVERSAL
While taking scenes for Stro-

heim's " Foolish Wives " on last

Friday two cameramen were
swept from the deck of a barge
near Monterey by a mammoth
wave. The cameramen swam to a
boat nearby, and the cameras were
recovered after an interval by div-

ers. Due to the accident 800 feet

of film must be retaken.

Gloria Hope has been selected as
the leading woman for Frank Mayo
in the screen adaptation of the
stage play, " Colorado." The pic-

ture version will be brought up to

date, the story being laid in the days
just following the European war
instead of the Spanish-American
war. George C. Hull is preparing
the scenario. Reeves Eason is di-

recting.

Leo McCarey is directing Eva
Navok in " Plain Folks." The sup-
porting cast consists of Harris Gor-
don, Gertrude Clair, George Ber-
rell, Clarissa Sullivan, Carl Stock-
dale, Lucy Conahue and many oth-
ers.

The title of John G. Hawk's
story, "The Prince and the Pau-
per," has been changed to " The
Millionaire Kid." This will be used
as Gladys Walton's next photoplay.

Harry Harris will be the director.

Priscilla Dean will be starred in

"False Colors" under the direction
of Stewart Paton.
Hoot Gibson is now playing

" Part of the Act," with Albert
Russell directing.

E. G. Gjyol, a former newspaper
man of New York, and now a
member of Universal's scenario
staff on the Coast, is adapting for
the screen " My Lady of the Isl-

and," from Beatrice Grimshaw's
novel. This story will be used as
the next starring vehicle of Edith
Roberts.

GOLDWYN
Abraham Lehr returned on Fri-

day of last week with Samuel
Goldwyn and F. T. Godsill, after
an absence of three weeks. He an-
nounced the purchase of a number
of stories, including an original
screen story by Booth Tarkington.
Rupert Hughes arrived on Mon-

day of this week to work with E.
Mason Hopper in the filming of
" Mister and Misses Miserable
Jones," an original story for th°
screen written by Mr. Hughes.
Kate Lester, Lewis Willoughby,

Anna Lehr, Sidney Ainsworth and
Otto Hoffman are the principal
members of Tom Moore's support-
ing cast, " Mister Barnes of New
York."

Victor Schirtzinger is directing,

and Naomi Childers plays the lead.

Clarence Badger has completed
the direction of the Irvin Cobb
story, " Boys Will be Boys," with
Will Rogers in the stellar role.

Reginald Barker has left for
Canada to shoot exteriors for his

current production, " Snow Blind-
ness."

A large set showing three typi-

cal Chinese streets has been erected
for the Frank Lloyd production on
" The Water Lily," an original
Morris story for the screen.

The famous Five Points of Xew
York East Side have been repro-
duced for the Gertrude Atherton
story-, " Noblesse Oblige," under the
direction of Wallace Worsley.
Announcement is made from the

Goldwyn studio of the purchase of
" Wake Up Jonathan," stage play
bv Elmer L. Rice.

ROBERTSON-
COLE

L. J. Gasnier has begun produc-
tion work on the C. Gardner Sulli-

van screen story, " Good Women."
The cast includes Rossmary Thebe,
Earle Schenk, Hamilton Revelle,

Irene Blackwell and Peggy Pierce.

The scenes are laid in France,
America and Monte Carlo. W. L.
Hayward is the art director.

Sessue Hayakawa's next star ve-
hicle will be " Black Roses," an
original screen story laid in the
Chinese quarter of New York. Los
Angeles scenes will also be shown.

Pauline Frederick has completed
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the 'Mistress of Shenstone,"
Christy Cabanne has also com-
pleted production work on "What's
a Wife Worth? "

ASSOCIATED^
The C. Gardner Sullivan Pro-

duction Company, whose tie-up with
the Associated Producers was an-

nounced last week, will work at the

Ince studio. The first story is now
being prepared by Air. Sullivan.

Lambert Hillver, who is now with
Hart, will direct Air. Sullivan's in-

itial production, which starts in

January.
Thomas H. Ince will launch a

national exploitation campaign for
"Lying Lips," his second produc-
tion for Associated Producers. As
a part of his program he will send
six exploitation men to various
parts of the country late in Decem-
ber. These men will work under
the supervision of Hunt Stromberg.

VITAGRAPH
Director David Smith is complet-

ing production work this week on
" Black Beauty."
Larry Semon begins work on his

new comedy, entitled, " The Hick.''

Three producing units arc absent
from Vitagraph studio making ex-
terior scenes. Antonio Marino, Di-
rector Chester Bennett and com-
pany of fifty have gone to Flor-
ence, Arizona, where a number of
the prison scenes of " Three
Sevens," from the Perly Poorie
Sheehan novel, will be filmed. Jean
Calhoun is playing the feminine
lead. Director David Smith is tak-

ing the final scenes for " Black
Beauty," near Santa Barbara. Aero-
planes, automobiles and railroad

trains will be utilized to get close-

ups and long shots of the races for

this film. Jean Paige, James Mor-
rison and George Webb arc the
leads.

William Duncan, Edith Roberts
and company, are at Riverside using
the Government Aviation field for

scenes in " Fighting Fate." Work
has been delayed on the Western
Serial, featuring Joe Ryan because
of injuries Elinorc Field received
in the forest fire scenes.

SPECIAL
PICTURES

Roy Marshall, formerly of J.

Parker Read organization, has been
engaged for the making of an Axt
Acord two-reel Western which will

be sponsored by the Western Photo-
plays, Inc.

Final title for the initial Ford
Sterling comedy is "A Ball Room
Romeo."

Reggie Morris is working with
the scenario department for the se-

lection of the next Necly Edwards
picture to be released by Comic
Classic and work on this will be
started shortly.

Harry Edwards is directing the

making of " The Winner Loses," a

Chester Conklin comedy which has
Lillian Hackett as leading woman.
The story was written by Frank
Terry, formerly of the Hal Roach-
Harold Lloyd staff and the continu-

ity by Everett Maxwell.
Bids are to be made by contrac-

tors in the next ten days for the

A CORKING NEW NOVEL THAT
WILL MAKE A GREAT PICTURE

SAND
HOLLER

Belle KanarisManiates

" Sand Holler " is a better story than the delight-

ful " Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley " which
made such a tremendous hit in the films.

" Benny of Top Hill Trail," by the same author,

has just been filmed with Bessie Love as the star.

For Moving Picture Rights to

" SAND HOLLER "

Address Reilly & Lee Company, Publishers, Chicago

construction of the nine unit studio

on Santa Monica boulevard, near
La Brea, for Special Pictures Corp-
oration. The company purchased
the site some time ago, and the

plans for a big production plant

are now completed.

HERE AND
THERE

The Lloyd Ham Hamilton Com-
pany is now working on a comedy
entitled, " Moon-Shine," under the

direction of Charles Farrott. While
this is being made Jack White is

editing the subject recently com-
pleted.

In the hope of securing better

material for theatrical publicity and
lobby stills, Thomas H. Ince has
engaged John Ellis, portrait photo-
grapher, to take charge of the still

department of the Ince studio. Ellis

has had considerable experience and
will turn out three classes of stills,

art portraits, for lobby display, off

stage stills for newspapers and
magazines and special pictures for
newspapers.

Leeds L. Baxter has been en-

gaged by Marshall Neilan to serve
in the capacity as business manager.
He has been affiliated in the film in-

dustry for the past four years fol-

lowing such service as the cashier

of big corporations. His experi-

ence in film circles has been with
Lasky and Fairbanks companies.

FAMOUS
PLAYERS

Fred Cresvvell, the field sales

supervisor for Famous* Player c -

Lasky, is now on the Coast to con-
duct a school of salesmanship. He
is spending a week at the studio
while on a tour of the exchanges.
Henry Arthur Jones, celebrated

English author, is expected shortly
on the Coast.

Form Company to Star
Florence Lawrence

Announcement was made this

week or the organization of Pro-
ducers Picture Corporation, backed
by St. Louis capital, for the film-

ing of a series of pictures featuring
Floreuce Lawrence, who has been
absent from the screen for several

years because of an accident.

George H. Kern is to be in charcre

of affairs of the companv, and he
has engaged James Caldwell and
Reed Heustis to write the continu-
itv of the first production, which
will be " The Unfoldment." D. W.
Dustin, identified with St. Louis
theatrical enterprises is business
manager and W. E. Keef, formerly
production manager for D. W.
Griffith, will be production man-
aser. The company plans to pro-
duce at the Brunton studio.

President of the Renco
Film Coming East

H. J. Reynolds, president of the
T^nco Film Company, recently com-
plet^H the filminer of " Lavender
and Old Lace", from the Mvftfe
Reed novel. He left for New York
this week to make releasing ar-

rangements for this and other Reed
stories which are to be filmed.

A new picture of Dorothy Gish, whose
next Paramount picture is " Flying Pat "

Mission Theatre, Los
Angeles, to Open

The Mission theatre on Broad-
way, Los Angeles, owned by Mack
Sennett, is shortly to be opened and
will become the home of Associ-
ated Producers Photoplays. The
opening bill will have as its feature
the Douglas Fairbanks production,
" The Mark of Zorro." This the-

atre has been in existence for a
number of years under various
names and for the past several

months has been undergoing a com-
plete rebuilding and enlarging with
many important and attractive fea-

tures added. One of the most im-
portant is a big stage and another
is a most attractive lobby.

Irvin V. Willat is busily at

work on the West Coast
making his second produc-
tion for Hodkinson release.

It is called " Partners of the

Tide " and is the screen ver-

sion of Joseph Lincoln's
book.
The entire cast for this pro-

duction has not been made
public yet, but it is stated
that Gordon Mullen, who has
appeared in " Nomads of the
North," "Crooked Straight,"
" False Roads,'' " Paris
Green," " Dangerous Hours,"
and who is also a featured
player in Douglas Fairbanks'
newest production, has been
engaged for the role of the
" heavy."

C A Gemrme
d Special

'In the
Jhadow
ofthe
Domev

A David G. Fischer Production
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Our Motto: All the News, a& If it's News, When it's News

Adolph Zukor has arrived.
Louise Fazenda is the owner

of six cats.

_ Mildred Harris went to New-
York this week.

Florence Lawrence is com-
ing back to the screen.
Harry Lehrman is training

a temperamental lion.

Sylvia Breamer has come
out to winter in our midst.

Arthur Kane continues to
give our town the once over.
Ham Hamilton is a brave

man for he is now making
" Moonshine."

Sol Lesser is wiring, "Have
just put over the biggest deal
yet."

Bee Monson has been named
" The Honev Girl " of Mer-
maid Comedies.
Metro staged a wild party

this week for scenes in Alice
Lake's " Mother-Love."
Now that Dick Jones is

back on the Sennett lot the
place looks normal again.
Mack Sennett is threatening

to announce a definite sched-
ule for his coming releases.
H. J. Reynolds left our

town this week with " Laven-
der and Old Lace " under his
arm.

Eddie Baker has been made
coach of the Special Pictures
Female Girls' Baseball Team.
Hoppy Tlopins, the sub-

title hound, is said to have
been paid as high as Twenty
Dollars per word.
Buster Keaton insists that

a first night audience does not

give a correct impression of
a picture.

Proof of comedy was found
in a Universal theatre when
Lyons and Moran were caught
laughing at their own stuff.

Tony Kelly has flicked the
Los Angeles dust off his Fifth
Avenue shoes and flitted East-
ward. Come again, Tony.
Maude Wayne has been

taken to be Mary Pickford,
and we expect to hear of her
salary being boosted at the
current pay-day.
Art Rosson found so much

snow on Mt. Whitney he is

glad to come back to Cali-
fornia's summer climate. How
we love our State.
Saucy Stories tried to steal

our stuff by putting a head-
line on an article, "The Holly-
wood Scandal." We're clean.

Seena Owen flitted from our
midst this week and we learned
later that she is to scintillate
on the Cosmopolitan banner.
A carbon copy tells us that

Hayakawa is going out to
show the Universities how
much they need a motion pic-
ture department.

All the extras around the
Metro Studio drew $7.00 per
day this week to permit three
barbers to shave and cut their
hair continuously.
Ora Carewe is working in

Metro's "What's the Matter
with Marriage" and we are
confidentially told she is doing
a number of dare-devil stunts.

Vi Dana is hinp-ity hopping

about like a wox> girl and we
expect to learn of her being
taken for some one who has
come from the Italian quarter.

Little work is reported at

the Carter de Haven Studio,
because a very fascinating
gambling device was required
for certain scenejs, (sh-h—rou-
lette).

In our year-round southern
climate Reggie Barker finds it

impossible to produce "Snow
Blindness," so he is scamper-
ing off to Canada with the
troupe.
Jimmy Adams was kicked

by a mule while working out
a comedy gag, which leads to
the conclusion there is a right
and wrong end for working
out comedy gags.
Neely Edwards is so op-

timistic he expects to some-
time make a comedy without
chases, kicks, pastry, bed-
rooms, skyscrapers, bathing
girls, or a thread-bare plot.

Bill Duncan is a high -flyer

these days for he is doing
scenes at Marsh Field by
aeroplane and train. This is

the first time a run-away train
has been caught by an aero-
plane.

Eddie Cline is responsible
for the statement that more
girls are needed in motion
pictures, which means that
Business Manager Lew Anger
at the Keaton Studio is going
to have a lot of trouble.
William E. Keefe, _

who
graces the Astor occasionally

with his sylph-like form, is

back in our midst doing a lot
of things that may or may not
make him famous. We hope
for the former.
Frank Mayo started to run

the gamut of state plays, but
he is not going to do it al-

phabetically. His first is
" Colorado " and maybe he
will later be seen in "Ala-
bama " and " Mizzouri."

Special Pictures want a
catchy name for their diving
maids and here are some of
the suggestions:—California
Kittens, Special Sirens, Morris
Maids, Special Sylphs, Conk-
lin Cuties.

Publicity note advises us
that Pell Trenton is to be in
" The Blue Moon." The last
time we heard that name it

was respecting a mixture, but
that was before the Eigh-
teenth Amendment became ef-

fective.

Gordan Mullen, the heavy,
was forced to leave his warm
downy cot at 3 a. m. to work
in scenes that provided he
should jump over board in the
cold waters of San Pedro har-
bor. What could be more fit-

ting for a heavy?
Irving Willat's lighting de-

vice " got on the fritz " (what-
ever that means) and so he
induced the United States
Navy to light up a harbor
scene with search-lights, which
made the producer say, "Why
have a Navy if you can't use

it?
"

Views of Mimic Aerial

Raid on Washington
International News has obtained

a remarkable series of air pictures
made in co-operation with the U. S.

Army Air Service, it is announced
by Mr. E. B. Hatrick, general man-
ager of the news service, who char-
acterizes the series as a new Inter-
national News " beat."

It is the film record of a lively

mimic air-raid on Washington, D.
C, by a bombing squadron of six-

teen giant battle planes, undertaken
by army aviators as a test flight and
to demonstrate to Army heads and
the nation's legislators the menace
of enemy aerial attack unless Amer-
ica is strengthened in its flying arm.
The scenes include the battle for-

mations of the giant war birds and
their maneuvrings over the nation's
capital. They show startling pic-

tures of loop-the-loops, tail spins
and nose dives over the Capitol
dome and the Washington monu-
ment.

The pictures were made under the
general direction of Major Scanlon,
commanding officer of Boiling
Field, in Virginia, and were photo-
graphed by J. C. Brown, Washing-
ton representative of the Interna-
tional News, and John Bookhurst
and Jerome Frankel, of the News
reel's New York staff. These men
accompanied the battle squadron in

the " raid " being carried in three
scout planes which flew first above,
then below, before and after the bat-

tle-planes. The air fleet made the

150-mile trip from the Langley fly-

ing field to Washington in seventy
minutes.
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CEN T RES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND THEATRES

CANADA
That 300 out of 5,800 moving picture

releases had been condemned by the On-
tario Board of Moving Picture Censors
during the past, was the point which
was brought out by Mr. G. E. Arm-
strong of the Ontario censors when a
deputation of self-appointed social work-
ers appeared before Hon. Peter Smith,
Provincial Treasurer, at Toronto, on
November 18, to protest against moving
pictures generally. The deputation re-
ceived scant courtesy and Rev. Gilbert
Agar, who headed the delegation, de-
clared that he was not satisfied with the
interview. Not one of the visitors spoke
after Mr. Armstrong, the chairman of
the Board of Censors, had defended the
work of the censor board in Ontario.
Hon. Mr. Smith also spoke sharply to

the " uplifters " when he gave the smart-
ing reply that it was " impossible to cen-
sor pictures to suit eight-year-old chil-
dren." The Provincial Treasurer pro-
duced a considerable number of com-
mendatory letters which he had received
after he had sanctioned the presentation
of a certain feature to which objection
had been raised.
During the discussion, the interesting

announcement was made that one pic-
ture, which had been running in On-
tario for the past four years, would be
recalled for another examination by the
Ontario censors with a view to possible
rejection at this late date. This feature
is ' Poppy," in which Norma Talmadge
is starred.
Winnipeg has also seen the organiza-

tion of the first branch of the Good Films
Le?g

i

Ue
,
of Canada, the establishment of

which has been encouraged by the Asso-
ciation of Canadian Clubs, the latter
having units in numerous Canadian cen-
tres. The purpose of the league is to
cooperate with film exchanges and ex-
hibitors for the presentation of high-
class moving pictures. No announce-
ment has yet been made as to the stand-
ard of quality which the league will de-
termine nor just how that standard will
be arrived at. Five people of Winnipeg
have been named as local officers

Montreal, Quebec, saw the opening of
a brand new moving picture theatre on
Saturday, November 20, when the Bel-
mont theatre, Main street and Mount
Koyal avenue, opened its doors for the
first time under auspicious circumstances
Ihe inaugural feature was " What's Your
Hurry? » starring Wallace Reid, and the

P P r°£ram included overture num-
bers by the orchestra under the direc-
tion of Prof. J. Shea and vocal selections
by Miss Brault.
The Belmont will be operated with a

policy of continuous shows from 1 p. m.
to 11 p. m. and the price of admission
to evening performances will be 35 cents
with matinees 17 cents. The theatre has
a seating capacity of 2,000. It is under-
stood that the house is independently
owned and controlled.

Manager Joe Price of the Allen thea-
tre, Calgary, Alberta, took advantage of
the presence in the city of Gaston Glass
to ieature him in personal appearances
at the theatre during the week of No-
vember 15 when the attraction was "Hu-
moresque, in which this star plays a
prominent role. Gaston Glass has been
staying in Calgary for a number of weeks
in order to appear in " Cameron of the
Koyal Mounted," which is being pro-
duced by the Northern Pictures Corpor-
ation under the direction of Don McRae

Tn e sales force of the Famous-Laslcy
lIm

,
Service, Limited, with headquarters

at Toronto, has been reinforced by the
addition of Mr. E. G. Zorn and Mr.
W. S. Alliston, both of whom arrived
in the city from New York where they
had been schooled under the supervision
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion.

Charles G. Branham of New York, a
former newspaperman, has arrived in

Toronto, Ontario, to become director of
exploitation for the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, Limited. Mr.
Branham will make his headquarters in
Toronto but he will supervise the stunts
and specialties which will be arranged
to boost picture presentations at all thea-
tres controlled in Canada by the Famous
Players corporation. He will also con-
duct various drives for the film exchanges
affiliated with the corporation.

To celebrate the first anniversary of
the Alhambra theatre, Toronto, one of
the handsome new houses in the uptown
section, an afternoon tea was held each
day during the week of November 15 on
the mezzanine floor of the theatre. All
patrons of the theatre were invited to
attend these functions. One of the at-

tractive features was a large birthday
cake which bore a lone candle. The
screen features for the week were " 39
East " and " The Fortune Hunter."

Manager Clarence Robson of the Re-
gent theatre, Toronto, a downtown film
palace, has instituted a daily bargain sale
of admission tickets, Saturdays and holi-

days excepted. The plan consisted in

the placing of a block of 400 balcony
seats on sale at 30 cents each at 5 p. m.
on five days of the week. The reason
for this stunt is quite obvious to ex-
hibitors. It is intended to boost attend-
ance for the supper-time shows and, for
this purpose, the price of the tickets in

question were slightly reduced.
Mr. John Arthur, conductor of the

Regent theatre orchestra, presented an
original musical novelty, " Southern
Memories," with special scenic and elec-

trical effects, as an added attraction for
the week of November 15, the star being
Miss Marjorie Pringle, a popular local
vocalist, who was accompanied by Dr.
Harvey Robb, a talented pianist of To-
ronto.

CONNECTICUT
Joseph Wood, who has been conduct-

ing a motion picture theatre at Stafford
Springs, Conn., for the past two years,
lias bought the Comique theatre building
in that borough and will take possession
of the playhouse as soon as new equip-
ment is secured. Joseph Lessard, who
has conducted the Comique theatre under
lease, has vacated it and stored the fix-

tures.

Mrs. H. C. Christman, for some years
an orchestra leader with the Walter Mur-
phy Amusement Company, lately attached
to the Crown theatre at New London,
Conn., has resigned to give her entire
time to music instruction in that city.
She is a graduate of the New England
Conservatory of Music.

A new high-grade motion picture house
for Springfield, Mass., to cater to patron-
age in the residential Armory Hill dis-
trict is forecast in the purchase of the
realty at 531-533 State street by Samuel
and Nathan Goldstein of the Goldstein
Bros. Amusement Co., proprietors of a
chain of Massachusetts motion picture
and vaudeville houses, and Samuel Prow-
ler of that city. Plans for the theatre
are now being drawn. Price paid for
the site was $40,000, of which $15,000
was equity. The property is now oc-
cupied by three houses, that will be
either razed or moved away.

CLEVELAND
Leon D. Netter, who used to manage

the Masterpiece Film exchange in Cleve-
land, is now located in Seattle, according
to advices received. Netter is associated
with Mike Rosenberg out in Seattle.

The Ohio Motion Picture Review, a

local motion picture trade paper pub-
lished weekly in Cleveland, has been re-

christened and will henceforth travel
regularly through Ohio, Southern In-
diana, West Virginia and Kentucky as
The Interstate Film News. George Cole
is editor and John Hill associate editor.

Paul Tessier, manager of Pathe's local

exchange has received a telegram from
assistant director of exchanges Storey
saying that Cleveland and Chicago are
leading all other branch offices in the
national sales contest, with the central
division on the close trail.

A. A. Schmidt. Universal manager out
here, was in Buffalo this week, visiting

the branch offices there, and looking over
the film situation in that section.

Albert Brown, who played the part of

Ambassador Girard in the film produc-
tion of " My Four Years in Germany,"
is in Cleveland doing character work for

the Pierrot Pictures Company, a recently
organized local company, making two-
reel comedies. Charles Broz, managing
director of the Pierrot Films is now
making a series of two-reel Poker Party
comedies. They are fashioned after the
Penny Ante cartoons.

H. A. Bandy, manager of Associated
Producers, went to Columbus this week.
But before leaving he took time to an-

nounce that "The Last of the Mohicans"
will play all next week at the Knicker-
bocker and Orpheum theatres simultan-
eously.

Emery Downs, manager of the Knick-
erbocker, sent special invitations to the
members of the school board and the
school principals, to be his guests during
the engagement of " The Last of the
Mohicans " at his theatre.

Ohio Amusement Company is listed on
the boards of the Sloan Bldg. now-a-
days. And on the door of room 312,

under the official heading one may read
the names Schumann, Fine and Kramer.
This is the trio of exhibitors who now
control the Dennison Square, Five
Points, Savoy, Jewel and Yale theatres,

all of Cleveland.

" Witch's Lure " released in Ohio
through the National Film Service, 305
Sloan Bldg., is meeting with unusual
success all over the territory, according
to Mr. L. Levenson, general manager
of the exchange. It's a picture dealing
with oil, and it is of timely interest

The entire staff of the Elyria Chronicle-
Telegram, Elyria's leading newspaper,
from the managing editor down to the
office boy, was entertained at a regular
performance of " Go and Get It " during
its recent engagement at the Colonial
theatre. O. J. Bannon, owner of the
Colonial, was host of the occasion.

Joseph Grossman and Mrs. Grossman,
who, jointly used to own and manage the
Standard theatre, one of Cleveland's lead-
ing downtown motion picture theatres,
have sold their beautiful lake shore home
and moved to California. Mr. Grossman
has been out of the picture business for

a year, during which time he has been
traveling in the Orient. He will prob-
ably engage in the film industry out
West.

C. R. N. Morris, better known
throughout the territory as "Battleship"
Morris, has just joined up with the
Cleveland exchange of the Fox Film
Company in a sales capacity and will

cover the territory with Fox specials

only.

Milton Crandall, representing the
Crandall Film Comnanv. has opened of-

fices at 501 Standard Theatre Bldg., and
is already busy serving Ohio exhibitors
with new prints on " Mickey " and "The
Spoilers." There are three new prints
of each of these pictures and Mr. Cran-
dall stands back of the guarantee that
they're better than they were when they
were new.

With Joseph M. Duskin as general
manager and Max Sheinman as secretary
and treasurer, the Fidelity Photo Play
Productions has opened an office in 416
Belmont Bldg., for the purpose of serv-
ing Ohio exhibitors with high grade in-

dependent feature photoplay productions.
The first picture ready for distribution
is " A Child For Sale," a picture which
is said to have been a big hit in other
territories. Associated with Messrs.
Duskin and Sheinman is Barney Jacobs.
Other pictures to be released by the
Fidelity Photo Play Productions include
" Ashes of Love and " Echoes of Youth."

William Finkel, who used to sign Pitts-

burgh on the hotel register as his home,
is now located here in Cleveland. Finkel
is in charge of the National Exchanges.
2163 East Ninth street, where he will

be pleased to meet all exhibitors who
want to hear what a tremendous success
his pet feature, " Confession," was at the
Hoffman-Palace theatre last week.

SAN FRANCISCO
Adolph H. Zukor, president of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is

spending a few days in San Francisco.
He will leave soon for Los Angeles on
his annual tour of inspection. He would
make no statement for the press except
to say that the management of the Cal-
ifornia and Imperial theatres as well as

the Portola, which are connected with
his concern, are being managed excep-
tionally well in his judgment.

F. Howard Butler, former Fox ex-
change manager in San Francisco is now
with the Robertson-Cole concern. He
has been appointed by Newton Levi, dis-

trict supervisor, to represent all of the
Western exchange territory.

NORTHERN
NEW YORK

Shea's new Norti Park theatre opened
in Buffalo Sunday, November 21 with
Wallace Reid in " What's Your Hurry? "

and Buster Keaton in " One Week."
The house will change pictures four
times a week. It has a capacity of 1,500
on one floor. It is one of the most
attractive neighborhood houses in this

end of the state and is in the heart of

the rapidly growing North Park section.

Art Amm is the manager and Harold
B. Franklin, managing director. There
is a ten piece orchestra and a Wurlitzer
organ.

Hugh Rennie, Buffalo's First National
manager, and H. L. Knappen, manager
of the F. N. New York exchange, are

traveling through the state signing up
franchises. Mr. Rennie and Mr. Knap-
pen had a conference with Eddie Hayes,
city sales manager and G. E. Dickmon
and Murray Hawkins, in Buffalo, Sun-
day, November 21. Mr. Rennie has
signed up the Regent theatre in Corning,
the Olympic, Watertown and the Happy
Hour and Arcadia in Syracuse. Mr.
Hayes has booked everything up to the
franchise at the Park, Colonial. Columbia
and Variety theatres in Buffalo. Mr.
Dickmon has signed the same material

for the Rose Garden and Jefferson thea-

tres in Rochester. Eleanor M. Pardeis,

for two years with Metrr. j s now billing

clerk at the First National office. Mr.
Hayes has also closed a number of big
productions for week runs at the Regent
theatre in Rochester. Two First Na-
tional features were on the opening week
bill at Shea's new North Park.

C. A. Taylor, general manager of Gar-
diner Pictures, Inc., has signed up the

Eckel theatre, Syracuse for an extended
run of " The County Fair," which Man-

(Continued on page 4337)
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Screen Setting Designed for the Allen, Vancouver, B. C.

Lower view shows the commodious lounging room in the same theatre
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Should the Motion Picture Theatre

Use Fuel Oil for Heating
A Straightforward Practical Discussion of This Important Question

By Raymond Newcomb

DUE to the scarcity and high price

of coal in recent years, the atten-

tion of the public has been turned

to the possibility of burning the heavy

crude oils in the place of coal. The pur-

pose of this article is to point out to the

theatre operator the various considera-

tions which must be taken into account

when choosing between the two fuels.

Not only is there the engineering problem,

but also the very important one of relative

costs.

The entire matter can be separated into

two main subdivisions, (a) engineering

considerations, and (b) economic consid-

erations.

The first consideration, i. e., engineering

has to do with the kind of equipment re-

quired and the operation of the same.

This phase of the question need receive

very little attention from the operator

because it is technical and can be suc-

cessfully handled by any of the reliable

oil-burning, equipment concerns. The de-

velopment of the art has reached the stage

where it is entirely practical and easy to

operate the system. It does not neces-

sarily require a licensed engineer; in fact,

there is a sizable installation in Boston
operated by a woman.
The oil burned in every case is the

heavy Mexican oils, which is either in the

crude state as it comes from the wells, or
having undergone partial refinement to

take out some of the valuable gasolines,

etc. Xo scheme which contemplates the

use of anything but the crude oils is feasi-

ble because of the excessive cost of the

lighter oils.

The oil-burning equipment consists of
storage tanks, piping to carry the oil to

the burner, the burner which atomizes
the oil, regulating valves, motor and pump
for pumping the oil and running the
burner, and the fan for supplying the air.

The burner takes the oil, breaks it up
into small particles by some form of rotary
action and throws it into the furnace in

a fine spray, so that it will burn evenly
and completely. This is the important
unit of the system and should be installed

in duplicate, so that in case one becomes
clogged with dirt, as they often do, an-
other can be used while the first is being
cleaned. The motor and fan are of small
capacity and do not require much power.
The systems used for heating boilers

where the steam is generated at low pres-
sure are universally of the low-pressure
type, in contra-distinction to the high-
pressure type as used in power plants. In

In some parts of the country coal is

becoming scarce while fuel oil is plen-

tiful. Whether or not it would pay the

theatre owner to change fuels depends
on several factors. They are explained
in this excellent article.

the latter case the equipment is much more
specialized, but this is not necessary or

advisable for heating work.

The exact requirements vary somewhat
with the local rules as laid down by the

fire commissioner. This phase will be dis-

cussed later in the article. Almost any
type of boiler can be adapted for oil-burn-

ing, even if it is now using coal. The
grates are removed and the burner usually

set in the ashpit door ; sometimes special

brick work is put in the furnace of the

boiler to increase the efficiency of combus-
tion.

The principal advantages of fuel oil are

:

1. Ease in regulation of the fires and
ability to conform with changes in load.

This is accomplished by adjustment of the

oil feed valves, etc. For instance, when
the auditorium is being first heated and
the fans are started, there is a severe load

on the heating system, but once the theatre

is warm throughout, the load is very mate-

rially reduced.

2. Less attention in the handling of the

fires and reduction in labor. There is no
banking of fires or cleaning of fires. This

is somewhat offset by the fact that the

usual heating system only has one man in

attendance anyhow, and even though the

labor is materially reduced, it would still

be necessary for one man to be on the

job.

3. No ashes to handle and greater ease

in storing and handling the fuel.

4. It is a simple matter to put the grates

back in the boiler and burn coal if the oil

supply fails.

5. If the system is operated properly

there is a marked increase in efficiency

due to the more complete combustion of

the oil than with coal.

On the other hand, the advantages are

somewhat offset by the fact that

:

1. An improperly handled fuel oil fire

means a greater decrease in efficiency than
with coal, and also the former will then
give off a smutty black smoke which is a

(Continued on page 4316)

Interior of Broadway theatre, South Boston, Mass.
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Description of Broadway
Theatre

WITH the opening of the Broadway
theatre in South Boston a few days

ago the Hub added an amusement center

to its long list that compares favorably

with any of the long established and well

patronized houses in the heart of the city.

The orchestra, with its loges equipped with

comfortable arm chairs, is entered through

a spacious lobby built of marble with

green and gold decorations.

The entire scheme of light, warm colors,

with liberal uses of gold is in keeping with

the best examples of the last French Ren-

aissance period, as found in the beautiful

palace at Fontainebleau. The walls, the

ceiling and the front of the balcony show
a range of closely harmonized grey green

shade tinged with gold, which shades

down to an ivory color in the moulding of

the relief ornaments. The frame of the

proscenium arch is finished in pale gold

again toned down to an ivory. Gold, grey

green and rose violet are the prevailing

colors visible to the seated audience. Rose
violet is also the color of the stage cur-

tains, for the box hangings and the cur-

tains. These effects are beautified by the

large mirrors back of the auditorium and

carpets of Jacquemot rose colors.

An orchestral organ purchased from the

Robert-Morton Company, of Los Angeles,

at $55,000 has a special arrangement that

is new to Boston theatres. By means of

hydraulic power the instrument is raised

three feet above the level of the stage,

when the vaudeville is completed at each

performance and the organist furnishes a

concert in full view of the audience.

The curtain of the Broadway theatre is

adorned with a $10,000 oil painting of un-

usual beauty and of particular historic

interest. It depicts Washington and his

generals at Dorchester Heights and was
reproduced from a Congressional medal
awarded to Washington to commemorate
the evacuation of Boston. The scene of

the painting is less than a mile from the

site of the theatre, and for this reason it is

an appropriate decoration.

The house is furnished with a women's
rest room and smoking room on both

floors. The gold fibre screen is set back
on the stage and is slightly slanted. Potted
plants and palms are a part of the decora-

tions of both lobbies and an internal tele-

phone system connects all parts of the

house. The manager, Joseph J. Raymond,
is well known in New York film circles

and gives his theatre, which seats 2,500,

as much attention as if it was on 42nd
street.

James Opens as 3000
Seat House

THE James, at Columbus, Ohio, will be

opened to the public about the first

of the new year. It will be dedicated to

the showing of super-films and will fill

a long felt want in the Buckeye capital.

Approximately $1,500,000 has been in-

vested in the structure and its equipment.
The building has a frontage of 194 feet

on West Broad street, one of the city's

principal thoroughfares, and extends to

the street in the rear, a distance of 187^2
feet. In addition to the theatre audito-

rium there is a five-story office building in

the front. The seating capacity on the
two floors is 3,000.

E. Howard Crane of Detroit and his

competent staff of co-workers drew up
the plans and specifications for the build-

ing, which is generally conceded to be an
architectural gem. The Longacre Engi-
neering & Construction Co. of Chicago
was awarded the contract for the work,
and despite the fact that construction
work was not started until the middle of
the summer and considerable delay was
experienced in the delivery of materials,

the building is rapidly nearing comple-
tion. Charles C. Hamilton served as su-

perintendent of construction for the
Longacre Company.

The entire building is of fire-proof con-
struction. The exterior is of white
glazed terra cotta and pressed brick and
is very elaborate. Over the 35-foot en-
trance leading to the auditorium is a
large ornamental iron marquise which ex-
tends to the curb.

No expense has been spared in treat-

ing the auditorium, vestibules and lobbies.

The floors and walls of the latter two have
been artistically finished in white and
green marble. Ivory, blue and gold form
the color scheme of the theatre proper.

There will be a large velours curtain at

the stage opening, and beautiful hangings

to match will be found in all box open-

ings.

Directly over the foyer and under the

Views in Broadway theatre, South Boston, Mass.—Left: Balcony promenade. Right: First floor lobby
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RIALTO THEATRE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Gray Matt Glazed, Green Matt Glazed

and Purple Bright Glazed

Terra Cotta.

MARSHALL & FOX, Architects.

Is Your THEATRE a BRIGHT SPOT?
TDEOPLE can't get inside your theatre without

seeing the outside first. They are more apt to

go inside when they like the outside. Unless the

outside of your theatre is as bright and colorful—
and as beautiful—as it could be, you'll never know
how many more people might have stepped up

to the box-office.

Just visualize the color scheme of this Rialto

Theatre. The main body of the frontage is

speckled gray Terra Cotta. To set it off, the first

story, the columns, the frieze, and the cornice are

in green matt glazed and purple bright glazed

Terra Cotta.

Such a color scheme and such modelled orna-

ment as the frieze and other features show are

possible only in Terra Cotta. They are what make
the Rialto not only a bright spot but a thing cf

beauty. They give it an outside that is its best

advertisement.

Terra Cotta comes in any shape and any color.

It is fire-resistant to the utmost and permanent.

You can make it your best advertisement.

The new Terra Cotta brochure, " The Theatre,"

has been written for you. Its 36 pages are closely packed

with pictures of some of the finest theatres in the

country. It shows how your new theatre should look.

It shows how your old theatre can be made to look

new. Write for it today, to National Terra Cotta

Society, 1 Madison Ave.,New York, N.Y.

TERRA COTTA
Termanent 'Beautiful Vrofitablc
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balcony is a spacious mezzanine lounge.

This has been treated in the form of a

large well opening. Luxurious furnish-

ings are to be provided, making it an ideal

place for patrons to meet and gossip.

There is a cunningly arranged tea room

for women which is decorated in quaint

Japanese style.

A concealed system of lighting will be

used throughout and the latest electrical

devices for the manipulation of the lights

will be employed. It will be possible to il-

luminate the theatre with four different

colors, all separately controlled from a

switchboard on the stage. This board is

arranged so that the colors may be

dimmed or blended to give the most un-

usual effects.

While the James is being planned solely

as a motion picture theatre, its owner has

provided a stage large enough to accom-

modate any road attraction. On this has

been fashioned a French garden of rare

beauty, with the screen itself in the back-

ground. A huge pipe organ has been in-

stalled and thirty-five men will play in

the orchestra, to be directed by Prof. F.

L. Neddermeyer, formerly of Detroit.

Columbus' new theatre will stand as a

monument to the progressiveness and en-

terprise of William M. James, president

of the James Building Co., which is erect-

ing the structure. Mr. James ppened the

Broadway theatre, a vaudeville house,

about ten years ago, and succeeded de-

spite the fact that other theatrical inter-

ests fought him at every turn. He enjoys

wide acquaintance in business and theat-

rical circles.

Mr. James retains his interests in the

Broadway, which adjoins the new build-

ing. He also controls the Ada Meade
theatre in Lexington, Ky., and the Rivoli

and Empire theatres in Toledo. J. Real

Neth, formerly assistant manager at the

Broadway, who for the past two years

has been in charge at the Lexington house,

will return to Columbus as manager of the

James.

"To Be Larger than New
York Capitol"

WITHIN thirty days ground will be

broken for construction of the larg-

est and finest motion picture theatre in the

United States, on Fourth street, between
Jessie and Stevenson streets, San Fran-
cisco, according to a statement of Fred
Dahnken on his return from New York.
The new theatre will be known as the " T
& D." It will cost $2,500,000. The house
will have a seating capacity of 5,000 people

and will take 12 months to build. Com-
plete plans for the new structure were
brought back from the east for the new
theatre by Mr. Dahnken.

" The Capitol theatre in New York is

aiow the world's largest film theatre, but it

has practically no lobby. Our new theatre
will surpass it in every respect," declared

Mr. Dahnken in an interview to local

newspaper men. The T & D theatre lobby

will be 55 by 110 feet and 70 feet high.

Frank Costello, manager of the Tivoli,

whose prologues are famed the country

over will be in charge of the new theatre,

it is understood.
" The theatrical business is booming

everywhere, and San Francisco certainly

has its full share of the business," said Mr.
Dahnken after his six months' trip to the

East.

" Motion picture houses of San Fran-
cisco are ahead of those in New York,
and the Western city has a decided su-

premacy in productions," said Mr. Dahn-
ken. " This is also true of the smaller

California cities, as compared to towns of
the same size in the East," he averred.

" Big theatres are now the rule," de-
clared the head of the T & D circuit. "The
day of the huge production has come, and,

although the smaller theatres are still pros-
pering, no more are being erected."

Turner & Dahnken are building a house
at Richmond, Cal., which will have a seat-

ing capacity of 1,800 and one at Salinas
to seat 1,200.

New Theater Opened in
Eaton Rapids, Mich.

The new Capitol theatre has just been
opened at Eaton Rapids, Mich., a city of
a few thousands half-way between Jack-
son and Lansing, the capital city. The
new house is one of the most attractive

small-town theatres in the state, accord-
ing to picture men, and the class of picture
programs lined up gives Eaton Rapids an
exceptional amusement enterprise.

The new theatre is owned and operated
by the Capitol Theatre Company, com-
posed of Earl M. and Cleopatra' White-
head, who for the past five years have
been managing the Bijou theatre at Eaton
Rapids.

Four hundred fifty- four are seated in

the new house. The chairs are all eight-

ply mahogany, upholstered in brown
leather, ball-bearing hinges, making them
easy to adjust and noiseless.

The front of the new house is of white
marble Kellastone with a red tile coping.
The marquise is white with embossed
gold letters, "Capitol Theatre." In ap-

(Continued on page 4320)
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HIGHEST QUALITY * COATED FABRICS

More Beautiful—Wears Twice as Long
THE superiority of Duratex Better Upholstery is

apparent to the most casual observer.

Duratex has a smoothness, a softness and C richness of heauty
found in no other upholstery. It always looks fresh. It stays new.

And Duratex is vastly more durable.

The scuffing of children's feet, moisture and stain of sticky

hands and continual day after day service are hardships which
Duratex withstands without harm.

Tougher fabrics protected by the patented Duratex coating

make Duratex wear-resisting and water-proof.

Duratex is washable, therefore sanitary. It cleans as easily as

a piece of china.

Let us send you samples of this more beautiful and more
durable upholstery. And let us estimate cost of equipping your
theatre.

Duratex costs no more than other upholsteries. It wears twice

as long.

BRANCH OFFICES
DETROIT-MICH.
CHICAGO -ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO-CAL

MAIN OfTICE . BRANCH OFFICES

NEWARK. N, J- SAN FRANCISCO-CAL

dke ^Betterllpholsteru Jhaterial
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A New Design of Opera Chair that
Adds to the Comfort of Your Audience

Eliminates Constant Rising of Patrons to

Allow Late-Comers and Early Goers to Pass

ANYTHING that adds to the enjoy-

ment or comfort of your patrons has

a vital effect on box office receipts. There

is a constant striving on the part of men
interested in the motion-picture business

to reach the ideal of pure enjoyment for

their audience. Great strides have been

made in the pictures themselves, the mu-
sic has been improved, the best actors

have joined the ranks of the motion-pic-

tures, the photography is well nigh per-

fect. Ventilation, lighting and the me-
chanical and electrical equipment for

projection and ease of operation have all

been developed to a wonderful extent.

The method of seating is practically the

only thing that hasn't experienced marked
improvement.

One type of MovEzy Chair

The pictures themselves have been de-

veloped to such an artistic extent, the

audience is so much more critical than in

the past that the slightest interruption

often makes a great difference in the en-

joyment of a picture. One often hears
" We're always bothered at the most ex-

citing time !
" An annoyance at the thrill-

ing part of a picture is liable to spoil

the whole effect. It is also embarrassing

to come into a dark theatre and grope

around for a seat—bumping into people

and stepping on feet, as well as trying for

the people who own the feet

!

A new invention that will solve many
of these difficulties in a simple and unique
way has recently been placed on the mar-
ket and called the MovEzy chair. It is

the last word in comfort and eliminates

the greatest inconvenience in theatre oper-

ation.

The seating capacity of a theatre is not

lessened by the installation of these chairs.

As many can be put in as you could of the

old-fashioned opera chairs. In fact, addi-

tional seating capacity is gained in a good-
sized house and there is still more room
for passing and for people's limbs. Just

one type of chair has been developed

—

the most comfortable possible. It feels

something like a Pullman. Different fin-

ishes are obtainable and can be furnished

in the following materials

:

Blue leather and imitation leather,

brown leather and imitation leather,

velour—any shade, dark green leather and
imitation leather, silver gray leather, brick

and mahogany wood finishes.

The base is the same in all cases and
is finished in black enamel.

The MovEzy chair has been developed
to accomplish a long felt need and its two
main advantages are ease of operation

and comfort. Simply revolving noiselessly

a quarter turn or less to one side when
anyone passes sums up the operation. The
chair has an easy tendency to face straight

forward and all chairs will line themselves
when unoccupied. The comfort of the
chair combines all good features and de-

velopments in chair manufacture. One of
the chief comforts being that the MovEzy
chair is an individual chair with two arm
rests of your own.
There is a feeling of ease, luxuriousness

and roominess when seated in this chair.

Lots of elbow and foot room

!

This new invention removes the great-

est cause for complaint. It means less

time required to fill and empty the theatre,

no crowded aisles, greater comfort to

everyone concerned, pleased patrons and
bigger box office receipts.

The Argus Enterprises with branches
in all the principal cities have made ar-

rangements with the Motion Picture
Chair Co., whereby they will handle ex-
clusively the MovEzy chairs. Mr. L. C.
Toole of the Motion Picture Chair Co.
has been placed in full charge of the Chair
Sales Department.

Oil as Fuel for Theatres
(Continued from page 431 1)

menace to the surrounding community.
2. Increased fire hazard, which means

strict supervision by the municipality.

All in all from a solely engineering
standpoint, it would seem that fuel oil is

very desirable, and it is.

The second consideration, i. e., eco-
nomic has to do with the cost of installing

the equipment and the relative cost of fuel

oil and coal. These are matters which
vary with each case and should receive
the most careful study prior to any de-
cision.

Oil-burning equipment is expensive

and made more so by the regulations laic

down by the various municipalities. New
York City issued its regulations in De-

cember, 1919, and while they are more
severe than the average, they are typical.

These regulations govern the grade of oil

to be used, the design of the installation

the apparatus to be installed and the oper-

ation of the system. Thus they require

the large storage tank must be at a lower
level than the burner in the boiler and
surrounded by concrete walls. This usually

means that the tank must be set down in

a pit underneath the boiler room. And if

it is a question of changing over a system
already in operation, then probably the

tank must be brought into the building in

sections, fabricated on the job; and the

floor dug up to accommodate the tank.

Then there is the problem of cost anc

reliability of the supply of fuel oil. This
is indeed the crux of the entire matter anc

requires the most thought. The operator
must be able to get a long term contract

for delivery of the oil at such a price that

it will allow him to pay for the equipment
in a reasonably short time and give a sav-

ing over coal besides. In certain parts ol

the country these contracts are available,

as on the west coast and other places, but
in New York City they do not seem to

be on the market. Indeed, these condi-
tions may change in the course of time, anc

it is for the operator to determine the con-
ditions in his locality.

The available supply of the two fuels

on this continent is another impor
tant matter. David Moffat Myers, in
" Combustion " October, 1920, points out

that the supply of coal in this country is

estimated to last 2,000 years and upward,
while the supply of oil so far as can be
prophesied by our best geological author-
ities will be completely consumed in a
period of 20 to 30 years at the present rate

of consumption. This combined with the

increasing use of fuel oil in the indus-

tries, merchant marine, and the Navy
points to an ever increasing price. In
fact, there is a movement under way to

secure governmental control of the oil

supply so that it can be conserved and di-

rected to the most useful channels. The
advantages of fuel oil in marine and in-

dustrial work are much more pronounced
than in the heating field, and it is entirely

possible that there may be some unfavor-
able legislation or at least governmental
regulation.

Engineers use the following rough and
ready rule; if the cost of coal in dollars

per ton is greater than twice the cost of
fuel oil in cents per gallon then fuel oil

is probably the cheaper fuel. One hun-
dred and fifty gallons of fuel oil is ap-
proximately equal to one ton of good coal
in fuel value.

It can be only pointed out again that
this question of fuel oil versus coal is one
that varies with each particular case, and
it is for the operator to make his investi-

gation along the lines suggested and then
draw his own conclusions.

1
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Drairina shows Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum on
floor of typical theatre lobby.

Jn'tnan Square Theatre, Boston,
Mass. Gold-Seal Battleship
Linoleum laid in 1915 by John
H. Pray <t Sons Co., Boston.

The Floor-Covering for Your Theatre-
Of course, there are a lot of requirements to

keep in mind when planning the floors of your
theatre. But doesn't Gold-Seal Battleship

Linoleum fill them all? Let's see.

In the first place, it is sturdily tough and
durable—well able to stand for years the

grind of floor-service in the busiest theatre.

Second, it can be cleaned easily, quickly and
at remarkably low cost. Third, and of interest

to your patrons—it is restfully quiet under
tramping feet. Fourth, its soft brown tone
blends artistically into any scheme of interior

decoration.

Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is built to

conform to the rigid specifications of the U. S.

Navy—built to stand the grinding wear of

deck service on our fighting craft. But it is

not only built to give this satisfactory service,

it is guaranteed to give it.

On every roll of Gold-Seal Battleship Lin-
oleum you will find our Gold Seal Guarantee—"Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money

Back"—a guarantee that means just what it

says.

And this, after all, is the big point: When
you buy Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum you
buy a certain investment in floor-covering

satisfaction.

Gold-Seal Cork Carpet

Here is a remarkably durable floor-covering

as restfully silent and yielding underfoot as a

carpet of pine needles.

It is made in pleasing soft shades of green,

terra cotta and brown—the surface polished

or dull—10 shades in all. Of course the same
pledge of satisfactory service, the Gold Seal

Guarantee, goes with it.

Congoleum Company
PHILADELPHIA
CLEVELAND

INCORPORATED

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO MINNEAPOLIS DALLAS

OLD
Battleship Linoleum

(the famous farr s bailey brand)

Made According to U.S.Navy Standard

KANSAS CITY

Be sure to

look for this

Gold Seal on

the goods you

buy. It is our

positive pledge

of satisfaction.

SEAL
[NOLEUM

GUARANTEE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
ORYOUR MONEY BACK
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Two Beauty Spots in the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis
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"OBEY THE LAW"
Fire equipment and
safety devices passed
by the underwriters

PANIC BOLTS
FIRE AXES AND POLES

EXTINGUISHERS AND BUCKETS
ENCLOSED REWINDERS
AUTOMATIC REWINDERS
FILM BOOTH CABINETS

QUALITY SERVICE

PRICE

Independent Movie Supply Co., Inc.

729 Seventh Ave. New York

Tel. Bryant 1136-37

No. 75767/10 Palm Plant, natural prepared,
everlasting.

Inches
High

75787/4 24
75767/5 30
75 767/7 42
7 5767/10 48

Palm With Without
Leaves Pot Pot

4

5
7
10

$1.10 $.60
1.25 .75
2.50 2.00
3.00 2.50

No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
everlasting, 16 Inches diameter with red bow
each $1.50, per doz. $12.00.
If this Wreath lasts only twenty years,
cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
year for Inferior goods.

Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants.

Our Illustrated catalogue in colors No. 75 will assist you In selecting, same Is free for

the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

iJr ATiNlr-heating

\/eNtil/\tins

r

Let the theatre

i ventilation

specialists

tell you how.—

Send today for

Booklet 7

MPN5PPN APPLING 5y5TEM,irK. NEW yPRK
BRANCH - 1523 VINE 3T. PHILA- PA- ' 70W.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
IN ART METAL GIFTS

FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

THE REHBERGER METAL
ARTISTS are prepared to sub-

mit special designs to Theatre
Owners requiring something
unique as souvenirs of an-

niversaries, openings or other

feature days.

Our products are original. They
are not thrown away but keep the

giver continually in the mind of

the patron.

Tell us your requirements and
we will do the rest.

REHBERGER MANUFACTURING CO.
2159 LEWIS STREET, CHICAGO

Makers of Preferred Advertising Novelties

3ll»l?ZO>I*]|«

ANY ONE CAN ARGUE
And give you wonderful sales talk

BUT BEFORE YOU BUY A SCREEN
you should be sure that it is a good
screen. Go to your nearest dealer or

write to us. We will prove to you that

a MIRROROID SCREEN is just as

essential to good projection as a good
projector.

Here is a test: Write for our large

free Mirroroid Sample, hold it over

your present screen, if the results don't

startle you, you don't owe us one cent.

Is that fair?

Fill out this coupon, mail to us.

MIRROROID MFG. CORP.
725 7th Ave., New York City Phone Bryant 9184

Kindly send us details and samples:

Mirroroid Screens Cement

Nitrogen Lamps Arco-Biograph Carbons

Our projection size is throw feet.
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New Theatre Opened in
Eaton Rapids
(Continued from page 4314)

pearance, it is exceptional and forms one
of the most imposing structures in the

business section of the lively little city.

The decorative scheme inside is pale

rose, ivory and gold, with beautiful floral

effects used in abundance. The audito-

rium, being finished in the pale rose,

blends into the cream or ivory ceiling.

The exits on each side of the stage con-

sist of French doors finished in ivory,

with fifteen mirrors each, making a total

of sixty mirrors in the four doors.

Above these doors are French windows,
finished in ivory, overhung with beautiful

rose sprays. The screen, a pure white

velvet finish, encased in a two-foot black

shadow box, will bring out every detail

of the picture. It is ten feet three inches

by thirteen feet six inches.

In finishing the proscenium arch, ivory

scrolls have been used, covered with the

rose sprays, in the center of which the

word " Capitol " appears in large raised

ivory letters. There are large palm trees

on either side of the stage.

The main floor seats 336, besides the

boxes, of which there are eight, with six

bent wood chairs in each. The balcony

will be entered from either side of the

foyer by winding stairs, finished in ivory

and mahogany.. The foyer and lobby are

finished in mahogany. Green silk plush

drapes separate the auditorium proper
from the foyer.

There is a ladies' room, drinking foun-

tain and all that goes to make up an up-
to-date little theatre.

The lighting effects are unique and
pleasing to the eye. During the presenta-

tion of the picture, a subdued light will

prevail from eight inverted bowls, made
possible by the use of dimmers. During
the intermissions, the lights in the bowls
will be brightened and a dozen ivory fin-

ished wicker wall-pockets filled with
handsome illuminated bouquets will en-

hance the beauty of the place.

An American blower has been installed

which will change the air of the place
every six minutes with the aid of power-

ful fans. In the winter, this blower is

attached to the steam plant and forces the

fresh air through large radiators.

The projection room is absolutely fire-

and sound-proof. It is ten by twelve
feet, and the walls, ceiling and floor are

made of eight-inch concrete. All the fix-

tures are made of iron, even the window
casings being covered with the metal.

Two of the latest type Powers machines
are installed, eliminating all waits between
reels—a real feature in the small picture

houses of Michigan.

Mayor Opens Missouri
Theatre

WITH the opening of the Missouri
theatre, just completed at a cost of

more than $1,000,000, St. Louis ac-

quired the second largest, and by many-
considered the most beautiful moving pic-

ture theatre in the United States.

The new showhouse was opened yester-

day afternoon with a matinee perform-
ance. It was formally dedicated at 8 p. m.,

when Adolph Zukor, president of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, of

New York City, presented the Missouri
to the citizens of St. Louis, through Mayor
Henry W. Kiel.

The dedication ceremony was attended
by prominent motion picture magnates
from all parts of the country. Every one
of the 4,000 seats were occupied and
crowds thronged the lobby and foyer in an
effort to see the beautiful showhouse.

Visitors at the new showhouse were
amazed at its beautiful architecture,

sumptuous appointments, excellent light-

ing and scenic effects, and other features
that go to make the perfect theatre. While
elaborate in every respect, the Missouri
instills a feeling of comfort that is seldom
found in the modern theatre.

The lobby and mezzanine promenade
and the softly lighted corridors made such
an impression on patrons last night that
many were loath to leave until the last

lights were turned out. Many visits were
paid to the ladies' rest rooms and nurseries
in the foyer of the balcony.

The general layout of this foyer and the
arrangement of the smoking room, rest

rooms and other features surpasses any-
thing that has ever been attempted in St.

Louis in the construction of theaters of
any type.

The lobby, with its beautiful marble
staircases, excited the admiration of all

who visited the place yesterday.

The arrangements of the seats, both on
the first floor and in the balcony, are quite

perfect. The theater is so designed that

patrons are not required to crane their

necks or compelled to view the picture
from behind a post or other obstruction.

All seats command a direct view of the

screen.

To further fascinate the patrons of the

Missouri, an orchestra of 40 pieces will

render musical selections perfectly syn-
chronized with the picture being screened.

Another musical feature is a pipe organ,
the largest in use in any theatre in this

section of the country.

More than 100 employes are required
to operate the theatre. In addition to the

orchestra and manager's staff, there are

25 ushers, six stage hands, three cashiers,

and more than 25 maids, nurses and
matrons.

The opening attraction was the Para-
mount feature production " Behold My
Wife." The leading parts are taken by
Elliott Dexter and Gloria Swanson.

Charles Dahl is stage manager. The
musical selections will be arranged by
Emanuel Baer, imported from New York
to take charge of the music at the Mis-
souri. Antonio Farli will conduct the

orchestra.

Mirroroid Produces New
Type Screen

A special weight projection screen has

been perfected and is now ready for

marketing by the Mirroroid Mfg. Cor-
poration of 727 Seventh Avenue, New
York. Mr. Cohen of that firm reports that

the qualities of the screen are such that

distortion and fade out are eliminated. At
the New Rialto theatre in Newark, N. J.,

one of these new screens was installed and
even though the auditorium is wide the

picture seen at the sides is exceptionally

satisfactory.

THE LARGEST MOTION PICTURE CONCERN IN THE WORLD
BOSTON _ OMAHA
new york ~W >ffmm—^*m»m^ Cleveland
PHILADELPHIA * M M * r CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
DETROIT

MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY

ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FILM

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

Executive Offices

1604 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
J. H. Hallberg

Vice Pres. and Secy.
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I pP""""^BH TICKET
* W~ r'^HH THAT \DD \

• -^^M^fcJ^^^ DIGNITY TO ANY LOBBY

' y Cashiers' Wickets ami Grilles

in Brass and Bronze

Speaking Tubes

Ticket Choppers
3 DIFFERENT FINISHES

Brass Railings

For Balconies, Lobbies,

Boxes and Orchestra Pits

Velour-Covered Ropea

BRASS AND COMPOSITION CHANDELIERS
INDIRECT LIGHTING FIXTURES, DRINKING FOUNTAINS

DOOR HARD-
WARE

Kick Plates, Hinges, Bars,

Pulls, Thresholds

METAL FRAMES
For Posters and Photos

Brass Easels

Write for Complete Catalog

NEWMAN MFG. CO.
715 Sycamore St.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Branch—68 W. Washington St.,

Chicago, 111.

Each issue of the

Equipment Section

contains a feature article

of value to the Exhibitor

Read the Article in this

issue by Mr. Raymojnd

Newcomb on the subject of

Fuel Oil vs. Coal
for theatre heating

systems

The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen

THE Gardiner Velvet Gold-
Fibre Screen has been devel-

oped after much experimenting and
research—no one thing since the in-

vention of Motion Pictures has

added so greatly to the satisfaction

and enjoyment of Motion Picture

Theatre goers—it eliminates eye

strain, it gives greater depth and
definition to the pictures, it makes
your front seats as desirable as any
others. It brings out the details,

especially in the faces, which mean
so much to the unfolding picture

story. Your patrons will appreciate

this screen.

Send today for booklet.

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West Goodale Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

Tickets
Specially Printed
15 Days' Delivery

Instead of waiting from three to six months for tickets,
you can now get them In 15 days from the day we get your
order. We have the facilities which enable us to make this
unparalleled offer. Notice the prices—but don't put off order-
ing, just because we can make 15 days delivery. Be fore-
handed!

Tickets, especially printed to your order, with name of
your theater:

—

10,000 $ 6.50
20,000 $ 8.50
30,000 $ 10.50
50,000 $ 14.00
100,000 $ 23.00

200.000 $ 40.00
250,000 $ 48.50
300,000 $ 57.00
500,000 $ 90.00

1,000,000 $170.00
Additional charge of $2.00 for each change of wording or

price.
Deposit of 25% of price required on all orders for specially

printed tickets.

STOCK ROLL TICKETS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
We always have on hand, for imme-

diate delivery, stock roll tickets, any
price combination desired.
1 RoU—2,000 tickets $00.60

50 Rolls $25.00

OUR CATALOG is ready. If you
haven't sent for your copy of this com-
plete descriptive catalog of motion picture
theater supplies, profusely illustrated,
send now. It will be a valuable guide
in finding the supplies you need. Free
for the asklns, but too valuable to send
unless you want it.

Exhibitors Supply Company
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies

845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
157 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis

133 Second Street, Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis

Produce Exchange Building,
Minneapolis

(1488)
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Cqvtiptrie¥t'<> Qxxestiorts
Artswere cU

A New Type of Continuous Motion
Picture Projector

A Paper Delivered before the Society of M, P. Engineers at Montreal

By C. FRANCIS JENKINS

(Continued)

This machine, considered first as a camera,

is built on the principle that if a ray of light

coming from a distant point could be bent just

after passing through the lens so that it would

impinge on the film at an initial position, that

is, at the top of the aperture, and should

then be caused to travel down one frame in

exact synchronism with the movement of the

film, our problem would be solved.

This bending of the ray of light just after

passing through the lens can be accomplished

by interposing a prism, say of 5 degree angle,

with ith base up, (S., Fig. 1) which will pro-

ject the ray to its initial position (a) at the

top of the picture aperture; and finally with

its base down (S., Fig. 1) to project the ray

to its final position (b) at the bottom of the

aperture, that is, the end of the downward
travel of the film. Obviously at the moment
the ray passes the middle of the aperture it is

aot bent at all, and, therefore, the " prism

"

cannot be a prism at this point but only a plain,

parallel-sided piece of glass.

The light ray acts as though it were hinged

at the location of the prism. If, therefore,

we could make a solid glass prism and endow
it with the ability to automatically change the

angle of its faces in synchronism with the

movement of the film, the ray of light or the

picture-carrying cone of light would follow

the film, which is exactly the object we seek.

Such an assumption seems paradoxical, but

it may be accomplished by employing a long

strip of glass of prism section with the base

up at one end and base down at the other end

and a gradually changing contour from end to

i-
!-

i

i

U_j4

m

r

\ Fig. 2

end between these two extremes. (See Fig.

2). If this strip of glass is passed across the

path of the film, in the light cone and in syn-

chronism with the travel of the film, the con-

stantly running film will appear stationary on

the screen when used as a projector.

But to make the continuous motion machine

of these elements the strip of prismatic glass

must be made into a ring (in the plane of its

width) with the two ends abutting. When this

is done, the contacting ends (R., Fig. 3) rep-

,
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Nicholas Power Company
INCORPORATED

MANUFACTURERS

O

Motion Picture Projectors
(PATENT* OP NICHOLAS POWER

90 Gold Street

CABLE ADDRESS
NlCPOWER, NEW YORK

POWERS CAM ERAORAPM

POWERS EXCELITE
INCANDESCENT LAMP

EQUIPMENT

EXECUTIVE OFFfCE

NOVEMBER 19, 1920.

TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

:

Unfamiliarity with actual conditions has led to an assumption in some quar-

ters that the near future will "bring a material reduction in the list prices of

Power's projectors.

The error in this assumption is quite apparent to those who are in position

to know the facts. Aside from there "being no possibility of any reduction in

the near future, there is "but scant probability that a marked reduction will

ever take place.

During war times the cost of la"bor and material advanced so rapidly, and to

such extremes, that it was impossible for us to make proportionate increases in

the list prices of our product. We do not expect this cost ever to revert to the

low pre-war level. When the cost of labor and material does decrease somewhat,

it can have no effect on list prices which were never advanced to adequately

take care of the increase in cost.

Then too, a comparison of our 6B equipment today with that of several years

ago reveals the fact that during this period of time many refinements and

improvements have "been made, each "by itself not having been sufficient to justify

an increase in the list price of the complete equipment, but all together making

a substantial increase in the cost of our product, for which we must receive

remuneration now and in the future.

Our confidence in this opinion is best expressed by the following guarantee:

ANY EXHIBITOR PURCHASING NEW, COMPLETE POWER'S EQUIPMENTS

THRU OUR AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS OR DEALERS AT ANY TIME UP

TO JULY 1, 1921, WILL BE REIMBURSED IN PULL BY THIS

COMPANY POR ANY DIPPERENCE IN PRICE ON SUCH EQUIPMENTS,

OCCASIONED BY- A REDUCTION IN THE LIST PRICE, IP SUCH

REDUCTION BE MADE BEPORE JULY 1, 1921.
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resents crossed prisms, one with the base (S)

outward, and the other with the base (S')

toward the axis of rotation of this ring.

As a matter of convenience on fabrication,

this ring prism is actually ground in the face of

a disc of glass, as you will observe, for this

then makes its own support on the rotating

shaft, upon which it is mounted.

This ring is so geared to the film-feeding

sprocket that it makes one revolution with

the passage of each single frame across the

aperture, and, of course, in exact synchronism

therewith. The median line of the prismatic

ring, the objective, the picture aperture, and

the light source are all located in the axis

of the cone of light, the prism being located

at the point where the hinging or beginning of

the light cone is to be effected.

As explained above, the ring makes one

complete revolution for the passing of each pic-

ture frame, and in synchronism therewith,

each frame instantaneously dissolving into the

next as the joint in the prism ring crosses the

light cone, so that the picture on the screen is

stationary, continuous in action and without

interruption by shutter blades.

Observe that the machine employs standard

film, stock objectives and condensers, and the

usual light source, all readily changeable as to

size, focus, etc. However, as noted, it does not

have the usual fifty-fifty rotating shutter neces-

sary on the intermittent machine, and so the in-

candescent lamp may be expected to still fur-

ther replace arc-lamp equipment, for there is

100 per cent increase in screen lighting efficien-

cies.

It is not my intention to suggest that the

problem is solved to an extent precluding fur-

ther improvement, for I do think any work
along this line is worth while. Certainly the

curious fact that no marked change in project-

ing machines has been made in twenty-five

years would seem to warrant the assumption

that there is abundant opportunity for research

work.

Projection Room of Mis-
souri Theatre, St. Louis

By J. R. Espy

AN essential feature of the perfect theatre

that was not overlooked in the erection of

the Missouri theatre, St. Louis' $1,250,000 movie
house, the second largest in the United States,

is the projection room, which is said to be one

of the most complete in the country.

The Missouri is being operated by the Famous
Players Missouri Corporation, exhibitors of

Paramount pictures. The same corporation also

operates a number of other St. Louis theatres,

including the Delmonte, the largest one-floor

theatre in the world.

While the Delmonte, which was completed

several months ago, is equipped with an excel-

lent projection room, the booth at the Missouri

is even more perfect. The equipment is virtu-

ally the same in both, but the Missouri has a

larger and more comfortable working space for

the operators.

The Missouri booth is 20 feet long and 10

feet wide. The greatest advantage however,
lies in the height, which is 12 feet. This elimin-

ates the discomfort to operators of having to

bear the heat from the powerful arc lights.

The light is also good, while the ventilation

could not be improved upon.

In order to avoid any possibility of delay in

the screening of pictures, the theatre is equipped
with three projecting machines. All of these

are of type S. Simplex design. Two are used
at a time, the third being held for emergency.

While film is being thrown from one, the next
is already in the second machine, ready for
immediate transmission.

The room is equipped with two 200 Amp.
Generators designed by the Chandeysson Elec-

tric Company of St. Louis. The generator room
is five feet wide by ten long, and fully equipped
with the latest devices for quick repair of

damages.

The comfort of the operators was taken into

consideration throughout, lavatories and dress-

ing rooms being provided in a room adjoining

the booth. Three operators are employed,
working on interchangeable shifts. The theatre

is operated from 1 to 11 p. m. daily.

The booth is located at the highest point in

the building, being situated at the extreme top

of the upper balcony. The length of throw to

the screen is 171 feet. The lenses used are 8^
inch Kenolite type. The booth is situated at an
angle of approximately thirty-five degrees above
the screen. One spotlight is used.

Because of the location of the booth none of

the light from the machines is reflected in the

eyes of the audience. The rising of a person
in the center of the upper balcony during the

show will not cast a shadow on the screen

as is often the case in an improperly designed
theatre or where the location and arrangement
of the projection room has not been thoroughly
considered.

A special device, designed by Chief Projec-

tionist Wallace McDonnell, supplanting the old

change over system, is in use at the Missouri.

McDonnell is preparing to patent the device,

which he has perfected after several years of

study. Through the use of the new change over

system, the operator does not have to stop one
machine when he wishes to start the other.

The starting of the second machine automati-
cally stops the first.

The machines are equipped with Robbins'

speed indicators and McAuley arc controls.

The machines are so set in the concrete floor

as to permit the operators to work around them
without inconvenience. Provisions for the re-

pair of broken film and the extinction of fire

are the same as used in every other large motion
picture theatre in the country.

McDonnell said that the Missouri projection

room is more comfortable and easier to work
in than any he has occupied in the years he has

been engaged in the business. He attributed

this not only to the completeness of the devices

and machines used, but to the space provided
and the manner in which the room was lined

up with the screen.

Scenic effects and lighting arrangements play

no small part in the regular program of the

Missouri, and in this respect the projection booth

is a big factor. The reflection from the lenses

and the spotlight are used in various ways to

enhance the scenic and stage properties.

Some of the Properties

of Film
Exchanges might read with good results cer-

tain paragraphs in the patent office claims of

R. D. Hanish, of Columbus, Ohio, as comprised
in Patent No. 1356356 covering his " Methods
of Treating Motion Picture Films." These sec-

tions read:

" A motion picture film consists of a strip

of celluloid to which a coating or emulsion of

gelatine, and sensitizing chemicals has been ap-
plied; glycerine is usually added to the coat-

ing before it is applied to the film to prevent the

warping thereof, which the gelatine would
otherwise cause as it dries, and to keep the gel-

atine flexible, so it will not check or crack as

the film is wound on and unwound from the

reel. Both the gelatine and the glycerine are

hygroscopic—that is, they absorb moisture from

damp air, and give off moisture to dry air.

Various disadvantages result from this char-

acteristic of the coating. Among others is the

tendency not to dry thoroughly under certain

atmospheric conditions, and to dry too hard
under other conditions ; and to sweat or exude

an oily substance which collects on the coated

surface. When insufficiently dried the coating

become viscous or adhesive when subjected to

the heat of the lantern. When dried too hard

it will crack or check as it is wound on or

unwound off the reel. A moist or adhesive sur-

face will collect dust or dirt which not only

detracts from the clearness and transparency

of the film, but has an injurious effect on the

film as it is wound and unwound. An adhesive

coating will collect in small quantities on the

tension spring and other contacting parts of the

projecting machine where it is baked hard and

causes a scratching or tearing of the film. Oil

or sweat on the film produces in the picture

blotches or cloudy effects. These disadvantages

not only detract from the clearness of the pic-

ture as it is thrown on the screen, but they

seriously interfere with the operation of the

projecting machine and materially shorten the

life of the film."

Mr. Hanish claims that his invention fur-

nishes the means of overcoming these faults in

films. If so, and we have every reason to be-

lieve them, there is not an exchange in the

country that would not benefit by making use

of it.

Some time ago a friend of the News secured

employment in a New York exchange for the

sole purpose of becoming acquainted with ex-

change procedure and practice. In the near

future we expect to publish some of the notes

made during his employment. They will make

good reading for the exhibitor projectionist and

the producers themselves.
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Godfrey Projection
Rooms Use Simplexes

On the 6th and 7th floors of the Godfrey
Building, which latter is truly a representative

film structure, are located the Public Projection

Rooms, operated under the supervision of Mr.
Hyman (Hy) Silverman. It is to these rooms
that the trade comes when a new picture is to

be reviewed by either critic or house managers,
and it is here too, until recently, that the Com-
mittee of Public Information were wont to meet
in order to review the subjects that would make
up their Division of Films.

The Public Projection Room

These rooms were also used by the Custom
House Officials, whose duties included the in-

pection of all films leaving this country. The
Public Projection Rooms were established four

years ago and until recently, comprised three

distinct rooms, all of them equipped with the

very latest projection room equipment including

Simplex Projectors, besides providing all neces-

sary comforts for the reviewers.

In the Projection Rooms, which are uniformly

equipped, are located two Simplex Projectors,

motor driven, regulation models, operated with

25-40 ampere rheostat. The projection distance

in each instance is approximately 40 feet, with

a 10 foot picture on specially prepared screens

which Mr. Silverman has had devised. Mr. Sil-

verman, who has had 12 years experience in

various divisions of the industry, is a member
of Local No. 306, Moving Picture Operators, of

which Local, his assistant, Mr. Samuel Kershen-

baum is also a member.
The Public Projection Rooms are open to

trade showings at all hours of the day and
night and are patronized by the trade along
" Film Row."

Peerless Arc Controls in
Big Chicago Circuit

What is reported to be the largest single re-

tail order ever closed for Automatic Arc Con-
trols, was recently placed by Ascher Bros'.

Amusement Enterprises, of Chicago, for fifty-

two Peerless Automatic Arc Controls, manu-
factured by the J. E. McAuley Manufacturing

Co., 3034 North Jefferson Street, Chicago.

Ascher Bros, operates twenty-six high-grade

theatres in Chicago and suburbs, and the fact

that they have equipped their entire circuit with

Peerless Automatic Arc Controls is evidence of
the tremendous improvement which these truly

remarkable instruments affect in the screen
illumination.

Poor Prints His Trouble
Charles Blaine, manager of the Yale and

Morgan theatre, Henryetta, Okla., writes the

News as follows

:

"In your July 17th issue 'editorial' when
you said, ' Renting pictures which will give the

small exhibitor decent prints,' you hit the bull

in the heart.

" If you were in my place and get prints like

we are getting from some of the exchanges you
would have said a lot more, in ' different words.'

For instance, 'Select' out of Kansas City—send-

ing salesman, promising all news prints on every
film that we'll run, convincing me into deposits

on every star of 1918 series, and, after leaving

town, the first picture they send cut up all to

pieces ; then calling up the manager at the cost

of $2.75 telephone expenses
;
manager promises

that he will see to it in person; well, the second
picture in worse shape than the first one, and
not a decent print sent to date. I've been com-
pelled to turn down films right from the ex-

press, by looking in the box, with each of the

five reels half gone and looking like miniature

reels.

" Now, what is to be done. This exchange
has my deposits. I am writing them to either

return my deposits or send me better prints.

But they say that I can't cancel until I play

two pictures of each star. If I do that in six-

teen weeks (of eight stars) I will not have any
show by that time and they will be still sending

C. O. D., which I will be refusing if they are

in that terrible condition. The exchange calls

such films—good-running condition. Of course,

you can make it go through the machine, but

what about the story of the picture after half

of it is gone? Why don't some of the ex-

changes play fair? If they can't supply the

exhibitor with good prints why don't they return

the deposits and settle all arguments and dis-

appointments? The small towns have just as

good people as the big towns have, and they

know when the film is all there. You'll find all

the small exhibitors here having the same
trouble.

Motion Picture New

Power Buying Stock
For 1921

THE Nicholas Power Company is expressin
its confidence in the business outlook in

very practical manner by making arrangemenl
at the present time for future supplies. Th
photograph on this page shows Mr. Georg
Mover, General Superintendent of the Textil

Machine Works; Mr. S. S. Cassard, Vice Pres
dent of the Nicholas Power Company, and M
Louis Merkin, Works Manager. Mr. Cassar
and Mr. Moyer have just signed a contra*

covering next year's supply of all cast parts c

the stand for Power's Projector. The reU
tions between the companies have been of a ver

friendly nature for many years and betwee
Mr. Cassard, who was formerly Purchasin
Agent of the Nicholas Power Company, an
Mr. Moyer there has existed a personal frienc

ship of long duration.

The contract just signed with the Textil

Machine Works is one of a number coverin

future supplies recently arranged by Mr. Cas

sard and indicates a definite decision to g
after business vigorously next year. In spite o

the general slowing up of business in man
lines, the Nicholas Power Company reports th«

business for the year 1920 was almost double th«

of the year of 1919. As shown by the advei

tising of the Nicholas Power Company man
of the largest theatres and circuits have bee

placing orders for equipment in new houses c

replacing old equipment with new machine
There is a growing tendency on the part of ej

hibitors to realize that it does not pay to econc

mize in the matter of projection and many c

the old houses have been placing orders fo

the very latest Power's 6B Type " E " to replac

old equipment. The Nicholas Power Compan
is showing a commendable energy and confidenc

which if emulated by other business firms wi

have a tendency to check the attack of " col

feet " which may become epidemic if not halte

before it goes too far. Retrenchment and cot

servatism are very good and may be badly neede

but it may be just as well as to be moderate i

these things also. The example of the Nichob
Power Company in making contracts now fc

next year's supplies and facing the future cheet

fully is a good one.

Principals at the signing of the contract: Left, George Moyer; Center, S. S. Cassard, and right

Louis Merkin
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Automatic Arc Controls
" the watch dog of the arc

"

Are feeding the projector arc lamps of most
every theatre in the land famed for perfect pro-

jection.

They produce a high degree of excellence in

screen illumination heretofore considered impos-

sible to obtain.

Over a thousand in constant service.

Write for descriptive circular

Manufactured by

THE J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
30 N. Jefferson St. Chicago, El.

THE COSMOGRAPH
Portable Projectors, built in several different models FOR PROPERLY PROJECTING MOTION
PICTURES AND LANTERN SLIDES to accommodate both regular and safety standard film.

WARNING—We built several hundred Cosmograph machines during the World War, for use in camps, etc. These machines

are 1916 Models and lacking many of the IMPROVED AND MODERN APPLIANCES WE ARE NOW USING,
several of these are being thrown on the market, giving the impression that they are late models at Bargain Prices.

CAUTION—DO NOT PURCHASE REBUILT COSMOGRAPH MACHINES OR ANY OTHER KIND AND EXPECT
US TO STAND BACK OF THEM, UNLESS PURCHASED DIRECT FROM US OR ONE OF OUR AUTHORIZED
DEALERS.

TERRITORIES—SOME GOOD DEALER'S,[AND DISTRIBUTER'S TERRITORIES OPEN. Write for Particulars.

THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.,
Established 1910

LEO. E. DWYER, Gen. Sales Mgr. Morehead, Ky.

EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE
We carry a complete line of accessories for the up-to-date

Moving Picture Theatre, and can fill all orders immediately.

Carbons
Condensors

Eugrs
Tickets

Oil
Screens
Poster Frames

Keels

Perfume
Fire Extinguishers

Ventilating Fans
Motors, Etc.

We can save you money
Give us a trial.

Write today for our latest circular.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade

220 So. State St., 2d Floor Consumers Bids.,
Chicago, 111.

Phone Bryant 6801

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
220 West 42nd Street New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special R&presentatiw

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO TEE BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories
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How To Obtain Results With Studio

Lighting Equipment !

A Technical Paper Prepared by Mr. Max Mayer of M. J. Wohl & Co.

{Continued}

INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT

First of all let us deal with the manner of in-

stalling the overhead lights, as this seems to be

a source of worry to everyone equipping an

artificially lighted studio.

An overhead carriage or trolley system which

facilitates the free and easy movement of the

individual lamps or banks, both longitudinally

and transversally through the studio, and which

provides for the convenient raising and lower-

ing of the lamps; that is the problem usually

handed to the architect, or contractor.

After ascertaining the weight of the lamps,

the weight of the structure required to move
and support them grouped in most any position

over an area—usually of 5,000 square feet or

more—he finds this a weighty problem in more
than one sense; often requiring reinforcement

of the building structure to provide for the

added weight.

Suitable means must also be provided for

carrying the current to the lamps in all positions

and when the installation is to be made in a

glass studio, it must not obstruct the sunlight

nor cast shadows.
When it comes to the reckoning, a system

•Trans. S.M.P.E.

meeting all these requirements will cost a very

substantial sum and should be planned by a

skilled structural engineer, guided by someone
well versed in the requirements of the studio.

In one of the modern studios in the east, the

lamps are hung from four independent trans-

verse carriages, each movable longitudinally

through the studio. Each carriage is provided

with a platform, easily reached from a fixed

platform with stairway on one side wall of

studio running the entire length. From these

platforms the electrician has access to the lamps,

electrical connections and raising and lowering

devices. The individual lamps are hung in

tracks on these transverse carriages and are

thus movable to any position across the width

of the studio. Each lamp takes its current

through contact shoes from properly protected

bare copper feeders strung along the carriages.

These feeders on the movable carriages pick up

the current through larger contact shoes from a

set of stationary bare copper mains strung along

the side wall and connecting with the switch-

board. The top lights are thus all controlled

from one switch.

When a light effect is called for, requiring one
or a number of top lights, controlled indepen-

dent of the rest
;
provision is made for this in

the following manner

:

Each lamp is connected to its respective con*

tact shoes through a separable plug with a short!

piece of flexible cable. In the center of thel

studio, throughout its length and above the

transverse carriages, there is an auxiliary feeder I

run in conduit, from which are hung at in-

1

tervals, pendant cables terminating in plugij

which fit the plugs attached to the lamps. Thus, I

any of the carriages may be moved to a desired I

position, one or more lamps thereon discon-l

nected from the trolley feeder and plugged!

through the nearest available pendant plugs tsjl

the auxiliary feeder which is under separate;

switch control on the board.

This equipment has proven quite satisfactory,

but is cited here merely as an example and not

for any superiority over numerous others now
|

in use.

In the dark studio, where sunlight is neveri

available to the camera, it is practicable to dis-

pense with the carriage system by lining orij

studding the ceiling with lights properly spaced)

and wired for individual control, so that where-;

ever a set may be placed on the floor, top lightj

is provided by simply switching on the desiredl

lamps. Provision should however be made forj]

raising and lowering the lamps individually, to

meet the various conditions.

Test of a portable generating plant constructed for the Shockiku Kincma Co. of Japan. Left to right: Mr. Zerwek, Mr. DeBlinn, carburetor,

expert; Mr. Muroaka, representative of the purchaser; H. F. O'Brien and Mr. C. Moore, of the IVestinghouse Electric Co. This portable sm
consists of a 200 h.p. 8 cyl. Winton engine which drives 2-50 k.w. 110 volt generators. This set which is said to be the first to go to Japan is to be

used there for emergency work
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EAGLE ROCK
FILM

The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

s

p
SPEER

E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

A L TE R N O
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

GOERZ
Cameramen are depending more and
more upon GOERZ VIGNETTING
DEVICES, GOERZ MICROMETER
MOUNTS and upon the well-known
GOERZ KINO HYPAR F/3.S lens to
win success. The name "GOERZ" on
any motion-picture device stands for
quality and for results! The reliabil-
ity of GOERZ motion-picture equip-
ments is acknowledged throughout the
world. Enough said! Call or write
to-day for our latest descriptive mat-
ter. You need it to be up-to-the-
minute.

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

VIGNETTING

DEVICES

317J East 34th St. New York City

STANDARD

FILM SPLICING
MACHINE

An Epochal Advance in

CINE-EQUIPMENT

Interchangeable

FOR NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE JOINING
PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD C1NEMACH1NERY

NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL CO. L°S ANGELES

1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

L.GEVAERT & CO.
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

MANUFACTURERS OF

GEVAERT
RAW FILM STOCK

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

COLORED POSITIVE
( U.S. PATENTED )

UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTOR

LOUIS DESTENAY
HOOVE N BL'DC PHONE
117 W. 46 ™ ST., NEW YORK CITY BRYANT 1642
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FLOOR LAMPS

It is hardly appropriate to suggest here, either

the kind or quantity of lamps required for any
assumed condition, but it is important that all

floor lamps be sturdy in construction and light

enough in weight to be readily portable. They
should be fitted with easy running swivelled rol-

lers of large diameter so that they will readily

ride over floor obstacles.

The lamps are continuously moved from place

to place and ease of handling is very much de-

sired.

Stage cables of 25 feet length or more, are

usually attached to the lamps and dragged about
with them. It seems a good suggestion to fit

each cable with a separable plug close to the

lamp, so that the lamps and cables may be sepa-

rately moved and quickly reconnected.

DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENT TO FLOOR LAMPS

A simple, safe and flexible arrangement of

current distribution, devised by the writer sev-

eral years ago, is described as follows

:

Along both side walls of studio a series of

plugging boxes is arranged. Each box consists

of a 3-wire 100 ampere (per side) plugging
pocket, fed by rigidly installed wires from the

switchboard. The boxes should not be more
than fifteen to twenty feet apart and about four
feet above floor. The pocket openings should
be downward. This will prevent their being

used for ash trays or storage receptacles.

To each of these pockets is fitted a 3-wire

plug attached to a 3-wire stage cable of equal

capacity, 20 to 30 feet in length. Each of these

cables terminates in a portable spider or plug-

ging box having four 2-wire pockets each of 50

ampere capacity.

SUES No.3 Bench Rewind

Especially designed for traveling

showmen and users of portable

machines. Frame is made of

aluminum finished in gloss black.

Baked on enamel.

Price each, $7.50

•^Fl II fffi> is the Brand. Sold the world
VJUHJj^ over. Insist on them. It is

your guarantee of the BEST. If your
dealer does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO.

3204 Carroll Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories

Note—Send for our new 16 page folder, il-

lustrating and describing our complete line

The plugs fitting these pockets are attached

to the lamps by stage cables of suitable length,

usually about 25 feet. In this way each wall

pocket would supply four lamps of 50 amperes
or less, with a large radius of movement for

the lamps.

The switchboard is fitted in addition to the

top light switches, with one switch for each
plugging pocket, each switch being triple-pole,

double throw, with the blades connecting to the

plugging pocket. One throw of each switch is

connected to a set of bus bars fed through a

master switch, the other throw of each switch is

connected to a separate set of bus bars, fed

cither through another master switch or direct

from the service.

This enables the electrician to set his switches

and lamps so that upon signal he can turn on
or off a portion of the lights in a set without

disturbing the rest; so that a light change can

be played in a scene. In the old days this was
usually done by holding the action, stopping the

camera until the light change was made and
then resuming action.

Before concluding, I want to dwell upon the

use of alternating current in the studio.

In the third report of the Society proceedings,

a reference is made (Paragraph 6, Report of the

Committee on Electrical Devices) to the use of

alternating current in the projection arc. The
objections cited apply here with only this differ-

ence, that in projection there seems no real

remedy except converting or rectifying to direct

current, while in the studio the remedy is sim-

ple on account of the plurality of the light

sources. All that is needed, to overcome the

phase flicker, is a two phase installation with

the lamps properly distributed and balanced on

the phases.

A word of caution here to the camera man
may save him many feet of retakes.

The exposure variations resulting from phase

flicker become particularly pronounced on close

up, dissolves and fades. This is due to the vari-

ations in the exposure period as the shutter

opening in the camera is varied, and as close ups

are often made with a single lamp, a flicker re-

sults, much more pronounced than that in alter-

nating current projection, where at least the

shutter value is constant.

To obviate this, never use a single lamp on
alternating current, but always arrange the

lamps in pairs connected on opposite phases ; the

results will surely justify your taking the trouble

to see that this suggestion is carried out.

In conclusion, I want to say a word in behalf

of the man behind the camera. This subject in-

timately concerns him ; for he is the one who
assumes almost all of the responsibility of the

lighting. If he is to carry the blame for failures

he should also have the exclusive say as to the
arrangement of the lights.

Let the camera man make himself thoroughly
conversant with lighting and the physical char-
acteristics thereof which aid or disturb the re-

sults he seeks to attain, so that the director may
be justified in entrusting to him this important
phase of the work.
Thus, let Science wait on Art, and good judg-

ment on both.

(the end.)

Manheimer Reads Paper
on Studios

At the meeting of the New York Elec-
trical Estimators Association held at the
Engineering Societies building last Mon-
day night, the speaker was J. R. Man-
heimer, who delivered a paper on the re-

cent electrical installation at the Famous
Players studio, Long Island City. Mr.
Manheimer was responsible for much of
the layout and many of the innovations at

this studio.

Film Developing Em-
ployees form Association
The employees of the above laboratory have

formed a benevolent and social organization
among themselves.

Miss Sadie Schieber has been elected presi-

dent and has a very active campaign outlined

for the coming term.

The membership of this association is 100%
and the purpose is to promote the welfare of
all its members.
The organization will hold its first annual

dinner, to be given them by the Film Develop-
ing Corporation, on the premises on Saturday,

November 27th, 1920.

Announcement of its further activities will

be made public from time to time.

Joseph Layton, Sec'y.

Bass Talks of Camera
Bargains

A letter from Charley Bass, that genial, good-
natured head and brains of the Bass Camera
Company, boasts of some of the bargains he
has picked up from Uncle Sam's Signal Corps.

To hear him tell about it you'd think he was
doing a favor to sell them at all. But it must
be admitted he has a way of giving a man his

money's worth plus a little more for good will.

This particular bargain consists of Universal

Cameras with all the extras any cinematographer
would want.

READ
every article in

this Section.

It will be to

your advan-
tage.

Stop e,aks
<±r±D LOSSES

II;

The n4 utomat/ckct System Stops
Box Oftice Leaks <& Losses

Ask Us -About It

Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
its2 broadway new york

EVANS* DEVELOPING and PRINTING insures the full value of the negative.

1 1 is a fact well borne out by reputation and film history. May we serve you?

EVANS' FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City WacUwortli 3443-3444
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First Steps in Music
Understanding \

{Continued from page 4226)
" The motion picture has been a shock to

nany. It scandalized, it brought blushes to the

zheek, but it got inside, it unlocked brains. It

set imaginations at work. It made people think

jutside themselves.

" Now, if there is one way out for America
uid the rest of the world in these present crises,

t is through imaginations. If people have lively

maginations, if they can see further than their

loses, if they are able to put two and two to-

ether with a little gray matter, then we will

augh at disorder, and take care of our Ship.

The radicals who are setting flame to our orderly

tate are men of vision and imagination gone
iff on a tangent. The people who are to show
hem the respect due our nation, must have as

nuch or more vision and imagination, properly

lirected.

" There is the call to the imagination. The
istener must arouse his imagination with that of

he artist-creator and the interpreter. He may
lot look with dull attention or listen without the

xercise of his own superior functions. When
hiagination is operating, the whole being of the

ndividual is transformed. The life of the imag-
nation is capable of bringing joys far more
•oignant than those of reality. There is a

.Teat need for imagination. I think I shall

stablish the life of the imagination, and we
vill have meetings ever}- day and we will imagine

verything we desire, without cost or trouble.

Such a wonderful thing ! But seriously, what
pleasure and enjoyment but the exercise of

le imagination? I know millionaires who might
ign their names to checks for fabulous sums,

hose imagination is so dead they could not

:e anything unless it were laid right before

heir eyes. And I know some very poor folks,

lyself included, who can imagine enough to

lake them happier than all the millionaires put

gether. To be able to hold the past of his-

ry and the future in my imagination—to con-

ire Caesar and Napoleon into my home; to

nagine the wars of the Carthaginians and the

rrors of the Inquisition; to imagine the home
f Budda and of Mohammed; to imagine the

leeting between Samson and Delilah and of

;omeo and Juliet. To imagine the wonders of

athay and even California and ancient India,

ome people just have no imagination; pity

lem.

" You see the motion picture makes the

atcher exercise that same imagination. It

oesn't permit him to have everything fixed for

im. The words not being there, he must be

lert and active himself. This is something
nerally overlooked. You go to a stage play

—

verything is given the listener
;
you go to a

lm play, the watcher must participate and ex-

rcise his own functions.

" Therefore, returning to the subject of the

lusical idea, one can readily see that any-

ling which serves to give impetus to the imag-

lation and clothes the mood of the action in

le right atmosphere, is quite properly within

le right technique of the picture theatre.

" Now the very first step in musical under-

anding is to catch one important idea. This

:p is so important, that if you don't under-

and it, if you don't believe it, if you don't

)llow it—you will never make a success of

cture music. But once you do grasp it, once

du do understand, once you thoroughly be-

eve it, everything else is easy.

" Here is that first step—that all-important

)int

:

" Music is a language that is universal and has

its alphabet, its words, its sentences, its stories.

You can say anything you like in music. You
can do anything you like in music. You can
laugh, cry, swear, plead, go crazy, become mute,

run a race, go to sleep, become sick, fight, riot,

war, make a revolution. You can paint an
Indian, Irishman, Chinaman, Italian, savage,

priest, marchioness, effeminate man, bad boy,

gurgling baby, sweet old lady, doddering profli-

gate, dignified judge. You can indicate thunder,

sunshine, fields in summer and winter, icebergs,

mountains, valleys, rivers, waterfalls, clouds,

sunshine. You can give the feeling of antiquity,

of the jungle, of the open ocean, of the crowded
city, of the tiny village, of the farmhouse.

" If you see that this is true, everything else

is easy. Music doesn't make an absolute pic-

ture or decription of anything. For instance,

it doesn't make an actual crying baby, it sug-

gests it. Music is suggestive, rather than actual.

It doesn't show the Chinaman, but it makes the

mind go through the same process as it would
if a Chinaman appeared. See therefore how the

picture and the music dovetail. The film shows
the actual idea, devoid of the subtle feeling

of actuality. The music brings forth the subtle

feeling which would be the response of the

actuality but does not show the real thing.

" If the music were played alone, the listener

would feel happy or sad or excited or calm ; but

when the film works with the music, the listener

and watcher feels happy with the heroine, sad

with and over the death of the mother, excited

with and about the terrible thing that is being

enacted in the wife's boudoir, is calm with and

in the spirit of the country scene where the

young couple have just emerged.

" Now it is as plain as anything that when
the right kind of music is used as accompani-

ment to the film, at the right time, the film be-

comes illuminated and improved.

" But is also as plain as can be, that if the

wrong kind of music is in the wrong place that

the film is misunderstood and hurt. The listener

becomes distracted, the music is saying one

thing, the film another, and he can get no good

out of either.

Also if the music is badly rendered, he is

conscious of that; just as conscious of it as he

is when the actor on the stage doesn't register

what he is supposed to show. The musician

must be a passive creature—he must never ap-

pear during the film presentation—I mean the

audience must not be conscious that an artist is

making the music, or that an orchestra is doing

it. The performers of the music must sink out

of the audiences' attention, but their playing

must be true to the spirit of the picture.

" Of course, in making the music right, there's

a big problem—get the right man with the right

associates, and provide the musicians with the

proper instruments and the proper music for

the library. But the Right Man? How are you

to know him. If he appreciates the first step

G. Schirmer's

Photoplay Series
For Orchestra^ in 4 Vols.

A Loose Leaf Collection of Dramatic
and Descriptive Compositions Especially
Written for the Screen. Prepared by
Such Well Known Experts as Otto Langey,
Hugo Riesenfeld, Irenee Berge, Gaston
Borch and others.

Per Vol.. S. 0. $4; F. 0. »5 50; Piano Pt.. 65c.

Order from Your Local Dealer or From

G. SCHIRMER, 3 E. 43rd St, New York

(see above) and can follow it through and can
play well and is neither a snobbish high-brow
or a dub of the cheap-underworld, he will be a
valuable assistant. And right here I must re-

peat, that when the motion picture theatre tries

to compete with the vaudeville and the music
hall, it is lostl LOST I But when it tries to

lift its tone and atmosphere to rival the concert

hall and the opera house without getting high-

faluting and forgetting the box office, it is ON
THE ROAD!"
(This discussion will be continued next week)

The Music Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,

queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity

gets together on music.)

Word is received from the West that Over-

land Magazine of the Coast carried an impor-

tant discussion on the part played by the Motion

Picture theatre in developing music. Illustra-

tions of the Robert Morton Organ and the Foto-

player were used.

The Musical Courier (a magazine devoted to

the art) now carries a column of information

about film music.

The Pantages Theatre in Los Angeles has in-

stalled a Robert-Morton Organ which is re-

markable in that the organ pipes are under the

stage instead of along the proscenium as is

generally used. The orchestra is lead from the

organ and a more rapid response of the tonal

quality and volume is obtained from this method

which has proven very successful in Pantage's

million dollar theatre in Los Angeles.

The Fort Worth Record carried a two column

article recently commending the Musical-Motion

Picture Conference

:

IMPROVEMENT OF MOTION PICTURE MUSIC
TO BE SUBJECT OF CONFERENCE IN NEW
YORK CITY WITHIN NEXT FEW WEEKS

" In line with the rapid forward strides music de-

velopment is making throughout the country, is the

concerted interest being taken in the improvement of

motion picture music, the first annual conference pn

which will be held in New York City early in the

new year. , . ,

" The conference is the result of a call issued by
the Motion Picture News, the music editor of which

is that distinguished journalist, Charles D. Isaacson,

who, for some time, has conducted the Family Music
Page of the New York Evening Globe, and whose
presiding genius is responsible for the 1,000 free con-

certs for the people of New York, given at the Met-
ropolitan Opera House with the world's greatest artists

as soloists. . .

" Pioneers in the motion picture world, men who
stand at the head of long chains of theatres, and lead-

ing orchestral conductors and musicians have already

signified their intention of attending the conference and
of lending their aid in solving the problems which
are retarding the development of motion picture music.

" Those most interested predict as great a success

for this compaign and conference as for any previous

developments in the music world fostered by Charles

D. Isaacson."

Music Editor

:

" Answering your inquiry, we have music cues on
all our pictures but only have music scores on "Broken
Blossoms " and " The Love Flower."—United Artists

Corporation.

Music Editor: .

In response to your call to the First Annual Motion
Picture Musical Conference as proposed to be held in

the near future at New York, you may count upon
me to heartily answer " Here " at the first roll call

for the organization of a much needed permanent in-

stitution that should make for greater progress in the

motion picture world of music.
The need is great and the time ripe for a big get

together of managers, producers and conductors that

a closer relationship be established among this great
fraternity throughout the land, a keener appreciation
of the problems met by each, and ways and means
devised which will make their solution easier.

There is a need for more concerted action. Too
much in the past has it been an individual struggle of

individual managers and orchestra leaders working out
their own salvation for their own particular theatre,

whereas, if an agency were created for the exchange
or dissemination of programs, overtures, special fea-

tures, etc., that had been used successfully, how much
might the abler leaders help the younger, and all profit

by the experiences of their fellow workers.
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A monthly magazine devoted to this effort might
prove very helpiul. This is just one of the many needs
that the conference might well take up. Personally,

at times I have made special trips to New York to

get in touch with some of the big fellows there, feeling

as many of my fellow directors, the need of getting

new ideas and a bigger grasp upon the opportunities

for a wider field of uplift and endeavor in our calling.

We need all the inspiration, all the best thought
of all those who have directed their best efforts to

the development of the great new industry and art to

its present place of dignified influence for good if we
are to successfully carry forth and develop the highest

ideals from the standpoints of good business and fine

art.

New demands, new possibilities are before us. We
should organize for a bigger success. The conference

WlU hClP
' DANIEL BREESKIN,

Director of Music,
Rialto Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

Music Editor

:

It is real gratifying to know that some one is really

taking an interest in better music for feature photo-

plays. East Pittsburg is only a small town, but pos
sesses a large drawing population, and we are endeavor-
ing to present our programs with the correct musical
scores for every feature. Mr. E. H. Shakeley, for-

merly musical director of the Olympic Theatre, Pitts-

burg, Penn., is in charge of our music department.
The writer will consider it a great honor to be

among those present during the Music Conference and
shall look forward with much anticipation to the
opportunity of participating in such a splendid under-
taking.—J. Howard Lichenstein—The Sedler Theatre,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:

I am very much interested in the proposed conven-
tion of motion picture musicians to be held in New
York, and want to assure you that I will be pleased
to indeed do all, whatever my small part may be, in

the furthering of music for the films. I do not believe
anyone is more able to appreciate how badly the music
for pictures generally needs improvement. I have
some fourteen houses to take care of and you can
readily see just what I am up against in trying to
make the various leaders see the advantage of some
serious thought and some hard work in order to make
the picture more interesting and more saleable.

I want to say also that I think your idea of stories
with the music an exceptionally good one, and one
that will have a great deal to do with the making of
good music, popuiar music.

I will be in New York for the convention without
fail.—Bert Hallowell—Musical Director, Greensboro,
N. C.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:

Relative to your article on "Acoustics" in MO-
TION PICTURE NEWS of October 30, 1920.

In a subject so broad and far reaching, your article
might be summed up into a series of " DONT'S " and
with one or two exceptions, a safe guide to follow

;

and if followed, productive of better acoustical funda-
mentals in theatres.
May I be allowed a correction? If memory serves

rightly, the City College of New York City, was de-
signed by Geo. B. Post and Sons, and not by Stanford
White. In either case the fault is not theirs, but in
those responsible for the employment of architects
without due thought being given to their qualifications
for properly handling the acoustical problem, and
while both firms rank highest in their profession, it

would have been safer to have employed an additional
associate expert on acoustics. That monument of
gorgeousness and architecture, the present Century
Theatre at Columbus Circle, is still more virile proof
that money alone will not buy proper acoustical
perfection. As you possibly recall, wires were tried
and finally a large canopy was dropped from the ceiling
over the auditorium in an attempt to make a correction,
thereby concealing entirely from view a most elaborate
and beautifully designed ceiling.

I cannot agree with you that the mere finding of
the trouble and then correcting it will suffice. The
original trouble is too often caused by the improper use
of materials in the general construction caused by an
unwise attempt to save money on construction, con-
sequently precluding any possibility of ever making
a full correction. The only sure way, is to employ at
the outset, those who are familiar with the pitfalls,
and whose experience and training are centered in the
design of theatres.

I agree with you most thoroughly that there is
nothing uncanny about acoustics; but it is uncanny
the way the average theatre owner will entrust his
theatre problems to any architect regardless of the
latter's experience. There are times of course when
a most worthy and well qualified architect must make
his knowledge subservient to the wishes of the theatre
owner, but that is the exception and not the rule.
As a general rule, the acoustic properties of an

auditorium are dependent upon nothing more myster-
ious than its shape, size, materials and contents.
Usually the architect has control over all these factors
except size and since he should know accurate methods
for computing loudness and distinction, no excuse is
plausible for bad results. Girders and beams project-
ing below the ceiling, or under the balcony ; odd
shaped ceiling domes and improper handling of the
sounding board are a few faults to be avoided. By
all means keep fan grilles out of the sounding board
and proscenium arch. There is a certain type of ven-
tilating system that has given excellent results, where
it is necessary to blow the air in from the ceiling, and
it is in the use of this system particularly that grilles
in the sounding board and proscenium arch should be
avoided. Fans properly adjusted that are in the roof
space, should not ordinarily interftre with the acous-

tics, but care must be taken that they be of the noise-

less type.

A correction of faulty acoustics can be accomplished
at times by the application of softening materials,
such as specially prepared felt applied in an intelligent

manner, but care must be taken not to overuse this

material, for too much would be as bad as none at all.

Carpets on the floor will always help and the free

use of draperies and seat covers will at other times
give a decided improvement. Each case, however, re-

quires individual study and no fixed rule can govern.

In the particular problem you mention, I would sug-
gest the entire ceiling be furred down to a level surface
below the beams with a treatment of acoustical felt

such as made by the Johns-Manville Co.

Concluding, I can but refer to my article recently
published in MOTION PICTURE NEWS to sub-
stantiate what is contained herein. Start out right

by employing the right architect to design the theatre,

those in whom entire confidence can be placed, so that
you will feel assured that when the theatre is opened,
not only acoustics, but sight and projection will be
correct, and that a further outlay of money to correct
that which you have already paid for, will not be
necessary.—Henry Prince, Benjamin & Prince, Dallas,
Texas.

Dear Sir:

I have read and am reading all your articles with
great interest. I recently wrote and published in one
of our local dailies an article entitled " The Evolution
of the Picture Player,", and I strive always to give
the best I know. In your position and with your
experience you can tell me something I should ve>y
much like to know and that is—do the best picture
players depend solely upon improvisation? I impro-
vise some but try to work out a regular program for
each picture. Will you tell me also where I could
procure some names of selections for melodramatic
music? I should think some of these organists with
vast repertoires could publish a book of references to
music to aid the inexperienced player.—J. Butler,
Organist—Rialto Theatre, Medford, Oregon.

Music Editor:

Your conference idea is a great and timely thought.
The phase of " Music in the Movies " that interests
me principally is this : Through the development of
the symphony orchestra in the moving picture houses
we may some day arrive at the realization of a hope
that many of us cherish—the hope Qf seeing a sym-
phony orchestra of Americans presided over by a
conductor equally American. My experience as a music
critic has led me to the conclusion that the greatest
artists are the American artists, and I wish with all
my heart that your conference might conclude to
" give the American orchestra musician a chance first."—Philip Gordon, Director of Music, Newark, N. J.

Music Editor:

I am the owner of the Star Theatre, of this city,
population 3,400, seating capacity 275, width of theatre
22 ft., length 100 ft., using piano; local talent hard
to get and only fair. Would like to install automatic
musical device at a reasonable cost. What instrument
would you advise? Thanking you in advance for your
trouble.—W. B. Hitchcock, Star Theatre, Upper San-
dusky, Ohio.

Music Editor:

We have the first run of all William Fox pictures in
this city. What we have been receiving from them
are not music cues but tempo cues. In vour depart-
ment we notice cues of music pictures. Do vou have
such cues for the William Fox Pictures, regular pro-
gram and specials? '

We are to use " While New York Sleeps," November
21st. The week of November 7th we used "The Plunger."
featuring George Walsh, and " Her Honor the Mayor,"
the week of November 14th we used " Girl of My
Heart " and " The Challenge of the Law," all four
of these being William Fox pictures.

Kindly let me know as to music cues on these pic-
tures.—Rialto Theatre, Dayton, Ohio.

Music Editor:

1 am operating this theatre in a very small town
of less than 1,200 and am having a great deal of
ouble with musicians, as you will see I cannot afford

to pay top salary to only one musician and as to more
than to work in the evening only, I cannot keep very
long as they drift around a lot, and the most of them
have not had any experience playing pictures and so
<ire disqualified. I have now a fairly good pianist, and
i have been considering buying a small mechanical
orchestrian such as a Wurlitzer or Photoplayer, etc.,
have also considered a small pipe organ, but as the
investment means about $3,000 or more, I hesitateNow I have a small house seating 315, remodeled
store 24 ft. x 90 ft. inside, incline floor, ceiling at
rear 14 ft in front about 21 ft. I wish to ask if it
would be advisable to purchase an instrument as men-
Uon^d r,

I
T
am Part,aI towards Wurlitzer, price $2,850

F. O. B. Los Angeles, Calif.

Any advice you could give me that will better my
musical program will be highly appreciated, and if
there is any charges for such advise. Am ready to pav.—Henry E. Lang, Kingman, Ariz.

'

Music Editor:

I am enclosing a little booklet with comments onmy lectures as 1 thought that the "dope" might help
in your campaign for the music addition to movies—
J. mean that some of this boost might make peoplethink that my belief m music, etc., meant something

It occurs to me that Professor Louis Leaky, Room
805 Carnegie Hall, might be of real service in vourmovement since he makes it a business to cultivate
all mus-c.ans and artists and at his loiterers' meetings

and also in his French Salon there are always a
number of well known musicians. Use my name in
asking him to help the cause.
Mrs. Jackson Edwards, who has recently come to
New York and was formerly a great worker for music
in Pittsburgh circles might be of help. Her address is

745 Riverside Drive.

I think that Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein ( if you have
not already invited her; would help in this big cause.
She seems to be so eager to give more music to New
Yorkers.

Have you asked Mr. Adolph Lewisohn's cooperation?
He wants to help humanity and if given a few words
of publicity, generally opens his purse strings.
With every good wish.—M. Stoner, New York.

From Leading Baltimore
Critic

Your information about the coming conference on
Music and Motion Pictures has given me much to re-
flect upon, and I must congratulate vou for your cour-
age in steering the movement to fruition. Here's hop-
ing that your organization will prove epoch making
in musical enterprise.

I've been bored beyond endurance by the awful
mess served as the so-called musical accompaniment
of many otherwise interesting films. Surely a stand-
ardized effort will result in eliminating many crude
abominations and, I believe, with careful scrutiny and
perhaps through ambitious editing the matter of musi-
cal garb of a picture may be kept within the realm
of good taste, both appealing to the general as well at
not offending the more cultured musical mind. Such
ideal conditions will surely be beneficial to our young
generation, and also give the emotional stimuli to the
host of "Movie Lovers."

I might press upon your valuable time by briefly
stating our local conditions in movie music. Our two
principal houses employ only small orchestra combi-
nations, far from adequate, but at least an attempt it

made to use a cue sheet with some little attention to
synchronizing effectiveness. However, the point that
I would object to in the general tone of our local
movie music is the inclination to "mawkish slush."
Doubtless this may be traced to the demands of the
management which underestimates the character of its
clientele or may be a slight misjudgment on the part
of the orchestra leaders. But it does seem abortive
to have gems of the classics mauled over by a vibrating
fiddler, or by unnecessary pommelling of Indian drums
and poorly tuned timpani, or with the asthmatic gargle
of muted trumpet, and the terrible wiggle of that
dread the Tremolo or Vox Humana on the organ.
It seems to me that just these little details of bad
taste are deplorable and might prove the canker that
will eat away the vitality of the media for real develop-
ment. That there is art value and also simple appeal
possible cannot be gainsaid. Only through a vigorous
propaganda, which must reach the smaller centres and
not be directed to the Metropolis alone can the field
of motion picture grow to a verdant future.

I have purposely gone into an account of my impres-
sions of our local conditions, for if your organization
is to prove efficient it will doubtless need information
from all angles, therefore my personal views will bt
accepted in good form, I hope.

If I can assist you in any way from this point,
though far afield, I shall gladly give your questions
attention.

Again wishing your organization success and encour-
aging you to continue your efforts and personal direc-

(

tion, from which doubtless there will arise a better
condition, I am,

FRANZ C. BORNSCHEIN.
Baltimore, Md.

Editor News:
As regards musical acts and numbers, the writer can

forsee the coming necessity for this, providing that
the talent can be superior enough to satisfy as a whole
the different localities and not leave a taste in the
patron's mind of vaudeville. The farther the first-class
picture house keeps away from the idea of vaudeville
and maintains a high class clientele, the surer he will
find the admission prices of this type of house will<

always exceed the general run of vaudeville houses.
CHAS. H. WILLTAMS. Mgr..

Strand Theatre,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

News Music Editor:

We will be glad to run the motto and information)
at the bottom of letters as suggested.

We are giving this conference our thought and hope!
to have some suggestion later. Assuring you of our
hearty support and cooperation,

Marr & Colton Company.
\

Swinnen Makes Organ
Arrangements

Firmen Swinnen is the author of a series

of twelve organ transcriptions for pianists and)

organists in theatres. Mr. Swinnen has made a

national reputation for his work as organist at

the Rialto theatre, New York, where he has had
occasion to improvise and score hundreds of
films. His twelve selections (published by G.
Schirmer's, N. Y.) cover every possible mood
and emotion.
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" BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS "

(Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "I Love a Lassie," Harry Lauder

1. Theme (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2. "Donny Brook" (Scotch Overture;, by White (2 minutes and 55 sec-

onds), until—T: "Susie Simpson is Waitin'."
3. Dramatic Recitative (for heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (2 minutes

and 50 seconds;, until—T: " Rab s Gettin' Ower Old.'
4. Scatch Faniasia, by Pop (3 m.nutes and 30 seconds), until—T: "After

the Supper Hour."
5. Theme (3 minutes), until—T: "Just a Wee Bit Gift."
6. "In the Gloaming," Song (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T:

" When Night Dims the Gloaming.''
7. " Dramatic Suspense," by W.nkler (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until

—

T: "What Brings You Here From."
8. " Melody of the Bell," by Herberts (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: "Morning Brings a Solemn."
9. Eccentric Comedy Theme, by Roberts (1 minute and 30 seconds),

until—T: "This Will be Peter McLeod."
10. " Blue Bells of Scotland," by Tobani (4 minutes and 25 seconds),

until—T: "If I Canna be Your."
11. "Dramatic Narrative" (for scenes of reminiscence), by Pement (1

minute and 40 seconds), until—T: "So Tarn Small of My."
12. " Auld Lang Syne" (Fantasia), by Tobani (2 minutes and 35 sec-

onds), until—S: Close Up of Tolling Bell.
13. Continue ff (1 minute .and 25 seconds), until—T: "I'll Trouble

You For."
14. " Babi lage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (3 minutes and 25 seconds),

until—S: Interior of Church.
15. "Auld Robin Gray," song (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until—T:

" The Visiting Minister."
16. " Hurry " (for pursuit and races), by Minot (4 minutes and 25 sec-

onds), until—T: "Nothing Short of Murder."
17. Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until—S: Scene on Cemetery.
18. "Bye Waltz," by MacLaughlin (1 minute and 55 seconds), until

—

T: "Cud Ye Prove That."
19. "Gallop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute and 10 seconds), until—T:

" Let's Fight, If I Lick."
20. "Scotch foem,'' by MacDowell (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until—S:

After the Fight.
21. " Scotcn Lullaby," by Kunets (4 minutes), until—T: "Monday

Morning."
22. " Capricietta." by Varley (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—S: Mob

Approaches Tarn Baggat's House.
23. Repeat: "Scotch Poem," by MacDcwe'l (2 minutes and 50 seconds),

until—T: "How Comes It That You Have."
24. Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "The Double Weddin'

Will Be."
THE END.

" RISKY BUSINESS "

(Universal)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1000 feet).

Theme: " Adageitto " (From Symphonette Suite), Berge

1—" Babillage " (Entr'Acte), by Castillo (3 minutes), until—S: At
screening.

2—"Adolescence" ( a novelette), by Collinge (2 minutes .and 50 sec-
onds), until—T: "At That Moment Dear."

3—Theme (40 seconds), until—T: "You Did That Purposely."
4—"Petite Duchess" (Moderato), by Baron (2 minutes and 10 sec-

onds), until—T: "The Guest from England."
5—"Capricietta," by Varley (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "Day

Dreams in Which A."
6—Continue pp. (25 seconds), until—T: "Well What's the Game."
7—Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T: "The Next Afternoon."
8—"Battle Agitato," by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—T: "Oh

Captain Chantry."
9—"Kiss a Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (5 minutes), until—T:

" Oh, Captain, You're Wonderful."
10—"Flirty Flirts" (Mel. Rubato), by Levy (35 seconds), until—T: "I

Will Ca'l for You in A."
11—" On Hilo Bay " (Hawaiian guitar waltz), by Levy (4 minutes and

50 seconds), until—T: "The Masque Ball."
12—"Birds and Butterflies" (Char. Allegretto), by Levy (1 minute and

55 seconds), until—T: " Mme. Renwick Wishes You."
13—" Phantom Vision " (Sinister Allegretto), by Stevenson (2 minutes

and 35 seconds), until—S: Lights go out.
14—" Dramatic Tension " (for general use), by Levy (1 minute and 55

seconds), until—T: "The Following Afternoon."
15—Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: "The Sunset Hour

Finds."
16—"Dramatic Suspense." by Winkler (3 minutes and 45 seconds),

until—T: " I'm Worried About."
17—"Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until

—

T: " Mr. Ralli Is In."
18—"Half Reel Hurry" (3 minutes .and 45 seconds), until—T: "Take

Off Your Hat And."
19—" Boeme Symphon'que " (Andante Dramatic), by Borch (2 minutes

and 50 seconds), until—T: "Trust and Imp'icit Faith."
20—"Lento Allegro," by Berge (2 minutes), until—T: "I'm Going to

Give Myself."
21—Theme (50 seconds), until—T: "And What Shall I Read In."

THE END

"WHAT HAPPENED TO ROSA?"
(Goldwyn)

Specially selected .and compiled by M. Winkler.

The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)

Theme: "Madriola" (Spanish Song), Levy

1. Theme (3 minutes), until—S: At Screening.

2. " Capricietta," by Varley (1 minutes and 15 seconds), until—T: "Percy
Peacock, Floor Walker."

3. "Hindoo Hop" (An oddity), by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds;,
until—T: "Late That Afternoon."

4. Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "Can't You Hear The."
5. "Hunkatin " (half-tone jazz), by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds;,

until—T: "With the Clairvoyants Wild."
6. Eccentric Comedy Theme, by Roberts (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: "Only Half Understanding."
7. Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "Holy Mike."
8. "Kiss a Miss (Valse Chantee), by Baron (2 minutes and 55 seconds;,

until—T: "Back to the Old Grind."
9. "On Hilo Bay " (Hawaiian guitar waltz), by Levy (3 minutes and

15 seconds), until—T: "After the Day's Drudging Toil."
10. "Sleeping Rose," by Borch (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T:

"A Few Days Later."
11. "Hindoo Hop (repeat), by Levy (1 minute and 5 seconds), until

—

T: "That Night When the."
12. Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T: "A Lovely Unknown

Face."
13. " Gallop No. 7." by Minot (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T:

" What's Become of Our Little."
14. "Coronado Land (Valse Lente), by Leith (1 minute and 55 seconds),

UClil—1 : "A Sorrowful Homecoming."
15. " Scherzetto " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and

25 seconds), until—T: "After a Morning of Poignant.
16. "La Petite Duchess," by Baron (4 minutes), until—T: "We

Couldn't Find Any Trace."
17. "Marriage Blues," by Samuels (2 minutes), until—T: "Well Young

Man Where Does."
iS. Theme (2 minutes), until—T: " Mayme Sees Her Spanish Costume.

THE END

"THE HIGHEST BIDDER"
(Goldwyn)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1000 feet)

Theme: " Capricetta " (Allegro Moderalo), Varley

1—Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until—S: At screening.
2—" Moonlight Shadows ' (Valse Lente;, by Baron (1 minute and 50

seconds), until—T: "By Moonlight Even Sally's."
3—" Caprice Joyeux " (Melodious Allegretto), by Seeligson (4 minutes

and 40 seconds), until—T: "The Southside of Washington."
4—Piano solo improviso to action pp. or ff. (55 seconds), until—T:

" Sally Playing the Piano."
5— Babillage " (Entr'Acte), by Castillo (2 minutes and 10 seconds),

until—T: "Mrs. De Witt's Car Is Waiting."
6—Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: " May I Tell You Now."
7—" A Musical Thought " (Dramatic), by Titlebaum (3 minutes and 20

seconds), until—T: "In Washington Square Where."
8—"Coronado Land ' (Valse Lente). by De Leath (3 minutes and 20

seconds), until—T: " Ferncliff on the Hudson."
9—Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until—T: "By the Time the New."
10—Continue to action (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: "Fanny

Sees in Hastings."
11—" Petite Duchess " (Melodious Gavotte), Berge (4 minutes and 40

seconds), until—T: "Two Days Later the Human."
12—"Serenade Lointaine " (Serenade Rubato). by Berge (4 minutes and

40 seconds), until—T: "Amid the Old Surroundings."
13—"Dramatic Recitative" (for heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (2

minutes and 45 seconds), until—T: "What Do You Mean By."
14—"Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lente), by Borch (4 minutes and 20 sec-

onds), until—T: "My, But You're the Sly One."
15—" Dramatic Narrative." by Pement (2 minutes and 50 seconds),

until—T: "There, There, Child, Cry It."

16—"Thoughts at Twilight" (Andante Cantabile), by Fromel (6 minutes
and 25 seconds), until—T: "I Don't See How I Can."

17—Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds) . until—T: " Hastings. Both of Us."

THE END

" OUT OF THE DARK "

(Goldwyn)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1000 feet)

Theme :
" Dramatic Suspense," Winkler

1—"Budding Spring" (Moderato), by Platzman (4 minutes and 50 sec-

onds), until—S: At screening.
2—Theme (2 minutes), until—T: "The Cosmopolitan City."
3—"Sing Song Girl" (Chinese Mel. Intermezzo), by Thiele (1 minute

and 50 seconds), until—T: "One Night He Offered To."
4—"Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (1 minute and 25 seconds), until—T:

" During the Dinner He Kept."
5—"Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and

25 seconds), until—T: "Although Your Affair Was."
6—" Tragic Theme," by Vely (4 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T:

" When May I Come." ,

-

7—" Foami Symphonique " (And. Quasi Adagio), by Borch (3 minutes

and 5 seconds), until—T: "After a Night of Fear."
8—"Dramatic Recitative" (for heavy dramatic scenes), by Levy (4 min-

utes and 35 seconds), until—T: "I Understand You Are in Love/'
9—Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T: "And When Help

Came B'anche."
10—" Dramatic Reproach." by Berge (2 minutes and 15 seconds), unt.l

—

T: "Before I Order an Arrest."
.

11 "Lento Allegro" (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes

and 45 seconds), until—T : "The Superintendent of the Sanitonum Is

H<
12
e
-_" Dramatic Conflict," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T

:

" Mr. Lydiard Is 111."
, „„ , . ..

13 •• Dramatic Tension." by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until

—

T: "Two Years Ago I Fell In."
,

14 "The Roses That Die Bloom Again" (sentimental bal'ad). by Levy

(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T: " It Was My Brother Chester

15 Theme ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until—T: Oh, I Wish I

Could Hear." THE END
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THE ASTOR HOTEL
NEW YORK

WILL BE THE HEADQUARTERS
J.
OF

THE FIRST

Music-Picture Conference

TO BE HELD

January 24, 25 and 26th
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads are the wonder workers of business. Motion Picture News classified ads are six
cents a word; paid in advance. Copy must be received Tuesday preceding Friday of publication.

FOR SALE
Wanted—Two prints of the " Whip." Must be in

good condition. Address, F. B. Auer, 220 Fourth
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FOR SALE: Pathe Metal Camera, 2 extra mag-
azines and Precision Tripod use one month, will sell
cheap. Jacob Baker, 11202 Garfield, Cleveland, Ohio.

175 Opera Chairs. 1 Simplex machine. 1 Com-
pensarc. I Mirror Screen. For Particulars adddress,
FUELLING DRUG CO., "Woodburn, Indiana.

FOR SALE: Vacant lot centrally located and suit-
able for Motion Picture show. Address Box 456
Spencer, la.

BARGAIN—Martin Rotary Converter, (Used) 60
Cycle—3 phase—7.5 K.W. complete, with panel
switchboard. Excellent condition. Costs new $865.00.
Quick sale, $425.00. Full details on request. Monarch
Theatre Supply Company, 228 Union Avenue,
Memphis, Tenn.

SITUATION WANTED
MANAGER—Young man (35) with picture and

vaudeville experience, wishes to connect where ability
will be appreciated. 3% years with last place.
Box 776, Motion Picture News, N. T. C.

WANTED—Bell and Howell Pathe studio model
or Debrie Camera; must be in good condition; will
ply cash. Address Jacob Baker, 11202 Grafield,
Cleveland, Ohio.

ROBERT M. FOOTE: kindly communicate at once
with F. D. Halliday, 34 Parkman Street, Brookline,
Mass.

MUSIC WANTS
n A-NTKD—PIANISTS AND OKG4N1STS, with pic-

ture experience; good salary steady positions.

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
'•il -rs Building. Chicago.

CO.. »I4

WANTED
WANTED TO BUT—Motion Picture Theatre; pre-

fer one with stage equipped for vaudevlllo '.n Live
town of not less than Ave thousand population in
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Alabama and Florida.
State best cash price and list of equipment and tail

particulars in first letter. Wm. H. Moyl:, 24i So.
Holyoke Ave., Wichita, Kansas.

WANTED—Good organist for Middle Western
town; salary $75 to $100. Apply by letter, Box 123,

Music Department. Motion Picture News.

AT LIBERTY—I am first class violinist and con-
ductor and am seeking engagement as conductor in

large city theatre. Box 234, Music Department, Mo-
tion Picture News.

POSITION WANTED—Formerly conductor of big
theatres in South for two years; am now in Wash-
ington, D. C, and am seeking management, eager to
procure good leader. Would welcome correspond-
ence. F. S., care of Motion Picture News, Music De-
partment^

WANTED—Man to take full charge of music in
Southern theatre; good pay. Box 23, Motion Picture
News, Music Department.

WANTED—Small town theatre In New England
seeks a man who can play organ and could organize
little orchestra. Not large salary, but pleasant sur-
roundings. Box 136, Music Department, Motion Pic-
ture News.

SALESMAN WANTED, one who
understands and can sell Motion Pic-
ture Machines, Screens and Supplies.
None but high grade men will be con-
sidered. Answer by mail stating salary
expected and former connections,
which will be considered strictly con-
fidential. Address Mark L. Swaab,
Manager, 1327 Vine St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

OPPORTUNITY FOR SCENARIO
EDITOR

Old established school of national reputation
offers for sale its course in photoplay writ-
ing. This is a real chance for scenario edi-
tors and others familiar with the photoplay
field. Time payments can be arranged. Write
Box 770, Motion Picture News, N. Y. C.

, r—i PHONE BRYANT 360S

M UNIQUE SLIDE CO
^JUJ Highest Quality Lantern Slides

717 SEVENTH AVE!, NEW YORK.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lsts of or address contemplated or exist-

ing theatres, exchanges, itate rights owners, pub-
licity mediums and producers, aelected as to terri-

tory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recsrded Id our list last year. Its use means s
saTing of from 20 to 60% in postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Btytnt SIJS New York
Addressing . Printing

TRY HOODS

For 5-10 W. and

25-40 W. Lamps

FOR SIGNS, STAGE OR CANOPY LIGHTS
They Cover the Bulb and Show Brilliant Lasting Color*

Have Every Advantage—Save Your Dollars in Lamp Renewals
No Bothersome Dipping

Easily Put On or Taken Off

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET CHICAGO, ILL. Hoods slip over

the bulb

Radio \V/ Slide
ifl

as
Eh f
|
e-
5_

-this Slide will
W
a carry your thoughts

typewritten- X
4-

i?.

-j
•*

*

'%

o 50 - RADIOS - $2.

<

• For Sole by oil Leading Dealers
(

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Stree

New Orleans, La. Atlanta, Ga.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

OPTICAL PRINTING
Dupe Negatives

Prints and dupe negatives with any location it
frame line, enlarged or reduced Image. Onr dupes
look like original negatives. The price will suit
you.

C. W. BRILHART
10 Cornell Ave., Yonkrrs. N. Y.

Pathescope printt from Standard negatives
4 He per foot of Std.

Automatically supplies) only such voltaare %• are
requires. No waste of current In InHart

HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St,, Cleveland, Ohio, C. H. A.

Bass Guaranteed Camera Specials

400 ft. capacity De Franne M. P. Carrier
all possible adjustments, including ant
matic diaphragm dissolve, a camera t

superb merits and unequaled valv
slightly used. Buy now at {185.00.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Charles Bass. President.

Ill X. Dearborn St.. Chicago, I

Printing, Developing

and Art Titles

BRLNNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager

1737 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Don't miss the Music Picture

Conference at the Asto:

Hotel, N. Y. Jan. 24-25-2<

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS, LA. 255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL
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gei Emmet Cornell will give a big send-

L The Gardiner company has leased

te big convention hall in Rochester for

a extended run of " Before the White
[an Came," which will be shown at ad-

inced prices. The Tonawanda Indian
land of 20 pieces and the Hiawatha
uartette will accompany the showing.
. R Gardiner has arranged to have the

Olumbia record featuring Cal Stewart

t the County Fair used in connection
ith presenutions of "The County Fair."

Ralph Blouvet and Arthur Merritt of

eRoy, N. Y., have purchased the Strand
leatre ia Brockport, N. Y., .and have
ased the Baptist church building op-

Mite the State Normal school in Gen-
leo. N. Y. Messrs. Blouvet and Mer-
tt have operated the Family theatre in

eRoy and a small house in Caledonia
t a number of years. They took pos-

:ssion of the Brockport house last week
id about January 1 will open the Gen-
leo theatre after extensive alterations.

C. B. Hoy of the Hoy Reporting Ser-

ice, was a Buffalo visitor last week. He
mnd managers of the various exchanges
id few complaints on their hands.

Charlie Nickum expects to open his

•w Gem theatre in Olean during the
jlidavs. The theatre, which is located

1 First and State streets, has a seating
ipacity of 500. B. U. Taylor of Olean
erecting the structure.

The audience in the Temple theatre,

Ibion. N. Y., was given a scare on the

rening of November IS when the Jack
empsey serial which was being pro-

fited caught fire. The house was soon
nptied. The fire department soon put
at the blaze, which was confined to the

loth. The operator had a narrow es-

ipe. Property loss was small.

Howard Brink of the Robertson-Cole
xhange conferred with Rochester ex-

bitors last week on " Kismet," and on
turning to Buffalo announced that he
tpected to close a contract soon for a

[ng run in the Flower City. Mr. Brink
uraeyed to Erie, Pa., Tuesday morn-
g, November 23 to screen the Otis
tinner production for northern Penn-
flvania exhibitors in the Columbia thea-

e in Erie.

The Buffalo Nest of Orioles are fea-

iring Sunday evening motion picture
itertainmcnts in their Genesee street

>me for members and their families,

be first picture bill showed the members
t

the Nest on the trip to the Lynn,
ass., convention.

Byron Interbitzen of the Pioneer sales
aff and J. L. Cook of the same outfit,

ive returned to Buffalo from trips down-
ate where they signed up a record num-
;r of contracts for " The Son of Tar-
.n." Interbitzen closed a number of
>okings in Binghamton and Cortland
id Cook signed 'em up in Corning.

Ira M. Mosher, former manager of
e Palace theatre, Buffalo, was in charge
a film entertainment given for the

otary club in the Hotel Statler last
tursday. He showed Harold Lloyd in
Get Out and Get Under," and other
bjects.

Frank Davidson, chief operator at the
ark-Strand theatre, Buffalo, has ac-
lired the agency for the Powers ma-
ne in this part of the state. He will
atinue for the present his duties in

e Strand booth.

Harry E. Lotz, manager of the Realart
Fice, has reached 94 in his list of fran-
ises in the territory and declares he
11 hit the 100 mark before next week,
r. Lotz announces that the Palace will
ow the special production, " The Fur-
ce," for an extended engagement soon.

H. L. Taylor of the Buffalo Theatre
ipply company has placed a Motiograph
achine in the Rex theatre, Geneseo,
Y. " Hub " visited Rochester last

:ek and returned with a big batch of
siness.

Art Schmidt, district manager of Uni-
rsal, was in Buffalo three days last
;ek for conferences with M. A. Chase,
uJ manager and visits with local ex-
bitors. Mr. Schmidt is interested in
e Central Park and Premier theatres
Buffalo.

Ben Fitzer, who has an independent
change in the Palace theatre building,
iffalo, has closed a contract with the
cade theatre in Rochester for the
owing of " The Golden Trail." Ben
11 soon screen " Madonnas and Men,"
• Buffalo exhibitors.

John Sitterly, manager of the Dooley
ice is touring Western New York this

week, renewing acquaintances with his

many exhibitor friends. John screened
the second Neal Hart production, " Sky
Fire," last week and received many fa-

vorable comments. George Blackman,
sales manager for Dooley, was in Buf-
falo last week.

NEW ORLEANS
Shall it be a motion picture house or

a delicatessen? That's the question a
New Orleans court has to decide. Peter
Fabacher, owner and manager of the

Electric theatre, 934-36 Canal street, last

week filed suit for possession of the

house against Theodore Grunewald, who
wants to make the place a delicatessen.

The " old " Orpheum, so designated to

distinguish it from the new Orpheum
which is under construction, has been
leased by the Shuberts for 10 years. It

it not likely the Orpneum folk will move
out this season.

W. J. Pratt, district manager of At-
lanta, of the Paramount-Artcraft, and
R D. Burdge, of Atlanta, Southern sales

manager for Realart, were in New Or-
leans last week looking over the new
location of their branches here.

C. Jimmie Briant, exchange manager
for First National, was host last week
to Messrs. Burke and Browne, officials

of the Associated First National.

Al Shear, of Sobel, Richards Shear
Enterprises, is back at his desk after

a vacation in Brown's Well, Miss.

The Newcomb theatre, 908 Canal
street, caught fire twice in three days
last week. The first blaze destroyed 500
feet of film, according to the police, and
10 feet according to Frederick Pearce,
owner of the house. The second fire

did about $300 damage to the projector
and burned $100 worth of film. Both
blazes were caused by carelessness of
operators, said Mr. Pearce.

About a year ago Motion Picture
News published a short item from New-
Orleans about the invention by a New-
Orleans man of a system of designating
by electric lights on a board in the lobby
of a theatre just what seats were vacant
so patrons could find a seat in the dark.
It is stated to be the same system that
is being installed by the Rivoli of New
York. W. L. Guerin is the inventor.

ATLANTA
The formal opening of the Maxime

theatre, in Crosswell, Ga., took place last
week, when the theatre played to capac-
ity business with " The Miracle Man."
The theatre seats 650 people.

The Princess theatre, Florence, Ala.,
with a capitalization of $25,000, of which
$10,000 is paid in, has filed notice of in-

corporation with the Alabama State Sec-
retary. Louis Rosenbaum heads the list

of incorporators, and they intend to build
other theatres in the near future.

The Princess theatre in Oskaloosa, La.,
recently opened, following repairs and re-
modeling. The Princess is managed by
Mr. W. I. Neagle.

J. C. Felsonthal, owner of the Mar-
lowe theatre in Jackson, Tenn., is now
considering plans for the remodeling and
enlarging of his theatre, at which time
he will install modern equipment through-
out.

A motion picture theatre will be built
in Richmond, Va., on the east side of
Second street, between Marshall and Clay
streets, at a cost of $45,000. The
People's Amusement Company are the
builders.

The Saenger Amusement Co. will soon
begin construction on their new theatre
building at Monroe, La. This contract
has been awarded the Underwood Con-
struction Company, of New Orleans.

Paul Phillips, who used to travel the
roads for Robertson-Cole, has returned
to the exhibiting game, and opened his
new theatre—the Wilson—in Wilson, N.
C, last week, reporting a capacity busi-
ness. He reports that the outlook for
business was never better, but that he
will have to keep hustling—which will
be no hardship for Paul

!

The new Lenox theatre, in Augusta,
Ga., will be opened to the colored people
of that district within the next two or
three weeks. The ambition of the man-

agement is to make it the best colored
theatre in the South.

The newest Gulfport, Miss., house to

open is the Strand, which opened last

week to capacity business with Norma
Talmadge in Yes or No."

The Casino theatre in Lakeland, Fla.,

is to have a complete remodeling, under
the management of H. B. Carter. The
present plans are to spend about $15,-

000 on these changes.

E. W. Holt, formerly assistant man-
ager for Southeastern Pictures Corpora-
tion, Atlanta, has succeeded Louis S.

Collier as manager for the Atlanta office

of Pearce Films.

Manager Chase of the Parlor theatre,

Key West, Fla., is increasing the seat-

ing capacity of his house to about 800.

C. A. McCrea has bought the Liberty
theatre from G. B. Hcndrickson. The
Liberty theatre is In Darlington, S. C.

The Buffalo Mills, three miles out from
Union, S. C, has purchased two new
Powers projectors, which completes their

splendid auditorium, where movies are

given for the employees on certain nights

of the week. There is no entertainment
nearer than Union, for these employees
and they welcome the movie shows with
joy.

The New Lyric, Huntsville, Ala.,

opened early in October and is enjoying
a run of excellent business. The house
is under the management of C. A. Crute.

Mr. Edenfield, manager of the Dream-
land, the only independent house in Au-
gusta, has purchased a complete produc-
ing outfit, and his activities are being
watched with interest by his friends.

(He hasn't any enemies.)

F. Skeen of-Biscoe, N. C, has re-

cently opened a theatre there. The town
is a very small one, and hard to find on
the map—but it is in the center of a rich

farming section and the only theatre in

miles. So Mr. Skeen seems justified in

believing that his present good business
will continue.

Marion, N. C, also boasts a new thea-
tre—•" The Oasis." The house is a beau-
tiful one and very up-to-date. Marion
" fans " insist it is five years ahead of

other theatres in similar towns in the
territory.

L. D. Miller has opened a new theatre
the Rex—at Rutherfordton, N. C.

The Chesnee Cotton Mills of Chesnee,
S. C., has installed projectors and now
runs selected movie programs several
nights each week. W. C. Sibley is the
manager.

The Clinton Manufacturing Co., of
Clifton, S. C also boasts a new theatre
for the benefit of their employees. L. O.
Brown, superintendent of the mill, is

now acting as manager.

PORTLAND,
ORE.

New sales methods are being injected
in Portland's film row by John Brill,

who came out two weeks ago from the
New York city office to assume general
charge of the Portland Universal ex-
change. Press books given by film man-
ufacturers some months ago began the
practice of including a rhymed review for
possibly use in newspaper copy. Comes
Mr. Brill now with a rhymed letter
which he sent last week to every exhibi-
tor in the state of Oregon. The poetry,
however, was not for the public but pri-

marily to sell film to the exhibitors

—

merely a new way of attracting their at-
tention.

" The Prohibition Monk " is respon-
sible for Mr. Brill's poetic outburst. As
a matter of fact, this two-reel comedy
featuring the ape, Joe Martin, has al-

ready been shown in Portland at the
People's theatre for which C. S. Jensen
has purchased the entire lot of this se-
ries. The third of the series is expected
in Portland the latter part of the month.

The recent election in Vancouver,
Wash., gave to Johu Kiggins, owner of
the U. S. A. theatre in that city, the
mayorship by a plurality of two to one.
Mr. Kiggins was in Portland and left
on film row his only printed propaganda
which he had issued during the campaign.
It was an eight-page leaflet, the only
writing appearing on the cover was

:

" What I Have to Say About My Po-
litical Opponents."
A similar method of conducting the

Portland campaign in the recent strike
issues was used with success. At no
time during the four months of the strike
was any theatre owner or employee
quoted as saying derogatory or personal
remarks about union musicians, opera-
tors and officers.

The Portland police quartet had
charge of the vocal musical numbers at
the Liberty theatre recently. The quar-
tet was organized by Chief of Police
Jenkins who is a profound believer in

cooperation among his men. It has ap-
peared at many civic gatherings gratis,

and the money made for appearing five

times daily for one week at the Liberty
will go into the general quartet funds.
The quartet is composed of R. L. Crane,
Ralph Gowanlock, Ed Lawson and
George Johnson.

William Wood, " Nursemaid " to the
five Jensen and Von Herberg orchestral
organs, last week completed an attach-
ment for a marimba-xylophone to be
added to the Columbia theatre. Mr.
Wood purchased the marimba-xylophone
(or $375 and then personally built the
attachment with its minute electrical wir-
ing which gives not only the single but
reiterating tones. As the marimba-xylo-
phone now stands it is valued at nearly
$1,500, although aside from the time and
labor represented by Mr. Wood's efforts,

it has cost approximately $800.

Bert Lytell, one of the screen stars
whom Portland exhibitors declare to have
excellent drawing power—the best pos-
sible proof of popularity—is scheduled
to arrive in Portland sometime during
this month, according to William Ely,
manager of the Hippodrome theatre. Mr.
Ely received word last week that Mr.
Lyteli has already started on a tour of
the Loew theatres in Greater New York.
His tour completed in that city, he will
start a continental tour of the Loew
string which includes the Portland Hip-
podrome. Announcement was made last
month by Mr. Ely that all future Metro
productions would come to the Hippo-
drome for their Portland first runs.
An extra picture program was given

at the Hippodrome theatie on Armistice
Day. The majority of houses ran past
11 p. m. on both election and Armistice
nights.

DETROIT
Al Mertz has been appointed assistant

manager of the Universal Film exchange.
Mr. Mertz has been the exchange booker
for the past three years.

David Mundstock, in co-operation with
W. S. Butterfield, has purchased the
Michigan rights to " Up in Mary's At-
tic," and it will be distributed by the
Strand Film Co., which Mr. Mundstock
controls. Frank Drew, well known local
salesman and exchange manager, will
have charge of the Strand exchange.

George Custer has been sales manager
of the feature departmet in the Pathe ex-
change.

Warning has been issued by the city
fire marshal to theatre owners over vio-
lations of the standing room ordinance
which have been repeatedly vio'ated by
numerous houses. Managers of the New
Home and Fredo theatres were recently
brought into court.

H. White, of the Beechwood theatre,
has left to spend the winter at Lake
Worth, Fla.

M. W. McGee, former manager of the
Majestic theatre, when it was the lead-
ing photoplay house in the city and who,
in recent years, has been in charge of
one of the big amusement parks, it is

rumored, will take over one of the big
downtown houses in a few days.

FON DU LAC
E. C. Marshall of Oakfield, Wis., and

W. Burkholder of Waupun. Wis., have
leased the new Liberty Hall at Oak-
field, erected by the citizeus of that
place and the town of Oakfield and re-
cently dedicated to the men who entered
service from that community, and have
converted it into a modern moving pic-
ture house to be used as such two nights
in the week—Saturdays and Sundays.
Mr. Marshall is managing the enterprise
which was launched on Nov. 6 with
Marguerite Clark in " Luck in Pawns,"
playing to excellent business. As a

(Continued on page 4356)
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Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last eighteen weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompased in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors

who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all

opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-
age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports

from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.

All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion oi

this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to August 4, 1920.

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

ADORABLE SAVAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS AUG. 14
" Colorful picture on a time-worn formula."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Several parts of this picture are unusual but the

public does not seem to get enthusiastic about the local color and scenery
of this feature. Fair receipts."

ALWAYS AUDACIOUS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID NOV. 20

" Clever twists make interesting crook story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences

seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
entertaining feature which drew well." " Great in story and in pro-
duction. Wally Reid always has good following and great stories. Went
over big."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ARABIAN KNIGHT, AN (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SES-
SUE HAYAKAWA AUG. 28

" Japanese star versatile in good production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture interested them and it did big business

for three days."

ARE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON NOV. 6
" Rather inconsequental for feature length."—M. P. News.

BEGGAR IN PURPLE, A (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 13

" Good production given average story."—M. P. News.
BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23

"Novel story given riclt production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very entertaining picture. Crowded my house every

showing. Box-office results very good." " Good picture but nothing
extraordinary and did average business for one week." " Very good
picture. Business so good held over for second week." " Opened to
splendid business and held up so well it was continued for a second
week." " Unusually entertaining, and box-office testified to the fact that
it was well liked."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. 30
" This would look better as a two-reel slapstick."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—-" Favorably received and good program picture.
Average business three days."

BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11
" Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnum's latest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Only average picture but drew fairly well." " This

picture contains a good story with plenty of pep. The audience was
pleased and receipts were very gratifying." " The poorest box-office
picture I've played in years. Farnum well liked—but the people who
liked him want him in Westerns and plenty of action. The foreign
locale of this confused them. Lost money steadily all week."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA OCT. 16
"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably com-

mented upon. Average business."

BLUE STREAK McCOY (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY AUG. 7
" Enjoyable western melodrama with star in likable role,"—M. P. News.

BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE OC^T. 23
" Story of dual personality fairly interesting."—M. P. News.

BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) SEPT. 18
" Plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story."—II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture not up to the previous high standard of

the star, Norma Talmadge." " Very big business, but picture criticised for
slow action." " A slow-moving affair which failed to create any ex-
citement, although Norma Talmadge performs in her usual excellent
manner. A cut-back showing a Roman slave market was unnecessary
and was plainly lugged in for its sensual appeal." " Fair picture which
brought but average business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

BRANDING IRON, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
" Story of primitive passions is rather overdone."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An entertaining production. Business good during

run." " Splendid business attraction. Norma Talmadge always stands
them up. Picture well produced and acted." " Norma Talmadge pic-
tures continue popular. We did little better than average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BROADWAY BUBBLE, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIF-
FITH NOV. 27

" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role."—M. P. News.
" Did better than average business at two first-run houses simultane-
ously. Just melodramatic enough to attract, and not too emotional, so
as to offend."

BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH NOV. (
" Hobart liosw.orth scores in vigorous story of the sea."—il. P. News.

CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .OCT. 23
•'Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama."—il. P. News.

CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, THE (METRO-SPECIAL) VIOLA
DANA AUG. 28

" The best light comedy of the year."—ii. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well all week. Excellent picture. Viola Dana

is an especial favorite." " Fair picture. Drew average audience." " Fair
picture to average business. " " Picture fair ; business no better." " Good
picrsre. Lots of interesting situations well done by star and capable
company. Opened to nice business and held public interest all week."
" Big box-office attraction, a good title, pleasing picture and a well liked
star who does a good ' shimmy '." " Two days to big and average busi-
ness." •" Everyone voted this the best Dana picture tnev had ever seen."
" This picture certainly went over big. A pleasing story, well liked by
my audiences." " A fine picture, and one which pleased my audiences,
bringing good business."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. II
" Entertaining picture with ileighan as a star."—II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— *' Has met with much favor. Good money maker."

" Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining
qualities." Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box
office returns were very good." " A bully fine picture, with popular plot.
Going like wild fire here and getting the best press notices." " Seven
days to capacity. Picture well liked but those who saw the stage play
not satisfied." " This is a good production &e far as entertainment goes
but it brought only average business." " Went over big. Meighan Is
well liked in this city, and his vehicle lost none of its effect in the trans-
position to the screen."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL OCT. S
" Talky picture made from stage satire."—il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair picture. Picture drew well for first two

days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts." " A good
picture which pleased. Average business two days."

Co?isensus—"Average picture, average puller."

CONRAD IN QUEST OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
THOMAS MEIGHAN NOV. 2C

" Delightful story is enriched on the screen."—il. P. News.
CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-

LIAM S. HART OCT. S
" Has pltnty of action and should please."—il P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture but we had about average busi-

ness." " Well up to the average of Wm. S. Hart's pictures and should be
a good drawing card at all theatres where he is popular. We did excel-
lent business with this picture for one week." " The combination of a
popular star and a good picture, and the result is good business." " Out
of Hart's line, should be kept in the Western type." " Carried picture
seven days. My custom Is two changes weekly."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CUMBERLAND ROMANCE, A (REALART PICTURES) MARY
MILES MINTER AUG. tl

" M. M. Minter's best—a real picture-."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good picture which pleased and did cood

business for one week." " Played it two days to average business."
"Did well with this, though Mary Miles Minter's popularity has dropped
a bit because of ber persistently saccharine roles. This is as good as her
best and pleased."

Consensus—" Good picture, good putter."

CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. It
" Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development.''—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business. Katherine Mc-

Donald appears to be growing more popular." " Katherine MacDonald
gave entire satisfaction. Picture well produced. Splendid supporting cast.
Business very good." " It's by far the best acting Katherine MacDonald
has ever done. People liked it well enough to fill two houses for a week
simultaneously. Good entertainment."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

DARK LANTERN (REALART) ALICE BRADY AUG. 14
" Draggy picture develops to an evident conclusion."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Just an average production. Played it four days

to average business.'' "A good picture to big business for one week."
' Patrons did not like this one. Just an average feature to average busi-
ness for three days." " Very poor production but brought fair business."
" Fair picture. The star is the drawing card." " Very poor picture,
box-office receipts are terrible." " Alice Brady's performance seemed
rather disappointing. Picture ordinary. Poor business one day." " Fair
average business one day." " This is a fair picture but the box office

receipts were awful."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4340
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" Isobel; or, The Trail's End "

(George H. Davis-Edwin Carewe Produc-

tion)

A SCREEN play adapted from a James
Oliver Curwood story has never failed to

be rich in entertainment values. Of all his

documents which have reached the silver sheet

none have come to it with the breadth, the

humanities, the realities of " Isobel
;

or, The
Trail's End." It is natural in passing judgment
upon a new work to forget what has gone be-

fore. The picture is so vivid in the mind that

the forerunners are more or less forgotten.

Still in remembering their good points the latest

Curwood outclasses them all.

It strikes us as a better picture than " The
River's End " because it is more consistent in

theme and characterization. It has a power, a

grip, a spiritual note and lifelike dimensions

which are caught by the spectator, so much so,

that one forgets the lapse of time—forgets

the environment and is truly transported to the

Hudson Bay district itself. As gripping as its

story which builds evenly and surely to power-
ful climaxes—climaxes which contain twists

and surprises and keeps one guessing at the

outcome—it is the manner in which it is de-

veloped by Edwin Carewe which makes it stand

forth so resplendently. He has collected a mar-
velous array of backgrounds. The snow scenes

—the huts and igloos north of 53° or 60°—the

painstaking care to compose shots which are

absolutely correct—the atmosphere—these are

what constitute the ruggedness of this Cur-
wood.
The story is simplicity itself but is handled in

such a way as to dispel any anticipation of the

denouement. As usual the figure in the uniform
of the Royal Mounted is on a man hunt—" to

get his man dead or alive." The fugitive and his

wife have found sanctuary far to the North in

an Eskimo village. And the Policeman learns of

the white people there and thinks he has located
his man. But there comes a surprise at this point

which is one of the most startling and dramatic
situations ever conceived. He comes upon the

wife hauling a rough box, supposedly containing
the remains of her husband. His heart goes
out to the woman. But in the morning he dis-

covers the contents empty and the women gone.
There is a minor conflict between another of
the Mounted and the hero. The latter gives the
fugitives their liberty after tracking them down.
These scenes are splendidly played by House
Peters and Jane Novak, both representing the
country in the manner of their vivid and vital

portrayals. Eventually Isobel and her husband
come into the Policeman's life again—through
the medium of their child who has been adopted
by his fellow officer. The father dies and the
mother's life is nearly spent. In the end she is

reunited with the officer who has resigned from
the service.

The picture is remarkably lifelike, Mr. Carewe
seeing to it that full emphasis is given to the

vital touches. Some of the shots are punctuated

with Prizma coloring which enhances their

beauty. All are rich in picturesque photography.

The types are splendid. The picture carries

every element which spells entertainment. It

has bold, vivid strokes. It is not only Carewe's

best picture—it is the best snow picture that

any director ever made. The offering is pre-

ceded by a Prizma prologue " Way Up Yonder,"
which is marvelous in its awe-inspiring colors.

It is life in the frozen North. James C. Brad-
ford has arranged an appropriate musical set-

ting for the feature, the selections harmonizing
with the action. The exhibitor who books this

picture is giving his audience a rare treat.

—

Length 6 Reels.—LAURENCE REID.

" Wet and Warmer "

(Lehrnian Comedy—First National)

HENRY LEHRMAN has done a first rate

job of it in his latest comedy, " Wet and
Warmer." It is a sure laugh provoker and car-

ries some incidents which are uproariously fun-

ny. The director has taken a hotel, filled it

with grotesque comedians and started them
running about avoiding water and fire. Albert

Ray has installed a Roman bath for his bride

but the comic pair use it for a swimming pool
while it is empty. The picture moves at its

best when Ray puts a hose stream on a fire.

The stream is inflammable " hootch " and the

fire spreads. Meanwhile a grotesque guest,

provoked at the management, telephones that

he is leaving. He makes his exit in his night

shirt and finds comfort from the flames far up
on a ledge overlooking the street.

The fun is real snappy at this point and se.nds

forth a deal of suspense. He leans over to

catch the telephone receiver and nearly loses

his balance and a stream of water sends him
scurrying along the ledge. This is knockabout
stuff which certainly gets over because it is

developed spontaneously. One may be safe

in calling it slapstick of the full grown garden
variety. Certain comedians are propelled
through space; others land through apertures
in the floors of the hotel; the cops and firemen
are called out and the finish brings a roof
chase. The janitor and the porter and the ob-

MISSOURI SAYS "SHOW ME!"

New 4000 seat Missouri Theatre,
St. Louis, opened with SIMPLEX.

(37)

noxious guest are hurried away by the collar.

Lehrman has taken a page from Mack Sen-
nett's note-book by introducing titles which
are snappy and to the point. There is no
forced humor in any department of the offer-

ing. " Wet and Warmer " is a sure gloom-
chaser.—Length 2 Reels.—LAURENCE REID.

" Women Men Love "

(Bradley—Six Reels)
"\T7-OMEN MEN LOVE," made by the
VV Bradley Feature Photoplay Company

of Cleveland, is a domestic drama, not partic-

ularly new in theme, but done on such an elab-

orate scale, and so well acted, as to be lifted

from the plane of mediocrity. The acting is

satisfactory. The settings are beautiful, the

photography is beyond criticism, and the direc-

tion shows great care as to detail. The picture

entertains all through its six reels. It holds the

interest throughout, and never for a moment
does it reveal the outcome of the family diffi-

culties until the very end.

It's all about the Hunter family. David Hun-
ter has become rich building beautiful houses.

He has built himself a beautiful house, too,

but it is only a house. Never has it been a
home. Evelyn, his young wife, is gay and friv-

olous. Her home duties and her maternal
obligations she has turned over to her sister

Ruth, who lives with the Hunters, while she
basks in the flattery of Stephan Dabney and
Moira Lampson and loses great sums of money
playing bridge. Desperate over her consistent

bridge losses, Evelyn turns to Stephan for sym-
pathy. David Hunter happens upon the scene
at the moment the sympathy is being administer-
ed. His objections to Stephan Dabney as a

guest at the Hunter home and Evelyn's insist-

ence that she will not give up Stephan cause a

serious rupture.

Divorce proceedings are instigated by Mrs.
Hunter, but the strain is too much for her. She
suffers a nervous breakdown, and is recalled to
life only when her husband forgives her and
takes her back again to the house which hence-
forth will also be a home.
There are side themes, which add to the story
—such as the devotion of Ruth to Evelyn and
to Evelyn's baby daughter; an attempt to vamp
Hunter; a thrilling episode when Hunter is

about to strangle Moira, the vampire; lively

cabaret scenes, and a short glimpse into the
underworld. Except in the beginning, where the
action is rather slow, " Women Men Love

"

moves along easily without any unnecessary pad-
ding, and is logical throughout.

The story was written by Charles and Frank
Dazey, while Samuel Bradley directed. In the
cast are such popular favorites as William Des-
mond, Marguerite Marsh, Martha Mansfield
and Denton Vane. They all give adequate per-
formances.—ELSIE LOEB, Cleveland, Ohio.
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DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
•' Vivid, 'punchy' story; production excellent."—M. P. News.

DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Cost a lot of money but it doubtful as entertainment."—M. P. Hews.

DEVIL'S GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL
BARRYMORE NOV. 6

" Hather yrewsome story, well produced and acted."—At. P. News.

DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
"i/ectic melodrama with familiar stock situations."—At. P. News.

DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 6
• Home interesting moments in this rustic story."—AI. N. News.

DRAG HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM NOV. 6
" // they like Fornum, it's a good bet."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum

back in tbe good old Western stuff."

DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted."—Af. P. News.

EYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER NOV. 13
" Alary Miles Ai inter scores in story of pathos and sentiment."—Af. P. News.

FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 13

" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines."—M. P. Netws.

FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture."—Af. P. News.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER SEPT. 18
" A good production from all angles."—At. P. News.

1'ICKLE WOMEN (DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTION-STATE
RIGHTS) DAVID BUTLER AUG. 21

" David Butler has real state rights attraction."—At. P. News.

FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31
" Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture."—Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not as good as some of the others. Average busi-

ness two days."

5 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

" Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast."—AI. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment—" Charlee Ray well liked by our audiences and fea-

ture played to better than average business." " Very fine picture.
Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking bouse
records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture make It well
worth seeing and my bouse was well filled at each performance. Fact
that it played on the stage drew many people."

Consensus—" Good picture, yo'td puller."

FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN NOV. 6
" Lyons and Alurun produce successful farce.''—Al. P. News.

FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY NOV. 13
"Very obvious, but fairln interesting."—Af. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because

they liked Wanda—and they did not register a kick. Box-office just
fair."

FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) NOV. 27
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality."-—Af. P. News.

FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-
BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16

" An emciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—At. p. News.
FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT

WARWICK SEPT. 11
" Home entertaining moments in Warwick'! comedy."—At. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week " " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-
rected, well produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him in advertising and It helped
some. Personally think Warwick Is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Consensu*—Good picture, good puller."

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook story, with George Walsh, well directed."—Ai. P.
News

FULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Stage farce loses its punch un the screen."—AI. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."
" Below average business, as all Washburns are in these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-

ner's Ores* Suit " is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
business with ." " Played it two days to average business. A good
picture." "Bryant Washburn has been quickly but surely killed by a
series of washed-out, namby-pamby releases of which this is one of "the
poorest. Played to poor business for entire run." " Our patrons liked
this picture very much and also the star." " Our patrons like this pic-
ture very much and also the star."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

GAUNTLET, THE (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY AUG. 21
" Poor treatment puts this one in the mediocre class."—Af. P. News.

GilLDED DREAM. THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS ....OCT. 23
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."—At. P. News.

OIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET JULY 31

" A splendid production from all angles."—Af. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good story. It drew well. Two days to average

bUHl. "MB.

GOOD-BAD WIFE. THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

"Good prndurt'on mien rather illogical story."—Af. P. News.
GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-

MADGE OCT. 16
" Stars popularity may get it by."—At. P. News.

GREAT REDEEMER, THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Van Loan contributes another winner."—Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not tbe kind tbe public will pay
money to see. It's too religious. Screen is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to Justify longer than one
week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. The
patrons say there i3 " Just enough " religion in the picture." " Religious
picture. Fair business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-
TON OCT. t

'* Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Daiton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences." " Pleased some classes while some resented it."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HAIRPINS (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT. . .AUG. 14
" Sullivan has taken a familiar idea and made it throb with lifelike

touches."—Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A pleasing production to average business for one

day." " Seemed to please. Week's audiences were about the average.
Picture was fair." " Fine picture that is being thoroughly appreciated.
It opened to nice business which grew daily, indicating that the public
likes this type of entertainment." " Good picture. Business about
usual." " Good picture but business about as usual."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. 30
•• Well aclid and directed, but development suffers.''—M . P. Sens.

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. 36

"favorite formula given rich production."—Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— ' Regarded this as Just a fair picture and drew aver-

age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
more than usual business."

HEADIN' HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)
BABE RUTH OCT. 1

" Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—Af. P. News.
HEART OF TWENTY, THE (BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON-COLE)

ZASU PITTS AUG. M
" Zasu Pitts gives good performance."—Af. P. New$.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture that pleased all. Average business

one day."

HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST OCT.

" Civil war romance looks good as a picture."—If. P. VMM,
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture. Fair business." " Business

exceptionally good. Surprisingly large crowds. Good picture, well
liked, surrounded by attractive program." " A beautiful picture but
not a box-office puller. Got through a week's run by the skin of the
teeth. " One of the best Civil War stories I've ever played. Crowded
houses for the entire run. and everybody liked it. From a box-office

standpoint it was a splendid attraction and business was great."

HELD IN TRUST (LOEW-METRO SPECIAL) MAY ALLISON AUG. 21
" Incongruity and sadness mars entertainment value.—Al /'. \ews.
Exhibitor Comment—" The best picture May Allison has ever appnared in. Is

the opinion of a manager and of his patrons." " Action well sustained
throughout. Fine picture. Doing well." " May Allison getting more
popular here. Picture pleased all classes." Picture has plenty of
action and a very remarkable dog In It. Business average." " We found
this to be a good picture as regards box office receipts and an entertain-
ing production." " Very good picture and box-office registered a little

better than average for two days."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET OCT. 2

" Too light and vapid for a fXve-reeler."—Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— An average picture to average business for one

week." " This is an average production which brought usual business."
"A good picture to poor business one day."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4
" Impossible story overacted and hardly entertaining."—Jf. P. Hews.

HER UNWILLING HUSBAND (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET NOV. 27

" Good production given average story."—Af. P. News.

HERITAGE (W. L. ROUBERT PRODUCTION-STATE RIGHTS)
MATTY ROUBERT AUG. 23

" Worth a trial on strength of title."—Af. P. Newt.

HITCHIN* POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4
" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praiseworthy picture."—Af.

P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A picture that would appeal te any audience. The

people in this city like the Mayo productions."

HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Rural drama Is interesting despite a theatrical touch."—It. P. Xews.
Exhlhitor Comment—" Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture
patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A very good picture. Filled house entire week." " An average picture

in all w'avs. Pleased, but had no box-office draft." " A fine rural drama
of the Chas. Ray type but did not draw. Personally classed it as a
very good picture worthy of patronage."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HONEST HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. 23
'• Rovers scores aoain in human likeable role."—Af. P. Neirs.

Exhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience
seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-

tertaining feature and brought a well filled house at each performance.
" Lauded bv the critics as the best picture of the week." " A good
picture but' Rogers not popular with the women folks. Poor business

two days."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4342
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FeatureSubjects ofShortLength
"The Daughter Pays"

(Select)

r^LAlNE HAMMERSTEIN, who is rapidly

Hi establishing herself as one of the most re-

freshing personalities on the screen, has a

splendid role in this screen adaptation of Mrs.

Baillie Reynolds' novel. The chief—in fact, one

of the very few—faults that can be found with

the story is the ending, which leaves the heroine

after all her sufferings, still married to the

unsympathetic, unlovable Gaunt, who is obvi-

ously twenty-two to twenty-five years older

than the girl. Gaunt had been the lover of the

girl's mother, and had been jilted by that heart-

less young woman. In after years, becoming

wealthy, and seeing the young daughter of his

former sweetheart, Gaunt " buys " the girl in

marriage, to avenge himself on her for her

mother's heartlessness in their youth.

Robert Ellis, who also directed the picture,

makes " Gerald Lawson " such an attractive

figure of youthful romance—so ideal a mate for

"Virginia"—that one cannot prevent a feeling

of disappointment when the final scene leaves

the girl married to a man old enough to be her

father.

The picture-versiop follows the book in de-

tail, save that the six reels do not effect as

genuine a change in the character of Gaunt as

the book did ; and here is one of the few times

where a radical change in the ending of a pic-

ture would have been more satisfactory- The
ending as it now stands will be a disappoint-

ment to nine-tenths of the audiences. Length,

six reels.—Reviewed bv Pearl Gaddis, Atlanta,

Ga.

"Red Foam"
(Select)

THIS is one of the best Select pictures we
have seen in a long time. The story,

while its main theme is founded on as old a

situation as Time itself, has been handled with

a refreshing novelty, and the result is an en-

grossing, interesting and well developed pro-

duction.

Director Ralph Ince has lost no faint oppor-

tunity of making the story a tense one, and his

cast, headed by Huntley Gordon, as " Silent

Doom " Driscoll, Zena Keefe, as Mrs. Andy
Freeman, and Harry Tighe, an erstwhile vaude-

ville favorite, as Andy Freeman, is excellent.

The story, from its very beginning, holds the

interest. And it is not until the final reel that

the complications are cleared up and a definite

reason given for everything.

One pleasing point about the picture is that

most of the happenings and complications are

suggested, rather than showing them definitely.

For instance, Andy Freeman, carrying on a

flirtation with Matt Murphy's wife, tells her

that he is leaving the next day, for Kansas
City. She tells him, with apparent irrelevance,

that her people live in St. Louis. She smiles

at him—and, a few days later, when an

acquaintance asks to be taken home to Matt's

for dinner, and to meet Matt's wife, Matt ex-

plains that his wife is in St. Louis visiting

her folks—and the man happens to mention
quite casually that he was in St. Louis a few
days ago, and saw Andy Freeman there with

his wife
—

" a good-looking blonde." Whereas
Andy's wife is a brunette—but Matt's wife is

a blonde. Matt says nothing—but leaves two

days later for St. Louis. There are no unneces-

sary scenes of Andy Freeman meeting the wife

in St. Louis, or of their going away together

—

the whole thing is laid clear in a half dozen

casual sentences. The whole thing is excellent,

and will please audiences anywhere. There's

plenty of action and excitement in the last

reel to please the most rapid, too. Length,

seven reels.—Reviewed by Pearl Gaddis, Atlanta,

Ga.

"Velvet Fingers"

(Seitz-Pathe Serial— 15 Episodes)

WELL! George B. Seitz is at it again.

The champion long distance and short

dash serial writer, director, and actor has got-

ten off to an excellent start with " Velvet Fin-

gers." The versatile impresario has only taken

care of the direction and interpretation here,

leaving the story to Bertram Millhauser. It is

the crook type of serial which means that the

protagonist is skilful with the mask or dark

lantern or jimmy or dynamite or velvet fingers

The picture is offered to the public as an

Arsene Lupin serial with a Sherlock Holmes
twist. And this looks like a first rate definition.

The plot is woven around a smooth second-story

man, a gentlemanly Raffles, whose object is

to collect jewels and valuables at the expense of

the owners and engage in a battle of wits

with a criminologist.

The first three episodes are very effective

in planting Velvet as a very resourceful figure

—a man who makes a complete goat out of his

opponent. There is considerable suspense, as

there should be with a serial. The picture gives

evidence of packing quite a healthy wallop in

the shape of snappy action. Mr. Seitz has di-

rected himself with caution. He uses good re-

pression and makes quite a dandy in his Raf-
fles garb. The goddess in the machine is played

by Marguerite Courtot, while others in the cast

are Harry Semels, Lucille Lennox and Joe
Cuny. The picture is well staged and photo-

graphed and should prove to be a humdinger.
—LAURENCE REID.

"The Huntsman"
(Clyde Cook Comedy—Two Reels—Fox)

WHILE " The Huntsman " does not quite

equal " Kiss Me Quick," Clyde Cook's
first picture, it is a good bet for any house.

The serious faced, rubber jointed comedian
continues his usual tactics of bending himself

in two and doing his loose limbed dancing.

The first part of the picture is not equal to

the latter half. Cook, after varied incidents,

finds himself mistaken for a French count. He
attends the fox hunt. Mounted on a hairy and

Twelve Plan Book
Reviews of the

Latest Features

in this Issue

round bellied steed, he has some difficulty in

keeping up with the hunt. This horse refuses

to jump over the stone wall. He kicks them
down with his back legs first and leisurely steps

over them. The fox is finally cornered in a

hollow log. After considerable time, Cook
catches an animal, only it turns out to be a

skunk instead of a fox. The picture ends when
the real count appears and Cook is exposed. In

spots the picture is as funny as possible, J. S.

Blystone directed.—MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

"Swat the Landlord"
(Chester-Outing)

ONE of the most interesting one-reelers we
have seen in a long time. It deals with

Chinese life upon the rivers and brings the ob-

server into close proximity with these peculiar

people.

The schoolboy and his teacher have read of

the wonderful Chinese boatmen, the construc-

tion of their boats and the methods of operating

them, but neither one could visualize them as

they really are without the aid of the moving
picture camera.

" Swat the Landlord " is compact with scenes

showing the boatmen and their women and
children in their daily pursuits.

When they are not handling the oars in

which the children take a hand, beginning at

the early age of four, they are doing various

other stunts too numerous to mention.

An interesting moment shows the way some
of the larger boats are operated. These junkets

are large enough to be operated by steam power.

They are easily handled, however, when all

hands turn out, men. women and children, and
with the aid of their strong legs work the pad-

dles in standing formation a la bicycle. Great
exercise.

The reel also shows the methods of raising

and caring for ducks which they breed in thous-

ands upon the waters.—FRANK LEONARD.

"Wilderness Friends"

(Educational)

THIS one-reeler was produced by the Con-
servation commission of the state of New

York in co-operation with Educational Films.

Birds and animals in their native haunts are

shown here in a most interesting manner. The
cameraman has secured some wonderful close-

ups of the loon and partridge in their wild

state and then shifts to the moose, deer, mink,

bear and raccoon.

One of the most remarkable scenes pictures

the moose swimming the lake with the camera-
man in hot pursuit. The action is very clear and
shows that this animal is a very strong swim-
mer.

Other scenes show a deer and dog feeding

from the hand of an attendant, a raccoon and
dog in a good " mix-up ", deer, sheep and cows
feeding in the same enclosure and the disgusted

look upon the deer's face registering his disap-

proval of the new tenants, and last but not

least a cow mothering a young fawn. It is

most amusing to see the young fellow obtaining

its milk from the cow's udders.

A most interesting short subject and one
that will hold its own on any program.

—

FRANK LEONARD.
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HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Old time western full of real cowboys and has action galore."—if. P.
News.

HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture took well and brought good box office

returns."

HOPE, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

" That was the trouble—there wasn't any. Impossible—tedious, hack-
neyed situations, moth-eaten development. I felt like apologizing to my
patrons for making them sit through it. If the other ' Metro Specials '

are like this, excuse me !

"

HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—''Corking ghost story that pleased them all. Played

to excellent business throughout week to universally satisfied audiences."
" May McAvoy will surely make a mark that will be surprising before
long."

HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-
REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2

"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story."—if. P. Newt.
HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25

" FaroiaI development of Fitzgerald's comedy drama."—if. P. News.
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY. .. .NOV. 27
" Colorful production marked by good incident."—if. P. News.

IN FOLLY'S TRAIL (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MEYERS AUG. 28
" Carmel Meyers attractive in mild, interesting story."—M. P. News.

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good pro-
ductions, which brought the crowds."

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Best ever if you went to boarding school."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

" Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business for the entire week." " Only liked by those
who etnjoy Mary Roberts Rinehart's humor. Business far below normal."
" This is a fair pncture, both from the entertaining point of view and
the box office receipts."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

JACK-KNIFE MAN, THE (VIDOR-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST AUG. 14

" Human interest story rich in characterization, humor and atmosphere."—
M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture. Exhibitors say so. Critics say so,

but the public is slow to appreciate It. So unusual, so different from
what is generally seen on the screen. A picture that is ahead of the
times. Did only fair both downtown and in neighborhood section."

JAILBIRD, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

" Rather obvtous, but fairly diverting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played last week and drew about average crowds.

Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair." " Not so good as the
McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story, but acting of this
popular pair keeps the interest going until the finish. Did fair business."
" They all came—but they were disappointed. In point of business, It

did very well. But I don't like to disappoint my people. They expected
something as fine and peppy as 'What's Your Husband Doing?' and
" Mary's Ankle." MacLean does good work in a typical Charles Ray
part—but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
"Disappointing after seeing '23% Hours Leave.' Fair business." "Very
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
big, slumped, and then ended big. But on the whole it's a lemon."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES NOV. 27
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment."—M. P. News.

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture."—M. P. News.
KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER NOV. 6

" Otis Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production."—
M. P. News.

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

" Mediocre picture made from best seller."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Story criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like it. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,

but class is limited. Each of her pictures does Just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-
tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
of her best. Fair amount of business." " A good picture to extra big
and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Much to my surprise, this one went over well. A

very weak picture, with action taking place too far back to be of
Interest. Costumes hideous, though true to period. They liked this
fairly well, but I'd hate to try to play another one like it !

"

LAW OF THE YUKON, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. 16
" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—M . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum Is one of the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and

the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LIGHT WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. 9

" Not above the average."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Helen Jerome Eddy is fair In this picture. Business

as usual."

LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY NOV. 13
" Netw star's first picture mildly interesting."—M. P. News.

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. 7

" Dorothy Gish scores in story filled with hokum."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture affords nfJ entertainment for most

any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
who claim the situations weren't funny. The pnotography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her best
Picture only fair. Business no better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LITTLE WANDERER, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON AUG. 18
" Heavier-than-usual story does not suit Shirley Mason."—if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which played my house three days

to big business."

LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 4

" Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks to
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A
pleasing picture which brought more than normal business." " Eight-
day engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still very valuable."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Fair picture. Better houses laft two days than
when picture opened."

LOVE MADNESS (J. PARKER READ-HODKINSON) LOUISE
GLAUM AUG. 11

"Excellent crook story; finely acted and produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew good-sized audiences for seven day run. More

sex stuff which appeals to some, but is ' passed by ' by most patrons."
" A pretty good picture but a poor box-office attraction." ' Name of
photoplay drew rather large audiences. Star at her best in her emotional
role. Business not bad." " The essence of mellow melodrama. No good
as an attraction for those who look for plausibility in a photoplay.
Glaum displays her usual intenseness. Not a great picture, but one that
will make money wherever patrons like thrills. Played to fair business."
" Louise Glaum well liked here and picture prpsented her in ideal role
Did very good business with It throughout week."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-
VIVIENNE OSBORNE , OCT. 14

"Story has distinctive appeal."—M. P. New*.
MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION) LINA CAVA-

LIERI NOV. •
"Average production, stars Caralieri."—M. P. News.

MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA OCT. 16
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—if. p. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew big houses each day. This city has large
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
were exceptionally pleased with it." " Nazimova popular here. House
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova pic-
turets has affected the box office." "The crowds came to see this picture
because they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazimova. Drew well for
entire week. " Worst Nazimova picture ever produced and shows plainly
lack of direction and lack of judgment in picking story. Another picture
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-getters
I've had in a long time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
why worry? "

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. 9
" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced."—if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—"This is a fair picture. Its only value being the fact

that it was made before." " Medium business." " Pauline Frederick's
greatest picture and one of the best productions ever offered by Goldwin.
Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business
during entire week. Held over for second week's run." " Wonderful
production. Pauline Frederick is at her best. This picture went over
extra big, making the biggest week in months." " Great picture.
Audiences seemed to like this one very much. Big business during run."
" The best work Pauline Frederick has ever done. Picture built for
acting more than action." " Opened tdo very poor business : competition
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Busi-
ness, total, very good. A fine picture—a classic." " Not up to the
standard of Nazimova pictures. There are moments in the picture that
do not ring true. However, Nazimova followers seemed satisfied." " An
average production. Box office returns fair."

Consensu*—"Good picture, good puller."

MAN WHO DARED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL AUG. 14
" Probably Russell's best work to date."—if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" The picture is fair and brought the usual audiences."

" Fair program picture, about the same as usual run of Russell pictures.
Average business three days."

MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. 16
" Interesting ttory of big business and feminine pride."—if. P .News.

MASTER MIND, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. 9

" Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average

houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
" Large audiences. Very good attraction." " Powerful and very high
grade picture which did better than average busineM." ,

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4344
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"THE LAST OF THE
MOHICANS"

(Tourneur-Asso. Producers)

A Masterpiece of Its Kind

MAURICE TOURNEUR'S first picture for Associated Producers,

"The Last of the Mohicans" a visualization of J. Fenimore

Cooper's American classic, will certainly earn him a tribute. It

cannot be disputed that it is his greatest achievement a picture which

will be talked about as a masterpiece of its kind. He has kept faith with

the author's memory by humanizing the character* and visualizing scenes

just as they are depicted in the book. We approached this picture rather

skeptical fearing that Tourneur would be unable to make anything out of

its descriptive passages. But he has taken the salient episodes and dra-

matized them with stark realit>. As for the atmosphere which follows

even, paragraph and which makes the reader catch the odor of the wood*

and makes him tense with excitement- well the picture 16 saturated with it.

We knew Tourneur would not fail with the production—that every de-

tail would be complete -that expert photography and tinting and sug-

gestive backgrounds would be evident throughout. There are moments

which are simply breath-taking and the suspense of the book becomes

overwhelmingly acute as one follows the fortunes of the white stragglers

and the efforts of the faithful Uncas to rescue them from the Hurons in

general and Magua in particular. The action moves against marvelous

backgrounds—backgrounds which are rather awe-inspiring and give one

n eerie feeling. The scene of the Fort William Henry massacre is stark

in its realism, and Tourneur has kept faith again. It is not a scene for the

tender hearted. Why you can almost catch the sound of the screaming

women and children as they are tortured by the blood-thirsty redskins.

This is Cooper to the life. And with true dramatic instinct Tourneur

witches to the sentimental side. He shows considerable knowledge of

Indian customs. Magua has raptured the two white girls. The brunette

offers to go with him so that the little Yellow Hair may be spared. And

he Delawares permit him to go according to Indian justice. But Uncas.

*ho loves the dark-haired girl and whose affection is reciprocated, follows

he trail. And far up on a rocky ledge he fights with the Huron. The

•irl had threatened to jump off if the vicious redskins approached. But

vitli Indian patience he waited. He pushes the girl to her death and the

ight with Uncas is a thriller as the two men grapple and tumble down a

nountain side, over rapids where the Mohican is stabbed to death. The

ndian burial is poignant and impressive. The acting is close to perfec-

ion. Wallace Beery as Magua presents a study in cunning, malicious

levilishness that is quite as Cooper painted it. Albert Roscoe is good as

Jncas and Theodore Lerch makes a splendid type as Chingachgook. Bar-

>ara Bedford's beauty and her acting ability arc thoroughly appealing.

There is not a false touch in the picture. The Indians have their heads

haven and are costumed correctly. The camera work is exceptionally

ood. It's the greatest Indian picture ever shown.—Length. 6 reels.—

•

ifurence Reid.

THE CAST
lagua Wallace Beery
:ora Munro Barbara Bedford
Jncas Albert Roscoe
klice Munro Lillian Hall
(ajor Heyward Henry Woodward
ol. Munro James Gordon
'apt. Randolph George Hackathorne
>avid Gamut Nelson McDowell
(awkeye Harry Lorraine
hingachgook Theodore Lerch
amenund Jack McDonald
Jen. Webb Sydney Deane

By J. Fenimore Cooper.
Scenario by Robert A. Dillon.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur and Clarence L. Brown.
Photographed by Philip R. DuBois and Charles E. Van Enger.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
An adaptation of J. Fenimore Cooper's immortal tale, "The Last of the Mohi-
ans," will be the feature attraction at the theatre next .

eaders of the Leather Stocking Tales will be delighted to see this humanization
f the story which is called the greatest Indian story ever written. Maurice Tour-
eur, who directed the feature in collaboration with Clarence L. Brown, certainly
sserves all the credit he is certain to receive. The picture shows him a master
: detail, a stickler for atmosphere and he has been faithful with the author by
uching upon and giving life to the characters and incident.
The silhouettes of the characters—the reproductions of the prints of early Indian
iys—the struggle of the French against the English and the horrible massacre
the latter forces who were led to believe that their lives would be spared

—

tese are caught bby Mr. Tourneur with emphasis placed upon their beauty or
iggedness or suspense or vivid drama. The scenic investiture is magnificent

—

e exteriors being enchanting and picturesque. The acting is thoroughly in
taracter. Wallace B eery as the treacherous Magua is superb. Barbara Bedford
splendid as the white girl, while Albert Roscoe as Uncas and Theodore Lerch
Chingachgook are capital.

PROGRAM READER
Positively the treat of the season will be presented at the theatre

"HELIOTROPE"
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount-Artcraft;

when Maurice Tourneur's masterpiece, " The Last of the
ohicans," is shown. This picturization of J. Fenimore Cooper's immortal Indian
3ry is a distinct tribute to his memory. Manager declares it to be
e greatest Indian picture ever revealed upon the screen. It is in perfect keeping
th the story—the action, incident, backgrounds and acting.

A Different Picture Here

GEORGE D. BAKER'S production of Richard Washburn Child's

" Heliotrope " is certain to arouse discussion. In the first place the

director deserves credit for what he has left out as much as for

what he has incorporated. A peculiarly pathetic tale of a "lifer," the

story convinces through its logic and vivid quality. There is no denying

that the theme is different from the average stereotyped screen play. It

is based upon paternal love and its drama reaches out and touches the

spectator through its simplicity, pathos and sentiment.

Here is a "lifer" in prison who is warned by a reformed crook outside

that his daughter is about to forfeit her happiness through the blackmailing

tactics of her mother. The girl has been raised an orphan in a convent and

has no knowledge of her parents. Good fortune smiles upon her when
her engagement to a wealthy young man is announced. This information

starts the battle offcross purposes—the father, determined to have his free-

dom and protect his child, the mother, eager to gain riches by blackmail.

The prison scenes contain a heart throb—so realistically are they done.

The "lifer" is given his freedom by a Governor who is a humanitarian.

The incident where the convict attempts to break jail is poignant in its

pathos. The girl is everything in his life. And so he has his freedom on

the promise that he will keep within the law.

He is called Heliotrope because of his love for the flower. And so he

sprays his clothes with the perfume and in due time his wife is warned

through the odor that her husband is near. Wherever she goes the perfume
follows, and to escape him she forgets her blackmailing plan. Finally,

goaded to desperation, she kills the former convict and turns the weapon
upon herself. Thus the daughter is spared. The good point about this

picture is the manner of its development. Mr. Baker has credited his audi-

ence with intelligence. There is never a moment when the girl is aware
of the drama being enacted about her. She is entirely unconscious of it.

There is no playing up of the love interest. The director has concentrated

upon the conflict between the " lifer " and the evil mother. These two
characters, with the reformed crook take up the majority of the scenes, the

others being subordinated, naturally. Up to the "lifer's" freedom the

picture soars with tremendous vitality. It loses some of its force thereafter

because the most hasn't been made of the subtleties established by the

perfume incidents. Yet its suspense is dominant throughout. Julia

Swayne Gordon overacted and destroyed some of its fibre. However, Fred
Burton as the " lifter " gives a masterly jjerformance—one charged with
keen understanding and feeling. William B. Mack is excellent as the re-

formed crook. "Heliotrope" is a different picture. It carries
.

power and
pathos—reality and tragedy. Its unhappy ending should not destroy

patronage.—Length. 7 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Heliotrope Harry Hasdock Fred Burton
Josephine Hasdock Julia Swayne Gordon
"Spike" Foley William B. Mack
Alice Hale Diana Allen
Jimmie Andrews Wilfred Lytell
Governor Mercer William H. Tooker
Warden Michael Pyne Thomas J. Findlay
Mabel Andrews Betty Hilburn
George Andrews Clayton White
Sol Goldman Ben Hendricks

By Richard Washburn Child.
Scenario by George D. Baker.
Directed by George D. Baker.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" Heliotrope " is the name of the special feature which will be presented at the

theatre next . This is an adaptation of Richard Wash-
burn Child's story which George D. Baker has excellently directed. It concerns the
effort ot " Heliotrope " Harry Hasdock, a " lifer," to protect his daughter from the
blackmailing tactics of her mother. She is unaware of her disgraceful parents be-
cause she has been brought up as an orphan.

It happens that she falls in love and marries a wealthy youth, and news reaches
" HeliotroDe " that her vicious mother intends to make her unhappy. So he obtains
a pardon from the Governor on the promise that he will keep within the law. And
'he ex-" lifer " accomplishes his purpose. He inspires fear in an unseen manner by
simply placing heliotrope flowers or the perfume in his wife's room, and she realizes
that he has his freedom. In the end, driven to frenzy, she kills him and then turns
the revolver upon herself. So the daughter is spared. This picture sends out a
heart throb which is caught by the spectator. It is -veil told and finely acted by
Fred Burton, William B. Mack. Thomas J. Findlay, Julia Swayne Gordon and Diana
Allen.

PROGRAM READER
Ar. occasion of great interest to patrons of the theatre is the an-

nouncement that " Heliotrope " will appear next . This is a George
D. Baker production of Richord Washburn Child's story of the same name. It is

a graphic tale of redemption, self-sacrifice, paternal love, mystery, love, sentiment,
pathos and thrills. It is a story of a " lifer " who is given a pardon after fifteen

years in the penitentiary on his promise that he will keep within the law. He knows
that his daughter is in danger and he protects her in a novel manner. To detail the
plot would be destroying the interest in this remarkable picture. Come and see for

yourself. It is wonderfully directed and acted by a cast that includes Fred Burton,
William B. Mack and others. Don't miss the treat of the year.

SUGGESTIONS
You are going to have a big crowd on this picture once you have the first audi-

ence in. Word of mouth advertising will certainly draw patronage. It is a picture
which is certain to be talked about by every one who sees it.
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MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG. . SEPT 23
" Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending."—M . P.

News.
Exhibitor Comn\«"»t—" Big picture which drew more than usual boalneaa."

'"A good picture which drew well." " Filled two house* during a simul-
taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture Is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in erldence as In 'Byes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we had poor
business." " Mediocre picture not up to Clara Kimball Young's standard
as to either drawing qualities or picture. Fair business. They came,
but expected something better."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. II
"Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness." m
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-

TON (FEB. 1) JAN. SI
" Batitfled from all angles."—It. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" As average picture which did big business for three

days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very
poor offering, and we bad dull business during run."

Consensus—" A verage picture, average puller."

MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. •
" Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses."—Jf. P. News.

NOMADS OP THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good, played to better than average business.

Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those in which the animals
participated made a big hit." " Not up to some of the other Curwood
stories but was liked. Average business."

NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-
IAL CAST OCT. tO

" Probably the best Beach picture yet produced."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not much. Did fair business."

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATH-
ERINE MACDONALD AUG. 28

" Katherine MacDonald in drama of divorce scandal."—11. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Average picture with well liked star. Played to

average business three days." " Good picture bringing more than usual
business." " Only fair picture, but is drawing good on account of title

and star's reputation for wearing clothes." " This picture was not up
to the usual standard of the Katherine MacDonald pictures, although
it appeared to draw well." " Very entertaining picture. Went big here,
drawing large audiences." " An average picture, which brought usual
business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

" Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Entertaining picture. Business about as usual."

OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE NOV. 13
" Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The combination of Moore and a popular stage

success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office returns while not especially great were satisfying." " This
feature brought more than usual business and seemed to please my
patrons."

OLD FASHIONED BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY NOV. 13

" Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Although many persons—among them the dramatic

critic of a metropolitan newspaper—considered this an excellent farce
and an excellent picture, it made no big hit with the ' fans ' here. The
houses were but average, although the cold weather may have had
some bearing on this. Many of Ray's followers did not like the kind of
part he played." " Good—but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more than usual business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18
"Average comedy which should interest."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences." " Only an average picture. Average business one day."
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY

PHILLIPS OCT. 16
"Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair production bringing average box office

returns." " This picture had little comment either favorable or other-
wise. Box office returns say production is fair."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Old-time western, well produced and acted."—Jf. P. Newt.

OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" A rent mantel piece of direction, acting and casting."—Jf. P. News.

PA8SION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
" Qerman picture in spectacular ; wonderfulln acted."—M. P. News.

PASSION'S PLAYGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE
MACDONALD OCT. 10

"An artificial story holds it back."—Jf. P. News.
PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
"Humorous incident, rustic settings and Charles Ray—enough."—Jf. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audi-

ences applaud etnthusiastically." "very good week. Ray always sure
of big business. This considered much better than " 45 Minutes from
Broadway."

PEDDLER OP LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRANK MAYO
IMAM. I) JAN. SI

" ttnod production ot mechanical and unreal plot "— Jf. P. New*
PENALTY. THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT AUTHORS) SPECIAL

CAST NOV. 27
" Qreat vehicle for Lon Chaney, but falls short in many ways."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good picture although some women were

shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days."

PERFECT WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGB AUG. 7

" Constance Tmlmadge hat had tetter ontt than this naive and tingle-tree*
•lory."—Jf. P. Newt.

Exhibitor Comment—"Average picture. Played to average business for two
days. Pleased the admirers of Constance Talmadge." " Fine picture.
Drew average crowds." " This is a good picture and well liked. Drew
more than average crowds." " Good business. Usual Talmadge type.
Rather clever." " Picture went very big. Drew well every day and
was well done in the opinion of many patrons of the theatre." Held
up good for week run. Audiences liked it. Constance always a surefire
attraction at this house." " Consider this the star's best. She is popular
here and I played to capacity throughout week. A decided Improvement
on her late pictures." " It is bard to understand the story ana the cold
beauty of the star does not help it much. Fair business." " Great pic-
ture. Star well liked. Played two days to big business."

Consentmt—" Oood picture, good puller."

PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. S5
" Blight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Great picture. Turned them away at night." " The

boiled down opinions on this picture is
1 Old Stuff.'

"

PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH NOV. 2t
" Btory of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture."—Jf. P. News.

PREY, THE (VITAORAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. •
" Alice Joyce has highly involved story here."—Jf. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two days to

average and poor business." " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this
year. Did unusually well at the box office."

PRICE OF REDEMPTION. THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. 2
" Lytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."

" Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." " A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and box
office retsults."

RIGHT TO LOVE. THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT. 4

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—Jf. P. Newt
"Played It two days to big and average business." " Very fine pic-
ture. Did big business. Playing second week." " Did not do as well
in its first week as ' On With the Dance.' Will probably only run two
weeks." " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions failed to
please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture well produced."
Was only fair. Miss Murray is an actress of ability, but the produc-

tion was not up to the standard of some of her former successes."
" Business very good. Crowded houses all week. Audiences well pleased.
Booked for indefinite run." " Second big week. Good business, full

houses. Audiences like it." " An average picture and played to usual
business."
Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Colorful western with Fatty Arbuckle as feature star."—II. N. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very disappointing and tame. Just like hundreds

of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns didn't mind it very
much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good, because
they wanted to see Fatty in a flve-reeler." Fairly good picture, but
business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that the star
has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature picture.
His fame rests only upon his work In comedy." " This is an average
picture but seemed to please the audience." " Fair business to fair
houses." " Very good. Played It two days to big business." " Very
entertaining. Fatty liked better in comedies."
Consensus*-" Oood picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS SEPT. 18
" A pretty story with appealing value."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Unusual picture, which brought more than usual

business." " Good. Big business one day."
Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE. THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE, INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. «

" Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—Jf. P. News.

SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here."—M. P. News.

SILENT BARRIER, THE (TRACY-GIBRALTAR-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST AUG. I

" Obvious story has a good climax and scenic backgrounds."—Jf. P. Newt.

SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
TON OCT. S3

" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story."—Jf. P. News.

SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. 11
" Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts."—Jf. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too early to

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and on
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturday Tom Mix in " The Untamed " replaced it. Killing of aviator at

SLAVE OP VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT. SO

" Big from a production and acting standpoint."—Jf. P. News.

SMILING ALL THE WAY (D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS)
DAVID BUTLER NOV. 27

" Butler's third is well produced and thorouahlu interested."— ^f P. News.
80 LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL

CAST OCT. SO
" Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen."—Jf. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should

be cut out by all exhibitors that run it. as it has some bad morals."
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. IS

" Interesting crook story, wetll directed and acted."—Jf. P. News.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLB-PARAMOU NT-ART-

CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. SO
" Impressive moments in this artistic production."—Jf. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment—" Excellent production in every way." " A great pic-

ture and drew like house afire." " Now here is a picture. Typical De
Mille cast, direction and all. Not as enloyable throughout, of course, as
' Why Change Your Wife,' but finely built for contrast of action and
suspense. Big business carried over another week." " Drew very good

Box Office Reports continued on page 4346
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"DINTY"
(Neilan-First National)

Melodrama and Sentiment Put This One Over

THERE are enough elements in this feature to please ever> t\| f

picturegoer. If one wants unadultered melodrama which Btrains

credulity, but moves with considerable vigor, one will find it in

the Chinatown sequences; if one wants wholesome sentiment, which is ex-

BKKerated to bring out the pathos, one will find it in the struggle of the

newsbo> to make both ends meet and to bring comfort to his invalid

mother' These are the dominant forces in the late^ Mar-hall Neilan pic-

lure "Dinty," starring Wesley Barry. The freckled youngster makes his

stellar debut here and there is no question that he will establish a health)

following. His personality is ingratiating and he is gifted with consider-

able talent. , .

While Mr. Neilan has written his -tor> around bun he has been torced

to add several counterplot- to give it Bubstance and vitality. The se-

quences of the youngster would not cover over two reels or three and the]

must be fortified with melodrama to reach every type of patron. This

melodrama, bv the way, is far-fetched and often resembles a serial in its

wild action. The villain is a smuggler in 'Frisco's Chinatown, and before

he is forced to talk " turkey " to the authorities he runs afoul of the Navy,

metes out revenge upon the Judge who refused to pardon his boy. and

kidnaps his daughter. Underground passages, aeroplane feats, smuggling

and what not take up these sequences.

\- for the sentiment or the juvenile interest, the picture gets off to a

Bying start bv showing the boy emerging from his cellar home via the side-

walk elevator. His fights with the bully and his return home of an eve-

ning to be lectured by the mother who advises him to turn the other cheek

to his enemies—these are lifelike touches. But the newsboy isn't freckled

and sorrel-topped for nothing. His intimate comrades are a tiny Chink

and the colored boy who supported Harold Lloyd and Snub Pollard.

Dinty forms a syndicate and actually gets police protection by doing a

good turn for the prosecuting attorney. The boys have their inning in re-

storing the Judge's daughter and are rewarded with adoption. The pic-

ture is rich in humor, there being a deal of original highlights about it.

And this element keeps pace with the pathos and sentiment. The star is

?upported by a competent cast which includes Colleen Moore, Marjorie

Daw. J. Barney Sherry, and Noah Beery. You can make sure of "Dinty."

It's a great audience picture.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
"Dinty" O'Sullivan •

Wesley Barry

Doreen O'Sullivan Colleen Moore

Danny O'Sullivan - • -Tom Gallery

Judge Whitely J- Barney Sherry

Ruth Whitely M"'°™^;
Jack North p?t O Malley

"King" Dorkh y„
N

,

oah
r?u

eery

Sui Lung Walter Chung
Mrs. O'Toole

>f
Kate„Erlce

Barry Flynn Tom Wilson
Alexander Horatius Jones Aaron Mitche

The Tough One Newton Hall

"King" Dorkh's Son Young Hipp
By Marshall Neilan.
Scenario by Marion Fairfax.
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Photographed by David Kesson.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Marsha'l Neilan's juvenile actor. Wesley Barry, has been made into a sta r

. and

his debut occurs in "Dinty," a story conceived by Mr. Neilan, adapted by Marion
Fairfax for the screen and directed by the author. It will be the main attraction

at the theatre next . The story concerns a spirited Irish

lad whose efforts to keep a roof over the head of his invalid mother brings him
into all sorts of adventures. Being Irish and freckled certainly has its advantages
when it comes to taking care of one's self. So "Dinty" as he is called sells his

papers and forms a syndicate on the money donated by a friend he has favored

in the past.
After the death of his mother, "Dinty" loses some of his happy-go-lucky spirit,

but he embraces the opportunity to help his friends—two of them being newsboy
cronies and the others a prosecuting attorney and judge. It falls to "Dinty" to

save the life of the latter's daughter and for his bravery is rewarded with adoption

—

which means a good home and good things to eat. The picture carries a wealth
of dram' sentiment, heart interest and pathos and also considerable humor.
Wesley Barry justifies his stardom with a clever performance and the others in

the cast, particularly Noah Beery and Colleen Moore, are good.

PROGRAM READER
Wesley Barry, the boy actor, who has adorned several Marshall Neilan pictures,

will come to the theatre next as a star in "Dinty," a story
of a newsboy, whose pluck, courage and good nature brought sunshine into the
lives of everyone who met him—including his enemies. It is a picture which is

rich in melodramatic incident with Noah Bee-y tanying off the acting honors.
It is also rich in homespun sentiment, humor, pathos and heart appeal. The
freckled-faced Wesley makes a hit every minute he is on the screen and patrons
of the will takes him to their hearts. Prominent in his support are
Colleen Moore, Pat O'Malley. J. Barney Sherrv, Tom Gallery and the colored
child who has played in the Harold Lloyd and Snub Pollard comedies. See this
picture.

SUGGESTIONS
If you have played the Marshall Neilan pictures your crowd is certainly familiar

with the name and face of Wesley Barry, the boy actor. This freckled-faced
youngster, a born comedian, has been made a star and it would be a good angle
to tell that to your patrons. Bring out that he makes his debut in "Dinty," a
story written by Mr. Neilan himself. Tell that he plays the part of a newsboy
who fights and smiles and does favors for his mother, friends and enemies. Play
up the star and have an artist draw a likeness of him—a head and shoulder sketch.
Use catch lines exploiting him as "a broth of a lad." Play up the fact that he

"THE FURNACE"
(Realart)

Talky Picture Has Little Appeal

WHATEVER merit the original story contained certainly hasn't been

taken advantage of in the screen adaptation. There is very little

plot material present, the idea being based upon a honeymoon

quarrel which is such an inconsequential matter that it is amazing how it

ever appealed to the sponsors as picture entertainment. A word or two

by the parties involved in the quarrel would have brought peace, but for

five reels their foolish conflict is forced with nothing tangible in the way

of logic or argument or drama or anything else than a grand spread.

William I). Taylor has been given a good sized check-book and he has

gone the limit in staging the picture. He has designed some massive sets

and others which are thoroughly in harmony.

In fact the one redeeming thing about the offering i> its production. No

expense has been spared to make it lavish. If as much money had been

spent for a good story the result would have been different. The char-

acters move about like so many puppets entirely at the whim of the

director. Some of their actions and arguments have very little sense about

them. For instance, the wife who walks around in an amazing variety of

sowns asks a masculine friend to lend her some money. Her husband is

rich enough to provide her with funds. There is no foundation for many

other scenes and situations. The figures are moved about from London to

Monte Carlo to Scotland to Canada and one has difficulty in keeping track

of them. They flit around from one room to another with equal speed.

There is really no head nor tail to the thing. Inconsequential as the

quarrel between the honeymooners is, the development of their " spat " is

even more lacking in substance. The title is meaningless unless one is led

to believe that the married couple must be purged of their selfish whims

in the crucible. The characters extract no sympathy from the spectator.

Mr. Taylor has piled on the detail and given stress to every little incident.

And drama is missing; likewise reality and truth. Agnes Ayres doesn't

get beneath the surface in her characterization, although she commands

considerable attention with her beauty and distinctive costumes. Theodore

Roberts is good as usual in a crotchety role. Milton Sills and Jerome

Patrick are rather wooden in their portrayals—which is not to be won-

dered at considering the spineless plot. There is a good church scene

representing the marriage ceremony. It is the only true touch in the pic-

ture.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Folly Vallance Agnes Ayres
Anthony Bond Jerome Patrick

General Brent Theodore Roberts
Lady Brent Helen Dunbar
Patricia Brent Betty Francisco
Kcene Mordaunt Milton Sills

Mr. Valiance Fred Turner
Mrs. Vallance Mayme Kelso
Bert Vallance Lucien Littlefield

Solomon Bassbridge Robert Bolder
Count Svensen Edward Martindel

By " Pan."
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers.
Directed by William D. Taylor.
Photographed by James C. Van Trees.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" The Furnace," William D. Taylor's newest production for Realart, which will

be showr at the next is declared to be one of the richest

pictures in spectacular scenes and lavish settings which have been viewed for

some time. The picture is an adaptation of the novel of the same name by the
English author, " Pan," an anonymous writer. The theme of the tale is that a
marriage without love is a furnace of unhappiness and that from such a union
the direst of complications may result. The husband learns that his wife had
lightly vowed to sue him for breach of promise if he jilted her. He then marries
her and tells her that he knows her feelings, and that he will be her husband
in nam; only.

This precipitates a quarrel which makes them the unhappiest couple in England.
The picture builds with plenty of complications which are gripping and a climax
which u genuinely dramatic. The director has reproduced several bits of England
as well as incorporating novel scenes which comprise a storm, a garden party and
a wedding ceremony. The picture is played by a notable cast that includes Agnes
Ayres, Jerome Patrick, Theodore Roberts, Milton Sills and Mayme Kelso. Julia
Crawford Ivers scenarioized the story.

PROGRAM READER
The Furnace," the Realart picture which comes to the theatre

is an unusually powerful photodrama. The theme is striking,
the action and plot gripping and well portrayed by an all-star cast of notables
including such popular favorites as Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts, Jerome
Patrick, Milton Sills, Helen Dunbar and others. The story revolves around a
society marriage—a marriage which starts with a quarrel. How it develops

—

how the husband and wife learn to appreciate each other's faults and look for
happiness is told in five reels of interesting drama. The picture is beautifully
staged and Miss Ayres wears some magnificent gowns.

SUGGESTIONS
If you mention the plot of the story you will be destroying interest So the

best idea is to concentrate upon your all-star cast. Mention the names of Agnes
Ayres, Theodore Roberts, Jerome Patrick, Milton Sills and Betty Francisco. Use
stills of Miss Ayres in some of her beautiful gowns. This will arouse interest
among your feminine crowd. Bring out that the marriage ceremony may develop
into a FURNACE of unhappiness if the parties lack a forgiving nature. Bring out
that it furnishes an interesting hour—an hour charged with gripping moments.

CATCH LINES
Should married couples quarrel? Doesn't a good quarrel help a husband and

wife to appreciate one another? See " The Furnace."
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houses to excellent business during fourth week of Its run. Crowds
continued." " Picture so good business grows. Held for a third week."
" This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
house which tells the story."

Consensus—" Good picture, (food puller."

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 23

"Fine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—M. P. News.

SOUL OF YOUTH, THE (REALART) LEWIS SARGENT AUG.. 28
" Lewis Sargent duplicates success of ' Huckleberry Finn ' "—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine production. Business better than usual

during run." " Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week." " Given
a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave special free showing
for school children and ' mopped up ' on regular showing. Broke all

house attendance records for Saturday show."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

" Good production and acting save this one."—M. P. News.

•QUARE SHOOTER, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES AUG 14
" A familiar story in average western."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair Western picture ; not much shoot-em-'up-ap

stuff. Average business one day."
STAR ROVER, THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO) COURTNEY FOOT-

THELMA PERCY NOV. 27
" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story."—M. P. News.

STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST.... OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional and technical angles."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Although this was a fair box-office attraction, I

was disappointed. Did not go over as big as I expected, nor was it as
big a picture as I expected."

STOP THIEF (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE AUG. 28
" Faithful and intelligent adaptation of famous stage success."—if. P. Ntws.
Exhibitor Comment—" Nothing extra either in business or quality of

picture " " This is an entertaining feature and seemed to please the
audiences. Business was good during run." " Pleased the majority of

my patrons. Average business four days ; big business three." " Moore
was good in this picture. Business about as usual." " My house plays
particularly to the young people and they all like Tom Moore. So busi-

ness was good and they liked the picture." " Did not go over very well.

An average picture."
Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

iWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—if. P. News.
Erhibi tor's Comment—" Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."

SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
" Cat :-y in unattractive role in complex story."—if. P. News.

SUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
" Having enough thrills, it makes a good western."—if. P. News.

19 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Entertaining picture made from stage success."—M. P. News.
Exh.bitor Comment-—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-

office results." " Not very well liked. No box-office value." " By far
the >est thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
nev«r so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."

" Great stuff." " An average picture, which fair business." " Fine ! Act-
ing splendid. Subtitles are a scream. People who had seen the play said

the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better advan-
tage. Good cast all the way through." " Fairly interesting picture,

usual patronage."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX NOV. 27

"Average entertainment in this Mix offering."—if. P. News.

THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS. NOV 27
'• Human document with real life-like touches."—if. P. News.

TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. Io
"Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture."—M. P. News.

TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

•' Simple and human is this contribution."-—M. P. News.

TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture, pleasing and eatertaining. Drew

more than usual business." " Very fine picture. Spectacular and excit-

ing. Did exceptional business first week of showing with indications for
a big second week. Broke house records second Sunday."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11

" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" As to entertaining qualities this feature is very

poor. Average business."
TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST NATIONAL) MR. AND MRS.

DEHAVEN NOV. 13

Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen.—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to

give entire satisfaction."
D'NCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE

RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9
" Propaaaniia picture doubtful as tn entertainment "—M P Neu-i

UNFORTUNATE SEX, THE (FRANK GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN NOV. 6

" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end."—M. P. News.
VS. P TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL

CAST NOV. 20
" First-class melodramatic western with fine cast."—if. P. News.

UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4
" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-

day by Pearl White In 'The White Moll.' " " Best Mix picture to date.

Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot In making It entertaining. Good
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It is regarded by many as too commonplace." "This
is a good feature and we had good business while it was showing."
" Mix in good form. Big business three days."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."

VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE NOV. 28
"A well produced society picture weakening in the end."—if. P. News.

VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 2S

"Ray scores again as country yokel."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played In. This Is a

regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one day and average six." " Audieuceg
thought Charles Ray just made for this ' Rube's ' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures." " One of Ray's best productions and its
box-office value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is sayiDg •

a good deal." " Not one of Ray's best—but it was clever and a bit
|

different, in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving bim essen-
tially the usual sort of role. Anyway they liked it."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 1*
" Crude production of familiar story."—if. P. News.

WANDA'S AFFAIR (CHADWICK-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 28

" badly blotclied picture carries little interest."—if. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 18

" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—M. P. News.
WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. 11

" Typical Hamilton story well produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture with week much below the

average in receipts."

WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY NOV. 27
" Very ordinary Western for Carey."—if. P. News.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BRYANT WASHBURN AUp. 21

" Good Hookum and farce comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture. Played it two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-
ness one day." " Rather good comedy. Can't kick about the business.''

" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. Played it one week to average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT WOMEN LOVE (SOL LESSER-FIRST NATIONAL)
ANNETTE KELLERMAN AUG. 21

" Kellerman in thrilling water feats—good comedy—unusual under-sea
stuff."—if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Annette Kellerman great favorite here. Picture
drew well." "A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought
more than usual business." " Interesting picture which brought good
business." " From a box-office angle this is a very poor picture. Did
not draw at all. Just barely enough to keep on through the week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
WHAT'S YOUR HURRY (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID AUG. 2»

" Wally Reid and motor truck shine in this one."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good production to extra big and big busi-

ness for two days." " The best picture Reid has turned out this year.
Just packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped
over in this one for a certain brand of truck. Local dealers capitalized
on it by putting one of the trucks on the street with mammoth signs on
it informing the public that we would show them what the brutes could
do." " Up to the usual Wallace Reid standard and drew big crowds."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."
WHITE CIRCLE. THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)

SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Tourneur."—II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played It three days to average bouse. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
tor costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-
taining picture which was only average for the first few days but
brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but well told.

Nothing to pull with except producers' name. Business just missed
being poor." " A very poor Maurice Tourneur picture. Poor busi-

j
ness two days."

Consensus—"Average picture, averatie puller."
WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH .. SEPT. «

" Despite bad cutting, this picture is thoroughly interesting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-
ROSEMARY THEBY SEPT. 4

" A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—if. P. News.
WHITE RIDER, THE (FOUNDATION FILM CORP.) JOE MOORE-

EILEEN SEDGWICK AUG. 21
" A good western with many thrills and exciting moments."—U. P. News.

WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) MIL-
DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN AUG. 28

" Good audience picture with great child role."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, well acted, which did big business

partlv aided bv the presence of Mildred Harris Chaplin."
WOMAN'S BUSINESS. A (B. A. ROLFE-JANS) OLIVE TELL AUG. »

" Onlu average interest here, despite attractive theme."—II. P. News
YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. 18

" A real success from every angle.''—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts

about average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits "her to a ' T.\" " Be*>e Daniels shows
that she is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."

Consensus—" Pleasing picture, average puller."

" Flashbacks " on Earlier Releases

" Earthbound " (Goldwyn)—" This was a poor picture. While the title Is

good the picture did not seem to interest the majority of the people and we
had poor business during run."
"Honest Hutch" (Goldwyn)—"An entertaining, pleasing feature. People

seemed to like it."

"The Devil's Pass Key" (Universal)—"Good picture for women but mei
didn't care for it. Box-office receipts were large." " Great—had 'em standing
up in line for two blocks on opening day. Splendid show for opening new
theatres."
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"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY"
( Paramount-Artcraft)

Fun and Hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest

THOSE exhibitors who cleaned up with Fatly Arbuckle's short come-

dies should go after his latest feature, " The Life of the Party," for

it is nothing but an elaboration of one of his two reelers—one of

his polite two reelers. It is much better material for the star than his first

venture, " The Round Up," since it employs his well known brand of humor

without asking him to be dramatic. Irvin Cobb is the author of the tale

and as far as logic goes he has not contributed anything lifelike. But then

it is a burlesque anyway. In fact that is what Joseph Henebery has made

of it. For two re.ds there is a semblance of an idea with a group of resi-

le— women determined to put the skids under the milk profiteers so that

the Better Babies* League may thrive. They employ Fatty Arbuckle, who

is disguised as a lawyer.

The picture is not meant to be taken seriously and it certainly gets over

with some sure-fire hokum and incident. The star has his "cellar" in his

safe, but he persists in putting the bottle upon the buzzers on his desk. So

the staff is always called in. He takes a tumble out of the window and

says " I sure fell for that girl." This is a sample of the titling—most of

which is as snappy and bright as the action. Fatty has a good time in

court with Frank Campeau sitting as judge. This good character actor

makes a splendid foil. lie is owned by the profiteers who scheme to dis-

credit Fatly, who has been sponsored for mayor. The scenes develop with

a good deal of humor and many will remind the spectator of the stunts

employed by Charlie Chaplin.

Fatty goes to a masquerade ball disguised in rompers. His appearance

is enough to put a bouse in an uproar. And when he gets caught in the

cold and robbed of his overcoat it brings a fitting climax. The hokum
piles up when he stumbles into several apartments and he resorts to a

tried and true slapstick trick by taking the cover off a chair and hiding

himself with it. This should be a great picture for the children. Those

in the Rivoli, New York, chuckled with glee. The grown-ups had a good
time, too. This type of picture is just the thing for Arbuckle. It doesn't

tax his capabilities and ask him to do the impossible. He is the Fatty

Arbuckle of the short comedy. Which means he is at his best.—Length, 5

reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Algernon Leary Roscoe Arbuckle
Milly Hollister Viora Daniel
Mrs. Carraway Winifred Greenwood
Sam Perkins Roscoe Kerns
French Kate Julia Faye
Judge Voris Frank Campeau
Jake Allen Connor
Bolton Frederick Starr
Clay Ben Lewis

By Irvin S. Cobb.
Scenario by Walter Woods.
Directed by Joseph Henebery.
Photographed by Karl Brown.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The combination of Irving Cobb, author, and Roscoe Arbuckle, star of " The

Life of the Party," is certain to attract patronage to the theatre next
, when the picture will be the feature of an interesting program. This

is the second of the rotund star's feature productions, and it permits him to display
his comedy talents with the same degree of expression as was found in the short
subjects. It also offers him a chance to display his versatility in a dramatic direc-
tion.
The picture is an adaptation of Mr. Cobb's Saturday Evening Post story of the

same name and concerns a genial young lawyer, who for the sake of a pretty girl

undertakes to break the Milk Trust and gets himself into all sorts of amusing com-
plications. Fatty Arbuckle certainly has his troubles in this picture. He is
" vamped " by a pretty girl and certain shady politicians attempt to lure him from
the straight and narrow path, but in the end he triumphs. Viora Daniels is the
leading woman and the heavy " role is played by the accomp'ished Frank Cam-
peau. Walter Woods scenarioized the story, while Joseph Henebery directed.
They have succeeded in turning out a picture which is humorous and rich in inci-
dent.

PROGRAM READER
The funniest fat man on the screen is coming next to the

theatre in " The Life of the Party." Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle is the star of this
rip-roaring farce comedy adapted from Irvin Cobb's Saturday Evening Post story
of the same name. This feature is a distinct departure from " The Round-Up," the
first of the star's feature offerings. It carries more comedy and places the star in

a role which is excruciatingly funny. He is " vamped " by a pretty girl—chased
by crooks and cops—and all because he wants You'll want to see the picture
and laugh for yourself! The funny fat man in a story by Irvin Cobb. America's
greatest humorist. Don't miss " The Life of the Party."

SUGGESTIONS
This is the second of Arbuckle's feature pictures and it would be advisable to

state that it differs a great deal from " The Round-Up." Bring out that it places
the star in a role which he has capitalized upon the screen. Tell that it is ideal for
his personality. Brin^ out that it is an adaptation of Irvin Cobb's funny story
which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. Play up the star and the author.
Exploit the fact that America's funniest fat man comes to the screen in a story by
America's greatest humorist. Use catch lines. Play up all your copy in a humor-
ous fashion.

CATCH LINES
He boosted the Better Babies and Won the Ladies' Hearts. See Fatty Arbuckle

in " The Life of the Party," by Irvin Cobb.

You will laugh until your sides ache to see Fatty Arbuckle in rompers. See the
rotund comedian in " The Life <-f the Party."

"THE DEVIL TO PAY"
(Brunton-Pathe)

Strong Mystery Story Carries Interest

44^ I
^HE l)EVIL T0 PAY" is ..nc of 1I1.- best mystery dramas pro-

I duced upon the screen in a long time. It has about everything

necessary to excite, thrill and keep an audience pitched in a

high key throughout, for the reason that its plot is unique and abounds in

action from the time the opening scenes are thrown upon the screen to

the last foot of film projected.

Although credit must be given to Frances Nimmo Greene, the author,

for the clever way she has written the story, withholding the suspense to

a remarkable degree until the finish, the director and cast should not be

overlooked.

This happy combination has grasped situation after situation and painted

them in most natural colors. In fact, at times it looked as though the

actors had been playing their roles for some time before the scenes were

taken.

The production is well mounted, Ernest C. Warde, the director, taking

particular care in the selection of his exteriors.

The theme is based on the unique idea as to whether a man can be

resuscitated after being officially hung and pronounced dead by state

authorities.

As the story unfolds it discloses the life of a leading banker and political

dictator of a small town who commits a crime and causes another to be

sent to the gaUows to cover up his guilt.

After his execution the man is resuscitated and like a ghost haunts his

betrayer until the latter shoots himself. The climax is reached in a court-

room scene which is highly dramatic.

The cast, which is particularly strong, includes Robert McKim, Roy
Stewart. Fritzi Brunette and George Fisher.—Length. 6 reels. Frank

Leonard.
THE CAST

Cullen Grant Roy Stewart
Brent Warren Robert McKim
Dare Keeling Fritzi Brunette
Larry Keeling George Fisher

Mrs. Roan Evelyn Selbie

George Roan Joseph J. Dowling
Dick Roan Richard Lapan
Dr. Jernigan Mark Fenton
Detective Potter William Marion

Story by Frances Nimmo Green.
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.

PRESS NOTICE-STORY
" The Devil to Pay," Robert Brunton's latest production for Pathe release, will

be the attraction at the theatre on of next .

This picture has a corking story, chuck full of action and is told in such a

way as to grip any audience.
The theme is decidedly novel and has an interesting introduction which like a

good book holds the attention from the beginning without having to delve into the
pages and "dig out" the story. It deals with the question, "Can a man be resusci-
tated after being officially hung and pronounced dead by the State authorities.
The leading banker and political dictator of a small town commits a crime and

causes another to be sent to the gallows to cover up his guilt.

After the man's execution, a physician secures his body and resuscitates him.
Secretly he assists the district attorney in gathering criminal evidence against his
betrayer.
And it is his evidence which convicts the banker in one of the biggest dramatic

scenes ever produced upon the screen.
The picture has been exceptionally directed by Ernest C. Warde, who has taken

particular pains in the selection of his cast.

Among the prominent players are Roy Stewart, Robert McKim, Fritzi Brunette,
George Fisher, Evelyn Selbie, Joe. J. Dowling, Richard Lapan and Mark Fenton.

PROGRAM READER
Can a man be resuscitated after being officially hung and pronounced dead by

the State authorities?
A rather startling solution of the problem is solved in Robert Brunton's latest

production for Pathe release, "The Devil to Pay," which is coming to this theatre
next .

This feature has one of the most unique themes ever selected for the screen.
The principal character is a leading banker in a small town who has committed a
crime and caused another to be sent to the gallows to cover up his guilt.
A most peculiar thing happens, however, for after the man's execution, he is

resuscitated by a physician and hounds his accuser even into the court room,
where in one of the most dramatic scenes ever witnessed upon the screen he turns
the tables on his accuser and helps the district attorney win his case.
The feature is well produced, excellently directed and has a splendid cast among

whom are: Roy Stewart, Robert McKim, Fritzi Brunette, George Fisher. Evelyn
Selbie and Richard Lapan.

SUGGESTIONS
Robert Brunton has produced a darn good picture in " The Devil to Pay." It

has a most unique theme which is gripping from start to finish.
The picture is well directed, has an even continuity and plenty of action. You

need not be afraid to book this feature, for it will give satisfaction to your patrons.
In your exploitation, play up the title, which is attractive and has a meaning.

A splendid idea would be to run a series of short stories in your town papers
bringing out the point with the question, " Can a man be resuscitated after being
officially hung and pronounced dead by State authorities?

These lines alone should draw the reader's attention and when a short synopsis
of the story is given it should arouse interest.

CATCH LINES
See the latest Robert Brunton production, "The Devil to Pay." It will interest

and grip you from start to finish.
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects as
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom

AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel

Barrie) 6

The Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary)..

6

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) 5

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak) 5

Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) 5

Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) 5

"TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) 5

The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) 5

The Unseen Witness (Glen White) 5

The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White) S

Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hovie) 15

The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) 15

Kpisodea.

WESTERN DRAMAS
Biased Trail Prods, (one every other week) 2

Lone StarWesteros (one every other week) 2

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one a month) 2
XLNT (Ardath) 2
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2

Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera) 1

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.

THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Lying Lips (Peters-Vidor) 6
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Louise Glaum) 6

A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6

MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin) 5

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase) 6
Evolution of Man (Special Cast) 6
Woman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford) 5
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) 5

Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) 5

HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 2
Sheriff's Dilemma 2
Brothers 2
His Desperate Deed 2

JOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2
Three of a Kind 2
Stone Quarry Romance 2
Too Much Garlic 2

C. B. C. FILM SALES
State Rights

The Victim 6

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Sept. 2—All Balled Up 2
Aug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
Aug. 5—Some Champs 2
July 22—Wild, Wild Women 2
July 8—Stung Aga— 2
June 24—Back on the Farm 2

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler every two weeks.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap 2
A Traitor's Vengeance 2
The Girl of the West 2
Almost an Outlaw 2
The Avenging Trail 2
Western Rays 2
Shadows of the Past 2
A Fight to a Finish 2

LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lome Hand Wilson 5

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

THE GUMPS
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure
Up She Goes
Westward Ho
A Hunting We Will Go
Get to Work
Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson
Flat Hunting
Andy Visits His Mama in-Law
Andy Plays Golf
A Quiet Day at Home
Andy on a Diet
Andy's Wash Day
Andy's Night Out
Andy and Min at the Theatre
Andy Visits the Osteopath
Andy on Skates
Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit
Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest
Andy Redecorates His Flat
Andy the Model
Accidents Will Happen
Howdy Pardner
There's A Raisen
Ship Ahoy
The Toreador
The Broilers
Andy Fights the High Cost of Living
Militant Min
Ice Box Episodes ,

Wim and Wigor
Equestrian
Andy the Hero
Andy's Picnic
Andy the Chicken Fancier
Andy the Actor
Andy on the Beach
Andy on Pleasure Bent
At Shady Rest

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Casainelli) 6

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTJrS VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
The Dying Swan (Skating)
Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
The Flying De Armands
Reynolds and Gerald in e (Aesthetic Dancers)
Hundeller (Balancing)

re* Whipple Sisters ( Boxinff and ^Vrestlifiir^ .

.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(Released Through Educational Film Emshangei)

CHESTER COMEDIES
The One Best Pet 2
A Tray Full of Trouble 2
The Big Show 2
An Overall Hero 2
Four Times Foiled 2
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Mr. Fatima 2
Going Through the Rye..- 2
Shuffle the Queens 2
A Homespun Hero 2
Striking Models 2
Don't Blame the Stork (Harry Gribbon) 2
Seven Bald Pates (Bobby Vernon) 2
Out For the Night (Eddie Barry) 2
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon) 2
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher) 2
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy Turns Cupid 2
Torchy's Millions , 2
Torchy In High 2
Torchy (JoLnny Hines) 2
Torchy Comes Through (Johnnie Hines) 2
MERMAID COMEDIES
The Simp 2
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) 2
Dynamite (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rae) 2
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
SPECIALS
The Race of the Age (Man O' War) 2
Art of Diving (Kellerman) 1
Babe Ruth—How He Knocks His Home" Runs 1

Valley of 10,000 Smokes J

CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Getting a Polish

,

Ignazu the Exquisite
Frozen Thunder
Lovely Maoriland i

Mad Hatters
Seven League Booters
Too Much Overhead
The Trail of Wedontcarewhere
The Tamer the Wilder
Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
The Isle of Desire i
The Explorers .1
The Banana Special

,

j

Tropical Nights .1
By Schooner to Skagway . . . j

The Castaway .1
Solitude

.
'.

.1
Wanderlust
The Song of the Paddle .....'.A
The Log of Laviajera i
The Great Mirror i

Hope of Adventure '

, \

SCREENICS
Out of the Past i

Fine Feathers—They Forgot the Town 1

Sea Planets—Apartments for Rent 1

Mules and Gabtalk i

Through Winding Walls—Climbing Cataracts. ...... 1

They All Turned Turtle—Family Trees 1
Chosen Waters—South Sea Naiads 1
Great American Yawn—Getting His Angora 1
Foam Fantasies ,.i

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) 6
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) «
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) 6
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives 'House Peters)...

6

Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young) 7

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Dec. 26—Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4556
Dec. 26—The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
Dec. 19—An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dec. 19—To Please One Woman (Lois Weber

Prod.) 6086
Dec. 12—Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod) 6307
Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Ar-

buckle) 4944
Dec. 5—Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
Dec. 5—Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
Meighan) 5926

Not. 28—A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy Dal-
ton) 473<

Nov. 28—Tdols of Clav (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.). 7230
Nov. 21—Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 4495
Nov. 21—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). 5586
Nov. 14—Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett-

Ince Prod.) 4539
Nov. 14—Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) 5101
Nov. 7—Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4862
Nov. 7—Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.). 6554"

Oct. 31—An Old-Fashioned Boy (lnce Prod.-
Chas. Ray) 4617

Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Oct, 24—A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 420*
Oct 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 5526
Oct 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 4618
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.). 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

ARTCRAFT
June—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 19—Fattv at Conev Island 2
Nov. 21—His Wedding Night 2
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue) 2

PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 26—Bungalow Troubles 2
Dec. 12—Dabbling in Art 2
Nov. 28—A Fireside Brewer %
Not. 14—Fickle Fancy J
Oct. 31—Movie Fans 2
Oct 17—My Goodness 3

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28—Housecleaning :

Dec, 21—Those Distant Cousins 1

Dec 7—After the Circus 1

PARAMOUNT DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct 10—Spirits 2
Sept 12—Kids Is Kids 2
Aug. 29—Never Again 3

PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 26—Quaint Kuala Lumpur 1

Dec. 19—The Snowbound Pyrenees 1

Dec. 12—Malayan Motor Roads 1

Dec. 5—In Finisterre 1

Nov. 28—Land of the Tin Millionaires 1

Not. 21—Around About Manila 1

Not. 14—Pyrenean Perspectives 1

Not. 7—The Port of Penang 1

Oct 17—Nature's Contrasts 1

PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Dec. 19—The Jungfrau Railway 1

Not. 21—Kllawea Volcano Eruption 1

Oct 17—Winter Sports at St. Horiti

Release Information Continued on Page 4350
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"A CITY SPARROW"
(Paramount-Artcraft)

Weak in Drama. But Strong in Sentiment

ETHEL CLAYTON doesn't seem to be fitted by temperament or

talent to play " sob " roles, which may be the reason why " A City

Sparrow " doesn't ring forth with any sincerity. The picture is

quite a departure for the emotional star and because of its lack of moving

moments or dramatic ingredients fails to make a worthy vehicle for the

expression of her talents. The plot material is really frail and always

obvious and the thread of story has a hard time sustaining itself. The idea

is really propaganda for the country since it contrasts the life in the open

with that of the city.

Mi-s Clayton plays the part of an unsuccessful actress. She has coma to

the metropolis with visions of earning fame and fortune, and discovers

that she is only a " city sparrow." When she meets with an accident she

learns that she can never become a mother and her despair seems com-

plete until the country youth comes to town and urges her to return with

him. The picture doesn't present any conflict, nor any detail of theatrical

life, and relies entirely upon its sentiment and pathos. Because the

heroine cannot rise above her sordid environment the spectator is invited

to sympathize with her. But Ethel Clayton is not the brooding type of star,

so her effort to appear forlorn isn'l \er> effective. The story is sugary and

often dull because of its lack of variety. The heroine goes to the country,

regains her health, and develops a fresh outlook upon life, and the climax

shorn the inevitable ending.

The feature is interesting in its backgrounds. The director has effective

interiors to. represent a theatrical boarding house and the exteriors of the

country are first rate. In fact the settings make the picture. It might have

developed some highlights if the director had introduced some theatrical

bits and contrasted them with the country incident. But he has treated the

-tory in a matter-of-fact way so that the elements of spontaneity and sur-

prise are missing. One thing in its favor is its note of simplicity. The
title is attractive and with the star's name should invite patronage. Walter
Hiers is fairly amusing in a colorless role and Clyde Fillmore is good as

the country youth. " A City Sparrow " is just a program feature.—Length,

5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Milly West Ethel Clayton
Tim Enms Walter Hiers
Mrs. Babbs Sylvia Ashton
Hughie Ray William Boyd
" Ma" Ennis Lillian Leighton
David Muir Clyde Fillmore
Castor Neill Robert Brower
Hester Neill Helen Jerome Eddy

By Kate Jordan.
Scenario by Clara Kennedy.
Directed by Sam Wood.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Ethel Clayton, the Paramount star, will appear at the theatre next

and in " A City Sparrow," a picture which is well
suited to her charm and personality. It is a picture which places her in a peculiarly
sympathetic role—the role of a young girl who finds " bucking the tiger " in the
city is a mighty task—a task too great for her resources. She has endeavored to
make a success upon the stage but only discovers that she is wanted for obscure
parts. Finally she is taken ill and despairs of ever reaching the pinnacle of fame.
Then from the country comes a youth whose fresh outlook changes her attitudes.
He takes her back with him where she recuperates under a balmy sun and out-

door life. And she learns to appreciate that the city cannot cope with the country
in building happiness. She realizes that she has been nothing but a city sparrow.
The story permits Miss Clayton to display her talented expression—a role in
which she extracts a deal of sympathy. Prominent in her support are Walter
Hiers, who is humorous in a comedy role; Clyde Fillmore appearing opposite, and
William Boyd. Sam Wood directed the picture and he has succeeded in bringing
out the human and humorous highlights. The offering is an adaptation by Clara
Kennedy of Kate Jordan's story.

PROGRAM READER
She was only a city sparrow and had very few friends. She couldn't make much

of a success in the metropolis. She longed to read her name in electric lights and
the columns of the papers. But she was only a mediocrity—a dancer in a cabaret.
Then misfortune came and her sorrow seemed complete. A chance came to go to
the country and forget the sordidness of her life. This is the brief outline of " A
City Sparrow," the Ethel Clayton picture which comes to the theatre
next . It is a picture which is filled with human touches and consid-
erable humor. A picture which should appeal to every one. Walter Hiers and
Clyde Fillmore are in the cast.

SUGGESTIONS
The best bet about this picture is the exploiting of the star's name. Play her up

big and play up the title. It is catchy and will appeal to the imagination. Tell
that the picture is an account of theatrical life in the big city and all the color
which accompanies it. Bring out that the story is well emphaszed with such ele-
ments as heart interest, sentiment, love interest, humor and pathos. Don't give the
plot away. It is a very simple tale and those looking for drama will be apt to be
disappointed if they read it in the synopsis. So concentrate mostly upon the star.
Tell that she always gives a good performance. Mention that Walter Hiers and
Clyde Fillmore appear in the cast. Your steady fans will remember their names.

CATCH LINES
She was only a city sparrow in the sordid life of the city. Then a chance came

for her to fly to the country. See " A City Sparrow " with Ethel Clayton.

"THE IRON RIDER"
(Fox)

Below William Russetfs Previous Work; Only Slightly

Interesting

THIS production appears below the two previous pictures of this M;ir

This is largely due to the development of the story, which makes it

a somewhat unreasonable tale intended to create action and a bit of

mystery. The star has little chance to make any impression. The sus-

pense is fairly well kept up and there is plenty of action. There are no

unusual thrills.

The story is laid in a Western town, where disorder is rampant because

of an unjust sheriff. Russell, playing a lumber foreman, Lannigan by

name, is aroused by the corruption of justice. So he joins " The Iron

Riders," a society which flourished thirty years before. Its members wear

black gowns and take the law into their own hands when the authorities

fail to preserve order.

The band being now extinct, Lannigan is its only member. As two

witnesses are about to perjure themselves at a trial for murder, the Iron

Rider holds up the court room at the point of his revolver and forces them

to tell the truth. The villain then takes advantage of the disguise by cov-

ering himself with black and closing the village saloon on Sunday, robbing

the cash register at the same time. Public feeling is thus aroused against

the Iron Rider and Lannigan's own father, incensed that his son should

use the secret society for an unjust end. leads the hunt. Lannigan is

found, and, as the real robber is the father of the girl he loves, cannot

reveal the truth. His own father attempts to force him to commit suicide.

But Lannigan escapes, flees the town, and is accused of murder. The

climax comes with the rescue of the girl from the hands of another villain,

and a fairly exciting fight in the water.

Vola Vale, as the leading woman, has no very distinctive part. That

there is drama in Frank Packard's story, there is no doubt, but its develop-

ment does not make the most of its basic material. The star gets as much

out of the part as possible. George Nicholls as Lannigan's father is crude

in places.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Larry Lannigan William Russell

Mera Donovan Vola Vale

Jim Mason Arthur Momson
Sheriff Donovan Wadsworth Harris
Larry's father George Nicholls

Story by Frank L. Packard.
• Scenario by Jules G. Furthman.

Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Photography by Clyde De Vinna.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
William Russell, the popular Fox star, will play the stellar role in "The Iron

Rider," his latest screen production, which will be shown at the
theatre on . Russell is known as one of the most daring and virile

stars of the screen today and his work both in his previous farces and in his more
recent dramas which included " The Man Who Dared " and " The Challenge of

the Law " are well remembered.
" The Iron Rider " is a story of the West which fits the peculiar personality of

this popular young actor. He plays the part of a foreman in a lumber camp in

a Western town, where disorder is rampant. In an effort to do away with law-
lessness and to restore once more justice and peace in the community, this young
man joins " The Iron Riders," a secret society which was in vogue thirty years
before, and which was dedicated to the preservation of justice in the face of
lawless and unprincipled men.
There is a strong romance in " The Iron Rider." Vola Vale is the leading

woman, and a strong supporting cast is shown in the picture. This picture will

be shown for days and is expected to prove the most popular ot

any of William Russell's productions. It was directed by Scott Dunlap. The
story is by Frank L. Packard.

PROGRAM READER
William Russell's latest and best picture, " The Iron Rider," will be the at-

traction at the theatre on . Patrons of the
will remember the star for his work in " The Challenge of the Law " and " The
Man Who Dared," two productions which pleased and delighted them at this

theatre not so long ago. Russell is the kind of man whom the American public
likes to see on the screen. He is handsome without being effeminate. His virile

personality and the daring that he displays in all his pictures have won him many
friends. " The Iron Rider " is a picture well suited to his abilities. It is a story
of the West, replete with thrilling moments and action. The romance is not
neglected, and pretty Vola Vale plays the leading feminine role opposite the star.
" The Iron Rider will be shown for days.

SUGGESTIONS
William Russell has been placed now among the fairly well known stars of the

screen. You should appeal to his following, and, if you have shown " The Man
Who Dared " or " The Challenge of the Law," they should be mentioned. Photo-
graphs of him in the lobby will be attractive. The central figure of the picture is

a man who wears a black gown covering his face and entire body. You can have
a man so dressed in your lobby, or one riding through the streets with the sign,
" The Iron Rider " on his back. Teaser campaigns are possible. One might read,
" Who is the Mysterious Rider? " Promise thrills, action, mystery and romance
in your copy. Frank L. Packard, the author, also wrote " The Miracle Man."

CATCH LINES
William Russell in his latest and best picture, " The Iron Rider " can be seen

now.

A story of the new West and how it sought to revert to the lawless pioneer
days, and how it was prevented from so doing.

Who was the mysterious man in black who rode to the court house fully armed
to see that justice was done?
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GEORGE WALSH SERIESPARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURED
Dec. 5—Indian Summer 1 Dynamite Allen 5
Nor. 7—A Setting of Ages 1 N^be,. n 5
Oct, 10—The Cloud 1

Sept. 5—From a Piscatorial Angle 1

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dec. 26—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Pat Sullivan 1

Dec. 19—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Earl Hurd 1

Dec. 12—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Henry D. Bailey...... 1

Dec. 5—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Frank Moser 1

Not. 28—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!
Not. 21—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan Cartoon....!
Not. 14—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon 1

Not. 7—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1

Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 3
Bonnie May (Bessie Love) a

MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A- Rare Bird 2
His Naughty Night 2
Nearly Married 2
A Bedroom Scandal *

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights 1

Winning a Widow 1

Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog 1

School for Skirts 1
The Painter v 1
Bone Dry Blues 1

The Plunger S

From New On 5

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely) 5

Just Pals (Buck Jones) 5

The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) 5

Trail to Two Moons (Buck Jones) 5

Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy) i

Sunset • Sprague (Buck Jones) 5

Ihe Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely) 5

SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes) 2

Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) I

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
An Elephant's Nightmare 2 —

—

Hold Me Tight 2 -p I?TV1?T>'C
His Noisy Still 2 IrtUlil V CjIX O

SS.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::^ (CHICAGO)

GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Nov. 7—The Island of the Mist : I

Oct. 31—Tree Top Concert Singers I1

Oct. 24—Origin of the Family Tree '

1
Oct. 17—Adopting a Bear Cub 1

Chumming With Chipmunks V
Fun With Firearms 1

GOLDWYN-BRAi COMICS
Nov. 14—Kiss Me (Judge Rummy) 1
Nov. 7—The Bootblack (Happy Hooligan) i
Oct. 31—The Hootch Ball (Judge Rummy) 1
Oct. 24—A Doity Deed (Happy Hooligan; 1
Oct. 17—Hypnotic Hootch (Judge Rummy;—Lam- '

poons I
Oct. 10—The Village Blacksmith (Happy Hooligan) L—Lampoons I
Oct. 3—Hunting Big Game (Shenanigan Kids)—

I

Lampoons ' W
Oct. 3—Lampoons 1

EDUCATIONALS

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week. .1

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong 2
The Huntsman 2

Kiss Me Quick 2

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Hypnotist
The Papoose Yi

On the Hip Vt
Northwoods H
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co Yt

All Stuck Up Vi

A Hard Luck Santa Claus Yi

Gum Shoe Work Y>
Home Brew Vt

The Medicine Man 54

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES =
Nov. 20—Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Nov. 29—Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22—Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's)

.

Nov. 22—Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-
madge) 5118

Nov. 8—The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore) . 5600
Not. 1—Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin) 6
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven) 5
Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray) 6 crmATC
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason) 2 SLK1ALS
The Kick in High Life (Lehrman) 2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore) 6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart) 6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald) 5
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan) 7
Good References (Constance Talmadge).., 6
Forty -five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray) 6
Jack-Knife Man (King Vidor) £
Notorious Mrs. Leslie ( Kathrrine MacDonald). . ..5
The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge) 5
Go and Get It (Marshall Neilan) 7

GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle) 6

Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) 6
Branded (Josephine Earle) 6
The Sinker (Special Cast) 6

The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle) 6
ausbttnua and Wives t,

Vivian Martin) A

IB the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2
luesdays—Onumont News 1

Fridays-Gaumont Graph.c 1 l^TL^

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast) 6
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) 7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast) 7
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast) ...7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear) 7
If I Were King (William Farnum) 7
The White Moll (Pearl White) 7

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
e Scuttlers 6

001118 Some (ReX Beach) '

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES

SPECIALS
Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 6475

Ane Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy). .4600

!he Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) . . 5198

Officer 666 (Tom Moore) S290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Nonnand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782

Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349

His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) 5947

The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569

Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogers) 5

The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand) 5

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick) 5

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730

It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659

The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725

Serpent's Tooth
Speeding Through Dixie
Koya! Ease
Colossus of Roads
The Spirit of the Birch
Suds 11
Precisely as Polly l|

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges )

BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS Pl<

TURES, INC.
The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston Churchill)

.

The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)..

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Warn**

The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) 5|
Love Madness (Louise Glaum) 7

Sex (Louise Glaum) ;

The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum)
j

Sahara (Louise Glaum) *

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Baird)

Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)

ROBERT RRUNTON PRODS.
The House of Whisper* (J. Warren Kerrigan) ....
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan)
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan)

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling)
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes) •

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast) •

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) S
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis) /

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis) *

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast) t

Th
Drag Harlan 6

PEARL WHITE SERIES
BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar the Explorer. . .

T M , Get Rich Quick Edgar

Thl T^ef
s

.^:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: e
utue saw

The Mountain Woman 6

TOM MLX SERIES
Prairie Trails 6
The Texan 6
The Untamed 6

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider 5
The Challenge of the Law 5
The Man Who Dared 5

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy '. (
The Flame of the Yukon 6
Girl of My Heart 6
Merely Mary Ann 6

Edgar Camps Out 2

Edgar's Sunday Courtship 2

CAPITOL COMEDIES
Not. 3—Love on Rollers (Flannagan and Edwards).

2

Oct. 24—Fingers and Pockets (Flannagan and Ed-
wards) 2

Oct. 10—Artistic Enemies (Flannagan and Edwards).

2

Hearts and Hammers (Flannagan and Edwards) 2

Knocking 'Em Cold (Flannagan and Edwards) 2

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 28—Hurry Slowly 1

Npv. 21—Number. Please (Telephone) 1

Nov. 14—In Arizona (Scenic) 1

Nov. 7—Nassau (Bahama Islands) 1

Oct. 31—What the Ocean Hides (Shark Industries) .
1

Oct. 24^Timberlust ,

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1—Danger Vallev 5

Not. 15—Skyhre
Oct. :—Hell's Oasis

LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Jan. 1—Restless Rummies
Dec. 15—Back to Earth
Dec. 1—Razzin the Jack

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier 5

Bearcat •

Seeds of Vengeance •
The Gift Supreme •
Whispering Devils '
The Victim *

The Transgressor J
The Burning Question
Luring Shadows J
Below the Deadline '

Release Information Continued on Page 4352
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"PAGAN LOVE"
( Ballin-Hodkinson)

Magazine Story Developed Into Mediocre Picture

DRAGGING slowly along at a snail's pace in the beginning, and

filled with irrelevent detail, " Pagan Love," adapted from the mag-

azine story, "The Honourable Gentleman," by Achmed Abdullah,

does not hit a high mark as screen entertainment, despite some excellent

photography and lighting.

Briefly the story is that of a Chinaman who is sent to America by his

clan to serve the interests of New China, and who falls in love with an

American girl. The girl is blind and when an operation restores her sight,

the face of her Oriental sweetheart is repulsive to her. So he nobly keeps

his identity a secret, returns to his native land and commits suicide.

There is only one other eligible male in the picture for the blind girl to

love, and a romance between them is hinted at in the end.

This tale moves along with a Chinese fairy tale interpolated, as well as a

football scene which appears almost childish. There are also a number

of details intended as human interest touches, which hinder the continuity.

Only in the end is there some excitement found. Tsing Yu-Ch'ing, the

hero, has been in some vague way, unfaithful to the trust of his clan, be-

cause of his love for the girl. This, strange to say, is a motive for murder,

and the lover sets out to kill the girl he loves. He fails in his mission, of

course, and a member of the clan is sent to destroy him. This killer's

method of killing is to jump on the hero's back. Considering that the

would-be assassin is of very small build, it is a strained manner of forcing

.1 thrilling fight.

Mabel Ballin plays the part of the blind girl. She does well in the

beginning, but, the change when she regains her sight is not as noticeable

.1- it might be. Togo Yamamoto is not very impressive in his role. Ha
falls far short of the work of Hayakawa in similar roles. There are some

artistic Oriental interiors.

"Pagan Love' fails to convince by its logic as well as being slow mov-

ing. The conflict between love and duty must be explained by a sub-title,

for what the hero's duty is and the strength of its claims upon him, is

never made quite claar. The picture's title is its best asset. It is all per-

fectly clean and inoffensive. Length, 5 reels.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Tsing Yu-Ch'ing Togo Yamamoto
Kathleen Levinsky " Mabel Ballin

Dr. Hardwick Rockliffe Fellowes
The Hatchetman Charlie Fang
Mrs. O' Grady Nellie Fillmore

From the story by Achmed Abdullah.
Directed by Hugo Ballin.

Photography by J. Roy Hunt and H. Farrell.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
A popular magazine story has been picturized and will be shown at the

theatre on . . It is "Pagan Love" and is an .adaption of "The
Honourable Gentleman," a story by Achmed Abdullah which appeared in The
Pictorial Review.

" Pagan Love" is interpreted by a capable cast, among whom are Mabel Ballin,

Rockliffe Fellowes and Togo Yamamoto. In its screen version it has all the
interest and zest for which the writings of this popular author are noted. It is

surrounded by the atmosphere of the mysterious Orient, contrasted with modern
America. It shows the struggle of New China against the old customs of another
age and century.
The hero is a young Chinese patriot who is sent to this country to bring the

wisdom of the West back to his native land. Graduating from an American college,

he lives in New York's Chinatown, striving to elevate his fellow countrymen by
publishing a magazine. He continues to serve his beloved China even when it

means the sacrificing of the girl he has learned to love.
" Pagan Love " will be that attraction at the theatre for

days. Enacted by a capable cast, and filled with interesting situations, it is ex-

pected to be one of the best liked pictures of recent date.

PROGRAM READER
From a different land and of another century was Tsing Yu-Ching, the China-

man. Sent to America to bring the learning and wisdom of the West b.ack to

his native land, he found himself in strange and new surroundings. But in all

countries there is one language that is always the same. The Americanized young
Oriental found in the sightless eyes of the lonely blind girl, the answer to his

search for love. And she loved him, for she saw him in her mind only, and she
knew him as the kind and thoughtful man who brought some cheer into her mel-
ancholy existence. But when sight returned and she saw the yellow, wrinkled
skin, the narrow, slanting eyes, and the wide nostrils—could she love him then?

" Pagan Love," an adaption of the story by Achmed Abdullah, will prove to be
one of the most interesting pictures you have ever seen. It will be shown at

the theatre on

SUGGESTIONS
You will have to go the limit in boosting Achmed Abdullah, the author, and his

story in this one. Try to wring into your copy a bit of the old Chinese atmo-
sphere and state that it is a tale of the Old and New World closely intertwined.
New York's Chinatown is an attractive setting for a picture. The production is

full of incense burning and you can use some in your lobby. Stage settings to

create the Oriental spirit of the play should be used. They can be made simple
or elaborate, as you wish. Your ushers can dress in Chinese costumes.

CATCH LINES
A young Chinese loved a Christian maid, and she loved him. But must be that

" East is East and West is West and never the twain shall meet? " See " Pagan
Love " at the theatre on

"THE GREAT LOVER"
(Goldwyn)

Slow Moving Drama That Depends Largely on Titles

LEO OITRICHSTEIN made the title role of "The Great Lover" a

most unique, whimsical and even lovable character and the speaking

lines the authors of the play gave him were cleverly constructed

satiric observations that fitted well with the personality portrayed, a vain

egotistical artist whose professional life as a singer had been om round oi

love affairs.

Without Ditrichstein and minus the speaking lines, what is left of " The

Great Lover" is an idea that does not furnish any great picture opportuni

ties and one that has been used in at least two instances, by Lew Cody iu

" The. Beloved- Cheater," and Crane Wilbur soma years ago in a Mutual

picture to better advantage than in the present case.

Goldwyn's "The Great Lover" is a slow moving drama that depend);

entirely on titles to tell its story, and all the money that has very evidently

been spent in producing it will not make up for the lack of action and

the many sequences where characters walk into a set, only to talk to each

other, while titles explain what is happening.

The cast headed by John Sainpolis as the great lover is carefully selected

as to types. No fault can be found with their work. The producer has

been lavish in his production. Some big and expensive sets have been

required and provided. The direction technically is first class. The con-

tinuity is quite as good, but still you will have to be able to read quickly

to find out what the offering is about and that doesn't make a good picture

with the average of any audience. The great shame is that so much time,

money and effort was expended on an idea that provided so little oppor-

tunity for results. As a box office attraction we are inclined to think thai

the fame of the Hatton play means little outside the largest cities.—Length.

6 reels.

—

J. S. Dickerson.

THE CAST
Jean Paurel John Sainpolis
Ethel Claire Adams
Sonino John Davidson
Bianca Alice Hollister
Impressario Lionel Belmore
Sabotino Mme. Rose Dion
Ward - Richard Tucker
Potter Tom Ricketts
Doctor Frederick Vroom
Sec. to Impressario Jean Corey-
Adapted from the Cohan and Harris stage play of the same name. Directed by-

Frank Lloyd.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The unique character which Leo Ditrichstein brought to the stage in the Cohan

and Harris comedy, " The Great Lover," written by Frederick and Fanny Hatton,
has been transferred to the screen with John Sainpolis in the leading role and will
be the attraction at the theatre for a days' engagement
beginning .

It is a whimsical and unique idea that the Hattons conceived for their play and
one which the fans who appreciate the different story will thoroughly enjoy. How
the " great lover " goes on his way breaking hearts, never with malicious intent
and many times sincerely in love until his voice fails and his own son becomes his
successor on the operatic stage and his rival for the hand of a fair maiden, makes
an interesting picture. To see it is to see one of the real stage classics inte.ligently
brought to the silver sheet. To miss it is to miss a rare dramatic treat.

PROGRAM READER
" The Great Lover," famous as one of the few real stage hits of recent years,

written by Frederick and Fanny Hatton and enacted by a cast headed by Leo Dit-
richstein, has been adapted by Goldwyn to the silver sheet and will be the feature
picture offered on the bill for a days' engagement begin-
ning .

The part of the great lover in the picture version is played by John Sainpolis.
with Claire Adams and John Davidson in the roles of the juvenile sweethearts whose
happiness is threatened by the great singer.
The story of " The Great Lover " is one of the most unique and interesting that

has ever been brought to the silver sheet. It tells of the love affairs of a noted
operatic baritone who goes on and on breaking hearts, never maliciously or with
evil intent, until the time comes when his voice fails and he finds himself beaten in

the game of love and supplanted in his art by his own son. What happens and the
way he receives his double defeat makes much real drama and presents a character
that is rarely duplicated either on the stage or in pictures.

SUGGESTIONS
In exploiting this picture we would bend all our energies to getting the attention

of the people who have a respect for the fame of the play and a knowledge of the

art of Mr. Ditrichstein, into the theatre. For the ordinary fan the suggestion that

something spicy might be forthcoming would probably get some business if you
don't object to these methods. Some attention to the cast, which may well be
labeled all star, is probably advisable.

CATCH LINES
A great play, one that held a stage on Broadway for a record run, transferred to

the screen with all its originality and uniqueness.

An all-star production of one of the most fascinating tales of fascinating China
ever written. From the magazine story by Achmed Abdullah.

Adapted from the stage success of the same name by Frederick and Fanny Hat-
ton, enacted in the leading role by Leo Ditrichstein and sponsored by Cohan and
Harris for a full year on Broadway.

A picture that tells of the love affairs of a great operatic singer, who finally was
outstripped both as a lover and as an artist by his own son.

An attraction for those who complain that the silver sheet presents nothing new
in plot and story.
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HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies 2
Stung Again 2
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm 2
Mis Fortune Hunters 2

MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1

Along the Moonbeam Trail 2

BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps 1

Vacation Days in Switzerland 1

From Montreux to Berness Alps 1

Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes 1

JANS PICTURES CORP.

ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) t

S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6—Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....

6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

Madonnas and Men
Wings of Pride....;
A Woman's Business
Love Without Question (Olive Tell).

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats.
Kineto Reviews

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)

Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 5

Voices (Special Cast) •

Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .J

The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) 1

Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes)
The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) J

Open Places (Jack Gardner) • •

The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Traverse)..

S

The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) *

The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn) S

The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) J

Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner) 1

Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall) J

Broncho Billy Dramas
Snakeville Comedies

MISCELLANEOUS
The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abra.nson)
The Crimson Cross (Panark)
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Corp

The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Clark Cornelius Corp

Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions. . .

.

The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Features

Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
Levey Prods

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-
wealth Film Corp

COMEDIES
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi-

cate—Cleveland) 2
After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2
Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films) 1

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price) ; 2
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) 5

Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re*
issue 5

Sw£TE sia^rrGeorge Ade)-/.:::::::: i pathe exchanges
Stripped for a Million (Crane Wilbur).
Strife (George Le Guere) »

CHAPLIN REISSUES

Dec.
Nov.

-Dice of Destiny (H. B.
-The Devil to Pay (I"•Bmn^stetartj::::::^ ^;i9rMonejr 10 Burn (Snub PoIUrd) -

THE THIRD EYE
(Ftfteen Two-Reel Episodes Stamng Warner

Oland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29—Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay 2
Aug. 15—Thirxeenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 2
Aug. 8—Twelfth, Man Against Man 2
Aug. 1—Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vengeance 2
July 25—Tenth, The House of Terrors 2
July 18—Ninth, The Race for Life 2
July 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2
July 4—Seventn, The Double Trap 2
June 27—Sixth, The Death Spark 2

¥OUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Aug. 8—The Hold-up Man 2
Aug. 1—The Hobo of Pixen City ...2
July 25—The Law of the Border 2
July 18—His Pal's Gal 2
July 11—Tex of the Timberlands 2

TRAILED BY THREE
July 11—Fifteenth, The Reckoning 2
July 4—Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime 2
June 27—Thirteenth, The Door of Death 2
June 20—Twelfth, The Burning Fuse 2
June 13—Eleventh, The Torture Trap 2
VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Nov. 14—The Sandman l
Oct. 31—Mamma's Boy 1
Oct. 3—June Madness 1

BRINGING UP FATHER
June 27—Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2
May 16—Second, Father's Close Shave 2
Apr. 4—First, Jiggs in Society 2
AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and John Cumberland)
July 15—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16—Second, The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 2

ROLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 7—Insulting the Sultan 1

Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1

Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 5—A Regular Pal 1

Not. 21—The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..

5

7 „ , -„ .„.., 4 Nov. 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6
A Burlesque on Carmen * Q 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray
The Champion *

Jitney Elopement 2

Work 2
By the Sea.

LUBIN (BERT)
STATE RIGHTS

Honeymoon Ranch 5

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC.. SPECIALS
Dec. 27—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana) 6

Dec. 20—The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6

Dec. 13—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast) 6

Nov. 29—Polly With a Past (Ina Claire) 6

Nov. 15—Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6

Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6

Nov. i—The Fatal Hour (Special Cast) 6

Oct 25—Body and Soul (Alice Lake) 6

Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6

3ot. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana) 6

Sept. 20—Clothes (Special Cast) 6

Sept. 13—The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6

Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) 6

Aug. 16—The Chorus Girl's Romance (Viola Dana)..

6

Aug. 2—Held in Trust (May Allison) 6

C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 21—The Little Lady of the' Big House (Special

Cast) 6
Tan. )0—The OnH of His Fathers (Special Cast) 6

Nov. 22—The Star Rover (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast).

6

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)

Feb. 16—Neighbors 2

Dec. 22—The Scarecrow 2

Oct. 27—Convict 13 2
Sept. 1—One Week 2

HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) 6

Stewart) 6
Oct. 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7

Oct. 10—Fo-bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6

Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar)....6
Sept. 26 — Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet-
Henry King) 5

Sept. 12—Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner) 5

Sept. 5—The House of the Tolling Bell (Bruce
<

Gordon-May McAvoy) 6
\ug, 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) 7

VELVET FINGERS
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot.)
Dec. 5—First, To Catch a Thief 3

Dec. 12—Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 2

THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen and Warner Orland)
Dec. 5—Eighth, The Man Trap
Dec. 12—Ninth, The Mystic Summons 2
Nov. 28—Seventh, Gun Fire 2
Not. 21—The Crystal Bail 2
Not. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room 2
Not. 7—Fourth, The Open Window 2
Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf 2
Oct. 24—Second, The Disappearance of Janet Dale. .2
Oct. 17—First, Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth

Roland)
Dec. 5—Fifteenth. The Hidden Treasure 2
Nov. 28—Fourteenth, Regina Island 2
Not. 21—Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack 2
Not. 14—Twelfth, The Secret Order 2
Not. 7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond 2
Oct. 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2
Oct. 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path 2
Oct 17—Eighth, Danger Trails 2
Oct 10—Seventh, Troubled Waters 2 •

"

^.2^^^^^::::::::::--\i pioneer film corporation

ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 3

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) 6

July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6
Jane 20—Passers By (Herbert Rawlinson) t

NEWS REELS
Sundays—Topics of the Day
Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

Saturdays—Pathe News 1

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman 5

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5
Law of the North 5

Cy Whittaker's Ward 5
The Awakening of Ruth 5
Light in Darkness 5
The Tell Tale Step 5
Lady of the Photograph 5

FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride l

The Screen Fan l

The Matinee Girl 1

The Man Eater 1

The Superstitious Girl l

The Artist's Model 1

The Art Bug 1

The Starter 1

The Spoiled Girl l

Sept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires 2
Sept 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2

PIRATE GOLD
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6-Biilions (NazimoTa).

.
, 6 (Ten Two-Reel Epstdes Starring Geo. B. Snt*

Oct. 11—Madam Peacock (Nazimova) 7

Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7

Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) 6

Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes).... f

Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 6
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love) 6

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6
What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5

Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins) 6
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) 5
Oct. 10—Ninth, The Double Cross 2 Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb)..

5

Sept. 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion 2 His Brother's Keeper (Mansfield.-Lytton-James) 6

Oct. 17-
and Marguerite Courtot)

Tenth, Defeat—And Victory 2

Sept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped 2
Sept. 12—Fifth, Drugged 2
Sept. 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last 2
Aug. 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story 2

The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) t
Bubbles (Mary Anderson). 5
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

Release Information Continued on Page 4354
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"RISKY BUSINESS"
(Universal)

Good Combination Makes Interesting Picture

GLADYS WALTON'S latest starring vehicle affords her many op-

portunities to display her unique talents. Although the story as a

whole is of the average variety, her personality sticks out in such

.i way that one is bound to admire her charms which radiate even in scenes

that are common place.

In poshing tlii> >oung woman to the fore, Universal has the right idea

in -urrounding her with a good cast and capable direction.

As far as the story is concerned, the star's value to the screen at the pres.

ent time relies more on her personal charms and her ability to play
" ingenue leads " than in the creation of stronger roles.

In " Risky Business," Miss Walton " gets in " many sure-fire bits of busi-

ness. She does a specialty dance in a " masked ball " scene appearing in

ballet costume which is deserving of mention and does not hesitate to dive

and swim in the ocean when the scenario calls for it.

\t another time her running against the villain in a hoydenish manner
as he is standing on the edge of a pool of water and forcing him into it

caused much laughter among a Broadway audience.

The production is rich in extsrior and interior settings which act as a

splendid background for the players. It has an even continuity reaching

its climax in a decisive manner.
The latter scenes are staged aboard a yacht in which hero, heroine and

villain engage in a "lifelike" battle for supremacy.

Among the prominent players in the cast are Lillian Lawrence, who was
weU known some few years back as a stock leading woman, Louis Wil-

loughby. Fred Malatesta and Maude Wayne.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Frank
Leonard.

THE CAST
Phillipa Gladys Walton
Mrs. Fansh<-w Renwick Lillian Lawrence
Ericka Maude Wayne
Urandma Nanine Wright
Roger Grant McKay
Rafli Fred Malatesta
Valet John Gough
Capt. Chantry Louis Willoughby
Dr. Houghton Fred Andrews

Scenario by Douglas Doty and John Colton.
Directed by Harry Harris.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Gladys Walton in her latest Universal feature, " Risky Business," will be the

attraction at theatre on of next
The story is by Douglas Doty and John Colton and is said to afford Miss Walton

more opportunities to display her unique talents than any of her previous hits.

The picture has a very even continuity, is strong in dramatic moments and de-
velops to a strong climax in which hero, heroine and villain " battle " aboard a
yacht for supremacy.
The production is rich in exterior and interior settings which act as a splendid

background for the players among whom are Louis Willoughby who plays the
leading role, and who is called upon to perform many difficult and daring stunts;"
Fred Malatesta, one of the best known " villains " on the screen; Lillian Lawrence,
well known cs a leading women in some of the best stock companies through the
country some few years back, and Maude Wayne.
The story tells of a mischievous young woman who unwittingly acts as a con-

federate to a modern society Raffles who is "not so bad" after all; how her trust
in his honor saves her from a scoundrel's clutch, who has determined to " get "

her sister and being foiled in his plans because our young heroine locks her sister
in a room and goes to meet the bad man alone, determines to wreck his vengeance
upon the latter, and how after several incipient love affairs our heroine decides she
loves her Raffles best, because of his manly traits.

PROGRAM READER
She did not know the man very well, but when she saw that he was making love

to her sister her suspicions were arroused and she believed that he was not honor-
able. One day when he was talking with her sister at the edge of a pool of water
she saw her advantage and before she knew it she had thrown him into it.

As he emerged he vowed vengeance. Did he get it? Well, we'll say he tried
hard enough.

This situation is only one of the many ludicrous happenings which appear in
" Risky Business," the latest Universal production, starring Gladys Walton.
How she saved her sister from dishonor, and how she fell in love with a modern

society Raffles who is " not so bad " after all, for when the critical moment arrives
he risks his life in a fierce battle with the villain that our heroine may be saved
from the bad man's clutches.
The feature is well produced and affords Miss Walton many opportunities to

display her unique talents.

In the cast are Lillian Lawrence. Maude Wayne, Louise Willoughby. Fred
Malatesta, Nanine Wright, Frank McKay, John Gough and Fred Andrews.

SUGGESTIONS
This is a good average program picture which should hold its own on any bill

and give satisfaction. The picture should especially appeal to the women folks,
for the star, Gladys Walton, is one of the prettiest ingenues upon the screen and
is an adapt in playing these roles. She also possesses a certain amount of agility
which carries her through many difficult and exciting situations.

In your exploitation play the star up as strongly as you can for she can stand
it. Tell your patrons that her personal magnetism is bound to charm them and
that the scenario calls for a combination physical and mental ability.

Although the story is only of the average variety, it is well directed and produced
has an even continuity and develops to a strong climax.

If you care to you might play up the fight between hero, heroine and villain on
board the yacht, for it is very lifelike and thrilling. The battle belongs to the
villain, but the tide turns when heroine grabs a bottle and hits him on the head.

CATCHLINES
He loved her and yet he felt that he must leave her. Why? See Gladys Walton

in her latest Universal feature. " Risky Business," it will tell you.
Why did the young society girl fall in love with a modern Raffles? See " Risky

Business," with Gladys Walton as the star. It will tell you.
Did she purposely give the villain a ducking in the pool or was it accidental?

Let Gladys Walton tell you in " Risky Business."

THE LITTLE 'FRAID LADY
(Robertson-Cole)

Mae Marsh Returns to Screen, Ideally Cast

IT
has remained for Director John G. Adolfi to discover and give to the

screen the Mae Marsh whom D. W. Griffith first presented to an ap-

plauding world of " fans." Miss Marsh is a thorough little artiste, of

course, but one of the rare sort who must be sympathetically handled, and

given the sort of material in which her quaint, elfish personality may

score. And Adolfi has done it in this screen version of Marjorie Benton

Cooke's " The Girl Who Lived in the Woods."

The story, as revised and adapted to the screen by Joseph W. Farnham.

is an ideal one. The plot is closely woven, the incidents that occur have

some direct bearing on the story itself, and there are no wanderings, or

ramblings, away from the plot itself. Everything that does not bear

directly on the plot with its really smashing climax, has been torn away.

The location of the story, in the country of the big pines, was a clever

one, for the shining aisles of sunlights through columns of lofty trees, the

tiny log cabin " perched on the bank of the lake, the Judge's big, " rustic
"

home, and the quite different, but equally as attractive home of Saxton

Graves, all offers a pleasing change from the usual city streets, and over-

whelming "impressive" "society scenes." Yet, later in the story, when a

perfectly logical development of the plot, brings all the leading characters

to a massive baU being given in the Artists Quarter of the big city, there

is enough of this " impressive " stuff to please those who demand it.

The cast is a splendid one. Charles Meredith is very young, and very

likable as Saxton Graves, an interior decorator; Herbert Prior lends jusf

the right shade of dignity and humor to the role of Judge Peter Carteret;

Tully MarshaU carries off the "heavy" role of C. Giron with his usual

aplomb and wickedness; and Kathleen Kirkham is beautiful and appealing

as Saxton's widowed sister. The list of the cast would be sadly incom-

plete were one to forget "Bobby," the small son of Helen, played by

George Bertholon, Jr., and a beautiful buU-dog, truly an aristocrat of dog-

dom, Jacqnes III, who plays "Omar," the adored "pal" of "the little

'fraid lady."

The whole picture is one to bank on, and people who have been anx-

iously awaiting the return to the screen of Mae Marsh will be thoroughly

and completely satisfied with it—Length, 6 reels.

—

Reviewed by Pearl

Gaddis, at Atlanta, Ga.

THE CAST
Cecilia Carne, "the little 'fraid lady" Mae Marsh
Saxton Graves Charles Meredith

Judge Peter Carteret Herbert Prior

Mrs. Helen Barrett Kathleen Kirkham
Bobby, her son George Bertholon, Jr.

C. Giron, a man of mystery Tully Marshal)

Sirotta, an artist's model Gretchen Hartman
Omar Jacques 111

Directed by John G. Adolfi.
Suggested by Marjorie Benton Cooke's " The Girl Who Lived

in the Woods."
Scenario by Joseph W. Farnham.
Photographed by Georges Benoit.

PROGRAM COPY—READER
Mae Marsh's return to the screen is brilliantly heralded in " The Little 'Fraid

Lady," an appealing screen version of Marjorie Benton Cooke's " The Girl Who
Lived in the Woods," which comes to the theatre, beginning .

It is the story of a girl, Cecilia Carne, who had been bitterly disillusioned in

the big city and who had fled to a lonely little log-lodge, far in the woods, on
the banks of a beautiful lake. Her only company and chosen pal was Omar,
a beautiful bull-dog. When other people came to live in the woods, and disturbed
her privacy, she was angry and resentful. But her belligerent attitude which
was merely a cloak to hide her bruised heart from the world.

It's a pretty story, and an intensely interesting one. Don't miss it.

PROGRAM COPY—BRIEF NOTICE
She was all alone, and she lived in the woods. Much to her disgust, other

people came into the woods and spoiled her solitude. What though one of them
was young and good-looking, and fell in love with her at first sight? What
though the other was middle-aged and kind, and who treated her like a favored
daughter? She had been brutally disillusioned, and her spirit lacerated by an
unworthy father. But see what happened then—" The Little 'Fraid Lady," at the

theatre beginning .

CATCH LINES
She was young and pretty and altogether attractive—but she ran away and hid

when strangers came. But he—well, that was different, for of course, he was
different. And what girl can put up bolts and bars that will keep out love?
Cecilia Carne couldn't and it nearly brought her death. See " The Little 'Fraid
Lady " at the theatre, beginning .

"YOU GOTTA SHOW 'EM IN MISSOURI!!"

SIMPLEX installed in the new Missouri Theatre,

St. Louis.

THE WEST'S LARGEST THEATRE (35) 4000 SEATS
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A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy y2
Sonny Series 2

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin 1

Two's Company 1

Call Me Daddy 1

Knockout Maggie 1

Down Beside the Seaside.... 1

Professor Was Right 1

SUNSET BLRRUD SCENICS
Nov. 7—Totem Land 1

Oct. 31—Dawnland 1

July 18—Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6 9f*- SSL^H,
1^^ " ' w' „Y "

I,;;

J

July 4—Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Of*-. !™™f.^W»^?L

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-

feather.
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Power (Holbrook Blinn) 5

Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast) . . 5

RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 1

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The Furnace (Wm. D. Taylor's) 6882
The Soul of Youth (Taylor) 5995
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's) 6705
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's) 6607
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) 5911

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone) 4979
The New York Idea (Alice Brady) 6181
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels) 4214
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels) 5302
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley) 4212
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley) 4646
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley) 4648
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) 5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10—I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2
Nov. 28—He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12—Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns) 2
Oct. 30—Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Oct. 15—When the Cat's Away (Special Cast).....*
Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 2
Sept. 1—The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 2
Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van) 2
Aug. 15—Buggins (Leon Errol) 2

June 20—Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitta) S

Bright Skies (Brentwood) J

The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) S

The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5

The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) J

A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) 5

SPECIALS
Oct. 3—The Stealers (Special Cast) 8

fcept. 19—Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody) 6

Bept. 5—Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7

Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

Aug. 1—Life's Twists (Bessie Barriscale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6—Becky Strike* Out.
May 30—Letty's Lost Legacy
Mixed Husbands
The Taylor Made Wife
Downstairs and Up
Why Be Jealous?
Her Beloved Burglar

MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seaa •

The City of Broken Old Men 1

Recruiting in the Solomons I

Lonely South Pacific Missions
Domesticating Wild Men 1

Cruising in the Solomons 1

Saving Savages in the South Seas 1

ADVENTURE SCENICS
May 16—The Lone Trapper
May 2—Outlaw of the Wilderness
The Tempest
Waters of Destiny
Tree Magic
Ghosts of Romance
Sons of Salooskin

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't Gamble 5

Fickle Women S

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason) 5

Cowboy Jazz 2

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH) SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.

i^JrV^s
te

\ :::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : :::::: : : :i selznick pictures
Sunshine 2
She's a Vamp 2
Circus Days 2

BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer 2
Hands Up 2

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture 2
Girl of the Rancho 2

ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics 2
Good Night Nurse 2

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch - 1

Moonshiner 1
No. 13 1

Pest 1

Pile Driver 1

Undressed Kid 1

Live Wire 1

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas) 5,000

Panthea (Norma Talmadge) 5,000

The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore) 5,000

The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000

The Flapper (Olive Thomas) 5,000

The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham) 5.000

The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000

The Poor Simp (Owen Moore) 5.000

The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000

Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)

SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge) 5,000

Children Not Wanted (Edith Day) 6,000

Man's Plaything (Grace Davison) 5,000
Mountain Madness 6,000

Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney) 5,000

The Great Shadow 6,000

rw™™ i The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling) 5,000Dummy 1 Faith o{ the Strong (Mitchell Lewis) 5,000
Rye and Wry 1 just 0utside the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000

Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000
I* an

T
d °,ut \

\ Taking the Count (William Collier) 5.000
The Landlady 1 The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000
The Moocher 1

The Bull Fighter 1

Professor 1

Getting His Goat 1

Fixing Lizzie 1

Dry Cleaned 1

Kidnapper 1

BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God 1

Wind Goddess ) ___________

—

m^™!^.™™™. 2 SPECIAL PICTURES CORP
Lazy Lem 2
Bungalow Bungle 2

NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter '. I

Dreamy Chinatown 1

GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms 2

Help 2
The Movie* 8

The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000

NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle) 5,000
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince) 5,000
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast) 5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast) 5.000

COMEDYART
Open the Bars 1

Hay Fever 1

Sweet Dynamite 1

COMICLASSIC
Nov. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .2

Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam). . .2

Oct. 17—A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Bubbles 1

Oct 3—Dreams 1

Sept 26—Up on the Farm 1

MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct 31—Kids 1

Oct 17—Guilty 1

CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 14—Who Am 1 2
Oct 7—Home Rule 2

TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Heart* (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..5
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska) 5

Human Passions (Lottie Tilford) 5

Man and Woman (Betty Mason) 5

The Red Viper (Garetn Hughe*) i

Your Wife and Mine (Eve Donngton) 5

And the Children Pay (Gareth H. he») 7

Dr. Brind'* Wonders ol Mature (One every week)..
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley-^-one every
month) ". 2

RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley) 5

Through Eyes ef Men (Frank Mayo) 5

Weekly Indigestion (one every week) 1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith'*) 7

June 27—Suds (Mary Pickford) 5

June 13—The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) 6
May 30—Romance (Doris Keane) 8
Apr. 5—Down on the Farm (Mack Sennetfa) S
Jan. 18—Pollyanna (Mary Pickfor*!) «
Dec. 29—When the Clouds Roll By (Douglaa Fair-
bank*) <

Oct. 20—Broken Blossom* (D. W. Griffith's) t

Sept. 1—Hi* Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-

banks) 8

Wild Night (Joe Martin)
|

Prohibition Monkey *

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
White Youth (Edith Roberts) •

*

Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers).. '

Riskv Business (Gladys Walton) J
West is West (Harry Carey) *

Honor Bound (Frank Mayo) '

Fixed by George (Lyons Moran)
J

The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers).. *

Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak) »

The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo)
J

Sundown Slim (Harry Carey) »

Pink Tights (Gladys Walton) 5

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6

The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast) '

Shipwrecked Among Cannibals •

The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) »

Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln) &

JEWEL COMEDIES
A
A

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)^

Fourth, Facing Death *

Third, Stolen Evidence «

Second. The Mushroom Bullet «

First Blood Money '

RED RIDER SERD2S

(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard

Claphatri)

Sixth, The Timber Wolf 2

Fifth, The Forest Runners *

Fourth, When the Devil Laughed 2

Third, Big Stakes «

Second, The Girl and the Law <

First, A Son of the North *

THE FLAMING DISK

(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)

Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail 2

Tenth, Spiked Death 2

Ninth. The Floating Mine *

Eighth, Through Wall* of Steel \
Seventh, The Circle of Fire \
Sixth, The Pool of Mystery.. 2

Fifth, On the Great Wall of China 2

Fourth, The Flaming Disk 2

Third, The Perilous Leap *

Second. The Span of Life 2

First, The Rails of Dearth 2

Release Information Continued on Page 4356



Who Makes "Movie Chats
Urban Answers Inquires: F. Percy

Smith, of England, Their Author

December 4 , 1 p 2 0

Pola Negri, who is playing the leading
role in First National's "Passion"

Production Enlarged by
Morris Schlank

Morris Schlank, who for the past

eighteen months has been making
two-reel Hank-Mann comedies for

Arrow Film Corporation distribu-

tion, has completed plans for

greatly enlarging his producing
activities and by the 1st of Decem-
ber will have at least three com-
panies actively engaged in the mak-
ing of films in a new studio now
being built on Beachwood Drive,

near the Francis Ford Studio,

where the present Schlank produc-
tions are made.
The additional producing units

will devote their time to the mak-
ing of five-reel western dramas,
and -another unit making two-reel

Slapstick comedies.

Educational Tie-Up is

Arranged on Serial
J. Eugene Pearce, head of

Pearce Films of New Orleans has
arranged a tie-up with the public

schools of Louisiana and Missis-
sippi on " The Invisible Ray," ac-

cording to Joan. A series of il-

lustrated leaflets on the scientific

data contained in " The Invisible

Ray " is being drawn up to be dis-

tributed to school children.

Photo Products Picture
Has Stage Favorite
William Crowell, who has seen in

the part of the young Chink oppo1

site Lenore Ulrich in Belasco's
" The Sun Daughter," will be seen
on the screen in a similar role when
Photo Products Export Company's
six-reel Chinese melodrama, " Be-
yond the Great Wall," is released
on the state rights' market. A. B.
Heath directed and Howard Greene
photographed. The picture was
edited and titled by Joseph L.
Kelley.

IN answer to many questions

which Mr. Urban, president of"

the Kineto Company of America, is

receiving in reference to the Charles

Urban Movie Chats which are be-

ing shown at the Rivoli and Rialto

theatres in New York, it is stated

that these pictures come from with-

in Mr. Urban's own organization.

Their chief author and originator

is F. Percy Smith, who is still a

resident of England. He is a young
man, hardly more than 30, though
he has been doing this sort of work
for about 15 years and always for

Mr. Urban. His picture is more fa-

miliar than his name, for he of tens

appears in his own subjects before

the camera. He is the youngish
man who is often seen poking the

insects or handling the microscope
or otherwise having to do with the

material that is being filmed.

Mr. Smith has been connected
with British educational societies for

many years and has always linked

*ip his work with Mr. Urban in the

Frances Harks in Cast
' of C. B. C. Western
Frances Harks, who will be re-

membered in many prominent
parts with D. W. Griffith for sev-

eral years has been added to the

cast in one of the Star Ranch
Westerns now being made for the

series of two reel Westerns of-

fered State Rights' Buyers by C.

B. C. Film Sales Corporation of

New York.

films. He began work in pictures

when Mr. Urban was still in Urba-
nora House in London. Now the

headquarters of the Urban organi-

zation is in New York, but this has
not diminished the supply of the

Smith films. He has resisted all

inducements to come to America.
" I am afraid my educational

achievements will not make a very
formidable list," said Mr. Smith,
" as most of my work has been
deadly scientific rather than popular
(I mean apart from film work) . . . .

1 have published a dozen or more
highly technical treaties on nature
subjects in the journals of learned

societies, lectured exceedingly on
the same subjects and edited for six

years the Journal of the Quekett
Microscopical Club— a publication

with a world - wide reputation

among microscopists. . .
."

The films he makes will continue

to" be a feature of the Urban Popu-
lar Classics for a long time to come.

Jawitz Pictures Corp.
Is Organized

Announcement is made this

week of the formation of the
Jawitz Pictures Corporation,
capitalized at Albany for $50,000.
Charles N. Jawitz, for a long time
identified with the motion picture
business as an independent pro-
ducer and distributor is sponsor
for the new organization, which
it is stated will confine its activ-

ities to the production and market-
ing of high grade independent of-
ferings for the state rights buyer.
The new company, which has

taken temporary offices in the God-
frey Building, at 729 7th Avenue,
New York, will not in any way
interfere with Mr. Jawitz' other
activities in the independent field.

Plans are at present under way by
the Jawitz Pictures Corporation
for the acquisition of several big
independent productions.
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Jules Burnstein, who has
been retained as special sales

representative by the Canyon
Pictures Corporation, is now
on the first leg of a country-
wide sales trip which will

bring him to every important
exchange center of the
United States and Canada.
The list of pictures which

Mr. Burnstein will present to
the independent buyer in-

cludes Franklyn Farnum in
" The Galloping Devil," "The
Struggle," "The Hunger of

the Blood" and "The Fight-
ing Stranger." These pictures
are the first four of the six
five-reel features which Col-
onel William N. Selig is

making for the Canyon Pic-
tures Corporation at his stu-
dio in Los Angeles.
Mr. Burnstein will also of-

fer Mr. Farnum in the se-
rial " Vanishing Trails " in
all the territories which as
yet remain unsold.

New Hallroom Negative
Arrives in New York
The negative of " Hired and

Fired," the first release of the new
series of the Hallroom Boys com-
edies has just been received from
Harry Conn in charge of produc-
tions on the coast, by Jack Cohn, of
the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
of New York, who is busy cutting
and titling the picture for release,

Nov. 15.
" State-rights' buyers report that

the most representative houses in

their territories are booking the
comedies to their limit," states. Mr.
Cohn. " I think the best proof of
whether a picture is going across
big is when contracts for the pic-

ture come piling in.

First Legend Picture
" A Million—More Or Less " is

the first special two-reel high-class
comedy featuring Edna Shipman
and John Junior to be completed
by Legend Film Productions, Inc.

It was scenarioized by Treve
Collins, Jr., from his story, "A
Million Dollars Worth Of Soli-

tude," and directed by Tefft John-
son.

Helen Lee Worthing, winner of the
Motion Picture Classic beauty contest,
who will soon make her screen debut

Kremer Planning Specials
Independent Producer Has Big

Plans: Texas Guinan Starts Soon

VICTOR KREMER, president

of Victor Kremer Feature

Films, Inc., announces that in ad-

dition to the series of Texas Guin-

an Westerns which he recently an-

nounced to the trade, he will make
four super-features. Mr. Kremer
announces no further details con-

cerning these specials.

Miss Guirtan, it is stated, will

soon start production on the first

of her Westerns for Victor Krem-
er, and has been assured the sup-

port of an all-star cast of players.

Miss Guinan will make her debut

under the Kremer banner in

" Daredevil Kate," a story that, it

is claimed, will allow her every op-

portunity to display her ability as

a horsewoman. " The Guinan se-

ries of Westerns," states the Krem-
er office, " will be a departure from
those that are now being made.
While thev will be Western in at-

mosphere with all the excitement
and thrills that must necessarily be
injected into such productions, they
will be on a higher plane, combin-
ing Western range life with that

of society. It will present Miss
Guinan in a role that is distinctive-

ly new to the screen.
" The scenarios for the Guinan

productions will be written by well-

known authors, whose works have
met with the approval of fandom
in general. The direction will be
taken care of by one of the fore-

most directors of Western dramas.
He has already been selected, but
for important reasons his identity

is being carefully guarded by Mr.
Kremer. This director is at work
on his last production for one of
the leading program companies, and
as soon as his contract with this

corporation has expired, his name
will be announced."

"I'LL SAY YOU CAN'T BEAT IT!!!"

"I have always found the SIMPLEX there when
needed. I'll say you can't beat it."

TYLER THEATRE 40) PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
(Continued from page 4354)

THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)

Twelfth, Unmasked 2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril 2
Ninth, The Train of Death 2
Eighth Trailed to Peking 2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2
Sixth, Captured in China 2
Fifth, A Jump for Life 2
Fourth, Into the Chasm 2
Third, A Watery Grave 2

CENTURY COMEDIES
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty) 2
Laughing Gas (Dorety-Jamisen) 2
Hot Dog (Brownie) 2
A Fishy Story (Monty-Jackson) 2
Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety) 2
K Lyin' Tamer ( Bowes- Lamont) 2
A Blue Ribbon Mutt (Byron-Dorety) 2
Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorety-Prevost) 2
Should Tailors Trifle 2
Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont) 2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2
His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2
Love and Gasoline ( Hen ley-Kea ton) 2
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2

STAR COMEDIES
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Shapes and Scraps ( Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Maids A-Courting 1
My Lady's Ankle. 1
A Scream in Society 1

Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) 1

Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann) 1

Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill-Burns) 1

Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette) 1

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard) 1
Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1

RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety- Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2
Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey) 2
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2

'

A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Srailer (Hoot Gibson) 2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson) 2
Superstition (Hoot Gibson) 2
Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2
Cenders (Hoot Gibson) 2
In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2
Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2
One Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Grinning Granger 2
A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays—International New* 1

Fridays —International News 1

Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Universal)....!

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
The Voice of Fools 3

The Prey «

Dollars and the Woman •
The Sporting Duchess 7

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift 5

The Romance Promoters 5
The Purple Cipher S
A Master Stroke 5
Captain Swift 5
The Fortune Hunter 7

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It's Not Being Done this Season 5

The Broadway Bubble *

The Whisper Market 5
Bab's Candidate 5

The Garter Girl 5
Deadline at Eleven 5

Human Collateral 5

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones 5

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens • 5

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Nuisance 2
The Back Yard £

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet «

The Sea Rider '

The Flaming Clue *

The Birth of a Soul S

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
Dead Men Tell No Talea (Tom Terr ess') Special

Cast 7

Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast 7

The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cur-
wood's) Special Cast

"

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman 2
The Suitor 2
The Stage Hand 1
Solid Concrete 7

School Days i

The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk »

O. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast) J

An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) 7

Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) '

The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) •

The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan) '

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) i

The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell ShipmanV . *

THE PURPLE RIDERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan and

Elinor Field)

FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring

William Duncan and Edith Johnson)

THE SILENT AVENGER
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring William

Duncan)

THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Epitode Serial Starring Antonio Uortno.,
Fifteenth, The Accounting a
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret ...2
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke 2
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate 2
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom 2
Tenth, A Demon's Device 2
Ninth, The Slide for Life 2
Eighth. The Span of Death 2
Seventh. Human Targets j
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace 2
Fifth, The Well of Despair 2
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air 2
Third, The Sea Demon 3
Second, The Quicksand 2
First, The Menace a

HIDDEN DANGERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan ami

Jean Paige)
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog 1
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape. a
Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit I
Twelfth, Human Bait 2
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret 2
Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge a
Ninth, An Inch from Doom .a
Eighth, Hemmed In ....... 2
Seventh, Hindoo Hate .2
Sixth, Springing the Trap 2
Fifth, Hands of Horror '.

3

Fourth, The Fatal Choice
Third, Plucked from Peril '.'. ' ".2

Second, The Murder Mood
First, The Evil Spell.. ....J

WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Ahsea of Desire (Mrs. Sesaoe Hayakawa) I

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity i

The Trap j
A Woman Alone I
Darkest Russia I

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour |
Stolen Voice |
Friday the 13th I
Human Driftwood I

matter of fact the business for the first

two weeks has been all that could be
asked.

Liberty Hall is well adapted to moving
pictures and the management proposes to
put on programs that will be in keep-
ing with the place, giving their patrons
the latest and best pictures available.
While contracts have not yet been made
Manager Marshall states that it is his
purpose to put on both Paramount and
First National pictures.
A fireproof booth has been installed in

full compliance with the state laws and
it is equipped with a Motiograph ma-
chine.

SOUTH
CAROLINA

Pathe pictures showing the unveiling
of the Vanderbilt memorial tablet at the
entrance to the National Forest and
Game Preserve and of the Western
North Carolina Apple Show are being
shown in Asheville, N. G, this week.
These pictures will be shown in Ashe-
ville first and then will be exhibited all

over the United States. They are at-

tracting huge crowds to the Asheville
movie nouses this week.

For the purpose of constructing, manu-
facturing and operating motion picture
theatres, etc., Caldwell, Inc., has been
organized at Hamlet, N. C, with a cap-
ital stock of $100,000. The incorpora-
tors are E. Fish Caldwell, of Pinehurst,
N. C. ; Nora C. Carrington, of Hope-
well, Va., and R. B. Caldwell, of Ham-
let, N. C.

The local Woman's Auxiliary of the
Community Club of Spartanburg, S. C,
has been corresponding with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation with a view
to improving the moral tone " of mo-
tion pictures exhibited in this city.

George N. Shorey has addressed a letter

to the chairman of the Recreation De-
partment of the auxiliary, Mrs. C. K.
Earl, in which Mr. Shorey conveys the
thanks of Mr. Jesse Lasky, the vice
president of the Famous Players-Lasky
organization, for the interest displayed
in the matter. Mr. Lasky is also quoted
as being " heartily in accord " with the
suggestions. Mr. Shorey characterizes
the remarks as " very constructive and
valuable to us. They will be placed in

the hands of about ninety executives re-

sponsible for the character of our pic-

tures," declares Mr. Shorey.

The official message of Mayor Church
of Toronto. Ontario, on Armistice Day,
November 11, took the form of a protest

to the Ontario Provincial Government
against the continuance of the so-called
war tax on amusements. Mayor Church
intimated that, with hostilities concluded
two years before, it was time that the
Ontario authorities abolish the amuse-
ment tax.

In a letter to Hon. Peter Smith. Pro-
vincial Treasurer, the Toronto Mayor
suggested that some move be taken to
abolish the tax on theatre tickets which,
he asserted, had been unpopular and had
always reacted on those least able to
pay. The Mayor also made the signifi-
cant statement that the abolishment of
the tax would be timely of the tendency
to reduce admission prices by theatre
exhibitors.
During 1919 no less than $600,000 was

collected by the Ontario Government in
the tax on theatre admission tickets,
according to official announcement. A
great proportion of this sum had been
paid in small sums by children and poor
people who patronized the moving pic-
ture theatres. It is the feeling that the
amusement tax has outlived its real pur-
pose and that it is now merely a relic of
the war.

Moving picture projection machines
will help to relieve the shortage of qual-
ified school teachers in Ontario public
schools, according to official opinions
expressed at the recent Teachers' con-

vention at Stratford, Ontario, which was
attended by Hon. R. H. Grant. Ontario
Minister of Education, and Hon. Peter
Smith. Provincial Treasurer. A feature
of the convention was a demonstration
with a Pathescope machine.

SEATTLE
Sale of the building housing the Rex

theatre, on Second avenue, between Sen-
eca and University streets, was an-
nounced. The property was bought by
the Progressive Enterprise Company,
one of the Jensen & Von Herberg the-

atre concerns, from the Sanderson-Red-
field Investment Company. The con-
sideration was $140,000.

The Jensen & Von Herberg interests

have been operating the theatre for some
time. They now plan to remodel it and
make it one of the finest of the smaller

houses in the city. An elaborate front

will be put in ; the interior will be re-

modelled and redecorated, and new fur-

nishings will be installed throughout.
The building has a thirty-foot front-

age on Second avenue by 100 foot depth.
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Mayflower presents "Unseen Forces,"

Sidney Franklin's screen version of

John Gort's extraordinary story.

David Abel photography—Hesser titles-

First National Exploitation

—

Rothacker Prints.

Sidney A. Franklin
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Shooting at 600
^ The advertising lead of Motion Pic-

ture News over its nearest competitor

is now 549 /4 pages.

^ That many more pages since Janu-

ary 1st!

C| Shooting squarely at six hundred for

the Nineteen-Twenty mark

!

Cfl Watch the figures.
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DISTRIBUTORS fOR CAUMONT
ALANTA , Wurman <? Stephen*. L C
BOSTON, Peerless Pictures,Jnc .oftf£.

CHICAGO, Celebrated Players Corp. T>1

DALLAt?/ -R D.Lew ij> Ft'tot- Co.

KANSAS CITY, Independent Pioducets fihnCo.

LITTLE-ROCK,AD.Lmwi* /ttm Q>.

MILWAUKEE, iVyj-TVfert ZNvrtri&iftivy Coip.

L O UISVILLE , £/g /feature fl/yAts

.

DETROIT, Independent Master -FUmsQo.

Gciumont

NSW YORK , Z7A Photoplay Co.

OKLAHOMA, .AXew* /Uro Co.

OMAHA, Fontenelle Feature Film Co.

PITTSBURGH/ S«in/«e /i7m Co.

ST. LOUIS, Independent Brodaotrs film Co-

WASHINGTON, Federal features.

CANADA, Crouton Exhibitors Film, Ltd.



CParamount Cpicturesfor

A
MauriceTourneur

PRODUCTION
• • WITH • •

Hope Hampton
Aphotoplay of the lights and shadows of

life—of the upper and under worlds of

two continents. The drama of a girl forced

into a life of crime and rescued by love.

And—from start to finish—action—the kind

of action that makes the breath catch and the

hands clench.

By Sidney Toler

Ci (paramount Cpicture
J FAMOUS PLAYKRb 1ASIC1 CORPORATION

f,

WALLACE

it in *

The Charm School

ASNAPPY automobile salesman inherits a girls'

boarding-school—and decides to run it himself

—according to his own ideas of what girls should be

taught. And Wally Reid is the live-wire pedagogue.

It was a hit on Broadway as a play, and in the Saturday

Evening Post as a story. But wait till you see it on the

screen!

By Alice Duer Miller. Scenario by Tom Qeraghty

Directed by James Cruze

CC (paramount Cpicture
&FAMOUS plaii Rs. i ^ fORPOR \T10Ni l,f\W

(^January — 1^21



Cparamount Cpicturesfor
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t , _

ADOLPH ZUKOR,

GEORGE
Fit^iriaxuice

-PRODUCTION -

"Paying
theVipef
WITH

Dorothy Dickson . Alma Tell

,

George Fawcett artRodLaRoque
PHOTOPLAY BY OUIDA BE.BjGE.BX

ANOTHER resplendent and

JLx. blazing gem of life and color

from the producer of "On With
the Dance." The most dramatic

story and the most elaborate pro-

duction Fitzmaurice has evermade.

CL Cparamounl Qicture

jH WMOUS PLWERS-LASKY CORPORATION jOm

/ESSE Tj, LASICY^ -presents -

THOMAS
MEIGHAN

in

A Chailes Maigne
ProdixdiiorL

Theyrontier
of tlie Stats*

THE heart-stirring story of a

crook who had never known
good and a girl who had never

known evil. Aromanceof the roof-

tops ofNewYork,where the noises

of life are silenced in the harmony

of the stars. A knockout role for

the Good Luck Star.

By Albert Payscm Terhune

<X Cparamount (picture



THOMAS H.INCE
resents*.

DOUGLAS
MacLEAN

in

Thei^pokies
Return*

IN "Twenty-three and a Half

Hours' Leave" yousawMacLean
as a rookie on his last day before

sailing. This is a companion piece.

The titlealonewill bring thepeople

in—the picture will bring them
back.

By Archer Me Mackin
Directed by Jack Nelson Photographed by Bert Cann

A Thos. H. /nee Production

CC (paramount (picture

c
JESSE L . LASKY

presents -

WILLIAM
DeMILLE'S

- PRODUCTION—

ummer
Madness*
WITH

LOIS WILSON - LILA LEE
JACK HOLT andCONRAD NAGEL

AHUMAN document that will

- take its place with the great-

est spiritual dramas of the screen.

A masterpiece of production, of

acting, and of story that will hold
every audience breathless till the

end—and then start them talking

to their friends.
From the novel "His Friend and His Wife" by Cosmo Hamilton

d (paramount(picture

oJanuary 1911
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EAMOUS PLAYERS -

LASICY CORP, Piesents 7hQ
Inside oftheCup'

Ttom the novel by WinStOn ChUJ:Chlll /
Personally Dii-ected. by Albert Capellard ..

'

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
THE novel made the whole world sit up and

gasp when it was published a few years ago.

The pidture is so astounding and so marvelous

that it will be one of the big hits of the year.

(X (paramount Cpicture
BjgMH FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA*.

Adolph Zukoi

r ^ Billie Burke

BILLIE BURKE is the slangy chorus girl who
has to be educated to marry into a "best

family."And the picture's one ofthe jolliest and

cleverest comedies she's ever been in.

B;y Roy Homiman. Directed by Edward Dillon.

Scenario by Elmer Harris.

d (paramountQicture
J FAMl IL'S f'lAI [ Ks [A>h1 r ORPORMION

(ByAiran^ement with TiorenT, Zie^Peld , J*. ")

"The Education
of Elizabeth4

Jesse L.Lasky ^ _ GEORGE
presents. Melford s

PRODUCTION

The /ucklins'
p J with MONTE BLUE

'

I 'HE homespun romance of a fighting schoolmaster who
cleaned up a whole township, saved his friend from jail

and won the best looking girl in Carolina. A book that

millions have loved, presented with a notable cast.

From the not e! by Opie Read and the play by Augustus Thomas.
Scenario by Frank Condon.

CC (paramount Cpicture
J\ F«.M' HM'I \HKv

I I ORmRATldN 'aR|(RAF>'

ojfanuaru — Iff*},
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November 20th to 21th

The Biggest Week-
Except one—in the History

of Paramount Pictures

WITH the week ending, Saturday, November 27th, 1920

—

last

week—the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation did the biggest

week's business in its history, with the single exception of Paramount

Week, 1920.

Here's why

—

Today the big pictures are the ones—the only ones—that make money.

Crowded houses, under present conditions, come only with out-of-

the-ordinary pictures.

Paramount has more of this class of pictures than ever in its history,

and more than all the other distributors combined.

Paramount has the organization to deliver, week after week, a steady

supply of the big pictures the public is looking for.

Paramount will continue to deliver in quality and quantity.

In line with its policy of striving to build greater box-office receipts

for every Paramount exhibitor, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

in 192 1 will greatly increase its appropriation for National Advertising.

Contracts to show Paramount Pictures are written guarantees for a

prosperous New Year.
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MASTERS
our

lmusic :

Btophyerinshlhtion
towersorchestra overhead

EMPRESS THEATER
E. A OOOSS. Piw

GLENROCK. WYOMING

November 16th, 1920.

The American Photo Player Company,
Denver, Colo.

Gentlemen

:

1 have done away with a 3 piece

orchestra and your Fotoplayer now takes the place of

a 6 piece orchestra, and we can play the pictures to

the delight of the Patrons and make a poor picture

look like a Special, which was practically impossible

with an orchestra without expert musicians and a

great expense*

I would^advise every Exhibitor to in-

stall a Fotoplayer; there are no more troubles and

your music problem is solved.

Yours very truly.

%e Amebkan Photo Player Co.
nev^york: city
MECCA 81DS.-/000 B'WAY.

CH ICAGO , ILL- SAN FRANCISCO CAL-
/09 ffATC AVf.
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\ow.ASCHER BROTHERS
Owefc opQxfccn Leading Uou?e? in Chicago

puf this picture over
IMMEDIATELY ON BOOKING THIS

PICTURE, Ascher Brothers, owners of

sixteen leading houses in Chicago, followed

our suggestion and secured for each house

the services of a singer to render vocal ac-

companiment during the showing of " Once
to Every Woman "-—with such remarkable

success as to make their presentation more
than worthy of an advertisement, so that

others may follow.

This Is How They Do It

Ascher Brothers' singer appears first in Reel

Three where the title reads: "My daughter

is making her debut tonight—may God be
kind to her," and sings the aria from
" Faust," with spotlight.

Her second singing is in Reel Six, where
Dorothy Phillips leaves New York and ap-

pears at the gate of her old home—and the

song is " Home, Sweet Home," sung behind

the curtain.

THE THIRD AND MOST APPEALING
singing is where Dorothy Phillips, near

the end, kneels at her mother's bedside and
comforts her with that beautiful and famous
song, " BEN BOLT." This, also, is sung
behind the curtain.

THE RESULT IS NOTHING SHORT OF
MIRACULOUS. THERE IS HARDLY A
DRY EYE IN THE HOUSE. EVERYONE
LEAVES THE THEATRE TALKING
ABOUT THE WONDERFUL PICTURE
AND ITS BEAUTIFUL PRESENTATION.

TAKE A TIP FROM ONE OF THE MOST
SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITING FIRMS IN
THE WHOLE COUNTRY AND UTILIZE
NOT ONLY THIS INEXPENSIVE AND
RESULTFUL PRESENTATION, BUT ALSO
THE BEN BOLT HERALD TIE-UP DE-
SCRIBED IMMEDIATELY BELOW. IT
IS SURE-FIRE ADVANCE ADVERTISING
AT WONDERFULLY LOW COST.

GIVE away to your patrons, for one week prior

to, and during, your showing of,
" Once to

Every' Woman " this beautiful, 4-page, 9x12, BEN
BOLT SONG HERALD, containing the words
and music of this world-famous song. Get a copy
today from your Universal Exchange, with com-
plete details. Universal will give you free of
charge a quantity to equal the quantity you buy.

The price is one cent each—the absolute cost to

us. Your patrons will take this beautiful piece of
song-music home—they'll play it, they'll read its

artistic advertising—they'll crowd your house.
We urge you on no account to put off your in-

vestigation of this proven success in advance
publicity.

EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSAL -JEWEL
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> A

PEOPLE have said that all an

exhibitor cares to know about

a picture is whether or not it

will make money for him. But

Universal believes that even your

record-breaking receipts on " The
Devil's Passkey " will not blind

you to the reason for its sensational

success in small houses no less than

big ones. That reason is its tre-

mendous intensity and suspense—
all given you in settings that could

not be more faithful or artistic had

they really been made in Paris.

Ask any man who has played it.



clo/er than
ever betore!

International's Marvelous Views of 'Jevsey'Ringel

19SUG No.80

Always first

-Sky
-Sea
-ov Land

A EROPLANE pictures are no new thir\g, but a real thrill

is always new—and here is one that makes you squirm

in your seat—the closest close-ups of a sky dare-devil that

anybody ever made. As usual, it remained for Interna-

tional to make these amazing pictures, for nobody else

stopped to realize the interest value of a more or less or-

dinary happening put on in an extraordinary way. But

that is exactly and precisely why International is in greater

favor with your audience than any other News Service.

Listen to the murmur of satisfaction which spreads through

your theatre when International News flashes on the screen

and you'll have one of the biggest reasons why yours is the

town's most popular amusement house.

INTERNATIONAL
NEWf

Released thru

UNIVERSAL



The World's Qecord!

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION

MARY PICKFORD

CHARLIE. CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

D.W.GRIFFITH

HIRAM ABRAMS
PR ES I DENT

Here 's

something

to think

about!

11,706.32
admission paid, Capitol Theatre

opening day to see

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'
Th

From the "All Story

e Mark of ziorro
Weekly" Novel "O^ze Curse of Capistrano" by Johnston Mc Culley

Directed by FRED NIBLO
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J.PARKER READJfl
PRODUCTION

LOUISE
GLAUM

in

£ove
Scenario by LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

Personally supervised by

J.Parker Read Jr.

Louise Glaum, under the able supervision

of J. Parker Read, Jr., has exceeded her

previous best in "Love," her newest pro-

duction. Because it treats vividly of a sub-

ject that touches every human heart it is

a picture of universal appeal. Because it

contains a score of scenes of bewildering

beauty and magnitude it is a picture that

gratifies the eye.

"Just finished three days of Louise Glaum
in 'Love', " telegraphs G. H. Meyers from

the Park Theatre, Champaign, 111., "A won-

derful picture. The best she's done. Let's

have more like it."

Echo everywhere answers: "A wonderful

picture ! The best she's done !"

And so it is !

MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR. THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN-ALLAN DWAN - GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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THIS MAKES IT UNANIMOUS
"It cannot be disputed that 'The Last of the

Mohicans' is- Mr. Tourneur's greatest achievement

a masterpiece of its kind. It's the greatest

Indian picture ever shown. He has kept faith

with Cooper's memory."

—

Laurence Reid, Motion

Picture News.

"The public owes Maurice Tourneur a vote of

thanks for putting 'The Last of the Mohicans'

on the screen. It will restore the popularity of

the story. The production is worthy of the

subject and a sterling addition to A. P.'s output."

Ed-ward Weitzel, Moving Picture World.

"Tourneur sets his associates a mighty pace.

'The Last of the Mohicans' is a truly great

work a master work— in picture making. It

has thrills aplenty and is a box office attraction

of the richest sort."

—

Charles Hastings, Exhibitors

Trade Review.

"Tourneur has done it again. 'The Last of the

Mohicans' has resulted in thrills galore. There

are so many of them that it is going to be diffi-

cult to make your crowd believe that all of them

appear in one production. Play this up."

— Wid's Daily.

"The Fort William Henry massacre will stand

comparison with anything ever accomplished for

the screen. For a parallel to this scene one

must turn to the battle on the walls of Babylon

in Mr. Griffith's masterpiece, 'Intolerance.'

"

S. M. Weller, New York Review.

"In such a remarkable manner has Mr. Tourneur

conjoined history and art that the result is one of

the most valuable features ever brought to the

screen. The wise exhibitor will make his ex-

ploitation of this feature elaborate."

—

Irma Frances

Dupre, Exhibitors Herald.

MAURICE TOURNEUR
presents

The last ofthe Mohicans
Jn American Drama Eternal By James Fenimore (boper

Directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR and CLARENCE L.BROWN

MAURICE TOURNEUR -J. PARKER READ JR. - THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT

MARSHALL NEILAN- ALLAN DWAN ~ GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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Information for and a
Ohe motion picture rights to the ttfentj six

Volumes of iPorld-famous detective sbories,hy
Pierre Soulesbre and\A[pircelMlain,narrating
the exploits of themastercriminal

Fantomas
are exclusively ovined hj the Oox Oilm Corporation

@\ 54 twenty episode up~to~the-second,^merican*
ma.de serial, based on these stories, is ncifnearing*

completion atthe *3ox Studios, JfetfJorXCib).

Oafying advantage ofthenational advertising*
campaign the *yoxCorporation isputtingbac\ opthis

serialjCompetitorsare attemptingtoreissuean old*

serial entitled fantomas, made in Qrance iru

l^Hf,and are advertising it as"the originaV
\

Oantomas" ferj apparently hopingto ride into

big profits on theshoulders ofthenei) Vox serial.

In addition toprotecting his oi^n. interests
William 9vxfeels it is hisduty to iVarn exhibitors-

that they in turn may protect their patrons—

'

against thispalpable attempt tofoistupon the

publican antiquatedproduction Inno iVitbdraiVn I

from themar\et . I
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tfa.rn.ing to exhibitors.

DOKTT be deceived
Comparisons maj be odious but they are often

necessarj.

Ohe William Oojc1911 9antomas in 10episodes
is the last vPord in serial mailing, jfith sucks
characterization, and direction as is contained,

in "Bride 13',pronounced bj all the greatest
serial ei>er made.
Ohe serial advertised by competitors Was

made nearly setienyears agoMh thetypical Orench
direction and characterization in Vogue at that

time.It Idas originally released in episodes of
4 to$ reels each and is noti) being offered irt,

about eight episodesof 2, reels each. Wearesure,

thefair-minded exhibitor, Mh the interestsof
his theatre and audience atheart, iPill not alloy?

himself to be deceived nor mistake one*
production for the other.

QoxOilm Corporation.

^Zforms are in the handsofall Q*ox
exchangesandyou can contract nou?
forthegreatJmericanOantomasserial.
Protect us by protecting yourself /
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STOLL FILM
Corporation of America

presents

"SQUANDERED . LIVES
An Adaptation from ike Novel Duke's Son

LyCosmoHamilton
featuring

IVY DUKE
andGUYNEWAlL

A Compelling Drama o£Cumulative Interest

"Squandered Lives' is a story of Today.
If is a veil told and directly told tale oj?a
man and a voman vho though they cheated
their friends were -j&ithful to each other.

Released j/anuary Second
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Squandered Lives is a
tab' of the sublime love of a
voman___a one-man woman/ a

tale of willful error and willing

sacrifice, of ready and uncomplaining

atonement

TftE MAN

wife is always a wife ea^er to

make a sacrifice that to her is greater

even than death ifby so doin^ she may
save her husband from public disgrace

Squandered Lives ' is fast in action

filled with drama, with big moments;

and while the hero and heroine are

wrongdoers nevertheless they command
unwavering sympathy and deep interest.

STOLL FILM CORPORATION OFAMERICA
Executive Offices -

130 ^/est Forty - Sixth Street New Y01I0.

Distributed through Pathe Exchange Jnc.
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-even before it opens

How bdnsTerecled by ftalabanSKate
and vithout doubt CUica&'s finest theatre.

asks for

TM5
ANDY AND MIN ^

PS
^NATIONALLY KNOWN"

NEW ENGLAND STATES

—

First Nat. Exhibitors' Circuit

Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK STVTE and

NORTHERN NEW JER-
SEY

—

Merit Film Corporation

New York City

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO,
UTAH.WYOM1NG, IDAHO,
MONTANA,WASHINGTON
and OREGON-

Supreme Photoplays Corp.

Denver, Colo.

CALIFORNIA, NEVADA and

ARIZONA—
Consolidated Film Corp.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Consolidated Film Corp.

San Francisco, Cal.

NORTH and SOUTH CARO-
LINA, GEORGIA, ALA-
BAMA, TENNESSEE and

FLORIDA—
Savini Films, Inc.

Atlanta, Ga.

EASTERN MISSOURI and
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS—

Independent Film Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
and WEST VIRGINIA—

Apex Pictures, Inc.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

ILLINOIS and INDIANA—
Celebrated Players Film Corp.

Chicago, III.

CflPfTOL-GlUlGQA-Al ^^-TivOU-C£NT.7'Ai_ Pn

October Zd, 1930.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.

207 3. nabash AVu.

,

Chicago, Illinois*

Attention Vs. *^intt

Fleaee be advised th*t we .vould very
rauch like to use "Gutp Cartoon" at our

;iew Tlvoll Theatre.

Aa the oneninc date of this Theatre has

not been decided upon, we can give ycu

no release date*

.76 want you to consider the service

booked to us.

Very truly yours.

For Foreign Rights

Apply Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago

LOUISIANA and MISSIS-
SIPPI—

Pear:e Films

New Orleans, La.

OHIO and KENTUCKY

—

Warner Film Attractions

Cleveland, Ohio

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
and SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY—

Roval Pictures, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa

NORTHERN WISCONSIN,
NORTH and SOUTH
DAKOTA—

Merit Film Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

TEXAS, ARKANSAS and
OKLAHOMA—

R. D. Lewis Film Co.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN—
Ludwig Film Exchange
Milwaukee, Wis.

STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Strand Features, Inc.

Detroit, Mich.

IOWA and NEBRASKA—
Greater Productions Co.

Des Moines, Iowa

WESTERN MISSOURI and

KANSAS—
Crescent Film Corp.

Kansas City

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
MARYLAND. DELAWARE
and VIRGINIA—

Federal Film Service

Washington, D. C.



Starring w ry . j •

BESSIE E>ARRISCALE DAUL 9CARDON
Vith a powerful cast" including Joseph Kilgour, Marguerite de la Motte,

Sam de Grasse, Arnold Gregg and Lloyd Bacon.

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkGty

Distributing through PATHE fxcha nge. Incorporated



Paul Scardon is a great director,— his work
in the past has proved that,—and Emerson

Hough, in the field of American literature,

stands in a foremost place.

is it any wonder, then, that a splendid cast

of artists, working under the guidance of

Mr. Scardon, with material furnished by

Mr. Hough, should have succeeded in

bringing to the screen a truly worthwhile

production?
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And his

ROBERT BRUNTON *

PRESENTS

J.Warren
erriean
lis own compan^L in

onstof
By PAGE PHILLIPS Directedby ERNEST C WARDE

A - ROBERT - BRUNTON • PRODUCTION

Kerrigan,—A Qreat Box-Office Attraction 1
.

S. Barrett McCormick, Managing Director of the great Rivoli

Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, says that J. Warren Kerrigan's pictures

always make money for him.

Play them in your house. You'll say the same thing!

Distributed by

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York City

thru PATflE Exchange, Inc.

Kerrigan Pictures Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
;,

•HOUSE OF WHISPERS"-"THE GREEN FLAME"—"NO. 90"—"LIVE SPARKS"-"THE DREAM CHEATER" -?" 30.000"—"THE LORD LOVES THE IRISH"-'
"JOYOUS LIAR"—"WHITE MAN'S CHANCE"
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EDUCATIONALS ARE ALL GOOD
//

I
N its few months in this field Educational has come to be known as

having established a new standard in comedies.

Note that this exhibitor, in praising one picture says that "it is no ex-

ception to other Educationals."

He expects every Educational comedy to be a GOOD picture—and he

is not disappointed.

Short Subjects
Kiss Me Caroline (Educational), with

a special cast—Educational has the only
consistently good comedies on the mar-
ket, excepting Lloyd, who stands in a
class by himself. Kiss Me Caroline is no
exception to other Educationals, which
are all good.—r red 5! Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.—Neighborhood
patronage.

LJERE all four of the two reel comedy brands are mentiored in a

s ngle line
—"Seven Bald Pates," a Christie; "Four Times Foiled,'

a Chester; "Dynamite," a Mermaid, and "Torchy," f rst of the Torchys

.

"If they keep up this pace they should corner the market"—And the

pace has been made the faster.

Seven Bald Pates, Four Times Foiled,
Dynamite and Torchy (Educational),
with special casts.—Four of the best
comedies ever played. If Educational
keeps up this pace they should corner
the market , ijuy em; they'll please.

—

H. A. McClure, Strand theatre, Em-
poria, Kan.—Neighborhood patronage.

IT doesn't matter the secticn—lcok at the divisicns of the country

represented in these four notices—the opinion is the same. You've
never heard before cf people wanting to see a two reel comedy the

second time.

We've selected "Kiss Me Caroline" as the subject of these reports from
exhibitors to show you they all agree.

Short Subjects
Kiss Me, Caroline (Educational), with

a special cast.—If you want one of the
cleverest mirth-producers made, book
this one. Most of my patrons want me
to re-book it They stayed for the next
show to see it again.—H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.

—

General patronage.

""THIS town of 3,000 demands the best in comedies, too. The Prin-

cess theatre knows the best ones and its manager tells the rest of

the exhibitors
—"Don't be afraid of Educationals."

Thev are not, and that is the reason why the bookings of these pictures

have set a mark that has astounded the whole of the motion picture

world.
o

Kiss Me Caroline (Educational), with

a special cast—The best comedy I've

had in a long time. In fact I think it is

the best comedy I ever had except Lloyd

and Fatty. Don't be afraid of Educa-

tionals .—J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.

Piedmont, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Every Educational Comedy is a box office winner. These reports from
ihe Exhibitors Herald prove that.

If you don't know the Christies, the Chesters, the Mermaids and the
1 orchys you are not doing yourself justice.

HolQasQCi by

'SS?' EXCHANGES , INC.
7*29 Seventh ~4ve. Jfew TortL
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HEW CHRISTIES HAVE NEW "PEP
it

[Bobby
ernon

^JNDER Educational release two reel Christie Comedies are better than ever. They
have established new booking records. They have been given exploitation that a

year ago would have seemed impossible in the short subject field. They have established
box office records that have amazed exhibitors themselves.

Eighty per cent of the possibilities of the country have been booked. Possibly you can-
not get the Christies for your territory. But if there is a chance you had better try
before your competitor does so.

They're filled with "pep" and pretty girls, with the cleverest'of comedians, the best of
stories, and a new mark set in production.

Drop into your nearest exchange now and see the newest one, "Back From the Front."

Every Christie released by Educational has been a HIT; each one means stimulus
for your box office. Better ask for every one of them: "Kiss Me Caroline," "A
Seaside Siren," " Out for the Night," "Seven Bald Pates," "Don't Blame the Stork,"
" Striking Models." " A Homespun Hero," " Shuffle the Queens," " Going jJThrough the
Rye," " Mr. Fatima " and " Wedding Blues."

. °piMom ,

ber Educ
«''o«*i

Jev°'ved *«e f. .

l^avS??*"'"" wi
*«'»* Pursed b*

1

fc?S«awSSi

Jwt'ddino- ~ —

I^iT^POnV
>yers

real
ibo "I to

EXHIBITORS
HERALD

Bobby Vernon in

A HOMESPUN HERO
Two-part comedy; Christie Educational
Published in October

OP1MON. Th? stage, before, a
and during the performance of a comedy
and melodrama, affords a play place for
the romping of the Christie players.
Bobby Vernon leading them, through
this bit of screen fun.
Bobby takes the part of a young man

of means, who, to live, up to the role
which his cousin's imagination has

placed him, that of a "rube," assumes
the earmarks of a rural swain and comes
a-courting with a pet gander and a bag
of apples. The duck's response to the
bare knees of the chorus ladies is a
rich and inoffensive bit of fun. In pur-
suit of the young man are a detective and
two of the erstwhile wives of the
bigamist for whom the officer mistakes
Bobby. There are a series of fun sallie^

tage and in the wings, a romance,
Bobby and one of the young

and the final

bringing

"Out for the Night"
(Christie Comedy—2 Reels)

R. CHRISTIE has fashioned a comedy
that lives >tlp to his reputation in the

field of comedy- makers With an ex-
cellent production standing back of the pic-

ture and clever situations given the princi-

pals, headed by Eddie Barry whose facta! ex-
pressions and appreciation for comedy al-

ways get a laugh, "Out for the Night" is well'

»orthy a place on any program. It held
he comedy position at New York's Rivoli
nd despite the fact thai the hot weather
ad driven most of New York to the
Leaches, those W ho 'remained and attended

E Rivoli" were obliged to forget the heat
d laugh during the run of this subject.

N^rely photographed, well directed, acted
nd produced. "Out for the Night" is a good

any house.—Joseph L. Kelley.

MOTION PICTURE. NEWS

ifBACK FROM THE FRONT"
x

with BOBBY VERNON
Land N EAL BURNS-

~Rq1qclfgcI by

EM€AT10ME"FiLM
SE,-—f>-EXCHANGES , INC

"r~~

7*29 Seventh ^4ve. JYew Torh,
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Kiss Me Caroline-
Christie

real bedroom farce of the

fhic
SCree

?' M Christ* has, wW?

aSLUf' °ther Pacers haveattempted in vain with their lavish
PKtumations of expensive and risque Broadway hits. They are all

when Bobby Vernon impersonatesSh
pals ™{e to Please his pal'sfather and pal's sisterand her chumcome to visit them. Bobby is a Von-taual scream; while Charlotte Mi-riam a pretty blonde, and VeraSteadman, who formerly nerfnilf!

Two a Month ihvu

1

EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES, inc.

DISTRIBUTORS

AnotherSixComm
ALL HITS !

/ —
F

ERNE5T
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OCIATl

PUBLISHED BY THE
INDEPENDENT
FILMS ASSOCIATION

INDEPENDENT FILMS
ASSOCIATION "NEWSCHICAGO

EDDY ECKELS' 6eh He4

RICHARD ROBERTSON
DIRECTOR

OF E.X PLXILTAriDN

WORLD DISTRIBUTORS EXPLOITATION SECTION

THOSE FAMILIAR, ELECTRIC-LIGHT NAMES

!

A Forecast

The pendulum is swinging—the eyes of the biggest factors in the

film industry are now fixed on THE INDEPENDENT MARKET.

The great film stars whose familiar names in electric bulbs pull

throngs to your theatre will be coming to you, Friend Exhibitor, through

your independent exchange.

Developments are going on—now—behind the scenes—big de-

velopments.

Get as close as you can to your independent exchange man—for

he is your powerful friend. And his power is growing.

His exchange will be handling

FAMILIAR BOX-OFFICE
MEMBERS OF INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N
KEY CITY EXCHANGE ADDRESS EXECUTIVE

t Albany
* Atlanta
t Birmingham
* Boston
* Buffalo

t Buffalo

*t Chicago
* Cincinnati

*t Cleveland
*t Dallas

*t Davenport
* Denver

*t Detroit
* Kansas City
tKansas City
*t Little Rock
* Los Angeles
* Louisville
* Milwaukee
* Minneapolis
* New Orleans
* New York
t New York
* Oklahoma City
*t Omaha
*t Philadelphia

*t Pittsburg
* San Francisco

*t Seattle
* St. Louis
* Syracuse

*+ Washington

Gardiner Pictures Inc.
Pearce Films
Queen Feature Service
Major Film Corp.
Dooley Exchange
Gardiner Pictures Inc.
111. & Ind. Film Ex.
Fine Arts Film Ex.
Warner Attractions
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
Arrow Photoplays
Ind. Master Films
Federated Film Ex.
Standard Film Co.
Lewis Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
First Nat'l. Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
Pearce Films
Commonwealth Film Co.
Reiben Film Corp.
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
20th Century Film Co.
S. & S. Film Co.
Co-Operative Film Ex.
Greater Features Inc.
St. Louis Film Ex.
Dooley Exchange
Exhibitors' Film Ex.

St.

4 Clinton Ave.
146 Marietta
Potter- Bldg.
54 Broadway
338 Pearl St.
257 Franklin
63 E. Adams
310 Film Bldg.
Erie Annex
1913 Commerce
418 Harrison
1753 Welton
105 John R.
Film Bldg.
12 E. 17th St.

1114 Markham
730 S. Olive St

C. A. Taylor
Gene Pearce
W. S. Bell
E. J. Farrell
Howard F. Brink
T. R. Gardiner
A. Lowy
L. W. Foster
Dave Warner
L. T. Pellerin
C. C. Bridwell
B. M. Shooker
W. B. Seifert
Al. Kahn
F. J. Warren
E. R. Slocum
Floyd St. John

Nat. Theatre Bdg. Fred Levy
Toy Bldg.
Loeb Arcade
608 Canal
1600 Broadway
729 7th Ave.
114 Hudson
1312 Farnum
256 No. 13th
414 Penn Ave.

H. J. Fitzgerald

J. F. Cubberly
Gene Pearce
Sam Zierler
S. P. Reiben
C. A. Gibbs
C. C. Bridwell
Gene Marcus
Abe Steinberg

107 Gold. Gt. Ave. Floyd St. John
2010 3rd Ave. J. T. Sheffield
3628 Olive St. Roy Dickson
445 S. Warren Thos. Dooley
Mathers Bldg. Abe Dresner

*NEAL HART SERIES fPINNACLE COMEDIES *fHARTS & COMEDIES

the

NAMES.

hiim
And you will be looking to

for your PREFERRED film

attraction.

innacle (ji)iciure$

Keep this in a prominent
place in your theatre where
you'll see it next June. When
June comes, read it again

—

and determine in your own
mind how well you've cashed
in on advance information now
given out!

THE INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
WILL HAVE AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF EX-
TRAORDINARY IMPORTANCE FOR INDE-
PENDENT EXCHANGES IN THE NEXT FEW
ISSUES.
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Special

Productions



THE,WAY \VOMBN

Herman Idndon

ARROW

Endorsed dnd Disiribuied
by

Arrow Film Corporation
W. E .Shdllenber^'er, Pres.

220West 42^ 51 C ^ewYork



NOTICE

WARNER BROTHERS
have purchased the following

ESSANAY—CHAPL1NS
HIS NIGHT OUT Two Reels

HIS NEW JOB
A NIGHT IN THE SHOW
THE TRAMP
WOMAN
THE BANK
SHANGHAIED
POLICE
TRIPLE TROUBLE
IN THE PARK One Reel

WARNING—Above subjects are copyrighted bv the

Essanay Film Manufacturing Company. All in-

fringements will be prosecuted.

FOR STATE RIGHTS—WIRE
WARNER BROTHERS

220 West 42nd St.

New I orK
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Sherman is right
"

N. J .FLYNN
,
'President

and
E .E . RICHARD S ,

Secretary-Treasurer

RICHARDS &FLYNN
announce

to the Theatre Owners of

Missouri and Kansas that

they have secured the rights

for the EXCLUSIVE DISTRI-

BUTION in these States of

all attractions released hy

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION

f
RICHARDS & FLYNN
N. J . F LYN N , President E .E .RICHARDS , Secre tary- treasurer

Film Exchange Building'
Seventeenth & Main Streets

Kansas City , Mo.
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N.J.FLYNN^rmWmf ofRICHARDS &FLYNN
of KANSAS CITY, MO. Writes :

"Enclosed is cheque covering' our
percentage on Missouri and Kansas *

"in my opinion a Sherman Franchise

is the one best het today and the

Sherman Plan of operation the fair-

est and most equitable proposition

ever offered the INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES of America"

*

wery day more beohle,

say

For territory still open
CWire today to

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION
Long*acre Building* — 1476 Broadway

New York
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C. & M. Amusement Co., Marietta, Ohio.
" A First National Franchise means protection for the-

atres, and superior pictures at fair prices. With these

three requisites, nothing can affect our future." THAT'S
A REASON WHY

there'll be a Franchise everywhere

The Naked Hand of Truth Bares

• %
"'

'

'•'••••' <
•• «

Whitman Bennett presents

his personally supervised production

"The Truth About Husbands"

j
A Big Special

Here's a great big picture that is NOT AFRAID to tell the TRUTH. It hits out

straight from the shoulder, ruthlessly, relentlessly. It may hurt, but every man will want
to see it—and he will know it is the truth. And the women! Who does not want to know
more about her husband or the man she loves. It's one of the best box office attractions

ever offered. From " The Profligate," by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero,

Directed by Kenneth Webb A First National Attraction
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Doy le & Strain, Park Theatre, Cape Giradeau. Mo.
"The First National Franchise is the finest thing for ex-

hibitors yet devised. II e have found it most satisfactory

and it is certainly an equitable method of distribution."

Til ITS A REASON W HY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

The Secret Life of Husbands!

mm
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L. Rosenbaum, Princess Theatre, Florence, Ala.

"A First National Franchise is the open sesame to sue-
cess in motion pictures. It certainly put my theatre on
its feet, and no exhibitor can lose by it." THATS A
REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

Here's Every Word of Every N. Y.

MARSHALL NEILAN'S
Story is one picture in thousands that has stirred the unbounded
enthusiasm of every critic — as well as the great throngs that

crowded the Big Broadway Strand to see this most unusual picture.

A ZIPPY PLAY
" The Strand theatre has another of

the zippy Marshall Neilan production,
this one entitled ' Dinty,' featuring freck-
led-faced Wesley Barry.

" The story is laid in San Francisco,
where ' Dinty ' O'Sullivan, a newsboy,
comes into prosperity, arid adventure,
through returning to Judge Whitely, its

owner, a wallet the lad had picked up.
Again Dinty does a great service for the
Judge, and receives reward in the shape of
promised adoption of himself and his two
pals. Young Mr. Barry displays such
deep woe over the screen death of his
cinema mother as to make those who see
it ardently hope he may never experience
such an affliction.

" In the cast are quantities of just
J
kids,' and there is about five thousand

feet of remarkable photography a.so pres-
ent."

—

Neic York American.

EXCEPTION MERIT
" In the human story of ' Dinty,' Mar-

shall Neilan's latest work, at the Strand,
in which Wesley Barry, the freckle-faced
boy actor, appears, there is exceptional
merit both in the acting and direction, the
Jatter of which was in personal charge of
Mr. Neilan. It pleased large audiences."—New York World.

A REGULAR FELLER
" Wesley Barry is by far the best all-

Tound boy on the screen. He's the kind
of boy a teacher would take one look at
and count on him to be the center of
deviltry throughout the term.

"He has the freckles, and the per-
petual motion, and the tousled head, and
the facial expression that goes so quickly
from mischief to nonchalant innocence

—

everything that goes to make a regular
feller. ^
"In ' Dinty ' he has a role which gives

him every chance. As a ragged newsboy
he makes pals of Watermillion and
Chinkie, whose names indicate the diver-
sity of their races. These three fight with
the ward rowdies who are trying to keep
a corner on the newspaper sales.

" Dinty is taught by his dying mother
to turn the other cheek and to love his
enemies, but he finds it works better in
the Holy Land than it does in San Fran-
cisco, especially when the enemy is
Muggsy.

" He's apparently a mechanical genius,
if one may judge by the machine he in-
vents to lift the covers off him when the
alarm clock rings five-thirty; also the fan
for his sick mother, which is operated by
water power (the kitchen faucet), and the
pulleys over the sick-bed from which hang
suspended everything mother may need
while son is out hustling for their living!

" There'* an elaborate story of Chinese
underground life in the Golden Gate city
which is commonplace compared to the

characterization of Dinty. However, it

serves to give the young hero his big
chance—to rescue the daughter of a judge
from an underworld den and. of course,
to be adopted by the judge. The story is

too long, and in the cutting it suffered
somewhat. One is speeded from one scene
to another so rapidly that the tale loses
strength.

" Colleen Moore is very charming, par-
ticularly as the young Irish immigrant.
The lighting and sets show the care for
detail which marks most Marshall Neilan
pictures. Altogether I like ' Dinty ' very
much. First for Wesley Barry, and sec-
ond for his funny boy pals—and enemies.—New York News.

A UNIQUE PICTURE
" The Strand theatre should announce

this as children's week and make a bid
for the youngsters to see ' Dinty,' starring
the fourteen-year-old boy, bespeckled
Wesley Barry. Marshall Neilan's picture
and scenario can only be pleasant to
grown-ups but the kids ought to go away
raving.

" Dinty is a San Francisco street
gamin. He sells papers for a living, but
a big bully runs him and all the rest of
the little fellows off the street corner.
Dinty gets up a gang all of his own and
the retribution that follows will please any
boy's sense of justice.

" The picture bears that unique stamp
of Neilan which makes it a concoction
of a scientific melodrama and a heart-
breaking yarn. Something akin to the
Neilan picture would occur if the author
of the Craig Kennedy stories would try
to write Home, Sweet Home." In
' Dinty ' there is the simple pathos of a
small boy caring for a bereaved and tuber-
cular mother, all of which is combined with
tong wars, telautographs, and ingenious
opium dives. The trouble is that oil and
water do not mix and the blood and thun-
der of the story skims the watery plot.

" Those that go to see young Barry per-
form will be instantly diverted to Colleen
Moore's playing the part of the mother.
She is a pretty little trick, best known
for playing opposite some slap-stick come-
dian. Here she is given a golden oppor-
tunity and makes enough out of it to ele-

vate her Gaelic patronymic to the incan-
descants. The picture opens with her as
a sprightly maid of Erin. She marries her
Dennis and follows him to America and he
is soon put away by an automobile acci-
dent. She is forced to support her child,
Dinty, by scrubbing floors. She registers
these vicissitudes with rare effectiveness.

" Young Barry plays the same sort ot
role that has made him a screen favorite,
only this time the audience has more of
him. He foils the crooks as he has done
in previous pictures. He hardly deserves
the distinction of a star because he is an
ingratiating kid, but not a telling actor."

—

New York Mail.

CAUSE FOR JOY
" We confess to an instinctive shrinking

from that form of tlie drama known as
' kiddie plays.' To ofir mind, a ' kiddie'
suggests an obnoxious little creature, hard-
ly human, certainly not child-like. On
the stage or screen they show a shocking
lack of reticence by always saying their
prayers in public Or else they are
eternally bringing together a mamma and
papa who, judging from all that has gone
before in the plot, should remain separated
for the public good. They make a pro-
fession of being little darlings, and the
first part of our dramatic litany is that
from these and kindred pests may our
good editor deliver us.

" To our joy, however, we discovered
at the Strand Sunday that Wesley Barry
is not of this tribe. He may be saved by
a freckle or by a toothless grin or by
something inherent in him that makes him
a regular guy. It is true that 1 Dinty '

has given him a sick mother to support
and a little Negro friend to protect, both
excellent opportunities for the ' kiddie

'

motif in huge and sickening doses. But
there is nothing of the little darling about
young Wes who fights or grins when a
kiddie would be praying. The more sen-
timental interludes are taken care of by
Marjorie Daw, leaving Wesley to work
out his rough-and-tumble destiny.

" A delightful little piccaninny and an
equally charming though more solemn
Chinese baby are foils for ' Dinty ' deeds
of valor. It is a Marshall Neilan picture
with the usual mixture of slapstick and
melodrama.''

—

Neic York Globe.

IT'S VERY HUMAN
" Screen and stage children are nice if

you don't have too much of them, but
when we see that one is starred we go to
the theatre firm in the conviction that we
are going to be bored and perhaps made
downright mad. There is something about
a star, anyway, that is apt to be annoying.
Everything always turns out all right for
him. and the star can do no wrong. The
trouble with children is that they are old
enough to realize this, but not old enough
to conceal the fact, and a little of them
goes a long way.

" We loathe consciously cute tots or
kiddies, therefore we were delightfully sur-
prised when we sat through ' Dinty.' the
feature picture at the Strand this week.
Of course, Marshall Neilan can usuallv
be counted on to bring out the best there
is in a story, but he did disappoint us
once—perhaps the odds were too heavy
for him. At any rate, his fine imagination
is apparent everywhere in this First Na-
tional picture, which stars the youthful
actor. Wesley Barry.

" An interesting story runs parallel with
the one woven around an Irish newsboy,
Dinty. and one is glad to be taken awav
from the ingenuousness of the black and
tan juveniles once in a while, even if the
detour does take one into the underground
passages and the torture chambers of San

Francisco's Chinatown. This part is

straight melodrama, and Noah Beery is

seen as Wong Tai, a half-breed, who is at
the head of all Chinatown's wickedness.

" Wesley Barry is especially delightful
because he is so ugly. No amount of
grease paint or persuasion could ever make
an angel child of him. He is seen as a lit-

tle newsboy who supports his mother in a
basement room. The atmosphere is excel-
lent and it almost made us cough just to
look at the cobwebs over the windows and
the dirt floor. No wonder she died of
tuberculosis ! The picture is filled with
whimsical touches which make it very
human. One whicrf we liked was the
tough recruit who shouted " Lovers die in
death pact " to prove his ability to sell

papers. Another was the gift of cigars to
"he policemen by Dinty.

" Go and see ' Dinty.' You won't mind
it even if the heroine, Marjorie Daw, is

fastened in the torture chamber. It all
becomes farce when Dinty opens the door
of the chamber by hooking an iron chain
on it and fastening the other end to the
trolley car.

" The picture has as many moods as an
April day, but it is entertaining stuff
and some of the acting is excellent.
Besides the young star, who plays some
splendid scenes at the deathbed of his
mother, good work is done by Colleen
Moore as the mother. Noah Beery as the
half-breed, and the black and tan juveniles
whose names do not appear on the pro-
gram."—Neic York Tribune.

REGULAR HEART STUFF
" Cinema thrills with plenty of laughter

and a little sadness feature ' Dinty ' at the
Strand theatre this week. Marshall
Neilan has outdistanced his previous pic-
ture productions and Miss Marion Fairfax
has released her best sob stuff for the
poor newsboy who is striving to keep the
wolf from scratching the paint off his
widowed mother's povertv stricken hut. A
small lad. Weslev Barry—he of the freck-
les with Marv Pickford in ' Polvanna '

—

is the featured p'ayer who carries ' Dintv 1

through five reels of regular heart stuff.
Barry has a lot of stuff and his abilitv as
an acrobat vies with his emotional quali-
ties when his mother is torn from him

" ' Dinty ' gets plenty of opportunity to
handle regular action stuff and "foils
Chinese opium workers and solves the
problem of storing way ice cream to such
an extent that the laws of space and pro-
portion are given an awful jolt."

—

New
York Evening World.

A SNAPPY STORY
" The Strand has Marshall Neilan's

newest production, 1 Dinty.' as its feature.
Wesley Barry and his freckles are fea-
tured in what proves a snappv story with
decided heart-pull to it and plenty of
humor.

,
There is a smashing climax, too.

The picture is decidedly worth seeing, and
has been made with photography of the
sort to delight the eye."—Netr York
Journal.
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Mrs. L. G. W ilson, Star Theatre, Monroe City, Mo.

"Franchise pictures speak for themselves. He have

better crowds tvith franchise pictures than any others,

barring none." AND THATS A REASON WHY

4399

Hherell be a Franchise e^ywhere

Newspaper Review on "DINTY"
Featuring

Wesley Barry

Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photographed by David Kesson

Art Director Ben Carre

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

AS GOOD AS CHAPLIN
" ' Dinty ' is at the Strand theatre this

week. It is Marshall Neilan's latest pro-

duction to reach New York from the

Coast. First National is releasing it and

little Wesley Barry, he of the freckled

lace, is the principal character. To carry

the honors of a live-reel production is no

slight task for a small boy, but young
Wesley proves that he has the right to

have his name in electric lights with

Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin and

the rest of them.
" Barry has a smattering of all the tal-

ents which are necessary for a histrionic

career. He is delightfully comic, and is

shown in the scenes in which, as a little

Irish boy selling papers in San Francisco,

he has to flout the machination of the city

bullv who wants to own all the corners

in the neighborhood. He has the power
of emotional expression and in the scenes

in which the lad was deprived of his one
tie on earth—his mother, whom he has
striven to support and amuse—his sorrow-

is genuine. Besides, he has a flair for

acrobatics, and has a fast pair of legs.

His unique personality has a distinct ap-

peal. A woman in the audience re-

marked yesterday :
' Lord, he's homely,

but I certainly am crazy about him.'

" Besides the appealing character of the

boy Marshall Neilan has woven a strong
strain of melodrama into the picture.

" There are Chinese opium smugglers
who are foiled by the Government by
Dinty's efforts but the most appealing
part of the picture is devoted to Dinty's
struggles for his ailing mother, and the
many devices he has evolved to wake
himself in the morning to make his

mother's life easier. Though we get a

real thrill when Dinty and his two friends,

the Chink and the pickaninny, succeed in

cramming all the ice cream in the world
into what they term their ' stummicks.'
" Then another delightful touch is pro-
vided by young Newton Hall, whose claim
to distinction comes through the possession
of a powerful set of lungs.

" Mr. Neilan and his associate director,

John MacDermott, have not neglected the
older generation in the care they have de-
voted in the selection of the younger.
Colleen Moore gives a sympathetic por-
trayal of the young mother, and J. Barney
Sherry, Marjorie Daw and Noah Beery
are excellent in other leading parts.
' Dinty ', is a thoroughly delightful picture,
splendidly produced."

—

New York Morn-
ing Telegraph.

DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT
" Something delightful in screen enter-

tainment is offered this week at the
Strand in ' Dinty,' for Marshall Neilan
has obviously decided to dispense with
the usual cut and dried romance suitable
for five reels and star a boy, this being
the era of child prodigies. Wesley Barry

may not have enough book lore to enter

Columbia at the age of 12 or enough chess

strategy to outgeneral would-be generals

at West Point, but he is perfectly fitted

to enter San Francisco's domain of the

newsboys and organize them into a trust,

and then outgeneral desperadoes who
spirit away the District Attorney's sweet-

heart with anything but the finesse of

chess. This photoplay has much of the

humor of a Booth Tarkington production,

with more action, and unless Barry suffers

from elephantiasis of the cranium he will

do much in the future to divert film fans

with his aspect of a shrewd yet slightly be-

wildered puppy."—A'eic York Sun.

HAS QUAINT APPEAL
" Again the freckled-faced Wesley Barry

adds his quaint appeal to a Marshall
Neilan film, but that is not the only ap-

peal that Mr. Neilan has brought over

from his ' Go and Get It.' Again this

youngster of inventive disposition (with

pals and boyhood enemies added) is

hitched to a plot of intrigue and the de-

tection of crime. So. as before, Mr. Neilan
goes gunning, so to speak, for every one
in the audience. Those who have tired

of smugglers, the labyrinths of China-
town, and the Pauline perils sort of melo-
drama will surely be caught by the

mother-and-son theme. And those whom
sentiment only antagonizes because it

would force unwilling tears will find refuge
in the street urchin humor (as forced as

the tears), in hydroplane chases, or in the

troubles of the heroine. Or they may find

amusement in the uncongruity of certain

sets. This, to be sure, has been con-
tributed unconsciously by the director.

Certainly, had he been awake to his own
doings, he would not have given the judge
no less than a mansion outside and a room
inside fitted up to resemble a cheap West
Side apartment.

" The story starts in Ireland—the

cradle of a good American citizen, one
is reminded—that the chord of pathos is

struck early in the game when the little

wife, coming from Ireland to join her
husband finds he has been killed the very
day of her arrival. She must take care of

her babe-in-arms alone, and by the time
he is twelve and able to make a small liv-

ing by selling newspapers she lies help-

lessly abed with consumption. At this

point the thriller story is hauled in, a
story of the Chinese underworld, of Judge
Whitley's fight against criminality there,

of the abduction of his daughter as a re-

prisal, and Dinty's share in her rescue.
His inventive genius finds an outlet when
it comes to tearing down secret doors.
Running parallel with his story are the
scenes of his life among the newsboys,
which serves, if nothing else, to introduce
a little darky and a Chinese lad who are
quite diverting in themselves."

—

New York
Pott.

ACTION IS RAPID
" ' Dinty,' at the Strand theatre this

week, is that sort of feature photoplay
that makes an audience laugh, cry and
be thrilled. Action is rapid, the best part
of the scenario by Miss Marion Fairfax
being about a newsboy, who struggles to

keep his ill mother alive, fights freely

with the rival gang, and leads his own
crowd into many a thrilling scrape. The
accompanying plot involves about every-
thing else conceivable in pictures, includ-
ing Chinatown villains, an honest judge,
his lovely daughter, a horrific den, subter-
ranean passages, submarines and sea-
planes, wireless telautograph, opium
smuggling, abduction, murder and torture.

" Wesley Barry is a real rough-and-
tumble boy. He scores with Mary Pick-
ford in ' Daddy Long Legs.' In ' Dinty,'
where he is elevated to stardom, he shows
considerable ability at bringing smiles.
Beside the young star, good work is done
by Colleen Moore, as the mother, Noah
Beery as the half-breed and the black and
tan juveniles whose names do not appear
on the program. J. Barney Sherry and
Marjorie Daw also take their parts splen-
didly."

—

Neiv York Telegram.

IRRESISTIBLE FUN
" There is irresistible fun in Marshall

Neilan's ' Dinty ' at the Strand this week.
How much of it there is for any spectator
depends somewhat upon his power of re-

sistance, for the comedy itself is not
funny, and yet makes such heavy efforts
to be funny, sad, sentimental and melo-
dramatic that it simply invites resistance
to any and all of its efforts. If a man
stands up and announces with assurance,
' I'm going to make you laugh,' or ' I'm
going to make you cry,' or ' I'm going to
give you a thrill,' any more or less human
being just naturally feels, ' I'll be durned
if you will,' and does his best not to laugh
or cry or be thrilled. And he's likely to
win more rounds than his opponent, be-
cause the latter not only places obstacles
in his own way, but weakens his effort by
revealing the coldness of his calculation
and its utter lack of spontaneity.

"And so it is with 'Dinty.' It is one of
those deliberately funny, sad and thrilling
motion pictures that does not conceal its

deliberateness. So it often fails to achieve
the effect sought after. And most notice-
ably it does this when it tries to be sad and
thrilling. Genuineness is then almost en-
tirely lacking, and there's nothing to take
its place. It does score, however, in quite
a number of its efforts to be funny, for it

so happens that Marshall Neilan has a
knack of putting broad humor into motion
pictures, especially when dealing with
boys, and some of the youngsters in
the cast are naturally amusing. First
of all, there's little Wesley Barry, who,
when his manner is not too sophis-
ticated and cock-sure, is a real rough-
and-tumble boy, and in his present
picture he is companioned by that con-

stitutionally comic little Ethiop, who, for

some time, has been an anonymous source
of merriment in Harold Lloyd farces, and
is now programed as Aaron Mitchell,
which, assuredly, is only a modest part of
his full name. And there are other boys
in the cast, dozens of them, who have been
well selected and, living, give life to the
scenes they are in. There is in particular
one Chinese child, whose name is either
absent from the program, or not identifiable

among others there, but who deserves a

place with any of them.
" The best part of the story of ' Dinty '

is about a newsboy who struggles to keep
his sick mother alive, fights freely with
his street friends, gangs it with his own
crowd and is always up to something.
There is a'so an accompanying plot that

brings Chinatown villains, an honest
Judge, his lovely daughter, a horrific den.
subterranean passages, seaplanes, sub-
marines, wireless telautography, opium
smuggling, abduction, murder, torture and
about everything else conceivable into the

picture. There are also numerous sub-

titles which do a wholesale business in

heroics, and there is one which quotes
an American naval officer as calling a

submarine of his own fleet, ' U-Boat Num-
ber Seven.'

" Those who attempt to carry the scenes
placarded ' sad ' and ' thrilling ' include
Colleen Moore, J. Barry Sherry, Marjorie
Daw and Noah Beery, who do the best
they can."

—

New York Times.

THRILLS AND COMEDY
" Another trust is shown at the Strand

in ' Dinty,' though this time the hero is

hand in glove with it, buying police pro-
tection with cigars. He is Wesley Barry,
the youngster who scored with Mary
Pickford in ' Daddy Long Legs,' and who
is now elevated to stardom bv Marshall
Neilan and set on the way to acquiring
a temperament. As a San Francisco news-
boy who organizes an amusing newsboys'
trust Barry proves that while this corpora-
tion may not have any soul, it has plenty
of freckles.

" The scenario, written by Miss Marion
Fairfax for this First National picture
relates Dinty's fight against his rivals and
the manner in which he defeats a band of
Chinese highbinders who steal the assist-

ant district attorney's sweetheart. With
secret passageways in Chinatown, a
swinging knife that drops ever closer to
the body of pretty Marjorie Daw as the
heroine, and with darting seaplanes, thrills

and juvenile comedy are well blended
here, though there are some improbabili-
ties, while too many stories are kept going
synchronously and the pathos stop is

pulled out till it squeaks. Barry, however,
weeps as earnestly as he plays everything
else."

—

Ncir York Herald.
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Something the Exhibitor
Should Know

TT is the producer who predetermines, and has made, the pos-

ter for which the exhibitor pays good money. Is he always

a sincere and trustworthy agent to do this without question?

Many of them are honestly ignorant of the difference between a

great poster and a worthless one, and, under those circumstances,

they naturally take the cheapest and not only the cheapest but

some producers never pay one cent for their posters. They
get any lithographer who is willing to do those posters for

nothing in return for the privilege of selling them direct to

the exhibitor through their exchanges and the producer even

gets a rebate on each sheet so sold. Naturally such posters

are entirely worthless. Such lithographers could not pro-

duce a good poster if they tried, and they don't even try.

Their only incentive is to make it as cheap as possible,

which is but natural, under the circumstances. The pro-

ducers that buy RITCHEY posters are the ones who know the

difference and they know it so well that they pay real money
for them. For some of our large producers, it amounts to hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars a year, and still they pay it

because that's the only way RITCHEY posters can be had.

The funny part of this whole affair is this: that the exhibitor

is made to pay for the worthless posters just as much, and in

most cases, more, than for RITCHEY posters. The one real

protection that the exhibitor has against this exploitation is the

RITCHEY trade mark.

Of course, the producer will always attend to the making
of the posters, but it is up to the exhibitor before booking a pic-

ture to see that it is accompanied by posters of value. Other-

wise select one that is so accompanied!

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406-426 West 31st St., N. Y. Phone Chelsea 8388
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This Is Not War with Ghosts
IT

would be decidedly well if we stopped talking

about business uncertainty and devoted ourselves

to the one certainty that is facing the motion
picture with a certainty of wrecking it—unless

we act quicklv and effectively.

That certainty is the Blue Law Sunday.
Our business, in this present period of readjustment,

will only be uncertain as we ourselves make it so. All

that is needed is less waste and more work; less ego
and more cooperation, less guesswork and more fact

figures. We have a buying public and no necessity

for falling prices. What more could be asked?
But the other menace, the real menace, just as bad,

just as unfair and, in a way, far worse than censorship,

namely the national closing of Picture Theatres on
Sunday will be a Certainty if the powerful and well-

financed organization back of it has its own de-

termined way.
If ever the industry needed a clarion call for self-

defense that time is here.

A juncture against censorship has already been ef-

fected by the Exhibitors League and National
Association.

Their united strength and their most intelligent

efforts are immediately needed—action cannot come
too quickly—to counter-check this new and unex-
pected development.
We know the people back of the Blue Law Sunday.

We have met their legislative lobbies, their salaried

agents.

We know their tactics, their state of mind, and we
are aroused to bitterest resentment, not merely because
we have commercially to do with the motion picture
but because as American citizens, we resent the op-
pression of a minority and because as intelligent

human beings, we oppose fanaticism, and the so-called
religion that utterly lacks charity.

But we will accomplish nothing by declaring war,
nor by using war measures.

We will need cool judgment, tact and patience.

We know that the great majority of the people of

the country want a liberal Sunday. We know that
they want motion pictures. We know that the
women's organizations a very large number of
churches and clergymen and most city administrations
and civic societies realize fully and clearly that the
motion picture must be worked with and not against,
must be viewed with intelligence and not with un-
reasoning hatred.

In many a city and town today intelligent exhibitor
leadership has brought about understanding, sympathy
and successful cooperation between the churches and
the motion picture.

We need an extension—a wide extension—of this

same calm, intelligent, local action. The women's
organizations may be relied upon as a liberal and
powerful force. If the National Association and the
Exhibitors League will encourage and direct this local
activity everywhere, we believe that the efforts of the
reform minority will be dissipated at their source.
The screen itself can everywhere be made the agent
of this work.

In a nut shell, this contemplated reform is like any
other of a radical nature. It is the attempted control
of the majority by a minority. The logical move then,
the most important too, whatever else may and must
be done, is the full awakening of the majority to what
is being foisted upon them.
That is our move; and it's our move

—

NOW!
* * *

One Way to Do It

AS a striking instance of what can be done by community
cooperation, we submit the work of the Women's Co-
operative Alliance of Minneapolis.

First a survey was made of the local motion picture situation,
the pictures, picture theatres, curfew enforcement, etc.

This information was presented at a large meeting to which
the local theatre managers were invited. The following spoke
from their respective viewpoints : a clergyman, a school teacher,
a mother, a club woman.
The slogan adopted for the meeting was " Selection not Cen-

sorship." All instructive agencies such as churches, mother's
clubs, Parents and Teachers Associations, improvement, com-
munity and commercial clubs, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.
branches and principals of schools near theatres were united to
select members for a joint committee to work with the theatre
managers.
The Women's Alliance, to quote the words of its Assistant

Secretary, " has always kept in mind that the motion picture
is here to stay; that the manager is not in the business for
philanthropic purposes ; that the function of the motion picture
theatre is primarily a form of relaxation and amusement ; that
these are the things to keep uppermost in mind. . . ." •

And, above all, this; "WE ALSO FIRMLY BELIEVE
THAT THE PUBLIC OPINION ALONE CAN SHAPE
THE DESTINY OF A COMMUNITY."

If every community had this kind of cooperative effort if
public opinion everywhere was thus sounded and met, there
would be no censorship of the motion picture, there would be
no Blue Sunday, and Dr. Wilbur F. Krafts and the rest of the
salaried agitators would be out of their jobs.

WM. A. JOHNSTON.
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Personalities

O ff -Hand Introductions by Robert E . JV e I s h

AS far as this week's page is concerned,

Happy Golucky, the perspiring press

agent who has been contributing more or

less successfully, was fired several days

ago.

Happy is too lighthearted a person for

these parlous times. We have never taken

the trouble to look " parlous " up in the

dictionary, but if it means anything at all

—these are the times.

You've got to be serious and long- faced

to be in tune with the moment. If it isn't

the man who sonorously discusses " gen-

eral business conditions," it's one of the

ninety-nine who can tell you about a new
legislative problem that is facing the well-

known and well-faced industry.

You haven't a chance to dodge trouble

anyway you turn. Unless you happen to

stroll up Broadway some afternoon about

two and see the lines struggling to pay

fifty cents and a dollar top. Witness what
Doug Fairbanks did at the Capitol Sun-

day ; or listen to Joe Plunkett tell of Con-

stance Talmadge's pull at the Strand the

same day.
* * *

LEGISLATIVE problems and "crises"

are here aplenty. A week ago

Charles Pettijohn, Paul Gulick, Freder-

ick Elliott and Jack Connolly slipped one

problem to the trade paper editors over a

luncheon table.

It appears that the tax committee of

some body styling itself rather impres-

sively the National Industrial Conference

Board had prepared a tentative set of

recommendations to Congress. And said

report contains a gentle suggestion that

the motion picture rental tax be doubled

from five to ten per cent.

Nowhere in the report could we find a

tax recommended that would directly

affect the honored members of the digni-

fied committee.

At first thought of such unequalled gall

we naturally got all riled up. Pettijohn

assured us that the heavily-titled body was

apt to be taken seriously at Washington.

We prepared to roll up our own sleeves

and declare war with all the black type

in the case. We had visions of a full-page

rippity-bang slam this week.

Then we thought it over and the more

we thought the less important the National

Industrial Conference Board seemed to

be. So we decided to give the page over

to kidding the report—letting the staff

cartoonist do most of the work.

But there were too many days between

the lunch and press time. The more we
thought about the position of a body of

men appearing before Congress to say,

" Here is an impartially prepared report

showing how you can get a lot of money

by taxing everybody BUT US," the more
we wanted to laugh.

And we worked up a grouch at our-

selves at having been tempted to waste a

page of space on the gentlemen. And
we're sore as the devil now because men-
tal mathematics has shown us that they

have got away with six inches or so.
* * *

BUT the space isn't entirely wasted if

it serves to introduce our own con-

clusion that the National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry is on the

right track now and moving forward. The
greatest " eleventh hour " industry in the

world seems destined to enter this year's

legislative campaigns before the battles are

over. After having wallowed in our own
blood a few years tasting the joys of
" standing with our backs to the wall " we
are going to try to get around early

enough to see what started the fight.

It's a darn cheerful feeling to be able

to say something good about the National

Association. May we repeat the dose

many times during the coming year.
* * *

BATTLE lines are already being drawn
for the Blue Sunday fight. You can't

get Bill Brady to talk about much else

these days. Tuesday of the week we
heard enthusiastic plans for a monster
conference of all business and amusement
interests affected by the Blue Sunday
agitation to be held in New York Decem-
ber 14. 15 and 16. Later we received

notice of a special National Association

meeting on the matter scheduled for De-
cember 3rd. All week there have been

cheerful reports of a line-up of interests
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on this and other legislative questions

between the exhibitor organization and the

manufacturers.
One important point in the plans for a

battle against the salaried agitators for a
Blue Sunday has been called to our atten-

tion by Harry Crandall. Tracing the his-

tory of the various reform movements of

the past several years, it can be seen that

the first shot was always aimed at the

District of Columbia.
The Doctor Wilbur Crafts and others

are a crafty political crowd. They find it

comparatively easy to slip over their freak

legislation as a local matter for the Dis-

trict of Columbia—which has no votes

and to which legislators hold no personal

responsibility. The District is the enter-

ing wedge ; success here leads on to suc-

cess in the nation; failure here could stop

many a reform movement in its tracks.

It looks as though the Sunday battle

will see its first stages in the District.

And it behooves exhibitors and manufac-
turers to consider this the national issue.

* . * *

TURNING to the note-book we find

several interesting items. Harold
Horton, traveler and explorer, opened the

door to the News office this week after

two years in the Orient and South Seas

—

thirty-six thousand miles of travel.

Through twenty-two countries, using sev-

enteen different modes of conveyance.

One river trip that totaled fifteen hundred
miles alone.

And here's a tip : He got us all excited

over a special picture he has made which
will soon be announced and shown to the

trade. Something brand new!
William A. Johnston's " Snapshots

"

note-book lies before us and we see two
items that shouldn't wait tilL next week to

see print. Here they are

:

Ben Blimienthal. Note by a photo in

New York American he has introduced
" Sandwich " girls in Berlin to advertise

picture show at his Scala theatre. Blu-

menthal already has seven first-run thea-

tres in Central Europe—Berlin, Vienna,
Budapest. Is adding more to chain.

Runs his houses American style. German
embargo on American film to be partially

lifted (10 per cent) January 1st. Pre-

dicts gradual increase. Says theatres must
have American picture. German produc-
tion voluminous but poor.

George Davis. Good man with a good
picture—Isobel—which was shown at

Astor last week and got most favorable

comment. One of Curwood's best picture

stories. Striking situations, rattling action,

suspense and unexpected climax. Produc-
tion has followed book faithfully. State

right market to be congratulated in get-

ting so good a picture.
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Exhibitor and Producer Bodies to\

Hold Conference »

Committee of Nat 'I Ass'n and Exhibitor Organization to Meet M

WILLIAM A. BRADY, President

of the National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry, has

accepted the invitation of Sydney S.

Cohen, President of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, for a joint

committee meeting representing hoth or-

ganizations for a discussion of all matters

pertaining to the future and welfare of

both associations, including the censorship

question.

The meeting will be held on December
14th, and promises to be one of the most
important ever held between exhibitors

and representatives of other branches of

the industry.

Many matters of vital importance to

both organizations are to be discussed, in-

cluding uniform and equitable contracts,

the use of non-taxable music in arranging

scores, the deposit bills, censorship, tax-

ation and Sunday closing.

President Brady appointed the follow-

ing committee in behalf of the national

association to confer with the committee
from the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America: Paul Brunet, chairman;
Adolph Zukor, R. A. Rowland, William
Fox, Lewis J. Selznick, Percy L. Waters,
Albert E. Smith, Samuel Goldwyn, D. W.
Griffith, Jos. M. Schenck, Carl Laemmle,
Oscar A. Price, R. H. Cochrane, Morris
Kohn. Murray Silverstone, R. S. Cole, J.

D. Williams, W. R. Sheehan, J. Stuart

Blackton, John M. Quinn, Lee Counsel-
man, Lewis Innerarity, A. S. Kirkpatrick,

W. E. Atkinson. Hiram Abrams, Harry
Schwalbe, William Wright, H. M. Ber-
man, Samuel E. Morris, J. J. McCarthv,

J. E. Brulatour, W. C. Smith, E. M.
Porter, William B. Cook, Walter J.

Moore, Arthur James, William A. John-
ston, Lesly Mason, Martin J. Quigley,
Arthur S. Friend (Finance), Gabriel L.

Hess (Censorship). Charles C. Pettijohn
(Legislative), Tom Evans (Laboratory),
Thomas W. Wiley (Individual Member-
ship), P. H. Stilson (Transportation), H.
M. Pitman (Film Theft), James R. Quirk
(Vigilance), Paul H. Cromelin (Export-
ers). W. R. Rothacker, E. W. Hammons,
N. J. Baumer, J. Robert Rubin, Arthur
Butler Graham, GeofTrey Konta, A. J.
Banzhaff, Ralph Kohn, E. J. Ludvigh,
Saul E. Rogers.
Sydney Cohen, president of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners, has appointed
the following committee to meet the Na-
tional Association committee relative to

the censorship situation

:

G. G. Schmidt, President Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Indiana; J. G.
Rhode, President Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin ; N. A. Steffes, Pres-
ident United Theatrical Protective

"Dangerous Business"
PETER J. BRADY of the New York

State Federation of Labor and an

ever loyal friend of the motion picture,

writes us a vigorous protest against a film

recently mentioned in newspaper dis-

patches from London, and which, accord-

ing to the dispatches, deals with a
" faked " raid by Sinn Feiners and their

dispersal by British soldiers.

We have no further information about

this alleged picture, and we strongly

doubt that anyone would be guilty of so

unfortunate an enterprise. It is well,

however, to state that the screen wants
no pictures whatsoever of such charac-

ter. No exhibitor would willingly run

such a picture; and every exhibitor will

do well to watch carefully provided any
picture at all of this nature is put in cir-

culation.
WM. A . JOHNSTON.

League ; E. T. Peter, President Texas Ex-

hibitors' Circuit; J. C. Ritter, President

Michigan Motion Picture Theatre Exhib-

itors' Association ; H. H. Lustig, President

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of North-

ern Ohio; W. C. Patterson, Vice-Presi-

dent Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America and Secretary and Treasurer

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Geor-

gia; Joseph Mogler, Vice-President Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri

;

Joseph Stern, Executive Committee Mem-
ber, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, Newark, N. J.; C. L. O'Reilly,

Executive Committee, Member Motion

PictureTheatre Owners of America, New
York, N. Y. ; W. H. Linton, Executive

Committee Member, Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of America and Treasurer

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New
York ; Leo Brecher, Executive Committee.

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, State

of New York
; John Manheimer, Chair-

man Executive Committee. Theatre Own-
ers, Chamber of Commerce, New York

;

Lawrence Bolognino, Executive Commit-
tee, Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,

State of New York ; H. B. Varner, Secre-

tary and Treasurer, Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of North Carolina; E. M.
Fay, President Theatrical Managers' As-
sociation of Rhode Island

; Joseph Hopp,
President Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance;

L. J. Dittmar, President Motion Picture

Theatre Owners' of Kentucky; S. I. Ber-
man, Secretary to the committee.

" As you look over the names of the

committee," wrote Mr. Cohen to Mr.
Brady, in arranging for the conference,
" you will see that practically every part

of the country is represented and that

some of the members will have to travel

a considerable distance to come to this

city. The Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America will not feel justified in

asking these men (who serve without com- J

pensation) to leave their business and give -1

their time and personal attention to organ- s

ization matters unless we can be assured _|

that an opportunity will be afforded to the
members of this committee to take up ques-
tions of the first importance with the man-
ufacturers and distributors composing the
National Association of the Motion Pic-
ture Industry. Among these questions that
call for definite settlement I may mention
that the problem of uniform and equitable
contracts, the use of non-taxable music in

arranging scores for pictures, the deposit
question and kindred matters. The right

of the exhibitor to have his deposits and
advance payments properly secured and
safeguarded has been translated into leg-

islation in the State of New York. As
you no doubt are aware, similar legisla-

tion will be proposed in other states.

Would it not be good business all around
if your association, co-operating with out
committee, can find some method of secur-
ing and safeguarding the exhibitors' de-
posits? This is an absolute necessity, as
witness the recent bankruptcies of various
film concerns that have obtained money
from exhibitors under the guise of de-
posits.

" I am quite sure that the menace of
censorship can be effectively dealt with.
I am in communication with exhibitors in
the state which are now threatened with
censorship. We have every definite plans
as to the most effective way of fighting cen-
sorship. We believe that the first and
most important thing is to educate the
public and to make it clear, not only to the
patrons of motion picture theatres, but to
the public generally, that censorship means
a dangerous innovation and a distinct

threat to their personal liberty."

Hart Is Awarded Verdict
in Suit Against Ince
A wire received from Los Angeles in-

forms that William S. Hart has been
awarded a verdict in the Superior Court
against Thomas H. Ince for half profits
accrued for the quarter beginning at the
expiration of the Ince-Hart contract on
July 13, 1919, and ending October 13,
1919. The amount awarded is $87,779,
the half profits shown by the court ac-
countant appointed as auditor.
The verdict just handed down means

that the William S. Hart contract for
half profits is valid. It is estimated that
the profits accruing since October will
amount to nearly a million dollars. The
suit relates to sixteen pictures which
were made and released by Artcraft prior
to July of 1919. The action has nothing
to do with Mr. Hart's present contract
for nine pictures.
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First Nat 'I of Michigan
Elects Officers

Directors of Associated First National

Pictures of Michigan, Inc., recently

elected at the organization meeting of the

state body in Detroit, met in that city

Wednesday, November 24, for the pur-

pose of electing officers and naming an

executive committee of three members to

direct business affairs for the ensuing

year.

The following officers were elected:

John H. Kunsky, Detroit, president and

treasurer; H. S. Gallup, Marquette, vice-

president
;
George W. Trendle, Detroit,

secretary; Harry Scott, Detroit, general

manager and assistant treasurer. The ex-

ecutive committee of three consists of

George W. Trendle, Herb L. Weil, Port

Huron, and Harry Scott.

The board of directors, previously

elected, consists of John H. Kunsky,
George W. Trendle, and Harry Scott,

Detroit; W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek;

Blair McElroy, Chicago; Herb L. Weil,

Port Huron, and H. S. Gallup, Marquette,

Case Against Blank Enter-

prises Ruled Out
Judge A. M. Post in District Court at

Columbus, Neb., took the Swan vs. A. H.
Blank Enterprises case from the jury and
decided there was no cause of action as

against James M. Martin, local manager
for Blank, and named as one of the de-

fendants. This automatically throws the

case out of court, as the other defendants

were all non-residents and not liable in

this court.

The case was brought under the Jud-
kin's anti-trust act and the amount of

damages asked was $324,000. Swan
alleges there was conspiracy on the part

of the Omaha Film Board of Trade, the

Blank Enterprises and numerous film cor-

porations to blacklist him and put him out

of business. When he could not get serv-

ices he leased his theatre to A. H. Blank
for a period of ten years.

Lee S. Ferguson Goes to

First National
Lee S. Ferguson will become actively

associated with First National Exhibitors
Circuit December 1, in C. L. Yearsley's

department.

The announcement was made just as

Ferguson had rounded out a year with
Selznick Enterprises, the latter half of

which he was Director of Publicity.

Prior to that he was connected with the

Motion Picture News.

More Films for Britain
D. W. Fish, formerly connected with

Famous Players-Lasky, is to sail for Eng-
land in three weeks' time to sell there on
the open market three American pictures.

He intends to open an office in London.
He is staying in New York at the Hotel
Astor.

I Arthur Woods on the Job
j

Col. Arthur Woods

COL. ARTHUR WOODS, formerly

police commissioner of the city of

New York, this week accepted the chair-

manship of the Americanism Committee
of the Motion Picture Industry. He suc-

ceeds the Hon. Franklin K. Lane, for-

merly Secretary of the Interior, who has

had to give up all active work on account

of ill health.

Before accepting the chairmanship of

the committee Colonel Woods insisted

that conferences should be held with the

leaders of the industry to determine

whether or not they wished to continue

the campaign for another year. Confer-
ences were arranged by President Wil-
liam A. Brady of the National Associa-

tion of the Motion Picture Industry and
the leading producers. It was unani-

mously agreed that the work should con-

tinue. Conferences between Colonel

Woods and the editors of the news week-
lies and also the editors of the trade

papers were held and all agreed to give

him their heartiest co-operation in the

movement.
The news weeklies are carrying each

week a picture of a title suggesting some
spirit of Americanism. They report this

scene or title each week to the headquar-
ters of the committee where it is filed.

The news weeklies also are arranging
special patriotic stunts.

The editors of the trade papers have
agreed to continue their support to the

movement. The producers have agreed
to continue the making of special Ameri-
canism pictures and they decided that

there should be injected into every pic-

ture some ideas that would make better

Americans.

<(
Better Picture Circuit"

to Be Incorporated
Incorporation papers have been filed at

Albany, N. Y., for the organization of the
" Better Picture Circuit." This will be an
offshoot of the Motion Picture Theatrical

Association of the World, of which J. A.
Quinn is the president. The announced
purpose of the new organization is to op-

erate as a central, neutral body between
the motion-picture industry and the public

with a view to improve the general condi-

tions within the industry and promote co-

operation to the end that " better pictures

may be offered to the public at prices

within reach of the family pocket-book."

Two years ago, Mr. Quinn launched
the " Better Picture Movement " at Los
Angeles. The organization of the Motion
Picture Theatrical Association of the

W orld followed, the expressed object be-

ing to work through this organization

with the public, the industry and the press

in stabilizing general conditions.

The next step was the formation of the

M. P. T. League for Better Pictures,

membership in which is free to the public.

League members are asked to carry on an
individual campaign for those pictures en-

dorsed by the League. The pictures so

endorsed have been submitted to the M. P.

T. Merit Board and awarded the M. P. T.

Merit Seal.

The Better Picture Circuit will work in

conjunction with the allied bodies already

established ; and its chief function, accord-

ing to a statement just issued, " will be to

work in a strictly neutral relation with all

branches of the industry to bring about an
equitable and economical distribution of

worthy pictures." In addition to Frank
Bacon and J. A. Quinn, the incorporators

are Albany business men not previously

identified with motion pictures.

Missouri Exhibitors Will
Meet in January

The second semi-annual convention and
business meeting of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Missouri has been
called for January nth and 12th at St.

Louis, Mo.
At the first convention held in Mo-

berly, on August nth and 12th, fifty-five

exhibitors were present and the organi-
zation, which now has a membership of

close to two hundred, was formed. It is

expected that more than three hundred
will attend the coming convention, as

business vital to the interests of even-
exhibitor in the state will be contracted.

Selling Classes Started in

F.P.-Lasky Branches
Fred F. Creswell, field sales supervisor

in charge of the new School of Salesman-
ship of Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion, which was recently instituted in the

New York office, is in Los Angeles,
where he is now putting on a course at

the local exchange. Later he will give a

course at the exchanges in San Francisco.

Portland, Denver, Salt Lake and other

cities.
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Marguerite Clark

ARGUERITE CLARK'S first inde-

pendent screen production, " Scram-
bled Wives," is to be released through As-
sociated First National. This announce-
ment is made by Associated First National

Pictures, Inc., in a statement to the effect

that her first production as an independent

star is nearly completed. A few exterior

scenes are all that is necessary to complete

the picture, ready to be turned over to

First National for distribution.

Since her last production there have
been rumors that Miss Clark intended to

retire from the screen and statements to

that effect have even been attributed to

Miss Clark herself. That they were whol-

ly unfounded is established by her positive

statement that she never had any intention

of deserting the screen, but that when her

last contract expired she had decided to

enter the field of independent production.

When the contract expired and after a

short vacation the Marguerite Clark Pro-
ductions Company was organized, a con-

siderable period prior to starting produc-
tion was devoted to a search for a thor-

oughly suitable story to warrant the be-

ginning of actual studio work. " Scram-
bled Wives," which enjoyed a run on
Broadway in New York, and is still run-

ning in Chicago, was selected as the ve-

hicle in which Miss Clark would make her

debut, and once selected no time was lost

in the beginning of the screening.

Edward H. Griffith was secured as di-

rector with A. F. Bernadac as assistant.

Naturally Miss Clark takes the role of

Mary Lucille Smith, and those in the sup-

porting cast are Leon P. Gendron, Ralph
Bunker, Florence Martin, Virginia Lee,

Alice Mann, Frank Badgley, America

Returns to Screen!

Cheddister, John Mayer, John Washburn,
T. A. Braldon, Harry Fisher, Wesley Jen-
kins, Ada Neville and Emma Wilcox.

The present agreement is for the release
of one production only by Associated
First National. There is no announce-
ment as to what the next production star-
ring Miss Clark will be, for it is stated
that the star does not intend to rush work
on schedule. Sufficient time will be taken
on all productions to make the selection
one in Which she feels personally that she
can do her best, and which provides for
adequate handling in other details.

" Scrambled Wives " is from the pens
of Adelaide Matthews and Martha Stan-
ley, and the scenario was prepared by
Gardner Hunting. The role of Mary Lu-
cille Smith is of the same nature as those
which made Miss Clark one of the best
liked stars on the screen.

Most of the filming of the play was
done in New York City with the old Bio-
graph studio as the headquarters for the
interior sets. In the preparation of the
scenes Miss Clark practised a theory she
has held for some time that " standard "

sets often spoil a good story. To guard
against the use of settings of the same
style that may have appeared in other pro-
ductions she secured Walter E. Keller,
William C. Menzes and David C. Flynn to
originate and supervise a complete ar-
rangement of sets for the entire picture.

The taking of the few scenes which are
needed to complete the production and the
subsequent cutting are expected to be com-
pleted by Christmas so that the production
will be delivered to Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc., by New Year's.

Scenario Writing Course
at Temple University

Photoplay study and scenario writing as

a university course will be inaugurated

through the co-operation of the Stanley

Company of America at Temple Univer-

sity with the beginning of the new year.

In memory of the pioneer of the cinema
theatre in Philadelphia the department at

the Broad and Berks Streets University

will be named " The Stanley V. Mastbaum
Course in Photoplav Study and Scenario

Writing."

Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the

Stanley Company, is responsible for the

inauguration of this course. His acquaint-

ance with the host of prospective screen

stories returned by studios to writers be-

cause of the lack of technical training on
the part of amateur, and even profes-

sional, authors, is the source from which
sprung Mr. Mastbaum's decision to have
introduced a photoplay study and scenario

writing course at the Temple University.

According to Mr. Mastbaum, the rejected

writings often contain excellent ideas,

which, if properly developed, would result

in splendid screen plays, but the crude and
amateurish presentation of these stories

to producers at once disqualifies them for

acceptance.

" The course which Temple University
is to establish would seem to meet that

need for instruction that ambitious writ-

ers for the screen require in order to se-

cure a reading for their works," declares
Mr. Mastbaum.

" Never has there been such a demand
for scenarios that will please the public.

Film companies are always looking for
new and original material, and they are
willing to pay the highest prices if they can
secure it, plus the technical details so
necessary in constructing a story for the
screen."

The Stanley Company of America will

support the course and should it prove suc-
cessful will undoubtedly arrange to endow
a permanent chair for the instruction of
this art at Temple.

Nat 'I Ass 'n Considers
Blue Law Agitation

A special meeting of all of the members
of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry was held at the offices of
the Association, 1520 Broadway, New
York City, on Friday, December 3rd.

Consideration was given to the agita-
tion created by the Lord's Day Alliance
and other organizations for federal cen-
sorship of motion pictures and the clos-
ing of the theatres on Sunday.

Robertson- Cole a Member
of Nat 'I Ass'n

The Robertson-Cole Distributing Cor-
poration is the latest film distributing
:ompany to join the National Association
:>f the Motion Picture Industry.

Rudolph Not Connected
with Detroit Showing

The November 27th issue of the Mo-
tion Picture News erroneously gave the

credit for the successful presentation of
" Madonnas and Men," at the Madison
theatre in Detroit recently, to Bill Ru-
dolph. Mr. Rudolph was in charge of the

presentation of the Jans feature at the

Strand theatre in Toronto, Canada, during
the week of November 21st.

About Rental Prices
" Are Rentals Out of Focus? " we asked

some few weeks ago. The replies from
small exhibitors were quick to tell us
that they were.
Al Lichtman spoke up on behalf of

the sales managers and explained his

corporation's method of meeting pres-

ent rental problems with justice to all

classes of exhibitors.

Next week we will have still further
interesting chapters in this discussion.

George Meeker has responded to our in-

vitation with a contribution that is cer-

tain to arouse discussion. Then there

are snappy letters from exhibitors and
other worth while side lights.

Heavy Demand for Tickets
to Big Movie Ball

The allotment of boxes for the ball and
entertainment of the Chamber of Com-
merce is taking place this week with the
demand threatening to consume the sup-
ply even before a chance is given outside
patrons. The ball will be held at the
Hotel Astor in New York on January 5.

The unusual feature of the affair will

be the Midway Plaisance, composed of
high-class county fair attractions con-
ducted by real outdoor showmen and
characterized by many quaint and pic-

turesque features. A giant crystal maze,
a gig-saw house of mystery and about
fourteen other mysterious affairs will be
seen on the midway.

Already demands for tickets and boxes
have been received from Chicago, Phila-

delphia, Boston, Cleveland, Washington
and Pittsburgh.

The Chamber of Commerce has opened
an office at the Hotel Astor, from which
place the ball committees will work and
at which they can be addressed.
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Will Indianapolis Shut Down
on Sunday Movies?

Indianapolis exhibitors and vaudeville house managers have been waiting with
much trepidation for possible orders from city authorities to close all theatres on
Sunday as a result of the action of Glen E. Black, manager of the Park theatre, a
local burlesque house, in continuing to put on his regular burlesque program on
Sunday despite police orders to the contrary. Street clothes for the actors and
vaudeville acts only, were the requirements stipulated by the police for Black to
remain open. He obeyed instructions for one Sunday; but on learning that every
vaudeville house in the city was going ahead as usual without police interference,
Black decided to put on his regular bill on Sundays. As yet no further action has.

been taken by the police in restraining Black or clamping the lid on the other forms
of amusement in the city.

The fear that Black's action might result in bringing the lid down on every-
body results from the fact that photoplay and vaudeville houses have been oper-
ating for more than a year merely by virtue of Mayor Charles W. Jewett's suffer-

ance. Several months ago, when the church federation tried to have all Sunday
amusements closed, the mayor refused to be argued into shutting up the " movies."
He did, however, decree that the regular vaudeville, burlesque and legitimate shows
should not be given on the first day of the week.

The legitimate houses have never attempted to open, except for classical con-
certs and the like given now and then on Sunday afternoons; and the burlesque
people have made no attempt until Black's. The vaudeville managers gradually
transformed the musical and movie programs which they started out with under
the mayor's edict until for several months they have been going ahead as usual.

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana believe the time is ripe for a
movement to get a bill legalizing Sunday movies.

| Britain Flooded with Film
|

J. C. Graham

THE most serious problem confront-

ing the British exhibitor today is the

lack of high-grade theatres, in the opinion

of John Cecil Graham, managing director

of the Famous Players Film Company,
Ltd., Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.,

and the Famous Players-Lasky British

Producers, Ltd., who came to New York
from London last week on his annual

business trip to the home office of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Ap-
proximately 1,500 new theatres must be

built before the competitive exhibition of

motion pictures can be undertaken on the

scale which will best appeal to the British

imagination, in his opinion.
" Great Britain is an island entirely

inundated with film," said Mr. Graham
in discussing business conditions abroad.
" Not only are more American and for-

eign films coming into the market, but

the British producers have been increas-

ingly active. The result is that the British

industry has a vast amount of film for

which it can find no immediate use. With
all of these resources to choose from, the

exhibitor has no difficulty in arranging
his program, and most of them are booked
up far in advance.

" The problems confronting the British

industry today are mainly the outgrowth
of the war, but will be solved once the

shortage in theatres is corrected. At the

present time there are about 3,800 motion
picture theatres of all classes, catering to

a population of 46,000,000.
" It is probable that the Government

may relax its restrictions against so-called

luxury construction work during the com-
ing year, but this will by no means elimi-

nate all of the difficulties. Building mate-
rials and labor are still scarce and it will

take some time to complete a building

program of the magnitude I have sug-
gested.

" Competitive, showmanship will follow
on a much more important scale than at

present, once the British industry is well
supplied with theatres.

Reception of Loew Stars
in Canada Criticized

Criticism of the attention which has

been showered upon the twelve moving
pictures actresses who had accompanied
Marcus Loew to Ottawa and Montreal
for the opening of the new Loew theatre

in the Capital and for a visit to the Mon-
treal Loew theatre, has continued in both

cities of the Dominion. In both centres

immense crowds had turned out to greet

the screen celebrities and there was a

variety of receptions, luncheons and other

events, but wide and numerous complaints

were made by various interests regarding

the stunts.

Col. George Ham, a prominent citizen

of Montreal, declared, in a public utter-

ance on November 17, that Mayor Med-
eric Martin " made a laughing stock of

the city, as the people had done for the

city of Ottawa."

According to a statement of William
Goldman, manager of the seventeen first

run theatres controlled by the Famous
Players-Lasky Missouri Corporation in

St. Louis, more than $400,000 will be ex-
pended during the next twelve months
for advertising and publicity purposes.
This sum will be appropriated merely for

the houses in the city of St. Louis alone
and will not go toward the expenditure
of theatres owned by the corporation out-
side of this city. The statement was
made public November 20.

The great proportion of the advertis-
ing will be done in local newspapers and
advertising matter is being prepared for

several series of whole page ads. More
than 1,000 billboards will be erected in

and about the city displaying posters of

the week's presentations.
The theatres to be benefited by this

mammoth appropriation are: Missouri,
Del Monte, Kings, Mozart, Pershing,
King's Airdome, Lindell, Arco, Novelty,
Gravois, Grand-Florrisant, Juniata, Shen-
andoah, Maffitt, Lafayette, Lowell, and
the new Criterion, which will open ap-
proximately December 15.

British Picture Showing
in Canada; More Due
Moving picture features from England

have been receiving serious consideration
in Eastern Canada recently, and the in-

vasion of the Canadian market by the
British producers now seems to be really

under way. Good use is apparently being
made with a truly good English release

to pave the way for developments, this

being the Hepworth picture, " Alf's But-
ton," which has already secured consider-

able success in Montreal, Ottawa and To-
ronto. There is a general tendency to

compare this picture with " The Better
'Ole," and it is freely declared on all sides

that the " Button " is better than the
" 'Ole."

The premier Canadian run for " Alf's

Button " was held at the Holman theatre,

Montreal, where it was presented for

eight days, the engagement terminating

on November 28. It was then transferred

to the Centre theatre, Ottawa, a large

downtown house, where it was shown foi

the whole week of November 29 at prices

ranging up to 45 cents, this being the reg-

ular scale. This seven-reel picture has

also had its first presentation in Toronto
Prior to its presentation in Montreal

Col. Ernest Chambers of Ottawa, a prom
inent official of the Canadian House o:

Commons, delivered a speech at a gath
ering of exhibitors, reviewers and other:

who had assembled for a pre-releasi

screening of " Alf's Button " immediately

before the Holman theatre engagement
in which he declared that his associates 01

the directorate of the Anglo-Canadiai
Picture Plays, Limited, Montreal am
London, England, were prompted mor
by patriotic motives in bringing Britisl

pictures to Canada than by any though
of possible commercial gain.
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Adolph Zukor Predicts a Year's Run
on Broadway

Paramount Chief Sees Longer Stay for High Class Pictures

A YEAR'S run on Broadway, New
York!

Such, in the opinion of Adolph

Zukor, president of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, will be nothing un-

common for the high-class motion picture

of the future.
" There are policies of the past and

of the future," said the motion picture ex-

ecutive on his arrival at Los Angeles for

his annual visit at the West Coast plant

of the corporation. " The individual or

group aided by policies of the past fails.

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

has adopted a policy of the future in de-

ciding to eclipse all previous screen efforts

by concentrating in one production the

best of actors, of writers and directors.
" Why should a picture run one week

in a first-run house and then be forgotten?

We hope to produce pictures that will

run for weeks and weeks—for a year on

Broadway, New York. There will be no

release date to meet. There will be no

such limitations as in the past may have

been placed on production. There will

be but one consideration—to make the

highest class picture money and brains

can make. Why not, then, a run of a

year on Broadway, New York?"
In enthusiastic terms Mr. Zukor tells

of the change in production methods
worked out by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-

president in charge of Famous Players-

Lasky production.
" It is not a hope for increased revenue

that prompted us to make the change," he

said. " Rather, it is pride in our profes-

sion. To make the best picture that can

be made—surely that is a worth while

ambition.
" It is that same pride in their profes-

sion that has prompted our stars to tell

me how gladly and willingly they will co-

operate in the innovation. I have talked

with them all—Wallace Reid, Gloria

Swanson, Dorothy Dalton, Thomas
Meighan, Elsie Ferguson, in fact with all

of them. Willing to co-operate? Why,
i; they are enthusiastic about it. They all

are big enough to see that having a part

in a combination of people of great talent

and equal rank is not a detriment, but a

great advantage to them. They see the

possibilities of the new policy. Pride in

their work and in their profession causes

them to welcome the opportunity to do
better work in better productions. Their
attitude, to me, is the most gratifving of

all.

" I am a dreamer, I presume. But all

who try to look ahead are dreamers.
Some have the faculty of making their

dreams come true—that is the only dif-

§ ference between dreamers.
Mr. Zukor believes that the educational

Fire Does $20,000 Dam-
age to Metro Office

DAMAGE amounting to $20,000 was
done to the offices of the Metro
Film Corporation in the Longacre
Building, New York, and a valu-

able, specially prepared print of " Polly

With a Past " destroyed, when, during

the first showing of the picture in the

Metro projection room on Wednesday,
December 1, one of the reels caught fire.

Within ten minutes the offices were all

in flames, the operator having thrown
the burning film out of his cage into an
adjoining room.
The Metro employees filed out of the

offices and into the elevators, which were
kept running, without disorder.

Richard A. Rowland, president of

Metro; W. E. Atkinson, general mana-
ger, and Jack Meador, publicity and
advertising director, were viewing the

picture which, aside from " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," is said to

be the biggest Metro production of the

year, when the fire occurred. It has not

been determined how the film caught fire.

As the flames spread, the operator at-

tempted to put them out with a fire ex-

tinguisher. He was in danger of being
overcome, when led from the offices by
President Rowland.
The building in which the Metro

offices are located is in the " danger
area " of Broadway, and all available fire

apparatus were called out.

The Metro office will have to be en-

tirely renovated.

possibilities of the screen are tremendous.
" But," he stated, " I prefer to entertain

rather than educate. I believe that by

furnishing clean, wholesome, meritorious

entertainment I can do more real good
for humanity than by trying to teach.

However, I do not mean to minimize the

screen's future in the field of education."
" Motion pictures are being taken seri-

ously," he continued, " by those who first

refused to give us serious consideration.

The reason for this, I believe, is the deter-

mination of some producers to ally with

themselves the very best brains in every

branch of endeavor—in writing, in art, in

costuming, in acting, in directing, in edit-

ing.
" The effect of our securing a number

of famous authors, novelists and play-

wrights, to write exclusively for Para-
mount Pictures— writers with reputa-

tions such as Sir James M. Barrie, Sir

Gilbert Parker, Edward Knoblock, Elinor

Glyn, Henry Arthur Jones, Avery Hop-
wood, and others of equal fame—will be
tremendous. Mr. Lasky is to be given full

credit for succeeding in inducing the

splendid galaxy of British writers to con-

tribute to our photoplays. While, as I say,

the direct effect will be powerful in the

extreme, the indirect effect will be even
greater. One cannot overestimate the

importance of this upon the public—in-

cluding the thinking public—and its atti-

tude toward the motion picture.

Mr. Zukor's stay in Los Angeles will be

short. " One of my chief duties here,"

he said, " will be to discuss with Sid

Grauman his plans for the Metropolitan

theatre, in which I am interested. This,

without a doubt, will be one of the most
handsome and magnificent theatres in all

the world, and I am here to aid Mr. Grau-
man in every way possible to bring about

the realization of his ambition to give Los
Angeles a truly wonderful temple of the

cinema art.

" And, of course, I am watching with

unusual interest the splendid progress be-

ing made by Cecil B. DeMille in his prep-

arations for the start of work on his pro-

duction based on " The Affairs of Anatol."
This picture will be the first under our
new production policy of combining sev-

eral stars in one super-cast and because of

that is of epochal importance.
" Big people in big stories written by

big authors and produced by big directors

—that, in brief, is the foundation of our
dream. As for the realization of our
dream, only the public can be the judge.

But I am a showman, and as a showman
I know that the public must be given
something different, something worth
while, if the public's support is to be won.
And as a showman I believe that we are
about to give the public something that

will win it."

O 'Crowley Made Manager
of Big Fabian House

Jacob Fabian, owner of the First Na-
tional franchise for the state of New
Jersey, and president of the Branford
Theatre, Inc., builders of the new million

dollar Branford theatre in Newark, X. J.,

announces the appointment of Richard J.

O'Crowley, Jr., as managing director of
his new theatre.

Mr. O'Crowley is a former newspaper-
man and had many years' experience in

editorial work. He was also house man-
ager of Proctor's theatre in Newark.

Swedish Film Men Study
Conditions in New York
H. Gustafson and Ragnar Friberg, of

Stockholm, Sweden, arrived in New York
City the week of November 22nd, to study
conditions in the film industry here.

They are representatives of Aktiebolaget
Films, which has been releasing Para-
mount pictures. Mr. Gustafson will re-

main in this country as the representative
of his company, while Mr. Friberg returns
home this week.
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Do Producers Aim for Smaller
Houses ?

Geo. W. Trendel, secretary and general manager of Kunsky Enterprises of
Detroit, takes exception to the opinion of a small exhibitor recently published in

the News, who believed that the film producers make productions for big theatres
only.

"I find in booking pictures for one-week runs," writes Mr. Trendel in a letter

to William A. Johnston, " that almost invariably the exchangeman comes in with a

seven-reel production which should have been made in five, and I am met with the
statement that the producer insists on turning out long subjects because they can
get more money from the small exhibitor for a seven-reel picture than they can
for a five-reel production.

" I believe that 99 per cent of the exhibitors running full week attractions

prefer a five-reel feature to a seven-reel one, as it enables them to give a variety

of entertainment at a two-hour show, which they cannot possibly do when the

picture stretches over 5,500 feet.
" Can you get any of the larger exhibitors interested to a point where they

would be willing to discuss the matter through your publication?"

State Franchise Holders
Meet in Indianapolis

Associated First National franchise

holders from all over Indiana were in at-

tendance at the first meeting and dinner

of the Associated First National, of Indi-

ana, at the Athenaeum in Indianapolis on

November i8th.

Robert Lieber, president of Associated

First National Pictures, Inc., and also

president of the Indiana organization, pre-

sided at the meeting. In a forceful man-

ner Mr. Lieber traced the growth of First

National from its beginning to the present

time, and told of the reasons for the grant-

ing of franchises in Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc. He said the organ-

ization would always stand for fair treat-

ment and high standards of production

and characterized it as a form of insurance

for the independent exhibitor against

trusts and other interests seeking to con-'

trol the exhibiting of pictures throughout

the country.

An advisory committee, which eventu-

ally will become the board of directors of

the Indiana organization, was named by
Mr. Lieber as follows: A. F. Brentlinger,

of the Orpheum theatre, Fort Wayne; C.

E. Potts, of the Blackstone theatre, South

Bend; H. H. Johnson, the new Mars the-

atre, Lafayette; Robert Harris, the Har-
ris-Grand theatre, Bloomington ; B. C.

Kixmiller, the Colonial theatre, Bicknell

;

Ivan Arnold, the Isis theatre, Kokomo,
and Frank J. Rembusch, the Alhambra
theatre, Shelbyville.

Other addresses were made at the meet-

ing by Col. Fred Levy, of Louisville,

holder of the Associated First National

franchise in Kentucky; Samuel Katz, of

the firm of Balaban & Katz of Chicago,

which has the Associated First National

franchise for Illinois; E. Mandelbaum, of

Cleveland, holder of the Associated First

National franchise for Ohio, and Leo
Rappoport, of Indianapolis, a director of

the Circle theatre.

Col. Levy told of his experience in book-
ing pictures before he became interested

in Associated First National, which he
characterized as one of the greatest assets

an exhibitor can have.

Other speakers were Messrs. Katz,
Mandelbaum, and Rappaport.

State Bureau Reports on
Situation in New York
Data compiled by the New York State

Bureau of Municipal Information in co-

operation with the State Conference of
Mayors, relative to the Sunday motion pic-

ture situation in this state, has been put

in the form of a report just issued. The
State Conference of Mayors, with head-
quarters in this city, has been behind a
great deal of. the legislation during the last

two or three years.

The following cities had permitted
their motion picture theatres to open on
Sunday before the law was enacted

:

Amsterdam, Buffalo, Batavia, Dunkirk,
Fulton, Glen Cove, Glens Falls, Hornell,

Jamestown, Lockport, Lackawanna, North
Tonawanda, New York City, Niagara
Falls, Oneida, Olean, Rochester, Syracuse,
Salamanca, Tonawanda, Troy, White
Plains and Yonkers.

Since the law was passed efforts have
been made in Oneida, Corning, Amster-
dam and Jamestown to have the common
council enact an ordinance prohibiting the

operation of motion picture theatres on
Sunday. In all cities the effort has failed

to date.

Since the law was enacted, the follow-

ing cities have passed ordinances permit-

ting motion picture theatres to operate on
Sunday

:

Auburn, Norwich, Corning, Cohoes,
Binghamton, Hudson, Ithaca, Oswego,
Saratoga, Mount Vernon, L^tica, Beacon,
Watertown and Schenectady. Bingham-
ton later rescinded this ordinance.

In Watertown, the council passed the

ordinance over the veto of the Mayor.
Out of the remaining cities in which

motion picture theatres are not now open
on Sunday, no action has been taken on
any ordinance by Albany, Canandaigua,
Cortland, Johnstown, Mechanicville, Mid-
dletown, Newburgh, New Rochelle, Og-
densburg, Poughkeepsie, Plattsburg,

Rome, Rensselaer, Sherrill, Watervliet,
Port Jervis and Elmira.

In the following cities ordinances have
been passed prohibiting the opening of
motion picture houses on Sunday:

Geneva, Gloversville, Kingston and
Oneonta.

Toronto Exhib. Addresses
Zukor on Competition
H. Ginsler, owner of the Iola theatre,

Toronto, Canada, complains of the build-

ing of a theatre in his district by the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Canadian Corpora-
tion, which, when completed in December,
will be in direct opposition to him, states

Mr. Ginsler.

In a letter, dated September ioth, Mr.
Ginsler brought the situation to the atten-

tion of Adolph Zukor, president of Fa-|

mous Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr.
Ginsler's letter reads in part as follows:

" It is my understanding that you control the opera,
tion of the Famous Lasky Film service in Canada.
Your statements announce that it is the policy of your
Company to build houses only where you cannot secure
a fair representation for your pictures.

" By referring to th« records of your Toronto ex-
change, you will find that I have used your service
exclusively when these pictures were presented for mjr
purchase, and I feel sure that if you will secure a con-
scientious statement from the manager of your To-
ronto exchange, you will find that the friendliest rela-
tions exist, and that I have given them every possible
consideration, yet Mr. Zukor, the Famous Players-
Lasky Canadian Corporation are building a house which
will be completed in December, which is in direct
opposition to me."

Eugene Zukor, assistant to Adolph Zu-
kor, replied to Ginsler in a letter, dated
September 17th

:

" I have submitted all particulars to Mr. NathansoB
|

and believe he will communicate with you within a fl

few days."

After an interval, the following was re- 1

ceived by the News from Mr. Ginsler un-
der the date of October 30th:

" It would appear from his reply that he was trying .

to evade the issue and place the responsibility upon
other people's shoulders. Mr. Nathanspn, to whom
he refers, is his Canadian representative and I might
add that Mr. Nathanson has not seen fit to answer
my letter or visit me; hence the action. The matter'
still remains in abeyance."

Then followed a visit of a News repre-

sentative to the New York headquarters of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to

secure an explanation of the case. Henry
L. Saulsbury, of the real-estate office, ad-

'

dressed Mr. Nathanson of the Toronto 1

office on the subject with a view to obtain I

all the details. Following is the explana-

!

tion made by Mr. Nathanson to Mr. Sauls- !

bury of the home office

:

" Mr. Eugene Zukor had already referred this letter
to me and, as I have advised him there is of course >

no grounds whatever for Mr. Ginsier's complaint.
" You will quite understand that the American Com- I

pany should not be held responsible for the actions of
the Canadian Company, as the policies of this com-
pany are after all decided by the directors and are not
governed by any policy which may have been adopted
by the New York Company.

" In this instance we regret hoe fact that we will
be in competition with Mr. Ginsrer, who has a very
small theatre seating less than 000 in this populooa

|

locality; but following the plans of the company, and
in consideration of the present end future growth of

|

that section of the city, it was decided to erect a large,
modern theatre.
"Mr. Ginsler has not been an exclusive customer,

of our exchange by any means. He has purchased
from us about one-third of his requirements and we
have been selling pictures to his tompetitors at the
same time, so I cannot see that he has any cause for
complaint. We are still doing business with him and

|

I have no doubt that we can arrange to have him
remain quite happy and continue to do business with
our company."

Sol Lesser Not to Quit
First National

Sol Lesser, whose split from the in-

terests of his brother, Irving, was an-
nounced in last week's trade papers, states
that the announcement has been mis-
understood in some quarters. Mr. Lesser

(

states that he has no intention of quitting
First National, as some believed.
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF DEC. 4T

With First Run Theatre
WIRE REPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENT

NEW YORK CITY

Strand Theatre

—

Overture — " L e s Preludes,'' by
Strand Symphony Orchestra.

Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.

Scenic—Swat the Landlord—Ches-
ter.

M u s ic a 1 — " Zigeunerweisen," by
Katherine Stang, Violinist.

Feature — Dangerous Business —
Constance Talmadge.

Vocal — " The Pipes of Pan Are
Calling," sung by E s t e 1 1 e

Carey, Soprano.
Comedy — April Fool — Mermaid

Comedy.
Organ Solo

—
" Serenata."

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—Second Intermezzo from
" Jewels of the Madonna."

Special—Silhouette Dance—Nola.

Current Events—Capitol News.
Vocal—" Three for Jack." sung by

Bertram Peacock, assisted by
Capitol Male Ensemble.

Scenic—Capitol Travel Tour.
Musical

—
" Espana," by Capitol

Grand Orchestra.
Feature — The Mark of Zorro—

Douglas Fairbanks.

Next Week—Billions—Nazimova.
Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture
— "Hymn to the Sun,"

from the Prologue to " Iris."

Current Events—Rivoli Pictorial.

Vocal — " Flow G e 11 tl y, Sweet
Afton,' sung by Betty Ander-
son and Male Chorus.

N. HOWARD STREET
Direction Bernard Drpkin, Jr.

For One Week Only— Excfuaive Presentation

The Year's Most Thrilling

And Spectacular Production

Gouverneur Morris
Strange Story of Three Lives

"Trumpet Island"
A Production Totally Different From

Anything You Have Ever Seen

From tbc heart of the »torm a wrecked aeroplane
crajfaed into Richard* 1 londy iaJand. In it he found
the woman be had loved from afar. Fate had thrown
them tofether at Eaat—but he found her now dressed
in weddug finenea under her leather tova. Her mind
had been reduced by the accident to that of a child,
and he' devoted all hia love to win her back to herself.

He had succeeded when the husband appeared. There
wma a fight on the edge of a cliff. Then

—

Terminal
TheBicGCST Cinema <3\
Splash of the/ear

I J-jrr %Ct rrwVi to '.bow
J 0TWV .........

Jug

Buck Jones' * "JUST PALS

TheTHIEF
\ - MiNDi •KRNSTCIM.
\Ohe b!6 Newjtjrk., London «d T>*rli st*$c suocw.
_ym»e S*lrrtf?d Qd>eg 4

T»EARL

THE PKTUPtTUAT HAKES DIMPLZf TO CATCH THE TEARfJ
IT HAS you fMIUNO ArlO CPYING-

Hand drann display half page in size for "The Thief," playing this treek at
the Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J.

This one for "Trumpet Island" in by
the Strand theatre of Baltimore

Feature — Heliotrope — Famous
Flaycrs-Lasky.

Musical — "Gypsy Airs," by Josef
Waldman, Violinist.

Comedy — A Homespun Hero —
Christie.

Organ Solo—Marclie Xuptiale from
" Feramors."

Rialto Theatre

—

" The Life of the Party " and com-
plete bill moved from the Rivoli

theatre for a week's run.

Criterian Theatre

—

"Idols of Clay" closes its run at

this theatre Saturday night.

LOS ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre

—

Overture—The Fortune Teller.

Ballet—Griffith twins, juvenile

dancers in an original act.

Current Events—From Pathe and
Selznick News.

Organ—Souvenir.
Solo by Henry Murtaugh.

Ballet—Theo. Kosloff with a com-
pany of eight presents Southern
Russia dances playing ten min-
utes.

Educational— Pathe Review.
Vocal—Will Myers, basso in solos.

Feature—The Testing Block

—

William S. Hart.

Kinema Theatre

—

Overture—So Long- Letty.

Current Events—From Fox and
International News.

Organ—The Dusk.
Solo by Earle Abel.

Cartoon—Gumps release.

Feature—So Long Letty—Christie
—R. C. Presented with a pro-
logue titled " So Long Letty,"
with a stage setting showing
the ocean with cottages right

and left. A mixed quartette
sings " So Long Lettv " and
enter the cottages which are
semi-transparent when lighted
from rear. Here thev ppse in

silhouette when a visible moon
up center opens and a cupid

appears and does a dance. The
lightings for the stage setting

are for moonlight.
Next Week—The Master Mind

—

Lionel Barrymore.

Symphony Theatre

—

Overture—March Triumphant.
Current Events

—

Fqx News.
Cartoon—Cleopatra—Mutt and Jeff.

Comedy—Pretty Lady—Fox.
Instrumental—Xylophone solo by

local artist.

Feature—From Now On—George
Walsh.

Next Week—The Iron Rider.

Clune's Broadway Theatre

—

Current Events—From Selznick
and Gaumont News.

Fducational—U n i v e r s a 1 Screen
Magazine.

Vocal—Edna May Enos in reper-
toire.

Feature—The New York Idea

—

Alice Brady.
Next Week—Out of the Snow.

Superba Theatre

—

Current Events—International
News.

Comedv—A Fishv Story—Century.
Vocal—That Old" Irish Mother of

Mine. Solo by Lew Farris.

F e a t u r e—Honor Bound—Frank-
Mayo.

Next Week—West Is West.

California Theatre

—

Overture—The Dance of the Hours.
Current Events—From Fox and

Pathe News.
Organ—Milton Charles playing

popular songs.
Comedy—Fickle Fancy—Sennett.
Feature—The Great Lover—Gold-

wyn Special. Presented with
a prologue in which singers at-

tired as artists render selec-

tions from "La Boheme " with
a stage setting representing an
artist's attic studio.

Next Week—Godless Men.

Mack Sennett's Mission The-
atre

—

Overture—Medley of Spanish se-

lections.

Feature—The Mark of Zorr
Doug Fairbanks presenta
tion and opening exercis
which occurred Wednesda
evening given in another vol
iimn.

SAI\ FRANCISCO

Strand 1 heatre

—

Current Events—Select News.
Feature—So Long Letty—R. C. Spe-

cial. Presented with a pro-
logue described in another
column'.

California Theatre

—

Orchestra
—

"Its a Beautiful World,"
" 'Cause You're Here."

Current Events—Pathe Weekly.
Overture—"Mignon " and " Pales-

tenena."
Comedy—-Convict 13.

Organ—The Swan Song.
Special—Dancing act special setting

and seven people.

Feature—Her Husband's Friend.
Next Week — The Wonderful

Chance.

Imperial Theatre^

—

Overture—" June."
Current Events—Imperial News,

compiled from all releases.

Instrumental—Concert Trio in rep-
ertoire.

Vocal—"Old Pal Why Don't You
Answer Me."

Feature—Heliotrope — Paramount
Special.

Next Week—Same bill.

Tivoli Theatre

—

Comedy—The Big Show—Educa-
tional.

Orchestra — " Innesfallen " and
" Valz Trieste."

GARDEN
I SOA I .

Ju f M AU. "£»A - I A, m. In

PAKAMOVNT-AKUIUH PRESL.S T

A MElDDKAMAARDMANCE<gATHRILLING
SPECTACLEALL DfONE SUPREME •jOlS'WEBEB

PRODUCTION •
•

* THEME
deals vrm me nomesT

QUCSTrONOF ALL AGCS *

,
*CHARACTERS'

ARC REAL POLKS. OUTQT A
PEAl TOVN- HI AMERICA

TOOAYI

^'STOBY
IS THE LTC MAFIA Or MEN' .

AND VOMEN VHO ITU UNDER
THE POUCH Or A SCLPISH
tOMAN-ANDTne IMY IN

VHICJ1 THEV FOUND RE
LEASE AND HAPPINESS

~*' CAST
ALL STARS SPECIALLY
SELECTE0 roO The MANY
in POUTANT ROLES'-

("TO PLEASE
lONE WOMAN"

Here is the way the Garden theatre
of Washington advertised "To Please

One Woman "
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Special — Roman Troubadours
Quartette sing Italian and
Neapolitan songs with appropri-
ate stage setting provided. The
act is staged by Irwin E.
Phelps, manager of the Tivoli.

Feature—Curtain—Catherine Mc-
Donald.

Next Week—Harriett and the Piper
and A Cumberland Romance.

f.
Angel or Vampire? /

»

Thia beautiful American fir! didn't know
until ihe joined is the fay whirl of life in

the artiiu' qujuiee of Pan*

ALICE LAKE
Supported by STUART HOLMES in a

' BODY and!

SOUL"

DICK LONG'S
HARMONY SQUAD

HAROLD LLOYD

z
STRANP
COMING W*LL>tt PHO a. "AJeil

Half page for " Body and Soul," by the
Strand theatre of Minneapolis

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Rialto News.
Cartoon—The Hootch Ball—Bray

Goldwyn.
Scenic—A Bit of China—Goldwyn.
Comedy—Edgar Camps Out—Gold-

wyn.
Musical—Special act staged by

Manager Ed. Smith.
Feature—Just Out of College

—

Jack Pick ford.

Next Week—What Happened to

Rosa.

Frolic Theatre

—

Feature—The Marriage Pit—Uni-
versal.

Comedy—Uncle Tom's Caboose

—

Century.
Next Week—Fixed by George.

SEATTLE

Overture—" Stradella " and "Love's
Old Sweet Song."

Current Events—Up in Betty's Bed-
room.

.Feature—Madame Peacock—Nazi-
mova.

Next Week—Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath.

Strand Theatre

—

Orchestra
—"After the Ball is

9ver
"

Scenic—Falling Waters — Educa-
tional.

Comedy—Ex Rays—Educational.
Cartoon—Mutt and Jeff in Egypt-

Fox.
Feature — Behold My Wife —

Famous Players Special.

Next Week—The Love Lawyer.
Liberty Theatre

—

Orchestra—Selections from "Irene"
and "Rigoletto."

Current Events—Pathe News 93
and Liberty Local views.

Comedy—An Elephants Nightmare.
Feature—Love Madness — Louise

Glaum.
Next Week—Always Audacious.

MINNEAPOLIS

New Lyric Theatre

—

Educational— New Lyric Pictorial
Review.

Comedy— Happy Hooligan in The
Blacksmith.

Current Events—New Lyric Screen
Journal.

Overture— The Anvil Chorus from
" II Trovatore."

Feature—Something to Think About
—Cecil B. De Mille.

New Garrick Theatre

—

Current Events—Cinema Periodical.
Scenic—The Isle of Desire—Educa-

tional.

Vocal—"The Voyager" and "There
Is No Death," sung by Charles
Laird, Basso.

Comedy—The Simp-Ham Hamilton.
Overture—"Nomads of the North,"

composed for this week's fea-

ture by William Warvelle Nel-
son, played by New Garrick
Symphony Orchestra.

Feature—Nomads of the North

—

James Oliver Curwood.
Organ Solo— March from " Chu

Chin Chow."
Next Week—Twin Beds—Mr. and

Mrs. Carter De Haven.

CLEVELAND
Stillman

—

Overture—" I Pagliacci."
Theme— Yuletide and Along Came

Another Little Girl, from Jack
O'Lantern.

Current Events—Pathe News No. 95.

Comedy—The Scarecrow, with Bus-
ter Keaton.

Feature—The Saphead, with Buster
Keaton and William H. Crane.

Next Week—Furs and Thrills.

Euclid

—

Overture—Gems from "Apple Blos-
soms."

Theme— A Tender Spot in Your
Eyes, from The Spotlight Girl,

by Victor Herbert.
Current Events—Kinograms.
Comedy—Coming Through the Rye

with Bobby Vernon— Christie
Comedy.

Feature—Behold My Wife.

A display used by Lock's Palace thea-
tre, Washington, to advertise "The
Furnace," playing at the Palace this

week

Next Week— Idols of Clay, with
David Powell and Mae Murray.

Metropolitan

—

Overture — Grand Fantasie from
" Faust."

Theme—So Long Letty.
Current Events — Selznick News

Weekly.
Educational—Bray Pictograph.
Comedy—A Kick in High Life, with

Henry Lehrman.

Feature—So Long Letty.
Next Week—Milestones.

a
JEFFERSON BELOW FIFTH OPEN II » 1 TO II PH

WlL-L-l
RUSSE

-oftKe Law*
. % ^fpowwrfu] storyofih* north.

*q woods, tmkm abound th* tMJl

Here is one for "The Challenge of the
Law," the work of the Rialto theatre

of Dayton, Ohio

Alhambra

—

Overture — " English Fantasie,"
played as a piano solo by Mr.
Groenwold, with orchestral ac-
companiment, and concluding
with an original paraphrase on
"Alice Where Art Thou," by
Emil Ascher.

Theme—" Let the Rest of the World
Go By."

Current Events—Loew's Up-to-Date
News Weeklv.

Comedv—The Scarecrow — Buster
Keaton.

Feature—A City Sparrow.
Next Week

—

Strand

—

Overture—" Faust."
Theme—Liszt's " Liebestraum."
Current Events—Literary Digest,

Universal Screen Magazine.
Educational—Ford Weekly.
Comedy—The Kick in High Life-

Henry Lehrman.
Feature—The Vice of Fools, with

Alice Joyce—Vitagraph.
Next Week—Love, with Louise

Glaum.

'

Knickerbocker

—

Overture—" La Boheme."
Theme—Selections from " The Sun-

shine Girl."

Educational—Ford Weekly.
Current Events—Luke McLuke.
Comedy—Queens Up—Pathe com-

edy.

Feature—The Dice of Destiny, fea-
turing H. B. Warner.

Next Week—Lionel Barrymorc in

The Devil's Garden.

Hoffman-Palace

—

Overture—" Peer Gynt Suite."
Theme—" One Sweet Day," by

Zamicnek.
Current Events—Universal Inter-

national News.
Comedy—Shapes and Scrapes.
Special Attraction—Elliott Four in

musical intrument repertoire.
Feature—Once to Every Woman,

starring Dorothy Phillips.

Next Week—Love—Louise Glaum.

WASHINGTON

Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture—" Ruy Bias."
Current Events — Pathe News-

Topics of the Day.
Comedy—The Suitor—Vitagraph.
Feature—Body and Soul—Metro.
Next Week—Nomads of the North—First National.

Loew's Columbia

—

Overture—Overture Militaire.

Current Events—Selznick.
Feature—Behold My Wife—Para-

mount.
"

Next Week—Behold My Wife con-
tinued.

Loew's Palace

—

Overture—" Faust."
Current Events—Pathe News

—

Topics of the Day.
Feature—The Furnace—Realart.

Next Week—Flying Pat.

Moore's Garden

—

Feature—To Please One Woman

—

Paramount.

Moore's Rialto

—

Feature—Kismet (cont'd.)

Next Week—The Branding Iron.

BUFFALO

Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture—Selections from " Mary "

—Hirsch.
Dance Number—The Bubble Dance.

Presented by Desha.
Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-

lace Reid.
Comedy—A Fireside Brewer

—

Mack Sennett.
Current Events—Hippodrome Re-

view, consisting of selections

from the latest news weeklies,
Topics of the Day and a Pathe
hand colored subject.

Next Week—Don't Ever Marry.

Shea's Criterion

—

Overture—" Stradella " — Thomas.
Vocal—" Whispering." Sung by

Leo Considine.
Feature—Heliotrope — Cosmopoli-

tan production, first time any-
where.

Comedy—Naughty, Naughty Night
—Monte Banks.

Current Events—Criterion Pictorial.

Next Week—To Please One
Woman—Lois Weber produc-
tion.

Mark-Strand—
Overture—" Avalon."
Current Events—Latest Pathe

News.
Feature—The Yellow Typhoon

—

Stewart.
Comedy—Don't Blame the Stork

—

Christie.

Next Week—The Vice of Fools

—

Alice Joyce.

Palace

—

Feature—The New York Idea

—

Alice Brady.

Lyric

—

Feature—The Cost—Violet Hem-
ing.

Starting

Today
Starting

Today
:

OTP EEHKTSTTT
'HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND

»•» "The Blue Ribbon Mutt"
A RaVTWkbaf 0—all Saacaal

The Zoe theatre, one of the Southern
Enterprises string of Dallas, Texas, is

responsible for this display for "Her
Husband's Friend "
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ST. LOUIS

Missouri Theatre

—

Overture—Hungarian Rhapsody.
Current Happenings—Pathe News.
Topical—Literary Digest Topics of

the Day.
^Presentation

—
" Daughter of the

Sun "—Dance by four classic

dancers.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.

Southern Melodies—Missouri Trio.

Comedy—Mack S e n n e t t-Para-

mount.
Duet—Japanese Sandman by Mills

Sisters.

Feature—Dorothy Dalton in " A
Romantic Adventuress."

Del Monte Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from The
Chocolate Soldier.

Scenic—Burton Holmes Travel-

ogue.
Paragraphs—Literary- Digest.

Vocal—Chief Silvertongue from
the Cherokee Reservation sing-

ing, " Wonderful Pal," "Cuba"
and " An Old Fashioned Gar-
den."

Current Events—Pathe Weekly.
Presentation—Fashion Show, fea-

turing 30 local and New York
models attired in the latest

Spring and Summer styles. A
causeway has been erected so

as to permit the models to walk
into the audience.

This quarter page is by the Circle
theatre of Indianapolis, where " The

Scoffer " is playing this ureek

Feature—Enid Bennett in " Silk
Hosiery."

Comedy— Sunshine.

kings Theatre

—

Overture—William Tell.

King's News and Views—Selec-
tions from best known week-
lies and topical paragraphs.

Scenic.

—

Instrumental—Organ solo : The
Love Nest.

Feature—Rex Beach's " North
Wind's Malice."

Comedy—Rolin.

W illiam Fox Liberty

—

Overture.
Current Events reel.

Feature No. 1—Tom Mix in "The
Texan."

Instrumental—Organ solo.

Feature No. 2—Herbert Rawlinson
in " The Five-Dollar Plate."

Corned y—" Pretty Lady "—Fox
Sunshine.

Other programs delayed because of
unusual circumstances.

Special Thanksgiving ad. for " You
Never Can Tell," " The Face at Your
Window " and " Captain Kidd's Kidx,"'
by the Hostetter people managing the
Crystal and Plaza theatre of Waterloo,

loira

DETROIT

Adams

—

Overture—" Dance of the Hours "

from " La Giaconda."
Current Events—Adams Topical

Review.
Educational—Selected Scenic.
Vocal—Emmons and Colvin.
Comedy—" A Homespun Hero.''
Feature

—
" Dangerous Business,"

Constance Talmadge.
Next Week—" Unseen Forces."

Broadway Strand

—

Same as last week.
Next Week—" To Please One

Woman."
Madison

—

Overture—" Orpheus of the Under-
world."

Current Events—Madison Topical
Review.

Educational—Selected Scenic.
Vocal—Ruth Chase and Walter

Pontius singing: " Chines^ Lull-
aby " and " Yo San."

Comedy—Selected.
Feature—" Breach of Promise,"

Agnes Avres.
Next Week—" The Forbidden

Thing."

W ashington

—

Overture—"Serenade," Victor
Herbert.

Current Events—Washington Ani-
mated Review.

Educational—" Mules and Gob-
talk."

Vocal—Eva Tremayne.
Comedies—" Prettv Lady," Sun-

shine. Mutt and Jeff in "The
Medicine Man."

Feature—" The Face at Your Win-
dow."

Next Week—Douglas Fairbanks in

"The Mark of Zorro."

PHILADELPHIA

Stanton— .

Overture—" Cavalieria Rusticana

—

Stanton Svmphonv Orchestra,
led by Albert F. Wayne.

Feature—Madame X—Goldwyn.
Comedy—Torchy Turns Cupid.
Topical Review—First presentation

of important events selected
from all the weeklies of the
world, together with local hap-
penings of interest, compiled
by the Stanton cameraman.

Topics of the Day—Literary Digest.

Cartoon—Mutt and Jeff.

Next Week—An Old Fashioned
Boy—Charles Ray.

Arcadia

—

Same as last week.
Next Week—The Restless Sex.

Victoria

—

Overture—" The Storm," specially

compiled descriptive work, ar-

ranged by Leo Dessauer.
Feature—Out of the Storm—Gold-

wyn.
Comedy—A Fireside Brewer—Mack

Sennett.

Scenic—Frozen Thunder—Chester.

Current Events—Pathe News.
Next Week—Married Life—Mack

Sennett.

Palace

—

Feature—Honest Hutch—Goldwyn.
Current Events—Palace News, com-

piled from several news week-
lies.

Comedy—A Fireside Brewer—Sen-
nett.

Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Next Week—The Hope—Metro.

Regent

—

Feature — Burglar Proof — Para-
mount.

Scenic—A Topical Night.
Cartoon—The Medicine Man—Mutt

and Jeff.

Current Events—Fox News.
Next Week—Partners of the Night
—Goldwyn.

Capitol

—

Feature—The Right to Love.
Current Events—Select News.
Comedy—12 P. M.—Christie.

Topical—Illiterate Digest.

Next Week—A Romantic Adven-
turess.

CHICAGO

Woodlawn Theatre

—

Woodlawn News and Views.
Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.

Comedy—Queens Up.
Overture—"Operatic Nightmare."
Feature—Once to Every Woman.
Intermission " The Blacksmith

Rag."
Coming Feature—The Life of the

Party."

Barbee's Loop Theatre

—

International News.
Ford Weekly.
Comedy—Torchy's Millions.

Overture—"Light Cavalry."
Feature—The Branding Iron.

Coming Feature—What Happened
to Rosa.

Clever display for "Harriet and the
Piper," by the Royal theatre of El

Dorado, Kansas

Randolph Theatre

—

Organ selections.

Feature—To Please One Woman.
Comedy—Dynamite.
Coming Feature—Heliotrope.

Ziegfeld Theatre

—

Scenic.

Comedy—The Pajama Wedding.
Luke McLuke's Filmosophy.
Feature—Clara Kimball Young in

Mid-Channel. (Third Week.)
Coming Feature—Douglas Fair-

banks in The Mark of Zorro.

Pantheon Theatre

—

Universal Weekly.
Paramount Magazine.
Comedy—A Fireside Brewer.
Solo
—

" The Toreador Song," by
Henri Scott.

Overture—" Les Treludes Liszt."

Feature—While New York Sleeps.

Coming Feature—The Daughter
Pays.

CINCINNATI

Walnut

—

Overture—Evolution of " Dixie."
Current Events—Pathe No. 93.

Literary Digest No. 82.

Feature—The Restless Sex.
Next Week—In the Heart of a Fool.

Strand

—

Current Events—Pathe No. 94.

Corned"— The Suitor— Larry Se-
mon.

Feature—Harriet and the Piper.
Next Week—The Cradle of Cour-

age.

One of the Pantheon theatre, Toledo,
Ohio, displays for " The Forbidden

Thing "

Gifts-
Current Events—Fox No. 73.

Universal Comedy.
Feature—Three Gold Coins.
Next Week—The Soul of Youth.
Palace

—

Current Events—Kinograms.
Literary Digest No. 82.

Feature—Monev Changers.
Next Week—Officer 666.

BROOKLYN

Strand Theatre

—

Rhapsodical Overture.
Song Portrait—A living picture vis-

ualizing the meaning of Sulli-

van's " The Lost Chord." A
vast vaulted stained glass church
window with mellow lights filt-

ering through is background
scenic set for the player at his

organ. The organist in cassock
robe sings " The Lost Chord."
Wilfred Gleen, basso, sang the
number. The effect was strik-

ing, and easily the novelty hit

of the show.
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She^had- never seen her mother.
She came from school in disgrace
And then

—

ihe found a Famous Prima Donna I

in"Old Dad's" Arms!
• *** - . . ^ .

•>*• r*

Tbe role of Daphne, the girt, u pUyed by

MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN

Myrtte Stedman and Irving Cummlng*.

-Dt—

Hn the

-Mirror

Midnight

first " Old />«d " display to be se-
cured, four columns by tirelve inches,
:nd sponsored by Saxe's Alhambra the-

atre, Milwaukee

Strand Thrill and Laugh Review.
Thrill events selected by Man-
aging Director Edward L. Hy-
man from Fox News, Pathe
News, etc.

^ocal—Kitty McLaughlin, soprano,
singing Tosti's " Goodbye."

'erpischorean Frieze—At the Foun-
tain—Aleta, Grace, Martha—the

Dancers.
"horeography by Faul Oscard, bal-

let master,
'eature—Dinty—Wesley Barry.
)oll Pantomime — Amanda Brown,

coloratura soprano, as a bisque
doll singing with effective voice
and doll gesture Offenbach's
Doll Song, from " Talcs of
Hoffman."

Pictorial - Melodic Collaboration —
Old Timers' Walt, played by
Strand Symphony Orchestra
with explanatory art film titles.

Introducing " T h e Bowery,"
" The Sidewalks of New York,"
" Sweet Rosie O'Grady," "Daisy
Bell," " Comrades," " Little An-
nie Rooney," " She May Have
Seen Better Days," " The Band
Played On," 'After the Ball."

Mermaid Comedy—The Simp.
Organ Solo—Gounods " Procession-

al March," by Edward Napier
and John Hammond, Organists.

ST. PAUL

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture — " Kamenoi Ostrow
"

(Cloister scene)—Rubinstein.

Current Events—Pathe and Inter-

national News.
Idle Hours in Japan. Color views

at Kinkakuzi Park.
You'll Be S'prised.—Chester-Educa-

tional.

A Forest Idyll—The Minuet.
Melodies from Yesteryear 1. "The

Last Rose of Summer "

—

Moore. Miss Lillian Crosman,
soprano. 2. " The Sweetest

• Story Ever Told "—Miss Lil-

lian Crosman, soprano, Mr.
Georges Trabert, tenor. This
number introduces Arthur

Depew at the piano, R. Briseno
at the violincello and the Capi-
tol Symphony Orchestra accom-
panying Miss Crosman and
Mr. Trabert.

Constance Talmadge in " Danger-
ous Business."

Capitol Grande Organ—" Vox An-
gelica."

Organ Recital—E. J. Dunstedter.

. L "Sybil"—Jacobi. 2. Prelude
and Intermezzo from " Cava-
liere Rusticana—Mascagni. 3.

Popular selections.

DENVER

America

—

Current Events—Universal News.
Scenic—One Drop Was Enough

—

Educational.
Feature—Earthbound.
Next Week—Trumpet Island.

Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture—" La Primavera."
Current Events—Fox News.
Cartoon—The Medicine Man

—

Mutt and Jeff.

Vocal
—

" Your Eyes Told Me So "

—Tenor solo by Harry Harper.
Feature—The Mark of Zorro

—

Doug Fairbanks.
Next Week—Even as Eve and

Married Life.

Rialto Theatre

—

Scenic—The Great Mirror—Educa-
tional.

Current Events—Pathe News.
Educational—Topics of the Day

—

Pathe.

Left lo Drown Like a Bat in a Trap, He Came
Back From ifae Sodden Depths!

'THE RACE OFJHE Af^E|

M.o^'.K^^TbVsupir Hone

Here is a 'quarter page for "Half a
Chance," used by the Colonial theatre,

Tacoma, Wash.

Feature—The Life of the Party

—

Roscoe Arbuckle.
Next Week—Heliotrope.

Taber Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Seranade Roccoco."
Vocal—" Feather Your Nest."

Tenor solo by Jimmie Whitley.
Educational—Screen Magazine

—

Universal.
Feature—Oh, Lady, Lady—Bebe

Daniels.

Industrial—The Birth of a Hat.
Next Week—Rio Grande.

'Unseen Forces" Is Set
for December 6th

The Sidney A. Franklin Produc-
ion, " Unseen Forces," being pre-

sented by Mayflower as a First Na-
ional Attraction, is scheduled for

elease on December 6.

R. A. Walsh has finished cutting

ind titling " Idols," filmed from the

•Villiam J. Locke story of that

lame, and it will be presented
hrough First National by May-
lower as Walsh's second indepen-
lent production. If present plans

ire carried out at the First Na-
ional office, "Idols" will be re-

eased shortly after the first of the

ear.

To Start Guinan Pictures
Victor Kremer
of Series Will

Announces First

Start in January
VICTOR KREMER, President of

Victor Kremer Film Features,

Inc., announced this week that pro-
duction on the first of the series of

Texas Guinan society-western
dramas will begin early in January.
All necessary arrangements have
been completed.

Mr. Kremer states that in spite

of the talk of tight money, several

state righters have already sent in

bids for the entire series of Texas

Guinan productions. They will all

be made in California. The first

four vehicles have already been
selected, it is announced.

Mr. Kremer, it is said, is now
directing his time .md efforts to

planning the production of a scries

of " super-features." These pro-

ductions, it is claimed, will feature
a star of wide reputation. Negotia-
tions for the leasing of a studio in

New York are under way, it is

stated. It is believed that actual

work on these pictures will be
started in January and that ••hey

will be ready for distribution feme
time in March.

Elinor Glyn (left) ; Gloria Swanson (center) ; and Jesse L. Lasky (right)
discussing Miss Swanson's next starring vehicle being written by Miss Glyn

Three Broadway Houses
Show Urban Pictures
Charles Urban's pictures were in

three of the principal Broadway
houses last week. At the Capitol

theatre there was the Kineto Re-
view, No. 18, and at the Rivoli and
Rialto theatres, Dr. Riesenfeld is

showing the Movie Chats.

The Kineto Review at the Capitol

is a marine number that describes
pictorially the trip of Dr. Epitacio
Pessoa from Brooklyn to Brazil,

shortly after he was elected Presi-
dent of that country- Director
Rothafel has presented it in fea-

ture form with a singing number as
a prologue.

At the Rivoli are the pet animal
pictures from Charles Urban's
Movie Chats No. 14.

Robertson-Cole Starts

Scenario Department
Robertson-Cole has established at

its studios in Hollywood a scenario
department under the direction of

J. Stewart Woodhouse and has
started a survey of available stories
for its various stars and producers.
Robertson-Cole will not rely en-

tirely upon published novels and
produced plays or upon original

stories for its material. It will

make selections from both.
" Salvage," which was written by

Daniel F. Whitcomb, and " The
Western Gate," an original story

by M. C. Fletcher, have been pur-
chased. They will be the bases for
forthcoming Pauline Frederick pro-
ductions.

" Good Women,'
-

by C. Gardner
Sullivan, is another story which
Robertson-Cole has just acquired.

It is intended for one of the super-
specials which is being made by
Gasnier.

"Crook Melodramas"
on Pathe List in Dec.
Pathe's New York headquarters

has received highly favorable re-

ports on " Dice of Destiny," star-

ring H. B. Warner, following trade
showings of this picture at various
Pathe branch offices. This type of
melodrama— which is commonly
called the " crook melodrama "—is

said by Pathe to be meeting with
" continued favor." " Dice of Des-
tiny " and the first episode of the

new George B. Seitz serial, " Vel-
vet Fingers," head the release sched-
ule for Pathe for the week com-
mencing December Sth. Both of
these pictures have " gentlemen-
crooks as their heroes.
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EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IV RELEASES

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS FROM IV E E K RUN THEATERS

I i UOl S PL I VERS

Behold My Wife-
Very good picture playin

good business. Held for

week. (East.)

to

second

Undoubtedly one of the best and
most successful pictures of the

year. Played to exceptionally big

business for seven davs. (Middle

West.)

A Western melodrama of the old

days, with specks of comedy. Flot
a variation of " Enoch Arden."
Lots of Indians, half-breeds, shoot-
ing and cavalry, and not so much
of Arbuckle. He should stick to

the short subjects. (Middle West.)

Interesting picture and well put

on which appealed to both men and

women patrons. Did more than

TIE (Mill MUHIT KOTIOI FtCTttE SIMM
OKHisrtAL wnas 5U»OTX>»v OH/fCT'

This is the icay Tom Moore of Wash-
ington advertised Allan Dican's special
production, "The Forbidden Thiny"

average business for a week. (Mid-
dle West.)

:^FORBIDDEN;THING

The' ston,' of ah all-conquering love

- ADOCD FEATURES ALSO RETAINED -

Doing good business second
week. Everyone agrees it's the

kind of picture to hold the atten-

tion spellbound. (Middle West.)

Always Audacious—
An unusually pleasing picture

which ran to exceptionally big

nouses all week. Star an excellent

irawing card. Everybody pleased.

3ood story, well done. (East.)

Idols of Clay—
Drew 13,000 paid admissions the

day it opened. A wonderful draw-
ing card. (South.')

Opening week equalled " On
with the Dance." Held for second
week. Picture makes 'em talk.

(Middle West.)

Went over big. Certainly a sure
fire production, both as to enter-

tainment and box office value.

(East.)

Civilian Clothes—
Broke all records on opening

day. A wonderful feature, highly
entertaining. (East.)

The Restless Sex—
This production, which is a lav-

ish sex attraction, did much better

business than expected. Business
was good for week run. (East.)

A fair picture. Business about
average during run. (West.)

Conrad in Quest of His Youth—
Meighan is a genuine favorite.

Picture liked. Business above aver-
age. (Middle West.)

Picture much below average.
Poor business during run. (West.)

The Cradle of Courage—
Audiences enjoyed Hart in this

different type of characterization.

Went over very good with excel-

lent box office results. (East.)

A City Sparrow—
Mediocre picture lifted from

mediocrity by good acting of Ethel
Clavton and bv splendid direction.

(Middle West.)

o o Oh, Man/

Sins of Rozanne—
Only fair business. No high

points of interest. (East.)

Something to Think About—
Starts second week. Playing to

big crowds. Expect to equal; if

not exceed record made by " Hu-
moresquc," which ran for three

weeks here. (Middle West.)

The Life of the Party—
A laugh-getting Arbuckle comedy

which played to good business for

one week with an increased at-

tendance the last part of the en-

gagement. (Middle West.)

The Frisky Mrs. Johnson—
Fairly good picture for those who

like this star. Fair houses. (East.)

FIRST NATIONAL
The Scoffer—
Was liked by our patrons but did

not provoke any great interest.

(Middle West.)

The Master Mind—
Fairly good picture. More than

usual business. (West.)

Curtain-
Very pleasing audience picture to

good business. Miss MacDonald's
best picture. Story at least for her
rational and she is livening up con-

siderably. (East.)

Dinty—
Wesley Barry in this picture is

proving a worthy attraction and
causing favorable comment
(South.)

The Jack Knife Man—
Started the week but pulled off

Tuesday night. Old characters did

not please. (Middle West.)

A tender story of Mississippi

river life, artistically handled, and
very pleasing. The photography is

excellent, particularly the river

scenes. A good all-around attrac-

tion. (Middle West.)

Wallace Reid is very popular

with our patrons and "Always Au-
iacious " pleased our audiences.

Did good business for the week.

Entertaining picture. Business

vas very good during run. (West.)

The Round Up—
An old rail fence built in front

>£ the theatre attracted attention.

Modern Centaurs" and Pathe

Jews are unusual and helped put

wer the show with a bang. Aver-

ge entertainment. (West.)

DOROTHY

Ifomanfce Mventupess'
idtpted fro* the Starr,

A Whiter Grr Faroriti"

r Chutes Bebnoat Dirk.

TpDAY and TOMORROW

She tickled the chin of the (ay old

arid till it save her fuse and fof-

se.

Then the traded hex heart to a reg-

ular man who gave her only tore.

A zippy trip through plenure'i

playground via Ntay York and
J

Monte .Carlo.

IMPERIAL/ IITI1 J
I r

1
**

1 11-:

Five inch by four column ad for "A Romantic Adventuress," used by the
Imperial theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.

Peaceful Valley—
Charles Ray in any story is

enough to pack this house. In
" Peaceful Valley he is cast in a
role that his admirers want to see
him in. The picture attracted
capacity houses for a seven-day run.
(East.)

Did very well. Picture enter-
taining and box office results good.
(Middle West.)

Old Dad—
Usual average business. Picture

good but nothing extra. (Middle
West.)

{*T//EY'fr£ OFF"
/fflANO'W*.

»wrt 4*1 pJLti. fa. laaMM ru-fiia.

of IWU-IOOO

HURRIED LIFE"
HOilATTtftHOWMAD.
YOU'LL LAUGH YOVKULf CL

SEESS
Ben Turpin Phj-Hi H - .

-

BIG WEEK STARTS SUNDAY

Fifty-fifty display for " The Race of
un Aye" and "Married Life" used by

the Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky.

GOLDWYN
Earthbound—

In spite of special exploitation,

only held up one week. " Too re-

ligious " people said. (West.)

Honest Hutch—
An average picture which played

to poor business. (West.)

The North Wind's Malice-
Good picture of the cold north-

west which did excellent business
for two weeks, having been held
over a second week on account of
the large crowds it drew the first

seven days. (Middle West.)

Madame X—
Opened to only fair business after

big advertising campaign. Business
built up splendidly. (Middle West.)

The Branding Iron-
Art average picture,

office results. (West.)
Fair box

The Song of the Soul—
Poor picture which brought aver-

age business. (West.)

Just Out of College—
Very entertaining feature. Busi-

3 about as usual. (West.)ness
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METRO
Held in Trust—
The title is the only redeeming

feature of show. May Allison is

only fair or possibly poor as a

drawing card. (West.)

An average production. Business
about as usual. (West.)

The Best of Luck—
A poor feature which was re-

flected in the box office results.

(Middle West.)

The Saphcad—
The funniest show you can imag-

ine. Had the house in continual

gales of laughter. Big audience at-

traction. (Middle West.)

Mutiny of the Elsinore—
A strongly dramatic offering that

drew fairly well. Not the best of
this class and a bit too brutal for

many. (East.)

Blackmail—
A weak storv that fitted its star

BRWWAY STRAND
WHOME Of SUP£f? - ^SPECIALS

DETROIT 5 TWO LEAPING PHOTO PLAV THEATRES!

JCCOMP
WEEK
JTflBTj

Aii DetroitTnhuw &y

Half p<l(/v for " Idols of Clay " and " Oh, Lady, 1 ady " opening this tceek at the
Broaduay Strand and Majestic theatres of Detroit

The Dice of Destiny—
The best H. B. Warner has given

up-to-date. Artistic, snappy, with Very entertaining feature,
mystery running all through it, and box office value. (West.)

REALART
The Furnace—

Fair

enough of a love story to make it

seem real. (Middle West.)

VITAGRAPH
The Vice of Fools—

Interesting but utterly improb-
able. However, we opened to bet-

ter than average business. (Middle
West.)

The Master Stroke—
An average production, bringing

average business. (West.)

The Soul of Youth—
Pleasing picture. Business about

usual. (West.)

Last of the Mohicans—
Fair business. Indians and fight-

ing dominate. May please some.
(East.)

O, Lady, Lady—
Is attracting large audiences. A

good feature. (South.)

UNIVERSAL
Once to Every Woman—

Big. One of the best box office

attractions. Splendid acting, di-

recting and photographv. (Middle
West.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
Kismet—
W:onderful Oriental picture car-

ried over another week on account
of big business. (East.)

EQUITY
Mid-Channel—
Only fair picture and business.

(South.)

So Long Letty—
A fair picture doing only a fair

business. (Middle West.)

One of Clara Kimball Young's
best pictures and has done excel-
lent business for two weeks and is

being held over for a third week.
(Middle West.)

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Forbidden Thing—
Seemed to entertain my patrons.

Larger houses than usual. (West.)

A good Clara Kimball Young
feature to which is tacked the arti-

ficial ''book ending" in order to

give the story a happy twist. Out-
side of this, a good picture which
drew well. (Middle West.)

FOX
Blind Wives—
Wonderful picture. Opened big

and kept it up all week. Business
fine. (East.)

George H. Davis, who con-
trols the rights to James Ol-
iver Curwood's story " Isobel

"

announces this week the sale
of three important territories
to leading exchangemen. The
First National Exhibitors Ex-
change of New York, with of-
fices at 729 Seventh avenue,
will release the feature in New
York State; Sol Lesser will
distribute it in California, Ari-
zona and Nevada through the
All-Star Feature Distribu-
tors; Phil Selznick, of Cleve-
land, has purchased Ohio;
and Mike Rosenberg, general
manager of De Luxe Film
Exchange, of Seattle, bought
the picture for Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and Mon-
tana by wire, when he heard
of Mr. Lesser's purchase. Mr.
Davis states that he has re-
ceived inquiries concerning
" Isobel " from State Right
buyers in every section of the
country, and that he is now
choosing the franchise hold-
ers himself in order that
" Isobel " may be in the hands
of the most representative
men in each territory.

Stoll Representatives in
Pathe Offices Dec. 6th
On the morning of Monday, De-

cember 6. eighty men will step into
Pathe exchanges throughout the
country as representatives of the
Stoll Film Corporation of Amer-
ica. This sales force will be pre-
pared within the week to show the
exhibitors in their territory four
products of the Stoll studios.
The first of these productions, as

was stated last week, will be
" Squandered Lives," an adaptation
from " Duke's Son," by Cosmo
Hamilton. It will be released Jan-
uary 2. Featured will be Ivy Duke
and Guy Newall.

General Manager Ralph Proctor
has made five more appointments
as branch managers, leaving but
two to be named. The five are:
Little Rock, Leo Dennison

; Butte,

C. W. Koerner ; Oklahoma Cityj
T. R. Richards ; Los Angeles,'

Howard Stubbins
;
Philadelphia. H.

J. Elliott.

The Texan—
Fairly entertaining. More than

usual business. (West.)

The first display ire have secured on
"The Scoffer," playing this neck at

the Itiulto theatre, Omaha, .Yci>.

beautifully and gave her a chance
to do her best. Obvious plot. Busi-

ness fairly good. (East.)

IWTORCCTEAD1NG PHOTOPLAY

Price of Redemption—
Bert Lytell is good drawing star.

Poor title hindered his possibilities

of doing good business. Subject
was only fair. (West.)

PATHE
Lahoma—
Lahoma is exceptional picture.

Business strong on Sunday, first

day. Great front. (Middle West.)

The Riddle: Woman—
Poor picture, poorlv made.

Everyone dissatisfied. Drew fair

houses but failed to please. (East.)
Half paye for "The Furnace," "Get Out and Get Under" and "Conrad in
Quest of His Youth,'' at the Iloth and Partinyton houses named of San Francisco

Maul Sylvester in " The Birthright,
a Hemmer Superior Production
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Schmidt and His "Shoppers Rest'

Atlanta Theatre
Second Run House in Heart of Shopping District Operating With Succesj

THE Alamo No. 2, Atlanta, is per-

haps the smallest first class

house in town—and yet its box-

office receipts, each night, com-

pare quite favorably with some of the big-

gest. Why? George Schmidt, who is

manager of the Alamo No. 2, has studied

the psychology of his crowds—and he

knows that his strongest appeal must be

made to women. That's the beginning and

the end of his reasoning—and one of the

reasons for his success.

The Alamo No. 2 is in the heart of the

shopping district. The first thing Man-
ager Schmidt did, when he took over the

management of this little theatre a year

ago, was to nick-name it " The Shopper's

Rest." That line always appears in all of

his ads where the name of the theatre is

mentioned. He has kept the by-line so

constantly before the public that, whether

they are conscious of it or not, they use it

almost as much as he does.
" When I first took over this theatre,"

he said, " I used to stand out front and
look at the people who passed by—it would
take three people to keep anything like an

accurate count of them. And then I'd go

inside and look at the box-office totals.

And then I'd look at the crowds some
more."
To the average exhibitor, a house that

seldom runs a " first run " picture is han-

dicapped—at a disadvantage. But Mr.
Schmidt's opinion is just the opposite. He
has a chance to look over the pictures to

find out what they are doing, to note their

appeal to the people in " the other fel-

low's " house before he books them. And
he gets the ideas for his very clever and
inexpensive exploitation stunts from
watching the picture in the other fellow's

house.

Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays and Satur-

days are his strongest days
;
Wednesdays

and Thursdays are the weakest, and when
he is to play a picture that he isn't quite

sure of, a picture of which he has the

faintest doubt, he puts it on for his two
weak days.

On Mondays and Tuesdays, he makes
his strongest play for the women. For on
those days, every merchant on Whitehall
street has a sale on some particular line.

So, on Monday and Tuesday, a "woman
play " holds the screen.

On Friday and Saturday, the chief

crowds at the Alamo No. 2 are the subur-
ban people—for Mr. Schmidt has figured

Rivoli Lighting Effects
Unusual

THE " Hymn to the Sun " from the
prologue of Mascagni's opera
Iris is being used as an overture

at the Rivoli for the current week
with a very wonderful example of what
can be accomplished with lighting ef-

fects in the way of embellishing a stage
setting, the outstanding feature of the
Japanese composition's rendition.

A very simple drop made of pleated
muslin with a couple of decorative ideas
of a futurist cast worked out is the back-
ground for the lighting effects. When
the setting is first unveiled only a dull

blue light is seen. This is in keeping
with the theme of the prologue, which
expresses the break of dawn. Gradu-
ally the degree of lighting is increased
and the colors are blended to light pinks
and scarlet to follow out the prologue
theme further. On the " first rays " of
the sun portion of the composition the
Rivoli chorus takes up the text of the
original opera and sings through to the
finals. Anything like a comprehensive
description of the stage setting is im-
possible. The whole thing is a matter of
colored floods.

out that certain car-lines that pass his door
bring in certain classes of people, so he
cannily plays to them. The Alamo No. 2
runs clear through the block, and on Fri-

days and Saturdays, two main car-lines

bring in men from the railroad shops, boys
from the Military Hospital and Fort Mc-
Pherson, and so on. So Friday and Satur-

day see Westerns, strong adventure films,

and plenty of good comedies.

On these four days, Mr. Schmidt usual-

ly manages to " pull " some odd little ex-
ploitation stunt. A few weeks ago, he
resurrected an old Vitagraph picture,
" 413," a Charlie Chaplin comedy, and a

reel of Timely Topics. He built a small

engine of an old-fashioned type, of compo-
board, had it realistically colored, and ar-

ranged a bit of mechanism which kept the

wheels constantly revolving. This, appro-
priately mounted, attracted considerable

attention. On the engine was the number
" 413 " and the company name, " Sea-
board." This, of course, called forth

good natured railery and comment from
rival railroad men— ever the most jealous

of the rival merits of their companies—
and all this resulted in interest that filled

the theatre despite the fact that both pic-

tures were " revivals."

Mr. Schmidt does not believe in news
paper advertising—at least, so far as hi

own theatre is concerned. He takes fiv

and one-half inches every Sunday, and
two-inch box every day during the week;
Were it not for dropping off the map en
tirely, as he phrases it, he would drop tha
even. He banks heavily on advertising b
way of the screen, and by effective lob

bies. And on the fact that the merchant;
ads bring his people to town—and effectiv

lobbies get them into his theatre.

The fact that, within a little less than
year, Mr. Schmidt has succeeded in cor
pletely " rehabilitating " the Alamo No.
and has now placed it on a sound, payinj
basis, is sufficient proof of his tactic;

But the main consideration—the one witl

out which no man can run a theatre suc.l

cessfully—is good pictures, knowing whc
your people want and giving it to them.

Brooklyn Strand Has
Pleasing Ballet Num-

ber This Week
Manager Hyman is staging a Lall^

number at the Brooklyn Strand this wee
that is a decided novelty. Mr. Hyman ar

Balletmaster Paul Oscard reproduced tl

effect that one gets from certain Grecu
frieze paintings. It was called "At tr

Fountain.'' The living picture reveale

three Grecian maidens in filmy draping
gamboling around a playing fountain

The back drop was pastoral with patch^
of sky and much foliage. The dance ws
not fast, but simple and impressionisti{

It indeed was soothing, a picture of a thoi

sand years ago.

Colonial Theatre Cele-
brates Anniversary

The Colonial theatre, Germantowr
largest playhouse, is celebrating its anr

versary week by running " The Right
Love," supplemented by a fine music]|

program, whose special feature is a nur
ber of songs *by the Stanley quartett

which includes Fmily Stokes Hagar, Be:!

nard Poland, Marie Stone Langston aril

Reinold Schmidt. A specially selecte

surrounding bill also makes this week
features especially attractive, and is fillir,

the large auditorium to overflowing eacj

night.
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On this page is shown some of the exploitation decorations used for the showing of "Kismet" at the Goodwin theatre, Newark, X. J. Manager

Cross put over a campaign for the picture that attracted the attention of every resident of the city
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Lobby painting used by the Rialto the-
atre, Chattanooga, Tenn., one of the
Lynch string, to advertise " Behold My
Wife "

Rogers' Paintings Works
of Art

Above is shown one of E. R. Rogers'

lobby paintings for " Behold My Wife "

when this picture played the Rialto the-

atre of Chattanooga, Tenn. The shadow
box shown in the cut was seven feet wide

by twenty'feet long. In describing this ex-

ploitation stunt Manager Rogers advises

as follows

:

" All lighting effects used on the larger

stages were' used in this box, making this

display a riot of color. Painted drops were
used for background and the use of the

miniature stage setting has been found to

be most effective. We used real shrubbery

and wings to complete the scheme, and the

brilliant colors blended into a most pleas-

ing picture."

This " The Silver Horde " display was obtained
by the New theatre, Fort Smith. Ark.

A New "Married Life" Idea
Goodspeed Gets Grand Rapids Cooks
Interested in Culinary Demonstration

PIES, cakes, doughnuts, biscuits,

cookies, and other delicacies, all

home-baked and all in the lobby of a

motion picture theatre under glass covers.

Will such a display attract attention?

J. W. Goodspeed, manager of the Isis

theatre at Grand Rapids, Mich., will say

so, and exhibit a box office report on a

matinee performance that has set up a

record for all time in that particular sec-

tion of the American exhibiting field.

The lobby display resulted from an idea

which came to Mr. Goodspeed when he

tried to write a caption for a photograph
of Ben Turpin to be used in a display ad-

vertisement for a showing of " Married
Life."

" Hungry " was one of the adjectives

that occurred to him as descriptive of the
" matinee's idol " appearance, and that

word changed the whole idea of the ad-

vertising campaign and originated one of
the most appealing contests ever staged
in Grand Rapids.

When the photograph of the intrepid

Ben appeared in the newspaper it was over
a line reading:

" Ben Turpin declares that poor cook-
ing is the greatest propaganda for divorce,

and proves it in ' Married Life.'
"

Then came the announcement of an of-

fer of prizes aggregating $50 and free

tickets to the Isis, to Grand Rapids house-
wives who turned into the theatre the best

samples of home cooking. The contest

was based on good psychological grounds,
for despite their present penchant for

short skirts, jazz dances and a great many

other things regarded by ministers as be-

ing inimical to home life, the American
woman is inherently proud of her cooking
ability.

Two things developed that Mr. Good-
speed had not expected. A large distribu-

tor of gas stoves arranged for cooperative

window displays calling attention of

women to the fact that his stoves would
give them a better chance of winning the

prize. A Grand Rapids firm of millers of-

fered supplementary prizes of the winning
concoctions. The event in this manner got

triple the advertising Mr. Goodspeed had
planned and two-thirds of it was free.

By the time the picture opened, enough
entries had been displayed so that ar-

ranged on a table under glass they made a

novel and tasty lobby display.

The prizes were awarded at the

Wednesday matinee and the theatre was
unable to hold the crowd that tried to get

in. A teacher of domestic science and two
newspaper men acted as judges, the

teacher judging from a scientific stand-

point and the newspapermen from a sense

of taste and story value. All the entries

were arranged on the stage and judging
was all done in sight of the audience,

which added greatly to the interest of the

event.

The contest carried news of the pictures

into homes that could not have been
reached by any other means of exploita-

tion and the week's business which re-

sulted was a high mark for the theatre.

Mr. Goodspeed is also convinced that it

created a number of new regular patrons
for his theatre.
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McLaren's Prologue for
"Homespun Folks"

An introduction to W. S. McLaren,
manager of the Majestic theatre, Jackson,

Mich., so far as exploitation goes, is some-

thing unnecessary for News readers. As
a member of the Advisory Board Mr. Mc-
Laren has contributed many a story that

aided his brother exhibitors in putting over

the show, as will this account of what was
done for the reecnt run of " Homespun
Folks " at the Majestic, we feel sure.

Always a big user of newspaper space,

McLaren plastered the town with paper

on this picture and told the folks they

were going to get something worth while

in a prologue built around a professional

quartette.

This quartette he secured through a

vaudeville agency, dressed the stage up in

a harvest setting, and had the quartette in

farm costume. Opening to a dimly lighted

stage, the quartette was heard in the dis-

tance singing " Auld Lang Syne ;" then,

as they came onto the stage and the lights

worked up to full, a medley of " My
Wife and I," " The Old Oaken Bucket,"
" Kentucky Babe," and " Massa's in the

Cold, Cold Ground " were sung, while for

an encore, which was demanded at every

show, the quartette returned and sang
" Love's Old Sweet Song," the lights

gradually lowering to permit dropping the

screen and flashing the start of the picture

just as the last strains of the song were
dying out.

Needless to say, this staging helped
wonderfully, and elicited much praise from
the patrons. McLaren also cashed in, in

a publicity way, by having this quartette

booked in for a big Masonic vaudeville en-

tertainment the week prior to the picture,

and had them sing before clubs and other

organizations during the week of the run,

keeping them constantly in the newspapers
during the run.

For the showing of " Below the Sur-
face," the American theatre, Troy, N. Y.,

tied up with the Navy. Above is shown
some of the exploitation " traps " pro-
vided for the picture.

Ballet Number and
Overture Synchronized
THE Capitol is synchronizing its

overture and ballet number this

week. For the overture the beau-
tiful waltz intermezzo of " The

Jewels of the Madonna " opera, placed in

the original between the second and third

acts, is being rendered. Without stilling

the orchestra at the completion of the
number, a silhouette dance under the title

of " Silhouette Dance " is given by Mile.
Gambarelli, Alexander Oumansky and
Doris Niles. The music for the ballet is

the Felix Arndt fox trot, " Nola." The
stage setting disclosed is very simple, a
white muslin backing with a semi-trans-
parent cut-out in front of it on which is

thrown pink and blue floods at the outer
edges. All foots and borders are killed

and flood lightings so arranged as to

bring the dancers into silhouette take
their place.

Troy Theatre Ties Up
with Navy

Because a picture has seen its halcyon
days in the first run motion picture the-

atres no longer suffices as an excuse for

failure to exploit it to every box-office

possibility, especially if some new
method of appropriate exploitation has
been discovered since the film made its

debut. It's never too late to spend money
on exploitation if it offers more than a

reasonable chance of multiplying itself.

This was the axiom demonstrated when
" Below the Surface " showed at the

American theatre, Troy, after having fin-

ished its first and second runs in that city.

In the interim between showings, how-
ever, the virile succession of tie-ups with
the U. S. Navy recruiting forces had been
developed to a successful degree. As a

result when " Below the Surface " had its

run Harry Swift, exploitation representa-

tive for the Albany exchange of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, arranged his

exploitation with an eye to the facilities

provided by the U. S. Navy recruiting

service. Through the cooperation of the

officer in charge he obtained the services

of the company equipped in underwater
suits, diving apparatus and the other para-

phernalia essential to the submarine serv-

ice and the plot of the picture.

The procession paraded the streets of
Troy for four days before the picture

commenced its run and for the entire time

of its showing and attracted considerable

attention. This was especially true during

the hours of the feature picture on the

program, when the company lined up be-

fore the theatre and gave an exhibition of

underwater procedure as far as could be

done without any water.

Although the company used signs that

advertised the U. S. service they also ex-

ploited the picture in the catch line and
served to arouse interest to the extent of a
profitable engagement.

Stage setting designed by W . S. McLaren, manager of the Majestic theatre. Jackson, Mich., for

a prologue number staged in connection with the shouting of "Homespun Folks"
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Lobby decorations for " Down on the Farm " a recent attraction at the California theatre, San Diego, Cal., as told in an accompanying story

Strength of This Sampson Not in His Hair
Exhibitor Gives Rules for Running

Small Town Theatre

4£ A STANDARD scale of prices, a

A% standard grade of attractions,

and well-played music."

Those are the three requisites of a small

town exhibitor, according to R. S. Samp-
son, who has made a big success of the

Princess theatre in Alexandria, Indiana.
" The small town differs greatly from

the city, in that everybody known every-

body and every local activity is regarded

as being everybody's business," is the ba-

sis of Mr. Sampson's argument. " People

don't carry money with them. They take

enough from the houses to pay for the

things they intend to do before they re-

turn home and leave the rest in the China
sugar bowl. That is wThy a small town
man who keeps varying his prices stirs ill

will that he never knows about. People

leave their homes with thirty cents to go

to the pictures and have a soda, and when
they find that they haven't the money to

pay for both, because the theatre has

raised its price, they are disgruntled.
" The small town exhibitor w ill find out

that he can make friends and do better

business by increasing the time he shows
a picture, thereby saving in rental, instead

of increasing the admission price as proof
that the production is extraordinary.

" The exhibitor who makes three

changes a week can do good business for

four days on extraordinary attractions

merely through the exploitation the pic-

ture gets by the honor of being an attrac-

tion singled out and recommended as be-

ing worthy of a longer run. Also, as a

method of getting patronage, nothing that

can beat gossip in a small town, and when
you book a picture that can stand the talk,

keep it on long enough to realize on the

advertising your first night's audience will

give it.

" A set standard of pictures is another

necessity. In a small town, people don't

hear a great deal about productions. You
can fool them into coming for a cheap one,

but you will have to spend more than you
will save to get them in again. The small

town man must remember that his patrons

are dependent upon him for their ideas of

pictures. A good picture can start the

habit of theatre going and a bad picture

destroys it. Every time a patron comes
into my theatre I want him to go away
writh a desire to repeat the event, and un-

less I please him with the attraction I have
he won't be planning to come again when
he goes out.

" I cannot see the pictures before they

come in. An exhibitor in my place has to

have a guarantee of the worth of the at-

tractions he books for he can't see them in

advance. A bad picture will do more
harm than a man can offset by six months
advertising and high-priced productions.

" To the third point that I regard as es-

sential. That is good music. Too many
small town people use mediocre music.

The small town oftentimes doesn't have
the talent and because he feels that music
is an essential, the exhibitor takes the best

he can get. I think low grade music is

worse than none at all. Poor playing while

a feature is being shown spoils the enjoy-

ment of your patrons. The music used
during shows at the Princess all comes
from a player piano. I take care in select-

ing the rolls. I have found that a high-
grade player piano and many rolls can pro-
vide enjoyable music, and while I can't

make the changes as rapidly as I would

like in order to provide a wide range of

incidental music, I can find rolls that fit

with the picture better than amateur ef-

forts to provide incidental music.
" A set scale of prices, a regular stand-

ard of consistently good pictures, and good
music or none, and the small town exhib-

itor needs no sympathy from anybody."

Moore Gives "Kismet"
Elaborate Presentation
Tom Moore is playing " Kismet " at

his Rialto, Washington theatre, for a two
weeks' engagement, after staging an ex-

ploitation campaign that set new records

for the Capital City.

Mr. Moore's exploitation included a

scheme leading all the way from the curb
back to the stage. The door men were
dressed in Arabian costumes, the cashier

as well, and the ushers also joined in this

scheme of costuming. On the stage was
given a prologue in which Theodore
Hardy and a supporting cast of local

players appeared.
This carried to the audience the spirit

of " Kismet," and was backed by a pro-

logue stage setting in which the " Bag-
dad " of the feature is reproduced.
On either side of the stage of the Rialto

stood enormous incense burners which
cast the fragrance of their burning pow-
der down over the heads of the audience.

Special lighting, which had been arranged
for in New York, was used to put on the

prologue.

Costumes for the exploitation and pres-
entation stunts were secured in New
York, Washington costumers not having
what Mr. Moore desired.
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Another view of the "What Women Love" lobby display as staged by the Rivoli theatre,

Portland, Ore.

How Hyman Solves the
"Lost and Found'Troblem

Systematizing the irritating " lost and
found " situation in a theatre has finally

been worked out along the lines of what
is considered a nearly model plan at the

Brooklyn Strand theatre. With scores of

articles being lost in the theatre at every
performance. Manager Hyman decided
that many patrons could either be cement-
ed as real friends to the theatre, or could

by undiplomatic handling be turned into

enemies.

Mr. Hyman has formed a " Lost and
Found " division. Every member of the

Strand staff is an active member and there

is a member of the executive staff in

charge. Every member on the staff has
been directed to return to the office each
article found. If the owner's name and
address is on the found article a polite let-

ter is written after three days informing
him or her of its whereabouts.

When an article has been lost and re-

ported to the lost and found chief the
ushers and employees are notified after the
performances and a search is made for the
article. Nine out of ten times it is re-

turned.

In one week the Strand returns scores
of articles through this system. In a re-

cent week a diamond wedding ring lost in

the lobby was returned to the rightful
owner, as well as a fur worth several hun-
dred dollars, a man's hat, eight wallets, etc.

" Very few articles are lost at the
Strand which are not returned through
some way," said Mr. Hyman. " It makes
extra work, but it also produces friends."

The addition of the " Popular Pictures
Index " as a regular feature of the Ex-
hibitors' Service Bureau leads us to give
credit to Earle S. Nesbitt, manager of

the Linwood theatre, Tarkio, Mo., for
the idea. Mr. Nesbitt told us how he filed

the information contained in the trade
papers for future use. We l.'ked his plan
and borrowed it with thanks and real
appreciation.

"Engagement"Announce-
ments as Exploitation

Medium
Utica's ultra-smart society has received

formal announcement of the engagement
of Lady Rose's Daughter, according to re-

liable information furnished the News.
The engagement was handsomely in-

scribed upon regular announcement sta-

tionery in the most correct society style.

The announcement was part of the ex-

ploitation engineered by Harry Swift, ex-

ploitation representative for the Albany
territory, including Utica, of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, on " Lady
Rose's Daughter," for the picture's en-

gagement at the Avon theatre, Utica.

Swift, who writes a neat script, con-

ceived the idea of making the picture a
society event by sending out hand-written

invitations for the showing of the picture,

which read as follows

:

" Lady Henry announces the engagement
of the beautiful and talented Elsie Fergu-

son, Lady Rose's Daughter, at the home
of the ultimate in motion pictures, the

Avon theatre, in the city of Utica, Nov.
the 18th, 19th and 20th."

The use of the name of Lady Henry,
one of the characters in the picture,

cleared Swift of attempt at subterfuge

and gave an aristocratic tilt to the stunt.

How effective it was, was evidenced by
more than 100 replies which the mail man
brought to the Avon theatre. Some of

them were from fans who appreciated the

unique angle, and wrote saying they

would be certain to attend the picture.

End of the Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., foyer showing decorations for "What Women Love"
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Creston Exhibitors Claim They
Lead the Procession

Iowa Showmen Think Theirs the Best Exhibitors Exploited City in Country

THE best exhibitor-exploited city

in the United States.

This is the claim advanced

for Creston, Iowa, by friends

as well as managers of the two theatres

that serve the 8,000 population with which

Creston is credited in the last census.

They base the claim on the fact that the

two managers within eight months have

built up their two theatres to a point where

the houses average a combined attendance

daily of 1,600, or twenty per cent of the

total population of the city in which they

are located. In the course of a week, the

two theatres combined collect 1 2-5 ad-

missions from every man, woman and

child accredited as a resident within the

exhibiting territory.

The claim is interesting; but the story

of the development of the two theatres

within the past eight months, combined

with the statistics as to what has been ac-

complished by the two exhibitors, would

be an incentive to every other exhibitor

everywhere as to the real drawing power
of exploitation as applied to motion pic-

tures.

In a position now where the two the-

atres serve in the course of a year a num-
ber of people equal to seventy-three times

the total population of Creston, neither of

the managers will admit that the maximum
has been reached and both are fighting

just as hard to increase their patronage as

they were eight months ago when each

took charge of run-down houses at ap-

proximately the same time.

Eight months ago, Creston boasted two
houses that were making only a fair profit.

With the war tax, the admission to each

was 11 cents to children, and 17 cents for

adults, and neither ever knew what it was
to have standees present or a surplus at

the end of the week.

Neither theatre was run as a first class

house, and then, the Adams Amusement
Company asked Miss Katherine Schliep to

go to Creston and make a first class house

out of the Willard.

About the same time E. Metzger, who
had had considerable experience as an ex-

hibitor in Des Moines, with some associ-

ates decided that Creston ought to support

at least one first class theatre and control

was obtained of the Strand, the other

house.

Both Miss Schliep and Mr. Metzger ar-

rived in Creston with the idea of building

up a house without opposition, and found
that they were up against the toughest op-

position they ever encountered in their

lives. Both theatres were immediately
closed and renovated. The alterations in

the Willard were not as extensive as those

in the Strand, where leather upholstered

Simple But Effective

Vocal Number at Rivoli

HUGO REISENFELD'S vocal num-
ber at the Rivoli this week is very

simply but effectively staged.

Betty Anderson, assisted by the

Rivoli chorus singing from off the stage,

renders " Flow Gently Sweet Afton."

The stage setting is a very small interior

backing an opening left in velvet drap-

eries ten feet square. The house and stage

are both dark with the set lighted back
of the curtains by floods. The number
opens with the chorus singing from back
stage. After the first verse Miss Ander-
son renders the next verse as a solo with
the ensemble coming in on the chorus.

6eats took the place of wooden chairs in

addition to the installation of a $4,000 pipe

organ. The seating capacity of the Wil-

lard was enlarged to enable Miss Schliep

to make use of lobby displays, and in fact,

both theatres were brought to an up-to-

date standard.

On re-opening, Miss Schliep asked only

the former scale of prices, 11 cents and 17

cents. She arranged a tasty lobby display

and used big newspaper space. She sent

cards to everybody in the city announcing
the opening. After running a few weeks
she announced a raise in price for

adults to 22 cents with the explanation

that the expense of bringing the kind of

pictures she wanted Creston audiences to

see was greater than the old price made
profitable. At the same time it was ru-

mored that the Strand would charge 1

1

cents and 22 cents when it was opened

;

but Mr. Metzger opened the competition
war in earnest when he re-opened the

Strand with a 17-cent top.

That was eight months ago and since

then the two exhibitors have been fighting

tooth and nail for the patronage of the

city. Neither claims it now, although both
houses are numbered among the best pay-
ing in the state of Iowa and both are
charging 17 cents and 33 cents. The war
is still on but the price feature of it ended
as soon as Mr. Metzger had been opened
a few weeks. He used the lower price

merely as an introductory bargain.

The methods they employed in fighting

for patronage is the thing which has led

to the claim that Creston is the best exhib-

itor-exploited city in the United States.

Both the managers believe in exploita-

tion and lots of it, and both employ nov-
elty exploitation to the extent that the peo-

ple of Creston are constantly on the alert

to identify some new sensation as con-

nected with one or the other of the houses.

It would be hard to enumerate all the

stunts each of the theatres has employed! I

during the time the two present manager1

1

have been in charge. Some of the higrll

spots, however, are worthy of mention aJI
to what can be done by exhibitors irll

smaller towns.

For lobby displays, the Willard probably!
]

touched its high spot when Miss Schliep! I

had a pen erected in the lobby for thel
j

housing of some woolly lambs and a sheep||

dog, with a cut-out of Anita Stewart in thel I

blackground, for the 'exploiting of thata I

star in " The Fighting Shepherdess."

On the other hand, " What Women
Love " inspired Mr. Metzger to invite! I

mothers with infant babies to attend then]

showing so that the babies in carriages inl

the lobby in charge of a nurse gave at-H]

mosphere to the sign that hung on thel I

front of each carriage :

" One thing that women love more than
|

their lives. See some of the other things '

they love and demand inside."

Mr. Metzger used a little colored boy as|

a sandwich-board bearer to put over " The
Twilight Baby," with the wording on the

board, " I am not a Twilight Baby because

I was born one hour after midnight," etc!

An eight-year-old girl and a ten-year-oldf

boy carrying an umbrella on which was thel

wording, " We are ardently in love, and!

long to be rich. See some of the things wei
have to pass through in ' The Greatest!

Question,' at the Strand " put that attrac-|

tion over in great style. A woman richly

|

dressed, driven around the city in an open!

Victoria, with a banner on each side, " Thel
Love Expert. Let Me Teach You How atj

the Strand," and a man wearing the ac-t

cepted costume of a devil distributing

cards bearing the wording, " I am ' In!

Search of a Sinner,' " is the exploitation}

he gave to these two Constance Talmadgel
productions.

Miss Schliep resurrected the old Indian}

cry, used when Creston was a fortified

settlement, of " Polly's Coming," for usel

by a man garbed as a Westerner dashing!

wildly through the city preceding the ar-j

rival of two prairie schooners bearing]

the announcements of the showing ofj
" Polly of the Storm Country." An of-j

fer of free tickets to " Back to God's 1

Country " to every Creston boy whoj
would bring a dog to the theatre, was
the basis of one of the most unus-i

ual parades that ever took place in the

city when the youngsters led their pets

through the streets.

The live wire exploitation which both of

them indulge in is daily proving that there

is no such thing as a maximum percentage

of population that exhibitors can pull into

their theatres.
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Window display for "Lady Rose's Daughter" used by the Avon theatre of Utica, Ar
. Y.

Lyric's Exploitation Wins
Wells Richmond Theatre Stages Great
Campaign for Showing of "Madame X"

ATHOROUGHGOING exploita-

tion campaign was put over for

the showing of " Madame X " at

the Lyric theatre, Richmond, Va.,

by Harry Bernstein, general manager of

the Wells theatres in Richmond; S. B.

Tucker, manager of the Lyric, and W. R.

Ferguson, Goldwyn headquarters travel-

ing exploitation representative. New ideas

were evolved for the engagement and old,

effective ones utilized.

The billboard advertising was the great-

est ever used in Richmond in connection

with any picture—fifty 24-sheet stands

with innumerable smaller posters, lithos,

cards, etc.

Many novelties were distributed, in-

cluding several thousand paper handker-

chiefs on the outer fold of which was
printed in red ink, " To be used only by
weepers at the Lyric theatre, week com-
mencing Monday, Nov. 1, 1920." On the

other outside fold was printed, " See the

greatest mother love story ever written,
' Madame X ', a Goldwyn picture." These
were distributed on Hallowe'en by a

young lady dressed as Madame X in mil-

linery and department stores, in restau-

rants and at dances and other places

where women congregated. The young
woman had a large red letter X two feet

high pinned on the front of her costume
and attracted a great deal of attention.

The lobby of the Lyric theatre was most
effectively decorated. A ten-foot cut-out

of the blindfolded figure of Justice hold-

ing a pair of real scales was placed at the

entrance into the auditorium, where every

one who entered the lobby or looked in

while passing could not fail to see it. Jus-

tice hovered over a smaller cut-out, from
a three-sheet litho, of the principal figures

in the trial scenes which, in turn, was
flanked by a large painting of Pauline

Frederick and by a painting of another

view of the trial scene. The litho cut-out

was placed two feet in front of the figure

of Justice with colored strip lights between
to liven up the setting at night. The effect

of this decorating was extraordinary in

the sustained attention it received from
persons entering or passing the lobby.

The barricade in front of the new Colo-
nial theatre in course of construction, on
which paper for the different picture at-

tractions in Richmond was posted, was
also utilized for " Madame X " exploita-

tion. Seven letter cards reading M-A-D-
A-M-E X were placed on the uprights of

the barricade. The sign could be read for

a distance of a block or more and the loca-

tion is one of the most central in the city.

In addition to all of this an unusually
fine newspaper campaign was carried

through by Zacha Woodall, publicity rep-

resentative of the Wells theatres.

During the presentation of the picture,

while the court room scene was on the

screen, an invisible soloist sang the ever-

popular, " Silver Threads Among the

Gold." It came as a surprise to the audi-

ences and proved a very agreeable one,

adding a unique and appropriate touch.

Albany Strand Special-
izing in Presentation
A dozen or more drops used at the

Strand in New York will be brought to
Albany and utilized in changing the stage,

settings at the new Mark Strand theatre.

There will be a change each week. When
the theatre opened the background con-
sisted of a view of the Bay of Naples, with
Vesuvius in the distance. Last week the
scene was changed to a view of Lake
Como, and next week a glimpse of Hol-
land will be shown. It is the intention of
the management to also use prologues
from time to time. Scenics will also have
a prominent place on the program, " The
Song of the Paddle," " Wanderlust " and
others of a like character having been
booked for early presentation. It has been
found impossible to secure local soloists
with the result that New York vocalists
will be used entirely. Katherine Stang, a
New York violinist, will have a place on
next week's program, while Mary Mitchell
of New York will be featured in the vocal
end of the program during the showing of
" Kismet."

Berg Presenting Novel
Prologue with "So

Long Letty"
" So Long Letty " began a two weeks'

engagement at the Strand theatre, San
Francisco, Sunday.

A seven-person prologue, with singing
and dancing and a beach scene, shadow-
graph, showing five girls undressing, has
been personally produced and staged by
Ellis G. Berg, resident manager of the the-
atre. The prologue is entitled, " On a
Beautiful Beach." Four song numbers
and one dance number are used. Berg has
had many years' experience on the stage
and as manager and has been very suc-
cessful lately in increasing the patronage
of the Strand. He has a wide reputation
as successful showman.

A part of the lobby decorations for " Madame
X" when this picture played the Lyric theatre.
Richmond, Fa., as told in the story appearing

below
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This is the way the Broadway theatre,

South Boston, Mass., decorated its lobby
for the showing of "The Riddle:
Woman."

Youngsters Figure in

Maddox's Exploit-
ation Campaign

The youngsters of Columbus, Ohio,

played an important part in the exploita-

tion campaign which J. A. Maddox, man-
ager of the Southern theatre, Colum-
bus, O.. put over in the interests of " The
Soul of Youth," a recent attraction at the

Southern.

Saturday morning prior to the opening

date, Mr. Maddox announced a showing
of the picture for 1,000 school children,

two being selected from every school

room in the city. The idea was that these

boys would go back and tell their mates

about the picture. According to the re-

ports they did that very thing.

The following day Mr. Maddox was
host to 1,000 newsies at a second show-
ing. Right here a novel idea came to

Mr. Maddox. A few weeks previous

the papers printed acconuts of a Colum-
bus boy, Arthur Sierhoff, who ran

away from home and lived in a piano box
for eleven weeks. The lad earned his

living by acting as caddy for golfers at a

local club. The newspapers had played
this up and public interest was aroused.

Seeing the tie-up between this bov and
the hero of " The Soul of Youth," Mr.
Maddox engaged him to take tickets at

his theatre during the picture's run.

Tickets issued to the newsboys read:
" Come and see the ' newsie ' who lived

in a piano box become a real hero. It's a

swell picture." The newsboys came.
W ednesday the picture was shown to the

Juvenile Court, with Judge Bostwick pres-

ent. On Tuesday the boys' committee of

the Columbus Rotary Club occupied
boxes. Interest in the production was
thoroughly aroused by comments in the

newspapers.

It was increased by the announcement
that the boy who lived in a piano box
would take tickets at the door. And the

grown-ups, attracted by the attention

given to the youth as well as by the word
of mouth exploiting furnished by their

sons, came in a body.

Concerning Hyman's Vo-
cal Number at Brook-

lyn Strand
The song portrait had its introduction

at the Brooklyn Strand theatre recently in

connection with the showing of " Dinty,"

was received with surprise and marked
another Edward L. Hyman origination in

the way of a novelty.

Sullivan's " The Lost Chord " served as

a foundation. Wilfred Glenn sang the

number, seated at an organ with a won-
derfully tinted and high arched church
window as a background. With a flood

of pale lights streaming through the col-

ored panes Mr. Glem robed in cassock

was surrounded with a dreamy soft atmos-

phere chiming in with the words of the

song. As he sang his fingers glided over

the keys. In such sharp relief were the

lines of the effect that one thought at one*

of a superbly toned portrait.

Golden lyre eighteen feet high used as a part

of the stage setting for a prologue presented
by Manager E. J. Heisfeldt of the Alhambra
theatre, Milwaukee, in connection with his

showing of " Nomads of the North

"

Desormeaux Exploit-
ation Campaign for

Humoresque'
No picture ever had a more complete

exploitation campaign than did " Humor-
esque " when it played a week at the Ful-

ler Opera House in Madison, Wis. A. P.

Desormeaux, manager of the Strand the-

atre, desiring to give " Humoresque " a

de luxe presentation at advanced prices,

engaged the Fuller Opera House, instead

of running it in the Strand, which has an
established price and program policy.

Two weeks ahead of the engagement he
launched his ambitious plans. He sent out

dignified announcements to a special show-
ing, inviting leading women, the mayor,
the governor of Wisconsin, state officials

and others. Nearly 200 persons were at

the private showing. Mr. Desormeaux
figured that by holding the showing two
weeks in advance, it would give better op-

portunity for the word of mouth adver-

tising to circulate. He was correct. He
received a score of laudatory letters from
women whose names meant much in Madi-
son.

With this good start, he took advantage
of all other exploitation possibilities of
" Humoresque," arranging window dis-

plays, special newspaper stories, etc.

However, the stunt that attracted most
attention was this: With the cooperation

of Oscar A. Doob of the Chicago Exploi-

tation Department of Famous Players-

Lasky, Mr. Desormeaux arranged to have
returned to him promptly his rental check
for $1,500. He also arranged to get du-
plicate receipts and contract from Famous
Players. He had the check reproduced for

newspaper cuts. He mounted the con-

tract, the receipt and the canceled check
on cardboard and framed the display for

his lobby, announcing that " Humoresque "

was the highest priced picture that ever
played Madison." His newspaper adver-
tising also carried a reproduction of the

check. The price of $1,500 probably
amazed the populace of Madison and they
placed a higher value on the picture than
they otherwise would have done. The
stunt caused a lot of gossip, for the public

likes to feel it is getting on the " inside
"

of the show business by learning the price

paid, etc. In this case, Mr. Desormeaux
had no hesitancy in proclaiming the rental

figure.

And in the face of discouraging
weather, " Humoresque " came through
with tremendous business,
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Seattle Exploitation for

"Earthbound "

" Earthbound " received a newspaper
flash exploitation in Seattle that hit nearly

every person in the city in the eye. It was
due to the ingenuity of J. W. Rankin,
Goldwyn exploitation representative at the

Seattle exchange, and his standing with
the newspaper fraternity. Mr. Rankin
made use of the ghost story contest which
was first used for " Earthbound " in Los
Angeles, but he put it across with a novel

I

twist.

One hundred dollars was offered in
1

prizes for the best ghost stories sent to

, the editor of the Star, illustrating or in

any manner bearing upon the theme of

the photoplay. As a sample of the sort

of story which the newspaper wanted, an
outline of the plot of " Earthbound " was
told in 250 words and printed in a box

\ on the first page of the Star for Saturday,
1 November 6. This was labeled, " The
Original Story," and above it were the

I amounts to be paid in prizes. Still above
I that were the words, " Ghost " Stories,

1

printed in white letters against a black

j

background, while topping the whole an-

nouncement occurred the words, " One
Hundred Dollars," in 18-point capital let-

ters, occupying two lines, also in white
against a black background. And then the
whole space of the announcement, two
columns wide by ten inches deep, was
covered with a splash of red ink as was
the " ribbon " across the top of the page
and the head of the leading story.

After the newspaper was off the pres-

1 ses, Mr. Rankin bought up a few thousand
copies and had the lower half ot the page
red-lined with announcements of the pic-

ture.

"Three for Jack" Vocal
Offering at Capitol

THE vocal number on the Capitol
bill for the current week is a male
ensemble offering, " Three for

Jack." Bertram Peacock sings the
verses with the ensemble assisting in the
chorus.
The stage setting used is a black vel-

vet drop except for a strip in center
through which a water scene is visible.

The singers are attired in sailor costumes.

Imperial, 'Frisco, Presents
Excellent Prologue

Keen understanding of the principles of

stagecraft was evidenced by Leon Levy,
house manager of the Imperial theatre of

San Francisco, which is under the associ-

ate direction of Messrs. Roth and Parting-

ton, when the theatre staged its prologue
for " Behold My Wife."

The tableau evidenced the talent for

which the house manager is known on the

Pacific coast. It was pretentious, artistic

and in thorough keeping with the theme of

the feature picture.

The tableau opened on a darkened stage

which was lightened gradually to reveal a

realistic and bizarre snowstorm effect,

such as one would expect in the Canadian
northwest which furnishes the locale for

the opening scenes of " Behold My Wife."

After the storm ceased and the sky cleared

the full effect of the stage setting became
apparent. The tall timbers shown in the

photograph and their branches are heavily

laden with snow as a result of the storm.

At the back of this was a realistic moon
effect, and around a dimly lighted fire

several costumed Redskins squatted

around a typical Indian wigwam.

All of the characters in the sketch were
singers of the first order. The featured

singer was Miss Thelma Thelmar, well

known in San Francisco for concert and

local stage work. Several solos were ren-

dered, the prologue terminating with Miss

Thelmar's solo, " Pale Moon," which fur-

nished a fitting climax. As soon as the

entire company had completed the closing

chorus, the stage darkened amid generous

applause and the projection machine flick-

ered the first rays of the feature film.
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SmallTown Theatre Does
Good Exploitation

That even the small motion picture the-

atre in the small town can do effective ex-

ploitation was proved by W. H. Osten-

burg, Jr., manager of the Royal theatre,

Gering, Neb., for the booking of " The
Revenge of Tarzan." The picture did a

tremendous business, the credit for which

Mr. Ostenburg gave to the lobby display,

the engagement not being long enough for

word-of-mouth advertising to aid the busi-

ness. Goldwyn's Denver exploitation rep-

resentative aided Mr. Ostenburg in work-
ing out the scheme for lobby decorating.

The cost was almost nothing for the ex-

hibitor was able to borrow the plants used

and the grasses and foliage were gathered

from the woods and the figures cut out of

the " Tarzan " posters.

The most conspicuous thing about the

display was a " Tarzan " 24-sheet, mount-
ed on frames and hung on the front of the

theatre, over the lobby, entrance, from the

roof. The foliage in the upper part of

the theatre entrance reached to the bottom
of the 24-sheet. On the floor were palms,

ferns, grasses and vines which gave very
much the appearance of a bit of African
jungle. A large cut-out figure of Tarzan,
resting his foot in triumph on the body of

the lion he had slain in barehanded con-

flict, with a cut-out figure of a monkey
hanging from the branches, were the out-

standing features of the lobby display.

Two frames of colored stills and paintings

of the thrilling struggle between Tarzan
and the lion occupied the center of the
entrance.

The display was simple but tremendous-
ly effective. The idea is one that any ex-

Here is the "Daddy Long Legs" described in

the accompanying story concerning M. J. Huss
and the Lyric theatre of Monticcllo, Minn.

hibitor, even in the smallest of picture

theatres, can execute with little cost, add-

ing greatly to the drawing power of the

picture. Where the engagement is for

but one or two days such a display is es-

sential as the picture gets none of the

word-of-mouth advertising-.

Huss Gives His Ideas of

Exploitation
M. J. Huss, manager of the Lyric the-

atre, Monticello, Minn., is a firm believer

in the fact that standardization of motion
pictures, and motion picture values, will

become a reality as soon as a sufficient

number of big, merit laden productions be-

come the vogue.

Moreover, Mr. Huss relies not only on
his pet theories to evidence his strong

contention ; but in his demonstration he
has allowed exploitation to play a definite

part in helping him go on record as to the

personal confidence he has in his own
ideas.

Perhaps nothing better illustrates Mr.
Huss' idea than the fact that recently, In

the face of all sorts of offers on the part of

exchanges and film salesmen, Mr. Huss
picked a well-known and already success-

ful photoplay and exploited it as though it

were as new as a 1921- Lincoln penny.

This feature was " Daddy Long Legs."
" Daddy Long Legs " wasn't exactly a
brand new article to that section of Minne-
sota ; but it was a tried and proven article.

For, as Mr. Huss says:

" A good picture should live for ever

—

just like a good stage play. Shakespeare's
' Julius Caesar ' doesn't play for less

money the second time it comes to town

;

nor does any well established entertain-

ment success. Nor should a fine motion
picture."

Mr. Huss' exploitation consisted of a

stunt which comprised a man on stilts, car-

rying a leather hand bag upon which was
the word matter: " ' Daddy Long Legs ' at

the Lyric Theatre, today."

mm''
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Above is shown what can be accomplished at small expense in the way of a lobby display. This is the display ivhich the Royal theatre of Gering,
Neb., arranged for its showing of " The Revenge of Tarzan "
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Above is shown the stage setting and the cast of characters which took part in the prologue
originated by Jos. Plunkctt, manager of the Strand theatre, New York, as described in a recent
issue of the News. Mr. Plunkctt's prologue is being used by all the Mark Strand theatres

for the engagement of "Kismet "

Boosts Local Mardi Gras
Johnson Ties Up With
Instead of Combating

OUT-DOOR affairs, especially those

of the carnival type, are not usu-

ally regarded by exhibitors as be-

ing at all conducive to the increase of at-

tendance in motion pictures. Too many
people are kept out of doors.

Herbert H. Johnson, of Lafayette, Ind.,

is an exhibitor, however, who regards such

an event as one bound to do an exhibitor

good if he will accept it in the proper

spirit.

Mr. Johnson is the manager of the

Luna theatre of Lafayette. The merchants
of his city cooperated in the organization

of a miniature Mardi Gras for the mu-
nicipal celebration of Hallowe'en. The
idea had no more enthusiastic supporter
than Mr. Johnson, who promised the or-

ganizer that he would have a surprise to

add to the merriment of the evening.

Several blocks of pavement were roped
off for the use of the celebrants, who ap-

peared in every sort of costume and, of
course, all of them were masked. When
the merriment was at its height, the shrill

notes of a piccolo were heard from the

upper end of the street. A masked figure,

garbed in the costume of the Pied Piper of
Hamlin, came down the street, dancing
gaylv to the notes of his own instrument
and beckoning to the merrymakers to fol-

low him.

Hundreds of the carnival crowd fell in

in back of the piper. He led them through
the roped-off streets and then just at the
end stopped in front of the Luna theatre.

Several girls wearing fantastic costumes
went through the crowd distributing ice

cream cones and small tin horns with " ye
compliments of Lord Johnson, baron of

Layfayette Merchants
Their Festival Plans
ye pictures of motion."
A great many of those who had taken

part in the parade made their way into the

theatre, but the exploitation of the current

attraction, " The Notorious Miss Lisle,"

was not the object of the parade. On each
side of the tin horns that had been dis-

tributed was the announcement that " Har-
riet and the Piper " would be the Luna's
feature picture the following week.
The horns were taken home as souvenirs

of the occasion and resulted in progressive
advertising of the feature as the story of
the piper's parade was repeated to those
who had not witnessed it.

Irish Question Aids Ex-
ploitation Scheme

" Read the local newspapers — keep
abreast of the times—and make your ex-
ploitation tie-up with current interest and
the news."

That's the advice of R. P. Greer, of the
Victory theatre, Sylacauga, Ala. As an
example of the way Mr. Greer practices
what he preaches, his exploitation on a
recent feature, " The Lord Loves the

Irish."

The local papers had been filled with
the Irish trouble. The feature was booked
to play the Victory just one week to a day
after the death of Terence MacSwiney

—

although, of course, this was a mere co-

incidence. But it, too, had its little part

to play in the finished scheme.

Five days before the picture was to play
and before any prominence whatever had
been given to the name of the picture, or
any publicity attached to it whatever, post-

cards were addressed, in brilliant green
ink, to every name on Mr. Greer's up-to-
the-minute mailing list. On these cards,

also in green ink, was written just the
sentence, " Was it right that Terence
MacSwiney should have been starved?"
There was no signature, and the cards cre-

ated a sensation in the little Alabama
town.

The cards were mailed on Friday. On
Sunday, agitation and excitement in the
little town having reached a high pitch,

two or three ministers either added re-

marks about the mysterious card to their

regular sermons, or " scrapped " sermons
entirely to talk about the Irish situation,

and r incidentally, the card.

On Monday another card was mailed

—

written in green ink, as before, stamped
with a green (one-cent) stamp, and read-
ing: " The Lord Loves the Irish." When
this had had time to '* soak in," Tues-
day's card arrived, with the message. "The
Lord Loves the Irish," at the Victory
theatre, tomorrow and Thursday. Don't
miss it."

Stage setting for "Behold My Wife" used by the Palace theatre, Hamilton. O
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Keegan Runs Complete Serial in

One Evening
Troy Exhibitor Pulls Novel Stunt With Pathe's Serial"Bound and Gagged"

HAT do you think of running

the entire twenty-one reels of

a ten-episode serial in a single

evening ?

Daniel Keegan, of Watervliet, owner of

a 400-seat residential theatre in Troy, first

asked himself the question and then pro-

ceeded to answer it by booking and run-

ning " Bound and Gagged " at a matinee

which started at 4 o'clock, and an evening

show which got under way at 7 :30 o'clock,

with admission prices at 20 and 25 cents.

The scheme proved so successful that

Mr. Keegan is now planning to have an-

other " serial evening " in the near future.

In fact, Mr. Keegan, who has given

much time, thought and money to solving

the present-day problems which confront

the owner of the small residential houses,

is more firmly convinced than ever that the

solution lies to a great extent in the serial.

Finding that his serials on three nights

a week were attracting audiences that

filled his house, Mr. Keegan decided that

instead of keeping his patrons on die

anxious seat from week to week, leaving

them each serial night wondering what

was coming next, that he would run the

entire ten episodes and take a chance at

results.

Starting his matinee at 4 o'clock in the

afternoon, in order to attract the school

children, many of whom had religiously

followed every episode of every serial,

Mr. Keegan went to work and advertised

his scheme in the local papers. As a re-

sult some of the boys and girls, accompa-

nied by their parents or guardians, ap-

peared with their lunches in order that

they could enjoy the picture and still have

their supper.

Mr. Keegan also employs another novel

little stunt in making every one of his 400
seats count in the box-office returns. Find-

ing that his theatre was attracting a great

'many chcildren of the neighborhood, par-

ticularly on the nights when serials were
shown, and also noticing that it was almost

impossible for him to fill the first ten rows
with adults, he substituted long seats with-

out arms for these chairs, and then pro-

ceeded to fill them with the children, who
had no objections to sitting close to the

screen^ In fact, they rather liked it.

Over this section of the house, Mr.
Keegan has placed a man whose duty it is

to see that the children are orderly and at-

tentive, and woe be to the boy or girl who
starts any " rough house " proceedings.
The children know that any cutting up on
their part will result in their expulsion and
as a rule they are a well behaved lot.

The children are mainly from the neigh-
borhood and know one another. Arriving
at the theatre with their parents, they

Strand Has Fine Stage
Setting

A STAGE setting is unveiled at the

New York Strand this week during

the rendition of the overture num-
ber, " Les Preludes," which fits in

exceptionally well with the theme of the

composition.
The setting is first shown during the

storm passages of the number and the

spectator sees but dimly a landscape with

a storm raging at night. Lightning flashes

light up the scene momentarily. Real-

ism is added to the lightning by the fact

that the jagged forks of lightning bolts

are perfectly reproduced.
Gradually as the music grows lighter

the floods on the setting are changed to

sunrise hues and the topography of the

scene is shown. Small hills and valleys

are seen in perspective with a lake and
larger mounds in the distance. With the

lights full up in pink and scarlet a shep-
herd with his herd, a number of live

sheep, cross the stage.

much prefer sitting in front with their

playmates and enjoying the thrills before

them. This little scheme serves to fill the

front rows and, together with the serials,

goes a long ways in solving the financial

problems which the house necessarily en-

counters.

In order to ascertain whether or not this

or that type of pictures appeals to his pat-

rons, Mr. Keegan may be found standing

at the door each night, and knowing nearly

every one as he does, he inquires if the

picture has been satisfactory, and if not,

the reason. In that way Mr. Keegan can

come pretty close to booking pictures that

assure him a full house night after night,

for he changes daily, and a full house, bar-

ring weather conditions, means a steady

bank deposit.

On Sunday nights, Mr. Keegan runs a

somewhat better picture, if possible, than

during the week. For this, admission is

17 cents. During the remainder of the

week, the price is 11 cents, excepting the

single night when he staged the twenty-one
reels at 20 and 25 cents.

" I do not know whether anyone else

ever tried running twenty-one reels mak-
ing up a complete serial in a single eve-

ning," said Mr. Keegan in discussing the

proposition with the News correspondent.
" I concluded that I would try it out and
see what happened, and instead of holding

the suspense from week to week, to give

them an entire evening of thrills at slightly

advanced prices. The stunt was so suc-

cessful that I am going to try it out again,

and if possible, I would like to make it a

monthly feature. There has been a lot of
talk about serials, but I really think that

they are proving the saviours of more

than one residential house. At 1 1 cents,

I am unable to book any first run features,

of course, but I make a study of what un-

people want, I give them good projection,

my house is warm in the winter, and I

look after the youngsters in a way that

relieves the parents and also fills the first

ten rows, and every seat in those ten ro\v>

is wordi a dime to me, and a dime in a

400-seat house must be considered.

" There is one thing, though, that I

think is important," said Mr. Keegan, in

conclusion, " and that is that the film ex-
changes do not consider the small house
as they should. For instance, I some-
times receive films without leaders, titles

chopped off or blurred and in other re-

spects inferior, things that cannot help but

injure your patronage. The small house,

if it is to be successful, must pay just as

much attention to the details as the larger

ones, and people are not going to pay their

money, even if it is but a dime, and return

night after night, if such film is foisted on
them. The little residential house is still,

and I trust always will be, an important
factor in motion picture circles, and the

sooner some film companies recognize the

fact as having a bearing on every phase of
the industry almost, the better off they will

be."

"Homespun Folks" Ex-
ploitation Scores at

Newark
" Homespun Folks " bids fair to be an-

other " Down on the Farm " for exploita-

tion goes. Here is another account of

how this picture was put over, a tale

direct from the pen of FYank L. Smith,

managing director of the Rialto theatre,

Newark, N. J., where
" Homespun Folks

"

has just completed a successful engage-

ment :

" We staged a prologue to the feature

which went over very big. As we are

handicapped for stage space, the best we
could do was to build a miniature stage,

and the set represented the living room of

a farm house with appropriate furnish-

ings. The two characters represented a

typical rural couple. As a duet the solo-

ists offered ' Silver Threads Among the

Gold.' We used great care in the selec-

tion of the music throughout the action of

the picture and hrought out every good
point. As an overture number, the orches-

tra used ' Home Sweet Home, the World
Over,' with various art titles and captions

explaining" how the number would be

played by orchestras in the various coun-

trie's."
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Lobby display used by the Palace theatre, Buffalo, for the showing of " The Leopard Woman "

Osteen'sTreasure Hunt Idea
" Go and Get It " Exploitation That
" Got " Most of Anderson's Fans

THE latest story concerning good ex-

ploitation for " Go and Get It
"

comes from Anderson, S. C., where

even " The Birth of a Nation " played

only two days and " Go and Get It " was
booked for three days. It was the three-

day run which made Manager Osteen of

the Strand theatre decide that ail ex-

ploitation efforts were to be eclipsed for

" Go and Get It."

First of all, he arranged a private

screening for the president and faculty of

Anderson College for Girls, and so en-

thusiastic were they that they promptly

agreed to cooperate with him in every way
possible. He suggested that the students

of the college sell tickets for the picture,

25 per cent of the proceeds of the sale by

this association to be their own for any
use the body chose to make of it. The
president agreed, and five hundred tickets

were ordered for them on Wednesday pre-

ceding the showing of the picture.

Another and most important part of

the exploitation was a treasure hunt,

staged by Mr. Osteen and about two hun-

dred small boys in Anderson. On Friday

and Saturday announcements appeared in

all the papers reading:

" Hidden Treasure in Anderson.

" Go and Get It.

" Boys desiring to compete in this

search will call at the office of the Strand

theatre on Monday at 2 P. M. for their

Go and Get It Tags.

" Lots of fun and a considerable amount

of money for the lucky boy."

And at 2 P. M. on Monday the street

around the Strand was literally alive with

boys. About two hundred tags were dis-

tributed, and the boys were told that a

ten-dollar prize had been left with one of

the merchants in town. No one save Mr.

Osteen and the merchant in question knew
of the identity of the man holding the

prize—and there was considerable excite-

ment when the boys got started. Down-
town merchants were swamped with boys

and inquiries, and the few people so ill-

informed as not to know what was going

on were astounded and puzzled by the

energy and lung-power of the boys. An-
derson's business district is built around

a city square, and for more than an hour

the sound of boyish voices yelling, " Mr.

Osteen told me to go and get it—have you
got it ? " filled the air.

Del Monte Theatre Enter-
tains College Boys

When the ordinary folk of St. Louis
began pouring into the Del Monte theatre

last Tuesday -they were greeted by just

such sounds emanating from the stage of

the largest one-floor motion picture house
in America

:

Rip 'em up ! Tear 'em up !

Give 'em hell ! Pikers !

Rip 'em up ! Tear 'em up !

Ole Washington!
And

White and Blue

!

White and Blue

!

S—T—L—U.
Yes, it was 2,000 university students

who were permitted the use of the theatre

during the second performance for a Pep
meeting. In St. Louis there are two lead-

ing universities
;
namely, Washington and

St. Louis. Every Thanksgiving Day the

annual classic football clash between these

two schools arouses the interest of all the

city. Because of the keen interest

connected with the contest, Manager
Schwartz of the Del Monte conceived the

idea of tieing up a popular annual event

with his theatre.

Accordingly, he offered the use of his

auditorium to the two schools and gave
them each 500 free tickets. The Del

Monte seats 4,000, but this seating ca-

pacity is seldom filled during the second

performance of the evening.

Fowler Stages Prologue
for "45 Minutes"

Bruce Fowler, manager of the Elmwood
theatre, West Utica at Elmwood avenue,

put on a stage setting for " 45 Minutes

from Broadway," similar to that shown at

the Strand theatre, New York, last sum-

mer. Bruce built the Pullman platform

himself and borrowed part of the Pull-

man scenes in the Shriner films shot by
Elmer C. Wagner on the trip to Portland.

As the scene was unveiled a local soloist

sang " So Long Mary," the hit of the stage

play.

Window display for "Chilian Clothes"
when this picture played the Queen theatre,.

Wilmington, Del.
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Stage setting used by the Strand theatre, Omaha, for the engagement of " Nomads of the North

Fisher StagesTreasure Hunt
How a St. Marv's, Pa., Exhibitor Put Over

" Go and Get It
"

ANY exhibitor who is in such a small

town that he thinks exploitation is

merely wasted money because it is

calling attention of his patrons to things

they already know, may learn something
from the first motion picture exploitation
" stunt " ever put over in St. Marys, Pa.

St. Marys has less than 8,000 inhabitants

and the town is so arranged that it is

doubtful if there is anyone therein who
would not know what was playing at the

Temple theatre, if Manager J. C. Fisher
only used pictures in his lobby for

advertising.

• Mr. Fisher, however, appreciated that

exploitation is not so much for the purpose
of letting people know what your theater

is showing as it is for getting the public

worked up into a humor where they really

want to see it.

He had never tried exploitation, al-

though he had attempted many times, un-
til he booked " Go and Get It." The treas-

ure-hunt angle appealed to him and he de-

cided to try it out.

Accordingly, the one daily paper in St.

Mary's, carried an advertisement stating

that some time before seven o'clock on the

opening day of " Go and Get It," at the.

Temple theatre, two $2.50 gold pieces

would be hidden near the " Diamond," a
public square in the centre of the city, and
that the only thing necessary for the pos-
session of one of the gold pieces would be
to " Go and Get It."

One of the gold pieces was put in an
empty match box and dropped in the gut-
ter, the second was put about ten feet from

the walk on the base of a railroad crossing

signal devise. Early in the morning many
persons started searching the grounds, but
the real hunt didn't begin until the schools

were out and the kiddies joined in. By
late afternoon the stunt of attempting to
" Go and Get It " was a municipal pastime,
and the showing at the Temple drew big

because the production had attracted the
attention. Neither of the gold pieces had
been found when darkness fell.

Second-day showings are not popular in

St. Marys. Mr. Fisher never expects to

clean up on a two-days' showing, but so

books pictures in order to avoid the trou-
ble of getting daily shipments, since the
lower rental usually balances whatever
more money might be brought into the box
office by a daily change. The treasure-hunt
changed this, however. The oiece in the
match-box was found before school
opened on the second day, and this assur-
ance that the hunt really wasn't a fake
brought renewed interest.

The second gold piece was found just
in time to be included in the story in the
afternoon's paper and for the first time in

the history of St. Marys a second day
pulled as well as a first.

Mr. Fisher has " sold " himself on ex-
ploitation and because " Go and Get It

"

proved that there is sufficient patronage in

St. Marys to afford two days of crowded
houses, he declares that it will be either
his fault or the fault of the pictures he
books, if he doesn't do twice the business
from now on that he has done in the
past.

Marrow Secures Results
in Navy Tie-Up

Uncle Sam was looking for marine re-

cruits when Manager Floyd D. Marrow
of the Nelson theatre, Fairmont, W. Va.,

found his playing dates for " The Sky-
wayman " due, and was able to stage a
hook-up with the recruiting officers,

whereby Fairmont was flooded with one-

sheet posters announcing the picture at

the Nelson and telling Fairmont young
men to " join the marines and learn to fly

themselves."

The recruiting officers also obtained a

complete aeroplane machine gun which,
when assembled, was placed in front of
the theatre during the showing, and for

two days prior to the opening. The co-

advertising, was productive of excellent

business for the picture during the three
davs' run.

DE LUXE
I TY FIVE ft

Tj,8.FR0H, BDH/Y

Transparency sign used to exploit "45 Minutes
from Broadzvay " at the De Luxe theatre,

Utica, N. Y.
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INFORMATION ABOUT CURRENT RELEASES

Popular Pictures Index
SELF EXPLANATORY PAGE FOR SHOPMEN
THE MISFIT WIFE
Produced by Metro.
Distributed by Metro.
Star—Alice Lake.
Director—Edwin Mortimer.
Review July 31st—Page 1003.

Music Cues Published—Sept. 4th

—

Page 1939.

"First Run" Showings—Page 1513,

Issue of Aug. 21st—1874 of
Sept. 4th—2049 of Sept. 11th—
3349 of Oct. 30th.

Producers ads—Issue of July 10th, Exploitation—Page 1513 of Aug.
24th and 31st. 21st—3700 of Nov. 13th.

NEWS Review Resume—Often told story is fairly well done.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports—A fair picture which played my

house one week to average business.—Pretty good picture but star

doesn't draw any to well for me.—A pretty good Metro picture.

Box office value just so so. Lake isn't any great drawing card.

—

Played this one day to average business.

GO AND GET IT
Produced by Marshall Neilan.

Distributed by First National.

Star—Special Cast.

Directors—Marshall Neilan and
Henry R. Symonds.

Review July 31st—Page 1013.

Producers ads—Page 728-29, Issue

of July 24th—1090 of Aug. 7th.

Lobby Displays—Page 2974-2986,

Issue of Oct. 16th.

Newspaper Display—Page 1869, is-

sue of Sept. 4th—2229 of Sept.

18th—2990-2992 of Oct. 16th.

" First Run " Showings—Page 952,

Issue of July 31st—1126 of
Aug. 7th—1139-40 of Aug. 14th

—1690-91 of Aug. 28th—1873-4
of Sept. 4th—2049-52 of Sept.

11th—2412 of Sept. 25th—2597
of Oct. 2nd—2801-02 of Oct.

9th—3175 of Oct. 23rd.

Exploitation—Page 1126, Issue of
Aug. 7th—1338-40 of Aug. 14th
—1869-73 of Sept. 4th—2227-9
of Sept. 18th—2809 and 2814
of Oct. 9th—2985-90-94 of Oct.

16th—3187 of Oct. 23rd.

NEWS Review Resume—Fast moving melodrama furnishes thrills

and excitement.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Good picture because audience

picture not too much love or too much display of villain.—Good
picture, played to big business.—Extra business all week. Unusually
fine picture.—Splendid, snappy picture and a first-class box office

attraction. Packed house and lobby every night it was shown.

—

Strong melodrama. Its sensationalism draws big crowds.—A real

thriller which was boosted by all the critics and which drew the
crowds.—Splendid picture full of action. Played to big audiences.

—

A picture with life and interest.

MAN AND HIS WOMAN
Produced by J. Stuart Blackton
Distributed by Pathe.
Star—Herbert Rawlinson &

McAvoy.
Director—J. Stuart Blackton.

Review July 24th—Page 865

Producers ads—Page 442-43, Issue

of July 10th—972-73 of July
31st.

May " First Run " Showings—Page 759,

Issue of July 24th—1125 of
Aug. 7th—1691 of Aug. 28th.

Exploitation—Page 1125 of Aug.
7th—2975 of Oct. 16th.

NEWS Review Resume—Resembles old time melodrama with all

favorite " Hokum " intact.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports.—While this seems to be a good
picture its drawing power was poor for me.—Just got by. Herb
Rawlinson has some good friends left but many have forgotten him.
—Average picture to average business.—This went over fairly well
for a two day run. Played in Friday and Saturday to catch Saturday
night crowd that likes melodrama.

ONE HOUR BEFORE DAWN "First Run" Showings—Page 759,

Produced by Jesses D. Hampton
Distributed by Pathe.
Star—H. B. Warner.
Director—Henry King.
Review July 24th—Page 856.

Producers ads—Page 441, Issue of

July 10th—617 of July 17th

Issue of July 24th—955 of Julv
31st—1337 of Aug. 14th—2230
of Sept. 18th—2412 of Sept.

25th—2802 of Oct. 9th.

Exploitation—Page 1691, Issue of
Aug. 28th—2413 of Sept. 25th
—2983 of Oct. 16th.

970 of July 31st—1528 of Aug. News Review Resume—Excellent
21st—1906 of Sept. 4th. mystery story very well pro-

duced.
NEWS Review Resume—Excellent mystery story very well pro-

duced.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports.—Played this feature for one week

to large audiences and good box-office returns.—Good picture with
fair patronage.—Fine mystery story. Well acted. Business good.
—Excellent mystery story. Drew good houses. H. B. Warner puts
picture over and is given admirable support by Anna O. Nilsson.

BLUE STREAK McCOY
Produced by Universal.
Distributed by Universal.
Star—Harry Carey.
Director—Reeves Eason.
Review—Aug. 7th, page 1241.
Music Cues Published — Page

1572, issue of Aug. 21st.
NEWS Review Resume—Enjoyable western melodrama with star

in likeable role.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Good picture with Carey appear-
ing to good advantage—Not big but fair entertainment. Did about
usual business. First part of the picture very good, last part fair.
Gave good satisfaction however. My patrons like Carey.

Lobby Displays—Page 2993, issue
of Oct. 16th.

" First Run " Showings — Page
3346, issue of Oct. 30th.

Exploitation—Page 2595, issue of
Oct. 2nd.

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS
Produced by Fox.
Distributed by Fox.
Star—Special Cast.
Director—Chas. Brabin.
Review—Aug. 7th, Page 1237.
Producer's Ads—Issues of Aug.

7th, Aug. 21st, Aug. 28th,
Sept. 18th, Sept. 25th, and
Nov. 6th.

Lobby Displays—Page 2036, issue
of Sept. 11th.

Prologue Descriptions — Page
1689, issue of Aug. 28th.

" First Run " Showings — Page
1689, issue of Aug. 28th—
1871-4 of Sept. 4th—2801 of
Oct. 9th—2976 of Oct. 16th—
3175 of Oct. 23rd—3349 of
Oct. 30th—3701 of Nov. 13th.

Exploitation—Page 2049, issue of
Sept. 11th—3714 of Nov. 13th
—3387-8 of Nov. 20th.

NEWS Review Resume—New York's night life graphically de-
picted in three separate stories.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Better than Average Business.

—

Broke house records in ten days run. Great entertainment.—Broke
all the house records at advanced prices—30, 50, 75c.

CUPID THE COW PUNCHER Prologue Descriptions—issue of
Produced by Goldwyn
Star—Will Rogers.
Director—Clarence Badger.
Review—Aug. 7th, Page 1241.

Producer's Ads—Issues of July
17th and 24th.

Aug. 7th.

First Run " Showings — Page
1123, issue of Aug. 7th—1340
of Aug. 14th—1513 of Sept.
11th—3533 of Nov. 6th—3702
of Nov. 13th.

Music Cues Published—Page 997, Exploitation—Page 1511 of Aug.
issue of July 31st. 21st—2803 of Oct. 9th.

NEWS Review Resume—Great entertainment with star in ideal
role.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—A good Will Rogers picture which
drew more than average audiences for seven days with exceptionally
good Saturday and Sunday business.

THE PERFECT WOMAN
Produced by Jos. M. Schenck.
Distributed by First National.
Star—Constance Talmadge.
Director — Willard M. Reineck-

David Kirkland.
Review—Aug. 7th, page 1237.

First Run " Showings — Page
1123-6, issue of Aug. 7th

—

1337-39-40 of Aug. 14th—1511
of Aug. 21st—1872 of Sept.
4th—2412 of Sept. 25th—2802
of Oct. 9th—2977 of Oct. 16th—3533 of Nov. 6th.

Producer's Ads—Issue of July Exploitation — Page 1124-5 of
17th. Aug. 7th—1339 of Aug. 14th

Prologue Descriptions — Page —2047 of Sept. 11th—2225 of
1511, issue of Aug. 21st. Sept. 18th—3368 of Oct. 30th.

NEWS Review Resume—Constance Talmadge has had better ones
than this naive and single-track story.

Exhibitors Box Office Reports—Average picture. Played to aver-
age business for two days. Pleased the admirers of Constance Tal-
madge.—Fine picture. Drew average crowds.—This is a good picture
and well liked. Drew more than average crowds.—Good business

The above page inaugurates a new service designed to save exhibitors a great deal of labor and to make the filing of informa-

tion on certain pictures easy. The selections for the page are automatic—those pictures which in the course of sixteen weeks
receive the greatest amount of exploitation so far as the News has been able to relate.
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Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H. MASON, REPRESENTATIVE, 220 SO. STATE ST.

Tom Coates, of the Chicago
Herald and Examiner, attended the
last luncheon of the Motion Pic-

ture Press Club, which was held
at the Dejonghe Hotel, for the pur-
pose of thanking the publicity and
exploitation men who are mem-
bers of the club for their aid in

putting over the motion picture

star guessing contest, which is

proving a tremendous success, and
securing the co-operation of three
hundred Chicago theatres in the
contest. The contest is giving val-

uable advertising to the moving
picture industry as well as proving
a circulation builder for the Her-
ald-Examiner.

Arrangements have been com-
pleted for the showing of D. W.
Griffith's " 'Way Down East," at

the Wood theatre next month when
the legitimate will give way to the

movies for an indefinite run of this

big feature.

Robert Anderson, whose work as

a comedian and in " Once to

Every Woman," where he plays

opposite Dorothy Philips, is well

known to all moving picture men,
was a Chicago visitor this week.
While here his manager, Harry
Rice, arranged for him to make a

personal appearance at ten of As-
cher Bros.' houses where " Once
to Every Woman " was being
screened, and Mr. Anderson met
with a cordial reception at the va-
rious houses.

Harry Weiss is starting on a

week's trip through Central Illi-

nois to line up exhibitors on the
new productions to be released
through Superior Screen Service
by the Sherman Pictures Corpora-
tion and the National Exchanges,
Incorporated. Now that Fred
Aiken is taking an active part in

the management of Superior,
Harry will be able to put in more
time making key centers than he
has been able to do heretofore,
when tied down by the office work
in Chicago. Mr. Weiss and a

party of friends are planning to

spend Christmas week duck shoot-
ing on the Wabash River near Lo-
gansport, Ind.

Among out-of-town exhibitors
visiting Chicago exchanges last

week were: C. C. Hoeffer, Victory
theatre, Peotone, 111. ; Mr. and
Mrs. B. H. Mollineaux, Orpheum
theatre, Bradley, 111.; Mrs. D. S.

Smith, Opera House, Watseka,
111., and Mrs. Smith, of Hoope-
ston, 111. ; M. Rubens, Joliet.

J. E. Bingemer has opened his

new thousand-seat theatre at Niles,

Mich., which was recently com-
pleted at a cost of $100,000, and has
been named the Riviera. The new
house is a theatre de luxe in every
sense of the word, and will offer

high-class entertainment to the city

of Niles. The opening program
included a Vitagraph special,
" Trumpet Island," and a Harold
Lloyd Comedy.

H. A. R. Dutton, of the Exhib-
itors' Supply Company, is adding
new members to the personnel of
his office staff to take care of the
rapidly-developing business. The
latest addition to the Exhibitors'
Supply Company's force is George
Dc Kruif, who will have charge of
advertising and sales promotion.
Mr. De Kruif is known around
Chicago as one of the ablest ex-
ploitation, advertising and public-

ity men connected with the indus-
try, and will bring a valuable fund
of experience and marked ability

to the new position.

Arthur Clippinger, formerly
salesman of Robertson-Cole, is

now associated with Superior
Screen Service, and will cover the
north side of the city as salesman.
W. J. Mayer, formerly of First Na-
tional, is another new member of
the Superior Screen Service staff,

having taken a position as booker.

It is reported that negotiations
for the purchase of the Howard
theatre, Howard Avenue and
Sheridan Road, have practically

been closed by Lester Retchem,
formerly of the Paulina theatre,

and that he will take over the prop-
erty about January 1.

The Fox Film Corporation ex-
pects to move its Chicago exchange
into their new quarters at an early

date, and the Realart Exchange
will take the quarters now occu-
pied by the Fox in the Paramount
Building, 845 South Wabash Ave-
nue, after December 15th.

Maurice Salkin and Maurice
Kline have formed a partnership,

and will operate under the name of
the Blackstone Film Corporation.
The new concern has opened offices

at 21 East Seventh Street, which
is in the heart of Chicago's new
film district.

Manager Vandawalker, of the
Doll-Van Film Corporation, of Il-

linois, reports that he expects to get
his exchange moved to its new
quarters at 27 East Seventh Street
about the 1st of January.

B. Herbert Milligan, president of
the Creation Films Company, has
returned from a deer hunt in Min-
nesota, and has brought back with
him several handsome pairs of

antlers to prove that he is a real

huntsman.

The Illinois rights to " The
Wor-m L'p'ime^ " have been
bought by the Superior Screen
Service, Elmer J. McGovern, of the

Doraldina Photoplays Company,
having closed the deal while in Chi-
cago last week.

President W. E. Shallenberger,
of the Arrow Film Corporation, of
New York, has been visiting Chi-
cago for a number of days, and
was joined here by J. S. Jossey, of
the same firm. It is reported that

the Arrow will open an exchange
in this city, and that Mr. Jossey
will have charge of the branch, lo-

cating in Chicago permanently af-

ter a trip around the Central West-
ern territory.

Harry A. Sherman, president of

the Sherman Productions, Incor-
porated, was in Chicago last week,
and while here held a meeting of
exchange men at the Congress Ho-
tel, many from nearby territories

being present.

Richard Kippling stopped off in

Chicago last week on his way from
the West Coast to New York,
where he will complete plans for
the release of the third Sylvanide
feature, " The Outlaw."

Manager Mayberry, of Goldwyn,
has returned from St. Louis
where he went to take the higher
degrees in Masonry. On his home-
ward bound trip he stopped off at

Decatur, and was entertained at an
elaborate dinner party by Rex
Lawhead, of the Lincoln Square
theatre. Mr. Lawhead then came
on to Chicago with Mr. Mayberry
for a short visit.

Edward Herz has started a four-
weeks' trip through Southern Illi-

nois in the interests of brother Lee
Herz's Exchange.

J. L. Friedman, president of the

Celebrated Players' Film Corpora-
tion, announces that he has added
Phil Solomon to his sales staff. He
is one of the pioneer film men of
the Central West, and numbers
hundreds of exhibitors in this ter-

ritory as his friends. Mr. Solo-
mon will cover the north side of
Chicago, selling only feature pro-
ductions. M. J. Mintz, sales man-
ager for Celebrated, again is on
the road after spending Thanks-
giving at home. He will complete
a tour of independent exchanges
of the country to dispose of the re-

maining territory for the new Alice
Howell and Celebrated Comedies
for his company before returning
to Chicago. J. S. Posner and Ed
Saiter now are covering the Illi-

nois territory for Celebrated.

Lewis Baum, sales manager for
Equity Pictures, visited Chicago
last week for a consultation with
A. M. Gollos, president of the Gol-
los Enterprises, the Equity distrib-

uting unit in this territory. Gollos
Enterprises is preparing an exten-

sive exploitation campaign, for
" Whispering Devils " to follow up
the success of their feature, " She
Played and Paid."

John Mednikow, while out with
his family Thanksgiving Day,
stepped on the gas and collided
with a fast moving trolley car.

When the smoke cleared away the
only one not hurt by the collision
was John. The members of his
family all received minor injuries,
but were able to proceed on their
way after visiting the drug store.

Celebrated Players Film Cor-
poration held a special trade show-
ing of " Vanishing Trails," the
Col. Selig serial, at the Vitagraph
projection room, a large audience
of exhibitors being present. The
serial is in fifteen episodes and
features Franklin Farnum and
Mary Anderson, both players of
repute in pictures. The theme is

a Western melodrama, and the
elaboration of treatment and in-

teresting plot places it in the class
as the best picture of its kind.

It is reported that R. Lange,
owner of the Dreamland Theatre,
Rockford, Illinois, has purchased
the Colonial of the same city and
will take over active management
immediately.

Manager Graumon of Metro, re-
ports that contracts are coming in
rapidly from the smaller towns, the
key cities throughout the territory
having been booked up sometime
ago. He states that the success of
Metro's present sales policy has
been demonstrated everywhere and
as an example points to Chicago
where one hundred and fifty-eight
theatres have booked the 1920-21
Metro service 100 per cent, includ-
ing the special and Nazimova feat-
ures. Included in the 100 per cent-
ers are Ascher Brothers and the
L & T circuits.

Dan Barton of the Bortola Mus-
ical Instrument Company reports
that the organ business continues

.

to be very good and a marked in-

crease in the number of orders has
been noted since the election. F. A.
Patterson, who made a successful
record as a salesman in other lines,

has been added to the Bartola sales

staff and will cover Ohio and In-
diana territory.

Ralph T. Kettering, general rep-
resentative of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, • sends word from St.

Augustine, Florida, where he went
to recuperate, following two dan-
gerous operations, that he is fully

recovering and is putting on a fine

coat of tan. It will be good news to
his hundreds of friends to know
that he will be back at his office

and will resume his activities at the
end of the month.
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Music and The "Picture

First Steps in Musical Understanding (continued)

THEN when you believe that music

is a language, and that it can be

applied to the film to interpret, illu-

minate and give speech to the silent screen,

the biggest obstacle has been hurdled.

For when you believe that, you will be

able to use your own common sense as to

whether the right effects are being used.

You will be able to hear for yourself

(without being able to play a note your-

self) whether the spirit of the orchestral

performance is in harmony with the film.

Even if your orchestra consists of one

piano, you will know by hearing and see-

ing if things are going right. You will

know if your musician is using a comedy
piece of music with a tragic episode. You
will be able to say :

" Jim, for goodness'

sake (or whatever other phrase you use),

Jim, for goodness' sake, cut out that com-

edy stuff ; it's ruining the whole scene."

But mainly you won't need to worry

about the musical scoring of the pictures,

because you will be able to pick your right

man. There's the next important step—

-

get the right man—the man with the right

viewpoint—not a highbrow who looks

down on stunts and effects where they are

necessary—and not a boob who can't rise

above the commonplace when it is going

to make a picture to do so. The right

man, whether he's his only musician, or

whether he heads on orchestra of eighty,

has this motion picture musical viewpoint.

The sooner the industry realizes that the

best symphonic conductor might fall in

the picture theatre, the sooner we'll move
faster all around. The sooner the indus-

try realizes that a vaudeville conductor

generally can't make good (because he's

down, down, down, and doesn't know how
to climb on necessity) the more trouble

will be avoided.

With the right man at your right hand,

the musical division is on the road to suc-

cess. Then comes the matter of musical

equipment. What is to be your permanent
installation? You need permanent musi-

cal installations in most cases, just the

same as you need your screen, your pro-

jection machine, etc.

Choosing a musical installation is a diffi-

cult matter, unless you know what you're

going to do with it. If you find you can't

afford to pay or cannot get good musi-

cians, then you are up against the neces-

sity of using mechanical machines, with

rolls that go by electricity or foot power.

But if you can hire a good player, give

him the best instrument you can afford

—

for human renditions are still the best

after all. It is not like having a player

piano with accurate and exact reproduc-

tion of the great pianist—but even that

BY CHARLES D. ISAACSON

Prominent Figures to
Attend the

First Annual
Motion Picture-Musical

Conference
New York City, January 24-25-26, 1921

Hotel Astor, Official Headquarters
Send in your name at once to Motion

Picture News announcing you are com-
ing, so proper arrangements can be made
for many important enterprises to be car-

ried on during the sessions.

TO BE REPRESENTED:
Many of the most prominent theatres and

chain theatres of all sections of coun-
try.

Many of the most prominent film-music
conductors; also many of the grand
opera and symphonic musicians, com-
posers, and conductors.

Many of the leading producers.
Many of the great musical periodicals.

Associations of exhibitors.
Associations of musicians including the

musical unions.
Association of musical artists.

The motion picture directing fraternity.

Cue-sheet makers; instrument builders;
music publishers; managers of artists;

the new distributing agencies, etc., etc.

type of instrument is not good, because
for screen accompaniment the musician
must cut and fit and pattern his perform-
ance with the picture. If you're to have
an organ of this or that type—in addition

to the size of your pocketbook and pos-

sible returns on the music, one must con-

sider the accoustics.

Not every instrument fits into every
house—some buildings have certain pecu-

liarities that special arrangements must be
made to make the music sound equally

well and powerful in all parts of the

theatre.

After the instrument

—

How big can you
make your orchestra? The bigger the bet-

ter, I would say—it looks like success and
sounds better. But for me, give me one
good player than one hundred who play

only fairly well. Get the judgment of a

real musical authority before you engage
your first man, and then leave it up to

him after that. But always keep before

the musical director this creed :
" Don't

just get quantity. Give me quality. Pay
a little more if necessary and use fewer
men, but give me the real musicians."

After the men and instruments are in

hand, what about the library of music?

It isn't necessary to install an immense
library of music at once, any more than

it is necessary to engage a symphony or-

chestra before you can have music. But
I would say that vou want to have in

your library at the start the best standard
classics of opera and the orchestral reper-

toire.* One must keep up to date as well

with the popular airs of the moment.

* In a forthcoming issue, Mr. Isaacson will publish,
a list of standard music which ought to be in every
him library.

Now all that I have said so far relates

to the matter of music for the picture.

Then it must be remembered that the

interlude music—the performances in be-

tween the pictures—the feature songs,

solos, overtures, etc., call for a special kind

of attention.

With the coming of the music into the

theatre has grown a need for further use
of that music. The patrons liked the

playing of the screen accompaniment so

much that they asked for special num-
bers. Therefore, the orchestra always

plays an overture, a composition which is

written to open an entertainment with

blare and triumph ; overtures are used be-

fore all operas, musical shows, most stage

plays and now in all high class picture

houses. In the musical show it brings in

advance the best bits in condensed form.

In the picture theatre it can be used to

create the kind of atmosphere which
builds up to the feature picture, or it can

be just a fine musical flourish. After the

orchestra had its opportunity to play alone

—the medleys of opera, the great over-

tures, symphonic works, popular bits, etc.,

the audience wanted also some solos.

So started the use of solo violinists,

singers, pianists, dancers, etc. And later

duets, trios, quartettes, etc.

One of the early steps in musical under-

standing is an appreciation of the oppor-

tunities for special musical numbers—the

splendid and beautiful means of raising

the standards of one's house.

It is essential that one be aware of the

vast new interest in music—for people

are literally hungry for it. This is par-

tially due to the war's reaction, but comes
from many other causes, which need not

be analyzed again. Nevertheless, it is a

fact that in the smallest town are many
who wish a temple of music.

Therefore, when the exhibitor has once

caught the spirit of the musical advan-

tages he realizes that he can turn all that

interest into his house.

He knows then that everything musical

that's going on is manufacturing interest

for his house (if he knows how to put the

public mind in that state. He knows that

every music store, orchestra, singer,

teacher, music club will fly to his support

(Continued on page 4493)
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND PURCHASES

In the Independent Field
STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT N E fF S AND FIE IV S

Gertrude Olmstead. chosen by the Chi-
cago Elks as the most beautiful girl in

the Middle West, who is appearing op-

posite Hoot Gibson in " Tipped Off," a

Universal two-reel western

Prize Beauty a Success
in Universal Pictures
Gertrude Olmstead, the winner of

the middle west beauty contest, held

last summer by the Chicago B. P. O.

E., is making good in moving pic-

tures, it is reported at Universal

City. The little Illinois school giil

was engaged by Carl Laemmle, pres-

ident of Universal, to appear in a

series of Universal pictures, and
eventually to be starred.

"Tipped Off," the first picture in

which she appears, recently was
completed at Universal City and
now is being distributed.

Warner Bros, have closed a

big deal with the Essanay
Film Manufacturing Com-
pany of Chicago, whereby
they take over, for the United
States and Canada, the dis-

tribution, for a period of

years, of ten two-reel Es-
sanay-Chaplins. These have
never been re-issued and it

is the intention of Warner
Bros, to State Right them,
one a month, beginning with
January, 1921.

A new line of advertising
and lithographs is being pre-

pared for each release.

The price paid for these
comedies is understood to run
into big figures.

It is expected that it will

not take very long to dispose
of the rights to the various
exchanges, as with the forth-
coming release of the five-reel

Chaplin. "The Kid." these
two-reelers should enjoy a
very large volume of book-
ings. Arrangements are now
being made with the Rialto
and Rivoli theatres to show
them in New York.

New Company Launched
Producers Service Company Will

Handle Independent Productions
WTH a suite of offices on the

twelfth floor of the Times
Building, .Harry D. DiggS and Hopp
Hadley have launched an organiza-

tion for independent producers, said

to present several new angles which
give promise of helping solve the

problems of owners of producing
companies both with and without
New York offices.

Selecting Producers Service Com-
pany as the name best suggesting
the usefulness of the new organiza-
tion, the moving spirits have several

different departments now function-
ing and, in spite of the fact that

the name of the company never ap-

pears except on letter-heads used in

corresponding with the different

studios and distributors of inde-
pendent productions for which it is

doing business, its activities are
already attracting attention both in

Los Angeles and New York.
From the minute a new produc-

tion is finished the value of Pro-
ducers Service Company begins to

be realized. The service is taken
advantage of immediately or at any
stage during the life of the subject.
Where complete service is used, the

producer makes the Producers
Service Company offices in New-
York his eastern address and ships

it his sample print. Posters, pho-
tographs, press books and all ad-
vertising accessories are prepared,
an advertising and publicity cam-
paign launched and a " trade-show-
ing " given. Sales of state-right

territory are then made or not, de-
pending upon the decision as to the
final disposition of the picture.

The personalities of the new
Diggs-Hadley organization are, as

far as their names are concerned,
kept as much in the background as
is the name of the company itself.

These personalities are only con-
sidered valuable in so far as they
inspire confidence in the company
l>y the producer. Only the pro-
ducer's name and such other names
as he directs are used in the adver-
1's'ng and publicity, the space for all

of which is the property of the pro-
ducer and strictly held as such.
This is made possible by making the
producer's address the same as their

own and is a point upon which they

lay particular stress.

Praise "A Slave of Vanity"
Critics in Various Parts of the

Countrv Hail Pauline Frederick

ACCORDING to a statement
from the New York head-

quarters of the Robertson-Cole
organization, " A Slave of Vanity,"
starring Pauline Frederick, is re-

ceiving a generous share of favor-

able notice from newspaper re-

viewers throughout the country.

Says the Baltimore American,
which reviewed "A Slave of

Vanity " when it was seen at the

Picture Garden in Baltimore

:

"'A Slave of Vanity,' Pinero's
' Iris ' is a production which will in-

terest the student of art as well as

the lover of the drama. Pauline

Frederick has a role just a little

different from any she has thus far

interpreted. She takes care of it

excellently."

From the West Coast comes this

tribute, appearing in the Sacra-
mento, Calif. Union:

" Miss Frederick is seen in an
unusually powerful role, that of a

beautiful young society woman with
wealth and high station. Miss
Frederick paints an unforgettable

picture of a woman rescued from
her own selfishness by a great

love."

Back in the East, the New York
American said:

" Pauline Frederick, at all times
one of the most beautiful and able
actresses on the screen proves
herewith that she is lovely and
capable. " A Slave of Vanity " is

adapted from a play which lends
itself with dignity to the screen.
The story is an engrossing one. It

has suspense and sympathetic treat-
ment. The backgrounds are mag-
nificent. The exteriors are care-
fully chosen and beautifully photo-
graphed. Miss Frederick, at all

times through the picture is beauti-
ful and wears a number of gorgeous
gowns."
The Wilkesbarre, Pa., Record

commented

:

"
' A Slave of Vanity ' tells a

story so vital in theme and char-
acterization and so rich in dra-
matic values that it seems to have
been written especially for Pauline
Frederick. This popular emotional
star takes advantage of every
opportunity to display her histrionic
capabilities throughout the entire

production and she gives color and
variety to the role which calls for
every mood of feminine nature."

Ruth Clifford, who plays the heroine role

in "The Invisible Ray"

DeRemer FeatureReady
for Screening

An announcement is made by the

Arrow Film Corporation that the

work of cutting and titling of the

first Rubyc De Renter picture, " The
Way Women Love," is practically

completed, and that_ same will be
ready for screening the early part

of next week.
This is announced as a special

production and attention is called

to the supporting cast, among whom
are actors as Walter Miller, Ed-
ward Elkas, Rose Mintz, Henry W.
Pemberton, Thomas Magrane and
Harry C. Young.

"Son of Tarzan" Serial

Is Completed
With the shooting of a ship-

wreck scene just outside of Golden
Gate, Harry J. Revier completed
the filming of Edgar Rice Bur-
roughs' story, " The Son of Tar-
zan," as a big special serial for the

National Film Corporation. Roy
Somerville prepared the photo-
drama. The world's rights to the

serial are controlled by David P.

Howells.

Miss Young Appears in

Person to Aid Picture
Equity Pictures Corp., of New

York, states that big results have
been obtained in theatres through-
out the East and Middle West be-

cause of the personal appearance of
Clara Kimball Young in connection
with the showing of " Midchannel."
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Federated Gets New Product
To Distribute Entire

Output of Wal-
greene Films

AN announcement is made by
W. E. Shallenberger, general
manager of the federated

Film Exchanges of America, Inc., of
the closing of a contract between
Walter E. Greene, president of the
Walgreene Film Corporation, lor

the distribution of the Walgreene
productions through the Federated
exchanges.
The closing of this contract was

one of the most important matters
arranged at the meeting of the Fed-
erated members in St. Louis, and is

considered by many in the film in-

dustry to be one of the most im-
portant transactions of the year,

securing as it does for Federated
three important productions already
completed by the Walgreene Film
Corporation and providing for the
distribution of a number of pictures
to be produced by Walgreene.
The first three productions al-

ready completed and which are to

be released before January 1, 1921,

are " The Servant in the House,"
" The Good Bad Wife " and
" Hearts and Masks."

" The Servant in the House " is

an H. C. Davis production of
Charles Rann Kennedy's stage suc-
cess of the same name, and is con-
sidered, by many who have seen it,

to be one of the most remarkable
photoplays ever produced. As a

stage production it enjoyed a re-

markable run, having been success-
fully shown for over five years and
in fact is now being played by a

touring company in Canada. Fed-
erated members are most enthusi-
astic over this production and it is

confidently predicted that as a

photoplay it will enjoy even greater
success than it did in the spoken
drama.
"The Good Bad Wife" is a film

version of " The Wild Fawn," a

novel by Mary Imlay Taylor, which
is one of the most successful novels
of recent years. It appeared in

Munsey's Magazine. The cast is

headed by Dorothy Green and Syd-
ney Mason who are capably sup-
ported by an excellent cast.

The third production is "Hearts
and Masks," from the novel of the

same name by Harold McGrath, the

cast of which is headed by Eleanor
Field and Francis McDonald.

In commenting on the closing of

Walter E. Green

this deal Mr. Greene stated that it

was the consummation of a long
and careful investigation which he-

had conducted for several month>
past investigating on releasing med-
iums and stated that he felt that the

Federated Exchanges offered by far

the best medium of distribution of

any organization in the motion pic-

ture field today. Mr. Greene said

that one of the principal reasons for
this was that Federated is composed
of a number of independent ex-

changemen, each one of whom
owned their own business and had
a vital interest in the conduct of the

business of their exchanges, and
that for this reason, if for no other,

he felt that the success of Federated
was an assured matter. Mr. Greene
feels that an organization such as
Federated wherein each member
owns his own business is much
more apt to successfully distribute

a production than a big corporation
wherein the managers of the ex-
change are simply employees work-
ing on a salary and who have no
vital interest in whether a picture is

a success or not. In Federated each
member is spending his own money
and in distributing a picture he
knows that he has to stand or fall

by that production and he therefore
makes every effort to secure the
widest possible distribution for same
in his territory.

General Manager Shallenberger
states that Federated members are
most enthusiastic over the arrange-
ment made with the Walgreene
Film Corporation for it secured for
them three splendid productions
which are ready for immediate re-

lease, and it assures them of a num-
ber of other important films which
are now in course of production.
An intensive advertising campaign

will be launched by Federated in be-

half of these three productions in

the near future. Prints on all three

subjects may now be seen at every
Federated exchange.

Sherman Producing Plans
Four Published Stories Will Be
Bought: Two Stars Are Promised

WITH franchises allotted in all

but a bare half dozen terri-

tories in the United States and
with applications for the balance

under consideration, Harry A.

Sherman, president of Sherman
Productions Corporation, announces
that he is devoting his energies to

the development of his production

plans.

These plans, which are compre-
hensive in scope, contemplate the

purchase of four or more of the

published works of an eminent
waiter of popular fiction in America
for screen presentation by Sherman
Productions Corporation and the

engagement of two well known
stars, who will be seen in vehicles

especially selected for them.

One of these artists, who, it is

said, is now finishing a contract
with one of the larger film com-
panies, has already been definitely

engaged to transfer to the Sher-
man banner immediately after the

conclusion of the present picture,

while the other, who is now on the

Coast, is waiting Mr. Sherman's
arrival there to complete the neces-
sary details.

An early announcement will be

made regarding both these players

and the vehicles in which they will

make their initial debut with Sher-

man Productions Corporation and
it is predicted that the announce-

ment will be in the nature of a de-

cided surprise in film circles.

The Jans feature, " Ma-
donnas and Men," opened at

tne Strand tneatre, xoronto,
to the biggest business in the

history ot that theatre, ac-

cording to reports received at

New York. Despite the
worst storm of snow, sleet

and rain that the Canadian
city has experienced in some
long time, at the first per-

formance at the Strand over
six thousand people paid aa-
vanced admission prices and
waited outside to see the

Jans feature. An additional
crowd was turned away.
So successful has " Ma-

donnas and Men " been in its

initial presentation in Canada
that arrangements are now
under way, Jans announces,
whereby the big feature will

be booKed and played in a
chain of legitimate houses
from coast to coast, the at-

traction being put on like a
regulation road show and
played on a percentage with
guarantee.

1 'Vanishing Trails" Sold
in No. x\ew Jersey

(

Northern New Jersey is tne lat-

est territory to be sold on " Van-
ishing Trails," the Franklyn Far-
num serial which the Canyon Pic-
tures Corporation is distributing

for Colonel William N. Sehg.
The buyer of the Northern New

Jersey rights was the Gersten Film
Exchange which has offices in New
York Cay. H. M. Black, the owner
and proprietor of the Gersten Film
Exchange, started immediately
after the sale was concluded on a

tour which will take him to every'

city and town in New Jersey which
lies between Trenton on the south
and the New York State line on
the north.

The Canyon officials are now
carrying on negotiations with the

leading exchanges throughout the

country and it is expected that with-

in a very short time, the entire

United States and Canada will be

completely sold on this serial.

Two Florida Companies
Consolidate

Deciding that it was better to join

together than to split the business,

the Juanita Film? and the Yolvan
Films, of Tampa, Fla., have con-

solidated. The two companies are

making a specialty of advertising

service and commercial work.

Scenes from three new Federated releases. Left—Dorothy Green in a scene from " A Good-Bad Wife," a Walgreene production. Center—Elinor Field as she

appears in "Hearts and Masks." another Walgreene picture. Right—Clara Horton in the H. O. Davis feature, "The Servant in the House. adapted from

Charles Rann Kennedy's famous play
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New Home for Urban Subjects

Charles Urban, of the Kineto Company
of America

Another Title Change
for C. B. C. Western
" Dangerous Love " is the final

title given the six-reel Western su-
per-feature which formerly was
known under the title of "Broken
Promises," "A Good Bad Man,"
and its original title, " Ben War-
man," and which is being state

righted by the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation of New York.

Feinman ito Free-Lance
A. L. Feinman, for the past ten

months associated with the Inter-

Ocean Film Corporation as the
company's director of advertising
and publicity, announces this week
his resignation from that organiza-
tion and simultaneously the forma-
tion of his own company.
Mr. Feinman has rented offices

and will begin at once as a motion
picture advertising and publicity
counsel at 218 West Forty-second
street. Mr. Feinman will cater to
the foreign producer and distribu-
tor as well as to domestic trade.

"Woman Untamed"
Continues Popular

With the sale of two more terri-

tories on " The Woman Untamed,"
Elmer J. McGovern states that the
picture is continuing to gain in

favor in New York, where it is dis-

tributed by the Signet Film Corp.
North and South Dakota, Northern
Michigan and Wisconsin were re-

cently sold by Mr. McGovern.

Beautiful Building
Will Be Known as

Urban Institute

CHARLES URBAN, president
of Kineto Company of
America, announced this

week the purchase of a magnificent
piece of property at Irvington-on-
the-Hudson, N. Y., which will be
the future home of the Urban Mo-
tion Picture Industries, Inc., and
the Kineto Company of America,
Inc. The building will be known as
Urban Institute.

The transfer of the property to
the Urban interests has just been
completed. Architects and engi-
neers are already at work, and
when their plans are completed and
carried out the new home of the
Urban products will be one of the
show places of the motion picture
world. Six months will probably
see their work finished.

The building was erected orig-
inally for the Cosmopolitan Maga-
zine, and was conceived and de-
signed throughout by Stanford
White, one of the finest architects
America ever produced.
John Brisbane Walker, under

whom the building was constructed,
stated that the Cosmopolitan had
erected the building in order to
"dignify printing." It is Mr. Ur-
ban's attitude is the same, his de-
sire to raise the standard of the
motion picture as an educational
force. This has been his ambition
for the past twenty years.
The new building, which will be

the basis of Urban Institute is on
the high bank of the Hudson River
a few hundred yards away from the
New York Central Station at Irv-

ington-on-the-Hudson. It is built

in classical style, entirely of lime-
stone, with the Corinthian motif
throughout. It is topped by a mas-
sive dome.

It faces the Hudson and the

broad expanse of the river and the
lofty palisades across add to its

individual beauty. In the rear it

reaches into the fine wooded es-

tates of that region.

Mr. Urban intends to make Ur-
ban Institute a Mecca for educators
all over the world. " Visual educa-
tion," he states, " is already a great
big force, but it is only beginning
despite its existing bigness. Urban
Institute is going to be a home for

all the educators and the artists of
the motion picture world ; it will be
a place to bring ideas and also to
get them. Everything that has to
do with extending the utility and
the beauty of the motion picture will

be found there ; the appliances, the
subjects, the experts and all."

The Kineto Company of Amer-
ica is the publishing organization of
Mr. Urban's educational pictures

;

the Movie Chats, the Kinto Re-
view, the Science Series, the World
Travel Scries, and all the other se-
ries of one-reel pictures which will
eventually form " The Living Book
of Knowledge," a world encyclo-
pedia in motion picture form.

The theatre world is already fa-
miliar with Mr. Urban's Movie
Chats and his Science Scries. They
are to be seen regularly in such
theatres as the Rivoli and Rialto in
New York, and in theatres of sim-
ilar standard throughout the coun-
try. The Kineto Review will be
placed in general distribution
shortly.

The projects that are inclined un-
der the Urban Motion Picture In-
dustries have needed a great deal
more preparation than the Kineto
projects, and in them is to be found
the reason for this expansion.
These include principally the Spiro-
graph, which is the home and school

projector, and the k.nekrom, which
is tile color process.
The Spirograph is an eleven-

pound projecting machine, in prin-
ciple the same as any large pro-
jecting apparatus, such as is to be
found in theatres, and a picture rec-
ord, much like any talking machine
record. The device is meant for
the home, the school room, the in-
dustrial plant, the traveling sales-
man, and for all fields of commer-
cial pursuit.

The Kinekrom is the color proc-
ess. One of the critics of a nation-
ally circulated trade paper said they
were the only color pictures ever
shown that " stood the close-up of
a man's face." The result is ob-
tained from a filtering of colors
when the negative is obtained and
again in the projection of the posi-
tive print.

Both the Spirograph and the
Kinekrom have been waiting for a
permanent home for the Urban or-
ganization. Now that one has been
obtained, it is likely that both these
processes will be in production
within six months.
The chances are, it is said, that

the Spirograph machine will be
available in quantity within that
time, and that great feature pic-
tures will be filmed in natural col-
ors and available for theatres not
long thereafter.

$100,000 Sales in a Week
Capital Film Company Reports
Many Buyers of Two-Reel Series

"OAPITAL state right sales^ totalled over $100,000 last

week, according to W. D. Russell,

general manager of the Capital

Film Company.

H. A. Kyler of the Supreme
Photoplays Company, 1446 Welton
St., Denver, Col., has purchased the

exhibition rights for the Fritzi

Ridgeway two-reel subjects, and the

Helen Gibson two-reel railroad

stories for the Denver territory.

He has also purchased for the

Seattle territory a series of eighteen

—two-reel Neal Hart subjects, four-

teen—two-reel Helen Gibson sub-

jects, and nineteen—two-reel Al
Jennings subjects.

The two-reel Fritzi Ridgeway
subjects were sold for the territory

of Iowa and Nebraska to Mr. Frish,

Greater Productions Company, Des
Moines, Iowa. They are also sold
for Northern Ohio to Dave Warner
of the Dave Warner Films of Cleve-
land.

The series of Harts, Jennings and
Gibsons were sold to Sam Grant of
the Federated Exchanges of New
England, who also purchased
" Witch's Lure " a Capital five-
reeler. " Witch's Lure " was also
sold to the Exhibitors Booking As-
sociation of Salt Lake City for that
territory to the Salley Films of At-
lanta for the Southeastern States
and the Masterpiece Film Attrac-
tions of Philadelphia for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey, Apex Pictures, Inc., Pitts-

burgh for Western Pennsylvania
and Virginia.

Urban Institute, the new and palatial home of Charles Urban enterprises, in Irvington-on-t-he-Hudson, New York. The
building faces the Hudson River
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Week's Sales on the Independent Market
Fritzi Ridgeway subjects (Capital Film Co.) to Dave

Warner, of Dave Warner Films of Cleveland, for Northern
Ohio.

14 Helen Gibson subjects (Capital Film Co.) to Sam
Grand, of Federated Exchanges of New England, for New
England.

18 two-reel Neal Hart subjects (Capital Film Co.) to

H. A. Kyler of Supreme Photoplays, of Denver, for the
Seattle territory.

18 two-reel Neal Hart subjects to Sam Grand, of Fed-
erated Exchanges of New England, for New England
states.

19 two-reel Al Jennings subjects (Capital Film Co.) to
H. A. Kyler, of Supreme Photoplays of Denver, for the
Seattle territory.

19 two-reel Al Jennings subjects to Sam Grand, of Fed-
erated Exchanges of New England, for New England states.

" Witch's Lure " (Capital Film Co.) to Exhibitors Book-
ing Association of Salt Lake City.

" Witch's Lure " to Masterpiece Film Attractions of

Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey.

" Honeymoon Ranch " (Bert Lubin) to 20th Century
Film Co., of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey.

" Honeymoon Ranch " to the Liberty Film Rental Co.,

of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

"Crossed Trails" (Bert Lubin) to the 20th Century
Film Co., of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey.

Star Ranch Western (C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.) to S. S.

Film Supply Company, of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia.

" The Woman Above Reproach " (Aywon Film Corp.) to

Silee Film Exchange, of Chicago.
" The Woman Above Reproach " to Tucker Brothers

Amusement Co., for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
" The Woman of Mystery " (Aywon Film Co.) to the

Silee Film Exchange, of Chicago.
" The Woman of Mystery " to the Square Deal Film

Corp., of Philadelphia.
" The Woman of Mystery " to the Square Deal Film

Corp., of Baltimore.
15 Joy Comedies (Aywon) to Tucker Brothers Amuse-

ment Co., of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
15 Joy Comedies to Square Deal Film Corp., of Balti-

more, Md.
15 Joy Comedies to the Square Deal Film Corp., of

Philadelphia.

" The Evolution of Man " (Aywon Film Corp.) to the
Square Deal Film Corp., of Philadelphia.

" The Evolution of Man " to the Square Deal Film
Corp., of Baltimore, Md.

" Blind Love " (Aywon Film Corp.) to the Square Deal
Film Corp., of Baltimore, Md.

Hallroom Boys Comedies (C B. C Film Sales) to Stand-
ard Film Service for Ohio, Kentucky and Michigan.

Hallroom Boys Comedies to Crescent Film Exchange,
of Kansas City, for Kansas and Western Missouri.

Hallroom Boys Comedies to Supreme Photoplays of
Denver, for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico, Ore-
gon, Washington, Idaho and Montana.

"Girls Don't Gamble" (D. N. Schwab) to Jans Film
Service, Inc., for Northern New Jersey.

" Smiling All the Way " (D. N. Schwab) to Jans Film
Service, Inc., for Northern New Jersey.

12 Billy West Comedies (Joan Film Sales Co.) to Sol
Lesser, of Ail-Star Feature Distributors, of San Francisco
and Los Angeles.

" The Daughter of the Don " (Arrow Film) to Ben
Amsterdam, of Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia,
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

" The Daughter of the Don " to Sam V. Grand, of Fed-
erated Film Exchange of Boston, for New England states.

" The Woman Untamed " (Elmer J. McGovern) to A. J
Albrazer and L. W. Chappel, of Hartford, Wisconsin, for
Wisconsin and Michigan peninsula.

" The Woman Untamed " to H. C. Remington, of Min-
neapolis, Minn., for North and South Dakota.

"The Wrong Woman" (Ivan Abramson) to Tucker
Amusement Co., of Oklahoma City, for Oklahoma.

12 William Fairbanks Western (Western Star Produc-
tions) to Samuel Spitzer, of Reelcraft Exchange, Chicago, 111.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to Sterling Film Corpora-
tion, of Omaha, Neb.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to Famous Feature Film
Co., of Indianapolis, Ind.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to Richards and Flynn
Film Co., of Kansas City, Mo.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to Tri-State Film Ex-
change, of Minneapolis, Minn.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to Fine Arts Picture Corp.,
of St. Louis, Mo.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to Specialty Film Corp.,
of Dallas, Texas.

12 Wm. Fairbanks Westerns to H. G. Till, of New Or-
leans, La.

Sunrise Announces Its

First Release
The Sunrise Pictures Corpora-

tion, No. 220 West Forty-second

street, New York, announces that

it has acquired the United States

and Canadian rights to its first su-

per-special production, Peggy Hy-

land in "The Price of Silence,

with an all-star cast. The finishing

touches on the' picture are now be-

ing made at the laboratory. The
story is taken from the novel, "At

the Mercy of Tiberius," by Au-

gustus J. Evans Wilson, author of

"Infelice."

The picture will be ready for re-

lease the latter part of December

and will be sold on a state right

basis, with New York City and

Northern New Jersey retained by

the company for their own ex-

change which they plan to estab-

lish within a fortnight.

Joan Film Sales Co., of

New York, announces that a

second Fanny Ward feature,

to follow "She Played and
Payed," will be released soon.

It is stated that Joan will

have the domestic rights to

the picture. Two months
ago Joan obtained an option

of this star's next picture

from the producers, Delac
and Vendal. A sample print

is now on its way to the

Joan offices.

Pre-Release Showing
for Eight-Reeler

" In the Shadow of the Dome,"
the David G. Fischer eight-reel

special, produced by Edmund K.
Fox, will be ready for a private
pre-release showing shortly after
December 15. The cast is said to

have over 1,000 persons, headed by
Dixie Lee, and including Donald
Hall, Eulalie Jensen, Marguerite
Gale and William Parke, Jr.

STATERIGHTSBUYERS
HE VICTIM/' a Super-Feature.
A powerful story of Mystery,
Love, Faith and Devotion.

"The Wrong Woman"
to be a Road Show
Tucker Amusement Co., of Okla-

homa City, who purchased the

rights of the Ivan Abramson fea-

ture " The Wrong Woman," in Ok-
lahoma, announce that they plan to

book this production in a number of

cities as a road show. Ivan Abram-
son has written a prologue which
will be presented in connection with
the feature. It is an allegorical com-
position, following the theme of
the picture.

A BIG EXPLOITATION TIE-UP THAT
INSURESMONEYAT THE BOX-OFFICE

Aywon Prepares to Re-
lease Lincoln Feature
Preparations are now being made

by the Aywon organization to re-

lease and state right the E. K. Lin-
coln feature " The Man of Cour-
age," which is said to be an ab-
sorbing Western drama.

WRITE

WIRE

PHONE

C. B. C
FILM
SALES
CORP.

1600

B'way

New
York
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Plymouth Syndicate to

Change Its Name
The Plymouth Producing and

Distributing Syndicate of Cleve-

land, Ohio, producing and releasing

the two-reel " Top Notch "' Come-
dies, announces a change of its

firm's title, on account of the fact

that four other companies in Ohio,

New York and New Jersey have
started operations under the incor-

porated name of Plymouth F.lms,

Photoplay or Producing Company.
In view of this fact, the produc-

ers of " Top Notch " Comedies,
who are conducting an extensive ad-

vertising campaign all through the

United States, in magazines and
newspapers, on their '"Top Notch"
Title Contest, to avoid any possible

confusion on the part of the con-
testants, the officers of the com-
pany, on a recent meeting, decided
to apply to the Secretary of State
for a change of name, which was
granted. Therefore, "Top Notch"
Comedies, from now on, will be pro-
duced and released under the name
of "The Top Notch Producing and
Distributing Company."

Rice Strengthens Eckels Staff

New Ostriche Comedy
Is Started

An announcement is made by
the Arrow Film Corporation that

production on the latest Muriel
Ostriche comedy was started by the
producer, Mrs. Garnettc Sabin, on
Friday, November 26th.

The working title of this produc-
tion is " Stage Struck."

Legend Film Announces
Second Comedy

With their first release, "A Mil-
lion—More or Less," now in the
cutting room. Legend Film Pro-
ductions. Inc.. announce that the

second of the series of light com-
ed ; es starring Edna Shipman and
John Junior will be: Wanted

—

A Girl."

ONE of the surprises of the

past week in titin circles, and
an event of significance in the

eyes of those who toresee the con-

tinued strengthening of the inde-

pendent field from tne ranks of the

program produong-distributing sec-

tion of the industry, was the res-

ignation of Harry Rice from Uni-
versal, and his connection with Eddy-

Eckels' executive staff in the Inde-

pendent Films Association.

Harry Rice is one of the best

known young executives in the in-

dustry. For over a year, in the ca-

pacity of director of publicity and
exploitation for Universal, he was
in touch with editors and exhibitors

in every part of the world. For the

past year he has been with Univer-
sal in the Middle West territory,

with headquarters at Chicago, and
his career prior to that time, in-

cluding two years spent abroad,
served to bring him in contact with

every phase and angle of the film

and theatrical business.
"

I consider my present post with
the Independent Films Association
the biggest thing I have ever
tackled," said Mr. Rice. " There are
two reasons for this opinion. In

the first place, the field of independ-
ent production and distribution of
motion pictures has shown during
the past year the most remarkable
developments ever recorded in the

history of the industry, and its su-

preme importance is now so clearly

seen as to be beyond question.

" My second reason is the knowl-
edge that in the organization which
Eddy Eckels has built up, I am
finding a connection with a big and
important factor in the entire in-

dependent branch of the industry

—

an organization whose growth to

power, influence and success has
been ever more phenomenal than
the growth of the market to which
it caters."

Analysis of the independent sit-

Executive Deserts Uni-

versal for Independ-

ent Film Ass'n

uation convinced Air. lickels, who is

responsible ior the Independent
Films Association, that the stale

right dealers needed series releases

instead of single productions. He
felt that it the independent ex-

change could offer a vveil-known
star of established box - office

power in a series of six or eight

releases a year, backed up by con-
tinuous advert. sing of a sort that

would gain cumulative value with
the release of each successive pic-

ture, the exchanges could then offer

the theatres exactly what they
wanted and could compete success-

fully with the program people.
With this thought, the Independ-

ent Films Association was formed.
And its first contract was for the

series of eight outdoor productions
starring Neal Hart. These eight

pictures were being made by Pin-
nacle Productions, Inc.

Eckels sold iiis idea so thoroughly
to the Independent dealers thai

within six weeks from the date of
the first announcement, and thirty

days prior to the date of release of
the first picture in the series, the

entire United States had been sold

on the Neal Hart pictures.

Following the Hart series, Eck-
els contracted for the entire output
of Calumet Productions, Inc., pro-
ducers of two-reel comedies star-

ring Leo White. These Pinnacle
Comedies are now well established
on the independent market, having
been sold throughout the United
States in a short space of time.

The personnel of the Independent
Films Association at the present
time, besides Eddy Eckels, president
and general manager, and Harry-
Rice, who is entering the organiza-

tion in the capacity of business man-
ager, includes the following: Na-
tlian A. Woody, treasurer; Richard
Robertson, vice-president and ad-

vertising manager; 11. E. Belford,

sales manager ; Howard Robertson,
foreign sales representative; E. A.

Barrymore, publicity: R. W. French,
sales; J. R. Mahon, advertising; M.
B. Raub, service manager ; O. W.
Moore, West Coast representative;

A. D. Jenkins, special representative.

Producing Locations
Sought by Allgood

Joseph A. Golden, president, and
Amiel Alperstein, treasurer and
general manager of Allgood Pic-

lures Corporation, left New York
on an extended business trip on
December 4th, for the purpose oi

establishing producing headquar-
ters. They expect to be gone foi

about five weeks, spending two
weeks in California and one week
in Cuba looking over locations. Mr.
Golden stales that he will endeavoi
to visit Jacksonville, Florida, as

well.

Dooley Opens Exchange
in Albany, N. Y.

The Dooley Exchange, Inc., of

Buffalo and Syracuse, N. V., an-

nounce that they have recently

opened another branch iffice in Al-

bany, N. V. Inreased business is

said to have necessitated this addi-

tion to the Dooley system. The
new exchange opened on November
1, and will serve exhibitors in the

State Capital and the district north

and south of Albany.

Dooley Exchange is now r leas-

ing one two-reel comedy- weekly,

one one- reel comedy weekly, four
serials a year, and many high c.ass

features. Thomas \\. Dooly is

president and general manager.

Three executives of Independent Films Association. From left to right Richard Robertson, Eddy Eckels, and Harry Rice
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Jessen's Studio News by Wire
METRO

Bayard Veiller announces a con-
tract for the stories of John Rus-
sel, the author of the " Red Mark,"
" Doubloon," " The Passion,"
" Gone East of Eastward," and
others. Russell is now at the

Metro Studios, after recently com-
pleting a tour of the world.
Metro has also bought an orig-

inal story entitled, " Home Stuff,"

written by Agnes Johnston and
Frank Dazey which will be the

• next vehicle for Viola Dana. Miss
Johnston, who was formerly with
Ince, wrote the continuity for
" Daddy Long Legs," " Twenty-
Three and a Half Hours Leave,"
" Carmen," " The Forebearer " and
many others.

Roldoph Valentino will play op-
posite Alice Lake in " Unchartered
Seas," which is based on the novel
written by John Fleming Wilson.
The continuity is by Elwood
Jenkes. Wesley Ruggels is direct-

ing.

May Allison fell while at her
home at Beverly Hills on Thanks-
giving Day, fracturing three ribs.

It will be several weeks before she
has recovered completely from her
injury.

Byron Munson has been selected

for an important role in Metro's
all-star production, " What's the

Matter with Marriage?" which is

being filmed under the direction of
Phil Rosen.
The Tia Junta race course and

gambling halls will serve for ex-
terior and interior settings for
Viola Dana's current production,
" Sorrentina," which is based on a

story by Don Byrene. Dallas Fitz-

gerald is directing.

Director Eddie Cline has begun
production work on the fifth Bus-
ter Keaton comedy which has to do
with the troubles of an amateur
huntsman. Virginia Fox is play-

ing opposite the star. Joe Roberts
has the role of a foil.

FOX
The original title of Eileen

Percy's picture, " Nobody Home,"
has been changed to " Why Trust
Your Husband?" George E. Mar-
shall has completed the direction

of this picture. Miss Percy's next
vehicle will be " Her Wedding
Night."
George E. Marshall will direct

Tom Mix in " O U Tex," written

by William McCloud Paine. The
casting for this picture is now go-

ing forward.
Other Fox productions now in

the making are :
" Fighting Back,"

starring Buck Jones under the di-

rection of Jack Ford ;
" Brute Mac-

Guire," starring William Russell

;

" Queen of Sheba," and " Chin
Toy," starring Shirley Mason.

mmm

Commodore J. Stuart Blackton and Mrs. Blackton snapped as they landed in New
York from England recently

LASKY
Work on the sets for Cecil De

Mille's all-star production, The
Affairs of Anatol," is being rapidly

completed. Actual production work

will be started on December 2.

Wallace Reid has completed
work on Frank Spearman's story,
" The Daughter of a Magnet," un-
der the direction of Frank Gurson.
The continuity was written by Eu-
gene B. Lewis.
George Melford has completed

the production of " The Faith
Healer." The filming of " What
Every Woman Knows " has been
finished by William De Mille.

UNIVERSAL
The " four hundred " of San

Francisco played as " extras " on
last Sunday, for the Monte Carlo
scenes of Von Stroheim's " Fool-
ish Wives," to be released by Uni-
versal. A check for five thousand
dollars was presented to the society
people by Carl Laemmle for their

services. The money will be used
for charitable purposes. In addi-
tion, hundreds of people, selected
from the towns in the vicinity of
Monterey, together with more than
two hundred professionals ap-
peared in the scenes taken on the
huge two hundred thousand dollar
set built by Von Stroheim on Point
Lomis. The society people had
been rehearsed daily for weeks pre-
vious at the St. Francis Hotel by
Isadore Bernstein. The filming of
these scenes on last Sunday marked
the biggest day in the history of
the oldest town in California.
The cast of " If Only Jim," star-

ring Harry Carey, will include
Carol Halloway, Ruth Royce,
Duke R. Lee, Roy Coulson, Charles
Brinley, George E. Bunny, Joe Ha-
zelton and Minnie Prevost.
The Edith Roberts Company is

at present working on " Hidden
Fires" in the wilderness of Sole-
dad, Cal., under the direction of
Norman Dawn.

J. P. McGowan has been se-

lected to direct the serial, " The
Seal of Satan," starring Eddie
Polo, who is now at Havana. Pass-
ports are being secured for other
members of the cast including

Magda Lane and Inez MacDonnell.
David Branman, business manager
of the company, leaves for Cuba
next week for a stay of three
months.

Doris Schroder and Lucian Hub-
bard have completed the scenario
for " False Colors," from Edwina
Levin's story. Priscilla Dean will

be starred in this story under the

direction of Stuart Paton.
An exact duplicate of Gladys

Walton has been found after ex-
amining more than seven hundred
applicants. The double is Billie

McCarthy, who will play the dou-
ble role in " The Millionaire Kid."
Harry Harris is directing the pro-
duction which is based on a story

by J. G. Hawks.
Dagmar Godowsky, female

"heavy" for Universal, under-
went an operation for appendicitis

on last Thursday. She is reported
to be recovering.

Harry Berfnan, general manager
of exchanges for Universal, is

spending a week on the Coast.
Century Comedies now in pro-

duction are :

" Stuff Lions," fea-

turing Cliff Bowres and Dixie La-
mant under the direction of Chuck
Reisner; "What's the Program,"
featuring Florence and George
Williams under the direction of

James Davis ; and " Firebugs,"
with Fred Fishback directing.

Thomas Meighan is expected to

arrive on the coast on December
6 Elsie Ferguson, who will be di-

rected by William Desmond Tay-
lor, is expected on December 12.

GOLDWYN
Will Rogers will not work in

" Rip Van Winkle," another play

is being selected for the Goldwyn
star.

Reginald Barker and his com-
pany will leave for Bamff on
Thursday of this week to film
" Snow Blindness."
Paul Bern, assistant director,

has been appointed to make the

next " Edgar " production in the

absence of Mason Litson, who has
been granted a month's vacation.
Other subjects in production are:'

" Mister and Miserable Jones," by
E Mason Hopper; "Noblesse
Oblige," the Gertrude Atherton
story, directed by Wallace Wors-
ley; "The Water Lily," the Gouv-
erneur Morris story, directed by
Frank Lloyd.
With the return of Abraham

Lehr, vice president and general
manager from a three weeks' coun-
sel with Goldwyn and Godsol at the
New York office of the Goldwyn
Co. statement was made respecting
the future policies of the Goldwyn
producing organization. " We arc
concentrating our attention on story
values," said Mr. Lehr. The pub-
lic is now demanumg mure man
anything else that photoplays shall

be logical, vigorous, well-developed
plots. Action must be combined
with thought, and there must be
characterization and motivation.
Screen plays must appeal to the
same class of people who attend the
best legitimate theatres. To this

end we have built up a strong edi-

torial department and have induced
a number of America's foremost
authors to write directly for the
screen and to assist in the adapa-
tion of their books."

VITAGRAPH
Albert E. Smith, president of

Vitagraph, left on Saturday of last

week for New York on a business
trip and will remain in the East
until about the first of the year.
The Vitagraph special, " Black

Beauty," starring Jean Paige, is be-
ing completed this week and will be
shortly ready for shipment.
Marion Aye, who formerly ap-

peared in numerous comedies, has
been selected as a lead for Larry
Semon in " The Hick."
Antonio Moreno and company

are back at headquarters after
spending two weeks at the Arizona
prison at Florence, filming " Three
Sevens," under the direction of
Chester Bennett.
William Duncan and Edith John-

ston are also back at headquarters
after two weeks' work at Marsh
Field filming aeroplane scenes for
their current serial production,
" Fighting Fate."

Director Jess Robins has fin-

ished "A Mysterious Stranger," I

with James Aubrey and is now
j

working on a subject, temporarily
t itled. "The Knockout."

FIRST
NATIONAL

Sydney Franklin has purchased 1

Andrew Sutar's story, " Courage." J

The continuity is being written by 1

Sada Cowan.
Henry Lchrman has completed '

his fifth comedy, entitled, "The
Game Lady," featuring Virginia
Rappe and Al Ray. The picture

was directed by David Kirkland,

who made "A Virtuous Vamp"
and " Temperamental Wives," wjth

Constance Talmadge and others.

Kirkland has been engaged to di-
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rcct Mary Pickford in her next

subject.

Marshall Nolan will finish "Not
a Drum was Heard " in two weeks
time and will then go East on a

short vacation.
.

Other productions in the making
are :

" The Tornado," with Anita

Stewart;" "Scrap Iron," starring

Charles Ray; "The Girl in a

Taxi," with Carter De Haven.
The Allen Holubar production,

" Man, Woman. Marriage," star-

ring Dorothy Phillips, is now in the

titling stage and within a few days

the negative will be taken to Chi-

cago for prints by Albert Kauf-
man, sponsor for the production.

It is planned this film shall first be

shown at a Broadway house in

New York and Mr. Kaufman will

go East from Chicago to complete

negotiations.

Marshall Xeilan has been made a

member of the Executive Commit-
tee of. the California Mission

Restoration Association. This or-

ganization plans to preserve the

fourteen missions built in the early

California days.

Anita Stewart and company will

leave for Truckee shortly to make
exteriors for the " Tornado," under

the direction of Edwin Carewe.
Supporting Miss Stewart will be

Hubert Rolinson, Walter McGrail,

Grace Morse, and Wm. D. Mong.
Rudolph Cameron will act as

manager of the trip to Truckee
and Robert Kurrle will be the

cameraman.
E. M. Asher, New York personal

representative of Mack Sennett, is

in Los Angeles for a stay of sev-

eral week? with Mr. Sennett.

BRUNTQN
Victor Fleming, who was for-

merly Douglas Fairbanks' director,

has been engaged by the Produc-
ers' Picture Corporation to direct

Florence Lawrence.
Hewling Mumpers, business man-

ager for Federal Films, is now in

New York. Frank Ormston is now
in New York and has been engaged
as technical director by Federal

Films. Ormston was responsible

for the art work in " Kismet," "The

Hypocrite," " The Beloved Cheat-
er " and many other productions

Fritzie Brunette is convalescing
from a serious attack of influenza.

Director W. S. Van Dyke, Ruth
Roland and her Pathc serial com-
pany are at present at Daggett
filming desert scenes for the thir-

teenth episode of their current ser-

ial. Eddie Hearn and Al Jennings
have important roles in this episode.

T. Hayes Hunter is ready to be-

gin production work on " The Light
in the Clearing," the Dial Films
Production, for release by Hodkin-
son. Larry Weingarten has been
engaged by Dial Films to take
charge of the advertising and pub-
licity.

William Desmond is now in Los
Angeles to begin work in the first

Oliver Morosco production, " The
Half Breed," which will lie person-
ally directed by Mr. Morosco.
Charles A. Taylor, head of the

scenario department
;

George C.

Shryer, art director; J. Q. Hutchin-
son, cameraman, and the Oliver
Morosco players, Anne Little

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne arc also in Los Angeles
ready to begin work.

ROBERTSON-
COLE

The cast for " Black Roses " has
been completed. Tsura Aoki is the

featured player, and in the sup-
porting cast appear Myrtle Steban,
Andrew Robsorr, Harold Holland.
Carrie Clark Ward. Colin Camp-
bell is the director with George
Bcrtholan serving., as his assistant.

This will mark the first time in two
years that Tsura Aoki has played
opposite her husband.

HERE AND
THERE

Hampton Del Ruth and Alta
Allen were married on Thanksgiv-
ing Day. Miss Allen is at present
playing leads in the Lyons and
Moran Comedies for Universal.
The couple visited nine parsonages
before they found a minister at

home.

The annual ball of the American
Society of Cinematographers will

be held at the Ambassador Hotel
on the evening of January 22.

Howard Milcrest was killed in a

stampede scene for a picture which
was being filmed at Fort Huachuca,
Arizona, on Wednesday of last

week. Mr. Milcrest was married
only a month ago.

Colleen Moore and Wesley Barry
gave a Thanksgiving party to two
hundred orphans who were enter-

tained at a vaudeville show and
later taken on an automobile tour

of the city.

Herman J. Brown, former Idaho
exhibitor, where, for several years
he served as secretary to the Ex-
hibitors' League, has been spending
several months in Los Angeles pre-
paratory to entering the exhibiting
field in old Mexico. He departs
for Mexico City during the com-
ing week and will probably tour
South America before he returns.
Brown has been studying Spanish
for the past six months and is ac-
credited with the statement that

he now speaks it so well that the
best educated Mexican cannot un-
derstand him.

What is reported to be the high-
est rental contract made for the
Los Angeles territory was consum-
mated last week by Walter Raul,
manager of United Artists' Ex-
change for the showing of the com-
ing Fairbanks release, " The Mark
of Zorro," at Mack Sennctt's new
Mission theatre. The Fairbanks
subject is to serve as the feature

of the opening bill and the open-
ing date is set for December 1.

The contract provides for an in-

definite run at a flat price which is

nearly the five figure mark.

Paul N. Lazarus, manager of the

sales promotion department of

United Artists, has spent the past

week in Los Angeles while on a

tour of the exchanges. He re-

turned East via San Francisco and
Denver.

All Previous Records Smashed
"Mark of Zorro" Has

Grand Opening
at Capitol

IN a statement eminating from
the New. York headquarters of

the United Artists' Corpora-
tion, the announcement is made
that the opening of Douglas Fair-

banks' newest production, " The
Mark of Zorro," at the Capitol the-

atre, New York, on Sunday, No-

r*m sidoc Oft "n» d*/s

William Duncan on a busy day at the Vitagraph, Los Angeles studio, as seen

by Charles Phillippi, cartoonist of the Los Angeles Evening Express

vember 28th, was marked by the

smashing of " every known record

for box-office receipts and attend-

ance in a single day in any one the-

tre in the world." Samuel L. Roth-
apfel, of the Capitol, in a report to

Hiram Abrams, president of the

United Artists' Corporation, declares

that a total of 19,547 persons wit-

nessed the showing of "The Mark
of Zorro," on the initial day of

its Capitol presentation, and that

the paid admissions registered at

the box-office totaled the unprece-
dented sum of $11,706.23.

" The news of the unusually

spectacular picture spread through
New York City like wildfire on the

opening day, and long before five

o'clock after the first matinee the

house was crowded to its capacity,"

continues the United Artists' state-

ment. " Long before the evening
performances began it was impos-

sible to jam any more people into

the theatre, and the patrons stood

in lines four-abreast for a block

long, waiting to purchase tickets.

Police reserves were called out to

take care of the crowds which
were extremely orderly, and at nine-

thirty, despite the fact that there

were hundreds still waiting to buy
tickets, the box-office was closed

and the police ordered the public to

move on."

Mr. Rothapfel stated that had it

been possible he could easily ran a

midnight performance and packed

the house another time.

The opening day was not the

only record breaker, however, for

the Monday following the opening

was the biggest Monday in the his-

tory of the theatre, barring, how-
ever, holidays, it is stated.

" There is no doubt in my mind
that the box-office record for the

Capitol theatre will be smashed to

small bits," said Mr. Rothapfel,
" for this picture in my mind is the

greatest production that Mr. Fair-

banks has ever made. There is so

much rapid fire action, such won-
derful love making in the dual role,

such a multitude of neck-breaking
stunts, a wonderful amount of

mirth and surprises together with
a gingery mixture of drama, com-
edy, love adventure and thrills, that

it has something in it for every
one, something that makes every
one go out and talk about it. Be-
sides being a corking entertain-

ment, it is in my mind one of the

greatest box-office attractions that

the industry has ever had the pleas-

ure of having. Doug certainly is

to be congratulated most heartily

on this his greatest success."

There wasn't a dissenting crit-

icism among the reviewers on this

picture, the critics all agreeing that

there was more real value to this

production than any of Fairbanks
former picture^, and that it will be

a sensation everywhere.
" There is no doubt but that this

production will be a Joy forever

and ever among exhibitors when it

will be released generally on De-
cember 5th for every patron who
has seen the picture departed from
the Capitol theatre with that feel-

ing of satisfaction that they had
seen by far the best picture .in

which the vigorous Doug had ever

appeared in," announces the state-

ment from the United Artists'

headquarters.

The story is an adaptation of

Johnston McCulley's novel, "The

Curse of Capistrano," which ap-

peared in the All Story Weekly

magazine.
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Facts on Metro's Production of Ibanez7 Novel
The following statistics have been set forth in a state-

ment from the New York headquarters of the Metro Pic-
tures Corporation as descriptive of the magnitude of the pro-
duction work entailed in turning out " The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse," based on the novel by Ibanez:

"
' The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse ' realizes the

producer's dream of ' the million dollar picture.'
" The screen version of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's epochal

novel took more than six months to complete.
" Upwards of 12,000 persons were engaged in the under-

taking
" More than 125,000 tons of masonry, steel, lumber,

furniture and shrubbery—in excess of the materials used in

the Woolworth Building—were used in constructing the mas-
sive settings for the colossal spectacle.

" An entire French village, capable of housing 6,000
souls, was put up and then destroyed before the camera lens.

" Every house in this village was finished throughout,
instead of being a front.

" A costume factory was erected on the Metro studio
grounds for ' dressing ' the production.

" An armory and two machine shops were incidentals
of the other building operations.

" More than 500,000 feet of raw film was exposed in the
taking of the picture, which when shown on the screen will

not exceed 12,000 feet.

" Fourteen camera men were employed to ' shoot ' the
big scenes from every angle, and Rex Ingram, the director,
at times had fourteen directors assisting him.

" It will require weeks to weed out and assemble the
completed scenes from the eighty-five miles of film exposed;
the mere running of 500,000 feet of film through a projection
machine at the rate of sixty feet a minute would consume
eighteen days of eight working hours each.

" Field kitchens and a complete commissary organiza-
tion were required to feed the army of 12,500 persons en-
gaged on the production.

" Several new mechanical devices for special photo-
graphic effects, for which patents have been issued, were
used for the first time in taking the picture.

" A complete telephone system was installed for the use
of the director while handling some of the great scenes.
He was in constant touch with his assistants, scattered on
posts over several miles of terrain.

" A collection of art treasures from galleries and private
sources, valued beyond price, was used in dressing the hand-
some interior settings. The insurance alone on these art
works was $375,000.

" The cast interpreting the roles in the most widely read
book of all time, excepting the Bible, contains two dozen
principal players who in other productions would be rated
as stars."

Under the added stimulus
of the Pearson Month Con-
test the sales campaign in

progress at the Pathe
branches on the new serial

release, " Velvet Fingers," an
unusually heavy total is re-

ported to be mounting up as

the release date for the Seitz

production approaches, an-
nounces Pathe. "Velvet Fin-
gers " will succeed to a big
majority of the screens being
vacated by " Ruth of the
Rockies," which it will sup-
plant on the Pathe schedule,
according to the information
received from branch mana-
gers.

" Velvet Fingers " is the
fourth contribution to the
Pathe program by the pro-
ducing unit organized and
now being operated under
the guidance of George B.

Seitz. That company pro-
duced " Bound and Gagged

"

as its first work. This was
followed by " Pirate Gold,"
" The Phantom Foe " and
" Velvet Fingers."

New Broadwell Star

Robert B. Broadwell, president
and director-general of Broadwell
Productions, Inc., who last week
announced an extension of his com-
pany's capital to $3,800,000, arrived
in New York City Wednesday from
Boston for the purpose of signing a
contract with a new star who will

head one" of the new units which he
intends shortly to organize to pro-
duce special super-features.

Seeks Closer Touch With Fans

First Edgar Jones Re-
lease Is Titled

W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, an-
nounces that the first of the Edgar
Jones feature productions for re-

lease on the Arrow program is to be
entitled " At the End of A Year."
It will be released about January 10.

GEORGE B E B A N and Sol
Lesser ended their cross-
country tour this week, arriv-

ing in New York on Saturday after
having stopped off and conferred
with many film executives in the
large cities between Los Angeles
and New York.

In a statement issued on Monday,
Mr. Beban in a brief manner sum-
med up the reasons for his Eastern
visit and spoke of his plans for the
future.

" I have a new angle on picture
presentation and I am going to try

it out personally," said Mr. Beban.
" I have made arrangements where-
by I shall remain away from my
West Coast studios for several
months during which time I am to

appear personally in the large cities

of the United States and Canada in

connection with my new picture,
' One Man in a Million.'

"

George Beban feels that " per-
sonal contact " between star and
fan will soon become a paramount
factor in the picture problem. " The
time is fast arriving when the pic-

ture public will demand a closer
relationship between themselves and
the film celebrities," said Mr. Be-
ban.

Mr. Beban further stated that

keener co-operation between the
producer and exhibitors was es-

sential, inferring that artists and
producers were holding; themselves
on too high a pedestal and that their

assistance to the theatre-owner and
exhibitor was somewhat lacking.

"One of the greatest steps toward
the advancement of the motion pic-

ture is the 'frame' or method of
presentation," said the star. " Some
folks call it a prologue—I refer to

the tableux or theatrically speaking,

a sketch that has some bearing on
the presentation of the picture

proper. The picture public, now ed-

ucated to this added form of
entertainment, and always craving
something now are now demanding
an added feature—they want to see

the film star in the flesh. I am what
one would say, ' blazing the trail '—

I

am making a path that I am sure

will be followed by many important

Geo. Beban to Appear
in Person at Many
Picture Houses

film celebreties. I feel the time will

soon come when every picture star

of any prominence will arrange his

or her time to personally appear in

the big cities once each year.

"If I should say too much now,
it would spoil it for the proper
time. All 1 will say is that I have
a well formed routine of talk that is

going to be a mighty big surprise to

all. I will probably occupy the stage
for fifteen minutes after my picture
has been seen and I aim to have a
message for the picture public that

will please all — old and young

alike."

The Beban tour will begin within
a few weeks, New York being the
opening c'ty. The star will spend
from eight to ten weeks in the
Eastern exchange cities and from
that time he will work West, finally

arriving in Los Angeles where he
will terminate his personal appear-
ance tour at the Kinema theatre
there, it is stated.

Sol Lesser leaves for the Coast
this week after having arranged all

distribution matters for the " One
Man in a Million" attraction. Mr.
Lesser is making a careful survey
of all theatre conditions in the East
and Middle West and will probably
carry' some new ideas to California
where he, in conjunction with the

Gore Bros., controls a chain of 37
theatres.

New Superior's Activities
Successor of Hemmer Company
to Produce and Buv Theatres

OE. CHANEY AND COM-
• PANY of Wall street, have

issued a statement concerning the

proposed activities of the New Su-

perior Productions, Inc., which has

succeeded the Hemmer Superior

Productions, Inc., as producers of

iuUire pictures.

New Superior Productions, Inc.,

plans also establishing and having

in operation a series of at least ten

popular priced Superior theatres as

soon as possible.

The company has completed its

first large feature production
" Birthright." It is said to be fully

paid for, and the corporation has no
indebtedness, its only obligation be-

ing for the ordinary current run-

ning expenses.
Arrangements are now being

made to market this production

upon the best obtainable conditions,

to be booked for early release to

standard motion picture theatres. In

addition to the production of motion

pictures, the company is financially

interested in another source of rev-

enue through ownership of approxi-
mately thirty per cent interest in a
distribution company known as the

"A 1 1 i e d Independent Attractions
Inc." This particular corporation
will have charge of the distribution

of all productions of the New Su-
perior Productions, Inc. Harry
Leonhardt, former ownei of the
California theatre of Los Angeies,
Cal., well known in the mot'on pic-

ture industry' is president of the

Allied Independent Attractions,
Inc. He is assisted by Harvey Day.

The officers of the new company
include Lewis Hopkins Rogers,
chairman of the board; W. S. Silk-

worth, president of the Consolidated

Stock Exchange, treasurer; F. Ern-
est Grubb, chartered accountant as

secretary. The Security Transfer
and Registrar Company will act as

transfer agent and registrar
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Live News From Producers
IVHA T THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

New Vitagraph Exchanges

Monroe Salisbury, star of the Pioneer
feature. " The Barbarian "

Author's Name Quoted
Incompletely

In announcing the author of

"It's Never Too Late to Mend."
a story scheduled for production
by Universal with Eva Xovak in

the lead, the writer's name was
quoted incompletely as " Helen
Christine." The author's name in

full should read. " Helen Christine

Bennett.'' The word "Bennett

"

was omitted in transcribing the

telegram from the West Coast
which conveyed the information of

the authorship of " It's Never Too
Late to Mend."

The first spread of adver-
tising paper to be posted by
William Fox in his pre-show-
ing campaign for " Blind
Wives," to be released De-
cember 19, made its appear-
ance in New York City late

in the week ending November
27. The 24-sheets advertising
the screen version of Edward
Knoblock's stage play, " My
Lady's Dress," were blended
into the outdoor situation on
local billboards to an extent
that covered every borough
of the greater city.

The first " spread " indi-

cated the general effect of
the entire series of billing—to
show the lure of luxury to

women. Just as fast as the
work can be accomplished the
larger centers throughout the
country will be posted in the
Fox drive to herald the Knob-
lock photoplay in advance of
the public showing in theatres
that specialize in first runs.
Press-books are now avail-
able for this subject.

Exchanges Now N
Larger Quarters

WHILE Vitagraph has been in-

creasing its production facil-

ities during the past year through
the acquisition of additional land,

the erection of new buildings and
the installation of the most modern
methods and machinery in its labo-

ratories, so that now it is at the

highest production point in its his-

tory, it has also improved its

distribution chain, nearly even-
link of which has been strengthened
during the past year and a half.

In a little more than a year it has
added three new and important ex-

changes to its system, and either

built new homes or leased greatly

enlarged quarters for nine other

existing branch offices in the most
important cities. The Vitagraph
exchanges in the United States and
Canada now number 27, and the

entire organization is at its highest

point of perfection. In several

umber 27 ; Secures

in Ten Cities
cases the new quarters appeared to

be even more than the occasion
required, but constantly increasing
popularity of Vitagraph's new pro-

ductions have proved the advisa-

bility of taking time by the fore-

lock, it is stated.

In ten of the largest cities it has
been found necessary to secure
larger branch offices. These are
Philadelphia, Kansas City. New-
Orleans, Washington, D. C. ; Seat-

tle, Denver, St. John, N. B.

:

Dallas. Chicago, San Francisco and
New York. In the last named city

the general offices moved to new
offices at 469 Fifth avenue.

In Seattle, Dallas, Chicago and
San Francisco new buildings were
erected. The new Chicago ex-

change, at 839-843 South Wabash
avenue, cost approximately $200,-

000. The new Dallas exchange is

at 1801-3 Commerce street.

Shirley Mason, appearing in the William
Fox picture, " Flame of Youth "

Harold Lloyd's New Series
Contract Provides Him with " Un-
precedented Sum " for His Work

PATHE in a statement just

issued announces the start of
the first Harold Lloyd Comedy for

Associated Exhibitors. Under his

contract with Associated Exhibitors,

says Pathe, Lloyd will receive " an
unprecedented sum for every photo-
play accepted by the Associated Ex-
hibitors." The Rolin Film Com-
pany will continue to produce the

Harold Lloyd comedies, and Pathe
will continue as the distributing or-

ganization of the laugh-getting

Lloyd products. The Pathe state-

ment tells how7 it was that Harold
Lloyd started on his present comedy
career which has placed him in the

forefront of the screen's comedians.
" Just a year ago, Paul Brunet, of

Pathe, announced that he would
star Harold Lloyd in a series of

two-reel feature comedies. Lloyd
had been making good comedies—
in fact, excellent comedies. But
there was a good deal of slapstick,

knock-down and drag out in them.

" Pathe decided to set a new
standard in screen farce-comedy
They declared for genuine humor,
based on comic plot and situation.

Two requirements were stipulated

by the producers : The photoplays
must be funny—screamingly funnv,

if possible—from start to finish.

And they must be clean. No sug-

gestive, vulgar or indecent action

would be tolerated. Thev were de-

termined to demonstrate that the

.motion picture public reall-- wanted
wholesome entertainment. Still, it

was something of an experiment,
and, sensibly enough. Lloyd agreed
to work for what was a modest
salary for a man of his box office

power.
" Lloyd dropped slapstick like a

hot potato. He made his bow as a
clean-shaven, well-tailored, rather

scholarly-looking young man wear-
ing large, shell-rimmed spectacles.

He secured Mildred Davis as his

leading woman. Then things begin
to happen to them. They are in-

volved in all sorts of ludicrous diffi-

culties, provided in the story ma-
terial. And, like the skilled racon-
teur of witty jokes, each keeps a
serious face through it all and al-

lows the audience to enjoy its laugh
at their expense."

Marjorie Cook's Story
for Mae Marsh

Robertson-Cole announces the
return of Mae Marsh to the screen
in " The Little 'Fraid Lady." The
picture is described to be a photo-
play of great dramatic and artistic

value. Diversification of locale in

the story and an interesting theme
which weaves its way through all

walks of life are said to give the
production an element of universal
appeal. Marjorie Benton Cook's
novel, "The Girl Who Lived in the
Woods," forms the basis for the
picture. Joseph Farnham did the
screen adaptation. In Miss Marsh's
supporting cast appear Tully Mar-
shall, Kathleen Kirkham, Charles
Meredith, Gretchen Hartman and
Herbert Prior.

Bruce Picture Featured
in Detroit House

" Tropical Nights," one of the

latest of the Bruce Scenic Beautiful,
made during Mr. Bruce's recent trip

to Cuba and Jamaica, and released
through Educational Exchanges, is

being given a featured place on the
bill of the Broadway Strand
theatre, Detroit, during the run of
" Idols of Clay,"

New Realart Star Is

Arousing Interest
Justine Johnstone in " Black-

birds," her first Realart picture, is

arousing widespread enthusiasm,
judging from reports received from
cities where the production is be-
ing shown, announces the Realart
office.

In Ohio her beauty and acting
ability found a ready welcome and
in Colorado the Realart star met
with an equally hearty reception.
The Rialto theatre, Hamilton, Ohio,
rnn "Blackbirds" during the week
of November 1.

The fact that Miss Johnstone,
while a member of the Ziegfcld
Follies, attracted the attention of
artists and theatregoers by her
beauty did not escape the attention
of Hamilton critics who praised her
as an actress as well as a beauty.
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Two scenes from the new Christie comedy to be distributed by Educational Exchanges, Inc., " Back from the Front

Torchy Comedies "Promoted
55

ACCORDING to Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., a re-

markable record has been set

by Torchy Comedies, in that during
the past 60 days these two-reel pic-

tures have shown an increase of

fifty per cent in the number of the-

atres of the very first quality in

which they are booked. In prac-

tically every city in the country these

films made from the stories by Se-
well Ford and starring Johnny
Hines are being shown in the lead-

ing house and reports from man-
agers say that the audience pulling

power is showing remarkable gains.

Still another significant fact cited

by Educational is that in many in-

stances where contracts had been
signed for this series by exhibitors

owning a chain of theatres in a city,

they have been almost without ex-

ception taken out of the smaller

houses and placed in the leading the-

atre where they could appeal to

larger audiences.

From one batch of programs Ed-
ucational points out these theatres,

all parts of chains and which rep-

resent the very best in their respec-

tive communities all played Torchy

Many Chains Advance
Them to Largest

Theatres

pictures last week. "Torchy on
High," at the Riviera in Chicago;
the Rialto in Denver and the New in

Baltimore
; "Torchy Turns Cupid,"

at the Tivoli, San Francisco; the
New Garrick, in Minneapolis; the
Alhambra, in Cleveland, and Moore's
Rialto, in Washington ;

" Torchy's
Millions," at the Liberty, in Seattle

;

the Stabley in Philadelphia, and the
Walnut, Cincinnati.

" This" comments the Educational
statement, " speaks far more
strongly for the picture than a mere
list of bookings. A greater share of
the bookings themselves to the prin-
cipal circuits of the country we an-
nounced some time ago, but now the
record that is being made by the
pictures themselves is convincing
exhibitors that these are among the
very best comedies they have—and
therefore they are transferring their
run to their leading theatres. Since
they have already their contracts

there could be but one thing inspir-

ing this switch—that the comedies'
have unusual audience pulling power
and therefore they want to take ad-
vantage of their largest seating ca-

pacities.

" Besides the quality of the pic-

ture's themselves there are two rea-

sons for this. First, so many
exhibitors have had such unfortu-
nate experiences with most so called
' tieups ' with publishers that they
did not expect an advantage from
this one, even though millions have
read the seven Sewell Ford vol-

umes. They are now learning that
these millions want to see these pic-

tures. According to the publishers
the appearance of the pictures vastly
increased the demands for the books
themselves.

" The second reason is that while
every one of the comedies is abso-
lutely complete in itself they have
all the pulling power of the serial

because the same chief character is

carried through them, and because
patrons know that each one will af-

ford a wealth of clean fun, but
without burlesque or utter impossi-
bilities."

Critics Praise "Godless Men 55

GOLDWYN'S production of
" Godless Men," a Reginald
Barker Production, based

upon Ben Ames Williams' sea tale,
" Black Pawl," is given a place of
honor in the new medium for re-

viewing pictures just inaugurated
by the National Board of Review
called Exceptional Photoplays. The
first issue is just out and bears date
of November, 1920. Three other
productions were selected for re-

view in this issue, "Passion," " The
Sin That Was His " and " The
Devil's Garden."

Believing that the time was ripe

for undertaking a critique of the

best photoplays that would give a
.more serious appraisal of motion
pictures than is usually bestowed
upon them, the National Board has
named a Committee on Critique,

consisting of eleven members whose
duty it is to pick out those pictures
having unusual qualifications—out-
standing dramatic, artistic, pictorial

and instructive entertainment qual-
ity—for review. Pictures are chosen
for consideration by a two-thirds
vote of the Review Group originally
seeing the production. The film is

Nat'l. Bd. of Review
Gives High Place

to Feature

then discussed by the Board's Gen-
eral Committee and passed on to the
Committee on Critique where it is

accepted or rejected for review in

Exceptional Photoplays in executive
session.

"Godless Men," announces Gold-
wyn, "not only stood up under
this test but is ranged first in the
four pictures selected for review in

the first issue of the Board's review-
ing organ. After detailing an out-
line of the story the critique con-
tinues :

"And now the action proceeds
with such unerring force and sure-
ness that it creates not only a pic-

ture of exceptional merit but a trag-
edy so well motivated that it leaves
the spectator with that peculiar ex-
altation which the true tragic mas-
ters have always been able to extract
out of the very heart of pain.

"To this and Mr. Reginald

Barker as producer has notably
contributed. Just as Black Pawl's
ship harbors all the forces which
both destroy and purify him, so the
producer has managed to keep the
whole action on board the ship
Throughout the five reels, there is

no change of scene except from
deck to cabin and no scenery be-
yond the sea and sky. This bold
concentration lends the picture an
extraordinary unity. It is hardly
noticed unless called to your atten-
tion. And yet it has a very subtle
effect. For it lends the ship dra-
matic personality and really makes
it a part of the cast.

" And yet the finest achievement
of ' Godless Men ' might easily have
been missed had the cast been less

skilfully chosen. The acting through-
out this picture is marked by a re-

turn to that fine naturalism which
has almost been crowded out of our
films by the pretty-pretty school of
actresses and the slapdash swagger
type of actor. Helene Chadwick, as
the only woman on the ship, under
peculiarly trying circumstances,
gives a notable portrait of fearless

innocence."

Universal Arranges
Song Tie-up

SPECIAL arrangements are being
made by Universal for the ex-

ploitation of its release, starring
Dorothy Phillips. Exhibitor aids
and tie-ups are being planned with
elaborate care, according to a state-

ment from the Universal headquar-
ters. The singing of the old-time
melody, " Ben Bolt," in conjunction
with the showing of the picture, is

one of the special stunts being ar-
ranged. How this idea was origi-

nated is explained in the following
statement from the Universal offices :

" This tie-up with ' Ben Bolt

'

came about almost by " accident.

When Universal planned to present
the picture by a private showing at

the Hotel Astor, it was decided to

precede the showing by a vocal ren-
dition of the song. Miss Mabelle
Nash, a lyric soprano of consider-
able prestige, was engaged. Shortly
before ihe showing, it was suggested
that Miss Nash sing during the
showing, at the point in the picture
where the heroine, Miss Phillips,

sings ' Ben Bolt' at her mothers
bed side.

" After several trials, the singer
found she could follow Miss
Phillips' lips to the fraction of a
second. The effect of this ' stunt

'

at the Hotel Astor presentation was
miraculous. The audience gasped
as the words of the old song, in
clear and bell-like tones, floated
out, apparently from the mouth of
the actress on the screen. So
moved were the visiting exhibitors,
that a large percentage of them who
later booked the picture, requested
Miss Nash's personal appearance at
their theatres.

" The singer has appeared in more
than a dozen theatres in and around
New York City, duplicating the
' magic voice ' effect she created in
the original showing. Exhibitors in
other sections have engaged local
singers and those who have not
been able to arrange for the iden-
tical method of presentation, have
tied up with local Victrola shops
and reproduced the voice by a well-
timed record of ' Ben Bolt ' sung
by Geraldine Farrar."

High-Class Houses Back
"The Riddle: Woman"
Practically even' important ex-

hibitor interest in the country will
be represented in the final list of
bookings on "The Riddle : Woman,"
the first Associated Exhibitors re-
lease through Pathe, according to
the rate at which bookings of this

character have been received to

date, declares a statement received
from the Associated Exhibitors'
headquarters. Every effort has been
made to reach exhibitors of the

highest class and the sales forces
have not yet begun to reach out for
volume business, it is stated.

The remarkable success of the

exploitation used in support of the

picture in Boston and Seattle,

where it was shown at Oemmer's
theatre, has encouraged strong ex-

ploitation in other centers and many
original ideas are being put forth

by theatre managers and press rep-

resentatives, according to the state-

ment.
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Paramount Prepares to Launch New
"Big Stock Company"

All Stars in East to Go West Upon Completion of Current Pictures

EVIDENCE of the earnestness
of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in putting into ef-

fect its series of super-star produc-
tions in which the entire Paramount
producing organization is to be
merged into one big stock company,
was given yesterday in a telegram
received at the home office of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
from Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-pres-
ident, summoning all the Para-
mount stars who are now in the
East to Hollywood, where they will

begin at once on a number of big
special productions.

Following conferences with
Adolph Zuker, president of Famous
Plavers. who is now in Hollywood,
and with Cecil B. DeMille, Mr.
La>ky wired the home office that
as soon as the pictures they are now
working on are completed the var-
ious Paramount stars now in the
East shall go at once to Hollywood.
Elsie Ferguson will leave next Fri-
day to begin work immediately upon
her arrival on " Arnold Bennett's
" Sacred and Profane Love," under
the direction of William D. Taylor.
Thomas Meighan, who is nearing
the completion of "The Quarry;"
Dorothy Dalton, who has practi-
cally finished " The Teaser," Ethel
Clayton, who is nearly finished
with " The Price of Possession,"
and Billie Burke are among the
stars now in the East who have
been called to Los Angeles to ap-
pear together in special productions.
So enthusiastic is Mr. Lasky over

the new policy, it was announced
that he plans to give all the big
super-star specials his personal at-

tention.

Coincident with his decision to

begin the new super-star production
at once Mr. Lasky announced that

weather conditions and location
facilities made it imperative that

these big productions be made in

the West. The presence of all the
Paramount stars in the West he
announced, will make it possible to

expand the facilities in the Eastern
studio to a point where eight big
special productions can be taken
care of at the same time. In the
three months in which the studio
has been in operation it has been
found that certain additional facili-

ties are necessary to take care of a
large number of special productions.
So that it will be in a position to
handle its program of specials under
Mr. Lasky's personal supervision
when he returns in February, he
ordered that work be started at once
on certain alterations necessary to
the handling of a number of special

productions. To allow greater
speed in the making of the altera-

tions the studio will be temporarily
closed.

Changes are to be made in the
layout of the studio floor and the
lower stage is to be fitted up im-
mediately with $100,000 worth of
electrical appliances. The carpenter
shop will be enlarged to twice its

present scope, and additional ware-

house space is to be provided to

give further facility for the quick
handling of big sets.

In summoning the stars to Holly-
wood, Mr. Lasky also is taking ad-
vantage of the presence there of

the group of famous authors whom
he has engaged to write directly for
Paramount Pictures. Edward Knob-
lock is now at work on an original

story, which will soon be put into

production with an all-star cast.

Elinor Glyn has completed her first

original photoplay, in which Gloria
Swanson will star. A well-known
star, yet to be announced, will play

the male lead.

Avery Hopwood, who returned to

New York this week, will go back
to Hollywood at once to confer with
Cecil B. DeMille, who soon will be-

gin on his super-star " Anatol."

Sir Gilbert Parker and George H.
Mclford are preparing a big produc-
tion in which Dorothy Dalton will

star. Sir Gilbert already has com-
pleted his photoplay, " The Money
Master," starring Dorothy Dalton.

Henry Arthur Jones, who arrived

last week from Europe, is going
shortly to Hollywood, where he will

begin work on a new production,

the script of which already has
been turned over to Famous Play-

ers. Who will direct this picture

and who will play the leading roles

will be announced later.

It was pointed out that Famous
Players is in an admirable position

to concentrate its energies on its

new policy of super-star specials as
enough pictures already have been
completed or are nearing com-
pletion to fill its release schedule
for the rest of this season.

Besides the pictures set down for
release in December, these pictures
already have been completed or are
nearing completion: Maurice"

lourneur's "The .Bait," with Hope
nampion; George lVlellord s pro-
uucuon, "'ihe Jucklins, by Upie
Kead, with Monte Blue; vVallace

Reid in "ihe Charm School;
"

Bilhe Burke in " '1 he Lducation of
Elizabeth; " the Cosmopolitan pro-
duction, "The inside oi the Cup;

"

Douglas MacLean in the Thomas
H. lnce production, " The Rookie's
Return." William DcMille's pro-
duction, "Midsummer Madness;"
George Fitzmaunce s production,
" Paying the Piper," a companion
piece to " On With the Dance ;

"

Thomas Meighan's " The Frontier
of the Stars;" a Charles Maigne
production; Roscoe (Fatty.) Ar-
buckle in " Brewster's Millions ;

"

Dorothy Gish in " The Ghost in the
Garret;" Cecil B. DeMille's pro-
duction, " Forbidden Fruit ;

" Doug-
las MacLean in " Chickens," a
Thomas H. Ince production; the
Cosmopolitan production, " The
Passionate Pilgrim," with Matt
Moore; Charles Maigne's produc-
tion " The Kentuckians," with
Monte Blue.

Ethel Clayton in Hugh Ford's
production, " The Price of Posses-
sion ; " a Lois Weber production,
"What Do Men Want?" Dorothy
Dalton in "The Teaser;" Thomas
Meighan in " The Easy Road ;

"

George Melford's production of
William Vaughan Moody's play,
" The Faith Healer " with Milton
Sills and Ann Forrest; the Cosmo-
politan production, " The Buried
Treasure," with Marion Davies;
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in "The
Traveling Salesman ;

" Robert Z.
Leonard's production, " The Gilded
Lily," starring Mae Murray; John
S. Robertson's production of " Sen-
timental Tommy;" William De-
Mille's production of Barrie's

What Every Woman Knows ;

"

Wallace Reid in " The Daughter of
a Magnate ;

" Sydney Chaplin in
" King, Queen and Joker,' Hugh
1-ords production ol " ihe Great
Day ;

" " The Mystery Road," a
.bamous-Lasky British production,
with David Powell.

i homas Meighan in " The
Quarry," the Cosmopolitan produc-
tion of " The Manifestations of
Henry Ort," with Matt Moore;
George Loane Tucker's Mayflower
production, "Ladies Must Live;"
the Hugh Ford production of
Henry Arthur Jones' play, " The
Call of Youth;" Roscoe (Fatty)
Arbuckle in " The Dollar-a-Year
Man ;

" Edward Knoblock's play,
" Appearances," a Famous-Lasky
British production; the Cosmopoli-
tan production, " The Love Piker ;

"

Douglas MacLean in " One a
Minute," a Thomas H. Ince produc-
tion ; William D. Taylor's produc-
tion of Augustus Thomas's play,

"The Witching Hour;" the Cos-
mopolitan production, "Profits;"
the Thomas H. Ince-Joseph Vance
production, " Beau Revel

;

" the
Ince-Vance production, " The Brass
Bowl."
Big pictures which are to go into

production immediately under the
super-star system will include Cecil
B. DeMille's production of
Schnitzler's " The Affairs of
Anatol ;

" George H. Melford pro-
duction of "You Can't Fool Your
Wife" by Hector Turnbull ; Elsie
Ferguson in " Sacred and Flrofane
Love; " " Is Matrimony a Failure? "

with Thomas Meighan in the lead-
ing male role; Gloria Swanson in
" Everything for Sale," a William
DeMille production of an original
script by Edward Knoblock;
George Melford's production of
" The Money Master," an original
story by Sir Gilbert Parker and
Cecil B. DeMille's production of an
original story by Avery Hopwood,
author of " The Gold Diggers " and
a large number of other successful
plays.

Roscoe Arbuckle as the fat but honest lawyer in " The Life of the Party." a new
Paramount picture.

Fox Special Used as a
Theme in Pulpits

Despite the fact that the William
Fox special production " Over the
Hill," now enjoying its eleventh
week of prosperity on Broadway
and its fourth week at the Lyric
theatre, in New York, will not be
shown in neighborhood motion pic-

ture theatres during 1920, 1921, 1922,
the beautiful story adapted from
Will Carlcton's famous " Farm
Ballads" has already been selected
as the topic for a series of illus-

trated lectures throughout New
York State and New Jersey.

" Over the Hill " has already
been selected as the topic for a
Sunday evening: sermon by Dr.
Lincoln Caswell, of the Crawford
Memorial Church, in the Bronx.
Later Dr. Henrv R. Rose, of the
Church of the Redeemer in Newark,
N. T., selected the Fox n'ctnre for
an illustrated lecture which he gave
before a hie audience.
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Good Cast in "East Lynne
Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle at

Head of Cast in Hugo Ballin Film

Two views of A.ice Ca.houn as she appears in " P.inccss Jones," a new Vitagraph

LJ U(,() BALLIN', who is engaged
in creating the screen version

of " East Lynne," has chosen for
this production an all-artist cast.

Heading the aggregation of players
who will vitalize this stirring story
is Mabel Ballin. Miss Ballin
achieved a personal triumph in

Hugo Ballin's first independent pro-
duction " Pagan Love," a picturi-

zation of Achmed Abdullah's story,
" The Honorable Gentleman," but
it is said that in this newer picture
she will over-step this as well as
her other successes in the past.

Miss Ballin has appeared in Charles
Dillingham's productions for three

years. She has also played leads
with Maurice Tourneur, Sessue
Hayakawa and in various Vita-
graph, Universal and Goldwyn pic-
tures.

Another important role is played
by Edward Earle, " the original O.
Henry man," who will be remem-
bered for his work in those charm-
ing Vitagraph comedies. Gladys
Coburn. who recently completed
" The Foreigner," playing opposite
Gaston Glass, has been entrusted
with another important role. The
remainder of the cast includes Gil-

ben Rooney and Henry G. Sell.

picture

Lesser
Billv

Buys Joan
West Comedies Are Pur-

chased by Western Exchangeman

Series
' Black Beauty' Seen as Hit

Vitagraph President Says Picture

Has Artistic and Commercial Value

SOL LESSER, the California ex-

chai>geman, purchased the series

of twe've Billy West comedies from

Joan Film Sales Co., during his

visit of New York last week. This

is said to have been the first deal

closed by Lesser after his arrival

in the East. Negotiations had been

pending for some time between

Louis Hyman, manager of Lesser's

interests in San Francisco and Joan

had been pending for several weeks,

but the bargain was not struck until

Lesser saw the comedies himself.

The purchase of the Billy West
comedies coincided with the news

of the re-organization and expan-

sion of Lesser's film activities on

the coast, as sole director of the

affairs of the All-Star Feature Dis-

tributors of San Francisco and Los
Angeles. It is understood that the
Billy West comedies will be shown
in all the theatres operated by Ir-

ving Lesser and Gore. They are
scheduled for early release this fall,

and a complete supply of advertis-
ing and publicity material has been
sent off to the coast.

Lesser declared that the outlook
in the Far West as far as motion-
pictures are concerned is extremely
encouraging. As a proof of the

bright prospects he pointed to the

additional number of theatres his

brother Irving and Gore have
bought lately. The presentation of

the best grade of product will over-

come any slump anywhere, was his

claim.

Fitzmaurice Goes Abroad
Sailed Last Week for London; to

Produce at Famous Players' Plant

GEORGE FITZMAURICE, di-

rector of Paramount specials,

sailed last week for London, where

he will make a picture for Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers,

Ltd., at the studio at Islington, Lon-

don. He will join his wife, Ouida

Bergere. the author and adaptor of

many of his pictures, who has been

in London several weeks.

Mr. Fitzmaurice is the third

Paramount director to be sent to

London in the last few weeks, the

others being Paul Powell and Don-
ald Crisp, who are now engaged in

making pictures with British casts.

Hugh Ford, the first director sent

to the London studio, returned to

America to work in the new Long
Island city studio, after making
two pictures abroad.

" Paving the Piper," the fourth
Fitzmaurice Paramount special,

made from an original story by
Ouida Bergere, was cut and assem-
bled by Mr. Fitzmaurice before he
departed for Europe. This is an
absorbing story of the havoc
wrought in the lives of typical New
Yorkers by their worship of money

and their final regeneration when
they lose their wealth and are made
to shift for themselves. Dorothy
Dickson, the famous dancer and
stage beauty, makes her screen

debut in this film.

IN its forthcoming special produc-
tion, " Black Beauty," Vitagraph

expects the greatest super-feature
in its cmarter-century of making
motion pictures. This special,

adapted from the classic by Anna
Sewell, will be the first big picture

available to exhibitors with the

coming of the new year and prom-
ises to set a standard for 1921, de-
clares Vitagraph.

Albert E. Smith, president of Vit-
agraph, who has been on the Coast
for several weeks and has seen
" Black Beauty " take form in sev-

eral stages, offers the novel adapta-
tion as an example of that ideal in

pictures: The artistic, plus the

commercial picture.

Two of the persons back East
who are counting the days until

they can see " Black Beauty " on
the screen are Lillian and George
Randolph Chester, who made what
Director David Smith styled " a

perfect continuity." Mr. Smith has
faithfully interpreted the story in

screen form with the necessary en-

largement of the activities of the

human characters as described by
the beloved horse in his autobio-
graphy, declares Vitagraph.

In addition to the artistry of its

production, " Black Beauty " is said

to have a strong commercial side.

For years the book has been read

by children and adults and ranks in

popularity with the first half dozen
classics of all time. This makes it

one of the greatest " family pic-
tures " ever available to exhibitors,
according to Vitagraph officials.

The showman has all ages to draw
on for patronage, it is said, with
the certainty that all will enjoy and
understand the story.

Further, Jean Paige appears as
the sympathy - winning heroine.
" Black Beauty's" life parallels hers
with vicissitudes and each share in
the happy ending. James Morrison
plays opposite Miss Paige, with
George \\'cbb in the heavy role.

Exteriors Taken on the
Vanderbilt Estate

The Vanderbilt estate at Doug-
laston, L. I., served Hugh Ford
well for some of the exterior scenes
l or " The Price of Possession,"
Ethel Clayton's latest picture for
faramount. The scenes at the es-

tate represent the vicinity of Sol-
vergate, Surrey. England, in the

story which was written by \Yin-
fred Boggs, the English author.
Other scenes representing Barston
Manor were taken on the pictur-

esque estate of George Ahrens at

Port Chester, N. Y.

Scenes f.om Mauiice Tourneur's production f

" The
jr Associated Producers of James Fenimore Cooper's immortal story.

Last of the Mohicans "
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Illustrating the action and thrills of " Fantomas," the new serial picture which is being produced by William Fox

Second Louise Lovely
Picture Is Ready

The second William Fox produc-
tion in which Louise Lovely is

starred will soon be released. It is

titled "Partners of Fate." Miss
Lovely's first picture for Fox, " The
Little Grey Mouse," was well re-

ceived by exhibitors and established
her in favor with the public.

Supporting Miss Lovely in "Part-
ners of Fate " is William Scott, who
has appeared in a score of Fox
pictures. Then there is Rosemary
Theby and Philo McCullough and
George Seigmann, and Richard
Cumminsrs. The baby in the play is

Eileen O'Malley.
" Partners of Fate " was written

by Stephen Chalmers and Robert
Dillion wrote the scenario. Ber-
nard Durning directed the picture.

Incidentallv this is Durning's first

Fox picture.

Exhibitor Recommends
Realart Release

Y. S. McLaren managing direc-
tor of the Majestic theatre, Jack-
son, Mich., in announcing the show-
ing of "The Soul of Youth" at his
theatre, wrote

:

" It is with pleasure that I per-
sonally endorse ' The Soul of
Youth ' to our patrons. It has a
real story; it has an abundance of
heart interest : a wonderful cast

—

and best of all it has a powerful
appeal to every youth of the nation,
as well as to every mother and
father. Need I say more than that
I personally guarantee it will please
100 per cent of those who see it."

Well-Known Writer on
Universal's Staff

E. W. Guyol, formerly foreign
correspondent for the New York
Herald, and the author of many
magazine stories, has been engaged
for the scenario department of the
Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, has been assigned to the
studio staff, and has already arrived
at LTniversal City. His first work
for LTniversal will be the adaptation
of " My Ladv of the Island," a
novel by Beatrice Grimshaw.
Edith Roberts will be starred in

the. picture.

Fox Western Studio Enlarged
IMPROVEMENTS at the Will-

iam Fox West Coast studios, in-

volving the expenditure 01 a

million or more dollars, is an-
nounced by General Manager Win-
held R. Sheehan, of Fox Film Cor-
poration. New stages, new lighting

equipment and a general beautifica-

tion of the lot are comprised in the
enlargements necessary for the in-

creased activities on the part of the

entire Fox organization. It is de-
clared that the opening of the new-
Fox studios in New York has re-

sulted in no curtailment in West
Coast activities

;
indeed, production

has been stimulated on both coasts
to keep step with the plans Mr. Fox
has matured for the future.

Among the principal building
activities is a new dark stage al-

ready well along toward completion
on the East lot. This will be known
as Dark Stage No. 3. Another
dark stage of the same dimensions
(75x200 feet) and to be known as

Dark Stage . No. 4, will be built

paralleling No. 3. Representing the

latest development in studio con-
struction, these new stages will be
particularly well equipped with
lights.

The Western Avenue sides of
No. 3 and the carpenter shop

More Than $1,000,000
to Be Spent in

Improvements

(which is being increased by 4,dU0
square teet ot new construction

)

are being finished in stucco plaster,

which will add to the attractiveness
of that vista of the street. The ex-
tension to the carpenter shop will

accommodate a new band-saw, a
new planer and a new blower and
ventilating system for the entire
shop.

A new plaster shop, 30x60 feet, is

planned to take care of the increas-

ing amount of plaster work and
clay modelling executed for Will-
iam Fox productions. Mr. Fox
has broken away from flat stencil-

ling for sets where sculptured
effects are necessary and instead is

incorporating actual sculpture-

created by his own staff of artisans.

Another innovation will be a

blacksmith and sheet-metal shop,
30x60 feet, on the site of the present
equipment. Several cottages at the
Northern end of the East lot are

|
coming down to make room for I

lumber sheds 20x150 feet—to afford

storage for sufficient lumber to pro-
vide for all needs of the studio.

On Serrano avenue will be erec-
ted a garage, 100x300 feet, built of
concrete and having capacity to
house fifty machines. The dressing
rooms on the comedy site will be
increased by fifty in one building
adjoining Stage No. 2, on the East
lot, and there will be fifty new-
dressing rooms adjoining the new
No. 4 stage.

A great increase in electric
power is contemplated, the first of
the three new 300-kilowatt genera-
tors being now in operation. A new
underground system, embracing a
mile of conduits, connects the two
lots and provides for the eventual
elimination of all alternating cur-
rents.

Still another improvement is the
installation of a steam heating
plant in the main building. The
grass plots on Western avenue and
Sunset boulevard are to 5e planted
with flowers, and in general the
entire aspect of the entire studio
is to be improved.

J- Parker Read's Big Tie-Up
ENTENDING the benefits of his

press department to the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, J.

Parker Read, Jr., now a member of
the Associated Producers, who has
four productions released by Hod-
kinson, has launched through Sig
Schlager, his representative in

charge of advertising and publicity,

in big campaign of picture pro-
motion. In addition to a tieup with
414 newspapers boosting " Sex,"
" Sahara " and " The Lone Wolf's
Daughter " specifically and " Love
Madness " incidentally. J. Parker
Read, Jr. intends to prepare an im-
pressive advertising plan which will

make known to the trade directly

the scope and value of this propa-
ganda.
A program of double-paere, and

page ads and a number of "teaser"
ads will convev to the exhibitor the

news that some of the biggest news-
papers in the Lnited States, whose
cooperation was obtained directly

by the Read Productions Press
Bureau and nearly 400 other journ-
als of wide circulation, served by
the Newspaper Enterprise Associa-
tion, have launched a $5,000
Scenario Contest calculated to in-

terest the American public in writ-
ing original stories suitable for
Louise Glaum, whose latest vehicle,
" Love," will be J. Parker Read,
Jr.'s next release through Asso-
ciated Producers, Inc.

The contest is nation-wide. Pro-
ducer Read has offered $2,500 for
a first-prize scenario for his star;
with $1,500 and $1,000, respectively,
for second and third awards and
with the proviso that he mav pur-
chase additional ideas at $1,000 each,
which considerablv adds to the

financial inducement from the
national viewpoint.
The Newspaper Enterprise Asso-

ciation, it is stated, has arranged
with its clientele to provide 150
columns of motion picture material,
created by the J. Parker Read, Jr.
Productions Press Bureau, for pub-
lication during the first 40 days of
the competition, which is scheduled
to operate at least sixty days.
The total circulation of the News-

paper Enterprise clientele alone is

estimated at 6,500,000 while other
mediums bring this circulation up
to the 10.000,000 mark.
One hundred and fifty columns

for forty days in each newspaper
present a staggering total of 60.000
columns of newspaper space,
valued, in advertisine rates, con-
servatively at $3,500,000 according
to estimates.
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Recent Daredevil Stunts for the Pathe News

Pathc's stunt camera

man has been working

overtime lately shooting

new thrillers for succes-

sive releases of the

Pathe News.

The two shots imme-

diately above and to the

right are from a loop the

loop stunt from an aero-

plane in a flight over

New York.

Above is what the Pathe

cameraman got when he

climbed to the highest

point on Brooklyn
Bridge and shot some

painters at work on the

structure.

The bottom views are

from the two current

events strips previously

mentioned.



jeor^e. B. Seitz

VELVET
with

MARGUERITE COURTOT

:oru by
Bertram Millhauser

Produced and directed

by L
George B. Seitz^

Seitz himself in a brilliant

feature serial, clever in story,

replete with action.

A game of wits between

two men, the one a thief-

catcher, the other a famous

"society" thief. And through

the love of a girl the thief

became the catcher and the

thief-catcher became the

thief.

Both men and women
love a lover; both love a

fighter. Here's a serial with

love and fight in every epi-

sode!

A PATHF SERIAL
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IMADAILY

Good Production and Plenty of Action to Story of Traffic in Drugs

"THE MONEY-CHANGERS"
Benj. B. Hampton Prod.Pathe

DIRECTOR Jack Conway
AUTHOR Upton Sinclaii

SCENARIO BY Wm. H. Clifford

CAMERAMAN Harry Vallejc

AS A WHOLE Oriental atmosphere and thrill-

ing fight and plot sequences will attract those

who seek excitement rather than logic

STORY. . . Not always plausible but serves as

good material for picture of this type

DIRECTION Usually very good; works up to

fine climax

PHOTOGRAPHY Good
LIGHTINGS Good
CAMERA WORK Adequate

PLAYERS Those in Chinese roles especially do

very well; others all fill requirements

EXTERIORS Few street scenes not so good

INTERIORS Splendid

DETAIL Suffice for this production

CHARACTER OF STORY Traffic in drugs

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION About 6,000 feet

This latest Benjamin B. Hampton production

written by Upton Sinclair contains the kind of action

and general atmosphere of excitement that appeals to

a pretty large majority of picture patrons despite the

fact that its theme will not find favor among a more

refined or genteel audience. Its oriental environment

with its story of qpium. white slave traffic and the

"men higher up,", who know about it but are well

paid for (heir silence all find their way into "The
MoneytChangers."

The
;
actual story material is not entirely new to the

screen but it furnishes a new thrill and together with

some very fine acting, the production measures up

and even surpasses to a certain extent, previous pro-

duction of this character. The main reason for this,

outside of the fact that the production end of it has

been well taken care of, is the fine acting by practically

the entire cast. Edward Pcil as Ling Choo Fang gives

a very creditable performance throughout the picture

and especially in one sort of "Broken Blossoms"

touch in which he idolizes a \oung white girl who i>

a white slave victim. Robert McKim is a- real vil

lainous-creature and Koy Stewart contributes a gix«J

bit as an enterprising young reporter

pnigticateW fan the audVnC'

(ATLANTA WEEKLY FILM REVIEW 10/30-20)
ALL-STAR CAST IN »

THE MONEY-CHANGERS
(Pathe)

AN INTENSELY INTERESTING DRAMATIC OFFERING

Lucy Hegan Claire Adams
Allan Martin Roy Stewart
Hugh Gordon _ Robert McKim
Mary Holmes _ Audrey Chapman
Ling Choo Fang _ Edward Peil

good!
We'll let

EXHIBITOR'S2486 (////3-'20)

"The Money Changers" Is

Intensely Realistic

Benjamin B. Hampton Photoplay in Six Parts.

Released by Pathe. Author, Upton Sinclair.

Scenario by Wm. Clifford. Director, Jack

Conway. Running Time, Seventy Minutes.

THE CAST.
Hugh Gordon Robert McKim
Lucy He*an CUu« Adam.
Allan Martin - R"y Stewart
Mary Holme* Audrey Chapman
Monk Mullen George Webb
Margie O'Brien Botty Brtce

Ling Choo Fang Edward Peil

Chow Chin Harrey Clark
Chink Murphy Harry Tennebrook
George Conley Stanton Heok
Woaley Mainwaring Z»ck William*
James Hegan - George Hemaodei
Mr*. Mullen Gertrude Claire

Jimmy Mullen Laddie.Earle

SYNOPSIS.
Hugh Gordon, proprietor of a drug corporation, engages in illicit "dope" sell-

ing, baring hi* headquarters in a Chinatown den. His fiancee. Lucy Hegan.
knows nothing of Gordon's illegitimate trade and spends much of "her time In

settlement work. Allan Martin, reporter, is assigned to trace the dealers in

dope, meets and falls In love with Lucy. He becomes acquainted with Monk
Mullen, ex-convict, who is in love with Maggie O'Brien, employed at the settle-

ment house. Maggie wishes to find her lost sister. Mary, who is in Gordon's

Chinese den. Monk reveals Gordon's identity to Martin. The latter leads a raid

on Gordon's lair, Lucy and Mary are rescued and Gordon killed by Ling Fang, a

hatchetman.

Admirers of strong melodrama with intensely realistic under-

world settings will find "The Money Changers" much to their

taste. It is a remarkably well-directed feature, brimful of

thrills, and its colorful Chinatown atmosphere, forceful action

and numerous moments of breathless suspense combine to

make it an exceptionally interesting production of its kind. The
plot swings through a medley of bizarre happenings up to a

crashing climax and there isn't a single let-up in its activity.

Exhibitors should find this a welcome attraction.

Points of Appeal—The free-for-all fight which brings the story

to a conclusion is admirably staged, the picture is rich in stir-

ring incident from start to finish and its dramatic tension never
slackens
Cast—An all-star aggregation of players is in evidence. Ex-

cellent characterizations are given by Claire Adams, Robert
McKim, Roy Stewart, George Webb, ^Betty Brice and the

underworld types are wonderfully true to life.

Photography and Lighting—The picture is remarkable for its

diversity of views, the Chinese dens, the crook's gathering
quarters, the newspaper office, the society scenes are all beau-
tifully filmed, artistic long shots abound and faultless lighting

governs the entire production:
Direction—The continuity is perfectly maintained through-

out and smooth, rapid action prevails.

This is an offering that should strike the picture-going ians
with a bang. It is intensely absorbing, swift with actiun, and
lavishly produced. The scenes swing from a magnificent draw-
ing room in a Fifth Avenue home, to a Settlement House in the
slums, from there to a Chinese opium den, and thence to an
apartment furnished with almost garish luxury—yet in the
heart of the worst slums of a big city. The cast is very large
and every member of it is well-known to fans; and each ac-

quits himself or herself with honors.

The story is too long, and too complicated to outline in the
brief space available; suffice -it to say that the story is con-
vincing, logical, and that the interest never drops for a moment.

It is melodramatic—but different from a number of melo-
dramas in that it does not insult the intelligence of the adult
theatre-goer. The main piot deals with the efforts of a news-
paper reporter to bring to justice a gang of "dope-peddlers"
and who discovers that the leader of this gang is engaged to
the girl the reporter loves; there is a sub-plot in which Ling
Choo Fang, a Chinese hatchet-man, loves a white girl, the mis-
tress of the leader of the dope-peddlers. Ultimately, the hatchet
man avenges the shame of "Little White Plum Blossom."

%
them tell

it!

Distributors VlL^
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"The Money-Changers"
Six-Part Melodramatic Produc-

tion of Colorful Appeal
Released by Pathe

Bevlewed by Tlobert C McElravy

Anyone who likes melodrama of the
underworld, pictured in its most attractive
form, will be certain to enjoy this six-ree
Pathe release, entitled "The Money-
Changers." It is based on one of the
stories of Upton Sinclair and produced by
Benjamin B. Hampton, with Jack Conway
directing. It moves with authority through
many diverse phases of underworld life
ranging from garish Chinese dens to
crooks' headquarters, settlement house
and wine room scenes Views are also
taken in a newspaper office, and some so-
ciety scenes are thrown in by way of
contrast.

The settings at times border on the
sumptuous, and though many of the situa-
tions have been used in previous dramas
of a similar type, this is a production that
holds the attention closely. The continuity
is broken at times to admit enjoyable
comedy touches, which include a few bur-
lesque scenes taken from an amateur per-
formance of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." All this
is admissible and welcome in a production
of this kind.

A notable feature is the excellence of
the characterizations, Roy Stewart playing
the hero. Robert McKim the villain
George Webb an underworld type. Claire
Adams the heroine, and Edward Peil do-
ing a notable bit as Ling Choo Fang, the
hatchetman.
As a whole the production is colorful,

moves with sufficiently good action, has
some highly interesting moments, and
winds up with a smashing climax.
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The 10th Anniversary of *

PATHE
I am the First

I am the Fastest

I am the Most Complete

I am the Most Dependable

I am the Service of the Pathe News

I have told the story of my Achievement, my Glory, my
Sacrifice, my Success. You know the history I have made.

I have written of the past but to lead to the present and
point to the future. A great era is dawning upon the

world.

Ten years of achievement are concentrated in the An-
niversary numbers of The Pathe News. They are yours

and your patrons.

I have given to the public today the pictured record of the

greatest events of the decade. An education is in it.

I am giving to the public the most remarkable combination

of the past and present ever screened. It is available now.

I am showing stunt pictures such as have never been re-

corded. They are the ultimate in thrills, news, and enter-

tainment.

Ten years of sacrifice in the service of The Pathe News
have made this possible. The best in the world is yours.

I am showing a boxing match staged high in the air on the

wings of an aeroplane. Have you ever heard of it before?

I am showing the hunting of birds and their capture by

human hands from a flying aeroplane. Is this something

new under the Sun?

I am showing a man serenely standing on the wing of an

aeroplane flying over the great City of New York. Is

there anything more gripping?

Ten years of study of the public taste and demand have dic-

tated the selection of these greatest thrills of the age.

I am showing for the first time an aeroplane looping the

loop over the greatest city in the world. Can you fail to

see it?



Celebrating the Camera Shot

heard Wound the world

NEWS
I am showing you an aquaplane being swept through the

water by a seaplane with the rider standing like a char-

ioteer. Can you miss it?

I am showing you the sea in anger photographed by a
cameraman lashed to the top-mast of a sailing vessel. Is

this picturesque?

Ten years of experience, and bravery in the service of

The Pathe News have developed this originality. Will

your patrons get it?

I have girdled the world with cameramen all working in

the exclusive interest of The Pathe News. Nothing can

equal it.

I have trained these men for years in the taste of the Amer-
ican public. They know news and they know the import-

ance of speed.

I have covered every country in the world with not one,

but with several of the greatest Knights of the Camera.
They are working for you.

I have issued local News supplements for every important

City in the United States. Have you shown your patrons

their supplement?

I have given freely of every great asset acquired by The
Pathe News to celebrate your success. Will you give this

to your public?

I have achieved the leadership. I will maintain the leader-

ship. The success of the American exhibitor is the in-

spiration of the service of The Pathe News.

Just Ten Years have I lived, Ten Years have I been First.

Ten Years have I Served.

I am not only ten years old, but I am
ten years young.

I Am Old Reliable First and Foremost

The Pathe News
Twice a Week—Every Week



She was a blonde Indian
maiden

She was an outcast in the
Indian tribe

She was a weird wonder to

the white settlers

But-
She was the laughing, love-

ly, conqueror of men's
hearts

She was the winsome win-
ner of the handsomest
man in the West

She was "That Girl—Mon-
tana,— the heroine of

The Sweetest Story Ever
Told of The Golden West

JESSE D HAMPTON
PRESENTS

BLANCHE SWEET
IN

THAT GIRL
MONTANA

JFrom the Afove/

By MARAH ELLIS RYAN
DIRECTOR

ROBERT THORNBy

-^Ly Distributors
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Interest In New Talmadge— First

National Contract
Congratulatory Letters and Wires Evince Great Interest of Industry

GREAT interest among inde-
pendent exhibitors and the
industry at large in the an-

nouncement extension of the Norma
and Constance 1 alinadge-Schcnck-
Associated First National agree-
ment for a further term , of three
years with approximately a year of
the original First National contract
yet to run, is evidenced by the un-
precedented number of telegrams
and letters of congratulations re-
ported received at the Joseph M.
Schenck offices and those of Asso-
ciated First National.
The marked popularity of the Tal-

madge sisters with motion picture
patrons and the advantage accruing
to independent exhibitors through
the affiliation of the two stars with
Associated First National are
among the points emphasized in the
various congratulatory messages
received, it is announced. The fol-
lowing are typical of many tele-
grams to hand:
Thomas Saxe, of Milwaukee, in a

wire to Norma Talmadge and her
sister says:

" Please accept heartiest congrat-
ulations upon signing of new con-
tract with Associated First National.
I am more than pleased at having
the opportunity of exhibiting your
worthwhile productions in all my
theatres."

F. C. Smoot, of the Smoot
Amusement Company, Parkersburg,
wired Mr. Schenck

:

"All independent exhibitors are to
be congratulated upon your fore-
sight in consummating the new
contract. No stronger affiliation
could be made."

" Congratulations on renewing
contract with Associated First Na-
tional," wires W. M. Sauvage, of the
Sauvage Amusement Enterprises
from Alton, Ills. "We feel like
using extended publicity now on the
Talmadge stars with contracts
signed. Exhibitors lose confidence
in stars who are constantly chang-
ing their releasing organizations."
The strengthening of the principle

of co-operation between independent
stars and producers and independent
exhibitors is the underlying thought
in the message sent to Mr. Schenck
by Sigmund Schlinger, of the Grand
theatre, Middletown, Conn., who
wires

:

" It gives me the greatest
pleasure to learn that you have re-
newed the contracts of Norma and
Constance Talmadge for three more
years after the expiration of their
present agreement. As a member
of an organization of independent
exhibitors I consider this a high
tribute to Associated First National.
There is no question in my mind
that through this affiliation there
will ultimately result the one thing
exhibitors have been yearning for

—

one for all and all for one. Con-
gratulations."

" Norma and Constance always
great stars from both artistic and
box office standpoint. The linking
of Associated First National with
these girls' name is all that any ex-
hibitor could ask," is the

from the Liberty theatre, Marys-
ville, Kansas, while A. T. Andrews,
of Emporia, Pa., says :

" The best

news 1 have had in months. Con-
gratulations Mr. Schenck on your
good judgment." In his telegram
to Constance Talmadge J. von Her-
berg, of Seattle, is in notable vein.

He wires: "With the Perfect

Woman and The Love Expert
on the First National list for the

next four years no further Good
References will be required. It

would certainly have been Danger-
ous Business to try to get along

without Norma and yourself."
" Independent exhibitors compos-

ing Associated First National fran-

chise holders are proud of Mr.
Schenck and the two world's great-

est actresses. Congratulations on
your sound business judgment,"
wires \V. Maclntire, Rose theatre,

Fayetteville, N. C, to Mr. Schenck;
while the Strand Amusement Com-
pany, of Canton, N. C, telegraphs:

We are proud to be a member of

an institution that has a man of

your ability and such capable stars

associated with it.'

" Now that the Talmadge sisters

have signed a three-year contract to

continue their release through As-
sociated First National," runs a
statement from the Joseph M.
Schenck offices, " at the most re-

markable figures on record in the
industry, Joseph M. Schenck has
decided to give his stars bigger and
more elaborate productions than
ever before, and will concentrate
chiefly on well known novels and
successful Broadway plays which
have enjoyed long and successful
runs in the biggest cities through-
out the country. In pursuance of
this policy, some of the superfea-
tures in which Norma will appear
are: 'The Sign on the Door,' by
Channing Pollock, the stage version
played in New York by Mary Ryan,
and afterwards by Majorie Ram-
beau, with two companies now on
the road; 'Smiling Through,' by
Allen Langdon Martin, in which
Jane Cowl starred and is still play-
ing on tour; 'The Passion Flower'
(La Marguerita), by Jacinto Bena-
vente, the English version of which
is by John C. Underhill and in which
Nance O'Neill created the leading
role ;

' The Garden of Allah.' the

most famous of all Robert Hitchens'
books, the screen production of
which will be actually made in the

Orient, and ' The Net,' a three-act

drama by Maravene Thompson,
which was adapted by her from her
book, entitled, ' The Woman's
Law.'

"

Constance Talmadge will also

have several well known plays, in-

cluding Salisbury Field's delightful

comedy, " Wedding Bells," and
Hoyt's " The Contented Woman."
Negotiations are now under way for
several other comedies, which have
played to capacity Broadway audi-

ences. Following the play, " The
Man from Toronto,' on which Con-
stance is now engaged, Mr. Schenck
will present her in an original story,

"A Butterfly in Harness," especially

written for Constance by Frederick
and Fanny Hatton.

The best of directors, the biggest
productions, and the most interest-

ing dramas and cleverest comedies,

regardless of cost, will be identified

with the Talmadge sisters, wherever
their films are shown under the

First National banner."

Remarkable Views of New York
s

message

ENSATIONAL views have
been a feature of those issues

of Pathe News already issued

in connection with the celebration

of the tenth anniversary of the top-

ical reel's existence in this country.

Pathe News No. 95, which was re-

leased on Saturday, November 27th,

offers a series of aeroplane " shots,"

which, according to Pathe, will
" electrify " audiences viewing it.

It is a series of views taken over

New York City from an aeroplane,

while the machine was looping-the-

loop over some of the tall build-

ings on Manhattan. The filming

of these views for Pathe News No.
95 has been made the subject of a

lengthy report from the home-of-
fice of the Pathe organization. The
Pathe statement follows in part

:

" In the hunt for ' thrills,' Eman-
uel Cohen, editor of the Pathe
News, has been obliged to go to ex-

tremes, for ' stunts ' that are new
are scarce indeed, these days.

" In the story arranged for issue

No. 95, the Pathe News first pre-

sents New York as it is seen from
the air. Following comes the

first short views of New York, as

it begins to spin around while the

plane is making the initial evolu-

tion in the loop. The third part of

the story gives in most thrilling

fashion the full presentation of the

city as it swings around the heads
of the aviators and all laws of

gravitation are upset. A distant

shot shows the aeroplane perform-

ing its thrilling commission for the

first offering of the sensations of a

looping-pilot ever filmed over New
York.

Scenes Are Shot from

Plane While Loop-

ing the Loop

" One does ont have to be an avia-
tor to experience the sensation of
such a performance. All those who
see Pathe News No. 95, will not
lack a single feeling that an avia-
tor gets while looping above the
Metropolis.
"The business of getting new

thrills into his pictures has right-
fully, but not officially, brought to
the editor of the Pathe News the
designation of ' the thrill maker,'
for in effect that is the berth he
holds. Staging stunts is one of his
principal duties, in addition to
keeping his fingers on the pictorial
news pulse of the world.

" When it became apparent to the
Pathe News editor that he would
have difficulty in getting an unusual
picture for each issue of the topi-
cal reel during its anniversary cele-
bration, he placed the predicament
before his entire staff, and implored
their aid.

J. R. Johnson, stationed at San
Francisco, and one of the best news
cameramen in the country, " framed
up " a special that was as thrilling
as it was interesting. His own story
of the event is as follows:

" A speedboat race had never
been covered from the air, so there
was my new angle. Through the
good offices of the Goodyear Rub-
ber Company I was permitted to
use their ' Pony Blimp,' the smallest

dirigible balloon in existence, and
after a thirty-mile spin through the
air I arrived over the race course.
Although the balloon provided some
novel as well as beautiful scenes,
the motor boats were much faster
and the gas bag could not keep up
with them ; neither could it fly close
to them without the danger of col-
liding with harbor craft. Alas, I

realized that my picture would lack
the element of thrill necessary to
' put it over.'

"The race being run in three
heats of 24 miles each, I secured a
hydro-airplane for the second heat,
fastening my tripod away forward
on the deck of the flying boat. By
tying myself to a strut, I was en-
abled to stand up in front of the
pilot and operate the camera with-
out falling off. We would start at

an altitude of about 600 feet, then
swoop down on the speed boats sc

close that the man in the boat could
almost touch us. This furnished
the. thrill element. The third heat
provided an opportunity to make
scenes from below which rounded
out the picture."

Luke McLuke^Is
Popular

Numerous enthusiastic and fav-
orable reports have been received
from the many Pioneer exchanges
scattered throughout the United
States and Canada, which tell the
story of how Luke McLuke's Film-
Osophy creates uproars of laughter
in all sorts of theatres in large and
small cities, according to an an-
nouncement of Pioneer home office.
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Nazimova Release Due Dec. 6th
METRO PICTURES CORP-

ORATION has scheduled
the release of " Billions,"

Nazimova's most recent starring
vehicle, for December 6.

This adaptation from a celebrated
French drama follows close on the
heels of " Madame Peacock," in

which Nazimova acquitted herself

creditably as the fickle, fame-loving
actress who deserts husband and
child, only to receive the great shock
of her life in having her own
daughter as her stage rival.

" Billions " is the romance of a

Russian princess and a Washing-
ton Square poet wherein billions

are lost and a world of love is won.
Besides having the tang of Green-
wich Village and the luxury of the

Russia of Czardom, it pictures the

high life of the exclusive winter
resorts of California.

Nazimova has the part of the

Princess Triloff, widowed when her
husband is assassinated in Russia.

She loves a poet whose verses she

has read but whom she has never
seen. A plot is set afoot by a crook
and his girl confederate to black-

mail the poet who has inherited

many millions. At the risk of losing

her own reputation, the Princess,

overhearing the conspiracy, deliber-

ately gets into a compromising sit-

uation ; but her presence saves the

Takes Part of Russian
Princess; Charles
Bryant in Lead

poet from being held up for " hush
money."

" Billions " was adapted from a
French stage success. Charles
Bryant, who by the way, is also

Nazimova's leading man, scenario-
ized it. According to advance re-

ports he does splendidly in the pic-

ture, drawing his role with a nice
sense of contrasts. Others who per-

form in the capable supporting cast

are William J. Irving, Victor Potel,

John Steppling, Marian Skinner,
Bonnie Hill, Emmett King and
Eugene H. Klum.

This picture makes use of unusual
and fanciful sets, all of which have
been designed under Nazimova's
personal supervision. Simplicity,

however, has been the keynote, even
where the bizarre was soueht. One
of the striking sets is a scene in a

street of old Russia, showing sev-

eral hundred mounted Cossacks rid-

ing amid a mob in front of the
Czar's palace, and near the Greek
Cathedral. Another suggests luxury
and unlimited wealth, while a gar-
den of dreams visualizing the usu-

ally inarticulate mental operations
of a sleeper, is the product of great
ingenuity, Metro states.

Persons who have viewed this

picture in its private showings say
that Nazimova does supreme act-

ing. But it goes without saying that
Nazimova need only be given a part
to be played, and she will, by her
extraordinary art. become the
character with such realism as to

remove from the minds of those ob-
serving the performance all sense
of her merely acting it.

In the course of her several

screen productions, the Russian star,

who has 300 stage productions to

her credit, has been especially suc-

cessful in two distinct characteriza-

tions: the ingenuous, artless girl,

winning success through her very
simplicity and sincerity, and the

celebrity, the woman of interna-

tional note and distinction.

Along these lines were " The
Brat," where Nazimova was the

ragged doughty little chorus girl
;

" Stronger than Death," where she

played on the screen so superbly as

Sigrid Fersen, dancer of world
fame, a highly finished product of

European civilization; "Madame
Peacock," as the woman who be-

comes a dazzling actress. In " Bil-

lions," again the star is a wealthy
Russian aristocrat.

Neilan's Plans for Next Year
WITH the close of a success-

ful year not far off, Marshal]
Neilan announces several

ambitious enterprises for the com-
ing twelve months. Activities at

the Neilan studio in Hollywood will

be materially increased with the

advent of 1921, it is announced.
Various new affiliations with
authors and others are expected to

open new channels for this direc-

tor, and a number of important ad-
ditions to the personnel of the

organization will shortly be an-
nounced.

Soon after the first of January
work will be commenced on a pic-

turization of Booth Tarkington's
famous " Penrod," which has had
success, both as a book and a play.

In the title role will be Wesley
Barry, who played the star part of
" Dinty." This story, it is planned,
will be produced in. the New Eng-
land locale around which it is

writ'ten.

Another story to be staged in the

early part of the next year is Al-
bert Payson Terhune's work, " The
Lotus Eater." Playing a big part
in this story will be Irene Marcellus,
recently "discovered" in a popular
New York roof show by Mr.
Neilan.

Both Wesley Barry and Irene
Marcellus will be seen in other
Neilan productions during the com-
ing year.

Marjorie Daw, Colleen Moore
and Pat O'Malley are among the
others who will figure prominently
in the casts of photoplays from this

studio in 1921.

Mr. Neilan's renewed affiliation

with Marion Fairfax, playwright,
author and scenario editor, is ex-
pected to result in greater achieve-
ments in future Marshall Neilan

Increased Activities

Promised During
Next 12 Months

productions. Miss Fairfax has
been responsible for the scenarios of
all the Neilan successes of the past
year. Under her new arrangement
with Mr. Neilan, Miss Fairfax will

later present, in collaboration with
the young producer, a new type of
photoplay to be known as Marion
Fairfax Productions.
The art direction will continue

under the supervision of Ben Carre,
the noted Frenchman, who did the
work in all of the 1920 Neilan pic-

tures.

Jack Voshell, director of various
well-known attractions, in the
capacity of co-director with Mr.
Neilan, is another important
factor, as is Tom Held, Mr.
Neilan's assistant since the incep-
tion of the organization. Others in

the producing department who will

continue in important executive
capacities are D. J. Gray, film editor
and manager of the cutting depart-
ment ; William Linahan, in charge
of electrical effects, and Lucita
Squier, chief continuity clerk.

In charge of the business end of
Marshall Neilan Productions and
the West Coast studios is L. L.
Baxter, who recently joined the
company following a similar affilia-

tion with Douglas Fairbanks.

At the head of the publicity and
advertisement department, Pete
Smith will enlarge the activities of
his branch of the company in the
exploitation of the Neilan product
and the personages connected with
its creation. Bill Horwitz, head of
the still department, promises inno-

vations in photographic arts and
exploitation material.

In New York, J. R. Grainger, will

continue in charge of Mr. Neilan's

affairs in the East. Mr. Grainger's

office is always at the disposal of

visiting exhibitors and some of the

most prominent showmen of the

country make this place their head-
quarters when in New York.

In England, Harry Ham looks

after Mr. Neilan's foreign affairs.

The work of Mr. Ham abroad has
done much to add to the prestige

of Marshall Neilan Productions
there.

Other acquisitions of importance
are new being planned, both to the

producing and the business organi-

zations of Mr. Neilan's company.
Various well known names are to

be identified with that of Marshall
Neilan during the coming year.

The present releasing arrangement
through Associated First National
Pictures. Inc., continues as in the

past.

>ln the
.fhadow
of the
Dome^

Doraldina in a bizarre costume. The
famous dancer will appear in " Passion

Fruit " as a Metro star

Fox News Cameramen
at Scene of Riot

By quick action and disregard for
danger, Fox News secured pictures
of the Thanksgiving Day riot in

New York on Fifth avenue, when
5,000 sympathizers of the Irjsh

cause stormed the Union Club build-

ing on the avenue to tear down
the British flag.

Three Fox News cameramen were
on the scenes before the police re-

serves. The film shows the stones
being hurled through the club win-
dows, and the most exciting mo-
ments of the struggle between mob
and police are pictured. The early

arrival of the cameramen enabled
them to train their lenses upon the

police reserves as they came up.

The first clash with the crowd, in

which women were prominent, is

graphically shown as well as the

later work of the police in quellinc

the disturbance.

\ David G. Fischer Production

Sidney Franklin [Buys
Soutar's "Courage"
Sidney Franklin has just received

word from Jos. M. Schenck that the

latter has concluded negotiations

for the film rights to Andrew
Soutar's dramatic story, "Courage."
Together with Albert Kaufman,
who sponsors the independent pro-

ductions directed by him Mr.
Franklin has been bidding for the

Soutar story for some time. It will

be his second independent produc-
tion for Associated First National
release. " Parrot and Company."
his initial effort, was completed this

week.

The acquisition of this widely
read story by Franklin marks the

second to be secured by a First

National producer from Soutar in

as many weeks. Jos. M. Schenck
also secured the rights to " On
Principal," which will be filmed
under the title "Satan's Paradise

"

with Norma Talmadge as the star.
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"Passion" Booked for Capitol

Wedgwood Nowell and Kathryn Adams
in " 813," a new Robertson-Cole super-

special

Elinor Glyn Completes
Story for Swanson

Mrs. Elinor Glyn has finished a

story for the screen entitled " A
Sheltered Daughter," in which Miss
Swanson will be featured, and both
Mr. Lasky and Miss Swanson are
enthusiastic over it.

Presumably after appearing in

Cecil B. DeMillc's next production
based upon " The Affairs of An-
atol," which is to have an all-star

cast, Miss Swanson will start work
upon Mrs. Glyn s story, and the lat-

ter will supervise many of the

scenes which will take place in the

most colorful locations in the gay
capitals of the old world.

• Dead Men Tell No Tales,"

the Vitagraph special produc-
tion based on the story by
E. W. Hornung, will have its

initial New York presentation
at the Broadway theatre, the
engagement of one week be-
ginning this coming Monday.
Although this picture has
been shown privately on a
few occasions at the Vita-
graph exchange, this will be
the first performance for the
general public

( f ~T\A S S 1 ( ) \
,

" the Associated
r^l-irst National Pictures, [nc,

special ' production starring
Pola Negri, the famous continental
star, is to have its premier in New
York at the Capitol theatre. It

will open there Sunday, December
12th.

Three things in connection with
this production make its premier
among the biggest events which
have taken place in the theatrical

world for sonic time, declares First

National. It is the first film of any
pretensions to be imported from
Europe since the war, and in it the
film industry in this country will

find the answer as to whether
Europe took up production where it

was dropped in 1914 at the outbreak
of the world war, or if producers
there have been able to bridge the

six year gap, and begin on a par
with American production in 1920.

The film also marks the debut of
Pola Negri as a star and Ernst
Lubitsch as a director in America.
Miss Negri is hailed by critics as
being equal, if not superior to any
emotional actress in the world. The
interest in Mr. Lubitsch is scarcely
secondary to that felt in regard to

Miss Negri. He has been hailed as
" the Griffith of Europe " more be-
cause of his daring methods of ac-

complishing effects, than for the re-

semblance of his productions to

those of Griffith, state First Na-
tional officials. He has always
aimed at the dramatic and specta-
cular, and his handling of some of
the scenes in " Passion " in which
as many as 5,000 people were used,
is said to transcend anything that

has ever been attempted in this

country, it is declared.
The third point which has aroused

interest in the premier is the unani-
mity with which critics who have
seen the production have hailed it

as an epoch-making production.
Probably the greatest compliment,
however, that as been paid the
production is its inclusion in the
first four " Exceptional Photo-
plays " selected by the committee on
critique of the National Board of
Review. This committee, giving its

reasons for the selection of " Pas-
sion," says in part

:

" It is very gratifying to find that

this first foreign picture of impor-
tance shown in this country since

the war sets a standard of which

High Tribute Paid to

Picture by Review-
ing Committee

our best producers may well be en-
vious. Mr. Ernst Lubitsch working
with an international cast and with
the palaces of Europe to choose
from for his settings, has achieved
an excellence in this type of screen
spectacle which will not be easily
surpassed. The appointments of the
interiors arc made with a care that
will bring delight to the student of
the Louis XV period of decoration,
while the formal garden exteriors
that represent Versailles recall the
works of Watteau.

" When the story plunges into the
events of the French Revolution,
Mr. Lubitsch shows a skill in crowd
composition and the dramatic clash
of massed groups which proves that
he knows how to get his effects
without overlooking his scene. He
achieves a maximum effect with an
economy of means which never
leads him into exaggeration. In
this part of the picture he has hur-
ried history along a little too fast

by putting the Revolution immed-
iately after the exile of Madame
Du Barry and entirely omitting the
reign of Louis XVI. But he is

artistically justified in this because
he purposes to show to how great
an extent the dissoluteness of the
court mistresses helped to bring
about the French Revolution. And
he may also have had in mind that
the story of Marie Antoinette is too
good a film to lose by treating it as
a mere incident.

"But all of Mr. Lubitsch's skill

would not have sufficed to make
this an exceptional picture if he
had not been able to depend upon
his actors. The cast is headed by
Pola Negri, an actress of great repu-
tation abroad, who looks rather like

Geraldine Farrar must have looked
at the beginning of her career. The
role of Du Barry is presented with
fire and imagination. But Pola
Negri is only one of many. The
part of Louis XV is superbly played
as is also that of the Duke of Choi-
scul, not to mention Armand the

lover, and Count Du Barry. We do
not remember ever having seen a

cast of such a high average of

talent."

Educationals Hit B'way
Three Popular Two-Reel Laugh-
Makers Invade Big Theatres

THE two-reel comedies released
through Educational Film Ex-

changes, Inc., are rivalling each
other in popular appeal at three
Broadway theatres this week. This
is the third time that this record
for comedies has been set by
Broadway theatres and each time it

has been with pictures from this

same releasing organization.

" A Tray Full of Trouble," latest

of the Chester Comedies, featuring
Snooky the Humanzee, is at the Ri-
alto this week after having played
the preceding week at the Rivoli.

The Chester Comedies are the only
pictures that have uniformly played
both theatres. This started with
" Four Times Foiled," the initial

release, which was shown at the

Rivoli first and then a couple of

weeks later. Since then all these

comedies have played consecutive
weeks at the two houses.

" April Fool," latest of the Mer-
maid Comedies, starring Lloyd
Hamilton, is the fun relief at the
Strand. In " April Fool " Hamilton
is said to have an even stronger
part than in " The Simp."

" The Simp," the preceding Ham-
ilton picture, is at the Brooklyn
Strand this week.

The Rivoli theatre this week is

showing " A Homespun Hero," a
two-reel Christie Comedy. At
the Criterion " South Sea Magic

"

and the " Hula Hula Theatre " con-
tinue to be an important portion of
the program, during the run of
" Idols of Clay."

" Swat the Landlord," Chester
Outing, is also on the program at

the Strand this week.

Three scenes from the Cosmopolitan-Paramount production, " Heliotrope." the attraction at the New York Rivoli theatre for the current week
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"Wistful Eyed," Mae Marsh as she appears in "The Little 'Fraid Lady," her first

starring vehicle on the Robertson Cole program.

Metro Gets "Outside" Film
Roland West's " The Silver Lining

"

Will Be Distributed Through Metro
Broadway stage favorites. They
include Virginia Valli, Arthur Don-
aldson, Leslie Austen, Julia Swayne
Gordon, J. Herbert Frank and Glad-
den James. The well-known fea-
ture dancers, Dorothy Dickson and
Carl Hyson, add the lustre of some
of their artistic interpretations to
the Southern cabaret scenes of the
picture.

Roland West, author and director
of " The Silver Lining," used a
scenario prepared by D. J. Buchanan
and Charles H. Smith. The
motion photography was done by
Edward Wynard and Frank Zucker,
with special art settings and effects

by Charles O. Seessel.

According to present plans Metro
will release "The Silver Lining"
shortly after the beginning of the

new year.

t> ICHARD A. ROWLAND,
president of Metro Pictures

Corporation, announces that the
company has obtained for exclusive
distribution the Roland West Pro-
duction, " The Silver Lining," star-

ring the beautiful Jewel Carmen.
The picture was made by the
Iroquois Film Corporation. It is a
super-feature of six reels, written
and directed by Mr. West.
With its elaborate distributing

system both in this country and
abroad, Metro from time to time
accepts independently made pictures
in addition to its own specials for
release, the most notable recently
having been the Maurice Tourneur
super production of " The Great
Redeemer," by H. H. Van Loan.
In the notable cast of " The Sil-

ver Lining," in addition to the at-

tractive Jewel Carmen, are many

Blanche Sweet in Fine Role
Montana Frontier Story Furnishes

Vehicle; Robert Thornby Directing
D LANCHE SWEET'S next ap-
*-* pearance under the Pathe ban-
ner will be made in the Jesse D.
Hampton production of Marah El-
lis Ryan's novel, " That Girl Mon-
tana," a melodrama of frontier life.

The screen adaptation was writ-
ten by George H. Piympton, and the
production directed by Robert
Thornby.
Mahlon Hamilton has the leading

male role in " That Girl Montana,"
playing opposite Miss Sweet in the

character of Dan Overton. In the
supporting cast are : Edward Peil,

Charles Edler, Frank Lanning, Kate
Price, Jack Roseleigh and Clair Du
Brey appear. Lucien Andriot was
in charge of the camera work.

" That Girl Montana " is a story
of life in Montana during the most
picturesque days of its history. In
the character portrayed by Miss
Sweet the picture presents a girl in

the environment of a land that

formed the frontier, the scene of

cattle wars, gold stampedes and out-
laws. Around the rugged charac-
ters engendered by such an environ-
ment, the author has written a story
of colorful incident, and one that

proved itself admirably suited to the
requirements of the photoplay.
The play opens with a scene that

was a commonplace among the

happenings of those days in Mon-
tana. A stagecoach hold-up occu-
pies the center of the screen, and
the rough character who orders
" hands up " is insensible to the
pleas of the poorly-clad boy, whom
he commands to rifle the women of
the part. The " boy " is a " girl,"

and this last offense by her father
drives her from him to a home with
an Indian trio. In later years these
shadows of the past loom up over
her promised happiness as the wife
of Dan Overton, one of a few hon-
est men among the crowd of out-

laws who inhabit that part of the
country.

Big Tie-Up for " Kismet
Emerson Phonograph Company Will

Advertise Picture with Records

A COUNTRY-WIDE tie-up has
been consummated for Robert-

son-Cole's production of Otis Skin-

ner in " Kismet." The tie-up has
been made through the Emerson
Phonograph Company and its dis-

tributors and agencies, who will ad-

vertise the Robertson-Cole picture in

conjunction with the Emerson Pho-
nograph record, " Kismet." This is

a song and Arabian fox-trot written

by two well-known vaudevillians,

Herschel Henlere and Guido Diero,

and now being extensively used in

vaudeville, declares Robertson-Cole.
The song was written several

months ago and published by Will

Rossiter. It was already on the mar-
ket when James C. Bradford set the

music for the Otis Skinner picture,

and Mr. Bradford seized on it for

one of the themes of the production.

When Rossiter heard of this he
made a new cover of the number
and used two very fine pictures of

the production.
The Rossiter publication had al-

ready been accepted by all the pho-

nograph firms, it is stated, and
cither as a vocal or instrumental

number had been recorded on the

Pathe, Victor, Edison, Columbia,

Emerson and Gennett records, as
well as on the Star Music rolls.

The announcement from the Em-
erson Phonograph Company that it

has completed the arrangements for
its nation wide campaign will un-
doubtedly be followed by the other
companies. The Emerson Com-
pany, in addition to notifying its

various agencies and requesting
them to give co-operation whenever
" Kismet " is shown in the towns
covered by its six thousand-odd
agencies, has supplied each agency
with a large window sticker, call-

ing attention to both the motion
picture and the phonograph record.
When an exhibitor books " Kis-

met," all he has to do is to notify
the Emerson agency in his particu-
lar town, and he can be assured of
every co-operation for window dis-

plays, etc., from these phonograph
stores, declares Robertson-Cole. In

New York, the main Emerson store

set the pace by using two of the

Otis Skinner oil paintings in its

windows and distributing oil paint-

ings and lobby display pictures

throughout their principal New
•York agencies.

Reginald Barker in Canada
Other Goldwyn Units Reported to

Be Busy in West on New Products

THE Goldwyn Company, which

is making the picture from

Katherine Newlin Burt's new story

now running serially in the Red
Book Magazine, will soon leave for

Canada to take exteriors. Reginald

Barker is directing this picture

which went into production under

the working title of " Snow Blindj

ness." The dramatic story unfolded

in the novel takes place in the Can-

adian North woods and will give

the director a chance for some beau-

tiful photographic effects. Russell

Simpson heads the all-star cast.

Others in the company are Mary
Alden, Cullen Landis and Pauline

Starke.
Will Rogers has finished work on

his new picture, " Boys Will Be
Boys," from Irvin S. Cobb's famous
story, which was directed by
Clarence Badger.
Rupert Hughes, one of the

Goldwyn-Rex Beach Eminent Au-
thors, has arrived in Los Angeles,

with his wife and daughter, to

spend the winter in the study of

screen technique. Mr. Hughes' first

original screen story, which bears

the working title of " Mr. and Mis-
erable Jones." is now in production
under the direction of E. Mason
Hopper.

Supporting Tom Moore in his

next stellar vehicle, " Mr. Barnes of

New York," from the novel and
play of the same title by Archibald
Havering Gunter, will be Naomi
Cbilders. who clayed the lead with

him in "Hold Your Horses," a Ru-
pert Hughes' picture not yet

released, and anpeared in " Earth-
bound," Anna Lehr, Sydney Ains-

worth, Otto Hoffman, Kate Lester

and Louis Willoughby. The picture

went into production on Friday last

under the direction or Victor

Schertzinger.
Mobs of real Chinese have been

much in evidence in the Goldwyn
studios the past week. They were
used in the mob scenes of " The
Water Lily," Gouverneur Morris'

first story written directly for the

screen, which is being produced un-
der the direction of Frank Lloyd.

John Morosco Watches
Meighan at Work

In conjunction with the idea of

Tom J. Geraghty, Production Edi-

tor of the Eastern Studio of Para-
mount Pictures to co-operate with

all persons directly associated with

any story being picturized by Para-
mount, John Morosco, author of
" The Quarry," Thomas Meighan's
forthcoming picture, visited the

Long Island City studio recently

and watched Mr. Meighan work.
He also saw all takes of the picture

run in the projection room and ex-

pressed himself as remarkably well

pleased with the results.

Mr. Morosco paid Mr. Meighan
the, unusual compliment of declar-

ing' that he would be the greatest

actor of the time. He said that

Mr. Meighan is only beginning in

the achievements that will be his in

the acting profession. As Jim
Montgomery, the convict hero of his

story, he believes he has the stron-

gest role of his career.
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Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

tion announces that the

widespread demand for

"Earthbound" being regis-

tered in England has caused

its London branch, the Gold-

wyn Pictures, Ltd., to cable

a request for the immediate
delivery of enough prints of

this production to cover the

British Isles. According to

customary procedure, "Earth-
bound" would not be distri-

buted in the English market
until 1922, but in the present

case precedents have been set

aside to secure immediate
screen :ng of this picture which
was released to the American
market only a short time ago.

The success being scored
by the picture during its run
at the Covent Garden Royal
Opera House in London is

said to have caused a sensa-

tion among Englsh motion
picture men. Recognizing
the phenomenal appeal of the

picture, they have besieged
the London office with re-

quests for prints, it is stated.

Fox Special Opens at
Springfield, Mass.

A pre-release showing of the Wil-
liam Fox super-special production
of modern life, " The Face at Your
Window," was given at the Fox
theatre, Springfield,' Mass., Octo-
ber 25, beginning a week's run.

The picture scored an instantaneous

success, before one of the largest

and most enthusiastic audiences
that ever attended a motion pic-

ture showing in that city, declares

William Fox.

Leaders Displaced in Campaign

De Casseres Finishing
First Screen Story

The first original story of Ben-
jamin De Casseres for Paramount
is awaited with interest by his

large following of newspaper read-
ers. For years Mr. De Casseres
was an interesting figure in the
newspaper world, his work appear-
ing at first in the New York Sun
and later in the New York Times.

Pathe's Serial Dept.
Lands Big Business
in Closing Days

A STATEMENT from the

New York headquarters of
the Pathe organization gives

the general condition found in the
closing days of the " Pearson
Month " contest. The winners,
however, arc not definitely an-
nounced in this report. The race is

described to be a very close one, and
the actual victors for first honors
are reported to be still in doubt.
The business of the serial depart-
ment, especially, is said to have
attained tremendous strides in the
closing days of November, and to

have changed the standing of the
candidates considerably. The Pathe
statement follows

:

" The stretch has been reached in

the Pathe salesmanship contest for

$10,000 in money awards, to be di-

vided by the winning branches in

the four districts competing in the
' Pearson Month' contest.

" With the closing on Saturday,
November 27, only two more busi-

ness days remained before the end-
ing of the contest at midnight, No-
vember 3Q.

" While not disclosing the iden-
tity of the leaders at the end of the
fourth week of the contest, Pathe
goes as far as to state that three of
the branches which had been lead-

ing at the end of the third week, had
been displaced.

" In the rush of new business and
collections assembled in the final

drive down the stretch, there have
been many changes in the standings
of the rival branches. However, so

close is the race that it is most
probable the winner will not be
known until every contract obtained
before midnight, November 30, has
reached the Home Office and been
tallied.

The inimitable Harold Lloyd is back again in " Number Please," his latest comedy
for Pathe

branches returned remarkable fig-

ures in new business and collec-

tions.
" It will be fully ten days if not

longer after the closing date before
the winners in ' Pearson Month

'

contest will be definitely known,
owing to the usual rush of last-min-

ute business.
" Several things in connection

with the affairs of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., have been definitely established
during this competition. One, that

the serial continues to increase in

popularity; second, that short sub-
jects are steadily growing in the fa-

vor of exhibitors, who more and
more are seeing their value to a mo-
tion picture program ! and, third,

that the Pathe policy of releasing no
features except those possessing a

definite box-office value, has the
hearty indorsement of exhibitors
throughout the country. These con-
clusions are reached after an an-
alysis of business in all selling di-

visions of the Pathe organization."

" Tremendous business recorded
by the serial department had consid-
erable to do with the kaleidoscopic
changes in the contest standing dur-
ing the fourth week. Many records
have been swept away in th tidal

wave of contracts recorded by the

chapter plays department, with
bookings on ' Velvet Fingers,' ' Ruth
of the Rockies ' and ' The Phantom
Foe,' the current releases, setting

the pace.
" From a compilation of the fig-

ures in the various districts into

which the country has been divided
for this contest, it is clearly appar-
ent that business conditions must
have met with a turn for the better.

It was indicated during the third

week, that improvement was sure

to be noted in those territories

where conditions because of econo-
mic adjustments, were not as flour-

ishing as six months ago. This fact

became even more clearly defined
during the fourth week, when the

Southern Central New England

Current Paramount Releases

Dorothy Dickson, who is being featured
in George Fitzmaurice's next picture
for Paramount, "Paying the Piper"

THE new George Fitzmaurice
production, " Idols of Clay,"

was scheduled for Paramount
release, November 28. On the same
day also was released Dorothy Dal-
ton in " A Romantic Adventuress."
The story of " Idols of Clay," a

romance of two widely divergent
worlds, was written by Ouida Ber-
gere, and no expense was spared in

making it one of the most lavish

and spectacular pictures of the cur-
rent season, declares a statement
from Paramount headquarters. As
in the previous Fitzmaurice special

productions for Paramount, Mae
Murray and David Powell are fea-
tured in the leading roles.

Miss Bergere's story brings to-

gether on a South Sea Island a
young English sculptor who, his
faith in his career and in mankind
shattered by an unscrupulous
woman, has drifted to the tropics,

and an innocent child of nature, the
daughter of a pearl smuggler. The
girl falls in love with the hand-
some stranger. Later events lead
to their separation, but finally,

after the girl of the South Seas has
experienced the dizzy heights of

Fitzmaurice Feature
and Dalton Vehicle
Issued Nov. 28th

London Bohemian society and the

shadowy dens of the Limehouse
underworld, they are re-united.

The picture records one step more
in the development of Miss Murray
from ingenue dancing roles to those
of a finished emotional actress, says
Paramount. The former Follies

favorite has made rapid strides

under Mr. Fitzmaurice's direction.

The cast which surrounds the
featured players includes George
Fawcett, Claude King, Leslie King.
Dorothy dimming and Richard
Wangermann.
"A Romantic Adventuress," is

declared by Famous Players to be
a swift-moving story full of dra-
matic moments, sparkling humor
and plenty of eye-filling and spec-
tacular scenes.

This picture is an adaptation of
Charles Belmont Davis's story, " A
Winter City Favorite," and the

scenario was written by Rosina
Henley, who also wrote the con-
tinuity of " Guilty of Love," a pre-

vious Dorothy Dalton picture. The
director was Harley Knoles.

Miss Dalton's leading man is

Charles Meredith, and Howard
Long, Augusta Anderson, Ivo
Dawson and Robert Schable are
also prominent in the cast.

A v

AGenume.
<J Special

'In the
Ihadow
of The
Domex

A David G. Fischer Production
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Chaney in Universal Film
Popular Actor Plays with Pris-

cilla Dean in " Outside the Law "

"Idle Hands" to \. e Next
Pioneer Release

" Idle Hands," starring Gail
Kane, J'. Herbert Frank and Thurs-
ton Hall, will be the next impor-
tant release of the Pioneer Film
Corporation, according to an an-
nouncement made yesterday by
President A. E. Lefcourt.
This production, with this all-star

cast, comes from the Park-White-
side studios, and is characterized
as one of the biggest features this

concern has ever produced.

Christie Finishes Two
for Educational

" Movie Mad " and " Scrappily
Married " are announced as two
two-reel comedies just completed at

the Christie studios in Los Angeles
for release through Educational
Exchanges in January.
Dorothy Devore returns to the

Christie lot in " Movie Mad," in

which she is featured with Neal
Burns. " Scrappily Married

"

marks the second appearance of
Harry Gribbon in a Christie

comedy his first having been "Don't
Blame the Stork." Helen Darling
and Margaret Cullington have im-
portant roles.

Ida May McKenzie, nine-year-old act-

ress in Chester comedies whom Edu-
cational is advertising as "the sweetest

child on the screen"

LON CHANEY is said to have
the most convincing role of his

career in " Outside the Law," the
new Universal Jewel production
starring Priscilla Dean. Universal
officials who have seen the picture

in the cutting and editing rooms,
unite in saying that Chaney has out-
done himself in clever characteriza-
tion.

Chaney plays an underworld part

entirely unlike any he has tackled

heretofore. It is not as a hopeless
cripple, his remarkable role in " The
Miracle Man," or as a legless king
of criminals, such as he played in
" The Penalty." In " Outside the

Law," Chaney is " Black Mike
Silva," accepted leader of San Fran-
cisco's gangsters and other shady
characters.

ASSOCIATED First National

Pictures reports that Charles

Ray has demonstrated to his own
satisfaction and to the pleasure of

a great many other people a theory

he has held ever since he has been

acting for pictures, that " outside
"

locations can be more effective if

located inside the walls of a studio.

In "Nineteen and Phyllis" every

scene was taken inside the Charles

Ray studio, and while the story

abounds with exteriors the fact that

they were taken inside of walls is

not apparent in the production, de-

clares First National in the state-

ment just issued.

When Mr. Ray concluded his

contract with Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc., which assured

him an outlet for independently pro-

duced pictures, he immediately ap-

prised his associates of his theory

that in a great many cases an ex-

terior suffered through the exhaus-

tion of the cast in reaching location

and the tiresome rides which fre-

quently ensued. He also declared

that he knew of many times when
he did not feel up to the mark in

going through with scenes due to

a tedious wait while in make-up
for lighting conditions to become

In " Black Mike " Chaney is said
to have created the most virile and
unscrupulous role of his many-
screen villainies. " Black Mike " is

a malicious figure whose sole mo-
tive in life is revenge. He has no
fear but one, that for his former
chief, " Silent Madden," who has
turned straight. His fear is so com-
pelling that he goes to every pos-
sible extreme to rid himself of it,

by putting " Madden " and his

clever daughter, " Silky Moll Mad-
den " out of the way. This latter

character is played by Priscilla

Dean.
" Outside the Law " now is in the

last stages of editing and titling. A
finished print of the big Universal
Jewel is expected in the East in a
few weeks.

right. He declared that in his opin-
ion there was never an outdoor set-

ting taken, outside of scenics, which
could not be improved unon inside

the walls of a well-conducted studio.

Consequently when the Fleming
Street studio, in Los Angeles, which
used to house the Kalem and other
producing companies, was taken
over for the Charles Ray produc-
tions, remodeling of it was com-
menced to make it fit in with the

young star's ideas as to what was
necessary for a complete motion
picture studio. This included the

construction of a large lot under
glass so that natural light could be
utilized when necessary or avail-

able, but where artificial light was
always ready.
The practical aspects of the

housed " outside " sets was strik-

ingly demonstrated in the taking of
" Nineteen and Phyllis." it is de-

clared. There was doubt as to

whether the new " conservatory lot
"

would be completed in time for use
on this production, and location

men were busy many weeks in ad-
vance looking for settings which
would fit into the theme of the

Story. The sets found were not as

satisfactory as the studio sets.

Fish Story or PressYarn ?

\ou Win
Gordon Mullen, heavy man and

all around villain lor irvin V.
U illat in his second independent
production "Partners 01 uie ude,
had quite an unusual experience in
a diving suit, on the bottom of San
Pedro Harbor, recently. Mullen
had made the decent to the bottom
of the harbor safely and was about
to give the signal to be pulled up
when he felt a slight trickling of
water on his neck, 'iurning his
head in the helmet he felt a squirt
of water in his eye. This handed
him a scare, and knowing that it

would not take long at that rate
for the suit to fill up, he felt for the
leak on his helmet. The water was
leaking in through the safety valve,
which serves the purpose of dis-
charging all " extra " air pumped
into the suit, into the water outside.
He screwed this valve up and the
water stopped. Breathing a sigh of
relief he reached for the rope but
having shut this valve off too tight
the suti filled up with air pumped
to him from above and blew up like
a balloon. Not knowing what to
do he unstrapped his weights and
heavy shoes. For the next few
minutes it would take someone
from the barge above, and not
Mullen, to tell what happened.
Something popped out of the water
and leaped into the air like a flying
fish—it was Mullen—the suit hav-
ing filled up with air and being re-
leased from the weights whic^
kept him down had brought him to
the surface in double quick time.
The helmet being the only heavy
weight on the suit caused him to
float half submerged on the surface
WITH HIS HEAD DOWN. After
a boat had been sent to the rescue
and Mullen found himself again
standing on good old mother earth
(the dry' part) it took a good bit of
coaxing to get that suit on him
again. A diver was sent to the
bottom to find the weights and
heavy shoes, and everyone had a
hearty laugh at Mullen's expense.

Newest George Walsh
Feature Ready

George Walsh's newest William
Fox production, " Number 17," is

now ready for release.

The entertainment has much
Chinese atmosphere. The plot deals
with the work of an influential

Chinaman who believes big Amer-
ican financiers are enemies of his

country.

Mildred Reardon is Walsh's lead-
ing woman in " Number 17." Miss
Reardon came from the coast but
recently. Others in the cast are
Charles Mussette, Lillian Beck,
Louis R. Wolheim, Harold Thomas.
Charles Slattery, Jack Newton,
Spencer Charters and Lillian

Griffis.

Costumer Brings Para-
mount New"Styles

After having spent three months
studying fashions in Paris, Ethel
Chaffin, designer of costumes at the

Lasky studio. Hollywood, has re-

turned on the Olympic and will

leave Wednesday for Los Angeles
to introduce several novelties in the

gowns for Paramount Pictures.

Shot "Exteriors" in Studio
Charles Ray Films " Exteriors

"

Indoors with Effective Results
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Realart's Star Franchise Is Held
by Majority of Big Circuits

Sixty-four Circuits, Covering Every Section of Country, on the List

REALART emphasizes a note-

worthy fact in the announce-
ment this week that, with very

few exceptions, all the dominant
motion-picture theatre-circuits in

the country are holders of Realart's

Star Franchise for 1920-21, carry-

ing with it the theatre rights to

thirty-six productions.

There are sixty-four motion pic-

ture house circuits on Realart's list

of franchise holders, covering every
section of the United States. They
include a majority of the largest

and best known circuits as well as

a big percentage of the smaller ones.

These circuits are represented by
theatres in every large city. The
territory covered by them takes in

the key cities of New York, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver,
Philadelphia, Boston, Omaha, Min-
neapolis, Chicago, Cincinnati, Kan-
sas City, Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland,

Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, New
Orleans, Pittsburgh, Washington,
and St. Louis.

Several circuits have secured the

franchise for all of their theatres.

In every case Realart pictures will

be shown in one or more houses in

a given circuit, it is stated.

" The importance of this an-
nouncement can scarcely be over-
emphasized," said General Manager
J. S. Woody. " Realart considers
itself exceptionally fortunate be-

cause in practically every section of

the country where there is an im-
portant circuit, that circuit is a

holder of Realart's Star Franchise.

" While it is purely a matter of
cold business with these circuits it

is, none the less, a high tribute to

the wride popularity of Realart's

pictures that they have been chosen
by practically all of the largest and
most powerful circuits.

" The significance attaching to

such an achievement is. I think,

quite plain. Circuits such as the

S. A. Lynch Enterprises and the

Saenger Circuit in the South; the

Stanley Booking Company in Phil-

adelphia ; W. P. Gray and A. S.

Black in New England ; Lubliner
& Trinz, Ascher Brothers and Fitz-

patrick & McElroy in Chicago

;

Rubin & Finkelstein in Minneapolis
;

and the Loew, Moss, Fox and
Keith circuits in New York, to men-
tion but a few, are not institutions

created over night. Quite the con-
trary. Go back a few years and
you will find that each of these
present dominating factors in the

exhibitors' field started in a small
way.

" They started small but have en-

joyed a rapid and healthy growth.
Why? Because they have filled a

very definite need in the motion pic-

ture industry—the skillful selection

of a consistent program. They rec-

ognized, early in the business, that

the dominant factor for success is

entertainment value; that the mo-
tion-picture feature is the one thing
around which to build their busi-
ness.

" Study the producers and distri-

butors who have been allied with
these successful circuits. You will

soon discern that Marcus Loew,
William Fox, S. A. Lynch. A. S.

Black and these other shrewd men
seem to have an almost uncanny
ability to pick the winners. They
not only selected them

;
they tied

lip with them. Their prosperity
meant the producers' prosperity.

The oldest and most successful pro-

ducers, in their very infancy, had
what were then termed the baby
circuits as their customers. Both
are now in lusty manhood and the
same cordial relationship still exists.

" And these men are typical of
all circuit heads who have chosen
Realart pictures. Take one circuit

—that of Marcus Loew—for ex-
ample. Here is an organization that

at present is serving 80,000,000
patrons annually. In 1910 Mr. Loew
had five theatres in New York, one
in New Rochelle and one in Hobo-
ken. His New York houses then
had a total seating capacity of 6,-

872. Today he controls 102 thea-

tres, extending in a chain from t 'e

Atlantic to the Pacific. His theatres

in Greater New York alone have a
total seating capacity " ( 52,914.

Next year it is estimated his houses
will serve 140,000,000 people. And
Loew's is only one of the sixty-four

circuits that have signed up for

Realart service.

" Realart values the franchise

business of these sixty-four circuits

—not only on account of the pres-

ent business involved, but in a much
greater respect because of the faith

they have evidenced in the Realart
organization as a whole. We are

satisfied that these shrewd buyers
do not put stars into their thea-

tres unless they are very certain

they will be surrounded by the ulti-

mate in story, direction and cast.

Further, they must believe that the

Realart Star Franchise carries its

guarantee of high-quality box office

attractions not only for the 1920-21

season, but also that it will be an
asset for years to come, each year
to show a healthy increase in actual

value."

The Star Franchise system is re-

garded as novel in the history of

motion picture distribution. Under
it exhibitors receive the theatre

rights to each of the thirtv-six pro-
ductions without having to buy ter-

ritorial rights or assume obliga-

tions respecting the marketing of
the pictures. It is pointed out that

with a specified number of pictures

being produced for the Star Fran-
chise it is possible to devote parti-

cular attention to the story, title

Six. actresses are engaged in

making Realart pictures. They are
Alice ' Brady, Mary Miles Minter,
Constance Binney, Bebe Daniels,

Wanda Hawley and Justine John-
stone.

The Star Franchise productions
already released include, " You
Never Can Tell " and " Oh Lady,
Lady," featuring Bebe Daniels

;

" Eyes of the Heart " and " Sweet
Lavender," with Mary Miles Min-
ter ;

" The New York Idea," with
Alice Brady; "Blackbirds," with
Justine Johnstone; "Something
Different," with Constance Binney;
and " Food For Scandal," " Her
Beloved Villain " and " Her First

Elopement," with Wanda Hawley.
The list of motion picture thea-

tre circuits holding Realart's Star
Franchise for 1920-21 follows:

Ackerman & Harris, San Francisco;
Adams Theatres Company, Omaha; Allen
& Charrette, Boston; American Amuse-
ment Enterprises, Minneapolis; Ascher
Brothers, Chicago, Cincinnati.

A. F. Baker, Kansas City; Balaban &
Katz. Chicago; Balognino, New York;
A. S. Black, Boston; A. H. Blank,
Omaha: L. M. Boas, Boston; Brandon
& Bradbury, New York: L. W. Brophy,

Kansas City; Mark Browarsky, Pitts-
burgh.

L. D. Chamberlain, Philadelphia; Co-
lumbia Amusement Company, Pittsburgh;
Sidney Cohen, New York; M. E. Come-
ford Amusement Company, Philadelphia;
Harry M. Crandall, Washington.

L. A. DeHoff, Washington; Bernard
Depkin, Jr., Washington; Fred Dolle
Circuit, Cincinnati; Frank Durkee,
Washington.

J. B. Elliot, Cincinnati; Elm Amuse-
ment Company, Boston.
Famous Players-Missouri Corporation,

St. Louis; Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Chi-
cago, Detroit.

William Fox, Denver, New York;
Frankel Circuit, Cincinnati; Nathan
Friedberg, Pittsburgh.

General Theatres Corporation, Buffalo;
Gore & Lesser, Los Angeles; Samuel
Gould, Pittsburgh; W. P. Gray, Boston;
Gumbiner Brothers, Chicago.

Hildinger Booking Company, Philadel-
phia; J. E. Hostettler, Omaha.

A. J. Kavanagh, Minneapolis.
Loew's Enterprises, Inc., New York,

Cleveland; J. Lowrie, Boston; Lubliner
& Trinz, Chicago; S. A. Lynch Enter-
prises, Atlanta, Charlotte; Lynch-Hulsey
Circuit, Dallas.

Manning & Wink, Atlanta; W. P. Mc-
Cartney, Pittsburgh.

Charles Nolte, Washington.
Orpheum Circuit, Chicago.
Walter Pacy, Washington; S. Z. Poli,

New York, Boston.
Ezra Rhodes, Chicago: Rubin & Fin-

kelstein, Minneapolis.
Saenger Circuit, New Orleans; H.

Schoenstadt & Sons, Chicago; Sears &
Jones, Kansas City; M. B. Shanberg,
Kansas City; Signal Amusement Com-
pany, Atlanta; W. A. Shea, Boston;
Stanley Booking Company, Philadelphia;
James Steele, Detroit.

U. B. O., New York.
War Department—M. P. Service,

Washington, Boston, Cincinnati; Otto
Wells, Washington ; Wilmer & Vincent,
Philadelphia, and Wolf & Springer, New
York.

Has Developed Powerful
Lens Is Claim

S. M. Tompkins, chief of Uni-
versale protographic department,
claims to have developed a lens

equal to the pre-war product of the

German lens makers. Tompkins,
in working out the formulae for

the new lens, worked in conjunc-
tion with expert opticians from
several of America's leading photo-
graphic concerns. Tompkins hopes
to have finished specimens of his

lens ready for the filming of Pris-

cilla Dean's next big picture,
" False Colors," to be put into pro-
duction in several weeks.

>; (\ Genuine :

c/ Special ^
In the

Alice Brady's latest Realart picture is " The New York Idea.'
plays opposite her

Lowell Sherman

Jhadow
of The
Domex

David G Fischer Production
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Goldwyn announces that
Will Rogers' new stellar ve-
hicle, " Guile of Women,"
based upon a story by Peter
Clarke MacFarlane, will
shortly be in all twenty-two
Goldwyn branch exchanges.
Goldwyn is basing great ex-
pectations upon this new Will
Rogers' picture. He is seen
in the role of a Swedish sailor

adrift in San Francisco.
The picture was directed by

Clarence Badger. In the
strong supporting cast are
Mary Warren, Bert Sprotte,
Lionel Belmore, Chas. A.
Smily, Nick Cogley, Doris
Pawn, John Lince and Jane
Starr. The star had a hand
in editing and titling the pic-
ture, as is his custom in all

productions in which he ap-
pears.

M.P.D.A. Gives Fourth
Annual Dinner

Each year the M. P. D. A., the

only organized body of directors of
the motion picture, "get together"
for an annual talk fest and winter
feast. Heretofore, it has been con-
fined to members and a few male
guests. This season, since the sub-
ject will be "The Progress of the
Art," with which the fair sex have
had so much to do, ladies will also

number among the prominent
guests. There are to be authors,
composers, playwrights, editors of
theatrical, trade and daily papers,
as well as the heads of financial

concerns and executives of other
important industries. The dinner,
at 7 :30, Dec. 7, will be served dur-
ing a musical program, followed by
other forms of entertainment. It

is predicted that this will be among
the " biggest little affairs " ever
given by the organization supported
solely by directors of the motion
picture, and it is anticipated by
those sufficiently fortunate to be
upon the invitation list, as a prom-
ising event.

Dee Robinson Acquires
Big Peoria Theatre

Announcement was made in

Peoria this week of the merger of
the Irvin theatre of Bloomington,
Illinois, with the Dee Robinson in-

terests of Peoria. The Robinson
Theatre Company, of which Dee
Robinson is president, now controls
the new half-million dollar Madi-
son theatre, in Peoria, and four
other Peoria theatres.

The Irvin theatre was built a
few years ago by Clarence Irvin
and is a fifteen hundred seat house.
It is a modern theatre in every re-

spect, and is said to be one of the
most beautiful in Illinois.

Mr. Robinson has obtained con-
trol through a ten year lease,

which will be effective December
1st.

Guy Martin, present manager of
the Irvin theatre, will be retained
as resident manager, but Sam Rob-
inson of Peoria, former manager of
the Princess theatre at Peoria and
now head of the Robinson Adver-
tising Company, will look after the
Robinson Theatre Company's in-

terests.

gorgeous scene from The Empire of
production for

Diamonds,'
Pathe

a new Leonce-Perret

Pathe's December Releases
Perret Picture Due December 19;
Seitz Feature Set for the 26th

P ATHE'S releases for the last will

two weeks in December will Mr
bring forth " The Empire of Dia-
monds," produced by Leonce Per-
ret ; and " Rogues and Romance,"
the George B. Seitz production co-
starring June Caprice with Seitz.
In these pictures will be staged
melodramatic romances set against
European backgrounds. In both,
American characters are involved in
adventures transpiring in Europe.
The Perret production provides

the novelty of a story with a
change of scene which shows the
principal characters in London,
Paris, Monte Carlo and famous
resorts of the Riviera and New
York. Rogues and Romance, a
love romance of an American who
on a visit to Spain becomes enam-
oured of the daughter of an Amer-
ican official, tells its story in the
actual atmosphere of Granada, cer-
tain of its scenes being taken with-
in the walls of the famous Alham-
bra and the provinces of Seville,
Malaga and about the fortress of
Tarifa in Southern Spain.

Offered for release December
19th, "The Empire of Diamonds"

)e the first work produced by
Perret in some time. In the

filming of this play, his own
adaptation of a celebrated novel by
Valentin Mandelstamm, a noted
French novelist, Mr. Perret spent
many weeks in traveling with his
company, which included Lucv Fox,
Henry G. Sell, Robert Elliott and
other well-known American screen
players. Interiors of the Casino at
Monte Carlo are a feature of the
settings.

" Rogues and Romance," released
December 26th, is Mr. Seitz's first
feature production and because of
the elaborate and striking staging
he has given the piece it is .pre-
dicted he will duplicate his success
in the serial field with a feature
that will attract public attention to
its director and star. The play is

an adaptation of " The Golden
Senorita," a stage work written by
Mr. Seitz some time ago.

The major portion of the picture
was filmed in Spain. Six weeks
were spent there by Mr. Seitz, Miss
Caprice, Miss Courtot and the other
members of the company.

Carter Series in January
Release Famous De-toPioneer

tective Pictures First of Year
A SPECIAL announcement from

the headquarters of the
Pioneer Film Corporation issued
yesterday over the signature of
President A. E. Lefcourt tells of
the scheduled release, the beginning
of the new year, of the Nick Car-
ter two-reelers, adapted from the
famous detective stories.

" Indications point to the most
unusual success being recorded with
the Nick Carter two-reelers," says
a statement from Pioneer headquar-
ters. " The series is made up of
fifteen two-reel pictures, each one
interpreting the best of the stories
published b" Street and Smith, and
each story opens an avenue for all

the ' action ' imaginable. We have
decided to commence the release of

the Nick Carter picture January 1."

Those who have seen the splendid
Nick Carter productions acclaim
them as excellent propaganda for
the upholding of law in order, and
the clever way in which the Broad-
well Productions, Inc., has handled
these stories for the film, will hri-

to this concern the praise due it.

"Nick" is portrayed by Thomas
Carrigan. He needs no" introduc-
tion to the screen, having been a
favorite for many years. Mae Gas-
ton portravs the character of
" Patsy "—Nicks first assistant-
while Colin Chase, interprets the
role of " Chick."
The Pioneer Film Corporation

is arranging most unusual adver-
tising and publicity campaign.

" Down Home," the first

Irvin V. Willat production,
which Hodkinson released in

October, has been meeting
with very great success
wherever shown, declares W.
W. Hodkinson. Now an in-

teresting new idea has been
developed. Comes word from
Joe Bloom, Kansas City Dis-
trict Supervisor for Hodkin-
son, that he has just com-
pleted plans for a " Road-
show " of the production,
which will be accompanied
by a six-piece jazz band.
The show will tour the

State of Nebraska for an in-

definite run, and high hopes
are held out for its success.

Fellowes Has Dual Role
in Paramount Film
Rockcliffe Fellowes, well known

leading man, plays a dual role in
" The Price of Possession," the

new Paramount picture, starring

Ethel Clayton. The picture, which
is nearing completion at the Fam-
ous-Players' Long Island City Stu-
dio, was adapted for the screen
from the Winifred Boggs story of
the same name.

In the character of first, a hard
and scoundrelly husband, and later

as the masterful lover who wins
the heart of the lady who has
usurped his estates, Fellowes does
some of the best work of his ca-

reer. He makes an admirable foil

for Miss Clayton, with whom he
has been seen in many pictures.

" The Price of Possession " is

being made under the direction of
Hugh Ford and is said to be one of
the best vehicles in which Miss
Clayton has yet been seen. It is

also the second picture to be made
from start to finish at the new
Famous-Players' Studio in Long
Island City.

George Wm. Hill Will
Direct Miss Lovely

George William Hill has been en-

gaged by William Fox to direct his

new star, Louise Lovely. Mr. Hill's

first work will be distributed shortly

after the New Year, when exhibi-

tors and their public will see the
results of an early training under
David W. Griffith and finishing

touches later as assistant to George
Loane Tucker—experience Mr. Hill

gained during several years' work-
in Hollywood studios.

Do You Know! That

NATHANIEL
FINSTON

Formerly Musical Director at

The Capitol

and Conductor at

The Rialto

Is At Your Service

ASK
The Ntw York Concert League

1664 Broadway
Now York City

Everything But the Picture
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Three scenes from " Someone in the House," a Metro production with an all-

The resources of Para-

mount's new Long Island

studio have been turned over

to the Americanization com-
mittee of the National Asso-
ciation of the Motion Picture
Industry for the making of
" Bullets or Ballots," one of

a series of films that are be-
ing made for the Govern-
ment and designed to awaken
the political conscience of

Americans.
E. M. Wooley, assistant to

Thomas Geraghty, produc-
tion editor of Paramount's
eastern studio, is directing

the picture. The picture

will be one reel in length,

but, according to Mr.
Wooley, will be crowded with
thrills. Howard Young
wrote the story and continu-
ity, and Frank Wright Tuttle
is assisting in the production.
Lynn Berry is playing the

leading male role in the pic-

ture, which is being made
without cost to the Govern-
ment.

Rowland Lauds Keaton's Work
RICHARD ROWLAND, presi-

dent of Metro Pictures Corp-
oration, declares that Buster

Keaton is " the greatest comedy
sensation since the heyday of
Charlie Chaplin and Roscoe Ar-
buckle in one-reelers." Metro is

releasing the Buster Keaton series

of comedy productions which are

filmed under the auspices of Joseph
M. Schenck. Says Mr. Rowland in

a statement issued

:

" Buster Keaton in the not far
distant future will wear undisputed
the crown of comedy king of the

season," said the Metro executive
recently, discussing the sensational

success of the initial Keaton pic-

ture. " Even now he is the greatest

comedy sensation since the heyday
of Charlie Chaplin and Roscoe
Arbuckle in two - reelers. Buster
Keaton is equipped by nature and
his long experience in the theatre,

with everything that a comedian
needs. He has a sense of comedy
values that is extraordinary, and
knows every 'gag' or device that

can be relied upon to provoke
laughter.

" This young comedian has the

priceless gift of gravity so pro-

nounced, for instance, in the work
of Chaplin and other great fun-

makers. Without ever smiling him-
self, he is able to convulse audiences
in a manner that would be an utter

impossibility to the comedian who
wears a grin."

Mr. Rowland's high estimate

of Buster Keaton's work and his

prophecy of a roseate future for the

young man are borne out by the

tremendous demand for his work
manifested by large and small ex-
hibitors everywhere Metro declares.

Metro reports that bookings for the

Keaton comedies have surpassed
their greatest expectations. Many
houses have contracted for the en-

tire series of two-reelers, while
Grauman's Rialto and the Alhambra
theatre in Los Angeles have broken
long standing rules to show the

Keaton pictures as added attractions

for runs of three weeks and more.
" The funniest man in pictures

—

yet he never smiles;" said Marcus
Loew, president of Loew's, Inc.,

after seeing Keaton's first comedy.
Motion picture critics throughout

the country have praised Buster's
work. Frank E. White, dramatic

editor of the Denver Post, and con-
sidered the leading authority of the

stage and screen in the Rocky
Mountain regions, has the following

to say regarding Keaton

:

"A comedian, and who as far as
my opinion goes, has greater possi-

bilities than any of the others, is

Buster Keaton. He has recently be-

come a star in his own comedies,
and he now has his chance. There
is something about this young man
that is similar to Chaplin. His
method may be quite different, but
in a photograph it will be noticed
that there is appealing wistfulness

in the eyes of both. Buster never
smiles in his pictures. He is always
a bit pathetic. It seems that this is

necessary to real comedy. The
pathetic and ridiculous are so close-

ly allied.

" Whether Keaton feels it or not
he has the appearance of being
rather sad. His mouth, too, is sensi-

tive. Can it be that to be really

funny, a comedian has to make his

audience laugh at him and not with
him? It would seem so, and there is

none of the screen comedians who is

so well qualified to do this as Buster
Keaton."

Will Film the Mining Industry

Bebe
.Lady,

Daniels as she appears in " Oh,
Lady!" her newest Realart picture

ADDRESSING the American
Mining Congress in Denver,
M. F. Leopold, Safety Engi-

neer of the United States Bureau
of Mines, told that the Bureau pro-
posed to build up the' world's largest

library of mining and metallurgical
educational films. The intention is

to film every branch of the Amer-
ican Mining Industry in such de-
tail that technical universities can
procure pictures that will visualize
any subject which the students are
studying from their books.

The Bureau has made a big start

toward the world's largest mining
film library, having already, films on
a number of branches of mining.
All these pictures are produced by
the Rothacker Film Company.

Special lighting equipment is

needed to make pictures in many of
the mines. As far as the Bureau
experts know the Rothacker Com-
pany is the only film concern that
has the equipment which will per-
mit of making pictures in mines
containing explosive gases. In his

convention speech, Mr. Leopold paid

U. S. Bureau of Mines
Plans Complete
Film Library

a high tribute to the quality of min-
ing films the Rothacker Company
has made for the Bureau.

" Recently the Rothacker Com-
pany filmed ' The Story of Coal.'

The Bureau is informed by the Coal
Mining Industry that this Rothacker
picture has done more to acquaint
technical school students, as well
as the laymen, with the conditions
that enter into bringing the coal

from the mine to the consumer,
than any other publicity means that

the Bureau has employed. Re-
quests for this particular film have
been so numerous that a print can-
not be procured for at least a month
after it is asked for."

Mr. Leopold told that 84 per cent
of the American universities are
provided with equipment for pic-

ture projection. Thirty-seven of the
states have well organized societies

for the promotion of visual edu-
cation, and through these organiza-
tions the Bureau's educational pic-

tures are being distributed to the
lower grade schools as well as the
colleges.

5 pages of Box Office Reports

and 5 pages of Releases in

this issue

3?/ FINANCE
£f CONSTRUCTION '-n£ CAPITAL •©.
i \ MANAGEMENT..
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A dramatic moment from " The Woman in His House," presented by Louis B.
Mayer as a First National attraction

NewHodkinson Sales-Head
P. N. Brinch with

Start Appointed

WW. HODKINSON, head of
• the corporation which bears

. his name, has appointed P. N.

Brinch to the post of sales manager
of the company. If ever a promo-
tion was justly earned by consis-

tent hard and intelligent effort, Mr.
Brinch's is that promotion, declares

W. W. Hodkinson. He has been

associated with Mr. Hodkinson
since the organization was formed
in 1917 and has served faithfully

from the date of the company's in-

ception.

Mr. Brinch may really be consid-

ered to be a veteran of the motion
picture industry, for he first started

in it in 1907, at which time he be-

came connected with Pathe Freres

in New York. When the General

Film Company was formed in 1910

he took a position in their home
offices, and it is interesting to note,

that at that time W. W. Hodkinson
was the western division manager
of the same company.

Hodkinson from
Sales Manager
Mr. Brinch left the General Film

Company in 1913 to associate him-
self with the Mutual Film Corpora-
tion, where he served as comptroller
during the next two years. In
1915 and 1916 he was with Triangle,
this time in the capacity of west-
ern division manager. When Mr.
Hodkinson formed his present or-
ganization in 1917, he called Mr.
Brinch to assist him in the work-
ing out of his plans.

As has been said, he is thoroughly
schooled in every angle of the bus-
iness both in America and abroad,
for he has but recently returned
from a five months' trip on the Con-
tinent, where he was busily engaged
in studying conditions in every field.

It is predicted by Hodkinson of-

ficials that under the leadership of
such a man as P. N. Brinch, the

Hodkinson sales force will un-
doubtedly be spurred on to even
greater efforts than heretofore, and
that results will be achieved which
will exceed all expectations.

To Release "The Spenders"
Benjamin B. Hampton Production Is

Next to Be Released by Hodkinson
THE next Benj. B. Hampton

production scheduled for re-

lease beneath the Hodkinson ban-

ner will be " The Spenders." Harry
Leon Wilson wrote the story. It

was adapted to the screen by E.

Richard Schaycr and was directed

by Jack Conway, who has been re-

sponsible for many past Benj. B.

Hampton successes, among which
may be mentioned " Riders of the

Dawn," " The Dwelling Place of

Light " and " The U. P. Trail."

In the cast is Claire Adarjis, who
has been seen to advantage in other

Benjamin B. Hampton productions;

Robert McKim, a screen villain of

national repute; Joseph J. Dowling,

starred recently in another Hodkin-
son release, " The Kentucky Col-

onel," and whose work as the " Mir-
acle Man " in George Loane Tuck-
er's splendid production stands out

prominently; Niles Welch, the en-

gaging juvenile; Betty Brice, Adele
Farrington, Virginia Harris, Otto
Lederer, Tom Ricketts and Harold
Holland.

" The Spenders " is a fast-mov-

ing comedy-drama, which tells of

the adventures and mis-adventures
of the Bines family.

There are many charming love

scenes, a vast amount of comedy
and a great deal of tingling sus-

pense, declare Hodkinson.

Cutting Is an Arduous Job
Paramount Describes Steps Taken
in Cutting a DeMille Production

"(Contrary to popular opin-

ion, the cutting of a picture

ranks very close to the actual direct-

ing and filming of the scenes in

point of labor and difficulties to be
overcome."

So says Cecil B. DeMille, director-

general of the Famous Players-*

Lasky Corporation and producer of
nearly two score.

" Forbidden Fruit " offers an
interesting example. When " cut

to continuity," the negative of
" Forbidden Fruit " totalled eleven

reels inasmuch as the fin-

ished picture was designed to

total seven reels considerable cut-

ting was needed to bring this total

of eleven full reels down to the

required footage, declares Para-
mount in a statement just issued.

This work was done entirely by
Cecil B. DeMille, assisted by Ann
Bauchens. Together these veterans
of film-cutting ran the print of
" Forbidden Fruit " again and again.

When matters pertaining to the
subtitles were under discussion,

Jcanie Macpherson, author of the
scenario, was called into consulta-
tion.

With each running of the picture,

Cecil B. DeMille exercised his edi-

torial prerogative with the result

that the total footage steadily de-
creased. Incidents that did not
seem to be absolutely essential to

the smooth continuity of the story
were lifted out bodily; scenes that

as filmed were longer than neces-
sary were reduced in size. Wher-
ever the action threatened to drag
it was speeded up by the shorten-
ing of scenes. The footage was
thus reduced to eight reels.

At this point, Cecil B. DeMille
called in such experts as William
DeMille, himself a producer of
note; Frank Woods, supervising
director of Paramount Pictures;
and the members of the Cecil B.

DeMille production staff who were
thoroughly familiar with the story

Whenever in the course of the
projection of this story one or more
of the audience threatened to be
bored, the producer made a note of
the occasion and proceeded to
remedy the difficulty by the elimina-
tion of minor episodes or by speed-
ing up the action.

Thus, at the end of weeks of
labor and thought, " Forbidden
Fruit " reached an approximation of
the required footage.

Special to Mark New Epoch
So Says First National of Allen

Holubar's " Man, Woman, Marriage
"

THAT "Man, Woman, Mar-
riage " marks a new epoch in

the history of film production is

the contention of those persons who
have been given an opportunity to

see this picture, according to a

statement from the headauarters of

the Associated First National Pic-

tures in New York. " Man,
Woman, Marriage " is an Allen

Holubar production, starring Dor-
othy Phillips. It is declared that

the cutting alone took up two
months of Mr. Holubar's time.

First National issues the following

statement in connection with " Man.
Woman, Marriage :

"

" Mr. Holubar, who wrote the

script, spent three years in prepar-

ing the continuity before he ever

began the engagement of the cast.

During the writing he experi-

mented, it is said, many times with

a camera to see if the effects de-

sired were as practical as the theo-

retical preparation of them indi-

cated. Nothing was left to chance

and when he finall.v pronounced it

ready for production every new
effect in it had been tested out in

a practical manner and the whole
work of transferring the story to

the film had been mapped out in the

minutest detail.

" This minute preparation of the

story had another effect which is

noticeable in the production, accord-

ing to those who have seen it. The
leading part in it was written es-

pecially for Dorothy Phillips, and
Mr. Holubar's intimate acquain-

tance with her abilities through
having directed her in " The Heart

of Humanity " and for other notable
productions enabled him to write a

part which enables her to do the

best work of her entire career.
" The filming of the production

ook nearly eight months, chiefly

because of the care which was taken
with every detail, and the over-

shooting of nearly every scene to

provide against accident in the de-

velopment and other technical hand-
ling. Even after the filming was
completed nearly two months were
spent in the cutting and assem-
bling, while experiments were con-

ducted to determine the best poss-

ible effects to be gained through the

use of the wealth of material which
the overshooting had supplied.

" The others in the cast, aside

from Miss Phillips, give assurance

of the care with which Mr. Holu-
bar selected the actors and actresses

to portra- the theme. Among them
are James Kirkwood, J. Barney
Sherry, Robert Cain, Margaret
Mann. Ralph Lewis, Shannon Day,
Emilv Chichester and Frances

Park!"

Von Tilzer, of Stoll, of

Musical Family
Jack Von Tilzer, whose appoint-

ment as assistant general manager
of Stoll Film Corporation of Amer-
ica was announced last week, is a

member of the well-known musical

family of that name. Mr. Von Til-

zer has had large experience on the

music side of amusements as well

as on that of film, especially in the

production department.
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French Film Men Criticize Government
THE attitude of the French

government towards the
French Moving Picture In-

dustry has just been subjected
to a scathing criciticism at
the hands of its most
prominent representatives. The
occasion was the banquet given re-
cently under the auspices of the
French Film Au'hors' Society in
Paris which gathered together a
large number of the best-known
names in the French cinema world.

The French Motion Picture In-
dustry declared the speakers on
this occasion is suffering from
strangulation through the burden-
some and excessive system of taxa-
tion imposed upon it by the govern-
ment. This was the gist of the
charge with which the government
was indicted and against which it

was declared it behooved all those
interested to unite in seeking and
adopting a remedy. It was pointed
out in plain but forceful language
that the film industry was being
irremediably jeopardized by the
shortsighted policy of the govern-
ment which was shackling with
heavy taxes a branch of trade
which was struggling under numer-
ous disadvantages—not the least of
which was enormous competition
from abroad—but which if properly
nurtured and protected could de-
velop into one of the most lucrative
sources of revenue for the country.
In other words the government was
already bent upon killing the
goose even before it had begun to

lay its golden eggs. If there was
a crisis in the Film world in France,
it was stated, it was undoubtedly
due to the ignorance of parliament
concerning the growth and condi-
tions of the industry. Apparently
unmindful of the serious setback
which the French Motion Picture
had suffered through the war, the
government under the delusion
that the making and presenting of
films is an inexpensive and prof-
itable undertaking, has laid upon it

a prohibitive system of taxation
which attains as much as thirty-

five per cent of the receipts and in

certain cases jumps to even fifty

per cent. The result was that only
the most financially sound dared
risk their money in such an enter-
prise where the meagre initial prof-
its were so ruthlessly seized by the

grasping hand of a treasury that

sought by every means, fair or
foul, to fill its exhausted coffers in

the shortest time possible. Other
consequences of this heavy method
of taxation were declared to be the

stunting of the growth and devel-
opment of the industry, the para-
lysing of initiative and impossibil-

Jty of producing better class but
more expensive films which are
urgently required to raise the

standard in France and satisfy the

public's craving for superior and
more artistic pictures. Finally the

system exposed the home industry

to the mercy of the foreign mar-
ket which dumped its goods at the

rate of untold millions a year and
took the bread as it were out of the

mouths of their own people. It

was inevitable that such a tirade

should not conclude without a ref-

erence to the principal offender.

America, it was stated, exported to

France to the extent of 30 million

francs a year and her supply was

on the increase. Therefore, it was
urged, only one alternative was left

for French film producers, to ap-
peal to parliament and insist that

the foreigner be burdened with a
prohibitive tariff while reducing the

tax on home industries and giving
them a chance to thrive. I have
made enquiries among representa-
tives of American film houses in

Paris with a view to obtaining
their opinion on the truth and jus-

tice of these complaints from their

French colleagues and on the pos-
sibility of any action that may en-
sue therefrom. One and all refused
to display any alarm, declaring that

the prejudice against the Amer-
ican film existed only among the
trade and was a natural if unfair
form of bias that could not be de-
stroyed but could certainly not
prove harmful. " After all," as one
prominent American film man re-

marked, " the public is what counts
and the public has put its mark of
approval upon American films and
will continue to insist upon getting
them until the French picture can
oust it through sheer merit and
value for money." Another to

whom I submitted the question
characterized the French complaint
as so much " froth " and added that

as long as America continued to

send over well-made and well-con-
ceived pictures she would have
nothing to fear from any proposed
action that is prompted by a de-
sire to kill competition rather than
to improve the quality of the goods
in question.

The Pathe Consortium, Cinema,
which has replaced famous Pathe
Cinema, in announcing officially its

formation as a company, is issuing
through the Banque Industrielle de
Paris 190,000 shares at 112.50

francs the share, of which 37.50

francs are required as an initial

payment. The new company allots

50,000 shares tn the original hold-
ers of Pathe Cinema shares.

Consortium is to exploit the whole
of the commercial end of the old
company throughout the world with
certain reservations in Great Brit-

ain, Russia and the United States.

In taking over the work previously
exploited by the Pathe Cinema the
new group draws attention to the
fact that the original company's re-

ceipts for the past years have
shown increasing figures. In 1918
they amounted to 13 millions of
francs; in 1919 to 20 millions while
a further increase is expected for
this year.

Film stars may be excused if they
occasionally break forth into rhap-
sodies over a picture in which they
hold the leading role and over the
person to whose genius it is due.

Miss Ivy Close, the beautiful Eng-
lish screen actress, has been avail-

ing herself of this prerogative in an
interview just given and the theme
of her outburst is the remarkable
French film " Rose of the Rail

'

and its equally remarkable pro-
ducer, Abel Gance. According to

Miss Close, who plays the heroine's

part, " Rose of the Rail " must be
the greatest film ever made. The
imaginative power behind it is stu-

pendous and it thrills and interests

through every inch of its 10,000

feet. Its producer has already used
up something like 150,000 feet of
negative and expects to run into

200,000 before .the picture is com-
pleted. It has been running for

nine months and still has several
weeks more to go. The cost has so
far been staggering. In order to

carry out his ideas, Gance hired
scores of locomotives from the P.

L. M., built a number of mobile
stations at different points on the

line near Nice and during several
months he and his troupe cut them-
selves off from the rest of the
world and led the life of the line

with all its hardships and fatigue
plus a generous infiltration of
thrills and sensations such as may
be expected from the extremely fer-

tile and imaginative mind of a pro-
ducer like Gance. " Wait till you
see one of those huge locomotives
leaping at you out of the screen,"
said Miss Close. "You will also
see me in overalls, driving one of
them," she added. " We can all

drive locomotives now."

From Nice the party went to the
Alps, where the scene is trans-

ferred. Here the genius of Gance
and his dogged tenacity in the face
of almost insuperable obstacles were
seen at their best. For one set of
scenes he built and furnished a cot-

tage half way up Mont Blanc,
transporting all the material piece
by piece and obtaining his electric

power from below by means of big
cables. On one occasion the party
of 35 was held up by snowstorms
for four days. On another an ava-
lanche caught the tail of the troupe
and buried three of its members,
who had to be dug out. " Rose of
the Rail," according to its heroine,
is simply chock full of sensational
human interest. The story is woven
round the love of three men for a

girl—one an old engine driver who
rescued the girl when she was a

baby after a terrible railroad smash
in which both her parents perish

the other his son and the third 1

wealthy railroad magnate, whom she
eventually marries. The son be-
comes jealous of the husband and a

desperate fight takes place between
him and the husband on the edge of

a precipice high up on Mont Blanc,
whither the scene has been trans-

ferred. One of the most impressive
incidents is the scene after the rail-

road smash when the signalman
who is the cause of the accident
comes out of his cabin and goes
raving mad on the line. M. Gance
informs me that he and his troupe
are off shortly to the Pyrennes,
where the final scenes of this re-

markable film will be made. I

asked for an estimation of the cost

so far and was told that two mil-
lion francs would not cover it.

There is a suggestion that another
name should be found than that of

the present melodramatic title, and
I understand that " La Roue "

—

The Wheel— is likely to be adopted.
The end of the year should see the

completion of this film, which will

be released in March, 1921. It will

be recalled that Abel Gance was the

producer of the picture " J'Accuse,"
which has just been released in

England.

erful asset and many a time has
proved its potency in swinging open
the golden gates of fame. Not
many months ago a demure little

maiden of eighteen, with her nut-

brown hair hanging down her back,

was basking in the brilliant sun-

shine and inhaling the fragrance of

the roses 4 the suit and salubrious

climate of Biarritz. Then one day
in response to an idle whim she sent

a photograph of herself to Paris.

A short while after back came the

answer announcing that she had
been chosen from a whole bevy of

beauties as the most beautiful girl

in France. This was Mademoiselle
Agnes Souret, whose picture is to-

day known all over France. But
this sudden leap into fame meant
something else than merely glanc-

ing coyly from a photograph. Al-

most before she realized it she was
whisked off to Paris by an enter-

prising impresario and set down
upon the stage of the Fblies Ber-
gere, one of the best known variety

theatres in the capital, among a

galaxy of dazzling beauties with
nothing special to do but to look

pretty. But the enterprising im-
presario was not to have things all

his own way. Along came an
equally alert film director and de-

spite what seemed like an iron-

bound contract carried her off

dramatically in the dead of night tc

one of the most beautiful and pic-

turesque spots of France, the Mont
Saint Michel, a rocky fortress-like

island recalling Gibraltar, on the

Channel coast. Here she made her
screen debut as the heroine of a

new French film entitled appropri-

ately " Le Lys du Mont-Saint-
Michel "—-The Lily of St. Michael's
Mount. The scenario is taken from
a novel of M. Trilby called " The
Last Dream " (Le Dernier Reve) in

which the magnificent old castle on
the Mount forms the romantic back-
ground "for a charming story. This
is the first time that this venerable
pile has ever figured on the screen
and the producer, M. Alexis Dal
Medico had first to obtain authoriza-
tion from the Minister of Fine Arts
since the whole of the Mount is

classed as a national monument
The picture is expected to be re-

leased in Paris at an early date.

The beautiful Griffith production
" Broken Blossoms " is being
awaited impatiently in France
where its reputation has preceded
it. It is scheduled to be shown at

the Marivaux theatre in Paris on
December 17. Something unique
for France is to be observed about
this picture for which the public

has long since been prepared by the

glowing reports it received when it

was shown to the trade and th<-

press. So heavy are the bookings
expected to he that a notice has
been posted outside the theatre ad-
vising the public that scats may be
engaged now. The management
states that the demand even so far
in advance has been heavy and is

becoming heavier each day.

Beauty is not an essential for

success but it is undeniably a pow-

Tho great Paris newspaper the
"Matin " scored a triumnh in hustle
last week. Bv seven o'clock in tfr*

evening of November eleventh, the
' (Continued on [>agc 4512)
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CENTRES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND THEATRES
SAN DIEGO

The fourth of the Bush theatres

—

the Vista—is to be opened in East San
Diego before the holidays, is the an-
nouncement of G. A. Bush, head of the
corporation. The Vista, which is the
remodelled and reconstructed house for-

merly at Camp Kearny, will have a seat-

ing capacity of 600 and will use second-
run pictures, similar to the Silver Strand,
the company's house at Coronado, across
the bay.

The Broadway, one of the Bush the-

atres, has a new house manager in

Richard A. Addison, formerly with mo-
tion picture houses in Detroit, Mich.
He succeeds Wm. Stammler, who has
gone north. Margaret Currier has suc-
ceeded Mary T. Howe as cashier at the
Silver Strand.

Plans are under way whereby the
city park board will enter into a lease
for three years with a large producing
company which desires to use what was
known as the Southern California Coun-
ties' building of the Panama-California
exposition, still standing in Balboa Park.
The building would be used for stage
purposes and developing plant, while the
park itself affords a great variety of
exteriors, with bay, ocean and moun-
tains within easy distances.

As an aftermath of the " flu " epidemic
of two years ago, when motion picture
houses and other places of amusement
were temporarily closed by the authori-
ties, a judgment for $457.15 has just
been entered against the Broadway
Amusement Company of San Diego, Cal.,
in favor of Harry V. and Owna Side,
two actors who had been engaged for
the company's theatre at Camp Kearny,
the amount covering the period from
Dec. 12, 1918, to Jan. 13, 1919, during
which they were waiting for the theatre
to reopen.

SAN FRANCISCO
Frank J. Costello, for the last year

manager of the Tivoli Opera House,
San Francisco, has teen' appointed gen-
eral manager of the Turner and Dahn-
ken circuit. L. R. Crook has resigned.
Costello became connected with the
Tivoli two and a half years ago as as-
sistant-manager and continued in that
position until taking full charge of the
house. Under his management the Ti-
voli has enjoyed great popularity and
has become noted for the manner in
which its supplementary attractions and
music have been presented.
The position left vacant by the promo-

tion of Costello has been filled by the
advancement of Irvin E. Phelps, for-
merly assistant-manager of the house.
Phelps has been in the employ of Turner
and Dahnken for a number of years and
is qualified in every particular to per-
form his new duties.

James H. Wall has been appointed
treasurer of the California theatre, San
Francisco, in place of Tom Cohen, who
has been given the post of purchasing
agent for the California, Imperial and
Portola theatres. C. M. Pincus, mana-
ger of the California theatre, is greatly
increasing the prestige of his theatre
through his recent efforts to make the
Sunday morning concerts a success.

OMAHA
C. O. Kingsley has resigned his posi-

tion as manager of Realart to assume the
managership of Robertson-Cole Company
in Omaha. Steve O'Brien, New York
City, has succeeded Mr. Kingsley.

J. F. Brett, former manager of Rob-
ertson-Cole in Omaha, has been trans-
ferred to offices in Michigan City. Ind.

O. R. Hanson, central district super-
visor for Robertson-Cole, made a trip
of inspection through the Middle West
states last week.

Officials of the Omaha" Film Board of
Trade were summoned to Columbus,
Neb., last week to testify in the suit
of Harry Swan against A. H. Blank
Enterprises, alleging violation of the
Judkin's anti-trust act. C. E. Holah,
former manager of A. H. Blank Enter-
prises in Omaha, and H. F. Lefholtz,
manager of Universal in Omaha, were
principal witnesses for the defense.

Elmer R. Pearson, director of ex-
changes for Pathe in the United States,
presided over a conference of Pathe ex-
change managers .of Middle West cities
in Omaha on November 23. He assisted
•Howard E. Graham, local Pathe mana-
ger, in " putting across " Pathe News
Week about Omaha. Mr. Pearson was
honored guest at a business men's lunch-
eon given on November 24 at the Cham-
ber of Commerce.

INDIANAPOLIS

A petition for the appointment of a
receiver for the Apex Pictures Corpora-
tion of Indianapolis has been filed in
Superior Court by Raymond L. Pleak,
who charges that the company is insol-
vent and owes him $952.25, including
interest for advances made to meet the
company's pay rolls. The company for
a time made one and two-reel comedies.

A reorganization of the staff of the
Indianapolis branch of the Robertson-
Cole Corporation, following the resigna-
tion of Manager C. W. Tyler to become
manager of the Special Pictures Corpora-
tion in Cincinnati, sees W. G. Carter,
formerly with Select Pictures in St.
Louis, at the helm. J. L. McCurdy,
Northern Indiana salesman, and Frank
A. Kopp, booker of the old organization,
remain with the new outfit. New faces
in the sales staff include W. J. Lee,
formerly with Hallmark at Cincinnati,
who has Southeastern Indiana and
Eastern Kentucky ; George Vivian
Smith, formerly with the Special Pic-
tures Corporation at Cincinnati, who is

in the Northwestern Indiana territory,
and J. F. McGrail, formerly with trie

Gus Sun booking office in Indianapolis,
assigned to Southwestern Indiana and
Western Kentucky.

Indianapolis has a case on record
wherein adverse criticism of the morals
oi a play proved bad instead of good for
the box-office. Local movie men watched
the event with interest. The play was
the famous " Aphrodite," being shown
at the Murat, legitimate, the week of
November 23.
On the morning of November 23 the

secretary of the Indianapolis Church
Federation entered a protest against the
show with the prosecuting attorney,
pointing out as the chief objectionable
matter the scene in which McKay Mor-
ris and Dorothy Dalton cut some pas-
sionate didos. The prosecuting attorney
suggested that the show ought to be
censored.
The newspapers spread out with the

tale, and every showman in town
thought that " Aphrodite " was going to
be the mecca for all Hoosierdom through
the week. It is reported that the Murat
issued paper to half the county and city
administrations, not to mention a number
of prominent churchmen and they all

flocked to see the fun. But when the
newspaper men went to check up the
only criticism they could find was the
assertion of one official that the crucifix-
ion of a slave girl in one scene made him
" sick to his stomach."
The wind went out of " Aphrodite's "

sails thereupon. Few cared to pay the
highest prices of the season to see a
show in which not even the secretary of
the Church Federation could find some-
thing to kick about.

DETROIT
Al. Rheinhold and Carl Zimmer have

leased the Gladwin Park theatre. Gus
Greening continues at manager. No
change in policy is anticipated.

A new theatre for Grand River avenue
at the Boulevard, opposite the Ferry-
Field, is being promoted by Thomas J.
Penniman, assistant corporation counsel
of Detroit, and one of the original stock-
holders in the Ferry Field. The house
plans call for 3,000 seats and a block of
stores and apartments. The company is

to be capitalized for $1,000,000.

J. M. Duncan, who has been in charge
of the Detroit Vitagraph exchange for
five years, has just been appointed dis-
trict manager, embracing the territory-

included in the Detroit, Minneapolis,
Omaha and Chicago exchanges. He will
be succeeded by J. H. Young, city sales-
man for Vitagraph, who has been con-
nected with this exchange for the past
year.

The new Riveria theatre at Niles
opened on Thanksgiving Day with Earle
Williams in " The Purple Cipher." The
house seats 1,000 and is managed by
John Bingemer.

The Majestic theatre has changed its

policy and is now offering two distinct
programs weekly, changing on Sunday
and Thursday.

Art Hoganson of the Pathe offices, has
resigned to become booking manager of
the Koppin circuit of local houses.

Elmer R. Pearson, director of Pathe
exchanges, was a Detroit visitor for two
days last week.

Will M. Elliott, managing director of
the Majestic theatre, who has been seri-

ously ill, has recovered sufficiently to
give some time to the theatre each day.

Syd Hackford, recently with the Select
exchange, has returned to the Universal
exchange, handling the west side of De-
troit.

George H. Rowell has left Vitagraph
to become a Pathe salesman and will
cover a part of the state on features.

PORTLAND,
ORE.

" Orchestraless days " is the latest
fashion in Portland, Ore. War may
have caused the sugarless days of former
times, but it is cessation of hostilities
and a treaty of peace which has brought
on this new " less " day. When the final

settlement was made by Jensen and Von
•Herberg with union musicians of the
Northwest it was agreed that during the
coming' two years practically the same
wages will be paid, but they will be for
a six day and not a seven day week as
before. The Columbia theatre of Port-
land will not have any orchestra music
on Monday, while Wednesday will be
the period at the Peoples theatre when
the orchestral organ alone will be fea-
tured. To some extent, theatre owners
believe, it will now be possible to deter-
mine which type of music the general
public does want in motion picture
houses.

John R. Britz has been appointed
leader of the Peoples theatre orchestra.
Mr. Britz was brought out to Portland
last season to be leader of a musical
comedy stock company. He was for-
merly on the road with orchestras for

John Cort, Klaw and Erlanger, H. W.
Savage and other prominent producers.

John G. Von Herberg spent several
days in Portland visiting C. S. Jensen,
senior member of the firm of Jensen and
Von Herberg, operators of 27 theatres
throughout the Northwest. Von Her-
berg is a stock fancier, and the occasion
of this Portland visit was the Interna-
tional Livestock annual exhibition in
Portland. He was accompanied back
to Seattle by Gus Metzger, owner of
the Rivoli theatre of Portland.

Popular demand changed all Novem-
ber Columbia theatre bookings. Al-
though the majority of Columbia attrac-
tions are held 10 days or two weeks,
" Behold My Wife " was booked for
but one week. Every arrangement was
mide to change the production at the
end of the week and replace it with
Marion Davies in " The Restless Sex."
But block long queues, two deep, form-
ing every night despite unusual Oregon
rains, forbade the closing of " Behold
My Wife," which is now well along in
its second week and " still going
strong." Eighteen days is the record
first run in Portland.

The most popular musical attraction
yet put on in any Portland house was
the Portland police quartet which sang
by special dispensation of the chief of
police and mayor in the Liberty theatre
for a week's engagement. During that
week a spectacular hold-up in which a
police officer sacrificed his life led to
numerous city clubs praising the Port-
land police force. The applause the
quartet received was something amazing.
The act was put on in connection with
William S. Hart's police story, " The
Cradle of Courage."

A full page cover of " Screenland,"
the 16-page magazine distributed weekly
in the five Portland houses of Jensen
and Von Herberg, was last week de-
voted to an art picture of Carmel My-
ers. The cover was in three colors.

The Milo Merry Minstrel troupe oi
six persons will form an extra attraction
at the Star theatre when the picture,
" King Spruce " appears on the screen
of that house. Ralph Winsor, manager
of the Star, put over Olive Thomas's
last production, " Darling Mine," with
unusual success, part of which he attrib-
utes to a lavish lobby built for the pic-
ture. He laid great stress when giving
plans for the Olive Thomas lobby that
everything in its make-up should carry
dignity and beauty. No mention was
made of the star's unhappy death.

Edward Armstrong, district manager
of Universal, arrived in Portland last
week en route to San Francisco, where
he expected to meet the general mana-
ger from the big " U " offices. Mr.
Armstrong expressed himself as im-
mensely pleased w-ith the Portland ex-
change, which since its reorganization
less than one month ago has increased
its general business more than 33 per
cent. John Brill, from New York,
is now in charge of the Portland Uni-
versal exchange.

At the last meeting of the Motion
Picture League of Oregon. A. C. Ra-
leigh, manager of the Columbia theatre,
was appointed chairman of a special
committee to raise more funds to be
used by the league in fighting the Sun-
day closing law throughout the State.
Mr. Raleigh has decided upon a huge
motion picture ball and is already writ
ing and wiring to Los Angeles, making
arrangements for all stars not working
during the second or third weeks of De-
cember to come to Portland as honor
guests of the league.

Earl Brownlee has t3ken over the mo-
tion picture department of the " Jour-
nal,'" the largest afternoon newspaper
of Portland. Ore.- This department was
formerly under the direction of Sam

(Continued on page 4498)
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Live Notes from the Studios
CONDUCTED B Y LILLIAN R . GALE

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

CHARLES A. MILLER, chair-

man of the Committee in

Charge of the M. P. D. A. " Prog-

ress of the Art " dinner, which will

be held at the Hotel Biltmore on
December 7, to be attended by ex-

ecutives of the motion picture pro-

ducing and kindred industries, as

well as the heads of financial or-

ganizations, authors, editors and

playwrights, states that he needs a

new kind of megaphone to call that

committee on the lot. For instance,

there is George Irving, directing

Mollie King; Charles Giblyn, who
makes feature pictures for Fox; J.

Searle Dawley, directing Pearl

White at present, for Fox, and

Ashley Miller, of the Community
Pictures Corporation. " Try and

get them together all at once—espe-
cially in the day time," declares the

chairman. The life of a motion pic-

ture director is obviously a busy

one. There was a special meeting

of M. P. D. A. held on Tuesday
night, the last preceding the dinner.

Kenneth Harlan will be seen as

Constance Talmadge's new leading

man in " The Man From Toronto,"

directed by Chet Withey, a play by
Douglas Murray, adapted for the

screen by Grant Carpenter, who has

also been engaged to write the con-

tinuity for " A Butterfly in Har-
ness," by Frederick and Fanny
Hatton, Mr. Withey's next picture,

starring Constance Talmadge.
Others included in the cast of

"The Man From Toronto" are

George Fawcett, James Harrison,

Flora Finch, W. R. Webb and Flor-

ence Short.

William D. Taylor faced the mo-
tion camera as an actor for the

first time in seven years this week.

The noted director played the name
part in " Captain Alvarez " for Vi-
tagraph in 1913. Edith Storey was
his leading lady and the late Myrtle
Gonzalez was the heavy. (It was
even before they called 'em
"vamps.") The occasion of Tay-
lor's reversion to type was the film-

ing of an "Around the Lot" fea-

ture in which he was the principal

role.

Judge Ben Lindsay, the famous
juvenile jurist of Denver, who
played a prominent part in William
D. Taylor's production of " The
Soul of Youth," wrote his erstwhile

director that he was the only Dem-
ocrat elected in the Colorado elec-

tions in a ten-to-one Republican
landslide.

Gordon Standing, who appears in " The Foreigner "

at a cost of only a few ten thou-

sands over $250,000. Mr. Browning
completed cutting his big crook
drama in time to show it to Mr.
Laemmle before the final titling is

done.
" Tod, it is a fine picture," Mr.

Laemmle is quoted as saying. " But
how did you get the mayor of San
Francisco to let you hold up busi-

ness on four blocks in Chinatown
while you smashed windows and
broke lie city's electric light globes

and messed everything up? Tell

me that?"
Whereupon Tod Browning ex-

plained that 'Frisco's Chinatown
was duplicated right on the lot for
the purpose. It has since been torn
down.

riage? " he was unable to find them
with queues. He finally had to take
his half-dozen oriental recruits and
provide them with wigs and queues.
The incident, by the way, tempted
Mr. Rosen to be epigrammatic.

" Engaging Chinamen," he said,

speaking in a voice slightly louder
than his usual, for there were sev-
eral friends in the offing, " is like

directing actors who've prepared
their parts hastily. After you ask
me why, I say, you know : 'Be-
cause you have to give them their
queues.'

"

One of Carl Laemmle's first ac-

tions on arrival at Universal City
was to congratulate Tod Browning
for producing " Outside the Law "

Modernity's trend seems to

bring the disappearance of conven-
tional appurtenances. For illustra-

tion, the Haig and Haigless bar,

bobbed hair and now, according to

a communication from Philip E.
Rosen, director at Metro's west
coast studios, the queueless China-
man.
When Mr. Rosen sought six Ce-

lestials for his all-star production
of " What's the Matter With Mar-

John L. McCutcheon, director of
" Determination," is now at work
on some unusually fine night and
fog exteriors.

Bernard Randall, who has had a
wide and enviable experience on
both stage and screen, is playing the
part of Dean the Deacon, the " mas-
ter mind " of the band of interna-
tional crooks in the production.

Since the greater part of the
photoplay is laid in the Whitechapel
district of London, the city noted
for its drizzly weather, these fog
scenes form an important part of
the camerawork.
The exteriors, which include

block after block of London
streets, are the work of Technical
Director Herbert Messmore, who
has done some notable work in this

line.

Present schedule calls for " De-
termination " to be ready for titling

and cutting by the first of the year,
so that the picture may be released
early in February.

ABOUT
PLAYERS

Peggy S h a n o r, who recently
joined the George B. Seitz com-
pany, now engaged in making a
serial under Pathe banner, feels

much at home in the new work, for
it so happens : That once, when
Peggy was playing in another serial,

same George B. Seitz was her di-

rector or her leading man, and this

time he is leading man or director.

It would take a rather fast count
to follow George B. Most of the
time he is both leading man, direc-

tor and any thing else needed to
keep the production turning out on
time. But, when Peggy played with
John Barrymore, Harry Semels was
also in the cast, and in the produc-
tion now in an interesting episode,
he is the villain who pursues. In
this episode, Peggy is a " Sky Girl

"

—not a " sky higher," but a Greek
goddess, and the daughter of Mars
or some other than a movie " star."

Besides, she aviates in another ep-
isode and does everything which has
heretofore not been done in a serial.

The contrast between dainty, blonde
petite June Caprice and Miss Shan-
or's raven statuesque beauty leads

to the query of when will the first

three episodes be shown? A regular
family party, and a regular George
B. Seitz cast

Among the newest and most cele-

brated members of the Actors'
Equity Association from the motion
picture fold is Mollie King, who in

private life is Mrs. Kenneth Alex-
ander, and hails from the famous
King family most ably described as

one of beauty, brains and talent.

Miss Mollie is a famed artist of
great beauty, Miss Nellie is known
for her business ability, level head
and attractiveness ; then Charlie

—

who made a name for himself years
ago in musical comedy and vaude-
ville more recently, appearing " In
Buddies," is representative of the
King talent. And each of them may
claim a share of the other's particu-
lar attribute. More power to

Equity

!

William H. Tooker, whose por-
traval of the role of the minister,
" The Stealers," Robertson - Cole,
was widely commended, has tempo-
rarily forsaken his usual benign
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characterizations to portray a blase
and villainous parent in the forth-
coming Selznick picture, starring
Eugene O'Brien, which is titled
" Worlds Apart."

the entire company of players
have recently returned from War-
renton, Va., after a week of com-
bined pleasure and work, in the
making of some thrilling fox hunt
scenes. It is said that more realistic

hunt scenes have never been seen on
the screen.

In season, Warrenton is the cen-
ter of attraction for those who en-

joy fox hunting and many journey
from different parts of the country
to take part in the exciting chase of
the elusive Reynard. One remark-
able shot is said to have caught a
fox brought to bay by the hounds,
directly in front of the camera.

In this well balanced cast, under
the direction of Alan Crosland,
Olive Tell plays opposite Mr.
O'Brien and the support includes
William H. Tooker, Florence Bill-

ings, Arthur Houseman, Warren
Cook, Louise Prussing and Bigelow
Cooper. The story, written by John
Lynch, was adapted for the screen
by the R. Cecil Smiths.
Another personal appearance.

Now it comes out that Virginia Lee,
who is creating the part of Beatrice
Harlowe in " Scrambled • Wives,"
will be the guest of honor at the
convention of Maryland Exhibitors,
held in Baltimore. The selection of
Miss Lee, who has appeared as the
star in only one production up to

the present writing, Burton King's
" Love or Money," is an unusual
tribute to the popularity which this

comely leading woman has attained.

In addition to attending the State
convention, Miss Lee will also lead
the grand march at the annual ball

of the Maryland Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation with the Governor of the
state, which function will take place
at the largest armory hall in Balti-

more.

Betty Blythe, famous as a beauty,
horsewoman and motorist of the

Hollywood film colony, has added
charioteering to her accomplish-
ments. For the historic spectacle in

which she appears as Queen of
Sheba, Miss Blythe refused a
" double " and practiced until she
could drive her royal chariot in a
stirring race. The star declares the
modern girl who- can drive her car
and 'plane has nothing on Sheba's
famous queen. There's no thrill like

that of exceeding the speed limit

in a chariot drawn by four white
horses. We have Miss Blythe's
word for it.

June Caprice, who will be seen in

the Pathe release, " Rogues and Ro-
mance," the six-reel feature made
almost together in genuine Spanish
locale, is eagerly awaiting the dav
after Christmas showing which will

depict happenings in Snain, where
she spent last summer. In the story.

Miss Canrice, of daintv. blonde and
blue* eyed beauty, "tumbles in love"
with a Spainard. All the time she

is infatuated with him, however,
she really loves tne American hero,
who, in the end, claims the heart-
whole and hand of the diminutive
June. Harry Semels plays the Span-
iard to perfection, it is said, and to
the relief of Miss Caprice who did
not enjoy the mob scenes, supposed-
ly revolutions, in which many
Spanish types were introduced. A
sub-title, which points to the Statue
of Liberty as if "don't trifle with
Uncle Sam " is said to express the
feelings Miss Caprice accurately,
and that she was of that country so
greatly respected by all others, gave
her a thrill when she came back,
which, she states she never did get
in a movie.
Antonio Moreno is about to re-

alize his cherished ambition, that
of making a picture in his native
Spain. Senor Tony has left serials

to star in special Vitagraph produc-
tions. The first " Three Sevens," by
Perley Poore Sheehan, is now being
produced with Chester Bennett di-

recting. Early in the new year
Tony plans to leave for Spain to

visit his mother and to film a big
Spanish story.

Genius in The Making

Robert Schable, playing the heavy
lead in " Temple Dusk," a George
D. Baker production, being made at

Metro's Sixty-first street studio, was
the victim of noisy circumstances
late one evening as closeups and
scmi-closeups were being taken of
him. Schable' s head was bandaged,
and was supposed to be aching vio-
lently as the result of the hero's
successfully mixing it with him.
Closeups and semi-closeups were
being shot in rapid succession of
Schable in this mournful state. And
all the time, workmen were rush-
ing the demolishment of the set,

in order to erect a hurry-up set at

once. Bob had little trouble regis-

tering pain. But when he was called
upon to answer the telephone and
evince pleasure at an imaginary
conversation, the shouts of the
workmen, resounding hammer
blows, and the crash of falling

lumber tended to interfere. Schable
did his best to ignore bedlam, and
Director Baker pronounced the

shots " the best yet."

Edward Jobson, prominent mem-
ber of Metro's West Coast stock
company, has a little niece, Bobby,
of whom Tie is very fond.

Little Bobby never misses an op-
portunity of seeing her big " Unc'
Ed " on the screen. In one of his

recent pictures, Mr. Jobson enacted
the part of a good-natured butler,

whose chief occupation consisted of
furnishing amusement to the little

daughter of his lord and master.
Bobby chanced to view this pic-

ture one day, and was very quiet

throughout the show. After it was
over, her- mother asked her what
she thought of it.

" I finked it was pretty, but Unc'
Ed didn't see me at all. I waved
twice at him 'n he just kept on pet-

ting that other little girl."

GENIUS has been defined—many
times—as nothing more or less

than the capacity for taking infinite

pains. But has anyone ever found
a real test for genius? We like to

say this or that director is a genius

and we credit him with continued

successful effort. He may, however,

be merely fortunate. We can sel-

dom, if ever, prove that he is a

genius. One director may have a

tremendously extravagant organi-

zation back of him. If he wants a

Turkish rug or a Sevres vase, he
may have it. If he wants the

services of any one of a dozen stars,

he only has to signify his wishes.

Yet in point of ability, he may rank

no better than any of a hundred
directors, who, if they had the op-

portunity, could excel or at least

equal him.

Not that one is of sufficient

authority to say that David G.

Fischer is or is not a genius. He
has, however, accompjished some-
thing rather rare in the history of

pictures. He has no organization

in the customary sense of the word.
He has no studio of his own. Types
and actors he can get, of course, but

from a limited circle. And he has
no corps of assistants, no costume
department, no world famous artist

to design his sets. He has had to

be on the job or on many of them,
himself. And yet he is creating a

superlative photoplay, one which
many directors would not attempt
without the support of one of the

great producing companies.

" Dave " is a modest, diffident

chap. He will talk about his pic-

ture, his company, the incidents of

production, but not of himself. " ' In
the Shadow of the Dome,' my pres-

ent picture, covers more ground and
aims at bigger effects than nine-

tenths of the average program pic-

tures," he recently said. " Although
it is not a great human drama, a

war picture, nor a spectacle. It is

a story of political Washington. It

has to do with real Congressmen
and real Senators, actual situations

such as happen at the capitol every
day during the political vear. And
we've gone to Washington to take

it. We've filmed the Capitol, the

House, the Senate, the White House
and other public buildings. We've
gone to aviation stations to get avia-

tion pictures, and we went into the

heart of the south to get scenes in

the hero's early life, before he went
to Washington as a Congressman.
And we came to New York to shoot

New York scenes. Somewhere in

Jersey wasn't good enough for us.

" Furthermore we have broken
entirely away from the idea that an
independently produced picture must
be rushed through quickly, that the

only way to make money out of

a free-lance venture is to save
everywhere. We have spent nearly

lour months in the actual taking.

We have over 60,000 feet of nega-
tive to cut to eight reels. And as
far as actors are concerned, when
we wanted a type we went out and
got it. We didn't let an agent offer

us half a dozen actors from whicn
to choose. We ransacked the pro-
fession until we got what we
wanted. When we were in Berry-
ville, Va., taking exteriors, we paid
the entire population of the town
to play for us, and we took some
shots of types such as no agent in

Sew York or Los Angeles could
ever find."

Created without the aid of an or-

ganization, this picture will perhaps
stamp David G. Fischer as one of

the coming young directors of the

art. His past successes are " The
Law of Nature," " Ambition,"
" Where Bonds are Loosed " and
many others which he declares are

but milestones on the path which
has led to " In the Shadow of the

Dome," under his directorial hand.

Gina Relly to Appear in

French Film
Gina Relly, the dainty French

actress, who was brought to this

country last spring and made her

American debut in " The Face At
Your Window," (Fox) has signed

a contract with the French Pathe
Company to appear in a series of

productions to be made abroad dur-

ing 1921, according to a cabled com-
munication.
Work on the first, " The Emperor

of the Poor " was adapted for the

screen from the story of the same
name by Monsieur Champsaur, the

well known French author, is al-

ready begun.
The cast supporting Miss Relly is

headed by Mathot, French actor,

who played the featured role in
" The Count of Monte Christo,"

the French Pathe super-production
last year.

Gina Relly has appeared in lead-

ing and stellar roles for the French
Pathe Company prior to her visit

to this country and is well known
to the stage and screen audiences
of England and France.
She was selected for " The Em-

peror of the Poor " by the author
who spent many months in search-
ing for the type he required to de-

lineate the heroine of his story. He
had seen Miss Relly on the screen

several times and immediately
sought her out upon her return
from America.

Mile. Relly who is eighteen years
of age made her debut on the

speaking stage in Paris during the

war. She played in repertoire at

the Apollo Capucines in Paris until

a year and a half ago when she re-

ceived her first screen contract with
Pathe.
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For Example—Director Hugo Ballin
THE ultimate values of all

screen-lore are the creative
values and they reside in the

genius of the director. The mo-
tion picture is rooted too deeply in

human psychology to apprehend a
permanent dislodgement, but it has
its fluctuations, and we all know
that it is the upward trend which
makes for prosperity. It seems then
a natural inference that the best
way to speculate on the future of
our art is to x-ray the directorial
mind—an achievement of no small
difficulty for singularly enough the
mind which creates and recreates
life on the screen, is often inarticu-
late when it comes to words. Di-
rectors, it is true have been posed
for interviews designed mainly to
promote the sale of certain pictures,
but this is scarcely the way to
gather worthwhile revelations from
the director's soul.

Now, therefore, when a young di-

rector rises to remark—" We must
go to our public with a new appeal,"
he is entitled to attention. Let not
the reader be alarmed; the state-
ment quoted comes from a man to
whom preaching and moralizing is

an abomination, a man who in an
unusual degree possesses that rarest
of quality among artists the Hu-
mility of Mind. He is a man who
entered the motion picture field

after achieving a career as a pain-
ter, whose measure of success is

quite clearly indicated by the fact
that his masterpiece is in the Na-
tional Museum at Washington, that
many public buildings and private
residences have been adorned by
him with mural paintings ; those in

the city capitol of Wisconsin having
attained no little fame.

Speaking to a friend some few
days ago in his home at Lexing-
ton avenue (rich in well selected
objects of art), Mr. Hugo Ballin
spoke of present-day screen-lore
and of the screen-lore of tomorrow.

" Like other forms of art, the
motion picture has gone through
a cycle of changes. I do not mean
to analyze the past any further than
to say that we have had too much
of mere action or I should say too
much of mere movement ; too much
of the circus and too little of the
temple of art. We have been whip-
ping and beating the surface with-
out going beneath the surface for
the deeper things which mean more

than mere motion and action and
which interest and fascinate the
human mind. It is scarcely neces-
sary to elaborate my meaning, but
I may add that we have come to
the point where the heroine has
been ready to jump off the cliff too
often. What we ought to do now
is to keep the heroine away from
the cliff and interpret her just as a
human being undergoing such strug-
gles as may be part of our own
daily experience. The old molds
are worn out to the breaking point.
We must create new ones. I

think that the return to the primi-
tive, a return to introspection, a re-

turn to the portrayal of soul-real-
ism, will find a ready and appre-
ciative public. You may call this
modernizing the motion picture;
you may say that in this way we
will attune the motion picture with
the best and finest there is in con-
temporaneous literature—words of
description after all mean very
little."

Here Mr. Ballin interrupted him-
himself, while his visitor looked
about the little library in which the
conversation was being carried on.
The room was filled with precious
mementos of Italy, many of them
pictorial collections of the great
cities of that historic land—
probably the most complete which
is to be found on this side of the
water. Mr. Ballin had spent years
of his life in Italy and he carried
away with him spiritual treasures
of no mean proportion. This too
will appear again and again in his

works of the future. He talked of
some of the noted beauty spots of
Italy, so many of them historic, but
alas, as far as human creations are
concerned, falling into piteous ruin
and decay.

" Have you been through the Villa

d'Este?" Mr. Ballin asked.
" Yes," replied the visitor, and

spoke of the dazzling splendors of
doorless rooms, storing untold ar-

tistic values, pretty statuary, marv-
elous fountains, and glorious ter-

races, all neglected and abandoned.
" You carried away then a feeling

of sadness as you left the place,"

said Mr. Ballin.

The visitor replied in the affirma-

tive. Mr. Ballin's eyes lighted up
and he remarked :

" Well, if I can
show or reproduce the sad splendors
of the Villa in motion pictures and

create in your mind the same feel-

ing that came over you on the spot,

then I have accomplished one of
the objects that I propose to strive

for in my pictures. It is to let

the thing itself speak, to rouse and
stimulate thought in the public and
to help it to entertain itself."

It is expected that Mr. Ballin's

screen career in the future will be
closely intertwined with the future
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion, through whom he is releasing

his productions, for both Mr. Ballin

and Mr. Hodkinson have much in

common. They are both actuated
bv the same motives and the same
ideals—and that they will achieve
those ideals is almost a foregone
conclusion for they are both men
of strong purpose and ability.

Storm Entertains
Lillian Gish Company
Turkey dinner on a hard working

holiday! Sounds good enough to

eat. So thought the guests of

Jerome Storm, who entertained the
Lillian Gish Company at Thanks-
giving dinner, on the day some
folks like to celebrate at home. If

one of that kind, do not envy the
lowly motion picture star or direc-
tor, but heed what happened.

Account of unavoidable delays, it

was necessary to make Thanksgiv-
ing an illegal working day. Direc-
tor Jerome Storm and his star,

Lillian Gish, commemorated
Thanksgiving by working from nine
in the morning until six at night.
And, not a grumble from any mem-
ber of the company. In fact, it was
a gala occasion. Mr. Storm enter-

tained. His guests, seated upon
"the set" were (guest of honor)
Lillian Gish, but the kind of
honored guest who waited upon the

table. Sounds like a " movie tale."

James Abbe, noted New York
photographer took a picture of the

assembly, Camera-man George
Peters made a movie of it and Mr.
Storm tugged at one end of the

wish bone, while Miss Gish put

forth her best efforts to get the

end she desired. But the luck

broke even. Thus, Mr. Storm
gained a day's work and the en-

dorsement of all concerned

!

Gaston Glass and "The
Divine Sarah"

Gaston Glass, soon to be seen in
" The Foreigner," the first of the
Ralph Connor stories to be filmed,
and now ready for release, has been
in Canada for nearly four months.
.Following "The Foreigner," in

which he played the title role, he
was held in Canadian locale for a
second film version of a Ralph
Connor novel, widely read and un-
der the original title " Cameron of
the Royal Mounted."

After following Glass about over
Greater New York, thence to Can-
ada, a letter addressed to the young
French actor finally reached him
at McLeod. It was delivered just

before he was called for a scene.

The postmark " Paris, France,"
caused Glass to excitedly tear open
the envelope. His face needed no
studio lighting as he read:

" How may one send—what you
call a—cable from this—pardon

—

place— I mean location country?"
Glass inquired. " I want to send
money to France—toot sweet."

Naturally acquired friends in the

company gathered 'round. They
hoped young Cameron had received

no bad news. He assured them, on
the contrary, he had been paid a

fitting tribute. It developed the let-

ter was from the " Orphanage of

the French Art Society," of which
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt is a direc-

tor. She is also Gaston's god-
mother. He wished to respond im-
mediately. It was explained to Mr.
Glass that cable charges on a sub-
stantial amount would aggregate a

fair contribution in itself and that

it would be wiser to cable an ap-

preciation of their recognition, stat-

ing letter containing contribution

to follow. It did not meet with
Gaston's idea of " speed," but he

acted accordingly.

Following his next scene Director

MacRae, who has directed both the

Connor stories of Canadian locale

mentioned, was heard to say:

" Glass improves with every

scene. His work indicates that he

expects to make sufficient money
over here to support half the char-

ity organizations in Paris." Which
speaks volumes in favor of the

popular French actor.
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Vignola Inventor of "Still

Continuity"
/"'ARRYING deep significance for^ the exhibitors, the newspapers
and magazines, and the publicity de-
partments because it revolutionizes

the entire system of making "stills"

of productions, Robert G. Vignola,
director of special productions for
Cosmopolitan- Paramount, announ-
ces his own invention and the
newest thing in modern studio
efficiency, the "still continuity."

The idea was first put to prac-
tical use a year ago by Mr. Vignola
when he made his first special for
Cosmopolitan-Paramount, " The
World and His Wife." It proved
so successful that he tried it again
with " The Passionate Pilgrim," his

subsequent production. And then,

to make sure that it was practical

and of great value, he used it with
"The Manifestation of Henry
Ort," his third special just com-
pleted. Having found it entirely

successful, he now reveals the idea
for the benefit of the industry, in-

cidentally unfolding the secret of
the unusual and remarkably effec-
tive "stills" he has turned out with
his productions in the past.

" The 'still continuity' is a little

brother to the production continu-
ity," said Mr. Vignola. " It serves
the same purpose with regard to
still pictures as the production con-
tinuity does with the main produc-
tion. The production continuity, as
every one knows, is a written se-

quence of scenes—the play manu-
script, if you will,—which guides
the director in his work and with-
out which, unless he himself were
the author, he could not make a
picture.

" The 'still continuity ' is prac-
tically the same thing differing

from the other continuity only in

the fact that it guides the director
in the taking of still pictures,

whereas the other guides the direc-
tor in the taking of motion pictures.

" Here's the way it works out

:

When the scenario writer turns the
finished scenario over to me I go
into consultation with the publicity

department and proceed personally
to make a 'still continuity' of the
salient scenes .in the story. In this

way I am sure of the kind of stills

I am going to have long before I

begin the production. This 'still

continuity' takes its place with the
main continuity enabling me to keep
track of what scenes to take stills

of and what not.
" It is a simple method of tested

efficiency and success, and I am
offering it with my compliments to

my fellow directors for whatever
they think it is worth to them. Thi
still picture is of such great im-
portance that it behooves no direc-
tor to slight it. It is because I

personally attach so much value to
the still that I invented the 'still

continuity."

Critics Praise Baker 9
s

Genius
C ELDOM has a director received

such lavish praise as has been
bestowed upon George D. Baker
for his brilliant work in the pro-
duction of his latest success, " He-
liotrope," for which he wrote the
continuity as well as personally di-

recting the feature. In direc-

tion, continuity, comedy relief

and sustained suspense, " Helio-
trope " ranks as one of the finest

pictures of the past two years and
its success stamps George D. Baker
as a worthy occupant of the Motion
Picture Hall of Fame. Beatrice
Fairfax eulogized " Heliotrope

"

by saying; " It is the greatest

drama of father love ever shown
upon the screen. Heliotrope is

dominated by masterly direction

and creative story-telling con-
struction." The Exhibitors' Trade
Review heralds it by saying:
" George D. Baker has done him-
self proud with this one. The con-
tinuity is perfect and the interest

holds until the last scene. It has
everything a box-office winner
cashes in on, one of the best bets

of the season." Lawrence Reid
avers that, " George D. Baker's
production of Richard Washburn
Child's story is certain to arouse
discussion. In the first place the
director deserves credit for what
he has left out as much as for what
he has incorporated. Heliotrope is

a different picture. It carries power
and pathos—reality and tragedy."
Wid's remarks :

" The direction of
' Heliotrope ' is up to Baker's
standard ; at times unusually excel-
lent. A splendid production of an
unusual theme." Mr. Baker is now
engaged in completing the latest

George D. Baker Production based
on the story " Temple Dusk," which
he believes will excel the favorable
impression made by his work in the

direction of his present success.
" Temple Dusk " will be released by
Metro under the auspices of the
Sawyer-Lubin organization, who
are advertising it as a special

George D. Baker Production. The
cast selected by Mr. Baker for
"Temple Dusk" is headed by Anna
Q. Nilsson and Robert Fraser.

Final "Fade Out" of "The Stealers,"
showing Myrtle Morse, the "Cabanne

find," and William H. Tooker

Myrtle Morse
A Christy Cabanne Find
When Christie Cabanne was

about to " shoot " at the end of
preparatory stages of the Robert-
son-Cole special, " The Stealers "

—

he was ready except a long looked
for actress to play a part having
an important bearing upon the
story. Those who had been sent
him, for various reasons failed to

fill the bill. Finally, having noticed
a certain Myrtle Morse, who had
said she was content to be an
" extra," with a view to laying a
firm foundation for a screen ca-

reer, Mr. Cabanne asked to have
the young lady presented again.
" Would you play a part instead of
the work you were engaged for?"
asked the director. And with due
honesty Miss Morse replied, " I

would if I could." "You can," was
the director's reply. And so it was
ordered. As a bride, and in the at-

tire identified with wealth and posi-

tion, Miss Morse screened like a

bridal rose and the director said

all those complimentary things di-

rectors do say, when an accidental
" find " is found, pointed out and
discovered to have ability. Mr. Ca-
banne found much to be thankful
for. Versatility is one of the things
he wished to find most. That Miss
Morse, made to look twenty years
older, and holding her place in the

picture to the final fade out, filled

the need of "just such a girl" has
already brought offers for parts lit-

tle dreamed of when she entered
the motion picture field, via the old

road called " Extra Way." The
slender lines, dark eyes and black
hair which made Miss Morse ap-

pear as a beautiful young bride,

were also made to look the part

where she is supposedly a much
(Continued in last column)

Director Dinner Causes
Humorous Contention
It is known to the motion picture

trade and kindred press, that on the
evening of December 7, at the Hotel
Biltmore, the fourth annual dinner
of the Motion Picture Directors'
Association will take place, it has
also been announced that many of
the coast members of M. P. D. A.,
at present in Mew York, will be on
hand. Ihe coast lodge, to be offi-

cially represented by Charles Giblyn,
has been the foundation of an amus-
ing controversy. It appears the
publications in which the notices ap-
peared, are earnestly read by direc-
tors. There were a few members
of New York lodge of M. P. D. A.
who disputed that Mr. Giblyn is a
member on the coast, rather t

in New York. It makes no dif-
ference except that a members'
dues support the order to which he
belongs. Mr. Giblyn attends in

New York, and when approached
to settle the discussion he said:

" A man is a Mason, if he is a
Mason—in Asia Minor—or any-
where—on location. A Knight of
Columbus took more advantage of
being one while he was in France
than ever before in his life. It

makes no difference where a man
belongs—the question is—does he
belong? "

The same is true of George L.
Sargent, who belongs on the coast,
but being marooned in New Yorl-
attends lodge according. Robert
G. Vignola, on the other hand, was
on the coast for many months, yet
still retained his New York mem-
bership. There are a number of
coast members in New York who
attend lodge faithfully, but Mr.
Giblyn being an active member in-

stigated the controversy. The coas'
wins ! No wonder they can boast
of building a new club house. New
York had a studio first ! Mr.
Giblyn will settle the argument by
joining New York lodge, too. An'1

the dinner preparations are daily
growing more interesting.

(Continued from 3rd column)

older woman. With a make-up
skill, like unto an actress of
many times her experience, which
she mastered after once having
been told " how," Miss Morse ap-
peared, blossoming, young and at-

tractive in the extreme in the first

of the picture, and made the
changes required to fit the part of
" twenty years later " with surpris-
ing accuracy. " A sense of logic is

as necessary as a sense of humor
in any kind of work," commented
the " over-night actress," when dis-

cussing her sudden success. " One
needs both, but with an absorbing
desire to ' make good,' it would
have taken something more than
learning to adjust make-up to have
stopped me."
So much for Myrtle Morse, a

Christv Cabanne discovery

!

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
Opposite West 129th St. Ferry Morsemere 621, PALISADE, N. J-

QUALITY and SERVICE
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager 0. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
The Pioneer of the Motion Picture Industry 220 West 42nd StfCCt Teiephoi.. b-«.i mo?
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This illustration of the front of the Capitol theatre at Xezv Bedford, Mass., shows
what can be done with tapestry brick and terra cotta trims and ornaments
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Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company
Make Their Chain of Theatres

100% Motiofcraph De Luxe

After careful investigation, they are

replacing their present projector
equipment in their complete cir

cuit in Michigan, Illinois and
Wisconsin with

£motiograph
Luxe

The first twenty machines

are now bein& installed.

Others will follow.

The

zMotiograph ^eLuxe
Is Standing the Acid Test

of

Conservative Buyers

It Has 'Been Well ^^amed—The Projector Predominant

Write for Literature

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. COMPANY,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
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Listening to the Suggestions of

Theatre Patrons
The Audience Has a Chance to Tell What It Likes in Theatres

I
N a recent contest carried on by the Pho-

toplay magazine, the thousands of the-

atregoers who read the publication were

invited to reveal their likes and dislikes in

motion picture theatres. The results as

finally compiled may be considered as a

fairly accurate indication of national sen-

timent inasmuch as replies were received

from all the states. What at first seems

strange—and yet on second thought does

not—is the uniformity of ideas submitted,

which goes to prove the sameness of hu-

man nature everywhere.

The writer from up north where the

winters flirt with zero temperatures, pleads

the need of adequate ventilation as strong-

ly as her sister from Texas. And the

housewife from the Carolinas is as in-

sistent as her cousin three thousand miles

away in California that her theatre seats

be roomy and comfortable.

A perusal of the replies of these " fans
"

is of value in this section inasmuch as

many of their thoughts pertained to

equipment. For instance, one reader sets

forth her convictions as follows

:

. . The theatre itself needs:

Wider seats and more space between

rows.
Better indirect ventilation.

More thought and money expended on
restful and harmonious coloring.

A creche where children under four can

be cared for largely by school girls paid

with free tickets.

A box into which requests and criticisms

may be dropped.
A tearoom where young people might meet

for dancing or other social affairs.

And last, the very best line of plays I could
possibly afford. . . .

Another letter submitted gives a slight-

ly different line-up, viz.

:

. . . I would consider these two big es-

sentials the foundation for success. First, the

selection of only high-class pictures, and sec-

ond, the faultless presentation of same by
means of a perfect screen and up-to-date
equipment in projection room. These two es-

sentials should be combined with the follow-

ing refinements:
Extra fine ventilation.

Comfortable seats—wide enough that your
neighbor's elbows will not encroach on your
territory, and spaced far enough between
rows so that your knees and feet will not
suffer as your neighbor goes past you to his

seat.

Music—interpretive—yet not obtrusive.

Attractive lobby.

The surprising slant of these and other

replies was the placing of suitable equip-

ment at the head of the list. This condi-

tion shows a great change on the part of

the audience since the days of the store

show. Then, the picture was everything;

comfort was secondary. Competition and
greater discrimination on the part of pa-

trons have been two of the causes for the

change. The successful exhibitor of this

day must cater to his audience with qual-

ity pictures and quality comfort and one

is almost on a par with the other.

Referring back to the first letter printed

it is to be noticed that the writer calls for

wider seats with more space between rows.

The custom of setting rows 20 or 28
inches apart is disappearing. No man or

woman can enjoy a picture with his or her

knees wedged tightly against the seat in

front. Thirty inches is a minimum row
clearance; 31 or 32 inches would be still

better.

Other exhibitors, in an effort to com-
press the greatest number of seats between
walls, have caused the width of the seats

to be made too narrow for comfort. There
is as much call for shoulder room as limb

room.
The second item in the first letter men-

tions better ventilation. This criticism can-

not be applied so frequently to theatres

built during the last two years. Before
that time, however, there was an era of

misinformation on this subject of ventila-

tion. Side wall fans had a vogue, and
while they gave the appearance and feel of
ventilation, they merely chopped up and
agitated the air. No fresh air was sup-

plied except unintentionally through the

opening and closing of doors.

A little later, ventilating systems de-

signed with theatre requirements in mind,

made their appearance and altered com-
pletely the technique of theatre ventila-

tion. That is why modern theatres can
seldom be criticized from this standpoint.

But the older houses are still criminally

negligent in this respect, although they are

gradually coming to see the light.

Thus we see that the two foremost criti-

cisms pertain to theatre equipment. When
these points are looked after and made sat-

isfactory the greatest problems of the ex-

hibitor in his desire to make his theatre

comfortable and attractive have been
overcome.

Now turning our attention to the sec-

ond list of suggestions, we find mention for

the first time of the need for excellent

projection. The non-appearance of this

important adjunct in the first list was not

because of its unimportant part but be-

cause all too often the projection is taken

for granted.

Projection is one part of theatre exhib-

iting which still remains a mystery to the

theatregoer. He sees every other part;

only projection is hidden. Therefore, if

the screen shows a poorly projected pic-

(Continued to page 4480)

The Eckel Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y. This photograph shows one method of installing the organ in thi

orchestra pit. The " New Era " organ is used in this theatre
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Bakersfield's New Theatre Takes
High Rank in Beauty

"California" Is a Superior House for Town of Only 18,000

TO Bakersfield, California, with a pop-

ulation of 18,000 odd, goes the

credit of having what many have

termed " America's most beautiful small

town theatre." The accompanying illus-

trations give a fair idea of the beauty of

the Grogg Amusement Company's new
California theatre, a handsome edifice

which sets a standard for theatre con-

struction which few small cities have at-

tained. Experts claim that there is not

a technical mistake in the entire building,

and most interesting about this is the fact

that it was designed by an architect who
has never before built a theatre. The
seating arrangement, the acoustics, the

stage, the lighting effects and the pro-

jection are without flaw.

A plain but elegant note has been

struck in the architecture, and this quiet

elegance impresses one throughout the

theatre. The exterior has been done in

the handsome Spanish stucco finish, typi-

cal of the early California missions.

As one steps into the foyer he is im-

pressed by a homelike atmosphere. Lux-
urious carpets, fine tapestries, and beauti-

ful lighting fixtures have been chosen to

give the patron his first impression.

Fine, upholstered seats fill the audito-

rium and in the fore part of the balcony

there are several rows of comfortable

loge chairs. There is a grand stairway

leading from either side of the foyer

which lands on a spacious mezzanine

floor. Here is the women's retiring room,

richly furnished in period style. The
colorings of dull rose, taupe and old blue

blend in the draperies and furnishings.

From each side of the mezzanine landing,

a graduated slope takes the patrons into

the balcony, eliminating the unpopular

stairway climb.

In the dome of the theatre there are

four large grills, over which the typhoon

cooling system is built. A water-wash

system cleanses and freshens the air be-

fore it is drawn into the theatre. Equal

care has been given to insure the comfort

of the California's patrons during the cold

months through the means of a fine steam-

heating plant built in the basement of the

theatre.

The projection room is in the most de-

sirable place—on the lower floor. Real-

izing the truth of " it is the picture you

are selling," no expense has been spared

to secure perfect projection in the new
California theatre. Powers machines are

used.

The stage is ample for the presentation

of road shows or vaudeville, but pictures,

prologues, and fine music is the policy.

A rose velour front curtain opens and fes-

toons three ways, and is also made to fly.

A gold and purple cyclorama, with a can-

opy effect, frames the picture screen,

which is also masked by four huge pillars,

scrumbled in gold and black.

The interior walls of the new Califor-

nia are remarkably beautiful. There are

three large panels on either side, and
these have been painted and stenciled to

give the appearance of silk. Under the

soft hue of multi-colored lights the effect

is exquisite. The colorings of blue, gold

and old ivory predominate. A Robert

Morton pipe organ, augmented by a string

orchestra, give the photoplays proper mu-
sical atmosphere.

It looks as though no detail has been

overlooked to insure the safety, comfort

and enjoyment of the California's patrons.

With the addition of its California the-

atre the Grogg Amusement Company con-

trols four theatres in Bakersfield. The
other three, the Hippodrome, Pastime and
Bakersfield theatres, are given to vaude-

ville, pictures, and road shows respec-

tively.

The Grogg Enterprises were founded
by the late Charles Grogg, one of the

West's best beloved showmen. The work
of furthering his amusement business fell

to the hands of his widow, Mrs. Olive

Grogg, and to his sister, Miss Sylvia

Grogg, who have successfully carried out

his dreams and ideals in a beautiful cine-

ma temple which stands as a monument to

Mr. Grogg's years of ambitious effort.

Watts Opens Princess in

Springfield, 111.

WW. WATTS, Springfield's lead-

• ing exhibitor, has opened his

third theatre, the new Princess. The lat-

est acquisition to the city's ranks of film

houses is at Fifth and Capitol, in the same
location as the old Princess, which Watts
secured last January from Kunz Brothers.

The new Princess is the largest photoplay
theatre in Springfield, having a seating

capacity of about 1,400. An immense bal-

cony with wide aisles and plenty of ruom
between the rows of seats provides about

500 choice seats. The loges are arranged
so they run from the balcony to the

screen and are splendid in their view.

Bullard and Bullard were architects.

They have succeeded in giving to the city

one of the handsomest playhouses in cen-

(Continued on page 4475)

Opening night at the Circle Playhouse, Annapolis, Md.
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The Chair that Eliminated "Rise, Please!*

Y f at

t

This illustration shows

how Mov-Ezy Chaii s

operate.

The use of MOV-EZY
chairs means

—

less time required to fill

and empty the theatre;

no crowded aisles;

complete comfort for all

;

pleased patrons and big-

ger box office receipts.

No matter how attractive the theatre, how entertaining the film or how
entrancing the music, the theatre is not a perfect success until the bodily

comfort of the patrons becomes complete.

Moreover, to become lost in the screen story and then to hear that harsh

discordant " Rise, Please," as a late comer enters, destroys the spell and

lessens the satisfaction of the patrons.

The ARGUS MOV-EZY

Swivel-seat CHAIR
prevents this confusion and makes the comfort of the theatre

supreme.

When a person enters or leaves a seat in the middle of the row
the others in that row do not stand up. They merely turn

slightly for an instant and then turn back. No need to gather

up wraps and bundles and stand awkwardly as with present

style chairs. A slight turn and there is plenty of room to pass.

Then there is the Pullman feature—double chair arms on each

seat. This means plenty of elbow room. The design of the

chair itself insures plenty of foot-room.

WRITE OR WIRE NOW FOR DETAILS

Address inquiries to Seat Department—Attention L. C. Toole, Manager, 729 Seventh Ave., New York

7Ae ARGUS ENTERPRISES, Inc.
"Everything for Motion Picture Theatres"

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: CLEVELAND

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO
BRANCHES IN

DENVER CMAHA DES MOINES SALT LAKE LOS ANGELES
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How to Produce High Class Lighting

Effects
A Description of the Use of Dimmer Equipments in Theatres

A partial view of the dimmers employed to obtain lighting effects at the New York Rivoli.

The slow motion hand wheel is seen at the bottom of the bank. Above the hand wheel in

two vertical rows are arranged the master levers. Individual levers are mounted between
the rows of dimmers

OBSERVATION has shown that

high class lighting effects on the

stage as well as in the auditorium

are extremely desirable in any theatre.

These effects are not only necessary where
legitimate shows are produced but have

been found particularly valuable in the

moving picture theatre, and in the vaude-

ville, variety and burlesque house. In

fact some of the largest theatre dimmer
equipments have been installed in

" movies," where the various effects pro-

duced are a part of the program and are

heartily applauded. The proper color and
light setting to go with the scene shown
on the screen is as much appreciated as

good music setting. It has been found

desirable also to gradually increase the

brilliancy of the house lights rather than

throw them on abruptly after a long period

of comparative darkness. In working
with the orchestra, too, the theatre elec-

trician and his dimmer equipment are in-

valuable.

In all theatres, it is important to comply
with the Fire Ordinances and maintain a

required amount of lighting and when
dimmers are used in connection with the

house lights they make possible a smooth,

evenly dimmed lighting and eliminate the

undesirable spotty lighting.

As an example of present day require-

ments, the Rialto of New York may be

ited.

Details of a Typical Large
Equipment

The dimmer bank here is composed of

45 circular plates containing 60 independ-

ent individual operating levers. The ad-

vantage of obtaining a greater number of

independent dimmers than plates lies in

the feature of employing (for circuits with

a load of 1,800 watts or less), a combina-

tion of two dimmers on one plate, i.e., an
independent section of resistance on each
side of the plate, thereby making two
complete dimmers with two operating

levers.

Combination Dimmers Most
Economical in Space Required
As usual there was but little space on

the stage to hold the stage equipment.
Only by the use of the combination dim-
mers described above, was it possible to

take care of the 60 dimmers necessary to

obtain the most flexible equipment for the

purpose outlined.

Each individual operating lever is pro-

vided with an indicator equally divided
into 14 sections. This feature is of par-

ticular value. During the rehearsal the

precise degree of illumination is obtained

which is best suited for certain occasions

;

an illumination chart is prepared showing

not only the levers to be operated but also

the degree on the Indicator to which they

are to be placed, which is always alike

whenever that particular scene is pro-

duced.

The stage proper is divided into four

sections controlling amber, red, green and
blue colored lamps. Four groups of ten

operating levers, each interlocked with a

master lever, control the amber, red, blue

and green section, making a total of 40
individual operating levers and 4 master
levers. The house proper is divided into

three sections controlling amber, red and
blue colored lamps. Seven operating

levers interlocking with a master lever

control the blue section and two groups

of six operating levers interlocking with

a master lever each control the amber and
red section, making a total of 19 individual

operating levers and three master levers.

One dimmer is provided for the orchestra

light and is interlocked with the green
stage section and master lever. The four

stage master levers and the three house
master levers are interlocked with a slow

motion wheel, making it possible for the

operator to control all dimmers by a single

action of turning the wheel.

Interesting Interlocking
Feature

The individual feature of interest is the

interlocking mechanism which is so ar-

ranged that any of the seven groups of

dimmers can be moved in one direction,

while any other group may be moved in

the opposite direction, or any color sec-

tion on the stage or house may be dimmed
at the same time any other color section

can be brightened by turning the hand-
wheel in one direction.

There are 2,600 lamps averaging about

50 watts each which are controlled by the

dimmer bank. The peculiar feature of

stage control is that right, left and center

are on separate dimmer handles, and this

also refers to pockets, each of the pockets

on the stage being on a separate dimmer
with a separate handle, and all of the

dimmers being controlled by a master
lever.

This is the largest equipment that had
ever been placed in a moving picture the-

(Continued on page 4482)



It is in the box office where the ultimate value

of any equipment for bettering projection is

determined.

G-E Compensarcs

keep the box office busy

'JpHE theatre that offers its patrons first class films projected

without flicker, shut-downs, or annoying waits between

reels is the one that draws the largest audiences. People go

where they know a quality entertainment can be found and the

way in which a picture is shown is quite as important as the

picture itself.

G-E Compensarcs by regulating the current supply improve

projection so materially that their influence is invariably felt in

box office receipts. Their use, furthermore, is an economy and

their cost is well within the reach of the smallest theatre.

G-E Compensarcs are safe, easy to oper-

ate, efficient, economical and reliable

—

G-E offices or distributors everywhere

for prompt deliveries and service.

General Office
Schenectady N.Y

Sales Offices in
all large cities 35C-58
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Suggestions from Theatre
Patrons

{Continued from page 4475)

ture, the patron included the poor projec-

tion in his criticism that " The picture isn't

so very good."

As a matter of fact, theatre exhibiting

starts with the projection. A million dol-

lar film can be discounted $950,000 by poor

projection. A shaky machine, oil-splotched

lenses, incorrectly timed shutters can make
faultless photoplays look like the work of

amateurs. Yea, verily, along with com-

fortable seats, adequate ventilation, comes

good projection.

All of this is written to show the prom-

inent position played by equipment. Al-

though the big traffic is in films, money is

brought into the box office by those feat-

ures of construction and equipment that

have been worked into the theatre and that

contribute week after week to the comfort

of the man, woman and child attending

the playhouse.

Princess Opens in Spring-
field, 111.

(Continued from page 4476)

tral Illinois. There isn't a pillar or post

to mar the view, and comfort has been an
uppermost thought in the seating arrange-

ment. Wide aisles, plenty of room between
the rows and cosy seats are to be found.

The ventilating system is with Typhoon

Entrance to Princess theatre, Springfield, III.

fans. The Princess opens on ail four

sides, and with the fans and numerous
windows plenty of fresh air is brought
into the theatre at all times. On the hot-

test night the Princess is cool, partly be-

cause of its natural ventilating properties.

The heating is by city heat, and is ample
for comfort in any weather.

Schanbacher, a famous decorator, is re-

sponsible for the beautiful decorative

effects. Also for the stage setting, which
has been given praise by local film fol-

lowers.

The projection room is the largest and
most elaborate in the city. The operators

have all necessary aids and comforts and
say it is a pleasure to work in such a booth.

Watts insists on perfect projection, and
spent much time in having this feature per-

fected. Patrons say the Princess pictures

are the clearest and brightest in town,
which is another way of admitting the

projection is as near perfect as it can be.

The lobby of the Princess is very beau-
tiful. Handsome oil paintings of famous
stars are hung and with the lighting and
decorative effects offers a decidedly pleas-

ing sight. The lobby is large enough to

accommodate many patrons in case the

(Continued on page 4482)

Allen theatre, Vancouver, B. C, showing the exceptionally long marquee extending over the sidcivalk the entire length of the theatre front
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We Can Now
Guarantee Delivery

in from 15 to 30 Days on

Opera Chairs
You need not wait six or eight weeks

now, to get that extra seating—or to

equip entirely. We are able to deliver
in two to four weeks, at prices that defy
competition.

Write for our complete, illustrated,

descriptive price list.

OCK CATALOG includes every-
thing for motion picture theaters.

Every manager should have one
handy, for reference and price guide.

Sent free for the asking—hut too
expensive to send broadcast

Exhibitors Supply Co.
Wholesale and Retail Motion Picture Supplies

Produce Exchange Building, Minneapolis
845 8. Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
157 X. Illinois St., Indianapolis.
133 Second St., Milwaukee.
3316 I.indell Boulevard. St. Louis.

(1490)

" Built for Permanence "

THE NEWMAN STEEL-CLAD

TICKET
CHOPPER
Has successfully replaced the

less substantial wooden chop-
per of yesterday.

Has a solid metal body,
heavily braced and reinforced

throughout.

Finished in mahogany enamel
with nickeled trimmings.

IT WILL STAND
MORE PUNISHMENT
THAN ANY OTHER CHOPPER

REGARDLESS OF COST

OUR PATENTED MECHANISM PREVENTS
CLOGGING AND GUARANTEES THE EFFEC-
TIVE MUTILATION OF EACH AND EVERY
TICKET.

Write for Our Complete Fixture Catalog

(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
—38 Years Young

—

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch—68 W. Washington St., Chicago, HI.

In Canada—Perkins Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

No. 75767/10 Palm Plant, natural prepared,
everlasting.

Inches
High

75767 /4 24
75767/5 30
75767/7 42
75767/10 48

Palm
Leaves

4
5
7
10

With
Pot

$1.10
1.25
2.50
3.00

Without
Pot

J. 60
.75

2.00
2.50

No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
everlasting, 16 Inches diameter with red bow
each $1.50, per doz. £12.00.
II this Wreath lasts only twenty years,
cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
year for interior goods.

Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants. r
Our Illustrated catalogue In colors No. 75 will assist you In selecting, same Is tree to
the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York

THE MONARCH OF SOUVENIRS
is a REHBERGER art metal novelty, modeled in an exclusive design, hand-
somely finished in gold, silver or copper. Such a gift pleases, remains and
reminds. No requirement is too difficult for our artists to meet. Let us
know what you need—and see wbat we can offer you.

REHBERGER MANUFACTURING CO.

2159 Lewis Street. Chicago

Makers of Preferred Advertising Novelties.

Investigate what it means to you to entrust your DEVELOPING and PRINTING to EVANS

We are certain that no one can or does turn out a better quality of^work than EVANS

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th Street, New York City
Telephone

Wadsworth 3443-44
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Princess Opens in
Springfield, 111.

(Continued from page 4480)

house is crowded. This eliminates stand-

ing outside in cold or rain, something that

Springfield fans have had to do numerous
times before the opening of the new Prin-

cess.

It is the intention of Mr. Watts to show
the biggest plays at the Princess. Con-

tracts now secured insure the showing of

"Madame X," " Earthbound," " Hu-
moresque," " The Right to Love," "Some-
thing to Think About," " Peaceful Val-

ley " and " Idols of Clay."

Princess theatre on opening night

The Princess will have the largest the-

atre orchestra in the city. Musicians of

note are being contracted with, and Mr.
Watts expects to have the theatre known
far and wide for its music. A new pipe

organ of giant size will also be installed.

The Princess is the safest theatre in

Springfield. It has more exits than any
other playhouse, opening on four sides,

and all of the 1,400 seats could be emptied
in a few minutes should it be necessary.

City officials who have inspected it have
been highly pleased with their finding, and
have complimented the management on
the beautiful structure. The cost of re-

modeling the Princess was $80,000. Mr.
Watts also owns the Gaiety, long the best

known and most popular film house in

town, and the Vaudette, a theatre on the

site of Loper's Lyric.

Dimmer equipment at Englewood theatre,

Chicago

Dinner Equipment for
Theatre

(Continued from page 4478)

atre. Aside from the Opera House and

Century theatre it is the largest bank in

New York City. Considerable difficulty

was experienced in erecting dimmers in

the space allotted to the dimmers and

switchboard and considerable ingenuity

was exercised in the installation. The
dimmers were made by The Cutler-Ham-

mer Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee and New
York.

(To be continued)

New U- T. E. Catalog is

Work of Art
One hundred and eighty pages covered

with a well prepared and carefully ar-

ranged list of motion picture accessories

and the whole thing finely printed on sub-

stantial paper with frequent title pages in

several colors, comprises the new cata-

logue of the United Theatre Equipment
Corporation. A casual study of the book
gives one the impression that this supply

firm has carried out the idea of an in-

structive booklet to a point never reached

before by dealers and manufacturers in

theatre equipment.

In personnel the U. T. E. Corporation

contains a wealth of engineering and ex-

ecutive talent. Mr. H. T. Edwards, presi-

dent of the corporation, conceived the for-

mation of such an organization in 19 17
and immediately surrounded himself with

assistants of ability. Mr. J. H. Hallberg is

vice president and chief engineer, is a de-

signer of wide scope and many of the

devices handled by the U. T. E. are prod-

ucts of his brain. Mr. B. A. Proctor and
Mr. Frank T. Forster, mechanical and
electrical engineers respectively, are both

men of long experience in their fields.

In laying out the booklet those in charge

have made it a point to progress orderly

from the exterior of the theatre through

the lobby to the stage and its properties.

Each section is headed by a beautiful

frontispiece in three colors. Then follows

a complete description of each article com-
ing under that heading.

nl the section devoted to " The Stage
"

there are given sketches of stage scenery

and of the uses of stage hardware.

" Projection Department " gives over a

considerable number of pages to actual

and ideal theatre layouts, explaining sight

lines, projection room arrangement and

ventilating systems.

One section even is devoted to the " Mo-
tion Picture Studio," displaying a large

collection of studio equipment.

It is understood that this catalogue is

not for general distribution but is to be

supplied only when the inquiry indicates

actual interest on the part of the inquirer.

Read the Leading Article in

the Equipment Section. Find

out what patrons want.

I THE LARGEST MOTION PICTURE CONCERN IN THE WORLD
|

! BOSTON OMAHA •

new york JT 4
m^mt\ mm '

Chicago
land

•

i PHILADELPHIA *T M 1 M~ MINNEAPOLIS \
I

PITX?S^JL. m M M F OKLAHOMA CITY •

CINCINNATI M # ST. LOUIS
DETROIT W ^M. ^^mmr KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FILM ;
•

| United Theatre Equipment Corporation *

H. T. Edward* g Executive Offices] r J. H. Hallberg

Pres. and Trea.. 1604 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 'CITY" Vice Pres. and Secy.

^•••••••••••••••••••••••••e••^•^•••••••••••••••••^
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Why Worry Over Details?

We Print High Grade

Lobby Photographs
We Attend to Shipping

Care for Financial Investment

Write today for prices, samples, and informa-

tion about our distribution service.

WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE COMPANY
1821-23 Berteau Ave. Chicago

EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE
We carry a complete line of accessories for the up-to-date

Moving Picture Theatre, and can fill all orders immediately.

Carbons
Condensorg
Luei
Tickets

Oil
Screens

Poster Frames
Keels

Perfume
Fire Extinguishers

Ventilating Fans
Motors, Etc.

We can save you money

Give us a trial.

Write today for our latest circular.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade

220 80. State St., 2d Floor Consumers Bldg.

Chicago, IU.

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens

are used the maximum of recreative

excellence is presented.

There's a distributor near you

Samples and Literature upon request

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

' HEATING

i V/ENTIL/\TINS i

Let the theatre

1 ventilation

specialists

tell you how —
Send .today for

Booklet 7

I ^PPLINQ SYSTEM,!Nc. NEW yPRK
BRANCH -1525 VINE 3T. PHILA- PA- " 70 W. A5I23T.

LIGHT YOUR STAGE RIGHT
We make the highest

type of stage lighting

equipment. It increases

the effectiveness of your

entertainment 1 0 o % .

Let us take care of your

needs. We are special-

ists in lighting.

Our service costs you

nothing—Saves worry

and money.

WRITE TODAY.

No. 350

Our 1000 Watt Nitrogen
Spot Lamp and 40 Ampere
Arc Spot are double lined
lamp houses. Rigidly built
and easy to handle. A big
improvement over other
lamps of this type.

We are Equipping 90% of theatres in Chicago

CHICAGO CINEMA
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
820-22 S. Tripp Avenue, Chicago

BEAUTY^wEXCELLENCE
Both are Essential, in the Up-to-Date Theatre, and can

be Obtained bv the Use of Our Plastic Relief Ornaments

and Ornamental Lighting Fixtures. Make Your Lobby

and Interior Beautiful at a Nominal Cost.

ORNAMENTAL
CATALOGUE

"A"

FIXTURE

I CATALOGUE
"B"

Write Today, Specifying Which Catalogue You Wish.

We Manufacture Special Ornaments and Fixtures from

Architectural Drawings. No Order Too Large or Too
Small for Prompt Execution.

Sty* Nattnnal Paattr *M\tf Qto.

328 Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Answered/

Tests of Screen Illumination from
Motion-Picture Projectors
A Paper Presented to the S. M. P. E. by W. F. Little

FIELD illumination for motion-picture pro- sight of. If the measurements are made at the With an incadescent light source, slight vari-

jection may be studied by several differ- objective, 'the results will bear no relation alions in symmetry of filament or filament

ent methods. Here the experience of the whatever to the uniformity of the field. There- alignment may produce a variation in light in-

Electrical Testing Laboratories may be of some fore, the testing may resolve itself into two tensity upon the screen. Therefore, it is ad-

service and it is the purpose of this paper to distinct methods; first, that of the measurements visable to explore the entire field. An accurate

present some notes on such tests. of light upon the screen, and second, that of alignment of the apparatus is highly essential,

In order to make comparisons between the the measurements of light at the objective. • therefore the entire test procedure may be sim-

different methods of study a constant light The first may be again subdivided (a) includ- plified if the test-plate and photometric equip-

source or the incandescent lamp was used. ing relatively few measurements, each meas- ment are fixed and the projector is adjustable.

Intensity urement integrating over a comparatively large When using a fixed test-plate and photomet-

As the light intensity in the field is more or area, and (b) a large number of measurements, ric equipment, the projector may be accurately

less a function of the field area, the problem the average of which produces a close approx- aimed by the aid of a telescope and cross-hair,

in this connection is to determine the flux in imation of total flux and a fair index of uni- The telescope should be mounted over the pivot

lumens through the objective lens. formity; this latter method gives he most com- about which the projector turns and focussed

Uniformity of Field plete data. upon a chart plotted on cross-section paper. A
The field brightness may vary considerably The optical bar with which the experiments diagram of the field may be readily plotted

without greatly affecting the appearance of the were made consisted of objective, aperture to scale upon this cross-section paper and

picture for the reason that the variations in in- plate, condenser lamp and spherical mirror, mounted in any convenient direction at such a

tensity are gradual. all located as in a motion picture projector. An distance from the telescope that the angle sub-

Test Methods illustration of this equipment appears in the tended by the chart is exactly equal to that sub-

As all the light passing through the objective Transactions of this Society, No. 6, Fig. 16, tended by the field. The centering of the cross-

lens reaches the screen, the quantity of light page 68. ' hairs upon the center of each test area as

may be investigated either on the screen or at The photometer employed in tests of field shown on the chart will bring the correspond-

the objective. Photometric measurements may illumination is so designed that the inequalities ing field areas to the proper position on the

be used to determine the field intensities by in field brightness throughout the observed test-plate.

making measurements at the screen. The usual area are obliterated, the surface appears uni- if tne \ight source be the arc, the distribu-

practice is to divide the entire field into equal form, and the brightness equal to the average
t ;on of light intensity over the screen should

areas and make measurements in the center of brightness throughout the surface.
bg ^ etrical for the reason that the

each. The nearer the observation area con- The other test apparatus used >n the mvcstiga-
emanates

forms to the area to be investigated the more tion was as follows: „ . . t T u i .l
. . . . T i small round crater. However, because ot the

accurate is the integration secured. Therefore, Throw 60 feet .. . a . j . . .

in order to cover the entire field these areas Objective lens E F 5.5 D 2.5 F. 22 light fluctuations when studying projection

should be either large, or numerous. If the cSSden'ser'iens
'

'. .'

'.
'.

.'

\ VA x 6y2
9 32 ,nches with an arc lamp, it is advisable to use two

observed portions comprehend too large an Lamp Mazda — 900 watt, 30 amperes photometric equipments, one for observing the
, , . , . .. . . . , . Spherical mirror 2-H inches O.R.C. r .* «• . % .« r ,

area, the light intensity variation may be lost area 10 feet x 7 feet. 9 inches center ot the held, the other tor exploring pur-

0 11.1 10.9 9.4

10.6 11.6 • 11.0 9.8

lu.u 11.6 11.0 9.4

8.6 10.1 9.1 7.5

Fig. 1

—

Measurements made by 16 point method

10.0 10.7 11.0 10.7 10.9 11.1 11.4 11.5 11.3 10.8 10.6 10.1 9.9 9.4 6.7 6.S

10.7 10.8 10.7 11.0 11.1 11.1 11.7 11.8 11.6 11.2 10.8 10.2 9.9 9.7 8.9 7.7

10.3 10.8 10.9 11.1 11.2 11.5 11.7 11.6 11.8 11.2 10.9 10.7 10.6 10.2 8.9 7.4

10.3 11.2 11.4 11.5 11.6 11.9 12.4 12.4 12.1 ll.i 10.8 10.7 10.7 10.5 9.4 7.2

10.9 11.2 11.3 11.2 11.4 11.6 12.3 11.9 12'.0 11.0 11.1 10.9 10.7 10.2 9.4 7.6

10.3 11.2 11.1 11.4 11.6 11.6 12.0 12.0 11.9 11.5 10.9 10.6 10.4 10.2 9.5 7.8

10.6 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.4 11.4 11.6 12.0 11.7 11.1 10.9 10 .

6

10.6 10.3 9.4 7.9

10.8 11.1 11.4 11.1 11.6 11.6 11.7 11.9 11.7 11.4 11.1 1C.6 1C.7 13.3 9.4 r.a

9.7 11.2 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.6 11.7 11.9 11.6 11.4 10.8 10.4 10.2 9.9 9.4 7.6

9.8 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.2 11.3 12.1 12.1 11.8 11.

£

10.6 10.5 10.0 9.8 9.1 7.6

10.4 10.6 10.6 10.6 11.0 11.1 11.3 11.5 11.5 11.1 11.1 11.0 9.7 9.5 9.0 -.4

9.0 10.2 io.

a

10.3 10.6 10.9 11.0 11.3 11.4 11.0 10.3 9.9 9.4 9.1 9.1 6.9

8.7 9.9 9.9 10.1 10.6 10.7 10.7 10.7 10.7 10.3 9.6 9.0 9.6 8.6 8.4 6.8

8.4 9.3 9.4 9.6 9.9 10.3 10.4 10.5 10.2 9.6 9.1 8.4 8.2 8.0 T.fl 6.7

6.9 8.2 8.2 8.8 9.3 9.1 9.4 9.3 9.1 8.4 7.9 7.6 7.4 ; 6.0

6.9 7.3 7.4 7.9 9.9 6.2 8.1 7.7 ".1 6.8 6.4 6.7 5.9 6.3 4.7

Fig. 2

—

Measurements made by 256 t>oint method

k
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BETTER THANfEVER
POWER'S 6B

PLATE 1

TYPE E

FLEXIBLE SPRING COUPLING /OrOTOTOR DRIVE

^NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
* INCORPORATEDEDWARD EARL. Pbesidcnt

Ninety Cold St. New York, N.Y.

PLATE II PUBLISHED NEXT WEEK
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poses making the measurements simultaneously.

In this case it is essential to keep the projector

and one photometer fixed. The readings taken

with the exploring photometer may then be cor-

rected to the fluctuations of the arc as secured

by the fixed photometer.

For the purpose of study, photometric meas-

urements were made on the screen surface

dividing the field first into 16 and then into

256 equal rectangles.

16-Point Method

When dividing the field into 16 equal

rectangles, fairly adequate integration should

be secured if the observed test surface repre-

sents at least 40 per cent of the area of each

rectangle.

The ellipse in the upper left rectangle on

plate 1 shows the relative size of the observed

area as compared with the rectangle.

256-Point Method

In dividing the field into 256 rectangles rather

than 16, the observed area may be relatively

smaller with respect to the rectangle and still

render good results. As the light intensity falls

off toward the edge of the field, the 256-point

method should show somewhat lower light flux

than the 16-point method as the observed areas

do not quite reach the screen edges. With a

field of approximately 8 by 10 feet, the outer

rows in the 256-point method are 2 inches or

less from the edge of the field.

Measurements at the Objective

As previously stated, all the light passing

through the objective falls within the light field.

Therefore a single photometric measurement of

light flux at the objective may represent the

flux upon the screen.

The measurements of light at the objective

is not as simple as might at first be expected

for the reason that the flux density is very high

;

through an aperture of approximately 1.5 square

inches, a flux in the neighborhood of 800 to

1,500 lumens may pass. Assuming 800 lumens,

the flux density would be 530 lumens per square

inch or 76,500 lumens per square foot, which is

equivalent to the illumination produced by a

lamp of 76,500 candlepower at a distance of 1

foot.

In making these measurements, a photometer
and a 3-inch velvet lined tube 24 inches long

was used. At either end of the tube white dif-

fusing plates were placed and a light filter which
served to correct the color of the light to that

of the comparison lamp in the photometer.
The two diffusing plates which were separ-

ated by 24 inches were employed for the pur-

pose of reducing the light intensity to a value
which could be conveniently measured.

The photometer was calibrated in connection
with this tube in terms of the 16-point method,
and this standardization was maintained by re-

taining several incandescent lamps as standards.

These lamps are burned somewhat low in order
to increase their life. It was found by expe-
rience that this method of maintaining the
standardization was very reliable.

(To be concluded)

The Question and
Answer Series

(Continued from a recent issue)

22. How and what with should a projection
lamp be lubricated?
A projection machine should be cleaned once

a week and powdered graphite placed on all

moving parts and also on the carbon clamps.

Oil should never be used as it only burns due
to the intense heat and smudges up the lamp.

23. What are the most important parts to
be watched about a lamp? Why?
The carbon clamps should be kept clean so

that a good contact is made with the carbons.

Care should be taken that the clamps do not be-

come grounded on the lamp house. The screw
thread adjustments should be kept clean and
free from carbon dust.

24. Why are 6J4 condensers called 6^?
Because that is the focal length (approx.) of

the lenses. In other words, if the condensers

^iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii nnrnirmmuiiiinniirmiiij

^iwHHiiuuiiiiniuiuniniini wiimiinim;:

National Anti-Misframe League Pledge

yjS a projectionist who has the interest of

his profession at heart and is willing to

assist in eliminating some of the evils practised

in the projection-room, I promise that I

will to the best of my ability return films to

the exchange in first-class condition. Further-

more, I will when it becomes necessary remedy

all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in

the film which I receive and in this way co-

operate with my brother projectionists and give

greater pleasure to those who make up the mo-

tion picture audience by showing films that are

free from such defects. I also promise that I

will not make punch m-arks in film, and when

film is received by me, with punch holes, I will

notify the exchange to that effect so that they

may use their efforts to correct this evil.

Blank for New League

Members

I
Member's name |

| Home address |

| Name of theatre where employed |

| Address of theatre and name of manager |

^jnittiniiiiiiiiiitinmiiiinirHMfiniiriiirniinnirtrnniciiiiinntiiijnjiiiiiiiiuitiiiinrniiiiiiiiiitjiiiiiiiMiiMnikiiHiiiiiiJiiuif

are so placed that parallel light rays enter either

surface they will be converged and come to a
point approximately inches from the center

of the condenser lens. We say approximately
because of the fact that condensers are never
corrected for the various aberrations. Because
of this the distance may vary from 6% to 6>£
inches.

25. Give the main ingredients of motion
picture film.

Cotton and camphor.

26. What must be the qualities of the con-
tainer for films not in actual use?
According to the requirements established by

the board of fire underwriters.

27. What are the most important parts to
be looked after in projection machine head?
Why?
The most important parts in a machine head

are the movement, the tension shoes and the

upper and lower sprockets, because they are

the parts which have to do with the movement
of the film and therefore necessary to the pro-

jection of a good picture.

28. Do light rays penetrate a lens in a
straight line? If so, why? If not, why?
Light rays pass through the lens itself in a

straight line but are refracted by the surfaces of
the lens and made to converge or diverge ac-

cording to the shape of the surface.

29. What are the defects of a lens and
cause for each? Give remedy for these faults

in an objective lens.

There are numerous defects which may appear

in a lens, each of which requires a special study.

The principal ones are coma, chromatic and
spherical aberration.

30. Explain theory of motion pictures.

Moving pictures are an optical illusion based

on the persistence of vision.

31. When are magazine doors allowed to
be open?
Magazine doors are allowed to be open when

machine is dead, both mechanically and elec-

trically.

32. Explain advantage of large outside
shutter over small inside shutter.
A small inside shutter is bothersome and

somewhat more difficult to adjust. A large

outside shutter under certain conditions of ma-
chine design will cut the beam of light at

greater velocity than an inside shutter.

33. What is flicker? Its possible causes.
Flicker is caused by an unevenness in the

succession of light and dark spaces as reflected

back from the screen to the eye. Low frequency

is also a cause of flicker.

It may be caused by wrong blade design, slow

speed, or too high an intensity of light.

34. Give full explanation of the arrange-
ment of the fire doors over the portholes of
the booth.
See page 3148, April 3rd issue Motion Pic-

ture News.

35. In case of a fire, what is the first thing
to do?

Notify the manager, light up the house, and

get the people out without panic.

36. In case of a fire in part of a house
other than the booth, what must be done?
Keep the picture going if possible to quiet

the audience, notify the manager, and have him
request the people to file out slowly.

The Latest Issue of the Trans. Society of

Motion Picture Engineers is now available for

distribut'on at $1 a copy.

Write to the Secretary

A. F. Victor, 50 W. 67th St., New York, N. Y.
1.11 Mill ,",1111111, HI I'liii in inn

The sAutomaticket System Stops
Box OrriCE Leaks & Losses

Ask Us 'About It

«Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
IT82 BROADWAV NEW YORK
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"E^ctra

SPUTTER AND SPIT-
FUSS AND ANNOYANCE
—are avoided with ELECTRA CARBONS,
because they have no " hard spots " or faulty

cores. They are all alike, and always uniform

—always dependable.

Large or small in diameter, cored or solid,

ELECTRA is the " last word " in modern

projection carbons.

They burn long and quietly—always.

Economy—ELECTRA eliminates waste

by eliminating unnecessary trimming, and the

necessity for constant attention.

EVERY ELECTRA carbon is guaranteed
perfect in every respect, and will give a bril-

liant, pure white light, from the instant the

arc is struck until completely consumed.

HUGO REISINGER .\ 11 BROADWAY .-. NEW YORK

THE COSMOGRAPH
Portable Projectors, built in several different models FOR PROPERLY PROJECTING MOTION
PICTURES AND LANTERN SLIDES to accommodate both regular and safety standard film.

WARNING—We built several hundred Cosmograph machines during the World War, for use in camps, etc. These machines
are 1916 Models and lacking many of the IMPROVED AND MODERN APPLIANCES WE ARE NOW USING,
several of these are being thrown on the market, giving the impression that they are late models at Bargain Prices.

CAUTION—DO NOT PURCHASE REBUILT COSMOGRAPH MACHINES OR ANY OTHER KIND AND EXPECT
US TO STAND BACK OF THEM, UNLESS PURCHASED DIRECT FROM US OR ONE OF OUR AUTHORIZED
DEALERS.

TERRITORIES—SOME GOOD DEALER'S AND DISTRIBUTER'S TERRITORIES OPEN. Write for Particulars.

THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO., leo . E . SSZSXZL"^ Mgr .
Morehead, Ky.

TRADE MARK

ATTACHED TO POWERS

AN AUTOMATIC ARC-FEED
FOR EITHER DIRECT OR ALTERNATING CURRENT

SIMPLE—EFFICIENT—DURABLE
and low-priced

Carried in stock by all supply dealers

MADE BY

THE PROJECTOGRAPH CO.
2573 E. 55th St. Cleveland, Ohio

ATTACHED TO SIMPLEX
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Represents Simplex in
Western U. S.

Eight months after being organized in Billings,

Montana, at which time it consisted of one man
and one room, the Western Theatre Equipment
Company had blossomed into a firm with two
large establishments, one in Billings with eight

people and a larger main office in Seattle, the

latter office having been purchased from the

Seattle Stage Lighting Company, who were the

original Simplex franchise holders in that terri-

tory, and for which, franchise Shearer paid

$10,000 in cash.

The Seattle establishment is located on the

street floor of the building at 2028 Third avenue,

situated in the heart of the Seattle " Film
Row." The space occupied on the main floor

here is approximately 30 by 160.

In the large show window which is fully 20

feet across, are located 4 Simplex Projectors.

Two of them are regulation motor driven types

while the other two are finished in white enamel
with nickeled mechanisms and trimmings. A
white enamel reel cabinet also is included in

the window display which does not fail to at-

tract all who pass this unusual exhibit.

Just inside the door, one sees a table upon
which are mounted the various carbon arc lamp
assemblies used in the Simplex Projectors. This
method of mounting the lamps provides for a

most convenient examination which is impossible

when the lamp is confined within the lamp-

house. The decorative scheme throughout the

establishment consisting of sienna tinted walls,

provides an admirable background for the beau-

tiful frames that line the walls throughout. In

the front part of the store are displayed a

group of highgrade opera chairs, while on the

opposite side of the store are situated a line

of glass showcases in which are laid out the

various projector units and parts. These parts,

properly tagged and indexed, are never disturbed

but serve merely as guides to determine in which
drawer of the elaborate cabinet system the part

in question may be found.

An imposing line-up of Simplex Machines
form the feature exhibit. Each of these

machines is electrically connected both as to

lamps and motors and an actual projection

demonstration on a regular theatre screen can

be accomplished at any time. In the rear of

the building is located the private office of Mr.

Shearer, while directly opposite same are the

general offices of the concern. In the back of

these offices is the stock room in which is con-

tained at least $30,000 of stock at all times,

which same is continually maintained due to the

fact that Seattle is quite far removed from the

source of manufacture. Adjoining this stock

room is a fully equipped machine shop and
service station which is operated under the

direction of Mr. "Billy" Hartford, who is said

to be the best known and most efficient repair

man in the territory.

All goods are received and shipped thru the

rear of the store thus doing away with the in-

convenience so often encountered thru carry-

ing goods thru the front of the establishment.

Students from the Brooklyn Navy Yard School for projectionists on a trip to the Nicholas
Power Co. At the extreme left is H. C. Griffin; the civilian in the centre is P. C. Parrish. On the

extreme right stands P. A. McGuire and next to him Instructor O'Brien

Navy Projection Class
Visits Powers'

THE projection class of the Navy Motion
Picture School, Brooklyn, New York, in

charge of Chief Instructor O'Brien, recently

visited the factory of the Nicholas Power Com-
pany and acquired much information of a prac-

tical nature regarding the manufacture of a

modern motion picture machine. Lieutenant

O'Reilly, in command at the school, which is

now operated without civilian assistance, sug-

gested that Instructor O'Brien take his class

through the great machine shops of the Nicholas

Power Company. The class saw from start to

finish just how a standard professional pro-

jector of the highest class is made and as-

sembled. The information will be of great value

to them as they have gained a very practical

knowledge regarding Power's Projectors which

are largely used in the Navy and are on great

battleships such as the Pennsylvania, flagship

of the Atlantic Fleet. In the school Lieutenant

O'Reilly in a broad-minded way has given

orders that Power's and other standard ma-
chines shall have equal representation.

The sailors had the various operations and
processes explained to them by Herbert Grif-

fin, Technical Engineer of the Nicholas Power
Company, and P. C. Parrish, Southern Travel-

ing Representative of this Company. The ex-

planations were followed with great interest by

the entire class and they and their instructors

were kept busy for some hours with the ques-

tions and answers.

The class was shown great automatic machines

taking tungsten chromium steel bars, scien-

tifically made and selected, and turning them
into various parts of the Power's mechanism.

They saw these rough cut parts going from ma-
chine to machine.

Three views of the Western Theatre Supply Co., Seattle, Wash. The personnel is shown in the oval insert

Left to right: C. F. Harris, Miss Kendall, M. L. Fagg, B. F. Shearer, president and general manager; A. J. O'Keefe, Mrs. Shearer, "Billy"
Hartford, P. E. Irving and A. }. Thorine
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PROJECTION -
The best to be obtained is none too good for your

theatre. The best can only be had with the " Keenolite "

Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market to-

day and used by all of the largest and best theatres.

28% more light, 32.8% better definition. It will pay

you to investigate.

JUST ANOTHER " IMSCO " PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company, Inc.

72° Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37

Phone Bryant 6801

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
220 West 42nd Street New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO TEE BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

BASS CHICAGO

SAVE 390 COLD DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONEY ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most com-
plete outfit of i s type ever offered and at a greater money

saving than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists 01
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features.
Universal Regular and trick crank, forward and reverse take up, focus-
ing on film. etc.. fitted with 50 M. M. F: 3.5 lens, complete with 6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines and extra parts, case lor camera and carrying trunk to con-
tain both smaller cases. Entire ou: lit finished off in a beautiful olive
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
YOUR ORDER NOW. LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.

TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with fine leather case.

List price $190.00. Our price $165.00.

Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Our
price $108.00.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill 109 X. Dearborn St., Chicago, IU.

THE STANDARD
-

CONTINUOUS FILM
PRINTER

Built on scientific principles

of design and incorporating

exclusive features insuring

QUALITY AND QUANTITY
of output

PIONEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

new york bell & HOWELL CO.
L0SANCELES

1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

s

p
SPEER

E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

A L TE R N O
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and

learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen

THE quickest and surest way
to satisfy your patrons, is to

give them good clear pictures.

Your pictures don't have to

be first run if you will install a

Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre

Screen—Because, The Gardi-

ner Screen makes an old print

look like a new print.

Thousands of exhibitors are

using Gardiner Screens.

Send today for booklet.

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West Goodale Street COLUMBUS. OHIO
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Film News
augurated
M. E. Diemer of University of Wisconsin

By W. E. WALKER

Service Has Been In-

in Wisconsin Towns
Is Developing Idea

LET a piece of news " break " al Madison,

Wisconsin. The local reporters are in the

front ranks of recorders. Directly behind

them are perched the motion picture cameras

duplicating the scenes on the impressionable

surface of the film. That evening the news-

papers carry their accounts of the event. The

next afternoon the family goes over to the

neighborhood theatre to witness the scenes re-

enacted on the screen for their amusement.

M. E. Diemer of the University of Wisconsin

Photographic Laboratory has inaugurated a film

news service in a city of 40,000—a move which

bids fair to expand and embrace innumerable

small cities throughout the country as the

photographer of moderate means comes to

realize that with a little more training and a

slight additional investment he can extend the

field of his activities and increase the profits of

his business.

The Madison photographer has entered into a

contract with the manager of the local motion

picture theatre to click off the results of every

important event in the community on his cinema

film and have the reels ready for public dis-

play purposes on the day following the happen-

ing of each big event.

Following on the day of the " wuxtree " and

the popular weekly news pictorial, the film news

service rendered while the subject still possesses

a burning interest in the community comes as a

natural sequel in the development of the motion

picture.

Ihe service the people of Madison now re-

ceive on their local news embodies about every-

thing that could be included without actually re-

enacting the original scenes.

The field for camera activities is of course

unlimited. Whether it is a pageant, a play, a

fire, race, football game, homecoming celebra-

tion, convention, or merely a Main Street scene,

the motion picture camera can be depended upon

to record things as they actually exist.

There is no semblance of yellow journalism

in the film supplement as a news feature. The
cub may get his facts twisted in his haste but

it is impossible for the camera to be deceived.

Take the case of a recent football game at

Madison, one of the big contests of the west.

The papers carried detailed play-by-play ac-

counts of the game but disputed over the

identity of the player who made the winning

touchdown. There was no disputing the point

when the camera gave its version of the play on

the afternoon following the contest.

Not only did thousands of fans who witnessed

the team in action seek admission to watch the

plays re-enacted, but other thousands who were

unable to obtain seats for the contest itself tried

to get seats at the theatre to enjoy the next best

to the real thing, motion pictures of the im-

portant scenes.

Madison, being a university town and the

capital of the state, of course, offers a more
active field for the camera operator than does

the average town of 40,000. But there is no

small city without its occasional big event. The
cost of a camera outfit, fortunately for the de-

velopment of the film news supplement, is small

enough to create only a slight overhead charge

on the operating expenses of the photographer
when the machine is not in operation.

Mr. Diemer's camera, however, does not con-

fine itself to portrayal of local news events.

As acting on the legitimate stage has been

attempted with a considerable degree of success

by amateur organizations, so is the motion pic-

ture plot being attempted in Madison with a

home made scenario and a local caste. That
the picture being thus produced will be a local

hit is a certainty.

The film as a recorder of news in the small

city also serves another useful purpose. It pro-

vides the city with a permanent, realistic record

of the high lights in its civic activities.

A PIONEER MOTION
PICTURE CAM-
ERAMAN

By Irving Browning

WHENEVER a group of "picture folks"

discuss the Motion Picture Industry, you
can almost bet your boots you will hear some
one say that " the business is still in its infancy."

We see developments every day. Pictures are

considered the best means to educate. The most
costly settings and high salaried stars and direc-

Eugene Lauste, pioneer in talking pictures, illustrates how his machine takes a record of both action and sound simultaneously. The device is not as complicated
as would be imagined
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CAMERAS IN STOCK

FrenchDEBRIE

French PATHE

English MOY
American

WILART
(American Pathe)

American

UNIVERSAL

LATEST MODELS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

complete with eight magazines, two carrying cases, two and three-inch

F3.5 lenses, set of masks, rewinder sunshade and Debrie or Precision

Tripod as preferred.

complete with six magazines, two carrying cases, two-inch F3.5 lens,
|

automatic dissolving shutter, veeder counter, and Precision Bali-Bearing >

Tripod. J

complete with six magazines, two carrying cases, two-inch F3.5 lens, !

Precision Ball-Bearing Tripod. j

complete with automatic dissolving shutter, veeder counter, four maga- I

zines, carrying cases and Precision Ball-Bearing Tripod.
j

complete with four magazines, automatic dissolving shutter,

two-inch F3.5 lens, sunshade, finder, carrying case and Pre-

cision Ball-Bearing Tripod,

200 ft.

400 ft.

$
130000

$1350°°

$55000

$ 001000

*555°°

$71500

ALSO A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS, TRIPODS, ETC.

GET QUOTATIONS FROM HEADQUARTERS BEFORE ORDERING

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.
118 West 44th Street NEW YORK CITY

Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

EAGLE ROCK
FILM

The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

EAGLE ROCK
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THE <fuu§> OKAY LUG
Insures perfect electrical contact.

Price each 25 cents

The Fulco No. 1 Copper Terminal. The
finest on the market. Price each,

15 cents

The Fulco No. 2 Copper Terminal. The
Emergency Terminal. Price each,

10 cents

^Viii is the Brand. Sold the world*̂ JVUMjr over. Insist on them. It is

your guarantee of the BEST. If your
dealer does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO.

3204 Carroll Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories

Note—Send for our new 16 page folder, il-

lustrating and describing our complete line

Don't miss the Music Picture

Conference at the Astor

Hotel, N. Y. Jan. 24-25-26

tors, etc., are considered least expensive in the

long run, as enormous profits are derived on

such productions.

The pioneer days of the Motion Picture are

almost forgotten, those days when pictures were

either made on some roof or in a back yard, the

sets being of the cheap variety of stage sets.

In the open, the sun was their means of lighting.

For this reason the stages were mostly built

on revolving platforms so that they could be

shifted to follow the sun. Today we have the

large enclosed studio, with its artificial lighting

and " props " of the best materials obtainable.

Irving Browning, well known cinematographer

and author of this article

Let us go back to the good old days of

the Motion Picture, the days when the Motion

Picture first became a means of entertainment.

I have heard the story told by a real pioneer,

Eugene Lauste, a French inventor and experi-

menter of the old days when pictures were really

in their infancy. We may take the responsibility

of saying that it was in its infancy to him, for

he helped develop the profession, having spent

the best days of his life in doing so.

He started in his childhood playing with

motion pictures as a toy. During his boyhood

days he began developing a new idea, until he

made a machine that would take and project

pictures. Thos. Edison on hearing about him

brought him to this country to complete some

experiments that he was working on. This

gave birth to the Edison Kinetoscope. He then

travelled around the world taking pictures and

giving shows to Kings and other notables, as

they were the first to be shown an entertain-

ment of any sort that was extraordinary. The

film used in his day was two inches by two and

eleven-sixteenths inches as against three-quarters

by one inch of today.

He also experimented on a camera for photo-

graphing sound, which after many years of hard

work he has completed. He has also the dis-

tinction of saying that he is the originator of

the loop in both camera and projector, and

also the originator of the use of the Maltese

Cross in Motion Picture machines.

In his day there were no such things as pro-

ducers. The cameraman had to do all the work.

He directed his own pictures. He did not even

have a tripod. He set his camera on a table.

In hack of the camera was a motor attached.

The motor was either run by electricity or

gasolene. After the cameraman had directed

his actors, he would start the motor and call

for action. There wasn't much in the line of

continuity in those days as any action was a

novelty.

One of Mr. Lauste's sons is now a camera-
man and working in England, having been
trained by his father. He has also worked in

France for Pathe, Gaumont, Eclaire, etc. Dur-
ing the war he served with the French army
at the front taking Motion Pictures of the

actions.

Mr. Lauste looks at the Motion Picture of

today as a great achievement and is glad to be

living in this age of Wonder Pictures.

New York Cameramen
Form New Association

BELIEVING that in union there is strength,

the leading camera men have formed an
association incorporated under the laws of New
York to be known as the Motion Picture Photog-
raphers' Association. Their purpose, a highly

commendable one, is to perfect themselves in

their art, which is now recognized as being one
of the most essential features in the success of

motion pictures.

George Peters, for years with Roscoe Ar-
buckle and Taylor Holmes Production, was
elected president of the association; Edward
Wynard, of the Fox studios, first vice-president;

Fred Chaston, of the Griffith studios, second

vice-president; Ned Van Buren, of the Famous
Players-Lasky studios, third vice-president;

Larry Williams, Special Features, treasurer;

Harry Keepers, Famous Players-Lasky studios,

Long Island City, corresponding secretary; J.

C. Bitzer, brother of William Bitzer, D. W.
Griffith's cameraman, recording secretary, and
Walter Arthur, representative.

The board of governors consists of Horace
Plimpton, William McCoy, Charles Down, Ar-
thur Boss, L. E. Taylor and Paul Allen.

The motto of the organization is " Honor.
Ability and Integrity."

As the idea is to progress in the art of

cinematography, the members of the associa-

tion will report upon each new feature that ap-

pears, when discussions and criticisms will be

in order. There will be an up-to-date projec-

tion room stalled in the quarters of the organ-

ization and each candidate will have a chance

to show his latest work and be passed upon be-

fore becoming a member of the association.

Membership in the organization will be strictly

by invitation and by the unanimous approval

of the membership, each and every man being

judged solely upon his record and ability as a

motion picture photographer.

Aside from the above, it is to be a beneficial

and protective association, and is represented

by Nathaniel Cohen, New York counsellor at

law.

Over a thousand dollars was subscribed at the

first meeting, when the association was launched.

Those who have already joined the association

are Ollie Marsh, Georsre Lane, Charles Gilson,

Edward, Earl, Joseph Ruttenberg, John Stumar,

Andre Bariatier, Arthur Miller, Arthur Marti-

nelli, Tack Brown. Al Lignori, H. Sintzeneck.

Alfred Gandolfi, William Crolley, Jules Cron-

iager and Roy Overbaugh.

The Motion Picture Photographers' Associa-

tion, Inc., will be situated in the heart of the

motion picture district in New York City.
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First Steps in Musical

Understanding
{Continued from page 4432)

if he will only let them know).
One side to the musical question which

so many have overlooked is this:

Good music raises the level of the house.

It dratvs an ever-better clientele. A clien-

tele that sticks. A clientele that is willing

to pay better prices.

There is a continual interest in provid-

ing good music. It is a serial without any
ending! The public knows it always can

get a lot of good music at your house no
matter what else happens.
The musical interest is something that

sticks. Your favorite film star series may
go to another house when the contract is

over, but the music reputation is always
yours, as long as you keep it up.

Music makes reputation for you—your
house, not any other company.
W ith all these general musical ideas in

mind, the film man is ready. If he will

keep to a high standard, advertise to reach
the music-lovers and create a real musi-
cal show as a foundation for the picture

entertainment, he cannot go wrong.
Of course all through this review of

twenty-five weeks' articles on music, the

understanding man has just skipped. But
for the newcomer—if these thoughts are

credited—if these first steps are taken, the
way is clear.

The future is full of glorious oppor-
tunities for the film music-maker.
Now we can resume our general talks.

Next week's discussion is called " The
Complete Picture Production."

Hotel Astor to Be Official
Headquarters

Arrangements have just been completed
whereby the first conference of the Motion Pic-

ture and Musical fraternity will be held in the

Hotel Astor, Broadway and 46th-47th streets,

New York, January 24, 25, 26. The manage-
ment of the hotel have expressed their best

wishes to the two fields of music and pictures

and have promised to show every courtesy for

which that house is famous. A large reception

room will be at the disposal of the representa-

tives for the three-day sessions.

The management of the hotel has urged that

those who are coming to the conference ought
to make their reservations as far in advance as

possible. Representatives to the conference
will be given first opportunities of course, but
it is important that no delay be made in making
the reservations for rooms—now!

In order to be most comfortable, send your
hotel reservations to the Hotel Astor at once.

The Music Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,

queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity
gets together on music.)

Dear Mr. Isaacson:

It is with great satisfaction that I note the

wonderful strides you are making in connection

with the Motion Picture Musical Conference.

The new dates in January are perfectly agree-

able to me; also your plan to have the guests

visit my theatre on the afternoon of the second
day.

I am giving the coming event the serious

thought which it deserves, and do not doubt
that it will prove to be a milestone long to be

remembered in the industry.—Hugo Riesenfeld
,

Managing Director, Rialto Theatre.

War Tax Pact
Dear Sir:

We have your communication of the 12th inst.

advising us that the Motion Picture Musical
Conference will be held on January 24th, 25th

and 26th, and assure you that the date is satis-

factory to us.

In accordance with your suggestion , ive shall

prepare to offer to the conference a contract

guaranteeing the motion picture industry

against the possibility of an exorbitant tax, pro-

vided they agree to pay the present license fee.

We presume you have heard of the proposed
plan of synchronizing music, which a gentleman
named Arthur J. Abrams, of Chicago, repre-

senting the American Fhotoplayer Co., has been
endeavoring to consummate. His scheme is to

synchronize music for every picture manufac-
tured and to sell the same to the picture theatres

throughout the country. Don't you think this

is a matter which should be given considerable

thought at your conference?

—

American Society

of Composers, Authors and Publishers, by J.

Rosenthal, General Manager.

Music Editor:

In answer to the question with regard to the

Fox Film cues, I wish to say the following:

The Fox Film Corp. will not permit any one
to see their pictures for the purpose of making
a music cue unless it is their own man. I have
had several discussions with Mr. Geo. Ruben-
stein, the general musical director of the Fox
theatres, and have tried to induce him to men-
tion the compositions as I do, and not only the

tempos. However, I failed in the attempt and
was unable to convince him that my idea was
the better one. From authentic sources, I know
that Mr. Rubenstein is not with the Fox Film
Corp. any more, but up to the present I have
not been able to find out who is his successor.

When I do I will get in touch with him and
hope for success in inducing him to cue Fox
pictures in the way I suggest.

—

M. Winkler,

Belwin, Inc.

How to Learn Organ
Dear Sir

:

In reference to a query you have had in re-

gard to a pianist learning the art of operating

an organ for motion picture theatre purposes.

The first principle, of course, for any pianist

to operate a pedal instrument such as we man-
ufacture would be to get some practice on foot

pedal work, as all our unit orchestras are of

the foot pedal type.

The idea of practicing on a pedal two manual
reed organ is very good. This will assist the

pianist to a certain extent in becoming pro-

ficient in the art of using the pedals.

However, you appreciate that on the organs,

especially of our 'type of construction, the tablet

arrangement is somewhat different and they get

a different combination when using the differ-

ent effects.

Now we have at our Chicago office a special

arrangement for beginners on organ work.
Prof. C. B. Ball, at the head of our studies there,

takes a " greener," as vvc would term it, and
puts him through a thorough study on the

organ. We have a practice piano there with a

pedal arrangement, and then we have a demon-
stration ongan that we use especially for the

purpose of breaking in players to play our in-

struments.

It would probably be worth while for this

party who is making inquiry of you in refer-

ence to learning the organ, to make a trip to our
Chicago office and interview our Mr. C. B. Ball,

and it will do him more good than going to

the expense of buying a reed organ for practice

purposes. We have made quite a lot of motion
picture organists of ordinary piano players, and
through our school or studio at Chicago we
have developed some wonderful talent.

—

R.

Wurliiser Co.

We read with interest the question asked by

a man playing the piano for pictures, and we
believe that if he would practice on the small

two manual reed organ he would get some ex-

cellent experience. We would also suggest that

he purchase some of the numerous books on
organ playing and practice from which he could

gain considerable information. We would rec-

ommend particularly the books by Stainer, the

English organist.

In many cases where we have placed our in-

struments in the hands of pianists we have had
them come to the factory for a short stay and
have given them instructions there which has

helped them to master the organ in a very

short time. Of course, in this line of work, as

in any other, " practice makes perfect."

—

Marr
& Colton Co.

Music Editor:

I should deem it a favor if you would give

my name to firms in New York that make a

specialty of foxtrots, one steps and bright rag-

time numbers.
I might mention that I have three very fine

G. Schirmer's

GALAXY and MISCELLANY
The Two Famous Series

For Orchestra

Found on Every Cue Sheet

ABOUT SPECIAL PRICE OFFERS
G. SCHIRMER

3 E. 43rd St. New York

TheNewEraOrgan
This organ has in truth made possible a new era
of music for the medium and smaller sized theatre
of quality. Every owner is a satisfied owner.

Write for Literature)

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY, Inc. - WARSAW, N. Y.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organs for the Larger Sized Theatres.
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orchestras in London picture houses and would
give the numbers full justice.

—

Alfred Filer,

Alfred Filer's Orchestra, Golders Green, Lon-
don.

Music Editor

:

Want to tell you how much I'm enjoying your
articles in the Motion Picture News. They
are fine, and up to the minute in ideas, sugges-

tions and advice.

—

Chas. S. Stenge, People's

Theatre, Roanoke Rapids, N. C.

Music Editor:

Noting your article in the issue of Novem-
ber 6th of the News, am pleased to state that

I will be glad to become associated with you
and other musical directors in the good work
you are to undertake.

—

Eugene Conte, Musical

Director, Plaza Theatre.

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

I have read the article on " The Story in the

Music" and have considered the subject with

considerable care. You open up an interesting

range of possibilities. Your idea, I believe,

were it to be carried out with a reasonable de-

gree of skill, would lead both to a better under-

standing and to a keener appreciation of the

meaning of music on the part of the general

public.

Every musical composition, as you say, is the

expression of certain emotions in the heart of the

composer, and should convey a definite message
to its hearers. Certain broad feelings, such as

joy, sorrow, anger and love, are readily recog-

nized by the average auditor, but only a rela-

tively small number of people can appreciate

the full significance of the work. Especially is

this true under the conditions which prevail in

the average cinema theatre during the playing

of an overture when half the people are chat-

ting together and thinking of anything on earth

except what the orchestra is playing.

Here is where your translation of the moods
and emotions pictured by the music—its story,

if you will—comes into play. Your theatre goer,

once he finds his attention directed to the mean-
ing of the music, to which he is listening, pays

closer attention to it than he would have done
otherwise. Knowing what the composer in-

tended his strains to signify, he strives to get

this meaning out of the selection, and, as the

composition is unfolded, he finds himself in pos-

session of a new conception of it. He beholds

the " light that never was on sea or land

"

toward which the composer is endeavoring to

direct his attention, and his aesthetic sensibility

is awakened.

His attention having been called to the fact

that every piece of music carries a message as

definite and direct as that conveyed by a poem
or a painting, he begins to look for its signif-

icance in every selection he hears. The result

is that, as he exercises the poetic instinct which
exists to a degree, be it greater or lesser, in

every man, he becomes more and more suscep-

tible to the influence of music. He also be-

comes more and more appreciative of the mean-
ing of the compositions to which he listens, until

a day arrives when he no longer requires the

assistance of language translation to catch the

thoughts the composer put into his work.

Of course, if this effect is to be produced, the

language versions must be done with the great-

est care. Their writer should be of an imag-

inative temperament. He should, moreover, so

far as possible, learn exactly the conditions un-

der which the composition he proposes to ex-

plain was written, in order better to understand

the meaning as the composer intended it to be.

I should be interested to know how your ex-

periment at the Brooklyn Strand came out. Will

you please tell me about it?

—

Allen B. Mac-
Murphy, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Crandall's Idea for Specially Printed Music

Dear Editor

:

Knowing that you are always interested in

anything for the betterment of the motion pic-

ture business at large, I am writing a few sug-
gestions here in regard to music.

One of the things that is very hard to over-

come in most of the picture theatres, especially

in theatres carrying large orchestras, is the

light from the orchestra pit reflecting upon the

screen, to say nothing of the light that reflects

in the people's eyes. Many things have been
done to overcome this, such as setting music
stands at different angles, making large, clumsy,
deep music stands, etc., all of which have helped
a little, but never remedied the real trouble.

If you will take the time to go into one of the

large theatres and have all the lights in the or-

chestra turned out, observing closely the results,

and then have all the lights turned on (being
sure at all times to have the music on the stands)

you will be surprised to see, even in the best

regulated theatres, the reflection from the music
stands that this test will reveal.

As you know, we work out things very thor-

oughly here in Washington, and we have fully

come to the conclusion that this fault can be
cured, but not so long as the paper of the music
is white. It occurs to me that if there were any
way that this could be reversed—for instance,

black or maybe a blue paper with white notes on
it—it would probably cut out the reflection. I

am enclosing you herewith for illustration a

photographed piece of music. You will note
that the notes are white, while the background
is a dark gray. There is no reflection from this

piece of music. Of course, I realize that this

photographed music would not be practicable

for commercial purposes on account of the tre-

mendous price of photographing, yet I believe

that some of the larger music houses, if this

were brought to their attention, could devise an
inexpensive method of printing music that

would overcome this thing once and for all.

Hoping that you will look into this and anx-
iously awaiting your reply as to some results,

I beg to remain with kindest personal regard.

—

H. M. Crandall, Crandall Theatres, Washington,
D. C.

P. S.—As I am using enclosed piece of music
for experimental purposes, will appreciate your
returning it after you are through with it.

Following this letter, the question was put

up to several important publishers. This is

what they said

:

Dear Sir:

I note your inquiry whether we ever thought

about special sheet music for motion picture

theatres that can be seen better, instead of the

present way of printing the notes in black on
white paper.

It is true that such

an idea would be

very valuable t o

moving picture or-

chestras, but the ex-

pense involved
would more than

offset the advan-
tages. It would
be very difficult at

this late date to

bring out music in

this form. The con-

dition could not be

improved, unless the

music for the mov-
ing picture orches-

tras is gotten out in

this manner by all

publishers. But, as

I stated above, the

expense involved is

far too great to give the idea serious consid-

eration.

Our house is always desirous of taking pro-
gressive steps, but in this case I feel the expense
involved makes the idea impracticable.

—

Gus-
tave Schirmer, G. Schirmer, Inc.

Music Editor:

Answering yours of November 10th regarding
the advisability of printing music in white on
black, as it would do away with the glare of the

light, I feel that is not a feasible scheme. This
drawback will have to be overcome in other

ways, such as using matted or even colored

bulbs, preferably yellow or a very green on the

desk lights. But not only would the process be
expensive, but I am sure that if there are some
who favor it, there would be just as many and
perhaps more who would be opposed to it.

—

E. R. Voigt, Boston Music Co.

Mr. Charles D. Isaacson

:

I can only say that we are more than anxious
to do anything that will bring music of the very
highest class into the motion picture theatre. I

consider your plan a most remarkable and help-

ful one, and at this writing I can assure you
that we can be relied upon to join in the Motion
Picture Musical Conference which is to take

place in New York City next month.
You will see by the programs of our Broad-

way Strand and the Majestic theatres that mu-
sic, instrumental and vocal, is playing a very

important part in the make-up of our enter-

tainments. The Majestic orchestra of thirty

members is the largest theatre orchestra in De-
troit and our Broadway Strand organization of

twenty is now an attraction in itself.

I feel that the motion picture theatre has done
more to bring high class music to the people

of moderate means than has any other line of

amusement, and a conference such as you have
under consideration will be the means of still

furthering those ends. If there is anything we
can do on this end to help please do not hes-

itate to call on us.

—

Francis A. Mangan, Broad-

way Strand Theatre.

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

With regard to overcoming the objections

from the orchestra player's standpoint in mov-
ing picture theatres to the present manner of

printing music.

While your idea might be developed and by
using green paper and white notes the reflection

eliminated, we doubt whether the proposition can

be made commercially successful.

Please let us know what the views of other

publishers are in the matter. We presume, of

course, that you have written to several pub-

lishers along the same line.

—

Carl Fischer.

It is impossible.—Winkler, of Belwin's.

(When other answers are received they will

be published.)

YOU MOTION PICTURE ORGANISTS
LISTEN!

The better you know your subject the bigger will be your
salary. Improve your knowledge by reading

Musical Accompaniment

of Moving Pictures

A practical handbook with repertoire

By Lang & West Price, postpaid $1.25

Benefit by Lang's years of practical experience as a motion
picture organist. Remember it is the practical man. the man
who knows the " how, when and why,", who gets the biggest
plums. Are you going to be satisfied with the plums that fall

on the ground or will you climb the tree and take your pick?

The only book of its kind

The Boston Music Co., 26 West St., Boston, Mass.
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Why aCheap OrganIsExpensive
A pipe organ is a combination of wires, valves,

magnets, wind ways and pipes—with hundreds
of borings, springs and adjustments that have

to work with lightning precision. Your theatre

is subject to dampness, heat, cold and dust.

Your organist operates this organ mechanism
hours a day for years in a battle with the heat,

cold and dampness. A cheap organ means

cheap construction, and long after you have
forgotten the price you are losing sleep over
ciphers, dead notes, burned out motors, bad
tune and no service.^GRIEF—Man, the worry
is worth more than the price of the organ.

THE BARTON ORGAN IS BUILT TO KEEP
YOU OUR FRIEND FOR THE REST OF YOUR
LIFE. THIS MEANS SOMETHING TO YOU.

ivinu " mrnrn «
j
as

«w fliniiitMttf You Owe Yourself An Investigation

Write Today

United States Patent Pending

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
313-316 Mailers Building, Chicago, Illinois

Use the Coupor, it's for your convenience.

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
313-316 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Please send catalog explaining the many advan-
tages of the Barton Organ.

Name

Street

City..

.

State..

N.
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CLASSIFIED AD S

Classified ads are the wonder workers of business. Motion Picture News classified ads are six

cents a word; paid in advance. Copy must be received Tuesday preceding Friday of publication.

FOR SALE MUSIC WANTS

FOR SALE: Pathe Metal Camera, 2 extra mag-
azines and Precision Tripod use one month, will sell

cheap. Jacob Baker, 11202 Grafield, Cleveland, Ohio.

175 Opera Chairs. 1 Simplex machine. 1 Com-
pensaro. I Mirror Screen. For Particulars adddress,
FUELLING DRUG CO., Woodburn, Indiana.

BARGAIN—Martin Rotary Converter, (Used) 60
Cycle—3 phase—7.5 K.W. complete, with panel
switchboard. Excellent condition. Costs new $865.00.
Quick sale, $425.00. Full details on request. Monarch
Theatre Supply Company, 228 Union Avenue,
Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED
WANTED TO BUT—Motion Picture Theatre; pre-

fer one with stage equipped for vaudeville in Live
town of not less than five thousand population lr.

Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida.
State best cash price and list of equipment and tali

particulars In first letter. Wm. H. Moy',3, 24i So.
Holyoke Ave., Wichita, Kansas.

WANTED—Bell and Howell Pathe studio model
or Debrle Camera; must be in good condition; will
pay cash. Address Jacob Baker, 11202 Grafield,
Cleveland, Ohio.

•»ANTED—F1ANISTS AND OKGAN1STS, with pic-

ture experience; good salary steady positions.

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO„ S14

MalUrs Building, Chicago.

WANTED—Good organist for Middle Western
town; salary $75 to $100. Apply by letter, Box 123,

Music Department. Motion Picture News.

AT LIBERTY— I am first class violinist and con-
ductor and am seeking engagement as conductor in

large city theatre. Box 234, Music Department, Mo-
tion Picture News.

PIANISTS-ORGANISTS:—Music publisher closing

out stock will send Postpaid 12 Copies assorted high
class sheet music for One Dollar. GORDON, 1931

Broadway, New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Formerly conductor ot big

theatres in South for two years; am now in Wash-
ington, D. C, and am seeking management, eager to

procure good leader. Would welcome correspond-
ence. F. S., care of Motion Picture News, Music De-
partment.

WANTED—Man to take full charge of music In
Southern theatre; good pay. Box 23. Motion Picture
News, Music Department.

WANTED—Small town theatre in New England
seeks a man who can play organ and could organize
little orchestra. Not large salary, but pleasant sur-
roundings. Box 136, Music Department, Motion Pic-
ture News.

RadiO \V-;> Slide

r • >

1 . the mutual friend

of the exhibitor V

Y0R1

and his audience -

1 50 - RADIOS - #2.

N

J
• For Sole by all Leading Dealers

SALESMAN WANTED, one who
understands and can sell Motion Pic-
ture Machines, Screens and Supplies.
None but high grade men will be con-
sidered. Answer by mail stating salary
expected and former connections,
which will be considered strictly con-
fidential. Address Mark L. Swaab,
Manager, 1327 Vine St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing [List Service

We rent .lata of or tddress contemplated or exist-

ing theatres, exchanges, stste rights owners, pub-

licity mediums and producers, selected as to terri-

tory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a

arlDg of from 20 to 50% In postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone Bryan! S/JS New York
Addreistng Printing

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street

New Orleans, La. Atlanta, Ga.

LargestJndependent Film Exchange South

OPTICAL PRINTING
Dupe Negatives

Prints and dupe negatives with any location of
frame line, enlarged or reduced image. Our dupes
look like original negatives. The price will salt
you.

C. W. BR1LHART
10 Cornell Ave., Yonkers, N. T.

Pathescope prints from Standard negative*
4V4c per foot of Std.

FOR COLOR^ HOODS

For 5-10 W.and
25-40 W. Lamps

EFFECTS USE
MADE OF NATURAL
COLORED GLASS

Colors show Beautiful and Brilliant and are Permanent

Far Ahead of Dip and Less Costly

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET ' '3 CHICAGO, ILL.

Hoods slip over
the bulb

Cotton Men BuildTheatre
in South

THE People's Theatre Company, Inc.,

composed of cotton men in, and in the

vicinity of, Greenville, Mississippi, have
just opened a $140,000 motion picture pal-

ace in that city.

The theatre and building cover approxi-

mately 150 by 75 feet, equipped through-

out with the latest and most approved the-

atre equipment that is manufactured at

the present time.

The lobby is furnished in buff color with
white panels and several attractive lobby

display frames are neatly arranged at the

entrance with the flooring to match.
On the left, at the entrance, is the box

office in which the two unit automatic
ticket selling and register machines dis-

pense the admission tickets to the patrons.

There are two balconies and the main
floor with a seating capacity of 1582, all

upholstered genuine leather chairs.

The stage is neatly arranged with an at-

tractive picture setting and a Minusa Gold
Fibre Screen, size 13 feet six inches by
eighteen feet is used.

The projection room is in the first bal-

cony and is equipped with two of the latest

type " S " Simplex projectors with auto-

matic change-over attachment and several

other added features.

Under the operating room floor, in a

special room provided for that purpose, is

a Hertner transverter of a double 75 am-
pere capacity. Sixty amperes are drawn
at the arc and the switch board and field

control is mounted between the two ma-
chines and above the operator's lookout
port.

The engineering and installation of this

equipment was made by the Lucas Theatre
Supply Company of Atlanta.

Mr. A. W. Plues, a very capable man in

the motion picture business and late of the

Vitagraph office in New Orleans, is the

managing director.

There will be a special review room in-

stalled at a later date where Mr. Plues will

review the advance film projections, to-

gether with the orchestra leader, which are

booked for screening, to insure his patrons

of the latest methods in synchronizing and
screening motion photoplays.

Watch for the Christmas

Number Equipment Section

Interesting articles galore, filled

with information in this important

department of the film industry.

FOR BETTER MUSIC

THE FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 BROADWAY 64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD 109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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" April Fool
"

(Mermaid Comedy—Educational)

'IGHT bells and all is well!" So shouts

Lloyd (Bud) Hamilton in "April Fool,"

his latest Mermaid comedy. It is a piece of

the roaring deep and as a burlesque of a sailor's

life is enough to make an old salt become a

landlubber for life. Or rather it would keep the

landlubber from wanting to become an old salt.

A good illusion is worked with a boat, and the

way it tosses Bud and the crew about is enough
to make a picture goer seasick. One has too

busy a time in being merry to give thought to

faint feelings. Bud is more or less shanghaied

on the boat—sanghaied via the derrick which

dumps freight into the hole.

The first mate (it may be the second, or the

bo'sun, or the skipper, or the fat cabin boy) is

Bud's chief worry. He is the man of hard work
and Bud is given the heavy chores. His attempt

to write a letter home to mother is ludicrous,

and finally the leaks in the floor cause the water

to rise to the level of his scratching pen. A
fishing episode is very amusing. Bud slaps a fly

with a switch and holds it out the porthole as

bait and the fish jump right out the water after

it. And Bud brings it in. A bigger fly means a

bigger fish.

The climax is when the fish is so big that

Bud has to take the trusty shotgun off the wall

and shoot it. But he has used a sausage instead

of a cartridge and the fish is lost. Finally Bud
goads the mate or skipper into a state of war-

like activity. He barricades himself into the

magazine, and the conclusion shows him floating

on a piece of wreckage with the girl. The titles

are in a burlesque style of nautical terms and

are as funny as the action. Length, two reels.

—

LAURENCE REID.

" The Big Idea "

(Pilgrim Pictures Corporation—Educa-
tional)

THIS two-reel feature is from the pen of

Rufus Steel, staff writer of the " Saturday
Evening Post." Although the story may have
made interesting reading, there is nothing in

the screen adaptation to raise it above any
ordinary feature.

The plot deals in propaganda and attempts

to point a way of instructing those who fall by
the wayside.

The hero is a confirmed radical and believes

that whatever the workingman produces he

should own. The opening scenes show him
reading propaganda news and talking with sev-

eral of his confederates. In his dreams he be-

lieves that he is swaying audiences of workmen
to his way of thinking and during his working
hours he is seen trying to persuade them in

shop and factory.

This fellow seems to be reaching the point

of insanity in his desire to carry out his object

when " Old Dad," a well known character about

town, appears and demonstrates to him in a

decisive manner the reason why he should pur-

sue his theories no longer.

When the young radical goes to the tailor and
endeavors to get a suit of clothes which he has

left to be mended he is surprised to find thai

the tailor is wearing said suit and refuses to

give it up because he says he produced a patch

upon the trousers. At another time, when the

would-be reformer purchases a glass of tonic

at a stand the owner refuses to give him the

drink, even though he pays for it, because he

tells him that he, the owner, produced the

ionic and therefore should drink it.

All the while " Old Dad " is following him
about and is delighted with the way his plans

are turning out. In the end he brings the

young man to reason.

There is nothing interesting in the story, which

is ordinarily produced, with an unknown cast.

—

FRANK LEONARD.

" Cash Customers
"

(Featuring Harry Pollard—Pathe)

HARRY POLLARD tries hard to inject a

little fun into this one-reeler, but, with the

exception of a few instances failed—first, be-

cause he had a poor script to work with, and
second, because he neglected to get as much as

he usually does out of the situations.

Time and again it seemed as though the scenes

could have been played to better advantage and
more comedy gotten out of them.

In some of the scenes the star worked hard

up to a certain point and then lost his advan-

tage by not injecting the right sort of " business."

The drygoods store is again resurrected as

the scene of action with Pollard, his 300-pound

assistant, th? little negro boy and the soubrette

doing most of the work.—FRANK LEONARD.

Movie Chat Number Thirty-five

(Urban)

ACHAT all about the people in New Zea-

land, covering their peculiar tastes and
customs, including dances which are yet some-
thing to be adopted in civilized countries, their

rather distasteful forms of amusement and
laborious occupations. The second part of the

Chat is devoted to scientific information about

the locomotion of the snake. There are all

kinds used for example, and while it is diffi-

cult to describe the films as " chatty " yet it is

fascinatingly pointed. One forms a deeper and
graver respect for " Watch your step " if a

poisonous snake is about, for the locomotion

proves that every little movement means con-

siderable. Especially are the springs of the

cobra, and the feeding of a non-descripit black

snake of interest. More diverting than amusing.
—LILLIAN GALE.

" Thrills Experienced in Sports of

Every Day Life
"

(Kineto Review)

WHEN this subject is screened, its popu-
larity in spots will depend upon the

weather conditions. By this is" meant, if in
" The Good Old Summer Time," then the win-
ter sports,, and thrills experienced thereby will

be most enjoyable and there are winter sports,

screened in countries where snow and ice lay a

firm foundation for tobogganing, ski jumping
and snow ball battles. But if " Jack Frost

"

is uncomfortably about, then the enjoyment
will be at its height when we see merry parties

making thrilling descents down the "Shoot 'the

Chutes " and riding the " Double Eight," the
" Ferris Wheel " or most any popular summer
life risking amusement. And for a neutral

tone, there has been added interesting footage
depicting the thrill encountered by the flight in

an aeroplane, the method of life saving in dis-

astrous fires, in France, with comparative views
of how it is done in America. Then, too, dyna-
miting, has its own distinctive thrill and when
the earth trembles under its mighty force, every-

one near, especially the camera man, must ex-

perience his. There is a quantity of " let's go
"

in this typically Urban subject.

—

LILLIAN
GALE.

" There Is No Santa Claus
"

(Chester-Outing Scenic—Educational)

THE Swiss Alps in their winter mantle is the

subject of this one-reeler. As far as the

camera eye stretches one can see nothing but
snow. It covers the mountains and valleys to

a great depth for many months of the year, and
then, in the opening of the summer months,
comes the avalanches.

Yet in this wild country there are people brave
enough to withstand the rigors of its climate.

Many famous " Inns " dot the landscape, the

snow in many places rising to the upper stories.

The sub-titles call attention to the fact that

the Swiss Alps is the home of the monks who
used to dash out in the blizzards and rescue

wanderers with the aid of their St. Bernard
dogs.

Many scenes are taken of these famous monks
or canons as they appear in their black robes

either on foot or on skis, searching the valleys

or mountain sides for lost travelers, and always
preceded by their enormous dogs.

The titles are expressive, adding interest to

a picture well worth screening.

—

FRANK
LEONARD.
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Live News
from

Correspondents
(Continued from page 4468)

Radden, who has gone to the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle," where he will join

the ranks of the columnists and syndi-

cate his witty column, " The Stroller."

L. C. Mears, who until November IS

was advertising man for the Peoples
theatre, has signed up with the Univer-
sal Film Company as feature salesman.

Larry Keating, of the firm of Keating
and Flood, owners of the Baker and
Lyric theatres, was admitted to mem-
bership in the Motion Picture League of

Oregon at a recent meeting. J. A. John-
son, local manager of the Pantages, and
Lee Pearl, manager of the Baker, were
also voted into membership at that same
meeting.

CANADA
The Regent theatre, Calgary, Alberta,

presented another of its noteworthy
" Gala Comedy Weeks " during the week
of November 22, when four outstanding
comedy subjects were presented as the
whole program for the six days. Prices
for this bill ranged from 10c for children

to 30c for matinees and from 25c to 45c
for evening shows, and the program was
presented six times each day, starting

at 12 o'clock noon.
The attractions were: "Get Out and

Get Under," starring Harold Lloyd

;

" The Suitor," with Larry Semon

;

" J'gSS in Society," with Johnny Ray,
and Mack Sennett's " The Quack Doc-
tor." Incidentally, this bill followed a
week of " •Humoresque."
Manager Leach of the Regent, ar-

ranges an all-comedy program at regu-
lar intervals and, on such occasions, he
uses full-page space in the Calgary
Daily Herald for the announcement.

Loew's Uptown theatre, Toronto, the
largest of the large moving picture thea-
tres to be opened in the Ontario capital,

has been converted into a Baptist church
—but for Sunday only. The congrega-
tion of the Bloor Street Baptist church,
which is located a block away from the
big theatre, decided, at a meeting held
on November 25, to hold regular evening
services in the theatre in the future. The
reason for the change is that the church
has become too small to accommodate
the " patronage." The first service in
the Loew house was scheduled to be
held on Sunday evening, December 5,
with morning services in the church as
usual.
The new Loew Uptown theatre has a

seating capacity of 3,400 and is rated
as the second largest theatre in Canada.
It has been in operation "for three
months.

Loew's theatre, Montreal, celebrated
the third anniversary of its opening dur-
ing the week of November 29 by the
presentation of a special bill and by
special newspaper advertising. The film
feature for the week was Behold My
Wife."

The Dominion theatre. Winnipeg,
Manitoba, found " The Wonder Man,"
starring Georges Carpentier, such a big

C A. Genuine '-.

c/. Special

In the
Jhadtow
of the
Dom^

attraction that the feature was held over
for a second week, the extended en-
gagement closing November 27. This
theatre re-opened with an exclusive mov-
ing picture policy with " The Wonder
Man " as the main picture, after an ex-
periment with stock musical comedy had
proved to be a failure. The house was
closed for several weeks for renovation
after the termination of the " stock
season." During the second week of
the showing of this feature, all children
under ten years of age were admitted
free when accompanied by adults.
The Strand theatre, Toronto, ex-

tended its presentation of " Madonnas
and Men " to a second week, this being
the week of November 29, because of
the success of this, the first Canadian
run of the special attraction. A pro-
logue, consisting of a chariot race with
rea! horses on a treadmill, and several
dancing scenes, was presented in con-
junction with the picture. The engage-
ment closed on December 4.

CLEVELAND
There's a lot of friendly rivalry going

on at the Cleveland Pathe exchange be-
tween the short subject department,
which is directly under Manager Paul
Tessier, and the newly established fea-
ture department, which is cleaning things
up under the guidance of R. E. Flagler.
Right now, the two branches are nose
and nose, but the feature department ex-
pects to take the lead next week with
six Pathe feature productions booked into
local first-run houses for the month of
December, and four more first-run fea-
ture bookings to follow right after the
first of the year. The Hoffman-Palace,
Cleveland's newest 1400 motion picture
house, will play " Half a Chance,"
" Money Changers," " Her Unwilling
Husband " and " A Beggar in Purple,"
during December, while the Knicker-
bocker plays H. B. Warner in " Dice of
Destiny," simultaneously with the Lib-
erty's engagement of " Felix O'Day,"
the first week in December. This was
all done within the past two weeks, while
W. B. Frank, Pathe special feature rep-
resentative was in town, organizing the
new feature department. Mr. Frank
says he thinks his organization is about
complete, with a record like that to begin
with, so he's pulling out of Cleveland,
and will spend the Christmas holidays at
his home in the West.

special exploitation, and has personally
planned and executed no less than a
hundred different advertising stunts.

Phil Selznick, of Phil Selznick Produc-
tions, Cleveland, has just purchased
" The Trail's End," the screen adapta-
tion of James Oliver Curwood's novel,
" Isobel," for Ohio at a cost of $16,000.
Selznick went to New York to see the
premier exhibition of this picture at the
Astor Hotel, and was so enthused over
it both as an artistic production and as
a box-office attraction that he immediately
closed George Davis and Joe Brandt for
the Ohio rights to the picture. Selznick
expects to have the Prizma natural color
picture that was shown at the Astor pre-
ceding " The Trail's End," to go with
the feature as an added attraction.

Bert Lubin was one of the visiting film
men to the city this week. Lubin was
interesting local independent exchanges
in " Honeymoon Ranch," a thrilling five

reel western picture featuring Allene Ray,
the San Antonio, Texas girl, who recently
won a national beauty contest.

The Roma theatre, Youngstown, has
recently been taken over by Warner and
Heifer. Warner, who is the father of
the well known Warner Brothers, owned
and operated the Opera House in Niles
until that house was destroyed by fire

several months back. Joe Chincilla for-

merly ran the Roma.

" The Last of the Mohicans " opened
its Cleveland run at two first-run houses
simultaneously this past week, and both
houses reported that the picture was a
tremendous success. Manager Emery
Downs of the Knickerbocker theatre, one
of the houses which offered Cleveland's
premier presentation of the famous James
Fenimore Cooper story, said that " The
Last of the Mohicans " is undoubtedly
one of the finest screen productions ever
made, and that he did tremendous busi-
ness during the week's engagement.

A David G. Fischer Production

C. C. Deardorff, who has been in
charge of all Goldwyn publicity out in

Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Detroit for the
past year and a half, has deserted the
exploitation field, to take over the man-
agement of the new Sigma theatre in

Lima, Ohio. During Mr. Deardorff's
connection with the Goldwyn, he has
successfully demonstrated the value of

Herman Robbins, general sales man-
ager for the Fox Film Corporation, and
Clayton Sheehan, division manager, were
both in town last week. While here they
rounded up a sales pow pow, and now
all the Fox sales force is agog with a
desire to sell Fox productions.

Sam Barck and H. Greenberg, owners
of the Market Square theatre, Cleveland,
have purchased the Opera House at Lis-
bon, Ohio. The theatre will be remodeled
and redecorated and newly equipped
throughout. The Opera House has 800
seats.

" When New York Sleeps " played the
Strand theatre, Youngstown, early in
November to such big business that Man-
ager Denzinger has booked this Fox
special for a return engagement at the
Strand beginning December 8.

OKLAHOMA
CITY

Oklahoma City is to have another new
theatre in the near future. A nine year
lease has been taken on the building at
131 West Grand avenue by the Rialto
Theatre Company, composed of J. C.
Hartman, H. G. Hatfield and A. E.
Endres. The new theatre will be modern
and up-to-date in every particular and
will cost approximately $75,000 when
completed. This is the fourth theatre
prospect launched in the city recently.

W. B. King and S. Lewis are opening
a new theatre in Dallas, Texas, named
the Court theatre. The new theatre is

located across the street from the Court
House.
The people who make headquarters

around the court house are figured to
make up most of the patronage. There
is going to be a little item of service for
those who come to attend court; that
is, the patron will be called from the
box-office and notified when he is called
in the court room.

Dominic Buffo has let the contract for
a new moving picture theatre to be built
at Hartshorne, Okla. The new theatre
will occupy 50x100 of space.

A new theatre was opened at Lock-
hart, Texas, October 31st, to pleased
capacity business.

W. A. Playter of the Playter studios
of Spokane, Washington, together with
associated actors, have arrived at Paw-
huska, Okla., and will make an Indian
photoplay which has been written by
J. Winthrop Kelly. The scenario is based
upon historic facts of the Osage Indians.
When finished, the picture will be dis-
tributed through the First National Ex-
change.

The Lucille Motion Studio of Okla
homa City has gone to Shawnee, Okla..
where a new film will be made, depicting
the blanket. Indians, true to nature.

The Queen theatre at Abilene, Texas,
has recently installed a giant photoplaver
costing $5,000.

Announcement has been made that
Griffith Bros., of Dallas, Texas, have
purchased the Regal theatre at Gates-
ville, Texas, from Adolph Fischer. R.
M. Avery of Palestine, will manage the
Regal.

H. Spencer will reopen the Palace
theatre at Cherokee, Okla., in the near
future.

Barclay Morgan has purchased three
lots at Henryetta, Okla., and will im-
mediately start the construction of a
modern theatre with seating capacity of
2,000. The building will be seventy-five
feet wide and a hundred and twenty -five
feet deep and will be named the Barclay.

One of the finest motion picture thea-
tres in the South will be erected bv J.
W. Mastin and I. N. McCrary, at Fort
Worth, Texas, in the near future. The
lot is 50x100 in area and will be entirely
occupied by the theatre, which will be
constructed of steel, brick and terra cotta
and will be absolutely fireproof. The
main floor and balcony will have a com-
bined seating capacity of over 1,000.

NORTHERN
NEW YORK

There have been a number of rumors
about Buffalo that the Shea Amusement
Company had abandoned its project to
build the new Shea Metropolitan on
Main near Chippewa street. These ru-
more undoubtedly gained headway be-
cause of the building of stores at the
entrance to the proposed theatre. How-
ever, Harold B. rranklin put a spike
in these rumors by announcing that work
would begin on the new house in the
spring and that the reason the com-
pany had delayed thus tar was because
of the high cost of building materials.
Mr. Franklin estimates that by delaying
until spring the company will have saved
close to $200,000 on the construction
work alone.

Mr. Franklin says that when the Met-
ropolitan is opened it will be one of the
finest theatres for the exclusive presen-
tation of motion pictures in the countrv I

Inasmuch as work will not begin until
spring the company has rented the
stores in front of the proposed site for
a year. Work will commence in the
rear of these stores and the lobby,
where the stores are located, will be
constructed last.

Shea's Hippodrome will soon inaugu-
rate a "Local News Review" in co-
operation with the Buffalo " Evening!
News." according to an announcement]
by Harold B. Franklin, managing di-

rector of the Hipp. The films will be
shot, developed and printed by the
United Protectoscope Company.

Bruce Fowler, manager of the Elm-
wood theatre, West Utica street at Elm-
wood avenue, gave a special matinee
for the children on Friday, November
26, which was during the Thanksgiving
holidays. The Elmwood has a seating
capacity of 1,610, but on this afternoon,
according to Mr. Fowler, 1,850 persons
found their way into the theatre. The
films on the bill were " Alladin and His
Lamp " and a special production of
" B'ack Beauty." which was obtained
from a New York independent com-
pany. The children had the time of
their lives. Mr. Fowler has been get-,

ting out a number of attractive black
and white hand drawn ads recently,
which has stood out like a house afirea

on the local amusement pages.

The Buffalo " Express " this week?
announced an increase in its Sundaw
theatrical display rates of 70 cents pea
inch, making the rate $4.20, the highest
in Buffalo. The " Express " also an-&
nounced that hereafter it would charge
for all cuts run on its Sunday drama
pages. The announcements were thej
cause for the calling of a special meet-
ing of the Buffalo Theatrical Managers*!
Association and the decision to give the?
" Express " one inch only on Sunday.
The Sunday drama page of the ." Exij
press " on Sunday, November 28, val
not a very attractive one. containing
as it did a series of one-inch ads foB
every house except the Lyric and OIym-<
pic. Buffalo exhibitors declare that they^
will not pay the new rate and it is pos-
sible that if the " Express " persists in
keeping the rate up many of the houseaj
will stop advertising.

Genesee, N. Y., is to have a new mo-
tion picture theatre. The building at
the corner of Bank and WadswortS'J
streets, formerly used as a church, »
being remodeled by Blouvett & Merrill
of Leroy, N. Y. The building is well
adapted for picture theatre purpose*.
It is being entirely redecorated, the heaf*-1

ing plant improved, and a new 16-foot
entrance is being constructed on the
Bank street side. A new organ will be
installed. The seating capacity will be
increased to 500.

The Rev. William R. Taylor, pastor of
Brick Church, Rochester, N. Y., had
the thrill last week of seeing his ow»
son, William J. R. Taylor, repulsing aa
attack from German aviators over the
battlefield in France. This thrill came
to Dr. Taylor as he sat in the Arcade
theatre, where the U. S. official war
films were being shown. Dr. Taylor**
son was an officer in the Third Ba'looa
Squadron of the Air Service. Manager
A. J. Roth at Dr. Taylor's request
promised to secure a duplicate of thi
part of the film showing his son's ex-
ploits.

Special matinees are getting to be
quite the vogue in Buffalo. During the
Thanksgiving holidays the Yictoria,
Elmwood and Regent all gave matinees
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, aO
doing big business.
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"THE MARK OF ZORRO"
(United Artists)

Fairbanks Puis Orcr Another Surefire Attraction

ALL the novelty of the first part of " The Modern Musketeer," the

action of " When the Clouds Roll B> " and the thrills of " The
'" Mollycodd'e " sums up the good of " The Mark of Zorrd." The

bad. if it can he termed that, lies solely in the fact that the period of the

story is a century past and that the picture is a costume affair.

*' Doug " plays the role of the son of a Southern California grandee dur-

ing the Spaniel regime, who. masquerading as " Zorro," a bandit, wreaks

vengeance on the tvrant officials for their mistreatment of the natives and

priests and finally accomplishes a reform in government.

Instead of trying to put over the picture on its story value, right the op-

posite has been accomplished. The actual plot provides only the oppor-

tunity for " Doug " to pull his athletic stunts and portray two distinct

characters.

As " Don Diego Vega " he is supposedly a supercilious, effeminate

Spanish nobleman. As " Zorro " he is a rip roaring, swashbuckling, eat

'em alive bandit who carves a " Z " with his sword on all who incur his

displeasure and makes love to pretty Marguerite De La Motte in irresist-

ible fashion.

The picture alternates with sequences in which the two characters are

given about equal opportunity. The u Zorro " scenes are full of action,

stunts, thrills and good comedy bits. The " Don Diego " sequences show
a clever characterization, one which presents a new Fairbanks and fully

contradicts any claim that this star is an acrobat and not an actor. Both
parts are imbued with a certain satirical humor that makes the spectator

forget everything but the star, even to the obvious ending that is plainly

in sight from the first.

As to production this has cost a barrel of money. A lot of big expen-
sive sets have been required and the cast is a large one. Two famous
screen " villains," Noah Beery and Robert McKim officiate. The detail of

every scene is perfect. The costuming is worthy of a spectacle. And the

stunts, well Fairbanks has never put over anything better.—Length. 7 reels.—J. S. Dickerson.

THE CAST
Don Diego Vega}
Senor Zorro ) Douglas Fairbanks
Sgt. Pedro Noah Beery
Don Carlos Pulido Charles Hill Mailes
Donna Catahna (his wife) Claire McDowell
Lolita (their daughter) Marguerite DeLa Motte
Captain Juan Ramon Robert McKim
Governor Alvarado George Periolat
Fray Felipe Walt Whitman
Don Alejandro Sydney DeGrey
Adapted from an "All Story Weekly" novel titled "The Curse of Capistrano,"

by Johnston McCulley. Directed by Fred Niblo.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The one and only "Doug" Fairbanks will be seen at the theatre

for a days' engagem2nt in his latest motion picture production, "The
Mark of Zorro," a romantic comedy drama adapted from the famous story, " The
Curse of Capistrano," and in which the premiere comedian of the screen plays a
mysterious masked bandit back in the days before California was the motion picture
centre and when the Missions were in their flower.
The new Fairbanks offering is described as containing all the ingredients that

go to make up the ideal picture for this star. There are athletU stunts, that even
Doug has never excelled. A fine story is a basis of the production. Plenty of
comedy has been retained and a pleasing romance rounds out the feature while in
no way interfering with the action and the incident on which any good picture
larg*ely depends for success.
A most capable cast has been secured in support of the star, among which is

Wallace Barry, the screen's most capable villain. The production is elaborate and
the thrills provided are unusual. All in all it is a typical Fairbanks picture from
beginning to end, which is proof positive that it will please.

PROGRAM READER
Under the title of "The Mark of Zoro" Doug Fairbanks latest picture production

comes to the theatre for a days showing beginning .

"The Mark of Zoro" is an adaptation of the popular novel "The Curse of Capis-
trano," a story of the early days of California during the time when the Spanish
Missions were flourishing. The plot is based on actual history, the principal char-
acters being authentic. The story concerns a mysterious bandit who robs the
rich and crooked Spanish officials of Lower California and gives to the poor and
the padres; who fights many sword duels and who especially combats a notorious
political officer and finally wins a bride. The material which the original story
contained was ideal for picture purposes and the Fairbanks producing staff has
added a great deal of interesting and thrilling incident that did not appear in the
original.
Those who enjoy Fairbanks at his best, with thrills, athletic stunts good comedy

and a continual round of action, should not miss this picture.

SUGGESTIONS
Bill this as a picture of thrills and action with plenty of comedy, giving just a

bare idea of the plot. Go easy on the fact that it is a costume offering, since the
story itself amounts to nothing from an entertainment angle.
For stunts we would suggest a masked man in attire similar to that Fairbanks

wears in the picture, parading the streets. For a lobby display build a mission
entrance with vines and Southern California flowers. For a p.ologue idea a tavern
interior of the period of the picture about 100 years ago in the locale of the story
with Spanish songs and Spanish dances by performers attired in dress of the
period.

CATCH LINES
"Doug's" greatest picture to date. Full of action, stunts, comedy and thrills.

A fitting successor to "The Mollycoddle" and "When the Clouds Roll By."

"DICE OF DESTINY"
( Hampton-Pathe)

h. b. wtoner Puts "Punch " Into Strong Dramatic
Story

HB. WARNER has come through with another good picture in
" Dice of Destiny." This production follows along the lines of

the play which made Warner so popular a few years back,
"Alias Jimmie Valentine," and is just as full of incident, suspense and
human interest as the well known play.

The story which is from the pen of John Moroso opens with a bang, and
develops to a strong climax, a very clear continuity connecting the two
important links. There are spots, however, when the story "takes a drop,"
but these " spots " are so few and far between that they could be entirely

eliminated without effecting the value of the picture.

The story's chief asset lies in the fact that many of its sequences are
novel and hold strong sustaining interest. For instance, in the opening
sequence one of the first scenes shows the star's legs as he approaches a
working man who is eating his lunch. This man turns out to be a de-
tective, being "planted" to watch Warner, who is just released from
prison, that he may " get a line " on his future plans.

Warner " picks " him, however, and when opportunity presents itself,

hands him a doped cigarette which the latter smokes, becomes sleepy and
in this condition affords the crook a chance to relieve him of his badge.
Proceeding to the home of a frier.d he finds that the latter has been killed
and detectives in the act of arresting his daughter and another crook. The
badge is flashed and in a most interesting series of events, Warner succeeds
in extricating his friends. A rather novel introduction.
But it is Warner's splendid characterization of the crook which upholds

the play and glues the spectator's eyes to the screen when he appears. In
the dramatic moments he reaches his climaxes in a very effective manner
and in the lighter scenes he is a real Romeo when the situations call for
"a little love making."
Good judgment is used in the selection of the cast, every one of \vbict>

is a type.—Length, 5 reels.—Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
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James Tierney kj^J^SSS?" rii„„m ., > Claude Payton

Afnes
y Frederick HuntleyAgnes W ,":-j"-" Rosemary Theby

Scenario by Fred Myton. *

Story by John Morosco.
Directed by Henry King.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
"Dice of Destiny," the latest Hampton-Pathe production, will be the attractionat the_—— theatre on 0f next

i7 i' ?' Earner is the star in a role similar to his unforgettable " Alias JimmieValentine." As Jimmy Doyle, the famous jewel thief, he is given plenty o7 op-portunity to display his unusual ability in a role of this style
The story concerns the mysterious disappearance of a famous crook which haspuzzled the detectives and police. He has not been seen for six months, his lastappearance being on the day of his release from the penitentiary when he pulleda daring coup on detective Tierney that enabled his gang to escape just as it wasabout to be arrested.
Old Bill, another crook, has kept his daughter Nancy out of the " game "

so
far, but when he was gone what would happen to her? He distrusted everyone
but Jimmy Doyle who was clean and played the crook game straight He hadbeen a brother to Nancy and to him Bill entrusted his most precious possession

But where had Jimmy gone and why—and what were the outcome of his efforts'
All these things will be explained in " Dice of Destiny," a crook play " chuck full

"
of romance, suspense and human interest.
The cast includes Lillian Rich, Howard Davies, Rosemary Theby, Claude Payton

Frederick Huntley, Harvey Clark and J. P. Lockney.

PROGRAM READER
•
," I

f
you ever frame me

'
Tierney, because I'm an ex-convict, I'll kill you, U

it s the last thing I do," said Jimmy Doyle, the famous jewel thief. " I never
frame a crook," was the detective's reply. "I just watch 'em and from now onyou are going to get my personal attention."
On this old world of ours we are but dice shaken by the hand of Destiny.

Destiny's throw predetermines our lives. It may cast us either in the role of
peasant or king, beggar or millionaire, minister or thief.
The dice of Destiny shook Jimmy Doyle into the underworld. Fate p'ayed queer

tricks with the fortunes and misfortunes of Jimmy and the girl he loved, Nancy
Preston, who had been left in his charge by her father because the latter found
that out of all those he knew, Jimmy was the only one who could be trusted.
But now Jimmy had disappeared and the detectives and police were puzzled

over his whereabouts.
" He'll come back. They always do," prophesied the detective. But Jimmy

didn't come back. Where Jimmy Doyle had gone, why, and the outcome of his
efforts to go straight for the sake of a girl, will be shown at the .

theatre with H. B. Warner in the role of Jimmy Doyle. It is a Jesse Hampton,
production released through Pathe.

SUGGESTIONS
Don't be afraid of this one for it has all the elements which go to make up a

strongly interesting feature. In fact the picture is one of the best " crook dramas "

seen upon the screen in a long time.
Bill Warner as strongly as you can. Tell your patrons of his past performances

and do not forget to mention that the picture is another " Alias Jimmie Valentine."
The star first became popular for his wonderful work in this play and this has
probably led him to produce a story of this kind on the screen.
Warner is supported by Lillian Rich in the leading feminine role, who gives a

finished performance in a rather difficult part. This young woman is well known
and should receive her share in your advertising.
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Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete listof all feature pictures for the last eighteen weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompased in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors

who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. Andwe also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all

Opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-
age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports

from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.

AH the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of

this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to August 14, 1920.
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ALWAYS AUDACIOUS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID NOV. 20

" Clever twists make interesting crook story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences

seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
entertaining feature which drew well." " Great in story and in pro-
duction. Wally Reid always has good following and great stories. Went
war big." " Better than average business."

Vonsensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ARABIAN KNIGHT. AN (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SES-
SUE HAYAKAWA AUG. 28

"Japanese star versatile in good production."—At. P. Newt.
-Exhibitor Comment—" This picture interested them and it did big business

ifnr Ahree days."

ARE ALL MEN ALIKE f (METRO) MAY ALLISON NOV. 6
"Rather inconsequental for feature length.''—11. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair business with a picture that was hard to tell

what it was all about."

BEGGAR IN PURPLE, A (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 13

• Oood production given average story."—It, P. News.

BEHOLD MY WIFE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST.. OCT. 23
"Novel story given rich production."—AI. P. News.
.Exhibitor Comment—" Very entertaining picture. Crowded my house every
lowing. Box-office results very good." "Good picture but nothing
extraordinary and did average business for one week." " Very good
ipicture. Business so good held over for second week." " Opened to
splendid business and held up so well it was continued for a second
week." " Unusually entertaining, and box-office testified to the fact that
It was well liked." " This production well liked and held up well for
second week. Good direction, acting and mounting in evidence."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. 30
" This would look better as a two-reel slapstick."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Favorably received and good program picture.
Average business three days."

BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11
" Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnum's latest."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Only average picture but drew fairly well." " This

picture contains a good story with plenty of pep. The audience was
pleased and receipts were very gratifying." " The poorest box-office
picture I've played in years. Farnum well liked—but the people who
liked him want him in Westerns and plenty of action. The foreign
Socale of this confused them. Lost money steadily all week."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA OCT. 16
"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably com-
mented upon. Average business." " Above average business with a
very poor picture. Viola Dana the only redeeming feature in whole
picture which was bad as to story, cast and photography."

BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE , OCT. 23
"Story of dual personality fairly interesting."—AI. P. News.

BRANDED WOMAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) SEPT. 18
" Plenty of melodramatic fireworks in this sob-sister story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture not up to the previous high standard of

tbe star, Norma Talmadge." " Very big business, but picture criticised for
Sow action." " A slow-moving affair which failed to create any ex-
citement, although Norma Talmadge performs, in her usual excellent
manner. A cut-back showing a Roman slave market was unnecessary
and was plainly lugged in for its sensual appeal." " Fair picture which
brought but average business." " Thoroughly interesting story done
well by a good cast and good photography. Very good business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

BRANDING IRON, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
"Story of primitive passions is rather overdone."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An entertaining production. Business good during

run." " Splendid business attraction. Norma Talmadge always stands
them up. Picture well produced and acted." " Norma Talmadge pic-
tures continue popular. We did little better than average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

BROADWAY BUBBLE, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIF-
FITH NOV. 27

" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role."—AI. P. Netvs.
*' Did better than average business at two first-run houses simultane-
ously. Just melodramatic enough to attract, and not too emotional, so
as to offend."

BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH NOV. 6
" Hobart Bosworth scores in vigorous story of the sea."—AI. P. News.

CHALLENGE OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. .. .OCT. 23
"Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama."—if. P. News.

CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE, THE (METRO-SPECIAL) VIOLA
DANA AUG. 2*

" The best light comedy of the year."—if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well all week. Excellent picture. Viola Dana

is an especial favorite." " Fair picture. Drew average audience." " Fair
picture to average business." " Picture fair; business no better." " Good
picrjre. Lots of interesting situations well done by star and capable
company. Opened to nice business and held public interest all week."
"Big box-office attraction, a good title, pleasing picture and a well liked
star who does a good ' shimmy '." " Two days to big and average busi-
ness." " Everyone voted this the best Dana picture they had ever seen."
"This picture certainly went over big. A pleasing story, well liked by
my audiences." " A fine picture, and one which pleased my audiences,
bringing good business." " Business good. Audiences pleased."
Crowded at each performance."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
TON DEC. 4

" Weak in drama, but strong in sentiment."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Opened with usual audiences, but business grew

last few days and it went over big."

CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. II
" Entertaining picture with Aleighan as a star."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Has met with much favor. Good money maker."

" Held up splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining
qualities." " Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box
office returns were very good." " A bully fine picture, with popular plot.

Going like wild fire hero and getting the best press notices." " Seven
days to capacity. Picture well liked but those who saw the stage play
not satisfied." " This is a good production as far as entertainment goe«
but it brought only average business." " Went over big. Meighan li

well liked in this city, and his vehicle lost none of its effect in the trans-
position to the screen." " Picture went big for whole week. Every
one liked it and passed the good word along."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL OCT. I

" Talky picture made from stage satire."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture. Picture drew well for first two

days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts." " A good
picture which pleased. Average business two days."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

CONRAD IN QUEST OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
THOMAS MEIGHAN NOV. 20

" Delightful story is enriched on the screen."—AI. P. News.

CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-
LIAM S. HART OCT. I

" Has phiity of action and should please."—AI P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleasing picture but we had about average busi-

ness." " Well up to the average of Wm. S. Hart's pictures and should be
a good drawing card at all theatres where he is popular. We did excel-

lent business with this picture for one week." " The combination of a

popular star and a good picture, and the result is good business." " Out
of Hart's line, should be kept in the Western type." " Carried picture
seven days. My custom is two changes weekly."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

CUMBERLAND ROMANCE, A (REALART PICTURES) MARY
MILES MINTER AUG. II

" M. if. Alinter's best—a real picture."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—"A very good picture which pleased and <lid good

business for one week." " Played it two days to average business."
" Did well with this, though Mary Miles Minter's popularity has dropped
a bit because of her persistently saccharine roles. This is as good as her

best and pleased."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller,"

CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. II

"Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development."—if. P. J>ews.

Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business. Katherine Mc-
Donald appears to be growing more popular." " Katherine MacDonald
gave entire satisfaction. Picture well produced. Splendid supporting cast
Business very good." " It's by far the best acting Katherine MacDonald
has ever done. People liked it well enough to fill two houses for a week
simultaneously. Good entertainment."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. 13
" Vivid, 'punchy' story; production excellent."—AI. P. News.

DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Cost a lot of money but is doubtful as entertainment."—if. P. New*.

DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
" Strong mystery story carries interest."—if. P. Neics.

Box Office Reports continued on page 4502
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" LOVE"
(J. Parker Read, Jr.-Asso. Producers)

Louise Glaum Scores in Familiar Picture, Sumptuously

Mounted

THE stories which have been given to Louise Glaum, of late, have a

distinct sex flavor about them. The latest which carries the simple

title of
u Love " is a variation of Eugene Walter's " The Easiest

Way." This same title may be a misnomer to those who define the word

as an expression of simplicity or self-sacrifice. The picture is well named

if it means passion. The familiarity of the story is pretty well covered

up with a rich and colorful production. J. Parker Read, Jr., doesn't do

things by halves when he stages a feature. He has given Wesley Ruggles

a good sized check book to do with it as he pleases and the result is an

offering which is quite on a par with " Sex," in point of interior decora-

tions.

If it fails to carry the same dramatic sweep and vitality the fault may

be found in the theme which is not entirely consistent. However, Louis

Joseph Vance has composed a scenario of even continuity, the scenes being

well arranged and containing an adequate amount of incident. " Love " is

the story of the tenement worker who sells herself to the highest bidder in

order to overcome the sordidness of her workaday world. It is intimated

that she has a fine motive for doing so because it means happiness for her

little sister. But the character loses sympathy to some extent by dismiss-

ing the real man in her life in a matter-of-fact way. In order to condense

the story to feature length some liberty in all likelihood had to be taken

with the logic.

Miss Glaum is so sincere in her portrayal, however, that the average

spectator won't take its inconsistencies into consideration. Some may
question the sudden transition of the tenement girl into a woman of the

world, but they must take into allowance the fact that the East Side girl

is a faithful imitator of her Fifth Avenue sister. The picture is always in-

teresting, even though the denouement is anticipated. Read is a student

of the drama and can build dramatic situations and climaxes with good in-

genuity. A slight touch of coincidence enters when the hero comes in

contact with the moral leper and is shocked to discover his sweetheart's

fall from grace. But the big love in her life and the love for the child

causes her to seek the road to redemption and the hero's love is great

enough to make him forgive. The picture is quite true to life in many
respects. If the motive for her fall had been well established it would
ring with a more convincing quality. James Kirkwood, as the forgiving

hero, and Joseph Kilgour, as the philanderer, are praiseworthy in their

parts. From a production standpoint the feature is flawless. Rich inte-

riors, bizarre effects and effective lighting contribute splendid atmosphere.
" Love " should make a good audience picture.—Length, 6 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Natalie Louise Glaum
Tom Chandler James Kirkwood
Alvin Dunning Joseph Kilgour
Beatrice Peggy Cartwright

Scenario by Louis Joseph Vance.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
Photographed by Charles J. Stumar.

" DANGEROUS BUSINESS "

(First National)

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" Love " is the title of Louise Glaum's newest picture which will be the feature

attraction at the theatre next . It is acclaimed by im-
partial critics one of the most dramatically effective and sumptuously mounted
offerings of the year and is a worthy companion photoplay to " Sex " and " Love
Madness." Miss Glaum has rapidly forged ahead as an emotional actress of the
first order and under the guidance of J. Parker Read, Jr., she has established a
popularity founded upon her capabilities. " Love " is from a scenario by Louis
Joseph Vance, the well known author, and it permits the star to appear in a role
which commands the utmost sympathy.
As Natalie she is a daughter of the tenements and tired and oppressed and

eager to climb out of her environment she listens to the entreaties of a philanderer.
She discovers that life is easy and rosy along 'the primrose path but a day comes
when the misery of her new life is comparable to her days in the tenement. It
is then that she decides to redeem herself and the man she dismissed—the only
man who had meant anything to her, is willing to forget and forgive. The picture
builds in scenes of dramatic conflict and the production is sumptuous. Miss Glaum
wears some striking gowns. Prominent in her support are James Kirkwood and
Joseph Kilgour. Wesley Ruggles directed.

PROGRAM READER
Louise Glaum, one of the few genuine dramatic actresses of the screen, is coming

to the theatre next in " Love," by Louis Joseph Vance.
This is a worthy companion picture to " Sex " and " Love Madness." It permits
the star to rise to the heights in sheer emotional fervor and she gives a colorful
portrayal as the daughter of the tenements who finds life too great a burden in

her sordid environment and travels the primrose path. The picture soars with
lifelike dimensions and generates a great deal of human appeal and sympathy.

" Love " is wonderfully produced, the scenes being lavish and rich in atmosphere.
We have come to expect a great deal from a Louise Glaum picture and " Love "

is a high class offering in every respect. Miss Glaum's company includes James
Kirkwood and Joseph Kilgour.

Rather Frail But Fairly Amusing

THIS may be called by some an ideal comedy-drama for Constance

Talmadge since it exploits her to the limit with her unique meth-

ods of impersonation. But it strikes us as more fitting for a mas-

culine star since the theme is woven around a representative of the sterner

sex. Properly developed it would fit more than one male star's person-

ality and it seems inconsistent as an expression for Constance Talmadge'a

talent. The title has its meaning in the pastime of falling in and out of

love as practised by a resourceful hoyden who believes in having her own

way.

By developing it in this manner, John Emerson and Anita Loos have

not erred, for in nearly every scene Miss Talmadge holds the stage. The

idea itself is unoriginal and merely details the transformation of a boob

into man of compelling personality. For three reels the picture is the

star's, then she has to take a back seat for the logic in the story. The

country is on the verge of war and the girl is engineered by her mother

into a marital setting. The would-be benedict has been drafted and he

wants the ceremony over with. But the heroine doesn't love him, so she

starts telling fibs—fibs which precipitate a deal of adventure for her

before the conclusion is reached. She is bedecked in her wedding finery

and is marching down the aisle when she declares that she is married to

Clarence, the afore-mentioned boob, who has been her father's secretary.

This young man has worshipped her from a distance and is timidity per-

sonified. But word comes that he is returning and the gay fibber thinks

by tipping him off that things will be all right. She goes to keep an ap-

pointment with a lounge lily and Clarence arrives just in time to stir np

a pretty commotion. He is completely changed. From a meek mouse he

has become a roaring lion. And he makes his pseudo-wife live up to her

wild declarations. Some of the incident building from his return is rich

in humor and considerable spice. There is a quite a tingle under the

skin to see him order the girl about. He even orders her to disrobe and

climb in bed. His dominance is successful in winning her for a bride in

the end and she promises to behave by giving her attention to children.

The final shot will appeal to feminine audiences since it shows the young
married couple giving the baby a bath. The picture sags in the middle,

but its last two reels carry a healthy punch, even though there are scenes

which are unduly repetitious. The picture is not up to the Talmadge
standard, though it could have been a real winner if developed consistently

in theme and characterization. Kenneth Harlan is good as the youth who
found his manhood in the war. The titles are in Miss Loos' best style.

The Strand, New York, seemed to enjoy it immensely and the audience

chuckled approvingly.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Nancy Flavel Constance Talmadge
Mr. Flavel (her father) George Fawcett
Mrs. Flavel (her mother) Matilda Brundage
Mr. Braille Jack Raymond
Clarence Brooks Kenneth Harlan
Mrs. Brooks (his mother) Florida Kingsley
Genevieve Nina Cassavant

Written and Directed by John Emerson and Anita Loos.

CATCH LINES .

She pretended she cared for a man she didn't love. All for the sake of a little

child. See the heart drama, " Love," with Louise Glaum.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Constance Talmadge is the star of the John Emerson-Anita Loos picture,

" Dangerous Business," which comes to the theatre next ,

This is an ideal vehicle for the talented comedienne since it permits her the
dangerous pastime of falling in and out of love. As Nancy Flavel she flits from
one romance to another until the war threatens to make her lonely. Her mother
thinks she loves Mr. Braille, who is caught in the draft but at the last minute
Nancy breaks up the ceremony by declaring that she is Clarence Brooks' wife,
having married him while he was in camp.

Clarence, incidentally, has been her father's secretary and has worshiped the
girl from a distance. But as a likely husband Nancy has never found him ideal.
He comes back transformed and proceeds to make Nancy live up to her wild
declarations. And in the end he conquers her by sheer force of personality—

a

force which has been lying dominant during his secretarial days. The war has
made a man of him and Nancy falls head over heels in love. The various scene*
are well constructed and developed so that every ounce of humor and sparkle is
extracted. Miss Talmadge gives her customary good performance and her support,
including Kenneth Harlan and George Fawcett, is capable.

PROGRAM READER
Her life is just one romantic adventure after another. But when the war broke

out her mother was determined to have her safely married to a chap who was
caught in the draft. But the girl avoided the matrimonial bonds by declaring
in her best fibbing style that she was married to her father's secretary, who had
enlisted. She

t
had selected him because she could dominate him and knew that

he wouldn't mind. But he came back a changed man and made her live up
to her wild schemes. How she is subdued is told in five reels of most delightful
comedy. The picture is by John Emerson and Anita Loos and is in their cus-
tomary pleasant vein. Constance Talmadge is the star of " Dangerous Business,"
which comes to the next .

SUGGESTIONS
The combination of names—Constance Talmadge, John Emerson and Anita

Loos—should mean much in the exploitation of this picture. The first mentioned
has a sure following and the authors and directors have established a following
by fashioning clever screen stories. So go the limit in presenting their names to
the public. Tell that it is an ideal vehicle for the star—that it permits her to
score her original mannerisms to the queen's taste. You might play up the plot,
giving an inkling of what it contains without giving the idea away. Use snappy
copy and catch lines.
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DHVIL'S GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL
BARRYMORE NOV. 6

" Rather grewsome story, well produced mid acted."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment.—" Appoals to the highly sophisticated audience.

Opened to very big business."

DINTY (NEI LAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY DEC. 4
"Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over."—if. P. News.

DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
•• Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations."— if. P. Sews.

DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 6
•• Some interesting moments in this rustic story."—M. N. News.
DRAG HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM NOV. 6

" If they like t'arnum, it's <i good bet."—li . P. Kews.
Exhibitor Comment—" Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum

back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Patrons seemed entertained."

Consensus—" Good picture, yood puller." •

DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
•SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25

"Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted."—if. P. News.
EYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER NOV. 13

" Mary Miles Mintcr scores in story of pathos and sentiment."—M. P. News.
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL

CAST NOV. 13
"Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines."—M. P. Netws.

FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre Picture."—If. P. News.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B. WARNER SEPT. 18
" A good production from all angles."—M. P. News.

FICKLE WOMEN (DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTION-STATE
RIGHTS) DAVID BUTLER AUG. 21

"David Butler has real state rights attraction."—M. P. News.
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31

" Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not as good as some of the others. Average busi-

ness two days."

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

"Picture is entertaining, though [lay appears to be miscast."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Charles Ray well liked by our audiences and fea-

ture played to better than average business." " Very tine picture.
Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking house
records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture make It well
worth seeing and my bouse was well Billed at each performance. Fact
that it played on the stage drew many people."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN NOV. 6
" Lyons anil Moran produce successful farce.''—M. P. News.

FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY NOV. 13
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting."—M. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment—"Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because

they liked Wanda—and they did not register a kick. Box-office just
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved it, for it is
interesting and entertaining."

FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) NOV. 27
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality.''—M. P. News.

FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-
BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16

" An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—M. P. News.

11

FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRA FT) ROBERT
WARWICK SEPT

" Some entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-
rected, weli produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him in advertising and It helped
some. Personally think Warwick Is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Consensus—Good picture, good puller/'

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook story, with George Walsh, well directed."—M. P.

News.

FULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Stage farce loses its punch on the screen."—M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."
" Below average business, as all Washburns are in these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-

ner's Dress Suit " is the only Washburn that we nave been abie to do big
business with ." " Played it two days to average business. A good
picture." " Bryant Washburn has been quickly but surely killed by a
series of washed-out, namby-pamby releases of which this Is one of the
poorest. Played to poor business for entire run." " Our patrons liked
this picture very much and also the star." "Our patrons like this pic-
ture very much and also the star."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
" Talky picture has little appeal."—M. P. News.

GAUNTLET, THE (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY AUG, 21
" Poor treatment puts this one in the mediocre class."—If. P. News.

OILDED DREAM, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS OCT. 23
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."—M. P. News.

OIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET JULY 31

" A splendid production from all angles."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good story. It drew well. Two days to average

business." .,

GOOD-BAD WIFE. THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 30

" Good prodvrtion given rather illogical story."—if. P. News.

GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGE OCT. 16

"Stars popularity may get it by."—if. P. News.

GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
"Slow Moving that depends largely on titles."—J/. P. News.

GREAT REDEEMER, THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Van Loan contributes another uinner."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not the kind the public will pay

money to see. It's too religious. Screen is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to justify longer than one
week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. The
patrons say there 13 " just enough " religion in the picture." " Religious
picture. Fair business."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-
TON OCT. »

" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences." " Pleased some classes while some resented it."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

HAIRPINS (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ENID BENNETT. . .AUG. 14
" Sullivan has taken a familiar idea and made it throb with lifelike

touches."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A pleasing production to average business for one

day." " Seemed to please Week's audiences were about the average.
Picture was fair." "_ Fine picture that is l-.eing thoroughly appreciated.
It opened to nice business which grew daily, indicating that the public
likes this type of entertainmeut." " Good picture. Business about
usual." " Good picture but business about as usual."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST) . OCT. 36
" Well aelid and directed, but development sujjcrs.''—M. P. News.

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. 30

" favorite inrmula given riolt production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— ' Regarded this as just a fair picture and drew aver-

age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
more than usual business."

HEADIN' HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)
BABE RUTH OCT. J

" Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—if. P. News.
HEART OF TWENTY, THE (BRENTWOOD-ROBERTSON-COLE)

ZASU PITTS AUG. M
" Zasu Pitts gives good performance."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture that pleased all. Average business

one day."

HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. I

" Civil war romance looks </««»</ as a picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture. Fair business." " Business

exceptionally good. Surprisingly large crowds. Good picture, well
liked, surrounded by attractive "program." " A beautiful picture but
not a box-office puller. Got through a week's run by the skin of the
teeth. " One of the best Civil War stories I've ever played. Crowded
houses for the entire run. and everybody liked it. From a box-office

standpoint it was a splendid attraction and business was great." " This
feature seemed to please the audiences an^ we got big box office results."

HELD IN TRUST (LOEW-METRO SPECIAL) MAY ALLISON AUG. 41
" Incongruity and sadness mars entertainment value.— Jf. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " The hest picture May Allison has ever appeared in. is

the opinion of a manager and of bis patrons." " Action well sustained
throughout. Fine picture. Doing well." " May Allison getting more
popular here. Picture pieased all classes." "PWture has plenty of
action and a very remarkable dog in It. Business average." " We found
this to be a good picture as regards box office receipts and an entertain-
ing production." " Very good picture and box-office registered a little

better than average for two days."
Consensus—" Good picture, oood puller."

HELIOTROPE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPE-
CIAL CAST DEC. 4

"A different picture here."—.If. P. News.

HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET OCT. 2

"Too light and vapid for a flve-reeler."— Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture to average business for one

week." '* This is an average production which brought usual business."
"A good picture to poor business one day."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4
" Impossible story overacted and hardly entertaining."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Bright little picture, well-cast and pleased my

people. Miss Percy looks like good star-material to me. Hope her
next pictures live up to this."

HER UNWILLING HUSBAND (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET NOV. 27

" Good production givm averaac story."—if. P. News.

HERITAGE (W. L. ROUBERT PRODUCTION-STATE RIGHTS)
MATTY ROUBERT AUG. 23

" Worth a trial on strength of title."—if. P. News.

HITCHIN' POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4
" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praiseworthy picture."—M.

P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A picture that would appeal te any audience. The

people In this city like the Mayo productions."

HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

"Rural drama is interesting despite a theatrical touch."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture
patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A very good picture. Filled house entire week." " An average picture
In all wavs. Pleased, but had no box-office draft." " A fine rural drama
of the Chas. Ray type but did not draw. Personally classed it as a
very good picture worthy of patronage."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

'Box Office Reports continued on pa«e 4504
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"BILLIONS"
(Nazimova-Metro)

Very Weak Picture Material in Nazimova's Latest

IF
"Billions" is a sample of Nazimova's judgment in picking her own

material (we assume she lias her rights in the matter) then she should

gladly step aside or co-operate with someone who knows the value of

a screen plot. There is certainly no evidence of showmanship displayed

on her part and the Nazimova of " Revelation," " Out of the Fog," and

"Eye for Eye" is destined to lose her popularity unless she consents to

stop dabbling in willy-nilly subjects and take up stories which have dra-

matic contents. She is almost in a class by herself as an exponent of emo-

tional expression and just why she should attempt to play ingenue roles is

inexplicable in the face of her worth while characterizations.

This picture will make more than one of her devotees rub his eyes in

wonder over the selection. The plot is absolutely spineless and if it was

chosen for its comedy elements the development has certainly missed the

mark. Nazimova is not a comedienne, nor an ingenue, and her effort to

ba?k in the weak sunlight of sugary sentiment and romance is entirely

foreign to her style of acting and temperament. The picture would look

better as a three reeler and it has a hard time holding the interest. An
exotic Russian princess encourages a struggling poet to keep on hunting

for the divine fire of inspiration. Good fortune smiles upon him and
makes him a millionaire for a time until the clause in the will of the de-

ceased uncle places him back in poverty.

For three reels scenes of sweetened sentiment are disclosed between the

princess and the poet. She will teach him his place by declaring that her

wealth is measured in billions. The action is exceedingly mild and the

effort to inject drama by blackmail and compromise is fruitless—so labored

are the scenes. Other shots are meaningless. For instance, those which
present a group of flappers at the business of taking snap-shots of the

hero—or a group of loungers "kodaking" the princess. "Billions" is

all much ado about nothing, and seems like a waste of money if the

director has gone to the trouble of erecting special sets. The acting is as

weak as the story. Victor Potel caricatured his study of a Russian figure.

Of incident and drama it has none; of sentiment a large generous sample
which is spread on too thickly. Oh, for another * Out of the Fog."

—

Length, 6 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
The Princess Triloff Nazimova
Krakerfeller, multi-millionaire
Owen Carey, poet Charles Bryant
Frank Manners William J. Irving
Pushkin Victor Potel
Isaac Colben John Steppling
Mrs. Colben Marian Skinner
Mazie Colben Bonnie Hill
John Blanchard Emmett King
Bellboy Eugene H. Klum

Adapted by Charles Bryant.
Directed by Ray C. Smallwood.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The feature attraction at the theatre next is "Billions,"

the newest Nazimova picture. The incomparable star has in this adaptation of
an old French play, a subject which shows another side of her remarkable ver-
satility. The offering establishes her as a delightful comedienne. Nazimova proves
here she is just as adaptable for pictures of a humorous, character as for those
which are developed in a serious vein. She plays the part of a Russian princess
who encourages a struggling poet to find expression. Eventually she meets him
without knowing it and determines to show that his recently inherited fortune is

of no account in matters of romance.
While he talks in terms of millions, she expresses herself in terms of billions.

But the poet learns that his fortune is made of bubb'.es. And so he becomes the
struggling poet again. But he is successful in love for the princess accepts him.
The picture is rich in romance and sentiment and carries considerable charm and
whimsical touches. Nazimova gives a clearly defined study of her role and her
support includes Charles Bryant who is also responsible for the adaptation. Others
in the cast are Victor Potel, John Steppling, Emmett King and Marian Skinner.
Ray Smallwood directed.

PROGRAM READER
Nazimova, the star of " Revelation," " Madame Peacock," and other pictures is

coming to the theatre next in her newest photoplay,
entitled, " Billions." This offering is an adaptation by Charles Bryant of an old
French play and permits the star unbounded opportunities to express her remark-
able talent. She gives flashes here of being a genuine comedienne. The picture
is a romance which scores for its subtle comedy and charming sentiment.
Nazimova is ever original in her interpretation and her portrayal of the Russian
princess who falls in love with a struggling poet is marked for its unique touches.

The star is supported by players who were chosen for their adaptabilities. Ray C.

Smallwood, who has directed her features for some time, is again in charge and his

production is first rate in every particular.

SUGGESTIONS
You can concentrate upon the fact that Nazimova is original again in this pic-

ture. Tell that patrons have seen her in every type of drama but comedy. Bring
out that she appears in a delightful performance and gives evidence that she must
be reckoned with as a comedienne. The source of the picture amounts to nothing.

So exploit the star to the exclusion of everything else. You might bill the offering

as a sentimental comedy—one that is rich in romance. Play up the other players.

Emphasize what her name stands for on the screen and tell of her past successes.

In any newspaper copy treat her name in a dignified fashion. Go after the better

class of patrons.

CATCH LINES
When she met a man who was idolized for his money she promptly taught him

his place. Wealth cannot buy romance. See Nazimova in " Bullions."

"THE THIEF"
(Fox)

Fairly Interesting W ith Pearl White Scoring a Hit

FOX has presented "The Thief" before, and taking advantage of the

highlights when Dorothy Donnelly starred in it, the producers have

turned out a fairly interesting drama for Pearl White. When the

picture was first offered the theme and characterization were somewhat

new, but since that time it has been used over and over in various guises

with the result it has lost some its appealing qualities. Indeed Henri Bern-

stein's play which created a furore upon the Paris, London, and New York
stage, served in teaching a much needed object lesson to young married

couples. Therein lies its strength today. Fox has given the subject a

strictly American setting, although the idea itself could be understood in

any tongue. But the American characters substituted for the original

French places the spectator into more intimate contact.

The picture has lost its grip and suspense through the years of its first

presentation and the majority who see it will doubtless anticipate the ac-

tion. However, Charles Giblyn, the director, has developed it in a key

of mystery so that one unfamiliar with the plot may be more or less inter-

ested in the character of the thief. Still certain incidents need a lot of

explanation. A great deal of stress is placed upon the figure of the love-

sick youth and the actual crime of stealing the money is never shown.

But it doesn't take a deal of imagination to suspect the richly gowned wife

of a man of moderate circumstances. The hole in the logic is discovered

in his swaUowing his wife's arguments, " hook, line and sinker." She is

dressed like a million dollars, yet he never questions her or wonders at

the expensive wardrobe. Which, of course, makes him a jackass.

The argument of the drama comes forward in the wife's plea that she has

stolen the money to appear well dressed in the eyes of her husband and
thus hold his love. Finally the victimized host notices his depleted bank-

roll which he keeps in a desk and employs a detective to hunt down the

thief. When suspicion falls on the youth, the real culprit confesses. The
result is the argument is hammered home again. The climax is quite ef-

fective and is executed in a melodramatic manner. The incident makes the

picture quite improbable. The host and his guests and the husband never
bat an eyelid over the sudden transformation of the heroine from a dowdy
character into a fashion plate. A counterplot with the inevitable com-
promise as conceived by a moral leper who has the " goods " on the wife,

furnishes a mild thrill. The picture is adequately staged and acted. Pearl
White seems to be as well equipped with emotional fervor as she is with
serial calisthenics.—Length, 5,400 feet.—Laurence Reid.

THE CAST

Mary Vantyne Pearl White
Andrew Vantyne Charles Waidron
Ralph Blake Wallace McCutcheon
Richard Lenwright George Howard
Isabelle Lenwright Dorothy Cummings
Long Sidney Herbert
Valet to Long Anthony Merlo

By Henry Bernstein.
Scenario by Max Marcin and Paul H. Slcane.
Directed by Charles Giblyn.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Pearl White's third feature play for Fox, " The Thief," is an adaptation of

Henri Bernstein's play of the same name which scored such a sensation upon the
stage a few years ago. It will be the main attraction at the theatre
next . The subject gives the star a wonderful opportunity to show
her followers her real dramatic ability as distinguished frfom her work in serials.
Prominent in her supporting company are Charles Waldron, Wallace McCutcheon
and Georse Howard.
The star appears in lavish gowns. In fact the theme revolves around clothes

and money. Miss White has the role of Mary, whose fondness for dress and
love for her husband lead her into temptation. He is not a man who can afford
to keep her in fine clothes and, anxious to appear at her best, she obtains them
by stealing money. She well knows that the men will pay distinct homage to
her. Her indiscretion precipitates situations of dramatic strength and the climax
is rich in its tense quality. Charles Giblyn directed the feature and has ably
staged it as well as taking care of the dramatic opportunities. Max Marcin and
Paul H. Sloane scenarioized the play.

PROGRAM READER
Pearl White, the Fox star who is one of the most popular figures on the screen,

will appear next at the theatre in the production, " The
Thief," based upon Henri Bernstein's play of the same name. This play, inci-
dentally, scored a sensation upon the New York stage a few years ago with Mar-
garet Illington as the star. As a picture it should prove a most interesting at-
traction. In " The Thief " Miss White is the wife of a man who has not suffi-

cient wealth to keep her in fine clothes. The change causes* the other women to
cater to her and stirs the men to making love. But there is a thief in the circle,

How this character is discovered builds a climax of sheer dramatic power. The
star is wonderfuly gowned and her acting is excellent.

SUGGESTIONS
Your crowd knows Pearl White. So tell them that she is coming in the third

feature for Fox. Bring out that she appears in a richly dramatic subject, an
adaptation of Henri Bernstein's celebrated play, " The Thief." State that the
play scored a tremendous hit upon the Paris, London and New York stage and
that it established Margaret Illington as an emotional star. Bring out that it

establishes Pearl White as an emotional star of the first order. Tell that she
wears a distinctive wardrobe which will appeal to feminine patronage. Play up
the stills of her in these costumes. You might detail the plot here and bring out
that it teaches a valuable lesson.
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HONEST HUTCH (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. tS
" Rogers scores aguin in human, likeable role."—M. P. Netrs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience

seemed to like. Box-offlce receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-

tertaining tearure and brought a well rilled house at each performance."
" Lauded by the critics as the best picture of the week." " A good
picture but Rogers not popular with the women folks. Poor business
two days."

HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Old time western full of real cowboys and has action galore."—M. P.

News.
HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO NOV. 13

" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture took well and brought good box office

returns."

HOPE, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

•' That was the trouble—there wasn't any. Impossible—tedious, hack-
neyed situations, moth-eaten development. I felt like apologizing to my
patrons for making them sit through it. If the other ' Metro Specials '

are like this, excuse me !

"

HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Corking ghost story that pleased them all. Played

to excellent business throughout week to universally satisfied audience*."
"May McAvoy will surely make a mark that will be surprising before

long."

HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-
REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2

"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story."—M. P. News.

HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25
" Farcial development of Fitzgerald's comedy drama."—M, P. News.

IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY NOV. 27
" Colorful production marked by good incident."—M. P. News.

IN FOLLY'S TRAIL (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MEYERS AUG. 28
" Carmel Meyers attractive in mild, interesting story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not half bad. More than usual patronage."

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good pro-

ductions, which brought the crowds."

IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL DEC. 4
" Below William Russell's previous work; only slightly interesting.—

M. P. News.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

" Best ever if you went to boarding school."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

" Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business for the. entire week." " Only liked by those

who etnjoy Mary Roberts Rinehart's humor. Business far below normal."
" This is a fair pncture, both from the entertaining point of view and
the box office receipts."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

IAILBIRD THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

"Rather obvwus, but fairly diverting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played last week and drew about average crowds.

Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair." " Not so good as the

McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story, but acting of this

popular pair keeps the interest going until the finish. Did fair business."
" They all came—but they were disappointed. In point of business, it

did very well. But I don't like to disappoint my people. They expected

something as tine and peppy as 'What's Your Husband Doing?' and
" Mary's Ankle." MacLean does good work in a typical Charles Ray
part—but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
" Disappointing after seeing ' 23% Hours Leave.' Fair business." 'Very

bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started

big, slumped, and then ended big. But on the whole it's a lemon."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES NOV.
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment."—M. P. News.

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture."—M. P. News.
KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER .....NOV. 6

" Otis akinner gives superb performance in lavish production."—
M. P. News.

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

"Mediocre picture made from best seller."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Story criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like it. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,

but class is limited. Each of her pictures does Just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-

tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
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of her best. Fair amount of business." "A good picture to extra big

and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT.
" a good production from all angles."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Much to my surprise, this one went over well. A

very weak picture, with action taking place too far back to be of

interest. Costumes hideous, though true to period. They liked this

fairly well, but I'd hate to try to play another one like it !

"

LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUC-
ERS) SPECIAL CAST DEC

"A Masterpiece of its kind."—M. P. News.

LAW OF THE YUKON, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. 16
"Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum is one ot the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." " Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
ARBUCKLE DEC. 4

"Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest."—M. P. News.

LIGHT WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. 9

" Not above the average."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Helen Jerome Eddy is fair In this picture. Business

as usual."

LITTLE 'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast."—M. P. News.

LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY NOV. 13
" Netw star's first picture mildly interesting."—M. P. News.

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. a

" Dorothy Oish scores in story filled with hokum."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture affords r«'fJ entertainment for most

any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her best.
Picture only fair. Business no better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LITTLE WANDERER, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON AUG. M
" Heavier-than-usuol story does not suit SMrlty Mason."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture which played my house three day»

to big business."

LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 4

"Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks to
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A
pleasing picture which brought more than normal business." " Eight-
day engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still very valuable."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture. Better houses last two days than

when picture opened."

LOVE MADNESS (J. PARKER READ-HODKINSON) LOUISE
GLAUM AUG. II

"Excellent crook story; finely acted and produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew good-sized audiences for seven day run. More

sex stuff which appeals to some, but is ' passed by ' by most patrons."
" A pretty good picture but a poor box-office attraction." ' Name of
photoplay drew rather large audiences. Star at her best In her emotional
role. Business not bad." " The essence of mellow melpdrama. No good
as an attraction for those who look for plausibility* in a photoplay.
Glaum displays her usual intenseness. Not a great picture, but one that
will make money wherever patrons like thrills. Played to fair business."
" Louise Glaum well liked here and picture presented her in ideal role.
Did very good business with it throughout week."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-
VIVIENNE OSBORNE OCT. 16

" Story has distinctive appeal."—M . P. News.
MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION) LINA CAVA-

LIERI NOV. 6
"Average production stars Cavalieri."—M. P. News.

MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZiMOVA OCT. 16
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—if. p. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Drew big houses each day. This city has large
number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
were exceptionally pleased with it." " Nazimova popular here. House
did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous Nazimova plc-
turets has affected the box office." "The crowds came to see this picture
because they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazimdva. Drew well for
entire week. " Worst Nazimova picture ever produced and shows plainly
lack of direction and lack of judgment in picking story. Another picture
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-getters
I've had in a long time Personally, did not care for the picture, so
why worry?"

Consensus—" Geod picture, good puller."

MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. »
" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced."—if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a fair picture, its only value being the fact

that it was made before." " Medium business." " Pauline Frederick's
greatest picture and one of the best productions ever offered by Goldwln.
Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business
during entire week. Held over for second week's run." " Wonderful
production. Pauline Frederick is at her best. This picture went over
extra big, making the biggest week In months." " Great picture.
Audiences seemed to like this one very much. Big business during run."
" The best work Pauline Frederick has ever done. Picture built for
acting more than action." " Opened tdo very poor business : competition
to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Busi-
ness, total, very good. A fine picture—a classic." " Not up to the
standard of Nazimova pictures. There are moments in the picture that
do not ring true. However, Nazimova followers seemed satisfied." " A»
average production. Box office returns fair."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller.''

Box Office Reports continued on page 4506
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"HEARTS ARE TRUMPS"
(Metro)

A Complex Melodrama, Very Well Produced

THIS all star production is an adaptation of an English melodrama
by Cecil Raleigh, which, despite the complexity of its plot, makes
an interesting production largely because of the direction of Rex

Ingram. Mr. Ingram has piled the atmosphere of English nobility on
thickly. The picture is full of distinct types which are really modern-
ized Dickensonian characters. The production starts off especially well,

with no time lost in creating the interest. Lady Winifred Altcar is se-

cretly married to a gamekeeper on her father's estate. When Lord Altcar

learns of this, he has the young husband lashed by his servants. Then
comes a lapse of twenty years when Wain, «he husband, returns seeking

vengeance. The action then centers about the supposed ward of Lady
Winifred, who is in reality her daughter. The theme of heredity gam-
bling of the mother mixes with the desired revenge of the father. Then
there is a villain pursuing the young girl, and a money lender who is

seeking her death in order to collect her insurance money. In addition

there is a romance between the girl and a young American artist. There
are really enough motives in the picture to supply material for several

stories. The general result is that none are emphasized, although to-

gether they create suspense and melodrama, swift enough to hold the

interest.

The locale of the story varies between England and Switzerland, where
the heroine flees from disgrace when her portrait, through the machina-
tions of the villain, is exhibited in the nude. The climax is laid in a
heavy storm in the Alps. An avalanche is realistic, and there are some
nice views of the Matterhorn.

Alice Terry stands out in the cast by her remarkable beauty. Fran-
celia succeeds fairly well in the difficult task of aging twenty years. Frank
Brownlee and Brinsley Shaw give remarkably fine characterizations and
Joseph Kilgour is a good heavy. The picture should be acceptable to
any audience. The nude portrait scene is not offensive.—Length, 6 reels.—Matthetv A. Taylor.

THE CAST
«° r

u
Alt
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r

- Winter Hall
Michael Wain Frank Brownlee
P°^

a
Vi?.

0^"/* Alice Terry
Lady Winifred Francelia Billington
Lord Burford Joseph Kilgour
Maurice Felden Brinsley Shaw
Dyson Thomas Jefferson
John Gillespie Norman Kennedy
Brother Christophe Edward Connelly
"Jake" Bull Montana
Butler Howard Crampton

From the melodrama by Cecil Raleigh.
. Scenarioized by June Mathis.
Directed by Rex Ingraham.
Photography by John Seitz.
Art exteriors by Arthur Ruoda.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" Hearts Are Trumps," the Metro all-star production, which will be the feature

attraction at the theatre on is a thrilling melodrama
adapted from the well-known play by Cecil Raleigh, which when it was first pre-
sented proved to be one of the most successful English melodramas. In its screen
version it is enacted by a competent and experienced cast, which includes Frank
Brownlee, Alice Terry and Francelia Billington.
The story of " Hearts Are Trumps " is laid among the English nobility. It

revolves about the Altcar family, in which gambling is a dreaded inheritance. It
is hearts that are truly trumps when old Lord Altcar in a last desperate effort
to redeem himself financially, stakes his daughter's hand against a sum of money.
Few pictures have more faithfully interpreted English society life than this latest

Metro special. The action shifts also to Switzerland where there are some excellent
examples of the art of motion picture photography. The scenes of the blizzard
in the mountain tops has seldom been equaled on the screen.

" Hearts Are Trumps " will be shown at the theatre for
days. It is expected to fill the house at every performance.

PROGRAM READER
English society life is pictured with perfect detail in "Hearts Are Trumps," the

Metro special production which will be the attraction at the theatre
on . This picture is an adaptation of the well known melodrama by
Cecil Raleigh, which won its greatest success on the London stage. Although it

is a picturization of English nobility, it will interest Americans, for a young
American artist is the hero of the story. Metro has featured no player in this

production. Instead it has featured all. The cast includes Frank Brownlee, Fran-
celia Billington, Winter Hall, Alice Terry, and Brinsley Shaw.

Perfection in detail has been the aim of the producers. The gripping story is

unfolded on the screen in the perfectly developed atmosphere of England. The
final scenes are laid in Switzerland, and the picture ends with a thrilling scene
in the Alps in the midst of a heavy storm and avalanche. "Hearts Are Trumps"
will remain at the theatre for days. It is a special attrac-

tion that you cannot afford to miss.

SUGGESTIONS
Boost this as a Drury Lane melodrama that will find an appeal in everyone who

likes thrilling action and plenty of it. From the title you can arrange stunts
such as having a card printed in the form of the ace of hearts with the words
"hearts are trumps" printed across it. If your house is in a residential district,

you might send a letter to the leaders of the various ladies' afternoon card clubs,

stating that "Hearts Are Trumps" is a picture of the highest class and ideal enter-
tainment for a matinee party. Francelia Billington is probably the best known
player. If you run a teaser in the press let it read: "Hearts Are Trumps—and the
joker deals. Who will win?"

"BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED"
(Universal)

Mediocre Picture on a Hackneyed Theme

IT'S
like taking the bull right by the horns in giving this picture to the

exhibitors with such a title. Inasmuch as it isn't publicized as a world-

beater those who book it need not think that they have been trimmed

to any extent. An uninspired story on a moth-eaten theme—it travels its

colorless orb without taxing the spectator into any appreciation of its argu-

ment. The idea is the old " army " game of presenting a heroine as a

" come-on " agent who will fleece a wealthy prospect of his riches. The
obviousness is apparent from the opening flash that she will have a change

of heart due to a sentimental feeling and will co-operate with the gentle-

man being fleeced into turning the tables on the get rich quick promoters.

There's the plot of " Beautifully Trimmed " in a nutshell.

The only variation on the time-worn material is the fact that the opera-

tions are not conducted from Wall Street, but from the sanctum sanctorum

of a pair of oil bandits, one of whom bears the name of Bonzi. The story

of Ponzi might make interesting drama, and if this is an attempt to touch

upon his promoting methods it is very poorly conceived. The picture re-

lies entirely upon interiors—one of which discloses a saturnalian revel

with the hero carrying the " come-on " girl out in caveman fashion—to take

her away from evil associates. There is no action and very little incident

and the climax is exceedingly tame.

The rich youth gives the promoters a check for the stock and is on the

point of having them arrested when he receives word that his investment

is sound. So he advises the crooks to pay more attention to their oil

weUs in the future. He has turned the tables completely and the conclu-

sion shows him willing to forgive the girl for her change of heart. There
is a bid for patriotic applause in the representation of the hero. A bit of

padding shows him a former aviator in the army—with a flash of speech-

making and heroics. Toward the conclusion the villain accuses the girl

of being yellow. She says that she has become white. Subsequently the

scheming Bonzi declares that he saw red when he pounced upon the hero.

This fight, while out of place, is the only red corpuscle in the story. Car-

mel Myers looks attractive, but has very little to do in the way of acting.

Pell Trenton and Irving Cummings are effective as the hero and arch-

villain respectively.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Norine Lawton Carmel Myers
Christopher Gibbons Pell Trenton
Count Bonzi Irving Cummings
Henry Calkins Alfred Fisher
Mrs. Calkins Victory Bateman
Sims George B. Williams
Drake Lee Kohlmar
Horton Herbert Bethew
Margery Drake Myrtle Reeves

By Margaret C. Storrs.
Scenario by Douglas Doty and Marcel de Sano.
Directed by Marcel de Sano.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
A picture of frenzied finance and the influence of a good love in fashioning

character is " Beautifully Trimmed," the Universal feature which will be shown
at the theatre next and with Carmel
Meyers as the star. Miss Meyers is an associate of a pair of crooks who gain a
livelihood by get-rich-quick promotions. Their object is to fleece a wealthy young
man who formerly served his Uncle Sam as an aviator in the army. The youth
falls readily into the trap engineered by Natalie but she finds that his easy manner,
his guilelessness and sincerity are factors to be reckoned with.

Eventua'ly she discovers a transformation of her character under the influence
of love. So she cooperates with him in frustrating the plans of her evil associates.
Thus the tables are turned. The crooks are beaten at their own game. The
picture is punctuated with flashes of humor and sentiment. Miss Myers makes
a pleasing figure in the role of the young woman whose redemption is effected
through love. Her charm and wholesomeness are factors in establishing her pop-
ularity. Her support includes Pell Trenton and Irving Cummings, two actors
who are always dependable.

PROGRAM READER
She was an associate of two get-rich-quick promoters—one of whom was a dis-

ciple of Ponzi. They were determined to fleece a young man by interesting him
in fake oil stock, the woman to act as a " come-on " agent. But the tables are
turned. How they are turned is spelled in five reels of most interesting drama.
How the girl discovers that love is a factor which influences one to right thinking—how she cooperates with the youth in frustrating the plan of her associates

—

these are touches which offer an hour of satisfying entertainment. Carmel Myers
is the star and her charm and wholesomeness do much toward making the picture
so attractive. Others in the cast are Irving Cummings and Pell Trenton. " Beau-
tifully Trimmed " will be at the next .

SUGGESTIONS
If you have been playing the Carmel Myers pictures you can safely state that

she has a winner here. Don't go too strong on the plot. It is a trifle time-worn
and might keep certain discriminate patrons away. Simply play up the star, her
appealing beauty, the supporting cast and the title. You can state that the pic-
ture offers an object lesson to crooks and promoters in general. Tell that a sucker
is born every minute. Go after the picture with timely catch lines and make out
that the public must be ever wary of the sharps. You might advise them to keep
from buying oil, until they have seen this picture.

CATCH LINES
If you are determined to buy an oil stock, have it carefully investigated. Good

advice would be to see " Beautifully Trimmed " at this theatre next
See Carmel Myers ir " Peautifully Trimmed," a picture of frenzied finance and

love.
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MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. 16
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride."—M. P .Sews.

MASTER MIND, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. 9

"Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. Hews.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average

houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite. The picture pleased.
" Large audiences. Very good attraction." " Powerful and very high
grade picture which did better than average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good pullvr."

MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG. . SEPT 23
" Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending."— if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Coran^t—" Big picture which drew more than usual business."
"a good picture which drew well." " Filled two houses during a simul-
taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture Is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much in evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we bad poor
business." " Mediocre picture not up to Clara Kimball Young's standard
as to either drawing qualities or picture. Fair business. They came,
but expected something better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. II
"Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."— if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness."
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-

TON (FEB. 1) JAN. II
" Satisfied from all angles."—M. P. Noes.
Exhibitor Comment—"An average picture which did big business for three

days." "My patrons did not like this one at all." "This Is a very
poor offering, and we had dull business during run."

Consensus—" A verage picture, average puller."

MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6

"Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses."—AI. P. News.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 9

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture.''— If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good, played to better than average business.

Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those in which the animals
participated made a big hit." "Not up to some of the other Curwood
stories but was liked. Average business." " Good business on this
picture, which seemed to please."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-
IAL CAST OCT. SO

"Probably the best Beach picture yet produced."—AI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not much. Did fair business."

NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) KATH-
ERINE MACDONALD AUG. 28

" Katherine MacDonald in drama of divorce scandal."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Average picture with well liked star. Played to
average business three days." " Good picture bringing more than usual
business." " Only fair picture, but is drawing good on account of title

and star's reputation for wearing clothes." " This picture was not up
to the usual standard of the Katherine MacDonald pictures, although
it appeared to draw well." " Very entertaining picture. Went big here,
drawing large audiences." " An average picture, which brought usual
tfusiness."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

" Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Entertaining picture. Business about as usual."

OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE NOV. J3
" Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs."—M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Tht combination of Moore and a popular stage

success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office returns while not especially great were satisfying." " This
feature brought more than usual business and seemed to please my
patrons." " Good picture and sure-lire box office attraction. Crowds
packed the house every performance."

OLD FASHIONED BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY NOV. 13

" Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over."—M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment—" Although many persons—among them the dramatic

critic of a metropolitan newspaper—considered this an excellent farce
and an excellent picture, it made no big hit with the ' fans ' here. The
houses were but average, although the cold weather may have had
some bearing on this! Many of Ray's followers did not like the kind of
part he played." " Good—but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more than usual business."

Consensus—" Goo</ picture, good puller."

ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18
"Average comedy which should interest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences." " Only an average picture. Average business one day."

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY
PHILLIPS OCT. 16

" Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair production bringing average box office

returns." " This picture had little comment either favorable or other-
wise. Box office returns say production is fair."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

. OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

"Old-time western, well produced and acted."—M. P. News.
OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2

" A real masterpiece of direction, acting and castinq."—M. P. News.
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4

" Alagazine story developed into mediocre picture."—M. P. Neus.
PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
"German picture is spectacular; wonderfully acted."—M. P. News.

PA8SION'S PLAYGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE
MACDONALD OCT. 16

" An artificial story holds it back."—M. P. News.

PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
•Humorous incident, rustic settings and Charles Hay—enough."—if. P.

Neus.
Exhibitor Comment—" Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audi-

ences applaud eimhusiastically." " Very good week. Ray always sure
of big business. This considered much better than " 45 Minutes from

PEDDLER* "OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1) JAN. 3)

' Good production of mechanical and unreal plot."—M. P. Newt.

PENALTY, THE (GOLDWYN-EMlNENT AUTHORS) SPECIAL
CAST 7 NOV. 27

" Great vehale for Lon Chaney, but falls short in many ways."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good picture although some women were
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days."

PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. 15
" slight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Commcut—"Great picture. Turned them away at night." "The

boiled down opinions on this picture is
1 Old Stuff.'

"

PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH NOV. 20
" Btory of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture."—M. P. News.

PREY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. 9
"Alice Joyce has highly involved story here."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two days to

average and poor business.' " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this
year. Did unusually well at the box office."

PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. 2
" Lytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—M. P. News.-
Exhibitor Comment—" Big houses first two days. Rest of week fair."

" Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." " A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell has
done." " Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and box
office retsults."

RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT. «

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—if. P. News
"Played it two days to big and average business." " Very fine pic-

ture. Did big business. Playing second week." "Did not do as well
in its first week as ' On With the Dance.' Will probably only run two
weeks." " Second week's business complete flop. Attractions failed to

please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture well produced."
" Was only fair. Miss Murray is an actress of ability, but the produc-
tion was not up to the standard of some of her former successes."
" Business very good. Crowded houses all week. Audiences well pleased.
Booked for indefinite run." "Second big week. Good business, full

houses. Audiences like it." " An average picture and played to usual
business."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON DEC. 4
" Good combination makes interesting picture."—if. P. News.

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Colorful western with Fatty Arburkle as feature star."—if. N. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very disappointing and tame. Just like hundreds

of other Westerns. Those :vho liked Westerns didn't mind It very
much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good, because
they wanted to see Fatty in a five-reeler." Fairly good picture, but
business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that the star

has yet to make his reputation as the principal in a feature picture,

Uls fame rests only upon his work in comedy." "This is an average
picture but seemed to please the audience." "Fair business to fair

houses." " Very good. Played it two days to big business." " Very
entertaining. Fatty liked better in comedies." ' 'As far as entertain-
ing value is concerned, this picture does not hit the mark, though busi-

ness was good."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS . . . . SEPT. 18

"A pretty story with appealing value."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Unusual picture, which brought more than usual

business." " Good. Big business one day."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE, THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE. INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—If. P. Neics.

SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 27
"Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here."—M. P. News.

SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
TON OCT. 83

" Very little appeal in this wildly fantastic story."—If. P. News.

SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. 11

"Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too early to

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and on
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturday Tom Mix in " The Untamed " replaced it. Killing of aviator at

SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT. 30

"Big from a production and acting standpoint."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good business. The picture satisfied a critical

audience."

SMILING ALL THE WAY (D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS)
DAVID BUTLER NOV. 27

"Butler's third is well produced and thorouohhi interested."—If. P. Sews.
SO LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL

CAST OCT. 30
"Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should

be cut out bv all exhibitors that run it. as it has some bad morals."
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13

"Interesting crook story, wetll directed and acted."— If. P. News.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART-

CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. S6
"Impressive moments in this artistic production."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Excellent production in every way." " A great pic-

ture and drew like house afire." " Now here is a picture. Typical De
Mille cast, direction and all. Not as enioyable throughout, of course, as

Box Office Reports continued on page 4507
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' Why Change Your Wife,' but finely built for contrast of action and
suspense. Big business carried' over another week." "Drew very good
houses to excellent business during fourth week of its run. Crowds
continued." " Picture so good business grows. Held for a third week."
" This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
house which tells the story."

Consensus—" Good picture, good putter."

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 23

" Fine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—if. P. News.

80UL OF YOUTH, THE (REALART) LEWIS SARGENT AUG. 28
" Lewis Sargent duplicates success of • Huckleberry Finn '

''—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine production. Business better than usual

during run." " Plot of picture good. Good houses entire week." " Given
a bit of exploitation, this will go over big. Gave special free showing
for school children and ' mopped up ' on regular showing. Broke all

bouse attendance records for Saturday show."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

" Good production and acting save this one."—if. P. News.

STAR ROVER, THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO) COURTNEY FOOT-
THELMA PERCY NOV. 27

" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story."—If. P. News.

STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional and technical angles."—if. P. Nev:s.
Exhibitor Comment—" Although this was a fair box-office attraction, I

was disappointed. Did not go over as big as I expected, nor was it as
big a picture as I expected."

STOP THIEF (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE AUG. 28
"Faithful and intelligent adaptation of famous stage success."—if. P.Ntws.
Exhibitor Comment—" Nothing extra either in business or quality of

picture " " This is an entertaining feature and seemed to please the
audiences. Business was good during run." " Pleased the majority of
my patrons. Average business four days; big business three." "Moore
was good in this picture. Business about as usual." " My house plays
particularly to the young people and they all like Tom Moore. So busi-
ness was good and they liked the picture." " Did not go over very well.
An average picture."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

tWEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
" Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor's Comment—" Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."

BUNLOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
" Ca» . v in unattractive role in complex story."—M. P News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good picture which brought good business."

BUNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
"Having enougli thrills, it makes a good western."—if. P. News.

19 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Entertaining picture made from stage success."—if. P. News.
Exh.bitor Comment—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

pioJure. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-
office results." " Not very well liked. No box-office value." " By far
the >est thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
nev«r so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."

" Great stuff." " An average picture, which fair business." " Fine ! Act-
ing splendid. Subtitles are a scream. People who had seen the play said
the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better advan-
tage. Good cast all the way through." " Fairly interesting picture,
usual patronage."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TEXAN. THE (FOX) TOM MIX NOV. 27
"Average entertainment in this Mix offering."—If. P. Neics.

THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS. NOV 27
"Human document with real life-like touches."—If. P. Neics.

TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. 16
" Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is the second Pearl White feature. It failed

to draw so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program."
TRUANT HUSBAND, THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL

CAST OCT. 23
"Simple and human is this contribution."—if. P. News.

TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture, pleasing and eatertaining. Drew

more than usual business." " Very fine picture. Spectacular and excit-
ing. Did exceptional business first week of showing with indications for
a big second week. Broke house records second Sunday." " Good
business. Pictures liked especially the comedy parts in the beginning.
The ending slightly changed which gives it more credence."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11
" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" As to entertaining qualities this feature is very

poor. Average business."

TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST NATIONAL) MR. AND MRS.DEHAVEN NOV. 13
Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen.—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to

give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers. Busy."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9

"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment."—if. p. News.
UNFORTUNATE SEX, THE (FRANK GERSTEN, INC.-STATE

RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN NOV. 6" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end."—if. P. News.
V. P. TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL

CAST NOV 20
First-class melodramatic western with fine cast."—if. P. News.

UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4
" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-

day by Pearl White in 'The White Moll. Best Mix picture to date.
Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot In making It entertaining. Good
box office attraction." " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It Is regarded by many as too commonplace." " This
is a good feature and we had good business while It was showing."
" Mix in good form. Big business three days."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."

VICE OF FOOLS. THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end."—If. P. News.

VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 25

" Ray scores again as country yokel."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played In. This is a

regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
It one week to big business one day and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for this 'Rube's' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures." " One of Ray's best productions and Its
box-office value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is sayiDg
a good deal." " Not one of Ray's best—but it was clever and a bit
different, in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving him essen-
tially the usual sort of role. Anyway they liked It."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. lb
" Crude production of familiar story."—if. P. News.

WANDA'S AFFAIR (CHADWICK-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 20

" Badly blotched picture carries little interest."—If. P. News.
WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 16

" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—if. P. News.
WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. 11

" Typical Hamilton story well produced."—M. /'. .Yews.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture with week much below the

average in receipts."

WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY NOV. 27
" Very ordinary Western for Carey."—if. P. News.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BRYANT WASHBURN AUG. 21

" Good Hookum and farce comedy."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture. Played It two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-
ness one day." " Rather good comedy. Can't kick about the business."

'* Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this
picture. Played it one week to average business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT WOMEN LOVE (SOL LESSER-FIRST NATIONAL)
ANNETTE KELLERMAN AUG. 21

" Kellerman in thrilling water feats—good comedy—unusual under-sea
stuff."—if. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Annette Kellerman great favorite here. Picture
drew well." "A very entertaining and interesting picture which brought
more than usual business." " Interesting picture which brought good
business." " From a box-office angle this is a very poor picture. Did
not draw at all. Just barely enough to keep on through the week."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHAT'S YOUR HURRY (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID AUG. 21
" Wally Iteid and motor truck shine in tliis one."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A very good production to extra big and big busi-

ness for two days." " The best picture Reid has turned out this year.
Just packed them in. Looks like some fine advertising was slipped
over in this one for a certain brand of truck. Local dealers capitalized
on it by putting one of the trucks on the street with mammoth signs on
it inforraing the public that we would show them what the brutes could
do." " Up to the usual Wallace Reid standard and drew big crowds."
"Business exceptionally good. Enough laughs to put everyone in good
humor for the whole winter. Good, wholesome and entertaining."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE CIRCLE, THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Tourneur."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it three days to average house. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
tor costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-
taining picture which was only average for the first few days but
brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but weil told.
Nothing to pull with except producers' name. Business just missed
being poor." " A very poor Maurice Tourneur picture. Poor busi-
ness two days."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH .. SEPT. 4
" Despite bad cutting, this picture is thoroughly interesting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

production."

WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-
ROSEMARY THEBY SEPT. 4

" A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—if. P. News.
WHITE RIDER, THE (FOUNDATION FILM CORP.) JOE MOORE-

EILEEN SEDGWICK AUG. 28
"A good western with many thrills and exciting moments."—M..P. News.

WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) MIL-
DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN AUG. 28

" Good audience picture with great child role."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, well acted, which did big business

partly aided by the presence of Mildred Harris Chaplin."

YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. IB
" A real success from every angle.''—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts

about average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place
for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T.'." " Bebe Daniels shows
that she is a real actress. She had a good production and drew well."

Consensus—"Pleasing picture, average puller."
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AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel

Barrie) 6
rhe Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary)..

6

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) S

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Novak) S
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) 5
Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) 5

"TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) 5
The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) 5 a"^- ° w
The Unseen Witness (Glen White) ,5
The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White)'. 5 ^nrfv -

Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hovie) 15
The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) 15

Episodes.

WESTERN DRAMAS
Blazed Trail Prods, (one every other week) 2
Lone StarWest eras (one every other week) 2

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostrich e (one a month) 2
XLNT (Ardath) 2
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 2
Arrow (Eddie Bouldeu- Lillian Vera) 1

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

THE GUMPS
The Promoters 1

Best of Luck 1

Flicker, Flicker, Little Star 1

Mixing Business with Pleasure 1

Up She Goes : 1

Westward Ho 1

A Hunting We Will Go 1

Get to Work 1

The Trail of Wedontcarewhere 1
The Tamer the Wilder l
Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits 1

ROBERT C. BRUCE SCEN1CS
The Isle of Desire l
The Explorers i
The Banana Special i

Tropical Nights I

By Schooner to Skagway ,J
The Castaway i

Solitude j

Wanderlust

Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson. '.i'.
'.

i
The Song of the Paddle 1

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Lying Lips (Peters-Vidor) 6
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Louise Glaum) 6
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin) 5

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase) 6
Evolution of Man (Special Cast) 6
Woman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford) 5
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) 5
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) 5

HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 2
Sheriff's Dilemma 2
Brothers 2
His Desperate Deed 2
JOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2
Three of a Kind 2
Stone Quarry Romance 2
Too Much Garlic 2

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
State Rights

Dangerous Love 6
The Victim 6
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. 1—A Close Shave 2
Nov. 15—Hired and Fired 2
Sept. 2—All Balled Up 2
Aug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
Aug. 5—Some Champs 2
July 22—Wild, Wild Women 2
July 8—Stung AgaUi 2
June 24—Back on the Farm 2

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Deo. 1— No. 15
Nov. 30— No. 14

STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler everv two weeks.
Dec. 15—The Man Hater 2
Dec. 1—The Mormon Trail 2

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap.
A Traitor's Vengeance 2
The Girl of the West 2
Almost an Outlaw 2
The Avenging Trail 2
Western Rays 2
Shadows of the Past 2
A Fight to a Finish 2
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson 5

Flat Hunting 1

Andy Visits His Mama in-Law I

Andy Plays Golf 1

A Quiet Day at Home 1

Diet 1

Andy's Wash Day 1

Night Out 1

Andy and Min at the Theatre 1

Andy Visits the Osteopath 1

Andy on Skates 1

Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit 1

Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest 1

Andy Redecorates His Flat 1

Andy the Model 1

Accidents Will Happen 1

Howdy Pardner 1

There s a Keason 1

Ship Ahoy '. 1

The Toreador 1

The Broilers 1

Andy Fights the High Cost of Living 1

Militant Min 1

Ice Box Episodes ..1
Wim and Wigor 1

Equestrian i 1 — —
Andy the Hero

J FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.

The Log of Laviaj era 1
The Great Mirror l
Hope of Adventure 1

SCREENICS
Out of the Past i

Fine Feathers—They Forgot the Town 1
Sea Planets—Apartments for Rent 1

Mules and Gabtalk l
Through Winding Walls—Climbing Cataracts 1

They All Turned Turtle—Family Trees 1

Chosen Waters—South Sea Naiads 1

Great American Yawn—Getting His Angora 1
Foam Fantasies l

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) 6
Keep to the Right (Edith Talialerro) •
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The f-orbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Yoang) .1
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives House feters)...*
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Young; 7

Andy's Picnic
Andy the Chicken Fancier 1

Andy the Actor 1

Andy on the Beach 1

Andy on Pleasure
At Shady Rest.

Bent.

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Caatinelli) 6

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy) 2

La Farre Sisters (Dancers) 1

The Dying Swan (Skating) 1

Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics) 1

The Flying De Annands 1

Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1

Hundeller (Balancing) 1

Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(Released Through Educational Film Emchanget)

CHESTER COMEDIES
The One Best Pet 2
A Tray Full of Trouble 2
The Big Show 2
An Overall Hero 2
Four Times Foiled 2

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Mr. Fatima 2
Going Through the Rye 2
Shuffle the Queens 2
A Homespun Hero 2
Striking Models 2
Don't Blame the Stork (Harry Gribbon) 2
Seven Bald Pates (Bobby Vernon) 2
Out For the Night (Eddie Barry) 2
Kiss Me, Caroline (Bobby Vernon) 2
A Seaside Siren (Fay Tincher) 2

TORCHY COMEDDiS
Torchy Turns Cupid 2
Torchy's Millions 2
Torchy In High 2
Torchy (Johnny Hines) 2
Torchv Comes Through (Johnnie Hines) 2
MERMAID COMEDD2S
The Simp 2
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) 2
Dynamite (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
A Fresh Start (Marvel Rae) 2
Duck Inn (Lloyd Hamilton) 2
SPECIALS
The Race of the Age (Man O' War) 2
Art of Diving (Kellerman) 1

Babe Rutb—How He Knocks His Home' Runs 1

Valley of 10.000 Smokes 1

CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Getting a Polish.... 1

Ignazu the Exquisite 1

Frozen Thunder l

Lovely Maoriland l

Mad Hatters 1
Seven League Booters 1
Too Much Overhead 1

Release Information Continued on Page 4509

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Dec. 26—Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4556
Dec. 26—The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
Dec. 19—An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464
Dec. 19—To Please One Woman (Lois Weber

Prod.) 6086
Dec. 12—Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod) 6307
Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Ar-

buckle) 4944
Dec. 5—Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
Dec. 5—Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
Meighan) 5926

Nov. 28—A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy D*l-
ton) 473#

Nov. 28—Tdols of Clav (Gro. Fitzmaurice Prod.). 7230
Nov. 21—Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 4493
Nov. 21—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). 5586
Nov. 14—Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett-
Ince Prod.) 4539

Nov. 14—Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) 5101
Nov. 7—Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4862
Nov. 7—Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.).655«
Oct. 31—An Old-Fashioned Boy Unce Prod.-

Chas. Ray) 4617
Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Oct. 24—A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 420*
Oct 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 5526
Oct. 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clavton) 4618
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.). 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod.-Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

ARTCRAFT
June—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 19—Fattv at Conev Island 2
Nov. 21—His Wedding Night I
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue) 2

PARAMOUNT-SENNF.TT COMEDIES
Dec. 26—Bungalow Troubles 2
Dec. 12—Dabhling in Art 2
Nov. 28—A Fireside Brewer 2
Nov. 14—Fickle Fancy 2
Oct. 31—Movie Fans 2
Oct 17—My Goodness 2

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec 28—Housecleaning I

Dec. 21—Those Distant Cousins I

Dec. 7—After the Circus '1

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVTN COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Spirits 3
Sept 12—Kids Ts Kids 2
Aug. 29—Never Again 9

PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAWL PICTURES
Dec. 26—Quaint Kuala Lumpur 1

Dec. 19—The Snowbound Pyrenees 1

Dec. 12—Malayan Motor Roads 1

Dec. 5—In Finisterre 1

Nov. 28—Land of the Tin Millionaires 1

Nov. 21—Around About Manila 1

Nov. 14—Pyrenean Perspectives 1

Nov. 7—The Port of Penang 1

Oct 17—Nature's Contrasts 1

PARAMOUNT-BURLTNGHAM
Dec. 10—The Tungfrau Railway 1
Nov. 21—Kilawea Volcano Eruption .1

Oct 17—Winter Sports at St. Moritz
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PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Dec. 5—Indian Summer 1

Not. 7—A Setting oi Ages 1

Oct. 10—The Cloud i

Sept. 5—From a .Piscatorial Angle 1

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dec. 26—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-

toon by Pat Sullivan 1

Dec. 19—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Earl Hurd 1

Dec. 12—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Henry D. Bailey 1

Dec. 5—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Frank Moser 1

Not. 28—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!
Not. 21—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan Cartoon....

1

Not. 14—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon 1

Not. 7—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1

Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 3

Bonnie May (Bessie Lore) 5

MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
A Rare Bird..' 3
His Naughty Night 2

Nearly Married 2
A Bedroom Scandal 2

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights 1

Winning a Widow 1

Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog 1

School for Skirts 1

The Painter 1

Bone Dry Blues 1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 29—Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Nov. 29—Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22—Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's)

.

Nov. 22—Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-
madge) 5118

Not. 8—-The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore) . 5600
Not. 1—Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin) 6
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven) 5

Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray) 6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason) 2
The Kick in High Life (Lehrman) 2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore) 6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart) 6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald) 5
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan) 7
Good References (Constance Talmadge) 6
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray)....

6

lack-Knife Man (King Vidor) 6
Notorious Mrs. Leslie (Katherine MacDonald) 5

The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge) 5
Go and Get It (Marshall Neilan) 7

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast) 6
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) 7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast) 7
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast) 7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear) 7
If I Were King (William Farnum) 7
The White Moll (Pearl White) 7

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers 6
Drag Harlan 6

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub 6
The Thief 6
The Mountain Woman 6

TOM MLX SERIES
Prairie Trails 6
The Texan 6
The Untamed 6

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider 5
The Challenge of the Law 5
The Man Who Dared 5

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy 6
The Flame of the Yukon 6
Girl of My Heart 6
Merelv Marr Ann 6

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen SVumW 17 5
The Plunger .' 5
From New On 5

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely) 5

Just Pals (Buck Jones) 5
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) 5
Trail to Two Moons (Buck Jones) 5

Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy) 5
Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones) 5
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely) 5

SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes) 2
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) 2

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
An Elephant's Nightmare 2
Hold Me Tight 2
His Noisy Still 2
Pretty Lady 2
Chase Me 2

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week 1

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong 2
The Huntsman 2
Kiss Me Quick 2

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Hypnotist ft
The Papoose ft
On the Hip ft
Northwoods ft
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co ft
All Stuck Up ft
A Hard Luck Santa Claus ft
Gum Shoe Work ft
Home Brew ft
The Medicine Man ft

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 28—Hurry Slowly l

Nov. 21—Number, Please (Telephone) 1

Nov. 14—In Arizona (Scenic) 1

Nov. 7—Nassau (Bahama Islands) 1

Oct. 31—What the Ocean Hides (Shark Industries) . 1

Oct. 24—Timberlust
OOLDWIIN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHY
Nov. 7—The Island of the Mist 1

Oct. 31—Tree Top Concert Singers 1

Oct. 24—Origin of the Family Tree ]

Oct. 17—Adopting a Bear Cub 1

Chumming With Chipmunks 1

Fun With Firearms ]

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Nov. 14—Kiss Me (Judge Rummy) l

Nov. 7—The Bootblack (Happy Hooligan) 1

Oct. 31—The Hootch Ball (Judge Rummy) J

Oct. 24—A Doity Deed (Happy Hooligan) 1

Oct. 17—Hypnotic Hootch (Judge Rummy)—Lam-
poons

]

Oct. 10—The Village Blacksmith (Happy Hooligan)—Lampoons
\

Oct. 3—Hunting Big Game (Shenanigan Kids)—
Lampoons

j

Oct. 3—Lampoons •. ...1

GREIVERS ED U CATION ALS
(CHICAGO)
Serpent s Tooth

• j
Speeding Through Dixie
Royal Ease

j
Colossus of Roads ....... "lThe Spirit of the Birch !!!!!!!!!!!!!!.. 1

!!!!!!l
]

suds
Precisely as Polly

GAUMONT COMPANY
< At Stat, Riaht Exchanges)

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle) 6
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) 6
Branded (Josephine Earle) 6
The Sinker (Special Cast) 6
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle) 6
ausbancu »nd Wives (Vivian Martin j o

SERIALS
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2

. ucsdays—Oaumont News l

Fridays—Gaumont Graphic 1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore

Kendall Prod 5
Made in Heaven (Tom Moore)
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Reginald Barker)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
The Concert (Special Cast) •

Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson) 7
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 5
The Great Lover (Special Cast) 6
Godless Men (Reginald Barker)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read
Jr 7

Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 6475
ine Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy). .4600
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) .. 5198
Officer 666 (Tom Moore) 5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349
His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) 5947
The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569
Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogers) 5
The Slim Princess (Mabel Normand) 5
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick) 5

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Earthbound (Basil King) 7
The- Penalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725
Going Some (Rex Beach)

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar the Explorer 2
Get Rich Quick Edgar .....'.2
Edgar's Little Saw .2
Edgar Camps Out . . . . .2
Edgar's Sunday Courtship ...2

CAPITOL COMEDIES
Nov. 3—Love on Rollers (Flannagan and Edwards).

2

Oct. 24—Fingers' and Pockets (Flannagan and Ed-
wards) 2

Oct. 10—Artistic Enemies (Flannagan and Edwards)!

2

Hearts and Hammers (Flannagan and Edwards) 2
Knocking 'Em Cold (Flannagan and Edwards) 2

Release Information Continued on Page 4510

HODKUNSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)

BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIG
TURES, INC.

The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston Churchill) ...

7

The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's) 7

The Westerners (Stewart Edward White'*) .1

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge P. Warner)

The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's) .7
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's) »
Desert Gold (Zane, Grey's)

J. PARKER READ. JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) j
Love Madness (Louise Glaum) 7

bex (Louise Glaum;
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum).!..'. .

Sahara (Louise Glaum) >

DEITR1CH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon) ,

The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon) .

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird) t

Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird) I

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 3
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
No. 99 Q. Warren Kerrigan) &
The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan) •

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) t

The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes) »

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast) I

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) 5

King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis) «

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast) 6

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1—Danger Valley 5

Nov. IS—Skyfire 3

Oct. '.—Hell's Oasis 3

LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Jan. 1—Restless Rummies
Dec. 15—Back to Earth
Dec. 1—Razzin the Tack

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier 3
Bearcat t
Seeds of Vengeance 6

The Gift Supreme 6
Whispering Devils 3

The Victim »

The Transgressor A
The Burning Question 8
Luring Shadows 7

Below the Deadline 3
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HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies 2
Stung Again 2
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm 2
Mis Fortune Hunters 2

MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1

Along the Moonbeam Trail 2

BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps 1

Vacation Days in Switzerland 1

From Montreux to Berness Alps 1

Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes 1

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men 6
Wings of Pride 5

A Woman's Business
Love Without Question (Olive Tell) ;

K1NETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats
Kineto Reviews

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT
(Released on States Rights Basis)

Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 3

Voices (Special Cast) •
Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .5

The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) 1

Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes) J

The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 3

Open Places (Jack Gardner) 3

The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R. Trarerse)..5
The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) 3

The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn) 3

The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) S

Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner) 3

Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall) -..3

Broncho Billy Dramas •

Snakeville Comedies
J

Fables in Slang (George Ade) 1

Stripped for a Million (Crane WilDur.) I

Strife ( George Le Guere) I

CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
The Champion 2

Jitney Elopement 2
Work , 3
By the Sea

LUBIN (BERT)
STATE RIGHTS

Honeymoon Ranch 5

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC., SPECIALS
Dec. 27—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana) 6

Dec. 20—The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6

Dec. 13—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast) 6

Nov. 29—Polly With a Past (Ina Claire) 6

Nov. IS—Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6
Nov. i—The Fatal Hour (Special Cast) 6

Oct. 25—Body and Soul (Alice Lake) 6

Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6
Dct. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana) 6
Sept. 20—Clothes (Special Cast) 6

Sept. 13—The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6

Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 16—The Chorus Girl's Romance (Viola Dana)..

6

Aug. 2—Held in Trust (May Allison) 6

C. E SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 21—The Little Lady of the Big House (Special
Cast) 6

lan 10—The C,r>r) ot His Fathers (Special Cast)....«
Nov. 22—The Star Rover (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast).

6

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)

Feb. 16—Neighbors 2
Dec. 22—The Scarecrow 2
Oct. 27—Convict 13 2
Sept. 1—One Week 2

HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) 6

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6—Billions (Nazimova) 6
Oct. 11—Madam Peacock (Nazimova) 7
Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7

Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) 6
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) <

ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) *

S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6—Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast) 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

MISCELLANEOUS
The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abra.nson)
The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Corp

The Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Clark Cornelius Corp

Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions....
The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Features

Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
Levey Prods

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-

wealth Film Corp

OMED1ES
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi-

cate—Cleveland) 2

After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2

Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films) 1

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price) 2

Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) 5

Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re-
issue S

PATHE EXCHANGES
Dec. 5—Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner) 5

Nov. 28—The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 6

Nov. 21—The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..

5

Nov. 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6
Oct. 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray
Stewart) 6

Oct. 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7

Oct. 10—Fo -bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6

Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar)....6
Sept. 26 — Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet-
Henry King) 5

Sept. 12—Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner) 5

Sept. 5—The House of the Tolling Bell (Bruce
Gordon-May McAvoy) 6

Aug. 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) 7

VELVET FINGERS
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot.)
Dec. 5—First, To Catch a Thief 3

Dec. 12—Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 2

THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen and Warner Orland)
Dec. 5—Eighth, The Man Trap
Dec. 12—Ninth, The Mystic Summons 2

Nov. 28—Seventh, Gun Fire 2

Nov. 21—The Crystal Bail 2
Nov. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room 2
Nov. 7—Fourth, The Open Window 2
Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf 2

Oct. 24—Second, The Disappearance of janet Daie..i-
Oct. 17—First, Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth

Roland)
Dec. 5—Fifteenth. The Hidden Treasure 2

Nov. 28—Fourteenth, Regina Island 2

Not. 21—Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack 2
Not. 14—Twelfth, The Secret Order 2
Not. 7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond 2
Oct. 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2
Oct. 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path 2
Oct. 17—Eighth, Danger Trails 2
Oct. 10—Seventh, Troubled Waters 2

Oct. 3—Sixth, The Eagle's Nest 2
Sept 26—Fifth, Double Srossed 2
Sept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires.. 2
Sept. 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2

PIRATE GOLD
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot)
Oct. 17—Tenth, Defeat—And Victory 2

Oct. 10—Ninth, The Double Cross 2
Sept. 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion 2
Sept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped 2
Sept. 12—Fifth, Drugged 2
Sept. 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last 2
Aug. 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story 2

THE THIRD EYE
(fifteen Iwu-Keel Episodes Starring Warner

Uland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29—Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay 2
Aug. 15—Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 2
Aug. 8—Twelfth, Man Against Man 2
Ang. 1—Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vcng;juice....2
July 25—Tenth, The House of Terrors 2
July 18—Ninth, The Race for Life 2
July 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2
July 4—Seventn, The Double Trap 2
June 27—Sixth, The Death Spark 3

YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Aug. 8—The Hold-up Man 2
Aug. 1—The Hobo of Pizen City 2
July 25—The Law of the Border 2
July 18—His Pal's Gal 2
July 11—Tex of the Timberlands 2

TRAILED BY THREE
July 11—Fifteenth, The Reckoning 2
July 4—Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime 2
June 27—Thirteenth, The Door of Death 2
June 20—Twelfth, The Burning Fuse 2
June 13—Eleventh, The Torture Trap 2

VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Nov. 14—The Sandman 1

Oct. 31—Mamma's Boy 1

Oct. 3—June Madness 1

BRINGING LP FATHER
June 27—Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2
May 16—Second, Father's Close Shave 2
Apr. 4—First. Jiggs in Society 3

AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and John Cumberland)
July 15—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2
Apr. 16—Second, The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 2

ROLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 7—Insulting the Sultan 1

Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1

Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 5—A Regular Pal 1

Aug. 29—Money to Burn (Snub Pollard) 1

ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept. 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 2

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) 6

July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6
June 20—Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) •

NEWS REELS
Sundays—Topics of the Day
Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

Saturdays—Pathe News 1

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman. . 5

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5
Law of the North 5

Cy Whittaker*s Ward 5
The Awakening of Ruth 5-

Light in Darkness 5

The Tell Tale Step 5

Lady of the Photograph 5

FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride 1

The Screen Fan 1

The Matinee Girl 1

The Man Eater 1

The Superstitious Girl 1

The Artist's Model 1

The Art Bug 1

The Starter 1

The Spoiled Girl 1

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
*

Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 6
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love) 6

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6

What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5

Where Is Mv Husband? (Jose Collins) 6

Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) 5

Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb)..

5

His Brother's Keeper (MansfielcT.-Lytton-James) 6
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) 6

Bubbles (Marv Anderson) 5

A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6

Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

Release Information Continued on Page 4511
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A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

Luke McLuke's Film-osopliy $4
Sonny Series i

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin 1

Two's Company 1

Call Me Daddy 1

Knockout Maggie 1

Down Beside the Seaside 1

Professor Was Right 1

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-

feather.
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5

Power (Holbrook Blum) 5

Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast) 5

RADIOSOUL FILMS, UNC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastromj 1

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The Furnace (Wm. D. Taylor's) 6882
The Soul of Youth (Taylor) 5995
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's) 6705
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's) 6607
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) 5911

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone) 4979
The New York Idea (Alice Brady) 6181
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels) 4214
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels) 5302
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley) 4212
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley) 4646
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley) 4648
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) 5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDTES
Dec. 10—I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2
Nov. 28—He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12—Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns) 2
Oct. 30—Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Oct. 15—When the Cat's Away (Special Cast) J
Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 2
Sept. 1—The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 15—Buggins (Leon Errol) 3

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Bold Bad Pirate 2
Summer Days 2
Sunshine 2
She's a Vamp 2
Circus Days 2

BILLY VEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer 3
Hands Up 3

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture 2
Girl of the Rancho 3

ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics 2
Good Night Nune 2

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch 1

Moonshiner 1

No. 13 ! 1
Pest 1

Pile Driver 1

Undressed Kid 1

Live Wire 1

Dummy .1
Rye and Wry

. 1

Referee 1

In and Out .1
The Landlady

,

'j

The Moocher "l
The Bull Fighter .'

.1
Professor

]

Getting His Goat .1
Fixing Lizzie 1

Dry Cleaned .1
Kidnapper

. j

BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God 1

Wind Goddess 1

MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble 2
Lazy Lem ......3
Bungalow Bungle 2
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter I

Dreamy Chinatown
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirloom* 2
Help \\2
The Movies \j

R

o Cc,s,onMy ^^^o^y.\::::::::i Chester conklin comedies

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
July 18—Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6
July 4—Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

June 20—Heart of Twenty (Zasn Pitta) 5
Bright Skies (Brentwood) 5
The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) ... .5

SPECIALS
Oct. 3—The Stealers
kept. 19
Sept. 5—Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7

Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

Aug. 1—Life's Twists (Bessie Barriscale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6—Becky Strikes Out 1

May 30—Letty's Lost Legacy 1

Mixed Husbands 1

The Taylor Made Wife 1

Downstairs and Up 1

Why Be Jealous? 1

Her Beloved Burglar 1

MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seas' -

1'he City of Broken Old Men. 1

Recruiting in the Solomons 1

Lonely South Pacific Missions 1

Domesticating Wild Men 1

Cruising in the Solomons 1

Saving Savages in the South Seat 1

\DVENTURE SCENICS
May 16—The Lone Trapper 1

May 2—Outlaw of the Wilderness 1

The Tempest 1

Waters of Destiny 1

Tree Magic 1

Ghosts of Romance 1

Sons of Salooskin 1

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't Gamble 5
Fickle Women 5

SUNSET BURRUD SCENICS
Nov. 7—Totem Land
Oct. 31—Dawnland
Oct. 24—Going North
Oct. 17—The Highway of Wonderland.

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct. 10—Bubbles
Oct 3—Dreams
Sept. 26—Up on the Farm
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. 31—Kids
Oct, 17—Guilty

Nov.
Oct.

14—Who Am I.
7—Home Rule.

S E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason) 5
Cowboy Jazz 2

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas) 5,000
Panthea (Norma Talmadge) 5,000
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore) 5,000
The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
The Flapper (Olive Thomas) 5,000
The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham) 5,000
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore) 5,000
The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)

SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge) 5,000
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day) 6,000
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison) 5,000
Mountain Madness 6,000'
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney) 5,000
The Great Shadow 6,000
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling) 5,000
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis) 5,000
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000
Taking the Count (William Collier) 5,000
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000

NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle) 5,000
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince) 5,000
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast) 5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast) 5,000

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART
Open the Bars.

TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Heart* (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
Human Passions (Lottie Tilford)
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
The Red Viper (Garetn Hughes)
Vour Wife and Mine (Eve Donngton)
And the Children Pay (Gareth H, bes)
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley—one every
month)

RADIN PICTURES
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5—The Lone Flower (D. W. Grifhth'g)
June 27—Suds (Mary Pickford)
June 13—The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks)
May 30—Romance (Doris Kcane)
Apr. 5—Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett's)
Jan. 18—Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
Dec. 29—When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair-
banks)

Oct. 20—Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith'!)

Sept. 1—His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-
banks)

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Risky Business (Gladys Walton) ;

West is West (Harry Carey)
Honor Bound (Frank Mayo)
Fixed by George (Lyons Moran)
The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers)
Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak)
The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo)
Sundown Slim (Harry Carey)
Pink Tights (Gladys Walton)

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips).

The Devil's Pass Key (Special Cast)
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew)
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)

'
tte Barg 1 Eighth,

Hay Feyer... l Seventh, The Circle of Fire

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
A Prohibition Monkey

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Pol
Fifth, The Black Wallet
Fourth, Facing Death
Third, Stolen Evidence
Second. The Mushroom Bullet
First, Blood Money

RED RIDER SERIES
(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonai\

Clapham)
Sixth, The Timber Wolf
Fifth, The Forest Runners
Fourth, When the Devil Laughed
Third, Big Stakes
Second, The Girl and the Law
First, A Son of the North

THE FLAMING DISK

(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eln
Lincoln)

Twelfth. The Tunnel of Flame
Eleventh, The Dvnamite Trail
Tenth, Spiked Death
Ninth. The Floating Mine

Through Walls of Steel

Sweet Dynamite I

COMICLASSIC
Nov. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwards) .2
Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal (Charlotte-Merriam) . . .2
Oct. 17—A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 2

Sixth, The Pool of Mystery.
Fifth. On the Great Wall of China.
Fourth, The Flaming Disk
Third, The Perilous Leap
Second, The Span of Life
First, The Rails of Dearth

elease Information Continued on Page 4512

i
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Advance Information on All Film Releases
(Continued from page 4511)

THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcomp)

Twelfth, Unmasked 2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril 2
Ninth, The Train of Death 2

Eighth, Trailed to Peking 2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2

Sixth, Captured in China 2

Fifth, A Jump for Life 2
Fourth, Into the Chasm 2

Third, A Watery Grave 2

CENTURY COMEDIES
Trouble Bubbles (Armstrong-Jackson) 2

Trails Win (Sweet-Monty) 2

Laughing Gas (Dorety-Jamisen) 2

Hot Dog (Brownie) 2

A Fishy Story (Monty-Jackson) 2

Twin Crooks (Byron-Dorety) 2

A Lyin' Tamer (Bowes-Lamont) 2

A Blue Ribbon Mutt (Byron-Dorety) 2

Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorety-Prevost) 2

Should Tailors Trifle 2

Loose Lions (Anderson-Lamont) 2

A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2

His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2

Love and Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2

The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2

STAR COMEDIES
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Maids A-Courting 1

My Lady's Ankle 1

A Scream in Society 1

Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) 1

Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann) 1

Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill-Burns) 1

Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette) 1

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard) 1

Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1

RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2

Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2

Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2

Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey) 2

A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2

A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Dawgone (Hoot Gibson) 2

The Man 'With the Punch (Hoot Gibson) 2

Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson) 2

Superstition (Hoot Gibson) 2

Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson) 2

The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2
Cenders (Hoot Gibson) 2

In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2

Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2

One Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2

The Grinning Granger 2

A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
rueidiyt—International Newt 1

Fridays —International News 1

Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Universal)....!

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate 5

The Voice of Fools S

The Prey «
Dollars and the Woman *

The Sporting Duchess 7

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift 5

The Romance Promoters S

The Purple Cipher 3

A Master Stroke 5

Captain Swift 5

The Fortune Hunter 7

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It Isn't Being Done This Season 5

The Broadway Bubble 5

The Whisper Market 5

Bab's Candidate S

The Garter Girl 5

Deadline at Eleven 5

Human Collateral 5

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones '. 5

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens 5

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Nuisance 2
The Back Yard 2

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet J

The Sea Rider i

The Flaming Clue % 5

The Birth of a Soul 1

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
Dead Men TeU No Tales (Tom Terress") Special

Cast 7

Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast 7

The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Car-.
wood's) Special Cast 7

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman 2
The Suitor 2
The Stage Hand J
Solid Concrete 3

School Days 7

The Fly Cop ?

The Grocery Clerk I

O. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Caat) 3
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) I

Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) I

The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) I

The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan) I

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS)
The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) 2
The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman) ... .»

THE PURPLE RIDERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan and

Elinor Field)

FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring

William Duncan and Edith Johnson)

THE SILENT AVENGER
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring William

Duncan)

THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Uorino.)
Fifteenth, The Accounting j
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret 3
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke . 2
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate J
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom 3
Tenth, A Demon's Device i
Ninth, The Slide for Life 3
Eighth, The Span of Death j
Seventh. Human Targets j
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace j
Fifth, The Well of Despair 3
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air 3
Third, The Sea Demon 3
Second, The Quicksand 3
First, The Menace J

HIDDEN DANGERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryam a*t

Jean Paige)
Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog j
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape 2
Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit I
Twelfth, Human Bait ;

Eleventh, The Tank's Secret ........1
Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge 3
Ninth, An Inch from Doom \i
Eighth, Hemmed In I
Seventh, Hindoo Hate .....S
Sixth, Springing the Trap

\ .3
Fifth, Hands of Horror 3
Fourth, The Fatal Choice ' '3
Third, Plucked from Peril 1
Second, The Murder Mood 3
First, The Evil Spell .....J

W1LK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Anaes of Desire (Mrs. 8es»ae Hayalcawa) •

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity 1

The Trap
A Woman Alone |
Darkest Russia

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour |
Stolen Voice j
Friday the 13th ,.|
Human Driftwood I

French
Film

Conditions
(Continued from page 4467)

inniversary of Armistice Day, the

ilms of the two great processions

ind the numerous ceremonies con-

lected with the burial of the Un-
:nown Poilu and the Heart of

^ambetta which had taken place

hat morning were flashed on the

Latin's screen on the boulevards.

\.n enormous crowd collected and
heered themselves hoarse as the

arious incidents were shown.

The famous French aviation ace,

e Romanet made an unexpected
ut nevertheless successful film

ebut a few days ago. He had just

ompleted a flight from the Buc
erodrome near Paris and inci-

ently beat the speed record of 309
ilometres an hour and started to

ind. He came to ground to his

great surprise right in the midst of

a group of pretty girls who im-
mediately surrounded him and be-

gan to shower congratulations upon
him. On the outside of the group
he noticed a camera man who was
turning his machine vigorously. De
Romanet, as he soon discovered, had
landed in the middle of an im-
portant scene from " The masked
Flyingman " a film serial in six

episodes. But what was stranger
still was that the artists were just

then awaiting the return of the film

aviator who was due to make a

sensational landing but who had
been anticipated by de Romanet.
He arrived a few minutes after.

Among the artists engaged in this

serial picture it is interesting to note
is Miss Vera Amazar of the Metro-
politan Opera, New York, who
made her debut in the films on this

occasion.

The French producer, Louis Mer-
canton, informs me that for his new

film " Phroso " founded on the
novel by Anthony Hope and in

which the American actress Mal-
vina Longfellow, a direct descen-
dant of the Poet, plays the leading
role, he has combed the whole of
Greece for his costumes and has
spared no expense in collecting his

material so that his scenes may cor-
respond in every detail with the
period and the atmosphere in which
they should be played. Included in

the caste is M. Capellani, the
brother of the producer who is so
well known in America.

Owing to the serious lack of coal
in France many motion picture
theatre proprietors have been forced
to limit the heating of their houses
to the very minimum. This en-
forced restriction has prompted
certain critics to expend themselves
in various forms of sarcastic advice
such as "Heat your theatres before
exhibiting your master-pieces" and
" If you desire to retain your

your clientele, first take care of
their health " and again " The
warmth dispersed by the sight of
luxurious banquets is not enough:
add a little coal to your programs."
One suffering critic whose wit at

least was not congealed by the freez-
ing atmosphere, dismissed a pro-
gram with these words " Theatre
not heated and no charge for the
Cold in the Head. Drama in 175
handkerchiefs, played by all those
present. Very bad!"

The Production Barometer in

France shows the following figures

for the past week. French Films.
4,800 metres compared with 4,552
for the preceding week. Foreign
Films, 18,868 metres against 14,676
for the previous week. The French
production represents therefore
about 25 per cent of the total.

There is much to be said for the
dissatisfaction of the French pro-
ducers !—FRANCIS J. TUCK-
FIELD.

THE WILLIAMS PBINTINO COMPAJJT, NEW TOSK
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DWGriffith ordered

NEEDED IN ADDITION
TO THOSE ALREADY
ON HAND UPON
WHICH TO PRESENT
HIS LATEST SUCCESS

Startingin the
Mowingpoints

NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO

LOSANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
PHILADELPHIA
BROOKLYN
SYRACUSE
JOHNSTOWN
POUGHKEEPSIE

AND REQUESTED
THAT FOUR COMPLETE
MACHINES BE HELD
IN READINESS AT
THE FACTORY

^^^^^

Griffith uses SIMPLEX
exclusively

Does thismean anythingtoijou?



Jane Novak and House Peters

in

"Isobel"

George H. Davis presents

"Isobel" or "The Trail's End."

James Oliver Curwood story

With Edwin Carewe direction.

Jane Novak and House Peters

Are the featured players.

Kerrle-Green photography

Insured by Rothacker Prints.



DECEMBER 18, 1920

Next Week!
C|The big Christmas issue!

^ The most beautiful edition Motion

Picture News has ever issued.

{J Advertising copy should be in early

to secure best positions.

^ And it's an issue in which you can't

afford to miss space.

The News Alone Covers the Field

DL. XXII No. 26
Entered ok Second Class Mnttcr. Octoher 13, 19U, at the I'ont Office at A'eic York, X

under the Art oj March S, 1879

Published Weekly—$j.oo a year

Los Angeles — J2Q Seventh Avenue, New York

PRICE 20 CENTS
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December I 8 , 1920 4517

cJesse I?, Lasky presents

^ William ^
DeMILLE'S Production

I 'i^idsummercMadness
With LOIS WILSON-LILA LEE
JACK HOLT and CONRAD NAGEL

Frum an editorial in the Moving Picture World (Issue December 11

J

MIDSUMMER MADNESS' is unquestionably
the greatest legitimate dramatic production the

screen has ever seen.

" It is a pleasure to congratulate the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-
tion on having added a great screen masterpiece to their list of
achievements, and to notify the exhibitors of the country that they
may expect a truly great success." Arthur James.

From the novel " His Friend and His Wife
"

By COSMO HAMILTON
Scenario by OLGA PRINTZLAU

X. FAMOUS PLAYERS -IASKY CORPORATION I

a
(paramount

(picture

m

1 -ma.

I
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The Charm School
d. fj>nrnmniint G>it



By ALICE DUER MILLER
Scenario by TOM GERAGHTY
Directed by JAMES CRUZE

Professor Austin Bevans,

Teacher of Charm!

That's Wallace Reid in this one. He
was a snappy auto salesman and
he inherited a girl's boarding school.

And he started to run it according
to his own ideas of education.

Until a beautiful pupil fell for the
learned prof, and

—

For sheer fun and excitement it

beats all the Reid hits yet. And
there's a great cast, including Lila

Lee.



SHE was only

a poor little

model in an ex-

clusive fashion
shop. And how i

she longed for silk things of her own!

And then—for one delirious evening

—her dreams came true! She shone

—

she dazzled—she sparkled ! She danced
with a prince, saved the crown jewels

and won the love of a baronet!

Enid Bennett puts all the pathos of

unfulfilled dreams into her role—and
makes it the most human she has ever

had!

£*. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Prts JESSE LLASKY IWvPm CECIL B DE MULE Ihmtcr

Thomas r
7f. Sfnce

presents

FNTD TVFNXfFTT

liBy Frank M. Dazey

J
Directed by
Fred Niblo

\This is the four
^column newspaper
ad. In mat or elec-

tro at your ex-

change.

A Thomas H. Ince

Production



SOMETHING FOR YOUR BOX OFFICE

J. Parker Read, Jr., in presenting, Louise

Glaum in "Love" has given his

emotional star a role in which she

ahead of her previous best and one

will draw her immeasurably closer

millions of admirers George T.

Exhibitors Trade Review.

young

forges

which

to her

Pardy,

A rich and colorful production. J. Parker

Read, Jr., never does things by halves.

Gorgeous interiors, bizarre effects and effec-

tive lighting contribute splendid atmosphere.

"Love" should make a good audience pic-

ture.

—

Laurence Reid, Motion Picture News.
'

''
';

Opulent in spectacular appeal, "Love" is an

"easiest way" drama given expensive and

extravagant treatment. Louis Joseph Vance

has provided a well written scenario that

carries the action up to a thrilling climax.

—-Jessie Robb, Moving Picture World.

"Love" permits Louise Glaum to do the kind

of acting in which she has no peer upon the

American screen. Contains all the qualities

which have given her pictures a place pe-

culiarly their own. Mr. Read has mounted

the picture sumptuously.

—

S. M. Wetter, New
York Review.

Talk about the lavish production and say it is one of the finest shown this season. You will not

be stretching a point. Some of the sets are gorgeous in the extreme, including a shower and

pool off the heroines boudoir. They give you a flash of Louise Glaum under the shower.

—

Wid's.

J J. PARKER READ JR.
PRODUCTION

Louise Glaum
1IVLOVE

Scenario by LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE Directed byWesley Ruggles

Personally supervised by J.Parker Read Jr.

THOMAS H.INCE - MACK SENNETT ~ MARSHALL NEILAN -ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - J. PARKER READ JR.- C GARDNER SULLIVAN

Associated Producers Inc.
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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Motion Picture News

MR. PRODUCER:
Are You Interested in a

LOCATION PRODUCING SYSTEM
that is Furnished You Free?

THEN

STOP! LOOK! READ!
Jacksonville, Florida, realizing its meritorious claims for

making itself the

THIRD MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING CENTER
Due to its climate and scenic advantages and most of all ITS PROXIMITY TO New YORK, a

short distance of only 30 hours is now Picturizing with professional motion picture camera
men.

HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS
All over this part of Florida and placing them in Folios. These pictures will be indexed showing exact

location and how to get there, also the time of the day and also the time of the month the picture was taken.

Several copies of these Folios will be on exhibition in New York City for the convenience of the producers.

Now then : Does your picture require dock scenes—here they are of different variety—or a Desert, a

Beach, a Ferry Boat, Cotton Fields, Factory, a Log Cabin or a Millionaire's Residence. Sea Shore Hotels or

Tourist Hotels, New England Farm Houses or Southern Plantations, a Wind Mill or Water Wheel, scenes

with Moss and Plenty of Palms or scenes without Moss and Palms suggesting Northern settings, an Ocean
Liner entering a Dock or sailing out to sea.—Here it is all before you.

YOU CAN SIT AT YOUR DESK IN NEW YORK AND SCENALIZE YOUR STORY

No need sending your location man out under heavy expense and time and then often be disappointed be-

cause he doesn't see the locations you have in mind.

You will find most any conceivable kind of a location in these Folios. Make your selection and send your
companies down and Jacksonville will do the rest.

DOES THIS APPEAL TO YOU PRODUCERS AS A PRACTICAL PROPOSITION

We will show you that Florida has more beautiful locations and a greater variety than you ever dreamt of.

TO DO THIS COSTS A LOT OF MONEY BUT WE SPEND IT GLADLY IF IT WILL BE OF
SERVICE TO THE PRODUCERS. THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, THE CITY GOVERN-
MENT, BANKING INTERESTS, THE MERCHANTS AND EVERYBODY ELSE IS BEHIND
THIS MOVEMENT AND THE PRODUCER WHO COMES WILL MEET WITH HEARTY
COOPERATION FROM ALL THESE CLASSES.

MOTION PICTURE COMMITTEE
of the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce

W. R. CARTER, Chairman

SEE MAP ON OPPOSITE PAGE
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JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

IS THE LOGICAL PLACE FOR

SOUTHERN HEADQUARTERS

FOR PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES

WHY
"Jacksonville, the Third Motion Picture Producing Center"

AROUND
JACKSONVILLE
WHITE SAND BEACHES FAR MORE
ATTRACTIVE THAN NORTHERN
BEACHES. SEASHORE BUNGALOWS,
HOTELS WITH AMUSEMENT FEA-
TURES.

LARGE OAKS, PINE FORESTS, PALM
HAMMOCKS, NILE RIVER SCENES
WITH AFRICAN DESERT, CAVES, JUN-
GLE, HILLY AND FLAT FARM LAND,
ORANGE GROVES, WATER MILLS,
FALLS, LIGHTHOUSE, NORTHERN
FARMS. SOUTHERN PLANTATIONS,
MOUNTAIN MOONSHINE AND NEW
ENGLAND FISHING VILLAGES.

NO MOUNTAINS—BUT HIGH BARE
AND WOODED FOOT-HILLS.

JAPANESE, CHINESE. ITALIANS,
GREEKS, SPANIARDS, CUBANS, MOON-
SHINERS, LUMBER-JACKS, COWBOYS.
FISHERMEN, SOLDIERS, BIG LEAGUE
BASE-BALL TEAMS.

ONE NIGHT'S RIDE FROM JACKSON-
VILLE TO MIAMI, PALM-BEACH, OR
KEY WEST, OR TO MOUNTAINS IN
GEORGIA, OR MOUNTAINS NEAR
ASHEVILLE, N. C.

ONE NIGHT AND A DAY TO CUBA.TWO NIGHTS AND A DAY TO JAMAICA.

AGO DE CUBA

JACKSONVILLE
OFFERS:

SHORTEST ROUTE FROM NEW YORK.
30 HOURS TO JACKSONVILLE;
108 HOURS TO LOS ANGELES.

CLEAR CUT LIGHT, 272 DAYS OF SUN-
LIGHT, AVERAGE DURING YEAR, TWO
INTERIOR STUDIOS FOR DARK DAYS.

NO SNOW NOR ICE.

HANDSOME HOMES OF EVERY ARCHI-
TECTURE WITH SPACIOUS GROUNDS,
GRASS AND TREES, GREEN IN WIN-
TER. BLOOMING FLOWERS.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS, SKY-
SCRAPERS, MODERN DEPOT, FACTO-
RIES, CHURCHES, CLUBS, TENE-
MENTS AND ALLEYS.

GOOD ROADS BORDERED BY FINE
SCENERY, GOLF LINKS, COUNTRY
AND YACHT CLUBS, ZOO, CITY PARKS,
WINTER QUARTERS FOR CARNIVALS,
ANIMAL SHOWS, AND CIRCUSES.

DOCKS, R. R. SHOPS, SHIP YARDS,
ARMY CAMP, PULLMAN & OBSERVA-
TION TRAINS.

NORTHERN SMALL TOWN RESI-
DENCES AND ATMOSPHERE.

STEAMSHIPS, RIVER BOATS, SIDE-
WHEELERS, MILLIONAIRE YACHTS,MOTOR BOATS, SAILING BOATS,SCHOONERS, HOUSE BOATS,
LAUNCHES, DUGOUTS, CANOES.

FURNITURE " PROP
OND-HAND STORES.

HOUSES, SEC-

SOCIETY RIDING SCHOOL, THOR-
OUGH-BRED HORSES, AND FOX HUNT-
ERS, OCEAN, LAKES, RIVERS, PONDS,
CREEKS, SPRINGS.

FULL FORCE OF MINOR CHARACTERS.
COMEDIANS, CAMERAMEN. ASSISTANT
DIRECTORS, STAGE CARPENTERS, 2000
EXTRAS, HOTEL AND CABARET LIFESECOND TO NONE.

CO-OPERATION BY PRESS AND CHAM-BER OF COMMERCE.

UP-TO-DATE STORES.



STOLLMF ILM
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Presents

January Ninth
Th rough Pathe Exchange , Inc.,

THE HUNDREDTH CHANCE

From the Novel
by Ethel M.Dell

A Story of a

Womaris Great Doubt

A Triangle ? Yes, but a Triangle in which

the Woman with perfect frankness had

married with an understanding that

the union should be loveless unless

the Husband won her affection. So

it is we see a battle between two

determined men waged in circum-

stances away out of the ordinary



The husband was a bit rough-

training horses was his trade--

and his employer and rival

was smooth
,
devilishly smooth

Bolton was straightforward and

Saltash was unscrupulous fo

the last degree . Bolton took

a Hundredth Chance of
winning Maud's love. He
captured it on the evening of

the verg daij Hundredth Chance

came under the wire in front

cJnd So the 'Best J\fan ^WSn Out
Just as he ^Jhought all °Was /gst

J{e jfgnded ^cfwoT^aees in One S)aij

The First was a Matter of the Heart

The Second Was a Great Steeplechase

And in Both Were Spills and Thrills

STOLL
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

GEOR/3E FCING, President
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N.Y.C

GA&UK STUDIOS



STATE
Arrow

nnouncos

The early^ release of

the first ofa series of

FiVe Reel

Western Features

starrin

%
%

m

jj
J i



I

Produced
by

^henWilson
-——

-

Endorsed ^Distributed

Arrow Film
Corporation
^B.Shallenb<?r£'<?r,Pres.

220 West 42nd-5t.,N.V.,

i
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A Whole Year on One Production

if necessary to bring it up to our standard.

Unlimited Money

to make motion pictures as good

as is humanly possible.

Pick out the five or six biggest

pictures of the current year and

rest assured that an equal number

of the Big Five productions will

equal them in Box Office caliber.

THE BIG FIVE PRODUCTIONS

A combination of well known, first

rank personalities of the industry

that will amaze Filmdom

Detailed announcement when the time is ripe.



Hal Roach
presents

Harold Lloyd
in the Comedy Special

"Number, Please?
9

Produced by ROL1N
Directed by HAL ROACH

A certain sensation

in every house

Lloyd

—

long on laughs



Harold Lloyd
in the Comedy Special

"Number, Please?"

Lloyd

—

take him by and large

The world's greatest screen comedian

THE first of the Lloyd Comedy
Specials was issued only twelve

months ago.

Within the year it has become evi-

dent both to exhibitors and the

public that Lloyd has become the

leading screen comedian of the world,

and Hal Roach the greatest of all

comedy directors and producers.

Furthermore, and this is very im-

portant, these two have shown that

pure comedy is possible without

vulgarity; and that true art in acting,

direction and story is better than

crude slapstick.

It would be fine if it were possible to

show you the hundreds of enthu-

siastic exhibitor letters,— the multi-

tude of highly laudatory newspaper

and magazine clippings on the subject

of these comedies.

It is impossible, but they exist. They

agree that the Lloyd Special Gome-

dies are the best on the market today.

?)Pafhe\f)
Distributors Vi-/



THE ARTIST WHO USES A CAMERA
TELLING a motion picture story without actors is an

art that has made Bruce. First he selects a story,

writes a scenario, then wanders around the four corners

of the world to get pictures that will tell his story

without the use of actors. Bruce's works are a part of

"The Spice of the Program"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

E. W. Hammons, President
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be-ifliecameiut
one stepnearer-

|~iOMING! And coming soon! An absolutely

^ breathless photoplay—a picture whose action

is so swift—whose drama is so human and intense

as to hold your audiences as if in a vise right up

to the last big moment—and then release them in

a wave of relief and good feeling. In simpler

words—a DEAN picture that is DEAN all the way

through—a whirling, rushing, desperate drama of

quick work after dark that is going to work peo-

ple into a frenzy of excitement. GET READY!

SWEEP OUT YOUR BOX-OFFICE. PREPARE

TO START YOUR NEW YEAR OFF WITH A

BANG!

CARL LAEMMLE
presents

PZHSCILL4

DEAN
supported "by

LQM CH&NEY

16oo Broadway New York

Silentlythe curtains

parted and the Beast

looteddownather.

TheMostAmaiintfAmerican
it!
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It hadcome-the one

I _ Mi

If she lived to be
a hundred shewould
never forgetwhat she

saw in tnat blinding

moment —
TOEMEMBER "The Wildcat of Paris"? "Out-

side the Law " is like a whole barrel of wild-

cats. Remember the last reel of " The Virgin of

Stamboul"? Wait till you see Priscilla's fight

with Black Jack Moran in " Outside the Law." Re-

member her fine acting in "Pretty Smooth"?

Watch for the moment in "Outside the Law"

when that dear little kiddie, Stanley Goethals, melts

her icy heart! CARL LAEMMLE himself tells

you that Priscilla Dean in " Outside the Law " is

incomparable—and Carl Laemmle KNOWS. You

can bet and bank on this to the limit.

Ifootadvay New York

Melodrama Ever Screened 1
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NCI TO
Mm

p-,ctu-re

ONCE to every exhibitor comes the chance to exploit a perfect

picture by perfect exploitation—a low-cost promotion plan
that fits the picture absolutely and is thoroughly practical. Here
is that plan—a proven success in every detail. Use it—and use

it now.

The Super-Herald

Get today from your Universal-Jewel Exchange a copy of

the "ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN," Ben Bolt Super-

Herald, a 4-page, 9 x 12, artistic combination of gong-

music and advertising. Give these away to your patrons

for one week prior to, and during, your showing of this

screen triumph. Universal-Jewel sells you these super-

helps at cost—and gives you free the same quantity that

you buy.

The Singer

Secure, or have your Universal-Jewel Exchange secure

for you, the services of a woman singer for your show-

ing. Follow the plan used by Ascher Brothers of Chi-

cago—the aria from " Faust " in Reel 3—" Home, Sweet

Home " in Reel 6, where Dorothy Phillips leaves for

home, sung behind the curtain—and " Ben Bolt," sung

behind the curtain, near the end.

0arljaemmle
presents

ofilhn HolubarS

UNIVER.SAL*
JEWEL
^Production

'Starry

The Phonograph

Where a singer is not obtainable, use a phonograph for

these three effects and tie up with your local music store

for publicity. Use Geraldine Farrar's rendering of " Ben
Bolt."

IF YOU WILL FOLLOW OUT THIS PRACTICAL
LOW-COST EXPLOITATION PLAN YOU WILL
CROWD YOUR HOUSE AS IT HAS NEVER BEEN
CROWDED BEFORE. SEE YOUR UNIVERSAL-
JEWEL EXCHANGE TODAY.

DOROTHY
PHILLIP5

( N
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From "filler" to "feature"

that's the story of theNews
Reel in your theatre. And
that's exactly why "good
enough" is not good
enough-—as your own Box-office will

quickly tell you. You need for your
News Feature precisely the same
high-class entertainment that you
give in your dramas and comedies.
You need exclusive stuff—you need
scoops and beats—you need every
high-spot in the day's doings. Inf
other words, you need International

News,because International is always
first in everything you need in your
News Feature. Book it today—to-

morrow you'll be happy. Released
through Universal.
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FILMS
OCIAfl

PUBLISHED BY THE
INDEPENDENT
FILM5 ASSOCIATION

CHICAGO ASSOCIATION NEW5
EDDY ECKELS' 6» tied

RICHARD ROBERTSON
1

DIRECTOR <

F EXPLOITATION

WORLD DISTRIBUTORS

The KEY is a powerful stiff uppercut—straight

to the jaw of would-be film Czars.

Let's be candid! What Webster thinks of the word "In-

dependence" is one thing. To strip it of its camouflage is

another. Our definition is lengthy but it eliminates the

bunk that reminds us of the hokum cigar band.

INDEPENDENCE for exhibitors means simply having
two legs to stand upon—guts enough to stand upon them
and to tell those birds parading under banners of false

promises to "Go To!"

THE INDEPENDENT FILM ASS'N was formed for

the purpose of combating camouflaged interests and fur-

nishing you with real productions—real legs to stand upon.
Now then, dammit, have you the guts to talk back and
support our policy of supporting you? If you have

—

you've got the KEY! Use it—OPEN THE DOOR OF
THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY IN THE HISTORY
OF FILMDOM—the square deal you have always got and
always will get by dealing with the Independent Exchange.

LEO WHITE
IN HIS LATEST

"RAZZIN9 THE JAZZ"
Whoopee! Bills, thrills, frills, and what did LEO have

in his still ? ? ?

And those creamy, bare, natural cuticle skins encased in

leopard hides and thumbnail bathing suits. Oh! Pity the

blind.

Two reels of mirth provoking screams every two weeks

Book your play dates early.

Wire your nearest exchange for

option on entire series. You may
still grab them off by quick action.

Leo White's name is associated

in the mind of every picture fan

with laughs, happiness and fun.

This is because of his prominent

part in Chaplin's Essanay and Mu-

) ) tual Comedies. Leo White's Pin-

& MSs \ nacle Comedies are little gems of

merit. Ask your local indepen-

dent exchange about release dates

on the first Leo White Comedy.

(jf)innacli

EXPLOITATION SECTION

lie Uley Do
Independence

NEAL HART
IN HIS LATEST TRIUMPH

"SKYFIRE"
A story of the wild and woodsy Canadian Northwest

literally bulging and bursting with daring thrills and ex-

citement.

The big feature of SKYFIRE is the Aurora Borealis or

Northern Lights scene, which has successfully been woven
into the plot of Mr. Hart's latest Pinnacle production.

Book SKYFIRE through your independent exchange
man and place an option on all NEAL HART pictures to

follow. An entire year's output of attractions extraordi-

nary.

innacle ul)iciure$

WATCH OUT FOR OLD FILMS!
One of the surest ways—if not the only

way—to keep from getting stung on an-

cient, moth-eaten pictures which have lain

on the shelves for several years without

a market, and are being dragged forth

now and offered to the state right ex-

changes because of the present big de-

mand-IS TO GET YOUR BOOKINGS
FROM EXCHANGES HAVING MEM-
BERSHIP IN THE INDEPENDENT
FILMS ASSOCIATION. These ex-

changes are buying the brand new, just

completed productions and booking them
to you. For instance, you are booking

"Skyfire," the second Neal Hart picture,

while "Danger Valley." the third, is being

printed, and "Totem Law," the fourth, is

being filmed at the studio.

r



T>VUTHnYYDQ I BOOK FRANKLYN FARNUM SUPER FEATURES FROM
J&AniDllUJxD I EXCHANGES HOLDING FRANCHISE IN yOUR TERRITORY

EASTERN PENNSYL-
VANIA & SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
De Luxe Film Co.,

No. 1325 Vine Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.

OKLAHOMA
Tucker Bros. Amusement Co.,

No. 310 West Main St.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

IOWA & NEBRASK \

Greater Productions Co.,

No. 100 East Locust Street,

Des Moines, Iowa.

MINNESOTA, NORTH &
SOUTH DAKOTA,
WISCONSIN
Walter A. Baier Film Co.,

No. 412 Toy Building,

Milwaukee, Wis.

GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALA-
BAMA, NORTH & SOUTH
CAROLINA & TENNESSEE
Enterprise Distributing Corp.,

No. 104 Walton Street,

Atlanta, Ga.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
& WEST VIRGINIA
Columbia Film Service,

No. 119 Ninth St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MARYLAND. DELA-
WARE. VIRGINIA &
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Exhibitors Film Exch.,

No. 408 Mather Building,

Washington, D. C.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
D. M. Vandawalker, Jr.

(Doll-Van Film Corp.)

No. 207 South Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

TFXAS & ARKANSAS
Specialty Film Co.,

No. 107 So. St. Paul St..

Dallas. Texa-.

LOUISIANA & MISSISSIPPI
Ent;rprise Distributing Corp.,

New Orleans, La.

CANYON PICTURES
prresent

FranklynFARNUM
in

' *7/ie STIgUf
a rapid-fire storyofthe neW West

story by¥m E.WING
diverted by OTTO LEDERER
produced by W.N.SEL1G

distributedby

CANYON PICTURES
130 WEST 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY

I
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CUSS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

Telegram

Dey Letter Blue

Night Message Nae

Night Lettv ML
If none of these three symboU
eopean after the thtik (number of

worth) thli b a telegram. Other-
wise tu character la Indicated by the

symbol appearing after the check.

WESTE

•JEWCOMB CARLTON. Pttes:

UNION
AM

GEORGE W. E ATKINS. FiHST vic«-e>«s:gic

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

Telegram

Day Letter Blue

Night Meuage Nte

Night Letter NL
If nerve of these three symbol*
Bjnears after the check t number of

words' this Is a telegram. Other-
wise to chanrter K Indicated by the

symbol aopearirtg after the Chech.

RECEIVED AT 225 WEST 52D STREET, NEW YORK CITY

93FY FEC 45 3 EXTRA

CA WASHINGTON DC 1157A NOV 27 1920
A S KIRPARTICK

ROBT COLE DIST CORPN NEWYORK

POPULAR DEMAND COMPELS TO KEEP K ISMET OVER FOR INDEFINITE RUN.

[BUSINESS LARGEST IN H
I
STQR Y R ULTc\rR I BUTE AND COMMENTS VERBAL AND

BY LETTERS FROM THE PUBLIC MEANS ADDITIONAL PRESTIGE FOR OUR THEATRE

AS WBLL AS YOUR PICTURE WE ARE THOROUGHLY PLEASHD

TOM MOBROE

PRES R I ALTO THEAKBE

124-6P

mm
HJK*



WE have just completed a survey of the Motion Picture situation in

Baltimore, which will be valuable to every man or firm interested in

a wider distribution of films and greater profits from them.

Our book detailing this investigation con-

tains an enormous amount of invaluable infor-

mation, covering every film theatre in the city

of Baltimore, the name of the theatre, its man-
ager, seating capacity, prices, type of projec-

tion machine used, etc., outlines a new and im-

proved method of merchandising, gives facts as

the result of a direct investigation with those

who go to see motion pictures—how often they

go, where and why?—and further possibilities

of the market based on these tables.

But the big salient thought our investigation

contains is that practically the entire expense

of producing a film has gone into it whether it

is shown ten times or fifty times in a market.

With' this in view our survey makes an ex-

tremely incisive suggestion for getting double
or triple the present number of rentals out of a

film, and for keeping it working weeks even

months after it now goes onto the shelf.

When a man sells a million more bars of soap

he is up against the necessity of buying more
material of every sort, increasing his labor

supply, in fact, increasing his expenses gener-

ally, almost up to the point of his increased

business. But a film enterprise is practically

at no increased expense whatever, so far as the

product itself is concerned when doubling or

tripling the sales.

The firm acting on the suggestion contained

in this survey and market analysis first, will get

the greatest benefit out of it at the lowest ex-

pense. The more firms that go into it in the

long run, the better, but the pioneers will un-

questionably get the " cream " at very moderate

cost.

Rembrandt——T" ILM sS

This is a book which will appeal intensely to the biggest men in the Motion Picture Indus-
try. Men like Mr. Lasky, Mr. Laemmle, Mr. Smith, Mr. Brunei, Mr. Selznick, Mr. Fox,
Mr. Griffith, Mr. Zukor, Mr. Goldwyn, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Hodkinson, Mr. Williams, Mr.
Cole, Mr. Abrams, Mr. Price, Mr Cohen, Mr. Hammons, Mr. Hoffmann, Mr. Waters, Mr.
King and others at the head of the biggest film enterprises, or in charge of their advertising,

will find food for thought, serious consideration, and we believe incentive to action, in this

valuable survey, which we will gladly send to every executive in the film business who will

write for it on his business stationery.

The Baltimore News

Dan. A. Carroll

Eastern Representative

Tribune Building

New York

Morning and Evening—Daily and Sunday

Frank D. Webb
Advertising Manager

J. E. Lutz

Western Representative

1-1 National Bank Bldg.

Chicago
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Boston Photoplays Company
TRED B. MURPHY, generaiJUanager

announces
to the Theatre Owners of New
England that they have secured
the rights for the EXCLUSIVE
DISTRIBUTION in the States of

Maine , Massachusetts , Vermont,
New Hampshire, Connecticut and
Rhode Island of all attractions

released by

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION

Boston Photoplays
C O M P AN Y
FRED B. MURPHY , General Manager

52 Broadway Boston, Mass.
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ONCERNING
M£Aft)AN PRODUCTIONS

(3 Y (2) M

Fi?£I> 3. MURPHY , general {Manager

of Boston Photoplays Company, Writes:

"The more I think of your pro-
position , the more enthusiastic I

am about it •

"It is unquestionably the best
and fairest plan ever offered any
exchange and should be a splen-
did success .

"Speakingf for Boston Photoplays
Company, we shall do all in our
power with it in New England

.

Wishing" you all success

(signed)

Fred B. Murphy
§\>ery day

people say^jj

Sherman
is right'

For remaining" territory
(Wire today to

SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION <*>

Lon^acre Building" - 1476 Broadway
New York .
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Benj.B.Hampton Production

ZANE GREY'S Greatest
Novel

*<7&U P TRAIL"
A MASSIVE PICTURE ofthe GREAT WEST with a POWERFUL CAST

including
ROY STEWART'JOSEPH J.DOWLING- KATHLYN WILLIAMS
ROBERT M£ KIM and MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
Directed by JACK CONWAY^ ZANE GREY PICTURES • <7nc-

LOS ANGELES Nov. 29th 1920
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 PIPTH AVENUE
NEW YORK N Y
TALLY'S BROADWAY THEATRE OPENED
SATURDAY ON "UP TRAIL' ' TO
WONDERPUL BUSINESS STOP BIG LINE
UP PROM SIX O'CLOCK UNTIL NINE-
THIRTY P M STOP SUNDAY HE LINED
THEM UP POR A PULL FLOCK THREE
DEEP STOP PICTURE Gl ENG OVER
LIKE A HOUSE APIRE

W T WALL

Distributed by

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty

thru PATHS Exchange, Inc.

A
HODKINSON
RELEASE

=

Benj. B. Hampton Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
DESERT GOLD THE SAGEBRUSHER THE WESTERNERS RIDERS OF THE DAWN
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HUGO BALLIN Presents

Hagah Love
from the &tory

'THE HONOURABLE GENTLEMAN"

0 ACHMED ABDULLAH 1
-I PRODUCED BY HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS ' <3nc _2

The Sunday Telegraph, issue of November 28th,

said: "It proves to be a succession of the most
beautifully composed and exquisitely designed pic-

tures recently shown on any screen in these parts."

And the Moving Picture World spoke most highly

of "the particularly tense and deadly combat
which forms the big melodramatic punch scene."

Thus it may be seen that this production

combines in a rare degree artistic beauty and

dramatic suspense.

Distributed by

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York. City

thru PATH; Exchange.Jnc
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*W.K.ZIEGFELD Presents--
Florence cReecL —' o9 ^Renowned Star*
Gmile GhaubaroL —1 C7 Great Director

oVornian Trevor *—
• Carle rjoxe

Cjiirone Power ~ Henry Stephenson
William Voselle r—' ' QMUe.Dazie
Paula, Shay —» Smesb Cgjmbarb

cflMmder Cast oF Distinguished cflrtists

Vhilip Bartholomae ~ O? cVotedJDramatist
CtheJ Donoher. OA &ifiedu Writer

In one production! cWkat names to conjure
^wlthl CsincL cwhat a, -wealth oP genius tnezr
are brlruglng to the 1

^IEGPELDC I JSJ 35}AA.SA
c ortPortAfrrojsr
(Z0.IC.'Seg£eldi, president
FIFTH AVENUE CAT
FORJTY-FOURfTH STREET

QJJew <YorkD

05

now in the making!
C£ symbol ofdramatic excellence to theatre ~~

qoers the world o\>er,

"W.IG.ZIEGFELD Presents"
-will soon become a, by^word among screen*-
lowers everywhere anch

ADur-wor^) TO EXHIBITOR



URBAN
POPULAR
CLASSICS

KINETO
COMPANY

°/
AMERICA

Inc.

URBAN!
POPULAR
classic)

KINETO
COMPANY

of
AMERICA

Inc.

AN ASSET FOR EVERY THEATRE

CHARLES URBAN'S
MOVIE CHATS

They are so delightful to theatre

audiences because they have sub-

stance. They have the lightness,

and humor, too; but more than

that they have a fullness, a

"worth - whileness " that makes

them superb entertainment to

your patrons. Their variety, their

completeness, their world-sweep,

their information, their beauty

make them an asset for every

theatre which plays them regu-

larly.

Exhibitors who are building now
for the future are booking

CHARLES URBAN'S
MOVIE CHATS

Released through States Rights Exchanges

Some Territory Still Available

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

New York City



Ohe Great Stage Success ^hat
Established aUroadwaylZecord !

" The Great Lover " is a title that

should interest every live-wire ex-

hibitor in the industry. There are

few popular plays that have been

quite as popular as this sensational

comedy drama which played to

Broadway crowds for over a year

with Leo Ditrichstein in the stel-

lar role.

The leading figure in this skill-

fully directed production is, as the

title indicates, " a great lover."

Women could not resist Jean

Paurel, the opera singer, whose

conquests embraced every femi-

nine type. Women admirers

flocked to the stage door to shower

him with bouquets and love notes.

GOLDWYN
l^res ents

AFRANK LLOYD
PRODUCTION

he

GREAT
LOVER

THE COHAN AND HARRIS
Notable Stage Success by
LEO DITRICHSTEIN

FREDERIC and FANNY HATTON
Directed by Trank. LLoifd

. GOLDWYN PICTURES;



"Godless Men" heads

the National BoarJ

Of Review's list of

Exceptional Pictures .

COLDWYN
Presents

REGINALD BARKER'S
PRODUCTION OF

^ODLESS
ADAPTED FROM THE WIDELY READ STORY
BLACK PAWL by BEN AMES WILLIAMS

DIRECTED BY
REGINALD BARKER

The drama that

unfolded itself on

the plunging
decks of Black

Pawl's vessel is

charged with the

wild, sublime
fury of the sea.

For concentrated

power, for ex-

ultant beauty, for

sheer over-master-

i n g excitement,

"Godless Men"
will be called the

greatest sea pic-

ture ever filmed.

COLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

The Greatest Sea Picture Ever Filmed
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J S WOODY

GENERAL MANAGER REALART PICTURES CORPN ^69 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK N Y

WE ARE PLEASED TO REPORT WONDERFUL RESULTS WITH YOUR

TAYLORLSPECIAL THE FURNACE AT BOTH OUR NEW GRAND GENTRAL

AND WEST END LYRIC THEATRES WHERE IT STARTED A WEEKS RUN

TODAY STOP WE ARE SENDING YOU BETTER EVIDENCE OF ITS SUC-

CESS IN THE FORM OF A FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN TONIGHT]

WHICH SPEAKS FOR ITS SELF STOP THE BEST PART QF THE OPEflJl

ING OF THE ENGAGEMENT LIES IN THE FACT THAT IT PLEASED J

OUR PATRONS IMMENSELY AND WORDS OF PRAISE COULD BE HEARD
|

ON ALL SIDES STOP THIS MEANS SUCCESS FOR THE ENTIRE EN- f

GAGEMENT STOP YOU CAN SELL US MORE PICTURES LIKE THE I

FURNACE REGARDS I

SKOURAS BROTHERS ENTERPRISES

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
<4-SS FIFTH AVENUE, NEWyORK.
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Booker's Calendar for 1921

The leading Exchanges of the country have

received these convenient calendars.

Without exception they have been pronounced

by all as a most convenient adjunct to their

business.

No turning of leaves month by month.

The year before you on one card.

######
A few of these Booker's Calendars are still on

hand.

As long as the supply lasts, they will be sent to

those who apply, enclosing fifty (50) cents for each

calendar. Address

Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

First Come—First Served
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CONTROL ^Your-
ORCHESTRA PIT ]

I

*7he Amebican Photo Player Co.
NEWTYOBiT CITY

flECCA BLD6.-I6OO B'WAVC
<ZYA\<Z/KGO , ILL. SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

/09 <?OlD£N ffAT£ AV£.
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W. Stewart Webster, Strand Theatre Circuit, Wood-

land, Cal.

" A First National Franchise means freedom from bond-

age for the independent exhibitor."—THAT'S AN-
OTHER REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise e^yjwhere

Wait Till You See This One!

Arthur S. Kane
presents

We say

—

It's His Best!
Your patrons' 11 say

—

You Can't Beat It!

You'll say

—

Give Me More Like It!

A First National Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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L. C. Babcock, Billings, Mont.
" We believe that the Associated First National is the
biggest and most successful concern in the motion pic-

ture industry. I believe that the directors are going to

work for the interest of all, big and small."—THATS
ANOTHER REASON WHY

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

Do You Find It Hard To Get
New and Novel Comedies?

Then read what an exhibitor says

of The Toonerville Trolley Series:

Mr. H. 0. Schwalbe,
Associated First National Pictures, Inc
6 & 8 West 48th St., New York City.

December 2, 1920.

My dear Mr. Schwalbe:

Last week at our Garden Theatre, Paterson, N. J. we played
"THE TOONERVILLE TROLLEY THAT MEETS ALL TRAINS," the first of the TOONER-
VILLE TROLLEY comedy series.

This comedy caused more favorable comment from our patrons
than any comedy we have ever played in the theatre. The comedy character
played by Dan Mason was exceptionally well done,, and as Mr. Mason happens
to be quite a well known burlesque and vaudeville comedian his popularity
helped the comedy a great deal. We had numerous inquiries from our patrons
desiring to know when the next TOONERVILLE picture was coming.

I certainly wish to congratulate the producers of this
picture, as good novel comedies are very scarce at this time.

Very truly yours,

AMP:MNK (Signed) A. M. FABIAN.

Betzwood Film Company presents

"The Toonerville Trolley" "Toonerville's Fire Brigade"
That meets all Trains

' 'The Skipper's Narrow Escape" "The Skipper's Treasure Garden"

Fontaine Fox Comedies in 2 Rollicking Reels
Story by Fontaine Fox Directed by Ira M. Lowry

Not Animated Cartoons

First National Attractions

Foreign representative, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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A. F. Shallberg, Avoy Theatre, Moline, III.

"We believe that your franchise proposition is the big-

gest proposition that any theatre can possess. That's
why I have signed the contract."—AND THAT'S
ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hherell he a Franchise everywhere

"A Big Story, Packed With Action;

The Kind That Builds Patronage"
// will pay you to read Exhibitors Herald
every word of their review

" 1 The Scoffer '—vividly dramatic picture fiction. Man and woman drama for

the serious of mind, clean, convincing, powerful. A strong story artistically but firmly

presented. A capable cast in which every character is a type and most are worthy of

star prominence. Allan Dwan's best work to date.

" It is not to be considered an every day nor a one day picture. It has the quali-

ties that make for increasing patronage during an engagement. It should be given

an opportunity to exert its business building appeal.

" If, as claimed, ' the story is the thing,' ' The Scoffer ' is a great picture.

" If an evenly balanced and exceptionally capable cast is considered the guarantee of good enter-

tainment, the production is one in a hundred.

" If artistry, combined with forcefulness in setting, direction, photography, acting and subtitle are

considered the essentials of the ' big picture,' Allan Dwan's First National production ranks high in

that class.

"James Kirkwood, Noah Beery, Philo McCullough, Rhea Mitchell, Mary Thurman, John Barton,

Eugenie Besserer, Bernard Durning, Ward Crane and Georgie Stone are the players given mention in

the cast of characters and the work of any one of them surpasses what is commonly accepted as stellar

quality. Realism is the dominant note throughout the picture and it has been attained by skilfully mix-

ing the commonplace and the bizarre.

" The story is big, modern, packed with action and intensely unfolded. The widely misemployed
' gripping ' fits perfectly."

Speaking of The Mayflower Photoplay Corporation's

presentation of

An Allan Dwan Production

"THE SCOFFER"
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A. F. Brentlinger, Bankers and Merchants Theatre

Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

" We are certainly pleased to be associated with First

National and believe that every exhibitor ivho is fortu-

nate to be identified ivith the organization is to be highly
complimented."—THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

There'// be a Franchise everywhere

A Drama of Real Life

46

Of Man and Woman Enmeshed
in the web of

HABIT
HABIT—that lures women to sell their souls

for luxury and wealth.

HABIT—that makes men vultures of society,

preying on women.
HABIT of card table, wine room, dance hall

and fashion market.

HABIT that degrades and breaks the nerve and
will.

HABIT with its awful consequences—with its

trail of wrecked hopes and lives.

A Big Special Feature
Presented by

Louis B. Mayer
with

Mildred Harris
Directed by Edwin Carewe

From the drama of Tom Barry

Adapted by Madge Tyrone

Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle

Tech. Director, Rex Weston

Edited by Edward McDermott

oV.is

She shrank back in horror at

the wreck she had made of

men's lives through her selfish

indulgencs—HABIT.

A First National

Attraction

The Most Terrific Train Collision Ever Screened Shown in this Film — the result of Habit.
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A Very Pertinent Question
N exhibitor asks us the following: — While personally I

* think the RITCHEY posters are the most attractive, color-

ful and forceful, and I get them with a great number of films,

how does it happen that there still are some prominent producing
companies who use posters of other makes? They certainly are

interested in the success of their own production, at least as

much as anybody else is. Does it not follow, that, in their

judgment, the other makes are either better or just as good?

The answer:—No, it does not follow. Such producers
know that their posters are inferior but they use them for rea-

sons which are good and sufficient from their standpoint. Here
is an illustration of what actually happened: A conspicuous
producing company was buying RITCHEY posters; in the

course of time they found themselves under great financial

stress. A lithographer offered to make their posters without

any obligation on their part, in return for the privilege of sell-

ing them to the exhibitor direct through the exchanges. In
addition, he was willing to pay a cash bonus. The company
was greatly in need of relief and was practically forced to sign

up for a period of considerable length. It was bad business,

but fairly safe, as they banked on the exhibitor not knowing the

difference, and not having anything to say in the matter

anyway.

There are various other reasons and instances where the pos-

ter is being used not on its merits but for some private and hid-

den consideration. This condition is very harmful for our
industry in general and the exhibitor in particular.

We will fight this condition with the object of having pos-

ters bought and sold on their merits only. In this, we ought to

have the cooperation of the entire industry. Our aim is to

eliminate the distribution of posters that are so bad as to be,

from an advertising standpoint, worse than useless. When the

people responsible for such distribution are clearly recognized
that end will be achieved.

RITCHEY LITHO. CORP.
406-426 West 31st St., N. Y. Phone Chelae* 8388
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"Give and Take" in Business

THE daily scene in front of the Godfrey Build-

ing, New York, where the salesman grabs
the customer on the sidewalk— is only paral-

leled in all New York City in front of the

low-grade clothing shops of Baxter Street and Seventh
Avenue.

It is a pretty bad advertisement of the industry.

We like to group ourselves with the leading ones. Can
anyone imagine this sort of street barter going on with
railroads, steel, ore, automobiles, etc?

This is the sign we hang out in front of the largest

film building in the City where exists headquarters
of practically the entire American film industry.

Is it a true sign of our trade?

It has been explained to us that this outlandish
method of sales is confined to New York City and to

all inferior kinds of film.

Unfortunately the latter is not true. Many pic-
tures are traded in on the Godfrey curb and with the
same wild grabbing of the customer's coat lapels and
with the same hoarse shouting and give and take
tactics which the writer in his whole experience can
only associate with the quarreling that goes on over a

fish-peddlers' cart in Soho Square, London.
But the worst of it is—and the point of it is—that

this strange scene is a physical manifestation—exag-
gerated but rione the less true—of the selling policy
today of motion pictures throughout the length and
breadth of the land.

In other words it's—barter. Just that. That's our
selling method. You may refine it in many ways. It
is not necessary to grab the customer, jam him into a
doorway and yell him into submission. But, however
it's done, the policy is just the same. It's—get what-
ever you can, and grab what you get. Same way on
either side—exhibitor from salesman, salesman from
exhibitor. They have to do it.

And it's a mighty bad thing all around.

It has been said that the greatest fault with this
business—the one thing that distinguishes it from all

other business— is a complete lack of confidences be-
tween its branches. It's true. Confidence not only
does not exist—it is displaced by positive hostility and
suspicion.

But how can you have anything else where barter

is the basis of all dealing when there is such an utter

lack of any stable value that salesman and customer
have no point of sales contact, but on the other hand
are actually led into a poker game with a range of
value from the sky to the water.

We have price-cutting in other lines of business; in

this, we have no prices.

In other lines they shade the penny—the dollar
maybe. In our's we shade prices by the several hun-
dreds of dollars on the single picture rental.

This lack of any basis of value is bad enough in

itself; but we contend that its consequences, its

constant breeding of misunderstanding and distrust
is far worse and farther reaching. It is positively
destructive.

We have suggested percentage as the cure. For so
doing we have been accused of everything from
ignorance to treachery. We believe, as sincerely as
ever, that some day some form of percentage will be
adopted to the great good of the entire business, and
that in the meantime, it will still remain impossible
for the best selling system to fix a fair and satisfactory
price on each different picture with its different story,
direction and star for the widely different towns of
the widely different section of this broad country.

* * *

Jacksonville Welcomes You

JACKSONVILLE offers an attractive quota of
advantages to the producer. Climate, scenery

—

of a variety that lacks only mountains and snow;
nearness to New York—so that a week-end trip

back and forth makes a loss of only half a business

day. But best of all we like the spirit of its merchants,
its Chambers of Commerce—their offer of full co-

operation, their evident desire not to take advantage
of motion picture expenditure but to join hands every-

where in making it less. We predict that producers
in Jacksonville won't find it necessary, as in Los
Angeles, to form their own buying and renting

concerns.
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Snapshots

Around the Clock with JVm . A . Johnston

Rufus S. Cole. An Optimist. Says
there's absolutely nothing wrong with the

business. We've got to adjust ourselves

to the situation, that's all. Robertson-
Cole started cleaning house several

months ago—by curtailing production and
concentrating on quality. Fewer and bet-

ter pictures in other words. Consequence
is that last week's receipts, even eliminat-

ing " Kismet," were greatest in history of

their film business. Believes that this is

a straight commercial business—governed
by regular business laws. That's the way
he runs his. And, evidently, he's right.

Says you may succeed temporarily by
short cuts, but you'll go on the rocks in

the long run—unless you trim your sails

to the straight, long course. Right ! Rob-
ertson-Cole will celebrate .its anniversary

in January in the new and beautiful Rob-
ertson-Cole Building, corner 48th Street

and Seventh Avenue.

William de Mille. Our hat is off !

His new picture :
" Midsummer Madness."

A Winner! Artistically, dramatically,

and from the box-office standpoint. Some
pictures are reviewer pictures; some are

box-office pictures. This is both. Prov-

ing it is possible. Wonder why he only

'

started to make pictures a year and a half

ago. Don't like to overestimate but think

perhaps he has been waiting for pictures

to catch up to the kind he evidently can

make. Anyway, we call this the photo-

drama of the future. Not a bit of " movie
"

stuff in it. No bolstering, nor artificial

aids. Has all the hold on an audience, all

the expressive acting, all the unity and
construction of the best spoken drama on

Broadway—and more than most, together

with artistry of setting, the completeness

of which the stage can never give. Pre-

dict a long run at the Criterion, and a big

incentive to others to do likewise. Happy
selection of appeal—this. Just as " Over
the Hill " hits the mother-child theme, so
" Midsummer Madness " goes to the heart

of the almost universal husband-wife
problem. And it will arouse much discus-

sion and do a universal good.

The Directors' Dinner. Annual din-

ner of M. P. D. A. Words of praise

from all sides over this affair. Best lot

of speeches ever heard at any picture din-

ner. Augustus Thomas, Toastmaster.

Speeches by James Vincent, Sophia Irene

Loeb, Leslie Mason, Wm. A. Brady (in-

troduced as Alice Brady's father), Dr.

Frank Crane, John C. Freund, Editor of

Musical America; Sydney S. Cohen,

President La Guardia of the Board of

Aldermen, Dr. Martin of the People's

Forum and head of the National Board of

Review ; and last but a star as usual, Sen-

ator James Walker. Among those pres-

ent : J. Stuart Blackton, William Fox, J.

D. Williams, R. A. Rowland, Barrett Mc-
Cormack, William Farnum, Seena Owens,
June Caprice, Kathlyn Williams, June El-

vidge, notable directors, etc. Wish we
could publish every speech. Each from
different angle, each remarkably good.

Said Toastmaster Thomas in closing: " If

your Directors' Association had accom-
plished nothing else than the holding of

this dinner you have done a good year's

work."

Richard W. Rowland. Frankest man
in the industry. Talks straight out about
everything—himself and his company in-

cluded. Always refreshing to meet him.

No vanity, egotism, jealousy or camou-
flage. Never knocks the other fellow.

Recall his famous epigram when the' stars

broke loose a few years ago :
" Well, the

lunatics have now got control of the asy-

lum." Says directors are now running the

institution.

Hy Mayer. Leaving for Europe.
Taking over his one-man company—him-
self—to make more Travel-laughs. They
" educate with a laugh." You know them.
If not you ought to. Half photograph

—

half cartoon. Pictures of daily life—hu-
man interest. Hy Mayer knows life and
how to draw it and where to photograph
it. Featured at Capitol theatre. Hy
Mayer has been cartooning for 35 years

—

Life, Puck, ten years of full pages for

New York Sunday Times. Says motion
picture is new, quick, vivid means of wide
appeal—for him. Satirist, raconteur, good
fellow. Want to see his European stuff.

Capitol Theatre. Note that Doug.
Fairbanks' " Mark of Zorro " makes the

record run here of any picture house to

date in this country—19,527 admissions
and $11,706.32 in one day's receipts. Note
also the Capitol has booked " Passion,"

which means another big run. Fine busi-

ness ! How about recognition for S. L.

Rothapfel, the man who puts 'em on?
And is it realized that S. L. is now making
his biggest of all Broadway successes?

Frank L. Newman. Comes to bat

with the best business statement to date.

Says his Newman theatre, like every
other big theatre, is giving public today
three times, anyway, its money's worth.

Says business is all right, no reduction in

admission prices is needed—and business

will continue all right provided the pro-

ducer gives the theatre the best possible

pictures brains and money can make. We
submit this situation to ( 1 ) producers who
own their theatres and give preference to

their own pictures, (2) to producers who
exclude from picture theatres their best

pictures, (3) to producers who think mere
footage goes these days. And then we ask
them: "Can you afford to jeopardize

your retail outlet at this time, or should

you make every last effort to give your
exhibitor your fullest support?"

Rumors. Question put to us by a

prominent Wall Street banker of sound,

conservative type :
" Say, do you fellows

up-town make pictures or rumors ? Never
heard of such stuff as pours into our of-

fices by mail and telephone. Just enough
of plausibility to suggest source in trade,

but all of them absurd to man on inside.

What's wrong? Why the motive? Where
do you get all the time for gossip ? Haven't
these rumor-makers their own business to

attend to? Haven't they any faith in or

loyalty to the picture business?" Too
much of a question for us. We pass it

along to the rumor-mongers.

Prohibition. Asked by Anti-Saloon
League to furnish figures—for propa-

ganda purposes—as to what effect prohi-

bition has had on motion picture theatre.

Sorry couldn't oblige. Told them it was
too mixed up with higher wages, return of

soldiers from war, war and post-war psy-

chology, better pictures, better theatres,

better exhibitors, etc., etc., etc. Was
tempted to ask back for figures as to just

how much prohibition exists.

Lord's Day Alliance. Suggestion to

the intellectuals back of this movement:
that they devote their efforts not to mak-
ing people rest on Sunday but to making
them work on week-days. Great idea

here. Work ! Solution of high prices,

Bolshevism, high picture rentals, produc-

tion cost, Hotel Astor rumor-mongers,

business pessimists, directors, actors. Let's

have a little work

!

A. S. Kirkpatrick. Excellent letter

in New York Times stating that Robert-

son-Cole will not exclude its specially big

pictures from picture houses. Fine ! This

firm deserves thanks of industry. Too
much of the other idea—namely, of keep-

ing pictures out of picture houses just be-

cause they are above average. Do we
want to make our picture theatres a dump-
ing ground for mediocre film? If so, how
are they to meet the present combination

of public economy and increased theatre

admissions?
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Hits and Misses at Present Film
Rental Policies

Basis of Payment Outlined by the "Middlemen "

[Editor's Note: The following let-

ters, addressed to William A. Johnston,

editor of the News, are in response to his

invitation to members of the trade to ex-

press their views on the problem of estab-

lishing an equitable system of rentals. The
subject was treated by Mr. Johnston in an

editorial appearing in the November 6th

issue of the News under the caption of
•" The Sales Manager's Opportunity." The
publication of this editorial was the occa-

sion of Mr. Johnston's invitation for an

exchange of views.]

A Plan Already Tested

The following letter was received from
George R. Meeker, who workedout a plan

for the distribution of government pic-

tures. Mr. Meeker writes

:

" Having been at various times in my
motion picture career in the shoes of him
who you so aptly term ' the backbone of

the business '—i. e., the eighty per center

— 1 believe that I can appreciate many of

the problems with which he is confronted

at this time. A careful study of the most

important of these can, I believe, lead to

but one conclusion, and that is, if these

problems are so vital as to mean success or

failure to eighty per cent of one branch of

an industry, they must of necessity be

equally vital to not only the other twenty

per cent of that particular branch, but

every other branch of the industry as well.

" It has taken several years to develop

present conditions, and we can hardly ex-

pect to correct them over night. When
they are corrected it won't be the result

of what the small exhibitor has accom-
plished alone. It will be what the small

exhibitor and the big exhibitor, the pro-

ducer and the distributor have all accom-
plished together. It's going to take real

honest-to-God co-operation. It's going to

mean a real cards-on-the-table policy. The
methods are going to be drastic, but the

results are going to justify all that must
have gone before.

" If you will remember, I worked out a
plan for the distribution of the government
pictures. I do not profess to say that this

identical plan is the answer to your ques-

tion, but I am sincerely of the opinion

that it contains the basis of a plan which
would go far to correct existing conditions.

Putting it into operation would be a revo-

lutionary step, but, after all, the results

are what count.
" In our government plan of rentals we

rated ' America's Answer ' as a 25 per

cent premium picture, feeling that in the

majority of cases it would draw that

amount more to the box office than the

average receipts of say the preceding six

months. In other words, if an exhibitor's

box office had averaged $50 per day, we

Reaffirming his " strong and earnest
opposition to censorship of motion pic-

ture theatres " in a letter to Willard
Patterson of Atlanta under date of De-
cember 3rd, Governor-elect Thomas W.
Hardwick of Georgia has renewed the
pledges made to exhibitors of that

state at the recent gubernatorial elec-

tion.

Although he had the support of only one
single newspaper in Atlanta and of very
few of the newspapers in the state, he
was elected by a pronounced majority
largely through the whole-hearted action

of Georgia exhibitors, who abandoned
for the occasion the principle of keeping
politics from the screen and utilized the
silver sheet to the fullest advantage of

the candidate who had come out unre-
servedly as opposed to censorship.

" In pursuance of our personal con-
versation of yesterday," writes the Gov-
ernor-elect to Mr. Patterson, " I am
writing to you to reaffirm my strong
and earnest opposition to the proposed
censorship of our moving picture the-

atres.
" Freedom of speech, freedom of

thought and freedom of expression are
among the fundamental principles of

real Americans, and it seems to me that

the movement to establish a Board to

censor pictures is merely another mani-
festation of that over regulation that

everything and everybody has been so

much troubled with in recent years."

felt that this picture would draw $62.50,

$12.50 over his average. Of this gross

amount, we asked, as rental one-third, or,

in this case, $20.83.
" Doubtless our premium rating was

wrong. Doubtless our proportion of divi-

sion too high or low. It was in this case

guesswork, pure and simple, as we had no
way of accurately figuring the picture's

value or what was a fair per cent of divi-

sion for the government and for the exhib-

itor. Under these circumstances, it would
not have been surprising if the plan had
utterly failed, but as a matter of fact it

didn't. It proved satisfactory in the ma-
jority of cases, as the letters received by

the government from exhibitors bear wit-

ness. One of these came to Mr. Hart from
a small exhibitor and contained the re-

quest that the government try and have all

motion pictures sold that way, as it gave
him a square deal.

" However, as I pointed out, earlier in

this letter, any solution, to be efficient,

must work in all directions. To suggest a

plan, which merely shifts a burden, does

not help to any great extent. How, then,

about the producer, distributor and the

first-run exhibitor? How would they fare

were such a plan in operation? Very
badly, at least, according to the ideas they

expressed about the plan at that time. Let

us analyze a bit and see if they would, as-

suming, of course, that certain necessary

changes be made to better fit the plan for

commercial use.

" According to the way quotas are fig-

ured now, each territory must return its

per cent of a total, regardless of whether
that per cent is equitable or not, on the
particular picture in question. In other
words, the assumption is that every star

or every picture has the same relative

drawing power in every locality. This,
with one or two possible exceptions, seems
to be absurd and entirely without balance.

To meet it, many and many a salesman has
been forced to resort to pretty strenuous
methods or fall by the wayside. Even if

he has succeeded he has probably failed in

good, sound business. For no good mer-
chandiser wants to load his customer's
shelves with goods that can't be sold at a
profit.

" Suppose, therefore, we assume, for the
sake of argument, that a universal demand
in the same degree does not exist for any
star or any picture. Assume that Denver
and New York do not see through the
same spectacles. What one can sell at a
profit the other can only buy for a loss.

Should their rentals be figured by the same
ratio, regardless of results, or should they
both buy at prices which would leave them
a fair margin of profit on their investment?

" Now, let us go a little further and as-

sume that we have before us the average
receipts of say 100 Denver exhibitors and
100 New York exhibitors for a period of

three months. That the average in both
cases is $100 per day. That in Denver,
whenever Miss Mary Smith appeared in a
picture, the receipts rose to an average of

$105, whereas in New York, whenever
she appeared they rose to $125. Wouldn't
this prove rather conclusively that she was
worth a premium of 5 per cent in Denver
and a premium of 25 per cent in New
York, and wouldn't it serve as a pretty

good basis for an exhibitor to determine
just how much he could afford to pay
for Miss Smith's next production. In
other words, to revert to the basis of the

government plan, each production would
stand on its reputation in the past and be
sold for what it was proven to be worth,
and each would pay at an agreed-upon
rate, a certain per cent of his average re-

ceipts, plus that premium or minus that

discount which results had proven to be

such. Just what the percentage should be

is, of course, something which would have
to be carefully worked out, but with every-

one working to one end, it probably

wouldn't be as difficult as it may seem at

the first glance. When this rate has been

finally established it should be standard-

ized throughout the entire country. This

is perfectly logical, as the premium or dis-

count basis, which will naturally be differ-
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• S. Barrett McCormick, who has been manager of the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O.,
since its opening last summer, has resigned his position to take over the manage-
ment of the new Ambassador theatre in Los Angeles, which will be opened in Feb-
ruary.

The Ambassador, while primarily First National, will show, with all the artis-

try possible, the foremost productions from the various studios. It will be the
releasing point for the greatest pictures, and " Ambassador " production is to be
to the picture world what the Metropolitan is to the opera.

The theatre, which will seat 600, will be presided with all facilities for elaborate
production, and orchestra, musical setting, ballets and lighting arrangement will

permit the creation of effects which raise pictures to the realm of art.

Before leaving for Los Angeles, Mr. McCormick will go to New York to ar-
range for the engagement of well known musicians, dancers and artists to con-
stitute the staff of the theatre and assist in carrying out his plans for artistic pro-
logues, settings and presentation.. Every picture is to be shown surrounded with
the best which the country can give in the way of music, pantomime or dance.

In addition to the Ambassador theatre, which will have an admission charge
of two dollars, and give but two performances daily, Mr. McCormick will have
charge of the Kinema theatre, one of the largest picture houses on the Coast, with
a seating capacity of about 2,500.

ent in such territory, will automatically

adjust the values of each star or produc-
tion.

" I think that you will agree with me
that such a plan would be of great value

to exhibitors, the big ones as well as the

small ones. It will be an assurance to the

little fellow that the big first runs are

bearing their fair share of rentals and en-

able them to secure the pictures they want
at a price commensurate with their worth
It will insure the big first runs that the
" backbone of the business " is on a solid

fundation, which, in turn, must mean a
solider foundation for themselves.

" And now as to the producer. I mean
the legitimate ones. Would such a plan

not insure him a far wider distribution of

his product ? Would it not more firmly

establish accurate values for his stars and
prices for their services, beyond which
not only he, but all others, dare not go?
Would it not enable him to explain more
intelligently and prove more conclusively

to his bankers the values of his yet unre-

leased productions? Would it not also

enable him to reconstruct his sales policy

in such a manner as to have it compare
more favorably than it does to day with
the sales policies of the leaders in other

great industries? I am more than con-

vinced that it would, and I feel that you
will agree with me.

Viewpoint of Independent

The following letter was received from
Jesse J. Goldberg, general manager of the

Frohman Amusement Corporation. Mr.
Goldberg writes

:

" My view-point is dissociated from
those possessed by sales executives con-

nected with the so-called ' program ' dis-

tributors. Mine is the ' independent

'

mind, and with that mind I have studied

the question of distribution and inequita-

ble rentals. Rentals are out of focus,

that is a fact, and the error lies more with
the distributor than the theatre owner.

" We should start off on the premise
that theatres should pay for a production
based upon these facts

:

(i) Seating capacity of theatre; (2)
Location; (3) Price of admission; (4)
Number of performances a day; (5)
Length of entire program

; (6) Cost of

production; and (7) Box-office value of

production based upon story, star, the pro-
duction itself as a whole.

" It is inequitable to base the rental

upon the gross receipts because two the-

atre owners operating under similar cir-

cumstances may gross widely different

amounts because one may be progressive
and properly exploit the attraction, while
the other may rest content upon the repu-

tation of his theatre, and, depending upon
that, exert less endeavor in exploitation

and hence receive a less gross amount in

admissions.
" Motion pictures cannot be classed in

any different category than that of any
form of merchandise in public use.

" It there were a concerted effort on the

part of the producers or distributors to

maintain a standard of price, instead of

underselling one another or linking up in-

ferior productions with those of superior

merit, we might secure a more uniform
method of distribution and compensation.

" In a situation where an exhibitor con-

trols his community, he ought to be penal-

ized rather than receive a concession in

price. By this, I mean an exhibitor who
controls his community can be taught to

play meritorious productions and pay
their true value. Where there is competi-
tion in the town, a concession necessarily

should be made in order to overcome se-

rious opposition.
" However, there is yet another and

more consistent method of rental charge
that should be pursued, and would be pur-

sued if the manufacturer did not proceed
upon the theory that a meritorious pro-

duction should be made to pay for a poor
production. The motion picture industry

is the only industry where a manufacturer
expects his customer to pay for defective

merchandise through the round-about
method of an overcharge on meritorious

merchandise. It seems to me to be an un-
businesslike method to compel an exhib-

itor to pay a percentage of his gross re-

ceipts for the feature production.
" We are not prepared to say what per-

centage of his admissions are to be cred-

ited to the feature, what percentage to the

short-length subjects, or what percentage

to any added attractions by way of music
or novelty investiture, and this we can

never gauge. So, too, it is error to estab-

lish a national quota and apportion a price

to every theatre in the country based upon
knowledge of what each theatre did with
subjects of similar value in the past. To
my mind, there is at present but one logi-

cal method of determining the gross re-

ceipts to a distributor of each production
and that is, to take the entire cost, add to

it a proportion of overhead, then place

upon it an exhibition value, based entirely

upon the merits of the production itself,

plus its exploitation value, then to appor-
tion the rental according to territorial di-

visions, which should consist first of a di-

vision of states, then counties, then cities,

then wards or districts in cities, and stick

to the price. If any particular locality

does not play a particular production be-

cause of the price set upon it, the distrib-

utor can easily ascertain the reason why,
whether because the price is inequitable,

or because of the arbitrary refusal of a
theatre owner to play; if the former is

the reason, then a business adjustment
can be made; if the latter is the reason,

then the producer or distributor should
not stultify himself by a reduction. Ex-
hibitors will then soon learn of the fair-

mindedness of the distributor, and since

mankind is generally inclined to be fair

itself, time will bring the offending exhib-

itor to his senses.
" The question of the capital invested

in theatres can not enter into considera-

tion when determining a rental price, any
more than capital invested in any retail

merchandise establishment would deter-

mine the price the retailer pays for his

merchandise. The return on productions

can only be based upon cost and saleable

value and no other thought can enter into

regulation of the price. The producer
should not be permitted to capitalize an
exhibitor's ingenuity or progressiveness

in running his house or exploiting his pro-

gram, nor should he be penalized because
of anything under the control of the ex-

hibitor, whether it be monopoly in his

community, or lack of progressiveness in

the operation of his theatre or extrava-

gant investment in his establishment or in

its operation.
" In conclusion, permit me to say that

it is unfair to compel the exhibitor alto-

gether to ' paddle his own canoe ' when
we ask him to pay for a production of our

own make, and cater to the whims of the

public. We' must assist him in exploiting

his productions, only to prove to him the

truth of our statements as to the box-office

value of any attraction."

A New York Headquarters
for Regional Journals
The 12 regional publications through-

out the country have established Eastern

headquarters in New York City, and
Thomas Jacob Hamlin, president of Asso-

ciated Film Press, is supervising the office.

There are seven weeklies and five semi-

monthlies, in the organization, each cover-

ing their respective territories, and Mr.
Hamlin says that most of them were estab-

lished as early as six years ago.
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Pennsylvania Censor Issues Drastic Ruling
Ban Films "Glorifying" Criminals ; Serials to Be

Passed Only in Their Entirety

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact

that his recent appointment as a

member of the Pennsylvania state

board of censors has been the subject of

almost continuous criticism by prominent

churchmen and women's reform organiza-

tions. Henry Starr Richardson, of Phila-

delphia, secretary of the board, today took

the most drastic step in the history of

Pennsylvania censorship, when he sent a

letter to practically all the film-producing

interests which serves notice that a ban

will be placed in Pennsylvania on motion

pictures in which criminals are " glorified."

In the same letter Secretary Richard-

son served notice also that in passing on

serial films in the future the board will

not release single installments until the

entire series has been reviewed by the

censors.

Richardson's appointment to the board
was made by Governor Sproul in October
when Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer, also of

Philadelphia, was removed from a voting

membership in the board to a newly cre-

ated position as director, without the

power to censor but at an increased salary.

Dr. Oberholtzer, whose removal, it was
claimed, had been brought about by the

influence of "William A. Brady and other

prominent producers, had always been re-

garded by prominent women's clubs and

other reform elements in Pennsylvania as

the most rigid censor,—a view that was
shared by all the picture interests who
contended that many of his eliminations

from films were uncalled for and un-

justified.

When Richardson, who is a Philadel-

phia politician, and whose appointment is

looked upon generally throughout the state

as having been the result of political in-

fluence, was named to the board of censors

there was a mighty howl raised by the re-

form element which favors the strictest

censorship obtainable. They declared that

the removal of Oberholtzer and the ap-

pointment of Richardson would mean the
" letting down " of the censorship bars to

an extent which would flood the state with

undesirable pictures.

The Rev. Dr. Carl E. Grammer, an
Episcopal minister of Philadelphia, went
so far as to claim that Richardson's ap-

pointment was influenced by campaign
contributions made by the motion picture

interests to the Republican party in Penn-
sylvania,—a statement which, it will be

recalled, brought forth a stinging denial

and rebuke to the minister from Governor
Sproul.

Ever since then the Governor has been
deluged with protests from church and re-

form organizations against the removal

of Oherholtzer and the appointment of
Richardson, but there seems little in to-

day's letter from Richardson to the pro-
ducers to indicate that he has any intention

of casting his influence on the side of lax
censorship. Here is what Richardson
wrote

:

" The Pennsylvania State Board of Cen-
sors desires to communicate to all manu-
facturers of moving pictures the fact that

it seriously objects to films in which crim-
inals are shown as heroes of education and
refinement who live in luxury and per-
sistently defy and outwit the authorities

by their superior wit, resources and audac-
ity, even though in the end they are
caught, and, especially, where they are
shown in the end to make mereh- perfunc-
tory professions of reform while reaping
rich harvests and attaining great rewards
in spite of their criminality. All that

glorifies crime, or makes a criminal career
or adventure fascinating or alluring is

considered by the board to be highly un-

desirable."

The notice in regard to serials says the

board " will consider serial films only in

their entirety. In the future single in-

stallments will not be considered or passed

and the whole film must be submitted be-

fore application will be reviewed."

Connecticut Exhibitors Meet in New Haven
Sam Bullock Explains System of Screen Advertising

to Benefit State Bodies

MEETING of the Connecticut State

division of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America was
held at the Taft Hotel, New Haven, on
Tuesday, November 30, with a goodly at-

tendance of exhibitors from all over the

state. The object of the meeting was to

prepare for active cooperation with
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America this winter to combat the many
evils confronting the industry.

President Heanue, in opening, announced
that an invitation had been extended to

Secretary Sam Bullock, of the Northern
Ohio Exhibitors' Association, to attend

and explain the system of financing that

state association by the showing of an
official educational reel de luxe, as prac-

ticed in Ohio and other states.

Upon being introduced, Mr. Bullock
said he would take this opportunity to

answer the editorial of the Moving Pic-

ture World as published in a recent issue

under the caption, " Prostitution of the

Screen." He then briefly outlined the

history of the movement to stop screen
" prostitution," beginning with the incep-

tion of the plan four years ago. Mr.
Bullock said :

" From that time on manu-
facturers and producers continued to go
into the ' insert ' game big and kept it up
until ten or a dozen states associations

started a plan a year ago to render the in-

serts valueless to the advertisers, and today
the evil is seventy per cent less than it was
a year ago, and the World is just four

years behind in demanding that this ' per-

nicious ' thing be referred to the National
Association of the Motion Picture Indus-
try and others, when the truth of the

situation is that thirty-five state exhibitor

organizations have solved the problem for

themselves by condemning all ad ' inserts
'

in features and comedies and cutting them
out wherever found."

He explained that exhibitor state organ-
izations are busily engaged in cleaning the

screens while supporting a movement to

finance each state association by the show-
ing of a limited number of made-to-order
de luxe industrial educationals, possessing

such high entertainment values that they

are a welcome feature in the highest class

theatres. He explained that all revenues

from this source go directly to the state

organization and that the matter has abso-

lutely no connection with the national

body, the state having sole control at all

times.

Following his remarks, the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Connecticut en-

dorsed the plan outlined by Mr. Bullock

and authorized solicitors to secure con-

tracts for bookings of the state official reel

for the purposes mentioned, and the offi-

cers pledged their cooperation with the

New Haven Independent Federated Ex-
change in the booking and distribution of

the reel in the state.

Following the routine business, a com-
mittee was appointed consisting of Messrs.

H. True, of Hartford, and J. Dawe, of

Bridgeport, to consult with the Film Club
with a view to having equal representation

on a joint state grievance committee.

It was also decided that monthly meet-

ings be held in each Congressional district,

to be called by the District Executive mem-
ber. The state was reported as organized

fully 95 per cent and the indications are

that all will be in bv January 1.
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" The motion picture industry never was in stronger condition that it is right
now," said Sidney R. Kent, general sales manager of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, this week. " Not only is there no general depression at the present
time, but there is none in sight."

" In July of this year," said Mr. Kent, " we began to hear rumors of depres-
sion among the motion picture theatres of the country, which rumors have con-
tinued to a point where many people have taken it for granted that a great de-
pression really exists the country over.

" Nothing could be farther from the truth. There have been some ' bad spots,'

it is true, but these are segregated instances for which local conditions have been
responsible. The general situation has been good, and I submit as eloquent evi-
dence of theatre prosperity as a whole the figures listed below, which are the
actual amounts paid in to the Government by the combined theatres of the coun-
try for the months of July, August and September, 1919, and for the corresponding
months in 1920:

1919 1920
July $4,699,239.22 $6,436,417.41
August 4,692,681.98 6,824,328.56
September 5,463,592.25 7,369,476.75

Total $14,855,513.45 $20,657,222.70
" The above figures tell the story. They are from the Treasury Department.

They are official. They do not lie.

"The Government figures for October of this year are not yet available, but
they need not be feared. Judging from our own records of sales, I am certain that
they will be found proportionately satisfactory. They will prove that the depres-
sion talk in October was just as misleading and, as affecting the general situa-

tion, just as erroneous as that of July, August and September is proved to have
been."

New Jersey Exhibitors in

Convention at Newark
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of New Jersey convened at the Robert
Treat Hotel, Newark, N. J., at n o'clock

on Thursday, December 9th, with a large

number of exhibitors of the state in at-

tendance. John T. Collins, president of

the organization, presided. Representa-

tives of the national exhibitor organiza-

tion were also present in the persons of

President Sydney S. Cohen, Joseph Stern,

Charles L. O'Reilly and S. I. Berman.
The subjects which occupied a para-

mount place in the discussion of the mem-
bers present were the attempt to increase

the 5 per cent film tax, counter-action

against the proposed crusade to legislate
" blue laws " against Sunday openings

and national and state censorship. Mr.
Collins emphasized the need of a vigorous

defense against the forces that are behind
the " blue law " and censorship move-
ments and issued a strong call for con-

certed and single-minded action in tac-

kling the problems that concern the ex-

hibitors' welfare in New Jersey.

M.P. T. Association Starts
Anti-Blue Law Fight
A special meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatrical Association of the World
was held at M. P. T, headquarters, 32
West 47th Street, recently to discuss the

movement now being launched by a cer-

tain group to prohibit the showing of all

motion pictures on Sunday and at the

close of the meeting passed unanimously
a resolution declaring that the association

was against the showing of unwholesome
pictures on any day of the week, but that

it believed that the prohibiting of Sunday
shows would be un-American and a great

injustice to the people.

It was also resolved that the associa-

tion, through its members prominent in all

branches of the industry and through its

rarge army of field workers, ascertain defi-

nitely the wishes of the majority of the

public in this important matter.

Hodkinson's Home-Office
Staff at Luncheon

In celebration of the successful culmi-

nation of the Hodkinson anniversary cele-

bration, the company gave a luncheon on
Saturday, December 4th, at Delmonico's,
for members of the home office and of the

New York exchange. Fifty-four people

sat down to luncheon. Compared, as Mr.
Hodkinson said, with the handful of em-
ployees that went to make up the organ-
ization at its inception three years ago, it

gave an interesting illustration of the

progress of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-
poration.

P. N. Brinch, the recently appointed
sales manager of the organization, acted

as toast-master. W\ Steven Bush and
James Cowden Meyers made brief
speeches, and Mr. Hodkinson closed the

luncheon session with a few wprds apro-

pos the pleasant little affair.

Committee to Drive for
Open Sunday in Albany
The first real move towards what it is

hoped will result in Sunday motion pic-

tures for Albany, N. Y., was made last

Sunday morning, when about 25 men
representing the local theatres, as well as

all the exchanges, met at the local Para-
mount office, and after considerable dis-

cussion, appointed a committee consisting

of W. P. Brooker, manager of the Mark-
Strand house

;
George Roberts, manager

of the Hudson theatre ; Walter Powers, of

the Colonial; Joseph Seidlemen, of the

Famous Players-Lasky exchange, and B.

M. Moran, of the Pathe exchange, to out-

line and carry on the preliminary work.

The committee will hold a meeting in the

near future for the purpose of going over

the details of the campaign.

Register your name now for the

Motion Picture Musical Conference

See Page 4600.

26 New Companies File
Papers in New York

Twenty-six companies, with capitaliza-j

tion approximating $1,500,000 have filed

papers with the Secretary of State of New
York, incorporating for the purpose of
entering some phase of the motion picture
business. One company, the Robert Rus-
sell Productions, Inc., incorporated at

$500,000, while the amount of capital
stock of the remaining firms ranged from
$1,000 to $250,000. Robert Russell, of
New York City, together with Samuel Gj
Pulis and David Fisher of Brooklyn
were named as incorporators.

Other companies include the Palestine Pictures Cor-
poration, $180,000, with Morris Margulis, Sam Blitz,
Jacob Bachman, New York; Art and Science Photo
Plays, $50,000, Jean G. Citarella, Newark, N J., E A.
Quintels, Joe Sedita, New York; Candler Picture*
$5,000, Harry A. Klein, John F. Natterford, Martin
G. Cohn, New York; Gerome Brush Corporation,
$25,000, Morton Abrahams, Robert W. Gilmore, New
York; R. W. Pumpelly, Samarsand, N. C. ; Players'
Motion Picture Service, $10,000, Ivan E. Maginn J.
R. Cogen, W. P. Cavanaugh, New York; Herz Film
Corporation, $50,000, Louis Schwartz, John J. Kessler,
Brooklyn, I. M. Rosenstock, New York; Clarence d!
Jacobson Theatrical Enterprises, $20,000, Clarence D.
jacobson, H. S. and W. M. Hechheimer, New York-
Film Distributors League, $2,600, Bernard H. Bern-
stein, Louis E. Heifitz, Rae Seixas, New York; Beit
Ever Amusement Co., Mount Vernon, $40,000, Bernard
Munves, Benjamin and Paul Pakula, Brooklyn; Film-
less Motion Portrait Corporation, $50,000, Victor Gian-
ett. New York; Bernard R. Witt and William Rosenz-
weig, Brooklyn.
The Blue-Eyes, Inc., $500, Mortimer Lanzit, C.

Rosenberg, New York. E. R. Levy, Brooklyn; Louis
B. Mayer Productions, $25,000, J. R. Rubin, Nelson
Ruttenberg, Norbert Ruttenberg, New York; Historical
Pictures, Inc., $250,000, J. J. Livingston, E. H. Stewart,
J. B. Martin, New York; Joy Film Distributing Co,
$15,000, Edward M. Behrman, Samuel Schwer, Meyer
Brown, Brooklyn: Dempsey and Kearns Theatrical and
Motion Picture Enterprises, $20,000, H. S. and W. N.
Hechheimer, Renlot Workman, New York; M and S
Cinema Enterprises, $10,000, Victor E. Gartz, New
York; A. M. Menkel, Louis Pressman, Pelham ; Green
Jade Productions, $50,000, Maxwell G. Cutler, Rose
Dolgin, Benjamin Rabinowitz, New York; Pinnacle
Amusement Company, Rochester, $115,000, Edgar
Shantz, William J. C. Karle, F. A. Buckland, Roche*,
ter; Summit Films, $1,000, Jack Seiden, Max Shore,
Max Manishor, Brooklyn ;i Cawwood Pictures Corpora-
tion, $10,000, M. Hicks, Mount Vernon, A. G. Scheer,
M. C. Berman, New York; Mermaid Amusement Co.,
Brooklyn, $25,000, Louis Zeikovitz. Harry J. Katz,
New York, Esther Schwartz, Brooklyn; Philmor
Amusement Co., Brooklyn, $7,500. Philip and M. M.
Chetkin, Morris Efronson, Brooklyn; Dobbs Labora-
tories, New York, $5,000, A. Kempler, Essie Weil,
Harry Wolfe, New York; Maneros Theatre Corpora-
tion, New York, $1,000, John A. Hopkins, John Kol-
voord, Jr., Charles Monash, New York; Simmon*,
Douglas and Scheuer, $7,500. Ira H. Simmons, W. A.
S. Douglas, Walter Scheuer, New York.

C. L. Grant.

25 Year First Nat'I Fran-
chise for Papayanakos
One of the biggest motion picture deals

ever consummated in Northern New York
became a reality last week, when James
Papayanakos, owner and manager of the

Olympic theatre at Watertown, N. Y.. re-

ceived a twenty-five year franchise with

the Associated First National Pictures,

Inc., giving him the exclusive rights lo-

cally to all releases by this company. It

is claimed that this is part of a movement
which has been under way for some time.

C. B. Price Executive Has
Resigned from Company
C. A. Meade, for a long time past sec-

retary and director of C. B. Price Co,
Inc., has resigned from that corporation.

Mr. Meade announces that his future con-

nections in the industry will be ready for

publication at an early date.
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Elmer Pearson Tours Central West States
Expects an Early Return to Normal in Places

Upset by Economic Readjustment

CONDITIONS in the Central West
are described in a report just sub-

mitted to Paul Brunet, president of

Pathe Exchange, Inc., by Elmer R. Pear-

son, director of Pathe exchanges. Mr.

Pearson has just completed a three weeks'

tour of the Middle West states, and the

report embodies the observations made
during the trip of inspection. Mr. Pear-

son points out that in many places affairs

have been upset by the readjustment of
.

economic conditions but an early return

to normal conditions is expected in the

affected districts. Mr. Pearson's report

follows

:

" There are so many complexities to the

present general conditions that each may
have his own particular impression of

causes, effects and remedies according to

his situation and environment, and the less

one knows about other industries and the

other fellow's problems, the worse one is

likely to believe the conditions.

" One would just naturally think that a

big debtor like the Government became

during the War would like to pay off with

a dollar at least as low in buying power

and as accessible as the one it borrowed,

and yet the Nation's creditor, as if by

common impulse, ordered thumbs down
and stubborn deflation started. Retailers

for want of credit stopped buying and

right now probably have the smallest

stocks in the memory of living man ; more
factories had to close, unemployment re-

duced the consumer buying power, and

now the farmer, that backbone of the en-

tire people's buying power, is granted less

credit than at any time since he preempted

his land fifty years ago.

"Prices of -other commodities through

the control of wholesale and retail asso-

ciations have come down by relatively easy

stages by from 25 per cent, to 40 per cent.,

but corn dropped from $1.75 to 35 cents

per bushel; wheat, cattle and hogs in

nearly the same ratio.

" How frequently we have been told

that investments in the motion-picture

business were of the most hazardous, yet

we have witnessed a slump in every other

line of business for six or eight months,

the motion-picture box-office has only

been affected during the last few weeks,

and less than half of the theatres have

felt any slump even for that short period.

As certainly as there are no stocks of any
manufactured necessities in the country,

just that certain must they be manufac-
tured, and we are daily seeing accounts of

mills and factories reopening. The
farmers will gradually absorb their pro-

duction losses, and as a whole we will

soon find ourselves even more prosperous,

the only difference being a slight altera-

tion in the value of our medium of ex-

change, which can also be turned to the

credit account of our industry.

A confidence man has been caught in

Dallas, Texas, posing as D. W. Griffith,

the motion-picture producer. His real

name is said to be John P. Daley. He
registered at the Adolphus Hotel one
day last week as D. W. Griffith of New
York and proceeded to enjoy himself,

not at the expense of the real Mr. Grif-

fith of film fame but with cost to several

gullible people of Dallas.

A young salesgirl of Dallas became the
object of the impostor's ardent atten-
tions. Dinners, purchasing arrangements
at the local stores and an unlimited con-
tract as motion-picture star were some
of the gifts said to have been lavished
upon the young lady. The absurdity of
some of his statements, including the of-

fer to finance a new theatre for Dallas,

aroused the suspicions of some of the

local film men eventually, and his arrest
followed. He is being held by the Dallas
police at headquarters, pending further
investigation.

" The war period saw the considerable

deflation of money, to meet which the box-
office increased its fee far in excess of the

proportion film rentals were increased.

Thus if the box-office can still maintain its

present fee, it will enjoy an actual sub-

stantial increase.
" Everywhere I went I made it my busi-

ness to talk with all exhibitors and was
particularly impressed with the extra-

ordinary fairness manifested especially

with the smaller exhibitor toward the pro-

ducer, the exchange and a comprehensive
recognition of their problems. They all

seem to know that they had been the chief

beneficiary of the wonderful box-office

conditions of the past two or three years,

and of their items of expense the film

rental had actually increased the least of

any, consequently they were inclined to a

feeling of cooperativeness. Nowhere was
there any sign of antagonism.

" Although there were 90,000 unem-
ployed at Detroit, the downtown theatres

were habitually packed, and I was assured

that no falling off in receipts had been
experienced. Some of the other Michi-

gan towns reported a small falling off.

Lansing, however, was holding up well.
" Chicago had noticed no falling off at

the large theatres. Small towns and sub-

urban houses seemed to be off only

slightly. The same condition prevailed at

Des Moines, Minneapolis and Omaha.
The Liberty theatre at Kansas City w as

holding people out, and said it was not
unusual, only a few of the small towns
and small theatres reported any falling off

at all, and those only slight.

" In St. Louis the large theatres were
all doing a big business. They claimed

that St. Louis had 42,000 unemployed and
that it was hurting business at their

smaller theatres.
" I am happy to add that exhibitors are

more and more coming to look upon the

Pathe Exchange, Inc., as the one depend-
able independent exchange where ample

service can always be had to fill, if need

be, their entire weekly requirements, and
am sure we enjoy very .much patronage
because of the fact that aside from our

satisfactory service exhibitors wish us well

and express it in that manner."

Sun-Light Arc to Rescue
in Building Collapse

On Wednesday, December 1st, at 5

o'clock, Mr. H. S. Euld, a motion picture

man, rushed into the Sun-Light Arc Cor-

poration's office at 218 West 48th Street,

New York, and related to C. G. Nesbitt,

Eastern sales manager, that a large build-

ing had collapsed at 52nd Street and
Broadway, that it was believed many peo-

ple were buried underneath the fallen

walls and other debris, and that the fire

and police departments were on the job

but seriously hampered due to lack of

light.

The result was that within an hour
from the time the accident was reported

the Sun-Light arc motor generating set

and two Sun-Light arc lamps were on the

job ; cable was laid and the lamps turned

on; and 200,000 candle power of pure
sunlight flooded the scene of action. One
Sun-Light arc was mounted on a truck at

52nd Street and Broadway, and the

spread of the beam from that lamp cov-

ered not only the remaining walls on
the Broadway side, but illuminated the ad-

jacent buildings towards 53rd Street as

well. The second Sun-Light arc was sta-

tioned near 52nd Street and Seventh

Avenue, and the spread of its beam cov-
.

ered the 52nd Street side of the buildir ~
and penetrated the inside of the build'

back of the wall remaining on the Br '
,

way side, thus showing up each brir ^ ancj

timber that remained.

City officials of the fire and r
y0]jce a„

partments, who were on the s<" jene were
profuse in their praise of the prompj- an(j

effective aid rendered by t
1

^e Sun-Light
arc equipment.

The Motion Picture as a
Welder <jf Nations

That the future of nations would be
linked together m the future through the
medium of the motion picture is the be-
lief of Lord Northcliffe, prominent Brit-
ish publisher, according ro J. Stuart
Blackton, who recently returned from
England.
Mr. Blackton himself supports Lord

Northcliffe's views. " Who knows,"
stated the producer to British newspaper
men before sailing for America, " but that
the film may prove as efficacious as the
League of Nations in "promoting interna-
tional understanding and good will ? Cer-
tainly the future history of the world will
be visualized on the screen."
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It is a strong appeal for the return of

the five-reel picture and the abandoning

of the seven-reel drama that comes from
Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the

Palace theatre, of Hamilton, Ohio, a
" small town " exhibitor. His letter fol-

lows that of Geo. W. Trendel, of the Kun-
sky Enterprises of Detroit, which was
published in last week's Motion Picture

News. The producers, Mr. Trendel be-

lieved, produced longer features for the

smaller exhibitors, from whom they can

get larger prices for them. But Mr.
Meyer insists that a five-reeler is essen-

tial to the "eighty percenter" on account

of his limited sealing capacity. ' Read
what he says. You will find it interesting.

I am the minority. I represent what is so commonly
Imown as the back-bone of the Motion Picture In-
dustry. I am cussed at at times; laughed at at other
itimes; but never taken real seriously. I am the small-
i town exhibitor.

The pointed question I beg leave to put to you is

this: "Won't you please, for my sake and for the
sake of thousands of other small-town exhibitors, re-

turn to five-reel features?" While I speak for myself
only, I dare say that I voice the sentiments of thou-
sands of others. Perhaps you are not aware of the
fact that the seating capacity of the small-town theatres
is limited—too limited as a general ru e. Our theatre
represents an investment of $150,000 and the best the
Ohio State law would permit us was to get in a trifle

over 800 seats. I know from past experience that the
majority of small towns—by small towns I mean any-
thing under 50,000—are Saturday and Sunday towns.
In other words, we must rely on Saturdays and Sun-
days for our business or lose out.

Now here's what we're up against. A five-reel fea-

ture today is almost as much a curiosity as a coin
dated 1812. One-reel comedies—that is, good ones

—

are few and far between. So here's what we're up
against: A limited seating capacity; compelled to put
on programs of nine and ten reels as a general rule.

Oh, yes, ocacsionally we get by with eight, but that's

much minority.

.Now here's what you're forcing me to do. If you
don't come back to the good old five-reel features,

you're going to make a speed merchant out of me
like .the fellow at St. Louis who ran " If I Were King "

and a two-reel Lloyd in one hour and forty-eight min-

utes t.ully 10,000 feet! I don't want to be a speed

king. And what's more, my patrons wouldn't stand for

it if I feJt that way inclined.

I've had this topic in mind for a long time, but

here's what prompts it: Yesterday I showed "A
Broadway Cowboy," five reels, and Harold Lloyd in

" Get Out and Get Under," two reels, to over four

thousand paid admissions in one day. We opened at

one o'clock and closed at eleven. In other words,

what may well stand as a phenomenal record, we
occupied every seat five times. I don't expect to play

to that many people ,every week. I question whether

I'll ever do it again.

I know that this record yesterday is nothing short

of phenomenal, BUT, please, Mr. Producer, for towns

such as ours that are dead fiVe days a week and depend

solely on the Saturday and Sunday trade, come back

to five reels. In the first place, I've seen verv. verv.

very few features that couldn't be told in*:elligentlv

and forcibly in 5,000 feet. And looking at it from your

point of view, look at the raw film that you can save.

You know just as well as I do that we're not buying

number of reels any more. In other words, you're

going to get just as much—or more—for a five-reeler

than you would for a six, or seven, or eight.

Yesterday's business has taught me two things. To
consider footage first, and subject second, for any

holiday attractions.

And while I'm at it, permit me to add a suggestion

that is strictly local, to be sure. In this town of forty

odd thousand, a strictly industrial community, our

patrons want light stuff. A " Broadway Cowboy " "nd

Harold Lloyd combination was just exactlv what thev

want. No, I don't suppose they'd stand for it everv

day i nthe week, but the proof of the pudding is in

the eating. We played to as many peop'e in one da"

yesterday as "The Love Flower" did in four;—and
" The Love Flower " had a Sunday opening.

So bear in mind that a great many of the present
generation have forgotten that Mr. Griffith made " Th»
Birth of a Nation." I dare say a lot of them didn't

even know it. But that's getting off the subiect. For
your sake and especially for min, please, pretty please,

come back to the good old days of five reels.

The Mainspring of the Works

ABOVE is the first photograph to be published

in America of Sir Oswald Stoll, head of the

international motion picture enterprises

which bear his name. His personality has un-

usual interest now because of the establishment of
the Stoll Film Corporation of America and its plans

to release one feature a week beginning with the

New Year.
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Committee Discloses Wild-Cat Enterprises
WORTHLESS stock amounting to

more than a quarter of a billion

dollars is the annual offering of

the wild-cat motion picture companies of

the country to the American public, ac-

cording to an estimate of the vigilance

committee of the National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry after com-
pleting a preliminary survey of three and
a half months.

The committee has investigated some
seventy companies with a total capitaliza-

tion of about $180,000,000. It believes

that when all the new companies of this

character, launched during the past year,

are counted, it will be found that their

total capitalization will reach fully

$250,000,000.

The committee declares that the people

of this country have actually bought dur-

ing the past year between $25,000,000 and

$50,000,000 of stock issues, none of which
are worth the paper on which the certifi-

cates are printed.

It should be borne in mind that these

figures do not refer to stock issues offered

for business expansion by well established

companies with big assets and big earning

power.

Most of the money invested in wild-cat

companies has come out of the pockets of

small tradesmen, clerks, stenographers,

waitresses, bootblacks and other wage-
earners struggling with the high living

cost problems, declare members of the

committee. . Government employees in

Washington are said to have bought con-

siderable stock in one company floated in

that city.

The vigilance committee was created

last summer by the National Association

of the Motion Picture Industry. The
committee is composed of James R. Quirk,

editor of Photoplay Magazine, chairman;
Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary

of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry; Paul Gulick, of the

University Film Manufacturing Com-
pany ; Nathan Vidaver, counsel for the

committee; Martin J. Quigley, of the Ex-
hibitors' Herald; Lesle\ Mason, of the

Exhibitors' Trade Review, and Fred J.

Beecroft, of the Motion Picture News.
Only two or three of the seventy com-

panies investigated had any assets or

proven earning capacity when their stock

was offered to the public, according to

the committee's report. Only about a half

dozen could boast officers or promoters
who had any real experience in any branch
of the motion picture industry, it is de-

clared.

The committee's investigation disclosed

some interesting methods of finance, and
some pitiable stories of individuals who
had put their trust in the tales told by
promoters of motion picture companies.
One young woman wrote the committee
that she had invested $3,000, her whole
fortune, in a company promoted by a for-

mer instructor in a dancing school. This
young woman, the sole support of an aged
mother and an invalid aunt, believed the

glowing tales of vast returns to be made
by the investment of comparatively small

sums in a film producing company. The
dancing master induced a half dozen of.

his former pupils to invest $250 apiece in

his company, promising to make them
film stars. He made similar promises to

several waitresses and chambermaids em-

ployed in a big New York hotel, selling

each of these women stock to the amount
of from $250 to $300. Finally one of his

women victims complained to the district

attorney, and the promoter was arrested

charged with grand larceny. The treas-

urer of his company is a fugitive from
justice

A motion picture company, now strug-

gling with the production of a film play-

near New York City, spurred up its stock
sale in a similar manner, declares the
committee's report. When wage-earners
approached by stock salesmen hesitated to
invest, the latter promised the prospective
stock-buyers engagements at good wages
in the production of the company's play.

Thus scores of movie contracts were is-

sued to stock-buyers. When the company
began filming, the prospective motion pic-

ture stars began flocking to the studio
where they presented their contracts for
movie engagements. When they arrived
at the studio, their attention was called to

an inconspicuous clause in their contracts
stating that it had to be countersigned by
the casting director. The latter was com-
pelled to play into the hands of his un-
scrupulous employer inasmuch as the ap-
plicants were wholly unfit to take any
part whatever in motion picture produc-
tion.

The committee is able to state definitely

that these wildcat companies have sold
millions of dollars' worth of stock through
the mails. Whether the companies in

question are guilty of technical violation

of the laws regulating the use of the mails
rests with- the Post Office authorities, to
whom the committee is ready to turn over
all its files.

Famous Players' India Plant Opens Shortly
W'lTHIN the next month actual pro-

duction work will be started in the

new Bombay producing center es-

tablished by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. The plant is located two
miles from the city limits of Bombay in an

historic old Indian mansion, known as the

Lowji Castle—the name by which the

studio will be officially designated. In

view of the fact that scarcely four months
have elapsed since the first Famous Play-

ers' representative landed in India and
opened negotiations for a studio site, the

inauguration of production activities with-

in the next month at this place, said to have
been converted meanwhile into thoroughly
modern and well equipped filming center,

is a remarkable achievement in the opinion

of Famous Players-Lasky officials.

In the middle of June last, Famous Play-

ers' representatives, Tarkington Baker and
Frank Meyer, arrived in Bombay. Meyer
remained two months; Raker continues in

India, now occupying the position of man-
aging director of the Indian company, a

Famous Players' subsidiary with a capital

of $5,000,000.

Though barely four months have passed
since he landed with Meyer in Bombay,
in that brief period Mr. Baker superin-

tended the selection of a studio site, after

a long and thorough tour of the leading

cities of India, remodelled the buildings

found on the site and erected such new
structures as requirements dictated and
has built up a selected and trained studio

staff of native Hindu workmen.
The studio, in the middle of October

—

four months after Mr. Baker landed in In-

dia—was ready for occupancy. Not a sin-

gle detail had been overlooked. Lowji
Castle, the main building standing on the

site selected, has been converted into a
comfortable, convenient, modern and effi-

cient producing plant.

In addition, Mr. Baker had laid the

foundations for an extensive distributing

system throughout the Orient, it is de-

clared, and has established exchanges in

the leading cities of India, Burma, Ceylon,
the Straits Settlements, Java, Mesopota-
mia and adjacent countries.

The mansion is surrounded by a huge
compound. Here, in the enclosure circum-

scribed by the tall stone walls, production
of every description and of every sort can
go forward without delay. Half a dozen
big units can operate in the studio and on
the studio grounds at one time, it is stated.

" Few people realize," said Mr. Baker
recently to a Bombay newspaper inter-

viewer, " how many and how promising
and how various are the possibilities of
picture-making in India."

" India is a land of contrasts," continued
Mr. Baker. " There is everything in the

world here for the making of interesting

pictures. Within forty hours of Bombay,
by rail, there are such strange places as
Thibet and Afghanistan. To the south
lies Ceylon. To the north are the lofty

peaks of the magnificent Himalayas, the
tallest, most impressive, most wonderful
mountains in the world. On their south-
ern slopes lies Kashmir, where snows fall

as deep as those in Canada. Yet a day's
journey away is Bengal, sweltering in per-
petual heat, beneath a tropic sun.

" There are broad plains and wide de-
serts. The cactus is only half an hour's

(Continued on page 4574)
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THE regrets of executives and ex-
hibitors, big and little alike
throughout the length and breadth
of filmdom, as well as a deep feel-

ing of loss by his fellow craftsmen, fol-
low the sudden death of Sam Spedon of
Moving Picture World, at Atlanta, Ga.,
December 8.

In his career as publicist, executive
and latterly special writer for the World,
Mr. Spedon ran the gamut of the motion
picture industry from its earliest days.
Rightfully he laid claim to be the first

press agent of the business. In Vita-
graph's early days he instituted the first

press department, working alone, and re-
mained for years with that concern build-
ing up the nucleus of the first of the
large, specialized publicity institutions
now boasted of by every large concern.
For the past five years Mr. Spedon has

been on the staff of Moving Picture
World. During that period he has at-
tended and reported every gathering of
exhibitors held throughout the country.
He probably had as wide a circle of ac-
quaintances as any person in the in-
dustry.

His death in Atlanta occurred at 3 A.
M , December 8. The cause described in
the brief report received, was heart
failure.

Tom Moore on Defensive
Against Reformers

The prompt action of Tom Moore, the

prominent Washington, D. C, exhibitor,

in replying to the announcement of a
" blue law " Sunday crusade to close pic-

ture theatres on Sunday in the national

capital and later throughout the United
States, and his immediate preparations to

undertake a referendum, consisting of

sworn statements, destined to show how
the people themselves stood on the matter

—is looked upon as being the first effec-

tive resistance to the proposals of " blue

law " advocates to curtail all forms of

amusement on Sunday.

Seldom, if ever, in the film annals of

the Southeast was so much interest and
enthusiasm expressed as in the South-
eastern Motion Picture Exposition,
which was held at the Auditorium, At-
lanta, Ga., the week of December 6th to

11th.

Plans were first discussed for this Ex-
position in May and the Film Exchange
Managers' Association scheduled it for

late Fall, the week of December 6th to

11th finally being chosen for many rea-

sons. The North Carolina State Ex-
hibitors' League changed the date of its

annual mid-Winter Convention and im-
mediately following it, embarked on a
private train, to bring them to Atlanta.
The same plan was followed by the
Alabama, South Carolina, Florida and
Georgia Leagues.
That the editors of the three local pa-

pers considered it a big thing is demon-
strated by the unprecedented space they
gave the affair. Daily stories and larger

ones on Sundays led up to a full page
spread in each of the local papers, on the
stars who attended—namely, Eugene
O'Brien, Zena Keefe, Martha Mansfield,
Lillian Walker, Frances Eldridge, Helen
Gardner, Louise DuPre, Muriel Ostriche.

A.M.P.A. Told of Pub-
licity Work in England
Fresh from his return from Great Brit-

ain, where, as the managing director of

the Famous Players, Ltd., he has been
supervising the activities of the produc-
tion, distribution and sales of that com-
pany's product throughout the United
Kingdom, Mr. John C. Graham, the guest

of honor at the regular Thursday lunch-

eon of the Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers, spoke interestingly of the re-

lationship between the American publicist

and his contemporary in Great Britain.

Contrasting the chief difference be-

tween the work of publicity men in this

country and in the United Kingdom, Mr.
Graham explained that America offered

a wider field for the press agent's mani-
fold activities. On the other hand he
pointed out that the total number of the-

atres in Great Britain was in the neigh-

borhood of 3,000 as compared with the es-

timated 18,000 theatres in this country.

This feature, he emphasized, gave the

American publicity man ample scope to

accomplish things which were restricted

to the British publicist in view of the lim-

ited number of theatres in that country.

Famous Players in India
{Concluded from page 4573)

journey from the jungle. Tigers and wild

elephants roam the plains and jungles and
foothills. Cotton fields are only a day's

run from a land that grows only the crops
of New York state. Alligators or croco-

diles, if venturesome enough, can swim up
rivers from their abiding places to the

frigid waters of melting glaciers.
" And the people of India differ as

widely as the various sections of India dif-

fer geographically, historically and in all

other aspects differ from each other. Here
are Mohammedans and Hindus-—as wide
apart in a religious sense as the two poles.

The Sikh differs from the Punjabi, the

Punjabi from the Rajputani, the Rajpu-
tani from the Bengal, and the Bengal
from the Madrasee.

Motion Picture News

New York State's Attitude
on School Films

Alfred W. Abrams, chief of the depart-

ment of visual instruction of the New
York State department of education, is

watching with interest the work which is

being done these days in the way of in-

structing by the use of films in some of the

New York city schools. While Mr.
Abrams is not in favor of the adoption of

motion pictures in the schools of New
York state, as a method of instruction, he
nevertheless stated today that he was open
to conviction along these lines. W ith the

resignation of Dr. John H. Finley as the

head of the state education department, it

is barely possible that his successor, not

yet appointed, may be favorable to film

instruction.

With the head of the examination di-

vision of the state, Mr. Abrams spent an

hour or so last week at one of the local

exchanges, viewing several films which
have been devised for use in classes of

physics. These films, according to Mr.
Abrams, did not impress him as being

particularly well adopted to this course of

study. In addition the cost of films to the

various schools must be also reckoned

with, Mr. Abrams figuring out that it

would cost from $100 to $125 per school

and there are 800 of them in this state, for

the use of such a film for a year, and this

for the instruction of one class only, in the

case of physics averaging from eight to

fifteen persons.

At the present time, according to infor-

mation which has come to the New York
state department of education, the city of

Newark, N. J., is specializing to a greater

extent in the use of film for instruction

purposes than any city in the United
States. C. L. Grant.

Canadian Club Dinner
Guests See "Foreigner"
On Friday, December 2, at the Hotel

Biltmore, assembled members of the Cana-
dian Club of New York, and their guests,

including man}' connecting factors of the

world of motion picture entertainment.

Officials of Associated First National Ex-
hibitors were among the favored number,
as well as representatives of the trade

press and others interested in the motion
picture industry.

Following dinner, the first presentation

of " The Foreigner " was flashed upon a

screen made ready for the occasion. This
being the first of a series of stories by
Ralph Connor, the Canadian author, to be

filmed was the obvious reason for its se-

lection by the committee. With the an-

nouncement of the picture a telegram

from the author was read expressing his

appreciation of the homage paid him in

the selection of his first book to be used
for a film play being the choice of the

Canadian Club.

While the final trimmings were not yet

complete, a scratch print being shown,
which was hurried through in order to

make ready for showing at all, the picture

was well and appreciatively received.
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EXHIBITORS' REPORTS ON N E IV RELEASES

What the Big Houses Say
EARLY RETURNS FROM WEEK RUN THEATERS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Behold My Wife-

Fine. Held up strong for three

consecutive weeks. Theme appeals

to majority of movie fans. Fine

sets are also an attraction. (Mid-
dle West.)

Held here another week. A good
picture and well liked. (East.)

This is the best picture I've seen

in ages. Went over to packed
houses, in a week of only two clear

days. No matter how hard it

rained, they came just the same!
Great! (South.)

Certainly a fine production and
a sure-fire box office attraction.

Had fine business. (West.)

An Old-Fashioned Boy—
A good show. Comfortable en-

tertainment. Played to steady bus-
iness all week. (Middle West.)

One of the poorest things Ray
has ever done. They come because
it was Ray— but they didn't en-

joy it.

The White Circle—
The atmosphere of Stevenson is

splendidly maintained and this pic-

ture went over in great shape. Box
office excellent. (South.)

Conrad in Quest of His
Youth—
Drew about average crowds dur-

ing the entire week. People char-
acterized it as "very good." (East.)

Her HusbatuTs Friend—
Fair attraction with business

about as usual. (West.)

The Testing Block—
Wonderful picture which sure

did make the money pour in. The

Beginning loday

rr\ CONSTANCE X?
IalmadgE
"Dangerous
Business'

A JOHN EM£E30N-ANITA LOOS PSMMXDON

Estelle Carey
Strand Favorite

Soprano

-Vocal Duet
The Love HesX'Hva7t,v-

Erne Pielke - Henry(better
Cbotr**a Tenor

, Scenic and Trumpet Solo
,

"If ftovera Cbuld Speak'/
Leonard Kernersfwx

•MOVIE FANS"
Sennett Comedy
Famed Strand
Orchestra
Overture
SaXuntala

1

Aipko Producing Piano
Invisible Soloist MmeVolvay

Rendering
fts* Mwcmslt Careers m'A" Mltot

Another of Edward L. Hyman's hand
drawn ads. advertising " Dangerous
Business" showing last week at the

Strand theatre, Brooklyn

Third of a page in Sunday's payers for " Lot
Cleveland, 0.

by the strand theatre of

audiences were delighted with it, Norma for big receipts. The pic-

and said it was great. (West.) ture pleased. (Middle West.)

Something to Think About—
Good houses for fifth week,

which speaks for itself. A good at-

traction for the box office. (West.)

To Please One Woman—
Just an average picture and it

played to fair business. (Middle
West.)

Idols of Clay—
Held over for second week but

business did not hold up. (Middle
West.)

Cradle of Courage—
Fair. Not a knock-out. The

public who like Hart insist upon
his playing " Westerns." This was
a somewhat illogical thing, but I

cleared a little more than expenses
on it. (South.)

Heliotrope—
Fairly entertaining picture given

a good production and attracting
good business for week run.

( East.)

Good picture well worth seeing,

which was attested by my houses
which were pretty well crowded.
(West.)

Ahvays Audacious—
A splendid picture play which

brought capacity business. Reid at

his best in dual role. This star is

becoming a favorite at this theatre.

(East.)

Burglar Proof—
Mediocre picture. Business fair.

(East.)

The Restless Sex—
A fair picture and box office at-

traction, which keeps up the sus-

pense well. Contains some rather
lavish spectacles of studio life.

(Middle West.)

FIRST NATIONAL
Dangerous Business—
Constance Talmadge has become

a real contender with her sister

Star is a big favorite at this the-
atre. Picture gave entire satisfac-
tion. (East.)

Excellent attraction which went
over big Star at her best. Pleased
immensely. (Middle West.)

Harriet and the Piper—
They liked it—but did not do

capacity business. Just fair. Wher-
ever Miss Stewart is popular it

should be a knockout. (South.)

A rather poorly motivated play
based on an old theme. Anita
Stewart's charm and ability help to
make it an average drawing card.
(Middle West.)

The Devil's Garden-
It's too heavy for the average

audience. And it's too bloomy. For
those who go to the theatre to see
fine acting, this will be a splendid
attraction, but not for the vast ma-
jority who go only to be amused.
(Middle West.)

Twin Beds—
One of the best comedies I have

played in a long time. Went over
great. Box office receipts entirely
satisfactory for week's run.
(South.)

The Branded Woman —
The Talmadge fans turned out

strong here to see this picture which
brought out the S. R. O. sign at
most performances. It was " a
splendid exposition of the theory
that most of Norma's admirers go
to see her instead of her pictures,
because the photoplay in the opinion
of most was the poorest thing
Norma has ever played in.

The Yellow Typhoon—
Diverting story well acted. Full

of action. Anita Stewart, however,
should never appear in the role of
the villain and with a blonde wig.
Fair business at box office. (East.)

Curtain—
Very entertaining picture

went over big. Well liked

audiences. ( West.)

which
iv the

Fair picture. Usual box office

receipts. (West.)

REALART
The Furnace—
Unusually good audience picture.

Everybody liked it. Opened to big
Sunday business. (Middle West.)

Very big production,
better than average.
West.)

Business
(Middle

Sweet Lavender—
One of the greatest surprises of

the season. Considered the poor-
est picture this star has ever played
in—yet it did capacity business.
(South.)

Food for Scandal—
Very well liked. Brought large

box office receipts. (West.)

The Law of the Yukon—
Poor picture but went over hie.

(West.)

The Soul of Youth—
Very well liked. Brought pack-

ed houses. (West.)

Oh, Lady, Lady—
Fine picture, very entertaining.

More than usual business. (West.)

METRO
Billions—
Nazimova shows a decided im-

provement in this picture over
" Madame Peacock." Well taken
by big audiences for the entire
week. (East.)

This one, six inches double column, for
The Vice of Fools," is the uork of

the Crystal theatre, Indianapolis Ind
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STAI3TIN6 SUNDAY-MOi/.2r A

played only one week. One of the

best attractions I have played this

season. (East.)

Here is a display used by the Pantheon
theatre of Toledo for the shotting of

" The Last of the Mohicans "

Hearts Arc Trumps—
There is nothing startling about

this production. Ranks about av-

erage. (East.)

Clothes—
Very good. The title pulled well

and the picture pleased. Played a

week to good busines. It would
stand some careful editing for it's

too long. On the whole, a nice

little picture.

Madame Peacock—
Exploitation put this

over. A poor production.
picture

(West.)

Old Lady 31—
This picture was liked by very

few. Business about average.

(West.)

FOX
Three Gold Coins—

Typically a Tom Mix attraction.

Those who like the hero will like

the play. (Middle West.)

The Face at Your Window—
Propaganda against Bolshevism

that did not please. Receipts not

up to usual. (Middle West.)

Drag Harlan—
Farnum always goes over big in

a Western picture. (West.)

UNIVERSAL
Once to Every Woman—
Am playing it for a second week

in a town where "Humoresque"

Dorothy Phillips does some of

best work of her career in this pic-

ture which is interesting and hand-
somely produced. Did splendid

business at this theatre. ( Middle
West.)

Just completed second and very
successful week. I make a prac-

tice of one week runs, or even
three days, but this picture played

to two weeks' capacity business.

(East.)

PATHE
The Girl in the Web—

Fair. Don't think Blanche Sweet
belongs in these silly namby-pamby
roles. She is one of the best emo-
tional actresses on the screen—but

wasted in drivel like this. Box
office only fair. (South.)

l.f WILLIAM FOX
Washington

ONtwecKONiy
COflrlfNCINOSUKDW

ThjMm iMPfxrm
FumCbcatjohof

anyAgc-

WIUJftM FOXS
|

i
7Vj is " The Face at Your Window " dis-

play is by the William Fox Washington
;.

theatre, Detroit

i ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Love—

' The title's enough to bring all

the women. It's thrilling, and sur-

prising, but never offensive. Good
business at two simultaneous first

nrun houses. (Middle West.)

OTIS SKINNER
44KISMET

GOLDWYN
The Great Lover—
This picture was a good one and

brought more than usual business.
(West.)

Quarter page display for " Kismet

"

used by the Goodwin theatre of Newark,
.V. o.

This picture brought good re-

turns and seemed to please.
(West.)

Love Madness—
Fair picture. Average box office

receipts. (West.)

Quarter
the

page for " The Furnace,"
Madison theatre of Detroit

Not much as a picture and a poor
box o..ice attraction. (West.)

Kismet—
Unable to handle the crowds.

Broke house record even at ad-
vance prices. (East.)

UNITED ARTISTS
The Mark of Zorro—

Big box office attraction on ac-

count of star's popularity. Very
good picture. (West.)

TO EVERY
WOMAN'

pThTtTs it

«

^"hat contvs to 0%tefn *bman°

dren jjdrcat moment of dxisnl
Tha sac/Jice of onwifuruuiis?.

whan ijcu. see

Doi'othij Phillips

HtAp*b/b/pawnkf tittst

di&na ofMDMar dmbttions.

Great picture. Drew packed
houses. Well received and weli

liked. (West.)

EQUITY
Mid-Channel—

Is finely produced and interesting

picture, and coupled with the pop-
ularity, of Clara Kimball Young at

this house, is making a good rec-

ord. Held over for the fourth
week. (Middle West.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
So Long Letts—

It made even the most cynical

laugh; also made a big week for

the box office. (East.)

A WHALE Or A TALE ABOUT

Honest Hutch—
Rogers great as usual. This pic-

ture went over big. Box office re-

ceipts large. (West.)'

It's a Great Life—
Very good. Seemed to please

and brought big business. (West.)

The Stealers—
Good acting is shown in this pic-

ture. The plot is interesting.

(East.)

- — Mileston<
Beautiful picture, well done by

capable cast, but too subtle to ap-
peal to the masses. This is a classy
play all through, and will not sat-

isfy those who are looking for
cheap thrills.

Old Hutch—
Extremely fine picture

has very little box office

but star

value in

Quarter page for " A Romantic Ad-
venturess," by the Missouri theatre of

St. Louis

this city. More of a man's favorite

than a woman's. (East.)

Out of the Storm—
Fairly good picture,

well. (East.)

Went over

Just Out of College—
Very poor production and box

office receipts did not reach aver-

age. (West.)

The Branding Iron—
Strong picture with good situa-

tion and plenty of suspense. Did
better than average business for a
week. (Middle West.)

Earthbound—
Gave universal satisfaction. Went

over big and brought big returns.

(Middle West.)

A wonderful production. The
box office results were very large.

as (West.)

Full page in depth by three column
display for " Once to Every Woman "

by the Sun and Muse theatre, Omaha,
Neb.

Madame X—
Went very well.

(East.)

Good picture.

Great picture. Broke box office

records. (Middle West.)
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PROGRAMS FOR THE WEEK OF D E C . 1 1 T H

With First Run Theatres
WIRE REPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS
NEW YORK CITY

Strand Theatre

—

Overture—" Slavische Rhapsodie,"
by the Strand Symphony Or-
chestra, Carl Edouards and
Francis W. Sutherland, con-
ducting.

Current Events—Strand Topical
Review.

Scenic—There is no Santa Claus

—

Chester.

Musical—Violin Solo, " Xocturne in

E Flat," Katherine Stang, Vio-
linist.

Feature—The Sin That Was His

—

William Faversham.
Vocal

—
" Bell Song " from " Lak-

rae," sung by Amanda Brown,
Soprano.

Organ Solo—Selection from " Lucia
di Lammermoor," played by
Ralph H. Brigham and Herbert
Sisson.

Next Week—The Truth About
Husbands—First Xational.

Rialto Theatre

—

Overture—Prelude to " Die Meis-
tersinger," by Rialto Orchestra,
Hugo Riesenfeld and Lion Van-
derheim, conducting.

Current Events—Rialto Magazine.
Musical

—
" Kol Nidrei," William

Dege, 'Cellist.

Feature — Heliotrope — Famous
Players.

Vocal—" Chanson Provencal," sung
by Grace Hoffman. Soprano.

Comedy — A Homespun Hero —
Christie.

Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture
—

" Carneval," by Rivoli
Orchestra, Frederick Stahlberg
and Joseph Littau, conducting.

Current Events—Rivoli Pictorial.

Special
—

" At the Roadside." Carl
Rollins, Baritone and Male
Chorus.

m^rrAH ADAMS

This la the first The Great Lover" display to oe secured, the work of the
California theatre, Los Angeles

The Adams theatre of Detroit used this
display to advertise " Dangerous Busi-

ness,'' this neck's attraction

Feature—The Testing Block—Wil-
liam S. Hart.

Novelty—" Pizzicatto," Grace East-
man and Martha Shelby dan-
cers.

Comedy—Fickle Fancv—Mack Sen-
nett.

Organ Solo — " Festival March,"
Played by Prof. Firmin Swin-
nen.

Criterion Theatre

—

Overture—" Serenata," by Criterion
Orchestra. Victor Wagner and
Drago Jovanovich,

t
conducting.

Scenic—If—Prizma.
Special

—
" Four Seasons of Life "

—

Childhood, Sweethearts, Mar-
riage, Old Age. Betty Ander-
son, soprano

; Jean Booth, con-
tralto

; George Du Franne, ten-
or; Grace Eastman, Martha
Shelby, and Quartette.

Feature — Midsummer Madness

—

William De Mille.
Novelty—"The Bubble," by Desha.
Scenic—Kaleidoscope.

Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—Marche Slav—By Capi-
tol Grand Orchestra, Erno
Rapee, William Axt and David
Mendoza, conducting.

Scenic—Niagara—" Might Thun-
derer' —Prizma.

Vocal—"Song of the Viking,"
sung by Erik Bye in original
Norwegian, assisted by Capi-
tol Male Ensemble.

Current Events—Capitol News.
Prologue—"In A Russian Gypsy

Camp," Capitol Grand Orches-
tra, Ballet Corps and Russian
Cathedral Choir; Gypsy—Do-
ris Niles, Russian Bouffon
Dance— Mile. Sergeeva and
Leon Leonidow.

Feature—Billions—Nazimova.
Next Week—Passion—First Na-

tional.

LOS ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre

—

Overtures—Violet.

Ballet—Griffin Twins in a waltzing
dancing act.

Current Events— Pathe News.
Feature—To Please One Woman

Lois Weber— Paramount.
Presented with a prologue
under the title of " An Eve-
ning With the Old Masters

"

with a quartet of string musi-
cians presenting various num-
bers within a stage setting rep-
resenting an old studio.

Miller"? Theatre

—

Current Events—From Pathe and
Fox releases.

Scenic—Tree Top Concert Singers
—Bray Goldwyn.

Vocal—The Barefoot Trail—Solo
Comedy—The Ransom of Mack

—

by Benj. McLaughlin.
O. Henry Vitagraph.

Feature—The Star Rover—Metro
special.

Syinphony Theatre

—

Overture—Aida.
Cartoon—Mutt and Jeff—Fox.
Current Events— Fox News.
Comedy—A Doggone Wedding

—

Fox.
Feature—The Iron Wider—Wil-

liam Russell—Presented with
a prologue under the title of
"The Oath," by Bob Hen-
dricks and Guy Keen. The
stage setting is a log cabin in-
terior.

Chine's Broadway Theatre

—

Current Events—From Gaumont
and Solznick releases.

Comedy—Shapes and Scrapes

—

Vitagraph. .

VocaN«»Springtime— Solo by Al
Penberthy^

Feature—Out of trie Snow—Zeena
Next Week—Half An Hour.

Superba Theatre

—

Comedy—Hot Dog—Century.
Current Events — International

News.
Vocal—Moments—Sung by Leon-

ard Van Berg.
Feature—West Is West— Harry

Carey.

Tally's Theatre

—

Overture — Echoes from the
Operas.

Current Events — International
News.

Vocal—Sol Mia—Solo by Clemen-
tine Palmese.

Feature—The Trail—Hampton.
Next Week—The Saphead.

Kinerna Theatre

—

Overture—Faust.
Current Events — International

News.
Vocal— Go Feather Your Nest—

Rendered with organ accom-
paniment.

Scenic—The Explorers—Bruce Ed-
ucational

Feature—The Master Mind. Given
with a prologue in which a
male trio enter in a stage gon-
dola before a Venetian drop
and sing two songs with string
accompaniment. The singers
are attired in Italian costume.

Comedy—The Toonerville Trolley
—Fox.

Next Week—The County Fair.

California Theatre

—

Overture — Morning, Noon and
Night.

Current Events—From Pathe and
Fox releases.

Organ—Till We Meet Again.

MRS roxEES-ca/u.-E •

famous Timulc
CSCFU*^ FOL0NA18S

CAUTORNTA THEATRE
CONCERT ORCHESTRA

Directed bj AJfredOna
AUO

40NTE HAWKS'

A FLIVVER.
fcl'.'EDDWO

MILTON CHARLES
fl^lOUlS R SV/AIN

aLUse organ

Quarter page for " Just Out of Col-
lege," at the premiere of this picture at

the California theatre, Los Angeles
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Gbnsianee

Dan^ro'iIsBu^n^^

This is the way the Circle theatre,
Indianapolis, Ind., billed " Dangerous

Business "

Scenic—If—Prizma.
Feature—Godless Men — Barker

—

Goldwyn. Presented with a

prologue with a drop showing
a scene in Holland with a wind-
mill at right and Vera Eslelmay,

contralto, singing " Tulip Time
In Holland."

Cartoon—A Family Affair—Bray
Krazy Kat.

Next Week—A Voice in the Dark.

Mission Theatre

—

The Mark of Zorro continues in

its second week.

Grauman's Rialto

—

Something to Think About con-
tinues in its fifth week.

Auditorium

—

Way Down East continues in its

eighth week.

Imperial Theatre

—

Overture—June
Current Events—Imperial Screen

News.
Musical—Imperial Concert Trio in

" Extase " and " Broadway
Rose."

Vocal—"Old Pal Why Don't You
Answer Me."

Feature — Heliotrope — Cosmopoli-
tan-Paramount.

Next Week—The Love Flower.

Tivoli Theatre

—

Features—Harriett and the Piper

—

Anita Stewart. A Cumberland
Romance—Mary Miles Minter.

Vocal—" Down in China Town."
Solo by Constance Reece.

Orchestra — " Northern Rhapsody
Bells."

Next Week—Once to Every
Woman.

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Rialto News Re-
view.

Comedy—The Bootblack—Bray.
Scenic—The Ministeres and Brice

Canyon—Special Pictures.

Orchestra—Selections from " Listen
Lester" and "Japanese Sand-
man."

Comedy—Watch Your Husband.
Vocal—Mile. Aabigny in songs.

Feature — Trumpet Island—Alice

Joyce.
Next Week—The Girl With the

Jazz Heart.

Tabor Theatre

—

Instrumental
—

" La Polma."
Violin solo by Olcott Vail.

Educational — Universal Screen
Magazine.

Comedy — Solid Concrete — Vita-
graph.

Feature—Rio Grande—Pathe.
Current Events—Kinograms.
Next Week—Clothes.

Rialto Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe News.
Novelty— Topics of the Day —

Pathe.
Comedy—Bald Pates— Educational.
Feature — Helotrope — Cosmopoli-

tan—Paramount.
Next Week—Idols of Clay.

Rivoli Theatre

—

Overture—Poet and Peasant.

Feature—Married
t
Life—Mack Sen-

nett—United Artist.

Current Events—Fox News.
Cartoon—Home Brew—Mutt and

Jeff.

Vocal—" Sunrise and You."
Tenor solo by Harry Harper.

Next Week—The Tigers' Cub Ro-
mance.

America's Favorite Human Dynamo of Dramatic Power

LIONEL BARRYMORE
IX THE PINNACLE OF HIS SCREEN SUCCESSES

THE DEVIL'S GARDEN

A PLAY WITHOUT FRILLS TO SPOIL THE THRILLS

-IT'S A~FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION''

NEXT SUNDAY-"THE STEALERS" A Picture with a Heart and Soul

Third of a page for The Devil's Garden" by the Alhambra theatre of
Milwaukee

SAN FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre

—

Same program as reported last

week complete.
Next Week—If I Were King.

California Theatre

—

Overture—" Martha."
Current Events—Pathe News.
Orchestra—" Violets " and " Or-

pheus."
Vocal—Quartette sings aria from

" Mignon " and " Tripoli."

Special—Ray Telliers, "• Kings of
Syncopation " band of ten
pieces in popular numbers.

Feature—The Wonderful Chance

—

O'Brien.
Next Week—The Testing Block.

Four column by nine inch display for
" The North Wind's Malice," used by

the Rialto theatre of Des Moines

Feature—What Happened to Rosa

—

Mabel Normand.
Next Week—The Guile of Women.

SEATTLE

Wintergarden

—

Current Events—Fox News.
Feature Kismet—Otis Skinner.
Next Week—Kismet.

Clemmer Theatre

—

Overture—" Blue Paradise " and
" The Dream."

Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—Number Please.

Feature—Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath—May Allison.

Next Week—Best of Luck.

Strand Theatre

—

Theme—" Because."
Educational—Bray Pictograph 463.

Educational—Big Deeds— Educa-
tional.

Feature—The Love Lawyer.
Given with prologue in which

" On the Trail to Home Sweet
Home " is rendered by a soloist

to a dog while a film showing
a storm is projected.

DENVER
America Theatre

—

Vocal—" Springtime."
Sung by Henry Klotz, baritone.

Current Events — International
News.

Comedy—A Fresh Start—Educa-
tional.

MINNEAPOLIS

New Garrick Theatre

—

Current Events—Cinema Periodi-
cal.

Educational—Screen Snapshorts.

Scenic— Sjlver Linings — Robert
Bruce.

Special—New Garrick Ballet Classi

Special— New Garrick Ballet

Classic—Dance of the Nymphs
from The Atonement of Pan.

Feature— Twin Beds— Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven. Dur-
ing presentation orchestra will

play the following numbers

:

Melodies from Apple Blos-

soms, by Kreisler; Air de Bal-
let and Canzonetta, by Her-
bert

; Gavotte, by Goszec

:

Valse-Bluette, by Drigo-Auer

:

Lise Et Lucas, by Mouton : A
Frivolous Patrol, by Goublier

;

Airs from The Velvet Lady,
by Herbert.

Organ Solo—The Call of the Cozy
Little Home, from Take It

From Me. Played by Frederic
Egener.

Next Week—The Restless Sex

—

Marion Davies.

New Lyric Theatre

—

Scenic—New Lyric Pictorial Re-
view.

Comedy— Judge Rummy at the
Hootch Ball—Cartoon.

Current Events—New Lyric Screen
Journal.

This one for " Flame of Youth " and
•Dice of Ucstiny " i* by the Terminal

theatre of Newark, X. J.

Feature—Dinty—Wesley Barry.
Next Week — Behold My Wife—

Paramount.

CLEVELAND

Stillman

—

Overture—Liszt's Polonnaise in E
Major, rendered as a piano
solo by Otto Munckle.

Theme— I Cannot Sleep Without
Thinking of You, from The
Girl in the Spotlight.

Current Events—Pathe News—Lit-

erary Digest — Topics of the
Day.

Comedy — Mr. Fatima — Christie
Comedy.

Feature
—"An Old Fashioned Boy"

—With Charles Ray.
Next Week—Slaves of Pride.

Euclid

—

Overture—Gems from Apple Blos-
soms.

Theme — A Tender Spot in Your
Eye, from The Spotlight Girl.

Current Events—Kinograms.
Comedy—Bobby Vernon in Going

Thru the Rye—Christie Com-
edy.

Feature—Behold My Wife—Third
consecutive week.

Next Week—Idols of Clay, with
Mae Murray and David
Powell.

Metropolitan

—

Overture—Kamenoi Ostrow.

This is Arthur O. Stolte's ad. for
" Dinty," playing this iceek at the De*

Moines theatre, Des Moines, Ioica
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This was a quarter page for " To
Please One Woman," run in Sunday's
papers by the Broadway Strand thea-

tre, Detroit

Theme— Juanita, Silver Threads
Among the Gold and Love's
Old Sweet Song.

Current Events—Selznick Weekly.
Comedy— Cash Customers—Snub

Pollard.

Educational—Bray Pictograph.
Feature—Milestones.
Next Week— The Scoffer, Allan

Dwan production.

Alhambra —
Overture—Spanish Fantasie, com-

piled by Musical Director
Homer Walters. .

Theme—" The Glow Worm."
Current Events—Literary Digest

—

Loew's Up-to-Date News
Events.

Feature
—

" The Furnace,"
Next Week—" Behold My Wife."
Knickerbocker

—

Overture—" Blue Jean."
Theme—Original theme, composed

by musical director Maurice
Spitalny.

Current Events—Ford Weekly—Art
Color Scenics.

Comedy—" 12 P. M."—Special
Pictures Corporation.

Feature
—

" The Devil's Garden
"

featuring Lionel Barrymore
and Doris Rankin.

Next Week—" The Slim Princess"
with Mabel Normand.

Strand

—

Overture—" Kissing Time."
Theme—Original composition by

Phil Spitalny.

Current Events—Literary Digest

—

Urban Movie Chats.
Comedy—" Cash Customers "

—

Snub Pollard.
Feature—-"Love" with Louise

Glaum.
Next Week—"The Scoffer ';—Al-

lan Dwan production.

Hoffman-Palace

—

Overture—Popular and classic

songs arranged by Musical Di-
rector Max Faetkenheuer, in-

troducing The Temple Four,

—

male quartet—with complete
orchestral accompaniment.

Theme—"Can It Be Love?" from
" Fiddlers Three."

Current Events — International
News—Pathe Review.

Comedy—" Buggins " with Leon
Errol—Reelcraft picture.

Feature
—

" Love " with Louise
Glaum.

Next Week—" Half a Chance

"

with Mahlon Hamilton and
Lillian Rich.

Century Comedy.
Weekly News—Two issues.

Features— Love— Louise Glaum ;

The Marriage Pit — Frank
Mayo.

Next Week—The Gilded Dream

—

Carmel Myers ; Hush—Clara

Kimball Young.
Beacon Theatre

—

Overture—Piano and organ.

Weekly News—Two issues.

Comedy.
Features—The Mark of Zorro—

Douglas Fairbanks; S13

—

Arsenc Lupin Story

—

Next Week—Polly With a Past—
Ina Clair; Her First Elopement
—Wanda Hawley. The Pro-
hibition Monkey—Comedy.

Fenway Theatre

—

Overture—Fenway Orchestra.
Features—The Prince Chap—Tom

Meighan ;. The Adventurer

—

Charles Chaplin.

sr. louis

William Fox Liberty Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " The
Fortune Teller," with Marim-
ba xylophone variations by
Ralph Gavoard.

Current Importances—Fox News.
Cartoon Special—Mutt and Jeff

Comedy.
Serial—Twelfth Episode of Bride

13—The Creeping Peril.

Feature—William Christy Cabanne's
The Stealers.

Musical Feature Extraordinary:
Violin Solo

—
" Caprice Viennois,"

Kreisler—David Hochman.
Cornet Solo

—
" Answer," Robyn

—

Joseph Carione.

Duet for Piano and Organ

—

" Fantasy," — Demarest — John
Holmes and Walter Parker.

'Cello Solo
—

" Elegie,"—Massenet
—Dominic Sotillo.

Duet for Flute and Clarinet

—

" The Butterfly," Bendix—Louis
Knittel and William Cavallo.

Trombone Solo
—

" Celeste," from
" Aida," Verdi—Oscar Hall-
back.

String Quintette—" Mighty Lak a

Rose," Nevin—David Hochman,
Harry Ellman. Dominic Sotillo,

Carl Tholl and Salvatore Cam-
pione.

Horn Solo
—

" At the Dawning,"
Cadman—Pellegrino Lecco.

Missouri Theatre

—

Overture—Sarli's Jazz Medley in-

troducing " The Light Cavalry
Overture," " Japanese Sand-
man," " Hiawatha's Melody of

BOSTON
Park Theatre

—

Overture—Park Symphony Orches-
tra.

Love," " Love Nest," and
" Whispering."

Arst Study
—

" Pygmalion and Gala-

tea." Posed by Mr. Fox and
Miss Lee.

Presentation—Nature study in

colors.

Vocal Duet—" Miserere " from 11

Trovatore—By Kimbell and
Mills.

Missouri Current News—Snapshots
from here, there, and every-

where.
Dance— Impressionistic

—"The Moth
and the Flame."

Comedy — Mack Sennett's The
Fireside Brewer.

The Missouri Vocalists—Medleys
from Robin Hood sung by
Misses Morrill and gielke and
Mr. Davies.,'Mr. Pctrucci, and

Buf--Ionigllf sut

'rounded by the lav-

ish gorgeousnevs of

society's wild

Jxrgy.he tell—

."he sensed—hp

. somehow
knew she was
calling fo him-

And finally she came hurtling down through
Ihe sform swepf-clouds--enfangled in fhe wreck-
age of fhe sfriclcen plane-down info his arms-

Days -weeks-months of fire lite 's dream c

Then-her husband came to ctatm Iter-.

^TRUMPET ISLAND
FROM THE STORY BY

C-OUVERNEUR MORRIS
^^

THE PENALTY

Quarter page for " Love," the work of
the Palace theatre of Cleveland, 0.

Twelve-inch by three column ad. for
" Trumpet Island " by the Garden

theatre, De's Moines, Iowa

Mr. Kimbell.
Feature—Roscoe Arbuckle in The

Life of the Party.

Del Monte Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " Miss
Springtime."

Musical—Pollyana Brothers, wiz-
ards of the accordion.

Comedy— Sunshine.
Special presentation—Rajah, dis-

tinguished East India Seer.
Current Events—Pathe News.
Topical—Literary Digest Topics of

the Day.
Feature—Reginald Barker's produc-

tion, The Branding Iron.

Kings Theatre

—

Overture—Selection from " Babes
in Toyland."

Educational—Scenic.

Recent happenings—Pathe News
Weekly.

Paragraphs — Literary Digest,
Topics of the Day.
" Fair One," and " Japanese
Sandman."

Musical—Organ solo: " Avalon,"
Comedy—Sunshine.
Feature—Milestones.

Revues

—

Enid Bennett's "Silk Hosiery "

—

Del Monte. A very good pic-

ture which drew strongly. Good
ending.

North Winds Malice—Kings Aver-
age crowds despite the fact that
it was advert ;-M greatly.

Idols of Clay—Missouri—Only 14,-

000 persons saw this picture

ihe Sunday it opened. A won-
derful drawing card.

The Courage of Alarge O'Doone

—

Fox. Just fair sized audiences.
Only an average feature.

BUFFALO

Shea's Hippodrome

—

Overture — " Morning, Noon and
Night "—Supe.

Stage Setting — Silhouette, "A
Harbor Scene."

Vocal—Prologue to " Rigoletto."
Sung by Greek Evans of New
York.

Feature—Twin Beds—Mr. and Mrs.
Carter deHavcn.

Comedy—When Greek Meets Greek
—Vanity Fair.

Current Events— Hippodrome Re-
view, consisting of excerpts
from the leading news weeklies,
Topics of the Day and a Pathe
hand-colored subject.

Next Week—D. W. Griffith's " The
Love Flower."

Shea's Criterion

—

Overture—" Robespierre."
Stage Setting

—
" Napoleon's Fare-

well "—painted by Horace N.
Smith and staged by Harold B.
Franklin.

Vocal—" The Old Refrain "—Kreis-
ler. Sung by Leo Considine.

Feature—To Please One Woman

—

Lois Weber production.
Comedy—Her Doggone Wedding

—

Sunshine.
Current Events—Criterion Pictorial.

Next Week—Idols of Clay—Mae
Murray.

Mark-Strand

—

Overture—" Hungarian Rhapsody."
Current Events — Latest Pathe

News.
Feature—The Vice of Fools—Alice

Joyce.
Corned}—Dynamite—Mermaid.
Next Week—Big Happiness—Dus-

tin Farnum.

Palace

—

Feature — The Furnace — Agnes
Ayres.

Empire

—

Feature—When New York Sleeps
—Fox special.

ATLANTA

Criterion

—

Overture—Old-fashioned melodies
Arranged by Dave Love.

Topics of the Day.

STATF, 0nciRANDOLPH
Continuous

^^3?tfcv /fa yo,

NOW
PLAYING

" To Please One Woman " display sport-
sorrd by the Randolph theatre, Chicago
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Feature—Charles Rav in " Peace-

ful Valley "—First National.

Comedv — Buster Keaton in

"Neighbors " — (pre-release

showing)—Metro.

Pathe Review.

Tudor-
Organ Solo.

News weekly.
Feature—Eugene O'Brien in Ihe

Wonderful Chance "—Select.

Universal Comedy.

Rialto

—

Overture.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.^

Feature—Maurice Tollmen s The
County Fair."

Comedy—" Nonsense " a Mermaid
Comedy.

Forsyth

—

Overture—Excerpts from " The
Night-Boat."

Forsyth Magazine.
Feature—Mary Miles Minter in

" Sweet Lavender "—Realart.

Comedy—Either Snub Pollard, or

a Vanity Fair comedy—Pathe.

Loew's Grand

—

Overture.
Hallroom Boys Comedy.
Universal News Events.

Feature—Buster Keaton and Wil-

liam H. Crane in "The Sap-,

head "—Metro.

Gaumont Pictorial Life.

Comedy—Flanagan & Price in

" The Property Man "—Capi-

tol.

WASHINGTON

Crandall's Metropolitan

—

Overture—Irene Selections.

Comedy—None.
Cartoon—Mutt and Jeff.

Current Events—Pathe News-
Topics of the Day.

Feature—Nomads of the North
—First National.

Next Week—Twin Beds—First
National.

Loew's Columbia

—

Feature—Behold My Wife (contd.)

Loew's Palace

—

Overture—Echoes from the Metro-
politan Opera House.

Comed>—An Elephant's Nightmare
—Sunshine.

Current Events—Pathe News-
Topics of the Day.

Scenic—Paramount Magazine.

Feature—Flying Pat—Paramount.
Next Week—The Frisky Mrs.

Johnson—Paramount.

Moore's Garden

—

Feature—Conrad in Quest of His

Youth—Paramount.

Moore's Rialto

—

Overture—Raymond.
Violin Solo by Mr. Breeskin—Let

the Rest of the World Go By.

Current Events—Fox News.
Comedy—April Fool.

Feature—The Branding Iron—
Goldwyn.

Half page for

Comedy—The Kick in High Life

—

Lehrman.
Feature—The Cradle of Courage.

Next Week— An Old Fashioned
Boy.

Gifts-
Current Events—Fox No. 74.

Universal Comedy.
Feature—The Soul of Youth.
Next Week—Homespun Folks.

Palace—

-

Current Events—Kinograms.
Literary Digest No. 83.

Feature—Officer 666.

Next Week -r Girl with the Jazz
Heart.

ATLANTA
Howard— (Opening Week)—
Overture— Dance of the Hours,

from La Giaconda, Ponchiclli.

This opera is made up of five

smaller sketches—Dawn, Mid-
day, Evening, Sunset and
Night. There will be special

color effects, etc. Enrico Liede,

conductor.
Howard News and Views— Epe-

cially edited news and scenic

reel.

Solos— Herbert Waterous, basso.

Billions " by the Strand theatre, Milwaukee

CHICAGO

Wizard Theatre

—

Current Events—Topics of the Day.
Feature—Heliotrope.

DETROIT

Adams

—

Overture—" Stradella."

Current Events—Adams Topical
Review.

Educational—Selected Scenic.

Vocal—Emmons and Colvin.
Feature—Dinty—Wesley Barry.
Next Week—Unseen Forces.

Broadway Strand

—

Overture—" Tannhauser."
Current Events—Broadway Strand

Bits and Shots.
Comedy—Lloyd Hamilton in "April

Fool."

Vocal—Egbert Van Alstyne in "The
Song Shop."

Feature—To Please One Woman.
Next Week—Heliotrope.

Madison

—

Overture—Zampa.
Current Events—Madison Topical

Review.
Educational—Selected Scenic.
Comedy—Selected.

Vocal—Ruth Chase and Walter
Pontius.

Feature—The Forbidden Thing.
Next Week—The Branding Iron.

•Washington

—

Overture—Espana.

Woodlawn Theatre

—

Organ offertory—Operatic Marches.
Woodlawn News and Views.
Overture

—
" The Chocolate Soldier."

Feature—Fatty Arbuckle in The
Life of the Party.

Woodlawn's Brighter Side of Life.

Woodlawn Comedy Playlet.

Comedy—Get Out and Get Under.
Intermission

—
" Blue Jeans/'

Coming Feature—Thomas Meighan Current Events—Washington Ani-
Quest of His mated Review

Educational—Falling Waters

in Conrad
Youth

Barbee's Loop Theatre

—

International News.
Comedy—Edgar the Explorer.
Specially— Pringle and Ganselyin

" Melody Maidens."
Coming Feature—Bunty Pulls the

Strings.

Riviera Theatre

—

Scenic.

Comedy—Edgar Camps Out.
Weekly.
Literary Digest.
Overture — "Ye Olde Familiar

Tunes
"

Comedy—Mutt and Jeff in " Home
Brew."

Vocal—Anna Patterson.
Feature—The Mark of Zorro—

Douglas Fairbanks.
Next Week—Pearl White in "The

Thief."

BROOKLYN
Strand Theatre

—

Overture—" Sakuntala
Strand Topical News.

(a) I Love You Truly—Carrie Feature—Conrad in Quest of His Pathe, Fox News, etc.

CINCINNATI

Walnut-
Overture—Tired of Me.
Current Events—Pathe No. 95.

Literary Digest No. 83.

Comedy— Egard the Explorer
Goldwyn.

Feature—Always Audacious.

Next Week— In the Heart of

Fool.

Strand

—

Current Events—Pathe No. 96.

Bond-Jacobs,
(b) On the Way to Mandalay
—Kipling.

Feature—Wallace Reid in Always
Audacious.

Solo— Scene from Act III of

Faust, including the Jewel
Song—Alma Doria, soprano.

Comedy—Harold Lloyd in Number
Please.

Criterion

—

Overture— Specially arranged by-

Dave Love, conductor.
Topics of the Day.
I 'athe Review.
Feature — Constance Talmadge in

Good References.
Screen Snapshots.

Rialto

—

Overture — Excerpts from The
Night Boat.

Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Feature—Ethel Clayton in A City

Sparrow.
Comedy—A Trayful of Trouble

—

Chester.

Forsyth—

-

Overture— Specially arranged by
H. E. Boddiford, conductor.

Forsyth Magazine.
Feature — Bryant Washburn in

Burglar Proof.
Madge Kennedy in The Girl with

the Jazz Heart.
Rolin Comedy
Comedy—Torchy Comes Through

—

Chester.

Youth.
Coming Feature—Curtain.

Randolph Theatre

—

Organ Selections.

Feature—Heliotrope.
Comedy—Homespun Hero.
Ziegfeld Theatre

—

Scenic
Comedy—The Pajania Wedding.
Luke McLuke's Filmosophy.
Feature—Clara Kimball Young in

Mid-Channel, fourth week.
Coming Feature—Douglas Fair-

banks in The Mark of Zorro.

Central Park Theatre

—

Overture—Selections from " Irene."
Central Park Topical Events.
Feature—The Inner Voice.
Coming—Charles Ray in Peaceful

Valley.

BALTIMORE

New Theatre

—

Current Events—Pathe and Pathe
Review.

Vocal—Operatic selections.

Feature—Always Audacious—Wal-
lace Reid.

Parkway Theatre

—

Overture—" Just A-wearyin' For
You."

Current Events—Parkway Review
made from Pathe, Pathe Re-
view, Bray Pictograph.

Feature—Heliotrope.

Vocal Picture
—

" The Love Nest

"

from " Mary."
Instrumental Pictorial

—
" If Flow-

ers Could Speak"—Prizma.
Vocal Pantomime—Jackson Kin-

sey, basso, in an ancient cos-
tume singing " Evening Star

"

from " Tannhauser." Set was
that of a deep wooded valley.

Strand Sport Number—"The Thrill
of a Thoroughbred."

Interpretation in Dance Diversion
of " Harlequin and Colum-
bine," given by Paul Oscard
and Vera Myers, dancers. Ar-
ranged by Mr. Oscard, Strand
ballet master.

Feature—Constance Talmadge in
" Dangerous Business."

Vocal—"The Winds of the South"
sung by Estelle Carey, soprano.

Comedy — " Movie Fans " — Mack
Sennett.

Organ Solo
—

" Fanfare D'Orgue."

ST. PAUL
Capitol Theatre

—

Overture—" The Beautiful Gala-
thea."

Current Events—Pathe and Inter-
national News.

Winter Time Among the French

I

Alps—Pathecolor.
Charles Laird, basso-baritone

—

1. "The Clang of the Forge,"
2. " Annie Laurie."
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Novel lobby decorations for the showing of "The Branded Woman" at the Garrick theatre, Los Angeles, as told in a story on the next page
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Lobby decorations for "King of the Circus" by the New Grand theatre, one of the Julius

Sax string, Portland, Ore.

Sink's Journal Cooperation
Pastime Theatre Tie-Up for " What
Women Love " Easy of Accomplishment

boosting by declaring that the productions

set forth so clearly the answer to the ques-

tion of " What Women Love " that the

contest would close the dav the run of the

picture started at the Pastime theatre.

For eight days prior to the date set for

the opening of the run, the newspaper fea-

tured the contest on the front page.

Once a newspaper is interested in a

contest the certainty that it will be pushed
for all there is in it, can be taken for

granfed. The newspaner has to get a big

response in order to justify its own pull-

ing powers. The Greenville Tribune was
no exception and before the picture ever

hit Greenville it was the talk of the city.

The House Manager had arranged for

three hundred copies of the front page of

the Tribune on which the prize winning
essay was printed, to be reproduced on
cardboard and as soon as they were ready

they had been taken to a printer.

The cards were all tacked up during the

nierht.

NEWSPAPER contests are always

winners for the motion picture

theatre exhibitor, and that the

small town man can put them over is

shown by Kenneth Sink, of the Pastime

theatre, Greenville, Ohio. When he booked

What Women Love " he was anxious

to put over the exploitation based on the

title by attempting to discover what

woman love.

The advertising tie-up with local mer-

chants, that of a combination page or

double page, the co-operating merchants

featuring something that could be classed

under the general title of " Something

that Women Love," did not especially ap-

peal to him. The merchants in Greenville

who advertise use good space and the

effort to interest those who aren't in the

habit of advertising seemed hardly worth

the effort.

Then he saw the account of the way the

title exploitation had been handled in San

Jose, California, in Motion Picture

News. While the exhibitor there had used

the combination advertising, a new angle

had been given to it by the merchants

offering prizes for the best definition of

" What Women Love."

Mr. Sink went to the Greenville Tri-

bune. He pointed out to the editor the

interest the contest had aroused in San

Jose and offered to put up $15 to be dis-

tributed as prizes by the newspaper in a

similar contest to be conducted by the

newspaper itself. The editor liked the

idea. Mr. Sink made no stipulations of

any kind on the theory he would profit

more by what the newspaper would give

willingly than if he attempted to bargain

with them for free publicity or a stated

number of times that the picture must be

mentioned.
The newspaper made the announcement

of the prizes on the front page. It was a

newspaper contest pure and simple and

gave the picture the creamiest sort of

Ben Ali Theatre,
Lexington, Presents Style

Show
Elaborate co-operation with the Lexing-

ton (Ky.) merchants dealing in apparel
served to put over " Clothes," at the Ben
Ali theatre, with unusual success.

A style show prologue, arranged by S.

B. Sparks, superintendent and exploita-

tion manager for the Phoenix Amusement
Company, comprising two first-run the-

atres in Lexington and houses in Frank-
fort, Winchester, Paris and Richmond,
was the central feature.

Advertising of this began about a week
in advance of the event. Space was taken
in the newspapers, special announcements
were printed on window cards and pla-

cards were placed in the hotels.

Besides the exhibition on the stage of

the Ben Ali of clothes for men, women
and children for morning, afternoon and
evening, there was a supplementary dis-

play of such articles in the lobby, so that

the audience, on strolling out, might again!

look over the merchandise offered by mer-
chants, members of the clothes show.

The prologue, when presented, was di-|

vided into three acts, the first showing
street and afternoon dresses and men's
business suits ; the second displaying sport

clothes, and the third evening and other
clothes, and furs. Mike's orchestra and]
the College Quintette provided music dur-

ing the action. Following this the picture

was shown, then the slide :
" Upon pass-

ing out, give your attention to the lobbv 1

booth display of CLOTHES."

Above is shown the way that Mrs. Emma
Choen, manager of the Casino theatre, Chi-

cago, decorated her lobby for the showing of
" Once to Every Woman "

Garrick Theatre Uses
Lobby Display for
"Branded Woman"

A novelty in a lobby display was used
by the Garrick theatre in Los Angeles forj

the exploitation of " The Branded
Woman," when the production was
brought back to that theatre for a second
run.

The Garrick is located on Broadway,
the busiest traffic street in Los Angeles
and for that reason has always specialized

in lobby displays. For the return engage-

ment of the Norma Talmadge production,

however, an entirely new effect was used.

The whole top of the lobby, from the

roof of the box office to the ceiling, was
converted into a stage. The necessary

drops and set pieces were installed for

the creation of a genuine pastoral scene.

In the foreground a cut-out of Miss Tal-

madge in the arms of her leading man
was used as the only figures in the whole
scene. Curtains were draped on both

sides to add realism to the stage effect.

The whole arrangement was one of the

most effective lobby displays ever used by
the Garrick, and the management of the

theatre gives credit to it for a great part

of the magnificent business done by the

houses on the two weeks special engage-

ment of the feature.
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This is the ancient cab used in the exploitation of " Humorcsquc " at the Kimmel theatre, Cairo, III., as told in the accompanying article

Raymond Makes Capital of Cairo History

CAIRO is the name of a small South-

ern Illinois municipality which
rests on the bank of the Mississippi

River and whose history is interwoven

with numerous and picturesque legends.

Cairo is a town that was the center of

considerable martial action during the an-

te-bellum and post-bellum days of i860.

It was there that many of the famous
Civil War heroes passed and in this con-

nection there came about a legend that

today is often the subject of fireplace gos-

sip.

It dealt with the story of an old shay
that was used on an unusual- occasion.

Although Cairo was in a nominally North-
ern state, much sympathy of its inhab-

itants went to the cause of the Confeder-
acy. The sympathy for the South grew
so formidable that soon it developed into

a recalcitrant hatred for the North. This
was even before the actual fighting. In

accordance with their sympathies, the cab

drivers of Cairo formed an honorable
agreement among themselves. Because
of the fact that many Northern soldiers

were often in Cairo on various missions,

it was decided by the four cab drivers,

who constituted the entire taxi force of

that day, not to carry a Northern military

man, regardless of circumstance or occa-

sion. They swore solemn oaths during a

specially called meeting and forthwith

took themselves away to abide by their

vows.

Three months previous to the outbreak
of hostilities General Sherman paid a visit

to Cairo. It was necessary to take the dis-

tinguished military leader about the town
and into neighboring communities. A cab
must be hired. But abiding by their agree-

ment the cabbies refused the comfort of
their vehicles. After considerable per-

suasion, both mental and financial, one of
the four drivers consented to take the
Northerner to a neighboring town under
the cover of night, provided, however, that

Ancient Hack Basis of Unusual
Exploitation Story

the other three would not be made ac-

quainted with his act. According to the

legend General Sherman would not ride

a horse on certain days due to eccentricity

and superstition.

The journey was made.
Two days later the cab and the driver

disappeared off the face of the earth. No
trace of either the human or the four-

wheeled carriage could be discerned. And
so grew the legend. It is on the tongues
of the children of Cairo as well as on the

old tongues of the elders. The myste-
rious evanescence has been a subject of
discussion for more than sixty years.

And here is where the Kimmel theatre
cashed in in connection with the " Hu-
moresque " which played for three days
beginning November 15.

Charles Raymond, exploitation repre-

sentative of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, announced in the two dailies

at Cairo in startling type- faces that the
old cab had been found and that it would
be paraded over the business section of the
city on Sunday, November 14, the day
previous to the opening of the feature.

The advertisements were repeated on sev-
eral occasions and soon the interest of the
townsfolk was at a hectic stage. Excite-
ment was running feverishly because of
the fact that in addition to the announce-
ment that the cab had been recovered no
mention was made of the discoverers or
the person or persons connected with the
recent importance. The daily press
printed stories telling how the cabby of the
Civil War days had broken his pledge be-
cause of the fact that he had been robbed
on the night previous to his act, and had
conveyed the General in order to reim-
burse himself for his losses. The story
was at great length, all of which brought
interest to a higher pitch.

On Sunday at the scheduled hour, amid
the blare of two trumpets marshaled for
the occasion, the ancient cab appeared on

the streets drawn by a pair ot decrepit
mares and driven by a livery boy. More
than 75 per cent of the population turned
out to witness the return of the cab, which
had been drafted from a near-by village

by Raymond.
A canvas sign on the two sides of the

vehicle read

:

" If you are broke, like me,
Borrow money to see

' HUMORESQUE '

at the Kimmel, Mon., Tues., & Wed.
SPECIAL MUSIC."

To say that admissions were actually
refused at the box office because of the
inadequacy of the seating capacity to ac-

commodate the resulting throngs is put-
ting it lightly. Outside of the cost of the

newspaper space, which is a weekly ap-
propriation the stunt set the Kimmel the-

atre back the total sum of $10, and sent
" Humoresque " over in a bigger way than
any picture ever featured in Cairo.

Another "What Women
Love" Tie-Up

Another good illustration of what may
be accomplished in the way of coopera-
tive advertising comes from Altoona, Pa.,

where the Strand theatre, managed by
Silverman Brothers, with M. H. Russell
as publicity director, put over a two-page
spread in the Altoona Mirror for " What
Women Love " in connection with a num-
ber of local merchants.

" What Women Love " was the catch
line in all the ads with a banner across the
two pages reading " ' What Women Love '

—Today at the Strand " at both the top
and bottom.
The result of the stunt, according to

Mr. Russell, was such that the theatre,

newspapers and merchants were all im-
mensely pleased and ready to get together
again when an appropriate tie-up picture
comes along.
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A "set house" blacksmith shop used in the "Something to Think About" prologue number
staged by the Strand theatre, Omaha, Neb., as described above

Tacoma Ledger Prints
Movie Section in
Two Colors

Tacoma, Wash., came to life with a

whizz bang, as far as the motion picture

world is concerned, on October 31, when
the Tacoma Sunday Ledger printed its

motion picture section with a front page
in two colors. The idea was the result of
a selling talk by Wayland H. Taylor,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's ex-
ploitation representative at the Seattle ex-
change.

The section marked an innovation in

Tacoma and was greeted with so much
favorable comment that it promises to be-

come a permanent feature on the paper.

Well's Makes Special Bid
for Juvenile Business
One of the small town exhibitors who is

going after the children's business with
success is O. F. Wells, manager of the

Lincoln theatre of Chariton, Iowa.
Mr. Well's recently booked " His Pic-

ture in the Papers," and a Chaplin comedy
and then had special tickets printed which,
when distributed at the school houses as

school was out, brought a big crowd of

youngsters for a matinee beginning at

four thirty.

A special admission price of ten cents,

if the child had one of Mr. Well's cards

was made for the day. The Lincoln
played to a house full of youngsters and
as many more were turned away.

Watts Presents Another
Fine Prologue

Perhaps the competition is keener in J

Omaha or the inspiration is of a more
sublime order; but the fact remains that

some of the best prologues given to the
motion picture orbit have emanated from
the Nebraska metropolis. A striking ex-
ample of the artistry with which Omaha
managers provide their audiences with the

proper atmosphere for a feature produc-
tion was offered when Manager Watts of
the Strand theatre made up his program
for " Something to Think About."
The stage was given a rustic setting,

the main scene representing a country
roadside at noontime in midsummer. The
converging of two roads by a tall elm tree

marked the gathering place of the singers

as they strolled in from the fields at the

noon hour. To the left side of the stage

was the village smithy from which the

prologue took its title. The scene was re-

produced to portray the setting of Theo-
dore Roberts' blacksmith shop as it ap-

pears in " Something to Think About."
The musical numbers were selected

from rural numbers and concluded with
a selection of " Love's Old Sweet Song "

by the entire company. During the action

there was a brief pause, marking the

elapse of time from noon till twilight, and
as the final chorus closed the stage lights

were dimmed to impressionize the "lading

daylight. With the dying away of the

final echoes, the house was plunged into

darkness and the screen lowered. With-
in five seconds the projection machine had
flashed the first titles of the feature pic-

ture.

Manager Watts was so enthusiastic

over his prologue that he decided it was
worth advertising, and it occupied a good
portion of the space used in the Sunday
newspaper space of the Strand theatre.
" Special electrical stage setting for ' The
Village Smithy.' A Musical Treat with

H. S. Disbrow, held over by popular de-

mand," was the way in which this part of

the copy read. Prologues have become an
important part of the Strand's program.

Prologue stage setting for the showing of "Something to Think About" at the Strand theatre, Omaha, Neb.
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Stage setting and eharaeters presented in a recent feature number on the bill at Gran man's Los Angeles theatre under the title of "An Evening
of Harmony at Home"

Schaefer's Teaser Campaign A Success
Novel Expl

MANAGER WALTER
SCHAEFER, of the William Fox
Liberty theatre, St. Louis, con-

tinues to give the attractions booked at

this house unique publicity. For the show-
ing of " The Face at Your Window

"

Schaefer pulled some stunts that had St.

Louis residents sitting up nights to protect
house and home.

Here follows the story of Schaefer's
success

:

Across the bottom of every morning
and afternoon paper in St. Louis (there
are four of them) appeared one day the
imperative statement, " Watch the Face
at Your Window." This was several days
previous to the presentation of the feature
and was intended for teaser purposes. And
it teased St. Louisans. The advertisement
was repeated three times at intervals of
forty-eight hours. Because of the fact
that much crime is being experienced in

this city at the present time, the admoni-
tion to " watch the face at the window,"
while not being very significant, was to
say the least extremely psychological. The
effect was that everyone, whether inter-
ested in the theatres or not, took the sen-
tence up as a slang expression.
When one was desirous of advising his

friend to take heed of any particular mat-
ter he would tell him to " watch the face
at his window." It is only putting it

lightly to say that the sentence gained un-
disputed supremacy over the popular ex-
isting vernacular expression, and all be-
cause of its presentation to the public at
the most psychological moment.

Just when St. Louis was all wrought up
on the subject of watching faces at the
windows— and also wondering what the
warning meant— Schaefer pulled his sec-
ond string. Three assistants of Schaefer

oitation for " The Face at Your
Staged at St. Louis

appeared at the press room of the after-

noon dailies at 11 o'clock of the day pre-

vious to the first showing of the feature.

This was press-time and the three assis-

tants informed the foremen of newspaper
press-rooms that they each wanted 10,000

copies of the edition that was just about

to be printed. Not only that but they

wanted the first 10,000 to come out of the

press. Two of the papers objected to the

unusual transaction, but a little persuasion

soon won them over.

Immediately after obtaining the reward

of their missions the assistants hurried the

total of 30,000 newspapers to a job printer

with whom arrangements had been made
to further the publicity gag. In less than

an hour and a half several small bovs were

Window "

running frantically over the streets of all

sections of St. Louis crying " Extra!" and
exhorting the passers-by to buy. An extra
in St. Louis always has a large sale be-

cause of the fact that this city does not

enjoy any unusually sensational newspa-
pers. When an extra edition is published,

it usually indicates some great or impor-
tant news event. So the 30,000 papers
found ready receivers who found that they
did not have to pay for the paper, but that

it was being* given away.
Of course, they read it. Who wouldn't

read an extra that was given gratis. And
what was the extra about? Well, the

headlines printed in red over the black-

typed matter of the pages follow

:

EXTRA ! Sensational feature comes to

Liberty ! Extra

!

See the face at the window all week.
A large supply of the newspapers were

driven about the city and distributed from
a small cart with two Shetland ponies
driven by a dwarf who was supplied with
a megaphone to shout his EXTRA!
And that is how Schaefer put over an-

other masterpiece of exploitation.

This is the way that Frank J. Costello, man-
ager of the Tivoli theatre of San Francisco,
advertised "The Race of the Age." The
jockeys rode the streets during the whole

week of the picture's engagement

Shop Early Warns Ex-
ploitation Cards

" Do Your Christmas Shopping Early "

warn placards in stores of Albany, Troy,
Schenectady and adjacent territory, which
add that it is " Something to Think
About."

Exhibitors playing the picture have, in

this suggestion, a simple, inexpensive but
effective way to exploit it. The idea, orig-

inated .by Norman L. Dixon, at the Des
Moines Exchange of Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, has been carried out
by Harry Swift.
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and posed, never twice alike in

various attitudes—all " stills " from the

picture that are available to other show-
men who try the idea.

The stills were associated with Star-

Eagle patrons who dealt in watches,

pianos, paints, furniture, automobiles,

weather strips and screens, drugs, jewelry,

rugs, corsets, millinery, silverware and
"owns ; also the Berwick Hotel.

The lobby decorations which the Royal theatre, Des Moines, originated for the showing of
" Love Madness "

Robinson's New "Still" Idea
Newark Manager Discovers Another
Way to Sell Cooperative Advertising

HK. ROBINSON, manager of the parlor, and posed

Terminal theatre, conducted by
• William Fox, in Newark, N. J.,

turned to mighty good account an idea he
had that " stills " of a photoplay, rightly

selected and applied, would form an excel-

lent basis for advertising merchandise.

.He played Pearl White in " The Thief,"

the week ending December 4th, and as

soon as the booking was definite began
putting his idea into practical operation.

As the Robinson method may be applied

to any city of any size that supports a

daily pa'per or a town where weekly papers
furnish the local news, a detailed account

of how the Fox manager went about his

business will serve to help other live show-
men make use of a " hook-up " that has

some entirely new angles.

Mr. Robinson first arranged with the

advertising department of the Newark
Star-Eagle for one-third of a page to be
paid for by Fox and applying solely to

Pearl White in " The Thief." Then, with

the co-operation of the newspaper's solici-

tors, merchants were visited and " stills
"

representing Pearl White in scenes from
" The Thief " were used as a selling argu-

ment for a " hook-up " with eighteen dif-

ferent lines of merchandizing.
The outcome was a three-page showing

that immediately preceded the regular

amusement portion of the Saturday eve-

ning issue of the Star-Eagle, preceding the

Sunday opening. In everyone of these

advertisements Pearl White was pictured

and " The Thief " was referred to in the

text advertising the various commodities.

Pearl White was seated on a divan ; was
at a piano ; at the head of a banquet table

;

leaned over a victrola ; reclined in a sun-

Another Small Town
Manager Who Does

Things
Manager W. H. Ostenburg, Jr., of the

Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb., has
recently put in some lobby displays that,

for a small town, in a two-day house,
have excelled those of almost any exhib-
itor in the country. His most recent dis-

play was for " The Revenge of Tarzan,"
and was so artistic and made the entrance
to his theatre look so much like a bit of
African jungle that the Scottsbluff news-
paper felt called upon to publish a story

about it, thus adding further fuel to Mr.
Ostenburg's exploitation flame.

The display cost almost nothing, as the

palms and ferns were dug out of the store

room or borrowed, and the other jungle
" effects " were obtained from the woods
and fields near Scottsbluff and from post-

ers. We quote from the newspaper story

of the display

:

" A thick grove of palms shot above an
even denser undergrowth of foliage, pro-

viding a natural home for the more or less

natural lions that looked out from the

bushes, and apes that swung from over-

head branches. The display set up under
the artistic jungle eye of W. H. Oster-

burg, Jr., was one of the most effective

the Orpheum has recently shown.
" In fact, the illusion might have been

complete had not the passer-by observed

the sure sign of civilization—the ticket

window with its quotations on the war
tax."

Display and story, with the usual

amount of billing and advertising, served

to bring the fans out in force for the two-

day showing of " The Revenge of Tar-

" The Revenge of Tarzan " lobby display arranged by the Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb.
Good results were obtained without much expense
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"Peaceful Valley" stage setting with the characters appearing in a proloque staged during the showing of this picture al the Kinema theatre,

Los Angeles. A story concerning the prologue appears on this page

Kinema Theatre Stages Novel Prologue
Los Angeles Theatre Gives " 45 Minutes
from Broadway " Excellent Presentation

AVERY novel prologue and one that

is not too expensive for even the

smaller houses of the country was
recently staged by the Kinema theatre of

Los Angeles, California, in the presenta-

tion of " Peaceful Valley."

A cross-section of one room of a coun-

try home occupied one half of the stage

while a door led from this room out to a

small porch and thence to the yard of the

home.

The room, which represented an old

fashioned parlor, boasted one of the horn
phonographs of years ago, brightly col-

ored wall paper and a reading table with a

brilliant red calico cover. As the lighting

for the room was furnished entirely by the

shaded lamp on the table, with what little

aid was gained from the light of the log

fire, the shaded effects were beautiful.

On the back porch there rested an old,

galvanized metal wash tub, sober re-

minder of the good old Saturday night

recognized by farmers and farm hands
alike. A bench on which sat a wash basin

and a pitcher of water, a towel hanging on
a nail outside the door and a few vines

growing up the posts supporting the roof

of the porch added immeasurably to the

realistic effect desired.

The yard was nothing less than a mas-
terpiece all of ' its own. An old picket

fence, that one who had ever lived in the

country could easily imagine as a part of

their own home, ran across the stage from
the house. Just outside this fence and to

the extreme left of the stage stood a well

with the usual " old oaken bucket " rest-

ing on the top of the stone and mortar
protection. The well was covered with a

shelter so often seen over the wells of that

Rivoli Presenting Pro-
logue for "The Testing

Block"

AS a prologue for " The Testing
Block," playing this week at the
Rivoli theatre, New York, Manag-
ing Director Reisenfeld is present-

ing Carl Rollins, baritone, and the Rivoli
male chorus, dressed as cowboys in a
series of Western and male quartette
songs.
A stage setting showing a scene sim-

ilar to those in which the exteriors of
the Hart picture are filmed is used for
the number. In the distance are moun-
tains with pine trees, a river and other
typical objects in the foreground.
The act begins with the actor cowboys

sitting about for the singing of an old
time favorite. Later they rise and sing
typical camp songs. The finish is a
chorus of pistol shots fired in the air.

The lighting is for night with a moon a
part of the stage setting drop.

type in Alabama and Tennessee as well as

other Southern states where the life of

the country still exists as of yore.

A background of trees furnished the

garnishment necessary to make the scene

one of extreme beauty while the light-

ing effects were of the brightly shining

moon casting its shadows and lights

among the branches of the trees. For the

most part the trees were part of the scen-

ery property of the theatre, but to make
it even more realistic branches of real

trees were scattered throughout and
around the house.

To open the little scene the man
walked through the yard and into the

house, singing " The Old Oaken Bucket."

A moment's pause beside the well and a

glance at the bucket gave the audience the

Stellings Strong for Nov-
elty Throwaways

Ernest Stellings, manager of the Grand
theatre, Wilmington, N. C, is a firm be-
liever in the efficiency of inexpensive her-
ald novelties as exploitation mediums.;
One of his recent innovations in this linei

was a six-page little booklet for "What's'
Your Husband Doing?"

\

It was labeled " For Women Only " on I

the opening page and on the other pages;
contained questions based on the title of,

the picture, inferring that the male of the
species needed watching.

sequence of the song. Entering the house,
he bent over and lit the light, then the fire-

place. As the flames flared up the room
was lit with a subdued light of deep red
tone.

Suddenly the man ceased his humming
and raised himself as though to listen.

From what seemed to be the far distance
came the whistling of a songbird and
presently the girl entered, whistling (a
professional whistler played this role) a,

song and introducing the notes of the
birds of the Woodland. She entered the
room, where the man hastened to make
her at home. Her whistling ended, she
turned on the phonograph and the soft
notes of a violin played across the air.

Then she added to the music by picking up
a violin that lay on the table and playing,
an accompaniment to the phonograph,'
and presently broke into a soft whistle.
As the last notes of the song were dying I

down, the man started humming and the
chorus was again played, the phonograph,
the whistle, the violin and the man sing-
ing, the curtains slowly closing on perfect
harmony.
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Skinner's Campaign for. "Humoresque"

ARTHUR L. SKINNER is the man
who sits in the office of the Victo-

ria theatre, Buffalo, one of the fin-

est neighborhood houses in the state, and

figures out new ideas in " vicinity exploi-

tation," in which he has become a trail

blazer. Arthur is not a believer in the the-

ory that just because one of the big down-
town houses presents a certain production

for an extended period to big business,

that his patrons are sold on the picture

and that no further effort is necessary to

put it over on its arrival in the outlying

districts of the city.

Last week the Victoria theatre pilot

presented " Humoresque " for the enter-

tainment of his " customers " with a se-

ries of excellent exploitation stunts. To
start his campaign Mr. Skinner arranged

an excellent tieup with a new Victrola

store near his theatre. He persuaded the

manager of the store to stick a horn

through a window on the second floor

through which a Victrola record continu-

ally poured forth the strains of " Humor-
esque." Passersby could not help but no-

tice the music, and stopping to find out

whence it came, were confronted with two

windows jammed with photographs from
the picture play at the Victoria. Several

other attractive trims were put over in

various vicinity stores.

Perhaps the decoration inside the Vic-

toria was the most interesting. Mr. Skin-

ner transformed the " sitting room

"

which opens directly off the lobby into a

music room, in which he installed a piano,

a Victrola and a local violinist, who be-

fore each show in the evening and as the

audiences were flocking in, played the

Dvorak classic. When the violinist had
finished the Victrola started and some of

the world famous violinists played the

same number.
A prologue for " Humoresque " was

also put on in excellent manner. Follow-

Buffalo Residential House Sets

Fast Exploitation Pace

ing the weekly and scenic, Mr. Skinner
flooded his house with light gradually dim-
ming as the organist improvised. Then
followed a rendition of " Kol Nedri," with

the chimes being used. Each time the

chimes were " hammered " a bunch of

lights went out in the house. When the

theatre was in darkness, the stage gradu-
ally was illuminated, a blue blending into

a heavy blue, to cherry, to deep purple.

The stage was then flooded with a purple

light and in the wings Alphonse Schnei-

der, a prominent local violin virtuoso, be-

gan to play " Humoresque," softly, in-

creasing in volume as he approached the

center of the stage. Arriving in full view
of the audience an amber spotlight " was
thrown right in his face " and the entire

orchestra took up the accompaniment. As
the solo neared the end, the feature faded
into the screen.

In return for a small card placed in a

corner of the " music room " Mr. Skinner
was able to get some of the finest furni-

ture for the display from a big store near
the theatre. Mr. Skinner has worked up
this cooperation idea to a point where he
is having every merchant in the vicinity of

the Victoria plugging for him. One gro-

cer is giving away cards, supplied by Mr.
Skinner, which entitles the bearer to a

five-cent reduction on a ticket for the Sta-

urday matinee. Mr. Skinner figures it is

worth the five cents to build up his busi-

ness, for this show. This tieup is in force
for a month only. "Art " is continually

giving special shows in cooperation with
organizations in the neighborhood, the

whole resulting in making the Victoria a

certain " home " proposition.
" No house need fear for business, if a

manager will play up this community
spirit idea," says Mr. Skinner. " In fact

it is almost an absolute necessity. One
must make every member of every family
in the vicinity a fan for his house. Once

accomplished this pays large dividends at

the box office. No neighborhood manager
can ' live apart ' from his patrons, sit in

his office and count the receipts and hope
that the next day's will be as large. He
has got to ' mix in.'

"

It might be mentioned that the Victo-

ria is now doing more business than at any
time in its history. There's a reason.

Saginaw Deluged in
"What's Your Hurry?"

Campaign
Saginaw, Mich., was greeted with a

regular barrage of exploitation when
" What's Your Hurry," the W'allace Reid
starring vehicle, played at the Mecca-
Palace theatre in that city. Exploitation

representative L. F. Whelan, of the De-
troit Exchange of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, made the trip to the Michi-

gan city and placarded every automobile,

telephone post and store with the sign,

using every conceivable dodge to bring

the title slogan to bear upon every line

of business.

As the crowning feat of his ingenuity,

an anti-speed campaign against automo-
bilists was inaugurated with " What's
Your Hurry " as its keynote ; the Saginaw
Chambers of Commerce used the cam-
paign as the leading article for the current

issue of its bulletin; the Saginaw News-
Courier published several editorials on
careful motor driving under the caption,
" What's Your Hurry "

; and His Honor,
Mayor B. N. Mercer, imbibing the spirit

of the campaign, proclaimed a " What's
Your Hurry " day, October 2, as a warn-
ing to motorists to " stop, look and listen."

The Chamber of Commerce Bulletin

was perhaps as forceful as any article

ever written, for it adopted the slogan

after having recognized its advertising

potentiality.
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Cady Does Things for
"Scratch My Back"

Claude Cady, manager of the Gladmer

theatre, Lansing, Michigan, with the co-

operation and assistant of C. C. Dear-

dorff, division publicity manager for Gold-

wyn Pictures Corporation, worked out an

experiment with Lansing photo fans in

connection with his recent engagement of

" Scratch My Back," that proved highly

satisfactory both psychologically and

financially. Everybody's interested in the

inexplicable, so Cady started out with an

unknown quantity. The unknown quan-

tity was a Mystery Girl and from the time

a girl, dressed in black, and wearing a

black satin face mask, stepped out of the

train, until she was safely registered at

the Kearns' Hotel, she was followed by a

regular procession of inquisitives. This

all happened 0*1 the Thursday preceding

the Sunday "opening of " Scratch My
Back." The Lansing State Journal fell

right in with the plan, and gave the mys-
tery girl prominent space in its news sec-

tion.

That Thursday happened to fall on

Armistice Day. There was a big parade

in Lansing in honor of the country's

heroes, and Cady lost no time in getting

in on the procession. The Reo Motor Car
Company offered one of their limousines

and placarded on both sides with " WHO
IS SHE?" the mystery girl trailed the

soldiers up one street and down the other,

the only uninvited guest of the parade.

She got fully as much attention from the

large crowds as did the soldiers.

On Friday, the newspaper continued to

give the girl front place prominence, won-
dering who she was, and what was her

business. And on Saturday, it came out

with an expose story, telling the whole
tale. At the same time, the girl rode

around town in the Reo car, and gave
everybody a chance to see her and to read

from placards attached to the car, what
her business in Lansing was.

The big laugh, however, and the stunt

that caught the town like wildfire, was
what took place at the theatre at the open-
ing performance. Apparently, all was as

usual when the show commenced. Seated

Above is one of the several wondow
display tieups effected by Manager E.
H. Helmts, of the Rialto theatre, Des
Moines, for the showing of " Civilian

Clothes."

in the boxes were many prominent people,

so the girl in evening clothes, and the man,
dressed to match, who occupied a box,

were not particularly conspicuous. The
show opened. There was music, followed

by a comedy, and this, in turn, by a news
reel. At the conclusion of the news reel,

all lights were suddenly turned off. The
house was in utter darkness for the flash

of a second. But during that second, a

woman's scream sounded all through the

house. The lights were on again in an
instant. The whole thing didn't take

longer than the blink of an eye. But the

lights that went on were focused straight

on the box containing the girl and man in

evening clothes. She looked distressed.

She was twitching her shoulders in a man-
ner denoting discomfort. Her companion
wasn't paying any attention to her. She
kept on twitching her shoulders until

finally, desperate, she touched her com-
panion on the arm, and motioned to her

back. Then he leaned forward, and, as

the accompanying photograph shows, he
scratched her back.

•31 — /

Helmts Doing Things
Again

That Middle West live wire, E. H.
Helmts, manager of the Rialto theatre, Des
Moines, has been doing things again.

His engagement of " Civilian Clothes,"

suggested that the picture was a good one
to hook up with local merchants in various
advertising stunts, so he went out one
afternoon and the result was a great win-
dow display with a Des Moines clothier

(accompanying cut illustrates how same
was arranged) and a page display ad at a
total cost to the Rialto of $32.50.

According to Mr. Helmts business was
great for both the Rialto and the clothing

firm that went in with him on the stunt.

On the engagement of " The Devil's

Passkey" Mr. Halmts adopted a teaser ad-

vertising campaign and succeeded in excit-

ing the curiosity of everybody in Des
Moines who ever goes to pictures

For " What Women Love," the ex-
ploitation campaign included an unusual
number of 24-sheet stands, and a number
of novelties among which were blotters

gotten up in clever fashion.

The "mystery girl" used by Claude Cady, manager of the Crladmer theatre, Lansing, Mich,
for the engagement of "Scratch My Back," as described in the accompanying story

Service Is Strong's Long
Suit

Talk about service. The Strand of Sy-
racuse, N. Y., has it these days 100 per
cent plus. It is not so much in itself, but
it is scoring heavily with the patrons of
the house, at least with the male sex.

A young man is stationed in the rear of

the house, and if one is to judge from ap-

pearances, his sole business is to assist the

men with their overcoats.

And it is done without any of the out-

ward manifestations of the ever present

tip expected, all of which adds to one's

pleasure.

" May I assist you with your over-

coat ? " inquires the young man. The
overcoat slips on, possible congestion is

diverted, and all in all, the idea is worth
while.
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Johnson UsesTeaserCam-
paign for " Good

References 99

Herbert H. Johnson, manager of the

Luna theatre, Lafayette, Ind., has the

honor of originating a new teaser adver-

tising idea for " Good References " that

ought to be widely copied.

Mr. Johnson's teaser campaign cost no
more than two additional inches of news-
paper space (which, incidentally, was left

blank), and at the same time brought sev-

eral hundred letters to the theatre as an
evidence of the interest aroused. For in-

stance, this following word comprised
newspaper advertisements used several

days in advance of the opening day's en-

gagement of the feature:

" What is it that every housewife de-

mands of her cook ?

" What must every banker show his pat-

rons ?

" What is it every father requires of his

prospective son-in-law ?

" What does every child expect of his

parents ?

" What is more valuable in establishing

oneself in a community than gold, beauty,

fine clothes ?
"

An additional sentence announced that

prizes would be given by the newspaper
for the correct answer to the questions.

The advertisement ran for three days
in the paper, hundreds of answers being

received but those responding having been
kept wholly in the dark regarding the pur-

pose of the questions.

On the fourth day the correct answer
was published. It was " Good Refer-

ences," with the added information that

the picture by this title was to be played

at the Luna the following week.

Here is an original painting used by
Manager E. R. Brown of the Rialto the-
atre, Chattanooga, Tenn., for the showing
of "The Courage of Marge O'Doone."

Rogers and His Lobby
Paintings

Another of the artistic lobby paintings

which E. R. Rogers, manager of the Ten-
nessee Enterprises, Inc., theatres of Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., uses to sell seats to the

theatres under his direction is reproduced
above.

This cabin was made out of real logs

and the frosted window pane cast an am-
ber light, while a " spot " shot salmon
colored streaks on the snow in front of the

hut. In behind the chimney could be seen

the pink rays of the morning sun, which
blended into the deep blue of the sky. The
foreground was pink while the left-hand

corner cast a red glow. A mass of frosted

trees were shown in the corner with the

colors reflected by imitation snow. The
display was used at the Rialto on one of
the S. A. Lynch string.

Lobby decorations for "The Girl in No. 29"
and Nacimova by the Rialto theatre of Val-

dosta, Ga.

Mystery Girl StuntWorks
Once More

The " mystery " girl refuses to die in

picture exploitation and proves just as

much alive and just as effective, if prop-

erly introduced in a town, now as she did

upon her first appearance in forgotten

antiquity. An exploitation stunt is never
too old to use if the exhibitor or the ex-

ploitation man brings a little ingenuity to

bear upon the method of introducing it.

In other words, an exploitation stunt is

just as old as it is presented.

C. C. Deardourff, Goldwyn's exploita-

tion representative at the Cleveland ex-

change, resurrected the mystery girl and
sent her to Jackson, Mich., to exploit the

showing of " Scratch My Back," at the

Majestic theatre. The Jackson News was
tipped off as to the arrival of the mystery
girl and a reporter was assigned to the

job of watching her, resulting in a two-
column head story for three days with a
photograph of herself masked with the

first story and two photos, masked and un-
masked, on the third day.

On her first day in Jackson the masked
girl registered at the Otsego Hotel, after

creating a great stir at the station and in

the hotel lobby. She visited department
stores and shops. She rode about the city

in an automobile. In the evening, still

masked, she sat in a box at the perform-
ance of " Three Wise Fools." On the

day " Scratch My Back " was to open its

engagement a male companion ac-

companied her on her drives through the

city and at intervals the mystery girl

would lower her fur cape, displaying a
bare back and her companion would lean

forward and vigorously scratch the ex-
posed back. Then a card bearing the

words " Scratch My Back at the Majestic
Theatre " would be dropped over the side

of the automobile.

The reporter let on that he was taken
in by the affair until the back-scratching

stunt was pulled and he wrote live news
stories about her doings that proved the

best kind of exploitation.
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Lobby display for " Sundown Slim

"

by the Star theatre, Portland, Ore.

Omaha's "Movie" Event
Complete Details Concerning Presentations at

Strand and Rialto for "Go to the Movies" Week

OMAHA'S " Go to the Movies

"

week was resultant in the produc-

tion of two exceedingly well de-

vised prologues in keeping with the spirit

of the exhibitors who cooperated to make
the event a memorable one in the annals

of motion picture history of the city.

The Rialto, the largest of Omaha's mo-
tion picture houses, and the Strand were

the two which chose this form of presenta-

tion as the specialty with which to empha-
size the celebration.

" Dawn in the North Woods " was the

title given the prologue at the Strand.

The setting was a scene in the north woods
with a cabin in the foreground. The scene

opened in darkness, the orchestra playing

a descriptive piece of night sounds in

which the call of the whippoorwill was
featured. The lighting of the stage slowly

changed to semi-gloom, as the orchestra

changed to the calls of morning birds. The
background sky became brighter and as an

orange glow appeared the stage setting

appeared in its sumptuousness.

The outer walls of the cabin were near-

ly covered with skins loaned by a local

furrier and an appearance of realness was
given to the river bank in the background
by the sight of a canoe drawn up on it.

Time was given for the audience to appre-

ciate the setting, and then the door of the

cabin opened for the entrance of a hunter,

singing a little French chanson. He con-

tinued singing while he lighted his fire and
put breakfast on to cook. His breakfast

completed, he shouldered his pack, which
he brought from the cabin, and walked
off stage still singing. During the time he

was on the stage the lighting effects had

been cleverly manipulated to give the ef-

fect of a near approach of a rising sun,

and the scene ended just as the back drop

was flooded with the pinks and oranges of

early morn that herald the coming of the

sun. As the hunter made his exit the run-

ning of " The Nomads of the North,"
which, as the feature attraction of the

week, was commenced with the voice of
the singer still audible, although gradually
growing lower and fainter.

The prologue at the Rialto also started

with a darkened stage. A small circle

spot light revealed only the head of a

singer as he rendered the first verse and
chorus of " That Wonderful Mother of
Mine," a song that has been a terrific hit

in Omaha. During the applause after the
singer had withdrawn the stage was light-

ened and the setting of Peaceful Valley
farm was disclosed. The singer started

the second verse of the song off stage and
then made his entrance carrying a little

dog which resembled " Whiskers," the

pet of Charles Ray, which is seen so often
in the production.

"Viking Song" Capitol
Specialty Number

THE Capitol theatre is presenting
an unusual vocal number this
week in the rendition of Greig's
" Song of the Viking," by Erik

Bye, the Norwegian baritone, who is

making his debut in America assisted by
the Capitol male ensemble.
Mr. Bye gives the song, a story of the

military adventures of the Viking king,
" Sigurd," a popular Norwegian hero of

the 12th century, in the original and a
stage setting and costumes appropriate
to the composition have been provided.
The stage setting shows a 12th cen-

tury Norwegian sailing craft with sails

set and a water expanse below the sky-
line. The singers wear the costumes of
the period of the story and are equipped
with swords and shields of the Nor-
wegian warriors.
Mr. Bye is filling an indefinite engage-

ment, the first in America, at the Capitol.

DTIJVti* .

How Horater Exploited
"Earthbound"

H. C. Horater, managing director of

the Alhambra and Pantheon theatres in

Toledo, pulled off and especially strong

exploitation stunt of a high class nature

this week, in connection with his two-
weeks engagement of " Earthbound " at

the Pantheon, which began Sunday, No-
vember 28.

Horater invited as many representative

citizens as he could muster together

—

some 350 people in all—and gave them a

private showing of " Earthbound " at the

Pantheon theatre. There were all the city

officials; representatives of the press;

members of the Federated Women's
Clubs

;
representatives of the Y. W. C. A.,

of the Y. M. C. A., of the Women Voters'
League of Toledo and of the Chamber of
Commerce.

C. C. Deardorff, who is in command of

the publicity department for Goldwyn in

these parts, preceded the showing of
" Earthbound " with a clever talk. " You
all have been clamoring for better pic-

tures," he told them. " You have criti-

cized many of the pictures now shown on
the screens, and have deplored them. You
have asked for pictures of an intellectual

value. ' Earthbound ' is such a picture.

If you are in earnest about wanting bet-

ter pictures, then, after seeing ' Earth-

bound go out into the city, and tell the

people that this is the picture they have
been waiting for."

Horater doesn't do thines by halves.

He gave his guests the best he had to of-

fer. He gave them a complete show, with

full orchestra, and presented " Earth-
bound " as it was to be presented during
its regular engagement, with the same
electrical effects that were so successfully

employed at the Astor theatre in New
York.'

1
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Two "Something to Think About" windows secured from Indianapolis merchants for the

engagement of this picture at the Ohio theatre as told by the accompanying story

Kantner Puts Over Big Stunt
Indianapolis, " Something to Think About "

Campaign Brings Big Business to the Ohio
^QOMETHING TO THINK
^ ABOUT," playing at the Ohio

theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., came
in for an exploitation campaign that set

a new standard for Indianapolis theatres.

Oscar A. Kantner, exploitation repre-

sentative for Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration's Indianapolis exchange had
charge of the exploitation which was cen-
tered in tie-ups in window displays and

. newspaper advertising with local mer-

I
chants.

Twenty-two firms co-operated in news-
paper advertising and nineteen permitted
tie-ups in their windows. It was impossi-
ble to walk a block downtown without
bumping into a show window with the
legend, " Something to Think About,"
prominently displayed.

Electric supply houses, clothing dealers,

shoe repair shops, clothing stores, sporting
goods stores and almost every other kind
of retail establishment fell in line with
window displays.

The big smash came on the opening day
when an eight-page supplement to the In-
dianapolis Sunday Star was run.

The window signs were made applicable

to the particular business with the use of
of a catch phrase under each " Something
to Think About." Thus one of the elec-

tric shops' sign read, " Something to
Think About." Make This An Electrical

Christmas. Illuminate Your Home. The
shoe repair shop sign was :

" Something
to Think About." Why Throw Away a
Partly Worn out Pair of Shoes? Old

Shoes Rebuilt Here, Not Cobbled. That's
" Something to Think About." Get More
Shoe Mileage from Your Old Shoes,

That's " Something to Think About." One
of the music shops advertised :

" Some-
thing to Think About " Music in Your
Home on Christmas Day, and another

:

" Something to Think About " Dad's Gift

to the Family—It Should be a Brunswick.
In a window full of toys for the kiddies

to travel on one of the sporting goods
stores put a sign reading :

" Something
to Think About " Children Like Things
on Wheels.

Burns Decorates for

"Trumpet Island"
Frank H. Burns transferred his activi-

ties from the S. A. Lynch houses at Jack-
sonville to Orlando, Fla., some three

weeks go to do publicity work for the

Orlando Enterprises, Inc., operating the

Grand and the Phillips theatres, and just

to demonstrate that he is a live wire
started the exploitation ball rolling by ar-

ranging a lobby display for " Trumpet Isl-

and " that brought home the bacon.

On this page is a cut from a photograph
of the Grand display. Mr. Burns built a

huge pair of aeroplane wings in the lobby
as shown in the cut and then borrowed a

small local aeroplane. He reports that

it is estimated that the display doubled the

business for " Trumpet Island." The
feature was run at the Grand theatre.

Hyman Specialty Makes
Big Hit

That Brooklyn is indeed a city of
homes was proved absolutely at the
Brooklyn Strand theatre recently when
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
brought the home idea out with full force
in a novelty which had love and home as
the main theme, and in which a specially
designed scenic set, mechanical effects, so-
loists, lights' and both- instrumental and
vocal music were utilized.

The idea rotated around " The Love
Nest," a popular song hit from " Mary,"
and the Strand management in making
the idea realistic had a wonderful model
home built by the stage carpenter and
also showed real doves cooing and billing
in a tiny dove, cote perched in the crotch
of a tree above where two lovers wooed.
The theme, of course, was taken from

the song. The back drop was the skyline
of a great city with the night lights glim-
mering. The front set was a wooded
nook with a great oak, around the base
of which had been built a rustic seat.

As the curtains parted on the set the
orchestra was flooded with blue lights
showing a young girl in white party dress
resting on the tree seat with a young man
in evening dress. Above their heads, on
a tree bough, was the nest of doves. To
their right was the miniature home which
is described so vividly in the words of the
song. The pair of lovers sang the num-
ber. As the chorus was reached the tiny
house was lighted up as if with the com-
ing of dusk the newly married pair had
flooded the home with light. The spot
centered on the dove cote where the two
birds nestled.

The use of the miniature " love nest

"

and the live doves in their little home
added to the realism, and the careful dis-

tribution of the lighting effects all helped
to make the novelty one which would ap-

peal to all ages.

Here is Frank Burns' lobby display for
" Trumpet Island " when this picture played

the Rialto theatre, Orlando, Florida
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Johnson Puts Over Good
Campaign for "Silver

Horde"
,
Leroy V. Johnson, manager of the Al-

cazar, Great Falls, Mont., is a believer in

exploitation. When he booked " The Sil-

ver Horde " he at once got busy on an in-

expensive scheme for obtaining publicity.

Mr. Johnson decorated his lobby front in

such a manner as to strike the attention of

all passers-by and at the same time give a

hint as to the nature of the picture. At

each side of the entrance arch he placed

mounted paintings of tall pine trees heav-

ily laden with snow. Across the upper

part of the arch in large letters was the

following: "Rex Beach's latest produc-

tion, * The Silver Horde.' " In the center

of the archway, against the ticket booth,

was a frame of " Silver Horde " stills,

while on each lobby panel were three-

sheet posters of the picture.

From the top of the small tower that

surmounts the Alcazar theatre, Mr. John-

son swung a sixty-foot banner across the

street to the top of another building. The

same wording was used on the banner as

was employed at the top of the entrance

arch.

This exploitation cost almost nothing,

vet it was done in such a manner as to

strike the attention of almost anyone who
happened to be downtown in Great Falls.

The picture did a tremendous business,

which speaks for the effectiveness of Mr.

Johnson's work.

Criterion Staging Nov-
elty Specialty

THE specialty number presented
with the showing of " Midsummer
Madness," opening Sunday at the
Criterion theatre, New York, is

titled " Four Seasons of Life," being four
separate tableaus identified under the
captions of " Childhood," " Sweethearts,"
" Marriage " and " Old Age."
A big circle cut out with black facing

is used to screen the wings on all the
numbers.

" Childhood " shows a pretty summer
landscape with a practical well on which
a child is seated when the drapes are
parted. Later she recites a little poem
about her lost doll and does a dance with
another performer also dressed as a child.

The scene is faded out and into " Sweet-
hearts " showing a garden as a stage set-

ting with a young couple attired in the
costume of the Sixty's seated on a bench.
They sing a ballad as a duet.
The third scene is a landscape showing

hills, trees, etc., with three middle aged
ladies grouped on the stage with an old
fashioned cradle as a prop. The trio sing
a song popular in the Seventy's and wear
costumes of this period.
The fourth number goes to an interior

set, a drop showing the wall of a house
with a fireplace in the center and two
windows on either side. Through the
windows snow can be seen falling.

In front of the fire in rocking chairs
are two old people. They sing one of
the old time favorite songs.
The artists taking part in the cycle are

Betty Anderson, soprano; Jean Booth,
contralto; Georges Du Franne, tenor;
Grace Eastman and Martha Shelby, as-

sisted by members of Hugo Reisenfeld's
new school of opera and ensemble.
During the momentary waits between
the numbers necessary to shift the sets
the chorus sings off stage.

Importance of Mailing
List Demonstrated

Some exhibitors who operate in small

towns are prone to deny the importance of
an accurate, up-to-date mailing list. T. C.
Gary, of the Princess theatre, Honea Path,
S. C., effectually proved, to his own satis-

faction, at -least, that this is a very grave
error.

Business in the South is not in a flour-

ishing state due to the failure of King Cot-
ton, and the illness (from a business stand-
point ) of Duke Tobacco. But Mr. Cary
believes that where there's a will, there's a
way. And when he booked " Scratch My
Back " he put on his thinking cap—and
to good effect.

About ten days before the picture was
to open, he began to get his mailing list

together, paying particular attention to the

newly-weds as named in the " Society
"

department of the local paper. So that,

about a week before the picture opened,
every man on the mailing list received a
note—a pale pink " correspondence card

"

such as is used by " stylish " young ladies,

on which, in a feminine hand, was written
just " Scratch My Back." In place of a
signature, there was a question-mark.
The cards had scarcely had time to be

distributed by the postman, when the trou-
ble began. Heaven only knows how many
wholly innocent married men returned to
their homes after a hard day's work, to
meet an irate wife brandishing a rolling

pin, and demanding to know the name of
the " hussy."

The exploitation was successful, as
many a man who narrowly escaped divorce
proceedings will assure you.

Woodhead Makes the Most of Masque
How the Manager of the Globe Theatre, Clinton, Mass.,

Obtained Publicity for " Yes or No? "

BliLIEVING that live newspaper sto-

ries represent an exploitation me-
dium of infinite value, W. W. Wood-

head", manager of the Globe theatre, Clin-

ton, Mass., recently devised an advertise-

ing stunt calculated to inspire press stories

and which had direct bearing on his suc-

cessful showing of " Yes or No."

A prominent local dancing instructor

held a costume dance in the municipal

building and invited the general public. A
fine was to be imposed upon those attend-

ing without fancy costume. Therefore,

Manager Woodhead found two women
willing to attend the dance at his expense,

and in his interest, and at the same time

quite willing to receive a sum of money
for carrying out an advertising stunt

which the local newspaper played up in

grand style.

The grand march was scheduled to be-

gin at 9 o'clock and partners were being

selected by the young men when exactly

at 8.50 P. M. two young girls, very attrac-

tive and apparently twins, entered the hall,

passed by friends without saluting and

seated themselves in a conspicuous place in

the hall. Very unconcerned by the eve-

ning's proceedings and apparently uncon-
scious that every eye in the hall was being

cast upon them, the twins watched the

fun. Their costumes were made of paper
with the words " Yes or No " printed all

over the skirt and waist. Their shoes

were white with " Yes or No " painted all

over them, and the same phrase spotted

even their hair ribbons and stockings.

Naturally they were the center of attrac-

tion. When the grand march began they

refused gentlemen partners. Arm in arm,
they marched up and down with all eyes
on them and to their amusement heard re-

marks such as " Do you suppose it has
anything to do with the liquor question?

"

passed about them.

A prize was offered by the dancing
teacher for the couple with the best cos-

tumes, and when it came to a selection the

judges kept their eyes on the twins in an
attempt to solve what had become a matter
of considerable curiosity on the part of the

guests. The twins were awarded the prize,

not altogether because of the beauty of

their costumes but because of the impres-
sion they made, and when the girls were
called to the stage to receive the award,
they opened the skirts of their dresses,

turned them inside out and revealed the
fact that " Yes or No " was a feature pic-

ture booked for the Globe theatre in a few
weeks.

The twins then explained to their

friends the evident snubbing was a ruse to

get them interested. During the remainder
of the evening the duo congratulated
themselves on their nights' work, for they
not only enjoyed the dance but also won
the prize, and Manager Woodhead's com-
pensation.

The effect of the costumes was amaz-
ing. The next day, as was anticipated, it

was the talk of the town and the evening
newspaper came out with the story in

headlines, praising Mr. Woodhead for his

advertising genius. Manager Woodhead
advises other exhibitors to try this stunt

and assures them that if the opportunity

is afforded them their twins will come out
" headliners " as his did.
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Window display for " Behold My Wife," secured during the run of this picture at the Hippodrome, Glovcrsz illc, X. V.

Creston, Iowa, Has a "Wild Man" Scare
Metzar's " Go and Get It " Stunt

Makes Iowans Lie Awake Nights

FROM Creston, Iowa, and E. Metzgar
of the Strand theatre of that city

comes an exploitation for " Go and
Get It " that is bound to attract attention,

if a man who is not afraid of being shot

up by excited citizens can be found to pull

the stunt.

The stunt that Mr. Metzger put over

was in connection with a special feature

attraction that has already been exploited

by a number of extra novel campaigns
ranging from teaser stunts to cut-outs of

an ape-man in the lobby. This, naturally,

identifies the picture " Go and Get It.*'

Mr. Metzger picked out what be believed

to be the most gripping element in this

box-office story, and brought it to life.

That was why people began to believe the

city was haunted when a creature that re-

sembled a half-man-and-half-ape was seen

by several very frightened Crestonians.

There was a great deal of excitement.

This strange species was seen just at dusk

by a resident who received a real scare

and then disappeared ; but the story spread

from mouth to mouth. This was just the

beginning of other things which were go-

ing to happen to cause Creston people to

feel that something strange and myster-

ious was in their midst. A lady returning

to her home about dark again saw the ob-

ject, which seemed to resemble a huge

gorilla or ape. The fact that no one saw

it only just at dark or too late to get a fair

look at it and the fact that only two or

three had seen it and could not fully de-

scribe its appearance, soon began to make

the majority of the citizens believe that

it was just a story; but the interest in the

matter was kept at its height for the

strange animal appeared at which seemed

to be opportune times and then disap-

peared. The fact that there was really

such a thing in the city, however, was

soon to be made plain, for one evening,

when the streets were filled with people,

the animal appeared on top of the most

prominent building in the city, hung over

the edge for just a moment, uttering

strange cries, and then utterly disap-

peared. A search failed to leave any sign

of it, however. A day later, just one day
before " Go and Get It " was to be shown
at the Strand, the ape-face appeared in the

window of one of the upper hotel rooms
and uttered cries which soon attracted the

attention. At last the animal was trapped
and in a room. How had it got there and
had it hurt the parties therein. An inves-

tigation was immediately made and the

crowd proceeded to the room and upon
looking over the transom thereof saw, not
the animal which had appeared at the win-
dow, but one of the local boys reading.
" Where did it go? Did he see it? W'hat

was it all about?" The youth was innocent

of it all and still some wondered. On the

night of the initial showing an ad ap-

peared in the daily paper in the form of a

news item stating Mr. E. Metzger. mana-

ger of the Strand theatre, had captured
that strange animal which had been seen
by the citizens upon various occasions and
would have it on display at his theatre that
evening in connection with his regular
show. It need not be said that Mr. Metz-
ger packed his house both days and that

while some thought this stunt a little too
serious the officials of the city who were
in on it were inclined to laugh and the rest

laughed with them. The cost of pulling

off the exploitation stunt was slight in

comparison with the results which were
obtained. The equipment, which con-
sisted of only a gorilla costume which was
rented at Des Moines for a few days, cost

only a moderate sum and the services of
the local youth were secured at wages
which were reasonable indeed. " Some
time the most inexpensive stunts which I

have pulled in this city are the ones which
(Continued on page 4595)

Lobby display for the recent engagement of "Down on the Farm'' at the Orpheum theatre,

Counellsiille, Pg., with grape vines, pumpkins, chickens, turkeys, corn, branches of trees.

etc.. playing a prominent part
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The above cut shows some of the "Good References" exploitation put over at Keith's
%\st Street theatre as told in the accompanying story

Creston Has Wild Man
Scare

(Continued from page 4594)

have gotten me the biggest results," say6

Manager Metzger. " First plan on just

how much you can afford to spend, in or-

der to put your features over in a way that

will bring you the biggest returns. In

order to pull the stunt in a manner which
will make them sit up and take notice, and
insure the fact that the man playing the

gorilla part will not get shot or injured by
some of his fellow citizens you should get

in touch with the local police force and
then go after the newspaper reporters.

Finds Programs Used as
Heralds Good Ex-

ploitation

J. L. Johnston, advertising manager for

the Finkelstein and Ruben Enterprises,

Minneapolis, has found that the distribu-

tion of several thousand programs for the

New Garrick and New Lyric theatres

each week is a cheap form of advertising
productive of very good results.

These programs are placed in the better

class of apartment buildings in and on the

outskirts of the downtown district and in

the leading hotels.

Part of the Keith's 8\st Street theatre ex-
ploitation for the showing of " Good Ref-

erences" as described below

Here's a New One for
"Good References"

Jazzing up little old New York with an
automobile load of characters from whom
no one would expect good references is

the way Frank Gerard and Eddie Lewis,
manager and exploitation director, re-

spectively, of the Eighty-first Street the-

atre, jammed that house full for a week's
showing on " Good References."
The automobile carried a vamp, a con-

vict, a bell hop and a " Broadway Rose."
A man in the uniform of a prison guard
with a rifle over his shoulder gave effec-

tiveness to the sign that was exhibited on
each side of the car:

" We May Not Look As If We Had
" GOOD REFERENCES

at

"Keith's 81st Street Theatre."

The automobile made the rounds of the

New York business streets during the day-
light hours. During the evening perform-
ance the bell hop was on duty in frorjt of

the theatre with a large sign reading:

" STOP

!

"Where Are Your References?

Girls. Men.
Do you shimmie? Do you wear spats?

Do you smoke? Have you a mother-
Can you cook home in-law?

brew? Do you crochet?

" Everybody Likes. ' Connie ' Talmadge's
" Goo'l References

"

" Inside."
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Illustrating how Ralph Ruffiter, manager of the Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash., decorated his lobby for the showing of "Behold My Wife"

Zorn ^Digs Out the Per-
sonal Guarantee

Edward A. Zorn recently used a very

elaborate series of " guaranteed produc-

tion " display ads for " Behold My Wife "

when this picture played the Temple the-

atre, Toledo, Ohio, of which Mr. Zorn is

manager, with such excellent results that

this somewhat old form of publicity is to

be continued for such pictures as are

booked that the management thinks are

good enough to -deserve it.

Mr. Zorn's ads were orthodox an-

nouncements for the picture, giving the

title, cast and a short line or two of sell-

ing talk, to which was added the persona]

guarantee under a cut signature. The

displays were used in all three of the To-

ledo papers with box-office results a few

dollars short of the high water mark. The

Temple advertising is prepared by E. G.

Bride, the People's Amusement Com-
pany's publicity director.

Ruffner's Exploitation
for 'Behold My Wife"
An attractive lobby display and unusual

outdoor exploitation were the two fea-

tures of the presentation of "Behold My
Wife " at the Strand theatre, Seattle, last

week.
Ralph Ruffner, manager of the theatre,

whose lobbies are noted for their smart

appearance, batted 1.000 per cent on his

latest endeavor. The white painted trim-

mings of the doors and panels showed up
to' specially favorable advantage against

the settings for a picture that dealt largely

with outdoor life and incidents in the

Canadian snows. The streamer with the

title, running across the entire length of

the top of the lobby, carried a snow scene

in which the names of the featured players

and Christmas trees with a waste of snow
land in the Canadian wilds were por-

trayed. At the left of the lobby was a

statuesque ten-foot cutout of Mabel Ju-
lienne Scott, taken from the 24-sheet lith-

ograph.

As outside exploitation, two sisters em-
nloved bv the Seattle F. P. exchange were
induced to portrav the parts of the wife
of " Behold My Wife "

The F. P. Twins who helped advertise
" Behold My Wife " at the Strand theatre,

Portland, Ore., as told in the account of
Ralph Ruffner's exploitation of this picture

Minneapolis House Gives
"Earthbound" Good

Campaign
Several columns of publicity for

'* Earthbound " were obtained in the Min-
neapolis newspapers when the picture

opened there at the Blue Mouse theatre

on the fact that little " Billie " Cotton, who
plays the part of the child in " Earth-
bound," was born in Minneapolis. Each
of the three big dailies in the city ran a
story about the little girl with a photo-
graph several days before the showing, in

addition to playing up reproductions of
stills in which she figured in their Sunday
amusement sections and singling her out
for special mention in the reviews. The
girl's father still lives in Minneapolis.

Aside from exploiting the fact that
" Billie " was a Minneapolitan, the pub-
licity campaign for the Minneapolis show-
ing of " Iiarthbound " was confined to the

regular channels of billboard and news-
paper advertising.

Howard, Exploitation
Man, Turns Poet

Following is a poem written by John D.
Howard, Famous Players-Lasky exploi-

tation representative from the San Fran-

cisco exchange, and mailed to all the

salesmen in the West Coast. territory:

DRIVE IT HOME
How's your punch, how s your pep,

Can "you stand the last test

That will make Nineteen-Twenty
Not just " better " but " best "?

How's your nerve, how's your grit ?

Have you gained or stood still?

Don't slacken the pace, boys,

Say " I must " and " I will."

If you fail, come back strong. •
Make the last two months count.

You're not licked 'till you're dead.

Drive it home—Paramount.
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Schaefer Featuring His
Musicians

Of the thirteen musicians comprising

the orchestra of the William Fox Liberty

theatre, five are members ot the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra. W ith this fact in

view Manager Schaefer arranged one of

the most daring musical programs ever

offered a local motion picture audience.

More than one-half of the program, in

which " The Stealers " was featured, was
devoted to classical musical numbers in

the form of a symphony concert.

To begin with Schaefer obtained the

list of over 3,000 subscribers to the sym-
phony fund. To each of these he sent an

attractive announcement which stated that

the next week's program would more re-

semble a symphonic concert than a mo-
tion picture arrangement. All were in-

vited to attend and the majority did.

Schaefer discovered early that St. Louis

is a music loving town and that anything

which was tied up in any way with good
music was certain to succeed. Anything
that tied up with the Symphony Orchestra

was bound to succeed big. And his plan

was a success.

The musical numbers were arranged by

Director Herbert Hochman, however,

each individual musician played the piece

which had gained the greatest amount of

favor for him in the eyes of the sym-
phony followers, thus insuring double

success at the Liberty.

How Jack Lourie Put
Over "Love"

Jacob Lourie is a business man and a

showman.
That's why this impresario of the

Park, Modern and Beacon theatres of

Boston, appreciated the vast exploitation

possibilities in the tag day propaganda
conceived for the benefit of Louise Glaum
in " Love."

Sig Schlaper, J. Parker Read, Jr.'s,

representative, went to Boston, arranged
with the biggest hotels to hang the

"Louise Glaum Tag " on all dining room
table lamps and to sell them for the ben-

efit of the Boston American Christmas
Tree Fund.
He supplied several thousand tags to

the American and also arranged a special

showing of " Love " at the Park for the

Saturday morning at the end of the week
of showing—the proceeds accruing to the

American fund.

The tieup pledged columns of free pub-
licity for Lourie in the most difficult type

of newspaper to interest in exploiting

any but Hearst pictures. It brought the

Park picture layouts in the American and
the fullest meed of journalistic co-opera-

tion.

Del Monte Theatre Stages
Fashion Show

One of the most daring and at the same
time artistically unique presentations that

ever accompanied a motion picture feat-

ure in St. Louis theatres was attempted
last week by the Del Monte in connection

Rothapfel Has Prologue
for "Billions"

AS a prologue for " Billions," the
current attraction at the Capitol
theatre, S. L. Rothapfel is staging
an elaborate ballet and vocal num-

ber under the title of " In a Russian
Gypsy Camp."
With a stage setting showing a hill

rising to a sky line of futurist design,

Doris Niles, Mile. Sergeeva and Leon
Leonidow, and the Russian Cathedral
Choir present original Russian folk

dances and folk songs.
The scene is a Russian Gypsy camp

with a bucket sweep well and a camp
fire dressing the stage.

The various dances and different na-
tive melodies used have been synchro-
nized into what is practically an opera.
The players are attired in Russian Gypsy
costume. The dances, including a spe-

cialty number under the title of " Rus-
sian Buffon Dance," given by Mile. Ser-
geeva and Leon Leonidow, were staged
by Alexander Oumansky, while the mu-
sical score is arranged by K. M. Buke-
toff, director of the Cathedral Choir. The
settings are by John Wenger.

with the showing of " Silk Hosiery."

The " Fashion Revue," as it was called

in the total of three solid pages of news-
paper advertising which preceded the

opening, consisted of an array of twenty-

two local and New York models who dis-

played gowns, dresses, and suits of fash-

ion's latest decree. A specially built

causeway led from off the stage and ex-

tended over several rows of the audi-

ence, thus permitting the models to preen
their feathers in close view of even those

who sat in the rear of America's largest

one-floor theatre.

One of the main features of the revue
was the displaying of a $30,000 chinchilla

coat of knee's length which was borrowed
from New York especially for the occa-

sion. The revue of Spring styles was con-

ducted during both evening and one after-

noon performances.

Bakery Provides Ideal
Exploitation Medium
Searching for a medium to get his ex-

ploitation before the largest number of
people, Albert S. Nathan, exploitation rep-

resentative of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration for the Buffalo territory, con-
nected with Cahill's bakery in Syracuse.
He worked a tie-up with the bakery and
Paramount pictures showing at the Cres-
cent theatre.

Since bread is the one article which
goes into practically every home the tie-

up was attended by phenomenal success.

Exploitation slips were included in every
wrapper in which the loaves were sent

out. The first one was on " The Right to

Love " good bread.

The success and interest resulting from
the first attempt made the Cahill Bakery
a convert to the cause of motion picture

exploitation and ever since their facilities

have been at the disposal of Mr. Nathan
and the Crescent theatre.

Subsequent exploitation slips have ad-
vertised " Something to Think About.
When You Want Pure Food for All the
Family Order Cahill's Perfection Bread
and See ' Something to Think About,' a
Paramount Picture at the Crescent The-
atre," and " Behold My Wife." The lat-

ter picture fitted in splendidly with the

baking establishment, the exploitation

copy reading "Behold My Wife! She
Used to Make Her Own Bread. Now
She Buys Cahill's Perfection Bread."

havoSOMETHING- TO THINK ABOUTsbday

Cartoon which ran in the Omaha News as

explained in the accompanying story

Stillman, Cleveland,
Stages Overture Novelty
"A Few Musical Moments with Mas-

ters, Past and Present," was the title of

the novelty overture featured on last

week's bill at the Stillman theatre.

In connection with modelling the heads
of world famous composers shown on the

screen Musical Director Hyman L. Spi-

talny arranged a high class musical setting

that was vigorously applauded.
" Military Polonaise" accompanied the

moulding of the head of Chopin. Next
came Liszt, while the orchestra played
" Rhapsodie Hongroise." " The Moon-
light Sonata," played softly, while the

artist produced the head of Beethoven
from a mass of clay. This was followed

by the Miserere from " II Trovatore," as

the features of Verdi gradually took

shape. Mendelssohn appeared on the I

screen gradually to the strains of the fa-
(

milar " Spring Song." Coming to the

modern musicians, Mischa Elman's fea-

tures appeared while " Humoresque " was
played by the orchestra. Caruso's lips

§

were closed while the quartet from " I
j

Pagliacci " was being played. Sousa's
[

replica was roundly applauded when it

appeared simultaneous to the playing of
~

" The Stars and Stripes Forever."
j

" You're a Grand Old Flag," with George
M. Cohan's bust, and " I Love a Lassie," r

with Harry Lauder on the screen brought '

the novelty to a close.
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The TivolPs Unique Presentation of "The Idol Dancer'
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NEWSY BRIEFS FROM CENTRAL FILM BELT

Chicago and the Mid-West
L . H. MASON, REPRESENTATIVE, 220 SO. STATE ST.

C. B. Price, of the C. B. Price
Company, was in Chicago last

week exploiting the picture en-
titled, " Your Daughter and Mine."
Bert Lubin was also in town show-
ing his latest production which is

entitled, " Honeymoon Ranch."

Chicago is to have another loop
theatre, according to plans being
made by the Syndicate Theatre
Owners, of which Harry M. Or-
tenstein is president. The house
will be located on Adams street,

east of State, and ground will be
broken soon after the first of year,

according to reports.

The first Sherman Productions,

Incorporated, features, '"Man and
Woman " and " Miss 139," are

ready for booking. The Sherman
Productions are being handled in

this territory by the Superior

Screen Service, and Messrs. Weiss

and Aiken are preparing a big ex-

ploitation campaign to put them
over in a big way. Harry Sher-

man was in the city last week con-

ferring with the Superior officials,

and while here entertained Dustin

Farnum and his director, Ernest

Ward, who were passing through

on their way to the Coast. It is

rumored that Sherman Productions

will handle the pictures produced
by Farnum, who has completed his

contract with Robertson-Cole.

Dr. Sam Atkinson, business

manager of the Allied Amuse-
ments Association, left this week
for New York, and will remain in

the East for about a week.

It is understood that plans are
being drawn by Burnham & Co.
for a new theatre in Evanston.
They already have one theatre

there known as the Hovburn.

Henry Igle, of the Chicago Cen-
sor Board, recently was married
to Miss Harriet Van Buren, who
formerly was chief inspector at

First National Exchange. Henry',
although a censor, is a popular
member of the industry, and his
many friends are offering him
their congratulations on becoming

-enedick.

W. H. Hill, who for the last year
bad charge of First National's pub-
licity department in the Chicago
territory, has resigned to accept a
similar position with Universal,
succeeding Harry Rice. A. W.
Gilliam, it is understood, will be-
come publicity man for First Na-
tional. Mr. Hill has made a splen-
did record during his connection
with the First National Exchange
of Chicago, and before that was
connected with the Famous Plavers-
Lasky offices at Chicago and Pitts-
burgh, and also has a wide experi-
ence as a theatre manager.

There are persistent reports

around the exchanges that Dee
Robinson, owner of the Madison
and Appolo theatres at Peria, has
taken over the Irwin theatre in

Bloomington, 111. These reports

have not yet been confirmed, but

well-informed theatre men believe

they are true.
.

C. D. Sigler has opened his new
theatre at . Tolleston, Ind. which
will be known as the Tolleston the-

atre. He will operate it as a high-

grade picture house.

Ben Weissenbach has been added
to the staff of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation as city salesman.
He resigned a similar position

with Associated Producers to take

the new job.

Joseph Kline, of D. M. Schwab
Pictures, has disposed of that com-
pany's entire product featuring
David Butler, to President Van-
dawalker of the Doll-Van Film
Corporation of Illinois.

Arrow Film Company's produc-
tion, " The Golden Trail," featur-

ing Jane Novak, has been taken
by the Superior Screen Service for

Illinois and Indiana.

A. J. Hill, owner of the Glenn
theatre, Armitage Avenue, has
gone to the hospital, where he will

undergo a serious operation.

Lila Lee was given a unique and
mighty hearty home-coming wel-
come when she spent several days
in Chicago recently. The climax
of a long series of attentions from
friends and the public in general,
was a banquet at Miss Lee's fath-
er's North Side Turner Hall. More
than two hundred persons were
present as the guests of Charles
Appel, Miss Lee's daddy. Miss
Peggy Lee, a protege of David Be-
lasco, also Was on hand. News-
paper men, from managers to
financial reporters, dramatic edi-
tors, feature writers, and even Dan
O'Leary, veteran reporter of Chi-
cago, were among those present.
Official Chicago was there in the
persons of aldermen and corpora-
tion counsel. Attorney Sulten,
Miss Lila Lee's guardian, also was
there. Miss Lee's family was
given a private view of " Midsum-
mer Madness " at the Paramount
Exchange. Miss Lee's wonder-
fully fine work in this picture made
everybody say that Lila's hope for
the future is particularly bright.

A. P. Desormeaux, of the Strand
theatre, Madison, Wis., was in
Chicago this week. He was seen at
the Paramount Exchange with his
booking sheets and reported a rec-
ord breaker on " Humoresque."

Kankakee is to have a new, big

picture house. Lease on property
for a big theatre has been secured
by Wm. Cadoret, who owns the La
Petite theatre. He will start build-

ing as soon as possible.

Ascher Brothers' West Engle-
wood theatre will be open on or
about Christmas Eve. The West
Englewood, located at Sixty-third
and Marshfield avenue, will add
another link to the now large chain

of Ascher Brothers' theatres. This
beautiful theatre will be operated
on the same plan as Aschers' Cha-
teau theatre on Broadway and
Grace street, offering only the

highest standard of motion pic-

tures and vaudeville.

Ascher Brothers have added two
new names to their large staff of
theatre managers. G. E. Brfed1-

dock, who has made a reputation as

a theatre manager throughout the

Northwest, and Geo. E. Ayls-
worth, former manager of the

Princess theatre in Calgary, Al-
berta, Canada, being the newcom-
ers.

H. J. Brown, recently exploita-
tion and sales manager for Colonel
Fred Levey's First National Louis-
ville headquarters, has returned to

Chicago from Des Moines, Iowa,
after a visit with A. G. Stolte, man-
ager of the Des Moines A. H.
Bland theatre, " Des Moines." Mr.
Brown states that Mr. Stolte's

presentation in the Highway thea-
tre was worth making a long trip

to view. Mr. Brown says that the
Des Moines theatre is where mu-
sic and pictures meet.

Douglass D. Rothacker, manager
of the Rothacker Film Company's
Industrial Division, was host at the
Cafe Boulevard to the members of
the New York Industrial Division.
The eastern Industrial Division has
been established less than a year,
but, according to Mr. Rothacker,
the results achieved thus far were
such as an organization established
ten years might be proud of. Mr.
Rothacker said that the Chicago,
St. Louis, Peoria, Milwaukee and
Cleveland Divisions were batting
an average which he hoped would
be surpassed by the eastern divis-
ion. " The achievements of the va-
rious Rothacker branches are prov-
ing an inspiration to each other," he
said. Mr. Rothacker predicted that
the coming year would be three
hundred per cent bigger than any
year the practical picture field has
ever known.

B. Herbert Milligan reports that
Barney Fagan of the Independent
Film Exchange of St. Louis has
purchased " The Freedom of Ire-
land " for Southern Illinois and
Eastern Missouri. Mr. Milligan has

sold the rights to the same picture
for Western Missouri and Kansas
City to the Independent Film,
Company of Missouri. About
sixty per cent of the United States
territory has now been sold on
"The Freedom of Ireland" and
deals which arc now pending will

probably bring this to one hundred
per cent within a very few days.
Mr. Milligan has moved into his

new offices at 404 Consumers
Building.

Harry Rice, business manager,
Independent Films Association, is

in New York this week. During
his eastern visit he will confer with
several producers in regard to

taking over their productions for
distribution through Independent.

Walter C. Hyland, who has been
connected with the Universal Chi-
cago Exchange for six years, and
for the last three years has been
booker, has been promoted to serv-
ice manager to fill the position made
vacant by the resignation of R. C.
Smith. It is understood that Mr.
Smith has had an exceptionally
good offer from a New York film

concern which he has accepted. In
announcing the promotion of Mr.
Hyland, Manager Lesserman stated

it was his policy, wherever pos-
sible, to reward good work by the

members of the organization by
giving them the preference.

Gollos and Gollos Film Company
announce that they have purchased
" The Sacred Flame " featuring
Emily Stevens and will release it

in this territory early in January.
A trade showing was he' ] at Uni-
versal Film Company's projection
room last week and excellent com-
ments were heard on the picture.

Gollos and Gollos expect to release

a number of other interesting pro-
ductions within the next few
weeks.

Ben Beadell, when he opens his

new office as Chicago manager for
Stoll Film Corporation this week,
will display one of the handsomest
desk sets which ever graced a
manager's office. The set was the
parting gift of the employees who
worked under him in his former
office and was a token of their good
will and love for their popular
chief.

Chicago exhibitors are preparing
to co-operate with the Chicago
American in making that paper's
annual " Go to Movie Week " a
big success and are booking pic-

tures and arranging special pre-
sentations which will make the
period between Christmas and
New Year a success from a box-
office standpoint and bridge overl

the seven days which are generally
considered a dull period.
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Music and The Picture

The Complete Picture Production
A Talk to Producers

OUR editorial chief, who signs in

bold strokes, " W. A. Johnston," on

the first page of each week's News,
once made a very astonishing statement.

We were in conference in his inner sanc-

tum sanctorum, with several important

gentlemen; a certain production then be-

fore the field came up for discussion, when
Mr. Johnston said

:

" I tell you, that they could have added

$75,000 to the value of that picture, if

they had provided it with the right kind

of music !

"

Everybody gasped ; I didn't, because I

have long seen the light in that way, nev-

ertheless I was delighted that the Chief

had caught the fever and had analyzed

the possibilities so accurately. Then and

there I determined I should make the mat-

ter the subject of a special article in the

music department, and here it is.

One will admit that a big feature is

not complete, no matter how well it is

made, until it has been provided with its

musical atmosphere. Then how short-

sighted it is, under examination, for a

producer to spend a fortune in the tak-

ing of the scenes, in advertising the pro-

duction, and then neglecting to add the

finishing touches of the music.

I am reminded of former days when I

was associated with the matter of na-

tional advertising. It was the fever at

the time of everybody to rush into the

Saturday Evening Post with pages and

double pages, at five and ten thousand

dollars a chance. Having the space the

advertiser sat back and took a deep

breath and objected to the proper mak-
ing of drawings, engravings, type-setting

to make that space look most attractive

—

he objected to the use of Brains to put

into the space. What good were the two
pages at ten thousand unless as much as

was deemed wise was spent to make the

advertising pull ?

If a picture can be ruined by bad mu-
sic, why should the producer take a chance

on it? Is that good business? I would
say that it is mightily short-sighted to send

the big investment out on luck that it will

be taken care of, in some way.

If a picture can be practically carried

over by good music, why shouldn't the

producer spend all that is deemed neces-

sary to leave no stone unturned to provide

the best music?
Making a big feature and then calling in

any old individual for a quick glimpse at

the advance screening, and being satisfied

with a typewritten " cue-sheet " is the

height of folly.

It should be thoroughly believed by now,
that the money spent for the music must

By Charles D. Isaacson

PROMINENT FIGURES TO
ATTEND THE
FIRST ANNUAL

MOTION PICTURE-MUSICALCONFERENCE
New York City, January 24-25-26, 1921

Hotel Astor, Official Headquarters

Send in your name at once to
Motion Picture News
announcing you are coming, so proper
arrangements can be made,
for many important enterprises to be
carried on during the sessions.

TO BE REPRESENTED:
Many of the most prominent theatres and

chain theatres of all sections of the
country.

Many of the most prominent film-music
conductors; also many of the grand op-
era and symphonic musicians, com-
posers and conductors.

Many of the leading producers.
Many of the great musical periodicals.
Associations of exhibitors.
Associations of musicians, including the

musical unions.
Association of musical artists.

The motion picture directing fraternity.
Cue-sheet makers; instrument builders;
music publishers; managers of artists; the
new distributing agencies, etc., etc.

go on the production costs—not on the

distribution. Moreover, in the appropria-
tion for making a picture, sufficient leeway
ought to be left for providing the music.

It should be considered that the money
spent for the right music score is Picture
Insurance.

It must tear the heart out of a director

to walk into a theatre and hear a fifty-cent

musical accompanniment to his five thou-
sand dollar picture. It must make him
think of a diamond set in brass—and the

diamond looks like a piece of glass.

The question of Music Score for the

Feature Picture is so important that it

ought to engage the serious attention of
every producer, director and star.

A bad picture can be glossed over and
made to seem good with a wonderful mu-
sical score. A good picture can be kept
up to its standard with the right kind of

musical score.

Here is the way that the producer, the

man who puts up the capital for the pro-
duction, the author who writes it, the di-

rector who puts it out, the star whose act-

ing and reputation are at stake, should
think

—

IVe don't want to endanger our of-
fering with a chance on the music."

I know that no serious producer would
be so short-sighted that he would refuse
to hire the right kind of actors at any
price—the right kind of director—the
right kind of scenic artist. Why skimp on
the music?

Remember that you're not through with

your picture until it is all complete, fool-

proof, self-starting and self-selling.

You spend a fortune on your advertising

to the exhibitor and then give him a com-
plete selling and advertising campaign.

You won't take a chance on his failing to

find the keynote in your publicity and ex-

ploitation appeal. How do you know he

can find the keynote in the emotional ap-

peal for the music?
The biggest feature successes, we all

know, have been those which have been
accompanied on tour by complete para-

phernalia of score, and even the orchestra

and singers and dancers

!

But it isn't necessary to go that far.

The theatre man wants to know how to

stage your feature, Mr. Producer. He has

his orchestra, whether it be eighty-five

pieces or less ; he has his instruments. He
is willing to make special arrangements

for the picture to put it over right—he
will engage extra musicians, singers,

dancers—if he knows what to do with

them.

Now, as I see it, the far-visioned, hard-

headed producer will engage the best pic-

ture-composer he can find. Long before

the picture is ready for release, he will put

the composer to work. He will not say:
" Compose me a complete score." But he

will say: " Show me how to put that feat-

ure over musically." Then the composer
will select the music of literature that fits

best, and compose what doesn't fit. He
will orchestrate it for the big-city first-run

houses ; he will then make several adapta-

tions. He will scale it down to all size

orchestras—and even to a piano score.

It will cost money—of course it will.

But suppose it costs $20,000 to make the

music right. And suppose only that much
comes back on the music— (it is assumed
that if necessary the scores could be sold

at printing cost—although I would not

recommend that)—isn't it good picture in-

surance ?

The producer can say to his exhibitor:
" This feature is ready for production.

The picture is not only a winner, it has

not only the most perfect exploitation an-

gles—but we have made it all ready for

your musical director. Not just a cue-

sheet made by a hack, but a score specially

adapted to this one picture—and in spe-

cial arrangements to fit every size of house

and orchestra. We have shown what spe-

cial acts can go with it—what songs can

be interpolated in it, what kind of a pro-

logue is suitable, etc., etc."

Personally I would go further, i would
engage musical directors to see the picture

into the houses. I will tell you of my
(Continued on page 4665)
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TERRITORIAL SALES AND PURCHASES

In the Independent Field
STATE RIGHT AND EXPORT NEWS AND V I E IV S

Joe Brandt, president of

the C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration of New York, left

Monday for a special sales

trip to Chicago, Atlanta, New
Orleans and Dallas for the

purpose of planting special

exploitation for the C. B. C.
pictures which are being
offered the State Rights*
market and include the Hall-
room Boys comedies, Star
Ranch Westerners, " The
Victim " and " Dangerous
Love." In addition to the
special exploitation Mr.
Brandt will inaugurate, he
expects to close up any re-

maining open territories for
these productions.

Ford Sterling Comedy
Due December 12th
December 12th has been set as the

release date for the first Ford
Sterling comedy to be made by the
former Sennett comedian under his
new contract with the Special Pic-
tures Corporation. " A Ball Room
Romeo " is the title. Reggie Mor-
ris is directing Sterling in his first

vehicle.

Charlotte Merriam heads the list

of the supporting cast, which in-

cludes Jay Belasco. Margaret Cul-
lington, Eddie Baker, Will Sloan
and others.

Popular Comedians in
Reelcraft Releases

Flora Finch and George Roi
Clarke are the two latest stars to
make pictures for the Reelcraft
short subject program. Mr. Clarke
has completed two comedies of the
series which will be known as
" Paragon Comedies." The title of
Flora Finch's first comedy for the
Royal series is " The Sure Fire
Sleuth."

•:• AGemnne
c/. Special

In the
Jhadow
of the
Dom^

Reed Picture Near Ready
Ziegfeld's First Feature, With
Florence Reed, Soon to Be Cut

EXHIBITORS, producers and
distributers are eagerly await-

ing the first showing of W. K.
Ziegfeld's initial screen offering,

now being completed at the Peerless
Studios in Fort Lee.
With a battery of four camera-

men working day and night, Direc-
tor Emile Chautard expects to put

the finishing touches to the final

scenes of W. K. Ziegfeld's initial

screen offering the latter part of
this week and begin cutting Mon-
day or Tuesday. The picture is

being made at the Peerless Studios
in Fort Lee.

W. K. Ziegfeld's advent into the

motion picture field created a stir

in motion picture circles as the pro-
ducer, who is known throughout
the world as a theatrical manager
and musical educator, declared that

he would restrict himself as far as

he possibly could to directors, ac-

tors and writers from the legitimate

stage.

Closely following this announce-
ment, word came that he had signed

up Florence Reed, of " The Mi-
rage " as the star for his first pro-
duction. With this stellar light to

open the way, Ziegfeld then scoured
the field for a director with legiti-

mate training and finally secured
the services of Emile Chautard,

who has directed a score of screen
stars and previous to his entry into

the screen world was director-

general of the Theatre Rejane in

Paris.

Adhering to his original inten-

tion of recruiting his associates

from the field of the " legitimate,"

Ziegfeld then signed Philip Bar-
tholomae author of " Very Good
Eddie," " When Dreams Come
True," and other plays, as scenario
writer and followed this with con-
tracts with such artists as Norman
Trevor, now co-starring with Gilda
Varesi in " Enter Madame "

; Earle
Foxe, who had just closed as a

featured player in " Come Seven "
;

Tyrone Power, the tragedian who
played the title role in " Chu Chin
Chow " ;

Henry Stephenson, now
playing a leading role in " Spanish
Love " William Roselle, featured
player in a score of Broadway hits

;

Paula Shay, a well-known Henry
Savage player; Mile. Dazie, former
Follies and Winter Garden star,

Earnest Lambart, and many others.

Although Ziegfeld has been in

close communication with several of

the larger distributing organiza-

tions, no definite releasing arrange-

ments have yet been made for Zieg-

feld Films.

Luporini Bros. Are Active
Well-Known Exporters Plan Big
Publicity and Advertising Drive

A David G. Fischer Production

PLANS for an extensive and far-

reaching advertising and pub-
licity campaign, to be conducted in

the motion picture trade journals of

an international nature, and de-

signed to engender greater interest

in the product of Luporini Brothers
—exporters of American-made mo-
tion pictures, have been approved by
Ferdinand Luporini, managing
director of the company, according
to an announcement issued to the
trade press recently. A large ap-
propriation has been set aside from
which available funds will be drawn
for the successful execution of the

campaign, which it is said, will cover
a wide territory.

For the work in question, the

services of A. L. Feihman, adver-
tising and publicity counsel, have
been secured, and effective with the

coming month, in consultation with
Mr. Luporini, Mr. Feinman will

henceforth plan and direct all ad-
vertising and publicity emanating
from the Luporini offices.

The decision to start an advertis-

ing campaign the effects of which
will be felt in almost every foreign
territory in the world, is sufficient

evidence with which to brand
Luporini Brothers as a progressive
export organization.

All advertising and publicity is-

sued from the Luporini offices will

be subject to approval by Ferdi-
nand Luporini.

Esther Lindner Resigns
From Levey Corp.

Esther Lindher, who has handled
the publicity of the Harry Service
Corporation since its organization,
announces that she has resigned
from that company to take effect

immediately. Miss Lindner did ex-

cellent work in the publicity cam-
paign on " Uncle Sam of Freedom
Ridge." She will be succeeded by
Miss Vivian Radcliffe.

Milton C. Work, president
of the Peerless Feature Pro-
ducing Compapy, announced
yesterday that he had com-
pleted arrangements for the
purchase of " Whispering
Shadows," the latest Emil
Chautard production for May-
flower.

The story of " Whisper-
ing Shadows " is based upon
a play written by Walter
Hackett. Lucy Cotton is the
star. She has risen rapidly
within the last year and has
been the leading woman for
George Arliss, William Fa-
versham and Bert Lytell.
Within a few days the Peer-
less Feature Producing Com-
pany will start an extensive
advertising campaign in con-
nection with this picture,
which is to be distributed on
the States Rights basis.

First Sale of Swain
Comedies Reported

The initial step in the disposition
of the state rights throughout the
United States and Canada on the
Perry Comedies, starring Mack
Swain, has been announced by Wal-
ter J. Porges, president of Herald
Productions, Incorporated. It will

be remembered that these comedies
consist of a series of twelve two-
reel productions starring " the one
and only Ambrose," of which three
are ready for immediate release

:

" A Moonlight Knight," " See
America First," and " Full of
Spirit."

The New York rights on the en-
tire series were bought for the
Mentor Motion Picture Corpora-
tion by Syd Samson, manager.
Porges states that the coming week
will mark the closing of several
other territories.

A thrilling moment from "Velvet Fin-
gers," the Geo. B. Seitz serial, released

by Pathe
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Gish Series for State Rights
Frohman Rejects Of-

fers of Distributing

Organizations

ANNOUNCEMENT is forth-

coming from the Frohman
Amusement Corporation that

the productions to be made by it

and in which Miss Lillian Gish is to'

star will be distributed under fran-

chises to be awarded independent

buyers. This announcement, it is

expected by Frohman will cause a

radical change to be made with re-

spect to the special productions to

be made by other stars and is indic-

ative, of the trend which producers

will follow.

W illiam L. Sherrill, president of

the Frohman Amusement Corpora-

tion, gave out the following state-

ment at his offices in the Times

Building

:

" Since the first public announce-

ment of our having contracted with

Miss Lillian Gish, we have been in

-receipt of numerous inquiries from

independent buyers and several of

the national distributing organiza-

tions in an endeavor to learn of our

plans of distribution. We have

given the subject serious thought

since that time, seeking only for that

worldwide distribution which we be-

lieve the productions and Miss

Gish's popularity and ability merit.

" We were nattered by the offers

from two of the national distribut-

ing organizations, yet after thor-

oughly canvassing the situation,

Miss Gish agreed with a suggestion

that to independently exploit the

productions would be a far better

medium and pursuing a policy that

must ultimately be followed in other

cases where super-attractions are

made. However, in the first in-

stance we were somewhat diffident

because of the possibility of our not

being able to secure 100 per cent

distribution in the United States

through the medium of exchanges

with whom we would care to do

business—that is, exchanges so

equipped as to properly exploit and

handle these attractions caused us to

hesitate. Our investigation then re-

vealed that the independent or state

right market was thoroughly estab-

lished and that certain exchanges is

individual territories were doing

business on a profitable basis and

along proper business lines. A sur-

vey of the first run houses in the

United States convinced us that they

are at all times prepared to book a

worth while or super-attraction of

independent release and to pay for

it commensurate with its true box
office worth.

" The productions we will make
will number no less than four and
no more than five during the year

1921, and the same number during

the year 1922. W e have surrounded
Miss Gish with every convenience

and every form of assistance that

will leave nothing to be desired as

far as human ability and intelli-

gence can anticipate. The story of

her first picture, to our mind, is un-

surpassed for intensity of dramatic

theme, depth of heart interest and
general appeal. It was written by

Madame " Fred " de Gresac.

"Jerome Storm, who is directing

Lillian Gish as she looks in her first pro-
duction for Frohman Amusement Corp.
This picture, directed by Jerome Storm,
is to be sold on the independent market

Miss Gish in this initial production,
of course, needs no introduction to
either the trade or the motion pic-

ture going public. I have watched
his work as far as we have gone
and I realize why he is held in such
high esteem by the profession and
the public.

"The exploitation must be in

keeping with the magnitude of the

production itself, and we are map-
ping out a plan of exploitation that

will continue week in and week out
for the entire term of our contract

with Miss Gish, which extends over
the period of two years.

" I feel that the independent
buyer will appreciate this opportu-
nity to acquire productions as great

and as big as any made by any other
organization, whether a national dis-

tributor or otherwise.
" The various exhibitors' organ-

izations of the United States passed
resolutions urging support of the

independent producer and the inde-

pendent distributor pledged their co-

operation, and I believe that both are

sincere, and it is fundamentally be-

cause of that that I have prevailed

upon Miss Gish to consent to this

medium of distribution."

The first production, the working
title of which is " World Shadows,"
but the releasing title of which has
not been determined, will be ready
for release about February 15th,

1921. The company has been active-

ly engaged in production work at

the Biograph studios in New York
for upwards of six weeks.
Five franchises have already been

awarded to state right buyers, but

announcement of the exchanges ac-

quiring the Lillian Gish productions

will not be made until the entire

United States has been disposed of.

Negotiations are pending for the

disposal of the foreign rights of the

production, two offers having al-

readv been cabled from London.

of the first six are " The Moun-
tain That Was God," " Crater
Lake," "Wandering," "Wind God-
dess," " Lake Chelan " and " The
Spirit of the Trapper."

12 New Reelcraft Pictures
Production Department Turns Out
Record Number of Short Subjects

THE productions department of

the Reelcraft Pictures Corpo-
ration has established a new record

for the company by completing

twelve productions during the past

two weeks for the exclusive Short

Subject program of Reelcraft.

At the Hollywood studio of

Reelcraft eight single reel comedies
were completed and shipped to the

general office. The single reel com-
edy unit in which Billy Franey is

featured with Glover Jones di-

recting completed six productions
for shipment. The titles are " The
Thief," " The Messenger," " The
Lawyer," " The Taxi Driver,," "The
Dancer " and " The Tourist."

The Paragon single reel comedy
unit, featuring George Clarke, the

latest star to be added to the Reel-
craft program, shipped two single

reel comedies titled " The Fire
Bug " and " The Pussyfoot," di-

rected by James Howe. This new
series will be a weekly single reel

release and ready for the market
in January.

In the Royal Comedy series, a

two reel comedy titled " The She-
male Sleuth " in which Flora Finch

is featured has been finally cut and
edited ready for distribution.

The Reelcraft Scenic Nature
Beautiful series is also scheduled

for first release in January, and has

ten releases already completed and
ready for distribution. The titles

Dennis Neilson Terry
in Stoll Production
Dennis Neilson Terry, who plays

Lord Saltash in " The Hundredth
Chance," a fascinating love and
racing story- evolved for the screen
by Sinclair Hill from Ethel M.
Dell's novel of the same name, is

the son of Ellen Terry, one of the
most famous women of the Eng-
lish speaking stage and Sir Henry
Irving's co-star throughout his

Lyceum theatre successes. Miss
Terry made several tours of this

country with Irving. " The Hun-
dredth Chance " is to be released by
the Stoll Corporation January 9.

Fourth Neal Hart Pic-
ture is "Totem Law"
" Totem Law " is the name selec-

ted for the fourth picture of the

Neal Hart series, and it is said that

portions of this picture will be

filmed in San Antonio, Texas. The
story is by W. C. Tuttle.

The Aliens will handle the
Jans production, " Madon-
nas and Men," for the Do-
minion of Canada. Accord-
ing to Mr. Jans, before leav-
ing for Toronto, this fact
does not interfere with the
elaborate presentations al-
ready arranged, which will,
with the full approval of the
Aliens, be given in Peter-
boro, Ottawa, Hamilton and
London. These showings
include a prologue which is
proving to be a real sensa-
tion, as it includes the "Four
Daring Diving Horses" and
other novel features.

It was at the Aliens sug-
gestion that Mr. Jans re-
tained the bookings laid out
for the big picture in Dris-
coll's legitimate theatres.

Shallenberger Resigns
from Federated

An announcement is made bv \H
E. Shallenberger of his resignatic
as general manager of the Fede
ated Film Exchanges of Americ—,
Inc., to become effective Decemb<
15th.

Dr. Shallenberger stated that
was with extreme regret that he f
obliged to tender his resignation
general manager of Federated b_
that it was made necessary bv tl

expansion of the Arrow Film' Co:
poration of which he is presidei
He states that he finds that the i_
creased activities of the Arrow w
require all his time and attenti<
and that he would not be able to <

justice to Federated and the Arro
ar the same time.

Dr. Shallenberger further stati
that Federated were now in wa
derful shape and that he conside
their success is assured. He sa;

that they have an organization pe
fectly welded together and that th
have made remarkable strides. Buj
ness is prosperous in all of th<
branches and productions they a

now handling are meeting wi
great success, and he considers t

outlook very promising, in fact L.

believes Federated will be one <§
the strongest organizations of i

kind ever formed and believes tq
they will take a leading place
the distributing end of the motL
picture industry.

New "Screen Snap
shots" Full of Interes

Frank * Borzage, director
" Humoresque," caught at work
a new picture is one of the mai
features in Issue No. 15 of " Sere*
Snapshots," the Screen Fan Mag*
zine produced by Jack Cohn ant

Louis Lewyn.

Charles Hutchinson. Tosie Sedg
wick, Robert Brunton and Williai
Van Dyke staging a serial ! DorM
dina having her limbs insured im
$125,000.^ Anetha Getwell. winrrf

of the National Fame and Forttal
Contest ; Marion Davies, Frand
X. Bushman, Beverley Bays!
Ralph Bushman and Baby Richan
Bushman ; and Teddy, the famo«
dog seen in Mack Sennett come
dies, are among the other subied
of this bi-monthly single reel. .
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Betty Compson, Billy

Rhodes, Eddie Barry and
Neal Burns are the principal

stars in a series of sixteen
single-reel comedies to be re-

issued by the Reelcraft Pic-

tures Corporation. This se-

ries of pictures were intro-

duced to the trade as Cub
Comedies and were produced
by Al Christie.

This addition to the exclu-
sive Short Subject program
of Reelcraft will be ready for

distribution on December
26th, and released on a week-
ly schedule through the Reel-
craft and allied Independent
Exchanges.

Ruby De Remer Prize Beauty

"Still" Camera for All

World Branches
The W orld Motion Picture Corp-

oration announces this week a plan

to supply each branch office of the

World with a graflex " still

"

camera.
This will assure the World of

a still-photographer always avail-

able at each of the twenty-five

branch offices in this country. Each
branch-manager or his assistant will

be schooled in the operation of the

still camera and should the occa-

sion arise that the motion picture

camera operator be otherwise en-

gaged, the manager or his assistant

will be in a position to obtain still

pictures for use in the daily-news-

service to be supplied to a large

number of the newspapers of the

country. The still camera operator

will also be in a position to assist

the motion picture operator when he

is engaged in " grinding.'*

Sherman Franchise for

Boston Photoplays Co.

According to an announcement
made early this week the Boston
Photoplays Company, one of the

best known independent exchanges
in New England, has secured a

franchise for the exclusive distrib-

ution of all pictures produced by

Sherman Productions Corporation

in the States of Maine, Massa-
chusetts, Vermont. New Hampshire,
Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Fred B. Murphy, general mana-
ger of Boston Photoplays Company,
and Harry A. Sherman president of

Sherman Productions Corporation,

arranged the details of the deal.

Nat'l. Amer. Film Has
"Forbidden Love"

Thomas de Vassey, vice-president

of the National American Film Cor-
poration, announces the completion
of their super-special, " Forbidden
Love," adapted by Edward Russell
and directed by Philip Van Loan.
The all-star cast includes Creighton
Hale, George MacQuarrie, Mar-
guerite Clayton, Harold Thomas,
Peggy Shaw and Thomas Cameron.

Harry Rice Comes East
Harry Rice, one of the executives

of the Independent Films Associa-
tion, left Chicago this week on a
trip to New York and Boston.

Artist Selects Star as

America's Most
Beautiful Woman

GREAT interest has been
aroused in motion picture as

well as in art circles over the
announcement issued by M. Paul
llelleu that he has, after a careful

search, selected Miss Rubye De
Remer as the most beautiful woman
in America.
The selection was made by M.

Helleu while Miss De Reiner was
enacting scenes lor Arrow's produc-
tion, " Ihe Way W omen Love." He
visited the studio and watched Miss
De Remer making some of the

scenes, after which he asked her to

pose for him for her portrait, and
told her that he had selected her as

being the exemplification of the

beauty and charm of the typical

American woman.
His announcement that he had

chosen Miss De Remer for this hon-
or created a furore in the daily press
and magazines throughout the coun-
try and columns were devoted to ar-

ticles dealing with her, her home
and work, and pictures of her were
used in conjunction with these arti-

cles which in many cases appeared
on the front page.
The advertising and publicity de-

partment of the Arrow Film Cor-
poration point out the tremendous
value of this publicity to the ex-
hibitors booking '* The Way Women
Love," the first production which
she has just completed for Arrow
and which will be released on De-
cember 15th. It affords, they claim,

wonderful opportunity for advertis-

ing of an unusual nature and spe-

cial advertising and publicity mat-
ter has been prepared by Arrow to

be used in this connection.
Arrow announces that Miss De

Remer has posed for a number of

special and exclusive photographs to

be used in exploiting "The Way
Women Love " and state that they
consider this publicity a very val-

uable asset to a man who books
this picture.

Miss De Remer is one of the best

known of American stage and
screen actresses, having made her
initial appearance as a member of
the Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic in 1917,

when she was one of the sensations
of the year, being called the reign-
ing beauty of the Ziegfeld Frolic
that year. From there she entered
the ranks of screen players, where
she has remained till the present
date. Miss De Remer is a pro-
nounced blonde, fair complexion
and blue eyes. She was born in

Denver, Col., and came to New
York to study music. It was then
that she was seen by Mr. Ziegfeld,
and he was so impressed with her
striking personality that he per-
suaded her to go on the stage. She
made such a hit that she was sought
after for motion picture work. Her
success on the screen was greater
than on the stage.

" The Way Women Love " is a
special production made by Lyric
Productions from the novel " Be-
hind the Green Portieres," by Her-
man Landon, which first appeared
in print in the Detective Stories
Magazine. It was directed by Mar-
celle Perez and has a supporting

Rubye De Remer, Arrow star, who has been selected by Paul Helleu as the
most beautiful woman in America. She is now appearing in "The Way

Women Love"

cast headed by Walter Miller.

Others having prominent parts in

the picture are Rose Mintz, Henry
W. Pemberton, Thomas A. Ma-
grane, Edward Elkas, Walter D.
Greene and Harry C. Young.
A special line of advertising ac-

cessories has been prepared and
Arrow announces that every aid

will be given the exhibitors in

booking this picture which they feel

will prove an exceptionally fine at-

traction for all exhibitors. Work
on the second Rubye .De Remer
production, " Luxury,'' is well un-
der way. An announcement will be
made regarding same in the near
future.

Hirsh Has Pickford Series
Two Reelers Made for Biograph
Acquired by Aywon Film Corp.

lanta
; Hertz, of Chicago, and the

Premier people of Charlotte. At
the present time a large amount of
territory is being contracted for.

The foreign rights to Aywon's
series of fifteen Mary Pickford
two-reelers have been sold to the
Motion Picture Sales Company of
London, England. These people at

once saw the amazing box office

possibilities of these pictures and
were quick to close a deal that gave
to them foreign rights.

Mr. Hirsh is now busily engaged
in getting the E. K. Lincoln fea-
ture, " The Man of Courage,"
ready for release.

NTATHAN HIRSH, president of
* the Aywon Film Corporation,

makes an especially important an-
nouncement this week relative to

his acquiring the world's right to a
series of Mary Pickford pictures.

Mr. Hirsh has bought the world's
rights for his firm to a series of
fifteen Mary Pickford two-reelers
that the famous star made for the

Biograph company. It was in this

series that Miss Pickford first came
into prominence.
Already Mr. Hirsh has sold the

territorial rights to these Mary
Pickford pictures to such well

known men as Bromberg, of At-
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Week's Sales in the Independent Market

'• Screen Snapshots " (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Fontenelle

Feature Films, of Omaha, for Iowa and Nebraska.
Star Ranch Western (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Standard

Film Service, of Cleveland, for Ohio, Kentucky and Michi-

gan.
Star Ranch Westerns to Crescent Film Exchange of Kan-

sas City, Mo., for Kansas and Western Missouri.

Star Ranch Westerns to Consolidated Film Corporation,

of San Francisco, for California, Nevada and Hawaiian
Islands.

Star Ranch Westerns to Specialty Film Exchange of Dal-

las, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Star Ranch Westerns to Fontenelle Feature Films for Neb-

and Iowa.
"Madonnas and Men" (Hans Pictures Inc.) to John H.

Kunsky tor Michigan.
" Madonnas and Men " to Joseph Skirboll, of Pittsburgh,

for Western Pennsylvania.
" Madonnas and Men " to Ben Fitzer, of Buffalo, for New

York State.
" Isobel " (George Davis) to the First National Exhibitors

Exchange of New York, for New York State.
" Isobel " to Sol Lesser, of All-Star Feature Distributors,

of Los Angeles and San Francisco, for California, Arizona,

Nevada.
"Isobel" to Phil Selznick, of Cleveland, for Ohio.
" Isobel " to De Luxe Film Exchange, of Seattle, for

Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana.
" Cowboy Jazz " (S-E Enterprises) to Leo Garner, of the

Reliance Film Company of Washington, D. C, for District

of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware and Virginia.

"Honeymoon Ranch" (Bert Lubin) to D. Mundstuk, of

Strand Features, Inc., of Detroit, for the State of Michigan.
" Smiling All the Way " (D. B. Schwab) to First National

Exchange of New York, for New York State.

"Smiling All the Way," to Supreme Photoplay Produc-

tions, of Pittsburgh.
" Smiling All the Way," to Doll-Van Film Corporation, of

Chicago. „
"Girls Don't Gamble " (D. N. Schwab), to Supreme Photo-

play Productions, of Pittsburgh.

"Girls Don't Gamble," to Doll-Van Film Corporation,

of Chicago. „ -

"The Sacred Flame" (Schomer-Ross Productions, Inc.),

to Pearce Films, of New Orleans, for Louisiana and

Mississippi. _
"The Sacred Flame," to Gallos and Gallos Enterprises,

of Chicago, for Illinois.

"The Sacred Flame," to the Middle West Film Amuse-

ment Company, of Cincinnati, for Ohio and Kentucky.

Billy Ruge Comedies (Film Sales Company), to Joy Film

Distributing Co., for Greater New York and Northern New

^Billy Ruge Comedies, to Will T. Richards for Mississippi

and Louisiana. TT . „ . ,

Billy Ruge Comedies, to Arthur S. Hyman Attractions tor

^Toreador" (Romayne Superfilm Co.), to Clune Film

Exchange for California, Arizona and Nevada
" Toreador," to Federated Film Exchange, of Boston, for

the New England States.
" Toreador," to Empire State Film Corp., for Greater New

York New York and Northern New Jersey.
" Toreador," to Columbia Film Service for Western Penn-

sylvania and West Virginia.
. _ . .

"Toreador," to Standard Film Service Co., for Ohio and

M
^Toreador," to First National Exhibitors Exchange for

Kentucky and Tennessee.
.

" Toreador," to Masterpiece Film Attractions, for Eastern

Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

"Toreador," to Elmhirst and Coburn, for Texas and

Louisiana. _ ,

12 William Fairbanks Productions (Western Star Produc-

tions), to Savini Film, of Atlanta, Ga , for Georgia, Alabama

and Florida. _. _ , .

12 William Fairbanks Westerns, to Big Feature Rights

Corp of Louisville, Ky., for Kentucky and Tennessee.

12 William Fairbanks Westerns for Detroit Film Co., of

Detroit, Mich., for the State of Michigan, excluding the

northern peninsula.

Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies (Russell-Greiver-Russell), to

Independent Master Films Co., of Detroit, for Michigan.

Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies to Pearce Films, New
Orleans La., for MississiDpi, North Carolina. South Caro-

lina Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and Florida.

Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies to Masterpiece Film Attrac-
tions, Philadelphia, Pa., for eastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey.
Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies to Standard Film Company,

Kansas City, Mo., for Missouri and southern Illinois.

Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies to R. D. Lewis Film Com-
pany, Dallas, Texas, for Arkansas and Oklahoma.
Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies to Peerless Film Service,

San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Bobbie Ray Tusan Comedies to Unity Film Corporation,

Chicago, for Indiana and Illinois.
" Why Leave Your Husband? " (Equality Photoplay

Corp.) to Empire Film Co., of Chicago, for Indiana.
"Why Leave Your Husband?" to Quality Film Sales for

Northern New Jersey and New York.
"Why Leave Your Husband?" to Twentieth Century

Film Co., of Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey.

" Why Leave Your Husband? " to Liberty Film Renting
Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., for Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.
"Why Leave Your Husband?" to National Film Service, of

Cleveland, O , for Ohio and Kentucky.
"Why Leave Your Husband?" to Commodore Film Co.,

of Baltimore, Md., for Maryland, Delaware, District of Co-
lumbia and Virginia.

"Why Leave Your Husband?" to Capital Film Co., of At-
lanta for North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama and Tennessee.
"The Woman Above Reproach" (Aywon Film Corp.), to

Middle West Film Amusement Co., for Ohio.
Fifteen Helen Holmes Two-Reelers (Aywon Film Corp.)

to Middle West Film Amusement Co., for Ohio.
12 Two-Reel Mack Swain Comedies (Herald Productions,

Inc.), to S. S. Film and Supply Co., for West Virginia and
Western Pennsylvania.

12 Mack Swain Comedies (Herald Productions, Inc.), to

Southeastern Pictures Corporation for North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Tennessee,
and Mississippi.

Buffalo Exchange Reports

«« JUST recently," writes C. A.

J Taylor, general manager of

Gardiner Pictures, Inc., of Buffalo.

N. Y., "one of the motion picture

magazines gave vent to the cry that

the" independent field was being

crowded out of the first-run houses,

making it rather hard for the in-

dependent productions to get dates.

" If what was said was based on

the opinions of Independent Ex-

change Men, none such opinions

came from our office, as Buffalo can

be counted out of the list, as our

big super features are easily placed

in" first-run houses.
" In the first place the biggest In-

dependent Producer is D. W. Grif-

fith, he has had no trouble in get-

tins his worth-while productions

such as "Way Down East' placed

all over the country. Why? Be-

cause Griffith not only sells film, he

sells production, he sells publicity,

he sells music and mainly sells the

Public.
" The only missing link with some

of the average exchangemen is their

sympathetic friendly ideas on sell-

ing their film. There is no time

to waste friendship because you do

not have the real features, they

must have the real selling ideas to

a theatre, then the public, backed

with good service and different pub-

licity ideas: these win.
" Our slogan is ' Service after the

Contract ' and we have had no trou-

productions such as ' The County
Fair ' ' Mickey ' ' Before the White
Man Came ' and others. Of course
I agree with you that some sections

may be a little off but any indepen-
dent exchanges that have worth-
while big features with big planned
ideas to sell to the public, the big
theatre will find open time
them.

" In conclusion some of the
called independent producers
really near to a joke in putting on
the market nice little seven fifty

and ten dollar pictures with the

vivid imagination that they are hun-
dred dollar features .and until they

wake up, some independent ex-
changes will cry with distress.

" The day is past for bilking the

exhibitor. There is room for real

live independent exchanges all over
the good old U. S. A."

tor

so-

are

Everett Maxwell Joins
Continuity Staff

Everett Maxwell, well known Sat-

urday Evening Post writer, has

been engaged as comedy continuity

expert for the Chester Conklin

productions released by Special

pictures. Frank Tern,-, who wrote

many of Harold Lloyd's successes,

prepares the Conklin stories, while

Maxwell puts them into scenario

form.
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Buffalo Showing for

"Madonnas and Men"
*' Madonnas and Men," the new

Jans production which Ben Fitzer

is distributing in New York state,

was shown to a capacity audience of

exhibitors, city officials, newspaper
men and invited guests in the Buf-
falo Mark Strang theatre on Thurs-
day evening, December 2. The en-

tire Strand orchestra accompanied
the presentation. Following the

screening, Mr. Fitzer received con-
gratulations on the excellence of the

production and was offered several

bookings right on the spot. Mr.
Fitzer, however, is planning to pre-

sent the production in one of the

local legitimate theatres for an ex-

tended run at advanced prices.

On Tuesday evening, December 7,

Mr. Fitzer took the picture to Syra-
cuse, where in the Strand theatre

he showed it to exhibitors in the

vicinity of the college town. Mr.
Fitzer declares that " Madonnas and
Men " is going to be one of the big-

gest hits of the new year.

Shallenberger Returns
From Extended Trip
W. E. Shallenberger, president of

the Arrow Film Corporation, re-

turned from an extended trip on
Monday, December 6. Dr. Shallen-
berger has been gone since Novem-
ber 14, at which time he left to at-

tend the meeting of the members
of the Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc., in St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. Shallenberger stated that he
found conditions generally very
good and the independent market
exceptionally strong. He stated

that he looked forward to 1921 be-

ing the best year in the history of

the independents and stated that he
would have an important announce-
ment to make in the very near fu-

ture.

Fifth Young Film Announced
-y-v lii . I OUITY PKTl/KKS

I CORPORATION announces
this week that the fifth Clara

Kimball Young production), 'Hush,"
consisting of six reels, is now-
ready for release. The author is

Sada Cowen, also responsible for

"Why Change Your Wife?" She
was engaged exclusively for the

Garson Productions two months
ago, and immediately began work
on " Hush," an original theme par-
ticularly constructed for Miss
Young.

The cast, headed by Clara Kim-
ball Young, who takes the role of
the youthful Vera Stanford, wife
of Jack Stanford, is supported by

J. Frank Glcndon, the leading
man, Bertram Grassby, Kathlyn
Williams, Jack Pratt, Gerard Al-
exander, Beatrice lc Plante, and
John Underbill. The production
is directed by Harry Garson.

The release of " Hush " comes
comparatively early, as only two
months have elapsed since the re-

lease of Miss Young's fourth pro-
duction, " Midchanncl," w hich has
just begun its successful career.

The reason for the brief interval

" Hush " to Follow
" Midchannel " on
Equity Schedule

between both releases, according
to Equity, is that the franchise-

holders of the Young productions
have requested as speedy a release

of " Hush " as possible.

The usual wealth of beautiful

gowns is said to be surpassed in

variety and extravagance in
" Hush." The interior sets and
decorations are described as the

height of magnificence, rivalling

the indoor investitures of " Mid-
channel " in beauty. Among the

many gorgeous spectacles in the

story are a brilliant dining-room
scene, an oriental fete, a fantastic

artist's studio, a garden party, a

seashore scene and a succession of

moonlight landscapes.

The action of " Hush " is based
on the question of absolute faith-

fulness of a married couple. As
suggested by the significant title,

the lesson of the story is that the

past of a young married couple

Big Publicity for World
Eight Page Supplement to Appear

25,000 Papers Weekly in U. S.

Atlanta Theatre Leased
for Fifteen Years

Definite announcement is made
that the Criterion theatre, in Atlan-

ta, Ga.. has been leased to the pres-

ent holders for a period of fifteen

years as from Nov. 15 last. The
announcement which is subscribed

to by the owner of the property
straightens out a tangle which has
resulted through claims on the

parts of various bidders for the

theatre, including one advertised

announcement that they had pro-

cured the handling of the motion
picture house.
The lease is for a period of

fifteen years and provides for an
aggregate rental of approximate-
ly $500,000. The Criterion holds

the Atlanta franchise of Associ-

ated First National Pictures, Inc.

in

ONE of the latest departures

from the beaten path rela-

tive to publicity has been inaugu-
rated bv the World Motion Picture

Corporation of 500 Fffth Ave.,

New York City. This is in the

form of a News Illustration Sup-
plement that will appear in over

one thousand papers throughout

the United States. The author

of this weekly sheet is David Mur-
phy, who is director of the News-
paper Service Department of this

Corporation.
It is stated that the least amount

of News Illustration Supplements
that will be handled by any one
paper will be 25,000 weekly. There
will be one thousand newspapers
handling this service. Thus it is

expected that 25,000,000 readers

each week will digest the entire

contents of this supplement.
The initial copy of the Wrorld's

News Illustration Supplement
contains eight pages, rive pages

in
being devoted to topical news
events, one page to up-to-date
modes and fashions, one page to

movie stars and a full page an-
nouncement of the World Motion
Picture Corporation regarding
some of its methods and several
of its forthcoming stars.

In commenting upon this sheet,

James B. Kelly, Managing Direc-
tor of Sales of this Corporation,
made the following statement

:

" Our News Illustration Sheet is

simply one of a hundred up-to-

date and progressive methods that

will be used by this Corporation in

bringing the public to a closer re-

lationship with the most powerful

medium of intelligent education

to-day, namely, the moving picture

screen. This is one of the methods
that we will use in order to in-

crease the box office receipts to

the exhibitors throughout the

country."

should be characterized by silence,

lest some unfortunate incident be
dug up which might be miscon-
strued by either and mar an other-
wise happy future.

In this production Miss Young,
it is claimed, rises to the zenith of
her dramatic power, and depicts
the inner suffering of a young
wife, battling against her secret,

with forceful effect. It enables the

Equity star to display the endless
variety of mood and emotion of
which she is such a supreme mas-
ter. It also affords Kathlyn Wil-
liams to reveal a sympathetic char-
acterization as the friend of Vera
and of Hugh Graham, the artist

who is falsely suspected by Vera's
husband.
The selection of the theme is

considered to be eminently fit. In-
stead of chosing some story of
bygone ages, Sada Cowen created
this photo-drama of modern,
American life, with situations that

have arisen in the experience of
most men and women. It is

thought that this step showed ex-
cellent judgment, and will justify
its wisdom by a most successful
run throughout the country.

Credit on Screen for

Cameraspondents
All cameraspondents of the

World Motion Picture Corporation
will receive full credit on the screen
for all exceptional shots ttsed in

the World's News Pictures, the

news-reel to be issued by the

World. This is probably the first

time any news-reel producing or-

ganization has accorded a news-
cameraman such a privilege.

The announcement made this

week by this company states that

this will stimulate competition
among the cameramen and will

cause them to strive for remark-
able and exceptional views of all

events to which they are assigned.

It will also acquaint the public with
the cameramen who often risk their

lives to obtain exclusive shots.

Tusun Comedy Dec. 20
The first of the Tusun comedies

produced by Russell, Griever and
Russell will be ready for release

about Dec. 20. It is entitled "New
Ralgia." Bobby Ray is featured
in these single reelers.

New Hallroom Comedy
Is Completed

" A Close Shave," the second re-

lease of the new series of the Hall-

room Boys Comedies, which was
directed by Del Pratt under the

personal supervision of Harry
Cohn, is now ready, according to

the announcement made by the C.

B. C. Film Sales Corporation which
is offering thee comedies to state

rights buyers.

Harry McCoy and Sid Smith play

the parts of Percie and Ferdie,

while Polly Moran assumes the role

of the half-witted cousin of Miss
Millionbucks. Two appealing scenes from "Hush," the latest Clara Kimball Young picture to be released by Equity Pictures
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Large Stage Built for

Century Comedies
Word comes from the Coast that

a big new stage has been con-

structed at the Hollywood plant of

the Century Film Corporation,

makers of Century Comedies, re-

leased by Universal. It is 125 feet

long and 60 feet w.de, and is con-

nected to the lion arena by a sys-

tem of runaways, making it avail-

able for the production of the "lion

comedies " which have won the

Century Company a well recognized

place in the comedy field.

The new stage was constructed

primarily so that the Los Angeles
rainy season will not halt produc-

tion" work. The Century Company
now is putting out one two - reel

comedy reach week, in addition to

more pretenious productions, at

least one of which is always under

way.

"Song of the Soul" Is

in Heavy Demand
The first of the Messmore Ken-

dall Productions, released through

Goldwyn, " The Song of the Soul,"

from William J. Locke's story,
" An Old W orld Romance," starring

Vivian Martin, has been in heavy
demand by exhibitors since its re-

lease a month or so ago, according

to Goldwyn.
Miss Martin's second production

under contract with Mr. Kendall

and Robert W. Chambers is almost

the exact antithesis of " The Song
of the Soul," for it is a comedy
which at times approaches the farci-

cal. Tt was written by Edward
Childs Carpenter and given the

working title of " Polly," the name
of Miss Martin's role. Sydney 01-

cott directed " Polly," which will

soon be completed.

Big Business Reported
on "The Furnace"

Exhibitors from all parts of the

country are reporting big business

on " The Furnace," the William D.

Taylor special, according to reports

from Realart. Among the exhibi-

tors who wrote or wired their ap-
preciaiion to the Realart home of-

fice, were L. W. Barclay, managing
director of the Nemo theatre, of
Johnstown, Pa., who stated that
" it should pack any theatre with
proper handling," and E. H. Gen-
tle, manager of the Valentine thea-

tre in Toledo, Ohio, who wrote that

he believed it to be one of the best

features he has ever played at his

house.
"The Furnace" had its New

York premiere on November 21

at the Rialto theatre, where Dr.
Riensenfeld booked it for a week's
run.

Leonhardt Finishes Picture
Completes " The Devil " in Asso-
ciation with Andrew J. Callaghan

SaengerCompany Books
"The Tiger's Coat"

" The Tiger's Coat," the Dial
Film Company's picturization of
Elizabeth Dcjean's story, which
appeared both in novel form and as

serial in the Pictorial Review, has
been booked by the Saenger Amuse-
ment Company of New Orleans.

La., for their circuit. The produc-
tion will open at the Trianon Thea-
tre, New Orleans, the first week of
December.

AFTER a career of thirty years

in all branches of showman-
ship, Harry Leonhardt, the builder

of the California theatre of Los
Angeles, has completed his first

motion picture as an independent
producer.

His first picture, made in asso-

ciation with Andrew J. Callaghan
is " The Devil," featuring George
Arliss, and according to executives

of The Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,

the production bears every evidence
of the long box office experience
of Mr. Leonhardt. It is confident-

ly predicted by Associated Exhib-
itors officials that it will rank with
the really big successes of the

screen.

" The Devil" is but the first pro-
duction of Leonhardt & Callaghan,

and it is stated that it is the begin-

ning of a comprehensive produc-
tion program outlined for the com-
ing year.

" I have talked to exhibitors from
California to New York City," Mr.
Leonhardt said when interviewed
upon his arrival from the Coast,
" and they are all of one mind.
They believe they have been car-
rying the burden of a tremendous
and unnecessary overhead in pro-
duction. They believe they have
been carrying the burden of too
much financing, of too much pro-
motion, and too little actual pro-
duction. They also believe they
have been paying for a lack of
cooperation between the box office

and the studio, and they are ready
to welcome into the field of pro-
duction those men who have had
long and successful experience in

the theatre, in the actual selling of
pictures to the public."

The picture will be distributed
by the Pathe Exchange, Inc., in

accordance with the selection of
that organization by The Associated
Exhibitors.

Sunrise Campaign Started
Teasers Will Attract Attention
to New Peggy Hyland Production

THE first stunt in a nation-

wide teaser campaign in con-

nection with the forthcoming re-

lease of Peggy Hyland in " The
Price of Silence " by the Sunrise

Pictures Corporation, No. 220

West 42nd Street, was com-
pleted yesterday when more than

10,000 post cards pictures of Peggy
Hyland was sent broadcast to

state right buyer and exhibitor

alike. The card merely contained

a few teaser lines, the name of

the star and picture, and no men-
tion was made of the distributing

company about to release this su-

per-independent special. Beginning
this week, some of the teaser ads
which exhibitors will be urged to

use later on, will appear in the

trade papers.

Many inquiries from state right

buyers and exhibitors have come
in to General Manager Winfield
F. Kelley during the week follow-
ing the announcement to the trade
of the acquisition of a new Peggy
Hyland feature. The picture is

still in the laboratory and will be
shown to state right buyers next
week.

An announcement from Nat
Dorfnian, publicity director, states

that a novel lobby display and a

series of oil paintings will add to

the already large list of accesso-

ries.

President Carnot announced
yesterday- that Alfred Timen was
made treasurer of the company,
and I. Oppenheim, secretary.

New Concern Tells Plans
Associated Photoplays Announces
Picture; to Have New York Office

THE first announcement of the

release of features through the

iecently organized Associated
Photoplays, Inc., is announced this

week from the Los Angeles office

by Manager Victor B. Fisher. The
first release will be a six-reel wes-
tern subject, titled " No Man's
Woman," starring Helen Gibson,

formerly featured in Universal
western subjects after a long en-

gagement with the Kalen Company,
where she played the name part in

a series of railroad melodramas,
" The Hazards of Helen." Miss
Gibson also made a number of
western subjects for the Capitol
Film Company. The coming pro-
duction will have a cast of well-

known players supported by western
men of actual experience in the cat-

tle country.
Another production nearing com-

pletion is being made by Berwilla
Film Corp., and features Neva Ger-
ber and Ben Wilson. This is said

to be founded on a stirring theme
with a strong punch in which hu-
mor, pathos, and the much sought-
after faith interest are skillfully in-

terwoven.
Elaborate preparations are under

way toward organization of the
New York executive offices upon
the arrival there of Samuel H.
London, general manager of the
Associated Photo-Plays, Inc., fol-

lowing his transcontinnental trip,

on which he interviewed the cor-
poration's franchise holders and
outlined its plans and program.
The Production Department, un-

der the supervision of John L.
Dewey, is in full operation, and it

is expected will be working to ca-
pacity within a few days.

Federated Announces
Shortest Statement
" In this day and age of long and

often verbose statements," states
Federated, " issued indiscriminately
by executive and department heads
of various producing and distribut-
ing organizations, it is a relief to
say and a pleasure to record what
is probably the shortest statement
of a motion picture executive on
record."

The executive referred to is W.
G. Underwood, of the Specialty
Film Company, Dallas, Texas, who
has recently acquired membership
in the Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Incorporated, arrang-
ing to distribute Federated pro-
ducts in Texas, Oklahoma and Ar-
kansas. "The reason I became a
member of the Federated Ex-
changes," said Mr. Underwood, " is

that a careful survey- of the indus-
try proved that Federated offers the
independent exchangeman the
greatest opportunity to make money
in the business."

"The DoubleAdventure"
Is Now Complete

" The Double Adventure," the fif-

teen episode serial starring Charles
Hutchison, has been completed in
every detail, according to recent re-
port from the House of Serials.
The picture was directed by W. S.
Van Dyke and produced by Robert
Brunton. It is on the Pathe serial
list for 1921.

Opens Big House with
"The Furnace"

John Hamrick will open his new
1,250-seat motion picture theatre in
Seattle on December 22, with Real-
art's William D. Taylor special,
" The Furnace." The theatre is the
Blue Mouse and is described by
Realart to be one of the largest in
the Pacific Northwest.

Gordon H. Standing in
Barrie Playlet

Gordon H. Standing, who plays a
prominent part in " The Foreigner,"
the Ralph Connor story, and many
other screen successes, has tem-
porarily forsaken the silent drama
to play a part on the speaking stage
in a Barrie playlet, called "Half
an Hour."
Some of his most recent screen

successes in addition to " The
Foreigner " are "Man and Woman"
and "Miss 139" both of which will

be released by the Sherman Pro-
ductions Corporation.

Rothacker Pictures to
Teach Freight Packing
The Rothacker Film Company

announces that it is to produce two
pictures for the New York Central
lines to combat the faulty packing
of freight which resulted in the loss

of one hundred million last year.

One film will show the proper way
to pack goods of all descriptions and
the other will visualize the correct

way for railway employees to han-
dle goods while in shipment. The
New York Central plans to give
wide circulation to both films.
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in her latest picture "HUSH," brings to the screen a character of

de luxe cinema entertainment that theatres everywhere can stage

as "an event." Filmed from the original story by Sada Cowan,

author of "Why Change Your Wife?" and fashioned so as to

bring out those fascinating personalities for which Miss Young is

famous—this production marks an advance in pictures of the finest

sort. Never has Miss Young been so gorgeously gowned and

never has she appeared to more splendid advantage in her rare

charms than in " HUSH."

//
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Holder or Communicate with

ty Pictures
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Depression Fears Are Caused by
Extravagant Producers
By J. J. Schnitzer, President of Equity Pictures

WILL you permit mc to ven-

ture an opinion on the sub-

ject of the future that appar-

ently " threatens " our industry.

Several members of the motion-
picture ticld whose word carries the

weight of experience have hastened
to sound the alarm of " Danger
Ahead." They have, consciously or
unconsciously, uncovered a hornet's

nest of panic and bugaboo, so that

it has now become the order of the

day for one-half of the industry to

set up a woeful wail about the black

and bleak outlook and the other
half to soothe the howling chorus
with assurances that things are not
what they seem and that the dark
clouds will soon clear off.

Anyone witnessing the anxiety
that has suddenly gripped us as to

fate of business that occurred in an
East Side theatre some weeks ago
when some brainless being shouted
" Fire !

" when there was only chim-
ne}' smoke, and caused a stampede
in which nine children lost their

lives. Some "penny-wise and
pound-foolish " exhibitors whose
business has lately been dull for the
obvious reason that their pictures
were poor proceeded to cry
"Wolf!" when not even a puppy
dog was in sight, and infected
their brethren with their own ner-
vousness. The effect has been a
stampede from fear to folly.

Our attention, however, is chiefly

directed to the leaders in the field

who handle a really worthy product
and who, nevertheless, see bad times
ahead of us. It is this group, to
whom the rest look for guidance
and who give the cue to the fold

Billy Rhodes Comedies
for Special Pictures
Announcement has been made by

Max Roth, eastern district manager
for Special Pictures Corporation,
to the effect that Billie Rhodes,
well known comedy star, recently
signed a contract to produce twenty-
six comedies during the coming
year for Special Pictures Cor-
poration.
These comedies will be released

one every other week; through
Special Pictures Corporation, be-
ginning at an early date.

Foreign Conditions Im-
proved, Says Hammond
Guy R. Hammond, manager of the

foreign department of the Arrow
Film Corporation, in a statement is-

sued this week, says that so far as
their experience goes the foreign
market is in an extremely healthy
condition and this in spite of the
fact that an undoubted handicap
exists, due to the extremely poor
rate of exchange now existing in

the various foreign countries.
He states that general conditions

abroad are improving and says that
thev are in receipt of advice from
their London and Paris offices to
this fact.

who must first be answered.
If the vanguard of the industry

is to throw up its "hands in holy
horror before the ghost of fear,

then a general confusion through-
out the field is to be expected.
When a regiment is routed it is not
the private but the officers who are

responsible. If pandemonium be-

comes rampant in the film ticld it

will be the fault of the men at its

head. An exhibitor here or there
warning the world at large of an
unseen foe is not as significant or
as authoritative as a commanding
figure beating a retreat.

It is easy for those who know
from past experience that appre-
hension for the future is ground-
less, to laugh off these fears and
ascribe the panicky sentiments of
those who see red, to mental illu-

sion. But this would not relieve the
situation, for it is a well known
psychological fact that if men be-
lieve a lie, it becomes the truth for

them. It is therefore the duty of
conscientious members of our in-

dustry to treat the disturbance seri-

ously before it gains headway.
Overlooking a disease will not re-

move it.

The fact is, as those who re-

member war-times well know, that

the amusement field is the last to

feel an economy wave, and, as
pointed out in Mr. Johnstone's edi-

torial in the Motion Picture News
of some weeks ago, that the film

business may even gain from the
loss sustained by other interests.

Motion-pictures, being the cheapest
lorm of amusement and recreation,

will certainly cut least into the pub-

WITH practically all territory

allotted in the United States

and Canada Harry A. Sherman,
president of Sherman Productions

Corporation, looks forward to 1921

as a banner year in the indepen-

dent field.

In discussing his plans for the

coming season, Mr. Sherman said

:

"I am looking forward to 1921 to

be the banner year, not only for

Sherman Productions Corporation,

but also for the entire independent

field.
" The wonderful response that

I have received from the leading

exchange men all over the'eountrv

and the great interest they have

shown in the proposition and its

possibilities are most gratifying. I

am convinced that the independents

are going to come into their own
during the coming year in a fash-

ion never before believed possible.
" Right now we are passing

through a period when there is

talk of ' bad business,' ' slump,'
1 over production,' and so on. The
calamity howler is on deck as

usual.

lie purse. If attendance at legit-

imate shows should fall, which is

highly improbable if we are to be-

lieve our eyes, then motion-picture
patronage will, if anything, be the

beneficiary.

There is, to my mind, still an-

other root underlying the fears of

our prominent producer-distribu-

tors as to the oncoming situation.

Having indulged their taste for
" lavish " productions, the big pro-

ducers are becoming anxious over
their investment. With hundreds
of thousands of dollars already
sunk into some super-special, news
of frugality in the exhibitor mar-
ket is very discouraging. It has
been hard enough in normal times
for producers to realize what they
have spent, and something besides,

on an expensive picture. They are,

therefore, somewhat shaky about
their chances of recovering their

huge outlay on a costly feature.

The announcement of the release of
another "million-dollar" produc-
tion nowadays is no longer sweet
music to an exhibitor's ears, for it

means that he will have to stand
part of that expenditure by high
rentals. • I do not blame these pro-
ducers for their nervousness about
the future, but I certainly do crit-

icize them for laying the blame on
" general business conditions," in-

stead of their own extravagance.
This period of tension should

constitute a timely warning for
sponsors of " luxurious " produc-
tions to be heeded in normal times
as well. Just as a tenant hurries
to take an insurance policy when his

neighbor's house is on fire, so should

" But a little investigation will

show that most of those who are
going around with a gloom-brush
laying it on thick over conditions
in the independent market have
got pictures for which they have
been trying to get prices out of all

proportion to the picture's value.

" There are plenty of productions
on the market, so that the inde-

pendent distributor can exercise a

choice and, of course, he is doing
it at the expense of the poor pic-

ture. But there is no trouble in

marketing a production that has
real attraction value.

" In my opinion 1921 is going to

be a year in which all the many
and great possibilities for mutual
co-operation and advantage be-

tween the independent producer,
distributor and exhibitor will be
realized and developed in a degree
never before possible. Producing
costs will be stabilized and fairly

and evenly distributed and the

quality of productions standard-

ized and maintained at a consis-

tency high point."

our ambitious producers take their
lesson from the troubles—as imag-
inary as they may be— in other
quarters. To me it has always been
a puzzle why a picture must have
sumptuous background to be a suc-
cess. There are plays built around
a setting of poverty that have
scored as big hits as those laid in

extravagance. Propagators of
pompous productions might as well
make a virtue of necessity for econ-
omy in expenditure by making their
action internal, instead of external,
and confine their scenes to the re-

gions of the sentiment, rather than
outdoor spectacle. The man who
now comes forth with " the costli-

est " picture ever made is looked
upon more as an enemy than a
friend.

Because the large program-pro-
ducers have made the " panic

"

worse
m
by releasing expensive pic-

tures, the exhibitors are turning to
the independent producers for re-

lief. The independent, enjoying a
small overhead expense and mar-
keting pictures at moderate terms,
is coming into his own.
Only by curtailment of produc-

tion-cost and by facing facts, not
fancy, will any unrest in the motion
picture industry be avoided. If, in-

stead of expressing our fears, we
should express our hopes, the future
would assume its normal color. The
widespread building and expansion
of theatres now going forward vig-
orously should in itself give the lie

to any doubts of prosperity. The
moment we are afraid of the fu-
ture, the future will automatically
become dark for us.

Buyers Are Shown New
Hallroom Series

The first three releases of the
series of Hallroom Boys Comedies
were given a special premiere show-
ing on Tuesday to twenty exhibitors
of New York and prominent State
Rights' buyers by Jack Cohn of the

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York.

Mr. Cohn announces that some-
thing new in comedy exploitation

is provided for this new series of
Hallroom Boys comedies in regular
campaign sheets similar to the big

features with posters and special

exploitation aids.

Another innovation in the produc-
tion of the new series of Hallroom
Boys comedies is what may be
termed duplex directing. With a

two-reel comedy to be turned out
every two weeks, two directors are
constantly emploved. While one 19

shooting on a picture, the other is

free to plan his own next picture.

Other State Right News

Will Be Found on

Page 4670

Sherman Sees Banner Year
Discounts Talk of Bad Business

and Expects Rise of Independents
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Live News From Producers
W HA T THE MAKERS SAY ABOUT PICTURES

Reports from Fox Film

officials show that the book-

ings on the new serial " Fan-

tomas " are greater at the

present time than those of

the first serial, " Bride 13.

Furthermore, the bookings

show that over 95 per cent

of the exhibitors who booked
" Bride 13," — which is still

being shown throughout the

country—have also signed

contracts for the showing of

" Fantomas." This serial will

be released immediately after

the finishing episodes of

" Bride 13." " Fantomas
looks to the Fox organiza-

tion like a 100 per cent book-

ing serial.

" Bride 13 " has made the

sale of " Fantomas " easy for

the Fox branch managers

and salesmen, declares Wil-

liam Fox. So satisfied have

exhibitors been that they

have wired or written to Mr.

Fox complimenting him on

the pulling power of the se-

rial and declaring it to be,

in their judgment, the best

they have ever shown.

Predicts Big Welcome
lor "East Lynne"

That " East Lynne," the produc-

tion which Hugo Ballin is now en-

gaged in making for Hodkinson re-

lease, will meet with an enthusiastic

response is the contention of S. A.

Arnold, Hodkinson representative

in the Little Rock territory. Mr.
Arnold writes the Hodkinson home-
office as follows

:

"
I want to take this opportunity

to tell you that the next Hugo Bal-

lin picture must certainly prove a

winner, for even now, months in

advance of this release date, I have

been swamped with inquiries from
different exhibitors concerning it."

Meighan Goes West to

Finish "The Quarry"
Thomas Meighan is commuting

to Hollywood again. This time to

finish his latest Paramount picture,
" The Quarry." This is the fourth

time in a year that Mr. Meighan
has traveled between New York and
Hollywood for picture making.

"The Frontier of the Stars" and
"Civilian Clothes" he made in the

east, and " Conrad in Quest of His
Youth " and " Why Change Your
Wife?" were produced on the

West Coast. For the latter picture

Mr. Meighan jumped to the Penn-
sylvania station New York, for

several scenes.

Mae Marsh (and George Berthelon, Jr.) in "The Little 'Fraid Lady,"
Robertson-Cole super-special

Special Cast Assembled
Assured Marguer-
Scrambled Wives "

Fine Support
ite Clark in

DIRECTOR E. H. GRIFFITH
announces an exceptionally

strong cast to support Miss Mar-
guerite Clark in the comedy
" Scrambled Wives," her first inde-

pendent production which is to be

released by Associated First Na-
tional Pictures. Inc. There are at

least two actresses in the cast who
have appeared as stars in their own
right, and nearly every actor and
actress has had important parts on
the screen or the stage, which have
made them known to the theatre-

going public.

Florence Evelyn Martin, who
plays Bessie Carlton, is a well

known leading woman on the legit-

imate stage, and recently appeared
as co-star with Guy Empey in the

film success, " The Undercurrent."

Virginia Lee, a Southern girl,

who has played in such productions

as "The Fortune Teller" with

Marjorie Rambcau ; as co-star with
Emmctt Dalton in " Beyond the

Law ;
" as the star of " Love or

Money;" and in "If Women Only
Knew," the recentlv completed pro-

duction of J. N. Naulty and Gard-
ner Hunting, plays the part of
Beatrice Harlow.
Leon Gendron, who plays the

leading role opposite Miss Clark,

has had a swift rise to screen fame.
His first appearance was made only

a few months ago when he played

with Madge Kennedy in "The Girl

With the Jazz Heart." More re-

cently he had an important part in

" If Women Only Knew."

The part of John Chiverick is in

the hands of Ralph Bunker, who
was originally cast for this part in

the stage production and who has
a record of successes as a com-
edian both on the legitimate stage

and on the screen.

Alice Mann, who has the part of
Connie Chiverick, has been featured
in such popular screen comedies as
" Fatty at Coney Island " (with
Roscoe Arbuckle) ; and America
Cheddister, who plays Mrs. Halsey,
is a recent recruit from the stage.

Other parts are in the hands of
Frank Badgley, John May er, John
Washburn. Thomas A. Braidon,
Harry Fisher, Wesley Jenkins, Ada
Neville and Emma Wilcox.

Hodkinson Pictures Get
First-Run Bookings
Word has been received at the

home office of the W. W. Hodkin-
son Corporation that W. O. Ed-
munds, Hodkinson representative

at San Francisco, has sold the " The
U. P. Trail " and " The Brute Mas-
ter " for first run showings at

Goddard's theatre (C. W. Goddard,
owner). "The U. P. Trail'

-

is a

Benjamin B. Hampton production
with an all-star cast made from
Zane Grey's novel. " The Brute
Master " is a J. Parker Read, Jr.,

production, a stirring sea story, in

which Mr. Bosworth has the cen-
tral role, supported by Anna Q.
Xilsson and a strong cast.

Wallace Worsley has re-
newed his contract with
Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-
tion to direct the production
of feature pictures. His di-

rection of Goldwyn's produc-
tion of " The Penalty," from
Gouverneur Morris' novel of
the same name, was one of
the distinct directorial
achievements of the year, in

the opinion of Goldwyn offi-

cials. Since finishing that
photoplay he has directed
Madge Kennedy's latest pic-

ture for Goldwyn, " The
Highest Bidder," from Maxi-
milian Foster's novel, "The 1

Trap," and is now wielding
the megaphone for Gertrude
Atherton's first story written
directly for the screen, tenta-
tively known as " Noblesse
Oblige."

"Photo" Expert Lodges
a Counterclaim

In contradiction of a recent story

published in a popular magazine,
Alvin Wyckoff, director of photog-
raphy at the Lasky studio, rises to

lemark that he and Howard Ewing,
former chief electrician with Cecil

B. DeMille's company, were the first

ones to perfect and use the tiny

arclight for use in a picture wherein
a character lights a match to touch
to his cigarette or cigar. This was
first used years ago by Elliott Dex-
ter in " A Romance of the Red-
woods," asserts the Paramount ex-
pert.

Metro to Produce Real
California Story

A real California story, with a
natural California background, fur-

nished the theme and setting for

the forthcoming all-star picturiza-

t on of " What Is the Matter with
Marriage?" based on Jack Lon-
don's novel, " The Little Lady of
the Big House," which will be pro-

duced at Metro's West Coast stu-

dios in Hollywood. The story, re-

plete with action, deals with typical

California ranch life among the

immensclv wealthy land owners.

Report Heavy Booking
for Pioneer Releasse
" Thoughtless Women." Daniel

Carson Goodman's production,

starring Alma Rubens, which is

now being released by the Pioneer
Film Corporation, promises to re-

ceive a larger number of bookings
than any feature on the Pioneer list

this year, according to word from
'the Pioneer headquarters. The ad-
vance bookings are said to be far

in excess of any previous feature.
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Geraldine Bonner Aids
in Adapting Play

Coincidental with the news from
Los Angeles that " Sham " by El-

mer Harris and Geraldine Bonner
has been purchased for screening as ,

a Paramount Picture, comes word
that Mrs. Bonner has arrived on

the Coast to assist Mr. Harris in

preparing their play in its new form.
" Sham " was a big stage success

of some years ago, Henrietta

Crossman being the star in the

East and Florence Roberts in the

West. No word is yet forthcoming

as to the players to be used in the

screen version.

Observe Goldwyn Week
in Philadelphia

The first week in December was
Goldwyn week in Philadelphia,

three productions from the Gold-

wyn studios receiving week runs.

The Stanton theatre, formerly the

Stanley, screened " Madame X,"

based upon Alexandre Bisson's

play, with Pauline Frederick in the

leading role.

At the Palace theatre, Will Rog-
ers in " Honest Hutch," was the at-

traction, while the Victoria showed
Gertrude Atherton's " Out of the

Storm," based upon her novel,

"The Tower of Ivory." The three

productions played to remarkable

business, it is stated.

Reports "Sex" as Scor-
ing in Small Towns
Even in the small towns through-

out the United States " Sex " con-

tinues to draw the crowds, states

W. W. Hodkinson. The Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss., ran the

picture two days to great houses

and " cleaned up " with it, it is

stated. The Rose theatre, Indian-

ola, Miss., ran it two days with the

same result, according to a state-

ment from the Hodkinson head-

quarters.

Special Attention Is

Given to Draperies
Under the direction of Al Meyer,

the drapery department has grown
to be a very important part of the

machinery in the new Lone; Island

studio. The department has been
equipped with modern machinery of

all kinds—button machines, hair-

picking machines, and electric sew-
ing machines. The hangings, drap-

eries, table covers and runners for

all interiors are originated in the

art and decoration department and
then manufactured in the drapery
department.

.—— II

First view of Will Rogers' next release on the Goldwyn program, " Guile of Women "

Metro Releases for December
METRO announces for De-

cember release three picture

specials, one of them an all-

star production, the second starring

the versatile Bert Lytell, and the

third with Viola Dana in the stellar

role. The release of these three

pictures at this time is peculiarly

appropriate, says Metro, for all of

of them are thoroughly imbued with
the spirit of geniality and good
cheer that is a feature of the Yule-
tide season. They are described as

having all the glow of warm senti-

ment, delicious humor and adven-
ture that will carry an appeal and
thrill to all that behold them on the
screen.

That these December releases are

all out of the ordinary and in

keeping with the noteworthy stan-

dards of Metro pictures, is attested

ed by the fact that two are pic-

turizations of plays that have been
tried and tested in the crucible of
popularity on the stage, and that

one is an adaptation from an orig-

inal story by Luther Reed, the

prominent young playwright and
scenarioist.

The First of these is " Hearts
Are Trumps," to be released on
December 13, with an all-star cast.

It is a picturization of the great
stage melodrama by Cecil Raleigh.
The story is of a girl who is the
stake at a game of cards, and of the

feud of vengeance that bears fruit

twenty years later, with an inno-
cent daughter as the victim of two
men's hate. The action begins in

old England, veers to Alaska,
swings back to England, and comes
to a climax in the snow-clad moun-
tains of Switzerland.
The all-star cast included such

widely known players as Frank
Brownlee, Alice Terry, Francelia
Billington, Joseph Kilgour, Winter
Hall, Brinsley Shaw, Thomas Jef-
ferson, Norman Kennedy, Edward
Connelly, Bull Montana and How-
ard Ctampton. The melodrama
was adapted to the screen by June
Mathis, and was directed by Rex
Ingram.
"The Misleading Lady," starring

F-ert Lyrell, is slated for release on
December 20. This special produc-
tion was adapted from the play by
Charles Goddard and Paul Dickey.
In this picturization Mr. Lytell

again displays that exceptional ver-
satility which has earned him a high
niche in screendom. In this pro-
duction he enacts the dashing role

of Jack Craigen, the woman-harcr.
whose pride is rankled by a woin.'.n

who made sport of him, and whom
he completely subjugates by a
course in rough treatment.

Lucy Cotton plays opposite the
star as the society girl who proves
her histrionic ability by making a
man propose to her and then is

conquered by true love. The other
supporting members are Frank
Currier, Stephen Grattan, Rae Al-
len, Cyril Chadwick, Barnet Parker
and Arthur Hausman.

On December 27 " Cinderella's
Twin " will be released. This orig-
inal story, both written and sce-
narioized by the popular rictionist,

Luther Reed, is a sparkling com-
edy which for interest outdoes the
fairy story that engrossed so many
in childhood days. It is the Cin-
derella motif with a modern twist.

In this picture Viola Dana has a
superb vehicle in which to star. For
her supporting cast Miss Dana has
Wallace MacDonald, Ruth Stone-
house, Cecil Foster, Edward Con-
nelly, Victory Bateman, Gertrude
Short, Irene Hunt, Edward Cecil
and Calvert Carter.

Bruce Scenics in Fifty Houses

Wanda Hawley, as she appears in her
newest Realart picture, "Her First

Elopement"

ACCORDING to a statement
from Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., more than fifty

of the principal first run theatres of
the country in the same number of
theatres last week gave a portion
of their bill to Bruce Scenics Beau-
tiful. This occurred without any
special effort, excepting a general
sales drive being put forward for
that result.

" This," says Educational, " rep-
resents a new record in the short
subject field and is the best possi-

ble proof of the growing popular-
ity of these pictures. In most cases
these pictures have been mentioned
in the newspaper advertising and
almost without exception have they
been given special musical settings,

on many occasions serving as pro-
logues for features or being shown
in connection with special vocal
numbers or dances."

" The growth of the use of
scenics such as the Bruce pictures
and the attention given their pre-
sentation has been one of the strik-

ing developments of the year," ac-

cording to E. W. Hammons, presi-

dent of Educational. "
I believe that

another twelve months will see
every manager in the country who
is really running his house to please
his patrons and who is building
business for the future using a
carefully selected single reel scenic
or some special picture of the sort

with every bill.

" The great trouble with these
pictures has been the same that has
prevailed in every other class of
pictures—the unwillingness to put
them on a quality basis. I would
never ask a salesman of ours to
sell one of these pictures merely to

supply length on a program. I

want every exhibitor to show these
pictures because they mean some-
thing to his theatre, because I know
that if they attempt to produce this

result they will soon be bringing
new patronage to their houses be-
cause of these pictures. That is

best proven by the fact that ninety-

eight per cent of the theatres that

showed Bruce pictures four or five

years ago are still taking every re-

lease—and this applies from the
Rialto and Rivoli on Broadway
straight through the country.

" And as much as these pictures
mean to the biggest houses, they
are of even more value to the neigh-
borhood theatre and the small city
bouse where the manager wants to
establish his entertainment as the
best. We long ago practically ex-
hausted these pictures for first run
bookings

: the past year has shown
that the demand is spreading to the
smallest hamlet. I predict that be-
fore many months have passed the
quality scenic pictures will be re-
garded as important to the theatre
as the feature itself."

Latest Plan Book

Reviews

Page 4673
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The Universal Century Comedy girls keep in good shape by their gym work

Plans of Dustin Farnum
Intends Making a Series of Super Specials

with Own Company; Finishes His Contract

PLANS for the production of

a series of super-features have
been completed by Dustin

Farnum, who stopped over in Chi-

cago for two days last week, en
route from New York to bis head-
quarters in Los Angeles. Mr.
Farnum, who was accompanied by
his director, Ernest Ward, stated

that he has finished the pictures

called for under his contract with
Robertson-Cole and will now go
ahead producing for himself, indi-

vidually financing his own produc-
tions.

Mr. Farnum said that this is the

first opportunity he has had to

select his own stories and he be-

lieves that the resulting pictures

will be powerful and interesting

screen dramas as the stories are

especially adapted to his needs.
,

He already has purchased two
novels from Ridgwell Cullum, who
is widely known as an author,

among his most famous novels
being " The Way of the Strong,"
" The Triumph of John Kars,"
" The Sheriff of Dyke Hole," " The
Trail of the Axe," and " The Com-
pact," the last two being the novels
purchased by Mr. Farnum for

immediate production.

Mr Farnum, before his recent
trip to the East, had completed most
of the outdoor portions of " The
Trail of the Axe," going into the

heart of the Rockies to do the
work, and obtaining what he states

are some of the most magnificent
scenic settings ever used in a pic-

ture. On his return to Los An-
geles he will complete " The Trail

of the Axe " and prepare for the

production of " The Compact,"
which will be the second in his pro-
posed series of features.

All of the pictures planned will

give him an opportunity to play the

part of the virile outdoor man and
will be replete with strong situa-

tions and incidents which will ap-

peal particularly to the moving-pic-

ture public which he believes is be-

ginning to tire of the so-called

drawing-room drama.

Mr. Farnum did not disclose his

distribution plans, but he was con-

stantly with Harry Sherman of

Harry Sherman Productions, Inc.,

while in Chicago, and there is basis

for the belief that Sherman Pro-

ductions will handle the forthcom-

ing Dustin Farnum pictures.

Screen Commands Ability
Woody Sees Producing Field

Winning Best in Brains and Talent
"""THERE'S no question about it

-motion picture production

is drawing to it the very best in

talent and brains." This statement,

according to J. S. Woody, Real-

art's general manager, sums up one

of the reasons for the industry's

progress and particularly Realart's

growth and success.
" Naturally, I have always re-

alized that motion pictures are de-

manding, in their production, the

highest type of men and women,"
said Mr. Woody, "and this realiza-

tion has been strengthened by a
consideration of the educational

qualifications of some of Realart's

employees in its West Coast

studios. In looking over our rec-

ords I was particularly impressed
by the fact that an astonishing num-
ber arc college graduates. Not
only department heads, who are
men and women of exceptional
training, but workers in all depart-
ments of our organization are, I

noted, of the same fine type.

" I am mighty proud of this

showing. It indicates the high point

to which motion pictures have de-

veloped and, more particularly, the

unusually fine class of people who
have been attracted by the business

ideals of Realart Pictures Corpora-
tion."

The man who stops learmny stops applying;
the man who stops applying stops winning; the
man who stops winniny niiyht as 'well be dead.

HERE IS YOUR MAN
*****

IF YOU NEED A REAL SALES SUPER-
VISOR

HERE IS YOUR MAN
*****

IF YOU NEED AN ORGANIZER WITH
INITIATIVE AND REAL ABILITY

HERE IS YOUR MAN

IF YOU NEED AN EXECUTIVE THAT
KNOWS THE SELLING END OF THE
FILM BUSINESS FROM A TO Z

HE IS YOUR MAN
* * * *

A SALESMAN FROM THE WORD GO
IS AVAILABLE NOW AND WILL WEL-

COME THE OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN

SOME DISTRIBUTING ORGANIZATION

ONLY A FIRST CLASS COMPANY WILL

BE CONSIDERED AND CORRESPON-

DENCE IS INVITED.

(Modesty prevents usiny name)

address SALES MANAGER
223 WEST LOCUST ST.

DES MOINES, IOWA.
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Eddie Polo Will Film in Cuba

C. A. Weeks, president of Caywood Pic-
tures Corporation, whose productions
starring Irene Castle are to be released
through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

Daisy Robinson Leads
in Willat Picture

Irvin V. Willat's second inde-

pendent production, for Hodkinson
release, Partners of the Tide," is

well under way. Mr. Willat's new
leading woman is Miss Daisy Rob-
inson, described by Hodkinson to

be a singularly beautiful ingenue.

Miss Robinson played with Maude
Adams in " Peter Pan " and " Qual-
ity Street." She also played in
" Ben Hur " and was the blind girl

in " The Cricket on the Hearth."
Other members of the cast in-

clude Jack Perrin, Gordon Mullen,

J. P. Lockney, Joe Miller, Bert
Hadley and Ashley Cooper.

Goldwyn Will Release
Geo. Bunny Comics
George Bunny, son of the late

John Bunny, is now making a series

of two-reel Capital Comedies for
the National Film Corporation of
America. These George Bunny
comedies will be released through
Goldwyn as have the previous Capi-
tal Comedies.
The first of these two-reel come-

dies by the younger Bunny, for re-

lease through Goldwyn, is " At It

Again," said to be a mirth-provok-
ing funalogue from start to finish.

EDDIE Polo's next serial will

be filmed in Cuba and other

West Indian islands, it is an-

nounced by Universal. Polo and a

large company are already in Ha-
vana, having arrived there from Los
Angeles December 4. The tenta-

tive title for the new Polo thriller

is " The Seal of Satan." It will be

in eighteen episodes and will take

from three to four months to film,

during which time the entire com-
pany will remain in the Antilles.

Decision to film an episode-pic-

ture in Latin American surround-
ings was made after considerable
pressure had been brought to bear
upon Universal officials by West
Indian, South and Central Ameri-
can exhibitors, in whose houses
Eddie Polo is a prime favorite, say
Universal officials. Although the

serial will have as back-ground
some of the most historical and pic-

turesque spots of Cuba and its

neighbors, the story and principal

characters of the photo-drama will

be American and the plot will have
to do with events of particular in-

terest to citizens of the United
States.

J. P. McGowan, veteran Univer-
sal serial director, will have charge
of the serial, although Polo him-
self has much to say about the pro-
duction of his chapter-pictures. Mc-
Gowan was selected by Universal
officials because of his success with
Polo's previous serial " King of the
Circus," the last episode of which
was filmed less than a month ago.

Company in Havana
Ready to Begin

Next Serial

and which is making records as the

best serial ever released by Uni-
versal.

As in his previous serials, " King
of the Circus " and " The Vanish-
ing Dagger," Polo will not be sat-

isfied with one leading lady for
" The Seal of Satan," but will have
two. In " The Seal of Satan " he
will have Inez McDonald and
Magda Lane.
Anthony W. Coldewey is the

author of " The Seal of Satan." It

was Coldewey who put Eddie Polo's
life history into script form for
" King of the Circus. Coldewey
is in Cuba with the company and
will change and improve the plot

of the story as opportunities are
offered to use certain localities for
settings.

Already thrilling incidents have
been prepared for action in such
well-known localities as Morro
Castle, San Juan Hill, P. R, the
harbor of Santiago de Cuba and
other spots equally inspiring to the
American mind. In other episodes
there will be shown lively fights in

the old coves and other places made
famous by Morgan and other buc-
caneers of history.

The company will return to Uni-

versal City by way of the Panama
Canal, where several episodes will
be filmed in the various interest
points in the Zone.

J. Marchant. of the Universal di-l

rectorial staff, will assist McGowan;
in the production of "The Seal of;

Satan." Cecil Myers, and Jean Per-j
kins are the two cameramen with
the expedition. C. Roberts is tht
technical director and David Brand-j
man is business manager of the]

company.
In starting on this serial so soon

after completing " King of the Cir-
cus," Polo has broken a precedent
in serial production at Universal
City. The extra time necessary foil

traveling around the West Indie'!
made it necessary to start at once!
in order that the serial might b<{
released early in 1921.

Polo had planned upon a trip tJ
Atlanta, Ga., for the week of Del
cember 6 to 11. He had been inj
vited as a special guest of Atlant;'
exhibitors and serial fans during
the Moving Picture Exposition hel<
there. A special Eddie Polo nigh
had been planned for the closing
night of the exposition, and Pol«
counted upon being present. It del'
veloped, however, that Polo's pres
ence in Atlanta would delay thj
serial for several weeks and prob
ably would delay its release, set fo
January 31. A long series of per
sonal appearance has been arrangei
for Polo and his company in Cuba
where his serials are said to b
moneygetters always.

Fox Units Keep Busy in West

Charles Ray in " Nineteen and Phyl-
lis," produced by Arthur S. Kane for

First National release

OUITE apart from the number
of special productions Will-
iam Eox is making for dis-

tribution in the early months of 1921
announcement of several offerings
in which his stars will be presented
in their regular series and sequence,
comes from the Fox studios in Hol-
lywood. William Russell, Eileen
Percy, Shirley Mason, Louise Love-
ly, Buck Jones and Tom Mix are
the stars concerned in the present
references.

While no release date is set for
any of the offerings now in work
out West, advance preparations are
under way at the home office in New
York to equip picture showmen with
aids to exploitation. More full and
complete details will be provided in

ample time to give exhibitors oppor-
tunity to cash in on the various
plays as they come along on reg-
ular schedule.

Work on " Brute McGuire," a
story by A. Channing Edington, in

which William Russell will star, was
begun November 4. James Patrick
I fogan prepared the scenario,
George Schniedermann is the cam-
eraman and Mr. Hogan is direct-
ing from his own script. Mary
Thurman will be Mr. Russell's lead-
ing woman in "Brute McGuire"
and George Fisher will be the lead-
ing heavy.

" The Cheater Reformed " is the
exhibition title adopted for Jules G.
Furthman's story hitherto referred
to as "The Cloth of Gold." Scott
Dunlap directed William Russell in
this presentation, an offering that is

Home-Office Prepar-

ing Aids for the

New Features

now passing through its final

grooming for release.

Eileen Percy will be the star of
" Why Trust Your Husband," a
feature that is finishing preparation
for release. George Marshall, who
directed, also figured in the prep-
aration of the story, with Paul
Gazeneuvet sharing that credit.
" Why Trust Your Husband " was
decided upon as substitute for the
preliminary caption, " Xobody
Home."
Miss Percy started work Novem-

ber 29 on a story written and sce-
narized by Jules G. Furthman, who
is serving also in a third capacity as
director of the presentation. Her-
bert Heyes is playing opposite Miss
Percy in " On Her Wedding Night."
Tom Mix is jumping all over

Southern California while he creates
thrills and makes scenes for use in
" Oh, You Tex !

" a work he under-
took December 1 under the direction
of George E. Marshall. The author
of the story is William McLeod
Raine, the scenarist is Frank How-
ard Clark and the cameraman is Ben
Kline.

Buck Jones started in the middle
of November to film his skill in a
story written by Jules G. Furthman,
now titled " Fighting Back." Jack
Ford is directing, with Edward

Feeny as his assistant and Franfl
Good as cameraman.
Louise Lovely is to be screened I

"The Unbelievers," a work starteil
November 27 under the direction ofl
George William Hill, who takefl
charge of Miss Lovely's future pr«|
sentations. Mr. Hill also furnishell
the story and scenario. His assisi I

ant director is Arthur Delmore anil
Friend F. Bajer is the cameraman, fl

Christie Comedy Two
1

Weeks on Broadway 1

For the second time in as marl]
weeks the Rialto theatre is thtl
week showing a two-reel comecj.j
released through Educational E:lj
changes. This is "A HomespiLj
Hero," a Christie in which BoblLJ
Vernon is featured, supported ttj

Helen Darling and Vera SteadmalJ
It showed the preceding week ||
the Rivoli. II

Last week at the Rialto was "Lj
Tray Full of Trouble," a Chest l]

Comedy which had played the weiLI
before at the Rivoli.

[]
Every two-reel Christie has be« 1

1

booked by the Reisenfeld theatnTl

Finis Fox Is Author c

"Scrap Iron" Script
Charles Ray selected Finis F<

to write the continuity for " Scr
Iron," the adaptation of the h
Charles E. Y-n Loan's story,

whose production the star is n<
engaged, for presentation by A
thur S. Kane,
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Two scenes from the latest Carmel Meyers picture for

Universal, " Beautifully Trimmed "

To Burn Tenement for

Sake ofA
Realism

A two-story brick tenement will

be built by Metro on Recreation
Field, near Astoria, Long Island,

and then set on fire and burned to

the ground in one of the night

scenes of "A Message from Mars,"
the forthcoming Maxwell Karger
Production starring Bert Lytell

that is now being made by Metro.

The building will represent a typical

tenement in the Whitechapel district

of London.

To Reproduce Landmark
New York's Five Points Re-built

as Setting in " Noblesse Oblige
"

Vestoff Serova Dancers
in Bert Lytell Cast
A setting of exceptional beauty is

said to have been constructed for

the ballet of the Vestoff Serova
Dancers, which is to be a novel

feature of the Christmas festival

scene in the forthcoming Maxwell
Karger production, " A Message
from Mars," starring Bert Lytell.

The picture is now being made at

Metro's New York studios in West
Sixty-first street. Mme. Serova,

who is one of the foremost teachers

of the art of dancing in America,
ivill personally conduct her ballet.

Harold Lloyd again with Mildred
Davis in his newest comedy for Pathe

"Number Please"

A REPLICA of the well-known
Five Points section of New

York City has been built on the
Goldwyn lot in Culver City for the
filming of Gertrude Atherton's first

story written directly for the

screen. It has gone into produc-
tion under the working title of
" Noblesse Oblige " with Wallace
Worsley in charge. The set shows
the Five Points section as it ap-

peared in 1869, and it was only
after a long search among the var-

ious libraries in New York that

photographs of the Five Points at

the desired period were found in

the archives of the New York His-
torical Society, states Goldwyn.
These photographs were followed
to the minutest detail in recon-
structing the part of old New York,
it is declared.

In filming the sections of the

Atherton photoplay in which the

Five Points figure, more than 500
extra people will be used. Most of

the action of the picture takes

place in San Francisco of the same
period. Lewis S. Stone and Mabel
Julienne Scott have the leading

roles, while others in the cast in-

clude Arthur Hoyt, Charles Clary,

Josephine Crowell and Kate Lester,

his company of twenty-five left last

week for Banff, Canada, where they

will make exterior scenes for
" Snow Blindness," the new Kath-
arine Newlin Burt picture. Russell

Simpson, Mary Alden, Cullen Lan-
dis, Pauline Starke and Hamilton
Ross have the leading roles. The
company hopes to return to the

studios in time to eat Christmas
dinner.

Tom Moore and his supporting

company in the picturization of

Archibald Clavering Gunter's fam-
ous old novel and play, " Mr.
Barnes of New York," have re-

turned from Laguna Beach where
they have been taking exteriors.

Russ Powell and George Kinkle

have been added to the cast which
includes Naomi Childers, Sydney
Ainsworth, Anna Lehr, Otto Hoff-
man, Kate Lester and Louis Will-

oughby. Victor Schertzinger is di-

recting.

Hodkinson Releases to

Run for 18 Days
E. P. Pickler, the Hodkinson rep-

resentative in St. Louis, writes the

home office as follows:
" The following is an example of

what exhibitors think of Hodkinson
productions:

" Last week I booked fifty pic-

tures at a very good price to the

Grand Theatre, Memphis, Mo., a

town of only two thousand popula-

tion. This is a new house, and will

open up with Hodkinson produc-

tions running them for eighteen

consecutive days. I consider this a

great boost for Hodkinson and feel

safe in saying to you that I shall

certainly produce many more such

contracts in the near future for

exhibitors everywhere are rallying

round the Hodkinson banner in an
eminently satisfactory manner."

Special Presentation for

Kineto Subject
Starting next Sunday Manager

Edward Hyman, of the Brooklyn
Strand, promises a presentation of
another Kineto subject that will set

a new standard in beauty accompan-
iments. The subject will be " Hia-
watha," said to be one of the love1

liest Kineto subjects that has been
produced. The titles throughout
are taken from Longfellow's poem.
Mr. Hyman intends to build up an

illustrative accompaniment that

would meet the artistic demands of

the subject. " Hiawatha " is being
billed as a " Scenic with Soloists."

Three songs will be used. As the
introduction there will be Caveness's
" Hiawatha," a tenor solo sung on
stage witb a special setting. Fol-
lowing this comes Wiedoft's " Na-
Jo " sung off stage, beginning as the
lights fade out into a darkened
house and the picture begins.' The
finale takes up " The Land of Sky
Blue Waters," by Cadman, and sung
by the Mendelssohn Quartet, -timed
to finish with the picture.

The second William Fox
production in which Louise
Lovely is starred will soon be
released. It is titled " Part-
ners of Fate," and is said to

be a most interesting story
that gives Miss Lovely
plenty of opportunity for
showing her ability as an ac-
tress. Miss Lovely's first

picture for Fox, " The Little

Grey Mouse," was well re-

ceived by exhibitors and
established her in favor with
the public.
Supporting Miss Lovely in

" Partners of Fate " are play-
ers well known to " fans

"

throughout the country.
There is William Scott, who
has appeared in a score of
Fox pictures. Then there is

Rosemary Theby and Phil
McCullough and George
Seigmann, and Richard Cum-
mings. The baby in the play
is Eileen O'Malley.

" Partners of Fate " was
written by Stephen Chalmers
and Robert Dillion wrote the
scenaria. Bernard Durning
directed the picture. Inci-

dentally this is Durning's
first Fox picture.

Metro Company Storm-
Tossed for 6 Hours

The Alice Lake company, making
" Mother Love " for a Metro spe-

cial, underwent a dangerous experi-

ence on the Pacific recently when
they were tossed about for six hours

in a fifty-foot tugboat. The com-
pany had left Los Angeles on board

a sailing vessel, followed by a small

tugboat which was to carry them
back. Despite the heavy sea that

was running, the camera was trans-

planted to the tug, and Jack
Dougherty made his leap from the

big boat, although he was suffering

severely from seasickness.

(C) by Underwood and Underwood
Marguerite Clark has entered the in-

dependent producing field. " Scram-
bled Wives," her first picture, is to be

released through First National.
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LEONCE PERRET
presents ~\ presents *p

QeJEMPIRE OF DIAMONDS
From the novel by Valentin Mandelstamm
Directed by LEONCE PERRET

With dn All-Star Ccist including^

Robert Elliott, Leon Mat hot, Lucy Fox, end Henry G. Sell



GEO. B. SEITZ,

iVELVET



Story by

BERTRAM MILLHAUSER
Produced and
Directed by

GEO. B.SEITZ

A deft and daring man of mystery; silent and effective;

battling and victorious.

A scientific student of crime for the pursuit of crim-

inals; more daring, more mysterious, more effective.

A woman loved by both and loving but one, still never

sure of just which one.

And back of it all, back of the adventure, the intrigue,

the romance, the mystery, is Action—Action—Action

—

This is another of those wonderful George B. Seitz

serial pictures with big feature strength in every episode.

A PATHRSERIAL



JUNE CAPRICE**?
GEORGE B SEIT2

Marguerite Courtot

Cogues^
WRITTEN, DIRECTED AND PRODUCED BY

GEORGE B.SEITZ

Rogues are the lovable bad men

—

Romance is the spirit of love and life

—

Do you want laughing, loving, bad men who are not all bad?
Do you want romance that is tingling with action, and life, and heroism?
Do you want the man who put the feature atmosphere in serials to entertain your patrons with the serial action

in a great feature?

Do you actually want to show your patrons a picture with four real stars, George B. Seitz, Marguerite Courtot,

June Caprice, and Harry Semels, when the whole industry is just beginning to talk about all-star pictures that

are made with all-star casts?

If you want to put these things over for your good business, ask to have this picture screened for you immediately

»
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Scenes from three forthcoming Fox releases. On the left, Louise Lovely in "Part ners of Fate"; in the centre George Walsh in "Number 17," and on the right
a scene from the Eileen Percy feature, "The Lady of Jazz"

Finish Cutting Sidney
Franklin Picture

Albert Kaufman, who is sponsor
for the independent productions be-

ing directed by Sidney A. Franklin
for Associated First National re-

lease, announces that the cutting of
* Parrot and Company " has been
completed by Film Editor Billy

Shea. Five months have been spent

in the filming of this popular
Harold McGrath story. The cast

includes Sylvia Breamer, Richard
Dix, Molly Malone, Herbert Prior

and Lloyd Whitlock.

Ellison-White Offers

Educational Films
The Ellison-White Chautauqua

System, whose activities cover the

Western States, Canada, Australia

and New Zealand, has organized a

department for the collection and
distribution of educational and in-

dustrial films.
'

Ellison-White are offering their

subjects to the field, both on a

rental basis to be used with other

material where the user desires, or

in courses, where a season program
is outlined by the film department.

* 'Billions" Released on
Dec. 6th by Metro
Metro Pictures Corporation

scheduled the release of " Billions,"

Nazimova's most recent starring

vehicle, for December 6. "Billions''

is the romance of a Russian prin-

cess and a Washington Square poet.

Greenwich Village, the Russia of

Czardom and the high life of the

exclusive winter resorts of Califor-

nia form the background.

Universal City Made a
3rd Class Postoffice
The United States Postoffice De-

partment has just promoted the

Universal City postoffice from a

fourth to a third-class station, mak-
ing it the senior office of the suburb-
an district in which it is located.

Mrs. Suzanne Seigler, the post-

mistress, handles over 2,000 letters

a day which are addressed to the

screen celebrities at Universal City,

and on an average of 300 additional

letters which are erroneously ad-

dressed to the world's film capital.

High Standards in Fox Special
IT is the declared conviction of

William Fox that when " Blind
Wives " is released for the

money-making uses of picture show-
men on December 19, an offering
will be available that is unusual
even in these days of great invest-

ments in photoplay production.
Luxury, but not extravagance

;
pro-

duction cost that will show upon
the screen ; elaborateness in scenic
investiture and settings ; correct-

ness in locations and atmosphere,
and a cast selected for individual
fitness to depict every character, are
some of the assurances Mr. Fox
makes to showmen, on behalf of
" Blind Wives," in advance of the

expression of critical opinion by the

reviewers and the final verdict of
the box-office.

Just as Mr. Fox stood back of
" While New York Sleeps " in the

announcements he made before the
release of that episodic super-play,

so does he now sponsor the Edward
Knoblock stage play, " My Lady's-
Dress," and its screen development
under the strikingly appropriate
title, " Blind Wives." The public

certified the predictions made by
Mr. Fox in the previous instance,

and for "Blind Wives" he predicts
still greater appreciation.

Aside from the important box-
office angle that promises, according
to Mr. Fox, to bring "Blind Wives"
into rivalry for records with " While
Xew York Sleeps," there is a pro-
duction similarity between the two
photodramas—" Blind Wives " also

is screened in episodes. Likewise
Charles T. Brabin directed both fea-

tures, and the principal players in

each of the two presentations are
Marc MacDermott, Estelle Taylor
and Harry Sothern.
Five chapters, or episodes, are co-

ordinated in the Knoblock photo-
play. Five separate stories are as-

sembled in detail, all bearing direct-

ly upon the prevailing theme of the
narrative—the blindness and ex-
travagance of women of fashion
who strive to outdress one another
as they move behind the shop-wrin-

dows of " society."

On the stage—when the Knob-
lock original of " Blind Wives " ran
long and profitably in New York,
London, Paris, and on tour—these

episodes were of necessity framed

Blind Wives " is Pic-

ture Version of a

Famous Plav

within the limitations of painted
scenery. The " off stage " incidents
and unacted interludes that mean so
much in the value and completeness
of the screen adaptation were neces-
sarily left to fleeting imagination.
Spoken " lines " conveyed but little

of the dramatic force that domin-

ates (according to those who have
seen the picture) the screen presen-
tation.

Silks, furs, artificial flowers and
the human models on which gowns
of fashion are displayed to prospec-
tive buyers all provide the core of
episodes that blend in the tensely

dramatic tale that is unfolded in

appropriately framed surroundings.

There are drama, tragedy and
flashes of comedy associated with

each factor that enters into the

completed screen narrative.

Ray on Christmas Program
Joe Plunkett Selects " Nineteen and
Phyllis " to Offset Usual " Slump "

THE first New York showing
of Charles Ray's newest pic-

ture. " Nineteen and Phyllis," in

which the popular star will be pre-

sented by Arthur S. Kane, under
First National release, will be at

the Strand theatre beginning Sun-
day, December 19. Thus this film,

declared by all who have seen it

in private views to be another Ray
triumph, becomes the Christmas
week attraction at the Broadway
house.

Officials of the Arthur S. Kane
organization see in this engage-
ment an endorsement of the appeal

of Charles Ray as a popular star.

The last week before Christmas is

regarded as one of the most ser-

ious " slump periods " of the year.

Stores and shops remain open at

night to accommodate the great

mass of people who permit their

Christmas purchasing to go until

the last moment. The picture the-

atres have inevitably suffered in di-

minished attendances as a result.

John C. Ragland, general mana-
ger of Arthur S. Kane Pictures

Corporation, said this week

:

" Mr. Plunkett's selection of

'Nineteen and Phyllis' is another
proof of the excellent judgment he

displays habitually, and it is the

greatest possible compliment to. the

art and the popularity of Mr. Ray.
Theatre directors consider Christ-

mas week the blue week of the year.

Many legitimate companies lay off

during the week rather than face
the competition of the shoppers. No
experienced manager is satisfied

merely to book an attraction that

stands a fighting chance to prove
remunerative. He insists upon ob-
taining one whose power as a box-
office attraction admits of no doubt.

" Mr. Plunkett, who knows his

public, demanded and booked Mr.
Ray because he knows that this

great star, far from being an ex-
periment, has proved himself a

magnet whose power to attract is

uninfluenced by the season of the
year or the insistance of counter
attractions. This recognition must
be peculiarly gratifying to Mr. Ray,
as it is to his legion of admirers
among picture fans of all classes."

Neilan Is on Mission
Restoration Board

Marshall Neilan, along with Her-
bert Hoover, Charles Templeton
Crocker, Judge William H. Waste
and other prominent Californians
has been appointed to the executive
committee of the California Mission
Restoration Association. The pur-
pose of this organization is to bring
about the physical restoration of
famous missions in this part of the

country, probably the most histori-

cal landmarks in the West.
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Two scenes from "Polly With a Past," a Metro production starring Ina Claire

Rothacker Prints Win
Trade Endorsements
When W. R. Rothacker's returned

from California last week he found
on his desk the following tributes

:

From E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City

Manager of A. H. Blank Enter-

prises :

" During the last couple of

months, we have been receiving

prints from other laboratories and
have had the opportunity of making
a comparison. I want to say in all

sincerity that the only prints we
can absolutely depend upon are

Rothacker prints.
" We have never received so many

complaints from exhibitors on the

condition of our prints as we have
in the past few weeks and I am glad

to say that after tracing these com-
plaints down, not one of them have
been on a print from your organiza-

tion."

From J. R. Grainger of the Mar-
shall Neilan Productions

:

" We saw ' Dinty ' yesterday at

the Strand theatre, and I wish to

compliment the Rothacker Film
Company on the quality of work
that they have turned out on this

production. It was excellent in

every way."

Heavy Demand for Ed-
ucationals in South
A. C. Bromberg, manager of the

Atlantic branch of Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., returned to

his home this week after a number
of days spent in the home office

familiarizing himself with a num-
ber of details. Although the
Atlanta branch was not opened until

September 1st, it is reported that

the comedies and scenics have
reached almost a hundred per cent
booking through the larger theatres
of the south and that they are now
finding the same warm reception in

the smaller cities.

Dorothy Dalton Goes to
Northern New York

The snow covered shores of

Lake Champlain and the environs
of Port Henrv, N. Y., will be filmed

for the exterior scenes of Dorothy
Dalton's latest Paramount picture,
" The Teaser." Miss Dalton, R.
William Neill, director, technical

staff, and forty extra people left

New York this week for Fort
Henry, where they expect to remain
ten days.

Ina Claire in Big Special
" Polly With a Past " Scheduled for

Current Week; From Belasco's Play
"DOLLY WITH A PAST," the

* Metro production, starring

Ina Claire, which was picturized

from David Belasco's great stage

success by George Middleton and
Guy Bolton, is scheduled for the

current week. Starting with the

bidding for the screen rights of the

Belasco stage success in which
Metro outbid all other companies,
when it secured the Middleton-Bol-
ton comedy for production on the
screen with Ina Claire in the role

she made famous on the stage, the

filming of the stage play was at-

tended throughout by a succession
of incidents that rendered the entire

affair quite noteworthy, declares
Metro.
Miss Claire worked before the

camera at the Metro studios on
mornings and afternoons while in

the midst of her highly successful

engagement as the star of Dr.
Relasco's phenomenal stage hit,
" The Gold Diggers."

" Pollv With a Past " was one

of the hits of the theatrical season
when it was produced by David
Belasco a few seasons back. It en-

joyed a run of a full season in New
York and another on tour. Ina
Claire enacted the role of the little

Ohio girl who became a housemaid
in the quarters of some young
bachelors and then impersonated a

French adventuress in order to sal-

vage a young man from the wreck
of an unfortunate love affair.

The cast supporting Miss Claire
in " Polly With a Past " was chosen
with a careful regard to type and
includes Ralph Graves, Marie
Wainwright, Harry Benham,
Frank Currier and Clifton Weeb.
The production, which was made
on the most elaborate scale, was
directed personally by Maxwell
Karger and photographed by Ar-
thur Martinelli. The screen ver-
sion of the stage play was made
by June Mathis and Arthur Zell-

ner. L. J. Vermilyea created the
art interior for the production.

Barrymore Film Finished
" The Great Adventure," Comedy,
Completed by Lionel Barrymore

LIONEL BARRYMORE has
completed " The Great Adven-

ture," the third production in a

series of four in which he is to be

starred by the Whitman Bennett

Productions Co.. for distribution

by Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., and has alreadv started

on the fourth, " Jim, The Penman."
The cutting and assembling of
" The Great Adventure " will take

but a short time, according to an-

nouncement from the studio. And
the finished print probably will be

delivered to the distributing asso-

ciation within the next two weeks.

Mr. Bennett and Kenneth Webb,
who directed the production, as

well as the star himself, are grati-

fied with the result of the decision

to star Mr. Barrymore in a com-
edy. "The Great Adventure" is

genuine humor straight through.

Mr. Barrymore has the role of

Priam Farll, the greatest artist in

all England, whose innate shyness

has caused him to live in seclusion

with but one man servant to escape
the adulation of women folks.

Lady Sophia, however, has decided
that what he needs to bring him to

true greatness is a wife such as she
herself would make him, and sets

about convincing him that he
should marry her. A chase half
way across Europe and back fol-

lows, and Farll finally retires to

his last defense, his studio in Lon-
don. There Henry Leek, his man
servant, sickens and dies. The
physician mistakes the valet for the

artist and Farll seeing an escape
from the Amazon attentions of
Lady Sophie permits his own name
to be entered on the death certifi-

cate.

Among those in the cast sup-
porting Mr. Barrymore in the pro-
duction are Thomas A. Braidon,
Octavius Brooke, Doris Rankin, Ivo
Dawson, Charles Lane, led Prouty,
Katherine Stewart, E. J. Ratcliffe,

Paul Kellv. Arthur Rankin and
Mavbeth Carr.

Norma and Constance Tal-
madge have been selected as
the most popular stars of mo-
tion-pictures in a voting com-
petition among the readers of
the Daily News, which has a
wide circulation in New
York City and the surround-
ing territory, including New-
Jersey, Long Island and
southern New York State.
Against the field Norma fin-

ished in first place in the lik-
ings of the fans with nearly
3,000 votes more than her
nearest competitor, and Con-
stance won second place with
a lead of 106 votes over the
holder of the third position.
Following the success of

the contest from the stand-
point of a newspaper in New
York, the Chicago Tribune
started a similar competition.
Norma Talmadge was proved
as popular there as she was
shown to be in the New
York competition, and two
other Associated First Na-
tional Pictures, Inc., stars

—

Anita Stewart and Charles
Ray—were well up among
leaders, within four days
after the competition was
started in Chicago.

Pathe News No. 94 Has
Interesting Shots

Pathe News, No. 94, is full of in-
teresting views from start to finish.

British tanks rumble through the
streets in Dublin, their guns menac-
ing the public

; English soldiers in
skirmish line lie on their stomachs
on the sidewalks ready for action

;

busses are stopped and searched by
the military. There is also a vivid
portrait of the young and manly,
serious-faced, new Lord Mayor of
Cork—the third to hold that office
in eight months—Donald O'Calla-
ghan.
From one seaplane, speeding

along near the surface of the wa-
ter, a Pathe cameraman " shoots

"

a sailor's skillful and daring feat of
balancing himself on an aquaplane
towed by another seaplane at a
speed of 75 miles an hour.
A timely news feature depicts

scenes of Britain's tribute to its

dead buried on the fields of France.
The body of one unidentified sol-
dier is transported with military
honors from France to England, and
to Westminster Abbey to rest hence-
forth among England's greatest
heroes, whose names live forever.
Appropriate to the Pathe Tenth

Anniversary celebration, outstand-
ing events of the last ten years are
republished—such as the Black Tom
disaster of 1916; the frightful dam-
age done by the explosion of a mu-
nition ship at Halifax; and disaster
spread by the terrific storm that
swept the Gulf States in 1915.

Park Theatre Opened at
Asbury Park, Dec. 3
Harry J. Rockafeller of Asbury

Park. N. J., announces that opening
of his new Park Theatre on De-
ccniber 3, on Summerfield avenue.
Asbury Park. The theatre has a

seating capacity of 700. A spacious
l^bby is a feature of the structure.

The opening attraction is the Metro
release, " Love, Honor and Obey."
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Dramatic Interest as

Well as Patriotism
The new Congress is expected to

take up at once the question of re-

stricting, or at least further regu-

lating, the promiscuous immigra-

tion of all-comers from foreign-

lands. Indeed, the newspapers of

December 3rd reported that the

House Immigration Committee had
approved a bill to halt abruptly for

two years the incoming tide.

Whatever may be done in the

matter can in no way lessen the

necessity of "absorbing" along in-

telligent and helpful lines the host

that has thus far, since Armistice

Day, poured into the United States

not forgetting the millions of for-

eign-born that have lived here for

years and still are tin-Americanized.

And in this need it is admitted that

moving pictures can play the most
helpful part of all agencies at com-
mand of the Government.
William Fox realized this when

he produced " The Face at Your
Window." But not alone as Ameri-
canization propaganda does " The
Face at Your Window '* present it-

self. The reviewers said at the out-

set that this Max Marcin story held

interest as strong dramatic enter-

tainment ; the public in thousands of

theatres have rendered a substan-
tiating verdict, and showmen have
garnered their legitimate profits

through their action in helping in

the work of making America a
greater, a better and a more pros-
perous country.

Riviera Locations for

Oppenheim's Play
Paul Powell, who is now in

London to direct for Famous Play-
ers-Lasky British Producers, has
just been on a continental trip, tak-

ing with him his assistant, Mr. R.

J. Cullen, and Margaret Turnbull,
who is writing the scenario for the

new play written by E. Phillips Op-
penheim, at present entitled, " The
Mystery- Road."
The party started from Paris,

and then via Marseilles they went
down to Nice which they made
headquarters for a prospecting
trip through the Riviera, with a
view to finding suitable locations

for the play.

Mr. Powell will start directing as
soon as Mr. Donald Crisp is

through with his work of produc-
ing Mr. Edward Knoblock's " Ap-
pearances." Margaret Turnbull is

now hard at work on the scenario
for the production of the Islington
studio.
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"The Girl in the Taxi"
Near Completion

All the interior scenes of " The
Girl in the Taxi," Carter De
Haven's second picture for First
National, will be finished this

week, it is expected, and the com-
pany will then move out for the
shooting of exteriors. There are'
few- of the latter and it is thought
the completed production will be
in the cutting room within ten

days. Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Corporation is acting as eastern
business representative of Mr. and
Mrs. De Haven.

Co-starring the De Havens, " The
Girl in the Taxi " also boasts of
such screen players as King Bag-
gott, Grace Cunard and Otis Har-
lan.

Irene Castle Back in Pictures
Hodkinson to Release

Four Productions
Yearly

IRENE CASTLE, long famous
for her grace and her inimi-

table way of wearing clothes, is

coming back to the silversheet. Mrs.
Castle is to be the featured player
in four super-productions a year
which are to be made by the Caw-
wood Pictures Corporation and re-

leased through the W. W. Hodkin-
son organization.
The Cawwood Fictures Corpora-

tion is a recently organized com-
pany headed by C. A. Weeks, who
for the past two and a half years
has been associated with Benjamin
B. Hampton as vice-president of
the Benj. B. Hampton Productions.
Mr. Weeks has just severed his

connection with the Hampton or-

ganization and, together with Ed-
win L. Hollywood, has gone in for
the making of motion picture pro-

ductions.
His associate, Edwin L. Holly-

wood, has been schooled in every
branch of stage and motion picture

production. During the past year
Mr. Hollywood directed Harry'
Morey in four pictures

—
" The

Gauntlet," " The Sea Rider," " The
Flaming Clue" and "The Birth of

a Soul." Mr. Holly-wood also di-

rected the U. S. Governmental all-

star production, " The Immigrant,"
in which were such players as Rich-
ard Barthelmess, Zena Keef e, War-
ren Cook, Barbara Allen and many-
others of equal prominence. He
directed May Marsh in " Polly of

the Circus," Mae Murray in

Irene Castle, who is to be featured in

productions produced by Cawwood Pic-
tures Corp., and released by W. W.

Hodkinson

" Sweet Kitty Bellairs," two Vivian
Martin productions and was asso-
ciated with James Young in the
direction of a number of Clara
Kimball Young pictures. Mr. Hol-
lywood was also art director and
general manager of production for
Mary Pickford when she made
" Less Than the Dust " and " The
Pride of the Clan " for Artcraft.
The Cawwood Pictures Corpora-

tion have purchased a great many
well known books and an announce-
ment concerning their first produc-
tion may be expected shortly.

Mr. Weeks, in speaking of the
plans of the new company, said in

part, " Our main object at all times
will be to combine to the fullest

degree what both the exhibitor and
the theatre-going public wants. It

is our intention to combine in one
feature just as many exploitation
angles as we possibly can. By
wbich I mean to say that a vast
number of productions have been
made which only the name of some
famous star could swing. Or pro-
ducers have given some big book
behind which lies the drawing
power of some author's name medi-
ocre production. We purpose to

do things in a totally different way :

Our production will give the show-
man—for whom they were pri-

marily designed—a minimum of

four big exploitation points. First,

he will have the advertising value

of Irene Castle's name, for Mrs.
Castle will be starred in each one
of our productions. Secondly, there

will be the story, and it may be

said here and now that no story

will ever be accepted for produc-
tion which is not in every respect

worthy.
" Then in the casts which we

will give to our productions there

will be found only players of real

ability and real popularity, suf-

ficiently strong in every respect to

justify the description all-star.

And there the showman has three

of the big exploitation possibilities

which will be attached to forth-

coming Cawwood productions : Mrs.

Castle's popularity, the advertising

possibilities and a big story by a

big author and an all-star cast.

" For the fourth point we offer

Mr. Hollywood's reputation as a

director—which is also a firmly-

established thing. Thus it may be

seen that we have a real founda-

ion upon which to build."

Goldwyn Leaves for the Coast
WITH extensive plans in mind

for the further development
of the activities of authors

in picture production, Samuel Gold-
wyn, president of the Goldwyn Pic-
tures-Corporation, left last Satur-
day on the Limited for Culver City,

California, the home of the Gold-
wyn studios.

Practically the entire roster of
eminent authors, which includes
Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Ger-
trude Atherton, Basil King, Mary-
Roberts Rinehart, Gouverneur
Morris and Leroy Scott, is now on
the Coast or travelling Westward.
There will be a big session, and
every theory- and practice of story-

structure and picture structure will

be threshed out when Mr. Goldwyn
arrives.

" A little over a year ago," said

Mr. Goldwyn before he left New-
York, " we started the Eminent
Authors with a group of America's
most widely known writers. Sim-
ultaneously we introduced into mo-
tion pictures the greatest of all pro-
ducing ideas—that the author of
screen stories had to become an in-

tegral part of the producing force.
" All ideas that are big ideas growr

entirely beyond the bounds of the
initial conception. So with this one.
And what is more, the real develop-
ments of our experiment, the flower
of motion picture perfection, is still

to blossom forth. It sounds trite

hut really we have only just started.

Authors' Activities in

Production to Be
Increased

" Every Goldwyn author is either
on the studio lot in Culver City
right now, or headed that way.
That in itself is unusual when we
consider how distant the author
once was. What is more the ma-
jority of the stories in production
at this time are original and written
directly for the camera. Those
stories which are adaptations are
being turned into continuity by the
author himself. For we realize that

it is as absurd for an author to con-
tribute his story or play to screen
and allow someone else to adapt it

for him as it is absurd for a mother
to give birth to a child and to allow
someone else to bring it up."
Before he left for the Coast, Mr.

Goldwyn announced the appoint-
ment of Ralph Block as editor of

the scenario and research depart-
ment.

Ralph Block, formerly dramatic
editor of the Kansas Citv Star and
New York Tribune, and more re-

cently director of advertising and
publicity for the Goldwvn Company,
has been chosen for the important

post of editor of the scenario an^
research department ("located in

*cw \ork) of the Goldwyn Pic-

tures Corporation.
Mr. Block's work will have a wide

scope and will include the greater

development of the editorial staff

in New York. The new local

Goldwyn editor has just completed

a trip to the studios at Culver City

where his conferences with Vice-

President Lehr and Managing Edi-

tor J. G. Hawks as well as his first-

hand observation of Goldwyn pro-

duction facilities have provided im-
mediate preparation for his new
activity.

Mr. Block has an extensive record

as a writer, journalist and critic.

Since joining the Goldwyn forces

he has written a good deal on the

art of making pictures and these

articles are soon to be collected and
published in book form. His con-
nection with the theatre has been a

long one and has been of a construc-
structive nature. At the present
time he is serving as a member of
the Advisory Board of the Theatre
Guild, which is doing distinctive

things in the way of theatrical pro-
ductions in the country.

WHO KILLED
COLONEL LUKE DARRINGTON ?J

See

PEGGY HYLAND
in

THE PRICE OF SILENCE
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First glimpse of what to expect from William Farnum's latest starring vehicle, " The Scuttlers," a William Fox picture

Edgar Lewis Finishes
"The Sage Hen"

Edgar Lewis has given Pathe an-

other Western picture, in " The
Sage Hen," which he has just com-
pleted and delivered. The picture

was exhibited in the Pathe projec-

tion room last week, and those who
had seen " The Barrier," " The
Great Divide," and other of Mr.
Lewis's outdoor productions pro-

nounced his latest work superior

even to these master productions.
" The Sage Hen " will bring back

to the screen Gladys Brockwell.

The cast includes, besides Miss
Brockwell, Wallace McDonald,
Helen Case, James Mason, Arthur
Morrison, Lillian Rich, Alfred

Allen, and the wonder baby, Rich-

ard Hedrick, aged three.

Fire Apparatus Wanted
for Lytell Feature

Metro is in the market for several

second-hand fire engines, hose carts,

and hook and ladder trucks to be

used in the forthcoming Maxwell
Karger production, " A Message
from Mars," starring Bert Lytell,

which is now being made at Metro's

New York studios in West Sixty-

first street. The decision to purchase

outright the first apparatus called

for in one of the scenes of the new
picture was necessitated by the in-

ability of Metro officials to obtain

the co-operation of the city fire de-

partment and their permission to

use the city's apparatus.

The Scuttlers" Due Dec. 12
William Farnum
of Detective in

r\ECEMBER 12 is the date set

for the release of the next
William Farnum screen production
under the William Fox banner.
The new entertainment is an orig-

inal story by Clyde C. Westover en-
titled " The Scuttlers."

" The Scuttlers " is described as

an absorbing deep sea mystery
drama of dynamic power, in which
Mr. Farnum portrays the character
of a special investigator of Lloyds
who allows himself to be shanghaied
aboard an outgoing ship. The skip-

per has long been under suspicion

of scuttling his vessels for the pur-
pose of collecting the insurance not
alone on the hulls, but " fake

"

cargoes.
In his effort to secure evidence

against the skipper and his mate on
board the bandit ship—behind his

disguise as a seaman—the investi-

gator runs afoul of many strange
people and thrilling adventure.
The hero meets the beautiful

Presented in Role F

Story of the Sea
daughter of the suspected sea cap-

tain. The girl has been brought
along to serve as a " blind." When
the ship is scuttled at sea after a

mighty battle between the investi-

gator and the big brute of a mate,
girl and man finally make their get-

away in a lifeboat, and land on a

desert island, where more scenes

are enacted.

Mr. Farnum by plot and circum-
stance is enabled to show his his-

trionic powers to the best advan-
tage, states William Fox. The " in-

vestigator " is said to be the most
daring type that has yet been at-

tempted for the screen.

The megaphone was handled by
the veteran J. Gordon Edwards, and
" The Scuttlers " makes his forty-

second production for William Fox.

In the cast that supports Mr.
Farnum are Jackie Saunders,

Hershel Mayall, G. Raymond Nye,

Arthur Millett and Harry Spingler.

Frank Mayo in "Colorado"
Universal Will Produce Augustus
Thomas's Play With Strong Cast

"C 0 L ° R A D ° " Ai,gust.
us

Pretty Constance Talmadge in her role,

the lead, of course, of " Dangerous
Business "

Thomas's melodrama of the

mining country, is being produced
as a moving-picture by the Uni-
versal Film Manufacturing Com-
pany, it has just been learned. Uni-

versal's popular star, Frank Mayo,
will have the leading role. Produc-
tion upon this piece already has be-

gun at Universal City.

Two decades ago, " Colorado

"

was one of the popular plays of

the American stage. It was one of

the best of the noted " State plays,"

by Thomas, and which took their

names from various states in the

West. Among these series was
" Alabama," Arizona," and " In

Mizzoura." " Colorado " was first

produced for the stage in 1901.

Universal obtained the picture

rights for this play last Spring, and
since that time has been perfecting

plans for its screen presentation.

Every effort has been made to as-

sure a picturization which will

bring out the virile strength put in

it by the author, who, as America's
foremost playwright, long has been
noted for strong stage personages
and gripping action.

A strong cast has been engaged
to support Mayo in this feature.

Among them are Lillian West,
Charles Le Moyne, Leonard Clap-
ham, Charles Newton. Dan Crim-
mins and Rosa Gore. Clapham will

have a " heavy " part, somewhat
similar to those roles in which he
first gained favor in Universal pro-
ductions. During the last few
months, he has been playing hero

roles in " The Red Rider Series,"

a series of two-reelers dealing with

the Royal Northwest Mounted Po-
lice. LeMoyne is known as the
" heavy " of many Harry Carey pro-

ductions. Reaves Eason will direct
" Colorado."

When the curtain was
lowered on Pathe's " Pearson
Month " contest, at midnight,
November 30th, one thing
had been noted as a certainty.
All Pathe records for new
business and collections had
been bettered, declared a
statement from the Pathe
home office.

The winners in the four
divisions of the $10,000 prize
contest will not be known for
at least another week. While
the contest closed at mid-
night, November 30th, all

contracts mailed up to that
hour will be included in the
final result. This means that
it will take a week for the
Pacific Coast contracts to
reach the home office, and
another week before they
are all tallied.-

Celebrities Watch De-
Mille at Work

During the filming of the Barrie
play, " What Every Woman
Knows," Cecil DeMille has been
honored by having as spectators

men and women prominent in the
field of literature, drama and paint-

ing. It so happened that during his

work on this production Sir Gilbert

Parker, Edward Knoblock, Penrhyn
Stanlaws, Avery Hopwood and
Elinor Glyn came to the Lasky
studio to study screen technique and
write for Paramount Pictures. Each
of these well-known artists spent

much time on the William DeMille
set, watching every detail of the

producer's work.

Louise'Lovely Vehicle Is

Set for Dec. 12

"Partners of Fate" is the title

and December 12 the release date of

Louise Lovely's next William Fox
attraction. The photoplay is based
on a story by Stephen Chalmers.
Bernard Durning directed the

screen presentation from a scenario

by Robert Dillion.

Physical Training for

Rothacker Employees
On the theory that physical well

being of laboratory workers spells

good film prints, physical culture

exercises have become a part of the

daily program at the Chicago Roth-
acker plant, according to an an-

nouncement of the big film house.

: A Geroime
<J Special

'In the
ihadow
of The
Domev

A David G. Fischer Production
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Metro Pictures to Be
Ahead of the Styles

Metro pictures hereafter will have

the services of a fashion authority

whose word will be law on all mat-
ters of modern dress. Henri Ben-
dell, of Fifth Avenue, New York,
will " dress " forthcoming Metro
productions, under a contract ar-

ranged by Bayard Yeiller, director

of productions at the company's
west coast studios in Hollywood.
Under the plan now worked out

in detail by Mr. Yeiller and the im-
porting style expert, it is expected
to keep the costumes of Metro
stars not only up to the minute, but

ahead of the showings in the big

shops catering to the wants of
milady of fashion.
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Teachers View Tourneur Film

Foreign Atmosphere Is

Feature of "813"

Robertson - Cole offers " 813,"

which is based on the Arsene Lupin
story of the same name, as a proof
that an American-made picture can
favorably compare with a foreign-

made production in the point of
correct European atmosphere and
types. Wedgwood NoweJl, who en-
joys the reputation of being the

"most perfect Latin type on the

screen," takes the part of Arsene
Lupin. Kathryn Adams plays oppo-
site the star. Wallace Beery, J. P.

Lockney, H. Milton Ross, William
V. Mong, Ralph Lewis, Mark Fen-
ton and Laura La Plant are also

members of the cast.

Jersey Youngsters Like
Cowboy Star

Manager "Jim" Brennan of the

Opera House, Bayonne, N. J., is

enthusiastic over the pulling powers
of Tom Mix, now appearing in

Western pictures for William Fox.
And with good reason.

Mr. Brennan states that on
Thanksgiving day he opened with
Tom Mix in " The Untamed," and
shortly before matinee time a long

line of youthful Americans were
discernible in every direction

wending their way to the theatre.

The mob of younsters, augmented
by the grown-ups, smashed every
record of the house, at both mat-
inee and evening performances.
For two days the theatre was in

a state of siege while youthful
Bayonne continued turning out en
masse.

C A Genuine
d Special.

In the
ihadow
of xhe
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MAURICE TOURNEUR'S
screen elaboration of James
Fenimore Coopers famous

story of the American Indian, " The
Last of the Mohicans," has become
a nation-wide box office success in

[he two weeks since its release, de-

clares a statement just received

from the New York headquarters
of the Associated Producers.

Exhibitors in every section of the

country not already in possession
of Associated Producers contracts

are writing or wiring to branch of-

fices and the home office seeking to

book this production, according to

the Associated Producers' an-
nouncement.

The publicity and exploitation

possibilities in private screenings of
the picture before teachers and
school children have not been over-
looked. Thomas A. Brady, resident

manager of the Buffalo office of As-
sociated Producers, handled one of
the largest of these showings. The
picture was shown in the Regent
Theatre at Rochester, New York,
before the members of the New
York State Teachers' Association.
Mr. Brady, upon learning that the
teachers were in convention at

Rochester, made prompt arrange-
ments to show them the produc-
tion.

" At the close of the picture," says
the Rochester Herald, " which has
been made with a wealth of detail

and historical accuracy, the teachers
enthusiastically applauded it, and
many personally expressed their be-

lief that it will be a great educa-
tional feature in teaching American
history."

Following the lead of Mr. Brady.
Mark S. Nathan, manager of the
New York exchange of Associated
Producers, showed the production
on Wednesday morning of this

week, at the DeWitt Clinton High
School, 59th Street and 10th Ave-
nue, New York City, to an audience
of superintendents, assistant super-

Cooper's great drama
Maurice Tourneur for release

intendents, teachers and several

hundred public school children. The
showing was arranged with the co-

operation of F. A. Rexford, super-

visor of civics for the Board of
Education.

Associated Producers branch
managers in every section of the

country have been instructed to

make this tie-up with the schools,

on the theory that the thousands of

teachers who see this production
will in turn recommend it to hun-
dreds of thousands—even millions

—of school children.

Mr. Tourneur, who is in New
York on a vacation, interested him-
self in the New York school show-
ing and was present when the pic-

ture was shown.
The critique committee of the

National Board of Review called a

largely attended special meeting

"The Last of the Mohicans," has been picturized by
through Associated Producers

recently and enthusiastically ap-

proved "The Last of the Mohicans."
Mr. Tourneur, who was present,

addressed the meeting and was con-

gratulated upon the excellence of

his production. The approval of

the committee means that the pic-

ture will be placed on a list of spe-

cially selected entertainments rec-

ommended by the board—an honor
that comes only to the best produc-

tions.

One hundred prints of " The
Last of the Mohicans " are avail-

able in the twenty branch offices of

Associated Producers throughout

the country—a number ample to

take care of the extraordinary de-

mand from schools, churches, lodges

and similar organizations which are

desirous of obtaining the picture

after it has been shown in the the-

atres.

Maximum Aid to Exhibitors

Fischer Production

UNIVERSAL has sounded a
new note in advertising and
exploitation, by including in

its national trade advertising in-

serts, actual exhibitor aids and per-
tinent information that will help the
exhibitor to present Universal pic-

tures with maximum success. This
is in accord with the plans of Uni-
versale new Exploitation Depart-
ment, headed by P. D. Cochrane, to
stand by the slogan " Help the Ex-
hibitor."

" I am firmly convinced that it

is as important for motion picture
producers to help the exhibitor sell

their pictures to the public as it is

for the producers to sell their pic-

tures to the exhibitor, and it is this

theory upon which the Universal
Exploitation Department is run,"
said Mr. Cochrane in a recent state-
ment explaining the innovation in

Universal's advertising presentation.
" The average exhibitor reads the

trade papers to get ideas which will

help him put over the pictures he
has booked, as much as to learn
about new pictures he has not
booked. Therefore, Universal in-

tends to give him just the exploita-

Universal to Offer

Exploitation Aids
in Advertising

tion ideas he needs— at the time he
is looking for them.

" In the recent issues of the trade
publications, we have devoted sev-

eral pages of advertising to exploi-

tation ideas for popularizing the

new Dorothy Phillips picture,
' Once to Every Woman.' This
picture offers unusual exploitation

angles and is doing a business far

in excess of anything anticipated.
" We did not stop at getting out

the usual campaign book and press

sheet for this Universal Jewel pic-

ture. We are still pounding away
with new exhibitor aids and new tie-

ups useful to the wide-awake show-
man.

" One of the most popular ' aids
'

thus distributed is a super-herald,

made in the form of a four-page
folder of music-sheet size. On its

inside pages is a copy of the favorite

old song ' Ben Bolt.' This song is

woven into the plot of the picture

in such a way that it offers the

most fruitful exploitation angle
ever enjoyed by a Universal pic-

ture. The cover of the super-
herald contains attractive pictures

of Dorothy Phillips, along with the

title of the song, and attractive in-

formation concerning the picture,. It

is for general distribution in ad-
vance of play-date.

" So big has this super-herald
gone over that we are pressed to
supply enough to our exhibitor-
patrons. The distribution already
has amounted to half-a-million.
Universal is selling these song-sheets
at a loss, but the huge success of
the picture far outweighs questions
of minor expense in our campaign
to play along with our exhibitors."

WAS SHE HER BROTHER'S
KEEPER ?

PEGGY HYLAND
in

THE PRICE OF SILENCE
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Dietz Heads Goldwyn's
Publicity Forces

Howard Dietz, for the past year
the publicity manager of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, has been ap-

pointed director of advertising and
publicity. During the past two
years Mr. Dietz has, in turn, head-

ed every department connected
with advertising and publicity and
has been largely responsible for

many of the exploitation policies

adopted by the Goldwyn Company.
In addition to his work with the

Goldwyn Company, Mr. Deitz is

serving actively as a member of

the censorship committee of the

National Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry.

The Advertising and Publicity

staffs under Mr. Dietz will remain

as they are at present with Silas

Spitzer assistant in charge of the

advertising and press books, and
Lynde Denig acting as Mr. Dietz's

assistant in publicity work.

Counting Receipts Took
Up All of His Time

Goldwvn submits the following

incident as conclusive proof of the

popularity of its release, " Madame
X," starring Pauline Frederick. The
picture was booked through the

Famous Players Film Service, Ltd.,

Montreal, by A. Moisan, manager
of the Auditorium theatre, Quebec.

When the exchange sent Mr. Moi-
san a letter, inquiring why a check

had not been sent, it received the

following reply from the Quebec
exhibitor

:

" I have your letter of the 23d and

you must have our cheque by now
for ' Madame X.'

" I am pleased to tell you that we
have been turning away people

every night since Monday, and we
had no time to write up cheques,

trusting that you would be lenient

enough to wait. This feature brings

us only favorable comment, and all

are fully satisfied. We opened big,

and I am glad to tell you that

'M..dame X ' gave us a great help."

Dorothy Mackaill Again
in "Torchy" Subject
Dorothy Mackaill, the young Eng-

lish actress who scored such a hit

in " Torchy's Millions," is again

leading woman in " Torchy Mixes
In," a January release through Edu-
cational exchanges. She is also ap-

pearing in the comedy that follows

this one. Production is well ahead

on these two-reelers from the

stories by Sewell Ford, the eighth

being in process of completion.

A notable cast is promised in

" Torchy Mixes In," many of the

scenes being made on " the hurri-

cane deck" of the Majestic roof.

Philip Rosen to Direct

All-Star Production
Philip E. Rosen has been selected

by Bayard Veiller, director of pro-

ductions at the California plant, to

handle the megaphone in the mak-
ing of " What Is the Matter with

Marriage?" an all-star super-pro-

duction upon which the actual film-

'ng starts this week. Milton Sills,

Ora Carew and " Nigel Barrie al-

ready have been selected as three

of the principals in an all-star cast.

Why Buy Book's Title

to Throw It Away?
In a statement just issued by John

W. McKay, general-manager of the
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation,
the advisability of changing titles

of pictures from those attached to

the novel, play or story upon which
the picture is based is seriously

questioned. To buy a novel with a

well-known title at a fabulous
price, says Mr. McKay, and then
promptly throw the title away,
when the story is filmed, -is d&m
priving the exhibitor of the draw-
ing-power of a well-established title

and is a waste for the producer.
" To despoil the film version of

a widely read novel of its original

title is throwing overboard the very,

asset for which a high price is paid.

And unless the book title is used,
what is gained in filming the story

at all? Where is the cherished ad-
vertising value?"

On the left is Howard Dietz, recently appointed director of advertising and
publicity for Goldwyn pictures. On the right is another recent Goldwyn
appointee—Ralph Block, new editor of the scenario and research department

in New York

Pictographs Sell Rapidly
Drive Begun by Sales Forces for

Goldwyn-Bray Reels Bearing Fruit
The travel pictures of Major E.

Alexander Powell, obtained on a

trip around the world, especially

undertaken for the Bray Picto-

graph, are another popular new
feature that makes a strong selling

argument. The titles are written

by Marguerite Gove.
The comics used in connection

with the Pictographs, the Judge
Rummy and the Jerry-on-the-Job
series, have also proved most popu-

lar with the fans, it is stated.

THE market for the Bray Pic-

tographs, released through
Goldwyn, has been greatly widened
and the exhibition interest in these

brief educational films greatly

stimulated, Goldwyn salesmen at

the different exchanges report, as

a result of a special salesmen's

drive on Pictographs during the

past few weeks. The salesmen,

states Goldwyn, found that the

many exhibitors who had been
booking the Pictographs in the past

are eager to get the new ones as

fast as they are made and that

nearly every new exhibitor to book
one of them was soon ready to

book them all.

These pictures are made by the

Bray Studios in New York City.

They are equally at home in de-

picting the working of a scientific

principle, such as that involved in

long distance wireless telephony,

or in placing before the specta-

tors' eyes the home life of birds

and wild animals. The process

known as animated drawings, in-

vented and perfected by the Bray-

Studios, is used in illustrating the

workings of scientific principles,

while straight photography is used
for nature subjects, the operation

of machinery, etc.

The nature studies of William
and Irene Finley, which have been

a feature of several recent Picto-

graphs, have held an unusual ap-

peal for picture fans, state Gold-
wyn officials. They were obtained

by the Finleys on a long trip which
they took for the National Asso-
ciation of Audubon Societies for

the Protection of Wild Animals
and Birds.

Former Neilan Players

Cast in New Pictures
The production of " Not a Drum

Was Heard " brings two popular

screen players back to the Marshall
Neilan fold. The first is Jane
Novak, one of the leading players

in " The River's End," who in the

new picture will appear opposite

James Kirkwood in the leading
feminine role. The other is

Charles West, the " dope fiend " of
" The River's End," who is cast in

a somewht similar role in " Not a
Drum Was Heard."

News Items from the
Rothacker Plan

W. R. Rothacker returned from
a fortnight sojourn at the Coast
colony.

D. D. Rothacker, manager of the
Rothacked industrial division, is on
a short trip through Wisconsin.
Edward O. Blackburn went to

Peoria to direct an industrial pic-

ture.

WAS THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY LIKE
THE RELENTLESS TIBERIUS?

See

PEGGY HYLAND
in

THE PRICE OF SILENCE

Georgia Woodthorpe in

Metro Special
Georgia Woodthorpe has been se-

lected for an important role in the
closing episode of Metro's colossal

picturization of " The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse," from the
world - famous novel by Vicente
Blasco Ibanez. Miss Woodthorpe
will enact the role of the old lodge-
keeper's wife.
A cast of more than 5,000 will

enact " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse " on the screen. The,
picture is to be a Metro Extra Spe-
cial de Luxe production. Alice
Terry, Rudolph Valentino, Pomeroy
Cannon and Edward Connelly are
prominent among the principles.

June Mathis scenarioized the epoch-
making novel after several consul-
tations with the author, Senor
Ibanez, who has been hailed as the
world's greatest living novelist. The
production was directed by Rex
Ingram.

New Tom Mix Picture
Is "Prairie Trails"
There is every reason to believe,

states the Fox office, that Tom
Mix's newest William Fox photo-
play, " Prairie Trails," which will

greet the legion of Mix enthusiasts
on December 26 will be just as
pleasing from the spectator's stand-
point and just as welcome to the ex-
hibitor whose business is to coax
coin into his cash register, and was
this cowboy star's previous offer-

ing, "The "Texan," "Prairie Trails"
is a sequal to the latter production.
Kathleen O'Connor, who starred

in " The Lion Man," a serial, sup-
ported James J. Corbett in " The
Midnight Man," another serial, and
played with Harry Carey in "A Gun
Fightin' Gentlemen," plavs opposite
Mix.

Strong Cast Has Seitz,

Caprice and Courtot
" Rogues and Romance," the first

feature production starring George
B. Seitz and June Caprice, is

proving a popular attraction ac-

cording to the indications shown
in early bookings at the Pathe
branches. Pathe will release the

picture December 26th. Marguer-
ite Courtot has an important role.
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"Kismet" Scores in Two New York
Neighborhood Houses

Fox's Audubon and Academy of Music Show Attraction to Big Business

PROVING that its record
breaking run at the Strand
Theater, New York City, only

whetted the appetite of the metro-
polis for " Kismet," the Robert-
son-Cole super-special, starring
Otis Skinner, continued trium-
phant this week at two of New
York's largest neighborhood thea-

ters, declares a statement from
the headquarters of the Robertson-
Cole organization.

William Fox's Audubon, at

Broadway and 166th Street in the
center of the Washington Heights
residential district, and the Acad-
emy of Music, which lies on the
edge of the populous East Side,
are the two houses which played
" Kismet."

The success won by " Kismet

"

in both houses was particularly
gratifying to Robertson-Cole be-
cause of the fact that the two
neighborhoods represent two dis-

tinct types of audience. Both re-

ceived the super-special with en-
thusiasm, states Robertson-Cole,
thereby proving the broad and di-

versified appeal of the picture, and
incidentally carrying a further
message to American exhibitors as
to the adaptability of " Kismet

"

as an attraction for even- sort of
house.

Atmosphere of Oriental magni-
ficence and mysticism was created
in the big lobbies of the Audubon
Theatre. The Audubon is man-
aged by Ben E. Jacksen, who al-

ways has been "strong" for ex-
ploitation, and has proved its value
at the box office.

In the exploitation of " Kismet,"
Manager Jacksen of the Audubon,
who is known for his lavish lobby
displays, went even further than is

usual and used a wealth of gen-
uine oriental trappings and an-
tiques to bring the atmosphere of
the Far East home to his patrons.

To start with Manager Jacksen
had a canvass made of all property
studios and antique shops in search
of the proper " props " and dran-
eries. Genuine Arabian and Turk-
ish hangings were found to run
into " big money," but an arrange-

ment was finally reached where
the genuine articles, valued at
thousands of dollars, were ob-
tained, it is declared.

Rich Turkish and Arabian drap-
eries in profusion and of large
valuation were used in draping the
lobbies of the Audubon. Silk
hand-woven " pull-downs," 25 feet
in length, were used to drape all

columns and eight hand-embroid-
ered silken drapes were hung back
to back across the top of the lob-
by, suspended from invisible wires.
On each side of these drapes pic-

torial signs were suspended. Forty
by sixty frames were used for
hand painted signs, done by Frank
Brown the special scenic artist

employed exclusively for this

work. These signs were real

scenics and were done in purple,
red and gold, in harmony with all

other decorations.
One big sign in purple, red and

gold and pictorially embellished
was made to fit a space forty by
four feet over the eight big doors
leading into the theatre auditori-
um. This sign was so placed as to
hit everyone who entered the thea-
tre " right in the eye."
Heralds were distributed to the

crowds in the lobby by Miss Ger-
trude McCarroll, a motion picture
actress. She was garbed in the
costume of a girl of the harem.
The whole effect was one de-
signed to bring the marvelous
scenic beauties of the production
home to theatre goers and get
their interest and curiosity aroused
to the fullest.

The Academv of Music, which
once was New York's foremost
legitimate theatre, and now is a
large picture house with a seating
capacity of over 3,000, carrying
three galleries, and drawing prob-
ably the most Cosmopolitan audi-
ences in America, put on much
more elaborate exploitation than
usual for " Kismet."

Outside, three stories above the
ground, was hung a sign close to

a hundred feet in length adver-
tising Mr. Skinner and his famous
screen play, and below it another
smaller sisn. These were attached

to the outside of the fire escapes.

On the Irving Place side, high
above the busy crowds which flock

through Fourteenth Street, and
well within their vision hung other
signs of like nature. These were
put up a week before the opening
which took place on Sunday, De-
cember 5.

Inside a very pretentious display

went all across the large foyer.

The lobby proper of the Academy
of Music, which years ago offered
New York its first opera, and
which staged massive productions
in which the most famous stars

of the day appeared, is small. But
every inch of its space was util-

ized by Walter David, manager
of the Academy of Music, for the

display of large frames of "Kis-
met " lobby photos.
The large foyer made up for

the small lobby. Here Mr. David
made a beautiful display. Each
of the very large gold-mounted
frames in the foyer was devoted
to a hand-decorated card on"Kis-
met," in most places including the
impressive head of Mr. Skinner in

make-up. In every available cor-
ner were placed smaller cards
which featured the announcement
that Otis Skinner in " Kismet

"

would be seen the following week.
Throughout the populous neigh-

boring parts of the lower East and
West sides of New York which
do their shopping and theatre-go-
ing on Fourteenth Street, Mr. Da-
vid put out 25,000 postcard sized

throwaways making a brief an-
nouncement of the picture which
was advertised two weeks before,
at the time of the Strand showing,
by enormous advertisements in the
fourteen leading dailies of New
York City. Beginning Sunday,
when a huge crowd stormed the
Academy of Music, until the end
of his run, Mr. David experienced
the greatest business in years at

his house.
Having watched the showings

at the New York Strand, a na-
tional institution with a niche of

its own among American theatres;

the Brooklyn Strand, and the

Goodwin Theatre, Newark, N. J.,

two typical first run houses in

larger cities ; the Rialto, Washing-
ton, a house of exclusive and na-
tional patronage ; the Grand Opera
House, Canton, Ohio, a typical

Middle West house; and the two
large New York City neighbor-
hood houses above mentioned,
Robertson-Cole declares that
" Kismet in its three weeks has had
a national test which has proved
it the artistic, dramatic and box
office attraction of the age."

"The Stealers"

Reported to Be Big Hit
Robertson-Cole announces that

Christy Cabanne's production, " The
Stealers," is " scoring triumph after
triumph " throughout the country.
The following wire from Joseph
Blechman, of the Garden theatre,
Baltimore, Md., is submitted by
Robertson-Cole as typical of the re-
ception accorded to this production :

" Owing to popular demand we
are holding ' The Stealers ' for an-
other week. My patrons say that
it is the best picture they have eve.r

seen. Breaking all previous records;
Accept my congratulations on this

wonderful attraction."

Exhibitors Commend-
ing "Slave of Vanity"
By the final test of the box office

"A Slave of Vanity," the Robert-
son-Cole special, starring Pauline
Frederick, is scoring in the bigger
first run houses of the country, de-
clares Robertson-Cole. Exhibitors
are expressing themselves complete-
ly satisfied with the returns realized

and the commercial and artistic mer-
its of this, Miss Frederick's first of

her new series of four super-spe-

cials a year.

Showing the way Ben. E. Jackson, manager of William Fox Audubon theatre, New York, billed "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole super-special, starring Otis Skinner
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Tom Mix, in "Prairie Trails," a Fox
picture

Tom Mix in Fine Role
in "Prairie Trails"
A statement from the New York

headquarters of the Fox Film Cor-
poration declares there is every
reason to believe that Tom Mix's
newest William Fox photoplay,
" Prairie Trails," which will greet

the great number of Mix enthu-
siasts on December 26, will be just

as pleasing from the spectator's

standpoint and just as welcome to

the exhibitor as was this cowboy
star's previous offering,

'

' The
Texan," " Prairie Trails " is a se-

quel to the latter production.

Many persons believe that " The
Texan " is the finest picture Mix
has done so far, and booking re-

turns reported from the Fox con-
tract department seem to uphold
this belief. " Prairie Trails," it is

promised, will be just as much to

their liking for the second picture

is by the same author. The story

is regarded as equally absorbing,
and many of the same characters

who were in "The Texan" return
in " Prairie Trails."

Virginia Valli Engaged
for Paramount Cast
Virginia Valli, who is another

of the beginners at the old Es-
sanay studio in Chicago who has
made good on the screen, was
chosen by Director John S. Rob-
ertson for the characterization of

Lady Alice Pipinworth in the spe-

cial production of Barrie's " Senti-

mental Tommy," which he is mak-
ing for Paramount.

"Two Moons" Due Dec. 19
Fox Says Subject Will Add Greatly
to Popularity of Buck Jones

THAT the rapidly growing popu-
larity of Buck Jones, the cow-

boy Fox star, will take another up-

ward leap when " Two Moons," his

latest Western thriller, is released,

is the contention of the Fox Film
Corporation. The production will

be released on December 19.

Buck Jones has made rapid

strides into public favor with his

latest two pictures, "Sunset
Sprague " and " Just Pals "—partic-

ularly the latter. " Two Moons " is

said to give Jones his greatest op-
portunity thus far to combine his

skill as a daredevil cowboy with his

genuine histrionic talent. Thrills

and love interest, of course, are the

dominating: elements in the picture,

which tells a vigorous story of a
romance that grew out of one of
those historic feuds between the

cattle barons and the sheep herders
for control of the grazing lands of

Wyoming.
Jones enacts the role of " Orig-

inal Bill Blunt,' a cattle man, who

complicates the existing tense situa-
tion between the cowmen and the
sheep herders by falling in love
with the wild and tempestuous
daughter of a murdered sheepman.
" Original " is a devil-may-care
quick shooting character—just the
sort who would appeal to the tiger-

ish sheep girl. In fact, the girl can't

decide for some time whether she
hates him or adores him. At their

first encounter she tries to shoot the
man, as a cattle interest champion
who represents in her view every-
thing that is desirable.

" Two Moons " was adapted to

the screen from Robert Welles
Ritchie's western novel, " Trails to

Two Moons," Edward J. Le Saint,

the director, is said to have cram-
med his picture with situations that

will interest every photoplay lover.

As a foil to Jones' masculine mas-
terfulness are the charms of Carol
Holloway, who plays the part of
Hilma Ring, a daughter of the
sheepman's faction.

State "Nick Carter" Titles
Names of First Eight Two-Reelers

Are Announced by Pioneer Film Co.

WITH everything in readiness

for the release of the much
talked of and extensively adver-

tised series of " Nick Carter " pic-

tures by the Pioneer Film Corpora-

tion, an announcement was made
yesterday at Pioneer headquarters,

130 West 46th street, giving for the

first time the titles of the first eight

two-reelers.

The first " Nick Carter " picture

will be released January 1.

The titles follow: (1) "A Cry at

Midnight," (2) " The Mysterious

Bond Case." (3) "Among the

Counterfeiters," (4) " Nick Carter

Down East," (5) " Birds of Prey,"

(6) "Sealed Orders," (7) "The
Path of the Spendthrift," (8)
" Dodging the Law."

In each of the two-reelers an all-

star cast, headed by Tom Carrigan
assembled by the Broadwell Pro-
ductions, Inc.. appears. Support-
ing Mr. Carrigan is Mae Gaston and

Colin Chase. Tom Carrigan plays
the role of Nick Carter while Mae
Gaston fills the part of " Patsy

"

and Colin Chase, Nick's first assis-

tant, " Chick."
Some idea of the interest caused

by the production of the " Nick
Carter " pictures, declare Pioneer
officials, can be gleamed from the
fact that the daily newspapers
throughout the country are devoting
considerable space to the subject,

realizing the news value of a char-
acter representing an " institution

'*

in fiction and that Street and Smith,
the publishers of these famous de-

tective tales, claim a circulation for

their books of over 30,000,000.

The Pioneer Film Corporation
has assembled a special staff at its

headquarters for exploitation pur-

poses and the " Nick Carter " pic-

tures are in for some unusual

stunts, it is stated.

Elinor Lynn, Ince beauty winner, who
will succeed Thelma Percy as leading
woman in White's Mermaid comedies

for Educational release

New Leading Woman in
Mermaid Comedies
Elinor Lynn has just been an-

nounced as the latest leading woman
in Mermaid Comedies to be released
through Educational Exchanges. Re-
ports from Los Angeles promise
that she will be a sensation.

Just seven months ago Joey Mc-
Creery was at her home in Salt Lake
City, happy—except with the desire

to become a motion picture star.

Then she picked up a copy of a Los
Angeles paper and noted that

Thomas H. Ince was conducting a
screen competition in co-operation
with that paper. In Los Angeles she
found herself one of the winners,
and, after appearing at the Ince lot

for awhile, she w-ent to the Sennett
studios. It was there that Jack
White, supervising director of the
Mermaid Comedies, found her.

"Daredevil Jack" Seen
at Army Posts

*' Daredevil Jack," starring

Champion Jack Dempsey, is re-

ported from Pathe's Seattle

branch to have been booked by the

United States Army for exhibi-

tion at Ft. Oregon, Canby Bar
racks, Vancouvr Barracks, Ft. Co-
lumbia and Ft. Stevens, army posts

in the State of Washington.

Three scenes from "Rogues and Romance," a Seitz serial to be released through Pathe exchanges
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Whitman Bennett Host
at Studio Dinner

Whitman Bennett, producer of

the Lionel Barrymorc features and
other productions for Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., was
host at a dinner served in the

Yonkcrs studio of his company on
November 27th, to the newspaper
and prominent business men of
Yonkcrs, in honor of the open-
ing of the first Whitman Bennett
productions in that city. About
fifty were present at the banquet.
Guests of the officials of the pro-
ducing company and Mr. Barry-
more, in addition to the list of
guests.

Following the dinner a special

showing of "The Master Mind,"
starring Lionel Barrymore, and the

first of the Whitman Bennett pro-
ductions with that star to be com-
pleted, was given in the projection
room at the studio.

Reports "Dice of Des-
tiny" in Demand

Convincing testimony of the re-

gard in which H. B. Warner is held

by the exhibitor as a box-office at-

traction is furnished, says Pathe,
in the bookings recorded on *' Dice
of Destiny," the new Jesse D.
Hampton production in which he
will star, up to a week previous to

the date of release. Pathe
branches report these to be not-

ably large for any feature. A for-

midable list of houses that have
booked " Dice of Destiny " is re-

ported from the New York, Phil-

adelphia and Chicago branches.

"Park Your Car" Set by
Pathe for Dec. 19th

" Park Your Car " is the title of
the new Rolin comedy, to be re-

leased by Pathe, December 19th.
" Snub " Pollard is featured and
aided by Marie Mosquini, Hughie
Mack and " Sunshine Sambo."

Oakman Again Oppo-
site Priscilla Dean

Wheeler Oakman, leading man
for Priscilla Dean in her recent big
picture, " The Virgin of Stamboul,"
will again be seen playing the hero
role in her next big Universal-Jewel
production, " Outside the Law."
which soon will be ready for pre-

viewing.

Tom Moore has a unique part in "Hold Your Horses," a Goldwyn picture based on the story "Canavan," which ran in the
Saturday Evening Post

"The Furnace" Going Very Big
D
\~ mensely " and " packed

houses to the Limit " are
typical of the comments which Real-
art's William D. Taylor production,
'* The Furnace," is exciting among
exhibitors, declares official at the
Realart home office in New York.

Skouras Brothers Enterprises
controls six theatres in St. Louis.
They are the New Grand Central,
West End Lyric, Central, Pageant,
Shaw and Arsenal. Recently,
Skouras Brothers booked " The
Furnace " for showings in all of
its houses. The picture was first

shown at the West End Lyric
and the New Grand Central thea-
tres, where it opened for a week's
run December 6.

After the initial showing, Skou-
ras Brothers sent the following
wire to Realart

:

" We are pleased to report won-
derful results with your Taylor
special, ' The Furnace,' at both our
New Grand Central and West
End Lyric Theatres where it

started a week's run today. The
best part of the opening of the
engagement lies in the fact that it

pleased our patrons immensely and
words of praise could be heard

Exhibitors Commend
Realart Release

as Winner

on all sides."

A telegram from Detroit where
the picture had a week's showing
carries the same message of

crowded houses and pleased pa-
trons. " The Furnace " opened
John Kunsky's two thousand seat

Madison Theatre to great busi-

ness," says this telegram of No-
vember 30. " Despite the fact that

weather was abnormally warm and
theatre attendance all over town
far below normal, ' The Furnace

'

jammed the house to the limit and
continuously held them out. Press
reviews and public comment unu-
sually praiseworthy."

Another message from the same
source, dated December 2, says:
"

' Furnace ' playing unusually
consistent matinee business and
holding them out night perform-
ances."

This telegram from the Rex
Theatre, Oshkosh, Wis., dated
November 26, speaks for itself

:

" Today last day showing ' The
Furnace ' biggest day of the run,
crowds jammed our house after-
noon and evening. Broke all

house records with this feature.

Heard more mouth to mouth ad-
vertising on ' The Furnace than
on any picture we have ever
shown. People laud its praises
sincerely."

Meantime bookings on " The
Furnace " continue to come in

from all sections of the country,
states Realart. The following
theatres are among the more re-

cent houses to book the pictures :

Vaudette Theatre, Springfield, 111.,

seven day run; La Salle Theatre,
South Bend, Ind., four days show-
ing; Orpheum Theatre, Gary Ind.;
Mecca Palace, Saginaw, Mich., five

days showing; Hippodrome Thea-
tre, Lancaster, Pa. ; Palace Grand
Theatre, Glendale, Cal. ; Godard's
Theatre, Sacramento, Cal., four
days showing; Fix's Auditorium,
Shenandoah, W. Va. ; U. S. Mo-
tion Picture Service, Boston,
eleven days run

;
Orpheum and

Liberty theatres, seven days; and
Cozy Theatre Cleveland, and Jen-
sen's Theatre, Pasadena, Cal.,

seven days showing.

Hoot Gibson in Five-Reelers

Hoot " Gibson, Universal cowboy star

HOOT GIBSON, Universalis
popular " western " actor, is

to be starred in five-reelers,

word comes from Carl Laemmle,
president of the big film corpora-
tion, who now is at Universal City.

A growing and insistent demand on
the part of exhibitors and photo-
play fans all over the country to

seek Gibson in feature productions
prompted the Universal chief to

make the decision.

For more than a year. Hoot has
been appearing in Universal's popu-
lar brand of two-reeel " westerns."
For the past eight months or more
he has been the only featured player
in these productions, which are not
the fire-eating, gun-play brand of
" westerns " but homely or humor-
ous plots laid in real western set-

tings, with real western characters,

such as one finds in the West of
today.

It has been the Universal boast
during the past, that no story is

considered for a Hoot Gibson
" western " unless it has plot enough
for a five-reeler. Then it is boiled

down into two-reels of pep and
action.

Hoot is known as the " champion
cowboy of the world." He won
that title in the Roundup at Pen-
dleton, Ore., in 1912, when he rode,

roped and bull-dogged steers

against such experts as Lou Miner,
Eddie McCormick, Dell Blanchard,
Art Acord and Ben Corbett. More
recently, Hoot took the major prizes

at the Los Angeles Stampede, held
in Ascot Park, Los Angeles, in 1919.

The star is a native of Tekamah,
Nebraska, where his father is in

the grocery business. It was on
his father's ranch near Tekamah
that Hoot learned to ride. Later he
ran away from home and joined

Bud Adkins' Circus and Carnival

of Rough Riders, going with that

organization to Mexico, South

America and Australia. He later

became an automobile racing driver.
During the war he served as top
sergeant in the Tank Corps.

Hoot started with Universal sev-
eral years ago, and was for a long
time the juvenile lead ior Harry
Carey features. He also has done
work for Vitagraph and other com-
panies. He had an important role
in " The Hazards of Helen," the
Kalem serial pioneer.

It is likelv that Gibson will short-
ly be included in Universal's regu-
lar release of five-reelers. His first

picture is being selected now.
Jacques Jaccard, well known for
his success with such stars as Eddie
Polo, Marie Walcamp. Tom Mix,
Ormer Locklear, Frank Mayo and
others, is slated to make the first

Hoot Gibson special.

It is expected that his first pic-

ture will be released some time in

March.
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This cut shows a scene from Lois Weber's initial production for Paramount re-
lease, " To Please One Woman "

Tie-Up for (Bill Hart Film
A Special Edition of Old Melody
" Darling Nellie Gray " Arranged

COINCIDENTLY with the re-

lease of the next William S.

Hart production, " The Testing

Block," by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, a photoplay edition of
" Darling Nellie Gray," the home
song favorite of generations, will

be issued by Jerome H. Remick &
Co. The tie-up effected by the pub-
licity and advertising department of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
revives the popular song through its

predominating influence in the

plot of the next William S. Hart
picture.

" The Testing Block " is a west-
ern story dealing with the fortunes

of a reformed road agent, whose
destiny is swayed by the mellowing
influence of the song, vibrating

from the quivering violin of a sweet
faced girl.

Appropriately, the cover of the

photoplay edition is illustrated with

a large center picture of William
S. Hart, surrounded by four pic-

tures from the production. Credit

is given to " The Testing Block

"

and to Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration.

The music publishers are pre-

pared to issue more than 50,000
basing their estimate on the popu-
larity which the song has attained,

enhanced by the connection with a
popular Bill Hart picture. In-

quiries instigated by the music
house, when the subject of a photo-
play edition was first broached, in-

dicated such a wide demand for
the song from their dealers that

record sales are anticipated.

Through the booking offices of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
the music publishers will be ad-
vised of showing of "The Testing
Block " and will be prepared,
through their local dealers or
through the exploitation represen-
tatives of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, to aid exhibitors

throughout the country in the ex-
ploitation of the picture by win-
dow displays.

Rapid Bookings for "813"
Robertson-Cole

Its First Runs
ROBERTSON-COLE'S twenty-

five branches scattered over the

United States report rapid bookings

for "813," the Robertson-Cole spe-

cial, founded on the Arsene Lupin
story of the same name and featur-

ing Wedgwood Nowell. Prints are

now in the branches, and this detec-

tive and mystery picture is starting

its first runs in all parts of the

country.
That there is an urgent demand

for this type of picture became evi-

dent at first screenings, declares

Robertson-Cole. " 813 " was select-

ed as the best and most timely of

the Arsene Lupin tales because of

its great element of suspense, its

vivid and telling international

theme, and because of the baffling

and mystifying series of incidents

which compose it. Its timely ele-

ment touches upon European in-

Release Starting

to Big Business
trigues, which have only been fully

brought home to Americans during
and since the World War.

Wedgwood Nowell, known as

"the American Count" and "the
most perfect Latin type on the

American screen," is featured in
" 813," having the big role of his

career. As he is cast as Lupin, his

part required the greatest skill in

alteration of appearance and in

change of character, both of which
Mr. Nowell accomplishes in a re-

markable degree, says Robertson-
Cole.

Other members of the cast are

:

Ralph Lewis, Wallace Beery, J. P.

Lockney, William V. Mong, Colin

Kenny, H. Milton Ross, Thornton
Edwards, Frederick Vroom, Mark
Fenton, Kathryn Adams, Laura La
Plant and Vera Steadman.

Street Setting in Armory
London Street Scenes Taken for
" Message from Mars " With Lytell

jV/f AXWELL KARGER, director

of " A Message from Mars,"
the forth-coming Maxwell Karger
production starring Bert Lytell that
is now being made at Metro's New
York studios, took possession of the
Eighth Coast Artillery Armory at

One Hundred Ninety-sixth street

and Fordham road on Monday of
this week, to direct the filming of
the remaining scenes of the new
Lytell subject on the elaborate Lon-
don street setting that has been spe-

cially constructed within the
armory.

Preceding the arrival at the
armory of Mr. Karger, Bert Lytell,

the star, and the cast of " A
Message from Mars," a whole
brigade of electricians, carpenters
and painters had been at work
transforming the spacious interior

of the building into a section of

five London streets. These, when
completed, represented several dif-

ferent sections of the British

metropolis, extending from a pros-

perous residential neighborhood to
the slums of the Whitechapel dis-

trict.

The problem of obtaining a suit-

able location for the mammoth set

that Metro planned to construct for
" A Message from Mars " had
occasioned Metro officials grave
concern, until the expedient of
utilizing one of the city armories
was suggested. After a consider-
able search for an armory large
enough to accommodate the entire

set built to' reproduce a section of
London, the Eighth Coast Artillery

Armory was selected and arrange-
ments concluded whereby the build-

ing was leased for a stated length
of time and the Metro force of
workmen under M. P. Staulcup was
put to work.
The set within the armory, as

now completed and being used in

filming the remaining scenes of " A
Message from Mars," is complete
in every detail as a reproduction of
a great London street in winter.

Vitagraph Head in the East
Back From Coast With Negative of
" Black Beauty "

; Now Editing Film
ALBERT E. SMITH, president

of Vitagraph, arrived in New
York last week on a trip which
mostly concerns his newest big pro-

duction, " Black Beauty." The
negative of " Black Beauty " was
brought East by Mr. Smith and the

editing of the feature has been

started at the Brooklyn studios of

Vitagraph under the personal super-

vision of Lillian and George Ran-
dolph Chester.

" Black Beauty." the final scenes

of which Mr. Smith supervised on
his recent tour in the West, is ex-

pected to be Vitagraph's biggest

production. It will be the fourth

of the new series of specials of-

fered by the company. It follows
" The Courage of Marge O'Doone."
"Trumpet Island" and "Dead Men
Tell No Tales." The first named
has already broken all booking rec-

ords in the quarter century of Vita-

graph history. The other two are

following closely and when on the

market for the same length of time
may surpass the popular Curwood
picture.

David Smith, the man who made
" The Courage of Marge O'Doone,"
also directed " Black Beauty." He
has interpreted accurately the

quaint, homely story of the simnle,

wholesome characters in Anna Se-
well's great book, and " Black
Beauty" is expected to be his mas-
terpiece. Director Smith has built

the picture with deep regard for

detail and the result is a beautiful

story for persons of all ages.

Jean Paige will be seen in her

greatest characterization, states Vit-

agraph, that of the little old-fash-

ioned Jessie Gordon who will be

remembered by all who have read

the book.

James Morrison plays opposite

Miss Paige and George Webb as

the heavy portrays a perfectly

drawTi character. The remainder

of the cast is made up of the best

artists obtainable, all of national

renown.

John Russell, world traveler
and writer of short stories,

has left New York for South-
ern California, where he will

join the literary forces at

Metro's West Coast studios
in Hollywood under Bayard
Veiller, director of produc-
tions. His trip West is in

fulfillment of the contract he
recently signed with Metro to
contribute original stories for
the Metro screen.

The spirited stories of John
Russell, laid in the out-of-
the-way places of the inhab-
ited globe, are known to a
host of readers.

Mr. Russell's signature to a
Metro contract, as regarded
by officials of the corporation,
is bound to result in the pro-
duction of stories of an alto-
gether new type for the
Metro screen.
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Great Drive for "Lying Lips"

Jimmy Aubrey, in his new comedy for

Vitagraph. "The Mysterious Stranger"

Fritzi Brunette Oppo-
site Frank Mayo

Fritzi Brunette will again be seen

in Universal productions. After an

absence of several years she recent-

ly returned to play opposite Frank
Mayo in " Tiger True," which has

just been completed at Universal

City.
" Tiger True is an adaptation ol

"Tiger," a story of the half-world

from the pen of Max Brand. It

was directed at Universal City by

J. F. McGowan. In its supporting

cast appear Walter Long, Eleanor

Hancock, Al Kaufman, Herbert

Bethew, Henry A. Barrows and

Charles Brinley.

Gareth\Hughes in Fine
Role for Metro

Gareth Hughes has enacted a role

for Metro in " The Lure of Youth,' 1

which he declares will be to the

screen what his most important

characterization was to the speaking

stage.
"

I never was more interested in

a part," said Mr. Hughes. " I can

hardly wait until the release of this

picture, when I shall be able to view

the results I have accomplished."

Two Realart Pictures

on Single Program
Realart pictures played an im-

portant part in the program of

Loew's Circle theatre, New York-

City, during the week of December
4. when two of the seven attractions

were Realart productions. Wanda
Hawley in "Her Beloved Villain"

was the first pcture on the list, and
Alice Brady in "The New York
Idea " closed the program.

THE Ince slogan
—

" Strai^ht-

From-Thc-Studios " Service

—

will be given a practical

demonstration for the release, Janu-
ary 30, of Thomas H. luce's second
special for Associated Producers,
" Lying Lips." According to an an-

nouncement made this week from
the Ince studios on the Pacific

Coast, a direct-to-the-cxhibitor drive

that will establish a precedent for

scope and practicability will pre-

cede, accompany and trail the dis-

tribution of " Lying Lips."

Hunt Stromberg, director of pub-

licity and advertising for Thomas
T. Ince, will leave Los Angeles the

latter part of December for a tour

of the principal key cities personal-

ly to conduct a new idea in an ex-
hibitor-newspaper cooperative en-

terprise, which, according to plans,

the details of which will be divulged
later, will insure the new A. P. pro-

duction a record volume of feature

newspaper space and " follow-up
"

broadsides.

Assisting Stromberg in the na-

tional campaign will be a staff of

seven exploitation specialists. Bo-
gart Rogers and Marc Lachmann,
the former a newspaper man of

wide experience, the Tatter a former
newspaper man and exhibitor, will

leave California simultaneously
with Stromberg. Five additional

men will depart during the first

week in January.

Under this system, exhibitors of

Thomas H. Inch-Associated Pro-
ducers productions are guaranteed
a minimum of four weeks' advance
.promotion and publicity, it is stated.

The direct personal exploitation

will continue, however, during the

EXHIBITORS
Write to

Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director

The Brooklyn Strand

About

The New York
Concert League

1664 BROADWAY
New York City

It Pays to Prologue

Hunt Stromberg and
Seven Experts in

Ince Campaign

actual periods of presentation, it is

explained, the advance trips con-
stituting an extra "bonus" in the
form of " dircct-from-thc-studios "

cooperation.
Heading the list of " Lying Lips

"

campaign-features is a linkup with
one of the prominent manufacturers
of a nationally advertised commod-
ity for women. The nature of the
picture permits of this form of pro-
motion.
Under the existing arrangements,

more than forty full pages of roto-
gravure advertising, in which the
copy and illustrations will advertise
" Lying Lips," will appear in the
leading metropolitan dailies simul-
taneously with the run of the pic-
ture, it is announced from the Ince
headquarters.

One of the big episodes in "Ly-
ing Lips " shows the sinking of an
ocean liner and its subsequent
shelling by the U. S. battleship
" Minneapolis," which was chartered
crew and all, by Thomas H. Ince,
the entire " Minneapolis " crew of
some four hundred stalwart Jackies
posing before the camera under the
personal direction of Ince.

Special " publicity " stills of the
sailors holding a huge banner read-
ing :

" W'e's in the movies now

!

Sunk a ship for Thomas H. Ince's
vivid drama of life and love, 'Ly-
ing Lips,' " were made by the Ince
publicity forces, and will be sup-
plied exhibitors in 30x40 size for

window display, lobby frames and J
for special exploitation by the I

sailors themselves.
Special lobby displays, several of I

them effectively illuminated; en-1
largcments of portraits and scene I
stills; folders for advance direct-1
mail and audience distribution, and!
other practical promotional features I
will be included in the big cam-l
paign for " Lying Lips."
The Ince studios further report

that an advance newspaper and]
magazine publicity campaign has
been in progress since November 1.

In the leading " fan " magazines on
the stands in January will appear
many news and pictorial features
bearing upon " Lying Lips." Special
feature stories also have been placed
in the Sunday sections of some fifty!

newspapers, with a broadside ofj
novel stills, on and off the stageT
but all dealing with " Lying Lips,'"
directed to the high-class roto-
gravure sections of the metropolitan
press.

According to Stromberg, there is

also a brand new idea for the use of
the exhibitors in the smaller centers,
where facilities for exploitation are
limited.

" When the various plans and
ideas for ' Lying Lips ' reach the
exhibitors direct, the industry in

general will appreciate their prac-
ticability, and the selling force be-
hind them," says Stromberg.

"Lying Lips' is now being cut
and edited by Thomas H. Ince, who
also directed many of the spectacu-
lar scenes which abound throughout
the feature. It is described as a
" vivid drama of life and love," with
setting never before equaled on the
screen.

"Public's Judgment Is Just''
4 4 \ 1 O real artist need have any

I^U fear of a so-called hand-
writing on the wall, for the

judgment of the public is sure and
just," is the essence of a statement
issued this week at Los Angeles by
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president in

charge of production of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. " The
alarmists," he says, " may be num-
bered among those who are not
sure of either themselves or their

public."

Mr. Lasky's statement is in am-
plification of Famous Players-
Lasky's recent announcement of the
reorganization of its production
forces into a super-star stock com-
pany, which, he says, is simply a
definite working out of the com-
pany's policy of pleasing the public.

The statement follows:
" The motion picture star must

always be judged by his or her
drawing power and paid accord-
ingl}-. In the last analysis, the bus-
iness of producing motion pictures

is a business as well as an art and
must be conducted along business
lines if it is to succeed. Much as
some might wish to subordinate all

commercialism to art, it is impossi-
ble to do this and exist, unless art

happens to meet with the approval
of the final arbiters of all our for-

tunes—the public.
" Whoever it was who gave utter-

ance to that ill-advised retort :
' The

public be d d !
' was very soon

Lasky Says Real Artist

Need Not Fear
Salary Cuts

answered by a great showman, who
declared with even greater empha-
sis: ' The public be pleased !

' Nor
has anyone ever been able to suc-
ceed who purveyed popular or even
specialized entertainment without
making this the basis of his activ-
ities.

" That the judgment of the public
is reasonably sure and just is

proved, I think, by the fact that
really great actors and actresses
have maintained their positions and
commanded handsome incomes. And
the really great artist need have no
fear—has none, in fact—because he
is sure of himself and his public.

" The alarmists may be numbered
among those who are not sure of
either. They may see the hand-
writing on the wall if they feel

themselves lacking in the essentials
to popularity.

" I will not say that exorbitant
salaries have not been paid to film

players or stars. But these were the
results of ill-advised efforts to force
popularity or to outdo someone else
in bidding. The moment the player
received more than was commensur-
ate with his drawing power the pro-
ducer suffered in like measure. The

road of film-producing is strewn]
with the bleaching bones of those]
who tried thus to disregard that
cardinal principle of showmanship—

I

' The public be pleased !

'

" So far as Famous Players-

j

Lasky Corporation is concerned, inl

its new upolicy to present all-starl

casts, or great pictures with several!
great actors and actresses in prin-j
cipal roles, it is simply advancing!
with the age and striving to give the]
public what it wants. These pic-

J

tures will cost far more than the]
average production. They are writ-j
ten by foremost writers, acted by]
foremost actors and directed by]
foremost directors. They will be]
produced with every facility for per-]

feet work and will mark a new era]
in motion picture making. The]
best answer to the rumors of salary]
cutting is the manner in which the]
stars and others concerned have ac-J
cepted the idea. One and all have]
been enthusiastic and have realized!

the immense advantage accruing tol

all involved."

SHOULD THE INNOCENT SUFFER
FOR THE GUILTY?

See

PEGGY HYLAND
in

THE PRICE OF SILENCE
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Records for Week Broken
New Record for a Week's Engage-
ment Set Up by " Doug's " Latest

Guy F. Van Navarre, branch manager
of Fox Film Corp., branch at 2008 Third

avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Guy Navarre Heads Fox
Office in Seattle

By appointment from Winfield
R. Sheehan, general manager of
Fox Film Corporation, Guy F.

Navarre lately became manager of
the Seattle branch of that organi-
zation.

Mr. Navarre joined the forces
that travel through Washington
and Oregon selling film when the
Artcraft Corporation was formed
covering territory out of the Seat-
tle office. When Artcraft was con-
solidated with Paramount, Navarre
entered the combined offices as as-
sistant manager for Famous Play-
ers-Lasky. Mr. Navarre was later

made Seattle manager for Famous
Players and continued in this office

until November 20 of this year,
when he joined Fox Film Corpo-
ration as manager of the Seattle
office.

, Mr. Navarre, in his five years of
Seattle film activities, has travelled
into practically every town in the
territory and is personally ac-
quainted with almost every picture
fhowman in the district.

j

Plays Realart Release
to Big Business

J. A. Maddox, manager of the
Southern theatre, Columbus, O, has
the following to say about William
D. Taylor's special for Realart:

" Playing Realart's 'Soul of
Youth ' this week to exceptional
business," says a telegram from
Mr. Maddox, dated November 11.
•" This picture lends itself to won-
M. e r f u 1 exploitation possibilities.

Suitable production for any house
catering to high class patronage.
sHave made thousands of friends
ithrough this picture."

J

"Doug VLatestBooked
for Seattle Houses

" The Mark of Zorro," Douglas
'Fairbanks' new release, will open
Simultaneously in both the Clemmer
Ffheatre and the New Winter Gar-
eJen theatre in Seattle, Wash., for
ta run commencing December 25th.

'This is said to be the first time in

vthe history of the motion picture
tbusiness in Seattle that the same
aoicture will have a simultaneous
vrun in the two big downtown the-

mtres.

U*OLLOWING the announcement
* last week that all known rec-

ords for a single day's attendance
and box-office receipts had been
broken on the initial day of the

showing of Douglas Fairbanks'
" The Mark of Zorro " at the Capi-
tol Theatre, New York, comes a

statement from the United Artists'

headquarters to the effect that the

week's run of the production at

the Capitol has hung up new rec-

ords at the big house for total at-

tendances and receipts. The pic-

ture is reported by United Artists

to be proving a sensational box-
office attraction everywhere that

it has been shown.
The record of all records, how-

ever, is that of the Capitol Thea-
tre, where, during the first week
of its showing it was witnessed by
a total of 94,501 persons bringing
to the box-office the total of $48,-

103.43. This, declare United Ar-
tists' officials, is considered to be
the world's record for any one
theatre for any one week for a
motion-picture.

In writing Mr. Abrams, regard-
ing the engagement at the CapitoJ

Theatre, Samuel L. Rothapfel,
who presented the production,
said

:

" I think perhaps you would like
to know that in the week just
ended with Doug's picture, ' The
Mark of Zorro,' all attendance
records for the motion-picture in-
dustry for a single week were
smashed here. The receipts were
$48,103.43, and the attendance was
94,501 persons."
On the Pacific Coast, at the

Mission Theatre in Los Angeles,
which was just opened, the pic-
ture also broke all records. Here
is what Robert E. Wells, manag-
ing director of the Mission Thea-
tre, wired Mr. Abrams:

" Los Angeles believes that
' The Mark of Zorro ' is Douglas
Fairbanks' greatest picture as

evidenced by the fact that since

Thursday, December second, when
our new Mission Theatre, the fin-

est appointed theatre in the world,
was opened, we have played to ab-
solute capacity, with midnight
shows added both Saturday and
Sunday. We have established two
world's attendance records during

these past four days with prices

from fifty cents to $1.50. Thank
you for this 100 per cent produc-

tion. Hope more will follow."

"Jacksonville, Fla., as
Third Producing Center"

Is the Slogan
THE publicity inaugurated by

the Motion Picture Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce of

Jacksonville is bearing results. A
great number of letters have been

received from producers who have
become interested in the movement.
Many of these letters show how lit-

tle the North knows about Florida.

Take the weather, for instance. One
writer has an idea that you can

work in Jacksonville but six

months ; that the summer months
are unbearable

;
another, that the

summer heat is too dry; another,

that it is too wet, and another asks

if anything else grows there besides

palmettoes and moss.
If some of these letters were not

written in a serious vein, showing
a desire to be enlightened on the

subject, one would think the writer

was trying to be funny.

Now then, the truth of the mat-
ter is, it never gets as hot here as

it does in New York, Philadelphia,

Chicago, Washington, Cleveland, or
even sections of New England. The
temperature does not fluctuate as in

northern cities—it is more even.

Florida never has prostrations, and
horses never have been known to

drop in the streets of Jacksonville

as they do in cities mentioned above,

due to the heat. During the sum-
mer, temperatures do not average
much above those of the eastern

states and the Mississippi Valley.

In fact, the average temperature

for July, 81.3, is just 2.1 degrees
above the average of St. Louis. No
excessively high temperatures
occur, such as are experienced in

the northern and western states. A
temperature as high as 106 was
once recorded in extreme northwest
Florida, but it is very seldom that

the one hundred mark is reached
in any part of the state, and the

average maximum temperature for

the hottest month is slightly below
90. This is due to the cooling
breezes from the Atlantic and the

Gulf, and to the frequency of
thunderstorms in summer, which
bring a sharp fall in temperature
about the time of day when other-
wise it would be hottest. The nights
are comfortable, the maximum tem-
peratures for the summer months
averaging 70 and 75.

" The greatest point made in favor
of Jacksonville as a southern head-
quarters for the motion picture pro-
ducer, is the fact that it is only
thirty hours' ride from New York
City, the financial heart of the in-

dustry. The producer, at a glance,

sees his great advantage of utilizing

such a place as Jacksonville, because
Florida has all the scenery and
climatic advantages found in Cali-
fornia. When a producer can leave
New York on Saturday night at

midnight and be in Jacksonville the
second morning, that appeals to him
as a practical help in being able to
watch his company.

Gladys Walton, Universal's newest star,
who is appearing in " Risky Business "

Universal has added a new
star to its list, in the person
of Gladys Walton, the little

girl playing the stellar role
in " Risky Business," a recent
release. She is being exploit-
ed as " the typical American
girl." She is still in her
'teens and plays schoolgirl
and flapper roles. Reviewers
who have seen " Risky Busi-
ness " praise her naturalness
in such characters.
The young star began her

screen career scarcely more
than a year ago, in Sunshine
comedies. Universal engaged
her several months ago to
play a small supporting part
with Lyons and Moran in
" La La Lucille." Her work
was so well liked in that pic-
ture, that she was re-engaged
to play a slightly better part
in "The Secret Gift." Then
she was slated as one of the
co-featured players in " Pink
Tights." Her excellence in

this picture won stardom for
her.

Her first stellar vehicle was
produced as " Risky Busi-
ness." In it, Miss Walton
absolutely established herself
in the good graces of the
Universal executives and
won a regular place on Uni-
versal's release schedule of
special attractions.

Cosmopolitan Produc-
tion UnderWay

Robert G. Vignola's fourth spe-

cial production for Cosmopclitan-
Paramount, " Redemption Cove,"
scenarioized by Doty Hobart from
Donn Byrne's story, is now rapidly

nearing completion as to interiors,

and sizes up as one of the best of
the Vignola series, it is declared.

Magnificent sets designed by Joseph
Urban are one of the big features

of this production. A well-bal-

anced cast of well-known screen
players, headed by E. K. Lincoln,

Seena Owen, Lillian Walker and
Cooper Cliffe, who play the leading

roles, has been chosen by Mr. Vig-
nola to interpret the characters.

Following the completion of the

interior scenes, Mr. Vignola will

take his entire company to the Ba-
hama Islands for the filming of the

exterior scenes.
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F.I.L.M. CLUB
NOTES

I. E. Chadwick was unanimously
elected to the presidency of New
York's F. L L. M. club for 1921.

This marks Mr. Chadwick's fourth

consecutive election to this office.

Upon being nominated Mr. Chad-
wick expressed a wish that his

name be withdrawn, but those pres-

ent refused to entertain his plea.

The other officers elected are : S.

Eckman, Jr., vice-president; Louis
Rosenbluh, treasurer ; S. Abeles,

sergeant at-arms. In his speech of

acceptance, Mr. Chadwick urged
especially a policy of cooperation,

pointing to the beneficial results of

united effort in the past. Installa-

tion of officers will take place at

the first meeting in January.

A standing vote of thanks was
given the members of the entertain-

ment committee, headed by Mr. S.

Eckman, Jr., on the able manner in

which they conducted the dinner
and dance given at the Claridge on
November 20.

Mr. Rosenbluh, chairman of

transportation committee, was asked

to communicate with all local film

deliveries in Greater New York and
New Jersey, cautioning them to be

more careful in handling film to

and from theatres and depots.

Vita's Special in Poli Houses

Critics Speak Well of
4 'Half a Chance"

Newspaper reviewers in various
parts of the country where " Half
a Chance " has been showing have
showered considerable praise on
the production and the acting of

the featured player, Mahlon Hamil-
ton. Pathe, which releases this

picture, submits excerpts from some
of the newspaper reviews written

in connection with this picture, as

follows

:

" Hamilton is splendid in the

leading role," writes the reviewer

for the Springfield (Mass.) Daily

Journal. " He has never had an
opportunity, such as this play offers."

" From the very beginning,"

writes the reviewer for the At-
lanta Sunday American, " ' Half a

Chance ' takes a firm hold on your
interest, which is sustained to the

end. The director has made the

most of each situation and de-

veloped some intensely dramatic
moments in a highly colorful man-
ner."

The Cleveland News-Leader re-

viewer writes :
" This is a real pic-

ture, an inside view of the life of

a real human being, and there never

is a point in it where one will say,
' I wish they had done this dif-

ferently.' From a simple hut to a

big court room, it carries a love

story so sweet and clean that it has

your hearty approval from start

to finish."

Vanity Fair Comedy Is

Due December 12th
The beauty and talent of the

Vanity Fair Girls and the amusing
comedy antics of Eddie Boland
make " Greek Meets Greek," re-

leased by Pathe December 12th,

one of the funniest comedies yet

produced at the Rolin Studios, de-

clares Pathe. Eddie Boland is the

featured player.

Elaborate Campaigns
Held in Advance

of Showings

VITAGRAPH tells how two of
the Poli theatres—the Palace
•at New Haven and the Capi-

tol in Hartford—advertised and ex-
ploited Vitagraph's special release,
" Dead Men Tell No Tales." The
New Haven house circused and
heralded the attraction, while the

Hartford theatre conducted an ad-
vance teaser campaign for the show-
ing. Both houses registered capacity
business for every performance, de-
spite the difference in advertising
and exploitation methods adopted,
says Vitagraph.

The Palace theatre in New Haven
readily lends itself to unusual lob-

by display, and Manager O. C. Ed-
wards took every advantage of the

opportunities offered by the Vita-
graph picture, " Dead Men Tell No
Tales " in two-foot electric lights

letters was placed across the thea-
tre at the third story and again
across the portecochere; a six-foot
cut-out of a traffic policeman stood
in the center of the outer entrance
with the slogan, " Stop 1 " " Dead
Men Tell No Tales." Scenes from
the play covered the walls in the
lobby. The five alcoves in the circu-
lar foyer each contained an illumi-

nated sign, green on black, with the
slogan, " Dead Men Tell No
Tales " with an out-stretched arm
and hand holding a pistol, a dagger,
a bomb, a knife, and a belaying pin
respectively. Directly over the main

New pose of Jeane Paige, who is play-
ing the principal role in the forth-

coming special Vitagraph production,
"Black Beauty"

entrance to the auditorium was a

large illuminated sign with the word
" Hist! " in large letters and under-
neath " Dead Men Tell No Tales."

Manager James F. Clancey of the

Capitol theatre in Hartford began
a teaser campaign three weeks in

advance of the engagement. He se-

cured two hundred of the one-sheets

supplied by Vitagraph containing
nothing but the slogan, " Dead Men
Tell No Tales" in white letters on
black. He had five hundred one-
fourth sheet tack cards and 10,000

small cards, two and a half by three

inches, printed in the same style.

The one-sheets and tack cards were

given to a bill poster not regularly

employed by the theatre with the

instruction to get them out to the

best advantage. This being done
through a friend, the bill posters

believed some government or na-
tional relief work was in progress
and secured locations that other-

wise would not have been avail-

able, and where, if the true import
of the slogan were known they

probably would not have been al-

lowed to remain. The small cards
were placed in every conceivable
place—automobiles, hotels, news-
stands and distributed on the

street. Three weeks in advance
Mr. Clancey began the teaser cam-
paign in the daily papers using only
the set of nine slugs in various sizes

furnished by Vitagraph.

It so happened that the bill pos-

ters covered the broken walls and
exposed vaults of the Hartford
Trust Company building which was
being demolished to make room for

a new sky-scraper. This occurred
at night. The result was so starling

in the day light that the Hartford
Times printed an editorial suggest-

ing that the slogan would give visi-

tors the impression that bandits had

blown up the bank building and
give Hartford a bad name but in-

timating that undoubtedly it was
the work of a clever advertiser.

On the Saturday preceding the

Sunday night opening, Mr. Clancey

announced in the newspapers that

"Dead Men Tell No Tales" was
a big Vitagraph special production

and that it would be shown on Sun-

day night for the first time at the!

Capitol Theatre.

Fine Shots in Anniversary Reel!
TENTH - ANNIVERSARY -

ENTERPRISE particularly
distinguishes the make-up of

Pathe News No. 96, which combs
the civilized world in its presenta-
tion of events of importance. Per-
haps the most significant of these
is the solution of the long baffling

problem of photo-telegraphy— the
practical transmitting and receiving
of photographs over telegraph
wires in ordinary use. Upon the
announcement of the successful
performance of this feat by the in-

ventor of the system, Edouard
Belin, in cooperation with the New
York World and the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, Pathe secured the
exclusive rights for motion picture
demonstration of the process, it is

stated. The picture was made un-
der the personal supervision of the
inventor, who exhibited and de-
scribed his entire mechanism, and
is first shown to the public as an
exclusive feature of Pathe News
No. 96.

The subject of the demonstration
was the rugged face of an Ameri-
can Indian Chief. In motion pic-

tures with short explanatory titles

are described both the transmitting
and receiving processes, with the
mechanical devices used. The in-

ventor is shown mounting upon a
cylinder the original photograph
prepared in relief.; This is placed
in the transmitting mechanism. As
the cylinder revolves, a fixed needle
point traces the relief outlines of

Demonstrates Photo-

Telegraphy in

Pathe News
the portrait. The motions of the
needle, which is attached to the
telegraph wire, causes variations in

the force of the electric current. In
the receiving apparatus, which con-
tains a cylinder with a blank sens-
itized surface, the current thus
graduated throws beams of light of
various degrees of intensity. As
this cylinder, confined in a dark
receptacle revolves, upon its sur-

face the lights and shadows of the
original photograph are faithfully

recorded. The result is a virtually

exact replica— as the demonstra-
tion proved.

Other features of Pathe News
No. 96 have up - to - date general
news interest. When the U. S.

Mine-Sweeper Swan was blown
ashore on the New England Coast,

the coast guard is shown rescuing
sixty-two by means of the breeches
buoy. It is a close and clear view
of a very exciting scene. The first

meeting of the League of Nations
at Geneva with forty-one nations
represented is pictured—including

Japanese delegates, and the famil-

iar face of Jan Paderewski, of

Poland. Scenes of the football

clash in which the Navy "conquers

the Army show among the guests,

General Pershing, General Nivelle

and Secretaries Daniels and Baker.l

The anniversary historical review!

is an engrossing reminder of events!

of intense importance to this coun-l

try. It shows the Accession ofl

President Carranza of Mexico inl

1914; the Mexican crisis of 19161

when, on March 9, the rifles ofl

Villa's bandits killed American!
citizens in the border town of Co-I

lumbus, N. M., and the start six!

days later of the U. S. punitive ex-|

pedition of 6,000 men commanded!
by General Pershing. Both Gen-I

eral Funston and General Pershing!

are represented in the review. The!
weary trail homeward out of the!

Mexican desert of the survivors!

who were to perform such brilliant!

service in France, concludes this!

fragment of important history.

HE LOVED HER DEVOT-
EDLY, BUT THAT WAS
AFTER HE SENT
HER TO PRISON

See

PEGGY HYLAND

THE PRICE OF SILENCE

for the denouement to this
fascinating story
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"Jersey" Ringel, who has taken the late Lieut. Locklear's place as a screen

I
daredevil. This unusual shot was obtained by International News, and will

be released through Universal

[Railroad Heads at Showing
\

Union Pacific Executives See the
" U. P. Trail " and Endorse Picture

t AA R. R. MELCHER, Hodkinson
; 1 » 1 representative in Omaha,
t worked out a clever exploitation
c idea prior to the release in his city

tof the "U. P. Trail," the great
5 Benj. B. Hampton Production, made
< from Zane Grey's novel. Mr. Mel-
s cher sent an invitation to the vari-

< ous officials of the Union Pacific
1 Railroad, the main office of which
• is located in Omaha, to attend a
' private showing of the picture. His
' letter to the railroad officials read
' as follows

:

' " You are invited to attend a

private exhibition of the motion
;
picture, " The U. P. Trail," to be
'shown at 4:00 P. M. Tuesday, No-
1 vember 23rd, in the exhibit room
1 of the United Theatre Equipment
; Company, located on the northeast
corner of 13th and Harney Streets.

About an hour will be required to

show the picture, which, by the
way, was made from Zane Grey's
novel of the same name, relating

to the pioneer days of America and
to the building of the Union Pa-
cific Railroad."

It is interesting to note that Mr.
C. R. Gray, president of the Union
Pacific Railroad; Mr. E. E. Cal-
vin, vice-president ; and Messrs.
Haugh, Adams, Loomis, Scandrett,
Rich, Orr, Jeffers, Bissonnet, Hunt-
ley, Waldo, Robinson, Basinger,

Mitchell, Lane and Craig—all ex-

ecutives of the road—were present.

They were most enthusiastic in

their praise of the picture and com-
mended it highly not only for its

historic value but as the very high-

est type of screen entertainment,

declares a statement from the Hod-
kinson headquarters.

Has Wide Range of Scenes
Diversity of Setting Strong Feature

of Mae Marsh's New Vehicle

THE wide range of sc.ene, of in-

terest, of action and of char-

acter is said to be a feature of
j" The Little 'Fraid Lady," starring

Mae Marsh and soon to be released

"by Robertson-Cole. "The Little

I
'Fraid Lady " is adapted to the

screen from " The Girl Who Lived
J in the Woods," a popular novel by
Marjorie Benton Cooke, and was

J directed by John G. Adolfi. Its

c
scene ranges from the simple homes
>f those who live in the Great

J
North Woods to the woodland

t
palaces of the rich who vacation

: there, and thence to the lair of

^thieves in the metropolis, to Green-

wich Village at its most interesting,

„ and to the courts of law.

^ While the diversity of scene, in-

terest, action and character is very

marked, the general effect does not
suffer, states Robertson-Cole. The
transitions are well-planned and ex-
ecuted, the coordination of action

is perfect, and the great range of

scene and action fits together to

make a harmonious whole, it is

stated. The effect attained is that

one is looking upon a very large

section of life which is so vivid and
moving that even the smallest de-

tails are seen plainly and impres-
sively, declare Robertson-Cole offi-

cials.

Miss Marsh is said to have been
given a character which fits her
more perfectly than anything that

she ever has had. With Miss Marsh
are Tully Marshall, Kathleen Kirk-
ham, Charles Meredith, Herbert
Prior and Gretchen Hartman.

Army Men See News Reel
General Shanks and Staff View
International's Army's Scenes

Boston, from issue No. 77, and pic-

ture of Gen. Shanks pinning a Vic-
tory Medal on Col. F. G. Galbraith,
National Commander of the Ameri-
can Legion, from issue No. 79.

General Shanks and his staff were
highly pleased with the showing and
expressed the opinion that the offi-

cers and men of the Army profit

greatly by seeing, in the Interna-
tional News reels, what army men
are doing in other parts of the coun-
try.

International recently has been
working in co-operation with the
Army Air Service in obtaining mov-
ing pictures of " stunts " and fight-

ing formations used by the nation's

bird-men.
A series of remarkable pictures

were obtained, which were released
in installments in International
News reels, 77, 78 and 79. The
most startling of these includes an
air-raid on Washington taken from
one of the raiding machines and
pictures of the Capitol, the White
House, the Washington monu-
ment, taken from an aeroplane loop-
ing-the-loop, high above them.

MAJOR GENERAL DAVID H.
SHANKS, commander of the

First Corps Area of the U. S.

Army, with headquarters in Bos-
ton, recently paid a visit to the of-

fices of the American Feature Film
Exchange, of Boston, where he was
shown various issues of the In-

ternational News reel, containing
subjects of interest to army men.
General Shanks was accompanied

by members of the staff, including
Colonel George Blackely, Corps In-

spector ; Colonel Archibald Camp-
bell, Assistant Chief of Staff, and
Lieut. H. B. Smith, personal aid to

ihe corps commander. Among the
subjects run off in the exchange
projection room under the super-
vision of Sam Grant, manager of
the American Feature Film Ex-
change, were pictures showing mor-
tar firing at Fort Andre, Mass.,
from International News No. 73,

the American schooner Esperanto
at Gloucester, from issue No. 74,

mine practice in Boston Harbor,
from issue No. 75, General Shanks
and the Adjutants-General of the
New England at the State House,

Call Serial "Super-Thriller"
Pathe to Play Up the Star in Ad-
vertising the " Double Adventure

"

WHILE notes from the Brun-
ton studios and the New

York offices of Pathe, where the
majority of the fifteen episode of
*' Double Adventure " have been
screened, credit this new serial

starring Charles Hutchison with
being a notable example of screen
love romance with the added
stimulation of melodramatic
thrills, the emphasis in the picture

itself and in the advertising mat-
ter in preparation is placed on the
" stunts " performed by the star,

declares a Pathe Statement. It will

be as a " super-stunt-thriller " that
" Double Adventure " will be pre-

sented, is the announcement.
" In the long list of serial plays

Pathe has offered none surpassed
the mark established by ' The Great
Gamble ' as a stunt picture," de-

clares Pathe.
" Double Adventure " will be

Hutchison's first serial for Pathe
since " The Great Gamble," and
at the commencement of work on
the new film at the Brunton stu-

dios, it was announced by the star

and the company officials that

every effort would be made to

produce a serial of more thrill

stunts Hutchison performs in

The number and variety of the

stunts Hutchison performs in

" The Double Adventure " have al-

ready caused no little comment by
seasoned studio men, it is stated.

The situations and the devices em-
ployed by Hutchison were given a

deal of attention by Jack Cunning-
ham, who wrote the story, and W.
S. Van Dyke, the director. Cun-
ningham, Van Dyke, and the star

held long sessions together at

which they collaborated on the st-

ations and stunts for " The Dou-
ble Adventure."

The star who is still suffering

from the injuries he sustained in

filming a retake for the picture,

has received expressions of sym-
pathy from people in all depart-
ments of the motion picture field,

from exhibitors and countless
numbers of his followers among
the serial devotees. The accident
seems the more unfortunate when
it is considered that through all

the work on " Double Adventure

"

he essayed dangerous ^feats daily

without mishap, only to be the vic-

tim of severe and painful wounds
received while acting for a " re-

take." His picture was completed
before the accident, and it is to be
released on schedule Pathe has an-

nounced.

Favorable Reports for

DeHaven Production
Glowing reports are already be-

ing heard concerning the second
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven pro-
duction for First National release,

an adaptation of the comedy stage
success, " The Girl in the Taxi," by
Anthony Mars. This is now in the

fifth week of production. Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation han-
dles the comedians' Eastern busi-

ness.

To date, all of the interior scenes

have been caught by the camera,
with one exception. The missing
scene is an elaborate cafe affair,

which because he desires to make
this something entirely new and dif-

ferent from anything of the char-

acter ever brought to the screen, it

is stated, Mr. De Haven has left

for the last.
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Special Service Section on

Mae Marsh in "The Little Fraid Lady

IN looking over the exploitation

angles of " The Little 'Fraid

Lady there are two things that

stand out above all others : the re-

turn of Mae Marsh to the screen
after a considerable absence and
the title itself.

Our first bet would be to an-
nounce Miss Marsh and her picture

well in advance of the showing by
readers, reference to her booking
in display advertising for current

attractions and through the house
organ and slides. We would re-

mind the fans of her past successes,

especially such pictures as " The
Cinderella Man," " The Birth of a
Xation " and others that made her
a star of the first magnitude.

A little history of her career on
your program, the reason for her
temporary retirement, with side-

lights as to her present sponsors
will all be interesting reading for

the fans. In our reference to Miss
Marsh we would be enthusiastic

about the fact that she is again a
member of the craft. We would
speak of her in terms that would
recall her greatest stock in trade
as an actress, the little whimsical
tricks for which she is famous, her
wistful smile, her ability to put over
the " clinging vine " type of girl.

We would sell Miss Marsh just

as far as possible before exploit-

ing the picture at all and we would
head line her above everything else

in all the publicity put out.

When it comes time to announce
the picture, get the title and Miss
Marsh's name up in big type where-
ever you can. For this purpose
the 24 sheets issued by the producers
will be worth your while. Stills

from the picture, all of which give
Miss Marsh a prominent position,

can be used to good advantage.
Suppose for your matinees you offer

as a souvenir a picture of Miss
Marsh, purchasing a supply for this

purpose. If you go in for contests,

you might offer prizes to the school-
children who will name the great-

CAST OF ' THE LITTLE 'FRAID LADY"
Cecelia Mae Marsh
Giron Tully Marshall
Mrs. Barrett Kathleen Kirkham
Saxton Graves Charles Meredith
The Judge Herbert Prior
Sirotta Gretchen Hartman
Bobby Barrett George Bertholom, Jr.

Omar (The Dog) Jacques III

est number of pictures in which
Mae Marsh has appeared. Or you
might ask them to write a short

poem about her under the same
terms. Another interest builder

would be an essay about the Marsh
picture which your patrons liked

best, giving their reasons. This
would give you a line on the kind
of stuff which appeals to the Marsh
fans and also allow you to esti-

mate how many people are going
to be attracted to your theatre as

a direct result of the fact that you
will play her productions.
When you bill the attraction, in

display advertising we would use a
scene still of Miss Marsh alone and
disregard any which depict action

from the picture. Our first head
would be " Mae Marsh," the title

coming second, with selling talk

just mentioning the story and also

devoted to the star. For outside
exploitation, we would not resort

to anything that could be called
" hokum.'' Treat the playing of the
picture as an event with dignity in

every bit of publicity you put over.

If you desire to use a lobby dis-

play you can not do better than
to take the cue given by the picture
and use paintings similar to the
scenic settings of the production,
panoramas of hills, with trees, etc.,

in the foreground and mountains in

perspective. A stunt that would
probably attract attention would be
to obtain the services of a woman
artist, doing the painting of your
display in the lobby.

A prologue is suggested by the

same idea of tieing up with Miss
.Marsh in the role she plays, that

of an artist. Have your scenic artist

reproduce one of the shots from the
exterior of the cabin where Miss
Marsh is living at the opening of
the picture. Across in the distance
paint the home of the " Judge,"
with provisions for the window to

light up later. Mask one of your
sides with the cabin in front and
place a girl, painting before an easel,

with a dog lying at her feet. Light
in the beginning for late afternoon
with dusk soon coming so that the
artist must stop work. Your house
in perspective should be well up
on the canvass, with a road just
showing, winding up to it from
off stage. As the set is darkened,
show the headlight of a car climb-
ing the grade to the Judge's home.
As the car reaches the house the
lights flash on in the windows.
The girl looks over at the house
in silence. After a moment have
a tenor sing softly from off stage,

"Just a Song at Twilight," arrang-
ing the volume as if some one was
singing the number at the house in

the distance. After a few lines
have been sung make the number
a duet, while the lightings are
gradually dimmed to night. With
your stage dark, continue the song
long enough to lower the picture
screen and begin your picture, the
first scenes of which will be the
same as your prologue setting.

Sound effects may be employed dur-
ing the scene, such as the dull thud
of a wood chopper coming across

the valley, the hum of the motor
car climbing the grade, the shifting

of gears supposedly on some steep

grade and notes of a piano accom-
paniment to the song, twitter of
birds, before the set is dimmed,
the mooing of a cow, etc.

Supplementary advertising angles
other than the main issues of
which we have told you are to be
found in the cast, which contains
such names as Tully Marshall, Her-
bert Prior, whom many of our older
fans will remember as a star in

his own right ; Kathleen Kirkham,
Gretchen Hartman and others as
well known, the fact that the story
has a good child part, played by
George Bertholom, Jr., the popu-
larity of the novel, "The Girl Who
Lived in the Woods," by Marjorie
Benton Cooke, and the director,

John G. Adolphc, who has a num-
ber of very good pictures to his
credit, including "The Wonder
Man."

For newspaper selling talk we
suggest the following:

Wistful eyed, winsome Mae
Marsh, absent from the screen for
nearly two years, back again in a
role that just fits her. All the
things you have always loved in

her, the little tricks of expression,
the twisted, woebegone smile, the
repressed emotions that bring a
sob to your throat and make her
troubles seem real, are waiting for
you. The Mae Marsh of " The
"Cinderella Man," of " The Birth of
a Nation," back again in a real pic-

ture.

Your screen favorite, now and
always, back after a long absence
in a role that was just made for
her. The story is an adaptation of
the popular novel by Marjorie Ben-
ton Cooke, "The Girl Who Lived
in the Woods." The direction is

by John G. Adolphi and the cast
contains such names as Tully Mar-
shall, Herbert Prior, Kathleen
Kirkham, Gretchen Hartman and
Charles Meredith.

Three views of Mae Marsh's new starring vehicle, "The Little 'Fraid Lady," in which this popular star returns to the screen after a considerable absence
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CATCH LINES
for

"THE LITTLE 'FRAID LADY"

She sought to escape the make-believe of a great city but the city followed her

in all its disquietude.

She painted for a living, but she could not buy a dog cracker with her earnings.

For what mysterious reason could a young girl want to bury herself in the

woods with no company other than a dog ?

The adults talked of her but it was the baby boy's intuition that his "'fraid

lady was nice" that put them on the right track.

To most girls a thousand dollars would mean new dresses, etc., but to the

"Little 'Fraid Lady," it meant that much food.

What was the judge doing at the bizarre Costume Ball of the Artists ?

The judge was just saying that the capture of Giron would be a feather in his

cap when Giron appeared and changed the whole situation.

Why was the "little 'fraid lady" detained in the judge's home, practically as a

prisoner, after she had saved his life ?

She paid him to run away and escape from the law but revenge was sweeter

to him than life.

He had popped the question and just as he expected his answer, a boy and a

dog burst on the scene.

The return of Mae Marsh, the Peter Pan of the screen, in a role full of the whim-
sicalities that have endeared her to millions.

A night in Bohemia among the long haired men and short haired women.

With

MAE MARSH

What were the relations of the "Little 'Fraid Lady" to the mysterious Giron
and why did his lover try to kiss her ?
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Universal Ads Include
Aids for Exhibitors

Universal has sounded a new note
in advertising and exploitation, by
including in its national trade ad-
vertising inserts, actual exhibitor
aids and pertinent information de-
signed to aid the exhibitors to pre-
sent Universal pictures with maxi-
mum success. This is in accord with
the plans of Universal's new ex-
ploitation department, headed by
Mr. P. D. Cochrane, to stand by the
slogan " Help the Exhibitor."

In the most recent issues of the
trade publications, Universal devot-
ed an entire page to exploitation
ideas for popularizing the new Dor-
othy Phillips' film, " Once to Every
Woman." This picture is said to of-
fer unusual exploitation angles and
to be doing a business far in excess
of that anticipated by its producers.

School Principal Tells
Why She Likes Star
Mary Miles Minter, Realart star,

recently received a letter of ap-
preciation from a Louisiana school
principal.

" For some time I have been
wanting to write to you and tell

you how very much I enjoy your
pictures," he states. " I have seen
this week, ' A Cumberland Ro-
mance,' and ' Sweet Lavender.' The
secret of your appeal to me is the
naturalness and simplicity of your
acting. You seem to lose yourself
in the story, to become so wholly
absorbed in your part that you live

it on the screen as if you were not
conscious of a single human being
observing you. Have never seen
you in a picture or scene which
would have the tendency to lower
the ideals of anyone who observed
it. There is a winsomeness and a
charm about you, and a natural,
fresh idealism in your acting which
will carry you to greater heights."

Manila Views Issued

;

Holmes Lecturing
Burton Holmes offered for re-

lease on November 21, through
Paramount, a little tour entitled
" Around About Manila," visiting
Cavite, where Dewey fought and
won his famous battle; Fort Mc-
Kinley, where soldiers are trained;
Antipole, the holy pilgrimage town
where for the first time in history
the famous figure of the Virgin,
Our Lady of Happy Voyages, is

brought forth from Her shrine into
the open sunlight, that a clear and
close-up likeness of this most
adored of all the images of the is-

land, may be carefully and rever-
ently made.

Burton Holmes began his lec-

ture season last week in the circuit

which includes Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh, Washington and Newark.

SUNRISE PICTURES SPREAD
RAYS OF HAPPINESS

See

PEGGY HYLAND
in

THE PRICE OF SILENCE

Starring of Cook Approved
Reports to Fox Home-Office Prove
Fox Right in Starring Clyde Cook

THE commendatory reports said

to be reaching the home office

of the Fox Film Corporation in con-
nection with the reception accorded
by the public to Clyde Cook, the

new Fox comedian, are considered
by Fox officials as conclusive proof
of the wisdom and showmanship of

William Fox in disregarding all

tradition and making Cook a screen
star at once instead of following the

slower methods of advancing candi-
dates step-by-step to stardom.
Concerning the change in the title

of Cook's first comedy, it may be
explained that "Kiss Me Quick"
proved to be available after the

comedy was initially shown at the

New York Strand, Rivoli and Ri-

alto theatres. The change to "Don't
Tickle " was immediately decided
upon, and an entirely new equip-

ment of advertising, slides and title

leads were supplied to all Fox ex-
changes. The comedy is now going
successfully forward as " Don't
Tickle."

" The Huntsman," second of the

Cook comedies, is released follow-
ing its pre-release showing at the
same New York theatres where
Cook secured his initial honors as a
star in "Don't Tickle." A third

comedy, "All Wrong," has been
completed and will be issued early

in January to start the New York
for picture-showmen who specialize

in the newest developments of the
screen.

It will be recalled that Cook
made his mark at the New York
Hippodrome where he was chief

clown and pantomimist with " Hap-
py Days," the sptctacle Dillingham
presented last season at the big New
York playhouse. Mr. Fox had seen

Cook work in England, and there

decided he possessed accomplish-

ments that would register in screen

comedies—but Cook's Hippodrome
contract kept him away from pic-

tures until "Happy Days" had ended
its run.

Engage Russian Dancer
For Metro Feature

As a special feature of the
Christmas festival that will con-
stitute one of the outstanding novel-
ties of " A Message from Mars,"
the forthcoming Maxwell Karger
production starring Bert Lytell,

that is now being made at Metro's
New York studios, Arthur Zellner,
production assistant to Mr. Karger,
has engaged the Vestoff Serova
Dancers who will present a ballet

that will be staged personally by
Mme. Serova. The ballet will re-
quire special investiture and will

occupy a set nearly forty feet in
width.

The festival setting will also con-
tain a mammoth Christmas tree
which, at a given time, will open
and a figure of Santa Claus will

step forth.

Strive to Offset Dull Period
Chicago Office of Famous Players

Combatting the Usual Holiday Lull

THE Chicago exchange of Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion has undertaken what is de-

scribed by Paramount to be an odd
—and big—task for itself. District

Manager Harris P. Wolfberg,

studying conditions throughout his

territory has found that a very

large number of exhibitors feel that

the period between the Sunday fol-

lowing Thanksgiving and until after

New Year's is the " dull period

"

to be expected each year. Espec-

ially do neighborhood theater man-
agers feel that the holiday shopping

period is a bad one for their houses,

declares the Paramount official.^

So Mr. Wolfberg has mobilized

every department of the Chicago
exchange to help Paramount exhib-

itors combat the so-called " holi-

day lull."

Several exhibitors, last year, suc-

cessfully met the situation bv giv-

ing their patrons such eood pro-

grams that they just had to attend.

This example is to be followed this

year by scores of exhibitors, judg-
ing by the booking department re-

ports of Famous Players. Para-
mount exhibitors are setting in ex-

tra days of Paramount Pictures.

The booking department is reported

by Paramount to have prepared a

list of especially appropriate pic-

tures for the holiday term—pictures

that reflect the spirit of Yuletide,

appeal in their clean, wholesome
amusement qualities, and many that

especially are attractive to children.

The booking department, under the

direction of Chief Booker Hamm
is giving especial care to the De-
cember bookings, helping exhibitors

Print of "The Spenders"
Arrives from Coast
From the Benj. B. Hampton

studios on the West Coast has just
been received the print of " The
Spenders," which is scheduled for
release by the Hodkinson organiza-
tion in January, 1921.

Heading the aggregation of
artists is Niles Welch. Another
favorite is Joseph J. Dowling, and
Robert McKim lends his ability to
a role for which his talents are
admirably befitted. The story is by
Harry Leon Wilson.

Louis B. Mayer Signs
New Art Director

John D. Schulze has been added
to the staff at the Mayer studio to

supervise the work of the technical
and art departments on all Louis
B. Mayer offerings. These now in-

clude only the pictures starring
Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris
Chaplin, but within a few months
Mr. Mayer will add at least two
all-star companies to film the James
Oliver Curwood, Harold MacGrath
and other stories and plays he has
acquired, it is announced.

"High and Dry" Is New
Mermaid Comedy

" High and Dry " is announced as

the permanent title of the new Mer-
maid Comedy to be released in De-
cember through Educational Ex-
changes. The working title of this

picture was " Luck," but it was
found that another comedy • has
been released under the same title.

"ggf"> ?>.?>t-£- r*>*9(

•? A Genuine',

c/. Special.

Lillian Gish and director Jerome Storm in a new "Monte Carlo" effect.

Taken at Mr. Storm's Thanksgiving studio party

In the
Jhadow
of the
DOItlGv

David G. Fischer Production
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F OR 'NEWSPAPER USE— FOR THEATER PROGRAMS

Live Notes from the Studios
CONDUCTED B Y L I lTlTi A N. R . GALE

ABOUT
DIRECTORS

Ben Wilson, spending a short
time in New York, will be among
the coast celebrities present at the
Motion Picture Directors' Associa-
tion dinner, at the Hotel Biltmore
on December 7.

J. Searle Dawley, directing Pearl
White in her fifth starring vehicle
under Fox banner, has moved his

company, bag and baggage, to
" somewhere in Bermu."

Albert Parker, who directed Nor-
ma Talmadge in " Satan's Para-
dise," is at present engaged in
" cutting " and preparing the pic-

ture for release. At the completion
of which he will prepare to make
more specials for Joseph M.
Schenck.

Chet Withey, who has been mak-
ing rapid progress on " The Man
from Toronto," a screen adaptation
of Douglas Murray's play, expects
to get some beautiful exteriors in

Miami, and he has promised to
bring Constance Talmadge and her
company back to New York in time
to celebrate the Christmas holidays
with their families and friends. The
cast of "The Man from Toronto"
includes such well known players
as Kenneth Harlan, George Faw-
cett, James Harrison, Flora Finch,
W. R. Webb and Florence Short.

Director Robert G. Vignola states

Al Libuori, the popular cameraman
who works at the International
Film Studio, New York City, is the
lineal descendant of a brother of
Saint Alfonso Maria De Liguori,
the lawyer-saint and doctor of the
Roman Catholic Church who
founded the Redemptorist Order of
Priests. Mr. Liguori hails from
Salerno, Italy, the natal place of St.

Alphonsus, and in his possession is

an authentic portrait of the saint on
wood.

Wallace Worsley, who directs

pictures for Goldwyn, says that one
of the hardest things in the world
now is to get any look of gayety
into scenes where drinks are
served. The memories of past
pleasures are too sad. The other
day while directing a New Year's
reception in Gertrude Atherton's
" Noblesse Oblige," he said

:

" You know this isn't a funeral.

Gather around the punch bowl. Try
to remember how you used to feel

on these occasions."

To which Darrell Foss made re-

ply dolefully: "That's just the

trouble! If we only could forget!"

Great interest is attached to the

filming of " The Light in the Clear-

ing," the first of a group of Irving

Gaston Glass and Henry McRae, lead-
ing man and director of " The For-
eigner " and "Cameron of the Royal

Mounted"

Bacheller novels, the picturization

of which will be released through
the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion. T. Hayes Hunter, director of
" Earthbound," " Desert Gold " and
other notable sucesses, will be re-

sponsible for the direction.

George Marshall, who was re-

sponsible for the making of
"Prairie Trails," starring Tom Mix
and " Why Trust Your Husband,"
with Eileen Percy, is about to com-
plete work upon another Tom Mix
special which will be released under
the title, " Oh, You Tex !

"

Chester Bennett's latest achieve-
ment has been the completion of
" Diamonds Adrift," starring Earle
Williams.

When Charles Giblyn takes up
megaphone again, it will be to di-

rect Pearl White in his fourth fea-

ture photoplay for William Fox.
The first three directed by Mr.
Giblyn in which Miss White
starred were " The Tiger's Cub,"
" The Mountain Woman " and
" The Thief." During the time
Mr. Giblyn has been obliged to

devote to the cutting and assem-
bling of the later two. Miss White
has been engaged in her fifth pic-

ture.

Kiner Vidor has completed " The
Sky Pilot," from the well known
novel by Ralph Connor for the
Catherine Curtis Corporation. In
this photoplay of the Canadian
Rockies he infuses, according to

those fortunate enough to witness a

private pre-view, an elemental
strength, a native vigor that con-
duces to a tonic quality, symboliz-

ing the wild, wide places where man
contacts the mountains, the great
trees, the animal kingdom, and
sleeps on the naked earth beneath
the canopy of the sky.

"The U. P. Trail," a Benj. B.

Hampton super - production, re-

leased through the W. W. Hodkin-
son Corporation, is meeting with
marked success wherever shown. It

is an adaptation of the widely read
Zane Grey novel of the same name
and has an all-star cast including
Robert McKim, Joseph J. Dowling,
Kathlyn Williams, Marguerite De
La Motte and others.

ABOUT
PLAYERS

Another representative screen
star within the the fold of the mo-
tion picture chapter of the Actors'

Equity Association, Miss Ethel

Clayton, who requires no identifica-

tion other than her name.

Again the camera is grinding
upon a new film in which Estelle

Taylor will have the leading
feminine role. It has not yet been
named, but is said to be of an
episodical nature, similar, in that it

is in episodes, to the pronounced
success, " While New York Sleeps."

Miss Taylor's wardrobe list is most
disconcerting. It calls for wearing
apparel usually worn by the fair

sex from the ages of fifteen to

thirty-five, and in as many different

walks of life. Evidently the direc-

tor has every faith in Miss Taylor's
versatility.

Will Rogers, who in addition to

being a Goldwyn star ranks as the

chief humorist of the company,
was asked the other day to state

his opinion of a proposal to cut

down the salaries of stars. He sat

down and dashed off the following:
"Naturally, every star will. wel-

come the proposal to cut down his

or her salary. This will relieve

him of the burden of carting his

wages home on Saturday night and
of the trouble of book-keeping.
Since we work only for our art, I

think this movement will find wide
approval from all those stars who
feel they arc overpaid.

" You also ask if the stars are

to blame for bad pictures. Who's
making any bad pictures?"-

Rockcliffc Fellows, who plays

a prominent part in " Pagan Love "

the first of Hugo Ballin's indepen-
dent productions, won much praise

for his brilliant work at the pic-

ture's private screening, recently

held at the Selwyn Theatre, New
York.

In referring to the excellent act-

ing of Fellowes, one reviewer said:

Margaret Beecher, featured in the
Edw. Hemmer production, "Sunshine

Harbor"

" Mention must be made of the
splendid work of Rockcliffe Fel-
lowes as the young medical student
who finally restores Kathleen's sight
and leads her through the portals

of love."

The commendation which Fel-
lowes receives has been endorsed
unanimously by all who saw the
premier showing at the Selwyn. A
number of notables viewed the pic-

ture and all were in apparent ac-

cord as to the merit of the picture
and the work of Mr. Fellowes.
This is just another success

credited to this popular leading
man, who already has the distinc-

tion of never having appeared in

anything but a successful photo-
play.

He is now working at the new
Famous Players studio in Long
Island City, where he is playing
opposite Ethel Clayton in " The
Price of Possession," the Winifred
Boggs' story. This picture is said

to be one of the best in which
Miss Clayton has yet appeared.

Fellowes has supported her in

several of her most successful ve-

hicles.

Master George Story, aged six,

happened to enter pictures really

on account of Santa Claus. Every
time Master George got 100 on
his examination papers in school

he insisted on giving his Daddy a
list of the things he expected San-
ta Claus to bring him. The first

month the list only had a big two-
wheel bicycle. The second month
he added a few more toys, such
as boxing gloves, a tent and fishing

rod with a reel on it so he could
wind the fish in, instead of the

old-fashioned way of just pulling

them in. He continued to add to

this list with each examination
that was marked 100 per cent

—

so finally his Daddy made an ap-
peal for him not to take all San-
ta's toys as he would not have
enough for other children if. he
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received all he asked for because
it took a lot of money for Santa
Claus to buy the materials.
Master George, not to be out-

done, said he would work and get

a lot of money and give it to San-
ta to buy materials to make a lot

more toys, and then he would
have enough for all. His Daddy
then asked him where he thought'
he could get a job. George very
quickly answered and said: "Why,
from you. You can give me a job
in pictures." His father, who is a
casting director, laughed at the
idea, and said :

" You will have
to look somewhere else, because
we have no pictures that require
children of your age, at present;"
but George insisted and each even-
ing he would ask his Daddy if

the Company was making a picture
that would need a boy like him.
But luck was with George. When
Albert Capellani, director for
Cosmopolitan Productions, started
casting " The Inside of the Cup,"
he needed a six year old boy, and
as he knew Master George he in-

sisted he was just the type, and
after looking over numerous ap-
plicants, he decided none of them
would do, so he persuaded the
boy's father to let him play in

this picture, so George was en-
gaged to play the part of the Gar-
vin child in " The Inside of the
Cup."

Robert Edeson, who has just
completed his role with May Alli-

son in "Are Wives to Blame?"
has received a long anticipated
letter informing him that the ten
German shepherd dogs he gave to

the Washington government soon
after the beginning of the war
are safe in Germany. These ani-
mals were raised and trained by
Mr. Edeson and two of them were
decorated during the war. The
letter informing him that the dogs
were safe and would soon be re-

turned to the United States is the
first word Mr. Edeson has had
from them since their " enlist-

ment" in the government service.

Having just completed working
on " Out of the Chorus," in which
she played the leading female role

next to the star, Edith Stockton
is conducting negotiations with one
of the leading producing organiza-
tions in regard to going West to

this company's California studios.

In accordance with the present
trend to build up stock compa-
nies, Miss Stockton has been ap-
proached by these producers
through the insistent high merit
of her screen characterizations.

In " Out of the Chorus," Miss
Stockton plays the part of a pal

to Alice Brady—they are both
chorus girls sharing the same room
and board, working in the same
show and even striving for the

love of the same man. It is a

very unusual story which depicts

most intimately the off-stage life

of the lesser people of the foot-

lights, and gives Miss Stockton
an unusually wide, field for the

display .of her dramatic talents.

Marion Davies, upon her return

from the coast upon the comple-
tion of her latest Cosmopolitan pic-

ture, immediately started in to ad-

just her affairs, beginning with
joining the motion picture chapter

of the Actors' Equity Association.

Motion Picture News

Players under the management
of Edward Small, who have not
already met Regina B. Kruh, pop-
ular personal press representative,
will find her snugly settled down
to become one of the Edward
Small staff, Miss Kruh being as-
signed the work of keeping the
industry and other interested par-
ties informed as to the activities
of Mr. Small's clientele. Need-
less to say, Mr. Small is to be
congratulated upon this worthy
addition to his services.

Irvin V. Willat signed Jack
Perrin by special loan arrange-
ment with Universal for the lead-
ing male role in his second inde-
pendent production, " Partners of
the Tide," from Joseph C. Lin-
coln's story, playing opposite
Daisy Robinson, scheduled to be
the " heroine in the case." Mr.
Perrin was recently seen in " The
Adorable Savage," " Pink Tights,"
" The Lion Man " serial for Uni-
versal and in Edgar Lewis' " La-
homa."
Mr. Willat has just returned to

the National studios from San
Francisco, where he "shot" a
number of preliminary water
scenes for this new special, which
will follow " Down Home," his
initial independent production un-
der the W. W. Hodkinson banner.

Upon a final vacation before be-
ginning athletic and motion pic-

ture activities once again, George
Walsh is spending a few days " by
the sea " in Atlantic City. And
upon his return, the announcement
of a recently duly signed contract
will inform the industry regard-
ing forthcoming feature photo-
plays starring the popular -actor

and athlete.

Rubye DeRemer, who more than
three years ago, was declared by
Paul Hellau, the Boston etcher
of merited fame, to be " The Most
Beautiful Blonde Since Venus,
which conclusion he formed from
a " long shot view," being in the
front of a house where Rubye was
playing in musical comedy, has al-

tered his decision, much in favor
of the acknowledged beauty by ac-
claiming Miss DeRemer " The
Most Beautiful Woman in Amer-
ica." This from a " close up,"
for in the meantime, he has made
the acquaintance of the astronom-
ical beauty.

Gordon Mullen, who has re-

cently come into prominence
through his characterizations in
" Nomads of the North," "Crook-
ed Straight," " The False Road,"
" Dangerous Hours," "Paris
Green," and " The Mark of Zor-
ro." has been signed by Irvin V.
Willat to play in " Partners of
the Tide," his second independent
production to be released through
the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion.

"The Silver Lining." the initial

Jewel Carmen production with her
own company, which will be re-

leased through Metro, will have
Virginia Valli in the leading female
role among the supporting cast.

Miss Valli will be remembered
for her excellent work opposite

George Walsh in his latest Fox re-

lease, " The Plunger," in which
she displayed her comedy talents.

The most recently finished produc-

(Continued on next page)
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tion in which Miss Valli will be

seen is " The Better Way," a

forthcoming Hope Hampton film,

that gives this popular young
leading woman an intensely dra-

matic role.

At present Miss Valli is creating

the part of Lady Alice in the John
S. Robertson picturization of
" Sentimental Tommy " by Sir

James Barrie. One of the unusual
features of this characterization

is the fact that Miss Valli has had
to cover her own jet-black hair

with a blonde wig that is called

for by Barrie's description of
Lady Alice.

" The Broken Gate " is the title

of Bessie Barriscale's first picture
to be released through the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation under her
new contract with J. L. Frothing-
ham. Supporting Miss Barriscale
in this picturization of Emerson
Hough's well-known novel are
Joseph Kilgour, Sam De Grasse,
Marguerite De La Motte, Arnold
Gregg and Lloyd Bacon.

Cullcn Landis, of the Goldwyn
players, says there is nothing in

the world which is better fun than
going out to collect eggs from your
own chicken farm. He knows
whereof he speaks, too, for he
has now a very large number of
chickens working for him.

He started with only a few
prize chickens, but he became so
interested in them and he found it

so good to have all the fresh eggs
he wanted that he kept buying
more and more until now he says
he will have to buy a large ranch
or dispose of some of them.

Mr. Landis says he has read
every book published about poul-
try (or at least he thinks he has)
and that he feels qualified to lec-
ture to agricultural associations
on his hobby.

Is Laugh Making Serious Work ?

THE most serious business in art. Persons who have seen the People like to laugh, and a thought-

the world is that of making photoplay will recall that fat W al- ful play, with no comic relief is

laughs states Elmer Harris, ter Hicrs runs the whole length of usually a bore And so !t was that

co-author of "So Long Letty " and a lawn on which the automatic wa- I came to take up the writing ot

•' Canary Cottage " for the speak- ter sprinklers have been turned comedy.

ing stage, and scenarioist of a score loose. But even m screen work I have

of filmdom's most successful com- "That scene drew a lot of not been altogether a funster. Af-

edy dramas. Mr. Harris was re-
laugh s, and it offended no one for ter adapt ng Miss Hobbs for

cently appointed supervising di- f at men are noted for their good ISS^f, £SS *&
rector of Realart's West Coast stu- nature. But supposing we had
dios. used a pathetic beggar woman

" Comedy is entirely a matter of type for the same scene. It would

contrasts," declared Mr. Harris, have caused offense because there

"The differing things of life can would have been many people in

always be grouped together to get every audience to whom the mci-

a laugh. But there is a difference, dent would have appeared in poor

after all. The grouping can be taste.

done in a way that offends. That " Thousands of other incidents

is impertinence, and impertinence occur every day to support the

is never comedy, for a laugh that well-known premise that the best

hurts is a laugh that invariably re- comedy is produced by people of

fleets back on the maker. True serious thought—who know just

comedy is a contrasting of life's in- how far to go. It happens that

cidents in a way that both parties my own first efforts in writing < Duck s and Drakes,' prepared a*s a
to the contrast can thoroughly en- plays were in a distinctly serious Rea ]ar t vehicle for' Bebe Daniels,
joy. vein. 'The Crucifixion,' which I "

I simply mention these cases as

"To 'kid' a serious thing," con- wrote first, was a religious study; an iHust ration of the old saying
tinued the comic playwright, " one ' Trial Marriage treated of di- tnat near everv laugh lurks a tear,

must know seriousness. One must vorce, while The Offenders was Comedy and seriousness are bed-
know the situations sufficiently to the first effort to put on the stage

fenovvs during life. To treat of
sense where fun leaves off and im- Judge Lmdsey s work in reforming one it ;s essent ia l to know the
pertinence begins. There is always boys. other."

a point where the person laughed " As one grows older, however, " Miss Hobbs " is Wanda Haw-
at stops laughing with you. there comes an appreciation of ley's first Realart picture ; " All

"An excellent example of this cheerful things—the realization of Souls' Eve," featuring Mary
danger line occurred in ' Miss tne true restfulness of a good Miles Minter, has not yet been re-

Hobbs,' which I adapted for Real- laugh in the life of a busy man. leased.

rious vehicle, ' All Souls' Eve,' in

which Mary Miles Minter appears.

This story treats of the return of

the dead.
" It was a real pleasure to work

out the problems of this adapta-

tion for no thoughtful person, who
looks out at the heavens at night

and sees the myriads of worlds, can

help but think on the subject of

where we came from and whither

we are going.
" Such a serious interlude was

followed by a return to comedy in

the adaptation of my own play,

From Barnstorming to Leading Roles

Percy Marmont, who created
the leading male role in " Dead
Men Tell No Tales," and has ap-
peared opposite a number of the
important female stars of the
screen, rises to prophecy the re-
appearance of the costume picture.
" The box office bugaboo against
these productions has been shat-
tered on several occasions—most
recently by Douglas Fairbanks in
' The Mark of Zorro.' The point
is to give the people a story that
has meat to it; then the clothes
will not matter, if they are subor-
dinated to the plot — the usual
trouble with costume pictures
heretofore is that directors have
spent too much on the costumes
and too little on the story proper."
There is, in fact, a consistent

rumor that Marmont will create
the titular role in a picturization
of "Caius Gracchus," a poetic
drama by Odin Gregory, laid in
Rome about 120 B. C.

Lloyd Bacon, son of Frank Ba-
con, author and star of " Light-
nin'," appeared in support of Jo-
seph Dowling in "The Kentucky
Colonel," a Hodkinson picture
will also appear in "The Broken
Gate," another Hodkinson release.

ROBERT FRAZER, who plays
the part of the young profli-

gate, Marlowe, in the George
D. Baker production of " Temple
Dusk," that is now being made for
S-L Pictures at the Metro studios,
furnishes a typical instance of
climbing the ladder from the bot-
tom to the top ; for Mr. Frazer is

an actor who began his stage ca-
reer in the humblest of barnstorm-
ing circumstances, and step by
step mounted to the enviable posi-
tion of being one of the most pop-
ular of young leading men on the
American stage.

The portrayer of the picturesque
role of Marlowe in "Temple Dusk"
began his theatrical career in 1907.
And as the stage had from earliest
infancy been his controlling inter-
est, he decided to take it up in
earnest and to become an actor at
all costs.

This decision led to his obtaining
an engagement with a stock com-
pany in Holyoke, Mass. Realizing
that his total ignorance of the stage
might prove a barrier to his finding
employment there, Mr. Frazer
hunted up an old program that he
had brought back from the Coast,
and going to a printing establish-
ment had them make a duplicate
of the play bill, substituting his
name in place of the juvenile
lead's. The scheme worked, but the
career of the young leading man
which promised so favorably be-
gan at this point to look bad in-

deed, for the next few months saw
him stranded with the Cosgrove
Stock Company in Carthage, N.
Y., where he subsisted for three
days on a ten-cent can of baked
beans. Conditions improved short-

ly afterward, however, and the suc-

ceeding years found Mr. Frazer in

leading stock companies through-

out the country, including Jessie

Bonstelle's, Cecil Spooner's, and
the Washington Stock Company.
An engagement in pictures fol-

lowed this career on the stage, with

the Eclair Stock Company, a pro-

ducing organization which made all

manner of pictures. Following this

initial appearance on the screen,

Mr. Frazer returned to the stage,

where he played the title-role in
" The Wanderer " following Wil-
liam Elliott, the tile-role in " Ben
Hur " and leading parts in " The
Show Shop," " Rio Grande," " Ex-
cuse Me," and " The Million," the
latter two of which were for Henry
W. Savage.

Returning to pictures, Mr. Fra-
zer appeared with Clara Kimball
Young in " The Feast of Life," and
with Holbrook Blinn and Alice
Brady in " The Boss." His next
appearance on the silversheet was
with Mabel Taliaferro in " The
Light of Love," and with Florence
Reed in a special production that
has not as yet been released. An-
other stage engagement followed
this second appearance in pictures,
consisting of a season with Julia
Arthur in " Seremonda," in which
he appeared as leading man.
Mr. Frazer was then engaged by

George D. Baker, director of
" Temple Dusk," for the role of
Marlowe, the young profligate who
finally redeems himself in the grip-
ping story of the play. "Temple
Dusk" was adapted to the screen
by George D. Baker from Calvin
Johnston's feature story in the Sat-
urday Evening Post. In addition to
Mr. Frazer, the all-star cast in-

cludes Anna Q. Nilsson, the feat-

ured player; Robert Schable, who
will portray the part of Bunny
Fish, Thomas W. Ross and Frank
Currier. Andre Barlatier, the
cameraman who photographed
" Earthbound," is photographing
the production. The art interiors
are by M. P. Staulcup.

Hemmer Production
Near Completion

" There are many important de-
tails to consider," says Edward
Hemmer, " in getting a production
ready for the market. After the
footage is turned over to the cut-
ters, the work of getting a smooth
running picture begins. Handling
footage in the cutting room requires
the services of intelligent and pains-
taking individuals."

"When you see pictures where
the story follows in pleasing and
natural sequence, you can credit the
cutters with preserving the direc-
tor's best work and following the
outlined continuity.

"A great deal of time and
thought have been given to
another important feature, that of
selecting titles, the constructing and
phrasing of which must be in pleas-
ing complement to the object mat-
ter of the picture.

" Brush artists also play an im-
portant role in the picture making
of today. Well-known artists are
daily being called upon to repro-
duce famous subjects of the old
masters, and to supply original ideas
for art titles.

" Only experts in these lines,"

continued Mr. Hemmer, " are hand-
ling ' Sunshine Harbor,' the picture
in which I am featuring Margaret
Beecher, and am now getting ready
for an early release."
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Virginia Valli, who is playing Lady
Alice in "Sentimental Tommy," a

John S. Robertson production

Baker Completes a

Record Year
George D. Baker, upon the

completion of his present spe-

cial production, "Temple Dusk,"
rounds out the most successful year
of his directorial career. Mr.
Baker's reputation as a director of
splendid box-office successes has
been strikingly illustrated by his

product of the last twelve months,
each one of which has been con-
ceded to be better than his previous
picture. The first George D. Baker
production of the last year was
" The Man Who Lost Himself,"
which feature marked William
Faversham's entry into the motion
picture world. This feature was
followed by " Buried Treasure,"
starring Marion Davies, then came
two special Cosmopolitan produc-
tions, " Heliotrope," which has just

been released, and " Proxies." In
all of these productions, Mr. Baker
selected the story, wrote the con-
tinuity, directed the picture, and cut

and titled the completed film, there-

by making all his productions, one
hundred per cent Baker features.

The last Baker product of the sea-

son is the Calvin Johnson story,
" Temple Dusk," which will be re-

leased by Metro under the auspices
of the Sawyer-Lubin organization,

as a special George W, Baker Pro-
duction. Mr. Baker is confident

that in " Temple Dusk " he has the

best picture that he has ever pro-

duced. Arthur Sawyer and Her-
bert Lubin have given him every

possible co-operation in the en-

deavor to make " Temple Dusk

"

one of the greatest box-office attrac-

tions of the motion picture indus-

try. Mr. Baker will complete the

actual direction of "Temple Dusk"
by December 15 and will have the

feature cut and ready for distribu-

tion by the last of this month. The
coming year will mark even greater

strides in the making of George D.
Baker productions. Mr. Baker is

now actively at work upon plans

for the production for elaborate

pictures during the coming year

from the pens of three of our most
prominent authors whose names
will be announced shortly after the

release of " Temple Dusk," as in

the past these features will be re-

leased as George D. Baker produc-

tions with all-star cast.

Discoveries" in Storm's
First Gish Pictures

BELIEVING there is more good
acting material in the college

class rooms than have been dis-

covered by agents and casting di-

rectors, Jerome Storm recently set

forth on a tour of talent-discovery
and as a result has two promising
young players under his direction

in the first Lillian Gish production.
Always an exponent of naturalism

rather than hectic histrionism, as
demonstrated by the Ray pictures

he directed, Mr. Storm was unable
to find among Broadway actors just

the types of youth whidi he desired
for important parts in his first pro-
duction for the Frohman company.
He commenced a tour of schools
about New York, and at the Alviene
school of dramatic art met Miss
Una Merkle, who was precisely the

type he was seeking to play the

role of sister to Miss Gish. His
other discovery is Clifford Sharp,
a young college man of breeding
and distinction.

The aptitude shown by both young
people and the intelligent manner
with which they have responded to
direction causes Mr. Storm to pre-
dict rapid advance for them in the
film world. They also substantiate
his belief that camera experience is

careers," observes Mr. Storm. " The
industry has been advancing faster
than it could obtain skilled work-
men. Men and women of trained
minds certainly are needed in all

departments of the industry. Con-
sidering the magnitude of the busi-
ness and the remuneration of em-
ployes, I see no reason why college
people should not consider the mo-
tion picture as a prospective pro-
fession as well as medicine, law or
journalism. The screen does not
require as much vocational training
as the stage, because the former re-
quires so much time for vocal train-
ing. But what the screen does need
is alert, trained minds—particularly
young men and women of refined
deportment and personal distinc-
tion. Technique is quickly grasped
by such students. Both Miss Gish
and I believe that Miss Merkle and
Mr. Sharp are genuine 'finds'
Their understanding and adaptive-
ness is far greater than that of
many players having years of ex-
perience."

When he returns to California to
undertake his next production, Mr.
Storm intends to inaugurate a series
of camera tests, such as those

Elsie Ferguson, Paramount star, who
wi 1 spend the winter in Hollywood,
where the screen version of her last
season's stage success, "Sacred and
Profane Love." by Arnold Bennett,

will be filmed

Studio Architecture As
Haas Sees It

O EALISM, line and color
body the cardinal principle

by no means a prime requisite for
recently conducted with success by

consideration in casting a picture.
" College boys and girls should

seriously consider the motion pic-

ture industry when contemplating

Thomas H. Ince. All screen as-
pirants having proof of academic
training will be given an opportun-
ity to try out.

To the Manner Born"
ORN to the screen, was golden-
haired Beulah Frances Mig-

gins. infant daughter of the Michael
M. Migginses of the William Fox
West Coast forces. Beulah ap-
peared in screen productions when
she was ten weeks old, some time

D ORN to the screen, was golden- And forthwith she preempted the
XJ hiiroA RphIiVi TTr-,.i^oc lUio-- rights of full stardom by taking

down with a sickness that required
a stay in the hospital. An opera-
tion was performed (needless to say
with success, for isn't this all about
Beulah alive and acting?) in a hos-

before she decided that comedy was pital near the Audubon theatre, New judged from these buried treasures,

her forte. York, where, in his own house, Wil- " In motion pictures one of the

liam Fox at the time was showing nrst things we try for is realism-
William Farnum in "Heartstrings" tne expression of the character of

And right there Beulah exercised the people in the story through the

another right by "stealing the background. Such a setting en-

em-
es of

motion picture achitecture, accord-
ing to Robert M. Haas, art director

for Paramount Pictures made in the

Eastern studios. In recent years
this form of architecture has taken
definite proportions and has be-

come a recognized branch of the

profession. Motion picture pro-
ducers once thought that only a

scenic painter and canvass were
needed to make a picture but with
the rapid development of the indus-

try achitecture has become a very
necessary part of the successful and
popular motion play.

" Architecture and decoration are
nothing more than the expression
of the character of the people of

the times." said Mr. Haas. " We
had no documents or books to tell

us of the mode of life in ancient

history, so ruins were dug up and
the character of the people was

Her first role was in a Virginia
Pearson production bearing the Fox
brand. Her parents let their infant
be " carried on "—and in films, for
the most part of the time, she has
been carrying on ever since. To
be sure, she's only two years old
right now—or a little over—for she
was born in New York October 4,

1918, when her father was (and he
still is) an assistant to director J.

Gordon Edwards.
Beulah is half a twin. Her little

brother died when he was only eight

weeks old—but Beulah started right

in to make film fame for herself

—

and the other half of twindom
which she represents in Fox Sun-
shine Comedies, after a nine-pound
start on the day of her advent in

this vale of celluloid and " emoting."
In her very first screen appearance
she made little display of talent

—

the part was too small for any
actress to show her real gifts.

But in William Farnum's " Heart
strings," when she was one year old,

Beulah really acted in what her
parents declare was the largest part
so young a lady ever appeared in.

She was not just " seen " in the pic-

ture—she was decidedly " heard
"

around the studio and helped meas-
urably in " making " the photoplay.

show " from her star, so far as con-
cerns doctors, nurses, cleaners, in-
ternes and every last individual
around the hospital who could get
away to see their little patient in
full histrionic. Incidentally it will
be plainly seen that she's now going
further along with her "rights'—
she's stealing publicity at the pres-
ent age of two years, her present
weight of 27y2 pounds, her present
height of 32^2 inches and a chest
that makes the tape meet at 18.2
inches.

Her head was exactly the cir-

cumference of her chest when the
William Fox publicity man slipped
this story to the editor. Make your
own bets as to whether her head or
chest will swell the most when she
reads her story in print. There are
lots and lots of wonderful things
still to be said about Beulah as a
babe—and is likely to hold as she
proceeds in her chosen profession.

Just now " Beulah Frances Mig-
gins " is too long a name for elec-

tric lights. Otherwise William Fox
would doubtless put it there.

hances dramatic value and adds to

the interest of the picture."

" A good design is nothing but
symmetry of interest. In the big

sets we get balance by inserting an
interesting little mass. The big

thing hits the eye first, but the little

mass helps to divide the focal inter-

est. The camera has its limitations,

as every one knows, and the com-
position of the background has a

great deal to do with the finished

picture which appears on the screen.

The camera distorts and this is cor-

rected by throwing into the back-
ground vertical, accidental lines that

are offset by the horizontal mass.
" Color plays a secondary part in

motion picture settings," according
to Mr. Hass, " but is essential for

its pleasing effect on the actor as

well as the eye of the audience.

In summing up the part the archi-

tect plays in the production of good
motion pictures Mr. Haas said that

it was simply a case of picturizing

homes to the public and building

dramatic values on realism, with
simplicity, taste and ingenuity as

the guiding factors.
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BRUNTQN
It is announced that Mary Pick-

ford will not produce a screen ver-
sion of Miss Crickctt's novel. A
now story is to be selected, to be
directed by Al Green and Jack Pick-
ford. Francis Marion has left Los
Angeles for the East.

John Emerson and Anita Loois
are now in Los Angeles preparing
a screen story for independent pro-
duction.

Benjamin Hampton is supervising
the editing of "The Killer," by
Stewart Edward White and " There
Was a King in Egypt." Mr. Hamp-
ton is now engaged in the produc-
tion of " A Certain Rich Man,"
written by William Allan White.
Claire Adams heads the all-star cast.

J. L. Brothingham is preparing to
produce a -screen version of " The
Other Woman " based on the novel
of the same name written by Nora
Davis. Ed Sloman has been selected
to direct this subject. Antonio
Gaudio will be the cameraman. The
cast includes Jane Novak. Helen
Jerome Eddy, Jerome Patrick, Wil-
liam Conklin, Joseph Dowling, John
Stepling, Frankie Lee and Aggie
Herring.

Jack Cunningham, chief of the
Burton scenario staff, is writing an
original screen story for Sessue
Hayakawa.

Clara Horton has completed the
continuity for " A Light in the
Clearing" to be produced by the
Dial Film Company. T. Hayes
Hunter has been engaged to direct
this subject. Abe Schulze will be
the cameraman.

LASKY
Elsie Ferguson arrived on the

Coast this week. She will star in
" Sacred and Profane Love " under
the direction of William D. Taylor.

" The Quarry," starring Tom
Meighan, will be completed on the

Coast. Prison scenes for this sub-
ject have already been filmed. Mr.

New West Coast Film
Firms

Los Angeles, Calif.—The
Aryan Princess Pictures
Corp., cap. $200,000; G. E. and
Annette M. Isham, Rosa
Fischer, Ethel K. Taux,
Ralph Ulmer, Wm. F. Gilar-
doni and Frances T. Pierce.
L. A. Wagner, notary.

Los Angeles, Calif.—Ari-
zona Brady Feature Films,
Inc., cap., $50,000; S. P.
Brown, Raleigh (Arizona),
Brady and Arthur C. Webb.
Los Angeles, Calif.—Al

Jennings Feature Films
(Inc.), cap. $250,000; Selma
Green, Tilman Eggleston, M.
E. Jennings, V. V. Williams
and Young Rogers. M.
Moore, attorney.

Marshall Neilan's latest star, Wesley Barry, who appears in the leading role of
" Dinty," a new First National picture.

Meighan, Director Tom Forman,
and members of the cast arrived this

week in Los Angeles. Louis Wil-
son will play opposite the Para-
mount star.

Mary H. O'Connor is going to

London as scenario editor.

Henry Arthur Jones, prominent
author, is expected on the Coast in

the near future. He will write

original screen stories.

GOLDWYN
Samuel Goldwyn arrived on the

Coast this week.
Wallace Worsley, the director of

" The Penalty " and other produc-
tions, has renewed his contract with
Goldwyn.
The twelfth of the "Edgar"

series bears the temporary working
title of " Ole, the Hand."

George L. Jenks, the continuity
writer, has been engaged by Metro.
He is now preparing the script for
" Unchartered Seas."

FIRST
NATIONAL

Allan Holubar is ill with appen-
dicitis. He is continuing the edit-

ing of " Man, Woman and Mar-
riage " in bed, the film being pro-

jected on the ceiling for his ob-
servation.

Sol Lesser has arrived on the

Coast from the East.

UNIVERSAL

METRO
A big game story and play by

Willard Robertson and Kilbourn
Gordon has been selected as the

next starring vehicle for May Alli-

son. Members of the cast are now
being assembled.

Carl Gerard will play the leading
male role in support of Alice Lake
in her new production for Metro,
titled " Unchartered Seas." John
Fleming and Rudolph Valentino
have been assigned to important
roles in this subject.

Milton Sills, Ora Carew and
Nigel Barrie are playing the prin-

cipal roles in " What's the Matter
With Marriage?" under the direc-

tion of Philip Rosen. The cast also

includes Byron Munson, Margorie
Prevost, Helen Howard and Ann
Forrester.
Arthur Somers Roche, the well-

known author, is now in Los
Angeles to write original screen
stories for production by Metro.
His first screen story, entitled "The
Strain," will be put into produc-
tion in the near future.

The supporting cast for Priscilla

Bean in " False Colors " includes
Harry Von Meter, Rex Rosselli

and Mary Garaci.

The cast for " The Millionaire,"
in which Gladys Walton is star-

ring, includes Antrim Short and
Harold Austin in the principal

supporting roles. Miss Walton
plays a dual role in this produc-
tion. Other members of the sup-
porting cast are Scotty MacGre-
gor, Joel Neary, Waddsworth Har-
ris, C. W. Jerzinger and Billic

McCarthy. Harry Harris is di-

recting.

The cast for " Plain Folks,"
starring Eva Novak includes Leo
McCarey, Gertrude Claire, George
Berrell, Clarissa Selwyn, Harris
Gordon, Carl Stockdale and Lucy
Donohue.
Eric Von Stroheim and his com-

pany will return next week from
Monterey after completing the re-

maining scenes on the big Monte
Carlo set for the current Von
Stroheim production, " Foolish
Wives."

Eddie Polo and his company
leave this week for Cuba to pro-

duce the " Seal of Satan " to be

directed by J. P. McGowan. Eniz

McDonald and Magada Lane will

be the leading woman for Eddie
Polo in this subject.

Jack Ford will return to Uni-
versal to direct Harry Carey in

" Everybody for Himself."
Carl Laemmle has secured the

signatures of William Worthing-
ton, former director of Hayworth
Productions ; and Robert Thorn-
by, who was recently directing for

Jesse D. Hampton.
Centurv Comedies, reported to

be ncaring completion, are : "Pup-
py Love " under the direction of

Chuck Rcisncr, " Magnetic Per-

sonality" with Tom Buckingham
as director ; and " What's the Pro-
gram" directed by James Davis.

ROBERTSON-
COLE

The Pilgrims Pictures Com-
pany has been organized here to

produce a series of screen produc-
tions, starring Julan Eltinge. The
first of these subjects is now in

production and is based on the

stage play " The Fascinating Wid-
ow." Harry Beaumont is direct-

ing. The cast includes Gertrude
Astor, Ann May, Walter Hiers
and others. The picture is being

produced at the Robertson-Cole
studio.

Max Linder begins production

work this week at Universal City

on his second production which is

based on the French play " Coralic

and Company."

SPECIAL
PICTURES

Louise Fazenda has completed
her contract with Mack Sennet
and is now under contract with

Special Pictures. She is sched-

uled to make a tour of the prin-

cipal cities of the country and left

last week for San Francisco. Fol-

lowing her stay in San Francisco,

she will visit Denver, Kansas City,

St. Louis, ' Chicago, Minneapolis,

Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg, Buf-

Southern California

Theatre Changes
Los Angeles, Calif.—Sun-

beam Theatre Corp., cap.

$25,000; Isaac Grossman, L.
R. Lazarus and B. Joseph. B.

W. Davis, attorney.
Lemoore, Calif.—J. H. Ken-

nedy, Pavilion Theatre, leased

to McKay and Anderson,
who will remodel for moving
pictures.
Venice, Calif.—Abbot Kin-

ney Company purchases half

interest in California Neptune
and LaPettite theatres of T.
H. Dudley and Clinton
Karkhurst, consideration $20,-

000. Gore Brothers and Sol
Lesser control other half in-

terest in these houses.
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falo, New York, Baltimore, Bos-
ton. Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Atlan-
ta, New Orleans and Dallas.

Stanley Laurel, the Keith and
Orpheum Circuit comedian, has
been engaged by Special Pictures
to play featured roles in its com-
edy productions.
The third Chester Conklin com-

edy has been completed. The title

is " His Model Day." Harry Ed-
wards directed this subject. The
supporting cast includes Ashley
Cooper, June Day, Elsie Ban-
brick and the Special Pictures
Bathing Beauties.
Reggie Morris is directing "Too

Many Husbands " with Neely Ed-
wards, Charlotte Merrian and
Dave Morris in the principal roles.

INCE

John B. Richie, who has been
with Thomas H. Ince for a period
of six years, has been named head
of the scenario department to suc-
ceed John Blackwoll, who recently
signed with Universal.
Thomas H. Ince has purchased

the screen rights to " Finding
Home " an original screen-story
written by Gertrude Andrews.

FOX
Winifred Sheehan has engaged

Millard Webb to direct the new Fox
star, Harold Goodwin, who was the
leading man for Mary Pickford in
" Suds " and " Heart of the Hills."
His first starring vehicle under the
Fox banner will be " Oliver Twist."

"It Is Mildred Harris"
for Keeps

" Realizing that under the name
of Mildred Harris she had reached
stardom before her marriage to
Charles Chaplin, Mrs. Chaplin has
decided to give up the professional
name of Mildred Harris Chaplin,
which has been used in connection
with her recent productions and re-
sume her maiden name of Mildred
Harris for pictures only," advises
Louis B. Mayer, " and complying
accordingly, all her future pictures
will be released under the name of
Mildred Harris. It has always been
Mrs. Chaplin's wish to use her own
name, which she had already made
famous.

" Mrs. Chaplin feels," continues
Mr. Mayer, " that it has never been
fair either to herself or to Mr.
Chaplin to make use of the name
of Mrs. Chaplin in connection with
her motion picture activities. She
feels further that the success which
she has attained and the success to
which she looks forward in the fu-
ture, is and should be due to her
own personal efforts and ability, and
not to her association with any
other member of the motion picture
profession.

Our Motto: All the News, j§g* If it's News, When it's News

Katherine MacDonald is

back from a trip East.
Prohibition has taken down

the price of glassware and
Metro has bought a big sup-
ply.

Alice Lake is responsible
for the statement that a screen
heroine must be made of iron.

Vin Moore has made appli-
cation to have his name
changed from Appolonaris to
White Rock.
Reg Barker, Clarence Bad-

ger and John Bowers are all

freeholders now, residing in

Hollywood Park.
Stuart Holmes parked his

parrot out in the mountains
and now fears he will have to
buy an alarm clock.

Loyal Underwood is a come-
dian of Century Comedies and
not a press agent as his name
would indicate.

Jackie Saunders sat in a

game of poker (before the
camera) and was supposed to

lose, but every time she wins.
Tod Browning now con-

ducts his directorial, writing
and editing duties in a five-

room modern chatlet.
Metro dressing rooms have

been turned into pinochle dens
by Edward Connelly, Edward
Jobson and Lawrence Grant.

Carl Laemmle was at Tia
Juana for two days and we
heard big stories of winnings,
or maybe it was stories of big
winnings.

California had 40,000 mar-
riages this year, which Al
Holubar thinks is a boost for

his picture, " Man, Woman,
Marriage."
Dave Kirkland bows back

into slap stick by directing
Lehrman's " Game Lady," and
then he takes up the mega-
phone with Mary Pickford.

Phil Rosen found a way to

make a dog sit up and take
real notice at just the time
when he desired. He did it

by means of a cat.

May Allison led twenty
twenty women in a jump from
a Pacific Ocean pier into the
icy waters for her coming
feature " Are Wives to

Blame."
Ora Carew has designed a

new bathing cap and she is

going to wear the cap in
" What's the Matter with
Marriage? " Also a cute lit-

tle bathing suit.

And referring to luck again,

J. P. McGowan who had a

nice trip to Europe on a Polo
serial has been selected to di-

rect Polo and a troupe in

Havannah.
Some peop'e are just nat-

urally born lucky. The Vi
Dana Metro troupe has been
sent to Tia Juana to spend
a couple of weeks. Yes, mak-
ing pictures.

Phil Rosen, Dal Fitzgerald.
Rex Ingram, Ray Smallwood
and Wes Ruggles are all to

have their names placed in

frames preceding the big
word " Production."

Milton Sills stepped into the

ranks of home owners by pur-
chasing in one of our beauti-
ful suburbs, right next to
Nazi and around the corner
from Dusty Farnum.

Frank Lawrence, the "U"
film editor wouldn't open his
automobile on a rainy night
for Federal officers and they
thought he was a bootlegger.
He did not want to get the
film wet.
Stroheim and Isadore Bern-

stein had the time of their
young lives Sunday, telling
San Francisco's millionaires
what to do and when. So-
ciety loved it and they are
going to see themselves on
the screen.
Wallace Worsley is very

chesty. His megaphone voice
which carries instructions for
the filming of " Noblesse
Oblige " is of a stentorian
nature, but he whispers, " It's
a twelve-pound boy."
John McCormick, who

never made a nickel by sing-
ing, but receives a stipend for
beating an "Underwood," had
his automobile stolen this
week, but the thieves left it

by the wayside. The car will
run, but they did not like it

after they examined it.

The question has been
asked so many times at to
the meaning of "Apocalypse"
that Ray Leek has decided a
definition is necessary. He
and old man Webster had a
session and now Ray tips off
that this classy word means
"a reve'ation or a disclosure."
Xmas is coming.
Arthur Kane is still in our

midst.
Leatrice Joy is skating

about the Goldwyn lot these
days.

Chester Conklin threatens
to write a book on pie-throw-
ing.

Joe Plunkett has wired
Micky Neilan congratulations
on " Dinty."

Kathleen Kirkham has fin-

ished her engagement in "The
Sky Pilot."
The meanest man of the

screen, Bob McKim, has a
hobby of collecting rings.
We are shortly to see Fran-

cis X. and Beverly B. This
time over the footlights.

Albert Kaufman is going to
little ol' New York to see
" Man Woman Marriage " run
on Broadway.
Al Christie is seeing the

wonders of Yosemite—this be-
ing the first vacation in yaars
and yaars.

Efe Asher is sojourning in

our midst to recuperate from
the strenuous duties of his
New York office.

Florence Lawrence is com-
ing back to the screen after
an absence—why should we
say how long?
Herb Rawlinson is back on

the Coast with his curly hair
greeting his acquaintances of

two years ago.
Bull Montana in the future

is to be known as Jack Mon-

tana. In other words he is
getting up stage.
A compass is carried by-

William Rogers so he can tell

whether the picture is going
in the right direction.

Bessie Love is going to
England so that she can make
Dickens stories in the atmo-
sphere in which they were
written.
At last we hear that Sid

Franklin has finished " Parrot
& Company " and now decides
that it needs another name.
Louis W. Thompson, Presi-

dent of Special Pictures, can
truthfully pose as the unphoto-
graphed film corporation presi-
dent.

Clarence Badger having fin-

ished " Boys Will Be Boys,"
now takes up the making of
" Rip Van Winkle," which is

some lapse of time.
Bobbie Vernon is playing in

a rube comedy and his prin-
cipal supports are cows,
horses, goats, ducks—oh ! yes—chickens.
Now that we know that Max

Linder comedies are to be re-

leased by Robertson-Cole, we
can look forward for " Seven
Years' Bad Luck."

Carter de Haven is working
every day that he does not
have something to do in the
supervision of the finishing of
his new house.

Carl Laemmle is to be host
to San Francisco's Five Thou-
sand at a luncheon at Monte
Carlo. That European trip

gave him a lot of high ideas.
It is going to be a hard

winter for the Anita Stewart
Company for they are going
to Truckee where the snow is

now reported to be six feet
deep.

Eddie Cline is having a hard
time these days struggling
along in the making of a Kea-
ton comedy. The worry to
Eddie is what to name the
comedy.
Maude Wayne is going to

wear a thousand dollar Pea-
cock gown, Montezuma head-
dress, Turkish trouserettes,
blood-red ruby and green em-
erald.
There was a big ball game

on the Brunton lot Sunday
when the Keaton Komics won
a decisive victory over the
Brunton organization by a
score of 19 to 12._

Ruth Mattimore is the name
of an Egyptian danseuse for
Hampton's " There Was A
King In Egypt." At the same
time we are informed she
spent last summer in the
Hawaiian Islands.

Willis Goldbeck, a publicity
writer whom we have not
heard of before sends us the
information that in future
Frank Mayo Universal fea-

tures will be released through
Paramount.

Bill Keefe came around this

week with an " I-told-you-so
"

smile and claimed to be the
originator of the pre-election
statement that an Ohio news-

paper man would be elected
President.
According to the eminent

authority, Clifford Robertson,
Goldwyn's casting direction,
the hardest thing for an actor
to do is to eat in a life-like
manner. You win the cactus-
lined false teeth.

Special Pictures select their
bathing beauties by the fol-
lowing percentage prescription—Shapeliness »50%—eyes 15%—nose 10%—teeth 10%—com-
plexion 5%. No mention is

made of grey-matter or horse
sense.
Members of Micky Neilan's

troupe say he is worse than
any one-night-stand manager
they ever found. Arriving
home from Montana, he shoo-
ed the troupe to the station
where they caught a train for
Fort Huatucha, Arizona.

Darrel Foss took part in a
shoot the other day and
brought down two clay pig-
eons with eight shots. Two
of the other loads were effec-
tive for these destroyed the
blind that screened the man
who operated the pigeon car-
rying device.
Reggie Morris suggests bur-

lesque titles for well-known
productions—" The Queen
She-Bear " to follow Fox
" Queen of Sheba "—" You
Hold Mv Wife " after George
Melford's " Behold My Wife"—" Outside With Maw " after
Tod Browning's " Outside the
Law "—" A Tray Full of
Courage " coming after Bill
Hart's " Cradle of Courage "

— an Ethiopian burlesque,
" The Rastus Sex named
after Cosmopolitan's " Rest-
less Sex."
Where did the bathing beau-

ties come from has been an-
swered by the Ham Beall copy
from Special Pictures studio,
which reads as follows

:

Thelma Hillerman was an art-
ist's model in New York.
Helen Dale was a stenographer
in a law office in Los Angeles.
Marcella Pershing was a high
school girl in a small Kansas
town. Irene Tyner was in

the chorus of a travelling mu-
sical show. Dorothy Dee was
a kindergarten teacher. Kay
Hawley was a cabaret enter-
tainer in Chicago.
His Honor—the Mayor of

Los Angeles—a fellow named
Snyder, has taken all the joy
out of life by issuing a decree
forbidding the use of swear
words on a golf course, a,nd

some prominent members of
our set have taken it upon
themselves to formulate sub-
stitutes that may be used to
express one's feelings when
the gutta percha pill remains
untouched or goes off at an
tangent. Reg Barker will say.
" By the gaul of the Land-
lord. Bill Rogers—" By a

Goat's Gland." W. Desmond
Taylor, " Ivory Suds." Tod
Browning, " By the Suffering
Sinema Souse." It looks like

a hard winter.

PALISADE FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
Opposite West 129th St. Ferry Morsemere 621, PALISADE, N.J.
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No Draperies of Any Sort Used in

Castle Theatre, Eugene, Oregon
Interior Treated to Carry Out Castle Type of Architecture

SAID to be the prettiest theatre of its

size in the State of Oregon, the Castle

theatre, rebuilt at the cost of $28,000
and with a seating- capacity of 650, opened
its doors to the City of Eugene last Mon-
day evening.

The Castle theatre derives its name from
is general style of architecture, designed
by its owned, A. H. MacDonald, one of the

few film men in the state who can claim
more than 15 years' experience in the in-

dustry. Its exterior is of white stucco
plaster in imitation of the old stone castles

of the European continent. Two office

suites occupy the upstairs of the theatre

building and on the outer side of the front

window of each of these suites, is an old-

fashioned turret. These turrets with the

parapet or battlemen of self material which
decorates the top of the building, are the

distinctive exterior marks from which the

Castle derives its name.
In contrast to the old world touch of

the exterior modern devices and appli-

ances as well as the dernier crie in luxur-

ious conveniences, is the interior of the

new Castle theatre.

The lobby is small but so arranged as to

have all the appearance of depth and width
and to have all the roominess of a less

scientifically though larger " front." The
built-in three-sheet cases on either side of

the lobby walls conserve room and add to

the general neat and modern effect. The
ticket box is located in the center of the

lobby between the entrance and exit doors.

Ample space is left for any cut-out figures

wnich Mr. MacDonald may care to use in

varying his lobby advertising.

At the south of the lobby, in fact past its

last graceful curve, is a window looking

back into a space some five feet deep and
four feet wide directly off the street. Here
Mr. MacDonald plans to build his still

" atmospheric " scenes. The space may be

used for a small stage depicting some scene

in the picture playing. It may be used to

house a particularly effective three-sheet.

There are hundreds of uses which may be
made of this space that will result in per-

fectly good money being paid in at the

window and Mr. MacDonald plans to use
each and every one of them, varying them
continually so that the good townspeople
of Eugene, Ore., will always look to see
what new stunt is being pulled as they
traverse W illamette street each day.

Decorations of the lobby carry out the
same idea as does the interior of the thea-
tre. " Art noveau " work has been used to

brighten the pjearl gray smooth paint

which covers the plaster walls. A silver

motif has been used as the predominating
color although in the conventional design
in which it features are also present a few
brighter colors and a touch of gold. A
fresco of a foot in width with a slender
tulip in which the colors start with dull

yellow and work into a slight reddish
orange is used not only in the lobby but in

the foyer and main auditorium.
Cork and rubber tile technically known

as linotile is used in the Castle lobby and
foyer floors and, incidenallv. is the pride

(Continued on page 4656)

At the left is the entrance to the Community theatre at Catskill, N. Y., and at the right the ladies rest room in the same theatre
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How to Produce High Class Lighting

Effects
A Description of the Use of Dimmer Equipments in Theatres

(Continued)

The, Lighting Effects Produced
Charm the Eye

' The dimmer bank is used to give vari-

ous color and light tone effects to accom-

! Dany the demands of the music. A great

!nany of the effects are under the direc-

1 :ion of the leader's baton, as are the mu-
t iical effects. Besides this, the varied hues

: ind tints which charm the eye when seen

! icross the footlights have been extended

1 jeyond the boundaries of the proscenium
; ireh and employed to create an enveloping

1 lura throughout the auditorium itself.

r vVith each successive number on the pro-

gram, the house is bathed in whatever
1 Soft glow of color will best accentuate
1 he mood of the spectators at that moment.

t might be said that the decorative scheme

;
)f the theatre is never twice alike, yet it

i s always a marvel of delicate beauty, for

; )y means of this unique system of illumi-

lation in color, the permanent decorations

:an be glorified at will into radiant loveli-

less.

The magic of these shifting color-har-

nonies"'is a result of the control of the

mndreds of bulbs, arranged in color cycles

if red, blue, green and amber, which nes-

le behind the cornices, shine within in-

rerted chandeliers, hide back of columns,

>r »'.ow softly through translucent panels

et here and there in wall and ceiling.

The play of color, though extending to

ill parts of the house, is most impressive

n the huge, shallow dome which canopies

he auditorium. Done in ivory and gold,

vith flat bas-reliefs and concentric

riezes of conventional design, this dome
akes on at different times every opalescent

ffulgence imaginable. Similar charm is

ent to the proscenium arch and the half-

ilonie over the orchestra pit. Behind the

ransparent scenic settings the colored

ights again come into. play, creating any

lesired scenic effect, from the palest

noonrise to the hot glare of a Sicilian

nidnoon.

In harmonizing lighting effects with mu-
sic, it is possible to parallel the theme of

in overture with a changing color theme
hat supports and amplifies the appeal of

he music in a fashion quite astonishing.

There is no direct light whatever, and
is a consequence these color effects as

obtained through the use of the dimmers
ire very effective.

iacrf[Side of Plate a Separate
Dimmer

Dimmer plates can be provided, where
lecessary, with a resistance on each side

»f the base. This really makes one plate

Dimmers installed above stage switchboard
in Victoria theatre, Pittsburgh

equal to two. Each side can be used as

a dimmer for a separate group of carbon
filament or tungsten lamps. Or, one of
these plates may be used as a complete

two-wire or a complete three-wire dim-
mer.

The contact buttons are of punched
copper and ground smooth so that there

is very little friction between them and
the contact lever. Operation is conse-

quently made very easy. The terminals

are of brass, mounted on the circumfer-

ence of the plate and are easily accessible.

The wires connecting the terminals of the

resistance are arranged in grooves in the

soapstone under the malleable iron frame.
The contact lever is bolted to a fibre disc

which in turn is mounted on the shaft

carrying the operating pinions. All cur-

rent carrying parts are therefore perfectly

insulated from operating levers, shafts,

rack rods, pinions, iron base frame and
the frame work in which the plates are

assembled.

The terminals for making the connec-
tions are accessibly located and the well-

known rack and pinion drive, first em-
ployed on Cutler-Hammer dimmers, is

used for moving the brushes over the con-
tact segments. The length of the operat-
ing levers makes it possible to obtain very
gradual movement eliminating jerky mo-
tions and consequent poor dimming
effects.

Lighting effects in the Riviera theatre, Chicago, are produced by these dimmers
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Each Plate is a Complete
Self-Contained Unit

As every dimmer plate is a complete

self-contained piece of apparatus it can be

removed or replaced easily and can be

operated alone or in connection with others

by individual or master levers.

There are no steps of resistor pro-

vided, the standard plates dimming
Mazda B (Standard Vacuum Tungsten)
lamps or Mazda C (Nitrogen Filled

Tungsten) lamps completely out without
flicker when used at the rated voltage and
wattage. The capacities of dimmers vary
in lamp wattage from 450 to 13,200 watts.

A few plates or many may be installed

at a time according to requirements, and
having installed, say six or eight plates,

more may be added as occasion may re-

quire. Four of these plates, sufficient for

a house using not more than a total wat-

tage in lamps of 13,200 watts, can be in-

stalled in a space about 20 inches each way,
less space than would be covered by a

single page of a daily paper.

Since a plate can be furnished with a

winding on each side, it is possible to de-

sign the unit for three different capacities

in lamps, the quality of dimming being

equally good for all. For example, one
winding may be designed for 20-40-watt

lamps and the other for 45-40-watt lamps
and by connecting the two windings in

parallel, a third capacity of 65-40-watt

lamps is obtained. In changing the num-
ber of lamps controlled by the dimmer
plate, it is only necessary to change the

connections at the terminals of the dim-
mer.

Types of Dimmers
Two types of dimmers are manufac-

tured

—

interlocking dimmers and non-in-

terlocking. The interlocking mechanism
enables any number of plates to be oper-

ated at one time by means of a master
lever, whereas in non-interlocking dim-
mers each plate must be operated by its

individual lever.

The principal difference between the

two consists in the fact that in the latter

the handle forming part of the operating

lever is fastened rigidly to the metal cast-

ing to which the driving rod is attached,

whereas in the case of interlocking dim-
mers the handle is fastened to a steel rod
which passes through the casting referred

to and engages a slotted cam mounted on
the shaft. A coiled spring tends to force

the steel rod (or interlocking bolt, as it is

called) into the slot in the cam and when
in this position the lever is interlocked

with the shaft and moves with it.

If all of the levers are interlocked with
the shaft then all of the dimmer plates in

that row can be moved in unison by the

master lever, but by giving any of the

smaller lever handles a half turn to the

right, the interlocking bolt is raised clear

of the slot and this lever will not now re-

spond when the shaft is revolved. This
makes it possible to instantly throw any
lever (and its corresponding dimmer

plate) into or out of interlock with the

master lever. The interlocking dimmers
can be operated singly (each by its own
individual lever) or any or all of the in-

dividual levers can be interlocked with the

main shaft and operated in unison by the

master lever. With non-interlocking dim-
mers each plate is operated by its own in-

dividual lever.

The Interlocking Mechanism
It will frequently happen that the stage

electrician desires to partially raise the

lights on a certain circuit in advance of

other lights of the same color, and then

(after an interval) to bring all lights of

that color up to full candle power. This
is readily accomplished by means of the

interlocking mechanism.

The plates controlling the lamps which
are to be brightened in advance of the

others are first operated by means of their

individual levers. Having raised these

lights to the point desired it will be found
that the interlocking bolt rests on the edge
of the slotted cam, the spring coiled

around the bolt tending to keep it in close

contact with the cam.

When the moment arrives for brighten-

ing the other lamps the master lever is

called into service, operating in unison all

plates interlocked with the shaft. The
plates controlling the lamps which have
already been partially brightened will not
be in interlock at first, but as the shaft
is revolved by the master lever, the cam
will also turn until a point is reached
where the slot in each cam comes under
its corresponding bolt. The bolt will then
drop into the slot and interlock with the
shaft, and from this point on the lamps

controlled by the newly interlocked plates
will respond to the master lever.

This feature of dimmer construction
enables the operator to set individual
levers at points giving various degrees of
illumination and then pick up one after
another by employing the master lever
alone.

In connection with the levers, it shoulc
be noted that while the contact lever
moves through an arc of 180 degrees, the!
throw of the operating lever is only 55]
degrees, the angular motion of the latterl

being multiplied by the rack of the driv-

ing rod and the pinion which revolves the
contact lever. This form of construction
is obviously superior to the old-time prac-
tice of attaching the operating lever di-

rectly to the contact lever, since Cutler-
Hammer dimmers can be operated by a

slight movement of the operator's hand,
instead of requiring the lever to be moved
back and forth through a distance of a
foot or more.

The plates used in a dimmer equipment
may be arranged in one, two, three ori
more rows with operating levers assembled
either above the plates or below them. In
some installations the plates are located
behind or away from the switchboard,
which is known as rear of board mount-
ing.
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1 In the Christmas Issue which appears I

I
next week there will be given the most |

I comprehensive data on the design and |

I equipment of projection rooms that has |

I
appeared in any trade paper. It will be |

I a section worth keeping for possible I

I future use and reference.

SiiiMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiw

These interlocking dimmers are used in the Capitol theatre, New York
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1
Qfte .Fabrikoid Process adds beauty
and long; life to fabrics; some heavy and

rugged,others dainty as linen-all pliable,

l^ff-proof,stain-proof and water-ptof

PDUPDNTR
%BRIRQlli

•1
*

Insist on Fabrikoid for your theatre

seats. Write to us for samples and
comvlete information.

When Theatre Seats

are Censored

"Y'OUR upholstery will have a clean bill-of-health, if

it is Fabrikoid. For more than the beauty of this

u ^holstery material, is the safeguard of its sanitary surface.

Fabrikoid absolutely excludes germs and germ-laden dust.

It absorbs no perspiration. It is inherently clean and

cleanable. Soap and water keep it healthful and beautiful.

And Fabrikoid, in rich colors to harmonize with any

interior, is an artistic covering of comfortable softness.

It is non-fading, non-staining and always pliable.

Fabrikoid greatly outwears other theatre seat coverings.

It is not only extremely rugged and of immense tensile

strength, but it escapes the rotting effect of perspiration

that destroys so much theatre upholstery.

DU PONT FABRIKOID CO.
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

FAB R I K O I D
V

,
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Community Theatre in Catskill, N. Y. was
Financed and Built by Residents

Venture Has Proved Successful Although noo Seats

is Large Capacity for Town of 6000 Population
WHETHER a small town can see the

benefits to be derived from a thea-

tre owned jointly by those residing in the

community seems to have been answered
to the satisfaction of Herman Pollak,

manager of the Community theatre at

Catskill, New York. For many months

York. As finally erected the theatre,

which seats i 100 cost the corporation

$135,000. Of the 1 100 seats, the audi-

torium or main floor seats 685 and the

balcony accommodates the remainder.
The theatre has very nearly the ideal

proportions for motion picture exhibition,

being relatively long and narrow. Its

dimensions outside are 60 x 172 and inside

50 x no.
A subdued color scheme was decided

upon and the final selection was blue and
buff. This scheme was continued in the

stage curtain which are of a darker shade
of blue. Decorations were planned and
executed by Eckhart.
The plans of the Corporation called for

the showing of motion pictures as t

regular program with occasional one ni

stands of the late New York plays. T
arrangement necessitated the incorpori

tion of a stage and dressing rooms, thei

being 8 of the latter.

General auditorium lighting is sem
direct but during the performance
lumination is obtained from side wall unit

properly shaded to protect the eyes of th

patrons.

The floor covering throughout is

heavy cork linoleum making the theatr

easy to clean reducing the dust nuisanc
and deadening foot falls.

The projection room- is located in th

balcony. This room is 12 x 11 feet

size and houses two Simplex projector!

a double dissolving stereopticon and a spa
light. Ventilation is obtained by a 12 ii

motor driven exhaust fan located in th

ceiling near the center of the roon
Direct current for the projectors

(Continued on page 4656)

Herman Polak, manager of Community theatre

now Mr. Pollak has been running the

Community theatre and his patrons have

supported him completely through their

regular attendance.

The project was put over in a simple

manner. The few men interested formed

the Local Community Amusement Cor-

poration of Catskill. Stock was sold to

as many of the citizens as cared to par-

icipate with business totalling 392 at the

present time. Mr. Pollak was elected

president of the corporation and appointed

manager of the theatre.

Plans for the new house was entrusted

to John J. McKeefe, architect of New
A theatre of this high lyfe would be a success in almost anv locality.

Catskill, N. Y.
It is the Community.

THE LARGEST MOTION PICTURE CONCERN IN THE WORLD
BOSTON ^ OMAHA
NEW YORK (J»%r W 0^m^ CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHIA * M f r CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
DETROIT

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA CITY

ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.

EXCEPT THE FILM

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

Executive Offices

1604 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
J. H. Hallberg

Vice Pres. and Secy.
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Do Your Patron- Ever Clap Their Hands to Notify Your Operator It Is

Time to Adjust His Carbons?

THE PEERLESS AUTOMATIC
ARC CONTROL

Eliminates All Such Annoyances
due to dark and shadowy projection. It is so accurate and deli-

cately adjusted, and yet fool proof, that at all time the image
on the screen is distinct—clear cut—no shadows—no blurs.

Your patrons will go home completely satisfied with your show,
because there has not been one moment of disagreeable discolo-

ration on the screen.

FREE TEN DAY TRIAL OFFER
We will ship you the complete equipment for your machines on
a ten day free trial. You can use them for ten days. If they

do what we say they will and you are satisfied that they give

you something that you have always wanted—even illumination

and constant brilliancy on your screen—you can pay us for them.
Otherwise, you can ship them back at our expense.

Price each $125.00
For I *e on All Makes of M.». hincs with Direct Current ;it the Arc

Snap switch, fuse block, steel cabinet unci conduit assembled to control if desired, EXTRA $10.00

The trial will cost you nothing so send in your re iicst for 11 free ten day trial NOW
Ask for
Booking

1921
Book.

Send for our complete catalog
of Exhibitors Supplies.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY
Indianapolis, Ind.
157 No. Illinois St.

St. Louis, Mo.
3316 Lindcll Blvd.

Chicago, 111.

845 So. Wabash Ave.

(1500)

Minneapolis, Minn.
Produce Exchange BIdg.

Milwaukee, Wise
133 Second St.

The Paragon of Motion Picture Screens

The Gardiner
Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen

YOUR pride in your pictures will be as

great as your pleasure with your "box

office" receipts. It will not be necessary to

buy "high priced" films in order that your

audience may enjoy your pictures. The soft,

warm velvety tones brought out by the

Gardiner Velvet Gold-Fibre Screen will

create in your patrons a greater desire to see

"Your Movies" than ever before. It's a

business getter.

Send to-day for Booklet

For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station

1021 West Goodale Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

"BY YOUR LOBBY
YE SHALL BE JUDGED"
The more effective the dis-

play of posters and photos in

your lobby the larger your
patronage and the greater

your profits.

NEWMAN
METAL FRAMES
HAVE BEEN INSTALLED
IN OVER 10,000 THEATRES

They outlive all other frames
in the ratio of 6 to I, and cost
no more.

Send for your copy of our complete catalog. It illustrates our
justly famous unit frames, also other fixtures including easels,
booths, ticket choppers, railings, door hardware and signs.

(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ARE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.—38 Years Young

—

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch—68 W. Washington St., Chicago, HI.

In Canada—Perkins Electric Co., Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.
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Castle Theatre Opens in
Oregon

{Continued from page 4650)

and joy of its owner's heart. The joys of

linotile, Mr. MacDonald asserts, are that

not only is it soft and luxurious under the

feet but that it may be kept clean with

practically no trouble at all. Its smooth
surface is easily swept and soap and
water may readily be applied.

In the lobby one first notices the " exit
"

signs, which are unusual in their elaborate-

ness. " I have been making exit boxes for

20 years but never have I seen anything

like those that Mr. MacDonald has or-

dered for the Castle theatre," said Mr.
Povey of the Povey Glass Company of

Portland, Ore. Instead of being obviously

utilitarian, merely a sign to direct people

wishing to leave the house, they are de-

cidedly ornamental and a part of the thea-

tre's decorative scheme. They are made
of a high-grade stained glass.

When designing the new Castle theatre

it was found necessary to build one pilas-

ter exactly in the center of the lobby. No
scheming would alter the fact that the safe

building of the house demanded its loca-

tion there. Accordingly, Mr. MacDonald
set about to make of that indispensable

pilaster, commonly thought of as the worst
kind of an obstruction, a veritable asset

from the standpoint of beauty. His tulip

fresco, mural decorations such as the art

noveau and his lighting system finally

brought around the result desired. In-

direct lighting is used, the fresco coming
out basket-effect from the pilaster just

enough to leave room for the electric

globes. The effect is most charming and
highly suitable. One hundred and fifty of

them are used throughout the house.
Brass railing in the lobby was decided

upon as part of the permanent, immovable
furnishings, but the railing was gone over
with a preparation which left that shiny
new brass with an old, antique finish con-
sistent for a theatre known as the " Cas-
tle."

Two " Motiograph " projection ma-
chines equipped with all extra devices, fur-

nished the projection room. Emerson ex-
haust fans, costing $1,250, have been in-

stalled and make possible an entire change
of air within four minutes. There is not
one drape within the entire house, even
the screen being devoid of a curtain. The
$600 screen made of a gold preparation
has been so put in that on exactly the same
level with the back of the stage it stands
out as if raised two or three inches from
its backing.

Mr. MacDonald boasts of the hygienic

assets of his house which has no drapes
of any kind to collect germs and which
he says could be washed by water and not

harmed.

Shearer Is Youngest
Simplex Distributor

AMONG the extensive Simplex Distributing

Family, there is none who has " arrived

"

more thoroughly or speedily than the youngest

member—namely, Benjamin Franklin Shearer,

president of the Western Theatre Equipment

B. F. Shearer, president and manager of the

Western Theatre Equipment Co.

Company, with offices in Seattle, Wash. ; Bil-

lings, Mont.; and Portland, Ore., respectively.

Mr. Shearer, who is but 28 years old, is one of

those hustling youths, a true product of the

Northwest, who besides having served a bona-
fide apprenticeship in the supply business,

topped the whole educational business off with

a two-year term in old Uncle Sam's Army,
from which he emerged as a second lieutenant

with a world of executive knowledge.
Young Ben Franklin first gave the world at

large a sample of his vocal abilities 28 years

ago in Decatur, 111., and some inkling of his

future greatness must have been privately sent

to the elders of the Shearer family, for they

were unanimous in bestowing upon the howling
youth the name of the famous founder of the

Saturday Evening Post. A two-year course in

the Milligan Technical University of Decatur,

years that were crammed full of knowledge
along engineering lines, provided our young dis-

tributor with the ability to talk volts, amperes,

and ohms with the best of them.
Soon afterward Mr. Shearer joined the W.

H. Swanson forces, acting as projectionist for

this company, which was then controlling a cir-

cuit of opera houses throughout the State of

Illinois. The lure of business soon pulled young
Shearer to Billings, Mont., where he operated

one of Billings' first motion picture theatres,

and then followed a trip into Canada for the

Canadian Film Exchange, which company oper-

ated an extensive circuit of houses in the Do-
minion. After this, Mr. Shearer came back to

Billings, going to work for Mr. E. C. O'Keefe
(his present partner), who then operated a the-

atre in that city.

Just about this time, the thought came to

Shearer that he was depriving the industry of

one of its greatest salesmen, and he abandoned
the habit of hiding his light under his modest
bushel and budded out as a full-fledged machine
salesman.

And then came the war, which saw Shearer
lay down his order book and enter army life

as a private at Camp Lewis, Seattle. He came
back to civil life more than two years later as

a second lieutenant with shoulder straps

'neverything.

The rigorous army life had added force to

his already progressive nature, and he left his

outfit with an earnest determination to do big

things, with the result that with E. C. O'Keefe,

he organized the Western Theatre Equipment

Motion Picture Newt

Company in Billings, Mont., starting out with

himself as the working crew, in a single rooj
Eight months later found him with a crew ofl

eight people and a large establishment in Bil-

lings, and a still larger main office with a crew
of eleven in the city of Seattle.

Community Theatre at
Gatskill, N. Y.
(Continued from page 4654)

secured from a 60 amp. 220 volt General
Electric Compensarc.
One hundred and ten feet away from

the projection room is the Mirroroid
screen, 15 x 18 feet in size. Because of

the location of the projection room, the

angle of projection is small and this

feature shows up in the excellent screen

picture produced.
The front of the Community theatre is

constructed of tapestry brick, as shown in

one of the illustrations accompanying this

article. A lobby 15 ft. in width and 40 ft.

in length leads by the ticket office into the

foyer.

Complete laison between the manager
and the several sections of the theatre is

maintained by a complete intercom-
municating phone system manufactured
by the Connecticut Electric Co., phone
stations have been placed in the ticket

office, projection room, orchestra pit and
behind stage.

A Seeburg organ furnishes the music
for the photoplays and may even be used
to supplement the orchestra when legiti-

mate plays are being produced.
The theatre is heated by a battery of

H. B. Smith boilers, through radiators

placed at various points about the main
and balcony floors.

Ventilation is effected by a complete in-

stallation of the Monsoon system.

The Community theatre is a creditable

addition to a city of any size but when it

is taken into account that Catskill is a

town of only 6000, the success of the un-
dertaking is worthy of special mention.
Much of it is due no doubt to the wisdom
of the architect in his design and specifica-

tions but a goodly portion must be directed

to Manager Pollak, on whose shoulders

the actual managership has fallen.

Grand Central to Open
Soon in St. Louis

More than $125,000 has been expended
in the remodeling and redecoration of St.

Louis' first organ theatre, the New Grand
Central, which will have its formal re-

opening during the latter part of next

week.
Both the exterior and the interior of

the building have suffered radical changes.

A new lighting system costing $35,000 has

been installed. Special dimmers will

permit the use of colored harmonies with

pictures, which will afford pleasing sensa-

tions to the audience.

In addition, a new organ concealed in

the proscenium has been set up. The first

instrumental organ to be introduced to St.

Louis motion picture followers was the

one which is now being supplanted by the

instrument which cost $35,000.
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Atwater to Supervise
New Projector Sales

V

L. W. Atwater, zcho has been placed in charge
of sales of the neiv U. T. E.—Proctor Auto-
matic Projector. Mr. Atwater is one of the
pioneers in the industry and is thoroughly

acquainted with projector sales conditions.

LW. ATWATER, who for the past
• year and a half has successfully

managed the New York branch store of

the United Theatre Equipment Corpora-

tion, is now connected with the executive

office, at 1604 Broadway.

The business at the New York branch

has been most gratifying under the care-

ful guidance and efficient management of

Mr. Atwater and his many friends will

wish him continued success in his added

responsibilities.

He will supervise the sale of the new
U. T. E. Proctor Automatic Projector

now being manufactured for distribution

outside the territory in which the United

Theatre Equipment Corporation holds the

franchise for distribution of the Powers
Cameragraph.

Mr. Atwater is a pioneer in his ex-

perience with motion picture machines,

having started in the motion picture in-

dustry with the Edison Company in 1904.

He was sales manager for the Nicholas

Power Company as well as the Precision

Machine Company, manufacturer of the

Simplex motion picture machine. In these

capacities, he has come in personal con-

tact with users of projection apparatus in

this and other countries. There is prob-

ably no one better versed in sales promo-
tion of theatre equipment than he.

The New York branch is now in charge

of Edward A. Cumberland, who has of-

ficiated as assistant manager for many
months.

New Theatre Opens in

Philadelphia
The Astor, built where once the Ger-

man theatre attracted great crowds night-

ly, at Franklin and Girard avenues, Phila-

delphia, is the newest photoplay house to

be added to the Quaker City's long list of

amusement palaces. It opened on Mon-
day, November 22nd, and despite a ter-

rible storm, attracted a great crowd, who
came and were greatly pleased with the

attractive appearance of the theatre, the

excellent music, the good program, and
the personal appearance of Clara Kimball
Young, who graced the inaugural Tjy a

visit to the house.

The feature with which the playhouse
opened was "If I Were King," starring

William Farnum. The shorter subjects

were also of the same high caliber and an
orchestra of " symphony soloists," as they

are termed by the management, provided
the best of things musical. The personal
appearance of the star was heralded by
terrific applause and wild excitement. She
appeared at two different performances, in

the evening, and each time the noise wa=
deafening when she first came into view.

The German theatre was a great dra-

matic center in days gone by, and many a

member of the older generation can re-

member it well. Of late years it has
been empty, or used in a desultory way
for pictures. The decision to rebuild

it as an up-to-date photoplay house was
heralded as a wise one.

Our De Luxe Music stand.
A snappy ami evenly il-

luminated stand.
(Three other types)

Buy CHICAGO CINEMA'S
equipment and you won't go

wrong; we manufacture only

the HIGHEST TYPE of stage

lighting and kino equipment on

the market.

Write your nearest dealer or direct

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.

820 S. Tripp Ave. Chicago, HI.

' HEATING
l vtNTILATlN? j

Let the theatre

1 ventilation

specialists

tell you how.—

Send today for
Booklet 7

1 APPLING 5y5TEM,iNc.NEWyi7RK
BRANCH -1325 VINE. 3T. PHIL A- PA- * 70 W. 45IS3T.

DURATEX
Fine Upholstery
For Theatre Seats

In All Colors and Grains

THE DURATEX COMPANY
Newark New Jersey

No. 75787/10 Palm Plant, natural prepared!
everlasting.

Inches
High

75767 /4
75767/5
75767/7
75767/10

24
30
42
48

Palm
Leaves

4
6
7
10

With
Pot

$1.10
1.25
2.60
3.00

Without
Pot

S.60
.75

2.00
2.50

No. 75861 Holly Wreath, natural prepared
everlasting. 16 Inches diameter with red bow
each Si. 50, per doi. $12.00.
If this Wreath lasts only twenty years,
cost will be $.05 per year and not $1.00 each
year lor Inferior goods.

Be ahead of your slow competitor and brighten your Window and Interior with everlasting
flowers and plants. r

Our Illustrated catalogue In colors No. 75 will assist you In selecting, same Is free fo
the asking.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 61 Barclay St., New York
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HrojccciorL/
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Tests of Screen Illumination from
Motion-Picture Projectors
A Paper Presented to the S. M. P. E. by W. F. Little

{Continued from last issue)

Table 3 shows a series of measurements

where the same standard lamp was used, refo-

cussing it four different times. Between set-ups

the lamp was removed from the socket and the

spherical mirror location changed. The maxi-

mum variation from the mean is plus or minus

of one 'per cent. Another method of verifica-

tion is to project the beam into an integrating

sphere, thus determining the total flux.

Table 3. Reproducibility of Results of the
One-Point Method Using a Standard Lamp

Per Cent Lumens on Screen

Without Mirror
100
101
101
101

With Mirror
162
164
165
162

Analysis of Results
A comparison of the three sets of determi-

nations, namely the 16-point, the 256-point and

1-point methods, shows them to be in substan-

tial agreement. However, in this particular

test, the standardization of the photometric

equipment used for the one point, measurement

was made to agree with the result as found by

140

130

120

110

100

90

60.

50

40 .

30

the 16-point method ; therefore they should and
do agree. This is shown in Table 4 where a

number of lamps were measured by both

methods, the photometric equipment for the 1-

point method being standardized with an incan-

descent lamp.

Table 4. Comparison of 16-Point and 1-

Point Methods

No. of Lamps
Measured

10
6
6-

Lumens on Screen
1-Point Method

Average
838
728
589

16-Point Methoi
Average

835
726
594

Per

Cent1

4?/

/ t

/ 5

/ $i
r ^ /

The 256-point method is slightly low, though
it should be expected that the results would be

even lower by reason of the proximity of the

outer rows to the edge of the field, the outer

row being considerably lower than the average.

The test results of both the 16-point and 256-

point method (plates 1 and 2) show that the

plane of the filament is not exactly normal to

the projector axis, since the lowest intensity is

found in the lower right quadrant, the highest

intensity in the upper left quadrant. The aver-

age of each quadrant by the 16-point method
and that of the 256-point method is shown in

table 5.

Table 5.

Average Flux in Quadrant

16-Point 256-Point
Method Method

Ut>per .Right 10.0 10.2

Upper Left 10.8 11.3

Lower Right 9.3 8.9

Lower Left 10.0 10.0

60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Per cent Volts

By a study of the 256-point method,
it will be seen that the field uniformity
bears little or no relation to the disposi-

tion of the filament coils or coil image.
It might be expected that seven distinct

vertical high ridges would be found to

conform with the filament coils and coil

images whereas the highest intensity is

in the center of the field with a more or

less gradual tapering off toward the

edges with a greater taper toward the
sides than toward the top and bottom.
The superimposition of the filament
image between the filament loops fill up
and smooth out the field intensity.

An independent verification of the 1-

point method was obtained by securing

the transmission of the diffusing plates

in the tube, the results of which showed
the values for the 16-point method 4 per

cent high. Again this would indicate

that the 16-point method gives results

which are slightly high.

Intensity Increase from Mirror

The spherical mirror increases the screen

illumination by filling up the gaps between fila-

ment loops and increasing the filament temper-

ature by reflecting heat upon it. With a total

increase of 70 per cent in screen illumination,

46 per cent may be attributed to the extension

of the light source due to the image and 14 per

cent to the temperature rise in the filament.

In table 6 will be found data showing the in-

creased illumination with the use of the spheri-

cal mirror.

Table 6. Per Cent Increase Due to Mirror
Average of 10 lamps selected at random 67%

Minimum 65%
Maximum '.

. 73%

The effectiveness of the mirror decreases with

the life of the lamp; this is caused by the dis-

tortion and spread of the filament coils and the

inability of the mirror to fill up the gaps.

Intensity Change with Changes in Electri-

cal Values

During the test the current was supplied from

storage batteries so that the necessity for cor-

recting the variation in electrical values was
eliminated. However, the attached characteris-

tic curve, Plate 3, illustrates the variation in

screen intensity resulting from variation in elec-

trical values.

Screen Flux in Relation to the Lamp Tem-
perature

In general other things being equal, the test

results show that the screen intensity varies

with the filament brightness. Many apparent

conflicting results are found though these may
be attributed to filament irregularities.

Focusing

Supplementing results shown in the paper on
" Some Considerations of the Application of the

Tungsten Filament Lamps to Motion-Picture

Projectors" appearing in the transactions of

this Society, some experiments were made on

the focusing of the lamp and spherical mirror.

Mr. Porter and Mr. States show diagrams which

indicate the change in screen lumens due to

spherical mirror and condenser being moved
from the correct position.

Assuming the correct position for the con-

denser, aperture plate and objective lens, some
experiments were made to determine the posi-

tion for the lamp filament and spherical mirror

in order to secure the highest field intensity.

The method employed was to so place the lamp
filament as to produce a filament image on a

plate placed at different positions in front of the

objective lens. This plate was moved from a

(Continued on page 4660")
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Tests of Screen Illumi-
nation

(Continued from page 4650)

position almost in contact with the outer lens of

the objective to a position several inches in front

of the objective, each time positioning the fila-

ment so that its image was projected with the

best definition obtainable. In each position of

the lamp the spherical mirror was placed so that

the filament image was dove-tailed between the

filament loops. In table 7 will be found the re-

sults of this study. It indicates that a consid-

erable variation in the position of this screen

will not materially change the quantity of the

projected light.

Table 7

Position of Plate Per Cent Lumens
Normal 100
Distance decreased 'A inch 99

V* " 99
l'A " 97

Distance increased 54 inch 99

ii " 100
l'A " 99

Conclusions

Basing the conclusions upon test data, the one-

point method produces satisfactory results for

quick and accurate comparison of light sources

where field uniformity has previously been de-

termined. Where a study of uniformity is im-

portant, the 16-point method gives reasonably

complete data. Where the full information is

desired with respect to screen flux, uniformity

and alignment of the filament and optical parts,

a method employing a considerably larger num-
ber of test areas should be used.

Should Lenses Remain
Focused ?

A. G. Smith, Box 23, Dresden, Tenn., asks a

pertinent question about focussing objectives:

With the objective lens remaining the same
distance from the screen and with the film at

the aperture staying the same distance from
the objective lens and all being in good focus

on the screen with one film—should it not be

in focus with the next film run. In other words
lenses do not change unless the distance is

changed; then why should different films need

a different focus. I don't believe they should

except when film buckles a little. Please ex-

plain it.

Those studies on Practical Electricity are the

real thing for most of the operators. Keep
up the good work and then take up another line

of Projection in the same simple language.

Reply: The three points that determine the

focus of the image on the screen are the film,

the objective and the screen. If the relative

positions of these three elements are unchanged

from one reel to the next there should be no

need for refocussing. But very often when
the reels are being changed the lens is jarred

slightly and this necessitates re-focussing.

Thanks for the appreciation of the Practical

Electricity Series. It will be continued until the

subject has been covered and then other series

will be started.

Need of Greater Care of
Projectors

A standard professional projector is a

splendid piece of mechanism and the care given

in its manufacture closely approximates that re-

quired in the manufacture of the finest scientific

instruments. It is well that all those connected

with the purchase or operation of motion picture

machines should have some knowledge of the

care taken in their construction. It is a mis-

take to imagine that any kind of a machine

which will force a concentrated light through

Canada loses to Broadway. George Perkins on
the right is snapped i nthe act of making good
on a world's series wager with " Genial Joe

"

Hornstein

a rapidly moving film will do the trick. It

would be just as much of an error to believe

that any sort of an operator can deliver the

kind of projection now demanded by managers.

A good operator today strives to maintain his

machine at that high state of efficiency which the

manufacturers endeavor to supply. Concerns

such as the Nicholas Power Company maintain

experimental departments and are constantly on
the alert to improve their product and method
of manufacturing. It is only in this way that

they can maintain the splendid reputation

American projectors have gained throughout the

world. Managers and operators should take a

keen interest in the improvements and additions

which are to be found on the latest type pro-

jectors. These changes are made because pro-

gressive theatres demand them. They pay for

such improvements because it pays to do so.

Even those who are fairly familiar with
motion picture machines seldom realize what
an exact piece of mechanism these machines
are and the wear and tear upon them in the

course of the year. The time taken to change
each separate photograph on the film going at

an average rate is one ninety-sixth of a second
and in many houses nearly one hundred millions

of these changes are made in a year. The
slightest inaccuracy or variation through wear
soon becomes perceptible on the screen and for

this reason the parts must be made of the finest

material and with scientific accuracy.

There is no doubt that all but a small per-

centage of projectionists take a great interest

in the machines they operate and are glad to

gather the fullest and latest information regard-

ing machines. Operators should get in touch
with the manufacturers of projectors either

through personal visits or correspondence and
learn the whys and wherefores of modern pro-

jector instruction. No machine is perfect and
manufacturers are seeking constantly to improve
their product. The Nicholas Power Company is

always glad to hear from operators and will

seek to solve their problems. Such problems
are bound to occur in the operation of any piece

of mechanism.

Local 384 to Hold Annual
Ball

According to reports the Fifth Annual Ball

of local 384, M. P. M. O. of Hudson County,

New Jersey, is to be held on February 22nd at

the Fourth Regiment Armory on Bergen Avenue.

The committee in charge of this important

event consists of : Anthony Boscarelli, chairman

;

E. Evans, secretary and treasurer; Edward
Daugherty, sergeant-at-arms ; Fred Hopke, floor

manager, and Harvey E. Seep, assistant floor

manager.

The committee has laid plans which will make
this the greatest event in the history of the

organization and a record breaking attendance

of projectionists and fair escorts is expected.

Projectionists at the Capitol, St. Paul

William K. Smith Wallace J. McGlenn
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;f - FILM DEVELOPING CORPORATION - £Nathan Salami, Vice-Pres.

216-218 Weehawken St.

West Hoboken, N. J.

We have enlarged our title department and guarantee 24 hours service.

Ring Union 4800, 4801, 4802 and ask for Title Department.

We have three deliveries every hour and guarantee to return your titles within 24 hours, or sooner,

if required.

WE ARE ALSO READY AT ALL TIMES TO GIVE YOU OUALITY PRINTS AND
SERVICE ON YOUR RELEASE WORK.

Our plant covers 35,000 square feet.

THE COSMOGRAPH
Portable Projectors, built in several different models FOR PROPERLY PROJECTING MOTION
PICTURES AND LANTERN SLIDES to accommodate both regular and safety standard film.

WARNING—We built several hundred Cosmograph machines during the World War, for use in camps, etc. These machines
are 1916 Models and lacking many of the IMPROVED AND MODERN APPLIANCES WE ARE NOW USING,
several of these are being thrown on the market, giving the impression that they are late models at Bargain Prices.

CAUTION-DO NOT PURCHASE REBUILT COSMOGRAPH MACHINES OR ANY OTHER KIND AND EXPECT
US TO STAND BACK OF THEM. UNLESS PURCHASED DIRECT FROM US OR ONE OF OUR AUTHORIZED
DEALERS.

TERRITORIES-SOME GOOD DEALER'SJ'AND DISTRIBUTER'S TERRITORIES OPEN. Write for Particulars.

THE COSMOGRAPH MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.,
Established 1910

LEO. E/DWYER, Gen. Sales Morehead, Ky.

IMPROVED

Pioneer Motor

Attachments
for moving picture

machines

(Patented)

The first in the field

For Power Machines $3.00
each or $33.00 per Dozen.
Standard size attachment
gears, large gear 75c each,
small gear 50c each. At-
tachments for Edison Ma-

chines, $10.00 each ; for Model D, $11.50 each. Approved by the World's
foremost critics on projection apparatus. Order direct from the Patentee
and Manufacturer ; get the genuine article. Guaranteed accurate and
durable.

JAMES CHAMBLESS JASPER, ALA.

PROJECTION -
The best to be obtained is none too good for your

theatre. The best can only be had with the " Keenolite
"

Lens. The only 3 combination lens on the market to-

day and used by all of the largest and best theatres.

28% more light, 32.8% better definition. It will pay
you to investigate.

JUST ANOTHER ;i IMSCO " PRODUCT

Independent Movie Supply Company, Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Tel. Bryant 1136-37

SPECIAL SALE OF GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES
We fully guarantee the machines to be as reperesented and to be
|n A-l condition.

6 Simplex Machines, complete with Lenses, Hand drive, $225.00
110 volt, 60 cycle, Motor drive 250.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order.

1 Motiograph Machine, 1915 model, complete with lenses,
Hand drive 125.00
Motor drive 150.00

5% discount allowed for cash with order.

2 Motiograph 1918 model Machines, complete with
lenses. Hand drive 175.00
Motor drive 200.00

i% discount allowed for cash with order.

AU orders subject to prior sale.

All machines furnished with lenses, reels and rewinds. Machines can also
be purchased on our installment plan.

WRITE TODAY FOR PARTICULARS
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY

We are the oldest Supply Bouse in the Motion Picture Trade
2nd Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, '111.

EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE

Phone Bryant 6MS

BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
120 West 42nd Street New Tork Cky

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative

MADE IN AMERICA
FILM RAW STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories
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Laboratory

Effect of Carbon Tetra-
chloride on Motion

Picture Film
AS a result of a series of tests in the Research

Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, it has been found that commercial carbon

tetrachloride, if left in contact with motion pic-

uire film, will attack the image (especially in

ihe presence of moisture) and bleach it out to

a faint yellowish white image.

The corrosive action of the tetrachloride is

probably due to traces of sulphur chloride

formed as a by-product in the manufacture of

tetrachloride by the action of chlorine on carbon

bisulphide. On exposure to the air in the

presence of moisture, the sulphur chloride de-

posits sulphur which combines with the silver

image to form a faint yellow image of silver

sulphide. A tetrachloride faded image gives all

the chemical tests for silver sulphide.

To confirm this theory of the action of

tetrachloride on film, one part of sulphur

rhloride was added to 1,000 parts of moist

:arbon tetrachloride and a strip of dry motion

licture film immersed in the solution. After

~L\ hours the highlights had faded to a pale

mellow and in 3 days the image was bleached

nit entirely.

With commercially pure tetrachloride pro-

onged contact for a month or more is necessary

o produce any marked effect, depending on the

mrity of the sample, so that usually no trouble

will be experienced if the solvent is allowed to

horoughly evaporate from the film before re-

vinding. To insure this the film should be

round spirally on a large drum covered with

loth and the cleaning liquid applied with a

;oft cloth or velvet. The solvent has then

ufficient time to thoroughly evaporate before

ewinding.

If the film is cleaned on the rewinder by allow-

ing it to pass through a cloth moistened with

tetrachloride, the solvent has not time to

evaporate before the film is rewound on the reel.

The result is that a certain amount of the

solvent is held between the convolutions of

film and, on storing, this attacks the film image,

producing a patchy faded out effect.

Solvents which do not attack film are gaso-

lene, benzene, toluene and xylene, though they

are inflammable. The solvent tetrachlorethylene

is non-inflammable and can be recommended
for film cleaning. This substance does not

attack the film and is sufficiently non-volatile

to remain on the film for a short time before

evaporating, and so has a chance to dissolve

out the grease from the film before it is wiped
off. The precautions above for cleaning on a

large drum should be observed with this solvent

also.

finish in film photography, which is gained by
placing a chemically treated screen four or five

feet beyond the camera, in front of "the subject.

He has taken out no less than twelve patents

on his work during the past nine months.

Todd Explains His
"Velvet Focus"

Arthur Todd, the clever cameraman who was
recently awarded a gold medal by the National

Cinematographic Society for his unique work
in Robert Brunton's all-star feature drama.
" The Devil to Pay," has added another device

to his long list of camera inventions.

This innovation was presented by Todd to a

crowd of three hundred cameramen at a meet-

ing held in Los Angeles this week. He calls his

invention " the velvet-focus." It is a perfec-

tion of the " soft-focus " effect that has come
into extensive vogue during the last year. Todd
produces the velvet effect by placing a square

of fine glass over the camera lens. This glass

is sprayed with a solution of glycerine and
water. Todd used the device during the filming

of several recent Brunton productions and found
it unusually successful. Besides this invention

Todd is credited with introducing the " linen
"

This Year is^a Year of
Portable Sets

In studio parlance 1920 may well be known
as the year of portable power plants. In the

News alone there have appeared numerous re-

ports of such equipments some of them having

been peiced together from odds and ends while

others—and no doubt the most successful—have

been the result of considerable study, design

and experimentation.

The latest equipment of this nature is shown
in the accompanying photographs, for which we
are indebted to the Autolectric Devices Corpora-

tion. Because of the apparent widespread in-

terest in portable sets, this particular one will

be described in considerable detail.

Its bed plate is constructed of channel and

angle irons with welded instead of bolted points,

giving regidity, light weight and great strength.

The Generator is a Westinghouse Electric

Type S K 125 volt compound wound to run at

900 r.m.p. with characteristics agreeing with

those of the gasoline engine driving it.

Between the generator and motor is the

coupling of a special leather disc.

The gas engine in the equipment pictured be-

low is a Wisconsin, 6 cylinder of 150 m. p.

capacity. A special fan provides adequate coil-

ing. The governor is positive inaction and un-

usually sensitive, maintaining a constant voltage

on the generator after being adjusted to in-

crease slightly the speed as the load is applied.

By this arrangement the generated voltage re-

mains constant within about 2 volts from no-

( Continued on page 4664)

X

Exterior and interior of the Camus laboratory and studio in Monterey, Mexico
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Mile after mile of

EASTMAN
FILM

is exposed and developed each

month at the Research Laborator-

ies, so that through continuous

practical tests we may be sure that

the quality squares with the East-

man standard.

Eastman Film never has an op-

portunity to be anything but right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

s

p
SPEER

E
R

DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK

and

ALTERNO
Projector Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so

satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

BASS—CHICAGO
SAVE 390 COLD DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONEY ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most com-
plete outfit of its type ever offered and at a greater money

savins than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features,
Universal Regular and trick crank, forward and reverse take up, focus-
ing on film. etc.. fitted with 50 M. M. F: 3.5 lens, comple.e with 6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines and extra parts, case for camera and carrying trunk to con-
tain both smaller cases. Entire outfit finished off In a beautiful olive
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
YOUR ORDER NOW. LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.

TRIPODS
Precision Punoram and Tilting Top Tripod with fine leather case.

List price $190.00. Our price $165.00.

Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $130.00. Our
price $108.00.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THE STANDARD

CONTINUOUS FILM

PRINTER
Built on scientific principles

of design and incorporating

exclusive features insuring

QUALITY AND QUANTITY
of output

3NEER DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS STANDARD CINEMACHINERY

NEW YORK BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801-11 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

EAGLE ROCK
FILM

The Quality Raw Stock"

Right photographically. Will

not go to pieces in the

projector.

Made by

THE EAGLE ROCK
MANUFACTURING CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY
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Two views of the portable lighting plant arranged by the Auto

load to 100% overload.

I

The switchboard also cleary shown in the

accompanying photographs is equipped with two

•ctric Devices Corp., for the use of sun tight arcs on location work

400 ampere main line circuit breakers for over-

load protection and three 200 ampere fused

switches with individual ammeters. One volt-

meter and a switch are supplied for small lights.

With portable equipments of this sort it is

necessary above all else that sufficient radiator

capacity be arranged for in order to keep the

engine properly cooled when operating under the

most trying conditions. A special water supply

tank provides this need in the set under dis-

cussion.

As accessories the Autoelectric set is supplied

with 1,000 feet of cable, an adequate gasolene

supply tank and suitable rheostats for the con-

trol of current for the Sun Light Arcs.

Since each truck is special to a certain de-

gree the variety of body designs is infinite, sev-

eral having already been made available to

suit the requirements of the average user.

able, there will appear a review of Dr. Ives'

recent book on " Airplane Photography." In

this book are valuable suggestions which, while

written primarily for the '*
still " photographer,

may be taken over by the cinema worker.

O. Sarvas, Electrical Engineer of the Autolec-
tric Devices Corp. mid Designer of Portable Set

Above

Excellent Book on "Air-
plane Photography"

Scarcely a reel of news films is seen nowa-
days that does not contain in its thousand feet

several aerial shots. In fact the managers of
news reels are depending on air stunts to a

great extent to put the "snap" into their re-

leases. Most of these examples of aerial cine-

matography do not compare favorably with
ground work and while of course conditions

are much more severe, doubtless the quality

could be improved in numerous ways.
In next week's issue, providing space is avail- Drying room at the Camus laboratory

The sum total of the producer's efforts are realized only when the
DEVELOPER and PRINTER is equal to the responsibility he undertakes

EVANS' reputation for absolute perfection and reliability
will prove a safe guidepost for you, Mr. Producer.

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City
Telephone, Wadsworth 3443-44.

Don't fail to secure a copy

of the Christmas Number.

It will surely surprise you.

^n£ LOSSES
The v4 utomaticket System Stops
Box Office Leaks & Losses

'Ask Us 'About It

"Automatic Ticket Selling & Cash Register Co.
IT«2 fcROADWAV NEW YORK
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The Complete Picture

Production
{Continued from page 4600)

scheme, and any producer can have it with

my compliments.

I would make certain " musical corre-

spondents " in each territory of the coun-

try. I would select these men for their

musical and picture understanding. Their

job would be to represent me as the pro-

ducer at the theatre when a big feature pic-

ture was about to go on. Well in advance

of the showing, the correspondents would
be sent the score of the music, and would
be given full suggestions. The correspond-

ent musician would then confer with the

local first-run house musician, and to-

gether they would " conspire " to make the

best kind of showing.

These correspondent musicians would
be akin to the service-men in the field.

Only their job would be to watch over

the musical progress of the pictures. They
would be kept on some kind of a retainer

basis. And it can be done—and moreover
it will be done—watch it.

However, that is going further afield,

and is not essential to my argument.

There are certain essentials in the gen-

eral argument I am making.

Until the producer sees the wisdom of

protecting his features with a musical

shield, he is always in the hands of the

most ignorant musician. And that musi-

cian can ruin him. It is a weak link which
can break the entire chain.

For the reverse side of the picture, there

are coming " Grand Opera Films "—pic-
tures on a par with the Metropolitan Op-
era music for grandeur and prestige and
atmosphere.

The Music Forum
ttiiiimmiiumiimliiiMiiiimiitiiiirtnmiuiiioii in riiiilliiiiiiiiinmiiiimiiimilM " > miiwtiitriiiim

(Under this heading the new ideas,

queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity
gets together on music.)

News of the approaching Conference of Mo-
tion Picture and Musical Men is not only at-

tracting interest throughout the United States,

but is beginning to excite friendly comment in

foreign countries as well.

Among the many letters which the Musical
Editor has recently received from abroad is one
from Sasha Votichenke, the distinguished Rus-
sian composer, who is giving a series of Tym-
panon Recitals in Italy and France. The letter

is addressed from the Hotel Canada in Paris,

and is as follows

:

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

I have just received news of the First Na-
tional Conference which I am sure will appeal

to all who are concerned with the problem of

Music and its relation to the Photoplay. I re-

great that I shall not be in America in time to at-

tend the Conference, but as I am deeply in sym-
pathy with your high purpose and aims, I wish

to take this opportunity to express a word of

greeting and my sincere congratulations for the

work which you have already accomplished as a
means towards bringing better music into the

motion picture theatres.

With best wishes for the success of the con-
vention, Sasha Votichenko.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:

Your article " How to Judge Cue Sheets,"

which appears in the current issue of Motion
Picture News is, in my estimation, the best

thing ever written in the News on a subject

of such vital interest to Musical Directors.

No one can appreciate such articles more than
I, for the reason that I, among many others,

have had to put up for many years with the

idiotic cue sheets that have and are being writ-

ten by these self-styled experts. I can truth-

fully say, and I am sure the majority of
Directors agree with me, there has not been
ONE cue sheet written which has filled the

purpose for which it was written to HELP the

Director who has to play for a picture before
seeing it.

One thing I differ with you. That is, when
speaking about some nonsensical cue sheets,

in not mentioning the writer of same. The
person "who wrote the cue sheets received a good
sum for the effort (?) and is supposed to be

capable of the work, therefore if he writes cue
sheets that are a joke mention his name, so

that he will (after reading what others think

of him) either learn to write better ones or

go back to his real work.

Some time ago I read an article by " G. H.
Bruce " in which, in answer to a young lady

who wrote him for advice as to how to obtain

work as a cue sheet writer, he said (I do not

remember the exact words) the majority of

movie companies did not give attention to the

ability of cuesheet writers but that they (the

producers) favored persons who applied for

the work with a fraternal button in their coat

lapel and with plenty of talk which enabled
them to make an impression.

He is right. For they will not give persons
with genuine ability a chance. Mr. Bruce wrote
the cue sheet for " The Garter Girl," a Vita-

graph picture. Mr. Bruce suggested WIGWAM
—an Indian Fox-Trot, for a scene in which
Mr. Griffith does an Oriental dance. Can you
picture an Indian trot for a dance which de-

manded the dance Oriental Dance by Loubo-
mirsky (published by Schirmer) ? But of course

Mr. Bruce did not think (?) at the moment that

an Oriental dance is not an INDIAN dance.

I wonder what the other Directors thought of

Mr. B. when they saw what he suggested?

In a scene showing a Minuet being danced,

Mr. " Jones," the writer of a cue sheet, sug-

gests " The Campbells Are Coming." Since

when is the aforesaid number considered a

MINUET? This was for the picture " Darlin'

Mine." I acknowledge Mr. " Jones' " ability

as a musician, and a GOOD one, too, but when
he writes such suggestions I wonder what the

others think. I could write on forever about
the foolish numbers the present writers put

down on cue sheets, especially the ones who are

in the publishing game, too, and favor their

issues which fit no more than a square peg in

a round hole. And they get away with it.

I am enclosing an article, one of the many
that I have written for the Musical Enterprise,

called " Have Mercy." It was written many
months ago and only substantiates what you
have written in the current issue of the News.
We must be absolutely impartial. " Roast

"

those who do not do the work as it should

be done, and credit those deserving. We must
do as one well-known cue sheet writer, who
favors only his own publications on the many
cue sheets ( ?) he puts out. He said to me

:

" Write all the articles you like on the bad cue-

sheets, but don't mention any names!" He ad-

mitted, like all gentlemen do, that his own were
bad. But he was afraid to see it in print. It

might stop directors from buying his own music

suggested on his own cue sheets. And cuesheet

writers get paid to arrange them to help

Musical Directors I

YOU can remedy this sin. Thru your col-

umn, Mr. Isaacson, you can help musicians get

the help they are entitled to from the pro-

ducers. Better cue sheets. When you took

charge of the music column in the News I

knew that I could not afford to miss a single

copy of the News because you were going to

make things hum, and you have. I'll be at

the convention. No one can afford to be absent

Keep up this good work. The criticizing of

things that should be remedied, the suggesting

of things that all directors should " Ease up

"

and the answering of questions vital to the bet-

terment of the music for movies. I know you
can and will improve things. You can print

the article "Have Mercy" in your column if

you like, but mention the Musical Enterprise.

Joe Zivelli,

Musical Director, Empire Theatre.

Staten Island.

Dear Editor

:

I have been a careful reader and observer of

all your articles in the Motion Picture News
and have read them with interest and deep

thought because I think it a fine movement,
worthy of consideration.

I am employed at the Gem theatre in this

city and am a general fellow. I am regularly

in charge of the music for pictures. We have

an electric organ and it is sure some job to

pick the proper rolls for the picture but I have

never yet given up.

I have just graduated from High School here

and have had about six years' training and ex-

perience playing in the High School orches-

tra which I liked very much. Sometimes it

was good and sometimes bad. The orchestra

ranged all the way from ten to twenty pieces,

depending on occasions. I have also had about

7 years' playing in the brass band, and am
still playing in that. I like music very much
and attend everything musical that is given

around here.

My instrument is the cornet or trumpet. I

play solo in the band and played first in the

orchestra, sometimes being in full charge of

the orchestra.

I have tried twice to organize a small or-

chestra and have not been altogether unsuc-

cessful. It is not that I cannot control the boys

or am not liked, but it is hard for them to

stay interested. I would like to get one started

and put it in this theatre if possible, and ask

your advice on how to get and keep the boys

interested. Of course, you can readily see the

manager would not want to pay a lot of money
out and get nothing in return. He is very

anxious to see me start one, for he wants a

change of music.

I would just for once like to show the peo-

ple around here what can be done in the way
of music, and I ask your help and advice to

do it.

I can get the following instruments : several

violins, cornets, clarinet, saxophone, flute, trom-

bone, traps and piano. This saxophone is C.

Please tell me what part this saxophone can

play in the orchestra. Is the piano absolutely

necessary? I ask this because I find it hard

to get anyone to stay with it. Would it be

better to cut the saxophone out? Can get

no bass or cello at this time. If saxophone can
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play the cello part, as I am told, would that

do in place of cello? Tell me if the above
combination is good or not and what you would
advise. They are amateurs in a sense but have
all had from 3 to 6 years' experience playing
in band and orchestra.

Also tell me where we can secure music that

is not so hard to play, but good and pretty?

Tell me the best kind for this arrangement and
where we can get it cheap and for nothing if

possible.

I do not care to have this printed in the

News with my name. Please put me on the

News mailing list and send me anything you
have that will help me now or later on. 1

hope to have your personal reply and advice

on all these matters. Send anything that will

help. Hoping to hear from you immediately,

for I would like to have something ready for

special attraction during the holidays for spe-

cial pictures, I remain,

Organist.

The Answer:

Your letter is rather different than the aver-

age inquiry I receive. From what I gather

you are trying to organize an orchestra of

semi-professionals for a motion picture thea-

tre and your main question is what kind of a

combination should you have and then how
can you keep your boys interested.

Let's take the second question first—how to

keep them interested. I presume they are go-

ing to be paid. The first thing then is to find

out how much the theatre manager is going

to spend. Make the offer to the boys, tell them
what they are to get and mention that after

a certain time if the orchestra works up their

salary will be raised.

Then, too, there is another phase of the

matter that should be helpful, and that is

this. As the orchestra becomes popular with

your townspeople, there will be many other

engagements, dances, weddings, etc., and your
reputation will be made, and your boys may
then be able to graduate from your orchestra

to some of the bigger orchestras. There is

a growing demand for men for symphonic
orchestras.

Of course the next thing to do is to show
them how you can do interesting things accom-
panying the picture and doing special numbers.
If you have some soloists, play them up

!

The combination you suggest is all right. The
saxophone is not essential. The saxophone
might play the cello, but you won't have enough
bass. Certainly you must keep the piano, but

let him do very little playing except for strong
bass accompanying.

I would suggest that you communicate with
the different publishers and build up as good a

library as you can.—Music Editor.

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

I have read with great interest the literature

relative to your Music-Picture conference.

While what I have to say on the subject can
hardly be of value to you, still it may interest

you, as bearing on the probable effect of such

an organization as you contemplate on the pic-

ture industry of the small town. (Greeley cen-

sus is 11,000.)

We have two picture houses managed by in-

telligent men. They employ directors for their

orchestras whose musicianship is of a high stan-

dard. The orchestras, though small, are com-
petent and they play as good music (by this

I mean classical) as they are permitted by what
they consider popular taste. I am sure they

would be delighted to play more real music.

The picture houses certainly offer a splendid

opportunity for furthering the general musical

education of the American people. I am en-

tirely for it

!

Wishing you great success in the undertak-

ing,

Lottie Wells Clark.

Greeley, Colo.

My Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

I am greatly pleased with the opportunity to

express my undivided interest in the delivera-

tions of your approaching conference. As I

shall not be able to meet you there personally,

I beg this way to offer my most sincere wishes

for the unqualified success of one and all the

meetings.

My personal activities are touching nearly

every line of musical endeavor, and so, of

course, I am aware of the fact that, next to

school and, perhaps, church, the greatest direct

influence on the life of our people lays in the

realm of the movies. If now the latter power
is willing to join forces with Madama Musica,

giving her under favorable conditions full op-

portunity to serve in her missionary labor of

culture and refinement, reaching thus the

masses in a wide and so far practically unex-

plored field, writer—as a musician—cannot re-

frain from hailing your efforts in this latest line

of artistic endeavor as one of the most vital and
most important movements in the theatrical his-

tory of modern days.

Wm. Meyer.
Jacksonville, Fla.

Dear Editor:

Thank you for your letter of the 10th con-

taining suggestion about motion picture music
being printed in reverse. In this connection the

writer has also • had some thought along the

same line except that the reverse printing was
to be done directly from the plates identical

with our proof copy as per the sample enclosed.

I personally believe that the green is better

than the blue or black. This would of course
necessitate a special edition, and the writer is

somewhat in doubt as to the commercial value

of such a special edition.

Owing to the cost entailed in their production

from the plates made up as they are now, this

is of course impossible as this is a hand process.

Printing this way in quantities would necessi-

tate a great outlay for reverse plates. How-
ever, the thought is a good one and the oppor-
tunity may be afforded at some future time

whereby advantage may be taken of it. In the

meantime we wish to thank you for your kind
suggestion. Would ask that you kindly pass

on our reply to your inquirers.

Leo Feist, Inc.,

By M. L. O. Smith, Mgr„ B. & O. Dept.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:

You ask that we discuss the conference
amongst my associates. I am doing this and
have been doing this, because, as you know, the

advancement of music is the nearest thing to

my heart, and therefore it is on my lips.

I wish to call your attention to one thing

which I have found in Chicago and possibly

you have found it in New York. It is well for

us to know it now, in advance, that we may
be fortified. Amongst the vaudeville producers
there is a certain amount of antagonism against

this conference. One of the reasons is they

do not have music at heart and seem to think

that the people want vaudeville skits and acts

and not music. Another point, they think that

music will eliminate some of their business;

therefore, they will make the fight against us.

I am just bringing these matters to your at-

tention in advance, but rest assured I have no

worry on the subject because I know consensus

of opinion of the public in the larger places

regarding music and that the smaller places are

slowly drifting that way and are becoming more
eager, I might say, for music, month by month,
as exemplified by the number of music clubs

which have sprung up recently in the smaller

places, where it never was thought of a few
years ago. The motion picture house is prac-

tically the melting pot in all the cities and
towns today and therefore, to educate the

masses we have got to meet them on their

own ground, and I have no doubt after this

conference we will be a hundred per cent better

fitted than we are today.

James R. Saville.

Dear Mr. Isaacson

:

Have been very much interested in your plan

for the convention in January. As I under-

stand it, the invitation is general, and for all

those interested in correct musical interpreta-

tion of the films, and, as organist of one of

the largest of the Crandall theatres in Wash-
ington, I want to register my name as one of

those wishing to attend.

Your articles in Motion Picture News have
been read with great interest. Many of the

things you advocate I have tried out person-

ally and know that they have been proved by
successful results. Am particularly glad to see

you take up the cue-sheet evil.

Most of the sheets sent out greatly under-

estimate the intelligence of even a small town
audience, I know that if I had played " Impish

Elves " or " Capricious Annetta," etc,—as

many times as I have seen it indicated—my posi-

tion as organist would have long since passed

into other hands. There is a great tendency

to " play down to the intelligence of audi-

ences " any way, which is, I think, a mis-

taken one.

When I began my work playing pictures,

without previous experience, I was told never

to attempt anything beyond light and popular

numbers—that the people did not understand

anything else. That is one order I did not

obey. I started in to use, and have used ever

since, all the good things I ever knew, also

tried to keep in touch with the new and popu-
lar numbers, and the appreciation of the audi-

ence has been an incentive to a continuous

search for music newer and better as well as

an effort to make mine the things which the

classics have to offer. At the Knickerbocker
the organ alternates with the orchestra in the

interpretation of the feature and the program
is laid out carefully for each.

So we are trying and I hope that the conven-

tion will be a great success and an inspiration.

Mildred M. Smith.
Organist, Knickerbocker Theatre.

Washington, D. C.

G. Schirmer's

Photoplay Series
For Orchestra In 4 Vols.

A Loose Leaf Collection of Dramatic
and Descriptive Compositions Especially
Written for the Screen. Prepared by
Such Well Known Experts as Otto Langey,
Hugo Riesenfeld, Irenee Berge, Gaston
Borch and others.

Per Vol.. S. 0. $4; F. O. $5.50: Piano Pt.. 65c.

Order from Your Local Dealer or From

G. SCHIRMER, 3 E. 43rd St., New York
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Music for Every Feature
The pulling power of good musical programs has been proved by the most suc-

cessful theatre managers everywhere. But no matter how big your orchestra, no mat-

ter how large the salaries you pay to your musicians, your music is not good unless

every bar and line of it is expressly arranged and adapted to each foot of every film

as it is run.

No matter how beautifully it is played, neither " The Star Spangled Banner " nor the " Memphis Blues " is a

suitable and fitting musical accompaniment for a " sad parting " on the screen. Yet just such " bulls " are made

every day in theatres everywhere, while audiences laugh in derision.

Synchronized Scenario Music Service makes all such mistakes impossible by supplying with each day's new

film a specially prepared and arranged musical score to meet the needs of the largest orchestra or a single pianist.

We bring right into your theatre the talent and genius of such musical celebrities and scenario score writers as

Carl Edouarde, director of music at The Strand Theatre, New York City
; James C. Bradford, director at the

Broadway Theatre, New York, and C. J. Breil, composer of the music score of "The Birth of a Nation." These

men are on our staff and personally supervise all the music we issue. Ask for further information and proof

that our Better Music Draws Bigger Crowds.

COUPON
Synchronized Scenario Music Co.

62 W. Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, 111.

Please send full particulars about your new service to

j Theatre Street

62 W. Jackson Blvd. CHICAGO, ILL.
j

cau state

I Now using Piano Organ Piece Orchd

j
consisting of

m|MB^nHB^BD^H^^^^^l^HI^HI^HHH^^HHHH^Hl Booking per

Synchronized Scenario

Music Co.

Musical Director.

Seating Capacity.

State
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" BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED "

(Universal)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

Theme: "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), Borch

1—Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2—"Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lente), by Borch (4 minutes and 30 sec-

onds), until—T: "In the glittering heart of."
3—"Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes and 20

seconds), until—T: "Now let us play my little."
4—"The Vampire," by Vely (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until—T:

" Nine o'clock."
5—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: " Oh, Chris, before I

forget."
6—"May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and 20 sec-

onds), until—T: " Next morning an apparent."
7—"Spring Blossoms," by Castillo (3 minutes), until—T: "Away from

the city's."
8—Theme (30 seconds), until—T: " Norine, you must listen."
9—Organ solo improviso to action " War Songs " ad. lib. (2 minutes and

10 seconds), until—T: "That evening for the."
10—"America United March," by Perry (2 minutes and 20 seconds),

until—T: "I shall never forget."
11—Continue pp (50 seconds), until—T: "And I'm very glad to have."
12—" Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until

—

T: " Friday proves a day."
13—" The Roses That Die Bloom Again," (Sentimental Ballad) by Levy

(1 minute and 5 seconds), until—T: " She had thrust the steel."
14—" Hindoo Hop " (Oddity Fox Trot), by Levy (3 minutes and 30

seconds), until—T: "That night and the studio."
15—"Turbulence," by Borch (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: " Lo

Cap'n, what are you?
16—Continue pp (25 seconds), until—T: "Your friends and their."
17—Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until—T: "The following morn-

ing before."
18—" Lento Allegro " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes

and 50 seconds), until—T: " In Horton's office."
19—Continue pp (20 seconds), until—T: "Norine, you've been a."
20—"Dramatic Tension" (For general use), by Levy (1 minute and 5

seconds), until—T: "Trimming trimmers."
21—Continue to action (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: "The part-

ing of the ways."
22—"Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (50 seconds), until—S: The fight."
23—Theme ff (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: "I saw red, forgive

me."

THE END.

" HEARTS UP "

(Universal)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.

Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Dramatic Ballad), Baron

1—Dramatic Narrative, by Pement (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until—S:
At Screening.

2—"Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—T:
" The place Jim Drew called."

Note: Begin pp then to action.

3—" Furioso " (for riot or storm scenes), by Kiefert (1 minute and 55
leconds), until—T: "And on this tragic night."

4—Continue pp (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: "And so it came
about that."

5—Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until T: "And so it came about
that." rJJtHj

6—" Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by Leath (3 minutes and 45 sec-
onds), until—S: "Interior of hotel."

7—Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until—T: "He wanted to tell

her the."
8—" Phantom Visions " (Mvsterious characteristic), by Stevenson (1

minute and 5 seconds), until—S: "Night scene in street."
9—" Kiss a Miss " (Valse Chantee), by Baron (2 minutes and 20 sec-

onds), until—T: "And out of the vision."
10—Serenade Romantique (And. con moto), by Borch (4 minutes and 20

seconds), until—T: "While in the room below."
11—"Sparklets" (Moderato), by Miles (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: "Meanwhile Harding had stayed."
12—Continues to action (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: Santo Rito

Rancho.
13—Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: "When evening

shadows."
14—Dramatic Recitative No. 2, by Levy (2 minutes), until—" His first

job."
15—Continue to action (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until—T: "Little

dreaming that the."
16—Dramatic Reproach, by Berge (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T:

" You were right, Harding."
17—Sinister Theme (for scenes of impending danger), Vely (1 minute

and 55 seconds), until—T: "Too often are our.
18—Dramatic Conflict (Hurry Heroique), by Levy (1 minute and 40 sec-

onds), until—S: "After the fight."
19—" Roses That Die Bloom Again," by Levy (4 minutes and 30 sec-

onds), until—S: "After the fight."
20—Theme FF (50 seconds), until—T: " Mr. Brent or drew whatever."

THE END.

" HOLD YOUR HORSES "

(Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

Theme: "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), Borch

1—Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until—S: At Screening.
2—" Wedding March," by Lohengrin (20 seconds), until—T: " If Beatrice

Newns."
3—Continue to action (25 seconds), until—T: " She would have drowned."
4—" Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (5 minutes and

5 seconds), until—T: "He would have jumped off."
5—" Hunkatin " (Half tone one-step), by Levy (1 minute and 25 seconds),

until—T: " Canavan oozes out as."
6—"Turbulence" (Play pp or ff), by Borch (55 seconds), until—T:

" The next day brought more."
7—" Capricietta," by Varley (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until—T: "And

he didn't even get."

Note: Watch explosion.

8—Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until—T: "It's wonderful what
a red."

Note: Watch explosion.

9—"Comedy Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until—T:
" Jim James, political."

10—Continue ff (45 seconds), until—T: "There followed a little."
11—"Irish Dragoons" (Medley), by De Ville (2 minutes), until—T:

" That night Canavan."
12—"Eccentric Comedy Theme" (Begin pp then to action), by Roberts

(2 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: "I have been looking for you."
13—"Half-Reel Hurry" (Begin pp then to action), by Levy (2 minutes

and 20 seconds), until—T: "After learning the might."
14—Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until—T: " Through the year's

Canavan."
15—" Lento Allegro " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes

and 55 seconds), until—T: "And now a little high life."

16—"Caprice Joyeaux," by Varley (2 minutes), until—T: "I'm thinking
society is."

17—Theme (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until—T: "I am delighted
but really."

18—" Kiss a Miss " (Valse Chantee). bv Baron (1 minute and 45 sec-
onds), until—T: "On the night of the Cadbury."

19—Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until—T: "The
Cadbury's guests expected."

20—" Coronado Land " (Melodious Valse Lente), by Leath (4 minutes
and 5 seconds), until—T: "Soon after Beatrice began."

21—"Serenade Lointaine" (6/8 Allegretto), by Berge (3 minutes and 10

seconds), until—T: " Beatrice's recovery after."
22—"Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger (2 minutes and 50 seconds),

until—T: "This was a language."
23—Theme ff (3 minutes), until—T: "Once more Canavan is."

24—Continue pp (15 seconds), until—T: "And he ate with the first."..

THE END. - — r -

" TWO KINDS OF LOVE "

(Universal)

Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler

Theme: "The Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental ballad),

Levy

1—Theme (4 minutes), until—S: At Screening.
2—"Queen of My Heart." by Baron (4 minutes and 40 seconds), until

—

T: "Red Dorgan alwavs alone."
3—"Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until—T: 'A

few miles below was."
4—"Adieu" (Dramatic Moderato), by Favarger (4 minues), until—T:

" The morning sun shone."
5—"Dramatic Conflict" (Hurry), by Levy; (3 minutes and 20 seconds),

until—T: " My name <s Mason."
6—Continue pp. (20 seconds), until—T: "Is this the kid's dad."
7—Sinister Theme (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (2 minutes

and 30 seconds); until—T: "Next day and all nature."
8—"Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (3 minutes and 55 seconds), until—S:

" Close up of men on bridge."
9—Continue pp (50 seconds), until—S: Mason is carried into cabin.

10—Theme (55 seconds), until T—"No magic so potent."

11—"Dramatic Agitato" (beein pp then to action), by Simon (3 minutes

and 50 seconds), until—T: " 'Twas a Spanish woman."
12—"Bleeding Hearts" (a floral poem), by Levy (3 minutes and ,5

seconds), until—T: "Days drift into weeks."
13—"Baby Dreams" (little reverie), by Boyaner (3 minutes and 5

seconds), until—T: "Days drift into weeks."
14—Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until—T: "One by one each

doubt." -
'

15—Dramatic Tension (for general use), by Levy (3 minutes and 40

seconds), until—T: "At powder cave."
16—Dramatic Tension, by Andino (1 minute and 40 seconds), until—T:

" At powder cave."
17—Dramatic Conflict (hurry), bv Levy (3 minutes and 10 seconds),

until—S: "Woman fighting Dorgan."
18—Theme, FF (2 minutes), until—T: Lovers meet at journeys.

THE END.

FOR BETTER MUSIC

THE FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.

1600 BROADWAY 64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD 109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads are the wonder workers of business. Motion Picture News classified ads are six

cents a word; paid in advance. Copy must be received Tuesday preceding Friday of publication.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—TEN small one rack tanks with racks
for same. Also 25 Balrd 5000 foot reels. Film De-
veloping Corp., Union 4800.

175 Opera Chairs. 1 Simplex machine. 1 Com-
pensarc. I Mirror Screen. For Particulars adddress,
FUELLING DRUG CO.. Woodburn. Indiana.

FOR SALE: DeBRIE—Motion Picture Camera, com-
plete outfit, latest model, practically new. J. F.
Howell, c/o Akeley Camera Inc., 250 West 49th
Street. New York City.

THEATRE TRUNK in perfect condition 42 Inches
High. 30 inches Wide, 44 inches long at $15 half
cash Balance carrier. Chicago Theatre Wrecking
Ex. Tel. Blackstone 766S, Dept. W. 1547 East 57 St..

Chicago. 111.

SITUATION WANTED
EXPERIENCED man desires position as doorman.
Good size house. Will go anywhere. Address Box
785, Motion Picture News. 220 S. State Street, Chicago.

YOUNG MAN Intelligent, willing, of good habits
and a hard worker wishes position assistant director.
Experienced. Box 790, Motion Picture News, New
York City.

PROJECTIONIST, seven years experience desires
to locate in theatre where quality is desired. Refer-
ence given. Box 252, Troy, Ohio.

MUSIC WANTS

PIANISTS-ORGANISTS:—Music publisher closing
out stock will send Postpaid 12 Copies assorted high
class sheet music for One Dollar. GORDON, 1931
Broadway, New York City.

ftANTED—PIANISTS AND OWGANISTS, with plc-
'ure experience; good salary steady positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. (14
Jailers Building, Chicago.

WANTED—Good organist for Middle Western
town: salary $75 to $100. Apply by letter. Box 123,
Music Department. Motion Picture News.

AT LIBERTY— I am first class violinist and con-
ductor and am seeking engagement as conductor in
large city theatre. Box 234, Music Department, Mo-
tion Picture News.

POSITION WANTED—Formerly conductor of big
theatres In South for two years; am now In Wash-
ington. D. C, and am seeking management, eager to
procure good leader. Would welcome correspond-
ence. F. S., care of Motion Picture News, Music De-
partment.

WANTED—Man to take full charge of music in
Southern theatre; good pay. Box 23. Motion Picture
News. Music Department.

WANTED—Small town theatre In New England
seeks a man who can play organ and could organize
little orchestra. Not large salary, but pleasant sur-
roundings. Box 13G, Music Department, Motion Pic-
ture News.

Strippirg Flahge

TO Assemble Your Advertising Film
and Film Trailors Use the

Fulco Stripping Flange
Every theatre using Advertising Film or

Film Trailors should have a Fulco Stripping
Flange in their Projection Room. It saves
time and trouble for your Projectionist and
keeps the film oft the floor. Helps eliminate
fire hazard. Fuico Stripping Flanges are
used by Film Manufacturers to assemble
negative and positive prints.

Stripping Flange Complete ?3.7!»

^Flllffi^ is tne Brand. Sold the world>sfUUMsf over. Insist on them. It Is

your guarantee of the BEST. If your
dealer does not supply them, write

E. E. FULTON CO.
3201 Carroll Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers of M. P. Accessories

Note—Send for our new 1G page folder, il-

lustrating and describing our complete line

RadiO W Slide

for Anyone
who has Anything to say

Anywhere
Anytime

50 - RADIOS - $2.

For Sale by all Leading Dealers

iran^VerieK
Automatically supplies only such voltagr as are

requires. No waste of current tn ballast.

HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.. Cleveland, Ohio, C. 8. A.

Special Laboratory Work
OPTICAL PROCESS

Prints or dupe negatives with enlarged
or reduced image.
C. W. BRILHART

10 Cornell Avenue Yonkers, N. Y.
We make perfect prints from shrunken negatives

Printing, Developing

and Art Tides

BRINNER FILM LABORATORIES
PAUL SUHLING, Manager

1737 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Illinois

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street 146 Marietta Street

New Orleans, La. Atlanta, Ga.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

For 5-10 W. and

25HO W. Lamps

USE COLOR HOODS
Instead of Dipped Lamps

Infinitely Better, More Lasting and Cheaper in the Long Run

Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
DO NOT FADE OR WEAR OUT

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC COMPANY
2650 W. CONGRESS STREET CHICAGO. ILL.

Hoods slip over
the bulb

rTHIS is the last

call for advertis-

ing copy for the

Christmas Number.

Get it in early and

secure a good
position.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent Ists of or address contemplated or exist-

ing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners, pub-
licity mediums and producers, selected as to terri-

tory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recarded In our list last year. Its use means a
sarlng of from 20 to 50% In postage, etc.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Brytnl 8138 New York
iddressing Printing

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA. 255 NO. 1 3 - ST., PHILADELPHIA PA. 64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Foreign Buyers Amalgamate
Syndicate to Buy
Entire Rights, States

F. V. Luporini

AS a result of negotiations that

have been in progress for the

past two months, and which
have now been brought to a suc-

cessful conclusion, Ferdinando V.
Luporini, managing director of

Luporini Brothers, of 729 Seventh

Avenue, New York, is able to make
an official announcement of a new
policy relative to the supplying of

the American made film for the

foreign territories in which he is

operating.

By means of an amalgamation of

a number of the responsible and
conservative foreign buyers, an ar-

rangement has been effected where-

by a syndicate buys the entire for-

eign rights to various well known
pictures.

By operating in this manner the

price paid for each individual pic-

ture is far less than if the rights

were bought for just one or two
foreign territories. Mr. Luporini
is of the opinion that this plan is

far more effective and of greater

value to the foreign buyer than the

prevailing practice of buying on
commission.
He said, in speaking on this sub-

ject, "The man who is buying on
commission must act against his

own interest if he does everything

in his power to conserve the inter-

ests of his client. This is not
sound business and for this reason

I have discontinued entirely buying
pictures on commission.

" The man who is buying pictures

on commission cannot serve the best

interests of his client, for the sim-

ple reason that the cheaper he buys
the less money he makes for him-
self. This is not good economics
and is against human nature.

" I believe it is far more valuable
and for the better interest of my
clients for me to purchase outright

the foreign rights to a picture and

then resell it to them at a slight

advance in price. By this method
I am enabled to make a quick turn
over on the pictures that I handle
with a small profit on each one, and
depend primarily upon the quantity
of the business done rather than
a big profit on each individual sale.

" I have been operating under
this policy for the past six months
and I find by actual experience that

I am able to save my clients thou-
sands of dollars and at the same
time do a good business for my-
self."

Ferdinando V. Luporini has spent

the last ten years in the heart of
the film business in New York. He
is in touch with all of the big pro-
ducing companies and receives ad-
vance information on every Ameri-
can picture that is made before it

is started in production.
The foreign office of the company

in Torino, Italy, is in charge of
Guido Luporini, who for the past
several years has been engaged in

the motion picture business in Rio
de Janeiro.

"Gasoline Alley" for Screen
Russell - Greiver-Rus-

sell to Distribute

Popular Cartoon

ARRANGEMENTS have been

completed by which the firm

of Russell-Greiver-Russell be-

comes producer and national con-

troller of the " Gasoline Alley " car-

toon film, upon which production is

to start shortly.
" Gasoline Alley " is one of the

most popular newspaper cartoons in

the field today. Frank King of the

Chicago Tribune has come to the

front rapidly ever since the first

" Gasoline Alley " strip was com-
pleted. Within a short period it has

achieved great success, being syndi-

cated in over sixty newspapers and
with the syndication list growing
rapidly.

Mr. King is not only widely
known for his " Gasoline Alley

"

strip, but for several other cartoon
successes, which will be recalled

easily. Among them are " Motor-

cycle Mike," which was a national

institution some years ago. "Danny
Dreamer " was another one of Mr.
King's successes. Some months ago
Mr. King was author and cartoonist

of a unique page in the Sunday
Tribune known as the " Rectangle

"

and various other little departments
such as " Pet Reeves," " Rubber
Stamps " and " It Isn't the Cost, but

the Upkeep." All of these cartoons
enjoyed a widespread run in the

newspapers of the United States.

Russell-Greiver-Russell, who have
obtained the national rights to Mr.
King's " Gasoline Alley," are rapidly

finishing up the preliminary work
and anticipate the release of the first

" Gasoline Alley " cartoon by
Christmas time. A diligent search

has been made of the scenario mar-
ket, a contributing staff of scenario-

ists is being formed in an effort to

make these the funniest cartoons on

the screen, if possible.

Another feature in the cartoon is

the publicity plan mapped out for
the benefit of the newspaper and
state rights men. Besides obtaining
syndication in the largest papers all

over the country, it has planned to

gain publicity in a great many other
papers through the medium of a

competition conducted by Russell-

Greiver-Russell and paid for by
them. Humorous automobile inci-

dents will thus be found, it is ex-
pected. This competition is open to

all and is to be sub-headed " Send
us a letter telling us of your funni-

est motoring experience." Twenty-
five dollars will be paid to the win-
ner; $15 as second prize, and $10 as

third prize. The winning letter each
week will be arranged in a scenario

form and will be shown on the
screen in "Gasoline Alley" car-

toons.
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Muriel Ostriche in a scene from " Betty
the Vamp," a two-reel comedy released

by Arrow

THE following bits of news are

submitted by the Standard Film
Service Company of Cleveland,

Cincinnati and Detroit, members of

the Federated Film Exchanges of

America

:

New one-reel spotlight comedies are
meeting with exceptional success, having
been booked for first run in all of the

key cities.

Jean Goldsmith, formerly of Realart,

has affiliated himself with the local Fed-
erated Exchange where he will have
charge of their product in this territory.

Mr. Goldsmith comes to the Federated
with an enviable reputation and every-

body wishes him unbounded success.

Danny McNat of the publicity depart-

ment of General Motors, has made his

debut in the film industry, and is hitting

the trail in Central Ohio for the Stand-

ard Film Service Co. Danny sure has
all the requirements of a film salesman,

having the reputation of being absolutely

on the square, and a smile that shoots

straight to the heart.

George Horning, managing director ot

the Americus theatre. Cincinnati, is now
a 100% Standard Exhibitor, having been

so ever since the opening of the local

Standard office. _
'

Al Sugarman of the local Standard
office, has returned from an extended trip

through the territory where he succeeded

in placing several Standard serials and
other subjects 100%.
Manager Nat L. Lefkowitz of the

Standard office has been called to Cleve-
land for a conference with the heads of
the above mentioned company, where the
policies for 1921 will be discussed and
formulated. Mr. Lefkowitz says " Big
things are in store for the Standard the
coming season."

Geo. Oxrider. Peoples theatre, Dayton,
Ohio, was in Cincinnati during the past
week, and dropped into the Standard
Exchange to arrange his bookings.

rEquity Prepares Pro-
logue for Feature^1

Equity Pictures announce that

they are now preparing an elab-

orate prologue on " Keep to th<*

Right," their five-reel feature star

ring Edith Taliaferro. The pro
logue is said to be the combined
suggestion of five of the most recent
buyers of " Keep to the Right "

—

Sam Zierler of New York, A. Gollos
of Chicago, Eugene Pearce of New
Orleans, Frank Salley of Atlanta
and Wm. Underwood of Dallas.

Ben Wilson a Visitor at
Arrow Office

Ben Wilson, the producer, is in

New York for a few days for the
purpose of discussing production
plans with the officials of the Arrow
Film Corporation, for which con-
cern he is producing a series of
four special features starring the
screen favorite, Jack Hone. This
marks Hoxie's debut as a feature
star, he having previously been
starred in serials, the latest of
which is " Thunderbolt Jack,"
which was produced by Ben Wilson
and distributed by the Arrow Film
Corporation.
Mr. Wilson brought with him a

sample print of the first feature,
entitled " A Man From Nowhere."
W. Ray Johnston, vice-president
and general manager of Arrow,
states that he considers Jack Hoxie
one of the best male stars on the
screen and that he believes it will

only be a short time until he will
be as favorably known as a feature
star as he is a serial star.

Equality to Produce 26
Comedies a Year

Jack Withers, general manager of
the Equality Photoplay Corporation,
announces that his company is

about to start production on the
first of January on a series of two-
reel comedies to be released one
every two weeks, making a total of
twenty-six for the year, to be dis-

tributed on the State Right market.
Mr. Withers states that in his re-

cent trip throughout the West and
South he found that State Right
buyers are seeking good comedies.
He believes there is a ready market
for short subjects of merit.

Candler Pictures, Inc.
Organize in New York
The Candler Pictures. Inc., with

offices in the Candler Building, New
York, have been formed to en-
gage in the state right field. The
first series consisting of eight re-

vivals. These pictures will be dis-

tributed through the independent
exchanges.
Harry A. Klein is the president

and Edward Salberg is his asso-
ciate.

Gardiner Syndicate has se-
cured the distribution rights
for "Before the White Man
Came," the Arrow Film pro-
duction, for the following ter-
ritories: Missouri. Kansas,
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
New Mexico, California,
Arizona, Nevada, Louisiana,
Mississippi, West Virginia,
Western Pennsylvania.
Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey.
Mr. Gardiner states that it

is their intention to put out
road companies with this pic-
ture in each of the territories

accompanied by an all-Indian
band of twenty pieces and a
full carload of exploitation
help, scenery, lobby display,
etc. The Gardiner Syndicate
has been handling this picture
in the upper New York terri-

tory for some time past and
state that it is one of the
most profitable attractions
that they have ever had.
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Inter-Ocean Sells Two
Films in So. America
. Below the Deadline," the spe-

cial iA.»ciier piouuciiuii, recently ac-

quired by tlie iiuer-Ueean rum
corporation tor exclusive toreigu

distribution, and ' bceds ot Ven-
geance, another recent lnter-

ucean acquisition, have, according

to an announcement maue last weeK
from the New \ork ornces ot the

Company, been disposed ot lor a

large block ot South American ter-

ritory, ihe contract which was
closed last week with one of the

largest foreign buyers operating in

Latin America, is said to convey to

the latter the sole and exclusive dis-

tributing rights to " Below the

Deadline " and " Seeds of Venge-
ance" for physical distribution

throughout Argentina, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia, Peru and
Ecuador.

" Whispering Devils," the Equity
special release starring Conway
Tearle and Rosemary fheby, the

foreign rights of which are con-
trolled by the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, is also reported sold

for physical distribution throughout
France, Switzerland, Holland and
Belgium.

London Hotel Scenes in

H. G. Wells' "Kipps"
The London papers carried full

descriptions of the taking of the

scenes for H. G. Wells' " Kipps " at

the Savoy Hotel recently. " Kipps
"

is being produced by the Stoll Film
Corporation. Harold Shaw, for-

merly with the Edison Company,
was the director and took over the

lounge and grill room of the big

hotel from midnight until seven in

the morning. Mr. Wells himself

saw the filming of the scenes.

George K. Arthur is playing the

title role.

Kremer Announces Special
" Heart and Saddle " to Be Released

January 1; Violet Hobson Starred
VICTOR KREMER, president of

Victor Kremer Feature Films,
Inc., who recently returned to the

field of the independent production,
announces that his first special pro-
duction will be entitled " Hearts
and Saddles." He has signed
Violet Hobson, an international pic-

ture actress, to play the leading
role. " Hearts and Saddle," Mr.
Kremer announces, will be released
to the trade about January 1st.

The picture is founded upon a
novel by a popular English author.
It is described as a story of society,

the turf, and every day life. One
of its outstanding features is a
thrilling horse race, in which some
excellent photography is expected.

Mr. Kremer states that the fea-

ture will be extensively exploited

and advertised. A staff of artists

are now at work in his New York
office preparing the paper for this

feature.

The independent producer will

visit the Coast shortly in order to

prepare for the production of the

first of the Texas Guinan westerns

which were announced to the trade

several weeks ago. The production

on the first Guinan feature will

commence early in January and the

release date will be announced some
time late that month. Curt Kremer
will be in charge of his father's

office during the latter's absence.

English-American Cast
in Washburn Picture
The New Bryant Washburn pic-

ture, the first made by this star

since leaving Famous Players-
Lasky, entitled, " The Road to Lon-
don," is a combination of English
and American product. Screenplays
Productions announce that although
the picture was made in London,
the author, star and director are

honest-to-goodness Americans.
Playing opposite the star is one

of the most delightful of English
actresses, Joan Morgan. Another
English actress in the picture is

Mrs. Saba Raleigh and Gibb Mc-
Laughlin is the third Briton in the

cast.

The feature is now on the Coast
where Mr. Washburn is now stop-

ping after his trip abroad, where he

went especially in order to obtain

the correct atmosphere to make
" The Roal to London."

Canada Likes Jans Feature M*sco
?
ompa

„
ny Ba(*

" Madonnas and Men " Booked for

30 Weeks by Trans-Canadian, Ltd.

TWO weeks of big business done
by " Madonnas and Men " at

the Strand theatre, Toronto, has re-

sulted in an arrangement with
George Driscoll of the Trans-
Canadian, Ltd., circuit whereby the

Jans Pictures Corporation's state

rights special will continue to play

in Canada at two-dollar prices for
many weeks to come. Playing the

Trans-Canadian circuit insures the

Jans spectacle of runs in the first-

class theatres of Canada's largest

cities, totaling thirty weeks.
" Madonnas and Men " opened at

the Strand, Toronto, for one week's
presentation but the business grew
to such proportions by the sixth day
that a second week's showing was
decided upon. The interest mani-
fested by Toronto in the production

during the second week decided the

Jans forces that " Madonnas and
Men " was destined to take its place

among the biggest pictures ever

launched in the Dominion, and the

long term of solid bookings at top
prices quickly followed.

The manner in which the Jans
feature lends itself to extensive ad-
vertising was illustrated in the To-
ronto daily papers where it was
hailed as a spectacle combining in

pretentiousness the most elaborate

scenic effects of "Quo Vadis," "Ben
Hur " and "Cabiria." The advertis-

ing campaign was launched on a

large scale nd showed such excel-

lent results, sttes Jans, that it will

be continued in all other Canadian
cities.

Director Franklin H. Coates and
the cast of the Mesco Pictures

Corporation of Kansas City en-

gaged in the production of the

photoplay " Jesse James Under the

Black Flag " have returned to

Kansas City after a stay of two
weeks in the southwest where
three reels for the Mesco super-

feature were made.

1 .Withers, of Equlity

[ Sells Many States
Manager Jack Withers of the

Equality Photoplay Corp., of New
York, has just returned from an
extended trip throughout the Mid-
dle West and South where he sold

many territories on the Equality
feature, " Why Leave Your Hus-
band?" He is about to leave on
a trip for the Far West, which will

include all the unsold territories on
the above production.

The new Frazee studios at Riverside, Cal., the insert is Edwin who is now producing two reel comedies
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MEN AND EVENTS IN THE FILM CEN T RES

With "News" Correspondents
ITEMS OF THE EXCHANGES AND THEATRES
NORTHERN
NEW YORK

Sunday, December 5, saw the majority
of the Buffalo theatres still holding their
ads in the drama page of the Buffalo
Express down to one inch, following the
announcement two weeks ago by this
paper that its Sunday display rates for
theatres would in the future be $4.20 an
inch and that all cuts would have to be
paid for. It will be interesting to see
which side wins out.

organized in Buffalo with Elmer C. Wine-
gar, manager of the Central Bark and
rremier tneatres, as the president. Tem-
porary headquarters is at 2601 Mam
street. The company plans to produce
several big productions in the Spring at
one ol tlie western New * ork Indian
reservations with an all-indian cast, Sev-
sral prominent Buttalonians are interested
n the venture.

Savoy. " The Invisible Ray " is meet-
ing with a record number of bookings
in this part of the state.

Following a big turkey dinner given
them by the Greater Buffalo Advertising
club, 400 boys from homes on the list

of the Charity Organization society, went
from the Hotel Lafayette to Shea's Hip-
podrome where they were the guests ol
Harold B. Franklin at a big motion pic-
ture party. Cecil Lean and Cleo May-
field entertained the boys at the Ad club
dinner.

F. D. Rundell of Athens, Pa., has suc-
ceeded James L. Fitzpatrick as manager
of the Regent theatre, Geneva, N. Y.
Mr. Rundell has become a part owner o{
the Geneva Amusement Company, by
which the Regent theatre is operated.
C. C. Young continues as assistant man-
ager. Mr. Rundell announces that he
will conduct the house on lines similar
to those pursued in the past, showing all

the latest high-class productions.

Motion pictures are again a feature oi
the social life at the Saint John de la

Salle auditorium, River Road and Bur-
dette street, La Salle, N. Y. The films
are being selected by the Rev. Father
O'Shea, and each program contained nine
reels of the best films obtainable. The
shows are being given every Monday
afternoon and evening and are receiving
generous support.

Chester Fennyvessy, manager of the
Rialto theatre, Rochester, accompanied
by his brother, Carol, manager of the
Princess, have left for an extended trip

to the Pacific coast. They intend to
visit the leading theatres in the large
cities during their trip as well as the
studios in California's Screenland.

Leslie Davis, who received his appren-
ticeship in theatrical management in

Buffalo, is now meeting with success as
assistant manager of the Rialto theatre in

Rochester, N. Y.

'In the
fhadow
of xhe
DomeNX

Nate Robbins, who owns the Avon and
Majestic in Utica has taken over the
Deluxe, formerly owned by Harry Lux,
yho now operates the Alhambia only.

P. II. Smith, former manager of the
local First National and Robertson-Cole
offices, will return to Buffalo as managei
of the new United Artists' exchange,
according to Harry Marsey, president of
the General Theatres Corporation, who
met Mr. Smith on a trip to New York
last week.

Two Hodkinson pictures in two down-
town first-run houses at the same time
s the record hung up by Stanley Hand,
leal Hodkinson representative last week,
i'he Mark-Strand showed J. Warren Ker-

. igan in "The Green Flame," and the
Palace, " Riders of the Dawn." Mr.
1 land is making a tour of the territory
t^is week getting acquainted with ex-
h ibitors.

The Empire theatre,' Buffalo, has re-

turned to a policy of high-class motion
pictures. Manager Samuel Carver pre-

sented " When New York Sleeps," the
week of December 6 as the first attrac-

tion under the new policy and did a ca-

pacity business.

The Seneca Film Company has been

Genuine^
Special

E. F. Rowell, traveling auditor for
Robertson-Cole was in Buffalo at the
local office last week. Howard Brink,
local manager, expects to close dates in
Rochester and Erie soon on " Kismet,"
and is planning a big screening party in

one of the Bultalo hotels for this subject
soon. The Mark-Strand will present the
production here Christmas week.

Hugh Rennie, First National manager,
has signed up the Opera House in Wat-
kins, N. Y., for the F. N. franchise and
Murray Hawkins has closed Utica and
Rome. Every city in the Southern tier

and every key city in the territory ex-
cept three are now closed on the fran-
chise, according to E. O. Hayes, city
sales manager. There has been a rush
of business since the announcement of

the signing of Norma and Constance
Talmadge lor several more years. G. E.
Dickmon, a member of the F. N. sales
staff suffered a nervous breakdown re-

cently and is confined to his home.

Edwin Gavin, who represents the Am-
erican Film Company in Buffalo, has
also been appointed manager of the Al-
bany office and will divide his time be-
tween the two offices.

N. I. Filkins, manager of the Merit
Film Company office in the Palace thea-
tre building has closed " The Hawk's
Trail," for a solid week at the Olympic
theatre. Edgar Polwin, former shipper,
has succeeded Frieda Sohm as booker.
Arthur Mead is the new shipper.

T. R. Gardiner, president of Gardiner
Pictures, Inc., announces that he has
closed the following territories on " Be-
fore the White Man Came." Greater
New York, Northern New Jersey, West
Virginia, W'estern Pennsylvania, Canada,
Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Wyo-
ming, New Mexico, California, Arizona,
Nevada, Kentucky, Louisiana and Missis-
sippi. Road shows will be sent out with
this production including a 20-piece In-
dian band and an Indian quartette.

" The Son of Tarzan " has been closed
for first-run in Buffalo by Manager Bob
Murphy of Pioneer at Keith's theatre
and a large number of local theatres,
including the General Theatres Corpora-
tion group will follow with the produc-
tion. The office will release the produc-
tion December 11. Mr. Murphy will
soon screen " Thoughtless Women " for
local exhibitors and will immediately
thereafter launch a big drive on this
Alma Rubens feature.

FLORIDA
It is reported from St. Petersburg,

Florida, that a meeting of church work-
ers was held in the First Baptist church,
and a permanent organization effected
to work out plans for regulation of mo-
tion pictures.
There was about fifty in attendance.

Several of the speakers declared that the
pictures now being shown in St. Peters-
burg were harmful. Censorship and a
city ordinance, it was agreed, was to be
the object of the organization, and a
committee was appointed to work out a
plan to regulate all pictures shown in
the city and cut out those that were
objectionable.

St. Petersburg is a tourist town on
the west coast of Florida. There are
four theatres there showing pictures—the
La Plaza, Grand, Phile and Rex. All
houses are controlled by the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises.

H. A. Kelly, who acquired some fame
through his promotion of a bureau of
"stills" showing locations, scenery, etc.,

for the use of visiting producers of mo-
tion pictures, will face trial in the crim-
inal court of Tampa, Florida.

Kelly is charged with having embezzled
a valuable panoramic camera, in one
case; and with having embezzled certain
funds which were placed in his charge,
in another case. The two charges refer

back to the time when Kelly was con-
nected with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gilmore
in the Pandora Film Company.

The Bonita, one of the three houses
operated by the Strand ..Amusement Co.
of Tampa, has been all " dolled " up.
The front and interior have been newly
decorated and new floor coverings put in.

A David G. Fischer Production

Fred M. Zimmerman, general manager
of Nu-Art Pictures, announces that he
has acquired the new Prizma subjects
north of Westchester country, as well
as the five new Clara Kimball Young
subjects, and the new Lillian Gish pic-

ture to be directed by Jerome Storm.
Mr. Zimmerman has also taken over the
distribution of the Exhibitors' League
productions, which consist of 12 indus-
trial and educational subjects. C. John
Predari, covering the Syracuse territory
for Nu-Art, announces that he has signed
up the Crescent theatre for the new
Prizmas and " Mid Channel " at the

Dr. Maxim De Gross, who succeeds
Colletti as leader of the Rialto theatre
orchestra, San Francisco, took charge
December 4, when the new management,
headed by D. S. Markowitz and I. H.
Jackson, assumed operation of that house.
De Gross plans a policy of popular mu-
sical numbers instead of opera selections.
He featured the " Japanese Sandman,"
the first week.

The S. A. Lynch Enterprises have se-

cured an option on the two theatres at

Fort Myers, Fla., and will take them
over in five days, it is reported.
The two houses, the Arcade and Court,

have been operated by Mr. Reynolds for

the past two years and have been quite
successful. Mr. Reynolds will join hir

brother, who is in business in Mexico,
it is stated.

" No matter what the picture is, we're
bound to hear good music at the Por-
tola," is the opinion of the Portola pat-
ron. Two pianos are among the 12 pieces
employed. Van B. Clement is resident
manager.

E. R. Williams, manager of the San
Francisco All-Star Feature Distributors
exchange, has placed the " County Fair "

at the Imperial theatre, week of De-
cember 19; Clara Kimball Young in
" Hush " at the California theatre the
week of December 5 ; " Isobel " at the
same house later in the month ; and
" Fickle Women," first of the David
Butler productions, at the Portola, week
of December 26. Practically every key
point has been closed on aforementioned
productions in advance of release dates,

reports Williams.

In connection with the San Francisco
Mothers' Congress and Parent Teachers'
Association, week of November 28. that

week is being celebrated at the Frolic
theatre as Child's Welfare Week. The
welfare body will receive a percentage of

receipts. Patrons who never before came
to motion pictures are being greeted by
manager Bob Abrahams.

When Educational's Film, " The Race
of the Age," appeared at the Tivoli thea-

tre, San Francisco, week of November
21, the house was on edge. Applause
was given as the winning horse gained
Manager Irvin E. Phelps of the Tivoli,

was enthusiastic over the film.

The Majestic theatre, Reno, Nevada,
advertised heavily in a Reno daily for

the showing of this film. Other Nevada
show houses then took advantage of the

advertising bv the larger house, and all

booked the film, which Manager G. C.

Blumenthal of the San Francisco Edu-
cational Film Exchange reports is doing
wonderfully, surpassing all expectations

for booking.

ATLANTA
There is no sign of a settlement of the

strike of motion-picture operators and
stage-hands, which has been on for sev-

eral months in Winston-Salem, N. C,
according to a report from the secretary

of Local No. 451. A road call has been
issued against the Auditorium and Broad-
way theatres, which are operated by the

Piedmont Company.

A Christmas present for the children
of West Tampa is being prepared by Mr.
and Mrs. Diaz, who own the Royal
there. A special program has been ar-

ranged and all children will be invited

to attend the matinee, as guests of the
house.

SAN FRANCISCO

Five hundred of the " 400 " from San
Francisco were used as " extras " by
Director Van Stroheim at the Del Monte
sets, November 28, as a part of the pro-
duction of the Universal picture, "Fool-
ish Wives." The society folk represented
habitues of the Monte Carlo casino in

Europe. The Universal Co. paid $5,000
to charities as remuneration for the par-
ticipation of the " 400 " in the film.

Carson Bradford, one of the best-

known exhibitors in the entire Southeast,

has just sold out the Strand theatre.

Nashville, Tenn., to two prominent Nash-
ville business men, Messrs. F. W.
Hooper and L. W. Jacobs.
Mr. Bradford bought the Strand four

years ago and established it on a sound
basis as one of the best paying theatres

in the territory. The news that he has

sold out will come as a surprise to his

many friends. At present, he has made
no plans, beyond an indefinite hunting

and fishing trip to Florida, but all who
know him are confident that he will soon

be back in the game.

PROV., R. I.

The week of Dec. 6 promises to be

one of the biggest weeks in the history

of pictures here so far as photoplays

themselves are concerned. The Rialto

(Continued on page 4688)
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44 The Palaee of Darkened
Windows "

( Selznick—Hairy Rapf

)

rHIS picture carries a corking title, while, a

trifle long is suggestive of deep mystery.

The suggestion is not kept up after the intro-

luctory footage and what is seen is rather an

rdinary story of an American girl, who, while

ouring in India, is lured to a rajah's palace and

nvited to join his harem. It is a production

icture throughout. In point of scenic investi-

ure the director has done himself proudly.

The atmosphere of the Orient, the bazaars, the

street fakirs, the snake charmers, the religious

pilgrims—these are excellently capitalized. But
the picture lacks moving moments. Drama is

ot present in any form except the element of

omance.
The action gets rather monotonous as one

wonders how the rajah will conduct himself.

In that point it generates a little suspense. The
fair American is curious about the native son.

Being quite a diplomat it doesn't take him long

n painting the color and atmosphere of his

palace. But no sooner is the heroine and her

:haperon inside the door than the Hindu shows
his fangs. The inevitable rescue takes place

with an American youth and an intrepid Brit-

sher smashing villainy for the count.

Henry Kolker's backgrounds are much bet-

ter than his action. He hasn't provided much
mystery and very little melodrama. And the

opportunity presented itself to develop a lively

story. However, it is a fairly pleasing offering

and will doubtless score with its pretentious
backgrounds and atmosphere. There are entire

street sets and bazaars and much local color and
detail. The picture looks as if some money has
been expended upon it. A cast that includes
Adele Farrington, Jay Belasco, Geralf Prins,
Arthur Carew and Claire Anderson contribute
effective performances. Length 6 reels.

—

LAURENCE REID.

" The Parlor Bolshevist
"

(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon—Fox—One Half
Reel)

*TpHE best excuse for booking this one is that
•* it is somewhat of an Americanization pic-

ture. Going away from the clever gags which
usually make up the "plot" of these cartoons,
the producers have been satisfied with ridiculing

the Socialistic principle that "what is yours
is mine."

Mutt and Jeff attend an afternoon Bolshe-
viki meeting. Jeff has just inherited a large
sum of money, so his lanky companion en-
thusiastically indorses the principle of the di-

vision of wealth, and forces the little fellow to

divide with him. But then the unshorn radi-

cals take a hand in the affair, each one claiming

a share in the money. Finally both Mutt and

Jeff are left with fifty cents apiece. Jeff then

takes tilings into his own hands and, with a

revolver in hand, collects all his money. At the

end he waves a flag and forces them all to sing

the " Star Bangled Banner."

The cartoon is not funny, because it is very

old and trite satire. A few clever drawings win

a smile.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

" Greek Meets Greek
"

1 Eddie Roland and \ anitv Fair Maids-
Pathe)

EDDIE BOLAXD and his " six beauties " are

entertaining, to say the least, in this one-

reeler. Although there are few laughs in

it, its amusement value stands out for the

reason that a pretty story is interwoven about

the comedian and his assistants, which is suited

to their personalities and tends to hold interest

from beginning to end.

In producing these comedies the aim seems to

be more at " quiet entertainment " than spon-

taneous laughter. And it is for this reason that

the appealing value may not be so strong to

patrons of the smaller houses. Among the elite

they should easily entertain, provided the story

and action is interesting.

In " Greek Meets Greek " Boland plays

the role of a studious young fellow named
Xenophon Socrates O'Brien who cannot under-

stand the modern dance.

He censures the girls for their modern ways
and tells them that the ancient Greeks were
more graceful and entertaining. The maidens
take the cue, appropriate all the linen they can
find in the house and appear on the lawn as

classic dancers. A professor of the " shimmy
dance " is introduced to instruct them in this

art. His lessons seem to confuse rather than

instruct and the dance ends in a " merry-go-
round " with Boland who has bedecked himself
in Greek costume, in a state of collapse.

The star is amusing in his role and is ably

assisted by the girls who inject plenty of action

into the scenes.—FRANK LEONARD.

" The Business of Camping
"

(Robert Bruce Scenic)

THIS one-reeler compares the methods of the

old time "camper" who trod the wilds with
his famous " knapsack " slung on his back, to

the modern traveler who enkrs the woods fully

equipped, riding on horseback and accompanied
by pack animals.

The old-timer is shown plowing his way over
hill and dale until at eventide, weary but full

of the joys of life, he camps on the shores of

a beautiful lake and cooks his supper of the
four Bees-beans, bacon, bread and buckwheat
cakes.

The modern camper travels with all the

"comforts 01 home" lor his up to date equip-

ment combines compactness ana strength.

This is shown in the way 11 is made. His
cooking utensils are all packed in neat cases, a

"place lor everything" being lound and in order

to save space many of the articles fold up in

minute packages.

The exterior shots of the great outdoors with

the campers going through their routine arouses

interest and should please all "those who love

nature and its wonderful life giving properties.

—FRANK LEONARD.

Movie Chat Number Nineteen
(Urban)

SEE this chat about the multitudes of turkey,

duck, chicken, lamb, old, young, and
promised, then start an argument as to why the

continued so-called scarcity in food. In one
shot there are enough rabbits shown in a sort

of pen to feed Greater New York for a week.
And turkeys flock along which seem never to

have heard of Thanksgiving Day or Christ-

mas. Then there is one shot that will please the

juvenile—showing thousands of baby chicks

getting ready to grow with a view to feeding

the world, judging from the number before the

camera. One never cares so much for a drove
of hogs unless one has raised them and about
to market the costly ham and bacon. There are

enough to provide breakfast meats and roast

of pork for the army and navy, in one pen.

There are a few words said in pictures of the

keel of an ocean " Greyhound " enduring
toward Belfast—and the Isle of Man. Interest

holds throughout.—LILLIAN GALE.

" Their Company Came "—" Art

Is Everything "

(Chester Scenic)

MANY interesting views of the fly and the

danger which lurks in his path are brought
out in the first half of this reel.

From the moment the mother fly lays her eggs
in a garbage can to the time her offsprings take

to the wing and grow to maturity—all is pic-

tured.

The views are taken in magnified form and
one cannot help but follow with interest the
various stages of the flies life.

His wings, tongue, head, eyes and legs are

all pictured and then a very important scene
shows the danger to which human beings are
subjected by this infectious insect.

For contrast the second part of the reel pic-

tures Santiago, Chili, in its modern state. It is

really amazing to view the way this city has
grown within the last decade with its wonderful
buildings, well laid out streets and its up to

date inhabitants.

The reel is instructive and interesting.

—

FRANK LEONARD
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Index to Complete Plan Book and
EXHIBITORS' BOXOFFICE REPORTS
EDITOR'S NOTE—Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last seventeen weeks arranged alpha-

betically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.

The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors

who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. Andwe also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all

opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver-
age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report*

from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.

All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of

this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to August 28, 1920.

PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK PICTURE BRAND STAR RELEASED PLAN BOOK

ALWAYS AUDACIOUS (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE BRANDING IRON, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23D VVl u"\i"A"£ HUV ' m "Story of primitive passions is rather overdone."—M. P. News." Clever twists make interesting crook story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is a sure-fire box oflice attraction. Audiences BROADWAY BUBBLE, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIF-

seemed well pleased." "Story little impossible but business was big. FITH NOV. 27
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An " Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role."—M. P. News.
entertaining feature which drew well." " Great in story and in pro- " Did better than average business at two first-run houses simultane-
duction. Wally Reid always has good following and great stories. Went ously. Just melodramatic enough to attract, and not too emotional, so
over big." " Better than average business." " An unusually pleasing as to offend."
picture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent bpitti' ui«ti7p thi? innnirtMsnm tiotjact uocmnofn *jnv •
drawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." "Wallace "S*f,,',?, ("ODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH . .

NOV. •

Reid is
S
very popular with our patrons and 'Always Audacious' pleased CHALLENGE OF THE LAW THHMFOxTWlltaii

1

8DSSRLL *OCT Mour audiences. Did good business for the week." "Entertaining pic- c
*?,*£r?J?]

G
„, Tj\E.

LAW THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL. ... OCT. 23

ture. Business was very good during run." "Drew large cfowds Russell at his best; a real entertaining drama." M. P. Aeirs.

and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-
having entertaining story. Box-office receipts good. TON . DEC 4

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller." « Weak in drama, but 'strong in Venttmeni/'—M. P. News.
ARE ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLISON NOV 6 Exhibitor Comment—"Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
"Rather inconsequental for feature length."—M. P. News. last few days and it went over big." "Mediocre picture lifted from
Exhibitor Comment—" Pair business with a picture that was hard to tell „ mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."

what it was about." Consensus

—

"Average picture, average puller."

BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS DEC. 11 CIVILIAN CLOTHES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 1»
" Mediocre picture on a hackneyed theme."—M. P. News. " Entertaining picture with Ueighan as a star."—M. P. News.

BEGGAR IN PURPLE, A (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL Exhibitor Comment—" Has met with much favor. Good money maker."
CAST NOV 13

" He'd UP splendidly on third week run. Picture has very entertaining
" Good production given average storg."—M. P. News. qualities." " Picture went very well. Patrons seem much pleased. Box

»n°o^ ftly^fn %^°J?iK^WiJ5WIAL CAST
'
-°CT

- " g^ng^^'presl S&ST* s££J^t^n^i^oSS^^JS^i^ and held up so wel.
satisfied "

ity
" /h'isTaW^X'nS^ITtt^n'^t%

olx'office^S ^^^^"w^l^^^nTS^ ^Mfbr^ght o^^tT^^^"^"^!^^^
tton°wel! liked and hVdVweVfoV secondVelk. Good directionTcting ^1™^° ft*fll^ i^I^le lost none of its effect in the trans-

and mounting in evidence." " Fine picture but didn't open to as big busi £™ nJLi
1 w S

Z%VZ« h.
P
j£S

r
L.3S

n
Si„

b
n
1

f " v^?ItM^ JttVZ,
ness as it deserved, probably because of its proximity to holidays."

™e »k*
be tSld in tw^reels Meiglan ai™ draw S

g
t^m S"Held over for a second week to splendid crowds." " Excellent—100 £"1 Ooort hnr nffine nfrrUtinn"

M<agnan always draws tnem m
per cent Entertainment. Has every requisite feature for the most CoTslnsus—°GoodDic^
critical movie fan. Went big all week. A great box office attraction."

consensus vooa picture, gooa puuer.

"Played at two theatres here and each seemed to do a big business." CLOTHES (METRO) OLIVE TELL OCT. 1
" One theatre considered it such a success that it held it over for a " Talky picture made from stage satire."—M. P. News.
second week." " Splendid production which was well liked by my Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture. Picture drew well for first two
patrons. Sure fire box office attraction." days ; rest of week mediocre. Average week's receipts." " A good

BEWARE OF THE BRIDE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY OCT. 30 picture which pleased. Average business two days."

"This would l»ok better as a two-reel slapstick."—M. P. News. Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

Exhibitor Comment—"Favorably received and good program picture. CONRAD IN QUEST OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
Average business three days." THOMAS MEIGHAN NOV. 20

BIG HAPPINESS (ROBERTSON-COLE) DUSTIN FARNUM SEPT. 11 "Delightful story is enriched on the screen."—M. P. News.
" Fair entertainment in Dustin Farnums latest."—M. P. News. Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture bringing average box-office receipts.

Exhibitor Comment—" Only average picture but drew fairly well." "This CRADLE OF COURAGE, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WIL-
picture contains a good story with plenty of pep. The audience was LIAM S HART OCT I
pleased and receipts were very gratifying." "The poorest box-office « Has pl<nty 0J action" and should

'

'pleMeJ'—if' 'p'/ifeie's!
' '

'

picture I ve played in years. Farnum well liked—but the people who Exhibitor Comment—"Pleasing picture but we had about average busi-
liked him want him in Westerns and plenty of action. The foreign ness." " Well up to the average of Wm. S. Hart's pictures and should be
locale of this confused them. Lost money steadily all week." a goo(j Rawing card at all theatres where he is popular. We did excel-

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller. ]ent business with this picture for one week." " The combination of a
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA DEC. 11 popular star and a good picture, and the result is good business." " Out
"Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest."—M. P. News. of Hart's line, should be kept in the Western type." "Cfirried picture

BLACKMAIL (METRO) VIOLA DANA OCT 16 seven days. My custom is two changes weekly." "Attracted large

"Viola Dana gives color to familiar story'"'—M. P. News! audiences but failed to meet with the approval usually accorded the cow-

Exbibitor Comment—" Interesting. Instructive as well. Favorably com- boy."
n »

mented upon. Average business." " Above average business with a consensus— Gooa picture, gooa puuer.

very poor picture. Viola Dana the only redeeming feature in whole CURTAIN (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACDONALD OCT. II
picture which was bad as to story, cast and photography." "Lifelike story suffers from mechanical development/'—M. P. News.

BODY AND SOUL (METRO) ALICE LAKE OCT. 23 Exhibitor Comment—" Played to exceptional business Katherine Mc-
" Story of dual personality fairly interesting."—M. P. News. Donald appears to be growing more popular." "Katherine MacDonald

RCANmrn woman thr (Pir<!t NATinNAii «srpt in gave entire satisfaction. Picture well produced. Splendid supporting cast.

*™Pl%5? ofnSodr'ama™ jreSs ^inVussttlis't'er' '^'"-M. 'p^Vel's^ Business very good/' •'It's by far the best acting Katherine MacDonald

Exhibitor Comment-" Picture not up to the previous high standard of
simultaneously Go

P
od entertaTnment " Averagllv pleasing %to£

the star, Norma Talmadge." " Very big business, but picture criticised for •
itaneou;s'^ woo entenainment Averageiy pleasing story.

slow action." "A slow-moving affair which failed to create any ex- co„°eL£ *?bood Picture ooodluUer"
citement, although Norma Talmadge performs in her usual excellent Consensus— Good picture, good puller.

manner. A cut-back showing a Roman slave market was unnecessary DANGEROUS BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
and was plainly lugged In for its sensual appeal." " Fair picture which MADGE .' DEC. 11
brought but average business." " Thoroughly interesting story done " Rather frail but fairly amusing."—M. P. News.

a very poor entertaining value but despite this fact the picture went over
¥ivU1

> Punch» * toru > Production excellent, —m. p. Neus.

very well." " The poorest story Norma has had in a long time— DEMOCRACY (DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY) SPECIAL
but, as usual with a Talmadge picture, drew well." "An entertaining CAST SEPT. II
production. Business good during run." " Splendid business attrac- « cost a tot of money out it doubtful as entertainment."—M. P. Newt.
tion. Norma Talmadge always stands them up. Picture well produced . „ . „,„_, ___,„, . _ „ . __
and -acted. Norma Talmadge pictures continue popular. We did little DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4

better than average business." " Strong mystery story carries interest."—M. P. News.

Box Office Reports continued on page 4676
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"MIDSUMMER MADNESS"
(Paramount-Artcraft)

Perfectly Constructed Picture Stamps De Mille as Master

Director

THE De Mille brothers are giving the screen some fine studies in the

silent art and are placing the photoplay on a truly artistic plane.

Cecil has proven his ability time and again. Bat it has taken

" Midsummer Madness " for William De Mille to show his qualities of

-.howmanship and artistic appreciation. He has taken a more or less con-

ventional story and made it palpitate with life. He plays upon the heart

strings much after the manner of a Kreisler, because he is endowed with

an emotional temperament. But as skillful as he has shown himself to be

in humanizing a story, his ability to construct dramatic sequences and dove-

tail them together stamps him as an exceptional technician.

" Midsummer Madness " is the most perfectly built picture that has ever

been flashed on the screen. The whole structure—the incidents, the action

-these move with remarkable precision. And not a superfluous note

mars the offering from inception to conclusion. Olga Printzlau, the

scenarist, deserves a great deal of this credit. If she is responsible for the

titling then she should take equal credit with De Mille. Titles can make or

break a picture. Those incorporated here have a definite place and carry

(he action along with faultless tempo.

The triangle formed from a husband, his wife, and his friend is given a

life like representation. The sympathy for the wives is caught through the

indifference of their husbands. The love-starved wife of one of them enter-

tains the friend while his own wife is absent and the smouldering flame of

passion find expression. They are about to trespass, but a realization of

the impending tragedy brings them back to sanity. It is a rare scene when
the outraged husband and the other's wife give utterance to their sus-

picions. The quarrel is dynamic in its force and is splendidly executed.

They are in the music room and when they hear the servants approaching

they change the subject until they are alone again. The pent-up expressions

of the quartette are significant. Indeed a rare touch. This is only a

sample of the inspired direction. The scene of the hunting lodge where
the trespassers go with sin in their hearts is also rich in its artistic devel-

opment. The sole humorous touch is when the caretaker, excellently

played by Charles Ogle, discovers them and starts the epidemic of gossip

which eventually reaches the wronged parties.

De Mille has given emphasis to the dramatic side and has left the spec-

tacular alone. As a result the picture presents the most direct line of con-

tinuity ever shown. The picture is excellently staged and actel. Jack Holt,

as the indifferent husband, and Conrad Nagel, as the philanderer, give

performances in an eren key of understanding and feeling. Lila Lee sur-

passes herself as the outraged wife. Her portrayal will surprise many who
thought her incapable of emotion. Lois Wilson acts with admirable force

and restraint. The supporting players are equally good in minor roles.

"Midsummer Madness" is a sample of how good direction can make a

picture. It should go big everywhere.—Length, 7 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Bob Meredith Jack Holt
Julian Osborn Conrad Nagel
Margaret Meredith Lois Wilson
Daisy Osborn Lila Lee
Mary Miller Betty Francisco
Mrs. Osborn Claire McDowell
Peggy Meredith Charlotte Jackson
Mrs. Hicks ".Ethel Wales
Caretaker Charles Ogle
Caretaker's Wife Lillian Leighton
Servant George Kuwa

By Cosmo Hamilton.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau.
Directed by William De Mille.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
" Midsummer Madness ,:

is the attraction which will appear at the
theatre next . This is a William De Mille production, adapted by
Olga Printzlau from Cosmo Hamilton's story, " His Friend and His Wife." It is

a tale which takes the form of a domestic drama and involves two married
couples. One husband is indifferent to his wife's appeal for love and romance;
the other husband is a philanderer. Both wives would continue to bask in the
radiance of the courtship days. Finally Meredith is called away and his best
friend, Osborn, suddenly realizes that Margaret Meredith is uncommonly beautiful.
His own wife being absent, he forgets his marital vows; forgets everything in his
mad desire to conquer Margaret with passion.
They are about to trespass when sanity returns. The sin that was in their hearts

is eliminated. Their rash act precipitates a situation which almost spells disaster
for two families. But Margaret doesn't spare herself. And Meredith is willing to
believe her and his friend that their weakness was only of the moment. Prominent
in the cast are Jack Holt, Conrad Nagel, Lila Lee and Lois Wilson. Each gives
a fine performance.

PROGRAM READER
William De Mille's master picture, " Midsummer Madness," will be the feature

attraction at the theatre next . This is an occasion to
see the greatest photoplay of the year—a photoplay which is marked for its vital

theme, its rugged characterization, its compact arrangement of scenes and its

forceful acting. It is a motion picture without a flaw. Manager feels

that he is giving his patrons a rare treat in this master play. It is an adaptation
of Cosmo Hamilton's story, " His Friend and His Wife," and is wonderfully acted
by Jack Holt, Lila Lee, Conrad Nagel, Charles Ogle and Lois Wilson.

"POLLY WITH A PAST"
(Metro)

Ina Claire's Rare Artistry Makes Her a Welcome Screen

Figure

WHEN Metro bought the screen rights to "Polly With a Past" and

induced Ina Claire to play her original role, it scored a ten

strike. Not that the stage success is duplicated upon the silver

sheet since it doesn't offer the comedy and variety expected, but because

Miss Claire brings to the film public a rare art, a vivid and vital personality

and a wholesomeness and charm—qualities which should take her to the

highest peak of popularity. She has an individuality, a unique style, and

magnetism possessed by few stars. Given the proper stories, she is

destined to rise to the heights.

A finer flash of comedy talent has never been witnessed upon the screen.

She is a mistress of many moods and can express pathos with the ability

of a Chaplin. Miss Claire is the dominant factor of " Polly With a Past."

With a less capable actress the picture might have a difficult time getting

over. It doesn't depict much action or incident and really follows a single

groove. Of course its sparkling dialogue could not be translated. But

Miss Claire's performance is duplicated. It is well that she dominates

every scene. One cannot say that the picture is talky; its only fault is its

lack of variety.

The idea moves around a country girl who is blessed with enough re-

sourcefulness and imagination to take advantage of her opportunities.

Having a great sense of humor, it is her task to pose as a spirited French
coquette in order to make the hero's fiancee jealous and so arouse the

latter's fading enthusiasm. And she is the best interpreter of the Parisian

coquette that the stage and screen have ever seen. It is a delight to watch
her gestures, poses and mannerisms. Her study is so vital and vivid that

the other players seem stilted. Clifton Webb is good when he isn't attempt-

ing to make broad farce out of gentle comedy. One or two of the players

seem miscast. Louiszita Valentine hasn't made the most of her role.

Director Karger has given the picture a handsome setting, the exteriors

and interiors fitting splendidly into the scheme of things. Adequate light-

ing also places the players to advantage.

While " Polly With a Past " doesn't hit its stage stride, it is a very ac-

ceptable feature and should score a success with such exceptional acting

as offered by Ina Claire. Superlatives are in order as far as she is con-
cerned. Having quite a reputation the picture should attract the public.

It is sumptuously mounted.—Length, 6 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Polly Shannon Tna Clair*
Rex Van Zile Ralph Grave*
Mrs. Van Zile Marie Wainwright
Clay Cullum Harry Benham
Harry Richardson Clifton Webb
Myrtle Davis Louiszita Valentin*
The Cook Myra Brook*

By George Middleton and Guy Bolton.
Scenario by June Mathis.
Directed by Maxwell Karger.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
That famous stage success, " Polly With a Past," in which Ina Claire scored

such a decided hit, has been made into a picture that will be the feature attraction
at the theatre next with Miss Claire in her identical
role. Written by two of the ablest playwrights of the day, George Middleton and
Guy Bolton, it serves to introduce the star in a sort of a dual role.
Miss Claire is a country girl who, blessed with imagination and an education,

migrates to the city where her good sense of humor and resourcefulness place her
in peculiar circumstances. She learns that a love-sick youth has become despondent
because of his fiance's indifference, so she resolves to arouse the young woman'*
jealousy by posing as a French coquette deeply in love with the youth. She plays
the game with considerable zest but the youth discovers that his love for the fiance
has grown cold in the infatuation he feels for the charming masquerader. Th*
picture gives Miss Claire ample opportunity to flash her unique style, her vital and
vivid touches. The supporting cast is good and the direction is high-class. The
feature is lavishly mounted.

PROGRAM READER
" Polly With a Past " is coming. The opportunity is presented for patrons of

the theatre to witness the most skilful comedienne of the stage, In*
Claire, in her original role—the role she created and played for over a V«ar. The
play scored a sensation upon the stage and as a picture is said to surpass itself
in entertaining possibilities. The appearance of Miss Claire is sufficient to attract
every patron of the . She is a new personality and a welcome one.
You will all declare that she is gifted. " Polly With a Past " will be the attraction
at the next .

SUGGESTIONS
Here you have a new star to exploit. And don't be afraid to go the limit. If

your crowd is unfamiliar with her name don't mince matters in declaring her to
be the greatest comedienne that ever played upon the screen. You can make this
broad statement without fear of making a bone play. Use stills of her. Tell that
she is a star on Broadway right now in " The Gold Diggers." Bill her to the
limit. Tell that " Polly With a Past " made her one of the greatest favorites on
the stage. Tell that she is destined to great popularity upon the screen. Mention
the other players. Mention also that Maxwell Karger is the director. Treat your
copy in a humorous fashion. Play up its long run on the stage.

CATCH LINES
See Ina Claire in " Polly With a Past." An exceptional comedienne in a rare

comedy. You will be delighted with this star.
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DEVIL'S GARDEN, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL
BARRYMORE NOV. 6

" Rather grewsome story, well produced and acted."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment.—"Appeals to the highly sophisticated audience.

Opened to very big business."

DINTY (NEI LAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY DEC. 4
"Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over."—M. P. News.

DISCARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
"Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations."—M. P. ^ews.

DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 6
" Some interesting moments in this rustic story."—M. N. News.

DRAG HARLAN (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM NOV. 6
" // they like Farnum, it's a good bet."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum

back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Patrons seemed entertained." " William Farnum has a good box
office value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine."

Co?isensus—" Good picture, good puller."

DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 25

"Picture is heavy and morbid, though well acted."—M. P. News.

EYES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER NOV. 13
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture, well acted. Mary Miles Minter has

her own personal following, but aside from them, tie picture did not
have much of an appeal."

FACE AT YOUR WINDOW. THE (WILLIAM FOX) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 13

" Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines."—M. P. Netws.

FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture."—M. P. News.

FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. B, WARNER SEPT. 18
"A good production from all angles."—M. P. New*.

FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES JULY 31
"Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not aa good as some of the others. Average busi-

ness two days."

45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 11

"Picture is entertaining, though Ray appears to be miscast."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Charles) Ray well liked by our audiences and fea-

ture played to better than average business." " Very fine picture.
Played to capacity for four days and was close to breaking house
records." " The entertaining qualities of this picture make It well
worth seeing and my house was well filled at each performance. Fact
that it played on the stage drew many people." " Charles Ray In one
of his best pictures. A very good box-office attraction."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN NOV. 6
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce."—M. P. News.

FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY NOV. 13
"Very obvious, but fairly interesting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Light, pleasing little comedy. They came because

they liked Wanda—and they did not register a kick. Box-office just
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved it, for it is

interesting and entertaining."

FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) NOV. 27
" Vivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality.''—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture to fair business." " A fine production.

People stood in line all week to see this picture. Big business."

FORBIDDEN VALLEY (BLACKTON-PATHE) MAY MCAVOY-
BRUCE GORDON OCT. 16

"An exciting story concerning a Kentucky feud."—M. P. News.

FOURTEENTH MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROBERT
WARWICK SEPT. 11

" Some entertaining moments in Warwick's comedy."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture, splendid theme and well done. Went

very big all week." " Exceptionally good for Warwick picture ; well di-

rected, well produced." " Robert Warwick is a star who does not draw
big here. Featured Bebe Daniels with him in advertising and It helped
some. Personally think Warwick Is fine, but can't sell him to my au-
diences. Picture did only fair business."

Oon*en*u*—Good picture, good puller."

FROM NOW ON (FOX) GEORGE WALSH OCT. 2
" Entertaining crook ttory, with George WaUh, well directed."—M. P.
New*.

FULL HOUSE, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT. 18
" Stage farce loses it* punch on the screen."—M. P. News.

Exhibitor Comment—" A very entertaining story which went over big."
" Below average business, as all Washburns are in these parts. A very
amusing farce comedy and with most any other star would do much
better business. No faults with photography, direction or cast. ' Skin-

ner's Dress Suit " is the only Washburn that we have been able to do big
business with ." " Played it two days to average business. A good
picture." " Bryant Washburn has been quickly but surely killed by a
series of washed-out, namby-pamby releases of which this Is one of the
poorest. Played to poor business for entire run." " Our patrons liked
this picture very much and also the star." This Is poor both as to story
and box-office receipts. Did not take at all."

Consensus—" (food picture, good puller."

FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
" Talky picture has little appeal."—M. P. Netvs.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures I have seen. It has
strength and purpose and is wonderfully portrayed by excellent cast.

Exceptionally good business." " An absolute sensation. A knockout
Had S. R. O. sign up from opening day till finish of week. One of the
best pictures I've ever seen. '

Box Office Reports continued on page 4678

GILDED DREAM. THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS OCT. 21
" Commonplace story developed along traditional lines."—M. P. News.

OIRL IN THE WEB, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET JULY 31

" A splendid production from all angle*."—M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" A good story. It drew welL Two days to average

buslaeas."

GOOD-BAD WIFE, THE (VERA McCORD PRODS.-FILM BOOKING
OFFICE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 3*

" Good production given rather illogical story."—M. P. News.

GOOD REFERENCES (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL-
MADGE OCT. 16

" Stars popularity may get it by."—M. P. News.

GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
"Slow Moving that depends largely on titles."—if. P. New*.

GREAT REDEEMER, THE (TOURNEUR-METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Van Loan contribute* another winner."—M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture but not the kind the public will pay
money to see. It's too religious. Screen Is for entertainment, not for
preachment. Fair business, but not enough to justify longer than one

\ week run." " The picture was well received for the entire week. The
patrons say there is " Just enough " religion in the picture." " Religious
picture. Fair business.''

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

GUILTY OF LOVE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY DAL-
TON OCT. 9

" Star gives splendid portrayal of mis-led girl."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is an average picture but drew more than

usual business." " Picture fairly popular. Dorothy Dalton very well
carries off her emotional role." " Good picture which brought about the
usual audiences." " Pleased some classes while some resented it"

Consensu*—"Average picture, average puller."

HALF A CHANCE (JESSE D. HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST). OCT. Si
" Well acted and directed, but development suffers."—M. P. News.

HARRIET AND THE PIPER (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART OCT. M

" Favorite formula given rich production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— '' Regarded this as just a fair picture and drew aver-

age houses." " The entertaining value of this picture is good, and drew
more than usual business."

HEADIN' HOME (YANKEE-KESSEL & BAUMAN-STATE RIGHTS)
BABE RUTH OCT. I

"Babe Ruth makes debut and scores a hit."—M. P. News.

HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 11
" A complex melodrama very well produced.''—M. P. News.

HELD BY THE ENEMY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. I

" Civil war romance looks good as a picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture. Fair business." " Business

exceptionally good. Surprisingly large crowds. Good picture, well
liked, surrounded by attractive program." " A beautiful picture but
not a box-office puller. Got through a week's run by the skin of the
teeth. " One of the best Civil War stories I've ever played. Crowded
houses for the entire run. and everybody liked it. From a box-office
standpoint it was a splendid attraction and business was great." " This
feature seemed to please the audiences an<* we got big box office results."

HELIOTROPE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPE-
CIAL CAST DEC. 4

" A different picture here."—M. P. News.

HELP WANTED—MALE (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET OCT. 2

" Too light and vapid for a flve-reeler."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— An average picture to average business for one

week." " This is an average production which brought usual business."
"A good picture to poor business one day."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

HER HONOR THE MAYOR (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 4

" Impossible story overacted and hardly entertaining."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Bright little picture, well-cast and pleased my

people. Miss Percy looks like good star-material to me. Hope her
next pictures live up to this.''

HER UNWILLING HUSBAND (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
SWEET NOV. 27

" Good production given average story."—M. P. Neics.

HITCHIN* POSTS (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO SEPT. 4

" Colorful story and splendid cooperation make praiteworthy picture."—M

.

P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A picture that would appeal te any audience. The

people in this city like the Mayo productions."

HOMESPUN FOLKS (INCE-ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. li

" Rural drama i* interetting despite a theatrical touch."—U. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good audience picture. Broke no records but did

good average business for three days." " Ordinary photoplay. Not a
bit exciting at any point. Much too tame for the general run of picture
patrons." " Entertaining picture which drew more than usual patronage."
" A verv good picture. Filled bouse entire week." " An average picture
in all ways. Pleased, but had no box-office draft" " A fine rural drama
of the Chas. Ray type but did not draw. Personally classed It as a
very good picture worthy of patronage."

Consensu*—" Average picture, average puller."
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"GIRL OF MY HEART"
(Fox)

Star Fails to Enliven Very Dull Story

NO one ran accuse Shirley Mason of lacking in pep, but it would take

a far greater amount of vivacity and personality than she or am
other star possesses to make this very improbable, trite story, filled

as it is with conventional action, more than slightly interesting. There is

practically no suspense throughout, and shortly after the opening incident

the story shifts to the West where a "'bad Indian" is introduced. From
then on it is hackneyed incident as we watch tlfe Indian and the boot-

legging villain trying to kill the hero and abduct the star.

Miss Ma^n start- off a- a "slavey" who run- aua\ from a CTOcl mistrcas
on Christmas eve and is taken into the mansion of the family. White's
doctor has told him that he cannot live and the young man is about to

kill himself when the little runaway appears. Impressed by her faith in ,the
Almighty, he adopts her and she accompanies him to the West where he
endeavors to regain his health. Then comes the Indian and the bootlegger,
who supplies firewater to the redman. Another character introduced is a
hermit doctor who for some unknown reason is hermiting in the moun-
tains. When the hero is injured by the Indian, the hermit is induced by
the star to come to his aid. The doctor gives him up, and when he re-

covers, is forced to admit his belief in God. The climax comes with the
dealing of the star, who is bound with a stout rope in true serial style

and breaks away in the good old movie fashion.

Miss Mason cannot impress here as she does in her other pictures. It

is a part that might be played by almost any ingenue. It is practically a
reversion to the old-time movie thriller, dressed up with some good pho-
lography. The sand storm scenes in the end are well enough done, but at

best they do not prove gripping to any great degree.
Raymond McKee is opposite the star, but there is no drama in the pic-

ture so he cannot impress much. If you have a cheaper class of patrons
they may be satisfied with this, but it is not up to the star's standard in
heart interest or humor.—Length, 5 reels.— Matthew A. Tnylcr.

THE CAST
J°»n • • • • • ;

-. Shirley Mason
Rodney White Raymond McKee
f/
u

.

den"
.

Wh,te Martha Mattox
Major Philips Al Fremont
Dr. Norman Cecil Vanauker
Mona Calvin Weller
Chawa Hooper Toler
Pedr° Alfred Weller

Story by Frances Marion Mitchell.
Direction by Edward J. LeSaint.
Photography by Friend F. Baker.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Shirley Mason, the petite Fox star, will appear in an attractive role in " Girl

of My Heart," which will be the feature picture at the theatre on
. Miss Mason, a New York girl, is one of the youngest and most

fascinating of all screen stars. She has risen from the ranks and has been in
pictures since the days of the crude two-reeler. Miss Mason probably is partially
responsible for the bobbed hair craze. For few who see her can fail to realize how
attractive one can look in neatly cut hair.
The star's previous work has endeared her to many picture fans in this city.

Starting in " Her Elephant Man " she has made a series of pictures for Fox Film
Corp., which have proved her worth. Also in " Treasure Island," the picturesque
screen version of Robert Louis Stevenson's immortal work, she played the role
of Jim Hawkins.

Girl of My Heart " is romance and thrills combined. It is a story of a little

orphan girl who restored the faith of a despairing young millionaire. Besides
the romance there is action from beginning to end, with a stirring climax laid in
the Western desert. Such well known players as Raymond McKee and Al Fremont
support the star.

The picture will be shown at the theatre for days.

SUGGESTIONS
You can promise them more action in this one than in other Shirley Mason

features. In the latter half it takes on the aspect of a real old-time western. Of
course this should be subordinated to boosting the star. If you have shown her
other pictures, she will already be well known. If this is your first, but you have
screened " Treasure Island," mention this, for the star will be remembered from
her work in this picture. The story is adapted from Frances Marion Mitchell's
novel " Joan of Rainbow Springs," which never developed into a best seller. If

you show this in the holiday season do not neglect the Christmas setting which
is the opening incident in the picture.

PROGRAM READER
For years it had been a tradition in the White homestead that on Christmas

eve they should leave the door of their mansion open to welcome any stray Christ-
mas guest. For years no one had ever crossed the threshold but on this Christmas
eve a little stranger came from out of the storm. Her name was Joan and she
was a product of a charitable institution. In real life her name is Shirley Mason
and she is a screen star and a product of the school of experience. " Girl of
My Heart " is the name of the picture and it will be shown at the
theatre for days beginning .

" Girl of My Heart " is an apt title for any production starring Miss Mason,
as those who are familiar with her former pictures, will soon agree. None more
dainty, more whimsical, more fascinating, than this little bundle of feminine love-
liness. You who remember her from her former pictures will not miss " Girl of

My Heart." You others come and make her acquaintance. You will not regret it.

CATCH LINES
A story of a little nobody who has only one gift—faith,

story of sweet romance mingled with thrilling action.
Shirley Mason in a

"THE TESTING BLOCK"
(Paramount)

Sure-Fire Western With Star in the Kind of Role That

Made Him Famous

BILL HART is at last back again to the role that made him famous,

the good bad man—and in view of this there can be no chance, but
that "The Testing Block" will get over. From leading role to basic

plot, practically the same as that of " The Great Divide,"' this is a Hart
picture. It has more action than acting, a lot of stunt stuff, Hart's famous
spotted mustang, plenty of riding, a fight or rather a series of fights in

which the hero licks his whole gang of outlaws, a pleasing romance, some
fine Western scenery, etc. What more is needed for a sure-fire Hart pro-

duction?

The star plays the role of the leader of a band of outlaws back in the

frontier days who, after defeating each of his bandit companions in a fist

fight forces a young girl violinist, one of the company of a strolling show
troupe, to marry him. He then quits the road, turns straight, falls in love
with his wife and she with him, but one of his old band succeeds in mak-
ing trouble in his happy home by convincing him through a Mexican girl

that his wife does not care for him. Also the wife is led to believe that

Bill has tired of her and is planning to take to the road again.

The first four reels or so are rather ordinary, but the last makes up for

all that has gone before. It is a smashing fini.-h that will ~end any crowd
that likes Hart out perfectly satisfied.

The star plays his role with all his old time dash and vigor. Eva Novak
is a pretty and appealing heroine of the clinging vine type and the balance
of the cast are good types and competent players. For those who insist

that Hart appear in Western roles and this includes most people who are
partial to him, "The Testing Block" ought to go over for his best picture
in some time.—Length, 6 reels.

—

J. S. Dickerson.

THE CAST
"Sierra" Bill, a bandit chief William S. Hart
Nelly Gray, a violinist Eva Novak
Ringe, a bandit

. Gordon Russell
Rosita, a Mexican girl Florence Carpenter
Sonny, Nelly's child Richard Headrick
Slim Ira McFadden

By William S. Hart.
Scenario by Lambert Hillyer.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Photographed by Joe August.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
The feature attraction at the theatre next is William

S. Hart's newest picture, " The Testing Block," of which he is the author and
Lambert Hillyer the adaptor and director. The star has written six reels of con-
centrated rapid-fire action which is finely tempered by the elements of romance
and sentiment. It offers the dramatic situations and the breath-taking thrills of
the gold rush days in the California Sierras.
The star portrays the part oi " Sierra " Bill, a bad man, who later develops a

streak of pure gold. In such a role Mr. Hart is quite supreme. He has an op-
portunity of displaying not only his skill as a rider, fighter and actor, but in
portraying a human being, essentially. He fights valiantly for his " darling Nelly
Gray." Mr. Hart has surrounded himself with clever players, among whom are
the personable Eva Novak, Gordon Russell, Ira McFadden and others. Mr. HUlyer's
direction is to be commended for its straightforward action and the composition
of scenes. The backgrounds are colorful and in keeping with the story.

Beginning next

PROGRAM READER
The Testing Block," a new picture of the Golden

West of the early gold rush days will be presented with William S. Hart as the
star. This famous interpreter of western character roles wrote the story and he
has fashioned a concentrated rapid-fire, two-fisted line of action. The star is quite
supreme in the delineation of western character parts and as " Sierra " Bill, the
bandit chief, he gives a performance which will live long in the memory of those
who see this admirable picture. There are thrills galore, but these are all tem-
pered by a beautiful romance as sweet as the plaintive old melody, " Darling Nelly
Gray," which runs through the story like a thread. The picture is wonderfully
staged and carries a rich assortment of colorful backgrounds. Prominent in Mr.
Hart's company is Eva Novak.

SUGGESTIONS
You can bill this picture as a regular old-time Bill Hart picture—a picture which

gives him a chance to appear as a bad man who finds redemption through love.
Make mention that he is the author. Tell that he has fashioned a tale which is

charged with rapid-fire action and thrills and which are tempered by a fine romance.
Bring out with emphasis that the story is of the early gold rush days of California
and that Bill Hart is a bad man. Play up the atmosphere. Use catch lines and
teasers. The heroine's name is Nelly Gray. And the famous song of that name
is that name is used as sort of a musical theme. So play up the son. Ask your
patrons to come and see a story written around it. Dress your lobby and your
ushers in the atmosphere of the period. Bill the picture as a fast-moving, two-
fisted melodrama. Bill it as a typical Bill Hart picture.

CATCH LINES
See " The Testing Block," a picture of the Sierras in the days of the gold rush.

See Bill Hart as a bad man. See a picture of thrills and romance.

Bill Hart and his Pinto pony are with us again. Come to the

see them in " The Testing Block," a great western picture.
and
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HONEST HUTCH (OOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS SEPT. 23
" Roger* scores again in human, likeable role."—U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Wonderfully entertaining picture which the audience

seemed to like. Box-office receipts larger than usual." " Great as an en-
tertaining feature and brought a well filled house at each performance."
" Lauded by the critics as the best picture of the week." " A good
picture but Rogers not popular with the women folks. Poor business
two days."

HONEYMOON RANCH (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Old time western full of real cowboys and has action galore."—M. P.
News.

HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture took well and brought good box office

returns."

HOPE, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" Antiquated plot is given impressive production."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The plot of the picture is good. Good receipts."

" That was the trouble—there wasn't any. Impossible—tedious, hack-
neyed situations, moth-eaten development. I felt like apologizing to my
patrons for making them sit through it. If the other ' Metro Specials '

are like this, excuse me !
"

HOUSE OF THE TOLLING BELL (J. STUART BLACKTON-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11

" A weird story with plenty of action and excitement."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Corking ghost story that pleased them all. Played

to excellent business throughout week to universally satisfied audiences."
" May McAvoy will surely make a mark that will be surprising before
long/'

HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. WAR-
REN KERRIGAN OCT. 2

"Kerrigan has another interesting mystery story."—U. P. News.

HUSBAND HUNTER, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY SEPT. 25
" Faroial development of Fitzgerald's comedy drama."—if. P. News.

IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY. .. .NOV. 27
" Colorful production marked by good incident."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew 13,000 paid admissions the day it opened.
A wonderful drawing card." " Opening week equalled ' On with the
Dance.' Held for second week. Picture makes 'em talk." " Went over
big. Certainly a sure fire production, both as to entertainment and box
office value."

IN THE HEART OF A FOOL (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Very good entertainment in this complicated story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good audience picture. Its many leading love

themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big." " Good pro-
ductions, which, brought the crowds."

IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL DEC. 4
"Below William Russell's previous work; only slightly interesting.—

M. P. News.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 11

"Best ever if you went to boarding school."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine production which played to good business."

" Fine production. Played to good business." " Clever picture which
appealed strongly to our patrons. Turned thousand people away Sunday
night and did big business for the entire week." " Only liked by those
who etnjoy Mary Roberts Rinehart's humor. Business far below normal."
" This is a fair pncture, both from the entertaining point of view and
the box office receipts."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

JAILBIRD, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOUG-
LAS MACLEAN OCT. 9

" Rather obvious, but fairly diverting."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" MacLean does good work in a typical Charles Ray

part—but it was not his sort of role, at all. May very good, also."
"Disappointing after seeing '23% Hours Leave.' Fair business." "Very
bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor." " Picture started
big, slumped, and then ended big. But on the whole it's a lemon."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES NOV. 27
" Jones in new type of story; good entertainment."—if. P. News.

KENTUCKY COLONEL, THE (NATIONAL-HODKINSON) SPE-
CIAL CAST SEPT. 25

" Old time favorite makes moss covered picture."—M. P. News.

KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER NOV. 6
" Otis Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production."—
M. P. News.

LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ELSIE
FERGUSON SEPT. 11

" Mediocre picture made from best seller."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Story criticized by newspapers. Audiences appeared

to like it. Large attendance." " Elsie Ferguson draws certain class,

but class is limited. Each of her pictures does Just about the same."
" Fair business. Story not much, but star carried it over." " Star at-

tracted many, as she has not been out for some time. Picture not one
of her best. Fair amount of business." " A good picture to extra big

and big business for two days." " A very entertaining picture and
brought big crowds to my house." " Just pulled through for a week.
An average picture that shows Miss Ferguson in fairly Interesting role."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LAHOMA (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4
" A good production from all angles."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Much to my surprise, this one went over well. A

very weak picture, with action taking place too far back to be of

Interest. Costumes hideous, though true to period. They liked this

fairly well, but I'd hate to try to play another one like it !

"

LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUC-
ERS) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4

" A Masterpiece of its kind."—M . P. News.

LAW OF THE YUKON, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" This picture proves a disappointment."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture which drew the usual business."

LEOPARD WOMAN, THE (ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS) OCT. II
" Melodramatic romance adapted from adventure story."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Terrible picture. Awful business. Was not liked

at all." " An excellent picture and a good box office attraction." " Louise
Glaum is one of the favorites here. Her acting pleased the audience and
the details of the picture were well carried out. Drew big houses entire
week." " Star fairly well liked, and picture did fair business. Was some-
what disappointed in the production, for while lavish the story did not
carry." Good production. Business was about usual."

Consensus—" Average picture, average puller."

LIFE OF THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
ARBUCKLE DEC. 4

"Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An entertaining feature and a good box office

attraction."

LIGHT WOMAN, THE (AMERICAN) HELEN JEROME
EDDY OCT. I

" Not above the average."—if. p. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Helen Jerome Eddy is fair in this picture. Business

as usual."

LITTLE 'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. 4
" Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast."—M. P. News.

LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY NOV. 13
" New star's first picture mildly interesting."—M. P. News.

LITTLE MISS REBELLION (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
GISH OCT. 1

" Dorothy Qish scores in story filled with hokum."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture affords r«*J entertainment for most

any audience and brings hearty laughs from everybody, even from those
who claim the situations weren't funny. The photography and cast are
very good, direction acceptable. Average business." " Star at her best
Picture only fair. Business no better."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LOVE (J. PARKER READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE
GLAUM DEC. 11

" Louise Glaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted."—M. P.
News.

LOVE FLOWER, THE (GRIFFITH-UNITED ARTISTS) SPECIAL
CAST SEPT. 4

"Not Griffith's best, but has audience appeal."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Beautiful picture. Up to Griffith's high standard

and appealed very strongly to audiences. Played two weeks to
capacity houses and on account of big business was held over for third
week." " Usual Griffith type. Business picked up every day." " A
§leasing picture which brought more than normal business." " Eight-
ay engagement. Very good business. Griffith name still very valuable."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

LOVE. HONOR AND OBEY (METRO) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. li

" Too-familiar story causes interest to lag."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fair picture. Better houses last two days tbaD
when picture opened."

LOVE'S FLAME (FIDELITY PICTURES CO.) THOS. J. CARRIGAN-
VIVIENNE OSBORNE OCT. 16

"Story has distinctive appeal."—M. P. News.

MAD LOVE (VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTION) LINA CAVA-
LIBRI NOV. •

" Average production stars Cavalieri."—M. P. News.

MADAME PEACOCK (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA OCT. 16
" Picture looks artificial through poor direction and acting."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew big houses each day. This city has large

number of Nazimova ' fans ' and these liked the film. The women
were exceptionally pleased with it." " Nazimova popular here. House
did a normal business only. Lack of punch In previous Nazimova pic-

turets has affected the box office." "The crowds came to see this picture
because they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazimova. Drew well for
entire week. " Worst Nazimova picture ever produced and shows plainly
lack of direction and lack of judgment In picking story. Another picture
like this and Nazimova is finished." " One of the best money-getters
I've had in a long time. Personally, did not care for the picture, so
why worry 7

"

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

MADAM X (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK OCT. I
" Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and skillfully produced."—If. P.

News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Opened to very poor business ; competition

to circus and Fair as well. But has built steadily up etver since. Busi-
ness, total, very good. A fine picture—a classic." " Not up to the
standard of Nazimova pictures. There are moments in the picture that
do not ring true. However, Nazimova followers seemed satisfied." " As
average production. Box office returns fair." " Despite the fact that
most persons who saw it seemed to like it. it didn't reach expectations.
Crowds were only average all week, and my report is only 'fair.*

"

" Pleased immensely. Star at her best. Went big all week."
Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."

MARRIAGE PIT, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO OCT. 16
" Interesting story of big business and feminine pride."—M. P .News.

MASTER MIND, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL BARRY-
MORE OCT. (

" Melodrama of interesting quality."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An artistic picture which played to only average

houses." " Barrymore is a great favorite The picture pleased."
" Large audiences. Very good attraction." " Powerful and very high
grade picture which did better than average business." " Business very
good all week. Fair entertainment qualities. Star the real drawing
card." " This picture was nothing out of the ordinary but it drew
very well."

Consensus—" Good picture good puller."

Box Office Reports continued on page 4680
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"THE NEW YORK IDEA"
(Realart)

Stage Success Not So Good as a Picture

WHEN a play is founded upon crisp dialogue which is even brilliant

at times and which carries a suggestion of the risque, it is almost

certain to flivver somewhat in a screen adaptation. " The New
York Idea " upon the stage was considered an almost perfect play in the

manner in which its unique situations were tempered by snappy dialogue

which dovetailed every incident. As a vehicle for Mrs. Fiske it proved a

decided hit. But in its screen shape it doesn't look so well. In fact it is

quite ordinary since the most cannot be made of the dialogue. The direc-

tor has been forced to make a production picture—one which relies en-

tirely upon its backgrounds and the costuming of the players.

Technically it is first rate, there being a good composition of scenes,

with the lighting and photography up to requirements. "The New York
Idea " was originally a scintillating satire upon the principles of marriage

and divorce as entertained by the smart set of the metropolis. This satire

is missing and an extremely light comedy is substituted. A good many
people residing west of the Hudson river will certainly give New York a

black eye if they believe that what is represented is real. A capricious

bride, who becomes piqued at her husband for his careless manners and

his responsiveness to a gay divorcee, decides to have a divorce. The judge

who arranges the affair happens to be the ex-husband of the charming
" vamp." So the determined bride will marry him to arouse the jealousy

of her rival. But at the altar she falters and the denouement shows the

reconciliation of the first mentioned husband and wife.

The action is as mild as the pastime of hanging hay baskets. What was
presented with a purpose on the stage loses its color on the screen. Still it

will doubtless interest those patrons who missed the play. They will see

the frivolous side of the smart set, even though they may dismiss it as a

lot of " tommyrot." Such a sophisticated story needs subtleties and in-

nuendoes of dialogue and exceptionally clever players. Alice Brady gives

tone to her portrayal, but she doesn't have much opportunity to catch the

spirit of the original. Lowell Sherman is good in the opposite role. Mr.
Blache has provided a good setting. His atmosphere is in harmony with

the high life of the smart set.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
Cynthia Karslake Alice Brady
John Karslake Lowell Sherman
Vida Phillimore Hedda Hopper
Judge Philip Phillimore George Howell
Sir Wilfred Darby Lionel Pape
Caroline Pright Margaret Linden
Bishop Matthew Phillimore Edward Davis
Tim Fiddler Harry Hocky
Mrs. Fiddler Nina Herbert
Mrs. Phillimore Julia Hurley
Miss Heaneage Marie Burke
Grace Phillimore Emily Fitzroy
Brooks Robert Vivian
Thomas Edgar Norton
Karslake's Butler George Stevens

By Langdon Mitchell.
Scenario by Mary Murillo.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
Photographed by Jacques Bizuel.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Langdon Mitchell's sparkling play of love and divorce as practiced in the smart

circles of New York has been adapted to rfce screen by Mary Murillo and will be
the feature attraction at the theatre next and
with Alice Brady as the star. Upon the stage the play kept New York and the
entire country entertained for a number of seasons with Mrs. Fiske as the star.

As a photoplay it has lost none of its sparkle and wit and offers an ideal vehicle
for the expression of Alice Brady's talent.
The star plays the part of Cynthia Karslake, a bride who is deeply in love with

her husband, but who divorces him because he lives up to such manly traits as
leaving cigar butts on her dressing table and a willingness to respond to the ad-
vances of a charming divorcee. The complications enter when the judge who
arranged the divorce proves to be the ex-husband of the gay divorcee. It is

Cynthia's object to harass her rival by marrying the judge. But at the altar she
loses her courage and returns to her divorced husband. The picture is sump-
tuously staged. Miss Brady is admirably supported by a cast that includes Hedda
Hopper, George Howell and Lowell Sherman. Herbert Blache directed.

PROGRAM READER
She took exception to her husband leaving cigar butts on her dressing table.

Such boorish conduct caused her to seek a divorce. But that wasn't the only
reason. He took particular delight to be seen in the company of a gay divorcee.
When the wife discovered this state of affairs she decided to marry the judge who
arranged the divorce because he proved to be the ex-husband of her gay rival.

Yet at the altar she discovered . See " The New York Idea," a brilliant expose
of the fast set of New York—a satirical thrust at marriage and divorce. As a play
it created a sensation with Mrs. Fiske as the star. As a picture it will prove equally
delightful with Alice Brady. At this theatre next .

SUGGESTIONS
The best angle to exploit in this feature is the production. Don't detail the plot.

It doesn't shape up any too well in picture material. But you can say that it

is a good satire of New York's smart set in its marriage and divorce problems.
Bring out that as a play it toured the country with Mrs. Fiske as the star and
was scored a winner everywhere. Tell that as a picture it presents opportunity
for Alice Brady to reveal her charm and talent. Play up stills of the various
scenes. Bill it as a smart and brilliant exposition of New York's smart set. Your
Brady following should find enjoyment out of it. Mention the other players. Tell
that Lowell Sherman appears in the cast—his first appearance on the screen since
" Way Down East." Bill it as a smart comedy-drama.

"WHITE YOUTH"
(Universal)

Edith Roberts Has Frail and Obvious Picture Here

ONE should not condemn a picture for its lack of action and incident

if the intention in the first place was to keep it mild and subdued.

It is our suspicion that the authors never gave any thought to in-

jecting the requisite elements of drama, but simply relied upon fashion-

ing a sweet little morsel which might get over with Edith Roberts giving

expression to it. It strikes us, too, that ihey became so fascinated in paint-

ing the customs and manners of the French who reside in New Orleans

and vicinity that picture ingredients were forgotten. "White Youth" is

extremely frail and always obvious and simply tells of a convent bred girl

who is reminded by a stern grandfather that she should marry the man of

his choice regardless of her feeling in the matter.

The old gentleman has picked a man of his own age, but when the youth-

ful hero rides merrily into the scene it is perfectly clear that the girl will

show her wilful spirit by accepting him. By picking this aged suitor, the

picture has a tendency to become farcical, but the players take themselves

so seriously that this welcome twist is never developed. A good deal of

the action takes place in the cellar of the grandfather's home and presents

him at the job of drinking his wine. The stage is all set for the girl to be
given to the aged suitor when she rebels. In the meanwhile she is locked

in her room and the hero is locked in the garage. His rival will eliminate

him in a duel. So a reel is given up to much nonsense concerning fire

arms.

The conclusion shows the old man trembling so that he is unable to aim
the revolver. And grandfather permits the girl' to have her own way.
This is a very ancient pattern which has not even the saving grace of de-

veloping the twist of surprise. Had the aged suitor been selected to test

the heroine's pride and wilfulness and had he been a party to the scheme
the story would have carried the much needed humorous touch. The
players seem to have realized the shortcomings since they are guilty of

over-acting. They apparently wanted to add a necessary punch. Miss
Roberts is charming in her role, but even she suffers from unnatural poses.

"White Youth" is just a program offering and will probably please
patrons if presented with another feature.—Length, 5 reels.

—

Laurence Reid.

THE CAST
General Belame Alfred HoUingsworth
Aline Ann Belame Edith Roberts
Francois Cayetane Thomas Jefferson
Burton Striker Arnold Gregg
Calalou Hattie Peters
Butler Lucas C. Luke
Pierre Sam Konnella
Monsieur Le Moyne Baldy Delmont
Madame Le Moyne Phyllis Allen
Madame Martin Alida D. Jones
Mother Superior Gertrude Pedlar
Madame La Roche Olga Mojean

By Clara Beranger and Forrest Halsey.
Directed by Norman Dawn.
Photographed by Thomas Rea.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
Edith Roberts is the star of the Universal picture, " White Youth," which will

be shown at the theatre on of week. It is

a simple little story laid in the vicinity of New Orleans and depicts the adventures
of a charming convent-bred girl whose grandfather is determined to marry her
off to a man of his choice. Of course the girl rebels. She will marry a youth
instead of a man well past the prime of life. But her grandfather is determined to
have revenge because her mother eloped in her youth without asking his consent.
The girl wins her way and grandfather capitulates. Miss Roberts has forged

ahead rapidly on the screen. Her ability has been observed over several occasions.
As the little French girl she gives a charming performance. Prominent in her
support are Thomas Jefferson, Arnold Gregg and Alfred HoUingsworth. The
picture is written by Forrest Halsey and Clara Beranger, two of the ablest
scenarists of the day. Norman Dawn is the director. The story is laid in settings
of true atmosphere. " White Youth " is a fitting subject for the display of the
star's wholesome personality and finished acting.

PROGRAM READER
She was brought up in a convent. And when she reached maturity her grand-

father, in a little town near New Orleans, sent for her to be married. He had
selected her future husband without asking her consent since he wished to punish
her for her mother's sin of eloping in her youth. But when the girl saw that
her future husband was an old man she rebelled. She sought safety with a youth
of her own years. How she wins her grandfather's consent—how she turns the
tables on her aged suitor—how she proves that a maid's mind belongs to herself

—

likewise her own destiny—is told in five reels of charming comedy-drama. " White
Youth " is the picture and it comes to the theatre next
with Edith Roberts.

SUGGESTIONS
If you have played the Edith Roberts pictures you can judge whether you want

to book this one. She has rapidly made a name for herself as a high-class inter-

preter of ingenue roles. If you played " Lasca " your crowd doubtless remembers
her. Play up stills of her. She is your best bet in the exploitation of this feature.

The names of the authors might mean something to your steady patrons. So play

them up too. Mention that it is a tale of sentiment and romance in the French
section of Louisiana. Play up its charm and appeal and romance. Use Edith

Roberts' other pictures in the exploitation. Mention the names of these.

CATCH~LINES
Edith Roberts, the charming star of Universal is coming to the

theatre next in " White Youth," a picture of love and summertime
in French Louisiana.
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MID-CHANNEL (CARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG. .SEPT 25
" Drama lost amidst family squabbles and omnipresent dream ending."—if. P.

News.
Exhibitor Commit—" Big picture which drew more than usual business."

'• a good picture which drew well." " Filled two houses during a simul-
taneous first run. Young has a steady following, who are enthusiastic
supporters. This picture is different from those which have preceded.
Star not so much In evidence as in 'Eyes of Youth.' Good support helps
to make the picture interesting." " Picture is O. K. but we had poor
business." " Mediocre picture not up to Clara Kimball Young's standard
as to either drawing qualities or picture. Fair business. They came,,
but expected something better." " Business was good. Picture only
fair. Audiences not well pleased." " The box-office showed that the
public likes this production. Clara Kimball Young is well liked in this

city and her name appeared frequently in the daily papers while the pic-

ture was running."
Consensus—'• Quod picture, good puller."

MILESTONES (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. II

" Atmosphere and scenic stuff, but short on screen drama."—M. P. Newt
Exhibitor Comment—" Good picture but brought about the average busi-

ness."

MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE-HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMP-
TON (FEB. 1) JAN. X)

" Satisfied from all angles."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A» average picture which did big business for three

days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very
poor offering, and we had dull business during run."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6

"Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses."—if. P. News.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. S

" Colorful backgrounds and vivid action in this picture."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good, played to better than average business.

Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those in which the animals
participated made a big hit." "Not up to some of the other Curwood
stories but was liked. Average business." "Good business on this

picture, which seemed to please."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

NORTH WIND'S MALICE, THE (REX BEACH-GOLDWYN) SPEC-
IAL CAST OCT. 39

" Probably the best Bench picture yet produced."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Not much. Did fair business." " Good picture of

the cold northwest which did excellent business for two weeks, having
been held over a second week on account of the large crowds it drew
the first seven days."

OCCASIONALLY YOURS (GASNIER-ROBERTSON-COLE) LEW
CODY OCT. 2

"Male vampire in a mere succession of society scenes."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Entertaining picture. Business about as usual."

OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE NOV. 13

"Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs."—If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" The combination of Moore and a popular stage

success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office returns while not especially great were satisfying." " This
feature brought more than usual business and seemed to please my
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box office attraction. Crowds
packed the house every performance." " A very clever adaptation of the
stage success. Tom Moore at his best, but as in the case of all previ-
ous stage and stock productions, business far below average."

OLD FASHIONED BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY NOV. 13

"Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Although many persons—among them the dramatic

critic of a metropolitan newspaper—considered this an excellent farce
and an excellent picture, it made no big hit with the ' fans ' here. The
houses were but average, although the cold weather may have had
some bearing on this. Many of Kay's followers did not like the kind of
part he played." " Good—but last two Kay pictures not up to Ray
standard." " Kay always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more than usual business." " Should have been called the Whirling
Dervish. Ray runs around and whirls like he was crazy. Only fair
business. " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

ONCE A PLUMBER (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN SEPT. 18
"Average comedy which should interest."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Picture Is good throughout. Seemed to please

audiences." "Only an average picture. Average business one day."

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (HOLUBAR-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY
PHILLIPS OCT. 16

"Absorbing story, well produced and acted."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"A fair production bringing average box office

returns." "This picture had little comment either favorable or other-
wise. Box office returns say production is fair."

Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

OUT OF THE DUST (APEX FILMS) SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 11
" Old-time western, well produced and acted."—if. P. News.

OVER THE HILL (FOX) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
"A real masterpiece of direction, acting and casting."—if. P. News.

PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture."—M. P. News.

PASSION (FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 23
" German picture is spectacular; wonderfully acted."—M. P. News.

PA8SION'S PLAYGROUND (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE
MACDONALD OCT. IS

" An artificial story holds it back."—M. P. News.

Box Office Reports con

PEACEFUL VALLEY (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES RAY.. OCT. 23
"Humorous incident, rustic settings and Charles Hay—enough."—if. P.
News.

Exhibitor Comment—" Registered a big hit. A real Ray triumph. Audi-
ences applaud etnthusiastlcally." " Very good week. Ray always sure
of big business. This considered much better than "45 Minutes from
Broadway." " Charles Ray in any story is enough to pack this bouse.
In ' Peaceful Valley ' he is cast in a role that his admirers want to see
him in. The picture attracted capacity houses for a seven-day run."
" Did very well. Picture entertaining and box-office results good." " A
pleasing feature which took well in my theatre. As to box-office value
it is a pretty good bet."

Consensus—" (Jood picture, good puller."
PEDDLER OF LIES, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO

MAX. 1) JAN. li
' Wood production of mechanical and unreal plot."—M. P. Newt.

PENALTY, THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT AUTHORS) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 27

" Great vehicle for Lon Chaney, but falls short in many ways."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good picture although some women were

shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonder-
ful story and very fine acting on Chaney's part. Good business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

PINK TIGHTS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON SEPT. 15
" Blight story, but entertaining incident, in circus picture."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Great picture. Turned them away at night." " The

boiled down opinions on this picture is ' Old Stuff.'
"

PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH NOV. 20
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture."—M. P. News.

PREY, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE OCT. 9
" Alice Joyce has highly involved xtory here."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Patrons did not like this one. Two davs to

average and poor business." " One of the best Alice Joyce subjects this
year. Did unusually well at the box-office." " Average production,
nothing out of ordinary. Business fair."

Consensus—"Average picture; average puller."

PRICE OF REDEMPTION, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL OCT. J
" Lytell has hectic melodrama and acting opportunity here."—M. P. Neirt.
Exhibitor Comment—"Big bouses first two days. Rest of week fair."

" Fine picture which brought good box-office receipts." " A splendid
picture. Thrilling. Fine acting. By far the best work Bert Lytell hae
done." "Had a big opening and average crowds during the rest of
week. Fair as a picture." " Good both as to entertaining value and box
office results."

RIGHT TO LOVE, THE (FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION-PARA-
MOUNT) MAE MURRAY-DAVID POWELL SEPT. 4

" Worthy successor to " On With the Dance."—if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment—" Second week's business complete flop. Attractions

failed to please." " Ordinary story, but drew good houses. Picture
well produced." " Was only fair. Miss Murray is an actress .of
ability, but the production was not up to the standard of some of lier

former successes." " Business very good. Crowded houses all week.
Audiences well pleased. Booked for indefinite run." " Second big week
Good business, full houses. Audiences like it." " An average picture
and played to usual business." " Went big first week and average second
week of run. Ordinary story but fine photography." " Fell down a bit
on box-office receipts in third week of run. Audiences satisfied."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON DEC. 4
" Good combination makes interesting picture."—if. P. News.

ROUND UP, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SEPT 1«

" Colorful western with Fatty Arbur.kle as feature star."—if. N. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very disappointing and tame. Just like hundreds

of other Westerns. Those who liked Westerns didn't mind It very
much—but they certainly didn't like it. Box-office receipts good, because
they wanted to see Fatty in a five-reeler." Fairly good picture, but
business not exceptionally good, due largely to the fact that the star
has yet to make hia reputation as the principal in a feature picture,
His fame rests only upon his work in comedy." " This is an average
picture but seemed to please the audience." " Fair business to fair

houses." " Very good. Played it two days to big business." " Very
entertaining. Fatty liked better in comedies." ' 'As far as entertain-
ing value is concerned, this picture does not hit the mark, though busi-
ness was good." " An old rail fence built in front of the theatre
attracted attention. ' Modern Centaurs ' and Pathe News are unusual
and helped put over the show with a bang. Average entertainment."
" A Western melodrama of the old days, with specks of comedy. Plot a
variation of ' Enoch Arden.' Lots of Indians, half-breds, shooting and
cavalry, and not so much of Arbuckle. He should stick to the short
subjects."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SECRET GIFT, THE (UNIVERSAL) KOHLMAR-CHRISTIANS. . . .SEPT l»

" A pretty story with appealing value."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Unusual picture, which brought more than usua.

business." " Good. Big business one day."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE, THE (FILM BOOKING OFFICE, INC.)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. '

" Picture offers rich entertainment in every department."—if. P. News.

SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD.. NOV. 2'

"Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here."—if. P. News.
SINS OF ROSANNE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ETHEL CLAY-

TON OCT. I.'

"Very little appeal in this wildlu fantastic story."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pretty good business. Satisfactory to people willing

to accept story as just movie. Rather good drawing qualities. Many
liked it."

SKYWAYMAN, THE (FOX) LIEUT. LOCKLEAR SEPT. I

"Slight story is excuse for average 'plane stunts."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Box office returns big on opening days. Too early tc

get entertainment angle." " Business fell down after the opening and on
State Fair is believed to have affected business."
Saturday Tom Mix in " The Untamed " replaced it. Klllins of aviator at

SLAVE OF VANITY, A (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE FRED-
ERICK OCT. 36

" Big from a production and acting standpoint."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good business. The picture satisfied a critical

audience.'.'
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"THE FLAME OF YOUTH"
(Fox)

A Pleasing, Simple Romance W ith Shirley Mason

THKRE is a stronger story behind "The Flame of Youth" than in

most Shirley Mason pictures, and as a result there is more real

romance, two interesting characterizations, and less efforts on the

part of the .-tar to impress solely by tossing her bobbed hair about, pursing

her lips, and wiggling her toes.

It is a neat bit of entertainment with suspense to the very end. For
there are two suitors for the star's hand and it is actually not until the

final fadeout that an audience will know which is successful. The story

is laid in Belgium, but there is no foreign political or economic theme to

make it lose interest for an American audience. Rather t lie atmosphere,

quaint and appealing as it is, serves to enhance the picture.

Miss Mason plays Beebe, a flower girl, seventeen years of age, but a

child in experience, and of trusting, unsophisticated and religious disposi-

tion. Jeanot. the woodchopper, loves her, but it is the worldly-wise

Parisian artist who wins her heart. There are some good romantic scenes

here. The artist, impressed by her innocence, finds '"he cannot do much,
for he loved her so much.'" So he goes back to his gay life in Paris.

Beebe, hearing he is sick, follows, and finds him in the midst of a wild

orgy. Still loving her he tries to explain that it was only the differences

between them that forces him to take this method to forget her. But she
turns into the open arms of Jeanot, the woodchopper, and it is explained
' that someday, she may learn to love him."

Because the love of Beebe and the artist is so strongly planted, and be-

cause the artist's character is made somewhat sympathetic, the ending is

not entirely satisfactory. Raymond McKee is the woodchopper, true to

type, but having few opportunities. Philo McCullough gets a great deal
out of the character of the artist. Director Mitchell has injected not a few
natural touches in developing the character of the peasant girl. The star

herself meets the niore-than-usiial demands upon her histrionic ability

with success and her per.-onality is as pleasant as ever.— Length, 5 reels.

—

Matthew A. Taylor.

THE CAST
Beebe Shirley Mason
Jeanot Raymond McKee
Victor Fleming Philo McCullough
John Forsythe Cecil Van Auker
Antoine Adelbert Knott
Lady Magda

#
Betty Schade

Old Bac ...Karl Formes
Scenario by Frank Howard Clark.
Directed by Howard M. Mitchell.
Photography by Friend F. Baker.

PRESS NOTICE—STORY
One of the daintiest and most attractive stars of the screen, Shirley Mason, will

play the stellar role in " The Flame of Youth," the feature attraction at the
theatre on . Miss Mason is one of the new generation of

stars in the picture world, and although still in her teens has already won a host
of favorites by her work in her last few productions. Less than five feet in height
and tipping the scales under the hundred mark, this dainty actress is the personi-
fication of dainty, whimsical feminine charm.

" The Flame of Youth " gives her the kind of a part she can play best—an un-
sophisticated, carefree peasant girl. The story traces the gradual awakening of
womanly love in her child's heart. It shows how innocence can win the masculine
heart when worldliness, and daring vampires fail. For Victor Fleming was an
artist of the Latin Quarter in Paris. None was more blase, more fond of the gay,
free life, nor more experienced in the wiles of the husband hunter. In the little

peasant girl he found one who could win her way to his heart more easily than
the most bewitching woman.

" The Flame of Youth " will be shown at the theatre for
clays.

PROGRAM READER
What is it in a woman that will most easily win over the heart of a man?

Some say it is their seductive appearance—others their power of conversation.
Victor Fleming was a man of the world, a leader of the Latin Quarter in Paris.
And Fleming was attracted by a new type of woman. It was innocence that won
his heart. For Beebe, the peasant girl, who sold flowers in the village square, had
been brought up in the quiet atmosphere of a Belgian village. She was unsophis-
ticated, simple and childlike. Who better could play Beebe than Shirley Mason,
the dainty Fox star? Beebe is the heroine of " The Flame of Youth," which will

be shown at the theatre on . Straight entertainment
is its aim, and it hits the mark. You will never regret seeing it.

SUGGESTIONS
You can always exploit Shirley Mason as one of the cutest stars in filmdom.

This can be done without offense to those who think that they do not wish to see
a sugar-coated story by telling them that the picture is a gripping romance adapted
from a popular novel. This is even more so in the case of " The Flame of

Youth," for it has more drama than any of her previous pictures. Robert McKee
and Philo McCullough are two leading men who will be known to the fans who
follow pictures more closely. The star's bobbed hair might win her some publicity
in the daily paper if you could arouse some discussion in its columns over the
present day fad.

CATCH LINES
Shirley Mason wears wooden shoes and looks cuter than ever, in a story of

Belgian peasantry. One of the most delightful romances of the year.

"HER BELOVED VILLIAN"
(Realart)

French Farce Adaptation That Falls Short in American
Requirements

BACK in the days before our own crop of bed room farces had even
sprouted this was a naughtly French play called " La Veglione. 1

For photoplay purposes the naughtiness has been extracted leaving

a slender plot based on French ideas of marriage with complications built

up through a farce-comedy jealous wife, and a lie told that call- for other*

in order that the original fabrication be concealed.

A very reputable American cast struggles with the material with which

it has to work, resorting to French mannerisms and slap stick tricks in an

effort to make the offering amusing. Even so dependable an aclor as TuUy
Marsha!! is guilty of overplaying in an attempt to make something of hit

role.

The picture for the first half reel threatened to be interesting from a plot

angle in that the hero is shown doing things, that according to American
standards would fall to the villain role, with the supposed villain judging

from the type selected for the part, apparently the hero. However, it is

inferred in the last part of the picture that the sequence referred to is

only the French idea of what is fair in love; that double cro-.-ing one's

rival even if he be a friend is a perfectly legitimate transaction.

In point of entertainment this will probably earn a few laughs from audi

ences that aren't too particular. Mr. Marshall does a drunk scene and the

star pretends to be intoxicated, both sequences being rather amusing.

The story is explained by titles that often overreach in an attempt to be
funny and are also over abundant. They stage a masked ball, show some
nice scenic settings, and Miss Hawley wears a number of stunning gowns.

The title of "Her Beloved Villain" seems to be a misnomer. The only

villain to be found in connection with the whole affair, according to our
ideas is the party who selected the story.— Length, 5 reels.

—

J. S. Dickerson.

THE CAST
Susanne Bergomat Wanda Hawley
Paul Blythe Ramsey Wallace
Louis Martinot F. Templar Powell
Doctor Joseph Poulard Tul.y Marshall
Madame Poulard Lillian Leighton
Susanne's Aunt Gertrude Claire
Monsieur Bergomat Robert Bolder
Madame Bergomat Margaret McWade
Rose, the Maid Irma Coonly
Casimer Jay Peters

By Alexandre Bisson and Albert Carre.
Scenario by Alice Eyton.
Directed by Sam Wood.
Photographed by Alfred Gilks.

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Adapted from a famous French farce which was a huge success in Europe a

few years ago, " Her Beloved Villain," coming to the theatre next

A new kind of a romance with a new kind of a heroine. A clean, gripping, true-
to-life love story. Don't miss the daintiest star of picturedom—Shirley Mason.

with Wanda Hawley, the pretty Realart star, carries the spectator
through scenes of rich hilarity and charming romance. The story tells most amus-
ingly of a man who gets his friend to propose for him and loses the girl. It is

the old Priscilla, Miles Standish and John Alden situation brought up-to-date and
seasoned with a dash of wit and humor which makes it doubly enjoyable.
The role which is Miss Hawley's is entirely different from either " Miss Hobbs,"

or " Food for Scandal "—but gives the star plenty of opportunity. The director
has given the picture a perfect setting which is in ideal harmony with the plot and
action. The picture is said to contain elements which should appeal to every type
of patron. Miss Hawley is supported by a very capable cast that includes Tully
Marshall, Ramsey Wallace, Robert Bolder, Marguerite McWade and Lillian Leigh-
ton. Sam Wood directed the offering, while Alice Eyton wrote the scenario.

PROGRAM READER
Don't ever trust your best friend to do your proposing for you! Do that little

job yourself or well—just see " Her Beloved Villain " when it comes to the
theatre next . In this latest Wanda Hawley Realart

comedy-drama, the complications of the famous Priscilla, Miles Standish and John
Alden situation are re-enacted, this time with a brilliancy of wit characteristic of
the French. For this is an adaptation of a famous French play. The picture
sparkles with humor and soars with pretty sentiment and is thoroughly amusing.
It offers the star a chance to prove her versatility since it is entirely different from
" Miss Hobbs " and Food for Scandal." In the cast are Tully Marshall ar
Ramsey Wallace.

SUGGESTIONS
This is a pretty good title to exploit and you should be able to work up a good

campaign with it. Tell of the plot by intimating that it brings up-to-date the
identical situation in which Priscilla, Miles Standish and John Alden found them-
selves. You should know by this time whether Miss Hawley is getting over in

your house. She should be immensely popular. Her beauty is appealing and she
has considerable talent. So play up stills of her. Mention the other players,

particularly Tully Marshall and Ramsey Wallace. Go in for atmosphere. You
might stimulate interest by having your ushers garbed in Puritan fashion. Use
effective catch lines. Ask questions pertaining to the idea whether a man should
allow another man to do his proposing for him. Distribute teasers with those
questions.

CATCH LINES
See the charming Wanda Hawley in " Her Beloved Villain"—a picture of a

three-cornered love affair similar to the memorable romance of Priscilla, Miles

Standish and John Alden. A bright and breezy picture. Don't miss it.
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SMILING ALL THE WAY (D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS)
DAVID BUTLER NOV. 27

" Butlers third is well produced and thoroughly interested."—Jf. P. News.

SO LONG LETTY (CHRISTIE-ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 30

• Famous stage success intelligently adapted to screen."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Street car scene where bathing girls disrobe should

be cut out by all exhibitors that run it, as it has some bad morals."

SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST NOV. 13
" Interesting crook story, wetll directed and acted."—Jf. P. News.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT-ART-
CRAFT) SPECIAL CAST OCT. SO

" Impressive moments in this artistic production."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Excellent production in every way." " A great pic-

ture and drew like house afire." " Now here is a picture. Typical De
Mille cast, direction and all. Not as enjoyable throughout, of course, as
• Why Change Your Wife,' but finely built for contrast of action and
suspense. Big business carried over another week." " Drew very good
houses to excellent business during fourth week of its run. Crowds
continued." " Picture so good business grows. Held for a third week."
" This picture is entertaining and sure did go over extra big. House
crowded every performance." " Holding for second week in a one-week
house which tells the story."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

SONG OF THE SOUL, THE (MESSMORE KENDALL-GOLDWYN)
VIVIAN MARTIN OCT. 23

" Fine basic plot but lacks action and incident."—Jf. P. News.

SPLENDID HAZARD, A (DWAN-FIRST NATIONAL) HENRY B.
WALTHALL OCT. 2

" Oood production and acting save this one."—Jf. P. News.

STAR ROVER, THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO) COURTNEY FOOT-
THELMA PERCY NOV. 27

" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story."—it. P. News.

STEALERS, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 2
" Exceptional from both directional and technical angles."—Jf. P. News.
-Exhibitor Comment—" Although this was a fair box-office attraction, I

was disappointed. Did not go over as big as I expected, nor was it as
big a picture as I expected."

*WEET LAVENDER (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER OCT. 16
"Ideal vehicle for star, though it lacks substance."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor's Comment—" Drew well all week. Audiences like the plot."

SUNDOWN SLIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY OCT. 2
" Cat:v in unattractive role in complex story."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good picture which brought good business."

UNSET SPRAGUE (FOX) BUCK JONES OCT. 9
" Having enough thrills, it makes a good western."—Jf . P. News.

19 EAST (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY SEPT. 25
" Bxtertaining picture made from stage success."—if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Fine picture. Brought good business." " Great

picture. A sure fire money getter. Drew large crowds with large box-
office results." " Not very well liked. No box-office value." " By far
the best thing this star has done. She always draws well for me but
never so well as in this. Would like as many more like it as I can get."
"Great stuff." "An average picture, with fair business." "Fine!
Acting splendid. Subtitles are a scream. People who had seen the play
said the picture was better. Picture brings out the comedy to better
advantage. Good cast all the way through." " Fairly interesting pic-
ture, usual patronage."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX NOV. 27
"Average entertainment in this Mix offering."—Jf. P. News.

THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE DEC. 11
" Fairly interesting with Pearl White scoring a hit."—Jf. P. News.

THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS. NOV 27
" Human document with real life-like touches."—Jf. P. News.

TIGER'S CUB (FOX) PEARL WHITE OCT. 16
" Pearl White makes thoroughly interesting Alaskan picture."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This is the second Pearl White feature. It failed

to draw so a Harold Lloyd comedy was added to the program."

TRUANT HUSBAND. THE (ROCKETT FILM CORP.) SPECIAL
CAST OCT. 23

" Simple and human is this contribution."—Jf. P. News.

TRUMPET ISLAND (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
" Spectacular melodrama is rich in action and thrills."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A fine picture, pleasing and estertaining. Drew

more than usual business." " Very fine picture. Spectacular and excit-
ing. Did exceptional business first week of showing with indications for
a big second week. Broke house records second Sunday." " Good
business. Pictures liked especially the comedy parts in the beginning.
The ending slightly changed, which gives it more credence." " A nice
picture that generally satisfied. Fairly good houses all week." " Pleased
big audiences." " Splendid picture, full of thrills and big box office at-
traction. Broke house record during two weeks' run."

Consensus—" Oood picture, good puller."

TRUTH, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY SEPT. 11
" Clyde Fitch's play misses the mark as a picture."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" As to entertaining qualities this feature is very

poor. Average business."

TWIN BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST NATIONAL) MR. AND MRS.
DEHAVEN NOV. 13

Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen.—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to

give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in it, but
always spicy. Splendid week's business."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

dNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE (HARRY LEVEY-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 9

"Propaganda picture doubtful as to entertainment."—Jf. P. News.

UNFORTUNATE SEX, THE (FRANK GERSTEN, INC.-STATB
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN NOV. 6

" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end."—if. P. News.

U. P. TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 20

" First-class melodramatic western with fine cast."—Jf. P. News.

UNTAMED, THE (FOX) TOM MIX SEPT. 4
" First class western melodrama with star in likeable role."—Jf . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Drew well during week, but picture replaced Satur-
day by Pearl White In "The White Moll.' " " Best Mix picture to date.
Orchestra accompaniment helped a lot In making it entertaining. Good
box office attraction^' " The picture did not bring the usual numbers
to the theatre. It is regarded by many as too commonplace." " This
is a good feature and we had good business while it was showing."
" Mix in good form. Big business three days."

Consensus—"Good picture, good puller."

VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end."—Jf. P. News.

VILLAGE SLEUTH, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
CHARLES RAY SEPT. 25

" Ray scores again as country yokel."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" One of the best pictures Ray has played in. This is a

regular picture and is playing to big business right along." " Played
it one week to big business one day and average six." " Audiences
thought Charles Ray just made for this ' Rube's ' part. Business only
fair." " Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
always in pleasing pictures." " One of Ray's best productions and Its
box-office value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is saying
a good deal." " Not one of Ray's best—but it was clever and a bit
different, in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving him essen-
tially the usual sort of role. Anyway they liked it." " Well liked and
drew much better than average."

Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

VOICES (VICTOR KREMER-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST OCT. 16
'* Crude production of familiar story."—Jf. P. News.

WANDA'S AFFAIR (CHADWICK-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL
CAST NOV. 20

" Badly blotched picture carries little interest."—Jf. P. Neics.

WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK OCT. 16
" Clever night scenes provide the interest here."—Jf. P. News.

WEEK-END, THE (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA FISHER. . .AUG. H
" Typical Hamilton story well produced."—Jf . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" An average picture with week much below the

average in receipts."

WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY NOV. 27
" Very ordinary Western for Carey."—Jf. P. News.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BRYANT WASHBURN AUG. 21

" Good Hookum and farce comedy."—II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A splendid picture. Played it two days to average

business." An enjoyable farce comedy that seemed to please. Big busi-

ness one day." "Rather good comedy. Can't kick about the business."
" Average picture with usual audiences." " My patrons enjoyed this

picture. Played it one week to average business."
Consensus—" Good picture, good puller."

WHITE CIRCLE, THE (TOURNEUR PRODUCTION-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST SEPT. 4

" A Stevenson novel, vividly portrayed by Tourneur."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Played it three days to average bouse. An average

feature." " A good picture to big business." " Our patrons don't care
for costume pictures. This one no exception. Poor box office returns."
" Artistic picture but only ordinary box office returns." " An enter-

taining picture which was only average for the first few days but

brought big business the last two days." " Story weak, but well told.

Nothing to pull with except producers' name. Business just missed
being poor." " A very poor Maurice Tourneur picture. Poor busi-

ness two days."
Consensus—"Average picture, average puller."

WHISPER MARKET, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH .. SEPT. «

" Despite bad cutting, this picture is thoroughly interesting."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Liked by the women—plenty of styles in this

production."

WHISPERING DEVILS (GARSON-EQUITY) CONWAY TEARLE-
ROSEMARY THEBY .....SEPT. «

"A strong, well-acted drama for a high class audience."—Jf. P. News.

WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE, THE (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) MIL-
DRED HARRIS CHAPLIN • AUG. M

" Good audience picture with great child role."—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"Fine picture, well acted, which did big business

partly aided by the presence of Mildred Harris Chaplin."

YOU NEVER CAN TELL (REALART) BEBE DANIELS OCT. II

" a real success from every angle.''—Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" This picture is very pleasing, box-office receipts

about average." " A very pleasing little picture ; star has made a place

for herself and this picture suits her to a ' T.'." " Bebe Daniels shows
that she is a real actress. She had a good oroduction and drew well.

Consensus—" Pleasing picture, average puller."
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AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel

Barrie) 6
He Blue Moon (Special Cast)
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher) 6

A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary)..

6

Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter) 5

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
The Golden Trail (Jane Norsk) 5
Bachelor Apartments (Georgia Hopkins) 5
Bitter Fruit (Special Cast) S

'TEX" SERIES
Circumstantial Evidence (Glen White) 5

The Wall Street Mystery (Glen White) 5

The Unseen Witness (Glen White) S

The Trail of the Cigarette (Glen White) S
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hovie) IS

The Lurking Peril (Anne Luther-Geo. Lurkin) IS

Episodes.

WESTERN DRAMAS
Biased Trail Prods, (one every other week) 3
Lone StarW enteral (one every other weak) 3

ONE AND TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Muriel Ostriche (one • month) 3
XLNT (Ardath) 3
Hank Mann Comedies (one every other week) 3
Arrow (Eddie Boulden-Lillian Vera) 1

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, LNC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Lying Lips ( Peters-Vidor) 6
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes) 6

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Love (Louise Glaum) 6
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum) 7

ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood) 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) 6
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin ) 5

AYWON FILM CORP.
Up in Mary's Attic (Novak-Gribbon) 6
Woman Above Reproach (Florence Chase) 6
Evolution of Man (Special Cast) 6
Woman of Mystery (Cunard-Ford) 5
When Quackel Did Hyde (Charlie Joy) 5
Thirty Years Between (Vera Stewart) 5

HARRY CAREY TWO REELERS
Wanderer 3
Sheriff's Dilemma 2
Brothers 2
His Desperate Deed 2

JOY COMEDIES
The Hoodoo Watch 2
Three of a Kind 2
Stone Quarry Romance 2
Too Much Garlic 2

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
State Rights

Dangerous Love 6
The Victim 6

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. 1—A Close Shave 2
Nov. 15—Hired and Fired 2
Sept. 2—All Balled Up 2
Aug. 19—Clever Clubs 2
Aug. 5—Some Champs 2
July 22—Wild, Wild Women 2
July 8—Stung Again ...2
June 24—Back on the Farm 2

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Dec. 1— No. 15
Nov. 30— No. 14

STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reeler every two weeks.
Dec. 15—The Man Hater 2
Dec. 1—The Mormon Trail 2

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
Bandit of Hell's Gap 2
A Traitor's Vengeance 2
The Girl of the West 2
Almost an Outlaw 2
The Avenging Trail 2
Western Rays 2
Shadows of the Past 2
A Fight to a Finish 2
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson 5

Re

Chester-Out ings-
the" The Tamer

Wilder."
" Trail to Wedontcare.'
" Too Much Overhead."
" Seven League Boot

ers."
" Hailing the Hunk."
" Collectors of Cran
iums."

" Pipe the Penguin."
" Mad Hatters.
" Lovely Maoriland."

Chester

-1 Reel
Frozen Thunder."
Iguazu the Exquisite."
Getting a Polish."
Swat the Landlord."
There Is No Santa
Claus."
Rookeries and
Squawkeries."
Crowning King
zard."
Frivolous Fijis."

Bliz-

" Chosen Waters—South
Sea Naiads."

" They All Turned Tur-
tle—Family Trees."

" Through Winding
Wall—Climbing Cat-
aracts."

" Mules and Gobtalk."

Scenics— 1 Reel

CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)

THE GUMPS
The Promoters 1

Best of Luck 1

Flicker, Flicker, Little Star 1

Mixing Business with Pleasure 1

Up She Goes 1

Westward Ho 1

A Hunting We Will Go 1

Get to Work 1

Andy Takes a Dancing Lesson i

Flat Hunting 1

Andy Visits His Mama in -Law 1

Andy Plays Golf 1

A Quiet Day at Home 1

Andy on a Diet 1

Andy's Wash Day 1

Andy's Night Out 1

Andy and Min at the Theatre 1

Andy Visits the Osteopath 1

Andy on Skates 1

Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit 1

£^£0^ EQUITY PICTURES CORP
Andy the Model 1

Accidents Will Happen 1

Howdy Pardner 1

There's a Reason 1

Ship Ahoy 1

The Toreador 1

The Broilers 1

Andy Fights the High Cost of Living 1

icebox ^pisod^:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!
1 famous players-lasky excb

Sea Planets — Apart-
ments for Rent."

1 Fine Feathers—They
Forgot the Town."

1 Out of the Past."
1 Then Company Came—Art Is Everything.'
1 No Hope for the Drys—Silver Silences.' 1

Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle) c

Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) •
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) t
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)...

(

Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball Voung) 7

Wim and Wigor 1

Equestrian 1

Andy the Hero 1

Andy's Picnic 1

Andy the Chicken Fancier 1

Andy the Actor 1

Andy on the Beach 1

Andy on Pleasure Bent 1

At Shady Rest 1

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores CaaaineUi) 6

COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VTL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy) .'

La Farre Sisters (Dancers) i

The Dying Swan (Skating) 1

Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics) 1

The Flying De Armands
Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) I

Hundeller (Balancing)
Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(&0t0M0d Through Educational film Bmctiangeaj

Mermaid Comedies—2 Reels
" A Fresh Start." " The Simp."
" Duck In." " April Fool."
" Dynamite." " High and Dry."
" Nonsense."

Chester Comedies—2 Reels
" Four Times Foiled." - A. Tray Full of Trou-
" An Overall Hero." ble."

" The One Best Pet."
" You'll Be S'prised."

Comedies—2 Reels
" Torchy's Millions."
" Torchy Turns Cupid."
" Torchy's Double Tri-
umph."

Comedies—2 Reels

" The Big Show."

Torchy
" Torchy."
" Torchy Comes
Through."

" Torchy in High."
Christie

" Kiss Me Caroline."
" A Seaside Siren."
" Out for the Night."
" Seven Bald Pates."
" Don't Blame the

Stork."
" Striking Models."
" A Homespun Hero."

Education
" The Race of the Age "

(Man o' War) (2

reels)

.

" Babe Ruth—How He
Knocks His Home
Runs"—1 reel.

Bruce Scenics
" Hope of Adventure."
" The Great Mirror."
" Log of the Lavia-

jere."

Bruce Scenics Beautiful— 1 Reel
" Solitude." " The Banana Special
" The Castaway." " The Explorers."
" By Schooner to Skag- " The Isle of Desire.'
way." " The Business of

" Tropical Nights." Camping."

Shuffle Queensi"
" Going Through the
Rye/'

" Mr. Fatim.a."
" Wedding Blues."
" Back from the Front."
" Dining Room, Kitchen
and Sink."

Specials
" Art of Diving " (Kel-

lerman)— 1 reel

" Valley of Ten Thou-
sand Smokes "— 1 reel

" Modern Centaurs "

—

1 reel

Beautiful—1 Reel
" Song of the Paddle."
" Wanderlust."

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Dec. 26—Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 455b
Dec. 26—The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
Dec. 19—An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .446<
Dec. 19—To Please One Woman (Lois Weber

Prod.) 608r,
Dec. 12—Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod) 630"
Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe Ar-

buckle) 494i
Dec. 5—Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
Dec. 5—Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
Meighan) 592<i

Nov. 28—A Romantic Adventuress (Dorothy Dal-
ton) 4738

Nov. 28—Tdols of Clay (Geo. Fitzmauricc Prod.).723t)
Nov. 21—Burglar Proof (Bryant Washburn) 4495
Nov. 21—The Frisky Mrs. Johnson (Billie Burke). 5S86
Nov. 14—Her Husband's Friend (Enid Bennett-
Ince Prod.) 4539

Nov. 14—Always Audacious (Wallace Reid) 5101
Nov. 7—Sins of Rozanne (Ethel Clayton) 4862
Nov. 7—Behold My Wife (Geo. Medford Prod.). 655*
Oct. 31—An Old-Fashioned Boy (lnce r*rod.-

Chas. Ray) 4617
Oct. 31—The Restless Sex (Cosmopolitan Prod.).. 6505
Oct. 24—A Full House (Bryant Washburn) 4tw
Oct 24—Held By the Enemy (Special Cast) 552'
Oct 17—The City Sparrow (Ethel Clayton) 461c
Oct. 17—The Cradle of Courage (Wm. S. Hart).. 4737
Oct. 10—Deep Waters (Maurice Tourneur Prod.) . 5035
Oct. 10—The Round-Up (Melford Prod. -Roscoe
Arbuckle) 6417

ARTCRAFT
June—Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick-

ford) 5382

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 19—Fatty at Coney Island 2

Not. 31—His Wedding Night 2
Oct. 24—Rough House (Re-issue) 2

PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 26—Bungalow Troubles 2
Dec. 12—Dabbling in Art 3
Nor. 38—A Fireside Brewer 3
Not. 14—Fickle Fancy 2
Oct 31—Movie Fans 3
Oct 17

—

Mt Goodness 1

PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec 28—Housecleaning t

Dec. 21—Those Distant Cousins 1

Dec. 7—After the Circus I

paramount.de haven comedies
Oct. 10—Spirits i
Sept 12—Kids Is Kids 2
Aug. 39—Never Again t

PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 26—Quaint Kuala Lumpur )

Dec. 19—The Snowbound Pyrenees 1

Dec. 12—Malayan Motor Roads 1

Dec. 5—In Finisterre I

Nov. 28—Land of the Tin Millionaires 1

Not. 21—Around About Manila 1

Nov. 14—Pyrenean Perspectives 1

Not. 7—The Port of Penang 1

Oct 17—Nature's Contrasts i

PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Dpc. 10—Thp Jungfrau Rnilway |

Not. 21—Kilawea Volcano Eruption I

Oct 17—Winter Sports at St. Moritz

lease Information Continued on Page 4684
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PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Dec. 5—Indian Summer 1

Not. 7—A Setting of Ages 1

Oct. 10—The Cloud '

Sept. 5—From a Piscatorial Angle l

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Dec. 26—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Pat Sullivan 1

Dec. 19—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Earl Hurd 1

Dec. 12—Twentieth Century Pictionary- Comedy- Car-

toon by Henry D. Bailey 1

Dec. 5—Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-Car-
toon by Frank Moser 1

Not. 28-^-Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....

1

Nov. 21—Magazine Items—Pat Sullivan Cartoon.... I

Nov. 14—Magazine Items—Earl Hurd Cartoon 1

Nov. 7—Magazine Items—Henry D. Bailey Cartoon. 1

Oct. 31—Magazine Items—Frank Moser Cartoon....!

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 3

Bonnie May (Bessie Love) S

MONTE BANKS" COMEDIES
A Rare Bird 3

His Naughty Night 2

Nearly Married 2

A Bedroom Scandal 2

FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
State Rights)

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson) 6
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman) 6
Love's Flame (Thos. J. Carrigan) S

The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) 5

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Two Knights 1

Winning a Widow 1

Will It Come to This 1

He Got It 1

Hot Dog 1

School for Skirts 1

The Painter 1

Bone Dry Blues 1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Nov. 29—Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
Nov. 29—Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Nov. 22—Love, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's).
Nov. 22—Dangerous Business (Constance Tal-
madge) 5118

Nov. 8—The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore) . 5600
Nov. 1—Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 2061
Old Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin) 6
Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven) 5

Nomads of the North (Jas. Oliver Curwood) 6
Peaceful Valley (Charles Ray) 6
Tonnerville Trolley (Dan Mason) 2
The Kick in High Life (Lehrman) 2
What Women Love (Annette Kellerman) 6
The Master Mind (Lionel Barrymore) 6
The Branded Woman (Norma Talmadge) 7
Harriet and the Piper (Anita Stewart) 6
Curtain (Katharine MacDonald) 5
In the Heart of a Fool (Allan Dwan) 7
Good References (Constance Talmadge) 6
Forty-five Minues from Broadway (Charles Ray)....

6

Jack-Knife Man (King Vidor) , 6
.Notorious Mrs. Leslie (Katheririe MacDonald) 5

The Perfect Woman (Constance Talmadge) 5
Go and Get It (Marshall Neilan) 7

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Skirts (Special Cast) 6
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec-

ial Cast) 7
Blind Wives (Special Cast) 7
The Face at Your Window (Special Cast) 7
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast) 7
The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear) 7

If I Were King (William Farnum) 7
The White Moll (Pearl White) 7

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The Scuttlers 6
Drag Harlan 6

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub 6
The Thief 6

The Mountain Woman 6

TOM MIX SERIES
Prairie Trails 6
The Texan 6
The Untamed 6

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Iron Rider 5

The Challenge of the Law 5

The Man Who Dared 5

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy 6
Flame of Youth 6
Girl of My Heart 6
Merely Mary Ann 6

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Dynamite Allen 5
Number 17 5
The Plunger 5
From New On 5

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely) 5
Just Pals (Buck Jones) 5
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) 5

Two Moons (Buck Jones) 5
Beware of the Bride (Eileen Percy) 5

Sunset Sprague (Buck Jones) 5
The Little Grey Mouse (Louise Lovely) 5

SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes) 2
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes) 2

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Her Doggone Wedding 2
Pals and Petticoats 2
The Slicker 2
An Elephant's Nightmare i

Hold Me Tight 2
His Noisy Still 2
Pretty Lady 2

Chase Me 2

FOX NEWS
Twice a Week 1

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Don't Tickle ' 2
All Wrong 2
The Huntsman 2

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Cleopatra J4
The Parlor Bolshevist '/2

The Hypnotist y2
The Papoose $4
On the Hip
Northwoods Vi
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co Yi
All Stuck Up V,
A Hard Luck Santa Claus '/3

Gum Shoe Work l/i

Home Brew J4
The Medicine Man Yi

GAUMONT COMPANY
4f Stntr Right Exchanges)

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle) 6
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy) 6
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) 6
Branded (Josephine Earle) 6
The Sinker (Special Cast) 6
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle) 6
lusbarun »nd Wives (Vivian Martin)... .... r

SERIALS
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2
1 uesdays—Gftumont News
Fridays—Gaumont Graphic

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
SPECIALS
The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmorc
Kendall Prod 5

Made in Heaven (Tom Moore)
Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Reginald Barker)
Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
The Concert (Special Cast)
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson) 7

The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy)
Roads of Destinv (Pauline Frederick)
Just Out of College (Jack- Pickford) 5

The Great Lover (Special Cast) 6
Godless Men (Reginald Barker) 6
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read.
Jr 7

Madame X (Pauline Frederick) 64?

-

ine Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedv) . .460"
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) .. 5108
Officer 666 (Tom Moore) 5290
What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Nonnand)
Milestones (Special Cast) 5782
Honest Hutch (Goldwyn) 5349
His Own Law (Hobart Bosworth) 5947
The Branding Iron (Reginald Barker Prod.

—

Special Cast) 6569
Cupid the Cowpuncher (Will Rogers) 5

The Slim Princess (Mabel Nonnand) 5

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick) 5

EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Earthbound (Basil King) < 7
Thf Penalty (Gouverneur Morris) 6730
It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach) 6725
Going Some (Rex Beach)

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Edgar the Explorer 2
Get Rich Quick Edgar 2
Edgar's Little Saw 2
Lugar Camps Out 2
Edgar's Sunday Courtship 2
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Nov. 3—Love on Rollers (Flannagan and Edwards).

2

Oct. 24—Fingers and Pockets (Flannagan and Ed-
wards) 2

Oct. 10—-Artistic Enemies (Flannagan and Edwards).

2

Hearts and Hammers (Flannagan and Edwards; 2
Knocking 'Em Cold (Flannagan and Edwards; 2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Nov. 28—Hurry Slowly l

Nov. 21—Number, Please (Telephone) 1

Nov. 14—In Arizona (Scenic) 1

Nov. 7—Nassau (Bahama Islands) 1

Oct. 31—What the Ocean Hides (Shark Industries) . 1

Oct. 24—Timberlust
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAFH:?
Nov. 7—The Island of the Mist 1

Oct. 31—Tree Top Concert Singers 1

Oct. 24—Origin of the Family Tree 1

Oct. 17—Adopting a Bear Cub 1

Chumming With Chipmunks 1

Fun With Firearms ]

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Nov. 14—Kiss Me (Judge Rummy) )

Nov. 7—The Bootblack (Happy Hooligan) 1

Oct. 31—The Hootch Ball (Judge Rummy; J

Oct. 24—A Doity Deed (Happy Hooligan; 1

Oct. 17—Hypnotic Hootch (Judge Rummy)—Lam-
poons 1

Oct. 10—The Village Blacksmith (Happy Hooligan)—Lampoons 1

Oct. 3—Hunting Big Game (Shenanigan Kids)

—

Lampoons 1

Oct. 3—Lampoons 1

GREIVER'S
(CHICAGO)

EDUCATIONALS

Serpent's Tooth 1

Speeding Through Dixie 1

Koya! Ease l

Colossus of Roads i

The Spirit of the Birch l
Mids l

Precisely as Polly 1

HODKLNSON CORP., W.
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)

BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIG
TURES,' INC.

The Dwelling-Place of Light (Winston Churchill). . .7

The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hongh's; 7

The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's) »

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

(Ben). B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warmer)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's) 7

Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's) •

Desert Gold (Zane Grey's) 7

J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) S
Love Madness (Louise Glaum) 7

Sex (Louise Glaum) 7

The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum) 7

Sahara (Louise Glaum) 1

UE1TRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyom •

The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon) . ..I

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
The Capitol (Leah Baird) 8

Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird) I

ROBF.RT BRUNTON PRODS.
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 3

The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5

No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5

The Dream Cheater (J. Warren Kerrigan) I

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) •

The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes) •

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast) •

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) 5

King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis) *

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast) 6

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
NEAL HART SERIES
Jan. 1—Danger Valley 3

Nov. 15—Skyfire ...
J

Oct. 1—Hell's Oasis '

Release Information Continued on Page 4685
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LEO WHITE COMEDIES
Jan. 1—Restless Rummies
Dec.
Dec.

15— Hack to Earth.
1—Razzin the Jack.

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier 3
Bearcat •
Seeds of Vengeance •
The Gift Supreme 6
Whispering Devils S
The Victim 9
The Transgressor t
The Burning Question 8
Luring Shadows 7
Below the Deadline 5

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Cads and Caddies 2
Stung Again 2
Wild Wild Woman 2
Back on the Farm 2
Mi* Fortune Hunters 2

MAJOR DAW LEY RELEASES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain 1

Along the Moonbeam Trail 2

BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Ride Under the Alps 1

Vacation Days in Switzerland 1

From Montreux to Bern ess Alps 1

Through Switzerland in 10 Minutes 1

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men 6
Wings of Pride „5
A Woman's Business
Love Without Question (Olive Tell)

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
Urban Popular Classics
Chas. Urban's Movie Chats
Kineto Reviews

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Rights Basis)

Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri) 3

Voices (Special Cast) I
Skinner's Dress Suit (Reissue-Bryant Washburn) ... .5

The Land of Long Shadows (Jack Gardner) :

Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Taylor Holmes) !

The Misleading Lady (Henry B. Walthall) S

Open Places (Jack Gardner) S

The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row (R Traverse)..

3

The Range Boss (Jack Gardner) S

The Alster Case (Bryant Washburn) 5

The Man Trail (Richard Traverse) S

Men of the Desert (Jack Gardner) 1

Little Shoes (Henry B. Walthall) !

Broncho Billy Dramas
Snakeville Comedies •

Fables in Slang (George Ade) 1

Stripped for a Million (Crane WUDurj !

Strife (George Le Guere) I

CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen *

The Champion 2

Jitney Elopement 2
Work 2

By the Sea

LUBIN (BERT)
STATE RIGHTS

Honeymoon Ranch 5

METRO EXCHANGES
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC.. SPECIALS
Dec 27—Cinderella's Twin (Viola Dana) 6
Dec. 20—The Misleading Lady (Bert Lvtell) 6
Dec. 13—Hearts Are Trumps (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 29— Polly With a Past (Ina Claire) 6
Nov. IS—Someone in the House (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 8—Are All Men Alike (May Allison) 6
Nov. i—The Fatal Hour (Special Cast) 6
Oct 25—Body and Soul (Alice Lake) 6
Oct. 18—The Saphead (Crane-Keaton) 6
Dct. 4—Blackmail (Viola Dana) 6
Sept. 20—Clothes (Special Cast) 6
Sept. 13—The Price of Redemption (Bert Lytell) 6
Sept. 1—The Hope (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 16—The Chorus Girl's Romance (Viola Dana)..

6

Aug. 2—Held in Trust (May Allison) 6

C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 21—The Little Lady of the Big House (Special
.
Cast) 6

Jan. 10—The God of His Fathers (Special Cast) 6
Nov. 22—The Star Rover (Special Cast) 6
Aug. 23—The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast).

6

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
(Produced by Joseph it. Schenck)

Feb. 16—Neighbors 2
Dec. 22—The Scarecrow i
Oct. 27—Convict 13 2
Sept. 1—One Week 2

HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar.—A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) 6

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 6—Billions (Nazimova) 6
Oct. 11—Madam Peacock (Nazimova) 7
Apr. —The Heart of a Child (.Nazimova) /

Jan. —Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7

TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
Apr. —Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6
Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) 6
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) •

ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 25—Coincidence (Robert Harron) t

S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6—Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast).... 6

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 18—The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) 6

MISCELLANEOUS
The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
The Wrong Woman (Ivan Abra.nson)
The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
COr

DeThe Devil's Angel (Helen Gardner-Templer Saxe)
Clark Cornelius Corp

Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions. . .

.

The Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
The Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Features

Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Photoplay Corp

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge (Special Cast) Harry
Levev Prods

The White Rider (Joe Moore-Eileen Sedgwick)
Hell's Oasis (Neal Hart) Independent Films Assn..

Peerless Feature Producing Co
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) Common-
wealth Film Corp

COMEDIES
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi-

cate—Cleveland) 2

After Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.) 2
Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films) 1

Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price) 2
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Two-Reel Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Legend Film Prods.

NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)

Nobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes) 5
Kentucky Colonel (Special Cast) 5
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re*

issue 5

PATHE EXCHANGES
Dec. 19—The Empire of Diamonds 6
Dec. 5—Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner) 5

Nov. 28—The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 6
Nov. 21—The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..

S

Nov. 7—A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') 6
Oct. 31—The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray
Stewart) 6

Oct. 24—Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
Oct. 10—Fo-bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) 6
Oct. 3—The Riddle: Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 6
Sept 26 — Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet-
Henry King) 5

Sept. 12—Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner) 5

Sept. 5—The House of the Tolling Bell (Bruce
Gordon-May McAvoy) 6

Aug. 29—Lahoma (Edgar Lewis) 7

VELVET FINGERS
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Covrtot.)
Dec. 19—Third, The Hand from Behind the Door 2
Dec. 12—Second. The Face Behind the Curtain 2
Dec. 5—First, To Catch a Thief 3

THE PHANTOM FOE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Juanita Han-

sen and Warner Orland)
Dec. 19—Tenth, The Foe Unmasked 2
Dec. 12—Ninth, The Mystic Summons' 2
Dec. 5—Eighth, The Man Trap 2
Nov. 28—Seventh, Gun Fire 2
Nov. 21—The Crystal Bail 2
Nov. 14—Fifth, The Tower Room 2
Nov. 7—Fourth, The Open Window 2
Oct. 31—Third, The Trail of the Wolf 2
Oct. 24—Second. The Disappearance of Janet Daie..2
Oct. 17—First, Doom 3

RUTH OF THE ROCKIEa
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth

Roland)
Dec. 5— Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
Nov. 28—Fourteenth, Regina Island .' 2
Nov. 21—Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack 2
Nov. 14—Twelfth, The Secret Order 2
Nov. 7—Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond 2
Oct. 31—Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk 2
Oct. 9—Ninth, The Perilous Path 2
Oct 17—Eighth, Danger 1 rails 2
Oct 10—Seventh, Troubled Waters 2
Oct. 3—Sixth, The Eagle's Nest 2
Sept. 26—Filth, Double Grossed 2
Sept. 19—Fourth, Between Two Fires 2
Sept 12—Third, The Tower of Danger 2

fIRATE GOLD
(Ten Two-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seitz

and Marguerite Courtot)
Oct 17—Tenth, Defeat—And Victory 2
Oct. 10—Ninth, The Double Cross 2
Sept 26—Seventh, Under Suspicion 2
Sept. 19—Sixth, Kidnapped 2
Sept. 12—Filth, Drugged 2
Sept 5—Fourth, Treasure—At Last 2
Aug. 29—Third, The Dead Man's Story 2

THE THIRD EYE
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Warner

Oland and Eileen Percy)
Aug. 29—Filteenth, The Triumph of Justice 2
Aug. 22—Fourteenth, At Bay 2

Aug. 15—Thirteenth, The Blind Trails of Justice 2
Aug. 8—Twelfth, Man Against Man 2
Aug. 1—Eleventh, The Long Arm of Vengeance .... 2

July 25—Tenth, The House of Terrors 2
July 18—Ninth, The Race for Life 2

July 11—Eighth, Dangerous Trails 2
July 4—Seventn, The Double Trap 2

June 27—Sixth, The Death Spark 2

YOUNG BUFFALO SERIES
Aug. 8—The Hold-up Man 2
Aug. 1—The Hobo of Pixen City 2
July 25—The Law of the Border 2
July 18—His Pal's Gal 2

July 11—Tex of the Timberlands 2

TRAILED BY THREE
July 11—Fifteenth, The Reckoning i

July 4—Fourteenth, The Hidden Crime 3
June 27—Thirteenth, The Door of Death 2
June 20—Twelfth, The Burning Fuse 2
June 13—Eleventh, The Torture Trap 2

VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
Dec. 12—Greek Meets Greek 1

Nov. 14—The Sandman 1

Oct. 31—Mamma's Boy 1

Oct. 3—June Madness 1

BRINGING UP FATHER
June 27—Third, Jiggs and the Social Lion 2
May 16—Second, Father's Close Shave 2
Apr. 4—First. Jiggs in Society 3

AFTER THIRTY
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney

Drew and John Cumberland)
July 15—Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green-
wood 2

May 30—Third, The Emotional Miss Vaughn 2

Apr. 16—Second, The Stimulating Mrs. Barton 2

ROLIN COMEDIES
Dec. 19—Park Your Car (Snub Pollard) 1

Dec. 5—Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1

Nov. 7—Insulting the Sultan I

Oct. 24—When the Wind Blows (Snub Pollard) 1

Oct. 10—Fellow Citizens (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 26—Doing Time (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Go As You Please (Snub Pollard) 1

Sept. 12—Rock a Bye Baby (Snub Pollard) ..1

Sept. 5—A Regular Pal 1

Aug. 29—Money to Burn (Snub Pollard) Ij

ROLIN TWO REELERS
Sept 26—Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd)..

2

July 11—High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
May 2—An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd)....

2

BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden Valley (Bruce Gordon May
McAvoy) <

July 18—Man and His Woman (Herbert Rawlinson).6
June 20—Passers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) t

NEWS REELS
Sundays—Topics of the Day
Wednesdays—Pathe News 1

Saturdays—Pathe News 1

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a Woman 5

Release Information Continued on Page 4686

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHTRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl 5
Law of the North 5
Cv Whittaker's Ward 5
The Awakening of Ruth 5
Light in Darkness 5

The Tell Tale Step 5
Lady of the Photograph 5
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FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride 1

The Screen Fan 1

The Matinee Girl 1

The Man Eater 1

The Superstitious Girl 1

The Artist's Model 1

The Art Bug 1

The Starter 1

The Spoiled Girl 1

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
"

Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens) 6
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love) 6

Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro) 6
What Women Want (Louise Huff) 5

Where Is My Husband? (Jose ' Collins) 6
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).

5

Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall) 5

Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb)..

5

His Brother's Keeper ( Mansfield,-Lynon-James) .... 6

The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln) t
Bubbles (Mary Anderson) J

A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5

A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) S

Luke McLuke's Film-osophy y»

Sonny Series 2

THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin 1

Two's Company 1

Call Me Daddy 1

Knockout Maggie 1

Down Beside the Seaside 1

Professor Was Right 1

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark-

feather.
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)... 5

Power (Holbrook Blinn) 5

Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast) 5

RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) .'. .3

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
The Furnace (Wm. D. Taylor's) 6882
The Soul of Youth (Taylor) 5995
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's) 6705
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's) 6607
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's) 5911

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone) 4979
The New York Idea (Alice Brady) 6181
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels) 4214
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels) 5302
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley) 4212
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley) 4646
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley) 4648
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter) 5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10—I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2

Dummy 1

Rye and Wry 1

Referee 1

In and Out 1

The Landlady 1

The Moocher 1

The Bull Fighter 1
Professor 1

Getting His Goat 1

Fixing Lizzie 1

Dry Cleaned 1

Kidnapper 1

BURRLD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God 1

Wind Goddess 1

MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble 2
Lazy Lem 2
Bungalow Bangle 3

NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter 1

Dreamy Chinatown 1

GALE HENRY COMEDIES gpirrTAT DTrTTTPr-c padd
Heirlooms a SPECIAL PICTURES CORP
Help 2
The Movies 3

SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge) 5,000
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day) 6,000
Man's Plaything (Grace Davison) 5,000
Mountain Madness 6,000
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney) 5,000
The Great Shadow 6,000
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling) 5,000
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis) 5,000
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor; 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000
Taking the Count (William Collier) 5,000
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast) 5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning) 5,000

NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle) 5,000
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince) 5,000
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast) 5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast) 5,000

COMEDYART
Open the Ban 1

Hay Fever 1

Sweet Dynamite 1ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Moon Madness (Special Cast) 6
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

B^t 0
s£^t^i^::::::::::::::::::::::i sunsetjhjrrud scenics

The Devil's Claim (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
A Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) ... .5

SUPER SPECIALS
Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh) 6
Kismet (Otis Skinner) 9
813 (Arsene Lupin Story) 6
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick) 6
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama) 6
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne) 8
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody) 6
Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum) 7

SPECIALS
Aug. 15—Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 5

Aug. 1—Life's Twist (Bessie Barriscale) 6

SUPREME COMEDIES
Tune 6—Becky Strikes Oat 1

May 30—Letty 's Lost Legacy 1

Mixed Husbands 1

The Taylor Made Wife 1 »

XBe^.^::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l tyrad pictures, lnc
Her Beloved Burglar 1

MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the Sooth Seas 1

The City of Broken Old Men 1

Recruiting in the Solomons I

Lonely South Pacific Missions 1

Domesticating Wild Men 1

Cruising in the Solomons 1

Saving Savages in the South Seas 1

ADVENTURE SCENICS

COMICLASSIC
Not. 14—Watch Your Husband (Merriam-Edwarda) .3
Oct. 31—A Seminary Scandal ( Charlotte-Merriam). . .3
Oct 17—A Pajama Marriage (Neely Edwards) 3

Nov. 7—Totem Land 1

Oct. 31—Dawnland 1

Oct. 24—Going North 1

Oct 17—The Highway of Wonderland 1

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Oct 10—Babbles 1

Oct 3—Dreams 1

Sept 26—Up on the Farm 1

MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct 31—Kids 1

Oct 17—Guilty 1

CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Nov. 14—Who Am 1 3
Oct 7—Home Rule 3

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan. 2—Squandered Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) .

Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..i
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska) 3

Human Passions (Lottie Tilford) 5

Man and Woman (Betty Mason) i

The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes) «
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) 5

And the Children Pay (Gareth H> hes) 7

Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Johnny Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley—one every
month) 2

RADIN PICTURES
rwi,™°

n
.ff Ti^wTmV™.".; i

Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley) 5Outlaw of the Wilderness 1 tv, iT xr_.. „« vr" 71.1 nx.iii >
The Tempest 1

Nov. 28=He Looks"Like"'Him ^Tucker'TwIns) ! \ .2
Waters of Destiny 1

Nov. 12—Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns) 2 u
Oct. 30—Married to Order (Rosemary Theby) 2
Oct. 15—When the Cat's Away (Special Cast)....

2

Sept. 30—Where Are Your Husbands? (Billy B. Van 2
Sept 1—The Plucky Hoodoo (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 30—Snakes (Billy B. Van) 3
Aug. 15—Buggins (Leon Errol) 3

MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
Bold Bad Pirate 2
Summer Days 2
Sunshine 2
She's a Vamp 2

Circus Days 2

BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer 2

Hands Up 2

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture 2

Girl of the Rancho 3

ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics 2
Good Night Nurse 2

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch 1

MoonsKiner 1

No. 13 1

Pest 1

Pile Driver 1

Undressed Kid 1

Live Wire 1

Ghosts of Romance 1

Sons of Salooskin 1

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't Gamble 5
Fickle Women 5

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason) 5

Cowboy Jazz 2

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
SELZNICK PICTURES

(Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Darling Mine (Olive Thomas) 5,000
Panthea (Norma Talmadge) 5,000
The Desperate Hero (Owen Moore) 5,000
The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
The Flapper (Olive Thomas) 5,000
The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham) 5,000
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore) 5.000
The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien) 5,000
Whispers (Elaine Hammerstein) 5,000
Dangerous Paradise (Special)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)

Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo) 5

Weekly Indigestion (one every week) 1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept 5—The Lone Flower (D. W. Griffith's) 7

Jane 27—Snds (Mary Pickford) S
June 13—The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) 6

May 30—Romance (Doris Keane) I
Apr. 5—Down on the Farm (Mack Sennetfs) 5
Jan. 18—Pollyanna (Mary Pickford) «

Dec. 29—When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair-
banks) •

Oct 20—Broken Blossom* (D. W. Griffith's) «

Sept 1—His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair-

bank*) 8

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Hearts Up (Harry Carey) 5

Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast) 5

White Youth (Edith Roberts) 3

Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers) 5

Riskv Business (Gladvs Walton) 5

We*t i* Weat (Harry Carey) 5

Honor Bound (Frank Mayo) S

Fixed by George (Lyons-Moran) 5

The Gilded Dream (Carmel Myers) 5

Wanted at Headquarters (Eva Novak) 5
The Marriage Pit (Frank Mayo) 5

Sundown Slim (Harry Carey) 5

Pink Tights (Gladys Walton) *

Release Information Continued on Page 4687
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JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6

The Devil"! Pass Key (Special Caat) 7

Shipwrecked Among Cannibals 6

The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6

Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln) 6

JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin) 2

A Prohibition Monkey 2

KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Ttco Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Sixth, Lion's Claws 2

Fifth, The Black Wallet 2

Fourth, Facing Death 2

Third, Stolen Evidence 2

Second. The Mushroom Bullet 2

First, Blood Money 2

RED RIDER SERIES
(Six Two-Reel Specials Featuring Leonard
Clapham)

Sixth, The Timber Wolf 2

Fifth, The Forest Runners 2

Fourth, When the Devil Laughed 2

Third, Big Stakes 2
Second, The Girl and the Law 2

First, A Son of the North 2

THE FLAMING DISK

(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Elmo
Lincoln)

Thirteenth, Caged In 2
Twelfth, The Tunnel of Flame 2

Eleventh, The Dynamite Trail 2

Tenth, Spiked Death 2
Ninth, The Floating Mine 2

Eighth, Through Walls of Steel .2

Seventh, The Circle of Fire .2

Sixth, The Pool of Mystery 2
Fifth. On the Great Wall of China 2
Fourth, The Flaming Disk 2
Third, The Perilous Leap 2
Second, The Span of Life 2
First, The Rails of Dearth 2

THE DRAGON'S NET
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring
Marie Walcamp)

Twelfth, Unmasked 2
Eleventh, The Shanghai Peril 2
Ninth, The Train of Death 2
Eighth Trailed to Peking 2
Seventh, The Unseen Foe 2
Sixth, Captured in China 2
Fifth, A Jump for Life 2
Fourth, Into the Chasm 2
Third, A Watery Grave 2

CENTURY COMEDIES
Trouble Bubbles (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty) 2
Laughing Gas (Dorety-Jamisen) 2
Hot Dog (Brownie) 2
A Fishy Story (Monty-Jackson) 2
Twin Crooks (Byron- Dorety) 2
A Lyia' Tamer ( Bowes-Lamont) 2
A Blue Ribbon Mutt ( Byron- Dorety) 2
Uncle Tom's Caboose (Dorety-Prevost) 3
Should Tailors Trifle 2
Loose Lions (Anderson Lamont) 2
A Shot-Gun Wedding (Sweet-Sterling) 2
His Master's Breath (Century Dog) 2
Love and Gasoline (Henley-Keaton) 2
The Profiteering Blues (Sterling-Lambert) 2

STAR COMEDIES
The Country Cousin (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Shapes and Scraps (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Romeo and Juliet (Dorothy Wolbert) 1

Maids A Courting I

My Lady's Ankle 1

A Scream in Society 1

Am I Dreaming (Carter DeHaven) 1
Where Is My Dog (Harry Mann) 1

Bill's Wife (Wilson-Gerber) 1

The Belle and the Bill (Bartine Burkette) 1

Rings and Things (Hill-Burns) 1

Fix It For Me (Bartine Burkette) 1

Her Night Out (Burkette-Howard) 1

Who's Crazy Now (Burkette-Howard) 1

RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety- Byron) 2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Off His Trolly (Engle-Dickerson) 2
Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey) 2
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet) 2

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Cowboy's Conquest (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson) 2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson) 2
Superstition (Hoot Gibson) 2
Tipped Off (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Two Fisted Lover (Hoot Gibson) 2
Double Danger (Hoot Gibson) 2
Cenders (Hoot Gibson) 2
In Wrong Wright (Hoot Gibson) 2
Some Shooter (Hoot Gibson) 2
One Law for All (Hoot Gibson) 2
The Grinning Granger 2
A Gamblin' Fool (Hoot Gibson) 2

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesday*—International News 1

Fridays —International News 1

Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Universal)....!

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate 5

The Voice of Fools 5

The Prey •
Dollars and the Woman •
The Sporting Duchess '

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift 5

The Romance Promoters 5

The Purple Cipher 3

A Master Stroke 5

Captain Swift 5
The Fortune Hunter »

"

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It Isn't Being Done This Season 5

The Broadway Bubble 5

The Whisper Market 5

Bab's Candidate 5

The Garter Girl 5

Deadline at Eleven 5

Human Collateral 5

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones 5

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens 5

JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Nuisance 2
The Back Yard 2

HARRY T. MOREY PICTURES
The Gauntlet *

The Sea Rider J

The Flaming Clue J

The Birth of a Soul I

VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special

Cast 7

Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast ..7

The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Cur-^
wood's) Special Cast

"

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Sportsman 2
The Suitor 3

The Stage Hand >

Solid Concrete 3

School Days 3

The Fly Cop 2

The Grocery Clerk *

O. HENRY (TWO REELERS)
A Ruler of Men (Special Cast) 2
An Afternoon Miracle (Special Cast) I
Trimble, Trimble (Special Cast) I
The Ransom of Mack (Special Cast) I
The Passing of Black Eagle (Joe Ryan) I

WOLFVILLE TALES (TWO REELERS

)

The Washerwoman's War (Nell Shipman) J
The Trials of Texas Thompson (Nell Shipman) . , . .

t

THE PURPLE RIDERS

(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)

FIGHTING FATE

(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)

THE SILENT AVENGER
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring William

Duncan)

THE VEILED MYSTERY
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Antonio Morlno.)

Fifteenth, The Accounting
Fourteenth, The Veil's Secret
Thirteenth, The Sinister Stroke
Twelfth, A Climax of Hate
Eleventh, The Smoke of Doom
Tenth, A Demon's Device
Ninth, The Slide for Life
Eighth. The Span of Death
Seventh. Human Targets
Sixth, The Fiery Furnace
Fifth, The Well of Despair
Fourth, Trapped in Mid-Air
Third, The Sea Demon
Second, The Quicksand
First, The Menace

HIDDEN DANGERS

(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryam a
Jean Paige)

Fifteenth, The Lifting Fog
Fourteenth, The Fatal Escape
Thirteenth, A Woman's Grit
Twelfth, Human Bait
Eleventh, The Tank's Secret
Tenth, A Fanatic's Revenge
Ninth, An Inch from Doom
Eighth, Hemmed In
Seventh, Hindoo Hate
Sixth, Springing the Trap
Fifth, Hands of Horror
Fourth, The Fatal Choice
Third, Plucked from Peril
Second, The Murder Mood
First, The Evil Spell

WLLK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)

Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Seasue Hayakawa)

ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia

ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man ot the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
Human Driftwood

"Rockeries and Squawkeries"
(Chester-Outing Scenic)

THOSE who are interested in bird life and
those who are not should find this subject

interesting. It shows the night heron, one of
America's most beautiful birds in his wild state.

The cameraman with the assistance of a pro-

fessor from Bowdoin college has accomplished a

most difficult feat in photographing these birds,

for they are shown in all sorts of positions from
" chickenhood " to maturity.

The opening scenes picture the vast flock as

they perch upon the treetops and interest is

aroused from the fact that the cameraman has

secured many close-ups of the wild creatures.

Many close-ups are also taken of the young
brood which the professor handles and even

weighs upon the scales.

—

FRANK LEONARD.

"The Isle of Desire"
(Bruce Scenic-Educational)

ROBERT C. BRUCE has taken John Curtis

Underwood's poem " My Island " and given

it a beautiful scenic setting in " The Isle of

Desire."

The locale is laid on the island of Jamaic;

with its wonderful climate and beautiful scener

and brings out the author's idea of a"countr

to dwell upon which is restful to the body an

soul."

Mr. Bruce has taken particular pains to en

phasize the important points in the poem, select

ing some wonderful shots of the tropical islan

and its harbor.

Many scenes in and about New York Cit

are also used for contrast.

It will interest wherever shown.

—

FRAN1
LEONARD.
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has booked " The Last of the Mohicans "

'and " The Yellow Typhoon." The Mod-
ern is showing " Heliotrope " and " Offi-
cer 666;" the Strand is presenting " The
North Wind's Malice " and " Flying
Pat;" while the Victory shows "Darling
Mine " and " From Now On."

Although thousands of persons have
been thrown out of work in this city
during the past month, because of the
shutting down of many mills, the at-
tendance at the moving picture theatres
has not fallen off to any perceptible ex-
tent. All the first-run houses are being
backed during the last three days of
she week, while the attendance during
(the first three days appears to be up to
the usual standard.

News has reached Edward Fay, man-
er of tha*Fay circuit of theatres, that
ancis Vincent Yates, assistant man-
er of Fay's Knickerbocker at West
liladelphia, has received a commission
Uncle Sam's air service. It is not
own at the present time whether he
11 accept or not.

OKLAHOMA
CITY

Tucker Brothers, of Oklahoma City,
sold their lease on the Wonderland thea-
tre at Tulsa, Okla., to Joe Ravitz and
T. Bercutt for a consideration of $15,000.
The sale of the Wonderland in Tulsa
nakes the fourth theatre to be sold by
he Tucker brothers in the last week.

The Joie theatre at Fort Smith, Ar-
ansas, has been leased to the Southern
tnterprises, Inc., of Dallas, Texas. The
ease to the Southern was effective Nov.

)
Hoyt Kirkpatrick, former owner of the

1 oie and present manager of the Princess
I <nd Lyric theatres, will rebuild his air-

I lome into a modern theatre as quickly

| s the work can be done. The theatre
I then completed will be one of the most
I lodern and up-to-date show houses in

! he Southwest.

-The Westart Pictures Corporation of
Tulsa, Okla., announces the completion
if their third picture, " The Fatal Scar,"
n which a genuine Texas black diamond
attlesnake of enormous proportions is

ised. " The Lost Trail " will be the
ourth picture released.
Westart Pictures plan to release their

ubjects through independent exchanges
>n December 1. They will be sold in
eries of twelve.

H. B. Vinson has purchased an inter-

st in the Cozy theatre at Mesquite,
^exas, and will move with his family
o that place.

George Pollard and his wife, of Gu-
brie, Okla., have sold their Gem theatre
o the Pedigo interests which are now
perating the house. Before the war the
lem made money at five cents per head.

Sherman Webster, former manager of
'le Buffalo Select exchange, will be the

Percy Smith, one of Charles Urban's
scientists

Buffalo manager for Stoll Films. Mr.
Webster will enter upon his new duties
December 6. His headquarters will be
in the Pathe exchange, Franklin street.

Harry E. Lotz. manager of the Realart
exchange in Buffalo, reports that " The
Furnace," met with such success at the
Loew Star theatre in Rochester that the
management held the production over for
another week. The picture has been
booked for an extended presentation at
the Palace theatre, Buffalo. Mr. Lotz
has reached the 100 mark in franchises
in this territory.

Buffalo exchange men, on visiting
Rochester, find signs on the managers'
offices informing them that there will be
no booking until after January 1. The
houses in that city are booked up solid
for the year.

Charles Armstrong will open his new
theatre at Stuart, Okla., in the near fu-
ture.

A fire wiped out the Grand theatre at
Tulsa, Okla., last week, entailing a loss
of about $25,000.

" Earthbound," when shown in El
Paso, Texas, recently, brought forth
many compliments from the public.
General House of Fort Bliss, said that
" Earthbound " impressed him as no
other picture ever had, and Dr. P. R.
Knickerbocker, well-known minister in
Texas, said that it was one of the most
beautifully portrayed lessons of life that
he had ever seen.
The management of the Ellanay and

Grecian theatres were so favorably im-
pressed with the picture that they closed
their doors at seven o'clock and invited
friends to a private showing.

The Alkire Pictures Corporation is the
name of a new producing company that
will locate a studio in Dallas, Texas.
Their first picture is readv for release.
It is entitled " Youth's Desire." The
company directorship is composed of
Dallas, Texas, men with one exception.
Walter Alkire is president; Dick Haugh-
ton, secretary ; W. R. Patterson, trustee

;

M. B. Alkire, treasurer; and P. H.
White of Los Angeles, vice-president and
general manager. Mr. White is the
author of " Youth's Desire."

DETROIT
The name of Arthur S. Hyman At-

traction, an independent state rights com-
pany, has been changed to Merit Films,
Inc. Dr. C. A. Leonard, of Jackson, is

president of the company and C. O.
Brokaw, of Detroit, secretary and trea-
surer. Ray Branch continues as sales
manager.

J. M. Duncan, former manager of the
Vitagraph exchange, recently promoted
to division manager, was presented with
a handsome Gladstone bag* by employees
of the Detroit exchange.

Doc Gallup says his new Delft theatre
in Marquette, will open Christmas day.

The Knickerbocker theatre here closes
on Dec. 12 until Christmas day. The
house is to be entirely re-decorated. The
theatre, under Edward McGrath's man-
agement, has had the best year in its

history.
The Michigan Motion Picture Exhibi-

tors' Association has opened new head-
quarters in the Hotel Tuller.

Directors of Associated First National
Pictures, in Michigan, have elected the
following officers : John H. Kunsky,
Detroit, president and treasurer; H. S.
Gallup, Marquette, vice-president ; George
W. Trendle, Detroit, secretary; and
Harry Scott, general manager.

Fred- G. Sliter, district manager for
Robertson-Cole, has taken charge of the
Detroit exchange, but has not yet ap-
pointed a manager for the Detroit office.

OGDEN, UTAH
The Utah theatre in Ogden, Utah, has

been sold by A. J. Fyhn to Joseph S.
Campbell of this city, a retired whole-
sale grocer. It is said the purchase price
was $30,000. Fyhn and his brother-in-
law, Robert Armour, are buying a chain
of small houses in California from Los
Angeles to San Francisco. Mr. Fyhn
said that he already has options upon
several theatres now and expects to close
the deal within the next two weeks.

Manager Campbell expects to remodel
the Utah at once by taking out the office
rooms which were on the second floor
and turning the floor into a balcony with
a seating capacity of about 250.

The Ogden Theatre, Inc., has been or-
ganized in Ogden by Harmon W. Peery
with his brother Louis H. Peery. They
have taken a lease upon the Ogden thea-
tre which is owned by the Peery estate.
The Ogden is one of the pioneer picture-
houses of the «ity. It is opposite the
building in which W. W. Hodkinson first

entered the motion picture business. H.
W. Peery will be the president and gen-
eral manager of the company.

Manager H. E. Skinner of the Alham-
bra theatre, Ogden, Utah, recently packed
his theatre every night for a week when
he showed in addition to his regular bill,

motion pictures taken by G. W. Goshen
of Ogden, of the local troops of boy
scouts upon their hike through Yellow-
stone Park. There were many interest-
ing scenes upon the route in addition to
some fine scenic pictures in nature's won-
derland.

Captain Walter Wanderwell, Polish
motor traveler, and his troupe, who ar-
rived in Ogden November 29, presented
motion pictures of their world trip at
the Ogden theatre on November 30. The
pictures form an interesting and instruc-
tive entertainment and show Wanderwell
tours in many nations of the Globe. Wan-
derwell is accompanied by Nell Wander-
well, recording secretary; Gertrude
Shale, correspondent ; Ruby Klass as
photographer ; Bob Palmer, cameraman ;

and Al Nelson as mechanic.

NEW ORLEANS
The Enterprise Distributing Corpora-

tion of New Orleans has got state rights
on Franklin Farnum's five-reel western,
" Midnight Riders," John W. Quillian,
manager, announces.

Mr. Larson of the Peacock attractions,
was in New Orleans last week on his

way from Oklahoma to New York.

The mother of C. W. and Ed Green-
blatt of the Saenger Amusement Com-
pany, has been seriously ill recently at
her home in Shreveport. C. W. Green-
blatt is advertising representative of
Saenger and Ed is Saenger's Houston
manager.

Sig Schlager of the West Coast was in

New Orleans last week attending to some
publicity and exploitation affairs for his
chief, J. Parker Reid, Jr.

INDIANAPOLIS
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has

postponed construction of its new $1,-

000,000 photoplay house in Monument
Circle for at least three years because
of abnormal building conditions, it was
announced this week.
The corporation formally opened its

new Indianapolis exchange at 40 South
Capitol Avenue on Saturday, Dec. 4.

C. C. Wallace is manager and Oscar A.
Kantner exploitation representative. S.

E. Kilfoil, special representative of the
New York office, supervised the organiz-
ation and equipping of the new plant,
which represents an investment of $50,-
000. The building was remodelled at a
cost of approximately $30,000.

Thirty-five persons will be employed,
and facilities available for serving 325
Indiana exhibitors. The exchange takes
over all the Indiana territory, which was
formerly served out of Cincinnati and
Chicago.

Zena Keefe was at the Colonial in per-
son with her picture, " Red Foam," De-
cember 6 and 7.

CLEVELAND
Vitagraph's Cleveland exchange has

been busy extending the glad hand to
Vitagraph officials during the past few
weeks. On the social register of the
local office, of recent date, appear the
names of Assistaht Manager A. W. Goff,
General Manager J. M. Quinn, Eastern
Division Manager J. S. Hebrew, Central
Division Manager E. F. Tarbell and As-
sistant Treasurer A. I. Siegel.

It has just been reported around town
that Ascher Brothers of Chicago have
bought the Rivoli theatre of Toledo. This

Percy Standing who is appearing in
" Appearance," now under production
at Famous Players Lasky's British

studios.

report is followed by another, stating
that S. Barrett McCormick is no longer
associated with the Rivoli theatre. De-
tails of the deal, and the present activi
ties of Mr. McCormick have not been
learned at this time.

Miss Elanor R. Parker, of Dayton, has
just been named a member of the Ohio
Board of Censors, to succeed Maurice
Hague, whose term expired. Miss Parker
was Governor Cox' personal stenog
rapher. She has been appointed for three
years at $2,000 a year.

Pathe exchange of Cleveland will oc
cupy about 7,900 square feet of space on
the eighth floor of the new Film Build-
ing. A lease between Pathe and the
builders of the Film building was con-
summated this week. The building will
be ready for occupancy in a few weeks.

" When New York Sleeps " will be
one of the big holiday attractions in
Cleveland. It will play two first-run
houses simultaneously for a week.

Joseph M. Duskin, general manager
for Fidelity Photoplay Productions, has
arranged with Arthur S. Leavitt, one ol
America's foremost song writers, to write
a special song for " A Child for Sale,'
one of the first big feature productions
to be released in Ohio through this in-

dependent exchange. Mr. Duskin says
this is only a forerunner of the kind of
exploitation he is going to give " A Child
for Sale."

Mrs. Carl Miller, wife of the manager
of the Strand theatre, Fremont, died sud-
denly last week, after a brief illness.

The Clyde Cook comedies are making
a distinct place for themselves out this
way. James Dunlevy, manager of the
Strand theatre, Akron, had one booked
for three days last week, and wired in

to the local Fox exchange that it was
going over so big that he wanted to play
it all week. It was " The Huntsman "

that he was playing. Mr. Dunlevy fol-

lowed up his first message with a sec-

ond one saying that the comedy held
up splendidly all week.

Buster Keaton made more Cleveland
people laugh last week than it has ever
been given to any comedian before to

entertain in a similar space of time. This
was when he was the featured star on
the entire Stillman bill, playing the lead

both in " The Saphead " and in " The
Scarecrow, with " The Scarecrow " show-
ing simultaneously also, at the Mall and
Alhambra theatres. Three first-run Loew
houses were all featuring Buster Keaton
at the same time. And results show
that the Loew management had the right

idea in feeding Keaton comedy to Cleve-

land patrons, because people flocked to

see him.
Jack Kuhn, managing director of the

Loew houses in northern Ohio, took a

step in an entirely new direction, when
he arranged for an entire Buster Keaton
program at the Stillman. It was an
experiment. A steady stream lined

up before the ticket window during the

week. Sunday's business proved phe-

nomenal.
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